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OFFICIAL NOTICE 

Members of the association are hereby notified that at the De- 

cember, 1915, meeting a vote will be taken to amend Section 1 

of the by-laws to read as follows: 

“Any person who shall pay into the treasury of the association 

one dollar shall be a member of the association until the next 

annual meeting, and any person who shall pay into the treasury 

twenty-five dollars shall be a life member and exempt from any 

annual payment. Honorary members may be elected by a major- 

ity vote at any annual meeting of the association in recognition 

of services rendered to the dairy interests of the state, and they 

shall be entitled to all privileges of membership except voting 

for officers. 
[900] 



FIRST SESSION 

Turspay, 8 p. m., December 10 

The opening session of the convention was called to order by 

President EK. H. Dollar, of Heuvelton, N. Y., who expressed his 

pleasure at the large attendance and said that he believed the 

association had made no mistake in selecting Syracuse as its meet- 

ing place, after which he introduced President of the Syracuse 

Common Council Rill as representative of Mayor Schoenick, who, 

in the mayor’s name, welcomed the association to the city of 

Syracuse. President Rill gracefully extended the hospitality of 

the city to all in attendance at the convention, directing attention 

to the words on the city hall, ‘Syracuse Bids You Welcome,” and 

assured the audience that the city would always welcome them in 

that spirit, whether they came in convention or individually. 

President Dollar then called upon Mr. George W. Sisson, Jr., 

of Potsdam, N. Y., to reply to the address of welcome. Mr. Sisson 
spoke as follows: 

To Mr. Rill, who is a representative of Mayor Schoeneck, 

and who has so thoroughly voiced his weleome which we know 

is sincere; to your chamber of commerce and all the good citizens 

of Syracuse and vicinity who have made possible the holding 

of this convention in so genial and hospitable an atmosphere, I 

desire in behalf of this New York State Dairymen’s Association to 

return hearty thanks. Your beautiful and central city is fast 

acquiring a reputation as a convention city. Early in September, 

you sately quartered the charging herds of the Bull Moose, and a 

little later up came the Tammany herd on what proved to be a 

successful hunting expedition. And now you have the dairy herds 

without regard to breed or past party affiliations, all gathered here 

in harmonious conclave for the general good. IT believe we may do 

more good than some of the others. Your political conventions may 

have made more noise and attracted more newspaper space and 

their affairs may have been momentous, but they were partisan in 

character. We have here the delegates sent to represent the 
[901] 
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one and one-half million dairy cows of the farmers of New York, 

scattered from St. Lawrence county to Chautauqua, and furnish- 

ing an indispensable food product for our citizens and our chil- 

dren. As the official representative of the dairy industry in New 

York, your association is called upon to face important questions 

and to at least attempt the solution of grave problems relating to 

this industry. Like many other agricultural agencies in this 

state, you have given most attention thus far to the producing 

end of your business. You have discussed the selection and feed- 

ing of dairy cows, the care of their milk and its manufacture into 

butter and cheese and have truly educated the farmers and dairy- 

men of the state in methods making for larger production and, 

let us hope, at lessened cost. 

But I fear you have held this phase of your business so close 

to your eyes that you have not caught the broader outlook and the 

wider field that you must explore and occupy, if you are to be 

of most service not only to yourselves but to the ultimate con- 

sumer of your products. 

You may be considered, in fact, as a great “ Public Service 

Corporation,’ and, while you conduct your own business and offer 

on the markets the output of your own farms and factories, the 

very nature of your product, its importance in the food economy 

of the state, and its vital relation to the health of the citizens 

of the state, renders your business amenable in some degree to 

state regulation and oversight. That this regulation and over- 

sight shall be sympathetic and intelligent, based on sound prin- 

ciples of dairy hygiene and common sense, is one of the problems 

in the solution of which your association can be of vast assistance. 

Your members are practical men of wide experience, men who 

have demonstrated executive and business ability of a high order, 

and your very best talent should be expended in securing by 

frank cooperation with the state and city authorities such reg- 

ulative measures as will be simple and efficient, tolerable and 

practical for the producer and at the same time a guarantee of 

purity and healthfulness to the consumer. 

You should have a strong standing committee on these matters, 
fs) 

that would be active throughout the year, keeping in touch with 
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situations needing attention, and prepared at all times to suggest, 

to aid, and to instruct. 

Such things are proper functions of your association, and their 

practical and successful working out will demonstrate the true 

usefulness of your organization. 

Then, aside from the production of pure, clean and healthful 

products, your association must very properly concern itself with 

the economic problems of the transportation and distribution of 

these products to the consumer. This must be done in self 

protection, for, having once turned out a superior article, for the 

quality of which the state holds you more or less responsible, 

you should demand that those other agencies that intervene be- 

tween you and the protected consumer shall be held equally ac- 

countable for good service, careful handling and a delivery in 

good condition. And even more, you should see that this is done 

in a manner and by methods that eliminate every unnecessary 

expense or unfair profit, to the end that the consumer’s needs 

may be served at the lowest possible cost consistent with a fair 

price, a price commensurate with the cost of production. 

Producers of farm food stuffs of all kinds have given too little 

attention in the past to these problems of transportation and dis- 

tribution, and just now they are receiving a good deal of attention 

as very important factors in the high cost of living. The whole 

problem of marketing and market facilities and agencies needs 

most careful study and a thorough overhauling. We know abuses 

exist, we know that methods are too indirect, we know that there 

is too wide a discrepancy between the price we receive and the 

price the consumer pays. but how shall we correct these things ? 

Here is a broad field for cooperative effort on sane and practical 

lines. Dairymen have proven the success of cooperative effort in 

the producing end of their business. Why not apply the same 

methods to the marketing end? Some practical plan, truly co- 

operative, that shall bring producer and consumer into closer re- 

lation will not only save unnecessary expense and unearned profits, 

but make for a better mutual understanding and feeling between 

the two most interested parties. 

I believe that for years we have been putting all our forces, and 

the state, by means of education and extension work, has been 
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putting all its force on the matter of production; and we have 

entirely overlooked the economical side of our business, without 

a proper solution of which we shall still hear the cry of poor 

business in farming and high cost of living in the cities. Now if 

your association will take up some of these problems of the food 

producing business of this state, and its distribution, I believe 

you will have achieved a great work and something even greater 

than to come together once a year and have a large meeting. Unless 

you make yourself a force that is felt from year to year, a con- 

structive force of some sort, you will fail in the opportunities 

which I believe are yours. 

Presmpent Dotiar: There is probably no one man through- 

out the state the farmers like so well to hear from and to be ac- 

quainted with as the Commissioner of Agriculture. They like to 

get acquainted with him because he has to do with all the interests 

of the farmers, and some of the things the farmers do not do that 

they ought to do. I am glad at this time that we have with us 

the Commissioner, who will talk to you about some of the things 

that the Department is intending to do or trying to do. It gives 

me great pleasure to introduce to you Hon. Calvin J. Huson, Com- 

missioner of Agriculture. 

COMMISSIONER HUSON’S ADDRESS 

Mr. President, Members of the New York ‘State Dairymen’s 

Association, Ladies and Gentlemen: I feel like congratulating 

this association on this most auspicious opening of their annual 

convention. The dairy interests of the State of New York, as 

you are all aware, are by far the largest agricultural interests we 

have. There are more people employed in it; there is more 

capital invested in its development; and the total product is 

largely in excess of any other agricultural activity within the 

state. The State of New York is pre-eminently a dairy state and 

I can say that without detracting from any other of our numerous 

important agricultural activities. But by reason of our popula- 

tion, our markets, our soil and our climate, the dairy interests are 

subject to almost unlimited expansion and we here in the State of 

New York can be assured of a ready market for all the products 

of our dairies. The prosperity of those engaged in this great in- 
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dustry is a matter of concern and. importance to all the people of 

the state, and that this industry has attained to such large pro- 

portions and that the dairy products of the State of New York 

have maintained a high standard during all the years of the past 

speaks well for the breadth of view and the character of the men 

who are engaged in it. 

I want to speak to you quite informally and very briefly, I 

assure you, as to some of the relations which the state sustains 

towards this industry and what the state is attempting to do in 

that regard. We have upon our statute books in this state, and 

have had for a number of years, laws regulating or intended to 

regulate this great industry. The purpose and object of these 

laws primarily is to assist in the development of the dairy inter- 

ests of the state. If they are not calculated to perform that pur- 

pose, they have no other excuse for existence, and the question is 

whether the laws of the State of New York so far as they affect 

the dairy interests of the state are based upon wisdom; whether 

they are the best that can be enacted to promote this great industry 

and at the same time protect the health and the lives of all the 

people of the state. And just now there is some considerable dis- 

cussion upon the question as to certain proposed changes that have 

been suggested in regard to some features of the laws that affect 

you men very vitally. All men, whether they be engaged in the 

dairy industry or whether they be consumers of our dairy products, 

will agree that it is of most vital importance to all the 

people and particularly to those who have their money 

invested in this industry, that our product should maintain the 

highest possible standard. It is not too much to hope, I believe, 

that the product of the dairies of the State of New York should 

be brought to such a standard that they will be a guarantee of the 

healthfulness, purity and cleanliness of the product. 

The health of our dairy animals is one of vital concern to all 

of us. We have heard and are hearing perhaps more just now 

than usually, as to the tuberculosis affected herds of the state. I 

do not believe that tuberculosis exists in the dairy herds of the 

State of New York to a greater extent than in any other state. 

I believe that the dairy products of the State of New York are 

of as high a standard, are as free from anything that communi- 
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rates disease as are the products of any other state. Yet the facet 

remains that tuberculosis exists in our dairy herds to a greater or 

less extent. And there is a general feeling all over the state, I 

think, that the present law, framed for the purpose of eliminating 

this disease from our herds, has not resulted in making as rapid 

progress as its framers hoped at the time it was enacted. During 

the year that has just passed the state has officially tested with 

tuberculin in round numbers 30,000 dairy cows. When you take 

into consideration that we have in the state more than a million 

and a half dairy animals and that the state has only been able 

to test that number, or 2 per cent., in a single year, you will ap- 

preciate that the progress is necessarily slow and that the number 

of herds from which this disease is eliminated necessarily small 

and scattered and that when surrounded by other herds that are 

not tested, the danger of its being brought back into these herds 

that are tested and from which it is eliminated, is exceedingly 

great. Thoughtful men have been thinking of this subject 
recently perhaps more intently than during the immediate years 

of the past; and it has been suggested that the time has come 

when we ought perhaps to take some more advanced step in this 

direction. 

I am speaking of these matters here to you to-night for the 

reason that this body of men are perhaps more vitally concerned 

in these questions than any other single class of our citizenship, 

and that no law can ever be wholly successful in eradicating tuber- 

culosis from our dairy herds unless it is so framed that it receives 

the cooperation and support of the great body of dairymen of 

the state. 

And so it has been suggested whether or not the present law 

should not be amended, leaving as it now exists the tuberculin test 

unimpaired, but providing for a physical test of all the dairy 

animals in the state whose milk is sold in quid form. Scientific 

men who have studied this question tell us that upon a physical 

examination a large percentage — some of them stating, I think, 

as high as 90 per cent.—of the actual spreaders of this disease 

in the dairy herds of the state can be detected and elminated. And 

it seems to me that you men, assembled here in your annual gath- 

ering, could well take up and discuss these questions; and the ex- 
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pression of your views in regard to what ought to be done wouid 

do very much towards solving this question. 

Another suggestion has been made, and that is that as the law 

now stands the skim milk and whey that comes from our butter 

factories and our cheese factories and goes back to the farm and is 

fed to calves and pigs, is a prolific source of the spread of this 

disease and that some provision ought to be enacted by which this 

product should be pasteurized before it is returned to the farm 

for food. 

Another important question relates to the indemnity which the 

state ought to pay for a diseased animal which is condemned and 

slaughtered by order of the state. Men will differ, and differ 

very widely, upon this subject, yet all must agree that a diseased 

animal is an unprofitable animal in any dairy herd; that no dairy- 

man can afford to retain in his herd an animal aftlicted with 

tuberculosis where it is advanced to such a stage as to imperil the 

health of his other animals, and that fact ought to be taken into 

account when it comes to fixing the indemnity which should 

be received for condemned animals. And it has been suggested 

that in cases where an animal is condemned as a result of a 

physical examination, that is where the disease has advanced to 

such an extent that it can be detected by clinical symptoms, or in 

ease of the tuberculin test where on post mortem the disease is 

found to be generalized — that in those cases the animal is un- 

profitable and dangerous for the owner to retain in his herd and 

that fact ought to be taken into account when the compensation 

which is to be allowed by the state is determined. 
And so at a conference recently held in Albany on this subject, 

at which a considerable number of representatives of this organi- 

zation were present, as well as milk consumers and consumers of 

other dairy products and health officials, it seemed to be the con- 

census of opinion that if in those two cases the indemnity was 

fixed at $15 for each animal destroyed, giving to the owner also 

the hide and the carcass when passed for human food, that justice 

would be done the individual. 

I speak of these things, gentlemen, for the reason that they in 

some form are likely to come before the legislature at the ap- 
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proaching session and it seems to me that these questions might 

well be taken up by you and considered fairly in the light of all 

the facts and circumstances which are presented in the considera- 

tion of this important question so that we could have from this 

body of dairymen of the state some expression which would carry 

with it their approval or disapproval of any of these propositions, 

with the assurance that whatever law is enacted would have the 

hearty support of the dairymen of the state. You never can rid 

the state of tuberculosis in our dairy herds simply by legislation. 

We may enact such laws as we will, but unless such laws are re- 

ceived with accord by the great body of men who are primarily 

most affected by them, little progress can be made in ridding the 

state of this disease. I believe the great State of New York with 

its almost boundless resources and possibilities, should be the 

first of all the states to take such advanced position on this sub- 

ject as will wipe the disease from its herds, and I believe it can 

be done and will be done if the proposition receives the cordial 

support of the dairy interests of the state. If that could be done 

and then laws sutrciently stringent should be enacted so that we 

might thereafter forever keep without the state all animals that 

are likely to bring the disease back into the state, it would be of 

ereat advantage to the dairy interests of the state, and the dairy- 

men of the state would occupy a proud position and would reap 

the reward of their efforts in the price which they would be able 

to realize for their products. 

I know these things are dry and uninteresting to a large por- 

tion of this audience, but it seems to me that these are questions 

of vital interest at this time and I indulge the hope that during 

the two or three days you are to be together in your annual meet- 

ing you will devote some consideration to them and that we may 

have from this great body of deirymen some expression upon these 

questions that are of much interest to all the people of the state. 

PresipENT Dotiar: It is always the duty of the president to 

deliver an annual address. I know you are surprised because it 
is not on the program. Perhaps the secretary did not want me to 

speak, but it is a hard matter to keep me from talking. I have the 

honor to present to you my report as president of your association. 
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ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT 

Kor Dorman, Heoyrenron, N.Y. 

During the thirty-six years that the New York State Dairy- 

men’s Association has been in existence, the dairy farmers of this 

state have experienced many seasons of unprofitable business; 

many seasons that the expenses of the dairy farm were as much or 

a little more than the income, but the dairymen of the state for the 

last few years and especially for the year 1912 have been more 

prosperous than ever before. The prices of dairy products have 

advanced to such an extent that many consumers believe that the 

dairymen are receiving exorbitant prices for their products, and 

yet we find that many times they are selling their produce actually 

below its cost. The consumer oftentimes does not take into con- 

sideration the increased cost of everything that the farmer has to 

buy. For example, building material has increased over 10 per 

cent. in a single year, and the dairyman uses large quantities of 

building material. He also uses machinery, groceries, clothing 

and household goods, all of which have advanced from 10 to 50 

per cent. in the last decade. Labor, which is one of the chief 

factors in the cost of dairy products, has advanced in the last 

fifteen years nearly 100 per cent., and yet the farm laborer is not 

getting larger wages than he should for the service required 

of him. 

The farmer who makes a specialty of dairying must of neces- 

sity demand from himself and his farm help a long day’s work, 

and even at present prices for dairy products, the dairy farmer is 

the poorest paid tiller of the soil, in comparison to the efforts that 

he puts forth, that we have in the state. Certainly dairy products 

have advanced since 1893 in some instances more than 100 per 

cent., but let us not forget that the prices at that time were so low 

that it meant ruin to the dairy industry had they not advanced. 
There are several reasons why the dairyman in many cases is 

an under-paid man. One reason is the failure of the present svs- 

tem of paying for milk to stimulate better methods among 

dairymen. We hear constantly from our city milk authorities the 
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demand for clean milk, for milk from tuberculin tested cows, 

for milk produced in high-scoring barns, and all this, but we 

rarely hear that the consumer is willing to pay one and one-half 

or two cents a quart more for this milk because it does come from 

such cows, housed in such a barn. But rather, the man who 

prides himself in his business enough to produce a high-grade 

article is compelled under existing conditions to accept the same 

price for his product that the low-grade dairyman gets. In other 

words, the slovenly, unclean methods of about 10 per cent. of the 
dairymen work hardship to the entire business by lowering the 

grade of all milk collected at that factory, creamery or shipping 

station; because in most cases all milk delivered is run together 

in one vat, and even if it is 85 or 90 per cent. good milk and 10 

per cent. low-grade and dirty milk, it makes a pretty poor medium 

when mixed together. At least it is of such a quality that it 

cannot be sold in our large cities unless pasteurized, which makes 
it grade B milk, while at least part of it would score much better 

were it kept separate from the small per cent. of dirty milk taken 

in. 

Do not understand me to say that I do not think this mixed 

milk needs to be pasteurized before using it for food. I know it 

does. JI have seen some drawn to factories that I would want 

boiled for a week before I would feed it to my calves, but what 

I object to is mixing the clean milk with that dirty stuff and 

making it all dirty. 
In this I believe the men who operate the factories and ship- 

ping stations are somewhat to blame. No milk is too dirty to be 

accepted at some plants. If one factory refuses it, another takes 

it in and the owner congratulates himself on having secured 

another patron. This condition is especially true at this par- 

ticular season of the year when dealers are short of milk, Any 

kind of a barn and all kinds of cows are good enough when milk 

is searce, and the milk from dirty cows kept in a dirty barn and 

delivered to the factory in dirty cans, is as acceptable as milk 

from a $10,000 barn and groomed cows, where small-top pails 

are used and every care taken to produce the highest possible 

grade of milk; and all of it is mixed together as soon as it reaches 

the shipping station. 
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This is the reason that every time you hear men or women 

discuss milk from the platform they all proclaim it dirty milk. 

This has been done to such an extent that the consumer to-day 

actually believes that all milk is dirty. He therefore refuses to 

pay more for it than he does now, and you cannot blame him. 

Is it any wonder then that some of our college professors even, 

have said that under present conditions a man is a fool to produce 
clean milk. 

Let us look at this from the viewpoint of a high-grade dairy- 
man, the man who appreciates the value of a clean barn with 

plenty of air space, plenty of light and sunshine, good ventila- 

tion and tuberculin tested cows. What inducement is offered 

this man to put forth special efforts, spend money and do the 

thousand and one things that go with producing a high-grade milk 
under present conditions. 

During the last ten years I have heard a great many scientific, 

and no doubt conscientious men, discuss milk from the platform, 

but never have I heard a man say to the dairymen “ You have 

done well. You are sending to the city to-day better milk than 

you ever sent before. Every year has been an improvement. Go 

ahead and we will say to the consumer, the milk supply is improv- 

ing. It is better than it was last year or the year before, but it 

will never be better than it is now until you pay for it in just pro- 

portion to its value as a food; at a price and on a scale that will 

place a premium on hard work and honest effort as against dirt 
and shiftlessness.”’ 

Many think that the farmer does not want to be clean, that he 

enjoys being a producer of dirty milk; but I know that the aver- 

age dairyman is just as anxious and just as willing to make his 

place of business neat and clean, as far as possible, as the average 

grocer, hardware man, or dry goods merchant, providing the 

profits from his business make him able to do so. 

T think that the same condition exists in regard to eliminating 

tuberculosis from the herds of this state. Many think that the 

dairyman does not realize his danger by having diseased animals 

or he would get rid of them; but I believe he never will care to 

be more free from reacting animals than he now is, until the 

produce of those animals is worth more on the market than the 
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produce of untested or diseased cows. The farmer is ready to 
test his herd and take out the diseased cows just as soon as he 

will be paid a premium for his milk over his neighbor who has 

never tested at all. I am glad to say that right now, through the 

efforts of Commissioner Huson of the Department of Agricalture, 

a change in the law affecting bovine tuberculosis is under con- 

sideration. 

There are several reasons why dairy products have advanced 

in price to where they are now. Rapid increase in the population 

of our cities; a small increase or no increase at all in the popula- 

tion of the rural districts, making a larger number of consumers 

and a smaller number of producers each year, is one cause. 

Putting every year less butter and cheese on the market,— 

many times less than the demand, where a few years ago large 

quantities were exported, is another cause. Also the rapidly in- 

creasing demand for ice cream; this demand having increased 

during the past five years until at present every man, woman and 

child in the United States consumes on an average over five quarts 

each, and still the ice cream business is just in its infancy. Think 

of the vast amount of fresh cream and milk, or by the use of the 

homogenizer high-grade butter and skim milk, used in the 

manutacture of something like 150,000,000 gallons of ice cream. 

It means just this, another great market has been opened to the 

producers of dairy products that ten years ago was not dreamed 

of; and the dairy farmer should stimulate and encourage the 

manufacture and sale of ice cream as he would the manufacture 

and sale of butter and cheese. 

To be sure the dairyman is much to blame for his lack of 

profit. Many times his methods are such as would ruin any busi- 

ness in the world. Thousands of cows are kept in New York 

State that do not make their owners a profit over the cost of their 

feed, and still they continue to keep them because they do not 

know they are unprofitable. If the owners would keep a record 

of these cows they would see at once that they were eating their 

heads off and get rid of them. They continue to use the poorest 

of sires and expect to secure profitable dairy cows, when nothing 

but pure-bred sires should be used on any dairy farm. They are, 

however, rapidly learning the value of such things as the cow test- 
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ing associations, better feeding methods, keeping records, ete., and 

if the present prices for the products from the dairy farm con- 

tinue, the dairymen should prosper. 

I have spent considerable time discussing the condition of the 

dairyman, because I think on his success depends the success of 

all other branches of the industry with which this association has 

to do. If the dairyman does not prosper, the factoryman surely 

does not. If the factoryman does not make money, the supply 

man cannot sell him new machinery, and so on; and for that rea- 

son I believe I am justified in explaining conditions which con- 

front the dairyman as I have tried to do in this paper. This asso- 

ciation can do much through its membership to stimulate better 

methods on the dairy farm, and if the factorymen would stand 

shoulder to shoulder and refuse to take milk that was unclean, or 

that had to be cooked before it could be used for food, dairymen 

would realize the uselessness of such methods as some of them are 

following to-day, and in a few years dirty milk would be a thing 

of the past and every dairyman would be a better dairyman, 

because it would pay him to do his best. 

SECOND SESSION 

WepNeEspAY, 10 a. M., DEcEMBER 11 

Meeting called to order by President Dollar. 

PresmpENtT Dotziar: I am glad to see so many people inter- 

ested in the discussion of the cheese industry of this state, so in- 

terested that the cattle sale in the next building will not take them 

away. The cheese industry is one of the’ greatest we have and it 

deserves our careful consideration. Anything that can be done to 

advance that industry certainly should be considered. 

The first thing on the program this morning is the appointment 

of committees. I would ask that these committees, if possible, get 

together at one o’clock in the lobby of the Onondaga Hotel and we 

will furnish rooms for them to meet and go ahead with their 

work. 

Auditing Committee: George A. Smith, Geneva; G. E. Hogue, 

Areade; H. A. Rees, Lowville. 

Committee on Resolutions: I. W. Sessions, Utica; W. N. Giles, 

Skaneateles; W, A. Stocking, Jr., Ithaca, 
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Committee on Legislation: Hon. George L. Flanders, Albany ; 

F,. N. Godfrey, Olean; John F. O’Brien, New York. 

‘Committee on Cow Testing Associations: Prof. H. H. Wing, 

Ithaca; T. F. Rutherford, Madrid; Harry Vail, New Milford. 

Committe on Extension: Charles H. Tuck, Ithaca; H. E. Cook, 

Canton; F. W. Howe, Syracuse; F. G. Helyar, Morrisville; J. 

D. Kdwards, Albany. 

Committee on Nominations: Harry B. Winters, Albany; F. W. 

Sessions, Utica; F. N. Godfrey, Olean; Ralph Bennet, Cortland; 

Charles E. North, New York. 

Undoubtedly some of the resolutions committee were here last 

night and heard the statement of Commissioner Huson that he 

wished something would be done by this association along the 

line of sanctioning or rebuking the efforts being made about the 

change of the law in regard to bovine tuberculosis. I think the 

committee should bring in some resolutions for consideration by 

this convention. 

With the permission of the audience, I will turn the meeting 

over to Prof. Fisk, of Cornell University. 

Pror. Fisk: It was only a few moments ago that I knew I 

was going to be honored with this position, but I am glad to 

assume it. I want to see this meeting go on, and I want to see it 

one of the most successful and instructive cheese meetings that we 

have ever had. We have a man with us who is going to speak 

on the cheese industry and after that the meeting will be open for 

discussion; and the success of this meeting, I believe, will depend 

upon the enthusiasm that you put into this discussion. I know 

that all of you who are familiar with the cheese work and are right 

up against it in the factories, and others going around giving in- 

struction, have questions to ask, things that we do not know how 

to solve, and would like to know how other people have worked 

out these same questions. This is your opportunity to find out 

how to get at these difficult propositions. It gives me a great deal 

of pleasure to have a man with us to speak to-day who has the 

largest cheese cold storage in the United States and who is very 

familiar with the commercial side of the cheese industry, as he 

is one of the largest cheese buyers, Mr. S. B. Richardson, of 

Lowyille. 
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THE CHEESE INDUSTRY 

S. B. Ricuarpson, LowviuueE, N. Y. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: When the secretary of this 

association invited me to say something with regard to the cheese 

industry, having in mind on this occasion both the commercial 

and the industrial side of it, I felt that he was putting me 

in rather an unenviable position, for I knew that I would have 

as my auditors many who know much more about the cheese 

industry from the manufacturer’s side, especially the scientific 

side of cheese and its making, than I do. I have had some experi- 

ence on the commercial side of the industry, and it is on that side 

that I propose to oceupy a few moments of your time, and that 

only, as the chairman has suggested, to start you along a line 

of inquiry seeking after information that will make this session 

the success that the association hopes it will be. 
I want to say in the first place that for the last twenty years 

cheese making in New York — in which state more cheese is made 

than in any other state in the Union, approximating nearly 50 

per cent. of all the cheese made in this country — has had the 

attention of the law-makers of the state, and that they have framed 

laws which have appeared upon the statute books from time to 

time, meant for the development and the pushing of this industry. 

I believe that this assistance of the state has been of almost ines- 

timable benefit to dairymen. The commissioner of agriculture is 

doing whatever he can, consistent. with the statutes which are 

before him as his guide, to assist in bringing our industry to 

a higher state of development. His predecessors in that office did 

some good work, and I believe that the result of their work has all 

been of the same trend, to give us assistance in bringing about 

a better condition of things. 
I wish to say following this, that the statistics of cheese making 

in this state show a general falling off in the amount made. 

The oldest statistics gathered by the department of agriculture of 
cheese made in this state are for 1892. In that year I think there 

were something like 131,000,000 pounds. That is the largest 

amount made in one year during the period that the statistics have 

been gathered. I find by referring to the table that in that same 
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year, 1892, there were in round numbers 19,500,000 pounds of 

butter made in the State of New York, and that this is the 

smallest amount of butter that has been made in any year since 

that time. Now, I do not think that the general falling off in 

cheese has been brought about by a smaller amount of milk being 

produced in the state. It is rather from the fact that more butter 

has been made in the state continually and that more crude milk 

has been shipped from dairy districts to the large cities, wherein 

the population increased with much greater rapidity than has the 

amount of milk produced. I find, following this table up, that 

with one exception every year since 1892 has seen a large percent- 

age of increase in the amount of butter manufactured until in 

1904 — the last year’s record that I have with me — the amount 

of butter made in the state in factories was 64,923,779 pounds, 

three times more than made in 1892. While in 1892 we made 

something like 131,000,000 pounds of cheese, in the year 1904 

the amount had shrunk to 124,500,000 pounds, in round numbers. 

I find that during this period there was no year —with the excep- 

tion of 1896, which was a dry year and a year of light production 

—but what the percentage of increase in the amount of butter 

made has been large; while in the cheese industry I find that from 

1892 to 1904 the amount made had shrunk something like 6,000,- 

000 pounds. 

Now this means several things for cheesemakers. In the first 

place, it means that a large proportion of our milk goes, not into 

cheese, but is either shipped as crude milk or cream to the cities 

or else is made into butter. And if we would maintain our 

position as makers of cheese of best quality it behooves us as 

dairymen to listen to instruction that we have had and to profit 
by the efforts of the state to foster our industry. I have no 

question but what the best cheese made in the State of New York 

to-day are the best cheese that are made in this country; but I do 

not wish the cheesemakers of this state to get the idea that we 

are all the good cheesemakers there are in this country. The 

State of Wisconsin is making a magnificent cheese. They 

have taken from us some of our best instructors and they have 

copied our work and initiated work of their own that has devel- 

oped an immense cheese industry there and their cheese are coming 
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to stand next to New York State cheese in the markets of this 

country. Understand, our markets are domestic; we are not 

looking for foreign quotations. In 18835, the year that the dairy 

department of this state was organized, when we got up in the 

morning and wanted to know what our product was worth we had 

to look at the foreign quotations. We had to see what the cable 

the day before was, before we knew what to ask, or to pay for 

cheese. ‘To-day, we have paid I think on an average during the 

present year two cents a pound more in Morrisonville, on this 

side of the St. Lawrence, than they have paid in the city of Brock- 

ville, on the other side of the river, where there is a large Canadian 

board. Years ago they bought our cheese and shipped it 

there in large quanities. For the last few years, if it had not 

been for the almost, or perbaps quite prohibitory tariff put upon 

our product, we could have shipped cheese into this country from 

Canada by the ecarload. I have mentioned this feature of com- 

petition between the states because I see that our western friends 

are coming forward with rapid strides. They have some advant- 

ages over us in this market. They have the advantage of freight. 

For instance, in the Cuba district they get a freight rate to 

Chicago of 35 cents; it costs us 44 cents from Lowville to Chi- 

eago. That gives them a good, large percentage in their freight 

rate over us. You go farther west, to Wisconsin, and you get 

a rate from the Wisconsin cheese board and markets into Chicago 

much less than the rate from Cuba. You go to San Francisco, 

where perhaps 200 carloads of cheese from this and other eastern 

and middle states go in the year, they get a rate sometimes a cent 

a pound better than we can. Our rate, if I remember rightly, 

is over $2.00 per hundred, over two cents a pound. There is no 

way that we can hold our own against the cheese manufacturers 

of Wisconsin except to put up a product of such quality and ship 

it in such a manner that they are willing to pay on the Pacific 

Coast more money for our cheese than they will pay for the Wis- 

consin cheese. I am putting perhaps more emphasis on this one 

point than I should, but I am doing it for this reason: I want the 

cheesemakers of New York to understand that while we have 

not been able to get all the cheese we wanted in this state, and 

could have handled many thousands of boxes more this year, 
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the tendency is for the maker to think that because the cheese are 

wanted so badly almost anything will go, and he sometimes shghts 

the body of his cheese a little for markets that must have body. 

Tle underestimates the value of a fine, nice-looking commercial 

package, which makes a difference in the value of the cheese when 

it goes to the market. In other words, by neglecting details that 

are very important to the success of his business, he loses in repu- 

tation, I believe, very much more than he gains. 

I wish to say also that a few cheese are made in Michigan and 

they are making more every year, and I am informed by Chicago 

dealers and others that they are producing a better quality each 

year. They are getting the germ of progress in their factories 

and do not like to sell cheese two cents a pound less than the New 

York product brings; this improvement will affect our cheese 

trade. So if we hold the markets we now have we must give them 

the best goods we can manufacture; and we are not making 

enough to afford to slight the manufacture of any considerable 

percentage of the goods. 

I want to say just a word from the point of sanitation of 

factories. J am the executive officer for the commissioner of 

agriculture in the fifth agricultural division of this state, which 

includes that territory between Lake Champlain and the Oneida 

County line, Clinton, Franklin, St. Lawrence, Jefferson and Lewis 

counties. It is a cheese and butter making section. Three of 

the counties, in my opinion, contain the very best territory for 

the making of fancy cheese in the United States; and two of the 

counties, perhaps I might say three counties, are very prominent 

in the manufacture of a very fine class of creamery butter. 
The department of agriculture, under the direction of Commis- 

sioner Huson, has sent men through this section to examine and 

report on the sanitary condition of the factories, and I regret to 

say that these reports as a whole have not been flattering to the 

manner in which our factories are conducted. The drainage in 

many cases has been poor; the odors around the factory have been 

foul; some of the receptacles for whey and also for milk have 

been found in a very unsanitary condition. In my agricultural 

division there have been about 400 of these different factories and 
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creameries examined during the last season, and I am glad to say 

that there has been not one prosecution, although about 150 

factories of the 400 examined have made substantial improvements 

not only in the environment of the factory and in the general 

cleanliness of methods, but also in laying cement floors and im- 

proving the ceilings of their plants and removing such other 

objectionable features as have been called to their attention by the 

inspectors. This I regard as a feature with which we should 

be very much pleased, and I know that the department is very 

well pleased with the progress that has been made in this direction. 

Of the balance of the factories, very many have been given time 

to make improvements after they were closed up for the season ; 

many are now making such improvements as have been recom- 

mended, and many more have promised to do so as soon as 

it is practicable to get at the work in the spring. So I believe 

that more during the last year than any year in the history of 

the department’s work the sanitary condition of the factories has 

been improved, and I feel ike congratulating not only the cheese- 

makers of the state and the dairymen upon this fact, but espec- 

ially the department that inaugurated it. I will be excused if 

I speak personally of Mr. Burke, chief of the bureau of dairy 

products, for his part in the work, which I assure you has been 

very active. 

Perhaps at this time it would not be out of place for me, as 

a dealer in cheese and as being interested in a cold storage plant 

where cheese is kept, to speak of the kinds of cheese that are 

made in northern New York, and this applies in lesser degree, 

I think to other portions of the state. There are two kinds of 

cheese which for the most part are made in northern New York. 

One is known by its friends as washed curd; by its enemies as 

soaked curd, and by people who do not know much about it as 

watered curd. Now I do not care what name you give this pro- 

duct. I care much more about what kind of a product you 

put upon the market after you get it made. I am a thorough 

believer in the fact that there is room in this country for all the 

washed curd cheese of a proper character, by which I mean a 

proper quality, that is being made. I believe that more could 

be made with protit to the dairymen. But understand, when I 
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say that I do not mean soaked curds; I am not referring to the 

‘“eood works” of the man who is pouring water into his curd 

before he salts it and trying to soak all the water into it he can 

and sell that water for 15 or 20 cents a pound, to defeat the 

efforts of his neighbor five or six miles away. I mean the man 

who is making what we call a first-class washed curd cheese, that 

has in it no unassimilated moisture, but that will stand up for 

months in cold storage and maintain its flavor and condition; a 

cheese that in at least half of the territory east, including every 

state in New England and some parts of New York and Ohio, will 

sell for as much as the cheese that are made for other sections 

with one to two pounds more milk in the pound of cheese; a 

cheese with which for five years I have not seen the market 

blocked. I believe it is a healthful product, and I believe that 

its manufacture should not be discouraged. 

Now in regard to firm cheese, cheese that are not washed; we 

have room for all we are making. We could handle more if we 

could get them. The far west wants them. The southern states will 

not take a washed curd; they want a firm, smooth, solid cheese. 

They have not the cold storage facilities that we have in New 

York. They have a climate that is very warm and they are obliged 

to have a firm cheese to stand up. So I believe we need just what 

we are getting. We need a certain percentage of our cheese made 

in that soft product, and we need the firm, solid-boring, clean- 

flavored cheese that is demanded for sections of the country where 

the temperature is higher and where they know and want that kind 

of a product. 

Now just a word in regard to skimmed cheese. Some people 

say that it ought never to be made, and sometimes when I figure 

up my profit and loss accounts for the year I feel just as they do. 

There are times when cheese is high and when there seems to be a 

‘all in certain sections for cheese that have been skimmed some- 

what; and if the product is taken, as it often is up to a certain 

amount, it is a good thing perhaps for factories to make skimmed 

cheese. But the temptation is before us all and we are all 

human — to say to the buyer when he asks at the factory, ‘‘ How 

much are you skimming this?” “ Oh, 25 or 30 per cent,” and the 

next morning perhaps the maker will skim it 40 or 50 per cent, 
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And in the last three months I have bought 50 per cent. cheese 

and found them to contain from 11 to 12 per cent. of fat. 

This is the temptation, and the object of my reference to it 

is to suggest whether it would not be a good plan for this 

association to ask the law-makers of the state for a law under 

which skimmed cheese should be branded as to the percentage of 

fat contained. I believe that the time for this law has come. 

Cheesemakers have said to me, ‘* How am I going to tell what 

percentage of fat I have in my cheese?” If you have a Babcock 

tester and a torsion balance scale you can tell in 15 minutes. I 

do not dare to put my money into skimmed cheese without testing 

for butter fat. Not a single shipment of skimmed cheese has 

come into the Lowville cold storage this fall but what it is tested 

for fat. We have a man for that purpose and the tools to do it 

with. If we are buying a 50 per cent. skimmed cheese and a 

man sends a cheese with as little as 10 or 12 or 14 per cent. of but- 

ter fat, we dock him on the price. It is proper, it is common hon- 

esty. You cannot afford to do it in any other way. Now then I 

ask if this association should not take the position, by reso- 

lution or otherwise, that a law in regard to skimmed cheese 

be passed making it obligatory upon those who skim cheese in 

factories to place upon the cheese itself, not on the box but on the 

cheese, in letters of readable size, three-eighths or one-half inch 

high, a statement of the percentage of fat in that box of cheese. 

My impression is that in Wisconsin the law almost prohibits the 

making of skimmed cheese for this reason; that they have to be 

made of certain size and appearance so that you can tell them rods 

away and know they are skimmed cheese. Their shape, size or 

color distinguishes them from full cream cheese. A further rea- 

son for branding a skimmed cheese is the fact that many dealers 

who buy skimmed cheese are selling the public a skimmed cheese 

that has no brand on it whatever, and they are selling for prices 

that the consumer cannot afford to pay considering what he 

is getting. Now how does this hurt you? Assume that I am 

a grocer in western New York and I buy five cheese from 

Rochester or Syracuse that are skimmed. I take them into 

my store. You come in and want a pound of cheese. I cut 

you off a pound and charge you 15 or 20 cents, and you take 
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it home and eat it. You do not get cheese hungry again for a 

week. Now suppose I gave you a good palatable piece of full 

milk cheese, creamy, nice-textured and good flavor. You go home 

and eat it, and you feel better all the evening. And you come 

back for more. That is where it hurts us — by reducing the sale 

of cheese. I have seen the time when a market congested with 

skimmed cheese has hurt the price of full cream cheese late in the 

season a cent or two a pound. 

The question of pulling together for the best product that we 

can make is very much more important, in my opinion, than 

many of us think. It is not a question with you or me whether 

we can get a little better average than the next factory; it is a 

question whether we can put up and send to the market a cheese 

that always holds its own, and always stands up to the mark on 

the outside of the box. And then we are too likely, if four or 

five buyers want cheese and they are a little bit off this week, not 

quite so good as they ought to be, to make them take them and pay 

best price for them, which hurts them fully as much as it hurts 

us. 

If you have trouble with your cheese product and need help, a 

letter will bring an expert maker at the expense of the state of 

New York to your door in twenty-four hours. We do not get 

the old-fashioned dead, sour cheese; I do not know that I have 

seen one this summer. We do not get the bad-flavored cheese that 

we used to get. 

As the chairman suggested, this meeting is for the good you 

get out of the discussion, and I hope you will get a lot more good 

out of the discussion than out of my statements, which have been 

meant to bring out points that you want to see discussed. 

Discussion 

Mr. Prerrs: Please explain the difference in the amount of 

nulk between a 50 per cent. skim and one that shows 11 or 12 

per cent butter fat. 

Mr. Rrcuarpson: As I understand it in making a skim if we 
contract for 50 per cent. skimmed cheese we expect the maker to 

skim, to put through the separator, 50 per cent. of his milk; and 

if it is a 25 per cent. skim, 25 per cent., ete. I do not know the 
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exact percentage of milk skimmed that would bring about a fat 

content of 11 or 12 per cent., because it would vary with the 

richness of the milk. If the maker uses his Babcock and his tor- 

sion scales he can tell you what he has in his cheese and brand 
his box accordingly. 

Mr. Lane: I think the attack on skimmed cheese applies to 

about 40 or 50 per cent. of the entire make. When it comes to 

good skims, they generally go through to New York; up country 

consumers do not see them. I presume on account of your dis- 

cussion being aimed at cheese it would not be proper to say that 

a statement of the per cent. skimmed should also apply to other 

dairy products. Homogenized cream should not be shipped ex- 

cept as homogenized; nor whey butter except as whey butter. 

Your ideal is good; we think they should be marked to show what 

they contain in butter fat. 

Mr. Ricuarpson: I am very glad that your experience has 

enabled you to find better skimmed cheese than I have. I have 

no doubt but what there are better than what are shipped to me 

sometimes. I believe that skimmed cheese, properly skimmed and 

well made, is a good healthful product; and perhaps a man would 

want another pound in about three days if he got your kind. With 

regard to the branding of products, I think you are entirely cor- 

rect. I believe the dairymen of this state can afford to put cheese, 

butter, cream or anything else on the market and sell it for just 
what it is. 

Mr. Frepertksen: It is the same question that comes up over 

and over again, how to get to the knowledge of the consumer what 

he is buying. You can brand your package of butter or cheese 

and you can compel the grocers, manufacturers and wholesalers 

to sell things for what they are. But how ean you compel the 

boarding-house keeper, the hotel man and even the retail grocer 

to do the same with the consumer. Have you any remedy for 

that? The great trouble is to get to the knowledge of the con- 

sumer what he is getting. That can be done I think in the case 

of oleomargarine, for instance, by having a certain shape of 

package or shade of product. How ean it be done with the 

skimmed cheese? I do not believe in prohibiting skimmed cheese, 
but in encouraging every honest manufacturer, and compelling him 

and the wholesaler to sell it for what it is, so that when it goes 
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from the retailer to the consumer, the latter will know that it is 

skimmed cheese. And further, when you come to the boarding 

house how is a boarder going to know if it is skimmed cheese ? 

Mr. Ricnarpson: I do not see that this bears particularly on 

the remarks that I made in regard to skimmed cheese. I think 

we should start right and mark them properly at the factories. I 

believe that the pure food laws now in existence in this state will 

take care of the objection as to the boarding houses and the retail 

dealer in time. We cannot do it all at once. 

Vortcr: What percentage would you say would be profitable 

for a man to skim and still maintain a good quality that would 

be marketable ? 

Mr. Ricuarpson: I think that depends entirely on the mark- 

ing. You will not deceive anybody if you mark the cheese for 

what it is. I do not want the impression to go out that I am 

against the manufacture of skimmed cheese. I simply want it 

made and delivered for what it is; I want people to know what 

they are getting. The condition of the market might be such 

that it would be advantageous to the factory to make a full 

skimmed cheese, but that would not appeal to me as the proper 

cheese to sell if we had enough of the other kind that was better. 

Vorcr: I wish to say that I am very much in favor of the 

recommendation of Mr. Frederiksen in regard to branding cheese 

for exactly what they are. As he says, it is a matter of honesty 

and fairness. I do not believe we can ever afford to get away 

from those fundamental principles in our business. 

Dean Coox: I am a maker of skimmed cheese; have not made 

anything else in quite a number of years. I never have tried to 

make a cheese without knowing the percentage of fat it contained ; 

and have never sold it as 50 per cent. or 25 per cent., but on the 

percentage of fat contained. What the wholesaler does with it the 

manufacturer does not know. 

Mr. Orvirte: The percentage depends altogether on the 

manufacture. The cook largely governs the quality of the product 

made. Many conditions enter into the manufacture of skimmed 

cheese that it takes experience to understand. 

CrarrMan Fisk: Mr. Orville, do you consider it more difficult 

to make skimmed cheese than full milk cheese ? 

Mr. Orvitte: I do. 
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Mr. Ricnarpson: Do you mean by that that the process is not 

as eusy to learn, or that the actual process of making involves 

more labor and more scientific knowledge ? 

Mr. Orvitie: All it requires is the knowledge of the cook for 

the certain percentages. To heat a 50 per cent. or 25 per cent. 

skim you would have to know the percentage of fat, and regulate 

your cook so it would be uniform from day to day. 

Dean Coox: I think you are opening up some pretty interest- 

ing and important questions. Some years ago, if I remember 

correctly, a law was passed in the State of Pennsylvania in an 

effort to govern the skimmed cheese business and do it justice. 

I chink I am right. The law did not recognize skimmed cheese 

unless it was in full three-fourths skimmed. The full cream 
cheese should have 32 or more; the half full cream should have 

16; the three-fourths should have 24 per cent. of fat. The half 

full cream should have 26 per cent.; the quarter full cream should 

have 8 per cent. And anything under 8 per cent. was branded 
skimmed cheese. This seemed to me to be the most sensible thing 

ever enacted, and I understand the law is inoperative for just the 

reason that Mr. Frederiksen has raised. It worked all right from 

the producer to the dealer, but when the retailer got hold of it he 
chopped off the brand and then sold to his consumer just what he 

pleased. There is your trouble. I am not so sure that you ought 

not to appoint a committee to work on this. This skimmed cheese 

is absolutely legitimate in every way, but it is doing the cheese 

business an injustice simply because it is not controlled. 

I just had a little experience that brings out the force of this 

washed curd cheese. As Mr. Richardson says, it is made for New 

England, and a few other states will buy the stuff. It ought not 

to be made; it is a most miserable product. It will bring trouble 

to a man’s stomach if he will take enough of it. I think the 

situation is that the New England people and some others demand 

a soft cheese. They must have it or they will not take any cheese. 

Any man who has studied the conditions will understand why that 

is so. We have been making some soft cheese, but we have been 

making it of milk just as good as the best that goes to New York 

City, and we have been able to make this so soft that we have 

shipped it right into the market that is taking the washed curd 
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cheese. I can drive every washed curd cheese out of that town in 

time. If the stables are all sorts and kinds and the milk in bad 

condition, the poor cheesemaker is up against it. I went into a 

stable within three miles of Canton the other day that ought to be 

closed by the Commissioner of Agriculture. It was the most 
abominable place I ever saw; and yet the owner is a prominent 
man, the biggest patron of the creamery, within 30 rods, and they 

have to take him, good, bad or indifferent. I think we ought 

to take steps in New York to have the same control over our butter 

and cheese factory milk that we are getting over milk for market 

shipment. We cannot bring it about in a year or may be in five 

years, but I think we ought to set in motion some positive currents 

that will lead to just that thing. 

Mr. Lane: Have they taken up instruction in cheese making 

at the Canton school ? 

Dean Coox: We are giving the students instruction in mak- 

ing skimmed cheese, but not in the washed curd. 

Mr. W. E. Haru: I have been in the cheese industry 24 years, 

and for 20 years I have made more or less washed curds. They 

tell me that the markets — New York markets of course — will 

not handle washed curd, but you can send the people in New 

York City a washed curd cheese and they want it. I really 

believe that the washed curd cheese has done more to develop the 

consumption of cheese than any cheese we have ever put on the 

market. If made properly it will take anywhere in the world. 

Dean Coox: I believe that is a good point. The manufacture 

of the washed curd has developed the market, but that does not 

make the stuff sound or good. If it was standardized so that the 

very highest types — which are just about the same kind that any 

man can make without washing, out of pure, clean milk — there 

would not be much trouble. But the trouble is the temptation to 

soak in more water. 

Voice: Have you any book that shows the method of making 

soft cheese ? 

Dean Coox: There is not much method about it. When 

you have the right kind of milk, rennet, a little common sense 

and enough heat, it is easy to make. The trouble is, we have in 

the creamery sections a great deal of milk that is not good. In 
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the first place, we are delivering it in big cans; they are just 
as bad as they can be. The milk does not have the necessary 

care. 
Vorcr: We must try to make a soft cheese that will compete 

with those fellows who are making the washed curd. 

Duan Coox: The competition is all right. What we want is 

the same sort of material that your competitor demands and that 

- you do not get,— clean milk. We do not get it. You have 

competition on one side that you never will get rid of, and then 

on the other side the material to work into cheese is not equal 

to that which your competitors are buying; which is unjust for 

you and me. 
Mr. Lane: Do you at any time get milk that has not been 

skimmed a little at home before it is brought to the factory ? 
Would it not be a good idea for the Commissioner of Agriculture 

to have linen posters printed, calling the attention of the farmer 

to the fact that every time he takes a cup of cream he is robbing 

someone. He is not entitled to a spoonful of that cream, but 

thinks. it is his right ;— and sometimes it is two or three cupfuls. 
I would suggest that the association go on record as in favor of 

the Commissioner having that short clause in the law and having 

it posted on every factory in the state. 

Mr. E. F. Burxe: I think if the dairyman would use a 

Babcock test it would help him to a considerable extent. 

CuarrMan Fisk: This brings up another question, the use 
of the Babcock test in the cheese factory, because milk is of 

different qualities. Some patrons furnish rich milk and some 
poor. Ought we not to buy the milk on quality basis and is not 

fat the determining factor with regard to cheese-producing 
qualities? It also seems to me that the cheese industry at the 
present time is in a very dangerous position. Not long ago Mr. 

W. W. Hall told me that a few years back we had a very good 
export trade in cheese. We thought then that we could fool the 

Englishman by putting in other fats for butter fat, making a 
filled cheese. We lost our export trade in cheese simply because 

the Englishman would not buy those substitutes. Now we have 
a demand for home-trade cheese to be consumed in this country. 

I believe that the consumption of cheese in New York is going 

to increase in view of the high prices of meat, and cheese is 
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about the only balanced food that can be used in substitution 
for meat. Now are we, as cheesemakers of the state, going to go 

on and try to fool the people of New York? What are we going 

to do with the skimmed milk cheese and the washed curd cheese; 
or are we going to make simply a full milk cheese? Branding 

is a very good thing, but as Mr. Frederiksen brought up, we 
ought to have some way to protect the consumer. Possibly the 

best way will be to start with the factory and brand the cheese 
what they are in the factory. 

Mr. Sweerianp: It would be impossible for cheese factories 

to pay for milk on the Babcock test until the state law compels 
them to do so, because the patrons will not allow it. 

CHAIRMAN Fisk: You believe if a man has rich milk he 

ought not to get paid tor it on quality basis ? 
Mr. Sweertanp: No; I am saying you must face the con- 

dition as it is; and the farmer will compel the factory to pay for 

the milk by measure as he wants it done. As has been suggested, 
if one-third want to buy by Babcock test and two-thirds by weight 

and the manufacturer does not pay by weight, they will put up a 

cooperative factory beside him. Wherever in the western part of 

the state they have tried to buy on the Babcock test basis 

they have invariably, I believe, gone back to weight, simply 

because a majority of the farmers have a low-test milk. 

Mr. Richardson was talking about the quality of the milk and 
sanitation of the factory. I approve heartily of all that the de- 

partment has done along that line, notwithstanding the fact that 
they have stepped on my toes sometimes. but I have always 

believed and maintained that they have begun at the wrong place. 

The average cheesemaker can make good cheese if he has good 

quality milk. The trouble all the time is to get good-quality milk. 
I believe the beginning point of the sanitation question should be 

at the farm. It should be done right along at the same time that 
the department men inspect cheese factories; they could go right 

around to the dairy farmer and compel him to put his barn and 

his surroundings in the proper condition. If the inspector of the 
department will go around and inspect every dairy he will see 

that that is the place where the work needs most to be done. 
Mr. Ricuarpson: I wish to say that the department has 

given attention to this work and is giving attention to it, but I 
¢ 
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do not believe that this lessens our responsibility to the factory 
itself. I think if a slovenly farmer should take dirty milk to a 

dirty factory he would be fully as hkely to bring the same 

quality milk the next day, but not if he found everything in 
good condition. The requirements would provoke his pride to 
deliver better milk. I do not think we should exonerate the 

factory because we went to the dairy first. 

Mr. Isperi: We have taken in milk on the Babcock test, and 

you coult not vote it out anyway. It has been the only means of 

building up our creamery. When the farmer changes his herd 
he changes to better cows, and we have built up the ratio by 
testing cows for farmers, ete., so that our creamery stands among 
the first. 

Mr. Frepertksen: I believe we are here for education. That 

is better than too many laws. 
Mr. Harrts: I do not like to sit through this morning without 

letting you hear from the western part of the state. Mr. Richard- 

son stated that he made the finest cheese in the United States, and 

if he had mentioned Alleghany or Cattaraugus county I would 

not have said anything. But I contend that we make just as ‘fine 

cheese as Mr. Richardson makes up in his county. In fact, notice 

the New York bulletins when there are any special prices — I 

think Mr. Lang will bear me out — they say, * Why, you cannot 

buy western New York cheese under such a price,—” about half 

a cent more than quotations. I am on two of the best markets in 

the United States. When the report from the Cuba or Salamanca 

market is 16 cents, it is 16 cents. They have the reputation of 

being the two correct markets in the whole United States. When 

you report a cheese market, report it what it is. We think that 

we make as fine a cheese as is made in the United States, and I also 

think that we put them up im a nicer shape than Mr. Richardson 

does. We make a box with just one end cover; and our flat boxes 

are made much nicer. Occasionally a dealer will make boxes so 

thin that if you hold them up to the sun you can look through 

them; but those exceptions are very few. 

Now I am not a skimmed cheese man nor a washed curd man. 

I agree with Mr. Richardson that they should be branded for what 

they are. I cannot understand why, with all the intelligent men 

we have in the State Dairy Association, we cannot catch those 
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fellows if they are fooling people with skimmed cheese as well as 

with oleomargarine. I seldom buy washed curd cheese, but this 

fall I shipped a particular customer fifty boxes. He is a big re- 

tailer and cuts them. Shortly he ordered fifty more, and said: 

“1 don’t want any more like the kind you sent. I want the state 

brand and I will not accept any more such cheese at any price.” 

The makers in this country are to blame for poor milk. Now if 

Mr. Maker, when he gets a poor batch of milk, will send it back it 

will soon be stopped. The trouble is, the fellow that owns the 

factory two or three miles away will take it in. You ought to 

stand right up, and when your neighbor sends back milk say that 

it is not good enough for you either. That is my theory. Fur- 

thermore, many cheesmakers do not live up to the law in putting 
the state brand on cheese ; sometimes the state brand is on the top, 
sometimes on the side, with nothing on the outside of the box. 

Now we have got to get numbers and put on all those cheese, and 

that is a lot of work. Makers are careless about those little things. 

I claim cheesemakers should brand in accordance with the law. 

Pror. McKay: I was a little bit surprised at the discussion 

here to-day on skimmed cheese and water-soaked cheese. With the 

present agitation about the high cost of living we have a duty of 

6 cents a pound on cheese coming into the country. If for some 

reason the present administration should cut that duty our mar- 

kets would be swamped with Canadian cheese. The cheese we 

get in the west are exceedingly poor. In Chicago, in particular, 

it is quite a common thing to get a cheese from which the moisture 

evaporates when cut, leaving it like a piece of bone. Another 

fault I find with your cheese is that it is sour, pasty, weak in 

body. That tendency to incorporate water is a bad one. In New 

England they eat cheese as a food. Rightly made it is one of 

the most balanced foods we have, and I think every effort should 

be made to make the very best cheese we can. Get rid of the 

loose moisture; be careful about breaking up the curds and giving 

that hard texture which is not desirable. I operated a factory 

at one time. I think using the Babcock test encourages the farmers 

to keep better cows, and it is not the right principle to expect a 

man with a Jersey or Guernsey to sell his milk against the Hol- 
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stein for making cheese. If you would adopt the Babcock test 

throughout it would tend to improve the quality of your milk and 

also encourage the farmer in taking better care of his milk. 

Mr. Houce: I am intensely interested in this matter of bet- 

ter milk. I do not wish to take your time, but I know that I voice 

the sentiment of every man who is interested in the cheese busi- 

ness in New York when I say that that is the most serious prob- 

lem that confronts us to-day, the poor milk delivered to us. You 

may say all you want to about it being our duty to send such 

milk back. We cannot assume that responsibility. Factories 

are operated to-day by men who are not always competent to 

stand up and tell you what kind of morning’s milk they are get- 

ting. We do know it to be a fact that many of the farmers and 

many of the places where they keep milk to bring to the cheese 

factories and creameries would not be tolerated for one minute 

if the milk was to be sent to the city. I would like to ask why the 

state department should be less vigilant than the city, the re- 

quirements less than the city or municipality. Why should not 

they demand the same kind of milk, the same conditions about the 

barn, that the city would? It is to be manufactured for the same 

purpose, to eat. The point is, first, with regard to the Babcock 

test, we cannot take any concerted action. It is unconstitutional 

to say that every man shall buy milk just as I see fit. I under- 

stand it is beyond our control to say every man shall buy milk by 

the Babcock test. We do believe that it is better to encourage 

the Babcock test, but if patrons say they will not deliver by the 

Babcock test that settles it. 

With regard to the sanitation of skimmed cheese, I agree it 

should be referred to a committee for consideration and further 

investigation. It is a very serious matter, and some permanent 

action should be taken to better conditions along that line. I 

make a motion to that effect. 

Dean Cook: I have never attended a cheese meeting at which 

the spirit seemed so right as now and it seems to me it is the 

psychological time for these cheese men to appoint a committee 

representing the different phases of the cheese interests, the pro- 

ducing and selling ends; that committee to report to the legisla- 
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tive committee and then one year from now report to this associ 

ation with such recommendations as it may see fit concerning these 

problems that we have been discussing to-day. 

Mr. Hocur: Before taking my seat 1 made a motion similar 

to that of Dean Cook. I withdraw my motion because I consider 

his better. I second Mr. Cook’s motion. 

Motion carried by vote and the following committee appointed: 

H. E. Cook, of Canton; S. B. Richardson, Lowville; George E. 

Hogue, Arcade; H. C. Lang, New York; F. N. Godfrey, Olean. 

THIRD SESSION 

WepneEspay, 2 Pp. M., DecemBer 11 

Meeting called to order by Vice-President H. C. Elwood, of 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Mr. Exwoop: Ladies and Gentlemen: It will be your privi- 

lege this afternoon to listen to Prof. G. L. McKay, of Chicago. 

I now take great pleasure in introducing Professor McKay, who 

will talk to you on ‘‘American Butter.” 

AMERICAN BUTTER 

Proressor G, L. McKay, Curcageo, I1t. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, and Members of the 

New York State Dairymen’s Association: I am much pleased 

to have the opportunity of meeting with you at this time. I 

certainly deem it an honor to talk in the Empire State on any 

subject pertaining to dairying, as your state was the first on the 

continent to take up this line of work. Your early teachers along 

dairy lines have not only made your own state famous, but have 

made the United States as a whole famous throughout the dairy 

world. Such men as Professor Willard, Professor Arnold, the 

Hon. Harrison Lewis and Mr. MacAdams were the pioneers, and 

their names at that time were household words in the homes of 

those interested in dairying. 

I will endeavor to talk for a time upon “American Butter.” I 

am very much in favor of the production of butter, on the ground 

that it tends more to soil conservation than any other line of agri- 

culture. In addition to this, it is one of the most profitable pur- 

suits when carried on intelligently. 
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The following editorial appeared in Hoard’s Dairyman of No- 

vember 15th, this year: 

“Tt is well for all dairymen to know just what is the reflex 

effect on their soil of the methods they use. 

“ Hoard’s Dairyman has often called the attention of its patrons 

to the danger of soil depletion that comes if the whole milk is 

taken from the farm. If the dairy farmer knows the facts as 

they actually exist and provides for it by the purchase of extra 

fertilizer, then all well and good. But if he does not, in a few 

years he has greatly injured the producing power of his land. The 

older dairy districts of the eastern states, where the whole milk 

was taken from the farm in cheese making or milk shipping, shows 

this incontestably. 

“ The following figures show the real condition of things where 

the milk is all taken from the farm. Take a cow, giving, say, 

5,000 pounds of milk, there will be found 29 pounds of nitrogen, 

9.5 pounds of phosphoric acid and 8.5 pounds of potash. The 

market value of these fertilizing elements is approximately $5.50. 

That means the loss in fertility to the farm per cow for each year. 

With a herd, say, of twenty cows, that means a drainage of $111.40 

a year. Now, if the farmer is wise, knowing these facts, he will 

provide for these elements to be put back on the farm each year. 

If he does not, he will soon have a run-down farm, even if he is 

keeping cows. 

“It may be said that the growing legumes, such as clover, al- 

falfa, cow-peas, ete., will keep up the nitrogen supply of the soil, 

provided these crops are properly handled.” 

Now, in regard to growing leguminous crops, such as clover, 

alfalfa and cow-peas, I would say that the growing of these crops 

will not benefit the farmer in the least, unless the crops are fed 

to the animals and the manure returned to the land. The nitrogen 

is practically all in the stems and leaves of the plant, and in addi- 

tion to this, in some of these plants, the roots penetrate very deep 

in the soil. Particularly is this true with alfalfa, which would 

naturally exhaust the soil as quickly as any other crop; therefore, 

the great benefit comes from feeding these crops to live stock. 

In addition to what Hoard’s Dairyman has said about the re- 
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moval of fertility, I will quote from an accurately prepared table 

on this subject, which is used by one of our experiment stations: 

“In the sale of $100 worth of milk containing 4 per cent. fat at 

$1.00 per hundred, $10.25 worth of fertilizing material is re- 

moved from the farm. In the sale of $100 worth of cream con- 

taining 20 per cent. fat at 25 cents per pound, you remove $1.52 

worth of fertilizing material. In the sale of $100 worth of 40 

per cent. cream, and this is practical, at 25 cents per pound, you 

remove only 56 cents worth of fertilizing material. In the sale 

of $100 worth of butter fat at 25 cents per pound, you remove only 

14 cents worth of fertilizing material.” 

Carbohydrates, oil, starch, etc., which make up some 90 per 

cent. of all our plants, come from the air and water, and when 

a man is marketing fat, he is therefore really marketing the air 

and water part of his crop, and is keeping the fertility part at 

home. 

Soil conservation must receive more consideration in the future 

than it has in the past. We are importing annually $15,000,000 

worth of potash alone from Germany. Denmark, which is one 

of the greatest butter producing countries in the world, is regarded 

as a model of farm management, both from the standpoint of con- 

servation of soil fertility and the profit per acre. It is said that 

the Danes import our concentrated feeds which are rich in pro- 

tein, not so much for the profits they may derive from the sale 

of their butter, as for the fertility these feeds add to their land. 

In my judgment, the buttermakers of America, in skill and 

knowledge concerning their business, are the equal, if not the su- 

perior of any buttermakers to be found in any part of the civilized 

world. Skill and knowledge availeth nothing unless they are 

constantly apphed. We are in the habit of throwing bouquets 

to ourselves on the ground of our superior knowledge about things. 

Occasionly we see a maker who will put forth special efforts for 

a certain contest. He may even sit up all night and ripen his 

cream. The medal he may win will possibly give glory for the 

time being, but if he falls back — which is sometimes the case — 

and produces an irregular grade of butter, his spasmodic effort 

is of no benefit to the patrons of that creamery. 

Eyery commission man knows that if he can get butter that will 
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score between 91 and 93 per cent. and can depend upon the grade 

keeping up to that point, he can command the highest price for 

such butter. Probably 95 out of 100 consumers would not notice 

the difference between 91 and 96 per cent. butter, if served on the 

table. If butter is sweet and clean, free from mottles, has no ob- 

jectionable odors, and the body is reasonably good, it will satisfy 

the consuming public. 
Some years ago, when visiting the leading butter dealers of 

England, for the purpose of ascertaining how the American butter 

compared in the English market, with that of other countries, par- 

ticularly with the Danish butter, which sold for the highest price, 

I was told that sometimes they received butter from this country 

that was superior to the Danish butter, but that our butter ran so 

irregularly in quality that they could not establish a permanent 

trade. 

On the other hand, the Danish butter, although not extremely 

high in quality, was always uniform, or as one merchant said, “‘ If 

we sell one of our customers a dozen kegs or firkins of Danish but- 

ter, we know that the quality throughout will be such that it will 

suit his trade and he will come back again, and that is all that is 

desired.” 

I will briefly analyze the American butter as found in our mar- 

kets. To commence with, we will take the package, or the Ameri- 

can butter tub. In my judgment, it is the most abominable, un- 

sightly package that was ever used for butter by any people. I 

was asked a number of times by English merchants, why the 

Americans persisted in using the tub. Owing to its shape, it can- 

not be cut into prints satisfactorily, like the butter that is packed 

in boxes. It cannot be packed in as small space for transit as 

the square package can. Also, the chances for breaking off covers 

in transit are at least five times greater with the tub than with the 

box, hence the railroads would welcome a change to the box. 

The difference in cost of package in favor of the box would 

amount — | think I am safe in saying — to about a million dol- 

lars annually to the producers in this country. We are badly in 

need of a standard package that would sell in all parts of the 

country the same. The Pacific Coast trade demands the box en- 

tirely, while the East here wants the tub. One of our members 
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wrote that it cost him 22 cents for a box complete, including wax 

liners and parchment. The said box would hold 80 pounds of 

butter. While on the other hand, it would cost him 31 cents for 

a tub and liners, said tub holding 61 to 63 pounds. Prices of 68 

to 70 pound boxes in the West vary from 14 to 15 cents, that is 

in the knock-down form. It costs from one to one and one-quarter 

cents to put them together. 

One of our large manufacturers informed me that through 

a mistake a carload of butter in tubs was shipped West and a 

‘arload of butter in boxes shipped East. The butter in both cases 

sold 1 cent below market price, because it was shipped in wrong 

kind of packages, so we can readily see the benefit to be derived 

from a standard package. There was no defect in the butter in 

either case, but the package did not suit the trade. 

There should be no virtue in a package, but the one that gives 

the best service, and especially if it cost less, should be adopted. 

This is something that our commission men and dealers should 

seriously consider. 

One of the chief defects of the American butter is its irregu- 

lar quality. This is largely due to the lack of a uniform system 

being followed by the makers throughout the country. Many 

makers want to be a law unto themselves, that is, each has his 

own idea of making butter; therefore, there seems to be 

no set rules followed by the American maker. Some use starters 

in cream ripening and others do not; some pasteurize their cream 

at a high temperature, while others pasteurize at a medium low 

temperature, and still others at a low temperature. 

If I were to ask the makers here what effect pasteurization 

had upon cream, possibly 95 per cent. would answer that it de- 

stroyed the bacteria, and this answer would be absolutely true, 

so far as it went. 

If you ask me what effect pasteurization has upon cream, I will 

tell you frankly that I do not know, and I do not know of any 

experiments that have been conducted that show the chemical 

effect on the fat and other constituents of cream. If you heat 

cream that is partly sour, from a very low temperature to a tem- 
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perature as high as 185 degrees in the one heating, there is grave 

danger of injuring the quality, as some portions of that cream 

must necessarily reach a temperature of over 200 degrees F., 

that is, the portions of the cream that are next to the plate of 

the pasteurizer will reach that temperature. The action of this 

excessive heat on the fat and other constituents, no doubt, im- 

parts to the cream bad flavors that are transmitted to the butter. 
I am not opposed to pasteurization, either high or low. I main- 

tain, however, that the process when rightly done is a very delicate 

operation. If cream is to be heated to a high temperature, I am 

firmly convinced that we should use two pasteurizers in the pro- 

cess of raising the temperature to 185 degrees. In the first pas- 

teurizer, the temperature should reach from 110 to 120 degrees. 

This increases the fluidity of the cream so that it can be heated 

in the second pasteurizer without using such excessive heat. Where 

a method of this kind is used, the exhaust from the last pasteurizer 

ean be attached to the first for bringing up the temperature to 110 

or 120 degrees, as desired, thus economizing in the use of steam. 

I notice that some of our large creameries are using this method 

and getting excellent results. 

Where pasteurization is done in the vat, as is practiced now 

in many creameries, a temperature of 150 to 155 degrees is sutfli- 

cient, especially if cream is to be held 15 to 29 minutes at this 

temperature. I have also seen excellent results from this method 

of operation. 

I have been scoring butter for some time in experiments that 

are being conducted at Perdue University. In the last scoring, 

I observed a difference of about three points in favor of pasteuri- 

zation as against butter made from the same cream without being 

pasteurized. I understand that the cream was very sour in both 

cases. ‘The temperature in this particular case was 160 degrees. 

About twelve years ago I conducted a series of experiments 

at lowa State College with sour cream, with the intention of pub- 

lishing a bulletin on the final results. Knowing that only a small 

portion of the milk sugar was converted into acid during the 

souring of cream, I took up the method of neutralizing this acid 
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with various kinds of alkalies, using lime, precipitated chalk, 

soda ash, ete., and then pasteurized the cream, using a pure cul- 

ture, and produced a pure acid in the cream. The result was 

that I improved the quality of butter a great deal. After complet- 

ing my material for the bulletin and thinking the matter over 

further, I decided not to publish it, owing to the fact that it 
might make farmers more careless in handling their cream. Many 

of the students present during these experiments, no doubt, took 

up the system at home. The result is that in the West to-day, 

neutralization is carried on quite extensively. It has had the 

effect of cutting down the loss of fat in buttermilk, where pasteur- 

ization has been employed -— especially is this true when some 

lime has been used. It has the effect of keeping the curd in a 

soft condition while it is being pasteurized. 

If you pasteurize very sour cream unneutralized, the heat pre- 

cipitates the cassein which carries off with it large quantities of 

fat in the buttermilk. The quantity of lime used in neutralizing 

is so minute that it has no other effect but to neutralize the acid. 

This lime, of course, dissolves and passes off in the buttermilk. 

In experiments conducted where lime had been used in com- 

parison with butter made from the same cream without lime, it 

was seen from the chemical analysis that practically no difference 

in the chemical composition of the butter existed. 

Dr. Babcock and Dr. Russell found in their experiments with 

pasteurized cream that where cream was heated to 160 degrees 

and above, the calcium salts were removed, which gave the cream 

a very thin appearance, so to restore the appearance of the cream 

they brought out viscogan, which is composed of cane sugar and 

lime. In this case, the consumer took the lime direct. This, 

however, is in line with the German scientist’s recommendation 

that the people should consume more lime. Our physicians 

recommend lime for our babies. 

The ideal way, however, is to have cream in so sweet a condition 

that it can be pasteurized successfully without the use of neutral- 

izers. 

I do not know what your conditions are here but in the West, 
where the hand separator is used extensively and competition is 

keen, it is about impossible to get cream in an ideal condition, 
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hence, if I were operating a creamery where cream came in very 

sour, I would neutralize and pasteurize and use pure cultures and 

I would turn out as sanitary a product as was ever made. 

A lot of foolishness has been published concerning neutraliza- 

tion, such as rotten or stale cream being used for butter. The 

fact of the case is that lime will not remove any of these odors. 

The large creameries make up their poorest grade of cream by 

itself and sell the butter according to quality. If the quality of 

the raw material is extremely poor, you cannot make a good 

finished product under any process, and the same principle ap- 

plies to the manufacture of any kind of goods. 

At one period of my life, I thought I knew a great deal about 

cream ripening, but since I left college and have come in contact 

with some of the large factories, where they make 50,000 or 60,- 

000 pounds daily, I have had my opinions somewhat changed. 

I have in mind two creameries and their methods are not at all 

similar, yet they are both turning out an excellent quality of 

butter. The one plant pasteurizes to a temperature of 155 to 

160 degrees and holds the cream 15 minutes at this temperature, 

then cools to churning temperature, adds a big starter and chums 

the cream as soon as the fat is sufficiently chilled to get an exhaus- 

tive churning ; while the other heats to 185 degrees in a double pas- 

teurizer, then cools at once to 60 degrees, adds 10 per cent. of 

a good starter and carries on the ripening until the cream shows 

an acidity of 33 or 34 degrees, Mann’s test. The cream is 

then cooled, held over night and churned next morning. In 

both plants the greatest care is exercised in every detail, such as 

uniform temperature, the preparing of excellent starters and 

cleanliness to the extreme. The result is that they are both 

making a high, uniform grade of butter from day to day. 

We have another creameryman in the West whose butter created 

quite a sensation in our Chicago market last winter owing to its 

high, uniform quality. This creamery is located at Minneapolis, 

Minn., and is called the De Sota plant. The maker was using 

what is known as the Stanley system of cream ripening. I believe 

Mr. Stanley has applied for a patent on his process. It consists 

of blowing air through the cream while it is ripening. The 

theory advanced by Mr. Stanley is that the oxygen from the air 
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passing through the cream aids the development of the desired 

lactic acid bacteria and retards or destroys the putrefactive 

bacteria in the cream. This is a beautiful theory, and a theory 

about which very little is known. 

While I am not in a position to make a positive statement 

regarding his theory, I think the chief virtue lies in driving out 

the volatile acids and gases by a mechanical process and substi- 
tuting for them oxygen from the air. By this means, a lot of 

objectionable odors pass off and the medium is rendered less favor- 

able for the development of putrefactive bacteria. Various sys- 

tems have been used for aeration of cream and milk. Mr. Stan- 

ley’s method may be more effective owing to the mechanical force 

that is used to drive off gases, also the purity of the air used is 

more under control and less liable to contamination from un- 

desirable bacteria and odors. In his system, he draws the air 

usually from above the building through a galvanized pipe, by 

means of a large fan. The air is expanded or heated by this 

process. It is then passed through a steel tank partly filled with 

cold water, and thus becomes purified and cooled. The air passes 

from the tank into the cream vats, by means of two sanitary inch 

pipes, extending the whole length of the vat. The lower sides of 

the pipes have small perforations about the size of an ordinary 

pinhead, through which the air is forced. The cream is slowly 

blown during the ripening process. It is also blown for a short 

time while it is being held in the retarding vat, after it has been 

pasteurized and before it is cooled. The principal virtue, Mr. 

Stanley claims, is the addition of the oxygen to the cream. 

Whether Mr. Stanley can get a patent on this process or not, I 

am not prepared to state. I do know that various systems have 

been in use, for the purpose of aeration, for a number of years. 

In using a system of this kind care must be used not to blow the 

cream too hard, as there is danger of churning. The pressure of 

air is regulated by a valve above the vat. 

I have not the time to go into a detailed discussion of starters. 

A good, clean-flavored starter is one of the most important things 

in butter making, and unless a maker has the ambition and ability 

to prepare and care for starters right, he had better not use the 
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starter. I am thoroughly convinced that bad flavors are trans- 

mitted frequently to butter through such a medium. 

I visited a very fine creamery about a year ago. The plant was 

a new one, and the equipment was about complete. The maker 

was one of the wise, talkative kind. When examining the butter 

he had on hand, I found the quality very poor. I finally asked 

him to let me taste his starter, which he did. It was over-ripe and 

in very bad condition. I called his attention to this very forcibly, 

and he remarked that the starter would come back all right by 

renewing it, forgetting that he would be making poor butter dur- 

ing that time. Now, this same maker could write columns about 

butter making, yet he could not produce a uniform grade of 

butter from day to day, simply because he neglected to attend 

punctually to the little details. 

A starter is usually in the best condition for use just after it 

thickens. If a maker is not ready to use it at that time, it should 

be cooled immediately and held at a low temperature. Under 

ordinary conditions, the larger the per cent. of good starter used, 

the better will be the result. I mean by this, anything up to 25 

per cent. Especially will the large per cent. give better results, 

if cream is to be churned after pasteurization, without being 

ripened. When cream is ripened, 10 per cent. will give good 
results. 

In the churning of cream, no set temperature can be given. I 

preter to churn in 35 or 40 minutes, when the churn is half or two- 

thirds full of cream. I would churn in granules as large as corn. 

There is not much danger of over-churning. If the butter even 

rolls up a little, it will not do very much harm. After the butter 

is churned, it is well to let it stand at least 10 minutes before 

drawing off the buttermilk. This allows small particles of fat to 

rise to the surface and mix with the mass of butter. In other 

words, it gives you a little more exhaustive churning. After the 

buttermilk has been drawn off, water should be added to equal the 

amount of buttermilk removed. Under ordinary conditions, it 

is better to have the water of the same temperature as the butter- 

milk. This is a case, however, where common sense should be 

used. If butter is a little soft, the water should be colder, so 
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as to harden it a trifle. I prefer, if possible, to have butter gather 

in an oblong, rather than a round granule. 

A round granule has a tendency to produce leaky butter. In 

addition to this, it usually runs very low in moisture content. 

The temperature of churning is something that has to be governed 

by the season of the year or the feed consumed by the cows. In 

the early spring, or when the cows first go on grass, the percentage 

of olein fats or low melting fats increase, and the result is that 

butter usually gathers soft, and unless special care is exercised 

there is danger of incorporating more moisture than the law 

allows. During the rainy periods in the summer, we at times have 

the same condition, to a certain extent. The water in butter 

practically all comes from the milk. This is one of the reasons 

why the man who is making sweet or unsalted butter has difficulty 

in keeping within the limits of the law. The judge in deciding 

against the government in the Milton case that was tried in the 

Cireuit Court of the United States, wisely stated that the process 

of butter making was a process of elimination, rather than a 

process of incorporation. The first elimination is the’separation of 

the skim milk, the second elimination is the process of churning 

or the separation of the buttermilk, the third elimination comes 

after applying the salt and the free moisture escapes. 

When salt is applied to butter it has a tendency to mix with the 

moisture, in other words, salt seems to have an afhnity for water; 

the moisture and salt coming together form large beads or drops 

of water in the butter, which is readily pressed out during the 

process of working. That is the reason why salted butter can be 

kept more easily within the limit for moisture content. 

I read a statement some time ago purporting to have come from 

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, to the effect that all the 

water could be worked out of butter, and that the water in butter 

really came from an external source. If he is rightly quoted, 

it is a very unfortunate thing that we have for Commissioner of 

Internal Revenue, a man who has such a limited knowledge of 

the butter business. 

Some years ago we had the question of butter standards up. 

I practically stood alone for a 16 per cent. moisture or an 80 

per cent. fat standard. Since that time, I am pleased to note 
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that practically all the dairy experts of the country are favoring 

those standards. The European dairy experts have recommended 

a standard as high as 18 per cent. moisture. In the same recom- 

mendation, they stipulate that butter must contain 80 per cent. 

fat. Now, this would be impossible for the United States under 
the present methods of salting. Undoubtedly the reason these 

men make such recommendation is that their butter runs so light 

in salt. Unsalted butter should have an advantage as to moisture 

of at least 1 per cent., and I am not sure but what it should have 

more. Unsalted butter with a moisture content of 16 per 

cent. will contain 83 per cent. fat at least, as against 80 per 

cent. fat in salted butter, where 3 per cent. salt is used with 

the same per cent. of moisture, therefore, we can see the justice 

of permitting a little more moisture to exist in the unsalted butter. 

In salting and working butter, various methods are used. 

One method quite common in some creameries, is to bring the 

butter up on rolls, make a drain through the center cf the butter 

with the paddle, leaving the ends closed, spread the salt as evenly 

as possible through this drain, then pour some water over the 
salt and put the rolls in gear and work the butter about one-half 

or two-thirds the amount that is necessary, then make a moisture 

determination. A little water should be added to dissolve and 

wash down any salt that may adhere to the rolls, the churn closed 

and the working continued up to the required time. If moisture 

is found to be high, the doors of the churn should be left open 
a little, so the free moisture can escape. Six pounds of salt 

to one hundred pounds of butter fat will give usually 3 to 3144 

per cent. in the finished product. 

I have known others to work the free moisture out of the 
butter by working it a few times through the rolls, then 

weighing the salt and having it soaked in water that has the 

same temperature as the butter. The salt and water are then 

placed in the drain made by the paddle in the butter and the 

butter is worked. In this case less salt is used, about 414 pounds 

to every hundred pounds of fat. 

The salting of butter is largely a matter of common sense, where 

judgment must be used in getting an even distribution throughout 

the entire product, 
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One of our good Chicago creameries sifts the salt on the butter 

when it is in granular condition, without gathering it on the 

rolls. The churn is then revolved on slow gear, from five to 

eight times, without the rolls being in motion, thus the butter 

and salt are thoroughly mixed. This maker maintains that 

the butter does not have to be worked so much this way, since 

the salt is practically dissolved before he puts the rolls in gear. 

Ile usually adds a little water to the churn after the butter has 

been worked a while, to dissolve any salt that may adhere to the 

rolls. The butter takes up this free moisture in the working. 

At the present time, it is not a safe proposition for anyone to 

pack butter until every churning is accurately tested for moisture. 

There are a number of tests on the market that will work very 

accurately and quickly. 

I have briefly covered the butter business in the space of time 

usually taken up for a discussion of this kind. One thing that 

would help promote dairying probably as much as anything else, 

would be for the butter and cheesemakers to make a special study 

of economic production, so that these factories could be a center 

of information for the patrons and farmers of that community. 

The maker of the future has got to be a bigger man than the maker 

of the past. New problems are coming up all the time, and he 

must grapple with all phases of the dairy question. 

At the present time we have a duty of six cents a pound on 

butter and cheese coming into this country. This duty no doubt 

was placed on these articles by the federal government with the 

view of stimulating the production and growth of our dairy in- 

dustry. We find, however, by a careful study of our statisti¢s, 

that our cow population is not keeping pace with the human. 

During the past ten years, the human population has increased 

about 21 per cent. as against 14 per cent. for our cow population, 

This is a serious problem. 

I recently heard one of our dairy educators make the state- 

ment, that if something could be done to remove the drudgery 

from dairying, it would increase. I do not like that term 

drudgery.” Any business that is carried on along profitable 

lines very seldom appeals to us as drudgery. I can readily 

understand how dairying would not appeal very strongly to a 
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man who keeps cows that possibly do not produce over 130 to 140 

pounds a year, which is the average of cows kept in this country. 

Dairying might appeal to him as drudgery, but to the man that 

has a herd that produces 300, 350 or even 400 pounds, I guaran- 

tee that dairying does not appeal to that man as drudgery. Such 

herds are possible and practicable. 

I visited the European countries some years ago, and found 

that on the high-priced land everywhere dairying was carried on 

extensively. Not only this, but I was told that land in the old 

dairy sections was more fertile to-day than it was fifty years ago, 

notwithstanding the fact that it was continually tilled. Most of 

this land sells for from three to four times as much per acre as 

land in this state, yet their soil is naturally not any better, and 

the markets are not much better, if any. 

Cooperation among farmers for bringing in better sires, which 

would mean better herds or better cows, I think would stimulate 

dairying probably more than anything else that could be done. 

The benefit of good sires has been appreciated by the men who 

own the large ranches in the West; and the large railroad 

corporations have in some cases brought in good sires of different 

breeds and given them to the people along their particular roads 

for improving their stock, so that the tonnage of live stock would 

be increased in the near future, in fact, some of the best stock 

that is produced on our Western ranches was obtained in this 
way. 

The State of New York, owing to its adaptability to the growth 

of various forage plants and to excellent climatic conditions, in 

addition to an abundant supply of pure water and_ close 

proximity to some of the best markets in the world, should be 

one of the leading dairy sections of the world. I thank you. 
CuarrMAn Eiwoop: The meeting is now open for any ques- 

tions. I know Prof. McKay will be glad to answer them. 

Mr. Bunny of Merimare: I would like to ask Professor 

McKay what he considers the fat standard. 

Pror. McKay: I consider 80 per cent. a fair and just fat 

standard for this country. Eighty per cent. fat is practically the 

standard we have at the present time; that is, normally speaking, 

the casein present in butter runs from about 3/4 to 1 1/2 per 
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cent. ; depending mostly on the washing process. Adding to that 3 
per cent. salt would allow you about 16 per cent. for moisture. 

There is another question at the present time that is agitating 

some of the makers, as to whether butter should be left under the 

Internal Revenue Department or put with the Pure Food Depart- 

ment. The principal difficulty in the way would be that the 

Pure Food Department has no jurisdiction over butter except 

when it becomes interstate traffic. If it was permitted or left 

under the pure food law in the state, a manufacturer could load 

his butter with water or salt. Some men are getting wise to this 

already. I am not an advocate of this, although I am sometimes 

accused of being a high water man. 

Voice: Has not the manufacture of oleomargarine been an 

aid to the buttermaker by compelling competition ? 

Pror. McKay: I would say not. Good butter never competes 

with oleomargarine; that is, if oleomargarine is sold for what it 

is. If you eliminate the butter fat from oleomargarine you would 

have tallow and lard mixed together, which would not give you 

very much flavor. I presented before Congress the different 

formulas used in the manufacture of oleomargarine, and where 

only milk, instead of butter was used, oleomargarine was produced 

for 8 cents a pound — about 1/3 the cost of butter. Where they 

used 25 per cent. butter it cost about 14 cents, if I remember cor- 

rectly. The only question is the color of the fats. I am entirelv 

willing that oleomargarine be sold as oleomargarine but we 

must have a line of demarkation between butter and oleomargarine 

or one will crowd the other out. In the discussion that took place 

before the agricultural committee it was estimated I believe by the 

Commissioner of Internal Revenue that 50 per cent. of the oleo- 

margarine was not sold for oleomargarine but for butter, at butter 

prices. That is where the fraud comes in. I want to say a few 

words in behalf of Mr. Flanders. He has worked very actively 

with our committee in Washington and has rendered a lot of 

valuable service in their interests. His counsel concerning laws 

and regulations we have found to be good and sound. 

Mr. Srone of Sonyra: I would like to ask if the United 

States government in their specifications for purchasing butter 

for the army and navy specify the number of degrees of heat for 
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pasteurizing the cream. And in connection with that I would 

like also to ask if the United States departments use butter for 

their navy and oleomargarine for their soldiers. 

Pror. McKay: I was not aware that the United States 

soldier ate oleomagarine until last week. A young man who is 

connected with Fort Sheridan, an officer, told me that he did not 

eat any butter. The navy has butter put up and the cream is 

pasteurized, if I remember rightly, to 160 degrees. I am not 

positive of that but I think it is 160 degrees. 

Mr. Marrison: Is it not about time we did something so 

that the rotten butter made around the country would be made 

into axle grease and not into renovated butter? We have the 

law but we cannot hold them down. 
Pror. McKay: The fact that we are making renovated but- 

ter at the present time is a disgrace to our civilization as dairy 

educators. The butter or the cream that is first used in making 

renovated butter is just as pure as the butter that I scored 96 this 

afternoon. Renovated butter comes from the farmers. Many of 

our farmers’ wives persist in making butter; some of them make 

excellent butter and others do not. The result is that the grocery- 

man in turn gets rid of his groceries and sells the poor butter to 

the renovating factory. The factoryman works on the theory that 

the fat itself contains no flavor. It is usually passed through a 

tank and air blown through it and purified. There is a restriction 

on that butter; it is under government inspection and branded and 

sold just for what it is. I am sorry that any is made, but we have 

the thing under control as well as we can. I do not think it is 

sold very often as genuine creamery butter. 

Mr. J. B. Howe of Vernon: What can we best do with the 

oleomargarine question ? 

Pror. McKay: At the present time there are two bills before 

Congress. Owing to the ery of the high cost of living there was 

a feeling worked up among the labor unions by the oleomargarine 

interests, that the ten-cent tax was a hardship upon the poor man 

of this country, when in reality only two per cent. of the oles. 

margarine made in this country paid the ten-cent tax. The rest of 

it came under the one-fourth per cent. tax. That fact they did not 

mention. To meet this argument the dairymen prepared a bill 
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lowering the tax to one cent the same as the Lever bill. The 

sureau of Standards in Washington last year finally discovered a 

test whereby they could measure the color. So we got together a 

lot of butter made at various experiment stations in the United 

States from the different breeds of cattle, Holsteins, Ayrshires, 

and the breeds that usually produce the lghtest colored butter. 

We also got the Danish card system of measuring color, the 

standard No. 9. In Denmark they let manufacturers of oleo- 

margarine color to a certain shade of yellow. In comparing or 

measuring these shades we found that the lightest color was the 

Ayrshire, 45 per cent. white, which would naturally be white to 

the naked eye. We fixed the standard at 55 per cent. white for 

oleomargarine. That is the natural color of that product, or what 

appears white to the naked eye. Now the fight is between what 

is known as the Lever bill, and the Haugen bill. The Lever bill 

permits coloring just as high as you like; the other permits it to 

go to a certain shade. The dairy bill makes the tax on the 

dealers lower than the Lever bill. The great trouble is to prevent 

their serving the product to guests in hotels and restaurants. I 

cannot see how we can prevent it if they are permitted to color 

it yellow. 

Another question. They advertise their product as containing 
from 25 to as high as 90 per cent. pure creamery butter. It is a 

hard proposition for the best chemist in the country to separate 

those fats just to a few per cent. The result is that they may 

advertise their product as containing 50 per cent. butter when it 

only contains five. One ease of that kind has been tried in 

Michigan. Jn the dairy bill before Congress at the present time 

they are forbidden to mix butter at all with their product, they 

may, however, mix 5 per cent. of fat coming from milk, and in that 

way it would be impossible for them to advertise their oleo- 

margarine as containing 30 to 50 per cent. of butter fat in order 

to deceive the people. 

Mr. Freperrksen: The fight now going on in Washington is 

a very serious one under the administration that is coming in, I 

fear very much that the dairymen will be left behind. Mr. 

3urleson of Texas will probably have considerable influence in 

the discussion and he is very much in favor of oleomargarine and 
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the coloring of oleomargarine. Now is it not possible and would 

it not be well for the dairymen to work for a law compelling oleo- 

margarine or any mixture of oleomargarine with butter to be 

served on the tables of hotels and boarding houses in a certain 

form of dish. It should be something that unconsciously ealls 

attention of the consumer to the fact that he is eating oleomar- 

garine or a mixture of oleomargarine and butter. They have 

tried to compel signs in stores and in boarding houses saying 

’ or “Oleomargarine is sold here.” “Oleomargarine is served here,’ 

The boarding-house keeper would not like that perhaps; it is too 

arbitrary. But it seems to me it should be possible to compel 

oleomargarine and its mixtures to be handled and served in a sim- 

ple form of dish. Would it not be well for the dairymen to work 

for such a plan rather than try to do anything about the color? 

The object is to be sure that the consumer knows what he is get- 

ting. 

Pror, McKay: I seriously doubt whether that would be pos- 

sible under our form of government. The only way we can chal- 

lenge the color is by taxing it. In the present bill there is a 

clause requiring that a party serving oleomargarine must display 

a license in a conspicuous place. 

Mr. FREDERIKSEN: Are they not compelled now to pack in 

certain form of package ? 
Pror. McKay: Oh, yes; in a square package, one, three and 

five pounds. 

W. HE. Ayres, of Atpany: Prof. McKay has advocated a 

larger moisture content legal limit for unsalted than for salted 

butter. As I understand the matter the legal limit of 16 per 

cent. was set with the intent of placing it so high that no manu- 

facturer would exceed that limit under normal methods of manu- 

facture, at the same time making it as high as might be consistent 

with the quality of the goods. Under our present conditions our 

commission men are offering 144 to 21% cents premium on 

unsalted butter. Is it not better to leave conditions as they are 

than try to place unsalted butter on an equal selling basis with 

the salted goods by the addition of a larger amount of water 

which might prove injurious to the quality of the goods ? 

Pror. McKay: In bringing this up I refer to the European 
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Congress of experts where 18 per cent. was recommended, and the 

reason was the low per cent. of salt in their butter. The trouble 

that we are having now is keeping within that 16 per cent. limit. 

I have three or four cases where men have been prosecuted recently 

who had not been making any effort whatever to incorporate an 

excessive amount of moisture, working entirely by natural process. 

When you apply the salt it draws water to it and you get rid of 

the moisture. There is justice in that proposition. The per cent. 

of unsalted butter is small. In Washington last year I met a 

man who said he was supplying milk to one of the cities and that 

he was endeavoring to make sweet butter out of the extra milk, 

and he was having trouble in keeping within the limits of the 

law; in fact, I think he said he had been prosecuted once or twice. 

As far as I am concerned personally, it is immaterial to me 

whether you have 80 per cent, fat or 16 per cent. moisture 

standard. JI think the majority of our schools are advocating a 

straight fat content, letting the moisture go. If you had but 80 

per cent. fat that would eliminate the trouble with the unsalted 

man. He could put in as high as 18 or 19 per cent. The fat 

is the part of the butter that we pay for. 

J. W. Beaupre, of Wesr Ampoy: At the present time I am 

making whey butter, and it seems impossible to incorporate 

enough salt for the trade I have, the farmers at home. I have 

put in 21% to 3 ounces of salt to the pound of butter and it will 

not dissolve. What can I do to get conditions to take up that salt 

and make the butter more salty for my trade? 

Pror. McKay: Personally I have never had any experience 

with whey butter. I would naturally suppose that fat gathers 

somewhat as in the ordinary process of butter making. If you 

adopt the method of soaking the salt in water about the same tem- 

perature as your buttermilk — use moist salt instead of dry salt, 

this will no doubt overcome your difficulty. In the past I have 

been accused of advocating extreme moisture. ‘Some may remem- 

ber that with Mr. Urner of the New York Produce Review I ear- 

ried on a controversy over this for a time. I have never advo- 

cated trying to incorporate over 15 per cent. of moisture in but- 

ter; as a safe proposition I have always advocated not going be- 

yond that. To demonstrate whether moisture deteriorates the 
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quality of butter, I took my assistant and went out into a prac- 

tical creamery and made butter containing 11 per cent. moisture 

and that containing as high as ‘15:88 per cent. I sent that butter 

to England; I sent it on to the New York markets and had it 

scored critically. I put some of it in storage in New York and 

had Kieffer score it; and the butter that contained 15.88 seored 

as high if not a little higher than the low moisture butter. I had 

a score of 100 points in London on that butter. So I would say 

anything up to 16 per cent. is all right. Once in a while, how- 

ever, we get butter with a peculiar condition, a churning of but- 

ter that will go beyond the limit set without any intention what- 

ever on the part of the maker. There are a number of men, how- 

ever, who know how to incorporate water by breaking up the 

grain, which is not a desirable process. But where the water 

comes naturally, I cannot see the difference. J have a man work- 

ing for me who made the statement to me once that if anyone 

ever went beyond 16 per cent. it was done purposely. Last sum- 

mer he went out to northern Iowa and had 171% per cent. mois- 

ture in his butter without any effort on his part. Worked it over 

the next day and still it had over 17 per cent. I am unable to 

explain those things, and still at the same time I am favorable 

to 16 per cent. 

Mr. Eitwoop: Is anyone here who can answer Mr. Beaupre’s 

question as to how to incorporate more salt ? 

Mr. Green, of Lowvitte: If you find you have 17 per cent. 

after working with the combination churn five minutes how would 

you reduce the moisture to the limit? 

Pror. McKay: I do not know that I can answer your ques- 

tion. The method I would use would be to pack the butter and 

let it stand for a little while until it firms up a little and then 

bring it back into the churn again. It is due to the fine globules 

of moisture and the soft condition of the fat. 

I heard last night a case of the same kind at Cornell, and they 

reduced by mixing dry butter with it. 

Voice: We have had quite a lot of trouble with mottled 

butter. I would like to know what the trouble is. 

Pror. McKay: Streaks in butter are usually caused by 

uneven distr: ution of salt. 
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Mr. Suersurne, oF Maritia: In regard to the storage of 

butter, what causes the fishy flavor? I had some in storage last 

summer and five or six tubs were bad; the rest were all right. 

All were stored under the same conditions for all I know. 

Pror. McKay: I am unable to answer that question. I will 

say that a great many theories are advanced in regard to the fishy 

flavor. <A bacteriologist from New Zealand claimed it was due 

to bacterial infection of some kind; but I do not think he is cor- 

rect. There is something about cream that is kept for some 

time, or high salting, that will bring about this flavor. I would 

not want to say that salt would cause it, but it has this effect. It 

makes all the flavors in butter more pronounced. If there are 

any undesirable flavors you will catch them more readily in salted 

than in unsalted butter. High salting has a tendency to make 

the flavors more pronounced. 

FOURTH SESSION 

WeEpNEsDAY, 8 p. M., DECEMBER 11 

Meeting called to order by President Dollar. 

Presipent Doiiar: I wish to make an announcement at this 

time. In former years it has been the custom at our con- 

ventions to have a banquet on Thursday night. We have departed 

somewhat from that custom this year and in place of a banquet we 

are to have a theater party, high-class vaudeville at the Grand. 

Tickets will be on sale at the information bureau, upstairs, all day 

to-morrow, and we would like to have everybody go that possibly 

can; would like to have you secure tickets early. 
Possibly and undoubtedly no one phase of the dairy industry 

interests more people than the production of clean milk. The 

farmer is interested in the production of clean milk although the 

consumers think he is not. The consumer is interested, be- 

cause he wants the farmer to produce high-grade milk. I am glad 

that we have a man here to-night who has accomplished a great 

deal in a section of the state that was at one time producing 

no better milk than the other sections, and by his efforts has 

gradually brought the grade of the milk to a very high standard. 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce to this audience Dr. 

Charles E. North, of New York, who will give an illustrated 

address on the production of clean milk. 
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THE MARKET VALUE OF CLEANLINESS IN MILK PRODUCTION 

Cuarwes F. Norru, M. D., Consuttine Santrarian, New York 

CIry. 

Before showing the pictures I want to say just a word of in- 

troduction. I want to tell you that the whole text of the pic- 

tures is that cleanliness has a market value. The word cleanli- 

ness has been greatly abused, but we are coming to know what it 

means. ‘There was a time when it had no market value, at least 

none that we could determine. The dairy industry has been 

through a great many changes and it has been a difficult matter 

for the men in that industry, producing milk, shipping milk, 

retailing milk, to tell just what foundation they could use that 

would be a secure foundation for their business. But the popu- 

lar demand for clean milk, the movement which has taken such 

strong hold of the people of this country, has forced everyone 

in the business to-day to recognize that cleanliness is coming to 

have a market value. The question before the dairy industry 

is this: How much cleanliness is going to be demanded and what 

is that cleanliness worth? Is it the degree of cleanliness which 

we find in certified milk and for which we know to-day the market 

value is sometimes as great as ten cents a quart above the regu- 

lar price of market milk? In other words, do we mean that we 

want ten cents of cleanliness added to the retail price of milk; 

or is the public going to be satisfied with a lesser degree of clean- 

liness, a more reasonable degree of cleanliness, at a more rea- 

sonable price? It is the old question after all, of quality and 

price; and what we all want to know — the dealer, the producer, 

the manufacturer — is how much quality, at what price. Now, 

that is the preblem which I have tried to throw a little light upon. 

Cleanliness has a market value. This used not to be so. 

In times past in the milk business the word “ pure” was exten- 

sively used in connection with milk, and every dealer advertised 

that he sold pure milk. It did not mean then what it means now. 

Modern knowledge of sanitary science has sharpened our ideas 

on the subject of purity and of cleanliness so that we now know 

that these are vital matters because of their close relation to the 

bacteria of disease. Our standards have been raised and the cam- 

paign for better sanitary conditions on dairy farms which was 
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started by physicians and health authorities has at last reached the 
great consuming public, so that the time has arrived when the con- 

sumers of milk are not only interested, but are beginning to de- 

mand that the milk supplied to them shall be so produced that it 

has a clean history. 

Cleanliness means labor, and labor costs money. There are 

different degrees of cleanliness at different prices. The cost de- 

pends much upon the manner in which the cleanliness is obtained. 

Such cleanliness as is obtained by the methods used in the pro- 

duction of certified milk adds from five to ten cents per 

quart to the cost of milk. This is a charge which is too great 

for the average milk consumer, and consequently the cleanliness 

obtained by such methods will never fill the demand of the 

masses of the people. What is wanted by the milk industry 

to-day is a reasonable degree of cleanliness at a reasonable cost. 

The milk problem, in a nutshell, consists in finding a plan 

whereby the rank and file of milk producers of our present gen- 

eration can supply to the market a reasonable degree of cleanli- 

ness without too great an advance in the market price of milk. 

This is a problem which I have attempted to solve, and I shall 

try to show you certain principles of milk production which, if 

correctly practiced, will, I believe, give a satisfactory degree of 

cleanliness at a very low additional cost. These principles were 

developed as a result of my experience as a certified milk pro- 

ducer. ‘Twelve years ago I believed, as did most physicians at 

that time, that there was only one way to obtain clean milk and 

that was to carry the sanitary methods of the surgical operating 

room into the cow stables and milk houses on dairy farms. Re- 

gardless of cost and regardless of business principles, several 

scores of millionaires and of city gentlemen with country resi- 

dences established on private farms about the beginning of the 

present century magnificent dairy barns and milk houses, which 

carried out in most details the surgical operating room methods. 

These details made necessary the multiplication of employees and 

expensive mechanical equipment and a great expenditure of time 

in caring for each dairy cow and in producing and handling each 

quart of milk. But the sanitary results of these efforts were 

remarkable. Milk which by old methods contained several mil- 
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lions of bacteria per cubic centimeter and large amounts of visible 

sediment was transformed into milk containing a few hundred 

bacteria and no sediment. One of these dairies near Newburgh, 

N. Y., going into more detail in the matter of sanitary care and 

in the use of disinfectants than other dairies, actually produces 

milk which laboratory tests show contains most of the time no 

bacteria. When the costs of these efforts was finally counted up 

they made necessary the retail prices of from fifteen to twenty- 

five cents a quart for the bottled milk, according to its richness in 

butter fat and its sanitary excellence. 

In my own enthusiasm as a trained physician and_bacteri- 

ologist, I secured considerable financial backing and launched an 

enterprise of the same sort. None of the dairies mentioned ex- 

celled my own in plan and equipment at that time and none 

excelled mine in the sanitary results of the milk produced. I 

was firm in my belief that every one of the sanitary details in 

the long list of requirements was absolutely necessary to bring 
about the net result. 

My sanitary dairy buildings cost more than $30,000 and aeccom- 

modated fifty milking cows. My milk retailed at 14 cents per 

quart and the capacity of the buildings was exhausted. There 

was a very old barn a few hundred feet away from the sanitary 

buildings provided with old stanchions and used to shelter excess 

cows. One day I sent a man from the dairy house with a wheel- 

barrow, sterile milk cans and a sterile milking pail to this old 

barn to milk some of these cows. I made a test of this milk for 

bacteria in my own laboratory located on the farm. It was on 

that day that I learned a lesson in common sense dairy sanitation 

which I have never forgotten and which has been the most im- 

portant lesson in my entire experience as a student of the milk 

industry. Although daily bacteria tests from my own sanitary 

stables showed the bacteria count to be constantly very low, yet 

on the first day that milk was taken from the old cow stable it 

contained less bacteria than the milk from the sanitary barns on 

that same day. 

For the sake of decency T had all the rough woodwork of the 
stable encased with tar paper and the entire interior of the build- 
ing whitewashed. The floor was patched up and I filled the 
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stable with milking cows. Daily bacterial tests were made of the 

milk from this barn for over one year. Nothing was done in the 

way of equipment and it received no attention excepting the 

regular trips of the man with the wheelbarrow load of sterile 

cans and milking pails which occurred twice daily at milking 

time. All of the milk was, of course, cooled and bottled at the 

sanitary dairy house. Below is a tabulation of the averages for 

ach month of the daily tests of milk from the sanitary dairy 

barn and from the old barn for one year: 

Date Sanitary barn Old barn 

1903. 

SOA Ss SG He dadbtos soos so aueNOO Maeno OobLEGuooomec 660 1, 950 

CCODET are eter eae ee ele ae SOTO. olibin M5Le w dare aistol tS less ore aUate se tovanels 354 331 

INOVEMDED yippee ete ai siciere eieie te Shans faye aie a ata belch tena meeatatets 287 425 

Defers cillefe) PRGue cid Dee OF ORL OERET OSI CRTCRRCPEICR ER RERET CIOL icO Hoie cra crc 505 457 

1904. 

UERIIEIAY oo ofo aden doouduige coUdomO DOD Caw OtOs Gs ODE GdK< 355 1, 244 

LADEN. 6? Oost bGlba Gad TO 6 brin > OrncDIotlong Obigiacicn oc 1, 721 3,910 

UNV Teais: c In eet es Ses costes. a fe desbsual oj svle'cat elias bas tea, fol onto ops taueba rere ehenouel meee 690 4, 200 

ANDI 5 bog ebadaogonoUdoOo oul dT ood CD OOODDEGGadaaot 3,300 4,600 

IMME sp Aas eaiene oe a Oren rttom oe ISO Des OOO Ina O 1,950 10, 200 

CHUM Clete Retire lay ase aha evece: ayal oie’ Ai'o aria Te natoNONS alahe ohare we. ereuer none e ee ater ema 550 1, 900 

CULV ppeMe Moen otles less. s, custere toys ois ois Suchet owe) stakes! s wal oaetonebswe eee aieeals 1,260 3,500 

PANY ONIS biiotretrstzen ote ai vl ohis or eters ohare o: sropsdoiete onere: cred ohels ies ieyete evel erehats 1, 534 4,610 

HAN CAC E warts. ds Vortelocue aralaw acotesaieledd evel stelel eters Steele ooetete cers 1, 097 3, 102 

The standard number of bacteria allowable in certified milk is 

10,000 per cubic centimeter, consequently, the milk from this old 

cow stable was well within the limits for certified milk. The old 

dairy barn was considerably worse in external and internal ap- 

pearance than the barns of the majority of dairy farms in the 

neighborhood of my own farm. It dawned upon me that if my 

old barn could be used for the production of clean milk merely by 

becoming allied to my sanitary dairy house through the daily trips 

of the wheelbarrow, that clean milk could be produced in any 

dairy barn by bringing about the same alliance. 

The machinery and equipment and the force of men at the cen- 

tral dairy house under the superintendence of a sanitary expert 

were capable of handling ten to twenty times as much milk as was 

produced on my own farm. My sterilizer could sterilize pails and 
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eans for a large number of dairy barns, and my laboratory could 

regularly test the milk as it was brought in to see if results were 

being secured. It was fully revealed to my mind that such expen- 

sive equipment and overhead charges as I possessed were not nec- 

essary for every dairy farm but only for the central station, and 

that a considerable number of cow stables could receive all of 

these benefits without any expense to themselves. This meant, of 

course, a division of labor. 

I would like to call your attention for a moment to the number 

of things which must receive attention from the dairy farmer who 

undertakes to produce clean milk entirely under his own auspices 

and as an independent unit. In the table below is a list copied 

from the requirements for producing certified milk: 

1. Water supply, pure. 27. Milkers, hands dry. 

2. Stable, one story. 28. Milkers, clean uniforms. 

3. Stable, square feet air space. 29. Milkers, iron milking stools. 

4. Stable, square feet window. 30. Milkers, covered pails. 

5. Stable, ventilation. 31. Milkers, warm water, soap. 

6. Stable, drainage. 32. Milk, rejected sixty days before 

7. Stable, walls tight, smooth. ealf. 

8. Stable, ceiling tight, smooth. 33. Milk, rejected ten days after calf. 

9. Stable, floor tight, smooth. 34. Milk, removed quickly to milk 

10. Stable, stall space. room. 

ll. Stable, gutters. 35. Milk, cooled 45 degrees in one hour. 

12. Stable, closed to outsiders. 36. Dairy-house, superintendent. 

13. Stable, manure out twice daily. 37. Dairy-house, employees. 

14. Stable, manure out one hundred 38. Dairy-house, white uniforms. 

feet. 39. Dairy-house, room for washing. 

15. Barnyard, clean. 40. Dairy-house, room for sterilizing. 

16. Barnyard, drained. 41. Dairy-house, room for cooling and 

17. Cows, healthy. bottling. 

18. Cows, tuberculin tested. 42. Dairy apparatus, steam. 

19. Cows, sound udders. 43. Dairy apparatus, power. 

20. Cows, body greomed. 44, Dairy apparatus, washing, 

21. Cows, body washed. sterilizing. 

22. Cows, tail washed. 45. Dairy apparatus, cooling,  bot- 

23. Cows feed, no strong flavor. tling. 

24. Cows feed, none unwholesome. 46. Dairy apparatus, pails, cans, 

25. Milkers, no contagious diseases. bottles. 

26. Milkers, hands washed. 47. Dairy, ice abundant. 

There are altogether seventy or more of these requirements. It 

is obvious that the farmer who undertakes to do this sort of thing 

must be well equipped with money and with brains. 
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Such a system is entirely out of the reach of the rank and file 

of farmers producing milk for a big city like New York. Yet I 

am fully satisfied that clean milk production is well within the 

reach of any dairy farmer provided that there is a division of 

labor made, and that he does properly the small part which is 

assigned to him. This division of labor takes place between the 

farmer on the one hand and such a central station as I have sug- 

gested on the other. What this division is I show in the tabula- 

tion below: 

WHAT FARMER DOES 
1. Cows, healthy. 5. Cow feed, no strong flavor. 

2. Cows, tuberculin tested. 6. Cow feed, none unwholesome. 

3. Cows, sound udders. 7. Milkers, no contagious disease. 

4. Cows, not in calving period. 

WHAT STATION DOES 

1. Water supply, pure. 10. Dairy-house, apparatus, power. 

2. Dairy-house, superintendent. 11. Dairy-house, apparatus, washing, 

3. Dairy-house, employees. sterilizing. 

4. Dairy-house, white uniforms. 12. Dairy-house, apparatus, cooling, 

5. Dairy-house, room for washing. bottling. 

6. Dairy-house, room for sterilizing. 13. Dairy-house, apparatus, _ pails, 

7. Dairy-house, room for cooling, cans, bottles. 

bottling. 14. Dairy-house, ice, supply abun- 

8. Dairy-house, laboratory. dant. 

9. Dairy-house, apparatus, steam. 

Those requirements relating to the general health of the cow 

must always be insisted upon, with the exception of tubereulin 

testing. Clean milk can be produced from any kind of cows 

whether tuberculin tested or not. I believe that tuberculin test- 

ing is necessary only where milk is to be sold in a raw state. 

The cost of producing and handling any commodity depends 

chiefly on the volume of business. Certain fixed charges are 

always necessary to provide facilities for the different processes. 

Where the volume of business is small, these fixed charges inflict 

a heavy tax on the goods sold. Where the volume of business is 

large the tax is distributed and each unit of the commodity has to 

bear only a small part of the tax. In the production of certified 

milk we see illustrated the effect of the small volume of business 

causing a heavy tax on each quart of milk sold. In order to per- 
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form all of the sanitary processes heavy fixed charges are neces- 

sary. The total number of quarts produced on each dairy farm is 

comparatively small and each quart carries with it a heavy tax. 

If there are ten certified dairies there will be ten artesian wells, 

ten steam boilers, ten steam sterilizers, ten bottle washing, pail 

washing and can washing outfits, ten bottle filling machines, ten 

sets of cooling and refrigerating machines, ten superintendents, 

and ten forces of dairy employees. All fixed charges are multi- 

plied by ten, and much of the certified milk consequently carries 

such a heavy tax that it costs 20 cents per quart. 

Contrast with this the system of doing business with the divi- 

sion of labor which I have suggested. Centralization is the back- 

bone of success in modern business. By centralizing the major 

sanitary processes in one dairy house, and by multiplying dairy 

farms which are contributing milk to the dairy house, all of the 

overhead charges and the cost of equipment are divided, so that a 

very small tax is inflicted on each quart of milk. 

I am not advocating the admission of cow stables which are so 

unsanitary that they are unworthy of membership in any clean 

milk organization. Some standard of excellence, and decent con- 

ditions such as can easily be maintained by any self-respecting 

dairyman, should be required. 

Filled with the idea that any dairy farm could make clean milk 

by this system, I brought this matter to the attention of the New 

York Milk Committee four years ago. This committee is an 

organization supported by philanthropic persons, which has as 

its object the reduction of infant mortality and the improvement 

of the milk supply of New York City. The committee was so 

interested in the statement of my experience that they financed a 

little milk company to carry out on a larger scale than T had 

done, the system of milk production which I suggested. This 

ecmpany was called the New York Dairy Demonstration Com- 

pany and has been doing business for more than two years. <At 

my suggestion an abandoned milk shipping station was purchased 

in the town of Homer, N. Y.,—it was completely equipped 

with all of the apparatus necessary for a first-class dairy house. 

Farmers in the neighborhood were invited to become patrons of 
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this station. Twelve dairymen attended the first meeting, at 

which I told them that one of the requirements would be the tuber- 

culin testing of dairy cattle. At this announcement nine of the 

gentlemen left the meeting and three remained for further 

discussion. 

The second requirement I mentioned was the use of covered 

milking pails to be washed and sterilized at the central station, 

and the cooling of night’s milk with ice. This was agreed to and 

business was commenced more than two years ago. For the first 

three months, to my astonishment, the laboratory tests made in the 

city failed to show any improvement in the quality of the milk. 

I sent a bacteriologist to the station at Homer with laboratory 

equipment and instructions to test the milk of each farmer as it 

was brought in in the morning, and to offer one-quarter cent a 

quart to each man who furnished milk below 10,000 bacteria per 

cubic centimeter. On the day that this was done the tests of the 

milk suddenly dropped from several hundred thousand bacteria 

to less than 10,000. This was sufficient to convince me that the 

testing of the milk by the laboratory in the station and the pay- 

ment to the farmer of a premium for his efforts at cleanliness 

were necessary to stimulate him in carrying out the sanitary 

measures required. 

The number of farmers rapidly increased from three in Febru- 

ary, 1911, to twenty-nine in the month of June, and to seventy- 

one by the following October. The volume of milk inereased from 

600 quarts to over 14,000 quarts per day during the flush season. 

The station is still in operation. Each dairy farmer as he drives 

up to the station with his load of milk, after discharging it at the 

receiving door, drives on to another door where he is furnished 

with a complete outfit of clean sterilized milk cans and covered 

milking pails, sufficient for both morning’s and night’s milk. 

Cans and pails are both fitted with tight tin covers to protect them 

from dust during transportation. Samples are taken from a can 

of both morning’s and night’s milk of each dairy farmer by the 

laboratory assistant at the station, so that he may test them both 

for butter fat and for bacteria. The milk is poured into two 

large receiving vats, one for milk from herds which are tuberculin 
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tested and the other for milk from herds which are not tuberculin 

tested; the former is the only milk which is shipped out in the raw 

state, all of the latter is thoroughly pasteurized at the station. The 

station is completely equipped with the most modern apparatus 

for pasteurizing, cooling, bottling and shipping milk, and also has 

a complete equipment for washing and sterilizing the milk bottles, 

washing, sterilizing and drying milk cans and washing, sterilizing 

and drying milking pails. One of the rooms is set aside for a 

laboratory and equipped with apparatus for testing milk for but- 

ter fat and for bacteria. 

The bacteria test is considered to be the most important work 

earried out at the station laboratory. Bacteria and dirt are such 

close companions that it is well recognized that one is rarely, if 

ever, present without the other. The numbers of bacteria in milk 
indicate cleanliness in the opinion of the leading milk experts. 

They also show whether milk is old and whether it has been prop- 

erly refrigerated. The morning’s milk and the night’s milk of 

each dairy farmer are tested for the numbers of bacteria present. 

The results of these tests are posted on a large bulletin board which 

hangs on the outside of the building, so that each dairy farmer 

may read the results of the tests of his own milk as well as the re- 

sults of the milk of all the others. Their interest in this bulletin 

board is not mere curiosity, but is stimulated by the fact that the 

size of their monthly check for milk depends upon the results of 

the laboratory test. The man having a small number of bacteria 

in his milk receives more money than the man having large num- 

bers of bacteria. 
The use of the small-mouthed milking pails contributes more, 

perhaps, than any other one thing to the reduction of bacteria and 

the cleanliness of the milk. Pails having a mouth five inches in 

diameter and made all in one piece are used. There are no strain- 

ers in these pails, but the mouth is so tilted that the opening is 

almost vertical when milking is performed. Objections which 

were raised during the first few weeks by the dairy farmers and 
their hired help against the use of these pails have now entirely 

disappeared, due to the fact that only a little practice is necessary 

to milk easily through such a small opening. 

A number of other investigators have had some experience with 

3 
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the small-mouthed milking pails, and their tests of milk obtained 

by the old-fashioned open milking pail and by the use of the coy- 

ered pail have shown reduction in the numbers of bacteria rang- 

ing all the way from 70 to 95 per cent. by the use of covered pails 

alone, without any other improvement in their methods of milk 

production. 

The dairy farmers themselves are required to have only a milk 

house with a tank of water for cooling milk. In this tank the 40- 

quart cans are placed and are surrounded with cakes of ice which 

float in the water. This milk house contains nothing but the 40- 

quart cans, the covered milking pails and the tank of water. Be- 

yond this, the dairy farmers have no milk equipment. There are 

no rules regarding the care of cows, or the care of cow stables, or 

the care of employees. The dairymen have learned that when 

they exercise special care in these matters their monthly check in 

payment for their milk is larger. This has led to the general 

practice of brushing and washing the cows, and keeping the sta- 

bles reasonably clean, and in the case of men who are leaders, it 

has led to the washing of hands and the wiping of the udders of 

the dairy cows before milking. Below is a copy of the monthly 

bill made out to one of the dairymen for milk delivered during 

the month of November, 1912: 

New York Dairy Demonstration Co., Homer, N. Y. 

1912 To Mr. Blank, Dr. 

Dees ors 500 cgts. of milk- iat 40/4 Gh neciec ore opeveicters oars io teen $191 25 

Toy premium butter fates-9 Yon wbe2Cerycuy sleseteast= sleri-teter eerie 9 00 

Ro-tuberculin’ test: catick@..-. co siecsesie + creleio sey ae ate rere 16 87 

WO Packeria. AbLLAE Seon hists oc wecders se sigte ers ele ioe ais ere ae eae 11 25 

M10) 2 en en Seine eS ere LA ALOR erS cic Octo. c- $228 37 

In this bill it is seen that if this dairyman had sold his milk 

to a shipping station buying regular market milk for New York, he 

would have received $191.25; but this bill shows that certain 

premiums are received by the dairyman of Homer, because he 

sarries his milk to the Homer station. The fact that his cows 

were tuberculin tested increased his check $16.87; the fact that 

his milk contained a bacteria count averaging less than 10,000 

for the month brought him in $11.25. He also received a pre- 
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mium for richness, because his butter fat was above 3.7 per cent.,’ 

which is the standard set by this station. 

Now as to the results of the practice of this system of milk 

production at Homer. Many thousands of tests for bacteria have 

been made at this plant. During the first year and a half the 

work was done by a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, who while acting as bacteriologist to the sta- 

tion was also superintendent of the plant. During the last three 

months the work has been done by a young man recently gradu- 

ated from the local high school, who was trained under the 

former bacteriologist to carry on this work. The ordinary ship- 

ping station could hardly afford to pay the salary of a high-class 

bacteriologist. The counting of milk by the plate method for 

bacteria is, however, not a complicated or mysterious process, 

but something which can be mastered by any young man with a 

high school education. <A training of only a few weeks is neces- 

sary to instruct such a man in the methods sufficient to enable him 

to make tests which can be relied upon. This makes it possible 

for any shipping station having a reasonable volume of business 

to afford this kind of tests. Tests of the milk from each dairy 

farm at Homer have been made by the bacteriologist of the De- 

partment of Health of the City of New York, who sent representa- 

tives to the station to take their own samples and made the an- 

alyses in New York City. Tests have also been made on several 

occasions by bacteriologists who have visited the plant and have 

remained there for the several days necessary to carry out the 
tests in the laboratory at the station. All of these tests have 

united to show that the farmers are bringing milk to the station 
which contains numbers of bacteria much smaller than can be 

found in milk brought to shipping stations where such a system 

as this is not practiced. The company has been informed that 
among 1,000 or more stations shipping milk to New York City 

this is the only station whose milk is all in Class A. Its greatest 
market has been the 55 stores operated by the New York City De- 

partment of Health for the feeding of infants. During the past 
summer all of the milk supplied to these stores came from the 

Homer station, and during the hot months as many as 14,000 
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babies per day were fed on this milk. Results show that the 

death rate among infants in Greater New York was considerably 

lower during 1912 than in any previous year in the history of 

the city. 

Below is a statement showing the score of 24 of the dairies 

made by representatives of the United States Department of 

Agriculture, using the United States score card, and the bacteria 

count averaged for the month of August, 1911, for these same 

farms: 

U. S. score, Bacteria 
total Farm No. count 

Mire ered venrccev et ots ies acts ic tere Gave ote teteiey enteravsl cPopeaetal elcvexeiolo cue sNantyetole 70.55 4,000 

2 Soca eReesae ise CAI L'a eee ieelailaTe ok iatal x Meta Mietsnaats Stas 64.00 2,800 
ive Mamie t ay ata fokte cis Wie cule uci tage he's ageeia cate a teers eiateme semi mts 72.60 4, 000 

ASP a ae tek eee fer eaes She veros CLL sop ake geloMe te: oseite iavetovta,/sue/ elise ral dy apeyey epetiavey 80.55 3,400 

PUR eRe Rial OS's Net aria he veh yeaeioh as SIR eaten ates COR ier arctan Ste 67 .55 2, 300 

Gite ee se ete tireteccs Sa eiaicrte te che ohene alts cfeade sola) oars Sane Satine ieee 77.75 2,300 

PME EN Mele tends Sat ois Peck lav So clol aveger tients Recreate disk atode 80.55 2,000 
BM Sem Mpaca caer Ge svatate yaar sieteusYe aie ola'e sie Gramane stewie sda e elas 74.15 4, 800 
Deval ey Pater stoi splenls wtaiers WAS ia chore Sos Gs Sucie eB aa Sines 69.80 2, 400 

TP Se ora Sah NSS ener es PIR Re ei ler termite ects oie 79.20 2,800 
LLOD eis okt AMP Ag earas tert APE Me Ge me ye ieee aS RL Ae sr 79.80 1, 500 

Re ss SERB HO. SB oe OU OCOD Hog GOO BAS OO DO GAO ACERS, 66.05 6, 600 

Whee eis ete © Biases ae aap ote aaa eer eis tats welts eleven ie ere oa 76.35 2,500 

lb ay bsgbobio obo aaeeoeedo os bn COOMA Og CUM CGT COS 81.45 3, 000 

NS) Oho, 6 od.4.3i5.6.60 cco te pobooday Oba oon Go oduduua.caca. 64.55 21,000 

NOS $e @ Gane abentooqocde ood oade conan ebauoasooous 81.85 2, 200 

Ibs GG ad aachdic G@0Ud 0.0 Ho CURD U MOO COA DMO. capo eoO Siasoc 74.40 3,400 

LS 55 dV Sa Boe boone cod doe Godbout saa6 GS.a00gGodo ce KC 80.35 2,200 

BO cei eit eka a lela ale whe, UE als Hem, Rate alete ee Sete ee ek eS 73.60 2, 800 
UN ete rren sere ov ttlag aon oar deem stay Sato ea 'ago te setters PS aoe atere cess 73.60 3,000 

YA BS" Go Sikh bao Moidcrosten SOLO. od Ameo Oe o De MO OU SS UHC 71.05 3, 600 

CIM vote MWe rene usyece aseiciev cus os estas sasha shel orelapay ee onokereheiavahege Gheapeisiets 75.95 2,400 

FS IB at EF She RS RIEL SD I TE Par OI RRA GE LIN 59.00 2,200 

Aare Malis Thora siete veiel cla Telera calc ac kenovale chaekerst sera) OhcistaiotoveleneRerteie 78.05 3, 600 

From this tabulation it is interesting to note that the farms 

scoring the highest did not necessarily have the smallest numbers 

of bacteria in their milk. 

As another item of interest I append below a table showing the 

results of the milk competition of the New York State Fair at 

Syracuse, N. Y., in September, 1912: 
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No. Name 

il? 

MPN E WSs TOS mere ss ofskeste te oy sNavaicl < sire leichs gaye slshavers vesgidiehets 

. IPG “lites 5 dba Gap come ceGoicoiaDlonis SmoIntocia cre eo bo 

MS oe 
eo 

dairy farms. 

EMEC EWI Lensercorattan ay ave vay aucliohenetoloneio‘ercCeleve mesh sietua rece to 

IN), TET oni etavel vt 2 he Ss terete rah toni ere ae Se en 

BPE LS CPIERLB arf. Fon cca oie shel =) AUgMavsl a elo a\p ee'#n. aye 

POMEL SN CTI fee Arty a” A emma svaraha tial: Shavers Al onan 

RSMMC ERT? Meu oy 73-01 oF). ad el Stas anaes gS GRS foe SveNs, us dees 

PND UTET CT eee a ecclesia Sitio a Aree e eis haelendesatedhs ale 

Ma set2a SPOR AES SS 8k vr eNcisdsid iw lace a aa cio Se Meshes craks -g @mieceL bie 

MMIC ETUSTiCL in Tol@ertrrcp sow cy c cheval srchovs. oietroue) $5) 0% .o atierabate: ool ers ecenevsl 

di, ISIEWEN TY Bee aiden plod cco cede don odbponode camer 

- 1S, Wo. LDA MIDS RS Ceri Beoeao CaO css Sica Oren 

MIMIC MIRO Giri oeio a (2/2 yoke 2 ol eV ia wieie nyo sali Siete aiter wie te aks 

moe TC TIM I exc iateed arctic tetas s «sitet allo coaiesislavms wre usp ovetals tet obleballelts counoe .& 

_ Eminem, TREVOR ER Pols some pice ac.0 ODO Ios eRe 

SMUT MVELINCEMOUSG Sicne Guers els rosin eel tue kshel ove,@ Diniedertieiels. ares 

Rapier apres Fier Ara sc) c apse os etelear = ches Sei steerer 

Peele EMEE DY UT a yhs.ca.\ dus, aVicvokelels (Secs se Sie he Step wie tole rere eile hers 

MUMMY VATU GIs eee Rape ins fos, cite cap areal omic svat, olayeteumiere same 

RNC E NCC Tenet chars ci Ae oeotel ects is sists auapaieue vera oucliecscoh ahaa eaavattons 

PNP NUD LY TGCS) 11s Pees 2p x cP atone aesa Sa heo el cue eo woul Dovetanehet owes 

Sem @mIO EMO OTOOL! ci ccci- @ cicco.e o Soles Mie dae ee ele om etae eile 

RPE eUVURGETIS yee ter vs (aeicle a tote sare: Se cousat chotera ey hotels aeaIe eS 

. 1, WOR EIREIIES ABR A Opto abies oid macic eae neni cHoInic ante 

. W. Shineman... 

EIEN Os SED AIT Y” <5: 5 eo) 0) savers jovai'esi leva, sais ©: ayoryaze. evel 
MPPATER ONIN Simmer Sona aio sks eh ieee Gi aio) Diceanaete ea Sake ae cle ae oats 

Remora ie rOO kame ntemen aero ciaies se ssicha avers evehe eo ih eiere atts erele 

- ihe LS Taree + (0 eee ie ieee ne ae Oo 

meesTiisvmeD LTV IE COs vr-i- ioucievayeisrcte saree eae Spacer =) al nie «e's eneraye ons 

- ls VY Ibid eo allen AUR FO Pe eye ee ee aes een iar 

«WS TEA ASSTIITICGy YS ESI ce ea ene ge yA a 

Milk 

Se 2 Oneie. GO Os sae 

aawlkwtwaaa sa a @ NawrRrUIiaoweo = 

Or 

or 
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This list includes sixteen certified dairy farms and 23 ordinary 

Scores number 3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 23 and 30 were 

for milks shipped from Homer, produced by the Homer farmers. 

Out of the first four places two were taken by Homer farmers, 

and five out of the first fourteen. The milk was judged by a 
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special committee appointed for the purpose who had no interest 

in any of the milks competing. 

The principles involved in my system of producing and hand- 

ling milk, while they have been practiced on a large scale at 

Homer, New York, for the first time, have also been practiced 

at Princeton, N. J., for the milk supply of the university with 

the same degree of success. They are also being adopted in a 

number of other places. J summarize these principles again as 

follows: 

ESSENTIALS OF CLEAN MILK PRODUCTION 

1. Small-mouthed covered milking pails. 

2. Cooling milk with ice-water. 

3. Sterilizing utensils at central station. 

4, Bacteriological tests of milk at centra! station. 

5. Payment for milk based on bacteriological test. 

I am satisfied that the conscientious practice of these five 

principles will result in the production of clean milk, and that 

this system places within the reach of any group of milk producers 

a degree of cleanliness for their milk which will make the same 

satisfactory in that respect, and that the price paid to the farmer 
need be not more than one-quarter cent per quart. In short 

the market value of cleanliness, which is the subject of this paper, 

so far as the farmer is concerned can be made one-quarter cent 

per quart by the practice of the system of milk production de- 

scribed. There will be an extra cost at the central station of 

one-quarter cent per quart for the work of washing, sterilizing 

utensils and laboratory testing, providing the volume of business 

is sufficiently large. 

There will also be an extra cost of retail delivery since any 
advance in price scatters the trade. But such cleanliness as I 

have described need not advance the retail price of milk more 

than one cent per quart. By centralizing and organizing the 

sanitary work, the consumer can get four or five cents’ worth of 

cleanliness for one cent. 

PrestpEnt Doiiar: I am sure that this excellent talk by Dr. 

North has been of benefit to every person in the room, whether 

consumer or prod ucer. 
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FIFTH SESSION 

Tuurspay, 10 a. M., DEcEMBER 12 

Mr. Elwood.— You will please come to order for the business 

meeting of the New York State Dairymen’s Association. The 

president seemed to think it needed a real veteran to preside at 

the deliberations which are about to take place, and I have great 

pleasure in introducing, although it is unnecessary, Mr. George 

A, Smith. 
CuairMAN Situ: The first business this morning, as an- 

nounced by the president, will be the reports of committees. As 

chairman of the auditing committee, I submit the following 

tentative report : 

At the beginning of the work for arranging for this meeting 
Reemi@irtiand, the treasurer, had.......0..%..s.e0ceveesceses $726.90 

Paid to Mr. Griffith, secretary, for work in arranging for the 
CETL? 9 00:50 Ge ClORRO OIE OO, DIDIOIOIOIG CLOkO RATER CHO TOI CAEIOTO GRCIO ICES) See One 525.00 

Leaving balance in Mr. Kirkland’s hands.................. $201.90 
Received for space from the Syracuse people who were to help, 

PME OMNI CLG CUAL S ol o's elise ster |eh cia steiavatislavele ctsceie eientisysvorcyeceneters 1, 600.50 

LI TURE? ot SSR aL ERES UC ENEROE RCaI efo neC RS TRP $1, 802.40 

Paid out for arranging meeting and incidentals, postage, etc.... 714.2% 

ieavine inthe treasurer's hands. co, 35s se ieltie ences oie $1, 088.17 
EES DMILOMmetICKGLS, |EbC).).1)2 is e)oie/es loic's osejeiesidicnie | sles + alele ste as 628.25 

$1, 716.42 

The bills to be paid for the armory, ete., leave an apparent 

balance of $192.42. 

Motion made and earried that the report of the committee be 

accepted and placed on file. 

The nominating committee recommended the following as of- 

ficers for the coming year: President, EK. H. Dollar, Heuvelton ; 

vice-president, H. C. Elwood, Buffalo; secretary, W. E. Griffith, 

Madrid; assistant secretary, Harry E. Jones, Syracuse; treasurer, 

R. R. Kirkland, Philadelphia; directors, Calvin J. Huson, Penn 

Yan; F. N. Godfrey, Olean; Frank C. Soule, Syracuse; W. N. 

Giles, Skaneateles; H. C. Lange, New York; W. A. Stocking, 

Ithaca. 

Motion made, seconded and carried that the report of the com- 
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mittee be accepted, and the above were declared elected officers for 

1915. 

CuairMAN SMiru: A good many years ago I was helping to 

do farmers’ institute work and one of the men sent to help me 

was Mr. Lillie. He traveled with me during the winter and we 

visited a considerable part of the state and I had a very pleasant 

acquaintance with him. I know that he did some good work and 

I am very sure that with his added experience since that time 

in the cow testing association and other work in Michigan, where 

he has done wonders in building up the dairy work, he can give 

us some thoughts this morning that will be helpful in our work 

here. It gives me great pleasure to introduce to you Mr. Colon C. 

Lillie, of Cooperville, Michigan. 

DAIRY FARMING 

Coton C. Linum, Coorervitts, Micuiean. 

I presume that you have already criticised my subject as being 

too broad. Dairy farming is certainly a broad subject, and I 

want to assure you at the beginning that I shall not attempt to 

go over the entire subject of dairy farming, but simply pick out 

some particular phases of it for discussion with perhaps some 

emphasis my way of personal experience. I want to say also, in 

reference to the remarks of the chairman, that I think it was 

in 1900 I accepted an invitation to come to this state for three 

weeks’ institute work, and it was my good fortune to fall into the 

hands of Mr. Smith, and I assure you that the acquaintance which 

I formed with him at that time has been of great benefit to me 

ever since. I do not believe any man, especially any young man, 

can travel three weeks with Mr. Smith without having it do him 

such good that it will last him his entire life. 

I want to say also by way of preface that my talk this morning 

upon dairy farming is based almost entirely upon my own ex- 
perience. I have owned and operated a dairy farm nearly since 

I attained my majority. Ever since I finished my agricultural 

education at the Michigan Agricultural College I have had the 

actual management of the same dairy farm. I have not made as 

great a success of it as some, because of my shortcomings, because 

of my environment, because of the lack of necessary capital and 
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that sort of thing; but I have studied the problem and have tried 

to make my farm practical. 

I do not interpret dairy farming to mean such intensive dairy- 

ing that nothing else is produced on the farm. My experience 

and observation is that it is a good thing on the dairy farm to 

have some cash crop, something to do, if you please, between milk- 

ings, that makes it more of a varied business, and not confine 

oneself exchisively to dairying. Now dairy farming, my friends, 

is a business pure and simple. You cannot make a_ success 

of dairy farming any more than you can of any other business 
unless you put business principles back of it. You have 

got to have a business man on the dairy farm if he makes a suc- 

cess of it, just the same as in a factory. If you tell me that 

Mr. A has made a greater success of any kind of business 

than Mr. B, I am warranted in saying that A had greater execu- 

tive ability, that he understood business principles and applied 

them more successfully. I can stand here, and Mr. Smith also, 

until doomsday and tell you what you ought to do to make a 

success of dairy farming, but unless you are business men 

enough to put it in practice in a business and practical way you 

will make a failure. It is not always the best educated man that 

makes the greatest success of dairying — far from it. The college 

professor may make a signal failure of it and yet know all about 

the subject. Why? Because he lacks business or executive ability. 

We must not ignore that. It is the man back of every enterprise 

that makes that enterprise a business success, and it is just as true 

of dairy farming as any other kind of business in the world. I 

believe that dairy farming, the business of growing crops upon our 

farms and marketing those crops through the dairy cows as dairy 

products, is one of the most profitable branches of agriculture in 

this country to-day. I do not believe there is any phase of agri- 
culture, if you take everything into consideration, where there is 

greater chance for profit, real profit, than where a man grows crops 

on his farm for his cows, makes butter or sells cream, feeds the 

skimmed milk to calves and pigs, retains all the fertility possible 

upon his own farm, and thus markets his crops through his cows. 

The first thing, of course, to consider is the raising of crops for 

the cows. That is the first business of the dairy farmer. It is 
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quite an important question what crops we shall raise. I do not 

want to infringe upon Professor Van Pelt’s talk this afternoon 

on feeding the dairy cow, but I must give you my idea about it. 

The dairy farmer ought to raise alfalfa or clover, or some legume, 

and corn silage. Every dairy cow on a farm in New York or 

Michigan ought to have all the good corn silage and all the 

clover hay she will eat up clean every day she is kept in 

the stable. Why? Because we can produce more food per acre 

with corn than any other plant, and because it is easily pro- 

duced in a succulent form. Again we cannot farm  success- 

fully unless we grow clover or alfalfa. I am not prepared to say 

here this morning how large an area of alfalfa you should grow. 

I am not prepared to say that you should substitute alfalfa en- 

tirely for clover. I am not prepared to say that you should go 

as far as that. I do not know. I am trying to work out that 

problem myself, whether I can give up this wonderful plant, red 

clover, entirely and grow nothing but alfalfa. But I am pre- 

pared to say that we should grow some alfalfa on every dairy farm. 

I do not believe there is any soil in New York or Michigan that 

will not produce alfalfa successfully if started. We should have 

this legume. We cannot hope to keep up the fertility of our farms, 

the mechanical condition of our soils, to grow profitable crops for 

any considerable length of time unless we grow either clover or 

alfalfa. There is not any question about that from the practical 

standpoint. If we do not know how to grow them, the first thing 

we should do is to learn how. We must have them if we want to 

make farming a permanent success. That is the foundation. 

They are good feeds for the dairy cow, rich in protein. Red 
clover is just about a balanced ration, one pound of protein to six 

pounds of carbohydrates. If it was not so bulky it would not be 

necessary to raise anything else to make a balanced ration for the 

dairy cow. But we want to raise corn also. We must make a suc- 

cess of raising corn. There may be places where it is impossible 

to make a success of raising corn for market, but I believe there is 

no place in this country where we cannot make a success of 

raising ensilage corn. We can raise more cow feed per acre in 

Indian corn than any other known plant. We can save it 

in the silo and preserve its sueculency and feed it to the dairy cow 
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through the cold winter, and it must have a wonderful effect in 

stimulating the flow of milk. We pin our faith upon clover, 

alfalfa, and corn silage, but to get the most out of the dairy cows 

with capacity we must have something besides these bulky feeds, 

a concentrated ration. It should be richer in protein than corn 

silage because it is to supplement the wide ration of 1 to 12 in 

corn silage. We can raise it on our own farms 1f we want to, prob- 

ably by growing soy beans but surely by growing Canada field peas. 

Mix the peas with oats; the oat plant will hold up the pea vine so 

that you can harvest in the modern way with a binder. Do not 

make hay out of them; ripen and thresh them. Grind the grain 

and feed it to the dairy cow and you can have upon your own farm 

a complete balanced ration, balanced so far as food is concerned 

and so far as the bulky part of the ration is concerned. Of course 
it rests with the dairy farmer as a business man to find out whether 

or not he can raise this mixture of concentrated protein cheaper 

than he can buy it. It is a question to be determined with a lead 

pencil and a paper pad. If you can buy Buffalo gluten feed or 

cottonseed meal or distillers’ grains or any of the numerous by- 

products which we have in this country, and get your pound of 

digestible protein cheaper than you can grow it in the field, it is 

only a business proposition to do it. But we can raise them on 

our own farms, and that is what we have farms for; to raise feed 

for the dairy cows. It is a question that we all ought to consider 

carefully. 

There is another thing. It is necessary on the dairy farm to 

have bedding as well as feed. I do not see how the dairyman can 

get along without one crop which is raised primarily to bed 

the cows, to make them comfortable and keep them clean.  Per- 

haps you will laugh when I say I can afford to raise wheat, 

and yet I believe that as a dairy farmer I can afford to 

grow wheat as one crop in the rotation because I want the straw 

for bedding. My friends, I have had a seven-year average of 30 

bushels of wheat to the acre without plowing for the wheat. We 

put the corn into the silo, cultivate the ground and sow to 

wheat. I believe that there is profit in growing wheat under that 

system even in the state of Michigan, and it gives me bedding 

that I would have to go outside of the farm and pay $10 or $12 
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a ton for. If you raise a large area of peas and oats you can 

use that straw for bedding. It is, however, almost too valuable 

for bedding because pea and oat straw, if the peas are harvested 

just when they should be and properly taken care of, is valuable 

forage for the young growing stock especially. Pea and oat straw 

makes a valuable forage and you cannot afford, as a business man, 

to use it simply for bedding. It ought first to be run through the 

manger. The young stock ought to have a chance to eat prac- 

tically all of this as it is rich in protein. We never have been 

able to raise enough oats and peas to provide sufficient straw for 

bedding, and we had to put into the rotation a crop of wheat. 

The greatest factor upon the dairy farm other than the man 

himself is the dairy cow. We all realize that the dairy cow is the 

dairy farmer’s machine through which he markets his products, 

and the better that machine is, the more economical it is, the 

greater opportunity there is for him to make a profit. We realize 

that there are a great many dairy cows that have not the capacity 

to make a profit in manufacturing crops into finished products. 

We have found out by actual experience that some cows have more 

capacity to consume feed and turn it into marketable products at 

a profit than others. That is a question for the business farmer to 

consider, for him to figure out. He must learn that there is a great 

difference in these machines and it is up to him as a business man 

to see that the poor ones are weeded out and only the good ones 

retained. We hear a great many people, usually editors of agri- 

cultural or dairy papers, claim that the farmer does not make 

any money in dairying. They figure it out that a great many 

farmers are losing money in dairying, that they do not get suf- 

ficient prices for their products, that the feed of their dairy 

herd costs them so much and the labor so much that there is no 

profit in it. Now I do not believe the dairy farmers get any 

better prices or as good prices as they ought to. I do not be 

lieve they get their share of the consumer’s dollar. I believe that 

is something for the dairy farmers in a cooperative way to investi- 

gate carefully. But on the other hand I do not believe that dairy 

farming over this great country is a losing business. I do not be- 

lieve that so many farmers, scattered all over this country, would 

stick to it if they did not make something out of it. I do not care 
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Whether they keep books or not, they know whether they 

are making anything or not, and they would abandon dairy farm- 

ing if they did not make something out of it. I can conceive that 

a man as a dairy farmer can make a profit on his farm even 

though all of his cows do not pay for the feed they consume 

and that it would be better business for the farmer to 

market products through the dairy cow if she did not give him 

a cent of profit on the market value of the feed. It is better to 

feed the dairy cow at market prices than to grow those crops and 

haul them away from the farm and sell in the open market at the 

same price. I make the dairy cow the market for the crops I 
grow. If she will pay me market prices for those feeds — hay, 
silage, peas and oats—as much as I can get for them if I haul 
them away from the farm, is it not better for me as a dairy farmer 
and business man to sell these feeds to the dairy cow than to haul 
them off and sell them in the market? No question about it. 
But it is not necessary for us to feed the crops to cows that 
only barely pay market prices for them. On an average the dairy 
cows of this country pay more than the market price for their 

feed. In Michigan in 1907 we had four cooperative cow testing 
associations in different parts of the state. These asso- 
clations averaged a little over three hundred cows to the asso- 

ciation, or over twelve hundred cows under test. The cows were 

charged up with every bit of feed consumed at market prices and 

given credit for butter fat at market prices — not fancy prices 

but just average Elgin prices—and on the average those 

1,200 cows paid the farmers $1.85 for every dollar’s worth of 

feed consumed. It is better for the dairy farmer to feed his crops 

to the dairy cow and get $1.85 than to ship to New York and get 

$1. A great many cows among those 1,200 did not pay market 

price, but others paid more. I know you can select herds in New 

York and I can in Michigan that pay the farmer much more than 

that for feed, but this is an average. I know, too, that you can 

probably find herds in New York, and I know we ean in Michigan, 

where they would not pay anywhere near as much as that. I pre- 
sume these 1,200 cows were owned by men who were above the 
average of dairymen, or they would not have had enterprise 
enough to be members of a cooperative cow testing association. 
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Now the question is how to get those cows. I believe the only 

practical way, friends, is to breed them yourselves. I do not 

believe you will make a success in trying to purchase them, ex- 

cept possibly to get the first start. I believe the farmer must 

raise them himself. It is largely a question of breeding. I 

think right here is where the dairy farmer has fallen down badly. 

He has not been a good breeder of cattle. As a matter of fact 

you can count on one hand almost the men’s names in the history 

of the improvement of breeds of live stock, those that have actually 

improved our domestic animals. Not everyone can do it; not 

everyone has the faculty or insight to take a breed of animals 

and. by handling them himself improve the breed. Great breeders 

are as searce as great statesmen. One reason why the dairy 
farmer has not made a success of improving his dairy eattle by 

breeding is because he has not had a fixed ideal, because he has 

been trying to breed for too many points, if you please. The 

trotting horse men in this country have set the example for the 

dairyman that he should appreciate. You know they do not care 

whether a trotting horse has a Roman nose or not, they do not care 

if he is a little ewenecked, whether his hind legs are models, 

whether roan, bay, or black —if he can only trot, if he can only 

get in under the wire a little sooner than his neighbors. And 

yet we dairymen throw out perhaps the best heifer calf in the 

herd because her horns are not just exactly right, or her tail not 

long enough, or not enough spots or too many spots, or something 

of. that sort. We are losing sight of the essential thing in 

the dairy cow in trying to get something that pleases our eye by 

her external appearance. If there is any lesson that the coopera- 

tive testing associations bring home to the dairy farmer it is this 
question of utility; it should be the dominant thing for the dairy 

farmer to breed for. What do I care what the color of a dairy 

cow is if she will take the feed I grow and give me $2 for it when 

I could only get $1 if I sold it off the farm? What do T care 

whether or not her horns project exactly as I think they should ? 

I tell you we want to stick to the old adage that handsome 

‘is that handsome does, in the dairy cow. The good horseman will 

tell you that he never saw a good horse under a poor color. This 

is the idea that we want to bring out in breeding the dairy cow. 
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We want to breed for utility, for animals that can do things; not 

animals that shine in the show-ring. 

The cooperative cow testing association places dairying on a 

business basis. You charge every cow with the feed consumed 

and you give her credit for her dairy products, and at the end 

of every year you balance the ledger. If she makes a profit she 

is worthy to be kept in your herd; if not she is unworthy. 

That is the way the sucessful trotting horse man does. We 

know the wonderful improvement of trotting horses in this 

country. We know their development, and they have been 

bred for the one purpose — speed. We want to breed cows for 
one purpose — economical production. The cow that can take the 

feed which we produce upon our farms and turn it into milk and 

butter, and make the greatest profit, is the best cow, and I do not 

care whether she is marked according to the scale of points for 

that particular breed or not, or what breed she belongs to. The 

cow that will make the best profit, like the horse that can win the 

race, is the one for us to select for future breeding purposes. It 

is utility, not looks, that count — I was going to say it is not an- 

cestors we want, and yet we cannot go back of them. We know 

that ancestors count and we should select animals whose ancestors 

have been productive cows and have excelled, because we know 

that we are more likely to get heifers out of such animals that 

will make a profit. And we discard others entirely and only breed 

from those; and yet we must have a right examination of each 

individual, we must keep a record of each individual and select 

only those which are of the greatest value to us in a business way, 

as the dams of the future members of our herds. 

The dairy sire is half the herd; he may be more. We have 

made a great mistake in the selection of dairy sires and their use. 

Many of us for years have tested the dairy cows through the pail, 

the practical test, but we have not tested the sires. We have pur- 

chased them entirely upon their breed, pedigree, and individual- 

ity, and have not put them through the breeding test. No man 

ought to breed his herd to a young sire simply because he is an 

extremely well-bred animal, or because he is almost perfect as an 

individual and backed up by breeding. Those are valuable qual- 

ities, but they are not the most valuable qualities. The question 
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is, what will that sire do when he is mated to the cows in our 

herds. That is the chief question, the utility test. You do not 

know the value of a sire until he is four or five years old and his 

daughters freshen, and yet the average dairy farmer breeds to a 

sire only a year old, and perhaps does not keep him longer because 

he does not want to take care of an older animal. And so he is 

breeding to sires of unknown quality all the while. It may be that 

he is sired by a bull that has had wonderful prepotency, it may be 

that he is out of a cow that has produced phenomenal records, and 

yet I say to you that in my observation that calf may not be 

worthy to head your herd,— and you do not know until you have 

tried him out. Here is where cooperative breeding counts. 

Here is where the cow testing association idea comes in to help 

the average dairy farmer. It is only the farmer with a large 

enough herd to test the young sire that can make very much 

advance along this line, working alone. If you have a large herd 

of cows you can afford to select the sire to replace the one you 

have to discard, and rear him and only breed him to a few cows 

at first until those heifers have developed and you know just what 

effect he is going to have upon your herd. Yet we can work 

together in a cooperative way, as the farmers of Denmark do, 

and own sires jointly. Then an association can buy a young 

sire, using good judgment in selecting the one with the best 

individuality and breeding, and breed him to one or two of each 

herd only, wait until we see the results, then if he proves to be 

valuable we have drawn a prize, and if not we have simply drawn 

a blank and the only thing to do is to make bologna sausage of 

him. It is a slower process, but my friends it is the only safe one. 

You ought to put the sire to the test, and from the same practical 

standpoint that you test the cow, and you can do that only by using 

him sparingly, not breeding him indiscriminately to all the cows 

in your herd, because you may undo what it has taken you years 

to build up. You cannot bank entirely upon the ancestry or in- 

dividuality. His prepotency can only be shown by actual test. 

My observation and experience is that if we as farmers would 

be careful along this line, if we would find out the real worth of 

the sires, and then breed only to eows which are profitable, we 

would make a marked improvement in the utility of our dairy 
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cows. That has got to come before we make any great progress 

in improving the average dairy cow of this country. 

Hogs and poultry belong on the dairy farm. They fill in be- 

tween milkings. You can get more out of your labor if you have 

hogs and poultry than if you have only cows. Good hogs and 

good poultry should be combined with the dairy cow, and they 

both bring good prices. You want these to feed the by-product, 

skimmed milk, to if you sell the cream or make butter. 

The experiment station values skimmed milk at 20 to 25 cents or 

more per hundred pounds for feeding to common pigs and com- 

mon calves for a common market. If you feed the skimmed milk 

on the farm to stock which will bring an extra price, it is evidently 

worth more. The more valuable your pigs and your calves, the 

more valuable it is to you. I would not want to sell the skimmed 

milk on any farm for $1 a hundred. I can make more by selling 

the butterfat at the market price and feeding the skimmed milk 

to dairy calves and bacon pigs. These are some indirect benefits 

from dairy farming that ought to be taken into consideration, but 

the average dairy farmer does not. He is simply looking for the 

cash returns, the quick returns. 

There is no question but what we can keep up the fertility 

of the soil a great deal easier with animal husbandry than without 

it, although with commercial fertilizers we can keep up the 

fertility without live stock. It can be done and will be done in 

the future more than it is now. But we can keep it up easier and 

better with live stock husbandry than we can without it. It is a 

more simple proposition. If you get on the train and ride 

from here to Michigan or through Wisconsin or the Great 

Northwest, you do not have to ask when you come to dairy com- 

munities. You can tell it by the crops and the looks of 

the buildings. It is largely because they keep their land in 

better mechanical condition, because they keep the carbon on the 

farm and plow it down. When you get into a grain section where 

their policy is to grow crops and sell from the farm to feed the 

world they rob the soil of vegetable matter, get land in a poor me- 

chanical condition, and after a while they cannot grow profitable 

crops. When you incoroporate a certain amount of vegetable 

matter you keep up the producing power largely because you have 

kept up the physical condition. 
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Another thing we do not take into account. If we try to farm 

without stock and sell all of the crops, every now and then we will 

have crops that have not the largest market value. In parts of 

Michigan this year we had in July nearly twelve inches of rain- 

fall just when harvesting clover hay, wheat, ete. You know what 

that means. You know that a large part of our clover hay was 

damaged and if we wanted to sell it we could not. Its feeding 

value is a great deal larger than the market price would be. We 

are charging that to the cows at just as much as we would if it 

had not got wet. So many times we find these conditions on the 

farms. By having dairy cattle on the farm they will take these 

products even though they have been injured a Little by bad 

weather, and give you a ready cash market for them and a profit 

in growing them. 
I am not going to dwell this morning upon the care of the dairy 

cow. That has been talked about a great deal. It is a simple 

matter. All you want to do is to make her comfortable. If the 

dairy cow is not happy she will not respond to the feed and bring 

in the returns you ought to have. All you have to do is to make her 

happy and comfortable, keep her in a dry, well-lighted, well-ven- 

tilated, warm barn, feed her properly, and milk regularly, and 

she is happy. She does not care whether the barn costs hundreds 

or thousands of dollars, if you will only provide these conditions. If 

you have made money so that you can afford to build a nicer home 

than your neighbor, I admire that spirit. I lke to see the great 

barns and the nice houses on the farms and I think we all ought 

to have them. But I do not think we ought to do that until we 

make the money to do it with. We know we can get just as good 

results without the large investment as with it. I would rather 

put the money into a nicer home than to put it in a bank. I 

believe that it would be a better investment for the future of agri- 

culture. 

I want to call your attention to just one thing more, and that is 

the question of tuberculosis. Tuberculosis is simply a barn dis- 

ease. If you have it in your herd and allow it to stay there you 

are entirely to blame for it yourself, and nobody else. I want to 

say to you that it is only a question of a little time before the 

people in the city of New York, in every great city, are going to 
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refuse to receive dairy products from cows that are infected with 

tuberculosis. We have either got to guarantee that those products 

have been pasteurized or guarantee to the consuming public that 

our herds are free from this disease. I do not know just when 

that time will come, but it is coming. Public sentiment is grow- 

ing. The health officers of Chicago succeeded in getting through 

such an ordinance, but public sentiment was not quite strong 

enough to allow them to carry it into effect absolutely. We know 

every great reform of this kind has its setbacks, but it comes up 

again. It will be only a few years before there will be public sen- 

timent in Chicago to back up Dr. Evans in this respect; and you 

will have to guarantee that dairy products come from cows that 

do not have this dread disease. Therefore the farmer might just 

as well prepare for it. It is a barn disease; it is a question of 

ventilation and a question of light in the stable. Someone asked 

me if Jerseys are not more susceptible to the diesase than other 

breeds. They forget that in the Island of Jersey tuberculosis is 

unknown, they do not have it. When these animals are taken 

away from their island where ventilation is not a problem for con- 

sideration and the Dane, for instance, takes them up to his stone 

barn, improperly ventilated, in a few years they contract tubercu- 

losis. If you put any breed under improper conditions they will 

contract the disease. If we will put our barns in proper shape 

we can eradicate tuberculosis if we already have it. It is need- 

less for veterinarians and health boards to say that we ought to 

have a law passed compelling every dairyman to sell every animal 

that reacts, until you first go down and clean up the barn, because 

if you put the cows back in the same quarters you will always 

have tuberculosis. On the other hand, if the farmer will put in 

the King system of ventilation with more lght, in a few years 

he will have no tuberculosis. 

If our cows have tuberculosis it is our fault, because we can put 

in plenty of windows and ventilate the stable so that they will have 

pure air to breathe and plenty of sunshine, and so eradicate the 

disease In our own herds without the aid of a veterinarian. 

Experiments have been made at Champaign, Ill., where they took 

cows affected with tuberculosis and put them between other cows 

in a well-lighted and ventilated stable. They not only did not 
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communicate the disease, but at the end of a certain time they 

failed to react to the tuberculin test. On the other hand, they tock 

well, sound cows and put them into a poorly lighted and ventilated 

stable and they contracted the disease. That is good evidence that 

it is a barn disease. 

One more thing I came near forgetting — you can call it 

sentiment or what you will, but you have got to have a little bit of 

this if you make a success of dairying. The dairy cow has got 

to like you. I do not know that it is absolutely necessary that you 

like the cow, but you must make her like you or she will not give 

you the best results. I want to tell you just a little experi- 

ence. A number of years ago I had an old soldier as herdsman — 

Old Jake, we called him. Most people would say he was a simple 

minded fellow, but we knew that he was one of nature’s own 

noblemen. He liked cows and he made them comfortable. He 

would not think of going to bed at night until he looked them all 

over to see that they were comfortable. He had it on his mind; 

not for the money he got but because he liked the cows. I never 

had my herd do so well as then. There came a time when Jake 

got a pension and he thought his rheumatism was worse than 

ever and he had to leave. He was gone about a year, and then he 

came back, not to see me or the family, but he had stood it just as 

long as he could to be away from those cows. It was summer time 

when he came back, and the first thing he wanted to see was the 

cows. I went down the lane with him and there on the creek 

flats was the herd feeding. Ordinarily I could go down and they 

would keep on feeding, but when they saw Jake come along 

with his peculiar hitch, they stopped and looked, and then they 

started. When the queen of the herd came up he put his arms 

around her neck and tears rolled down his cheeks. You want a 

little bit of that sentiment to make a success with the dairy herd. 

I thank you for your attention. 

CuarrMan Smiru: I am very sure that from this practical 

talk, from the demonstration that he has given you of his prac- 

tical Inowledge of the business, you will want to have a little 

discussion. But we have another matter that it is necessary to 

bring up at this time. Two letters have been handed in, one from 

the Mayor of Rochester and one from the President of the Roch- 
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ester Chamber of Commerce; and their representative is here 

and he wants to have a minute’s time to talk to you. 

Mr. Elwood introduced Mr. Robert Dey, President of the 

Syracuse Chamber of Commerce; Mr. Thomas Meacham, of the 

Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Robert Jones, who spoke briefly, 

welcoming the convention to Syracuse, extending an invitation to 

return next year and to make Syracuse the permanent meeting 

place of the Association, explaining that another year they would 

be able to provide even better accommodations. 

CHarrMAN Smiru: This subject has been brought up here so 

that you may know what the feelings are of these different gentle- 

men. It is something that cannot be settled here and the directors 

must take it up and act at a future time as may seem best, after 

getting all the information they can. 

The following resolutions, prepared by the resolutions com- 

mittee and presented by Mr. W. N. Giles, were adopted on mo- 

tions duly made, seconded and carried: 

1. Wuerreas, The National Dairy Union has prepared and had 

introduced in Congress a bill, known as the Haugen bill, and 

Wuereas, Said bill seems to protect the manufacturer of legit- 

imate dairy butter as well as the manufacturer of oleomargarine, 

and 

Wuereas, This association is vitally interested in the passage 

of this bill and the protection of their business from the un- 

scrupulous competition of counterfeit butter, and 

Wuereras, Hon. Geo, L. Flanders, of our state, president of 

the National Dairy Union, is doing such splendid work, 

Resolved, That we pledge to President Flanders and the of- 

ficers of the National Dairy Union our healthy support, and 
further 

Resolved, That we, the members of this association, pledge our- 

selves to indite personal letters to our United States Senators and 

to the members of Congress from our respective districts, ex- 

pressing our approval of and hope for the passage of said Haugen 

bill. ; 
2. WuereAs, The dairy interest is by far the greatest agri- 

cultural interest of the State of New York, therefore, 

Resolved, That the New York State Dairymen’s Association 
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in annual convention assembled at Syracuse, N. Y., do most re- 

spectfully urge Honorable Woodrow Wilson (President-elect) that 

in his choice for the position of Secretary of Agriculture he look 

carefully to the necessity of choosing a man whose knowledge and 

training are such as to give him a thorough knowledge of the 

necessities of the great interests he is to represent, and special in- 

terest and sympathy for this now and to be the greatest agricul- 

tural interest of all, not only in the State of New York, but the 

nation at large. 

3. Resolved, That the New York State Dairymen’s Associa- 

tion heartily endorse the administration of Commissioner of 

Agriculture Calvin J. Huson, and especially commend and ap- 

prove his advanced position upon the control of bovine tubereu- 

losis as outlined in his address before this association. 

4. Wuereas, The New York State Dairymen’s Association 

has among its objects the improvement of the sanitary character 
of the public milk supply and the elimination of bovine tuber- 

culosis from the dairies of the state, and 

Wuereas, The New York Milk Committee has under consid- 

eration a legislative program to obtain a more adequate state 

control of the sanitary character of the public milk supply and of 
bovine tuberculosis, and 

Wuereas, The New York Milk Committee has expressed a de- 

sire for the advice and counsel of this association in these mat- 

ters, 

Be it Resolved, That the New York State Dairymen’s Associa- 

tion in annual convention assembled, authorize its president to 

appoint two or more of its members to confer and advise with the 

New York Milk Committee for formulating and promulgating its 

legislative program. 

5. Wuereas, The present law on regulation of dairy barns as 

to sanitary conditions, ete., is inadequate to protect the public 

health and insure the best results, therefore 

Resolved, That we zsk that the law be amended so as to give 

the department of agriculture greater and more efficient juris- 

diction. 

6. Wuereas, The present method of selling skimmed cheese is 

calculated to deceive both dealer and consumer as to amount of 

fat contained in said cheese, therefore, 
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Resolved, That we ask that a comprehensive law be enacted 

regulating the branding and sale of skimmed cheese. 

7. Wuerras, The Agricultural Committee of the House of 

Representatives has granted a hearing to the dairymen of the 

country upon the matter of proposed oleomargarine legislation 

for Tuesday, December 17, 1912, 

Resolved, That the New York State Dairymen’s Association be 

represented at said hearing by its president and secretary, or by 

two delegates chosen by them, and that their expenses for such 

appearance be paid out of the treasury of this association. 

8. Resolved, That a vote of appreciation and thanks be ten- 

dered by the officers of this association, to the officers of the 

National Guard, to the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce, to His 

Honor, Mayor Schoeneck, to the speakers and singers, all of whom 

have contributed to the success and pleasure of this most interest- 

ing convention of the New York State Dairymen’s Association. 

CrrarrMan Smirn: We have a little more time that we can take 

up in discussion of the very valuable talk of Mr. Lillie. 
Mr. Marrreson: There is one question that Mr. Lillie men- 

tioned two or three times that I would like his opinion on. If 

agree with you from beginning to end on the matter of barn tuber- 

culosis. What temperature would you recommend for a stable 4 

You say to keep the cows warm. I can sleep in a warm room, 

but I do not eat very well if they set me by a radiator. What 

would you eall a good, normal temperature for a stable 4 

Mr. Litrie: Warm air is not necessarily impure air. You 

ean have warm air just as pure as cold air. I do not believe in 

making yourself or the cows uncomfortable. A stable should not 

go below 40 degrees; keep it between 40 and 60 degrees. 

W. E. Dana, or Avon: I ama little bit of a heretic, forced to 

it by disastrous experience. In the first place, I kept a cow barn too 

warm and the cows had tuberculosis. My barn was warm, but my 

milk cans showed every variation in temperature. I had the 

misfortune to have a fire which burned up the old barn; and I 

built a new one different from the old. I have a great abundance 

of light in it and IT planned that I would have it colder. Last 

winter the temperature went to freezing. I did not see with 

the extreme cold any variation in my milk, My cows 
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carried more hair, more health; and three weeks ago I had 

the first tuberculin test without a reaction. I believe in air. I 

have a little boy in my house whose mother, grandmother and 

uncles died of tuberculosis. J am taking care of him. I go in 

every night, the window is opened and I put on an extra cover- 

let; and I am in hopes that with plenty of fresh air and out 

of door living he will grow up. I believe we can have our barns 

judiciously handled so that we can keep them colder than we 

do and have a room ventilated for the cows to be in that will be 

as comfortable for them as a better-ventilated room would have 

been for us to have held our session in to-day. 

CuarrMan SmituH: In 1900 we were so unfortunate as to get 

tuberculosis in our herd. We put in practice the Bang method and 

from those animals raised a herd that was sound. We killed the 

last of the old animals in 1905 Since that time we have not had 

one single case of tuberculosis, and we have not had it because 

we keep those cows comfortable; we try to maintain a tempera- 

ture in that room, which is thoroughly well hghted, of about 45 

or 55 degrees; and the King system provides a change of air, and 

still keeps the temperature high enough so there is no moisture. 

If you get the temperature too low you will have moisture; and 

I believe moisture is one of the dangerous things you want to 

avoid. So long as you can keep the air dry you are all right, but 

when you get it so cold that the breath of the animals will make 

moisture, then you are furnishing proper conditions for your 

animals. Dry, cool air, plenty of light and changing the air often 

is what means health for your animals; and it means, as Mr. 

Dana says, that your milk will not change materially, because 

the animals are healthy, are all right and can stand those changes. 

Mr. Ayres: Mr. Lillie referred to the King system. In some 

places it does not work satisfactorily. I was in a barn in Wash- 

ington county last winter that cost nearly $5,000; it was equipped 

with steel stanchions, concrete floor and mangers, the King system, 

ete. The moisture was excessive. The barn had been in use two 

months and already mold had appeared. Was that due to faulty 

construction or location? In some cases I have heard that location 

such as a hillside is not desirable. And I would like to ask Mr. 

Lillie also about the use of muslin windows. 
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Mr. Linu: If the King system did not work there was some- 

thing the matter with the construction of it. There are thousands 

in operation which work perfectly. You may hold your handker- 

chief near the shaft and there is draft enough to carry it up. Of 

course the ventilating shaft is nothing more or less than a big 

chimney. It may not draw for the same reasons that prevent any 

chimney from drawing. Sometimes it does not extend far enough 

above the barn, or as you say, a hillside close by and high enough 

might cause wind currents which would interfere with proper 

draft. But the principle of the King system is all right and if 

properly constructed there is no question about its working. I 

think a muslin curtain is better than nothing, but it is a poor 

makeshift for proper ventilation. 

Mr. Marrreson: A neighbor of mine had the same experience 

with the King system — the dampness and moisture — it simply 

would not work, and he had a man there who was an expert. But 

they did not take into account the location of the building. The 

system is all right. That connot be disputed for one moment. but 

sometimes you have got to take into consideration locations that are 

adverse. 

Cuarrman Suitu: The King system of ventilation in order to 

work has to be insulated, the tube has to be insulated, that 

the warm air will be kept warm. If it is a thin board the 

air is cooled at once and the circulation stopped; whereas if you 

make the insulation so perfect that it keeps the air warm, and 

then put on top of the shaft a shield to prevent the wind from 

blowing down, and that will turn, from the wind all the time, 

you will have a draft. 

Sometimes the cloth system works very well. But we tried it 

very carefully at the experiment station and found that in a very 

damp south wind the moisture collected on that cloth and it did 

not work at all and was a complete failure. As one gentleman 

said, it is better than nothing but it is not a successs at all times. 

Mr. Lint: I do not like to hear the gentleman say there are so 

many barns where the King system cannot be put in. I do not 

believe there is a barn in the United States where it will not work. 

If you have a barn with stone walls like the old-fashioned bank 

barn, with only one little window, you can still put in this system 
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by having a box connect on the outside with the pure air intakes, 

I saw a barn in Illinois with four little chimneys, one in each 

corner of the stable, and I know it worked because the air carried 

my handkerchief right up the flue. There is not a barn in the 

United States where this system cannot be made to work at com- 

paratively small cost. 

SIXTH SESSION 

THurspay, 2 p. M., DEcEMBER 12 

Meeting called to order by Mr. S. B. Richardson, of Lowville, 

Se 
Mr. Ricuarpson: Ladies and Gentlemen: The criticism of 

the audiences that we have generally had at our annual meetings 

of this association has been that we did not get people enough in 

to hear the papers and discussions. I think this convention in this 

regard is an exception to the rule and [ am very much gratified 

to see the continued large attendance that we have had. It has 

been continuous from the first session until now, and [ have no 

doubt will continue to the end. 

We have with us to-day a gentleman who has had much to do 

with the dairy interests of the west, and you know we hear very 

much about what the western people are doing along dairy lines, 

and we hear very much and feel considerably the competition 

that they are putting up to us in the old Empire State. We are 

especially fortunate to-day in having with us Prof. Hugh G. Van 

Pelt, editor of Kimball’s Dairy Farmer, at Waterloo, Iowa. 

Prof. Van Pelt will now address us upon the “ Feeding of Dairy 

Cows for Great and Economical Milk Production.” After his 

address the meeting will be yours. It gives me great pleasure 

to introduce Prof. Van Pelt. 

FEEDING DAIRY COWS FOR LARGE AND ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION 

Proressor Hucu G. Van Perit, Warerioo, Iowa 

I have been here at your convention meetings for the last two 

days and have been very greatly impressed not only with the 

excellent exhibit of dairy equipment and farm machinery that 
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you have up stairs, and with the exhibit of cattle that you 

have in the other part of the building for sale, but I have 

been particularly impressed with the interest that you dairymen 

and breeders of dairy cattle in New York have shown in the 

educational meetings that have been held in this hall, and I want 

to say to you that I believe I would be ungrateful did I not con- 

gratulate you upon the attitude you are taking toward these meet- 

ings and in the grasping of the opportunity for gaining addi- 

tional knowledge pertaining to the business in which you are 

interest. And I would be ungrateful if I did not say to you 

that you owe much to the officers of this association in making 

possible a convention such as you are holding here. 

In the course of my business throughout the year it is neces- 

sary for me to visit dairy conventions from Canada to the Gulf 

and from coast to coast, and I want to assure you that very 

seldom indeed have I attended a convention at which there has 

been so much interest shown and so much given in return in the 

way of educational value. 

I have been asked to speak to you this afternoon on the subject 

of “ Large and Economical Milk and Butter Fat Production,” 

and I believe that it is a subject that at this time in your state, as 

well as wherever agriculture is pursued, is fitting and proper, be- 

cause like all other phases of agriculture at the present time the 

great problem that we must solve is the furnishing of human food 

at a cost within keeping. 

In addressing you it is with appreciation because of the realiza- 

tion that you are dairymen and breeders of dairy cattle who are 

making the production of milk and butterfat a business rather 

than a side issue, which is true in so many other localities. You 

recognize the advantages dairying has over other phases of agri- 

culture. You have learned that the fundamental principle of 

retaining and building greater fertility of your farms is with 

the replacing through live stock the fertilizing ingredients of the 

crops you raise supplemented with those from purchased food 

stuffs. By adhering to this principle your farms are becoming 

more productive and, therefore, more valuable year after year. 

You are aware that of all animals a good dairy cow provides 

the most dependable and most profitable market for the grains 
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and grasses grown upon your farms. Of all farm animals she is 

the most economical and profitable producer of human food. The 

evidence of this fact is specifically cited through an experiment 

carried on many years ago by Laws and Gilbert. It was this 

experiment which demonstrated that the cow yielding ten quarts 

of 4-per cent. milk daily was producing as much fat and fat 

equivalent in seven days as the steer that was gaining fifteen 

pounds in the same time. In addition to this, the cow’s production 

contained six times as much mineral matter and six times as much 

nitrogenous material, which are the nutrients that render skim 

milk so valuable in the growing of young animals. She accom- 

plishes this by consuming the roughage or cheap food largely, 

with a small amount of concentrates or expensive food, while her 

brother, the steer, makes his gain largely with concentrates of 

expensive food and a small amount of roughage. 
You have given consideration to the fact that the market for 

dairy products does not fluctuate in the uncertain manner that 

markets for other farm products do and, therefore, provides a 

more certain source of profit without a risk of loss. The feed 

given a cow to-day is returned to her owner to-morrow and can 

be marketed at once. 

The certainty of dairying has been made impressive to you by 

the fact that once a month, once a week or every day, if he so 

chooses, the dairyman may have a check for the work his cows did 

the month, or week, or day before, insuring permanent and steady 

prosperity. 

You need not be told, for you have learned from experience, 

that the demand for productive cows has provided you as breeders 

of dairy cattle a most profitable business, for the farmer in all 

parts of America as well as other countries is rapidly becoming 

convinced that there is a vast difference between the profits yielded 

by a common cow and by a cow whose ancestors have been bred for 

economical and profitable production for hundreds of years. 

Although since 1875 the number of milk cows has doubled, prices 

for dairy products have steadily advanced and the price of good 

cows has increased by leaps and bounds. During this period the 

population of this country has more than doubled, showing that 

rapid as has been the increase of the number of cows milked they 
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have not kept abreast of the growing demand. Judging by 

statistics from reliable sources, the population is to again double 

during the next thirty-five years, and in order to maintain the 

present price of dairy products the cow population must also 

double or their average production be greatly increased. The 

breeders who furnish the blood for the improvement that is neces- 

sary as well as for increasing the number of cows from twenty- 
two million to forty-four million, are assured of great prosperity 

in their business during a lifetime. 

Those of you who have traveled through districts where grain 

farming almost solely prevails have no doubt been favorably im- 

pressed with the place the cow fills in American agriculture as 

a home builder. Nothing adds to the dignity of farm life like a 

good home, and American agriculture, no matter how profitable, 

will never reach the plane of dignity on which it belongs until the 

farm home is made attractive enough so that the one farm is 

owned in one family for generation after generation. This is 

never the case in grain farming districts where the farmer takes 
from the soil and markets the fertility with the consideration of 

immediate gain only. He works his farm during the crop grow- 

ing season, markets his grain and has little of interest in the 

farm until another season, and nothing to either render it pos- 

sible or desirous for him to provide a home on the farm. His 

one purpose is to accumulate immediate wealth at the expense of 

future generations, that he may retire and move to town. 

The dairy farmer, on the other hand, is kept on the farm and in 

remunerative business the whole year. The interest and pride 

that the progressive farmer of to-day takes in building up his 

herd and his farm leads him to make there a home for himself 

and his children and his children’s children that follow him. 
These facts I speak of merely to refresh your minds. They 

need not be dwelt upon for, unlike farmers in other countries, 

you have learned through experience the results accruing from 

association with the cow that daily consumes that which is raised 

on the farm and twice daily returns to her owner a product of 

increased value. 

In too many instances, however, the producer of milk and 

butter fat has overlooked the importance of reducing his operations 
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to a strictly business basis. This is demonstrated by the fact that 

so often he refuses to apply business principles and even holds 

them up to scorn as being theoretical, scientifie and impractical. 

He has refused fundamentals which have made millionaires and 

leaders of men in other lines of industry. The truth of this is 

evidenced by the fact that of the millions of cows now being 

milked in the United States only one out of three on the average 
returns a real profit. Therefore, in dealing with this subject of 

feeding cows for great and economical results, if I can make im- 

pressive the fact that real success depends upon reducing the 

feeding of cows to a basis governed by the intelligent and 

thoughtful application of business detail, your time will not have 

been wasted. As a matter of fact, the farms of the United States 

are her greatest factories. Every cow is kept there as a machine 

of certain capacity and efficiency, for the purpose of converting 

raw materials — the grains and grasses which grow in the fields — 

into a finished commodity of commerce. The value of each 

machine should be measured by the amount of feed she can con- 
sume and convey profitably into milk and butter fat. To de- 

termine this point it is necessary for the dairyman to weigh and 

test the milk at intervals sufficiently close to determine the relative 

merits of individuals from the production standpoint, and de- 

termining the amount and cost of feed she consumes, he is pre- 

pared to say which is the profitable cow and which is the loafer, 

provided he has given the animals the opportunity for producing 

their maximum yield. The fact that two-thirds of the cows being 

milked are unprofitable, does not indicate that these cows are all 

poor individuals and so poorly bred as to be unable to yicld a 

profit. Proper feeding alone would suttice to make profitable at 

least half of the cows that are now showing a loss. 
There are certain well-known facts pertaining to the feeding of 

cows that should be adopted and practiced by every dairyman. 

He should have as clear an understanding of what milk is com- 

posed of as the successful manufacturer has of what the article 

he is making contains. The great secret of manufacturing milk 

largely and at a profit, is feeding through the most efficient and 

capacious machine abundantly that raw material from which milk 

is most economically made. To accomplish this the feeder must 
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recognize the fact, even though it may appear scientific, that milk 

is composed of four constituents in addition to water, namely, 

protein, carbohydrates, fat and mineral matter. ‘There never 

was a pound of milk made by a cow from anything except food 

which she had formerly consumed. No cow, great as she may 

seem, 1s a mysterious being. She cannot make something out of 

nothing. It is, therefore, essential to provide her with such food 

in such quantities, with daily regularity, that her body may be 

maintained and a sufficient amount of protein, carbohydrates, fat 

and mineral matter remain that she may have available the raw 

material necessary to stimulate her greatest production. 

It is not my purpose, however, to go into detail relative to the 

analysis of milk and foodstuffs, nor is it my belief that it 

would be to your advantage for me to prescribe certain rations to 

be used upon your herds. Were you to begin at once feeding 

your herds a ration seemingly perfect, although there might come 

certain improvements, the results would not be satisfactory. This 

is due to the fact that cows differ so greatly in individuality and, 

furthermore, one and the same cow differs so greatly from period 

to period. In other words, the ration that might be perfect for 

one cow would be inefficient for another, and the ration perfect 

for a certain cow would not be conducive to greatest results at 

another period of lactation. 

To attain maximum results it is absolutely necessary to study, 

care for and feed every cow individually. On first thought this 

would seem to incur much additional labor, but a trial will prove 

that very little extra time is required and that the extra effort will 

result in profits far greater than any work that is now being 

done. It is not unreasonable to expect that the response on the 

part of most cows in the herd will be sufticient to almost if not 

quite double the yield of the herd as a whole, and by following a 

systematic plan those cows which do not respond are detected, 

enabling their owner to dispose of them and fill their places with 

animals more efficient. 

Calling to mind the fact that the motherly instincts are those 

which account for milk-giving properties of the cow and are 

greatest during the first few weeks after freshening, it becomes hop) 

evident that greatest production can be attained at that time. To 
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take advantage of these instincts, she must be conditioned for her 

work owing to the fact that heavy feeding immediately after 

parturition is almost certain to ruin the cow. 

Preparation of the cow for her work should be commenced four 

or six weeks before she freshens. She is at that time near the end 

of a lactation period and should be turned dry if this can be done 

without injuring her udder. Some cows milk so persistently that 

this is very difficult, but few indeed are the eases which cannot 

be made to cease giving milk for ten days by withholding all other 

feed except timothy hay and dry corn stalks and milking only 

occasionally and then just enough to relieve the udder. But 

whether the cow is dry or not, systematic feeding should begin. 

More knowledge relative to feeding is necessary at this time than 

any other, for there are three purposes for which feed is given: 

First, the unborn calf is making its greatest growth and needs 

much nourishment, which is prepared by the cow from the feed 

she receives; second, the cow has just finished a campaign of 

milk giving which has required a great amount of food and has 

been a tax on her digestive apparatus which should be rested before 

she starts another year; third, strength and stamina must be stored 

up in the body to be drawn upon later. 

At birth the calf is composed almost entirely of muscular and 

bony tissue. These parts are built from the protein and mineral 

matter of the food and assign a reason for feeding the cow well 

with nitrogenous foods such as oil meal, bran and clover hay. For 

resting the digestive tract, food cooling in nature and light in 

character is necessary. Again bran and oil meal fit well, especially 

when supplemented with green foods, corn, silage, beet pulp or 

roots. Jat and energy, on the other hand, are stored up by the 

use of carbonaceous foods and those rich in fats, making corn 

commendable except that it is heating in nature and should not be 

fed heavily at any time, especially near the period of parturition 

when at the best the cow is in a fevered condition. No food is 

better for the purpose than ground oats and this should be fed 

liberally even though it may be considered too expensive to feed 

at other times. 

Common-sense reasoning in this matter has established a 

balanced ration, for in fact, the terms ‘ common-sense ration ” 
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and ‘‘ balanced ration ” are synonymous. The balanced ration is 

nothing more or less than a ration that will accomplish a purpose 

more efficiently and more economically than any other ration and 

differs as the purpose desired changes. Successful feeding depends 

upon the ability of the feeder to determine accurately the pur- 

poses to be accomplished and a knowledge of the physical and 

chemical properties of available foodstuffs that will enable him 

to so combine them that an efficient, common-sense, balanced 

ration results. Thus it is that by analyzing existing conditions, a 

‘ation at once suitable to developing an unborn calf and condi- 

tioning the cow may be formulated. If it be summer time nothing 

excels good pasturage or green food as a basic ration, but if in 

winter, substitutes in the form of corn silage and beet pulp or other 

succulent food should be used freely in conjunction with some 
leguminous hay such as clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, cow pea, soy 

bean or Canada peas and oat hay. 

Whether summer or winter conditions exist, a concentrated 

ration properly balanced should be fed. Four or six weeks is not a 

long time and quick conditioning necessitates a variety of feeds. 

As a rule the grain ration consisting of two parts ground oats, 

one part oil meal, one part bran and one part corn meal, will 

prove efticient. The amount fed daily depends upon the feeding 

qualities and condition of the cow. As a rule from six to ten or 

even sixteen pounds of the mixture may be fed daily to good 

advantage. It should be borne in mind that feed given during the 

resting period is far from wasted. Even though the cow returns 

nothing directly, she is making good use of the food and later 

will return more profit for feed consumed while she is dry than 

for that eaten at any other period. 

As freshening time approaches, if the feeding has been judi- 

ciously performed, the cow will begin rounding into bloom and 

developing an udder to the fullness of her capacity. It is true 

that more careful attention will be necessary at freshening than 

though she were permitted to calve in poorer flesh. Careful and 

skillful management will suffice to bring her through parturition 

safely, and every feeder should consider it a part of his education 

to know how to manage his cows for securing greatest results. 

32 
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Three days or so before the cow is to freshen, her grain ration 

should be eliminated and in its stead bran mash, composed of 

three or four pounds of bran thoroughly moistened and well salted, 
should be given at regular feeding hours in addition to the 

roughage which, being of a laxative nature, may. be continued. 

It is never advisable to permit a valuable cow to calve without 

attendance. If she is a heavy producer under natural conditions, 

much greater yields may be expected as a result of special fitting. 

Furthermore, udder troubles and milk fever are more liable to 

occur. It is quite generally conceded, however, that if feeding 

operations are such that the cow’s digestive tract is kept in a 

loose, laxative condition and little if any milk taken from the 

udder except by the calf for the first forty-eight hours, the danger 

is reduced to a minimum. The thought of the careful feeder and 

herdsman, however, is always of the welfare of his charge, so he 

will watch her closely day and night until the danger of parturient 

paralysis has passed, so that should the shghtest symptoms occur, 

the air treatment may be put to use and forestall sickness before 

it has advanced far enough to be weakening in its effect. In case 

of milk fever, all feeding must cease until the cow is again on her 

feet and sufficiently recovered to have regained her appetite. 

It is well to leave the calf with its mother the first two or three 

days, for it assists greatly in relieving the inflammation of the 

udder and keeping the cow quiet. As a rule, when forty-eight 

hours have passed, if all has gone well the calf should be taken 

away, for the mother is ready to begin work in earnest. This 

is in case the udder has reached normal condition. Otherwise, 

the feeding of soft foods such as bran mashes should continue, 

and in addition to frequent application of heat, the udder should 

be milked out thoroughly many times day and night. This repre- 

sents much labor, but success in any business is attained only by 

persistent, intelligent effort and close attention to details, and it 

is he who is most willing and industrious who sueceeds and leads 

others to wonder what secrets he practices, 

When the cow’s condition warrants that she be placed on solid 
food, haste must be made slowly for within thirty days she should 

be on full feed and giving her daily maximum milk yield. Fur- 

thermore, she should not be brought to full feed and milk sooner, 

for at best she is in a weakened condition following parturition. 
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It is now that the feeder will begin to appreciate the value of 

the careful and liberal feeding given before freshening, for in 

all likelihood he has been rewarded with a strong, vigorous calf 

not predisposed to all the ills that affect calves less fortunately 

born, and he finds the mother strong, fleshy and ready to work. 

She has much extra fat stored up in her body and this is well, 

for, unable to utilize large amounts of food she at once begins 

drawing upon the reserve nutrients that are stored, and converts 

them into milk and butter fat. The purpose of the feeder has 

changed and it is now to encourage by feed and care the trans- 

ferring of the fat from the body to the pail. Succulent foods and 

those rich in protein, stimulate milk secretion at, the expense of 

body fat. Therefore, it is well to continue the use of green foods, 
roots, silage, beet pulp, leguminous hays and in addition a light 

feeding of such protein feeds as bran, oil meal, ground oats and 

gluten feed. In the beginning, the daily ration should not exceed 

four or five pounds and this should be increased slowly and on 

alternate days. All concentrated feed given and all milk yielded 

should be weighed. No feeder, no matter how experienced, can get 

the best out of a cow unless by the use of the scales he knows every 

day the results he has attained that he may use the knowledge 

on the morrow. Realizing this to be a fact, many most successful 

record makers now provide for each cow a box large enough to 

hold a day’s ration and at a convenient time each day her feed 

for the next twenty-four hours is weighed and placed therein. 

A little extra work, but results will pay well for it. Developing 

cows is a business and any business that is worth while is worth 

doing in an expert manner. By using boxes in this manner, the 

twenty-four-hour ration can be divided as best suits the demands 

of the cow. Some cows eat better in the morning, some at noon 

and some at night. Often it is found best to give a cow one-half 
of her entire day’s ration at night, leaving the other haif to be 

divided between the next two or three feeds, and this can readily 

be done where the full ration is available. 

After the first day’s ration has been given, results begin. On 
the following day the scales will tell the amount of milk stimu- 

lated thereby. On the third day, the ration should be increased 

one-half or three-quarters of a pound, and as a result the fol- 
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lowing day the scales should indicate an increase in milk flow, 

in which case a like increase should be made the fifth day. If 

the scales do not show an increase in the milk, something is wrong. 

Perhaps the ration is not suited to the particular cow and a 

change should be made. Thus the ration should be increased by 

small amounts each alternate day, the scales showing the way on 

the intervening day. Invariably during the first thirty days a 

narrow ration — one composed largely of ground oats, oil meal, 

bran, gluten feed, cottonseed meal, dried distillers’ grains, with 

a very small amount of corn meal, in addition to the roughage — 

should be used because these are all rich in protein and stimulat- 

ing to milk secretion. 

Greatest results are attained from the feeding that is practiced 

the four weeks preceding and the four weeks following freshen- 

ing. If all has gone well the cow has almost reached the limit of 

her feeding capacity and the limit of her milk-producing ability 

at the end of thirty days. A perceptible change has been made 

in her appearance, much of the beefy conformation has disap- 
peared and she has taken on a decided dairy form. The surplus 

fat has been transformed from the body to the pail. 

The problem now is to hold the milk flow and the most ideal 

working form. Recognizing that some foods tend to create energy 

and fatten the animal when fed heavily enough, and others furnish 

milk-making nutrients, and that the cow, whatever else she may 

be, is a machine kept on the farm to convert these feeds into milk 

and butter fat, the feeder with the scales and a variety of feeds 

can so combine and feed them in such amounts as to accomplish 

any reasonable purpose he may choose, if the machine is efficient. 

From day to day and from week to week, the ration should be 

varied gradually, adding to or taking from foods of one character, 

then another; catering always not only to the demand but also to 

the likes and dislikes of the individual in charge. 

Radical changes in feed or environment should always be 

avoided, for although variety is necessary, sudden changes, even 

though for the better, invariably have a tendency to decrease 

the milk flow. Great annual production is in this manner greatly 

lessened, for when far advanced in her period of lactation a de- 

crease in milk flow though apparently temporary is very liable 
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to be permanent and the former milk flow never regained until 

another freshening period. It is this fact that renders the mis- 

take so great on the part of the farmer of feeding his cows by 

seasons of the year. It is generally the case that an abundance 

of food is provided for winter and when the cows leave the pasture 

in the fall they are well fed and cared for until spring. As 

summer approaches they are turned to pasture and soon all grain 

and dry roughage is taken from them. During the early season 

they thrive and produce largely because of the luxuriance of 

pasturage. Later the annual drouth of the summer comes, grass 

becomes short, heat intense and flies troublesome, and as a natural 

sequence the cow declines in her milk flow. Short feed may con- 

tinue for only a few days and the owner, looking forward to the 

coming rains to freshen the pasture, does not concern himself, 

considering the loss of a few pounds of milk a day for a short 

period of little consequence. In this manner he deceives him- 

self, for even when a more abundant supply of feed is given the 

cow she fails to respond with an increase in milk flow, and the 

final result is that the loss of a few pounds of milk daily continues 

throughout the remainder of the lactation period, reducing the 

annual production of the cow from profit to loss. 

It is for this reason that from the time the cow freshens until 

she has finished her year’s work she should be fed according to 

her ability to produce rather than in accordance with custom, 

season of the year or other conditions. This is possible only in 

such cases as the dairyman weighs the milk regularly, for there 

is no other index except the milk sheet that will warn him of a 

decline in the milk flow. 
It is just as easy to change the cow’s feed upon the first 

indication of necessity as to wait until it is too late. Therefore, 

it is only necessary to search at once for the cause for the de- 

cline and eliminate that cause. In this manner and in no other 

ean the feeder know the amount and character of food any par- 

ticular individual should have at a given time. 

By gradually increasing or decreasing the ration, and by add- 

ing to or taking from the ration certain foods and noting the 

results occasioned, by weighing the milk continuously. it 1s pos- 

sible to most economically secure the greatest milk flow every day 
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in the year. Herein too lies the secret of great yearly records 

and annual profits, for it is not the cow that makes a great daily, 

weekly or monthly record, but the cow that works well every day 

in the year assisted by her feeder, that in the end adds perceptibly 

to the bank account. 

Great records are never secured by the dozen, but always by 
studying and catering to the individual cow. 

Anxiety for great records should never tempt overfeeding, 

though it often does, and many cows are ruined and scores of 

records made smaller because of too much feed. There is always 

more danger of overfeeding than underfeeding, but this danger 

is greatly lessened where the scales are employed. Many facts 
pertaining to feeding come from experience, and though well 

known to the feeder, are difficult to express clearly in words, but 

suffice to say that in addition to all knowledge known to the art 

the herdsman must always, with the interest in results, at least 

keep in mind the condition of the animal and be prepared to de- 

crease the ration at the first indication of the animal going off feed. 

At best, cows working hard for long periods tire of their feed and 

weaken under continued pressure. It is well occasionally to sub- 

stitute for one feed a bran mash to rest and cool, so to speak, the 

digestive tract. Any indication of digestive trouble should re- 

ceive prompt attention and a corrective in the form of raw lin- 

seed oil, salts or other laxative given. 

The feeder who knows at all times the condition of the animal, 

the real purpose for which he is feeding and the amount and 

character of food best suited to accomplish the purpose, can drive 

safely the machine to the limit of its feeding capacity and milk- 

ing ability. 

I appreciate very much the kind attention you have given me. 

I presume that in this rambling talk I have overlooked many 

things you thought ‘you would hear by coming. I will be glad 

to have you ask questions, and if I can possibly answer them I 

will be glad to do so; and if not, I will be fair and frank enough 

with you to say I do not know. 

Vorce: What did you do with the cow when her eyes became 

dull ? 
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Pror. Van Pett: We unmediately began taking the feed away 

from her. We were giving her twenty pounds and she gave fifty- 

seven pounds of milk. Then the indications were that she was 

getting all the feed she could handle. We began taking it away 

gradually. We gave her nineteen and one-half pounds the next 

day, nineteen the following, and continued decreasing the ration 

to seventeen pounds and it was then that she produced sixty and 
four-tenths pounds of milk. If you are feeding for records or 

high production, you need some kind of a safety valve. I have 

fed a great many cows through long-record periods. To the best 

of my knowledge, I never used; any medicine except salts and 

linseed oil. Never very much of the former, but I presume 

scores and scores of gallons of raw linseed oil. If I were to start 

a cow on a large record to-day the first thing I would do would be 

to buy five gallons of oil. I might not need it for a long time, 

but when needed I would want it immediately. If you watch 

closely you get the first indication of the cow going “ off feed.” 

As soon as she does, do not feed anything the next meal except 

a little bran mash. Then give her a quart of raw linseed oil. If 

she is all right by the next feeding time, give her a little feed; if 

not, give another quart of oil. It will not hurt a cow, is just as 

effective as any laxative you can give, and in addition is nutri- 

tious so that she does not fall away in milk flow. I learned to 

feed with beef cattle, and we used to feed them four times a day, 

but Sunday evenings we gave them a little bran mash, taking all 

other feed away; then the next feed they were ready to go ahead. 

I have practiced that with dairy cattle when we had them on 

heavy rations, once in a while giving just a little bran mash. 

Mr. Durron: Do you recommend feeding grain with the silage 

or roughage, or separately 4 

Pror. Van Petr: I do not believe in feeding grain by itself. 

When you study the nature of the cow you will find it is 

hardly practicable to give a cow a lot of ground grain. Horses 

masticate their feed, taking a great deal of time to eat. In 

masticating the feed is mixed with saliva, which is the first pro- 

cess of digestion, turning the starch into sugar. The cow 

bolts her feed, swallows it whole, and when she has plenty of time 
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she regurgitates and masticates it. Grain fed by itself goes into 

the first stomach and stays there; it is heavy, and when regurgi- 

tated, a portion of it does not come back to be masticated. A per- 

centage in that way passes on undigested and is wasted. I do not 

believe in giving the cow any feed unless I am sure she is going to 

digest it and make milk out of it. There is really no use of pass- 

ing raw material through a cow and getting nothing in return. At 

St. Louis we practiced cutting the alfalfa hay and feeding it 

with the grain. Every time we fed the cow we placed two pounds 

of alfalfa hay cut in quarter-inch lengths in the bottom of a 

galvanized pail. We spread the grain on top and passed a little 

jet of steam on the hay, moistening it enough so the grain would 

adhere to the stems. Warm water would have done just as well. 

The alfalfa served the same purpose as bran would have served; 

gave bulk to it and helped the cow digest every particle of it. 

We did not need to feed so much grain, we made a saving, and 

did not overtax the cow’s stomach. That is a safe way to feed. 

When you feed so much bulk with the grain there is never any 

danger of the cow eating too much. They feed a great deal of 

straw in the old countries in that way and it has real value. If 

you do not feed cut roughage you should feed the grain with the 

silage. 

Mr. McNerney: Considering the cost of feed, is it profitable 

to feed so much of it? 

Pror, Van Petit: That is merely a business proposition. If 

a man has a factory with a capacity of 200 automobiles a day 

it is a question of whether it is profitable for him to pass through 

that factory enough raw material at the present prices of steel, 

wood and the different materials, to make 200 machines, or 

whether it would be more profitable for him to put through 

enough material, considering the prices, to make 100. Now we 

all know what manufacturers do; they work to the limit of their 

factory, taking care of course not to break up the inachinery or 

burn out the castings. I think that is what we ought to do on 

American dairy farms. 

Mr. Beaupre: Is there any value in feeding straw and corn 

stover ? 
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Pror. Van Pevr: I practically covered that a while ago in 

speaking of feeding the cut straw with grain. I consider that a 

very valuable process of feeding. It always seems to me there is 

more value in corn stover and straw than we can determine by 

the chemical analysis. It would be a very foolish idea for us to 

expect our cows to get along from the standpoint of roughage 

with just corn stover and straw and timothy hay. But when 

we are feeding our cows a sufficient amount of protein feeds, 

sweet clover hay, ete., then an occasional feed once a day of straw 

or stover or timothy hay, by way of variety and for furnishing 

dry matter and bulk, is very valuable. 

Voice: Does the extra weighing and extra feeding require 

more help 4 

Pror. Van Petr: Very likely a system of that kind would 

require more help and I recognize the fact that help is scarce. 

I do not recognize the fact that there is any particular reason 

why help should be scarce unless it is because there is something 

wrong with our system. I know that farmers around my town 

complain that it is impossible to get help and they excuse them- 

selves for not doing a great many things they ought to do because 

help is scarce. I really am inclined to think that this is more of 

an excuse than a reality, because in my town we have one factory 

that works 700 men. They get smaller wages than the farmers 

are willing to pay. They work all day in dirt and grime, but 

for some reason or other they come in from the farms and work 

in factories. I have talked with those fellows, because I have 

wondered, and have had them say to me that they would rather 

go out and work on a farm if conditions were different. They 

want work the year around, and I presume that you men who 

are in the dairy business do not have the trouble with labor that 

many of our farmers do who have a great lot of work during the 

summer and nothing in the winter. The labor problem is one 

that every man must solve for himself on his own farm. Men 

have solved it and are solving it. I think it is not a question 

so much as to whether you can get the help as to whether you 

ean make the help earn money for you. If they will make money 

for you and for themselves too there ought not to be much trouble. 

Mr. Barrerr: How ean a persistent milker be turned dry? 
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Pror. Van Pevr: Very often we have cows in our herd that 

will not go dry or are difficult to turn dry. In such cases I 

would not by any means advocate turning the cow dry at the ex- 

pense of her usefulness. In other words, I would not run the 

risk of spoiling a cow’s udder merely to get her dry. Usually how- 

ever, by giving her corn stalks, timothy hay and ice water and 

letting the hired man milk her we can get her dry pretty shortly. 

Mr. Marreson: This question is handed to me: Will a cow 

live as long if she is required to work so hard? Now I would 
say that if a cow is made up as I am she will live longer. 

Pror. Van Petr: That question is very often asked. Some- 

times I think it is a question that we hardly know about. I do not 

believe that a cow will die any sooner if she is fed judiciously, 

being made to produce heavily, than though she is fed improperly 

with the result of less production. In fact, I think she will live 

longer. 

Mr. Graney or Binenamtron: Does it not often ruin a cow 

for milking purposes to fatten her ? 

Pror. Van Pevr: It does unless you feed for the proper kind 

of fat. However, in the system I have outlined you do not have 

to get a cow very fat. She will not put on a very great amount 

of fat in 30 or 40 days. It will be possible, however, to increase 

her weight 100 to 125 pounds, but by feeding grains of a light 
character — bran, oil meal, oats — you put on a light, soft fat, 

which is milked off after the cow freshens. If after the cow 

freshens you continue feeding foods of a fattening nature, con- 

tinue to encourage the placing of fat on her body for a long 

period at the expense of milk production, you will ruin the cow. 

Mr. Marreson: If you were raising your own stock for your 

dairy, would you advise feeding the heifer at once along the lines 

of milk production instead of for fat? 

Pror. Van Pevr: Yes, indeed. I would begin the feeding at 

least six weeks before the calf was born. A few weeks ago I 

visited a farm outside of Cleveland, where they have three world’s 

champion cows. I have been very much interested in the manner 

in which they feed their cattle. They have heifers coming into 

milk weighing 1100 and 1200 and 1300 pounds, and the first 
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sight I had of those heifers it looked to me as though they were 

very fat, overdone. but when I placed my hand along the back- 

bone and felt the ribs I found there was no surplus fat. Those 

heifers had simply been growing from birth to maturity. They 

had been fed foods rich in protein, foods that grew bone and 

muscle. They had built great frameworks. And I believe that 

is one of the great secrets of producing these great champion cows, 

growing the heifers well and preparing the cows for the great 

yearly records they are making. 

Mr. Graney: Many good feeders recommend a balanced ra- 

tion, 1 to 5.5. I got the impression that you rather ignore that. 

Pror. Van Petr: No; I do not ignore the principle of the bal- 

anced ration, but I do ignore the argument that a ration 1 to 5 

should be fed to cows, or 1 to 6, or 1 to 4. I do not think it is 

practical. It is a good guide, mind you; a 1 to 5 is a good 

general ration. But I say this, that a ration balanced for one 

cow is not balanced for another. A ration which is balanced 

for a cow to-day is not balanced for the same cow next month. 

In feeding for a purpose we should take into consideration the 

condition of the cow, the purpose for which we are breeding, and 

the purpose for which we are feeding, and then in a common-sense 

way work out a ration most satisfactory to that particular cow 

for the particular purpose for which we are feeding her. 

And then we will have a balanced ration. We have well- 

bred cows that are naturally beefy. Such a cow invariably will 

demand a ration as narrow as 1 to 4, and if you will look 

up the record you will find I fed such rations to Loretta 

D, who won the St. Louis World’s Fair championship, fed to her 

rations as low as 1 to 3.5. After she left the fair she got fat as 

a beef animal, and never did good work afterward, as they did 

not eater to her. I remember one cow which was so intensely bred 

for milk production that she was inclined to work herself to 

death, just took every pound of feed you gave her, without regard 

to what it was, and made it into milk and butter fat. Iiad we 

fed that cow the same ration that we fed Loretta D she would 

have worked herself to death. ‘So I say if we are going to be 

expert in our line — and this is a day when experts are success- 

ful men — we want to get right down and study the cow and 
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determine what that particular cow needs, and then supply her 

with it and the result will be a success. When the cow is being 

prepared to freshen we want to fatten her and in order to fatten 

a cow a balanced ration would be 1 to 7 or may be 1 to 8. During 

the first month of the lactation period the purpose is to stimulate 
milk production and take the fat off; then I would say a ration 

of 1 to 5 or 4. After 30 days the cow has become poor and we 

wish to keep up a certain amount of flesh, and we ought then 
to get back to a ration of 1 to 5 or 6. And so the balancing 

of our rations should be governed by the cow and her condition 

rather than by trying to govern a cow with an arbitrary balanced 

ration. A balanced ration is necessary, but we must determine 

the character of it in a commonsense way. 

Voice: When a cow has been thrown off on her yield, what 

is the best way to get her back as far as possible to her natural 

milk flow ? 

Pror. Van Petr: It is necessary to determine the cause and 

remove it. There are different causes for cows declining in their 

milk flow. Sometimes they catch cold; sometimes it is due to 

excitement; other times it is due to lack of feed; and oftentimes 

it is due to overfeeding. One would need to know what the cause 

was. If from overfeeding I would give the cow light foods, then 

try to bring her back gradually. But as a rule, even though the 

‘auses are temporary, it will be impossible to bring the cow back 

until after she freshens. The best time to start to accomplish 

anything with cows is just before they freshen. 

Mr. Ecan: Which have you found it the most profitable to 

feed the ordinary dairy herd for milk production, two, three or 

four times a day? 

Pror, Van Perr: Under average conditions of milk produc- 

tion, twice a day. That depends a good deal on the character of 

the herd. Oftentimes we have herds so good that it is necessary 

to milk them three times a day. Then I would feed three times 

a day. 

Mr. Ecaan: I have taken that up with some of the farmers 

in our section. I feed twice a day. Some of my neighbors 
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wonder why I get so much milk, and I say they take too much 

care of their cows and it costs them more to do it. 

J. H. Wuire: What is the value of feeding roots and turnips, 

ete., to dairy cows ? 

Pror. Van Perr: That is a thing that is hard to determine. 

They do not show by analysis that they have much feeding 

value. In fact, roots have about 90 per cent. of water and 10 per 

cent. real, dry feeding value. It is the suceulence that they 

add to the ration. The value is physical rather than chem- 

ical; and there is great value in feeding corn silage, roots, beet 

pulp and foods of that character. They keep the cow in good 

condition. I always like to consider the feeding and caring for 

cows from the standpoint of our best natural conditions. Nature 

is an extra feeder when she wants to be. For instance, you know 

in the spring when your cows go to grass they come right up on 

their milk flow, give more milk than at any other time of the 

year. Let us stop and ask ourselves why; analyze the situation. 

We will find that there are five reasons why a cow gives more 

milk at that time of the year. The first is that she is out in the 

fresh open air. She gets all the fresh air she can breathe. That 

is a great thing —a large part of what milk is made of. The 
second is, she gets the sunshine. The third is, the water she 

drinks has the chill taken off by the warm rays of the sun. The 

fourth is that at that time of the year the atmosphere is just 

right, neither too hot nor too cold, about 45 to 55 degrees. She 

hikes the warm air. These cost nothing. We can let fresh air 

and sunshine into the stable, and we can get the warmth and 

we can heat the water. All of that costs very little. It may be 

necessary to remodel the barn, but it is worth while. Fifth, she 

is surrounded by all the succulent, palatable, easily-digested, 

nutritious green feed that she can possibly eat, and she eats all 

she possibly can, and then if she possibly can she eats some more. 

We can imitate that by mixing feeds; give her palatability by 
giving variety; succulence through corn silage, roots and food of 

that character. We just follow this plan of nature; then we have 

the real way to feed our cows for profit. 
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Mr. Broaprietp: Would you give a cow all she wants of 

alfalfa hay ? 

Pror. Van Petr: That would depend somewhat upon the cost 

of the alfalfa. Generally speaking, I would. But I would 
try to govern the feeding according to her wants. or instance, 

if I wanted a cow to have a wide ration during the preparatory 

period when trying to fatten her, I would give corn silage; then 

she would not want so much alfalfa. After freshening, in trying 
to stimulate milk production, if I had alfalfa or it was not too 

expensive I would cut down her silage ration, making her want 

more alfalfa, because I consider it the cheapest source of protein, 

especially when you grow it on your farm. I believe you are 

very fortunate in New York, because you can grow enough corn 

for silage, and for your grain, and you can grow alfalfa. In a 

country where a farmer has good cows, is willing to care for 

them ‘properly, has such excellent markets as you have for your 

dairy products, and can raise corn silage and alfalfa hay — 

if you do not become prosperous it is your own fault. 

Mr. Broaprretp: What is the best feed for a cow for fat con- 

tent ? 

Pror. Van Petr: Corn silage, ground grain, hominy feed, 

timothy hay and corn stover — foods of that nature, foods that 

are right in carbohydrates instead of protein. 

Mr. Broaprietp: I think you do not understand what I mean. 

The alfalfa is rich in protein but deficient in fat. What I want 

is an economical fat ration to go with them. We have corn silage 

and alfalfa hay. In making up the foundation of the grain ration 

I want the most economical fat. 

Pror. Van Perr: You ean so feed alfalfa and corn silage 

that you obtain almost any balanced ration you want. Then mix 

your grains, and feed some corn-meal, hominy feed, oil meal, 

cottonseed meal, distillers’ grain, gluten feed, ground oats; any 

of those feeds which are cheapest, most palatable, in other words 

most economical in bringing your cow up on her flow of milk, 

which you can determine better than anyone can tell you. If 
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you add cottonseed meal and it gives you good response, add a 

little more on another day. I would not feed a cow over a couple 

of pounds of cottonseed meal. Then if you want more protein, 

put in perhaps a little gluten feed — whichever feeds give you 

the best response on the individual cow. That is the best way to 

determine the amount and character of the ration. 

VorcE: Does it pay to raise beets to put in with the feed you 

mention ¢ 

Pror. Van Petr: It depends altogether on conditions. I do 

not think that beets are much superior to corn silage. Which- 

ever is most cheaply raised on each farm is the most advisable. 

For feeding cows for large records it is well to grow beets and 

feed in conjunction with the silage to give variety, but under ordi- 

nary circumstances it is only a question of which is the cheaper, 

silage or beets, or whether you could buy beet pulp for less money 

than you could raise beets. 

Mr. Eean: Have you found many of the milking machines to 

be successful ? 

Pror. Van Petr: Many have been placed in herds of cattle 

and many have been again taken out of the barn. There are 

machines on the market to-day, however, that seem to be proving 

a success. I believe that if they are operated intelligently, they 

are successful, especially for commercial dairies. Milking ma- 

chines are like other machines — successful in the hands of some 

and unsuccessful with others. It is a question of operating. 

There are men mechanically inclined who can run machines very 

well; other men can get good production and take good care of 

the cow, but it is seldom that you find a man at once a good me- 

chanic and a good man with the cow — such a one would be suc- 

cessful. It seems to me the present machines which cater to the 

individual cow — that is, milk one cow at a time — will prove a 

success. 

Voice: No machine is reliable unless you strip the cow out. 

The young cows that are brought up with the machine will give 

it all down; the others will not. 
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Pror. Van Pert: That is true, and it is advisable to strip 

them out. Then, also, if anything happens, a teat gets sore or 

one is not milked out, the proprietor finds it out and the cow is 

not ruined, 

Mr. Goopricu: Do you have farm county bureaus in Iowa, 

farm experts located in the different counties 4 

Pror. Van Petr: This is a general movement throughout the 

United States. It is promoted by a wealthy man in Chicago. 

We have not gotten into it far enough to know much about it. 

Our legislature appropriated money three years ago for the pur- 

pose of stimulating and developing the dairy industry. — I hap- 

pened to be placed in charge as state dairy expert. We have 

done a great many things in Iowa to encourage better dairying, 

the testing of cows, the putting in of good sires, the replacing of 

poor cows with good cows, and all of those lines that would tend 

to increase production, and as a result we are getting ten million 

pounds more of butter manufactured in creameries than four or 

five years ago. Whether immediately due to the educational in- 

fluence or other causes I am not prepared to say. 

Speaking of the county farm bureau, however, I started some- 

thing along that same line in one of our counties where there were 

nine creameries. The officers of the creamery acted on my sug- 

gestion to put the proposition up to their patrons and the patrons 

voted to tax the output of the creameries one-tenth of 1 per cent. 

per pound. That meant an income of approximately $2,000 a 

year. We hired a man and put him in charge at $1,500 a year 

and his expenses, and he worked among the farmers, telling 

them how to feed cows, about breeding cattle, what feeds 

to use, and they threshed these subjects out and the results 

were wonderful. If my memory serves me right, for every 

dollar spent there was a return of eleven dollars. That 

little organization is still in operation in Northern Iowa, and 

I think it proved itself one of the most successful of the kind. 

Your farm bureaus will certainly be very valuable to the whole 

community if the farmers themselves take an interest in them and 

encourage them as they should. Their value to you will depend 
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upon the good will you have toward them and the spirit with 

which you enter into the work. 

Mr. Gites: We have with us Mr. Sutton, who is the President 

of the National Iee Cream Association, also of our state asso- 

ciation. Mr. Sutton will speak to you for a few minutes. 

Mr. Surron: I came here as a guest and your secretary 

asked me to say a few words. I am very much pleased 

to see such a gathering of representative men of the dairy 

business at this convention. In listening to Prof. Van Pelt and 

the questions which you asked him, I realized the intense interest 

that 1s manifested here. We as ice cream manufacturers depend 

entirely upon you for the product that we are to make ice cream 

from. With good materials we can make good ice cream, our 

markets will broaden and we will use more milk and cream. We 

as manufacturers of the State and National Associations, are 

working along the same lines that you are, and have been for 

years trying io encourage those of whom we buy to make good 

clean products for us to manufacture our goods from. We have 

been quite successful in some sections; in others it has been some- 

what harder. But the goods that we get to-day are very different 

from what we got a few years ago. That is due to meetings just 

like you are having here, to enlighten, to educate, to talk over 

business affairs and listening to papers on the production of clean 

milk, the elimination of bacteria, how to improve the conditions 

of your barns and utensils in taking and handling milk. 

The ice cream industry is perhaps much larger than the majority 

of you realize. In the United States last year there were pro- 

duced 138,000,000 gallons of ice cream, nearly a gallon and a half 

per capita. The business has grown with leaps and bounds, since 

it has been possible for us to produce a clean product and open 

our doors and admit the public, take them into our confidence 

and show them that we are really making a wholesome ice cream. 

It all has come back to you; we have to depend upon you for those 

products. A great many men in the business own and operate 

model farms. They own creameries which are models, from which 

they put out a product in the very best known way, and it goes to 

their factories and is made up into ice cream. It cannot help but 

be guaranteed to be right, and goes out to man, woman and child 
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as a pure product. We want you to understand that we as manu- 

facturers stand ready to do anything in our power to cooperate 

with you. We want you to work with us. We do not want you 

to feel that because some little manufacturer of ice cream has 

been arrested and some dairyman blamed, that we are antagoniz- 

ing you. Those things exist in every line of business. We are 

trying to cooperate with the dairyman to produce more and 

better milk, which will help us to produce more and better ice 

cream. We want you to feel that your interests are our interests 

and that both the National and State Associations stand ready to 

back you up in your work and aid you in every way. 

SEVENTH SESSION 

Fripay, 10 a. M., DEcEMBER 13 

Meeting called to order by President Dollar. 

Mr. Dotiar: I wish to call the attention of those present to 

Farmers’ Week at Cornell, February 10-15. Those of you who 

have attended I'armers’ Week at Cornell no doubt realize that it 

is worth while. It gives you a vacation and a chance to see the 

great State College and the things that go on there, so educational 

in every sense of the word. It is time well spent. I would advise 

as many as possible to try and attend. 

Probably there are few things that interest the farmer more 

to-day than his buildings, putting them in shape and improving 

them. The time has come when something must be used to a 

great extent in place of lumber. Lumber is almost beyond reach 

of the farmer. We have learned to use a great deal of concrete. 

I am glad that we are to have a talk this morning by a man who 

has had many years’ experience in concrete construction. He will 
go into details and you are at liberty to ask him questions about 

anything you do not understand. It gives me great pleasure to 

introduce to you Orrin F. Ross, of Lowville, N. Y. 

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 

Orrin F. Ross, Lowville, N. Y. 

Concrete construction is a big subject and to go into details 

would take all day. When Mr. Griffith wrote me asking for a 

paper, he stated it would be at the last session which is not very 
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well attended -—he put it that way —he did not want to get a 

man from out of the state for that reason. I am certainly very 

much gratified to see so many here. I will ask your indulgence 

in presenting at least the first part as a paper, since I ean collect 

my thoughts much better and give it in a more condensed form 

than otherwise. Afterwards, if there are any questions on 

creamery or Other special construction, I will try to answer ‘them. 

Concrete is a manufactured stone formed by mixing cement, 

sand and stone or gravel together, with water. It is as durable 

as rock, stronger than laid masonry, is practically fireproof, and 

adaptable to any and all forms of construction. However, it is 

with steel as a partner that has placed the two above and beyond 

all other materials in modern construction. 

With the increasing cost of timber construction, which at best 

is unsatisfactory because of its being subject to the ravages of 

fire, wind and water; the steady toll of insurance, depreciation 

and paint is monstrous against the interest of first cost over wood 

construction, thereby proving the economy of concrete construction. 

Brick and stone masonry has been used for years, but was too 

massive and cumbersome to ever satisfy the conditions which have 

developed in our stables, and especially in our cities. For 

example, a two-foot thick masonry wall shuts out too much light, 

also the extra foot of floor space occupied around the entire base- 

ment is important and must be figured in cost per square foot of 

space. 

The glories of concrete could be expanded indefinitely, but it is 

my purpose to limit this paper to its field of utility as found in 

our modern dairy and farm ccnstruction. 

Although Portland cement has been manufactured in the United 

States for forty years, it is only during the past ten years that its 

use has been common. In 1906 our annual production first 

reached over a million barrels; to-day it reaches hundreds of 

millions. So rapid has been its development that its use on our 

farms is the rule, rather than the exception. 

While admitting the development of high skill and _ practice, 

concrete construction ean be done, under direction, with home or 

cheap labor. Yet because of this apparent ease, many have made 
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costly mistakes by not informing themselves properly concerning 

the principles and correct methods of making good concrete. 

For materials, Portland cement is the only kind we need to con- 

sider as practical. Portland cement is an artificial mixture of 

lime carbonate (3 parts), silica, alumina and iron oxide, or, in 

general terms, lime and clay. The brand selected is immaterial 

so long as it conforms to the specifications of the American 

Society for Testing Materials. The main differences are in the 

color and the rate of setting up. 

The greatest care should be used in selecting the sand and gravel 

which constitutes the bulk of raw material. Sand is that portion 

of grains and pebbles which will pass through a ore-fourth inch 

ring or four-mesh sieve, while gravel is that portion which 1s 

retained on the quarter and passes through a one and one-half inch 

ring. Both should be free from loam or vegetable matter and for 

best and most economical purposes, should be well graded from 

fine to coarse, always having the larger proportion coarse. It is 

often economical to screen fine sand over a forty-mesh sieve and 

discard the screenings. Sharp sand is preferable to smooth; the 

rough surface helps the adherence of the cement particles and is 

heavier, therefore, with less voids and requires less cement. ~ 

In finished concrete we want every surface covered with a 

film of cement, so the coarser the material the less surface ex- 

posed per given voluine, and the greater the variation in the size 

of the sand grains the less is required to fill the voids. 

The chief use of aggregate is to increase the volume of con- 

crete without decreasing its strength. By knowing exactly the 

proportions of sand and gravel, the required amount of cement 

can be determined. As a rule the volume of correctly propor- 

tioned concrete is about one-eighth greater than the aggregate it 

contains. 

The water used to crystalize the cement should be free from 

alkalies or acids, and added until for general work the mixture 

holds the water but spreads out on the mixing floor; or, if a so- 

called slush, to a quaking consistency. 

Comparative volumes are used in proportioning materials. The 

standard or first-class mixture contains 1 part cement, 2 parts 

sand and 4 parts gravel or broken stone. However, we should not 
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confuse a 1:2:4 mixture with a 1:6 mixture, the former is 25 

per cent. richer in cement. For measuring, bottomless boxes 

can be made of known volume, or with practice a man will meas- 

ure by shovelfuls very accurately for ordinary work. This 

method allows the overseer to readily call for a mixture in pro- 

portion to the materials and to the construction at hand. <A bag 

of cement contains eight ordinary shovelfuls; therefore, for a bag 

batch of a standard mixture it calls for sixteen shovelfuls of sand 

and thirty-two shovelfuls of gravel. 

Next, after proper materials and proportions, comes proper 

mixture and handling. The mixing should continue until the 

color is uniform, regardless of times turned. This point can be 

determined by drawing the flat of the shovel across the heap. It 

not properly mixed, streaks of sand or cement will show. In espe- 

cially fine work requiring careful mixing, the mortar — namely, 

the sand and the cement — should be mixed separately before 

adding the coarse material, which can be added with a minimum 

of labor after the mortar has been mixed wet, because the bulk of 

the material only has to be turned a few times. The mortar should 

be as dry as possible during mixing, for best results. If the sand 

is damp the cement will ball and stick to the grains in contact 

and delay filling the voids. However, by turning and wetting 

more, they adjust themselves properly. We have found that water 

added in a spray from hose or sprinkler during the turning gives 

most satisfaction. A surplus of water separates the cement par- 

ticles from the sand grains. The mixing board should be large 

and roomy according to the number of mixers, watertight sur- 

faced, and having a low rim to prevent surplus water carrying 

portions of cement off the board. The board should be located 

with reference to materials and to position of delivery to forms. 

Plans can be often laid so that the materials can be shoveled di- 

rectly to the mixing board and then directly to forms. The final 

turn should be with reference to placing. 

Good runways and metal-tray wheelbarrows should be provided, 
if there is any distance between points. For wall work, run- 

ways should be placed so that the wheelbarrows can be dumped 

directly into the forms. Short-handled, square-pointed shovels are 

the proper turning tools and are important if a quantity of ma- 
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terial is used. The tools and the mixing board should be cleaned 

at the close of each work period, scraped and then scrubbed, using 

water. 

The first consideration of any building is the foundation which 

supports and preserves the building. The size of the base is 

determined by the nature of the earth upon which the footing is 

built, and upon the weight of the building and its contents. The 

outer rium of foundation should extend lower than the centers, 

forming cup-shaped bottoms, for greatest efficiency. Steel rein- 

forcing rods laid in the concrete at the top and bottom of walls 

will prevent cracking or settling. The foundation wall should 

extend below the frost line, if the ground is subject to heaving. 

The trench can be partly filled with cobble or broken stone and 

drained at the low points. Slush concrete poured on the top layers 

gives an excellent foundation with a minimum of labor and ma- 

terial. I prefer to have my outside forms extend to frost line, 

then the ground may heave without securing a hold on the wall. 

If the ground is subject to heaving, the trench can be used to 

within a few inches of the floor line for the inside forms. The 

wall forms should be well braced in position and tied together by 
means of bolts or twisted wire, to prevent spreading while the 

concrete is being rammed. If a smooth-finished surface is de- 

sired, matched lumber, oiled or shellacked, is used to prevent vari- 

ations, and if the forms are removed while the concrete is still 

green it is very easy to obtain a fine surface by rubbing off the 

outer film of cement and the form marks, leaving a surface equal 

to a plastered wall in appearance and much superior in fact. 

Green concrete should be protected from too rapid drying during 

warm weather. Walls that have proper ventilation across them 

will seldom gather moisture even if solid. 

Insulated walls may be obtained by constructing double econ- 

erete walls, by plastering on hollow tile, and by using lath and 

cement plaster in various ways, or a solid wall may be built to the 

windows and then framed between, the inside being lathed and 

plastered smooth, the outside made tight with paper and ship 

lath or clapboards. Stueco or rough finish are best for exterior 

work. More attention should be paid to exterior finish, and rough 

or stucco work can be paneled by putting rubbed borders around 

the openings. 
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No concrete floor should be laid in direct contact with the 
ground, All organic matter should be removed and if a fill is re- 

quired, replace with field or broken stone, coarse gravel or cinders, 

These can be graded from one to three inches trom the surface, 

depending upon the material and the use to which the floor is to be 

put. No flat surfaces of large stone snould be allowed nearer than 

three inches to the grade line, if the spaces are filled in and 

leveled with gravel, then concrete having smaller proportions of 

coarse material can be placed on the wet surfaces. This will 

allow the cement to fill the voids in the top layers of stone, giving 

us a floor four to six inches thick, with a minimum of labor and 

material —a floor insulated with air spaces and small points of 

contact between the concrete and ground, which is dry, warm 

and strong. The floor can be further insulated by layers of tar 

paint and tar paper between two layers of concrete. Cork brick 

or a coat of hot asphalt can be spread over the standing platform 

for the cows and then sawdust tamped in to give a rough surface 

and to prevent the animal coming in direct contact with the 

asphalt. 

All platforms where the animals are required ‘to stand or walk 

should be finished rough with a wooden float. Mangers, feeding 

alleys, ete., should have a top wearing coat of sifted sand and 

cement, finished smooth with a steel trowel. 

When two layers are used, the base should be mixed wet, as a 

rule, and the top dry enough to take up the surplus water and if 

placed soon, i. e., before the base gets its initial set, the two 

layers will be as one solid floor. Floors subject to hard wear, 

such as milk rooms and creameries, should have a surface of rich 

mortar proportioned about 1:1 of cement and medium sharp sand 

which will dent but resist chipping and will wear off smooth. (To 

prevent dusty floors, shape with wood float and allow to lay until 

dry enough to finish with the steel trowel. If worked too early 

with the trowel, toc much fine material is worked to the surface. ) 

Generally, all floors should be laid so as to drain to some point, 

and if practicable have a bell-trap cesspool at that point. 

Economy of labor, convenience and sanitation should always 

be considered in planning work. One should not attempt to build 

with concrete until sure that he knows what he wants and how 
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he wants it, because when properly placed, concrete construction 

is not easily changed. How often we hear dissatisfaction ex- 

pressed because of improper measurements. Plans or systems 

had hurriedly been carried out, when often a couple of hours 

studying over drawn plans would have saved much inconvenience 

and expense. Even with the best of plans, many changes are 

made to advantage during erection. 

By using the foregoing principles any number of useful strue- 

tures can be built upon the farm, such as fences, water tanks, 

tile, blocks, ete. 

At present the construction of concrete silos is being developed 

and in the near future they will be as common on our dairy 

farms as concrete floors are common in our dairy stables to-day. 

When properly constructed, concrete silos have all the advantages 

and characteristics of a good silo, namely, air-tight, water-tight, 

rigid, vermin proof, with a minimum of surface —a silo which 

is cheap, durable, simple of construction and effective in pre- 

serving silage. A few minutes figuring ought to convince any 

man that any other kind is wasteful, if he figures the cost of 

depreciation of a wood silo against the interest on a concrete one. 

Consider that a properly constructed concrete silo is proof against 

fire, wind and time. 

The monolithic (solid wall), hollow wall, block and_plas- 

tered concrete silos are the four types in most general use. 

All types should be reinforced with steel to carry the entire 

pressure, and we should make allowance for extra pressure of 

watery silage, such as vines make, because I believe in the future 

the silo will be used more for supplementing the pastures and 

that we will use other crops with the corn in the silo. 

The frost will not penetrate a six-inch concrete wall as readily 

as it does a wet two-inch stave. We should be very careful in 

building the foundation, because the weight of a thirty-five-foot 

silo plus one or two hundred tons of silage is great. 

From my observations I believe the monolithic silo is the 

strongest, most permanent and practical. It can be reinforced 

asily with twisted. steel to withstand any amount of pressure 

that may be required. The doors can be built separately or in 

one continuous opening by letting every second horizontal rod 
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pass through the opening. The concrete can be placed very wet, 

thereby giving a very dense, strong construction. I believe that 

the inner wall should be water-proofed by painting the surface 

with hot tar or asphalt roofing paint. This coating fills all pores, 

and water-proofs in such a way that the walls will not absorb 

any moisture from the silage, and is not affected by the acids in 

the silage. 
Old wood silos which are still rigid can be made better than 

new by lathing and plastering on the inside with Portland cement 

plaster. Lime should not be used in the mixture which comes in 

contact with water or acids. 

Voice: What do you use for concrete silo walls ? 

Mr. Ross: That would depend somewhat upon the thickness 

of your walls. A six-inch wall properly reinforced is plenty 

heavy enough — reinforce six-inch wall with triangle mesh made 

especially for concrete work — twisted, spiral and deformed bars. 

Voice: What about American No. 9 woven wire fence ? 

Mr. Ross: Properly hitched on the ends it would be all right. 

I should want to run two half-inch rods up each side of the open- 

ing. Wind the ends around and then use a long reinforcing rod 

across the opening; tie the walls together in that way. Use one 

part of cement, two of sand and four of gravel, mixed wet and 

poured. The footing or foundation will depend upon the weight 

and the ground you are putting it upon. With a concrete silo 

you should build a wide foundation. <A little settling would 

throw it out of balance. 

Vorce: Cannot you make about three thicknesses on the way 

up; for instance, make a third of the way eight inches, and 

narrow down to less thickness ¢ 
Mr. Ross: That can be done, but the main eost of silos is 

the form work, and unless you have adjustable forms you are in 

trouble. A six-inch wall properly made and reinforced will sup- 

port practically any height. 
Presipenr Dotiar: The London Concrete Machinery Co., of 

London, Ontario, makes an adjustable concrete form. They are 

used in St. Lawrence county. You can start at the bottom with 

eight inches, and every form heads in a little and you can finish 

up at the top about four inches, if you wish. 
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Mr. Ross: If the slope is gradual it is all right. Many barn 

walls start with a wide bottom — they are afraid of concrete. 

When you get a form that is wider at the bottom than at the 

top, you begin to have trouble. The wide part of the sloping 

tends to tip over or else the sloping form will rise up, and if not 

very carefully fastened and braced, the walls will get out of 

plumb. 

Voice: In what proportion do you mix plaster for a silo? 

Mr. Ross: That depends on the material used. If you have 

sharp sand in silo work you can use this, 1 to 2. The more 

sand you get in and have it properly proportioned, that is, so the 

cement will cover it entirely, the harder plaster you will have. 

The more cement you put in the plaster the softer it will be. The 

same is true in constructing floors. If you make a hard top of 

1 to 2 1/2 or s0, it is likely to chip off; but if made 1 to 1 with 

a medium sand you have a floor that will not chip. 

Voice: How thick should the plaster be put on ? 

Mr. Ross: You can use the wood lath by grooving. Take 

two corners off, leaving the outside. It is more economical. Put 

it on so the concrete will push through the metal and have not 

less than half an inch cement plaster between the wall surface and 

the metal. We should be particular to have the plaster pushed 

back against the boards. The metal lath will prevent the plaster 

from cracking. 

Another form of construction which can be followed cheaply: 

Build a foundation as you would for any silo, taking one by two- 

inch strips, bent around four-ply, giving a 4inch circular sill; 

put up 2x4 siding, 12x16 inches on center, and then put around 

hoops countersunk flush with outer surface anchored to foundation. 

These hoops take up the pressure. Half-inch boards put around 

the inside and the metal lath plastered against those, and metal 

lath and plaster on the outside, gives a very cheap wall silo. 

Vorce: Did I understand you to say that you advised using 

plank for stock to stand on ? 

Mr. Ross: I am not especially opposed to it, but I do not see 

any advantage in it if the floor is properly insulated. In our 

own stable we insulate also with tar and paint, but under tests 

we can see no difference between that and the broken stone insu- 
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lation. The wood itself is unsanitary. You cannot put it in tight 

enough but what some liquid will go down through and that makes 

it damp. If you want something soft to stand on, while your 

floor is new run one-half to three-fourths of an inch of hot asphalt 

on top and tamp sawdust in and it will be all right. In our sec- 

tion I do not know of any stables overlaid with plank. 

VorcE: There is no trouble during the warm weather. In the 

winter time you could have a lattice work, hinged and laid down, 

to put sawdust on or hold the bedding — not solid. 

Mr. Ross: That is much worse than plank, as all the liquids 

would go through and, held by the sawdust, will become foul and 

unsanitary. I would have a tight or solid wood floor if any, 

matched just as closely as I could get it. However, a concrete 

floor if properly insulated from the ground will be ali right. If 

floors are laid directly on the ground, as in milk rooms or detached 

buildings especially, the frost will pass through the floor, freeze 

and heave the ground much quicker than through ground stone 

filling. Also if there is moisture in the ground it will come up 

through. You have the wrong impression about water coming 

through a concrete wall. Usually moisture will gather by con- 

densation where there is no ventilation across it. Where there is 

ventilation, moisture will not gather. In our own stables there 

is solid wall to the top. 

Voice: In case of slipping upon the cement floor, what is the 

remedy ¢ 

Mr. Ross: As I stated, we should be very particular never 

to allow a floor to be touched with a steel trowel. Leave 

it rough with a wooden float, and you ean leave it still rougher 

by simply pulling up the float. If you have a floor that 

is too smooth, probably the quickest and cheapest way to change 

the surface is to treat with a weak solution of muriatie acid, which 

will dissolve the cement off the top of the sand grains, then 

immediately wash off the acid with plenty of water to stop the 

action. The top can be readily roughened with a bush hammer. 

Voice: I would like to say that if you put an air space under 

your cows it will solve the difficulty. 

Mr. Ross.— Air space is one of the best insulators there is, but 

you can get the air space practically as well with simply field, 
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crushed or broken stone, and then a layer of paint or asphalt will 

complete the insulation. There are many ways of insulating. 

Concrete is not so good a conductor as many of us think. 

Vorce: Are many floors spoiled by putting salt on to melt the 

ice? Would not that spoil the cement? We lost two floors in suc- 

cession in the milk room, as we thought by using salt on ice 

around the drain hole to melt the ice. 

Mr. Ross: I have not had any experience in the use of salt. 

It is one of the ways commonly used in working cement in 

cold weather, putting salt into the mixture. I do not favor it. 

While a small proportion will not weaken the wall, it will make 

a discolored wall; the moisture coming out brings salt with it and 

streaks it. In cold weather I prefer heating up the water and the 

sand. 

Voice: Please explain how to get around the door proposition 

with the monolithic silo. J understood you to say you would have 

continuous doors and run the reinforcing rods across. 

Mr. Ross: The doors should open on the inside. On the in- 

side of the wall we have our form frames so that they taper in and 

van be taken out. On the inside of this frame we put two-by-four 

forms with screws right through the door frame. On the inside - 

of that, flush with the inside of the frame, we put a one by three 

inch strip. Wher these are removed the shoulders are left, 

first, for inch boards which press against the concrete and are 

flush with the inside, and second, for two-inch matched plank 

which are four inches shorter and fit the second groove left by the 

two by four forms. Between the boards and plank we use a layer 

of tarred paper, making the opening air and water tight. In 

front of the shoulder there should be one of the reinforcing ver- 

tical rods. 

Vorce: Do you advocate placing reinforcing rods up and 

down ? 

Mr. Ross: I am in favor of using rods. The horizontal we 

space one foot apart; the vertical, two and one-half feet apart. 

The total cost of reinforcing a silo with three-eighths to one-half 

inch rods is $10 to $18. They will stand the pressure of a thou- 

sand pounds per square foot at the bottom, and it is seldom we 

have over three to four hundred thousand pounds. We use a 

twisted rod, made purposely. 
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BY-LAWS OF THE NEW YORK STATE DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

Section 1. Any person who shall pay into the treasury of the 

association one dollar shall be a member of the association until 

the next annual meeting, and any person who shall pay into the 

treasury five dollars shall be a life member and exempt from any 

annual payment. Honorary members may be elected by a major- 

ity vote at any annual meeting of the association in recognition 

of services rendered to the dairy interests of the state, and they 

shall be entitled to all privileges of membership except voting 

for ofticers. 

Section 2. The full management of the affairs of the associa- 

tion shall be in the hands of a board of directors, which shall con- 

sist of the president, secretary and treasurer of the association, 

ex-presidents as provided in section 4, and six elected members. 

Section 3. The association shall hold an annual meeting at such 

place as shall be determined by the board of directors, to com- 

mence on the second Tuesday of December, unless some other 

date shall be selected by said board. At such convention at least 

two sessions shall be devoted to subjects concerning butter and 

cheese making. 

Section 4. The elected officers of this association shall be a 

president, vice-president, honorary vice-presidents, secretary, 
assistant secretary, treasurer and six directors, and they shall be 

chosen at the time of each annual meeting and from among the 

life members of the association, and at the session during which 

the election of officers is indicated on the program. 

The officers shall enter upon the duties of their respective 

oftices thirty days after election and shall hold oftices for one year 

or until their successors shall be duly elected and qualified. 

Every ex-president of the association shall be ex-officio member 

of the board of directors for five years after the expiration of his 

term of office as president. 

Section 5. No person shall be eligible to the office of president 

of this association for more than two years in succession. The 

president shall be ex-officio chairman of the board of directors. 

Section 6.. The vice-president shall perform the duties of the 

president in his absence. 
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Section 7. The secretary shall keep the minutes of all meet- 

ings, be ex-officio secretary of the board of directors, and in case 

an exhibition of apparatus and products is held, the usual duties 

of such an exhibit shall devolve on him. He shall conduct the 

correspondence of the association, receive all moneys due it, and 

promptly remit same to the treasurer. 

Section 8. The assistant secretary shall perform such duties 

as may be assigned to him by the secretary. 

Section 9. The treasurer shall receive the moneys from the 

secretary, keep a strict account thereof and pay them out on the 

order of the secretary. 

Section 10. The books and accounts of the secretary and treas- 

urer shall be examined by an auditing committee to be appointed 

at each annual convention by the president. 

Section 11. The board of directors shall decide each year 

whether or not an exhibition will be held in connection with the 

annual convention, and in case an exhibition is held, the presi- 

dent, secretary and treasurer shall constitute an exhibition com- 

mittee, which shall have full charge of the exhibition and author- 

ity to enter into necessary contracts. This committee shall also 

have power to annul the exhibition if circumstances so require. 

Section 12. Public notice of any regular meeting of the asso- 

ciation shall be given by the secretary at least thirty days before 

the date of said meeting, and a written or printed notice of said 

meeting shall be mailed to each member of the association. All 

meetings of the board of directors shall be called by the president, 

or by any three directors. The secretary shall send to each direc- 

tor a notice of any meeting at least five days before the date of 

its occurrence. 

Section 13. Any vacancy which may occur in the board of 

directors or in any office of this association may be filled by the 

board for the unexpired term for which such officer was chosen. 

Section 14. The place of business of this association shall be 

where the secretary has his place of residence. 

Section 15. At each annual meeting the president shall appoint 

the following committees from among the life members of the 

association. A committee on resolutions of five members, a nomi: 

nating committee of three members. 
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Section 16. The board of directors shall require the secretary 

and treasurer to give a good and suftlicient bond. 

Section 17. A quorum of the board of directors shall consist 

of five members. A majority of the members of any committee 

shall constitute a quorum. 

Section 18. These by-laws may be amended by a majority vote 

of the members of the association present at any annual meeting, 

provided a copy of the proposed amendment has been transmitted 

to the members of the association with the notice of the said 

meeting. 
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EXHIBITION HALL 

Those in attendance at the Annual Meeting of the New York 

State Dairymen’s Association had the privilege of inspecting the 

latest and most improved dairy machinery. The dairymen of 

this state can feel justly proud of the men who are identified 

with the manutacture of dairy apparatus. They are ready to do 

more than their share and go even more than half way to meet 

the producers and manufacturers of milk. The following list, 

alphabetically arranged, are those who had exhibits. They gave 
loyal support to the annual meeting by advertising the convention 

from their various offices and through their representatives tray- 

eling over the state. 

Armstrong Cork Co...................50 Chureh St., New York City, N. Y. 

Insulation Material. 

BEN CUIME EEE AC RAS LLO OO 50502 55 soxevg, Shiaiel « adem etann hora aiele aust a eeotonele Meee Oe Malone, N. Y. 

Mfg. Wood Silos. 

Ht OC AUMERG: OO 24/2... seis siete s stela ste syore oriciaele) ele ee oe eee Antwerp, N. Y. 

Mfg. Fancy Cheese. 

GhanmipronsCoolers Gy sc le sctucacseshorsiertiaeae eS ROR Oe Cortland, N. Y. 

Milk Coolers and Dairy Supplies. 

Colonmal@sabs Cort. os 3c so te scene sone C. H. Morgan Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Factory and Table Salt. 

Greamenye Package Mioh (Cone eecieo ste aber Chicago, Ill., and Albany, N. Y. 

Dairy Supplies. 

CivasceMloton7C Oss sis sueisisvamreeicere cen eeler rere orece ce cdoieestoie eres Syracuse, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Motor Trucks. 

Conmmlroducts Cox. cat scrteeioy: 17 Battery Place, New York City, N. Y. 

Gluten Feeds. 

MST IRC MEDION: OG 555s 6.5 cg ola-o saute lasho¥n jatalnse Coola aite es aoe ples or see heres lee Rome, N. Y 

Barn Equipment. 

De Laval Separator Co., 165 Broadway......:........ New York City, N. Y. 

Mfrs. De Laval Separators. 

WerminnioHe GHemical OO... 5:52.04) seine Maio m etek we a eevee Syracuse, N. Y. 

Dominion Washing Powder. 

Wepaenment Of AP TICUItUTE .:. \s\s'ei Ssleatele.e oo bale oe spalele «wie oe erereee Albany, N. Y. 

Dairy. Department, Cornell University... ......00.s.essseescees Ithaca, N. Y. 

Himpine 1Oream Separator: Co: > ic. sien etenicteig, «isinie/ tistsvonle mies Bloomfield, N. J. 

Mfrs. Empire Cream Separators. 

eee ee ON Cem Ol tet ess spose 5) «1010, ates (soy Sere acetate eae s Wyandotte, Mich. 

Mfrs. Wyandotte Washing Powder. 

GidesB TOs Ise Mery OOmeryr. «cis sizer, saree eee 21 Jay St., New York City, N. Y. 

sutter Merchants. 

Gee MG OWA erect ctrieneia sd ix! 80 Kon)os « Void erie s wera ele ceed he re 

Dairy Supplies, 

BAW RELA SOM PM SONAs errs virus rete sie sts ecsceseiole wisle wie Fieve or ew Ot Ellisburg, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Wood Silos. 
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Clicky Biggie ILOWCMENWOAy. 6500 bb acomoocoodcdndonOUGEbEdT Little Falls, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Butter Color, Ete. 

lara Whi (COnolgceconavenoh ped cogqudceqoducnoocooddotr Cobleskill, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Wood Silos. 

International Agricultural Corporation....................-. Buffalo, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Fertilizer and Lime. 

International Harvester Co. of America.................-4- Auburn, N. Y. 

Mfrs. “ Blue Bell” Cream Separators. 

PUTT SMP Ose OO cea cates: ses ickslave) cysueceushel payer eltay sita;s «rele. eleva wie aa Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Mfrs. Barn Equipment. 

Levan WECIIOA, COse656 depo secode oboSe6 coup oD CcDOnUO DOS Albany, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Barn Equipment. 

Lender lity co ror Otnedee cacene aeeoee.. 0 cioGtcolnde one oooer Burlington, Vt. 

Sugar Making Supplies. 

Rieslesieunm Vacuum MilkiCamns ~.sccc cccisa cee ccleces ce oie New Athens, III. 

Mfrs. Vacuum Milk Shipping Cans. 

Eee VWercolne Manville (Cor, <5 2 fy-= (5/10 eseseyes- 618 Gurney Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Roofing and Insulating Materials. 

JichiealES@ul Gi Giepis doc 5 pec oeiomucn docae nama gercmicinc Olsud car Syracuse, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Powdered Milk. 

NURI TPNSireiRvADE! (O55 spoacoobsooe obdoce doonoode pc ooudmoS Canton, Ohio 

Pasteurizing and Ice Cream Machinery. 

New York State Board of Health..................:...0.- .. Albany, N. Y. 

New York State School of Agriculture.................-..-.- Canton, N. Y. 

WD Omp Hl NOG Ne 5s scic fore assis levers Sie ee s.aeis 30 Church st., New York City, N. Y. 

OlivermC billed Low: (CO. ocs.e.c-c sierscere ovaiere roevaler # sre euejaret siete csi oye Rochester, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Oliver Chilled Plows. 

Ose ood mS CHOGNStheimenrre seiyeveralciss ela lleisveis ia) ereleivcle\eholets Syracuse, N. Y. 

Vacuum Oleaners and Washing Machines. 

TO Sem) LATS LOM Gem 55 es isccue fare cutee) ehororene os oie note el enn Gea one Sana S's: Bye Pulaski, N. Y. 

Kerosene Oil Engine. 

opine ar coms O TINA Giayeesy sci a ee! ss hss creer o cic ovay ens SvahoDs\ ave: oreral oienal onersvchan copies Auburn, N. Y. 

Barn Equipment. 

Pie PCR SESEDATALOL COM. 6 6 ~ «oc. ae 8 es wlcigwicls sie pis winters GAS oe Westchester, Pa. 

Mfrs. Sharpless Cream Separators. 

PCMCHRE MOLEC OL ELCALGM.{. <is’s wie: s/ereis a aise obs) coils oatsiow stele: Syracuse, N. Y. 

Meber AEM RE EE EL ORG Oly arch" aiisva'0 oiele's\olaleiel's' oto Seles od asia a\accrel charpy de rare atere Unadilla, N. Y. 

Mermontel arm Machine! Os ..c <:c.0.0.0.c0.0 68 vans «ei cele Bellows Falls, Vt. 

MOUS SR ChATCSOM CO). rere) «aves sca! wie aiereia\elvaaxe, clowestie) oranevel sperm eteieiees Burlington, Vt. 

Butter Color. 

Bran CERUET SAUL: COs cre.ce a /o/e.e so 5.8 aye co anda iets oe oieaaleslaus (aus New York City, N. Y. 

Factory and Table Salt. 

PU ESROMMO LAN COLONIC Os arewis recs cvs oie steele ede ie ne rie ee Cuba, N. Y. 

Mfrs. Wasson Stanchions. 
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LIFE MEMBERS 
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VAL Ghee elle aii eancn sous Ca Oot ee eee OBO OOO Cor or Gouverneur, 

AU er asia carctotcieue rye et ete IC Re oiel elec Sie wie ard. fie, oFehe Sisievele afer Watertown, 

ANISDIn ee Ele ebayer rere er cr aicie oreseve aieis eleie'ste,o ileielalere stekelete Whitesville, 

ANG TE W Sw VVC HaTi Meee apetatsete creo t-Tallc\ s) ove, ofa) oleh o elekolsto olelevellele’=iefete Newhope, 

B 

FAK OTe A Hey eretere eter rere hokave yore teve ess <orensca/e/e reve leistelereters ovetshotonevsremiesl ee Aurelius, 

RAEI ree VEN mE reie To cic ve eters oiatelis (G tolevaleis susleks auckeigrlerstecste pire’ Gouverneur, 

AB tT OPEL MV eteterclr elie Faile Sree oases ale eieveile' oles lw cusis eieiet olsversioeieenels Fort Plain, 

EARS yn CUa NY (ate ies ce, 6-3. a%s swe bao 01S eee aaeshe ls ia opieie/e elas we S/eleats Greene. 

BAUER UMNO Ma aemlilegiel icici sc.) o:6 e)ecweieiuuols e eietopeumiesretatche stevens texever stots Antwerp, 

IBY OTIRG led i. JEU aid Fee ne eA RRS cr ROR one COO Speedsville, 

HS CONC S CSM VEE arayererere rey stcite)'s Stein! Senate ee tenter(e len conte folteMe Wonka twilerol eh ahstevey teers Arcade, 

ERLE IESE EVN AE OS cio,-sh 0% misty oes 5 ieee wahatelatensiere tte ctartte nts el arart Frewsburg, 

EXC UTI Vim CPURE ONO 5 72,0 5 fas tele yer's vo eiale fohetora ele eee, or ausllonlonerotellore McGrawville, 

LCG EMD VEN Grail cys os 2 + 0s To a, alee lafeye: aaeterete eltyelele) o fetal ch e.e) ol elat=: miami Antwerp, 

HS AUUIT OMe et AU cat wis 2 01's as\ay ese) ol aiforaiiayoale foy'sliopsiiel/elleliey ol shen slatsYeliol ot cy eltete Antwerp, 

BEbHeSAVIEDlebit Cae 5 \o 3 lloaietels cus prolate harateiia stele te iekere ie lelere @ eleheteterehe Arcade, 

ESE rTGO TNR M LORE Wepetrntey > con's = coher ox oteva tat Nisiepeiorel o cclooaircta ererete tel otere ecaVoner tee Cortland, 

Ieilrnavelinyee,. Jaya gee peaamon co sooo Od ago orodoG ob0n0 Hubbardsville, 

POMEL OH ame e DE his 5 5 ci c'agis of sie se cee we enicle ewe e avant © «ener Norwood, 

DOG et WNVEIROL 6 ptoeing Bene dedg5.0 ld ou Gobo 00 DO UOdS domodu aL Port Jervis, 

Buran, Chins 106 saan agopebdoe dopo ao onbccosdoun do omoU oc New York, 

STEER CME Brel MS yor ors: cire tain axe, eras levarsu ere eneueteee otic Tekevohereta) says CUsnate.s Little Falls, 

TS UERE MAB OOLELS: ys 5. 20:57: <uohouayeverstauecustewaonnetevese econ ec serone teoloeke Little Falls, 

PSTN S eB UeRON fee vet aia Youre! sooo. 3: osee Tork an ckar eter a Serene eccteee etme ars ate iaiwcs eae te neon Cuba, 

AEST SO) LL Steet sce s; ace 'evonalisie) hake ah evessieteraale (oi ekessesiater cheteyecans Haleott Center, 

STOW AICI MV ALLLTAING <<: ascrcke Ga Risre th eleva clexoteeeterocies ste 74 John St., New York, 

SUTURE CO setae taice retiar on, 21.540 0:62 5 seosau due soueseveuobelouchoees o aileuadenes chonleks vencucketers Rural Hill, 

PESTO WAN RPA LN peo sau aie oo 15.9. 6 sn oyo HSU UES MTS Hee MoI PicUia lei asehal s torsicKane 3atavia, 

BANE bie VUANIET COIS a sree. oie, cue a nie eietehs micierehe ered s li Pine St., New York, 

SHOOT eee Cet ink oi5 <0 or vie w!n\ vie satel aah ietalele qi wiale mislay sd, wfellsieVa, West Monroe, 

[ionvdomniis (Corsini Coingagigans sootaccaGucnp cube cocm ds dads ox Leroy, 

AKOTA pA detente cecdesie tc clee aisievetencte cre eve tevenatele ot evelle er oteue  titeveieheeter sfeuete Genoa, 

Brainandsyiulles@reamery: Oj 1 «c/s cieleels eicleie soleil aleieleiwieie Brainardsville, 

POSE 18 INS Sa A A ee eas ee NPR, SY Fr emP emer eR cies Sie Burke, 

PO CELUaD Ech oe Hem eutet ae acclcver's va, até: owic sie a¥atOrel eiiehe ele. one ie) one ala’ Sie). «fel eicrevs Bainbridge, 

STAC vege item Oepterebere, eich s,s (a /sirs.a) dye1ch Sit Shae uate agever evedeiele avers csetetces eters Madrid, 

Fa COC amen eee a tier sid's eo llons cielo Reece ete Restate eee Gouverneur, 

IBS oys ae ras Meet Grell eca's'-c)0\ 6.s ix: < on dnl Cherm la eels, «wae dearer nec Ithaca, 

C 

Campbell PAM Daneel smere ici -velisis oel-.ci vale sis. sinkeloraiebere sperek oncie/ eer seer ers Oswego, 

OMAN MACON VV greens eerste ene orelial ch steve: isl cla colsiats iv svezeto lel ateiesat Mecklinburg, 
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Carpenter, R. W. cr. Onondaga Milk Ass’n.................. Syracuse, 

ROLEWITN ep S MLLER SPP Poe ray cdeicveuetistetins opie Mi oueis ele iors Coa RNa roe Gee LO Tied ols Elnira, 

BEM peg SE GENER custciabiotoxal ecohs kisi eax ahd thopa: Sid chousl sts wyessoehe mere ale aie Syracuse, 

MEH EVAPNE WE litras ca cicvaictisiere tic aioe ca tesene ein erie exe Cue forte Poland Center, 

ROAD tm emeAC es 15sec yar, sv ayerorelleseysye ele ois one evens Sheltie ous) Sis Golde eam es ey eres eVLALONG, 

‘Clagimcllier, Isles Cres oogaomosododdcopobbouop moo ob nad ot Ogdensburg, 

Clinieli<., IEICE AMIN hecioche Glo cere o memicnorer hori er ONS On Dio one micro ois Oe Potsdam, 

ROeiny Kermed emcee ttre stay aycel steer score Wcnuen-suete'< ore, yore thtaS chore aitehe, © late Binghamton, 

MO seta Kemet Westen oh post ov eccr ay ck tyencicayouisee: st scney Arua taal Mahe braeyes rt aens anaes Copenhagen, 

MO etree ORO sean LE cen ours ravrascce May Aicnasiavebeericner 6 legs ce sbicyeak oie od vege souelere wove de but ees ete Canton, 

RON) MP AUIET SO Meret Pou chraveitevayeotie’e kectane eric orale arate cewte bet cuanto et Siac ie aes Denmark, 

COOK, 1BL, Buse APO RCT OLS RE HERE ROC TRENT oie Reis eR Cary Ren ee EE Rat iene er eee Canton, 

TU OTIETE SOMME RAD, a0 ay op-5.54s-1.ch ovat cust curse ation «davies rotons Sfeuslievashy Os 200 Pearl St., Buffalo, 

Cain, JE HAs 5 Acuciy col Mek OM eEn ten che re cick ta ROI ACRE Eton i Gouverneur, 

Comiaiwall, Ro Uecsgeetoosoaco code oopSoo Goran oeudaauola ne Rochester, 

ETAT Vee DN ese h is, chew arenas oiaies tosbavecreqeleerers re otohewe sie a ceue eyes Holland Patent, 

MOTHS OC Kam Viet Ghiseris: 5 rs says deatinrcas de wis allel ails “slatieife due aveve) es eauacahe lave ate Chuckery, 

REHETOTINMP AEM SI 6 ic /ats alaravesoser susie eierdnaneiata eNGIDIS be staieiese Sie whois Clifton Springs, 

Commaeiingim, do Wo ooagba0 60 coca 00Dboad OKO OOO Ub aDnK Newark Valley, 

AU OTST I) MVE Sa ir 5 ocr nscajiSicd voy Sh Sper anys. So OAY'S Oo) sat Neadierey Beever stbioree esiete Savano, 

BOGUT ATR MVVGIIN:: Hy 05. tare sais Sccichn a sahara Sie ave ae, s eeslaceauabe care do Sate East View, 

TOOL EMMIS AR Des) «, cro collsrs aus, G 5 ayoieue- ni ohaler chakel'eia ailayle saat cuemntar oi gh broierevs (arantea, Willink, 

EGO SoS ATMEL Ss oa parcteveterwitigr stale Bre: Sake wus vg sik miemrarereue elereleye ele Prattsville, 

COOfer, CBs cbhetodos ceo sevenouneoobdouH ou sDOOOD GUC OS Morristown, 

CHS} OCIS 1S Se ohare Creo Ca dp ARERR ha Oe Waddington, 

(Gtibemel exes Nomaist Gis srcrnis et cvcosyera ace, cususyetencri's lelelisy erelin, ePenrieseien aie Cincinnatus, 

(rd d hacks Chile Bie a ieyeyarosceianona itlevst ele: stetehaloroseis, Setarsv ley olotoretere Port Jervis, 

MOrnNatsI SeMPAUL Seats VV vans eyes oraeeaih cuaiceenenocsusi tive) Nitec vo 1s) e. vu vom Sra ora) Sseye lame eye eocleces Utica, 

RU VirgIscUNM ee EY CW VATE Ls. fiatrate seyee! cu Srancacisucn er .<evles a icjalis inns, mcveiote Seid Sy evelioe, eure isles Utica, 

(Sumit, Jean digg iuise osname eooouue opcode onoo son OO ODD OU OOON Goon Tully, 

Pear isto Sez NY eet oc ya) ae Ce) ohn u fojans hoi cle win jajelinysieretoievans wletereveolc a eielere Suffolk, 

D 

IPSN LSM Vis HleLinys -cerron-ata sie anate see ais coheus laeroreharaueroieucversrece: salons Ogdensburg, 

IDanwikeay, 18s LBs 5.6 10 poms lobo ODUM on dive co-cninlU boc poo Son Fayetteville, 

ACT OTM MOA DAI 92 vate veces force siel.sie todevelale Be cvare siesase auaeuclens awa shaye Minden, 

Wilonsdohnede. = Rural New: Yorker? sus. caer tere New York, 

Me kes trad exw ls, WWesis\e of enct alte ieidvsie. say axack. alter stcuel et ahaueos eheuctavche marae Evans Mills, 

Damalings, (Cy (Ce: coop eiponcmmocenoinias ciauocccscue cod.ca ce Chateaugay, 

Warsi OIE ia OSeme bye \2y chassis ais Gis [ole «ergs wieliere acacia se eichertsiaral ameumaserets Copenhagen, 

RSS) LEAs Bee eee Rein Ieee eter miniceeroibie cininintarcr Watertown, 

MUNIN ATID Ves Cre ctrover ce aise syaycusiigee lovee bc! oie aysianer sie euteal electoral a stake alanate oeieye Cuba, 

MOPED DUT getltt as Gr: Svey acer e. c rots si ele ee bie la sre etteeulei sy sxej eke) edeusuelio sieasee era cL Olean, 

E 

PSPS EEET ATI USS ease eric sees ola: 4) oh ees c. aadeoi tee sateresseonmekareyratbarieee eter Belleville, 
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Tyee alls Sette etna Ghats tage rete erate atsharcys + ees ete aie Otis sto toiel a 2.2 sare Rochester, 

Bn S 8s Ueto sn ee Pen a eRe is, Oe cl Ga em ove ake ee ecto Pattersonville, 

EET CIS OT seed CHUINV ae rstieteletNeePeedsaote te fore teka ete ict eye) « (el-galiele Vale onemeteeee Kennedy, 

IB areyalind 3 I" Cotati esa 6 OG. Ale Oa eR SRE ere PR Reon nara arena intc Buffalo, 

VOR GUL AR Lie eA re Men RRP Ara e oh te ia, GAs. oxeieue = op etteiein ne Miallscetets tere mtet aie Potsdam, 

F 

Farmers Cooperative Creamery Co. . 0. 66 2206 cee neces aes Crown Point. 

AUS OMS BHM Wot lee cv effet renee: oye osu: ee cehaice, lot aliens iby atel ovekonobsiiey ako) slelyaver oualeue Bergen, 

HU nC TpeAte item fer- foxeve,e fee tscne're iG ica ioxslereueteceyeud wasn Mrentiene Leto e Dy LL CIERE 

ANTEC HMMES TOR eRR ee tems yetee Tet ese IO% esau eo ge yee lene oaiG al oie axel Soa yO ete Eee Morris, 
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A icaubreaIedIa UID Chou bein. he 7a fovet Ste) Siicrtare-oau's',a1 nie fale yrevorc talnveas Toe wets enclose NTS Avon, 

War, “I, MS oe ao Be cOace ane eroe trina. acenpiake tt Meridale, 

RS EEC OLS ore e fate role vat so ©: oksvoje. 8/9 © $/s1s'1s eueietal oie cmtalereiesal ate Greet Lisbon, 

Rm SALMOND ESL Y.E . tatareroce ©.cva(al s, «(e)s "caters «ale age, (orone on euorelshegcearaensoeteestenter. Sun, 

ce MER EERLSL ED Mra Ceres Aa sNiafel yam ain) d'ss0, Grou, 9a Goose eels wis «el slouslniae aataals Norwich, 

MRE IEIORD ES REED cio revel oiee dyes ete <i o;5.0 ie #016 lejayore rah elw svgctcie/a tes walene Little Falls, 

ve 

BI MINESURIN wthia la cgiara cieveiaisiaie stale s\'eveho%sjs. 01 sio/ayerarwlaisleveisicusrasleimuchevercs New York, 

RPRPRERE te am WV covet esses; ae'« es. sii ais 0 serstaieys-¥ ole ais) aia. syenolonerstnratere Oxford Depot, 

BYE EMIT CORBA Viese Grevclextysleisceieveieve, 4 sin allonocai es one obast veces e. Greve Siuarotoureuee cay ece Fillmore, 

Poung, Bod. ..6.s. Sepa areih thoi alters) wis acanie sais chahotan TePotow a ee ih ies Hobart, 
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LIFE MEMBERS WHO RESIDE OUT OF THE STATE 

AdamelaC@ushinotgern eet el eine ons eictai\s cake theo Ge cee Ee Bellows Falls, Vt. 

AN GETBON ALCL O Vier eaetaety ere aie s eiatals ato aie a eaehel lodehegeretcheloled wees Berkeley, Cal. 

BenNELes ACE At rameter chee Uae erst atria Sica aie Ta le Caneel St. Charles, [11 

DIBWERDLOENEUS cde einer ee coos ois ve os tise hide ae meible Mace = Blanchester, Ohio 

NAPISETIC SU Verte ate he oie ee een; eo, 2 ooo 5 ene sash «Bane wie Seehele: aieteme eee Greeley, Neb. 

Gal PB OTe cre tece one ci eseie en Sees eck cd Gnd Soe Sie © whale GueveroNece a Chereve  aNG}e IIe e tena 

Lye. Wins 8 Sa A aS PREIS Pe ERA MeL ere ae at Philadelphia, Pa. 

Lire uP CCS Ao oo.c0 tie Sob ESO eIeaionc cia nemo cece 154 Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 

VORA Caer) See Re Re chs ow Sta nk A 2 Sa ee a Nearum, Denmark 

BN GIR VAP OUGEOT OO wis 1 5c Vesela ae iaals le singgat pens a ele ine tear eae Lansing, Mich. 

EVO DEM GS ameleeriwe gece tees fe ots e's 5 aslo 'S ells sais estore ee eee e Roel ee reetee Palo Alto, Cal. 

relia CSOs MBs vis aieic) das’ scchci do tiers staieia ve eictaregersle avelensts one) siepeneRers Burlington, Vt. 

SHUN With, dS SUG Ua ROE eRe a IGoR crs ai adias os cos cico oto oc Plainfield, N. J. 

Vine cheer Cabare ts oN 29,5 wc 2 as cian uertcetoegedee se fete taveste Clteus eicenes ialaoelierone tate Berkeley, Cal. 

AVIVA GS em elie rs cig teks kis g Scichovalcl site ia iw tatesoie otemetets cohen wetece poke lesa leueuetals ier ciemate Boston, Mass. 

VET Ey Catone De rchers costal aici crstolete tere tapenade pstoncieneasene ereuncters Am. Consul, Kobe, Japan. 

WiGOd WOLD er Hin iaiaiistars'sieistele wnt hetieleshoreteetotetole ep ckone (elects isto taemaeene Chicago, Ill. 

PAST PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION AND YEARS OF THEIR 

SERVICE 

1 8 Ipc SVE BO 0 1 ape ao ie I aa See irate nee Eo 1877-1886 

TS NSHASIOEN G00 aianeetergr Coan Rieinnintariclctaei ene ROR ER ra OER AGT oid cic 1887-1888 

eS OD OLUS eee cass, says ole aves, Biahe Bue tee ety Olennte de Orenee See eee eee 1889 

SAV pee ies GOT Gices: «‘s, a\er'efenievotte evavee onaneS Aevexcriesontce. ous © ele IRoeoe wie etnltnise aan eee en 1890 

SOMA SMUD ye, a cece cre ctsleiessheve aust evSreneyel seks: chal oteneiee 4s ach cite natal ete oan 189] 

PPLE RSE OWENS) 21% cle ic oie cid srarBuateral ererepouomendics tee co retrele Nayak acetone ark ore Nake ate eee 1892 

Hranike sb lam ding... dss j2 alse Sion wiedene ies Secs eds akevs aan ee ese One eee 1893 

MBPS ceIMETITISONS  -c.c << lo a chore ccetere shaceo pisvorteciotels “tne Gleave teas ei eite ae eae 1894 

ENO) AES AIKOT hohe. oie) dis, wicheRyspstarenetoiaies bie fine a aloes ey eh lshavoseve doles oleae ara fiers ieeaam 1895 

RAMON ASS LU OMPSOM -a:.cte cele cee. heveie ci cieteee se (oells'a. cretsye wets) a stone eee 1896 

[bee lb Ry Viz) ats) hd: ee ei el iri Mi ite NAPE ANEIGCG Oo wc So > < 1897 

Tihs ASO AIDEN 5 108) a ae ana Cierra mm ore sy ea Tia ote cc oo 2c 1898 

Seb we ICHATCSON. <. «ss =o levers &ahtiowe Marais ote e ets ereere tele ao eaknle rere ene 1899 

(Che JARS TIF Oeste ae ie RI ei Peters aera aeis MIM RAR PCE cidio ako b 0 < 1900-1901 

LD ots SNA OP a in oie Sets ita ar iin murray Qos cso c= 1902 

I Viam Bhs OO Ketieve coh cteste'n ib lois: 's aie so, piend essai Metoter cae S eberere Biel a to ysbelcaier reins eveene eae 1903 

ER) ZAG Sn da re lee eon Po nO AEE Cans biG tao. 1904 

AVE RO MES COD C Wret o Sirs oo0 Sa ciclo’ vel oici’e. olin” sie etreve ot dheiter else el ateve. SLeiatelc shai a pee aaa 1905 

MVPD VOT AM tarot i cl-o, stain: ais coltesove wis tol etehes hotevateve wicbehoNehh cteust ce oh yee ree 1906 

MV cr WV aol tere cvs tcvevaye sc sku) ie' so. Sg evoberainasovav'e fe E vores & Sr aS eRe ID oles eRe ene nee 1907 

Weel i lita) oly ied teen E Ren ata ein aol OMe OT UICC OO Cac. 1908 

ELS det AYER eh ae ied oe nus. ob oie cas ener dale pean 1909 
JD) HBred erilcseniees om viciess was sa'nis o,uc0'5 leuete severe ccvtyers renee (sere teke aie nena 1910 

Ty Vira oeMuara Giespe svereiceetesai'cs avo csi's''s 6) 0 a4 070 0ie.le.'0, clone tane wot Peicitalece eve ernie tots oienereneten nnane 1911 

He EL aD OLLATereiniets Bieler s vie Seid Ub iaaOiehosb eee STEREOS oie tecbie eveleleetefererepeintene 1912 

* Dead. 
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ANNUAL MEMBERS 

A 

Anlnelmens Geonsde. cence ssc soos sees o220) We Market St.,,Buitalo, Ne Ye 

REECE DYN Crsctotat evar. a, 4 <%s_ art Glataxs © a c/o Practical Dairyman, Syracuse, N. Y. 

PANG ip Ae Metairie ais eve yerniarlerAaie sisceneie co elersleheis Sueue. cd ot ne. eyetreuete Unadilla, N. Y. 

NWhas, Wo: Woes vo gooaoa—d anes Jo0nbedoons HoGuRD Oot OUD aUOGC Berney No Ye 

Wi lal WWaSogddob Seo couoN adda cen odo 6b Ub OOOoo boas ome cod Ithaca, N. Y. 

B 

HE OOKS MD) SAM ce vec ahe: oiecwiensielcse reveal avers mae 124 W. Brighton, Syracuse, N. Y 

EXC een ORME MMEeL AVL OLD VVirssnyer su svotcrar 8 susie Syne A's chat aves onan dhar@iel-aley Are rape rere avy ote en Iirase Nee 

se eunnee Were Clem Vitor een a eiatebic: af sans Cel ator Soret = ape eeaioha Slane mate cere ets Ithaca, N. Y. 

HET eHINTC SYA Creticucrelicdelis'sie excls oie) syaloress ihe Gaol 120 W. Jefferson St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

NGL SUCTAME PI Ge srolars ta c¥ete) cetera Soe rales cron tewe hevaicie des asec cba ua eo Ruatets Binghamton, N. Y 

MEV Oa ei eceiae <i 2 oe, Oas8's e/o Dr. North Milk Exchange, New York, N. Y 

Brigham, C. H...c/o De Laval Separator Co., 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

PESOnIICH eam prs Gl erent sacle! ch age ara pomcus ceiacaiee ckeE smelters, bi wiie.@) < icrerane vel avons fate michael ane Meadville, Pa. 

EXC Watlnae VLD TWAIN eiyos oto Se oie tewastevat/eberereaentabal 2) c6eit celeuere cenenaie ve felted im miteseveney oes Cuba, N. Y. 

ESTO) Mace oa em VV Sy etc ar cree teeta ey crates RNS) i aie elie Hench orererd ojeradiera a ovens Unadilla, N. Y. 

SENT C iLL Vee Omepeyrcrcporeieherorcicle: ores cxers cio Shenstone is aveseret Coe etouomenere ot oe Cortland, N. Y. 

InN, Jal eket tale poke toe eect Near ct ore ieme ri oe ern a sage: Georgetown, N. Y. 

HEHE InN gore) Ones Crave aycreves « cavans ca roireltie & tt enehs Gee tanetie) ore epsom eae iat sraTele eye: ave Antwerp, N. Y. 

SEMIS CWT MME Need Oot tat ces Navey Ais! cia ssutset setae raue: = aon Sarn croerone coe te oueear ean He Batavia, N. Y. 

SES TIDY AMEN SHE ASN cers ox cits vo ovay-e veua) atisnieien ay dee fase afore ar aes 175 Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 

TEOUES, LBS NGS 6 iste Riots GRR ce Erect ONS GREENE nese at A Secon EEE See ME de Jasper, N. Y. 

Toll, DAM 6 ob doupuvicon sd oabeUdpeo Gone 510 W. Onondaga St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

HERI) ANP UM IPS eGo abo Map OuRE Eo ues ae dep ce Ase dims moe W. Amboy, N. Y. 

HLH OITI MeL) Ses cay ei enresrover iaraue-laneh'es Srarsi nimi anct ests cuss, Site) evauaseeuae iene mae eres Hammond, N. Y. 

Barnes, Sam....¢/o De Leval Separator Co., 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Exe emring 0) SE Le te Acero: 2 vc foe eevee’ a arev tora a henshciai eee DRT A ondln ore Theitanate Sodaecs Knoxville, Pa. 

ES OLECIDMMPLFeMreD crores eke. ccoyerrcleiei coho creeeihen seve rele eal re nel ane SOROS Gouverneur, N. Y. 

PSEC CMM SEER IS Say shel svoxco, 5) ass .0 sue fare reaver alonererrenel sl Seeteus mene ae ayemer everele Ellisburg, N. Y. 

PSE TEIE SLO UM OE IS fers sayy oicries ar sue. axel Sy sitana evel ecenavacat at eleserei are ene. sore, & 8 Orausnepsiene ahr Lacona, N. Y. 

DESERT TIMOR VVATIN een conc Nerevacarcvace cpcvcratatersierevateehateermeme srevers eietaiorsuaereas Schoharie, N. Y. 

HEUTE Lom Ore eee cue olay avec cies e Gie Wi orale wltace a omaiol olen susras cererlsraue renee ore Herkimer, N. Y. 

Lo ELEN) CITES ec ea Sie reo RS nay AP mana SE one W. Laurens, N. Y. 

ESTA CYP MRELO MW ALG ebay siaveha elas cits: overs snetehel ate/mecvel nratlerer sack shenavarsateteh ener Meridale, N. Y. 

lorem, Cy éydocoodgcooucmonmeoaoe c/o National Chemical Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

RAV Gy Soo BE nao CoO EDIE Ine c/o Gillis Stock Farm, Syracuse, N. Y. 

ESTEE Ul epe tapes ecleyeceisteollol estore) ial ace oa er tek oo dole se nstaycvene a) eae onateomiens Little Falls, N. Y. 

ERrCe Lema Cin ctcyereta esis e sietocrae.orecolele aes ersundabiebabeltens R. F. D. 1, Roscoe, N. Y. 

ESOP Ese EDs Ne Pact sahcheltsss,*oiale toiaiclieiel «» wile aves ia alaistaleratal svoj susteteaterals Caledonia, N. Y. 

PEEMURES BN GRAV areata fore taye! cv o%e ici c akelee is aro, aces mh ohcial aud aeayeiater eacevene avait Fair Haven, Vt. 

C 

MEESULUDN SVU su VVicts chore cere ere oialeral aie: ccs fetote iohararare te ig estenere Omar, Jefferson Co., N. Y. 

CORREII,. TBhre DIS G6 ev ue eaten poeta SoS MR RO aa TON or, Sd acl hy a PR Jordan, N. Y. 

POSTAL eS Aeierey avers a lteco ores eievard wieidcn, slau areme tens tienere oeaae Seeks Berne, N. Y. 

CGY NIN WIESE Scio old G0 COON DIG CE OIOO oO SIDCIGING COCO OOo OCGn Canastota, N. Y. 
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Chapmams sled). o2\<iers cialelor ste recterestetee a oe eieiacagaces onesie) stare Canastota, N. Y. 

Carvers: Lie c.c's oa sind alee se ie a Ie aie efeatete Sisk wot Sa Sater Verona, N. Y. 

ARIES IY cinco tee oa oie eee ate he ONS ae ins taco '2 tno ave eae sat ope ee Potsdam, N. Y. 

Corcoran. Miss vase Ace aie 165 Broadway, New York City, N. Y. 

Chickens Re Lee ere aeraeterbtetsicierene s.c: st iss ogres t 2 istantortenace Watertown, N. Y. 

Chapman. Hidwintllecracieieciecra ss + 1 1 Madison ave., New York City, N. Y. 

CRM PeHUGts  Wasl peer w eae aici s © 0:35. eater sale wan of tain miata tate nae Gouverneur, N. Y. 

GOSS ya ect Lsee ever ape sevaveh ten eiaenGI Slee jo eae or svereesie lel claws. ocieinue es tevetlatere Ithaca, N. Y. 

Woihrlbe was mercer trctite otcte: Gre ove ls als 610. 6.G sfeles erm taratennacteeretreherone ierere Avoca, N. Y. 

Gra pine Ar aS seysteetnetercte = aha tars (oie x sna are sree lcreieisi ales cusushansia ie (erecer svete Wolcott, N. Y. 

‘CEmporminn, Wor Min gcco toa othe Once Oopoido a ccoue ccs ocanD ac LeRoy, N. Y. 

Cod dine tonirelee Dy aerarcns sieve chs)= «cuere olsic sles sieve 129 W. Water St., Elmira, N. Y. 

COONS sree cinco wats nots, 203 O'S Sale 4 Sieve eee Rees cate lees WL ORLG a) 1Comn mn 

Covtahinrins vals (Coo Ss hh bls oe cdipSeuaousOadd Ausbury House, Rochester, N. Y. 

Relea AN ELISE rates 092 12,0, 6/05) 5 csn ¥ 9 loa tataNcta lata iatol a tote fe aetna eee Elmira, N. Y. 

Chadwicks gels Ker. 62. sis. sss ots: c/o Syracuse Cold Storage Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

(Chro\iah 1S: China eecne aa mee acon Goo Seems mee Geen oae or Homer, N. Y. 

Oraarny (Ch) LD ES Saree Ore teenie sin ero etncre Racer osc Box 84, Rochester, N. Y. 

Sees ead Oe ee Oe c/o Rochester Ice Cream Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

(ChE) 21 Stel Be & Aan a eee c/o Dairymen’s Supply Co., Lansdowne, Pa. 

Cre Gar Rem Rresie repeat oie's elerdislaiaieren ns 37 and 39 Liberty St., New York City, N. Y. 

D 

PYG TMG cee Hg fects et asta le se: hh aiden ems Se Tote TPT aa oreo eee Elmira, N. ¥. 

IDG hy. "(CEE SRI ane Sen caries Cheers aos Paci reais 98 Columbia St., Albany, N. Y. 

GUL T ABE OEL oct. are vsuars Saye am cuss oes e Sets Mivaehe lee tele cera Heuvelton, N. Y. 

ID ental Ais. 15 Lh Gere NencRCen RCO N ee SNS SR One Mace Mac eOL Nee Sidney Center, N. Y. 

DIATE AERA isis, ocfo"s\ ses Ss, cect 4ig eerie ee Hau Ewa om ee Gouverneur, N. Y. 

IDI, LENT ae eerie cc tee Steerer ciao ae Broadalbin, N. Y. 

DRT AAV Vc aCe one iors ayia: Kapsv'eyonalie tanovercel drokelettuareheusuaye whcuerelece 95 North St., Walton, N. Y. 

Dave CD aNCe ll OL s7.:<:.+s0ee acats\s sl cle cists aiere Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. 

MS MUNG Van OUP ELLY ,C Cis 25's iat areystetagana slo Satake dele Tae oot ae ee earn ele emt N. Bangor, N. Y. 

SEVER oH regs Say ves fos’ oe sane aE RRS eee tee ee ate 7 Chesnut St., Potsdam, N. Y. 

DEE GOTN GHC rerercs stale tas sc-arcessrandhes croatia aiaiel ciate siiathota atonoiles eters eraret oteheborems S. Otselic, N. Y. 

ROI MES TeD areca a's. a. o's’ a%s o\ei's sas etaMetatdiata’d dees huistw%s lorcusdaiona alate nia Sete Leon, N. Y. 

STUDS eee VV rore fe ve b odo. ec iso tay Beal al anatau aval a ten era le eine MIS Ieee Oe Jasper, N. Y. 

ID biz 1a Ayo e Soe mAc Eos ace coos tact aoc eaoc La Fargeville, N. Y. 

aD ayaa pe ae Gy shed va a fev sins 6 0. a ae DV iemereteloyatetee 11 Washington St., Albany, N. Y. 

ID YN, ACLS SSS SAIC eae PRR Om onl ora Gena Terri Skaneateles, N. Y. 

Disco GeO sees ons oloccoteus So ase eee State Fair Com., office, Syracuse, N. Y. 

ID Gri Ss, Lao ais ciate eReRoRe rear ale Syracuse Ice Cream Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

IDEM bye ds, aly J\RSS SG Roe Reanim cciarc 221 N. Delaware ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

DICE tire eam Eerie eieshors o)s's!s.s'.0isis) 0:4 alereqeta scheme et etomidate trois eis Morrisville, N. Y. 

E 

DEW yg ty ooo Soo Spe 0 OE AOC EE ei SaerciccraG soe Sbaee Belleville, N. Y. 

HL Wiel els, pertoreteteseteteiotetanc sts, or6.<. wie oie. wie es aie elec eaaiets 220 Mary St., Utica, N. Y. 

HWilwoodsuuiv Ges aeicte re eee ac sire es 800 D. S. Morgan Building, Buffalo, N, Y. 

1 Oy Ee eR eis Sion CCS aa MAC Gminec rime go rch b Mopac, Ip 
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BY Som allot EVE ee wate ota) ct aict or cb ster shay stereo ayey'eberes anaes Dept. Agriculture, Albany, N. Y. 

IEBie ex SAFI mi LENT ciao Paha (SNS occa) nites afore eWsvs va oyinie send veg doe ja iSvehensecustavmeas tec Henrietta, N. Y. 

MTS OTM) OLM ats aey ted Wete ists ches cvetotenowielsieelaus araisiolenave efavel snsteccletasysicks 3inghamton, N. Y. 

KF 

iL Ste Awe teveu erste c ciakaval Setaierece aimee Sictvants 322 S. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y 

IP TUI@II IPS TELS ERS ances SRN Gicterel or ones Mearns Hammond, N. Y 

LCS) Sea en ee 705 Fourth Ave., Upper Troy, N. Y. 

UE 18 6 c/o Louden Mach. Co., Albany, N. Y. 

SHED Gt) eum retro sever Ney sue cha eUavi-ve, ov a isla stom Ss cr eiaee LO ee Os Brewerton, N. Y 

ERTSVen (LAMB Dame Hi ceber sry Sh at, Sy ct hs ceo tated uckis, eee hare Redwood, N. Y. 

EMM IEME tars ayes 'ayS ofS Uti oct 1.54 a! Jenene ot Wey payntecc on ace men lGhaicase eNews 

Ra SSRIMB ET SVE feces nos oo, osha etate es uae WER cua's « S.colosee nates Ga Croton, Conn. 

readin CeSOM Mac tee e ath cite gen Rs centre oe On Little Falls, N. Y. 

Iivslngsr., IDs > \iichgorce egret iene oractens Coenen) cae ae P. O. Box 618, Albany, N. Y 

IPaysii@ie, Jel: WEES ap eaenarete OLaee aR te, a aaa ee es serene oe R. F. D. 7, Oswego, N. Y. 

LP TSU AGTSTRRN) REE a2 Ag a Little Falls, N. Y. 

NOES, Ibe IDE SSS ewctoes CR Pe ie oC ED ene rene re Barnes Corners, N. Y 

G 

(earn, WAYG I BIe ete oie Ao ir ee aot I pn IO el are Merrel-—-Soule Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Girayani., Jabs 1B Ss ore sacl erent yee OL Sano eal aE eR A a SNE eae Copenhagen, N. Y. 

CGA MAU UNUM Tce fe Aan cet Src lne ei ace fS ov cute huts obe ite ae naratteetas B score Vienna, N. Y. 

Bape AO EIN nia anc yay sha cay encs ccc oh artlle eitbin iss WSS aes Sterling Valley, N. Y. 

Depa Terre ovo o Dh s A of cL a aycwelenady evans eaneroee Skageabars EK. Ashford, N. Y. 

Goods mee deploys errs. Beniah cole stskoslo santa: seer Nics> crs PAO eT NEESIO Penn Yan, N. Y. 

SUITLSTD IG) 8 29 A ee nar fae 130 8. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

PepUseiN MUM GOOsg AG 5 ra w5 ela tie 2 cts c nieca,ot aofenwh cif totais ec heads Weedsport, N. Y. 

(GHD {ON Fai Wee rice een nen ai ee ee 165 Broadway, New York City, N. Y. 

BeameDeirm DIET rofey Ac sy old -or cceteietace tw eevee Wie sksce Seadamerotees der even Hllisburg, N. Y. 

GHRDTINE.. NAYS EGR eee Oe Rea Ie 5, OIA ee in Be Peee eis as Ge a a Mannsville, N. Y. 

P77 ST/ST LD IN IR SS AR ce te gn AR PP AR Olean, N. Y. 

MGMT V PSM oye gh a7 Src acse, Grtsgs: orercad aes cue un Re NET ainowe Poh anne ens Skaneateles, N. Y. 

ME GLITT ATIMMM IC WA Stetew se reso. fic adeee Sit cits Seether scan Gres elec rae eke Ree Redwood, N. Y. 

Reis yea mmred meraperenratenieet suc. 32; cus ad allstars watt otaraite ieee sotecttnens Gone cronies Areade, N. Y. 

(Chenin, WSSU DE eee ae ReRM lel Cole Petrone ere rt Ped Alera noes ate argatnt Madrid, N. Y. 

Cian Oe Gem Ela ce raat atensy sh sjeyes8/ Sevens Pia bus aac ees 145 Walton St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

iH 

TEM, ASS ZNSE Bc Cee eee oro Rg Ne ae se Watertown, N. Y. 

Tnlyiene nals “(CIENTS 6 5 Gah OREN eer gm aera RETR na acne ear  aitene er Newark, N. Y. 

MITEC LEM CONSE ko cc. mt foie t's coc sw ier s\hte = 2 401 City Hall, Syracuse, N. Y. 

IH eselocasetig INOS eG eS eee nem em ALS a oe RN Fea: Tv ne Unadilla, N. Y. 

ISOS LB (Osseo b ca ei Dare ate earann See POPeR iG ee cnn. insta Sa Rutland, Vt. 

MI RRCMTUIIE SMO eMR UN cerca eiy space Rac adinysi 50) ap dda aby ahs me eee oe ey ade Lane Cuba, N. Y. 

EI RIRORIEMEU OSS tiene seater te N oe yarn aot Auans eran 2, Sry APS Ree et tie Dresden, N. Y. 

ECL MD CR LSS cae tn ep PERSE ee tg in ena ee Hinsdale, N. Y. 

ielasayn,: DG Sip rea.o eRe Eee eee eae 3 Dale Place, Little Falls, N. Y. 

ci [de PCT ord 2B Sa eee BER eri CN en USER oy, a Laurens, N. Y. 

MEE AU Cy ALE es « Sr cit biutblalers Welees w Slareineislele sayelelerera afare soe Heuvelton, N. Y. 
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EVOUSE 4 Ooetehayecerevete catseote te terotntetot ce otensials ictolescielewstel~ sielerevaseleie’e ele ~. «Portville; Nowy. 

datvarifony (Ey Wieciacrebtio ce So oociGin Smo On Deore 131 N. Pine Ave., Albany, N. Y. 

lelendlorry Vai ec ope peau oto Ao Od GOO Onin COG DOO. IOC East Aurora, N. Y. 

Hubbard, E. P......cccececes cceeeeess---204 Winton Road, Rochester, No Ye 

EL EDIV TNS ceed ey acre veyesterisedone liens feveiicveiel<ievo'vo.ectssie) wis e's sislielietei ie cots sselels Canton, N. Y- 

ANE SOMs fe Olea @oteedncreyeravepate are eyelet olere cherie. c slone%svovsls emeke cusieisie svetsrars Albany, N. Y. 

lalraeanp Worse naga nolaodacd Gaon OU oor 4 Livingston Ave., Binghamton, N. Y. 

leoed is lh Wad Uoonctd SO e Oe EICS Ree COrIena oes White Plains, N. Y. 

PPO HGGR. Me CRIM Gb Cer eles pikes o\6 <lolejsinieeavsintes wie win Viste oie elena sare Camden, N. Y. 

lohwlooeinels (Cy \Woopekts dhuieoo cuRObEnD Soo Ob DOO OD boc Goode Goddc: Chicago, Ill. 

1B. Wh, Bios ndSace cote et ae ODE DD DEOO coUOUD OOD dadudatar So. Butler, N. Y. 

LBIoR els okt ts is As Om CIR AEE GEO In crocs HOU aon cloud. Syracuse, N. Y. 

EASE VE NEE CUM aecie We silts e055 v's 2 cies oogis & 6 Aaievaisl oy ovate) miataielate suviae Potsdam, N. Y. 

lslawoul, 10) Jels ogocagmooddmousoonbdUdoodcdo do Dodo Goods Cedar Rapids, Ia. 

IO em aUNE etiaca a eft cp ol ois, 22) Gyele miata, dualekeeepeiata aie siene Route 4, Cortland, N. Y. 

ETA Se sseveratis, statous c evs ins, ss vise cis lcisiciete a satel ents chetarers West Mullington, N. Y. 

Htc) pee Ntane x atcter cre.'s oe svete iaue-c oo aye wiavec daw eel vereeteua wie arate oon stere eeueye Chatham, N. Y. 

TURRET RING Serra cit. cose tele steel ele eve aa mvereteere es Merrell-Soule Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Hienghane, 1, Ugo adeeonecenGedoucoobocN6e 302 Summit Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

LE) SEO TEL Ce OPN Carns caCtomiie Dba nore e ae East Hampton, L. I., N. Y. 

DEAF CHS OTIRIM eaters toiay ic Tar claire tone cher ene te Wovevorcnets lovenctepe tego, ate ee ny cneeete ol eveperete Ellisburg, N. Y. 

Elites Aer DD clang. oats ale nsier s avons totonstasav shave /opshens,atsre a alerd share teva loceve es Cortland, N. Y. 

ILO Wy suI ap seen oP or weiss, 3 ck Ouer ove o ay'are'lcterrare tecenst ern, chciacsllebeuereoreelc yee) os) ovenere seveeeee Bebe Ils Ye 

Telaa@iittre: JSC RG einige iic peronidic c/o Hoefler—Nehean Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 

EL aw EStE OMA aieum cuoucta ters) syaters uel orale onsicro\chave avs loueloreheneusve etorel ene! oretenece Hannibal, N. Y. 

I 

Me CLIS MDa. Lok o.ctelcoowis eiara ete oe etelee eters re Cetoels oo kele R. F. D. 2, Oswego, N. Y. 

J 

HYDE ET UG Me Biren VU crac ure\‘ciinvw, ovelel a's Wotelwje'avaas fae) emai’ sue ciie ataralaieissl e eeelavers Lacona, N. Y. 

SEU D Savin Cretere iw creiao/choreters avehevelensrevare clereiene 68 Broad St., New York, N. Y. 

esOTIC Ree ELL severe ele: citn tele oS’ eleiay areas Syracuse Cold Storage Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

PODER SPINOR 2) stators “ot ois Pore kata: aro elfaletal oval ewotterarazenelcvetetany wlerelyerebeie aie Mareellus, N. Y. 

ANSON Sa Oa, cic a sikiresc evelate eve vorrsrabsieie wieresereteyere orem enc ee tarevene Schenectady, N. Y. 

SOMES SAV ee EL e srey's) ove 4 6 o:ai6re.e.6 won epeleerarsiat ara bienbie ei ere Tar s¥si Sea wrevereiaraverevs Syracuse, N. Y. 

K 

end amr Es esices cee Sieie et larateleayever Pe idaisleteietdrerete SROOOIOe Potsdam, N. Y. 

BOTIARGS il tie deeb sede Coase staan toemae cues .....Philadelphia, N. Y. 

CaP T SM ere) ea eats raia: oie sie sieve ose ele wis ce heteeleiele Caewhelae fle Srereina Moonville, N. Y. 

FRET OSE aya tae terete £50 sie fats o's e ela ae eraler ete ela elatete averetbl Gre oetmateletnelete Canton, N. Y. 

SOLVE e reece wi8 n\n 8 a et. s.ado 85 vide Galkte Ua a ciel eles as Sule are Lysander, N. Y. 

Lave, 1250.8 els Gr ALO ECE IEEE eae I. RODD IG DID Orr Ten iii oie cc Gabriels, N. Y. 

ISB ANAEE Aerie rates iis Ciel wie vse os 3 Brighton Place Drug Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

TSG CEPRG HAS EOD ere lereteie.e v(8ieisle b.0v0-« Cae SRIOS SRR Hen Memeo Caledonia, N. Y. 

L 

DSU WETICE WHI SEA etenctreraice eet 510 ie .6 50 Whe ua. ce init 0) ave saa RT ea ERS Vernon, N. Y. 

DG, Rh Oe eter pstrote alata hspenisreieronerutnr's’'a! ave. 100 Hudson St., New York, N. Y. 
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BOW Nie Liners rc erenapchsicterst cial Ccelote user c/o Armstrong Cork Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

| LETIG I od a eae eee c/o Louden Machinery Co., Albany, N. Y. 

STDpes ea er api tae Le erage cick ey atch hah clit ota ct Si Nsuciar ees santo Rid hake vero ate Xomulus, N. Y. 

Wawmencerm Cas crise eiciieeieaietin sehen ter SOs Dewalt. Gti Cantonw Os 

MALCOM CGM CL DLC r ar arteve tts foiesa.c tcl ornate Paya ceanalciielens ete ne renarto elev stage slioks Ithaca, N. Y. 

PP EIUCTEO CT mE oH ccs. cyt crane iaieeiale weeiel a eoeianaiule"eitys 218 Riley St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

[Lene @liky dali. MA Gosacn Gepee A SeRER Se Cane o.oo DOI aieunciae ERS Washington, D. C. 

Beet len Ome a vcs. i anid ortecate tee a aee oe POOL MING, Ob. 2 OV RACURCs. Nol 

WMeleasures -ANs .f.'s sin scis eo eye de oe Syracuse Ice Cream Co., Syracuse N. Y. 

1e@TaA, WAYS. Lela 6 Bearer Bee re Ot coer oe ane reste en Senn eee Gloversville, N. Y. 

RMSE PN apes ach cue o! 9.5) shot eielo) i a cvehes @ crane sreye iw siar'ete 200 May Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

M 

AVI TAIVARN Vay) ereretsustersievsi-ys velar s eile na endehe eva aes R. F. D. 1, Ogdensburg, N. Y. 

IWC TCAD eet. «.aacco's cls so oad Oe ¢/o Newark Creamery Co., Newark, N. Y. 

NTIS CULO Te Para caste ret och etoye ds fo e.c cossas batts Sas eee et melas eener bles Jacksonville, N. Y. 

IMevve lM Mee ES cen coer ka Ok. Vie cela ch ceememan it eas Mae Ck RAO he Quarryville, Pa. 

IMIGITrU, CAL GI eenaiiin rear ence ata uct cr era Syracuse Ice Cream Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Ve Great] exyage iat El fo15 anastovantars col kere exe eter fc syeveve euewuens 290 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

MUTE Dew USirct oes sxereve ci Cee orsd ok tae c/o J. B. Ford Co., Wyandotte, Mich. 

NuCwilll nti, TRS DSSS cheer tec Eas Sen Oe TERS tea Ea CREE Stn ceo eine Rome, N. Y. 

Meee Neaprtem Gree tern ucts a2 ork ear ndieieus cxtnve ae nets Bee Deki esa re ewe New Athens, Il. 

PARE TAG des ys. sels wyaie oh oers)-d fe am Siew dtaseestons doula eke agar dan re Syracuse, N. Y. 

IMT CIM TOL Ss cAsicteia.5 2 cuetensi sisi ace Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Meehan Or mdiames) Hee circ  cieseeieie c/o Dept. Agriculture, Albany, N. Y. 

Monmoe sn CDs hols 6 os) seer andtiennaere Syracuse Ice Cream Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

MVCINOMZT ORME: eel. iz). ne eeienrt ore ec tsicie ote 4110 Ostrander Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

NVI IN pe AU Vaew wat cos syay Lament one etAciei ter che cay ioncin ainaranie melee ota LeCin a, SNe 

IWS eet year sie \cs or ahele, genet ayarnces Marans Mra eae 337 Genesee St., Utiea, N. Y. 

IMI@EN,, 1D yee ole [Er ei Fey ect c reer on Ren RUE Re Serene 360 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

VITITD SE Mee Ata VV craps ttctiet s frou ete we setoric tan atets ie torrats seiseuies lo lerisunie aun saloons gous tenebice Rewaee Attica, N. Y. 

AVN OTe] Cl apes P ce oo ata eyarersvansyevave colo er shereliaver's aoa sulsyauciahete Jota &: dy eus favsv sheers Toronto, Ont. 

WOWBTERR EMR eS says cate ards. acs, Sista mncpe Seah sigh vues vauusspominieiersre sco alee Dryden, N. Y. 

AV TeriU] rpm cde ed era ests, Shs, asta wine reste, Syaees ol ovale opal ehcsl op aievav el ur suacacaveral peeoveuatonerae Canton, O. 

AVN rere ea rept dinars: Sie. chic e's arses) oh 8 suaita, cueue a ata wheter chinapeisve ana ile Mhenataya aueierera eit Albion, N. Y. 

WV Oiyay EVM EL osarictac a rcteiresg 1eai ave: sreticveivele ‘hlcvecsial oucyste ol stiaie 524 Forest Ave., Avalon, Pa. 

WEST Grp Valence ve are a cireh «eee, Suelav iers encreievn, slavorenevare orelta Dineteten tare Morrisville, N. Y. 

N 

NFP Yam) reevets te eoteycaaiiers taceys auonctte a chan chavaice bette weceetons averei ater SoM aise Amsterdam, N. Y. 

INVA em Degieecr chy ste ours oi ors 5) wren lessee ch Sneansiten dy asians eae ere manent oh temae Amsterdam, N. Y. 

INCL S OTB EL Hise tebecte, tre sites) Srecct Sc coins whe datrereau a nie ee Re H. DD: 7, Cortland, N. Y. 

Nomili, Dis Ce hao sodaassteasaenanecbeoouacl)) Glmpmadn Shims ING, Mods ING Ae 

MELE DOSS MEE ls liseli crates shor onticccee ic, seistbieyarorece onsen nee he mR eee Crittenden, N. Y, 

PUIVAIM ES Se Lees 9 gi syee es 2 « ,--.¢/0 Rochester Ice Cream Co., Rochester, N. Y, 

O 

(OMIBERIGIa, ca Kov anita) eid 5 aes PRP ren HEN GPa 11 Pine St., New York, N. Y. 

Meter meas Ant tie Ae to 32/508 od Neds bart uy Pe Weedsport, N. Y. 

WrertonwH WO renin ses burke oy Bisa Peete istel ciate meastelshatea ois iste Peta ler nn GLATILS: aN ey’ 
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Osgood & Schoenstheimer...............-- 802 S. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

OVA 18% PY ES Ae ares OPS ar ice Lane eR RoR ieee RIO TOC Brushton, N. Y. 

OVENS RO Se Rey oe eR ee ER ete era ocat ote, diaielaweroneler hel cist tetsverene Fredonia, N. Y. 

le 

PD eClOs, Oe note earls Rei i asie(os is sis 5 wie © 108 Aumond St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

St rset Werder archer ere tntte GieVede les ie ioierale,s <ate'e slatehe simovele ts evetsie lone case Bloomville, N. Y. 

Chey eV lcaed see cyeraunt eee eRe ch crane tive, rete -cieie cus eke lovn ever suahiete, ele euek ete Cortland, N. Y. 

UEP NIE Cfo) Pag a B39 Ba i ee ence acini ESAS rr ae Canton, N. Y. 

EVN batts ee TaD a sie, 66 ne ay ste niente hn amd eal ma tal ay terse eeee Corry, Pa. 

TRS Hire coe WES SSl So ES GREER Po IDIER oh cens ice chet oan 25°C Pulaski, N. Y. 

airs lo wage OME Utere le) fetes sc) ei s.2 2s Syracuse Ice Cream Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

TE Srrtri es terees UD Men Pate eee 5 errs By foc a cose hevovsh oe vole 179 Glenwood Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

tahoe Vir wereyenetotats w cie ie, efor 0:5; sisted axle shobayevereue aie a ayes P. O. Box 425, Rome, N. Y. 

GUC OUR ey merece. to to, cole veo os ais is ouels ianeeere epale.8 sal as aye ne oler vob cuaner tone Canton, N. Y. 

Q 
Ouackenbus he Res Wore scceis = ors, sesiere Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y. 

ICH AULOIM AS AS ccs layer as-is is 6 Gushareid cumicle re teaegeiere ays lejeae Ve reeayets Ske Auburn, N. Y. 

R 

MIME MMORUM Eh Gre oto -sta ie ie ec iekcte ete ie fevotere weer sieeve csvertreln o/arsvereereity Hammond, N. Y. 

UID KOT ie Mies crates ic.oce klae os eroeray ecclote 5 sucsspeiaerteveNerel Sie) »] sa etsy eiein taney Oo LANG UIT Otc eam 

RO WiOmete ori Scrat are tare ove. oars rst ala alevehanct Soe, o SucneyskolisRescetaser Meysrer oneasuelsvetenopehs Vernon, N. Y. 

RAIRULEME TNs Oc ciets oe a eicie oe eis een CEO SE 800 Morgan Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 

IG EU SOM sO sr se ac vce ceaeve sis re wucaters a eeetensaiic ent sys¥eatiisbioes ioe eee tone Lowville, N. Y. 

ROOT E IH eH arsreeayetares assis, clews veh sen nis ata oe et oenyee etek se eet eke ©, ecto crowed Alfred, N. Y. 

RQ DETUS Spy rey jc e\eccis s ove stescrswevtie epee Gis © ays myenehe one tlereyetetei eke aieee Copenhagen, N. Y. 

NOSIS Ode eke ove oS: aaron acl e fos aile olay oteieee oe edere, anche) oy Shavers fotolia, Sanches Lowville, N. Y. 

EURO ESI 2PM eS 5 dcousnalate paaie, sveushe nial os aherase Ne wy oe aieh West Walworth, N. Y. 

eau] Membre Ey... siecle. io, rece cet cletev aie Paieceg tate oie cava ele vapor atoerc ena ersWeee Adams, N. Y. 

Eee emec SOWMS \VVie! Nec aiats 5) sce eae sus tere here aie aie tat ote av Seay ebro ley opener eters Delevan, N. Y. 

RDIMUTENOIIGPAV ste DD 7a, '5 eicepsi ote ievahelre cod wer euo MR akericks caLeite tetera aremar zy ot Ren tes Edmeston, N. Y. 

RGR EUSA Vest Acis’s sre cic sisieie's © citeree sist tees 414 Dillaye Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 

ECS PAE) eetaPere et wiles colors avandia veWepiee¥erc¥e ceereus whevonsuetee tote series wetvoree Lowville, N. Y. 

MOISMEE MVE D IM ciod ta on, som, 0 0 biave einince’e <'6)e 5) yom eae vali Payaiels .... Gouverneur, N. Y. 

Ss 

SumPlcosemeparator, Co... 2's sacs scdae masala le saseie Sse anya aie West Chester, Pa. 

sinners “12s Ios Sap omeeeE aU eee Eocene dono ansnone doug. West Chester, Pa. 

ShET MLN Coins 4 0 by 15 oe mn gg Big Elm Dairy Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

SHOMe Gre miletneit scc.srs cvsuc 5 widus'e o s-dnsia) uusbope aso es eis felsewavetin ey edortions Norwich, N. Y. 

NMR Ae Ce else) i wla yi 95 ies, wn: 0) ales civil baraheuetin mel a Paseisye: (elie nba etateraie Lowville, N. Y. 

SENG. Al 5S As CoC ICs cine oaacios 148 Linden St., Syracuse, N Y. 

SWC bl Sr emblem cise costo ovses a’.a 2. «1 ole %a.d eequsepepane e chat vtederauelt telenatohens So. Dayton, N. Y. 

SUL S emt erm ee eave fal dy hove) s 3.2csie7 ovo. 210s nfclagsdeucrhecotetecroucsaere Sea Cliff, Li. i. NeeY. 

RCO TO MECHO NO melee aa datis Soc s/h) 6 > tala es eee een Little Falls, N. Y. 

SoU Ebates IUP: iy oon $5 3es CORIO eC Brookside Farm, Newburg, N. Y. 

Pay AN re eat iepii es S15 oe, a)as ays + are! aE chad patel eran aes Ira Station, N. Y. 

Bextony SE aceeanairbkih eoce «5s Peres hose eRe Rain Seen Boonville, N. ¥e 
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‘SiMe, Uo Wes égcckeae smacouse pelo oomup Ooo Gomoc Craig Colony, Sonyea, N. Y. 

SURO KOleTG ls VIR a1 is SiG Ell Slow Caee Ake ccnOIp Ee Omen eI 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

SLOT Same RCC ences ath agente ac terete yore eras cnioicts age teas te Washington Mills, N. Y. 

RSC Gracey ecw saz gar ale car e¥ele ts Col Si chore ce headten ere caela nee 7 Merchants Row, Boston, Mass. 

Sapeias corm egOU eect Ba ey heer oyarcea > ches Wexeh 9 Stair uc) tokens oie cate rapnyloya i= a Yeiavinlene tev des Attica, N. Y. 

Stig@leans|” Uae: Ls oe oe cremate Gila eo che SCIOOE CR CR cere ec Syracuse, N. Y. 

Seino, JEL tlhe Basel ase eeea oa che Oy Oe O caorG COI rere EMERG cL cipro Sherburne, N. Y. 

SIMILAR ht svelte sschoyse.ctisis Sue stsl/s.6 sg che eteietsstayrere els, 6 322 Broadway, Albany, N. Y. 

iidauttili, (CHABISE TESTS Spe ha etek Goi Oteech Ceara rehcr cy PIS cites ae Sern oan ar ce Wie Valleys Nie 

Res rrn esl lioaa (Cy MPS ao ooy WA. aati artis hu ev srseus hai G tae! a0 ef SuBial aly ai ater e) onocatal na Sears aed Geneva, N. Y. 

Siti, JE; SipgMgeaaod ABO epee oe cop cibore te 129 Lynn St., Ithaca, N. Y. 

RSS rHHL Gy Fro MOE SoG cae ebehencdccua sssrctas oie Talc, atte iai'e 's-allel(sl elageysPeletens ie tevenever eval eee Syracuse, N. Y. 

SUDEIWIGTP, SH LOU Orato Gieeeae ru Sic cs Orca ECR OneNa CTR Rater cation OR Rae Sees to MEE Syracuse, N. Y. 

‘SHRDTUEID,, “TRI Gte orate ceokosa Ole eet etatd CP EG Cher Oe eR Ne catCe MEE ICC Brasher Falls, N. Y. 

‘Sirsa nin TG Ce gue aa eo ee a oa Doe Pics Cie cic Gurney Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Slnglla rng: IRs? Distg otras ae oo bt coe ola nida Sana CeO ockoior ch Weedsport, N. Y. 

Silent, (Gaon gad Sah aid adie co pincae ners oc ae CEM Cp cm Soca ee Cortland, N. Y. 

S@TGE,, 1D as ie aig onecean Giens ene Caccenen eae Empire Separator Co., Bloomfield, N. J. 

SHG@, Ie JAS AG cqerend cto oIIeIn Oo ern ae en plo mite Salama soir in ian New Berlin, N. Y. 

mia Miae @ aves VS AG, ceskany aiesctetie we tw ae ec 109 Chaffee Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

ECCIMme Mate my o-oo woke Ae asics CGS fe Da Se ele elses ae ee Kyserike, N. Y. 

Bei Tee RSM Vee NS. Geo cate have catts Aa sala) csanahd cl eeifars ola et stebae aya) aya evelrave Hamilton, N. Y. 

Segui Ome een eee rani roo LOs Olarendoni Site, SiVacusen Nema. 

Siaivhiln,. Wate INGioms onmeo vod scdnen nadosud 38 Weiting Block, Syracuse, N. Y. 

SUPE OMIM OUD Vicar) Tecate eetcle Susi tcet ct tren asta) eitelio ig a) eave acre yee eal e fe verter Potsdam, N. Y. 

Parse PPI MMMESs te ova areal cre (cee casas «i thcl'a ie Ghazal cs @ pbace = slovenia = ae ae) BulaskayNe py. 

Ue DON Lite Otereis -yavexe) s/s sass sean s) sechsbe cn ene Wheat’s Ice Cream Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 

= DV Celip 0 OG AOE eon enetesale 5 lng ms 7 opine nmi crm enor Sharon Springs, N. Y. 

T 

MINIUEEY UD UUM ere se Creve yatah cee’. ore tects vasa siege ei Gealaseyerel gate tevetateun e oteieie oierduevauetens Orleans, Vt. 

MUTI Grape clakchet siet-erk Gucis Giset: tieieastavale, skelevcrens 1106 N. Tioga St., Ithaca, N. Y. 

Tenia@riik, AS TE le seat cke capes eambentke cnet cir oie eNCrer cic eae Caledonia, N. Y. 

Mircrunina mel OS seb ices, fe sec auc ate ses 6 o-ai stave ders ceatesteral ar elertetapelo) ciao suaveliane Sherburne, N. Y. 

MOUND AREA NGI accsevsdene nvacel svelte S6-s teres bites taieis srs P. O. Box 438, Syracuse, N. Y. 

MTT OT mV Viepy Ererenetats reel, aicie le tojoveevne Re sare seeks fe) oe Newfield, Tompkins Co., N. Y. 

BUD ALO Tem exep Hare a pel rctasciraiieh sus cotravera Scie overenel « tevale 105 East 22d St., New York, N. Y. 

PRESS ITL CoM Vise BN sca one xhcvataucie sci anelsi aio. oeud een eens 165 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Malncrranccnan Orme etegatee: fire ouch cis ara scche,s, Chere ote, a) ernie SONS IE Te GeO TT IES Waterloo, N. Y. 

BUFO KIM ONGOM MV icls)co -2irs)a1-004 aya) oie eee eho one sel oucbors P. O. Box 253, Burlington, Vt. 

V 

RKOTHECSEB SiN Gin erciste ost isis ccc1s Libla ss oe. lone, ahem ven R. F. D. 3, Amsterdam, N. Y. 

WEUERy ho lis FoR A OO Aen COE moO OO Ineo 68 State St., Albany, N. Y. 

RUearIn Gd CTY OL Ut Ere caae, yess etter ata! ahie«sicicesioi. so nse cay oid ehemene eneoueenete reaver Sidney, N. Y. 

Weil IDMEGIIS AWS Ie ae eee 136 and 138 N. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y. 

Wein Jalan Gy 4 Leo aero eee ee oer A RAE OCIS neha, tie North Bay, N. Y. 

Wein (she Vela) ete mies oe ane ete eT me AEN Sie RATERS Ics Nic Cicer Waterloo, Ia. 

se Imma tae Po, Se Sree TAS) a ceie essa Sie wile loved esbehieonss fe 110 Wood Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 

BEIeCATE WEED) GUY. sr%je ts ce aie 6 3%s,6 ni o:8isicie seis re CeO Port Byron, N. Y. 
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Ww 

Walliams Hc yyn. a srereysicravele ciel storet afer vey oie oyel.c seis let o cree ae) « Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

Witney, ice: came ce settee aie aoe eee 2k ote oman e neem Madrid, N. Y. 

Wieder yn 133 amie re ytiete erties ee oer al ov oho @ vce ot Shs ero Ue oe eee tae eee Warren, Pa. 

Wibntcher VC We icicte reece si clc sr0e sie = 313 Keyes St., Watertown, N. Y. 

Cas ot AM oc a at nS Middleburg, N. Y. 

Wesley, He Bice nse ce esses se.» 044 Gurney Building, Syracuse wae 

WestcoptamGeonrmenie te cches. occ ooo ctw aco maxteecnoe & aeae ames Etna, N. Y. 

UW innertee ae. eat ve St ais eine aes cine sae okie Gurney Building, Syracuse, N. Y. 

WV OC sa eame EM epen ctrerc rete ctclahaxes acer ace-erekeravenecvet oven Rocher eieeiors nora Little Falls, N. Y. 

IVa Ge Wiebe teres terest) Seve louc,ciesc-cvasnue Gicdar yeiole eestereTo ie eek CeCe Ithaca, N. Y. 

VIL CR MPE ERO vata ate aid "a,c nial 0 Side ee gal aan sod a ewer Rensselaer Falls, N. Y. 
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FIRST SESSION 

Wepnespay Mornine, January 22 

Meeting called to order at 10 a. m., President Huson in the 

chair. 
In presenting Honorable F. J. Baker, Mayor of Utica, the 

President said: 
‘When this program was prepared it was doubtful whether 

we ought to hold a morning session, but as we have attempted to 

crowd a great deal in a session lasting two days it was deemed 

advisable to start our proceedings this morning, and I am very 

glad indeed to see so many familiar faces of those who can always 

be depended upon to attend the first session of this association 

at whatever hour it may be held. I am also pleased to see some 

others present here this morning. 

‘“‘T have the honor of now presenting to you His Honor, Mayor 

Baker, of this good city, who will address you.” 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

F. J. Baxer, Mayor or Utica 

Mr. Huson, Chairman and Gentlemen: If I were to arise and 

say, in a somewhat perfunctory way, “ welcome to our city,” you 

might take it that the invitation was indeed perfunctory and did 

not carry with it any appreciation of the effort that many of you 
must have made to attend this convention. Not being a breeder 

myself, possibly I am not in a position to extend to you the right 

hand of fellowship in the way that you might most desire. How- 

ever, I know a little something of the objects of your state organi- 

zation, and in extending the welcome of Utica to you at this time 

I want to say that I hope that the results of this convention will 

be such that each one of you will go home with some new 

thought which intimately concerns the object for which you 

gathered here. 
For many years the breeding of stock, of whatever name or 

nature, has been referred to as an art. I take it that it is advane- 

ing so fast that it more nearly approaches a science, and some of 

the things that you first based your conclusions upon are now 
[1047] 
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only of historical value, because results change from time to time 

so quickly that you have very little upon which to go forward 

with your investigations. If I were to start to tell you of the 

reversed species, if I should try to tell you something about 

the maternal influences, or if I should attempt to say something 

of the availability of your crossing of stock for special purposes, 

I would indeed be in deep water. However, it occurs to me from 

what little I know of the processes of your conclusions, and 

results of them, that this variability, which I know some of you 

and most of you have discussed, one with another, is indeed the 

only refuge of a breeder. It occurs to me that if the rule was 

that like begets like continually, with no deterioration, that there 

was no variability, where would your hope of selection be? 

It strikes me that if the results of this convention will lead you 

to some conclusion along some special line, that you will have 

indeed done something that will make you feel that it was worth 

while coming to Utica. I trust the result of your labors will 

be such as to give you renewed confidence, that you may press 

on towards the goal you have set, and I trust you will feel that 

Utica was the place from which you made the new start, and 

I welcome you very sincerely to this city. 

I thank you, gentlemen. 

RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

Carvin J. Huson 

We all recall, when this association met in Utica three years 

ago, the courtesies which we received at the hands of the city 

authorities, and that the people generally of this city were so 
kindly remembered by all of us that we were glad to return 

to Utica for our annual meeting at the first opportunity. And 

if we cannot have a successful meeting here this year amid these 

beautiful surroundings and in this hospitable atmosphere, it 

would seem that we could not have a successful meeting any- 

where. It seems to me there never was a time when those of us 

who are banded together for the promotion of the animal hus- 

bandry interests of the state should consider so well and intelli- 

gently the great problems that confront us here as at the present 

time. And although Mayor Baker disclaims any special knowl- 
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edge of these subjects of breeding that bring us together and 
which we are here to consider, I think you will all agree that, 

from his eloquent address, he discloses the fact that he is quite 

familiar with those great underlying principles that we are here 

to consider, and that he knows more about them than he is 

willing to admit. 

At this initial session of the association I desire to call your 

attention to some facts in regard to the situation of the animal 
husbandry interests in the State of New York, so that when 

we come to take up these questions from session to session we 
will be in a better position to realize just what the condition 

of that industry is to-day in the great State of New York, as 

compared with what it has been at various periods in the past. 

The federal census tells that in the year 1890 there were 

1,440,000 dairy cows in the State of New York. In the year 

1900 that number had increased to 1,501,000, an increase, dur- 

ing the ten years, of only 61,000. In 1910, the last authentic 

figures we have on the subject, there appeared to be 1,509,000 

dairy cows, an increase, during the period of ten years, of only 

8,000, or less than 1,000 per year. When we turn to the value 

of these animals, however, we get a different result. The federal 

census does not disclose the value of the dairy animals in the 

year 1890, but in the year 1900 we learn that the value of all 

the dairy cows in the state was $48,000,000, and in 1910, 

$69,000,000, an increase within the ten years of $21,000,000 

in value, although there was an increase of only 8,000 in number. 
In that connection I desire to call your attention to another 

fact in which there is a warning, that during the year 1910 

young calves were sold to the extent of 1,027,000. From a 

million and a half dairy cows more than a million veal calves 

were sold in the year 1910. If that is to continue, from what 

source is the future dairy cow to come ? 

Turning to the swine industry in the State of New York, 

we find that in 1890 there were 843,000 pigs, old and young. 

In 1900 there were only 678,000 of all ages, a decrease during 

the ten years of 165,000. In 1910, ten years later, there were 

666,000, a further decrease of 12,000 in the ten-year period. 

The value, however, in 1900, appears to have been $3,800,000, 
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and the value in 1910, $5,900,000. Although there was a de- 
crease of 12,000 in the total number, there was an increase in 

their value of $2,100,000. 

In 1900 there appears to have been 1,745,000 sheep in the 

State of New York. In 1910 that number had dwindled down 

to 930,000, a decrease in the ten years of 815,000. In 1900 

these 1,745,000 sheep were valued at $5,920,000, while in 1910 

the 930,000 were valued at $4,839,000, a decrease of only 

$1,081,000 in value, although there was a decrease of 815,000 

in numbers. 

When we come to the horse the figures are even less attractive to 

us. In 1890 there were 664,000 horses in the State of New 

York. In 1900, ten years later, there were 628,000, a decrease 

in the ten years of 36,000. In 1910 there appears to be only 

591,000, a still further decrease in that ten-year period of 37,000. 

In 1900 the total value is given as $48,000,000; in 1910 the 

value is stated to be $80,000,000; and although the number had 

decreased 37,000 in the ten years, the value had increased 
$32,000,000. 

In 1900 there were in the State of New York, in round num- 

bers, 50,000 colts under two years of age—the foals of two 

years. In 1910 there were 28,000 colts under two years of age, 

a decrease in the ten years of 22,000. 

From these figures we get this result: There are 7 dairy cows 

to each farm in the State of New York, 3 pigs, 4 sheep, and 2144 

horses, of all ages, including colts. There is only one colt under 

2 years of age to each 10 farms in the State of New York. 

I state these figures for your information, although they are 

facts that are within the general knowledge of all of us, so that 

we may have them fresh in our minds when we come to consider 

the various topics that are on the program for discussion. There 

is no branch of agriculture in the State of New York, in my 

judgment, that has been so generally neglected as animal hus- 

bandry. We all feel that if we are to have a permanently pros- 

perous agriculture in the State of New York, it must be founded, 

to a considerable extent at least, upon animal husbandry. If 

we are to turn over our agricultural lands to those 

who are to follow after us, with their fertility and 
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productiveness unimpaired, it seems to me we must give greater 

attention to the breeding of domestic animals. ‘There is no 

means known to modern scientific agriculture by which our 

depleted soils can be more quickly restored, or by which the 

productiveness and fertility of our agricultural lands can be 

maintained, than by the old-fashioned method of animal hus- 

bandry. And at this time more than at any other, at least for 

many years, animal husbandry presents a very attractive busi- 

ness proposition. The City of New York consumes more than 

two million quarts of milk every day in the year, to say nothing 

of the other great cities, towns and villages all over the state. 

We are sending out of the state every year a very considerable 

number of our best dairy cows; that fact has been brought to 

my personal attention in this way, because they have to be 

subjected to the tuberculin test before they can be shipped out 

of the state, and during the three or four months just past we 

have passed tests of more than 12,000 of the best dairy cows 

in the State of New York that have gone out of the state. And 

we are breeding but comparatively few dairy animals to take their 

place. 

The great number of veal calves that are thrown upon the 

market indicates that we are sending them to the market at this 

tender age rather than rear them for the future dairy cow. I 

know the temptation is great in view of the high price paid for 

veal, but it is not for the immediate present alone that we should 

approach this subject; we must have some regard for the future, 

and the future of this great industry. The dairy interest, as 

you know, is the largest single agricultural interest in the State 
of New York. We are now producing a hundred million dollars 

a year in dairy products. We stand first of all the states in the 
value and the quality of our dairy products. The demand for 

these products is without limit. Our markets are the best in 

the world; and while we may have troublesome market condi- 

tions and problems to solve, that is no reason why we should 

not plan for the future and meet the future demand for dairy 

products in the State of New York. 

So it is with each branch of animal husbandry. We are buying 

our horses for use on the farm. Some of you may feel that we 
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have given the horse undue prominence on the program. The 

situation of the horse-breeding industry in the State of New York 

is such as to indulge the hope that you will deem it wise on our 

part that we have given this subject so much prominence ; for what- 

ever encourages the breeding of horses, whatever will tend to stimu- 

late that industry, will also tend to stimulate and encourage the 

breeding of every other domestic animal upon the farm. As near 

as the facts can be ascertained (and it is well within the truth) 

the farmers, truckmen and draymen of the State of New York 

purchase annually more than 80,000 horses. To come well within 

the figures, if those horses cost $200 each (which is a low esti- 

mate) it means that we are paying $16,000,000 a year for the 

horses that we are using on our farms. It is a tremendous drain 

upon us, and we are so situated, I believe, that we can profitably 

raise horses much cheaper than we can buy them. If 

we are to pursue agriculture on the same general plan that we 

are now following, we are of necessity going to be obliged to 

raise more of the horses necessary for our farming operations. 

The supply from the West is going to decrease. The time is 

rapidly coming, and is practically here, when the western states 

from which the great supply of horse-flesh has come are produc- 

ing no more animals than are necessary for their own farming 

operations, and the very high price which we are required to pay 

for our farm horses ut this time is proof of the fact that their 

scarcity has’ brought the price up to an abnormal figure. 

Now what I state in regard to the dairy cow, and in regard 

to the horse, applies with equal force to the sheep and the pig. 

The farmers of the State of New York are not producing enough 

pork to supply our people for a single month. There is no 

reason, it seems to me, why we should not produce a much 

greater proportion of the pork and the pork products that our 

own people consume. This state will never be a great pork- 

producing state; we are given to other lines of agriculture. But 

I believe that the pig has a place on every well-regulated farm, 

and that they should be produced, and can be profitably produced 

as a side line in greatly increased numbers on practically every 

farm of the state. Take the figures in regard to our sheep 
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industry. If we are to draw conclusions simply from them, they 

are most discouraging. In the period of ten years the number of 

sheep in the State of New York decreased practically one-half ; 

the decrease in that period was something over 800,000. Yet we 

are producing the best sheep that are being produced in the 

market to-day; we have some of the most progressive breeders 

in all this country, producing the highest type of animal, right 
here in the State of New York. We have thousands and thousands 

of acres of land, steep hillsides and rough lands, where men are 

dragging out their lives attempting to produce cultivated crops, 

that it seems to me could be more profitably devoted to the sheep 

and pasturage for other animals, where less energy would be 

needed and, with a little intelligence, much greater profit realized. 

Domestic animals of all kinds are to remain high in price, so far 

as human foresight can discern, certainly for the immediat« 
years of the future; and if the people of the State of New York 

do not embrace the opportunity that is afforded them to engage 

more generally in animal husbandry, they are missing a great 

opportunity to promote their own interests and the general agri- 

cultural interests of the state. If that interest is to be promoted 

and stimulated, there is no body of men better qualified to devise 

ways and means, better qualified to lead the way, than this 

faithful band of intelligent breeders, who, for years, organized 

under the. title of the New York State Breeders’ Association, 

have been faithful and loyal to our waning animal husbandry 

interests; and there is so much in the future to encourage 

all of us, that I am glad to see that we meet here to-day with 

fresh hope for the future of the industry in which we believe, 

and which should have a permanent place on every well-regulated 

farm in the State of New York. 

I referred to the fact that we have given a great deal of atten- 

tion on the program to the horse industry, and I hope you will 

agree with us who are responsible for this program that this 

industry is of prime importance in this state. A short 

time ago I had occasion to make an examination in the 

county clerks’ offices of the state for the purpose of getting the 

number and the kind of stallions that were registered for public 

service. Fifteen or sixteen counties were selected as furnishing 
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a fair average of the whole state. And the result of that ex- 

amination is a very surprising one. I do not believe there is 

one stallion out of ten in the State of New York that is entitled 

to reproduce himself. There are a considerable number of 

these animals standing at as low a service fee as $3, and they 

are the ones, more than the better ones, that seem to be per- 

petuating themselves. There is not one stallion in ten, in the 

counties where we have examined these records, that is either a 

thoroughbred, a standard bred or a pure bred, of any breed. The 

great majority of them are grades, and a large number of them 

not even that — they are the offspring of grade sires. Perhaps 
that has something to do with the condition of the horse-breeding 

industry in the State of New York. Perhaps we have not been 

breeding the right type of horse. Perhaps we have not been 

breeding a good enough horse, not only for the market but for 

our own use. And I think if we are to stimulate the horse- 

breeding industry of the state we will have to get down to the 

foundation of it, and to start right and to have a better insight 

into the type of horse that we ought to breed, and the market 

demands. That involves a discussion of the question of the 

elimination of those mongrel and grade stallions that are unworthy 

individuals, from our breeding operations. I doubt very much 

whether the state should undertake to say that a stallion that is 
now used for public service can no longer be used, but I do 

believe that it would impose no hardship upon anyone 

to say that, from a certain time in the future, no animal of that 

type that was unfit to perpetuate itself should be registered for 

public service. That would apply to the generation of horses 
yet unborn, and would produce a gradual elimination of those 

that are now tending to retard our breeding operations. It might 

be wise to go still further than that; but I suggest that as a 

general proposition which would do no wrong to any man, nor 

interfere with what he may deem his vested right in any animal 

that exists to-day. And so with the passage of the present gen- 

eration of these worthless stallions that are doing much harm to 

our horse-breeding industry, there would come upon the scene a 

new type of sire that would be a credit to our breeding operations 

and would encourage us to breed the type of horse that may be 
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useful on our farms, and find a ready market in the great cities 
of the state. And so I have asked Dr. Hollingworth of this city, 

who has given the subject considerable attention, to discuss from 

his standpoint, some of the needed changes in our stallion regis- 

tration law. And it gives me great pleasure at this time to pre- 

sent to you Dr. W. G. Hollingworth, of Utica. 

Dr. Hotumneworrn: To say that the condition of horses in 

this state is becoming very acute is a fact. And I see no reason 

why, as the Commissioner stated, we cannot go to work and 

change the type. We know, from the conditions as they exist 

at the present time, that we are going rapidly behind as far as 

number goes; and as the Commissioner has given you a number 

of statistics in regard to this, which are naturally facts, if I 

read some of those same conditions it would only show that we 

have both gone over the same statistics. 

To show what horse-breeding will do in this state or any other 

state, you take, for instance, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, 

which have improved stallion laws. What have they done? At 

the International Live Stock Association Show, held last year in 

Chicago, they won all the prizes; they took the sweepstakes in 

everything, from the stallions and mares and also from their get, 

so that shows you what propagation will do in that line. 

With these few remarks I will read a paper which has been 

alloted to me. 

SOME NEEDED CHANGES IN THE STALLION REGISTRATION LAW 

Dr. W. G. Hortinewortn, Urica, N. Y. 

If a pure-blood stallion law could be passed, the breeding from 

pure-blood sires would be the topic of discussion in every farming 

community; and this, if nothing else, would be considered a most 

valuable effect of the new legislation. It would be educational 

to all those interested in breeding, selling, buying or using the 

horse. 

So long as we are satisfied to run along in the same old rut, 

little can be accomplished; but when we awake from the slumber 

and see the importance and need of study, the employment of 

modern means, and the eradication of our faulty conditions, 

changes for the better will be forthcoming. Something is necded 
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to better the farmers’ methods in regard to horse-breeding, and 
that is an improved stallion law. How og what is the way to bring 

this about? The New York State Veterinary Medical Association 

has appointed a committee, and it has been suggested that this 

association with the New York State Horse Breeders’ Association 

select or name a like committee, and the two committees consult 

with each other in regard to the action necessary to bring this 

very important matter to a head — the kind of a bill to be intro- 
duced, the time advisable to introduce such a measure and the 

right to get in touch with others not members of the associations 

named, for suggestions. The idea is to compile a law that is as 

near right as possible. I believe that while we are under the 

present administration we would be very likely to meet with 

success, as we all know the attitude of our President on this 

subject. 

Why is there a scarcity of horses? This is a broad subject to 

answer. Tirst, is the question of supply and demand. Due to 

the grade or scrub stallion, farmers all say they cannot get their 

money back when they want to dispose of the colt. It costs no 

more to raise a colt from a pure-blood sire than from a scrub or 
grade sire,— that is the first cost, the service fee. They do not 

realize that the fee of the pure-blood stallion service enhances the 

value of the colt. Breeders are at last coming to the conclusion 

that a pure-blood bull is half the herd; why does not the same 

follow as to the pure-blood stallion? From lack of thought the 

horse-breeding industry is carried on very unintelligently, and 

the results are very unsatisfactory. We have depended too much 

on the other fellow to supply the demand. Now this individual 

has failed to meet the expectation. The result is a very high 
price for the popular work-horse, and no market, as far as 

revenue is concerned, for the colt of the stallion with no breed- 

ing. To this individual is due the undesirable state of affairs 
in the breeding operations of the state, and this condition has 

been augmented by the presence of hereditary unsoundness, lack 

of discrimination in mating and inattention to the adequate 
feeding and suitable sanitary stabling. 

The type of horse required by the mounted police department 

of our larger cities and the army has, in the last 10 or 15 
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years, been fast disappearing, and it has become a very serious 

condition of affairs. Now if the breeding of this type of horse 

is not stimulated, it will mean our cavalry and mounted police 

will have to dismount. Onetenth of the police horses in this 

state have to be replaced each year, due to accident, sickness and 

death; likewise the 28,000 horses in our United States army. 

Horses of the above conformation, ete., will bring a handsome 

return. 

How are we to rectify this condition? First of all, estab- 

lish a proficient law to regulate stallion service. It, of itself, 

will be educational; as I have said, a campaign of education. 

Our agricultural societies should lend more encouragement than 

they do. Money premiums should be more attractive. They 
should gradually refuse applications from any but pure-blood 

stallions, with certificates of registration. Of course there are 
exceptions to this, in rare cases. It seems to me that considering 

the amount the state subsidizes for the promotion of agricultural 

interests, the management should pay strict attention to the pro- 

motion of live-stock interests within its domain, especially the 

horse. It is up to us who are interested along this line to prove 

to the farmer that it is profitable business to breed his mares to 

pure-blood stallions. The kind depends on the geographical loca- 

tion, and the offspring will be of some account. The cost of rais- 

ing a colt to marketable age, according to statistics, is about 

$175. This same animal to-day will bring on the open market 

$250 to $300, with plenty of buyers. 

Now I feel that New York State should be an exporting in- 

stead of an importing state. This not only holds good as far as 
horses go, but other agricultural products as well. According to 

the last census our state has 214,650 farms. Of these, 93.6 

per cent. or 200,989, reported domestic animals; 86.7 per cent. 

or 186,164 of which were horses. And during the last decade 

there has been a decrease of 38,288 in the number of horses. 

But the value of the horse in 1910, compared with the value in 

1900, is $30,912,000 more, an increase of 66.5 per cent.; this 

should be encouraging to the horse-breeder, since it shows a steady 

increase in the face of the automobile as an efficient competitor. 

The census also shows how few colts are being raised in this 
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state; only 8,618 spring colts being reported in 1910, which 

would indicate that only 1.5 per cent. of New York State farmers 

were interested in horse-breeding. 

New York State requires about 80,000 horses annually to meet 

the demand, which, at an average price of $200, would amount 

to $16,000,000. According to statistics read, the greater pro- 

portion of this vast amount leaves this state, and considering our 

excellent facilities for pasturage and abundance of nitrogenous 
feed, I see no reason why this should be the case, or why horse 

breeding, at the prices horses are bringing now in this state, is 

not ideal. 

I believe if this matter is placed before the legislature in proper 

form they will consider it seriously; all that is required is a 
stimulus. And I further believe that with the influence this 

association and its friends can bring to bear, a stallion law could 

be enacted, which would enhance horse-breeding in this state. 

The time has come for the East to look after its own interest. 

The West requires thousands more horses than former years, due 

to increased population and agricultural interests, and western 

farmers are looking after their interests in regard to stock-rais- 

ing more closely than here at present. We are losing our best 

brood mares, those more fitted for dams of the work-horse type, 

they going back to their birth-place to be used for breeding pur- 

poses. I think this is a very serious mistake. We should im- 

prove conditions so as to make it possible for farmers to breed 

their mares to stallions of type and soundness. The purchaser 

very reluctantly pays the price for sound work-horses, and asks 

the question “ Why do not those who are interested try to do 

something to relieve the situation?” And I thoroughly believe 

he is right. My slogan is to improve the breeding, as well as to 

eliminate the sire which may transmit conditions to the progeny 

that will affect his usefulness and value. 

Mr. Huson: We now have a little time to devote to a general 

discussion of this subject, and I should like to keep the discussion 

this morning confined, as nearly as we can, to the precise subject 

of what position the state ought to take in regard to the registra- 

tion of stallions for public service. 

As you all know, any man who has a stallion may file a certifi- 
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eate with the county clerk of the county in which it is to stand 

for public service, and the terms of service, and having done 

this he is in a position to collect the service fee. There is no 
law, however, to prevent any man keeping a stallion of any type 

without filing any certificate whatever, and using it wherever he 

pleases. The only advantage of the registration is that the owner 

of a stallion registered in the clerk’s office, can collect the fee 

by action at law, and also has a lien upon the colt. Now I know 

that some of you have very decided convictions as to what the 

state ought to do, what regulation ought to be made on this 

subject. And if there is a general expression of opinion on this 

subject which results finally in some resolution coming from 

your resolutions committee, when appointed, it may have some 

weight, at any rate, in solving this subject and influencing the 

action that may finally be taken. 
I think you all would be glad to hear from Mr. Powell on this 

subject. 

Mr. Powerex: I take a great deal of interest in the subject; 

although at the present time not a breeder of horses, I formerly 

have been. I did not expect to talk on this subject at this time, 
and have not given it the thought the importance of the 

question deserves. But it is one that should interest not only 

every horse-breeder, but every man who has the interest and 

welfare of the state at heart; because whatever is accomplished 

to improve the agricultural conditions or the breeder’s conditions, 

or adds to the value of the products of the state, is of interest 

to every man living therein. 

The question of breeding from mongrel stallions is one that 

should have been taken up by the breeding interests of this 

country long ago. We have failed to do or accomplish what 

might easily have been done had we taken the pains regarding 

our sires that foreign countries do, to whom we are paying a 

large amount of money for stallions brought to this country. 

For instance, in France the income to the government and the 

people from horses that are exported is enormous, and the reason 

why it is enormous is because they have been taking more pains, 

have been breeding better horses, breeding to pure-bred and_ re- 

corded sires. The government has taken that matter in hand, 
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and has, for many, many years, been conducting the horse breed- 
ing of that country in such a way that one of the largest sources 

of income is from the exportation of stallions and mares to other 

countries, and we are paying a large amount of money for them 

in this country when we should have bred them at home. There 

everything of that kind is done under the supervision of the 
army; army officers have control and charge of all the breeding 

interests, and the stallions are owned, in large measure, and kept 

by the government for breeding purposes. Only stallions of cer- 

tain grades can be allowed to be used, excepting for a man’s 

own private purposes, and not to be used outside. 

I believe we should have a law that would make it impossible 

for a man to keep, for public service, an inferior, poorly-bred 

stallion under any consideration. As the Commissioner has 

suggested, it may be questionable whether it would be right to 
immediately cut off the use of a stallion that has heretofore been 

kept for service, without some opportunity for him to redeem 

himself or to get some value from the horse which he already 

owns. But we should have a law to take effect in the very near 

future, after which no horse shall be used as a stallion unless he is 

of a certain standard. I have been wondering whether we should 

not also have a system of inspection. Breeding alone will not 

do all we want to accomplish, because we know there are many 

domestic animals of all classes, the bovine as well as the horse, 

that are well bred as far as pedigree is concerned. But we must 

bear in mind that a good pedigree is only valuable when it is 
attached to a good animal; and how we are going to regulate 

that without having some system of inspection is a question with 

me. I think it will ultimately come to that. In France it is 
done; every stallion is inspected before he can receive a certifi- 

cate; inspected for soundness and to determine if he is free from 

any hereditary tendency or disease, and of a type that will pass 

the rules of inspection. So, I hope that from this time something 

will be done to eliminate all that miserable class of stallions 

we see about the country and standing for a fee that is 

merely nominal. Still further, to bring back the standard where 

it should be, should there not be some appropriation by which 

horses of a high character can be kept at a small fee. That is 
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done in other countries and it is encouraged by the government 

by the payment of a large amount for this purpose. ‘he govern- 

ment is also certain of the best purchasers of the horses that are 

bred. All this should be taken into consideration, and in drafting 

a bill I think it should be very carefully considered; for I 

think it is one of the most important things in this state, since 

the breeding of horses here is certainly at a very low ebb. We 

breed no class of horses that is perfectly adapted to any one 

particular purpose. Take these draft horses— nearly all the 

farm horses come from the West. We should breed them at 

home. Our cavalry horses are not what they should be; we are 

breeding very few first-class cavalry horses. And the standard 
of horses of course, at the present time, has come down to a 

point of mere speed alone; it makes it almost valueless for any 

other purpose. 

I hope you will persevere in this matter, and that the Commis- 

sioner will have encouragement to sanction a bill that is going 

to alleviate this question. 

Mr. Huson: I know you are glad to have Mr. Powell’s views 

on this subject, and the reason I called upon him especially is the 

fact that he is not now engaged in horse-breeding. His view 

of the subject cannot be taken as the view of a man now engaged 

in the industry, to be personally affected by anything that might 

be done or recommended; his view is not from the personal 

standpoint, but the broad, state-wide view as to what policy we 

ought to pursue in the interests of the state at large. He brought 

out two very important suggestions, which I think go almost to 

the foundation of this subject; one is that it is not every well- 

bred sire that is fit to serve as the sire of our future generation 

of horses — that something more is required than pedigree. The 

pedigree goes for something; a well-bred animal is better than 

an animal of the same type without breeding, yet it is not every 

well-bred animal that is fit for public service. Not only should 

we have the breed, but also the type of animal representative of 

that breed. 

Another suggestion which he made, and which I hope will 

receive general discussion here, is in regard to the availability 

for public service of the highest type of stallion. JI hope the 
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time will never come when the State of New York will have to 
engage in the horse-breeding industry by owning stallions. Where 

that has been tried in this country it has not worked out, and is 

not working out as satisfactorily as the promotors of that plan 

fondly hoped. Some states find that they have upon their hands 

stallions for which they paid very large prices, away beyond 

what individuals would be required to pay, and that their services 

are not being utilized to the extent they ought to be. And this 

should not be undertaken, in my judgment, until at least every 

other means to get the proper sires before the public has been 

tried and found lacking. But Mr. Powell suggests what, to my 

mind, may be a solution of this troublesome question — that the 

highest type of sire should be available to approved mares at 

a comparatively nominal fee, and I believe that it should be the 
policy of the state to subsidize, in some way, stallions of an 

approved type, so that they could stand for the public service at 

a nominal fee, so that there should be some incentive on the part 

of the stallion owner for the purpose of enabling those stallions 

to stand at a fee which would be generally utilized by the owners 
of mares. 

I think we would like to hear from Mr. Ward on this subject. 

Mr. Warp: I did not suppose the Commissioner would call 

upon me to say anything, for it has been some years since I have 

been breeding any horses. But I do believe that this is one of the 

most important steps that has ever been considered at a meeting 

of the State Breeders’ Association, and I hope and believe that 

some action will be taken, before this meeting closes, that will look 

to a condition of affairs that will make it possible to breed good 

horses in the State of New York. 

I want to agree with every word that Mr. Powell has said; 

but further than that, I believe that one reason why we have such 

a dearth of good horses in New York State is that there is little 

incentive to breed good horses, because there is not a demand 

sufficient to bring the best class of purchasers in the state. We 

are buying horses outside instead of selling them. And if we had 

a type of horse, a class of horse, that would call the best class of 

buyers into the rural districts, there would be a demand for horses 
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that would pay a higher profit than any other one thing the 

farmers could do. 

I do not know what it is possible to do for the passage of laws 

that would benefit the breeders, but there are two or three things 

which I think ought to be done. I would make it impossible to 

register any grade stallion. I would not register anything except 

a purebred stallion, and protect that man. And when we breed 
the class of horses that we should breed, a class of horses that the 

best market demands, we will find that there is more profit in 

breeding good horses than any other thing we can do on the farm. 

The latest government statistics show that the cost of breeding 

or producing horses is about $155 during the first three years of 

age. You all know that the class of horses in greatest demand 

are selling at a very high price, and there is no better place in 

the country than right here in New York State. One of the six- 

horse teams that won first prize at Chicago was bred in Massachu- 

setts. I believe we can breed good horses here in this state, 

where conditions are much better than they are in Massachusetts. 

If there is encouragement through subsidy, or something of that 

kind, to protect the owners of good stallions, and to protect at the 

same time men who are buying pure-bred mares and raising colts 

for sale, so that they can get a better price for their colts, we will 

find that we have gone a long way ahead if some move is made 

toward the enactment of laws that will protect our horse-breeders 

through inspection, as Mr. Powell says, and through registration 

that will protect the owners of pure-bred sires. 

Mr. Axin: I believe that this stallion law is one of the vital 

things in this state. I find that in other states they are eliminat- 

ing the unsound stallion, and if they are actually doing that they 

are putting this state to a disadvantage. Only last Saturday I 

was in Indiana, and at a large breeder’s stable there he showed me 

a stallion that was wind-broken. He said, ‘ You can use that 

stallion in your state, but we cannot use him here.” Just think 

of it, we are the dumping ground of unsound stallions of other 

states. 

I believe it should be against the law to allow an unsound 

stallion to be used or imported or sold. Then we will be on the 

same footing as the other countries. Until we do that, we will 
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still keep breeding the cull stock that we are producing at the 
present time. 

I will show you to what extent they go in other countries to elim- 

inate unsoundness. In Belgium this year, where I traveled for 

some time, I visited the farm where the champion sires are kept. 

The subsidy keeps those best stallions there. That is the country 

from which the highest type of horse in the world comes, and it 

is the country where their average crops are three to four times 

what they are in the United States. If that is not an example for 
us to follow, I do not know anything about horse-breeding. 

Mr. Sesstons: I wish to give the members of this convention a 

little information in regard to some of the conveniences that we 

have provided for them. We have three rooms on this floor, “ H,” 

“L” and “ M,” for your use, or for the use of the societies affili- 

ated with the New York State Breeders’ Association. 

Mr. Huson: I have here a letter from one of the oldest and 

most valued members of this association. He has been its honored 

president and, during all the years of its existence, its loyal 

friend. For a considerable time he has been confined to his home 

by serious illness, but is now so far recovered as to be able to write 

this letter of greeting to us. We will all rejoice in his recovery, 

although we regret he is not able to be here. For if he were here 
this morning we know that he would enter with spirit into the 

diseussion on this particular subject, and would have something 

worth while to say. 

“Tam very sorry that I cannot attend this meeting as I 

have formerly done. I know I should enjoy it very much, 

but I fear if I attempted it, it would overdo me, and as I 

am improving all the time I feel that I should forego the 

pleasure of attending this year, hoping another year I may 

be in perfect health again. I wish to be remembered to all 

the members, and the speakers from other states. 

“ Very truly yours, 

“Dr. C. D. Suman.” 

Meeting adjourned until 2 o’clock. 
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SECOND SESSION 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 22 

Meeting called to order at 2 Pp. . 

Mr. Huson: Before taking up the program this afternoon, I 

desire to announce the following committees, which are provided 
for by the constitution: 

Auditing committee: C. C. Gould, G. E. Peer and C. C. Taylor. 

Committee on resolutions: E. W. Mosher, G. A. Smith and 

W. P. Schenck. 

We have a program this afternoon that will occupy the entire 

afternoon, and it is necessary we should take it up with some 

promptness if we are to get through with it. You will observe 

the note at the head of our afternoon program,— that it was pre- 

pared for the purpose of presenting the claims of the various types 

of horses that can profitably be raised in the State of New York, 

by acknowledged authorities on the subject. The gentlemen who 

have been selected and who have consented to present this subject 

to you, represent perhaps as widely divergent views on this sub- 

ject as can be selected. 

The first speaker on the program is not a resident of the 

State of New York, but if there is any man who is qualified to 

speak upon the subject of the type of horse that the farmer needs, 

not only on his farm but for which he can find a ready market, 

it is Mr. Henry of Minnesota. The conditions in Minnesota are 

not very different from the conditions in the State of New York, 

so far as raising horses is concerned. Mr. Henry, as you are 

aware, has had a vast amount of experience on the subject, and 

will speak authoritatively, and it is with great pleasure I now 

present to you Mr. Forest Henry, of Dover, Minnesota. 

THE TYPE OF HORSE NEW YORK STATE FARMERS SHOULD RAIS” 

Forest Henry, Dover, Minn. 

I can assure you that it gives me a great deal of pleasure to 

meet with you this afternoon and discuss this subject. 

I believe there was a time when New York State farmers could, 

perhaps, profitably buy their horses in the West, get their dairy 

cows from the West, and very many of the feeds that they would 
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feed those animals. Why? It was simply because at that time 

it cost us very little to produce them; the land on which they were 

grown was worth practically nothing. There was a time we could 

grow a horse in Minnesota at $25 and make money in the busi- 

ness, provided we were not very particular as to the horse-service. 
There was a time when wheat, oats and barley were sold at 

ridiculously low values. But those times are past. To-day the 

very land the horses are grown on, that you are buying here, 

is worth fully twice what it averages through the State of New 

York. And raising these horses is costing us fully as much as it 

does here. If this is true, it certainly seems that it stands you in 

hand to investigate this matter and see if you cannot more profit- 

ably grow some of these horses that you are now buying, rather 

than expecting to buy them from us. 
I am certain that the age of the horse has not passed. Why? 

Because wherever I go I find the horse is selling at more to-day 

than any time I can remember. Now this would not be so if there 
was not a demand for them. We say the tractor is going to take 

largely the place of the horse on the farm. That is true in some 

localities, but I do not believe it to be true on the average Minne- 

sota farm and the average New York farm. Take it in the 
provinces of Canada, and on those broad plains in Dakota, and 
still further west, where grain raising is the main object of the 

farmer, I believe that to be true; but on the other hand, on our 

smaller-sized farms — where we have a variety of work to do, I 

mean — the tractor is not profitable, where, for instance, the large 

part of our work is trucking and cultivating. 

It is for these reasons that I believe the horse is still going to 

be with us, and going to be a big factor in farming, both in New 
York and in Minnesota. I learn that according to statisties 

gathered by your state department, it costs at the present time in 

the State of New York about $300 to maintain a team a year. 

What are some of the items that go to make up this large expense ? 
One big item is the initial cost of that team, and the deteriora- 

tion in value. If we can eliminate this it will largely reduce the 

cost of the team during that year, or each year. I want to say 

this, that during 35 years of farming in the State of Minnesota 

I do not have to charge up one cent to the initial cost of that 
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horse, nor to its deterioration in value. Why? It is because we 

have been breeding those horses on our own farms; we have been 

working them from three years old until six or seven years old, 

and at the end of the game we can sell a horse for more than it 

originally cost us. The city buyer wants that horse, that is, at 

least six years old, and he will pay you just as much for it if it is 
eight years old; and the farmer controls the horse, works him for 

five years, and then sells him for the maximum value, because he 
can easily be sold if a horse of the right type. 

What do we find on the New York farm? We find that the 

farmers are not growing their horses; they are buying them 

largely from the West. They are also keeping a quality of horse 

that is very inferior, a horse that is not ealeulated for farm work 

in any sense of the word; and they are keeping a horse that is 

hardly worth more than his hide. This accounts for the large 

expenditure. JI believe that the horses of New York are not at 

all adapted for the use to which you put them. Just a few days 

ago I was riding in a bus from the hotel to a little village a 

couple of miles distant, and the bus-driver — it was a very bad 

day — said: ‘‘ How fortunate it was J used my large horse, if I 
had used my small horse he could nut do the work.” What was it 

he called a “large” horse? A horse that did not weigh a pound 

over 1,050 pounds! And if I talk with your farmers through 

your state, what do I find? I find that the horse they are using 

on the farm is a horse entirely unadapted for this work, a horse of 

mongrel breeding and largely of trotting blood. Now a horse of 

this description, is not calculated to do the work upon the farm. 

Your farmers and dairymen will tell you this: If you are going 

to produce either milk or cream at a profit, you must have a 

special animal. If you are going to do draft work economically 

you must have a horse adapted for that work, or serious results 

will follow. If the horse is too small to do the work the man is 
liable to only half do the job. The average farmer does not plow 

more than three inches deep; one reason is, the horse is so small 

he cannot pull the plow. I find this to be true, that while your 

soils are more stubborn than those of Mirnesota, less is actually 
accomplished and you are doing more wovk in the way of cultiva- 

tion. Now one reason for this is that you do not use on the farm 

those horses that are well adapted for your work. 
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We hear, wherever we go, this point raised as a hindrance to 

farming, that it is impossible to employ Jabor on the farm. It is 

true that labor is scarce, and I believe one way we can partially 

solve this problem is by the employment of better machinery on 

our farms, and in that way we will eliminate largely the matter 

of man-labor. In order to do this it calls for a larger horse, a 

better horse, a horse that can pull these implements and pull them 

to advantage. Let us see how it is when we employ a little horse, 

largely driving blood; that horse, in order to do that work, has to 

work on his nerve day by day. It means simply that you have 

to train him, and that there is a great danger ahead; he would 

not last nearly so long as though he were a heavier horse 

and could pull that load by his weight. I want to make a plea 

this afternoon for the heavier horse on the farm, a horse that 

will do your work decidedly more economically. Then you will 

not only have a horse that will do your work better, do it cheaper 

on the farm with a great deal less risk, but you will have a horse 

that you can sell in the city market at a good price; and you are 

breeding horses to take his place. 

Now I do not believe in wearing horses out on the farm. I do 

not think it is necessary. I do not wish to be understood as 

saying that every horse on the farm should be a brood mare; I 

know where this is done the work itself is neglected, or the mare 

or the colt is misused. This does not pay. I do believe that 
on every New York farm there ought to be one good brood mare 

in service, and then she ought to be bred by the very best draft 

horse available. The colt should be kept for three or four or five 

years, and well handled. Just as well be worked, provided it is 

not misused, and then sold at the maximum price. 

Another thing. I believe that they ought to have better horse- 

men, as well as better horses, on these New York farms. If some 

of the horsemen I have met in this state are a fair sample of 

what your men do here, God pity the horses. It seems to be their 

sole object to get all they possibly can out of the horse. That 

is not the way we use horses in Minnesota; we do not try to work 

a horse to death. No man or no horse can do all he possibly can 

without a breakdown. 

Just a word or two along the line of breeding horses. In re- 
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gard to that registration law which is proposed, I want to say 

that it has accomplished a great deal in our own state and in our 

sister states in the West. Before this stallion registration law 

went into effect fully one-half of the stallions in our state were 

grade stallions; within five years of this time it was almost im- 

possible to find a grade stallion in Minnesota. I believe there 

ought to be a physical examination of those horses; and the 

board that is empowered to do this work ought to make a good, 

thorough, physical examination, whether it be a grade or a full 
blood, and if you are to admit the grade stallion to service I 

believe it ought to be so stated on the registration certificate. I 

do not think it would be wise at the present time to bar all your 

grade horses, but on that certificate, it should be noted whether it 
is a blooded or a full-grade horse. And possibly it might be 

well, after a term of years, to have it understood that after that 

certain time no grade horse will be admitted, but for the time 

being I do think it will not be the part of good judgment to bar 
all horses. This will gradually adjust itself. 

I am not sure about the other suggestion that was made in 

regard to putting a premium on full-blood horses brought into 

your state. I do not believe it is necessary, in a business that 

pays, to have put this premium; it might be well for the time 

being, until this horse business gets well onto its feet. But I do 
think that it would be unwise for any period of years to have to 

bolster up the business by premium. 

A word in regard to the breeding of horses on your farms. 

One thing that you are going to be handicapped by is 

that you have such little mares at the present time. We say a 

man always does well when he does the best he can. Breed some 

of the best mares you have to the very best sire that you can 

find, and perhaps in a few instances you will be able to pick up or 

buy a very good mare of the type that you wish to im- 

prove. This will be well and good. But do not, under any con- 

sideration, use anything but a thorougbred sire, and a sire of 

merit. You must become horsemen; you must study the busi- 

ness, and study to know what is required in a good horse and in 

one that is not so good. 
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A few thoughts in connection with this matter of breeding. 
After you have selected your mare and your sire, your success as 

breeders will largely depend on how that mare is cared for and 
how the little foal is cared for. Throughout your state there 

ought to be a systematic line of education along this line. It is 

not at all the same law that applies to the breeding of dairy 

animals that applies to the breeding of draft horses on your farm, 

or horses of any description. Now one thing is preeminently 

true, that we must, if we are going to raise a good strong foal 

from this mare, give her exercise during the winter. This is 

absolutely necessary. I would not say for a moment that this 

mare could be worked without injury; but if you are going 

to get every bit out of her every day, do not work her. She 

must be fed properly but not overfed. I find that when a man 

gets better stock on his farm it gets noised around in his neigh- 

borhood, and he will, as a rule, overfeed that particular animal. 

This is true of every line of live stock on the farm. <A brood 

mare should not be fat; do not feed her on fattening food. She 
must be fed a good strong ration, but one not having an inclina- 

tion to fatten her, and must have absolutely regular exercise. 

At foaling time. One-half or more than one-half of all the 

colts that are lost throughout the Northwest are lost through one 

trouble alone, and that is what we call navel infection. Let us 

see how we can prevent this; because if we have paid a good 

price for her, and a good service fee, we cannot afford to lose this 

little colt. As a rule the farmer does not understand it. One- 

half of the Northwest farmers will tell you that they did not lose 

a colt through that line. The trouble comes through misunder- 

standing. The colt perhaps will be dropped all right, and then 

perhaps we will find that one of the joints is enlarged; in a day 

or two perhaps another knee is off, and then we begin to accuse the 

brood mare, when the brood mare is not the trouble at all. But 

what is the trouble ? It is simply blood poisoning — navel infection. 

How can we avoid it? First of all, the ideal place for this little 

colt to be born is God’s outdoors, out in the green pasture, and 

then you will probably have no trouble whatever. Many 

colts, of necessity, have to be born indoors. Then what shall we 

do? First of all, let us see that the stall is thoroughly clean, and 
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then see that it is thoroughly disinfected; bed it down nicely 

every day until the colt is several weeks old. I should take the 
trouble to touch that little navel cord with some disinfectant. 

Then you will have no troubles, as a rule, along these lines; you 

will eliminate one-half of the danger when this time is past. 

Just a word or two as to the future care of that little colt. Do 

not allow him to follow the brood mare in the field; you cannot 

expect growth if you do this. He is made for a heavier horse 

later on; he has just awkward joints. Just as soon as you compel 

this little animal to walk day by day behind the mare, he is 

going to make a permanent growth. Keep him closed; he will 

worry and fret, but in a day or two he will be all right. I find 

it a very good plan to have, over in one corner of the stall, a low- 

down box, where he will have bran or oats; you will find him en- 

joying himself. 

In feeding the brood mare, feed her in that low-down box; be- 

cause the time is going to come when the colt will have to depend 

on himself, and the earlier you put the responsibility on him the 

better he is going to be. Let him learn to eat without the mare 

regularly at the time of feeding. 

As to the time of weaning. I am not very particular, not 

nearly so particular as I used to be. I should prefer he should 
run three or four months; but, if I had more work for the mare 

to do after he was ten or twelve weeks old, I would just as soon 

put him in a box stall, provided I had cow’s milk to give him. 

Let it be sweet. Feed him about three times a day, in the bran — 

not a large mess, two or three quarts perhaps. Then see that 

he has a nice manger of oats and hay — about two parts, by 

measure, of oats, one part of wheat bran; they are both strong 

in lime, in building material; they provide exactly the elements 

of growth necessary. Let us take pains in feeding him. 

Just a word of caution right here. When you shut the colt 

up in the box stall, it is very much better to have two colts than 

one, because that little colt must not be confined there continually ; 

he needs exercise just like any other little animal. If you have 

two to run together it is preferable; if not, I should buy another 

at this time, and I believe it will pay you better to do it, provided 
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you can get a good one; but do no buy anything that is not good, 
because it does not pay to feed high-priced feed to a poor colt. 

In regard to feed. First I want to say there is no animal on 

our farms that will pay us as well, for the feed consumed, as the 

little colt. It was a matter of surprise to me, some 

ten years ago, to find how much growth a colt will make on a 

certain amount of food during a period of four months, regularly 

every week. These were draft-bred animals, they were running 

with their mothers on grass, and the mothers were given four 

quarts of oats each day. These colts made an average of thirty- 

five pounds of growth each week, and two weeks in succession, 

when the weather was perfect, they made forty pounds each. I 

should not have believed it; simply tried it. There is no feed 

to be fed with so much profit as the grain we feed this little colt. 

The first winter it must be well fed. If we do not give him grain 

rations we give him rough feed, and the consequences are when 

the spring comes we have not a colt we ought to have; it will 

simply look as though it swallowed a feather tick; it will, all its 

life, be a horse with a big stomach. It will also be a horse that 

is very apt to take colic, and a horse that is very apt to get the 

heaves. Avoid this; you can by feeding a better ration. That is 
the trouble with our western horses we get from the plains; 

we find that one-half that we get from the plains in the West, 

where it is a feast or a famine with them, where they have to eat 

about two hundred pounds a day in order to keep up life — we 

find one-half of them come down with the heaves. Now we can- 

not afford this. 
Let me make this statement: I should rather, so far as the cost 

is concerned, keep a horse through the winter than a weaning 

colt, and it would not pay to feed it in any other way. One 

other thought that I should like to bring out is this, that in our 

selection of the sire and of the dam, we want to take into con- 

sideration the action. To-day that is considered fully as much 

as the size and conformation of the animal. People have ceased 

years ago wanting that plodding, slow horse; they want the 

snappy animal. That is the kind of horse that the public is de- 

manding, and we on our farms want to grow what the public 

demands. Years ago I tired of educating the public as to what 
they wanted to buy. That is the kind of horse we want on the 
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farm; that is the kind of horse the buyer wants, and we cannot 

reproduce the horse unless we have those qualities in the mare 

and in the sire. I always want to see a horse, whether it is sire 

or mare, have a lot of surplus power back of it all the time. It is 

that surplus action that brings us the cash. If he has just simply 

action enough and movement enough in him to move himself 

about, he is not going to make you one cent of profit. 

One more point. What is the great problem that confronts 

our farmers to-day? When the Bankers’ Association of our state 

met a year ago, what did they stop to consider? “ What can we 

do to keep the boys on the farm?” For two whole days they 

considered that proposition. Down in Iowa the boys did the very 

same thing, and that is what I hear as I go from the Atlantic to 
the Dakotas —“ What will we do to keep the boys on the farm?” 

Sometimes I think they ought to go a little further, and that is 

this: “‘ What can we do to keep the old men on the farm?” 

I believe human nature is about the same all the world over, 

and I never felt so poor in all my days as I did when I drove a 

poor team. And when it comes to the boys, there is nothing we can 

do on the farm that will so interest the boy as the horse. When 

I was a boy I did not expect to be a farmer, but I had pictured in 

my mind that fine house in the city. Where did I solve this prob- 

lem? It was when I was out in the field, alone with that team. 

I had it all fixed up when I was in town. And then I would 

look at that team, and I said, “I cannot leave that team,” and 

before night I decided not to. And so with that boy. If he 

drives to town with a poor team he will hitch it up some place, 
but, on the other hand, if he can drive down the street with a 

team well equipped he is proud of them. 

Mr. Huson: The next speaker on the program is Mr. Francis 

M. Ware, a name very familiar in the State of New York to those 

at all familiar with the horse-breeding industry. For more than 
forty years he has been a breeder, a buyer:and a seller of horses of 
all types in the New York State markets, and has probably 

handled and sold more horses, and knows more about the type 

of horse the market demands, than almost any man in the state. 

I regret more than I can tell you that Mr. Ware is not per- 

sonally present this afternoon, but he has commissioned Mr. Cole 

to read his address. 
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THE TYPE OF HORSE NEW YORK STATE FARMERS SHOULD RAISE 

Francis M. Wart, Brooxuine, Mass. 

We meet here to-day to discuss the future of the most impor- 

tant element in successful farming — the horse. I think I am 

well within the facts when referring thus to the horse — for 

without him, or his relatives, the mule and donkey, as an item, 

no farming operations have ever been or probably ever will be 
either broadly possible or largely profitable. 

It is an astounding fact that this animal is the only species 
which the average farmer does not produce, both for his own 

usage, and in the nature of a cash crop. be your branches of 

agriculture what they may, you one and all use horses to some 

extent, yet I will venture to say that among those assembled here 

this afternoon, there are but a moiety who produce the animals 

on any large scale. 

The county is being clearly swept of equine garbage — it is 

up to us to see that it so remains. No man ean afford to allow 

his name to be associated with anything but excellence in any 

breed of animal, especially the horse. This was always true, 

heretofore, but it is trebly so to-day. 

If one is by instinct and taste a ‘ sheep ” 

man, or a “poultry”? man; if horse, to him, is nothing but a 

means to the end of labor — leave horse-breeding alone. If you 

enter upon the undertaking with the intention of “ raising a colt” 

from old Fanny, or Jenny, or Molly, chiefly because these family 

relics are too decrepit for any other purpose, pray leave the under- 

taking to those more broadly intentioned. The men who breed an 

old wreck of an undersized mare to some mongrel, or short-breed 
cross-roads stud-horse, just because the one is good for nothing 

else, and the other stands at a cheap fee, deserve all the mis- 

fortune they are courting —and may it come to them good and 

plenty, for they do the whole country incalculable injury. 

Breed the best or nothing. Surely self-esteem should prompt 

any man to do as much. The curse of the country, and the 

ruination of the horse industry is the flood of little scrubby, 

weedy, course, unsound, half-broken rips and jades overwhelming 

all the markets in America — brutes which bring disgust to the 

“cow”? man, or a “ 
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men careless enough to breed them, and an invariable loss; and 

the same to those who are foolish enough to buy them, even at the 

pittance they pay. The common, little, plain horse has absolutely 

no future anywhere; any horse, to sell at all nowadays, must be at 

least 15.2, not under 1,050 pounds, and excellent of his sort at 

that; every extra half-inch, and every additional 50 pounds of 

mellow, ripe, well-trained, good-looking, sound, active “ horse” 

bringing a handsome equivalent in dollars. 
No man ever bred good horses of any kind without good mares ; 

no country ever gained a reputation for first-class equine produce 

unless, as a rule, the native mares averaged high class of their 

sorts. No stallion, or number of stallions, ever filled a farm, a 

locality, or a country, with good horses, unless they had access 

to genuine good mares. Do not let anyone fool you by saying that 

his stallion gets good colts from anything and everything. Every 

good colt any horse ever got had a good mare for a dam, or the 

progeny would not have been what it proved to be. The dam’s 

excellence might not have been recognized, but she possessed it; 

and results proved it. I should have far more confidence in the 

outcome in using a poor sire and really good mares, than in 

trusting to a good sire and the average wretch sent to his harem. 

It is for just this reason that the proposed governmental enter- 

prise of sending out, for cheap public service throughout the 

country , some fifty thoroughbreds, trotters, “ Morgans,” and 

saddle-bred horses will surely fail in producing the sort of horses 

the farmers can use, and the army will buy. Who is to supervise 

the sort of mares sent to these sires? If the Government wants 

to secure a supply of good horses to draw upon for army work, it 

will go far on the road if it will bring about a return to the 

farmers, for work and for breeding purposes, of the thousands of 

big, fine mares that annually are sold in all our large cities — 

especially New York — at almost any prices, when thin or lame 

for temporary reasons; or worn by city work to a point where they 

need recuperation and rejuvenation — cannot secure it — and 

are consequently sold for a trifle to continue their downward way 

to the boneyard. 

Better far than broadcasting stallions would it be to buy up 

such mares, send them to various farming and breeding localities, 
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sell them at auction, and give the Government an option on any 

foals at some age at a specified price. No results can be obtained 

from the Government’s present efforts for at least six years, and 

what these results are likely to average then, the outcome of the 

breeding experiment of the Jockey Club with its thoroughbred 

sires for the past five or six years in New York affords con- 

clusive proof, and a horrible convincing demonstration of “ how 
not to do it.” 

The Jockey Club put out some 70 thoroughbred stallions, a few 
of them high-class, most of them very far from that, quite a num- 

ber dreadful wretches, among the farmers of New York. Some 
4,000 mares were bred in all these years; 1,700 offspring 

materialized. Of these stallions, but 26 now remain in service. 

Most of you have seen the product, if not the horses. Did they 

impress you as being the sort a farmer could use, could sell 

profitably, would produce in quantity if he could? Were they 

the sort any market would assimilate in numbers for any purpose, 

or were they absolutely no-account nondescripts — equine jokes 

—and most expensive ones? I can only testify that I sold for 
various people, youngsters from one to four years old, both at 

private sale, and under the hammer, at $20, $25, $40, $60 per 

head, and oh how dear at that! I have judged numbers of these 

“creatures ” at horse shows, and never have seen one I would give 

the cash values of the ribbons I had to award for it. You gentle- 
men who live in the New York localities have probably seen many, 

possibly own some, of them. Will you not give your opinion, and 

experience — not of your one ewe-lamb, but of the average quality 

of the half-breeds you know in your own or any other locality. 

That most marvelous of nations, the Japanese, with their 

extraordinary faculty of digging the “meat” out of any under- 

taking, and discarding forthwith the rubbish, discovered some 

years ago that they, as a nation, were sadly deficient in horse 

flesh. Now listen to what they did. First, they appropriated 
about $5,000,000 to be spent within twenty years in importing 

stallions of every breed, and of the highest class of each breed. 

Second, they sent emissaries—one committee— to all other 

countries to inspect their horses, and to study their methods of 

handling and breeding. Third, they bought young, sound, clean- 
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bred registered animals. Fourth, they sent all animals of a cer- 

tain family to one locality — trotters here, thoroughbreds there, 

Percherons yonder, Shires thither, ete., and allowed no other sort 

of stallions in that locality: they castrated all native and all grade 

stallions; they altered every male colt when he was weaned; they 
forbade the use of any stallions except those thus localized, all of 

imported stock, registered as clean-bred in their respective stud- 

books. What is the consequence? ‘To-day they are well on their 

way in Japan to clean-bred stock, for already they have many in 

the third generation — five returns to the original blood making 

them clean-bred for all practical purposes of type, ete. Moreover, 

if they need a certain kind of horse, they can simply go to the 

locality or province where that sort are raised. 

There are 23,000,000 horses in this country to-day, and it will 

take a buyer from a week to two weeks to pick up a load of a sort 

and at prices, that will satisfy the ‘‘ main one” at home that he 

is not a hopeless incompetent. Yet some 50 odd years ago the 

Japanese were regarded es barbarians— while we have been 
house-broken and educated these 300 years! 

There should be a national law compelling every farmer to keep 

nothing but mares on his farm; to oblige him to sell all geldings 

as 4-year-olds. Thus farmers might be induced to breed more 

generally, and thus they would be encouraged to hasten maturity 

in their products, feed for condition and easily finish and handle 

and work lightly their youngsters at an early age. Your drafter 

earns something on his keep at two, is saleable (and largely in 

use in cities, ete.) at three; a dignified, finished horse at four; 

a profitable investment at all times; a product that teaches a lot 

by showing the benefits of liberal feeding and good care to every 

kind of stock, and the hard cash equivalent for such liberality. 

The brood-mare is the only animal that will do your work, and 

“work while you sleep,” 
foal, or both, as well. You boast of the milk, butter, calves, from 

your well-bred cows; your sheep give you lambs and wool; but 

your mares will provide for all of them, in working and harvest- 

in nourishing the unborn, or the living 

ing crops; provide for herself in the same way; do likewise for 

yourself and family; transport crops to market, family to town, 

etc., yet nourish all the time an embyro, benefiting by the labor 
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of its mother, and finally giving you as an asset a “ catch crop,” 

so to speak, of promising young horse-flesh, which, properly reared 

and trained, is always negotiable at a profit. 

We all long to own real estate— what profit per acre does it 
pay? We look with envy at the owner of Government bonds — 

what percentage does he draw? Gentlemen, you cannot name an 
investment in agriculture that will pay you the profit in propor- 

tion that a few good mares will do. Invest $1,006 in any proposi- 

tion — what will you get as interest upon it? Probably 5 per 

cent. or $50. But suppose we say 10 per cent. or $100. If any 

man is careful, and knows what he wants, he can go to the cities, 

or even into the big wholesale markets, Buffalo, Chicago, ete., 

and buy from three to six good, big, heavy mares, with fair 

quality and good “ fronts ” for $1,000. If these mares, bred to a 

good heavy stallion, do not drop him foals that will nowadays 

bring him $250-$350, as early three-year-olds, he is in hard 

luck indeed, and also a bad buyer and judge. These youngsters 

will have cost not over $150 each to raise from birth, nothing 

before that as the dam works regularly, and because from two- 

year-olds they will have done light work enough to pay for their 

keep, partially at least. Your $1,000 worth of mares should 

bring you an annual $500 at least of profit in colts sold, probably 

more. Can you put the same sum into any straight farming 

operation, and expect or receive a like dividend ? 

Now as to the sort of horses the farmers of to-day should breed, 

and how they should breed them. Right here let me say a word 

about myself, that you may understand that what I present to you 

to-day, through the gentleman who has kindly undertaken to read 

these remarks to you, is not theoretical, but the fruit of forty 

years’ active personal experience as a horse-dealer, breeder, and 

farmer — nineteen of these years being passed as treasurer, 

managing director and auctioneer of the American Horse Ex- 

change, Broadway and Fiftieth street, New York. I have bought 

and sold and handled thousands and thousands of horses of every 

breed for every purpose, and have made always a good living in 

this most difficult business by anticipating futures, and guessing 

public demand correctly. The American Horse Exchange was 
the largest and best-known institution of its kind in the world, 
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and handled the best of all the various kinds of horses, ponies, 
ete. 

Our future horse supply is coming entirely from you gentle- 

men, and such as you, who produce annually your one to four or 

five colts from the mares you work on your place. The huge 

horse-breeding plants are a thing of the past; they never were 

profitable in that past. ach locality must, in the near future, 

take care of itself or pay prices for horse-flesh as yet unheard of, 

high as the figures of to-day appear. The West has reached a 

point where it can itself use all the horses it can produce in the 

near future. You should consider this the most serious of farming 

problems. Operations begun to-day will not benefit: you for the 

next five years to any extent. You will have to work out your 

own salvation, or in 1918, you will pay for the “farm chunks” 

you think dear to-day at $400—$500 a pair, $700—$1,000 a pair, 

and the $150 coarse, cheap “chunk” of to-day will be bringing 

near $300. All nonsense, you think, with 23,000,000 horses in 

the country by the last census report? Gentlemen, of that num- 

ber at least three-fourths are light, nondeseript, worthless trash — 

competent for no farming purpose, and a living disgrace to the 

people who bred them. Try you ever so carefully for the best, 

you will inevitably produce a large percentage of the mediocre, 

and the wholly bad. 

For sixty years the farmers of America have been, via the old 
family mare and the cross roads mongrel stud-horse, producing 

the worst rubbish on earth (for the most part), and have been 

satisfied with such mistaken method. The millions of hard-earned 

eastern, southern and northern dollars that go West every 

year for farm-horses furnish a costly commentary upon this 

wholly vicious neglect of the very first—the elementary 

provision toward successful farming, the ability to find at moder- 

ate prices, or to produce much more cheaply, able, vigorous, active, 

good-looking heavy horses, which shall handle modern farm ma- 

chinery, ete., competently. 

No horse under 1,400 pounds weight has any place in modern 

farm operations; the 1,700-pound horse is even more appropriate 

to the labor required and to the market. You know you want 

him. Lamenting high prices would not help matters, Get busy! 
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Go after him! Produce him — work him a little, and sell him 

before this wretched labor we get nowadays can, through care- 

lessness, stupidity or both, knock him out and make him a cripple, 

or wrong in his wind. No farmer ought to keep old, weak horses, 

or use three light screws to do what one or two heavy horses can 

do cheaper and better. The drain of inefficient animals on the 

farm is what keeps the mortgages on two-thirds of them. You 

lay awake nights worrying over the dreaded cholera among your 

pigs; tuberculosis in your cows or lung worms in the sheep; and 

never give a thought to the fact that those four old crippled light- 

weight plugs in your barn cost you more every year, by what they 

cannot and you, therefore, do not accomplish, than you would 

lose if all your cows, pigs, and sheep dropped dead to-morrow. 
Breed heavy horses, gentlemen, and do not bother with any- 

thing else. There is nothing for you New Yorkers in this cavalry- 

horse business. Do not listen to any one who tries to persuade 

you that you can raise army horses and ever “ break even.” The 

Government has its troubles — but you have your own, and you 

know as well as I do that the “cavalry” of the future means 

“mounted infantry,’ which, in turn, means— in war-time — 

cheap, little cobs and horses, such as you have raised, if you have 

bred horses at all. The artillery, however, must have big, active 

horses; and when the time comes your home-bred drafters will be 

just exactly what the army will need by the hundreds of thous- 

ands, and at your price. 
As to breed—heavy breed is good in your business, but 

when the markets and the buying public of America (and pro- 

gressively, in Canada also) wholly approve the Percheron and 

Belgian grades, what use to look further? They stand heat 

better than any; they are “ good doers;”’ they average types that 

make it very easy to mate up pairs; they are active on asphalt 

and all pavements; sure-footed; wear well; do not especially 

suffer from side-bones, ring-bones, spavins, ete —the result of 

heavy action and consequent concussion — their legs are free 

from the heavy growth of hair so objectionable in our climate, 

because in winter it accumulates large quantities of frozen snow, 

mud and filth, the weight of which starts the hairs of the lower 

legs in their roots, causes irritation, possibly fever, thence grease- 
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heel, scratches, weed, ete. I hold no brief for any family. I do 

not care two straws what blood any horse carries in his veins if 

he “delivers the goods” regularly; and if he can be found in 

quantity; if the markets assimilate him; and if the public ap- 

proves him. Any horse is a good horse to breed from, but do 

not be led into breeding some sorts you never see anywhere but 

on the promoter’s farm. Life is too short to make a market for 

anybody’s prodigies — produce what the people want. 

Breed what you will, but try to have your mares all of a type, 

size, ete., so that any two make a good pair. Thus you stand a 

better chance of getting foals which will pair off well, and a good 

pair always brings more than two equally good odd horses. More- 

over, if your mares are all of a sort, the one stallion will probably 

“nick” well with all of them, resulting in fairly uniform 

produce. 

Have your mares foal in the early winter, when you can best 

spare them for a time, and whereby it will not interfere with 

your spring, summer and fall work. Thus your foals, well weaned 

by spring time, go right on to young juicy grass and keep growing 

while the dams are ready for labor in plenty of time. Foals of 

that age also have a good growth of tail and mane to protect them 

from the attacks of insects. While it costs a little extra to thus 

carry a foal for two or three winter months, it is money well 

spent. 

Keep them fat and growing, never let them lose the “ colt 

flesh ” if you seek early maturity, and “market toppers.” The 

best cross in your colt’s makeup is “ grain bin.” Reinforce that 
with liberal infusions of “plentiful hay,” “good grass,” 

“warm stabling,” and “ common sense,” and your colt will have 

more valuable assets than any special blood lines will give him, so 
far as practical results go. If you will not feed, do not breed. 

Feeding is 50 per cent. and more of the success element in any 

breeding scheme. Moreover, visit the wholesale markets, and 

learn what “ market condition” really is; then keep your stock 

pretty near that level. No markets will take thin horses, no 

matter how good, at any decent figure or in any quantity. 

Feeding does not mean ramming the manger full of hay every 

time you pass a horse. Nearly every farmer does that; many 
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farm horses have wind troubles, heaves, ete.; cause and effect 

right there. I have not in thirty years, fed hay but once a day — 

at night. No working horse should have it at any other time. A 

small stomach, like the horse’s, is easily overloaded; digestion is 

damaged; food does little good; it is not what an animal con- 

sumes, but what it digests that counts. 

There is no special science in feeding. Success lies in the 

watchfulness of the feeder over each individual; an intimate 

acquaintance with its likes and dislikes; an open eye to see, and 

an open mind to grasp and to profit by what one sees. The per- 
sonal equation is too often an unconsidered factor in the handling 

of all animals; and I have often had grooms caring for two lots 

of horses, all doing the same work and on the same feed; yet one 
man’s lot did 30 per cent. better than the other’s. Nowhere is 

this faculty more valuable than in handling young stock — the 

quiet, watchful, prompt, careful feeder is worth twice what he 

ever gets in wages, and even thus paid, is a great economy. 

Your young heavy horses should be made handy in harness as 

yearlings; put at light work as two-year-olds; at regular farm 

labor at three. The surplus should be sold the first time anyone 

names you a fair price, at any age. You can make a little quick 

money; you avoid all future accidents, if the colt turns out well 

he is your best advertisement; if badly, you were well rid of him. 

Furthermore you do what ordinary business precaution requires 

every farmer to do— you have started promptly a perishable 

article on its way to the consumer at a fair profit to yourself. 

The moment any agriculturist fails to carry out this business 

precaution with all his produce, he becomes a speculator, and a 

speculator in “ futures” of a very precarious nature. 

Should your faney run to producing lighter horses, the trotter, 

the large, able, robust animal of that variety of as much good 

looks as possible, as much size as you can manage to grow him 

to, some action, and a fair pace at the trot, is the only sort you 

can hope to both use profitably and sell at an advance over cost. 

You should mature him early, but you will find it very hard to 

sell him before he has a full mouth; he will not be very valuable 

to you while young as a worker; the demand for him is growing 

less every year; it is to just such horses that the motor car is 
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the worst enemy, for he is the sort they first displace, both for 

pleasure and for business. 

The saddle-horse is a specialized article; the hunter is in but 

limited use, and only those after “ schooling,” especially apt at the 

game bring good figures; the carriage horse is snowed under; the 

roadster finds no demand; the fast trotter is in the hands of the 

few wealthy breeders, ete., who can afford to take a chance. 

The trotting horse has been bred in New York State for many 

years with good results, but the demand for the old-time “ up- 

state” carriage horse has fallen away to small proportions. It 

is up to you to guess whether that demand will ever revive. As 

a dealer in such horses for forty years, I can only say to you that 

while sentiment bids me hope it may, ordinary business common- 

sense tells me it will not, and I have, with dozens of others, given 

up the ight horse business before it reached the point where there 

was no business left to give up. The trotter is the best all-round 

horse in the world, but for fifty years we have been breeding speed- 

machines, regardless of any other purpose. We have them, but 

if the speed-market fails, what other outlet have we prepared for 

our product? In this state it is no use to advocate trying to sell 

him for a saddle horse, which is a special trade the native farmers 

do not understand ; nor for a hunter, which is still more a special 

trade, with a very limited demand, and one in which the high 

prices you read about are never paid for the raw material, but only 

for the finished article shown to the best advantage in the hunting 

field, and exposed primarily to all the accidents such an education 

entails. There is nothing for any farmer in trying to raise fast 

horses, and the effort so to do has ruined many a farmer, and his 

boys as well. 

The thoroughbred can have no value for the agriculturists of 

this state, although much effort has been wasted to convince them 

to the contrary. As a dealer I will tell you that the one horse 

the markets of the country never yet would assimilate was the 

thoroughbred and his grades that looked like thoroughbreds. If 

you accord me belief on no other point, I beg you, gentlemen, to 

heed me here, and to consider the practical end of the matter 

only. If anyone else, with as long a market experience as my- 

self, endeavors to assure you to the contrary, accord him what 

approval you choose, of course, but be sure he speaks from hard- 
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won and costly experience, and not from sentiment. There is 

not a man in the country to-day who has spent the time and money 

that I have in trying to make the thoroughbred a practical work- 

a-day horse — and all in vain. [I believed in him. I listened to 

the theorists and sentimentalists, and I made myself poor, and 

have kept myself poor trying to prove by actual demonstration 

that they were right. You will hear of a few wealthy men who 

breed thoroughbreds and sell developed hunters now and then for 

big money — but you do not hear of their failures, and the pit- 

tance they received; and you must not overlook the fact that the 

few horses they sell go to personal wealthy friends whose trade 

you could not get, and if you could, would find it but a small 

matter in the end. There are plenty of other states to take up the 

breeding of thoroughbreds and saddle horses and fast trotters. 

Let New York cater to other markets. 

The motor car has worked vast benefit to the horse breeding 

industry in that it has opened every one’s eyes to the narrow roads 

of usefulness remaining to the horse; has greatly increased the 

demand in those roads; has made it utter folly to try to produce 

anything but the very best; has provided a market for that best 

at very profitable prices; has demonstrated clearly that along these 

lines the heavy horse has a far more dependable future than any 

horse we breed —a future into which no element of speculation 

enters, but which assures a steady, liberal, legitimate demand. 

The time to prepare to fill that demand-is right now; the time 

to get busy to cut off that yearly unwaranted outlay for western 

work-horses is this minute. 

There will doubtless be addresses made to you to-day upon 

army-horse breeding, but I would warn any average farmer to be 
very careful what he attempts here. The Government gives you 

no guarantee that it will ever buy your produce at all. It can 

name you no other market for it. It does not agree to purchase 

such young horses in any definite yearly quantity, for any definite 

number of years, at any definite places. It does, however, take 

an option on any colt you may breed (remember it will not touch 

the fillies at any price of $150 per head at three years, this may 

mean up to the day before he is a four-year-old). This option 

you can only clear by paying $25 stallion fee on a youngster you 

cannot, then, tell anything about. Does all this look, or “ listen,” 
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to you like good business? It is good business for the Government 

all right enough, but do let us establish a record in this matter. 

Let us prove for once that the farmer does not always mean to 

be the goat. 

Some of you probably “fell for” that political game of the 

Jockey Club, and I wish I had the time to tell you the inside 
history of that piece of breeding philanthropy. If you were an 

innocent party to that enterprise, and profited by it, I hope you 

will get up right now and tell this meeting how much you made, 

and what prices you received. If you, on the other hand, lost your 

time, your temper, and your money, please be equally frank. The 

truth should be known about all that thoroughbred-stallion-for 

the-poor-dear-farmer-to-improve-the-breed-of-horses-business, and 

if the result has been wholly or even approximately successful, all 

farmers should know the facts, and share in the emoluments on 

their own account. 

No Government can expect to mount its troops cheaply unless 

it assumes most of the risk and expense. Where our people offer 

$150 for cavalry horses, other countries pay $250-$375. Do you 

imagine that if our Government would pay such figures as these 

it would find it impossible to secure 2,000 army horses per 

annum — or 100,000 for that matter ? 

Nobody knows—the army buyers themselves do not know 

what they will buy for army horses two years consecutively. 

Horses rejected one year go through with a rush the next. How 

is any one to cater to such a market? If that is true now, what 

will it be in six years or so, bearing in mind the inevitable fact 

that cavalry will sooner or later become “ mounted infantry?” 

Stick to the drafter — the horse you can use, can sell, and which 

as a “ gunner” or artillery horse at $225-$250 will fill a place on 

the army picket rope much more surely than any “ cavalry 

horse.” 

Start breeding this year, if only with one mare. Stick to the 
drafters, at least until all the countryside is filled with fine, big, 

upstanding, lusty mares and fillies. Then, if you choose, and 

only then, experiment with the lighter breeds, crossed upon these 

worthy dams, carefully watching the tendencies of the times, and 

anticipating them if you can. A farm without a colt is like a 

dairy without a cow. 
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To conclude, then, let us sum up briefly what horse breeding, 

to be successful, practical, and profitable to both farmer and 

public in this or any country, must include. 

First, we must get big, active, courageous mares of as much 

quality as possible. Second, they must be of the sort the farmers 

can use and the markets can assimilate. Third, they must be of 

one type as near as possible. Fourth, the stallions used must be 

clean-bred and from the family of which the mares are grades. 

Fifth, they should be dark-colored, if possible — we are produc- 

ing too many greys. Sixth, their progeny should be of a sort to 

handle easily, to do light labor when young, and to mature 

quickly. Seventh, these youngsters should be marketed as early 

as possible, any time a fair price offers. Eighth, they should be 

fed liberally from the moment of their birth. Ninth, no experi- 

menting with all sorts, shapes, sizes, and families should be done. 

Choose your sort, and stick to it. Tenth, stick to the draft 

families —in New York State you can always buy a “ driver” 

cheaper than you can raise him— the reverse is true of heavy 

horses. 

Mr. Huson: You will all agree that Mr. Ware has convictions 

on this subject and the courage of giving them utterance. While 

we may not all agree with all of his conclusions, his paper here 

to-day is a very remarkable one, in my judgment, and shows that 

he approaches this subject from a very broad view-point. 

The next speaker on the program, I am happy to announce, is 

here in person, and he too has had a vast experience along these 

lines. He is, as you are aware, the editor of the “ Rider and 

Driver,” a well-known publication that fills a very important 

sphere in the horse-breeding world. He also has had great 

experience with the show horse, and has acted as the director in 

charge of the horse show at the State Fair and other well-known 

horse shows for many years. While his views may not run in 

harmony with those of Mr. Ware, or with those of some of the 

other speakers, yet he presents this question as the result of his 

experience and observation, and is a very intelligent and able 

representative of the point of view which he will present. It 

gives me very great pleasure to present to you at this time Mr. 

Samuel Walter Taylor, of New York. 
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THE TYPE OF HORSE NEW YORK STATE FARMERS SHOULD RAISE 

SamMuEL Water Taytor, Epiror, Rider and Driver, 

New York. 

It would be presumptuous on my part to tell you what is the 

best type of horse for the farmer to breed. At the same time I 

feel that I may be able to lay before you some facts and observa- 

tions that may assist you in determining what horse you may 

breed with greatest satisfaction to yourselves and profit to your 

farms. ‘The question is one that you only can answer as it must 

be considered from so many angles. 

I believe that the breeding of horses by farmers for the market 

must at best be a side issue of the farm, so to speak, and therefore 

the factor of the horse’s usefulness on the farm before going to 

the market to be sold is of the utmost importance. The force of 

this conclusion will, I think, be realized when the cost of raising 

a horse in idleness from birth to maturity is figured as a dead loss. 

There is no reason, however, why the horse from the age of two 

years should not be employed on the farm to profitable advantage. 

You, of course, are well aware that the mare need not be taken 

out of service except for a very short time prior to foaling. The 

eolt ean be broken to harness or saddle at two years of age and 

gradually inducted into active work, the same as a race horse at 

that age is trained to win races. 

You have heard a great deal about the automobile displacing 

the horse and the complaint of breeders throughout the country of 

the lack of markets for certain kinds of animals. As yet, this 
new condition of things has not seriously affected the draft, or 

so-called work-horse, but there is no doubt that serious inroads are 

already being made in that direction. 

The driving horse, for the time being, has been practically 

swept off the highways; the horse for riding in the parks of cities, 

through the bridle paths and over the fields in the country, as 

well as on suburban and rural roads, has been increasing and will 

continue to increase in popularity. That there will be a reaction 

in favor of the driving horse, I firmly believe. 

Such a thing as the “horseless age” is as remote as the 

millennium; in spite of inflated reports about the automobile 
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taking the place of the horse, statistics show that there are more 

horses in the world to-day than ever before and, strange as it may 

seem, to those who complain that there is no money in breeding 

horses, prices are higher than ever and horses of the highest types 

are equally scarce. 

The United States Department of Agriculture, under date of 

January 29, 1913, reports that on January 1, 1913, the total 

number of horses on farms and ranges in the United States was 

20,567,000, valued at $110.77 per head, with an aggregate value 

of $2,278,222,000. Compared with January 1, 1912, horses had 

increased 58,000; mules increased 24,000; milch cows decreased 

202,000; other cattle decreased 1,230,000; sheep decreased 880,- 

000; swine decreased 4,232,000. In average value per head, 

horses increased $4.83; mules increased $3.80; milch cows in- 

creased $5.63; other cattle increased $5.16; sheep increased 

$0.48; swine increased $1.86. In total value horses increased 

$105,528,000, etc. 
So far as concerns there ever being an absolute extinction of 

the horse, let it suffice for me to quote Darwin as authority for 
the statement that, without exception to the rule, every organic 

being naturally increases at so high a rate that, if not destroyed, 

the earth would soon be covered by the progeny of a single pair. 

This statement as to non-extinction of the horse is, of course, 

based upon the assumption that in spite of the enormously in- 

creased use of mechanical power, in lines previously occupied 

exclusively by the horse, the proportionate increase of demands 

for animal power will more than keep pace and thereby require 

the horse’s continued reproduction. 

As a comparison I think it reasonable to refer to the conditions 

attendant upon the introduction and gradual increased use of 

labor-saving devices for replacing the labor of man. It may be 

recalled that, when the first “ new-fangled”? machine came in, 

there was almost a panic among many who were dependent en- 

tirely upon the labor of their hands for sustenance and, also, that 

this fear was eventually forgotten. 

Without going too deeply into the scientific side of the breeding 

problem, I deem it pertinent to the subject of the hour to glance 

briefly at the basic elements to be heeded, if we would achieve 
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success. We hear much about the doctrine, “ like begets like,” 

which has been given the stamp of approval by naturalists of the 

highest order; but, as freaks and monstrosities have proven, from 

time to time, it is also true that nature has a will of her own when 

she wishes to exercise it. It is undeniably true that like begets like, 

when we have established a breed and type and continued to breed 

within the range of established blood-iines. But it is not in 

accordance with the spirit of progress that we should make no 

departures from this fixed order of conduct, which applies to 

the breeding af horses with the same force as to every other line 

of effort in the march of development. It is a paradox, too, to 

say that like begets hke when we realize that the largest horses 

of the present time have been bred up in size by natural selec- 

tion, care and feeding, and through the process termed by Herbert 

Spencer “survival of the fittest,’ from ponies of the smallest 

stature — without taking note of pre-historic evolution. 

It would be an easy matter to settle the question as to what is 

the best type of horse for the farmer to breed if any one of the 

pure-bred types could be pointed to as fulfilling all the require- 

ments of the farm and meeting all the opportunities for profit in 

the market. This, we all know, is far from the mark. How then 

are we to reach some composite animal that will meet the com- 

prehensive exigencies of the day ? 

It is conceded that each of the various draft breeds is a good 

horse for the farmer to breed, not only for use on his own farm 

but for achieving a lucrative market. The different types of 

heavy horse may appeal to the individual farmer according to 

their characteristics, such as size, weight, color, hardihood and 

adaptability to the work that he may require. I take it, however, 

that as the draft horse for the farmer is well known to be a 

profitable horse to breed, there is another phase of the subject 

to be treated, else there would be no question asked; and this 

phrase we must view with consideration for our pockets, not only 

at the present moment but also with a view to the future. 

In my opinion, although I may be seriously doubted, the auto- 

mobile, as already stated, will eventually make more serious in- 

roads upon the heavy draft horse than it has made upon the horses 

used for pleasure, general utility, sport and war. There will 

35 
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then be no sentiment attached to the maintenance of the heavy 

draft horse and when it is shown that many of his duties can be 

performed more economically by mechanical power his day of 

eurtailment will most certainly have arrived. 

In the meantime, therefore, it seems to me possible to combine 

the cross-breeding of the heavy draft horse with horses of a 

lighter type, such as thoroughbreds and trotters, to the end that 

we may obtain types of horses that will supply the present de- 

mand, at a good profit to the breeder, for saddle horses, hunters, 

army remounts, general utility horses and artillery horses. 

Realizing that a proposal to cross a thoroughbred stallion on 

a Percheron, Suffolk, Clydesdale, Shire or Belgian mare would 

be regarded as something of a radical departure from the accepted 

law of “ like begets like,” I wrote to Mr. Henry Fairfield Osborne, 

President of the American Museum of Natural History, of New 

York, seeking his opinion. I wrote as follows: 

“ Dismissing the economic side of the subject, I am taking the 

liberty of asking your views on the cross-breeding phase. The 

experience of some men has shown them, it is said, that the cross- 

‘ing of the thoroughbred (which is the cleanest of all bloods 

descended from the oldest pure-bred race known) upon the trot- 

ting-bred, (which is a decendent from the thoroughbred) has not 

always proven satisfactory, the usual result being what is com- 

monly called a ‘weed.’ The idea therefore suggests itself to me 

that if the hot-blooded thoroughbred were crossed upon its antithe- 

sis in breeding, such as one of the phlegmatic heavy draft breeds, 

the result would be more satisfactory as producing a horse that 

would be a composite, or medium type between the two strongly 

opposite types, which would be desirable for use as a docile weight 

carrying saddle horse, cross country hunter, general utility horse, 

military charger, or artillery horse, according to the individu- 

ality of the sire and dam selected and the individuality of the 

produce. If you would kindly consider this matter from the 

view point of eugenics, I should be most happy to quote whatever 

views you might have.” 

In answer to the foregoing, I received the following from Pro- 

fessor Osborne: 

“In my opinion, crossing with a thoroughbred for farming 
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purposes is absolutely against all principles of common sense and 

of good judgment. As a rule, crossing should be with near of kin, 

and there would be great danger in crossing the thoroughbred 

with any such phlegmatic breeds as the draft breeds you mention. 

The result would not be a blend of the good qualities of both, but 

a mosaic of possibly the least desirable qualities. 

“The thoroughbred enters naturally into the hunter and the 

trotter, and combination with the Arab, which is near of kin, is 

likely to produce good results. The best horse of the foreign 

horse breeds is a selection from the entirely different northern 

horse stock, which has been a draft type from the beginning, re- 

lated to all the Shire horses of England and the great draft breeds 

of France. A very long time ago these breeds had a mixture of 

Arab, which gave them the quality of spirit.” 
It seemed to me, at first, like assuming the role of a fool wko 

rushes in where angels fear to tread, to take issue with so eminent 

an authority as Professor Osborne. I could not dissuade myself, 

however, from the conviction that his theory is untenable, for if 

there be any comparison permissible with the American race, 

which is perhaps the most heterogeneous crystallization of human 

beings since the beginning of time and if the result of antithetical 

cross breeding be “ a mosaic of possibly the least desirable quali- 

ties,”’ then we are a nation of undesirables. 

His statements, nevertheless, did not put a quietus on my 

investigations and I immediately set to work to look up ante- 

cedents for the germ that had gotten into my inner conscious- 

ness. With some degree of skill and knowledge, I put my hand 

upon the writings of Prof. J. Wortley Axe, ex-president of the 

Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, and an acknowledged 

authority on the subject of the horse, its treatment in health and 

disease, its origin, breeding, training, and management. From 

him I learned that the English and Irish hunter, which is re- 

garded all the world over as the general utility horse par excel- 

lence, has descended from just such cross-bred origin as I have 

described. 
As he says, although there are a few horses more sought after 

than a first-rate weight-carrying hunter, the fact remains that 

in the vast majority of cases the animal belongs to no definite 
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breed, most hunters being made up of a thoroughbred sire crossed 

with a mare of more or less outward pedigree. It is scarcely 

complimentary to the hunter, he adds, that he should be the only 

variety of horse whose admirers confess themselves unable to 

produce him as a distinct breed. On the other hand, the con- 

fessed inability of most hunter breeders to work without the 

direct assistance of the thoroughbred is a testimonial to the 

value of the latter horse. 

Until recently, any sort of mare was promiscuously put to 

thoroughbreds by enterprising farmers who chanced to try their 

fortune; and the produce of the union was re-crossed with the 
thoroughbred or not, just as luck would have it. Professor Axe 

says this system has no doubt been practiced with varying results 

in the past as at the present time. He quotes John Lawrence, whose 

work was published in 1809, as bearing out this cross of thorough- 

bred and cart horse in Ireland. Others have used the thorough- 

bred upon all sorts of light mares from the cold mares down. 

“Nimrod,” another famous authority, admits that a hunter 

may be put to many purposes in addition to those of the field, as 

he can carry a man to battle or be used for draft; but he advo- 

cates a cross of Arab blood. He went, however, no further into 

the breeding problem than to lay down for the guidance of his 
readers that they observe the peculiarities of the horse and mare 

and cross accordingly —a tall horse to a low mare, ete. 

The rooted antipathy which exists to the half-bred stallion 
affords a very probable cause for believing that the creation of 

a breed of weight-carrying hunters and general-purpose horses, 

would not be an exceptionally difficult task. Professor Axe adds, 

after discoursing upon the advisability of establishing the pure 

breed of hunters, by more care with respect to the selection of 

dams, that cart blood may be a capital thing in its way, but asks 

how about the offspring of a union, if a filly? Unquestionably, 

he says, the prepotency of the thoroughbred is great but this cir- 

cumstance gives no guarantee that the cart blood will not assert 

itself, and until the breeder provides himself with a stud of mares 

that possess some good back breeding for several generations he 

must expect some disappointment as a result. 

It is my opinion, however, that a well-bred mare of any of 
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the established heavy draft breeds, if crossed with a thorough- 

bred, would produce a type of horse for which there is now a 

demand, not only from wealthy sportsmen of the United States 

and Canada, but by the governments of every important nation 

in the world. 

I asked Mr. August Belmont, Chairman of the Jockey Club, 

what he thought of my theory of crossing the thoroughbred with 

heavy draft mares and he said that a number of years ago he had 

bred a mare of draft type from upstate to the thoroughbred 

stallion Count D’Orsay, a son of Kentucky and Lady Blessington, 

the result being a gray mare 16.1, which he bred to the thorough- 

bred stallion Nonesuch by the Ilused out of a Newminster mare 
and produced a filly foal that could do three-quarters miles in 

1.16 and was a most admirable type of weight-carrying hunter. 

I next appealed to Mr. John E. Madden, the well-known 

thoroughbred breeder of Kentucky, who sent me the following: 

“For the army remount the thoroughbred stallion is un- 

doubtedly the horse to use as a sire. ‘This horse should be of 
medium size and of powerful mould, one whose size should be 

gauged by the scales rather than by the tape line. This type of 

stallion, bred to the mares that are available, be they trotters. 

hackneys, Morgans, saddlers or half-breeds, should give good 

results. 

“For artillery purposes my selection of a stallion would bo 

the standard-bred trotter of powerful conformation, if possible a 
big horse on short legs. This type of stallion will cross well on 

mares of various breeds, and especially on the many half-bred 

Percheron mares to be found in the possession of farmers nearly 

everywhere. 

“In selecting the thoroughbred and standard-bred trotting 

stallions I have been guided by the fact that racing has given to 

these breeds a power of endurance and gameness unattainable to 

others that have not been put to the same supreme test.” 

Major P. P. Johnson, President of the National Trotting 

Horse Association, I am informed, has been crossing trotting 

stallions on heavy-draft mares, with a view to producing artillery 

and general-utility harness horses with satisfactory results. 

The same letter that I sent to Professor Osborne was for- 
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warded to Dr. David Starr Jordan, to which the following was 

received : 

“Your favor addressed to Dr. Jordan, has been referred to 

me for answer in his absence. 

“Tn the light of the new understanding of the inheritance of 

the characteristics of animals and plants, hardly any biologist 

would attempt to predict the outcome of any particular crossing, 

even of such well-known animals as horses. The discoveries by 

experimental work in hybridization have revealed some very inter- 

esting and valuable principles, the most conspicuous of which 

teaches that many animal and plant characteristics seem to be 

indestructible and unmodifiable. Various characteristics may be 

combined by cross-breedings, but they cannot be blended. If they 

are of such an antithetical nature that they cannot exist together 
in the same individual, then one member of this pair of opposite 

characteristics will be suppressed, as far as any expression in the 

body of the individual is concerned, but it will be represented 

equally with the other in the germ cells produced by this indi- 

vidual. While, of course, experimental work has touched only a 

few of the many so-called unit characteristics that go to compose 

the personality of animals, yet the similarity in behavior in in- 

heritance of almost all of these characters that have been ex- 

perimented with, suggests that many more, probably most animal 

or plant characteristics, may be relied on to behave in the same 

way. 
““ However, some traits do blend, and one cannot tell just how 

a given trait in a given kind of animal or plant will behave in 

inheritance until one has tried it. It may very well be that the 

crossing you suggest would result in the kind of type that you 

desire to get, but probably nowhere else in biologic work is the 

old adage that the ‘ proof of the pudding is the eating it’ more 

literally true than in the field of studies in heredity. And as 

animal breeding depends first and above all else upon heredity, 

so also must it find the answer to its problems through multiplied 

experiment. 

“The important thing to keep in mind now-a-days, in cross- 

breeding, is that you are not mating two distinct but modifiable 

and fusible personalities, but that you are combining two groups 
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of unit characters or traits. Some of these traits may be able 

to exist side by side in the offspring, others will be so opposite 

that one must be suppressed as regards immediate expression. 

But this one will not have been stamped out, but will be repre 

sented in the germ cells of the offspring and will reappear when- 

ever possible.” 

(Signed) V. L. KELLOGG. 

In answer to my letter on the subject of ‘“ best type for the 

New York farmer to breed” Gen. Leonard Wood, Chief of Staff, 

U.S. A. wrote as follows: 

“Referring to your letter relative to ‘what is the best horse 

for the farmers of New York to breed,’ I beg to state that I 

had best speak of this subject only in its relation to the require- 

ments of the army. 

“From the accompanying report you get an idea as to what 

we are hoping to see produced in considerable numbers throughout 

the country for army purposes. We also believe that if we get 

good types for our artillery and cavalry, they should be highly 

valuable animals for general farm work. I shall not go into the 

relative advantages or disadvantages possessed by the army horse 

or the regular draft horse in relation to cost of breeding and 

maintenance, for you can doubtless get that more accurately 

elsewhere, 

“The army requires annually about 2,000 horses, and these 

are being purchased at varying prices, dependent upon the local- 

ity and the additional cost of transportation to stations. 

“In Montana and Texas and other parts of the West where 

horses may pass most of their days, prior to presentation for pur- 

chase, on the ranges, it follows that the cost to the Government 

is less than it would be for horses purchased in New York State. 

At the present time the officer at the Remount Station in Virginia 

is securing fairly good 3-year-olds at an average of $150. Under 

the breeding system now being inaugurated by the Department 

of Agriculture, farmers get the use of stallions for a nominal sum, 

provided they agree to sell to the Government at the price stated 

above. If, however, the farmer decides that he wants to keep the 

colt, he then pays for the service at the rate of about $25. The 
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price set by the Government must necessarily vary with the local 

market price.” 

The Hon. Perry Belmont of Washington, D. C., who originated 

military races for officers in the United States Army, wrote that 

the War Department believes the best types of cavalry and 

artillery horses should also be high-grade farm animals suitable 

for practically all work. 
“The War Department has issued a statement setting forth its 

requirements for the army horse in which it declares that the 

galloping horse, the thoroughbred, which has been developed by 

eareful breeding and by racing trials over a period of more than 
150 years, resulting in a horse of quality and substance, superior 

in certain respects to any equine animal that has ever existed, is 

the suitable sire for the class of horses required by the army. 

Few people recognize the fact that the average cavalry horse must 

be up to carrying 267 pounds, assuming that the man alone weighs 

150 pounds. The best type of thoroughbreds would make superior 

cavalry horses, but to secure such in large quantities is not 

possible. The prepotency of that blood (above that of all other) 

and the peculiar fitness of the breed for army ends make such 

animals highly desirable for sire purposes. Mated with good- 

sized farm mares the results should be fairly good cavalry 

remounts; mated with the heaviest farm mares the result should 

be fair to good artillery remounts. 

“Tt is not intended to suggest that only by such means can we 

get desired results, but it is believed that there is no other way 

that would give such quick and consistent results. Good cavalry 

horses should have at least one-half of their blood strains from 

galloping stock (thoroughbreds). That is fundamental. For 

horse artillery the same requirement would be wise. 

stand- 
as is well known, are largely in- 

“The principally recognized breeds of this country 

ard, Morgan, Hackney, saddle 

debted to the thoroughbred ancestry for some of their most note- 

worthy traits. This fact helps to confirm the opinion that good, 

big graded mares, almost regardless of predominating strains, 

when crossed with selected thoroughbred stallions should produce 

fairly good cavalry horses. The type of sire, however, crossed 

with good graded mares should give satisfactory mounts, and in 
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general horses of much farm usefulness. If that policy of breed- 

ing were adopted by the farmers in the course of a few years the 

Government would be able to secure enough young horses of a 

proper type to satisfy its peace requirements.” 

The following gives a notion of what is now demanded of the 

service horse owned by officers: 

“Suitable mount (charger) as published in General Orders 

No. 125, War Department, 1908, is hereby interpreted to mean a 

horse with a minimum height of fifteen hands, two inches, and 

with a minimum weight of 1,000 pounds. The horse should be of 

good appearance and of such breeding and substance as will enable 

him to carry his owner over jumps of reasonable stiffness, includ- 

ing hurdles, ditches, fences, and other obstacles simulating those 

which ordinarily would be met in going ’eross country. 

“Tf most of our valuable studs be shipped abroad it is clear 

that instead of an improvement there will be a retrogression dur- 

ing the coming years. That is a phase of the horse question which 

especially causes anxiety to the War Department. 

“The War Department is keenly interested in the proposition 

of the Agricultural Department to have Congress enact a law 

whereby superior sires may be placed throughout the country in 

suitable districts. By this means farmers and breeders will be 

able to secure the services of high-grade animals at most reason- 

able rates, and there will be produced over the country young 

horses for valuable remounts. This policy is simply carrying out 

what has been recognized in practically all old countries as a 

business measure and a necessity. 

“Tf careful selections were made of both sires and dams of 

thoroughbred animals as regards substance, size, blood lines and 

temperament, leaving wholly aside the racing question, it is be- 

lieved that within a reasonably few generations a horse highly 

useful for practically all cavalry ends would result. It would 

also be an animal of general utility purposes. 

“Cavalry work of the future will more than ever require long, 

hard service, and at times fast going. Cold-blooded horses are not 

up to the latter. What is said of the cavalry horse, in a large 

measure, applies to that of the artillery.” 

Other letters were received from Gen. John B. Castleman, 
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President of the American Saddle Horse Breeders’ Association, 

who wrote that “the New York farmer needs a better class of 

mares and then stallions from which these mares will produce a 

heavy utility horse; I do not mean the heaviest utility horse but 

a medium-weight horse that will weigh from 1,200 to 1,400 

pounds. This is better for the farmer, good for ordinary uses and 

better for the artillery service of the United States.” 

Mr. Fred Pabst, of Milwaukee, and Mr. George R. Brewster of 

Newburgh, N. Y., advocated breeding the Hackney and Mr. 

Spencer Borden of Fall River, Mass., recommended the heavy 

draft horse, preferably the Suffolk. 

Now, in conclusion, as intimated in my previous remarks, if 

it be the predilection of the farmer to breed pure-bred saddle 

horses it is easy for him to obtain the American Saddle Horse. 

tegister and pick out the horses and mares that may suit his purse 

and breed saddle horses that will bring a large profit; these, how- 

ever, will be horses that in order to be profitable must be given 
an amount of training and finish to catch the eye of the buyer 

and the cost of their keep may also be somewhat diminished by 

a certain amount of light work. The same applies to the breeding 

of the light-harness horse —if the farmer desires to breed trot- 

ters, either for the track or the road, he should have an eye to 

the symmetry and beauty of the horse. In the breeding of 
high-class carriage horses all he needs to do is to consult the 

Hackney Stud Book; the same with the breeding of thorough- 

bred saddle horses, either for use in pleasure riding or racing. 

What I have endeavored to show is that the crossing of a pure- 

blooded stallion on farm mares of substance may result in pro- 

ducing horses that will fill the gap existing as to what is most 

required at the present time. This is a matter both of patriotism 

and of personal interests. 

We may all congratulate ourselves that we are not living in 

the days of William the Conqueror, the first King of England 

who attempted to produce a horse especially adapted for agricul- 

tural purposes; or of Henry II, who was the next English 

monarch who made efforts to improve the race then known as the 

“oreat horse,” by importing large-sized stallions from Flanders 

and Holland; or of Edward II, or Edward ITI, or, after a lull 
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in horse breeding enthusiasm, the days of Henry VIII, as in 

those days, only mares and stallions above a certain height were 

allowed to be bred from and the wealthy prelates and nobles 

whose wives indulged in such expensive luxuries as French hoods 

or velvet bonnets were compelled to keep stallions of a stipulated 

size for the benefit of the community; King Henry also requiring 

that all owners or farmers of parks to the extent of one mile in 

compass should keep two mares apt and able to bear foals under 

a penalty of forty shillings. 

It was the aim of these monarchs to produce horses for fighting 

purposes as well as for agricultural welfare. Instead of having 

such strict injunctions placed upon us, we hope that our Govern- 

ment, while not paternal, may at least see the wisdom and find 

the means of aiding the farmer to breed horses, either by in- 

creasing the price for army horses, which I believe is sure to 

come, or by some form of premium or subsidy to enable him to 

maintain a stallion in his neighborhood at a nominal cost. 

Mr. Huson: The address of Mr. Taylor shows that he has 

given this subject a great deal of intelligent thought and atten- 

tion, and he has added a great deal to the information which we 

are gaining this afternoon on this subject. 
The next speaker on the program is also a well-known au- 

thority, Mr. Sidney S. Toman, the editor of the “ Trotter and 

Pacer,” which is the organ of the light harness horse. Mr. 

Toman expected to be here, but informed me yesterday that a 

business engagement which he could not anticipate and foresee 

would prevent his being here personally, and he has therefore 

forwarded his address with the request that it be read. It con- 

tains some valuable information on this subject from his view- 

point, and inasmuch as Mr. Cole read the address of Mr. Ware 

so well, I have asked that he also read that of Mr. Toman. 

THE TYPE OF HORSE NEW YORK STATE FARMERS SHOULD RAISE 

Sipney S. Toman, Eprror, Trotter and Pacer, New York. 

I wish to state, prior to entering into a discussion of this 

theme, that I have collaborated to some extent with others 

who have more personal and therefore more practical experi- 

ence than myself. JI have no real knowledge gained from 
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actual experience, of the needs of New York farmers, or the 

resources of New York farms, though I was familiar with con- 

ditions which prevailed in the West during a long residence there, 

up to a few years ago; and I presume that they are not much 

different from those which prevail here. In seeking the opinions 

ot other horsemen who are better qualified to speak on the subject, 

among them Mr. A. T. Stark, proprietor of the famous veterinary 

specific “ Reducine,’ whom I have long regarded as one of the 

best posted and most intelligent horsemen in the country, Mr. M. 

T. Grattan, of Preston, Minn., Mr. M. A. Smith, of Cawker City, 

Kans., Mr. A..T. Graham, of Carthage, Ill., and other practical 

breeders and farmers; I have found that the ideas which they 

advanced tallied in almost every respect with the conclusions I had 

formed, so I have the more confidence that the suggestions which 

I shall offer are worthy of your consideration. 

As an abstract proposition, I believe the best horse for the New 

York farmer to raise is the kind that renders him the best service 

in his own business and the best returns in the market, in ease 

he raises more than he can use. 

We may perhaps best reach a sound conclusion as to the 

question by a process of elimination, weeding out those types 

which from certain well-known characteristics of cost, confor- 

mation, disposition or other features as a breed are least worthy 

of consideration — until the final analysis reveals the light for 

which we are seeking. I believe that in this process of elimina- 

tion, we should begin with the thoroughbred; on the theory that 

the line of least resistance is the best one to follow. Ordinarily 

the thoroughbred, as a desirable type for the New York farmers to 

raise, or as a horse suitable in any way to their needs or profit- 

able production, might be dismissed with scant recognition, but 

inasmuch as within the past few years a very persistent effort has 

been made by the representatives of that breed to convince us 

that the thoroughbred is the sun of equine excellence for almost 

every imaginable purpose; and the Jockey Club, with admirable 

altruism has placed some of its most priceless blood at the dis- 

position of our farmers at a merely nominal fee, it may be worth 

while to go over the situation to see what the thoroughbred has 

to offer us. 
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At the very outset we find a very serious objection to the 

thoroughbred in the reflection that the farm horse necessarily is 

and must be a harness horse, which the thoroughbred has not been 

for over 200 years. For all of that long period, he has been 

bred for one purpose and one only, and that is to rua (and of late 

years to run short distances) under light weight. 

Over 200 years of breeding the thoroughbred with a view to 

enabling him to fly at the gallop, and the incessant grooming and 

rubbing and polishing he has received to render him fit for the 

greatest flights of speed; have made him about the most fragile 

article in the equine kingdom. No other horse has a skin so 

thin and hair so soft, fine and smooth. There is rarely one that 

has been trained for any considerable time that does not show 

saddle marks and abrasions of the skin where he has chafed. 

Put him in harness where his sensitive skin would be rubbed by 

the leather in a dozen places, instead of one, and it would be but 

a very short time before he would be sore from shoulder to rump. 

Another thing that disqualifies the thoroughbred for our con- 

sideration as a farm horse is the fact that he is incapable of 

undergoing ordeals requiring strength and rugged endurance. 

Go to any track where racing is in progress and you will see more 

broken down and crippled horses than can be found anywhere 

else. It is rare to see a thoroughbred racing at six years or over. 

Ile is as a rule either retired or broken down before he reaches 

that age — generally the latter. Our thoroughbred friends tell 

us that this is because he is called upon to put forth so much 

supreme effort and perform so many prodigious feats in his racing 

eareer, but any one who is familiar with the requirements of the 

work on a farm will find it easy to realize that in comparison, 

the tasks of the thoroughbred are merely play. He is a very bad 

walker, and at the trot, going either fast or slow, his gait is de- 

fective, lacking the easy knee action of the trotter, and placing 

him at a disadvantage on plowed ground and in snow or other 

heavy going. He has very long pasterns, ankles almost round 

and very small feet, rendering him difficult to keep sound. Still 

another disqualification of our thoroughbred friend is his temper 

and disposition. He is what is called in breeding parlance a 

hot-blooded horse and his temperamental intensity has been ac- 
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centuated by two centuries of development for the hot and furious 

battles of his turf career. At the race track he is wrought up 

to a nervous pitch that renders him almost insane. Every sense 

is alert with an eager desire to be unrestrained, every muscle and 

fibre is tense with the excitement of the imminent struggle, and 
long experience in such ordeals have rendered him, as a rule, 

fretful, irritable and frequently vicious. He is not a safe 

horse for the farmer, much less for his boys and girls or the 

women folks, when they want to ride or drive. 

They tell us, however, that we will subdue all this impetuosity 

by crossing his hot blood upon that of our sluggish farm mares. 

Concerning that claim I recently read an article written, I believe, 

by the president of the Washington State Agricultural College, 

which covers this point. He stated that many experiments had 
been made in breeding thoroughbred sires to Clydesdale mares 

with the expectation of getting the conformation and speed of the 

former and the size of the latter, but that the usual result was 

an animal possessing the front end of the thoroughbred and the 

hind end of the Clydesdale. In few cases was the result anything 

but a nondescript. 

Fortunately, we have had some opportunities for observation of 

this process in our own state during the last few years. I have 

already alluded to the thoroughbred stallions, which the Jockey 

Club has placed at the service of the farmers in different sections 

of the state. Originally there were 71 of these stallions, of which 

28 died, seven were gelded, three were returned to their owners, 

and eight were given to the Canadian Bureau, leaving only 25. 

Many of them never got a mare, and many more of them that had 

mares never got a third of them in foal, as is proved by the 

Jockey Club’s own report. The first year there were 500 foals 

from 4,000 mares bred. Then the number fell steadily to about 

350 last year. The oldest of this produce is now six years old. 

I have never seen any of them myself, but from what I am in- 

formed they are just what any intelligent breeder would expect, 

a lot of worthless weeds of all shapes and sizes, coarse and cheap 

all over and unfit for any purpose whatever except the wagon of 

a peddler or a junk-dealer. A well-known dealer in New York 

City, told me that he had seen, judged, bought and sold many 
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of the Jockey Club’s freaks, not one of which measured up to the 

standard of an ordinary farm horse; and that he had sold a 

number as two, three and four-year-olds for sums ranging from 

$20 to $45 apiece. The farmer boys all over the state have sold 

these skates for from $20 to $50 at three years old, anything to get 

rid of them. J know a man who sold them up to four years old, 

and by various thoroughbred sires, at all prices under $100, down 

as low as $10, averaging about $60 for a dozen head. So I think 

we can safely eliminate the thoroughbred from our calculation. 

He is not and never was a harness horse, he was never bred for 

work. He has never been trained for work, he does not know how 

to work and it would take a long course of breeding, education and 

development to endow him with the qualities which the farmer 

demands, either for his own use or as breeding stock. 

We come next to the draft breeds. I do not think we need waste 

any time in discussing the claim of the Hackney and the so-called 

coachers, as farm horses. In fact, I do not think that any par- 

ticular claim has ever been made for them for that purpose by 

their breeders and advocates. Though they are not less qualified 

for the farm than the thoroughbred, like him they are one pur- 

pose horses and that purpose not a serious one in life — largely 

to gratify a rich man’s fancy. The draft breeds have a much 

better claim upon our consideration, but though no reasonable 

comparison can be drawn between them, the runnner and 

Hackney for the object we have in view, there are objectionable 

features to all of them and in one respect they are open to the 

same criticism that applies to the thoroughbred — they have been 

bred for many years with a single object and that to attain 

weight and size. The ton horse is almost the sole desideratum of 

every breeder of every variety of the draft horse and they have 

been mated, fed ard developed with this main purpose. The 

English Shire and the Scotch Clydesdale are the main branches 

of the family and the Percheron, Belgian, Suffolk and other types 

are but artificial subdivisions of the same breed. They are all 

much alike in size and conformation, though they differ much in 

characteristics. J have heard the Clydesdale, Belgian and Suffolk 

are criticized. Personally I like the Percheron best of them all, 

and I have seen good results from crossing a trotting stallion on 

Percheron mares, and vice versa. 
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One strong objection which obtains against the pure-bred horses 

of all the draft breeds is the age limit. Few of them live much 

over 14 years, and it is more difficult to find one above that age 

than it is to find a trotter older than 25. Probably the reason 

for this is that everything is sacrificed for size and weight. They 

are heavily fed on special foods to develop these qualities, and 

pampered in their handling for the same purpose so much that 

when subjected to hard work and exposure they succumb quickly. 

This characteristic 1s noted to some extent among the grades of 

the draft families, though in a less degree. 

The sum of the objections to the pure-bred draft horses for 

New York farmers is that they are too large. For that reason 

they move too slowly, they eat too much and their lives are too 

short. A New York farmer no more needs an 1,800 pound horse, 

except possibly as a breeding asset for the market, then he needs a 

dirigible balloon. The sphere of this type of horse, and the 

only practicable one, is the heavy traffic of the city, hauling 

brewery wagons or immense loads for contractors, at a slow pace. 

There his immense weight and mighty strength gives him an ad- 

vantage possessed by no other breed. The draft grade comes next 

for consideration and seems to be the best proposition that we 

have had. Many practical men regard this type as the very best 

for the farmer to raise. Mr. Grattan above referred to, an ex- 

perienced breeder and successful farmer, whom I have long re- 

garded as one of the most intelligent and best posted men in the 

country in these pursuits, recently wrote me as follows: “ For the 

farmer who wants more weight than the average trotter possesses, 

the best in the Percheron-trotter cross, originated by that great 

breeder, the late Chas. A. DeGraff, who was planning just before 

his untimely death to buy a large number of Percheron mares to 

breed to a trotting stallion, his experiments in that direction 

having proved such a grand success. Jn the thousands of instances 

since, in this section, that cross has been tried both ways, the 

excellence of the individuals thus produced has been established 

beyond cavil. JI can furnish names of successful farmers in 

plenty, who will testify to this, and our farms are like New York 

farms. My opinions are based upon observation and correct in- 

formation.” Mr. Grattan further says: ‘“ The Percheron has 
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fine feet, clean bone, symmetry, splendid disposition, good consti- 

tution, and blends with the trotter to perfection — making a 

worker of about 1,350 pounds that can do and is able, willing, 

sound, long-lived and handsome. Many farmers point to such a 

one and say to me, ‘There is the best horse I ever owned.’ 

Buyers pay long prices for them when they can get them, but 

generally they are not for sale.” 

Mr. Grattan’s opinion will no doubt be indorsed by many who 

are familiar with the type he describes; it is interesting to note 

that he qualifies it with the provision, that it is recommended to 

farmers who “ want more weight.” This raises a question of very 

great importance — how much weight is requisite for the ideal 

horse for New York farmers to raise. Without any knowledge 

of the tasks which the horse is called to perform on the average 

New York farm, and with only the experience gained from con- 

ditions of farming in a western state a good many years ago, 

which I venture to say were at least not superior to those which 
New York possesses to-day, I believe any horse which weighs 

over 1,200 pounds is too heavy for the general purposes of farm 

work. Unless these farms are more difficult to cultivate than those 

of the West, a team of 1,200 pound horses will accomplish more 

plowing, planting, reaping and hauling in three days than a team 

300 pounds heavier will in four. The average farmer does not 

haul a load of more than two tons, and in the present condition 

of the highways in this state, it would not be at all burdensome 

for a pair of young, sound, well-seasoned horses, weighing not 

over 1,000 pounds each, to haul such a load to a market at any 

reasonable distance, and teams of this character are usually 

trotting bred. 

The horses first used in the New England States and which 

moved the settlers over the primitive highways into the wilder- 

nesses of western New York, Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin, 

cleared the land, hauled the logs, broke the new soil and were the 

mainstay of the pioneers, were horses which possessed not a single 

drop of draft blood. They were typical of the owners, bronzed by 

toil, toughened by exposure and capable of the greatest endurance ; 

though sometimes not half fed on the meanest of rations. Yet they 

lived to the average age of 25 or 30 years and it was rare to find one 
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that weighed over 1,000 pounds. If you must have heavier or 

larger horses for your sires you can find them plentifully among 

the trotters. It would not be at all dithcult to place a trotting bred 
stallion weighing from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds — too large to be a 
practicable proposition for a racing career in every township in 

the Empire State, at a price which would bring his services within 

reach of the humblest farmer. These horses need not necessarily 

be fast or fashionably bred, or able to beget 2:30 trotters; they 

need not be registerd or eligible to registration; they need not 

have ancestors noted as great speed-getters and all that they need to 

possess to be the best available asset in the equine line for a New 

York farmer, is good feet, bone and conformation, sound legs, kind 

dispositions and docility, the composite of which qualities is to be 

found more uniformly in the American trotter, than in any other 

breed of horses in the world. 

It would be a very serious misapprehension of the truth, if any 

one should conceive the idea that I am advising New York farmers 

to breed trotters for trotting purposes. Breeding for speed is a 

specialty and none but the specialists should touch it — even many 

of these have failed at it. I am simply maintaining that the trotter 

possesses more of the qualities demanded in a farmer’s horse than 

any other type. There is not one of them that cannot trot faster, 

as well as perform everything else in the whole range of human 
necessity better than horses of any other breed. 

It is claimed that the trotter does not breed to a type, but it is 

not true. There is not a single occupation or purpose that has 

been striven for in his production which has not been realized. It 

is true that he has been bred mainly for fast trotting, but he can 

be just as readily a saddle horse, a showring horse, a farm horse, 

or anything else. He has the most facile intelligence and the most 

plastic blood of any creature in the animal kingdom. His ver- 

satility was never more strikingly manifested than in the New 

York mounted police, which is easily the most splendidly mounted 

body of men on this continent and perhaps in the world. The 

beauty, uniformity of color, size, gait and conformation, and the 

intelligence of these horses are a perpetual marvel to every 

beholder, and they are strictly trotting bred, almost without excep- 

tion. Nobody can doubt that the trotter will breed to a type after 
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inspecting these horses. I have sometimes thought that the 

Almighty must have created the trotter as part of a special plan to 

direct the development of the American people. I hope I violate 

none of the proprieties when I say that as a nation we are the 

noblest, bravest, kindest, most enlightened and most progressive 

people on earth, and I can express my admiration for the American 

trotter no stronger than to say that he is intensely and character- 

istically American. He horsed our cavalry fifty years ago and 

performed feats never before recorded in warfare, he hauled the 

guns, he worked the farms, and he made New York an agricul- 

tural state, for the American trotter has always been and always 

will be to a large extent the American farm horse. There is no 

task on your farms that he will not perform ungrudgingly, faith- 

fully, quickly, and skilfully; because he has more courage, better 

wind, offers greater resistance to heat and cold, has less bulk to 

nourish, more intelligence, activity, beauty, and all around quality 

than any other breed offered for your consideration. All the 

world comes to buy the American trotter because he is the best 
horse in the world, and so acknowledged by all who are competent 

to judge and honest enough to tell the truth. 

Mr. Huson: The address of Mr. Toman completes the formal 

addresses this afternoon on this very interesting subject. We 

have a little time that can be devoted to a general discussion of 

some of the features of these addresses. 

You will notice by the program that Mr. Akin and Mr. Morse 

have been assigned to lead this discussion. That does not mean 

that it is to be confined to these two gentlemen; it is open to all 

of you equally with them. Their names were placed upon the 

program to start the general discussion because they are both 

farmers, and I think are both breeders within the State of New 

York. Now the meeting is yours for a short time at least, and 

we will all have to be exceedingly brief, for I have no doubt a 

considerable number of you gentlemen will desire to have a 

word to say in regard to some of the arguments advanced here 

this afternoon. As Mr. Akin’s name appears first upon the 

program, I will ask him to take just a little time in defining his 

view. Mr. Akin. 
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DISCUSSION OF HORSE BREEDING IN NEW YORK STATE 

E. 8S. Axrn, Guens Farts, N. Y. 

I believe if a man is going to make a success of any one thing 

he ought to go at it with a certain point in view. I think the 

horse for the New York State farmers to breed is the one that will 

sell for the highest average price on the market, besides doing the 

farm work, and being produced at the lowest possible cost. I do 

not believe there is any other breed for the farmer to consider at 

the present time, unless he has money to throw away on the draft 

horse. If our farmers cannot raise horses for those prices, besides 

doing work on the farm, they are not very bright horsemen. 

I asked the state breeders three years ago their impression, and 

I would like to see a vote taken on that to-day; that is, how many 

men here have bred and grown up and sold a good 1,500 pound 

horse during the last six months? (Three hands counted.) That, 

in my mind, shows where we are pretty lame. I claim that we are 

simply hired men for the middle west, producing the money and 

letting them use it. Last Saturday I stopped off at Adams County 

on my way back from Kentucky. The day before they had had a 

sale of 300 draft horses there; this they have every two weeks. 

A lot of money is going into that county that I believe should 

stay here. 

We can go still further. I believe that instead of paying the 

large prices we do in France, Belgiuzn and England for our stock, 

there are plenty of farmers here capable of keeping a pair of well- 

bred mares. That money belongs in New York State. The sooner 

we wake up to the fact that we can produce them with the same 

feed, the sooner we will get ahead in the eash line. 

The draft horse, in my mind, represents just two things — power 

and cash, and we need them both. At the International this year 

a friend of mine sold a colt for a thousand dollars. I do not say 

you can all raise thousand-dollar colts, but it is a long way between 

what you are doing now and that thousand-dollar colt. I have 

talked with several dealers in regard to forming a draft-breeders’ 

association, and I believe the officers ought to get together here 
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this afternoon and take this matter up for our mutual benefit, and 

for the good of the breeding interests of the state at large. I 

think more good can be done by combining than by our small 

individual efforts. I would like to see that taken up, and will be 

glad to do anything I can to help it along. 

J. Grant Morsst, Hamitton, N. Y. 

The gentlemen who have preceded me have advocated the breed- 

ing of about every kind of good horses, so I suppose that you 

wonder what breed or class of horse I will champion. 

Well, I am going to champion the most useful horse on earth, 

and his breeding is of the very best, for he is bred much as the 

most of us are. That mixture of a little English, some Scotch or 

perhaps Welch, a dash of Dutch and a little Irish thrown in just 

to polish us off, and behold the “ Yankee,” the most versatile of 

all men. So my horse shall be a little Arabian, some English race 

horse, a dash of American trotter and a smattering of wild Indian 

pony. But all of this must be on his dam’s side. For my horse 

will be even better bred than his master, for his sire must be a 

pure-bred drafter. 

In other words, I advocate the breeding of the horse commonly 

known as the “ farm chunk.” The autos may drive the carriage 

horse out of market, the auto trucks may take the place of the 

heavy drafter, but the place of the “ chunk ” is secure on our hilly 

eastern farms. It is a pretty safe rule to first produce the thing 

that you can use yourself in your own business, then, if you have 

a surplus, raise something that you know your neighbors want. 

We are told that, as a general thing, the farmer gets about 35 

cents on a dollar of the consumers’ price for what he has to sell, 

and if you raise a high-class carriage horse, I think you will be 

lucky if you get 35 per cent. of his real value. 

It is a question with me whether it will pay us to keep mares 

especially for breeding purposes, and but few of us are prepared 

just now to pay five or six hundred dollars for a draft mare to 

start with. The mare that we already own, whether she be 

Hambletonian, Morgan or broncho, if she is worth anything as a 

farm horse, may be bred to a pure draft sire and be made pay her 

way right along on the farm and at the same time raise a colt that 
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will bring from two to three hundred dollars. We can break him 

ourselves and sell him and get 100 per cent. on a dollar every 

time. 

The skeptical may say that we cannot raise good chunks from 

such mares as I have described, but we, as breeders of cattle, sheep 

and swine, all know that the characteristics of the pure-bred animal 

will predominate when crossed with an animal of mixed breeding. 

Do not, under any circumstances, use a grade sire. I have been 

cited to numerous cases of runty colts with heads and feet much 

too large for their bodies, as being the result of the breeding that I 

am now advocating; but, upon investigation, I invariably found 

that the sires of these colts were themselves grades, and of course 

their blood being of a mixed character, there was nothing to pre- 

dominate over the mixed blood of the mare, the result being any- 

thing that it might happen to be. 

Neither would I buy one of the big draft stallions to breed to 

the class of mares that most of us have. There are a great many 

pure draft stallions that do not weigh over sixteen or seventeen 

hundred pounds. One of these can be bought much cheaper than 

the big “ton boys” can, and I think that they will give better 

satisfaction in making the first cross. 

Probably most of you have read the report of Secretary Wilson 

regarding the experiments that the Government is making in breed- 

ing horses. Among other things he says that at the Morgan farm 

in Vermont there are nineteen stallions, forty-four mares and six 

geldings, the latter used as work horses. There were but eleven 

foals produced. I think that the reason for so few colts was those 

six geldings used for farm work. An idle animal is generally a 

poor breeder, and a lot of mares and stallions that cannot do the 

work to raise what they eat, are a pretty poor lot. At our place, 

we have a Belgian stallion that passed his first year with us as a 

gentleman of leisure, and we got three colts to show for it. Last 

year I put him on the farm to work by the side of a big mare. 

They drew the sulky plow, the corn harvester and did the heaviest 

of the work generally. The stallion served 43 mares and I think 

that at least 35 of them are with foal. 

As an illustration of just what we can do along this line of 

breeding: I bought a branded western mare, a wild broncho right 
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from the plains of South Dakota. She weighed 1,000 pounds and 

it took four men to lead her. I broke her in to do farm work and 

bred her to a draft stallion. I have raised three colts and none of 

them worth less than $200 at three years old. At present I have 

one sired by a pure Belgian that weighed 1,750 pounds. This 

colt weighed 1,320 pounds at two and a half years old. He has 

never eaten over six quarts of grain in a day; this winter he is 

eating but four. These colts are upheaded and lively, and fit 

to show with a good many pure draft colts. 
Do not be afraid to breed old Dolly or Peggy to a good draft 

sire, and after you have raised some good half-blood mares from 

her you will be pretty well started. The next cross will make 

them as heavy as you will possibly want for farm horses, and the 

third cross you can fat up and sell to the city truckman if he 

should still be using horses in his business. 

Mr. Huson: Now we have a very few minutes more that we 

can give to this subject, and we would like to hear very briefly 

from as many individuals as possible. 

Mr. Power: I want to say, in the first place, that I never 

have heard before more able or better written papers on the 

horse question than we have listened to to-day, and each one, I 

think, has convinced us that his paper was right. If we have 

taken our friend from Minnesota, and the paper that followed 
from Massachusetts, we would all be breeding draft horses; if the 

others, we would certainly want the thoroughbred; and, following 

that, if we had taken the last paper, we would all be breeding 

trotters. Now it seems to me we should digest those papers and 

each one take his own opinion and see what is best adapted for 

our own farms. We cannot measure our conditions with those 

in the West, nor those of hunters or army or other purposes. 

For the best conditions on the farm, it does seem to me that 

we want horses that will work, horses that will do the 

drudgery, to bring the agriculture of New York State 

up to the standard where it should be; and that horse, it seems 

to me, without a question, must be a draft horse, or a cross from 

some of these other horses that have been so highly recommended. 

Mr. Campseti: I am not especially a breeder of horses, but 

perhaps what I say might be of some interest to you. We have 
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tried the hackney, but it was a failure. A few years ago, after 

the depression, the high prices offered and the demand has been 

so great, that during the last five years a very large number of 

Clydesdale mares as well as stallions have been imported from 

Scotland. I wrote to a dealer and he offered a beautiful filly, 

and I gave $330 for her. A few months later she dropped a 
filly foal, and later a grade gelding. That grade gelding would 

sell at $215. That mare has produced offspring that would sell 

at $200 or $300 and has won first prize in one class and second 

in another. That shows you what can be done in a 

country close to yours — only the lakes between us. A neighbor 

sold a grade gelding for $260, Right along they are selling at 

3225 up to $300. These mares are doing the work, and this 

year this same imported mare produced a beautiful stallion colt 

and did the work of the farm. I believe to-day that the use of 

the Clydesdale stallion — start with the small one, the snappy 

one, and then use him from 1600 to 1700 pounds, and I think the 

people of the State of New York, as well as we of the Province 

of Ontario, will make a profit. 

Mr. Huson: If there are no further announcements to be 

made we will stand adjourned until to-morrow morning. 

Meeting adjourned. 

THIRD SESSION 

Tuurspay Mornine, January 23 

Meeting called to order 10:30 a. M. 

Mr. Huson: The first address on the program this morning 

is one, I am sure, that will prove of great interest and profit 

to all of us, and I have great pleasure in introducing to you 

Mr. M. S. Nye, of Preble, who will discuss for a time the 

“ Fitting of Dairy Animals for Show.” 

FITTING DAIRY ANIMALS FOR SHOW 

Mr. M. S. Nyz, Presue, N. Y. 

Certainly it ought to be a pleasure for anyone to say a word 

about the dairy cow, for she is a most useful animal. It is only 

right and proper for one for whom the dairy cow has done so 
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much, as she has done for me, that he should at least say a few 

words to help her along. 

And I feel it fitting in showing cattle mainly of one breed — 

but it is possible that in the fitting of other breeds there might be 

some things that would want to be a little different than it would 

with the breed that I represent—I think the most important 

thing of all is the growing and developing of the animal. I do 

not believe that any animal not properly grown and developed 

would make a first-class show animal. Not only that, but there 

are a few people, quite a lot of breeders, who do not believe it 

is worth while to fit animals to exhibit in the show ring. But 

the growing and developing for the largest possible production ; 

for the show ring; for the auction ring, and also to sell at private 

sale, all come under one head—the proper growing and 

developing. 
It may be best for us to begin at the birth of the calf. That is 

my idea of where we ought to begin the development of the 

animal for the show or for the largest possible production. 

My way is, when the calf is born, when it is a few hours old, to 

take it away from its mother, and to give it not over a quart of 

its mother’s milk three times a day for at least a week. A good 

many breeders think it best to let the calf run with its mother for 

a few days. In the olden days when the cow was raised in 

the winter, they kept her for a few months on straw, ete. 

She did not make up such large udders as now, and she did not 

fill her udders with milk. 

In the last twenty-five years I have lost only two calves with the 

scours. I get a good many letters every year asking what is good 

for white scours and other things, and believe the trouble is that 

nearly all the breeders either overfeed their calves or let them 

run with the cow and give them all they want. In the last three 

or four weeks we have had six or seven calves with seours, but 

every calf is now doing fine. I always disinfect the navel im- 

mediately after they are born, and keep doing it every day for 

a week, with a solution of carbolic acid. The way to develop 

the calves properly is not to let them have any set-backs; grow 

them in such a way that they will never get poor. After they 

get to be a week old, if they are all right, I begin on their milk, 
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and do not give them any grain until they are at least four weeks 

old; then I use equal parts of corn meal and start very light 

with that, putting it in with the milk. I always keep some clover 

hay before them, and the dry grain that I give them is usually 
ground oats and bran. Calves ought to be kept in a_ box 

stall, so that when you go in to look at them they will raise up 

their heads; that will drop their back down and square them down 

behind. And I think the most important of all is the growing 
and developing the female until she has the first calf; if she is 

well grown and in fine condition when she has the first calf, she 

will develop a nice udder and make a better showing in the show 

ring, and prove a great deal better producer than one which, some 

time in her life, has been scrimped for feed, and has become real 

poor. I do not think she will ever do what she would have done 
if she had been kept growing from the time she was born until 

she was matured. Of course with a dairy animal, to make her 

the most profitable for a milk producer, we do not want to wait 

until she is seven or eight years old, but by growing her fast, 

we can just as well make her a very large producer at three or 

four years old. 

After we have them properly developed, the way that I 

usually do in getting them ready for the show ring is to let them 

run in a pasture, if I have plenty of feed, without any grain, 

until the middle of July or the first of August, and then I bring 

them home and keep them up daytimes with a blanket on and 

let them out nights. I think they are in better shape that way 

than when kept in the stable night and day; it keeps them used 

to exercise, and I think running out through the summer agrees 

with them better than to tie them up entirely. In the daytime 

we usually feed them clover hay, and the grain ration is one 

part oil meal, one part hominy, one oats and one bran middling. 

Feed liberally so that they will be gaining very fast at the time 

you get ready to show them. 

Of course it is necessary, in order to get up a good show herd, 

to have at least two fresh cows about the time of the fairs — to 

have two three-year-olds and two two-year-olds; and the yearlings 

I would rather have not fresh, so that they begin to keep back 

something. And the grooming — TI never let anyone take a curry- 
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comb to groom. You see at these ages the hair is usually short; 

the hired man will forget and bear on and make it rough. But 

use brushes and woolen cloths, and brush them off every day, and 

to put on the finish rub them with your hand; that will bring 

out the gloss. Just before we show them— about two days 

usually — we wash them with soap and water, and then put on 

woolen blankets. That gives one the day before the show 

to rub them and get them in proper condition. The horns, 

of course, ought to have quite a lot of attention. I usually scrub 

them first and sandpaper them, and then use emery cloth. 

One very important thing is to have everything clean, and have 

your: men, before you go to a fair, lead them out and teach them 

how you want them — hold their heads up in good shape and keep 

their feet standing square; and if they are well rubbed and clean, 

it does not make much difference how much excitement there is, the 

cow will put her confidence in you and make very little trouble. 

I find kindness at all times, with well-bred stock, is just exactly 

what everyone ought to use. 
I have a few samples here of animals grown and developed the 

way I have been growing, developing and fitting, and while 

they all represent one breed, I want other breeders to excuse me 

for showing the animals all one color. Some breeders have an 

idea that the show animal is not a great producer; that naturally 

the first-class show animals are not the best producers. I think 

that is all wrong. I think a cow that is straight and square, and 

has a nice square udder is naturally just as good a producer, and 

is an animal that anyone would not be ashamed to show in a ring. 

Tf all breeders would consider individuality as well as production, 

I think they would be much better off. While I admire all 

breeds, yet nearly all my experience has been with one breed; so 

T want other breeders to indulge me while showing a few samples 

of animals I have grown and developed of a single breed. 

And in order to help out the judge a little — some people have 

an idea an expert judge can actually tell very little about whether 

a yearling heifer or calf will ever make a heavy producer — as 

I go along T will call the attention of a few judges who have 

judged heifer calves and yearlings and two-year-olds to certain 

points, and then give the official records made to help out the 

expert judges. 
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Here (showing photograph) is a heifer calf seven months, 

weighing 600 pounds, which won first prize. To show him the indi- 

viduality can be handed down for one, two and three generations, 

this calf’s dam, as a calf, won three first prizes and three cham- 

pionships. It is necessary to have a calf quite fresh for the ring. 

Her udder was probably about as large as a three-quart measure. 

Here (showing photograph) is a yearling heifer at the New 

York State Fair a few years ago, that the judge gave first prize 

to over all females under two years old, and he says “If that 

heifer don’t make a good cow the man behind her will be blamed.” 

Here (showing another photograph) she is at four years old. 

Made an official record of 26.18 pounds of butter in seven days. 

And this cow was good enough for the Canadian Government last 

August — gave $2,000 for her —and the judge who came down 

from Hamilton is now President of the Holstein Association of 

America. 

Here (showing photograph) is a heifer a year and eleven 

months; weighing about 1,200 pounds; well developed. Of course 

she did not have grain all her life; all summer, or for about three 

months before we showed her at the fair, she was fed grain. 

She won second prize at the New York State Fair; calved 

at a year and eleven months, and make an official record 

of 22.4 pounds of butter in 7 days; ; 72 pounds of milk in a day. 

As a three-year-old she made 118.3 pounds of milk in a day, 

3,100 pounds in 30 days; 27 pounds of butter in 7 days. You 

can see great individuality there. She has good breeding and 

is a first-class show animal. Now how much more that animal 

is worth to be that kind of an animal, than she would if she sloped 

off behind, had an uneven udder and other undesirable qualities. 

I think that if the breeders took more pains with individuality, 

and never kept a herd sire unless he were a good, reasonable indi- 

vidual, our breeds would be improving all the time, instead of 

perhaps some of them going the wrong way. 

Here (showing photograph) is her half-sister—the same 

sire — fitted for the show ring. Picture taken on the New York 

State Fair grounds. She has been grand champion of the New 

York State Fair for three years. It is very seldom that one ani- 

mal is grand champion at any fair for three years in succession, 
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and this heifer, if nothing happens to her, will be on exhibition 

next year at the fair. She has never been beaten in any show 

ring. She has a twin sister that. a good many people think is 

fully her equal. The other twin sister has a record of 221% pounds 

of butter in seven days. This heifer has always ecalved at fair 

time. She also won the butter test when she was three years old. 

Now I will show a nice individual heifer, and then her full 

brother. This heifer (showing photograph) is one that has seven 

world records, one for butter and six for milk. Here (showing 

photograph) is her brother that won three first prizes as a calf, 

and last fall, as a two-year-old bull, won first prize at the New 

York State Fair. So if you take pains to secure individuality, 

I do not see why you cannot raise a heifer that will do the same 

kind of work. 

Here (showing photograph) is a cow, the daughter of the first 

cow that I ever owned. The question in my mind is whether, be- 

cause of having a little show blood in my own veins, it was not 

due to that fact that I was so successful in picking out a founda- 

tion cow that would raise as good a daughter as this. 

I would like to say just a word about writers for newspapers. 

This cow won the prize at the State Fair for seven years in suc- 

cession. One newspaperman in describing her, called her the 

“Great Beauty.” Another correspondent said of her, “ She is a 

straight, nice cow, but her teats are out.” Of course he wanted 

to show people that he was a judge, and find some fault with her. 

Nobody, I think, ever saw a finer udder on a cow than that one. 

The question is whether as nice an individual as that is a great 

producer or not. It might be best to say just a word about her 

breeding. Now this cow, after she reached 11 years of age, made 

a record of 28 pounds of butter in 7 days, 112 3-4 pounds of butter 

in 30 days, and her sire is a brother to the sire of “ Bastine 

Belle,” the world’s champion for a year. Now the question is 

whether we can produce good individuals and have them produce 

the top notch, and have them well-bred. If we can we have 

certainly something that will stick by us. 

Just another word about the judges. This animal (showing 

photograph) was judged after she had her second calf. They 

looked her over and looked her over. Finally one of them said, 
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“T think this heifer is poor.” TI said, ‘She has just had her 

second caif, and was not dry at all.” They put the first prize 

on her right away. Now this heifer, about four weeks ago, was a 

six-year-old, had four calves, and has never been dry; produced 

in one day 121 pounds of milk, 27.34 pounds of butter in seven 

days. 

Here (showing photograph) is an example of handing down 

show qualities. The grand-dam of this cow was Grand Champion 

at Toronto. The dam of this cow won four first prizes and four 

championships as a yearling. She has a record of 2114 pounds. 

A little later, I will show the sire of these animals. 

Mr. Burchard, one of the oldest breeders in the United 

States, gave this heifer first prize and champion, as a two-year-old. 

Now the question is whether that old gentleman could see, at that 

time, a cow that would develop like this. This was taken just a 

few weeks ago, at eight years old. This cow, last year, after giv- 

ing 20,000 pounds of milk, produced, a year ago now, 95 pounds 

of milk in a day, and 25.7 pounds of butter in seven days. The 

cow weighs 1,600 pounds. She is a full sister to the dam of this 

heifer (showing photograph). 

Now I show the sire (showing photograph) of all these animals 
I showed you, except one. This bull won first prize in New York 

State for five years, first prize for two years at Ogdensburg and 

other county fairs. Of course we thought he had a lot of indi- 

viduality. Somebody will say, ‘ He is a nice show bull, but how 

is he bred?’ It is unnecessary to say anything more about him. 

There was something said here yesterday about seven-day 

records not amounting to very much, and thirty days not to very 

much either. Now to help us out on the seven-day records, I will 

show you a copy here (showing photograph). This old cow 

was in the show ring seven years. She is fourteen years old now, 

and we milked her eleven years every day in. the year — never 

could get her dry. And when she was nine years old she gave 

us twenty-four pounds of milk a day without going dry. She 

produced a son that sired this cow (showing photograph). I will 

say just one word more for the judge. The assistant professor of 

husbandry of Cornell scored this cow; she scored 9244. She made 
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a record, the third month after calving, of 33.1 pounds of butter 

in seven days, the largest record made after calving. In that you 

see a nice individual and a great producer for seven days, giving 

136 pounds of butter in thirty days the third month after calving. 

Of course some people might think a little bit larger record 

than this from a cow that was not half as good an individual would 

be the most desirable, but I feel that I would rather have a nice 

individual like that, with a nice, square udder, and not quite as 

large an official record, than to have one a little bit larger and no 

individuality. 
Now this cow, in order to show how even she milked from her 

front and hind teats, we had her milk weighed. When she gave 

100 pounds of milk in a day, she gave 48 pounds out of her 

front teats and 52 out of her hind. 

I ought to say just one word about color. I think that some 

breeds, especially the Ayrshires, are being improved by breeding 

light, but I am afraid that the Holstein men are breeding for color 

more than they ought to. I think we should, all things being 

equal, take color perhaps into consideration, but I would not 

feel like letting that predominate, because the individuality of 

the animal, and the record, ought to go away ahead of the color. 

I think that I never—vunless it was a bull—lost any- 

thing by color in the show ring. I think that perhaps color might 

have some weight with judges. I know a good color is a good 

quality, but of course any of these colors are eligible — one is just 

as eligible as another. 

I want to say just a word about whether it is worth while for 

breeders’ associations to help along the people showing cattle in 

the show ring. There are quite a number of breeders who do not 

believe it is worth while to encourage showing cattle at fairs. 

Down at Brockton they only show four dairy breeds; they have a 

brand for each breed. They generally have about 500 or 600 

head of cattle, and in 1910 they had about 100,000 people 

there. Just supposing, for instance, there were no Hol- 

steins there—would they not feel as if the Holsteins 

were giving out—or any other breed you might take 

up? And last fall, at the New York State Fair, I was 

knocked out in the first round, so that I could not lead any 
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cattle in the parade or anything, so I sat there and saw the cattle 

go out on parade. And a greater sight I never saw in my life — 

to see those animals —I guess probably about 800 went out on 

parade — all breeds represented; and it would not be necessary 

for me to try to tell those fellows anything about fitting their 

eattle. Of course what little I have said here to-day might 
help somebody along; but every animal there was well groomed — 

straight, nice animals generally — nice, square udders, and their 

coats shone like silk. And I wondered to myself if they had 

ever had such a show as that before. It was a wonderful sight. 

It took them about an hour to pass one point. And the question 

was in my mind at that time, “ What effect would it have on 
the New York State Fair if there were not any cattle there 

at all?” It does not seem possible that the New York State Fair 

could do without them. 

I think there are just a few things that the New York State 
Fair will have to do in order to keep all of those good cattle at 

the fair. I hate to criticise the Commission at all. Of course, 

as far as I was concerned, it did not make any difference; but for 

those fellows who could not bring anything with them to 

have to pay 45 cents a bale for shavings, and at the rate of from 

$30 to $40 a ton for hay —it certainly was not right. And for 

cement floors it takes a lot of bedding. I think the Commission at 

least ought to furnish the shavings for bedding and that they ought 

to furnish the feed at a reasonable figure. At Brockton they 

furnish all the hay, grain and bedding, and you can see what a 

great fair they have there. 

I thank you for your attention, and I hope that I have not 

said anything that will in any way make the other breeders feel 

as if I had not done justice to their breeds. I want to say one 

word about the Ayrshire breed. I noticed them at the New York 

State Fair, and thought I never saw a breed of cattle that has 

improved so in the last few years as they have, in individuality 

and in eclor; and in fact every breed looked finer to me than 

it ever looked before. 

I think that is all I have to say. 
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Mr. Huson.— This address of Mr. Nye cannot help but be 

profitable; it has been instructive, for it comes from a man who 

has done the things he talks about on his own farm. His repu- 

tation as a breeder of very large producers, as well as show 

animals, is well established throughout this country. 

We are now going to take up the subject of “ Fitting Sheep 

for Show,” and hear something about the neglected sheep in 

the State of New York. Mr. Wardwell, whose name is familiar 

to every man interested in animal husbandry throughout the state 

and the country, has come here this morning at our earnest 

solicitation, at a great deal of personal inconvenience to himself, 

to meet you and to discuss this subject a little while with you; 

and it gives me very great pleasure, I assure you, to introduce 

at this time Mr. Henry L. Wardwell, of Springfield Center. 

FITTING SHEEP FOR SHOW 

Henry L. Warpwe.i, SPRINGFIELD CrntsrR, N. Y. 

IT have been asked by your committee to talk to you about 

“Fitting Sheep for Show.” I am, therefore, going to give you my 

ideas of starting and maintaining a breeding flock. 

The first requisite is to make up your mind which breed of sheep 

you will start with, which breed is most suited to your environ- 

ment, and which breed, properly handled, will put the most money 

in your pocket. Having made up your mind on this point you 

should study the characteristics of that particular breed, establish- 

ing in your mind’s eye the type and quality of breed you are going 

to develop. You must have a high ideal, you must be an enthu- 

siast, and you must not be contented with mediocre success. 

There is no better way to study type and character than to 

attend our state fairs and watch the judging; that is what the fairs 

are for—to educate. You will find this intensely interesting, 
and you soon will be looking over the class being judged and 

endeavoring to anticipate the judge in his selection of the win- 

ners. If you give the matter close attention you will in no time 

be able to pick the winners. 

If you find yourself making a mistake and picking the sheep 

that went third instead of first, as soon as the judging is over you 

will dart into the ring to feel their backs, their quarters, and 

examine their fleeces to see what hidden defect has caused you to 

make a wrong selection. 
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You are paying this close attention because you are interested 

in the game, you want to become as good a judge or better than 

the man who has been chosen by your state fair committee to place 

the ribbons. Why? Because you have been studying the type and 

quality that you may start successfully a flock of your own. 

Having convinced yourself that you now know something about 

this important matter, you are ready to start the founding of your 

flock. You have already established in your own mind who are the 

most successful breeders, from a show consideration. Now you 

should visit the leading flocks and see the sheep at home. You 

should examine them carefully and see if the breeding flock as a 

whole is uniform and if it shows the type and quality you have 

in mind. 

You may not have a large amount of money to spend; if not, 

content yourself with a fewer number of animals. Do not stand 
on price in starting a flock but buy the best you can find; not that 

you are going to be satisfied with the result that this man from 

whom you buy has attained,— life is short and he has spent 

many years in reaching his position; years saved to you, and you 

can go on from this point and achieve even higher results. 

We will say that you are going to buy twenty ewes to start 

with. Do not buy five here and five there; better get twenty 

ewes from one flock, they will be more uniform and you will get 

better results in breeding. In selecting your ewes go to a man 

who not only pays attention to type and character but also knows 

the blood lines of his flock. 

You now have twenty ewes to start with. Even greater care 

should be given to selecting your ram, bearing in mind that the 

ram is considered in breeding, half the flock, and upon the result 

of proper mating will depend the future success of your endeavor. 

Now, having gathered the flock, we must go back to the farm 

and attend to this breeding proposition. Having spent so much 

effort in selection we must see that these valuable animals have 

the proper care. Many people buy sheep as a side issue, because 

they return more for the money spent and the cost of care given 

them than any other branch of live stock, because they will clean 

up the weeds and because there is no other animal that will 

increase so fast the fertility of the farm and make it produce 
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larger crops. But our proposition is a different one. On my 

own farm we are breeding sheep to found other flocks; we are 

breeding rams to head other flocks and make them more valuable, 

and in order to convince the world that they are top notchers, 

we have to show them, and we have to fit them for show. There- 

fore we give them the best surroundings and the best care and 

feed. 
Sheep should not be crowded and kept in ill-ventilated build- 

ings when they have to be housed. They should have proper 

food and plenty of exercise. During the winter our ewes are kept 

in the barn or sheds at night, but their hay is given them in 

racks that are a short distance from the barns and in the open 

lot, to induce plenty of exercise. 
We find that we can do best with early lambs. When our 

ewe drops her lamb she and the lamb are put in a small pen by 

themselves for three or four days, until she thoroughly knows 

her lamb and the lamb knows its mother; then they are turned 

with the rest of the flock. We partition off a small part of the 

barn in which the lambs may go and the ewes cannot. The lambs 

run back and forth, to and from their mothers. Before the 

lambs we keep some ground oats and bran with which we mix 

some crushed oil cake, and, as the lambs get a little older, some 

sliced mangels and turnips are added. On this food they thrive 

and grow fast. It is our idea to keep them growing all we can 

from the time they are dropped, especially those we are fitting 

for show. 

Their mothers are now given a grain ration twice a day, about 

a handful each of a mixture of oats, bran and cracked oil cake, 

with some sliced roots, which increases their flow of milk. Lambs 

dropped during January, February and March, with this care, 

should average from 80 to 110 pounds each by the first of July, 

and be ready to wean. I think we lost one lamb this last 

year up to the time they were weaned. After that we lost two 

ewe lambs killed by dogs, and one other ewe lamb that died a 

natural death. 

When we wean the lambs we turn the mothers on the poorest 

and driest feed we have and the lambs on new seeding or a 

clover or alfalfa aftermath, and continue our grain ration. 
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Heretofore I have had lambs die of bloat when turned on 
alfalfa, but this year, thanks to Mr. J. J. Brown, my superin- 

tendent, I tried the following plan: We chatied some alfalfa, 

cutting it up about one-quarter to one-half inch long. To three 

bran sacks of this chaff we added 100 pounds of bran, and two 

bushels of oats, and our lambs had half of their ration early in 

the morning and the other half at night and ran at their pleasure 

in an 18-acre field of alfalfa from which we had already taken 

the first crop. I never have seen such a healthy and thriving 

lot of lambs — eyes bright, fleeces right, no scouring and growing 

like weeds. : 

About the first of June we select our nicest lambs, our best 

yearling ewes and rams, to get them in condition to show. We 

have started our root crops long before this — our peas and oats, 

to cut when in the flower for green feed. Our aim now is to have 

them in the pink of condition for the fall shows. We find that 

we can give them all the green peas and oats, cut clover and 

sliced roots that they will clean up nicely, three times a day, but 

we have to be very careful about the grain feed, of which they 

need very little. 

We find that the Shropshire (I cannot speak so well of other 

breeds) is prone to get too fat, particularly if the grain is not 

watched. We do not want our sheep flabby when they go in the 

show ring, we want good, firm flesh, and the great thing in fitting 

to avoid this flabbiness is constant exercise. Jeep them in the 

open, not in barns, shelter them from the storms if you will, 

bring them in possibly at feeding time, but keep them outdoors 

as much as possible. Be regular in your feeding and see that 

they have plenty of good water at all times. 

They should be dipped early, when shorn, and again one 

month before showing, but do not cut them or trim up their 

fleeces too early. Keep them in their natural condition and 

bring them into the show ring active, with clean, smooth fleeces 

and bright eyes, pink skins and well-covered backs, all of which 

can be done with the proper, regular feeding, and above all — 

exercise. 

I want to say one thing more — about keeping up the quality 

of your flock. If a man is keeping forty breeding ewes I think 
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he should add ten yearlings to his flock each year and cull out 

about ten of his oldest and poorest ewes. He should never breed 

his ewe lambs as lambs, but should keep them over until the 

following autumn and then breed them. This will give him 

stronger and better sheep. In my own flock, in the fall — say 

in October or November — I go carefully over my ewe lambs and 

pick out 25 or 30 of the best of them, taking their numbers. The 

following spring, just after shearing time, I go over them again 

to be sure that I am right, and then I select the best of these, 
pick out about 20, which I keep to add to my flock. All of the 

ewes that have been so selected are never priced, and in fact 

would not be sold to a buyer no matter how much money he 

would pay for them. 

The man who does this will find that his flock will gradually 

improve in quality and will soon be all tops, while if he pursues 

the opposite course and sells his best ewe lambs or yearling ewes 

and keeps the worst, he will soon find that his flock is so deteri- 

orated that he will be disgusted with them and give up keeping 

sheep. 

In regard to rams. Only the best should be selected in the 

same way and the poorer lambs should be castrated. I should 

say that at least a third of the output should be made into 

wethers. The rams coming from a flock so managed will be good 

in character and will advertise the flock, as a pleased buyer will 

not only come back again but will tell his friends of his purchase. 

Mr. Huson: I know you all feel very grateful to Mr. Ward- 

well for this very instructive and entertaining address. I wish 

time would permit a general discusion, not only of Mr. Ward- 

well’s address but that of Mr. Nye; but we are behind somewhat 

on our schedule, and it will be necessary for us to take up the 
next address, which is a very important one to all of us 

engaged in breeding of animals. The subject is “‘ The Principles 

Underlying the Control of Infectious Diseases of Animals,” by 

Dr. Moore, Dean of the State Veterinary College at Ithaca. 
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THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES IN THE CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS 

DISEASES OF ANIMALS 

Dr. V. A. Moorzt, Dran State VETERINARY COLLEGE, 

Irnaca, N. Y. 

When Commissioner Huson invited me to speak before this 

association, it occurred to me that perhaps the most helpful 

thing that I could do would be to discuss the essential facts and. 

underlying principles in the control of infectious diseases of 

animals. Few of us realize the enormous loss to the live stock 

industry because of infectious diseases. Professor Willcox esti- 

mated a few years since that bovine tuberculosis costs this state 

$5,000,000 annually. Dr. Williams in a recent report of his 

studies of cattle diseases places the toll from infectious abortion 

and sterility in cattle at from 5 to 10 per cent. annually. 

Glanders in horses, anthrax, rabies and hog cholera each exact 

a heavy toll from the live stock owners as well as from the state 

treasury. 

For many centuries this class of diseases was viewed with 

mystery. At the present time infections are considered by many 

stock owners as misfortunes entirely beyond their power to pre- 

vent or control. The reasons for this are not difficult to explain, 

because as yet our people have not learned to study the habits 

or to follow the life history of invisible microscopic organisms 

that prey upon higher forms of life. 

With general diseases due to improper care of the body it is 

easier to understand that there is a direct relation between cause 

and effect, although with these there is still much to be learned. 

The infectious diseases, however, present a different phenomenon. 

They are the direct result of the invasion of the body with cer- 

tain definite living plants or animals. They are to be likened to 

a crop of grain, which is the direct outcome of the planting in 

suitable soil of the seed of the crop desired. As the sowing of 

wheat in suitable ground gives rise to a crop of wheat, so the 

sowing of the bacteria of anthrax, glanders or tuberculosis inte 

the tissues of the animal body will give rise to those diseases. 

The facts that are necessary to understand the appearance, 

course and disappearance of any given infectious disease pertain 

largely to the germ producing it. The external world is literally 
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permeated with living bacteria and protozoa. It is supposed 

that each of the many species has some duty to perform in 

nature’s economy. Bacteria are the universal scavengers. They 

cause all organic matter to revert to its original elements, they 

cause fermentation and store up nitrogen in the soil. Of the 

many species of micro-organisms a few are able to multiply in 

the tissues of the living animal body. Some of them do not seem 

to exist naturally in nature outside of the animal body. Among 

these are to be found the causes of the communicable diseases. 

As infectious diseases are the result of definite organisms 

multiplying in the animal body the facts to be ascertained are as 

follows: (1) How do these organisms gain entrance to the ani- 

mal body, (2) when and how do they escape from the infected 
animal, and (3) how long, and under what conditions, will the 

specific organisms live outside of the animal body? Again, it 

is important that the nature of the disease in the affected animal 

should be recognized, i. e., whether it is an acute general dis- 

order or a localized affection. It is also desirable to appreciate 

the variation in the form or manifestation of a given disease 

under different conditions. The answers to these questions will 

differ for the various infectious diseases, so that to guide one 

in the control of any given specific disease he must be in 

possession of the required knowledge of its cause. 

The first and most important factor in the control of infectious 

diseases seems to be knowledge of their cause and the means 

for making an early diagnosis. Coupled with this must be a 

knowledge of when in the course of the disease the virus is 

eliminated from the infected. This is not so significant with the 

highly infectious maladies where heroic measures are applied, 

but with such diseases as glanders and tuberculosis it is very 

important. All cattle that reacted to tuberculin were at first 

considered immediately dangerous, but the researches of recent 

years indicate that it is not until the disease process attains to 
a certain stage that the specific bacteria are given off and the 

animal becomes a menace to others. This fact is the crux of the 

German method for controlling tuberculosis. It may not be 

enough in itself but it takes us one step nearer the goal. 

The dissemination of viruses through secretions that may con- 
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tain them is an important factor that has been neglected in many 

if not most localities. In this country tuberculosis has probably 

been disseminated through the separated milk and whey from 

creameries and cheese factories receiving the milk from infected 

dairies quite as much as by any other means. Llussell of Wis- 

consin has demonstrated the efliciency of these unsterilized by- 

products in spreading tuberculosis. In Denmark the separated 

milk is pasteurized before it is returned to the farm. Other 

infections such as foot-and-mouth disease are transmitted through 

the milk. Efforts to prevent diseases of a chronic nature have 

placed too much emphasis upon the infected animal itself and 

all too little upon the control of the secretions that are widely 

distributed or utilized and which are often the agents for the 

distribution of the virus. 

Recent investigations tend to the conclusion that the com- 

municability of the more common infectious diseases with which 

we have to deal is restricted to individual contact or contact 

with recently given off secretions, excreta or discharges contain- 

ing the virus. This tendency adds to the importance of a more 

careful study of “carriers” among the lower animals. The 

significance of chronic cases has long been recognized, but the 

importance of virus disseminators among animals that have re- 

covered has not been sufficiently emphasized. Specific illustra- 

tions of this means of spreading the virus and starting up new 

outbreaks are not numerous where the proof is sufficient to verify 

the statement. I have in my personal experience, however, 

observed fowls that had suffered from “ roup” or diphtheria and 

which seemed to be fully recovered, sold and placed in a flock 

of hens where roup had never been known and where within a 

short time nearly every fowl in the flock was suffering from an 

acute attack of the disease. In the last outbreak of foot-and- 

mouth disease in this country, a calf that had recovered carried 

the infection to an entire herd. These facts are very suggestive 

and they bring very vital topics for the sanitarian and those 

who have to advise the buyers of animals. The teaching from 

the interesting discoveries relative to typhoid and diphtheria 

“carriers” in the human species are no doubt applicable to 

several diseases of the lower animals. 
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With certain maladies, especially tuberculosis and glanders, 

the virus undoubtedly often gains entrance with the occult cases. 

It is well known that infected, but apparently sound cattle and 
horses have often gone down with the disease after being brought 

into a new environment and that they have spread the death 

dealing virus to one or more individuals. This fact is not new 

and methods have been suggested to prevent it by way of apply- 

ing certain tests such as tuberculin, mallein, agglutination or 

other specific reactions before accepting the animals. Experi- 

ence, however, has shown that these tests are not always accur- 

ate because of the state of the disease at the time they are made. 
This causes us to look further and in our advisory capacity to 

suggest that animals must be bought, so far as possible, from 

sound herds and studs. Here again, present knowledge does not 

always enable one to ascertain with absolute certainty whether 

or not the disease exists in any of the other animals. Because 

of the development of methods of precision there is a feeling 

that we must always be positive and that it 1s unprofessional 

to admit that we do not know. With material things this may 

be pocsible but with living creatures no man has yet fathomed 

all the mysteries regarding the subtle forces of resistance and 

susceptibility. The limitation of known tests compels one to 

look beyond them. Here is the point —have the animals been 

exposed? To determine this requires careful records of close 

observations and proper tests of a herd or stud. These should 

be so kept that the purchaser could determine from them whether 

or not he was justified in buying from this herd or stud. I 

have for several years advocated such examinations, tests and 

records as a means of guaranty by the owners of the animals. 

The chief objection that has been raised to such a procedure has 

been the lack of confidence in the knowledge or ability of the 

local veterinarian to do such work. When our practitioners 

become efficient in sanitary work their clients will, I am bold 

enough to predict, possess signed records of their animals that 

will warrant a buyer in taking or rejecting any individual. 

T do not wish to belittle any of the methods of precision in 

diagnosing occult cases, but I am strongly of the opinion that 

the repeated application of such tests in isolated cases is not 
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tending to the best results. ‘These tests when properly made at 

the right time on all of the animals of the herd or stable are most 
valuable, but the singling out of individuals, at irregular times 

and often at short intervals and subjecting them to such an 

examination without considering the history or physical condi- 

tion of the associated animals, is not of so much assistance as 

many suppose. ‘These infections are to be dealt with according 

to their various natures. The garden cannot be pronounced 
weed-free, so long as it is not protected against seed-producing, 

noxious plants that are thriving in the immediate vicinity. Like- 

wise, the individual animal that has been or is exposed cannot be 
pronounced free from infection. The dairy, the stud, the flock, 

are to be dealt with as units. It is in bringing about this condi- 
tion that the veterinarian has a wonderful opportunity for 

service. 

With certain maladies, there are at present no means of de 

tecting infection in an individual until symptoms appear. Rabies 

may be cited as the best illustration of this class. Objectionable 

as it is to a community, quarantine is the sheer anchor of pro- 

tection here. Although isolation and quarantine are the most 

effective measures for preventing the spread of this group of 

diseases, many communities seriously oppose them.  Veteri- 

narians and physicians have not always assisted in this important 

work as much as they should. In my own state the enforcement 

of quarantine has often been obstructed by professional men who 

with sophistry seek to expound the nature of the disease and to 

point out how unnecessary it is to quarantine. Again grievous 

errors have been made by including too small a territory and in 

raising the quarantine too soon. The question here seems to be 

the education of the people in the nature of infections. There 

is still too much faith in the magic power of the “ medicine 

man” and too much mystery about the disease. The factor here 

is education and the veterinarian is the teacher. The warning 

that was sounded by the great leaders that man’s opinion is of no 

value unless founded on the truth of the laws of nature should 

ever be heeded. 

There is perhaps no other phase of this subject so open to 

controversy as that of immunization and vaccination. These 
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have been advocated by various authorities for nearly all if not 

every infectious disease. Results, however, are conflicting, and 

with few exceptions methods of immunization have not been per- 

fected to the extent that warrants their recommendation as a 

means of control. There has been such a rapid succession of 
immunizing procedures that it is impossible to predict the final 

results. Already the use of vaccines is complicating specific 

diagnostic tests; but after more research and experimentation 

definite knowledge on these points will be recorded and the true 

worth of the newer methods will be determined. One often feels 

in connection with the multiplication of these new and highly 

recommended procedures the truth of the lines of Schiller, “ We 

must have foolishness even to exhaustion before we arrive at the 

beautiful goal of calm wisdom.” While every encouragement 

should be given to the development of immunization as a means 
of preventing infection, it would seem to be a safer procedure, 

with the diseases for which it is possible, to center attention on 

the elimination of the virus. The feeling of safety that domi- 

nates one who has placed his confidence in immunization permits 

relaxation in reference to infection. If the method employed is 

not efficient it is worse than nothing. There is no half-way posi- 

tion. The virus must be kept away or the animals must be 

immunized absolutely against it, if the desired protection is 
secured. Partial immunization or temporary resistance tends to 
modify not to prevent the disease. 

The etiology of most infectious diseases with which we have to 

deal and the specific methods of making an early diagnosis are 
sufficiently well known to enable veterinarians to guard against 

the usual methods of dissemination. A great deal of excellent 

work is being done and never before did the outlook seem so 

bright for complete mastery of these infections. The trouble les 

in getting at the cases that escape or that are carriers of the virus 

and which start up the disease anew after it is thought that it has 

been eradicated. The essential factors here are the acquisition of 

further information concerning the pericd of incubation; the 

recognition of chronic cases; better methods for detecting 

arrested and occult ones and the detection and elimination of 

“ carriers.” To this must be added a greater appreciation of the 
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definite time in the course of a disease when its virus is given off 

and its power of resistance outside of the body. 

The knowledge of the different specific diseases points to a few 

underlying principles to be observed by animal owners in the 

prevention and control of these maladies. 
1. Infectious diseases are prevented by keeping the organisms 

that produce them away —1. e., avoiding infection. This applies 

to all infectious diseases. 

2. Infectious diseases may be prevented by immunizing or 

vaccinating animals against them. As yet this method can be 

successfully applied only to a certain few diseases. 

3. In the control of infectious diseases all infected animals 

that are eliminating the specific organisms should be isolated or 

destroyed and all suspicious animals should be segregated until 

an accurate diagnosis is obtained. 
4. Pastures that are naturally infected with tetanus or black- 

leg, or that have become infected with anthrax should not be used 

for grazing. 

5. The many points of fact to be determined in connection 
with each of the infectious diseases necessitate for the best 

results a competent veterinarian in every community, who can 

give prompt assistance if any one of these maladies appears. An 

accurate diagnosis early in the course of the disease and the isola- 

tion of the infected animals with proper disinfection will prevent 

serious outbreaks. 

Mr. Huson: The afternoon session must necessarily commence 

promptly at 2 o’clock. We have some interesting addresses, 

reports of committees, and election of officers, so the afternoon 

will be pretty fully occupied; so it is absolutely necessary we 

should start promptly this afternoon. We now stand adjourned 

until 2 o’clock. 
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FOURTH SESSION 

THurspay AFTERNOON, JANUARY 23 

Meeting called to order at 2:15 p. M. 

Mr. Huson: We are very fortunate this year in having men 

on our program who have done things as well as tell about them, 

and Mr. Campbell, as you know, is no exception to the genera! 

rule. He is very familiar, I think, with the breeders of the State 

of New York. We have been fortunate enough to have him at 

least on one previous occasion at a meeting of this association. 

I take great pleasure in presenting to you Mr. John Campbell, 

of Woodville, Ontario, Canada, who will discuss the sheep prob- 

lem in the State of New York. 

CAN MUTTON BE PRODUCED PROFITABLY IN THE STATE OF NEW 

YORK? 

JOHN CAMPBELL, WOODVILLE, OnTaRIO, Can. 

As the years are passing, new conditions develop, different 

demands appear, and the question which is at present facing us, 

is, how can the altered conditions be met, and the demands sup- 

plied, so as to give larger returns for our investments and labor ? 

Never in the past did the question of securing skilled labor on 

the farm force itself on our attention as at present. Besides, the 

worth of such labor is constantly increasing; therefore, in order 

to obtain a fair share for ourselves we must manage our business 

so it will leave us a proper margin of profit to furnish us with 

the comforts of life. To do so, the productiveness of our farms 

must be maintained, and, in the very large majority of cases 

increased, that the production will be sufficiently large to pay 

expenses with a liberal margin left for our own use. 

To obtain such results in New York State, or in any of the 

older eastern states, live stock must be a leading feature on the 
successful farm. We “ cannot eat our cake and keep it.” Our 

soils must be fed, as well as our live stock. By stocking our 

farms to the limit, and feeding carefully and liberally, we can by 

the one process increase the values of our animals, producing at 

the same time manure, which in its turn will feed the soil, when 

waste is prevented and a careful application of it made as quickly 

as possible. 
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While each of the live stock classes has its fancier, nearly every 

farm has more than one line. Sheep were once found on practi- 

cally every farm. ‘Tastes, fancies, fashions and inclinations have 

changed; and most unfortunately, the flocks have suffered the 

most,— excepting, possibly, the owners who have lost heavily. 

The demand has far outstripped the supply, so that finished 

lamb is now a luxury, with prices the highest recorded in Janu- 

ary. or those fortunate few, who have bravely stuck to their 

flocks, the comforting thought is, that the present high values are 

but an indication of what is in store for years and years to come. 

F locks have been sacrificed thoughtlessly ; as a result of which a 

shortage stares the country from one end to the other. 

In our rigorous climate, comfortable clothing for day and 

night we must have, while the demand for finished lamb of good 
quality is increasing in somewhat similar ratio to the decrease of 

production. While mutton has been, and always will be in some 

demand, it is a line of trade which it not likely to increase, as is 

the call for lamb. 

Usually, a yearling sheep will bring less in the market per 

head, than the well-bred and properly grown lamb is worth. 

With such a condition — one of the comparatively new ones — is 

it wise for us to carry over our lambs into the second year with 

no increase of value, and the fleece, only as an offset to the cost 

of a twelve months’ keep ? 

We find conditions and prices to differ but slightly, when we 
compare the production of finished lambs in Ontario and New 

York State. Our Department of Agriculture undertook to secure 

definite information regarding the business. A year ago, for the 

first time in Canada’s history, we were able to get official figures 
regarding the cost and returns from small flocks of grade ewes 

at widely separated points in Ontario, where nine illustration 

flocks have been under test by the Ontario Department of Agri- 

culture. The nine flocks’ cost for maintenance during the year 

was $798.14. The total receipts, consisting of wool and finished 

market lambs, amounted to $1,167.53, furnishing a balance of 

profit of $369.39, or 46 per cent. of cost as the share of profit. 

The profit on capital invested was 40 per cent. The best doing 

flock gave on investment 71 per cent.; the lowest in profit flock 
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gave 914 per cent., and one flock which was unfortunate in hav- 
ing a loss of two ewes and the ram, at head of flock-values of 

losses deducted still made a clear profit on investment of 1734 

per cent. 

It may be stated that the year was not nearly so favorable in 

prices realized for the finished lambs as any of several former 

years would have been. It was not up to the average. 

It is strange, but to a very marked extent true, that if any 

statement is repeated often enough, he who utters it, and they 

who listen, believe it to be true, though in reality it is far from 

being correct. 

On the other hand let us notice how any new or old line of 

production, which people use and are the better for using, finds 

its place and market. It is not sufficient to have the superior 

article produced. We must let the puble know that we have such 

within their reach, and use every lawful endeavor to convince 

the people that they can have more healthful and comfortable, 

and, therefore, happier living by using the commodity we wish 

to promote. 

The way is already paved to the profitable markets for our 

flock’s productions. The failure and blame rest greatly with the 

producer in the case under consideration. 

The demand from east to west, but especially in New York 

State, is increasing more rapidly than the supply. It is not 

creditable to us that we have not supplied our own people during 

the past with all the mutton and lamb required for home con- 

sumption. To develop the industry and so stimulate it as to 
meet the demand fully, we must make known, and that in a 

convincing manner, the profits directly and indirectly which are 
nearly absolutely certain to result from the flock on the ordinary 

farm eared for in a reasonable manner and given but a small 

share of the labor required in other lines of live stock husbandry. 

It may be necessary, in order to convince the many, to spend 

considerable in the way of educating the indifferent, as to the 

possibilities of the industry. 

We need more and better flocks. People generally stand ready 

to be convinced if not yet fully aware of existing conditions. We 

must be ever ready to talk sheep up and not down. Tell the good 
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story of the great benefit and possible success of the flock on the 
farm. Then repeat and repeat the truths, until the ones who 

should know, cannot help knowing the good which may be 

obtained with such comparative ease, and with so small an outlay. 

This is an age of advertising. Our agricultural departments 

must be held responsible for any lack on their part to spread 

truths of which they are cognizant, truths which, if made widely 

and freely known, cannot fail in benefiting the country at large. 

Having such indisputable facts from which to reason there is 
no need for delay in putting forth all possible legitimate efforts 

in compelling the farming public to give due consideration to an 

industry which is certain to have a beneficial and comforting 

bearing on their personal and financial welfare. 

That compelling, which will surely develop the business, can 

be done somewhat in the manner of successful departmental 

stores. They advertise freely. We have had it proven to us 

without doubt, that the best of quality ean be produced in New 

York State. We have the consumers who are prepared to use 

more than we are now producing, and that at a highly profitable 

price to the breeders. The endeavor then should be, and must be, 

to enlist the energies of our agriculturists to find a place on prac- 

tically every farm for a profitable flock of sheep. 

At international and state exhibitions, sheep and lambs, both 

pure breds and grades from New York State, have been awarded 

high honors. The past month at Chicago, a superior bunch of 

grade market lambs were easy winners in their class, while an 

exhibit of Shropshire lambs from your state also, captured the 

best of premiums offered in their section. That proves beyond 

doubt, that right here you have the combination necessary for 

the production of the best. 

During forty years it has been my lot to be closely in touch 

with the growing, finishing and marketing of cattle, sheep and 

swine,— feeding all the soil’s production on the farm. While the 

practice has been found most satisfactory as a whole, yet it was 

the sheep department which proved to be the steady producer of 
profit directly and indirectly. 

To all who are entering their life’s work on the farm, my sug- 

gestion would be, keep at least a small flock of sheep as a part of 
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the farm equipment. Have that flock the best of its kind. be it 

pure breds or grades. Never use but a pure-bred ram. Give 

reasonably good care in winter and summer, with special atten- 

tion to the necessary details at the right time, and you will have 

a lasting source of profit, and pleasure. 

The next speaker on the program, Mr. C. A. Nelson, of 

Waverly, Lowa, spoke extemporaneously on ‘* The Advantages of 

Breeding Pure Bred Animals.” Mr. Nelson, in a most engaging 

way, gave many personal experiences, interspersed with a number 

of humorous allusions and stories. At some length he told of 

the successful operation of creameries in Bremer County, Iowa, 

which he declared to be the greatest butter producing county of 

its size in the world. 

Mr. Nelson’s speech, full of sense, replete with humor and 

earnest throughout delivered lke the fire of a Gatling gun, was 

received with most hearty applause, and at its close the speaker 

was the recipient of congratulations from the entire audience. 

His speech concluded the formal program. 

Mr. Gould, chairman of the committee on treasurer’s ac- 

counts, reported that the committee had examined the accounts of 

the treasurer and found them correct. 

Mr. Mosher, chairman of the committee on resolutions, re- 

ported the following: 

Wuereras, Owing to the difficulty of the Breeders’ Association 

having knowledge of the capacity of all persons desiring to have 

their names placed on the list of expert judges, your committee 

deems the publication of such a list unwise, therefore be it 

Resolved, That this association discontinue the publication of 

the list of expert judges. 

This resolution was adopted. 

The committee also reported the following: 

Wuereas, In the opinion of the committee on resolutions there 

are some needed changes in the stallion registration laws, 
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Resolved, 'That the president of this association be requested to 

appoint a committee of three members to act on any proposed leg- 

islation on this subject. 

The resolution was unanimously adopted. 

President Huson appointed E. 8. Akin, Dr. W. G. Holling- 

worth and William Hayden as such committee. 

The committee further reported: 

Wuereas, Certain bills have been presented in Congress in 

relation to regulating the registry of pure-bred animals, and 

Wuereas, We believe that it is for the best interest of the 

pure-bred live stock industry that the work of recording, trans- 

ferring and supervising the testing of pure-bred animals to be 

left in the hands of the various breeders’ associations as they 

are now organized; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the New York State Breeders’ Association 

and its auxiliary societies place themselves on record as being op- 

posed to government control of the live-stock registry associations, 

because we believe that the breeders who are vitally interested in 

each breed can do more for the livestock business than any board 

or set of officers appointed by the general government. Further, 

be it 
Resolved, That the New York State Breeders’ Association 

of the members of Congress from this state; also to Senators Root 

and O’Gorman, asking them to use their influence to prevent the 

passage of these or any similar bills which may be introduced, 

looking toward government control of pure-bred live stock record 

associations. Also that copy of this resolution be sent to Hon. 

Wayne Dinsmore, secretary of the National Society of Record 

Associations, Live-Stock Record Building, Chicago, Ill. Further, 

be it 

Resolved, That we urgently request the Secretary of Agricul- 

ture at Washington and the Treasury Department to recognize 

but one association of registry for each breed of pure-bred ani- 

mals owned or bred in the United States. 
The president then announced the next business before the 

meeting was the election of officers for the coming year, and asked 

for nominations. 
Mr. Fred W. Sessions said: “‘ Mr. President and Gentlemen : 
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I wish first, on and in behalf of the city of Utica, to extend her 

thanks to this association for the honor which they have conferred 

by meeting in convention here and to each and every one who has 

attended this convention.” Mr. Sessions then proceeded to place 

the name of President Huson in nomination for re-election, and 

moved that the secretary of the association be directed to cast one 

ballot for Mr. Huson for president. Mr. Sessions put the ques- 

tion to the members, and all voted “ aye,’ whereupon he declared 

Mr. Huson president for the coming year. 

Mr. Huson: This is the first time that Mr. Sessions has been 

out of order in any of the meetings of this association. He knows 

very well, as do most of you gentlemen, my feelings in regard 

to this association and in regard to serving as its president. I am 

anxious and desirous of serving in any capacity, or doing any- 

thing in my power towards promoting the animal husbandry 

interests of this state, and if I felt that my continuance in the 

office of president of this association would add anything to what 

I otherwise might do, I would not hesitate to accept the position 

you so kindly and generously tender me. I desire to assure you, 

however, that, serving in the ranks of this association as a private, 

I will give to it the same attention, the same interest, and will 

labor as faithfully towards its success as I have done as your 

president. 

As you are aware, I have but very litile leisure. I feel that I 

have neglected, to some extent, the affairs of this association; and 

while your vice-president was kind enough to say that I was re- 

sponsible for this program (and I was, in a way), that was the 

least of the things that had to be done to make this meeting here 

in Utica the great suceess it has been made. The detail work, 

the thousand and one things that had to be done in order to bring 

this meeting to a successful conclusion fell entirely upon the vice- 

president, Mr. Sessions, as you are aware, and it is to him, more 

than any other man in all this association, to whom is due the 

credit of this successful meeting. 

I have stated sufficient reasons why you ought not to ask that 

I should serve in the capacity of president another year. I be- 

lieve it is better for the welfare of this association, that these posi- 

tions, honorable though they are, and highly prized by those called 
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to fill them, should be filled by someone else, and I therefore 
desire to decline the election which you have so generously 

tendered; and I think, without transgressing the rules any more 

than Mr. Sessions did, that I have the right to place him in nomi- 

nation. He is the man, more than any other man in the State of 

New York, who is entitled to lead this association the coming 

year, and I desire to present Mr. Sessions as the choice of the 

association for president. 

Mr. Sessrons: The association has already expressed its 

preference, and there are reasons why it would be absolutely 

impossible for me to accept anything of that kind under any con- 

sideration; but aside from that, the association has made its 

election. 

I move we proceed to the election of a vice-president. (Motion 

seconded and carried. ) 

Mr. Perr: Gentlemen: You have heard the speeches of 

both our worthy friends. It is needless for me to say anything 

additional to what our president has said in reference to our 

friend Mr. Sessions. I would like to have the secretary cast one 

ballot for the nomination of vice-president for the ensuing year. 

Mr. Huson: Are you ready for the question? (Carried 

unanimously) The ballot has been cast and Mr. Sessions has 

been elected. The next office to be filled is that of secretary. 

Whom do you want for your secretary the coming year / 

Mr. Wing R. Smith nominates Mr. Brown as secretary. 

(Motion seconded.) Are there any other nominations for secre- 

tary? If there are none, Mr. Smith moves that the treasurer be 

authorized to cast the vote of the association for Mr. Brown for 

secretary for the ensuing year. The vote has been cast for Mr. 

Brown, and we declare him the unanimous choice. 

The next is the treasurer. Whom do you desire for treasurer 

the ensuing year ? 

Mr. Mosher moves that the secretary be authorized to cast the 

unanimous vote of the association for Wing R. Smith for treas- 

urer for the ensuing year. The vote has been cast and Mr. 

Smith declared elected. 

Mr. Huson: The next in order is the election of four diree- 

tors. We have twelve directors, you understand, the terms of 
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four of whom expire each year. This is for the election of four 

directors for a term of three years, in the place of I. W. Mosher, 

Dr. E. C. Hatch, A. S. Chase, and E. 8S. Akin. Whom do you 

desire for directors in the place of these gentlemen 4 

Mr. Mosher is nominated for one, to succeed himself. (Motion 

seconded.) Are there any other nominations? Mr. EK. A. Powell 

is nominated and the nomination is seconded. Are there any 

other nominations? Mr. Henry L. Wardwell is nominated, and 

Mr. Akin is: nominated. We have now the nominations of Mr. 

Mosher, Mr. Powell, Mr. Wardwell, and Mr. Akin. Are there 

any other nominations? If not, is there a motion in regard to 

the selection or how we shall proceed in the election? Mr. Gail 

moves that the secretary be authorized to east the vote of the 

association for these four gentlemen who have been nominated. 

Are you ready for the question? (Carried.) The ballot has 

been east and I declare Mr. Mosher, Mr. Powell, Mr. Wardwell 

and Mr. Akin elected directors of this association for the term 

of three years. 
Mr. Mosuer: I wish to extend a vote of thanks to the good 

people of Utica for the entertainment they have given this society. 

(Motion seconded. ) 

Mr. Huson: I want to add to that, if you permit me, a vote 

of thanks to the newspapers of Utiea, for in all the time that I 

have had any connection with this association, there never has 

been a year when we have had as full, complete and accurate 

accounts of our proceedings as we have in the Utica papers dur- 

ing this session, and I think the papers are entitled to a vote of 

thanks as well as the people of Utica, and with your permission, 

Mr. Mosher, I will add that to the resolution. All you gentlemen 

who are in favor of this resolution giving to the good people ot 

Utica the thanks of this association, and the newspapers of Utica 

our compliments for their courtesy, will please rise. (All rose.) 

There being no further business the meeting was declared 

adjourned. 
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Guilderland. 
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Geneseo. 
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Troy. 
Black Rock. 
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CONSTITUTION 

The style of this society shall be “ The New York State Agri- 

cultural Society.” Its object shall be to improve the condition 

of agriculture, the rural household and mechanie arts. 

Section 1. The society shall consist of such citizens of the state 

as shall signify in writing their wish to become members and 

shall pay, on subscribing, not less than one dollar and annually 

thereafter one dollar; and also of honorary and corresponding 

members. The presidents of state associations actually working 

for the improvement of the various branches of agriculture, the 

presidents of county and town agricultural societies, or a delegate 

from each shall, ex-officio, be members of this seciety. The pay- 

ment of ten dollars or more, as fixed by the executive board, shall 

entitle the donor to life membership and shall exempt him from 

annual dues. 
Section 2. The officers of the society shall consist of a presi- 

dent, nine vice-presidents, one to reside in each judicial district 

of the state, a secretary, a treasurer and an executive committee 

of eight additional members. The executive board shall consist 

of the officers above named; eleven members of the board shall 

constitute a quorum. 

Section 8. The president shall preside at all meetings of the 

society and of the executive board. In his absence a vice-presi- 

dent shall be named by the meeting as presiding officer. 

Section 4. The secretary shall keep the minutes of the meet- 

ings of the society and the executive board; he shall conduct all 

correspondence in behalf of the society. 

The treasurer shall keep the funds of the society and disburse 

them on the order of the executive board, or a duly appointed sub- 

committee thereof, countersigned by the president of the society, 

and shall make a report of the receipts and expenditures at the 

annual meeting in January. 
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The executive board shall transact the general business of the 

society and shall perform such other duties as shall seem best 

calculated to promote the objects of the society. 
Section 5. There shall be an annual meeting of the society on 

the third Wednesday in January, in the city of Albany, at which 

time all the officers shall be elected by a plurality of votes and by 

ballot. 
The executive board shall have power to fill any vacancies 

which may oceur in the offices of the society during the year. The 

society may be convened in special meeting by the executive 

board and fifteen members shall constitute a quorum. No per- 

son shall be qualified to vote at any election of officers of the 

society unless he shall have been a life member for at least thirty 

days prior to the holding of such election. 

Section 6. No ofticer of the society shall receive any pecuniary 

compensation for services rendered to or for the society, except 

on the authority of the society granted at a regular annual 

meeting. 

Section 7. The constitution may be amended by a vote of two- 

thirds of the life members present at an annual meeting. 
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PROGRAM 

GENERAL SUBJECT 

FARM FINANCE AND RURAL CREDITS 

All sessions to be held in the Auditorium of the State Education Building 

Monday, January 13, 2 p. m. 

Report of Committee on Publicity 

Chairman, F. W. Sessions, Utica 

Report of Committee on Marketing, Transportation and Grievances 

Chairman, Joun J. Ditton, New York City 

Report of Committee on Development of Agricultural Resources 

Chairman, Hon. WM. CAry SANGER, Sangerfield 

ADDRESSES 

A Successful Local Cooperative Movement 

Hon. Setu Low, Bedford Hills 

Needed Changes in Drainage Laws in New York State 

Prof. ELMeEr O. Frppin, Ithaca 

Discussion by Hon. Tuos. F. CAarmMopy, Attorney-General, New York State, and 
Hon. JOHN N. CARLISLE, Watertown 

SEB.) Me 

Lieutenant-Governor MARTIN H. GLYNN, presiding 

PRAYER 

Rev. ALEXANDER H. Apporr, Emanuel Baptist Church, Albany 

Annual Address of President of New York State Agricultura! Society 

GeEOoRGF VW. SISSON, JR., Potsdam 

ADDRESSES 

Land and Agricultural Credits 

CHARLES A, Conant, New York City 

The Agricultural Law: Its Improvement and Enforcement 

Hon. CAtyin J. Huson, Commissioner of Agriculture, Albany 
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Tuesday, January 14, 10 a. m. 

Report of Committee on Legislation 

Chairman, Hon. C. Frep BosHarr, Lowville 

Report of Committee on Banking and Legislation 

Chairman, Senator T. Harvey Ferris, Utica 

ADDRESS 

The Practical Application of Agricultural Credit Systems to American Farm 
and Market Problems 

Joun J. Ditton, New York City 

Report of Committee on Cooperation 

Chairman, Ezra A, TurTLe, Eastport 

2 P.M. 

Report of Committee on Agricultural Education and Address: Progress in 
Agricultural Education in New York State 

Dr. Tuomas E. FINEGAN, State Education Department, Albany 

The Housewives League and the Producer 

Mrs. JULIAN Hearn, President, Housewives League, New York City 

Modern Business Methods Applied to Farming 

Dean H. E. Cook, State School of Agriculture, Canton 

8 P. M. 

Governor WM. SuLzER presiding 

ADDRESSES 

Financing American Farm Operations 

HARVIE JORDAN, Atlanta, Ga. 

Can European Cooperative Methods be Applied to American Farming? 

Prof. E. W. KemMMeEreER, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 

Sir Horace PLUNKETT, Dublin, Ireland, is expected to be present and take 
part in discussions 

Wednesday, January 15, 9:30 a. m. 

Business Session 

Report of Secretary 

ALBERT E. Brown, Batavia 

Report of Treasurer 

HArry B. WIintTerS, Albany 

Reports of Special Committees 

Miscellaneous Business 

Election of Officers 
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ANNUAL MEETING 

In tHE AvpiTorium, Stare Epucation Buitprne, 

AG RAINY. INI iY. 

January 13-15, 1913 

MONDAY, JANUARY 13 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

President George W. Sisson, Jr., called the meeting to order. 

THe Presipent: While the attendance as yet is rather light, 

on account of the day of the week on which we have been obliged 

to start this convention, still I believe that the people are coming. 

Without further preliminaries we will take up our program as 

printed, copies of which you have, and listen first to a report from 

the Committee on Publicity by F. W. Sessions, Esq. of Utica, 

chairman of that committee. 

REPORT OF PUBLICITY COMMITTEE 

F. W. Sessions 

Your committee has had several meetings during the past year, 

at which many plans have been presented and discussed, although 

none have been adopted. Very little has been accomplished be- 

cause of the same old reason, “lack of funds.” Your committee 

thought to overcome the difficulty to some extent by obtaining new 

members. A personal letter campaign was made at a cost of 

$21.00 with the following results: 

Senew lite meniherseh se). eee ees ee $180.00 

20 new annual members:..2 26 oe eae 20.00 

Werner Ut OMS he apa ese etre A iey Fa. 5.00 

A Dy Paes an el ecco 3S hn aan dea ae $205.00 

Surely encouraging, but not sufficient to furnish means for prac- 

tical publicity. We believe that the best results cannot be 

obtained through an unpaid committee without funds. 
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We would suggest that the chairman of the Publicity Com- 

mittee hereafter be a paid employee of the state and in the De- 

partment of Agriculture under the direct supervision of the com- 

missioner; that he devote his entire time to New York State 

agricultural publicity ; that such publicity work include the editing 

and sending out to newspapers of the state, articles of interest on 

agricultural subjects prepared in the form of plate matter for 

their convenient use; the preparing of magazine articles and ad- 

vertising, the suggesting of plans for exhibits of New York State 

agricultural products in the different states; the conducting of 

a big land show in New York City devoted exclusively to New 

York State and articles made from New York State agricultural 

products, and illustrating subjects and matter pertaining to New 

York State agriculture. 

Such chairman should be a member of the New York State 

Advisory Board of the Panama Exhibition, and a good liberal 

appropriation should be made by our legislature for publicity 

purposes. We believe that the 1915 exposition offers a big oppor- 

tunity for advertismg New York State and its agriculture that 

should not be overlooked. Much paper and magazine work should 

be done in the meantime, telling of our superior advantages, great 

markets, productive fields, and cheap, quick and efficient trans- 

portation. Such advertising properly done would bring thousands 

of inquiries from farmers of other states and many of them would 

come here to buy lands, 

New York State has not advertised as have other states. She 

has failed to proclaim to the world in the most efficient way her 

agricultural advantages. On the other hand, the statement has 

gone out that our lands are depleted and worn out; that the state 

is filled with abandoned farms; that our farmers are discouraged ; 

and the state has not suecessfully challenged these statements. 

Here is a work of immense magnitude, but a work that a 

properly constructed publicity committee can accomplish if pro- 

vided with proper and sufficient funds, Without funds, such a 

committee is useless. 

Our railroads are doing much for New York State agriculture 

with their experimental or model farms, their exhibition trains, 

literature and advertising, and Mr. Welsh of the New York 
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Central Railroad informs me they are making special freight rates 

to farmers on lime and fertilizers shipped direct to the farmers to 

be used on their farms. Our State Department of Agriculture is 

under highly efficient management, and is doing great work. These 

things would be of material assistance to any Publicity Committee 

in position to do proper work. 

During the past year, several county farm bureaus have been 

started in New York State and in at least two instances members 

of this committee have had something to do in securing the estab- 

lishment of such bureaus. It is good, practical work and should 

be encouraged. 
Your committee regrets that during the past year it has been 

able to accomplish so little, but really feels that it has nothing in 

this direction to apologize for as the lack of funds is a handicap. 

Tue Prestpenr: You have heard the report of the Publicity 

Committee. Are there any remarks on this report ? 

On motion the report of the committee was accepted. 

Tue Presrpent: This subject of publicity for New York State 

agriculture is a matter of such far reaching importance and possi- 

bilities that perhaps you may wish to touch upon this report. If 

so you may have an opportunity for a few moments. 

Mr. Srsstons: I may state verbally that a little additional work 

we undertook to do, but failed to accomplish, was to secure the 

giving of lectures, or having lectures included in the free lecture 

course in New York City, on agricultural topics. We were too 

late to get them into the fall course, but were promised that they 

would be introduced into the winter course. We heard nothing 

from them, so I took it up some time later and was informed that 

we were also too late for that course; that they would be taken up 

another year. 

Mr. Low: If the committee will leave it to me the next time 

they want to bring that about, I may be able to help them. I fancy 

it is only a question of speaking at the right time. 

Tue Presipenr: Thank you, Mr. Low. I imagine that the 

reason we have no such lectures in their course this winter is 

because we have not ourselves found the proper men for them, 

They are not in touch with good men for this particular work. 
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Mr. Turrie: I think that this society appreciates perfectly 

what Mr. Sessions has said in his report in relation to the lack 

of funds as the reason they cannot do finished work. I desire to 

move that the request of this committee, through this society, for 

an appropriation from the legislature to assist in this publicity 

work, be referred to the Legislative Committee of this society with 

a view to having the matter carefully considered, and, if possible, 

to secure a proper appropriation for this publicity work. 

Mr. Scuriver: It seems to me that with the great interest in 

agriculture in the State of New York at the present time, we ought 

to have a larger constituency, and a larger constituency of 

course would mean more money in the treasury. We should 

not be handicapped for a few hundred dollars. It seems to me we 

ought to be able to take some practical measures by which we 

could increase the life membership of this society. We should do 

something that will bring results, and not be everlastingly depend- 

ing upon the public treasury, and asking the legislature to do for 

us what we ought to do for ourselves. 

Tue Presipent: It has been moved and seconded that the mat- 

ter of approaching the legislature for an appropriation for our 

publicity work be referred to our Legislative Committee for report 

to us later. Motion carried. 

Tue Presipent: We will next listen to a report from the Com- 

mittee on Marketing, Transportation and Grievances, by the 

chairman, John J. Dillon, Esq., of New York City, Treasurer 

and Manager of the Rural Publishing Company. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MARKETING, TRANSPORTATION AND 

GRIEVANCES 

Joun J. Ditton 

During the past year the market situation has dragged along 

consistently with its old economic wastes, its hardships and losses 

to the producer, and with its extortionate tax on the consumer. 

There are continued complaints from shippers that railroads fail 

to furnish cars for perishable products in time for shipment, and 

in other cases products are unduly delayed in shipment, prevent- 

ing delivery in prime condition, Express companies continue to 

lose shipments in transit, to damage them, and to charge expressage 
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at both ends. Commission men and buyers have continued to 

solicit consignments and shipments under the encouragement of 

high quotations and sometimes of definite prices, but when the 

goods are received and disposed of they make such returns as 

their charity prompts or their avarice permits. Milk companies 

have failed owing producers up to $90,000 for milk deliveries, 

and after going through the stereotyped processes of receivership, 

bought up many of the old creameries and shipping stations and 

continued the business free from the burden of their indebtedness, 

while paying the producer only a small fraction of the original 

obligation. 

The markets and hotels in villages and cities throughout the 

state testify to the enterprise and organization of California and 

Oregon fruit growers by the display of the products of these states 

on their markets and tables. Many of these are located in agri- 

cultural sections where better and fresher flavored products of our 

New York orchards and gardens are decaying for want of a cus- 

tomer. 

Shipments of farm products have continued to go from inland 

points hundreds of miles past local markets to city terminals and 

are re-shipped again over the same roads back to the local centres. 

During the shipping season last fall carloads of peaches in west- 

ern New York rotted on the ground, or perished in transit because 

transportation companies either neglected to furnish the ears to 

load the fruit when ready for shipment, or delayed the car in 

transit until the fruit was damaged. Growers complain that 

fruits and vegetables have perished on their hands because they 

could not sell them in the New York markets for a price sufficient 

to pay for the packages and transportation. Yet in every case 

where definite information has been available, the city consumer 

has been obliged to pay at retail the highest price commanded for 

these products in seasons of scanty production. 

Still we have made some progress. This committee has received 

during the year 555 complaints from shippers, and accounts have 

been collected for them to the amount of $10,902.51. This in- 

cludes complaints for damaged and lost goods against railroad 

and express companies for excessive freights, and excessive and 

duplicate express charges. Two thousand three hundred and 
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ninety dollars and eighty-two cents has been collected during the 

year on these latter accounts, which the shippers themselves were 

unable to get; and during the three years of the existence of this 

committee 1,494 complaints of this kind have been filed and $32,- 

078.59 collected and forwarded to the shippers without reduction 

or expense to them. During November and December alone seven 

overcharge express claims were adjusted that required from seven 

months to two years to collect. 

We now have some measure of parcel post and recent orders of 

the Interstate Commerce Commission are intended to lessen the 

excess charges and duplicate collections by express companies. 

During the year the State Food Investigating Commission has 

been created by the legislature and members appointed by the 

Governor to investigate the causes of the high cost of iving. A 

sub-committee consisting of Honorable William Chureh Osborn, 

our Commissioner of Agriculture and our associate Ezra A. Tuttle, 

has been investigating conditions of foods and markets in New 

York City. They have developed information and given official ex~ 

pression to many of the conditions and abuses of which we have so 

long complained without avail, and measures have been suggested 

and bills are being prepared in accordance with the suggestions, 

to correct the abuses and eliminate some of the wasteful, 

extravagant, and in some cases dishonest methods that have pre- 

vailed for so long in the New York markets. Attention has also 

been crystallized through the investigation of this committee on 

the want of a system to regulate the sale of food products through 

tricky commission houses and irresponsible speculators in food 

products. A bill has already been prepared by Senator Roosevelt 
to regulate this traffic in the hope of eliminating many of its 

abuses, and we have much reason to hope that this bill will soon 

become a law. 

Under the auspices of this society, a conference of cooperative 

interests was held in New York City on April 19 and 20 last. 

The chairman of the Cooperative Committee will probably tell 

you more in detail about this committee in his report. It is 

enough for the present to say that provision was made for a State 

Standing Committee on Cooperation and this committee has been 

organized with a membership of 180. They held a eonference in 
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New York on December 5, to consider how the new parcel post 

system may be developed to distribute farm products, and eifect- 

ing trade between producers and consumers; more particularly to 

effect means for the organization of cooperative societies among 

producers and consumers. The Housewives’ League (a large asso- 

ciation of New York City consumers) promises to help in the 

development of the parcel post trade by furnishing the names 

and guaranteeing the credit of members, providing the producers’ 

organization will cooperate by guaranteeing the grade, quality and 

measure of the goods. It was the sense of the members of that 

committee that the organization of cooperative shippers in local 

country units must go hand in hand with the organization of a 

central selling agency, with headquarters in the city, representing 

the country associations and controlled by them. In furtherance 

of this measure the chairman was directed to prepare a charter 

for the central organization and to assist in the development of a 

uniform system for the organization of the local units. These local 

units for shipping in cooperation are held to be important because 

it is only through association that we can hope to have shipments 

made in uniform packages, in proper grades, and in full weights 

and measures. The guarantee of these standards will be neces- 

sary in order that the shipper may profit by the proposed com- 

mission law and the proposed food commission bill and in whatever 

may develop in the enlargement of the parcel post system. These 

shipping units could also be utilized to develop the local trade of 

villages and cities throughout the state, and to avoid the wasteful 

and extravagant practice of shipping first to the City of New York 

and then doubling the rate and charges back to the local market. 

The individual producer is unable to supply these local markets 

beeause of the expense of small deliveries, and the local caterer 

or hotel man is unable to patronize the producer because of his 

absolute need of a steady and uniform supply, but where all pro- 

ducers in a neighborhood are shipping through a common ware- 

house, this trade could be supplied and developed to the profit of 

the producer and saving of the consumer in a steady supply of 

food material fresh from the farm. 

The attorneys have had some delay in familiarizing themselves 

with the laws already existing and with the needs of cooperative 
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legislation, so that we have not been able to present entirely satis- 

factory papers at this time, but they are under development and 

we hope to have them ready for early use. The conference of the 

State Standing Committee on Cooperation also recommended that 

the state be requested to assist in the organization of the co- 

operative shipping association either through the committee or 

through the Department of Agriculture, there being a precedent 

in other states and other countries for this assistance to coopera- 

tive work in its early development. We ask our Legislative Com- 

mittee to further the interest of this request. 

We are making our shipping initiative none too soon. The 

State of Maine already has a fast developing system of coopera- 

tion. The development of the trade in California fruits and 

Oregon apples is a familiar subject. Local cooperative societies 

for the manufacture and sale of dairy products, for the gathering 

and shipping of eggs, for the packing and marketing of 

fruits, and for the sale and delivery of milk, are meeting with 

great success in Pennsylvania, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota and 

other states. In New York City and its suburbs, local com- 

munities are organizing cooperative stores to supply their mem- 

bers with food supplies. Only last week the large restaurant and 

hotel keepers in New York City organized themselves into a co- 

operative association with a million dollars capital for the purpose 

of buying foods without paying tribute to middlemen, food specu- 

lators and others. All of these consumers are chafing under the 

constantly advancing costs of food products. They are anxious 

to buy from the producer at first hand but they must have a steady 

supply and uniform grades. They will demand full weights and 

measures. Tne individual shipper cannot hope to supply this 

trade. Direct selling by the producer and direct buying by these 

large consumers will be possible only through cooperation in pack- 

ing, grading and shipping. This is an outlet now for farm food 

products of every kind and description that New York State pro- 

ducers ought to command at once, and may command if they pre- 

pare themselves to supply it. Someone is going to have the trade 

and those who have it first will have the advantage in future sales. 

I am personally acquainted with the president of the Hotelmen’s 

Company and T shall be glad to do everything that I ean to eon- 
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nect producers with these consumers, but it will be impossible to do 

anything definite until we can give them assurance of a steady and 

uniform supply. 

For many years we have recognized the necessity of an agency 

in New York City to represent the shippers. One man with a 

clerk would save shippers thousands of dollars annually. His 

work would be to keep shippers advised of the conditions of mar- 

kets and the responsibility of produce houses, to encourage and 

arrange for direct shipments, look after shipments when delayed, 

or when there was a complaint of quality or condition, and_ to 

supervise the collection of delayed accounts. Some of these func- 

tions will be covered by official inspectors if the bills now in prepa- 

‘ation become laws, but in case they fail, an agency of the kind is 

almost a necessity for distant shippers. 

Since writing the above I have had a conference with the Com- 

missioner of Agriculture and am very much pleased to find that 

he is entirely in harmony with the Cooperative Committee in this 

matter of organizing local units and shipping in this way, and he 

is not only willing but anxious to use the department in connection 

with this society in furthering that work. 

Also since this was written a committee of small restaurant- 

keepers in New York came to see me in reference to the matter, 

with a paper showing that they are organized for the same pur- 

pose. that of buying their food direct from the producers. 

Mr. Warp: I am very much interested in the report. What 

I should like to know is how can we make use of it. How can 

we form these cooperative organizations and get in touch with 

some one? How are we going to get practical results ? 

Mr. Ditton: It is simply a matter of business and it is a 

development —I was going to say modern development — of 

agricultural business that is just beginning in this country and 

that has been a success in every place where it has been tried and 

where it has been carried on in a true cooperative spirit. We 

have had a great deal of cooperative work in this country but 

much of the work under the name of cooperation has not been 

cooperative at all. Wherever we have had that kind of an 

organization it almost invariably failed. Cooperation is a word 

that is used very glibly by most of us and really understood by 
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few of us. Cooperation means that every man associated in the 

industry shall share equitably in the control and in the profits of 

that business. 

We must organize the producers in the country into local asso- 

ciations. If the producers will organize themselves as they have 

in some sections of the country, good and well; but I think it will 

have to be done systematically. We shall need men who under- 

stand what cooperation means to go out into the country and 

organize these different units. Make a law so that a company or a 

pumber of men associating themselves together for cooperative 

work will have to subscribe to certain rules and regulations, and 

do not let every fakir that comes along get in under the name of 

cooperation. If they use the name cooperation, compel them to 

come in under this law. When we have our local association it 

niay need a shipping station, it may need a cold storage plant; in 

the development of the work it may require an evaporating plant. 

You may require a plant for taking care of different kinds of 

waste and excess matter, but that is something that will develop. 

Then we have to have our central agency in the city representing 

all of these cooperative units and being controlled by them. This 

agency will keep every unit advised as to the condition of the 

market, products and kind of products required, and this not only 

in the City of New York but of Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Boston, 

etc. The central agency would simply look after the selling. This 

thing is being done over in Denmark as a business proposition. 

It cannot be done in any loose-jointed associations, but must be 

done in an association where every man is a part of that unit and 

has some function and some duty to that unit. Ie must live up to 

it. It will not do if some commission man comes along and offers 

you one per cent. more than the association, to throw the associa- 

tion down and goto him. You have to pledge yourself at the 

beginning to sell your produce through that organization. In that 

way you will be doing cooperative work and will succeed. 

Mr. Warp: Is Senator Roosevelt’s bill ‘broad enough to cover 

that ¢ 

Mr. Ditton: Senator Roosevelt’s bill is not intended for that 

purpose; it is intended to regulate the sale of goods through com- 

mission merchants. But a bill is in preparation that would pro- 
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vide for the organization of such companies. The intention is to 

prepare a law by which farmers may — not compel them — or- 

ganize under the term cooperative the same as men may organize 

in business. 

Tue PresipEnt: Let me suggest, Mr. Ward, that you are 

opening up a great topic and we have addresses coming along this 

afternoon and again tomorrow, and as this topic develops we shall 

be able to see our way out. 

We were to receive this afternoon the report of the Committee 

on the Development of Agricultural Resources. I was very sorry 

to receive a telegram from William Cary Sanger, chairman of that 

committee, stating that by reason of illness he would not be able 

to be here this week. The rest of the committee, I believe, will 

prepare something to give to us tomorrow. 

In the absence of that report we will proceed with our program 

and listen now to an address on “A Successful Loeal Cooperative 

Movement, by Honorable Seth Low, Bedford Hills, N. Y., Ex- 

president of Columbia University. 

A SUCCESSFUL LOCAL COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT 

Seru Low 

It may be a surprise to some of you, who have known only of my 

work in the city, to learn that I have been invited to address you 

on a subject so important to farmers, as ‘‘ cooperation.” The fact 

is, however, that in the autum of 1905, I bought a farm of about 

200 acres, in the town of Bedford, Westchester County. Since 

then I have been conducting a general farm. When my present 

superintendent, Mr. G. D. Brill, a native of Dutchess County, and 

a graduate from the four-year agricultural course at Cornell Uni- 

versity, came to me five years ago, he said to me: ‘ Mr. Low, it 

will take five years to place this farm upon its feet.” When I 

closed my books, at the end of October, 1912, the farm had become 

entirely self-supporting, by which. I mean that it had earned enough 

in cash to meet all charges, including the salary of the superin- 

tendent and of the bookkeeper, and to pay, on account of my taxes, 
insurance, and painting, at the rate of $360 a year. The farm 

also pays one-half of the maintenance cost of my electric ight and 

power plant and of my water system. The indications are, that, at 
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the end of the current farm year (which with me begins on 

November first), the farm will have begun to pay something on the 

interest account. I believe that it can be made to earn five per 

cent. over and above all charges of every kind, on a valuation of 

$80,000. I am not sure that we shall not learn how to make it 

pay even more. We have a dairy herd of sixty head of cattle, 

and about twenty-five hundred laying hens. We have a young 

apple orchard of sixteen acres, which is six years old, and a peach 

orchard of eleven acres, also six years old. When Mr. Brill 

took charge I had barely fifty acres of land in good tillable condi- 

tion, and most of that was included in the two orchards. Now I 

have one hundred and fifty acres of tillable land, all in first rate 

condition, as the result of draining a swamp of forty acres, and of 

cleaning the farm of stone. I have a stone-crusher, and have 

spent between $17,000 and $18,000 in breaking up old stone walls 

and boulders that were in my fields. But in our neighborhood 

crushed stone can be sold; and I have sold more than $10,000, 

in value of this crushed stone, and have on hand, crushed and 

partially crushed, about $4,000 worth. When this work is entirely 

completed, I think I shall have cleaned up my farm, so far as 

stone is concerned, at a net cost of $30 an acre, including in this 

sum the work of my own teams, charged at $5 a day. 

I give you these details, because I want you to appreciate that 

my knowledge of the farmer’s problem is not based upon farming 

conducted as an amusement, without regard to cost; but upon 

farming conducted on a business basis. I have had the advantage 

of whatever working capital was necessary, and what I have done 

could not be done without capital; but my interest has been to 

demonstrate, if possible, that capital can be advantageously 

applied here in the East to the cultivation of the land, if the land 

is cultivated by modern methods and with good business judgment. 

When I first began to live at Broad Brook Farm, which is the 

uame my farm bears, I was unable to buy even a quart of milk, 

and until I could purchase a cow I had to import all the milk and 

cream used in my household. I now have a dairy herd of sixty- 

two cows, and sell practically all of my dairy product in the 

neighborhood, even during the winter. People now say that I have 

an exceptionally good market. The market was there before I 
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was; but nobody took advantage of it. It has grown, of course, 

with the passing years. The town of Bedford is forty miles from 

New York and les outside of the strictly suburban region. It 

has, however, a considerable population of city people who have 

bought land there, and every year the tendency on the part of 

these people to spend the whole year in the country becomes more 

and more marked. This fact will enable you to realize that 

northern Westchester, in which my farm lies, is not a typical 

agricultural country. It is, indeed, in a transitional stage. 

Roughly speaking, about one-half of the land has been sold to city 

‘people, like myself, except that most of these city purchasers have 

bought simply to obtain a country home, and are not interested 

in farming. The other half of the land still remains in the owner- 

ship of the farmers who used to till it; but because the country 

is no longer entirely given up to farming, these farmers have lost 

the market facilities which they at one time enjoyed. As a con- 

sequence, Westchester County has practically ceased to figure as a 

part of the productive area of the State of New York. 

In 1880 there were 3,000 farms in Westchester County. At 

that time these farms not only produced a considerable part of 

the food used by the families occupying them, but they also pro- 

duced enough cereals and other crops to be seriously taken into 

account in estimating the agricultural production of the state. 

The population in 1880 was 143,000. According to the census 

of 1910, thirty years later, the number of farms had shrunk from 

3,000 to 2,000. The population had substantially doubled, hay- 

ing grown to 283,000. In the same period, the county had prac- 

tically passed out of the productive area of the State of New 

York. I base this statement upon the fact that, in 1910, the 

agricultural department showed for Westchester County both 

very meagre production, and very incomplete returns. The 

county covers an area of 346 square miles. A good deal of the 

land is stony, and some of it is swampy; but after all, it is, as < 

whole, capable of producing good crops, if the land is intelligently 

handled. Of course, much of the increase in population in the 

last thirty years, is due to the growth of such cities as New 

Rochelle, Mount Vernon and Yonkers; and to the gradual filling 
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up of the territory in the neighborhood of the City of New York, 

including such towns as White Plains, Rye and Port Chester on 

the Sound; and Tarrytown and Ossining on the Hudson. I sub- 

mit, however, that there is something abnormal in a situation in 

which the population increases, while at the same time, the agri- 

cultural production of the county decreases; for the increase in 

population has taken place largely in the organized communities 

of the county. One would have been apt to say, therefore, that 

the increase in the number of consumers, right at the doors of 

the farmer, would have bettered his market and have increased _ 

production. Exactly the contrary has happened. The Westches- 

ter County farmer has lost the market he used to have, and the 

Westchester County communities get most of their vegetables and 

other supplies from the City of New York, precisely as though 

they were a part of the city itself. 

There are some who say that the reason why farming cannot be 

profitably conducted there is because land has increased so much 

in value that the farmer cannot afford to cultivate it, and can bet- 

ter afford to sell it. - Within limits, this may be true. That is to 

say, it would doubtless be hard for a farmer with small capital, 

to earn on many Westchester farms as much as he can realize 

from them by selling the property to city people for country homes. 

But this generalization is true only in part; for every farmer is 

not able to sell his land, and until he does sell it he ought to be 

able to use it profitably. Perhaps he does, in one way or another; 

for I am always impressed by the well-to-do appearance of the 

farm houses in all parts of northern Westchester through which 

I drive. The productivity of the farms, on the other hand, is 

very small; and, under proper conditions, it ought to be very 

large. It is intolerable to believe that the mere neighborhood of 

the City of New York can permanently take 346 square miles of 

land out of the productive area of the state. 

This is the problem that has been borne in upon me since I have 

been farming in Westchester County. I have repeatedly asked 

myself the questions, “ Why is it that agricultural land, so near to 

a great population, is not profitably cultivated; and why is it 

that this population is fed from Virginia instead of being fed by 
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the farmer at its doors?” The answer to these questions, in my 

judgment, is twofold. First, the ordinary Westchester County 

farmer, like most other farmers throughout the East, buys at 

retail and sells at wholesale. The second reason is that, under 

modern conditions, the wholesale market is open to the farmer 

only upon terms which place him wholly at the mercy of com- 

mission men. I suspect that these answers explain the diffi- 

eulty of profitable farming in many parts of the State of New 

York, as well as in Westchester County. Both of these conditions 
ean be changed, the first by cooperation, the second by licensing 

commission men. 

In my observation, the ordinary farmer has much to learn be- 

fore he can succeed, even with such improvement as is possible 

in the conditions to which I have referred. The late Dr. Knapp, 

of the United States Agricultural Department, used to say that 

“farming is one part science, three parts art, and four parts 

business.” The ordinary farmer would do well to increase his 

knowledge of the science of farming to say nothing of the art. 

On the side of business management he needs help if he is to 

succeed; for, to succeed in farming it is not enough to produce. 

One must be able both to produce economically and to sell ad- 

vantageously. It is precisely here that cooperation is so im- 

portant for the farmer; for cooperation ought to do for the 

small farmer precisely what he cannot do for himself. It 

ought to give him expert information as to the best crops to 

raise and how to raise them; it ought to enable him to buy 

what he needs more cheaply, and to sell what he produces to 

better advantage; it ought to be able to help him to keep accounts, 

so that he can detect waste and learn how to improve his methods. 

In a word, it ought to do for him just what he cannot do well 

for himself. 
In my judgment, cooperation will spell success for the Ameri- 

ean farmer, in the older parts of the country, precisely as it has 

spelled success for the farmers of Denmark, and other continental 

countries. It is the only method by which farmers can reverse 

the practice to which I have alluded, of buying at retail and 

selling at wholesale. Through a cooperative society, well con- 

ducted, a farmer can buy at wholesale and sell at retail; or, if he 
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cannot actually sell at retail, he can sell with such expert over- 

sight in the handling, packing, and disposition of his products as 

will often make the difference between profit and loss. The 

dairy farmers of Denmark, through cooperation, have captured 

the London market for butter, at the expense of the non-cooper- 

ating English farmer; and, in doing so, the Danish farmers have 

increased the value of their own lands, and the returns from their 

farms. A Danish farmer, for example, joins the cooperative 

egg association. Thereafter, he has nothing to do but produce 

good eges, and he receives from the association a better return 

than he used to receive when he tried to handle his own eggs. On 

the other hand, the Danish farmer cannot deliver any old egg 

to the cooperative association. He must bring his production of 

eges, in quality, up to the standard of the association before he 

‘an profit by its work. But this is easy to do if the farmer has 

only to deal with the problems of production and of prompt de- 

livery. That is to say, cooperation offers the farmer good busi- 

ness management in buying and selling, and this is the precise 

thing which the ordinary farmer, left to himself, cannot com- 

mand. The apple growers in the Northwest have learned the 

secret, and have captured from the apple growers of New York 

a large part of our own market for the highest grade of apples. 

The farmers of Wisconsin are learning the secret, and are more 

and more forming cooperative associations all over the state. 

It is hard for us in the East; where the farmers are not used 

to the system, to learn how to cooperate; for we come of 

ancestry whose great merit it was that each one of them could 

stand upon his own feet. But, if the eastern farmer is again to 

prosper, we must all of us learn how to work together. There is 

no help for it. 

Four years ago we formed in our neighborhood the Bedford 

Farmers’ Cooperative Association. This association is an ordi- 

nary stock company, upon which are impressed some cooperative 

features. It lacks some of the qualities that are essential to co- 

operative success in a purely agricultural community. The par 

ralue of its shares is $10, and it began business with five stock- 

holders, each of whom took forty shares. It now has more than 

one hundred and thirty stockholders, about two-thirds of whom 
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own five shares or less, and one-third of whom own from five to 

one hundred shares. A few who are deepiy interested in the 

project have taken more than one hundred shares. The present 

capital is $25,000. The company did a business the first year 

of $27,000 on a paid-in capital of $2,000. The second year it 

did a business of $44,000 on a paid-in capital of $5,500. The 

third year it did a business of $60,000 on a paid-in capital of 

$8,500. It now has a eapital of $25,000, and is doing business 

at the rate of $100,000 per annum. Most of its new capital 

has been used in buying an acre of land at Mount Kisco, with 

a railroad siding, and in the erection on this land of its own 

warehouse and office buildings, a garage, an apple evaporator 

and vinegar plant. The apple evaporator and the vinegar plant 

are related to a piece of constructive work which the association 

is trying to do for the region in which it operates. The figures 

as to its business, which I have given, relate entirely to what I 

may eall its supply business. That is to say, to the supplies which 

it buys for its members, and sells to its members. This is the 

part of its business in which our experience should be useful to 

the ordinary cooperative association in a purely agricultural dis- 

trict. No such association, of course, could command the capital 

which the Bedford Farmers’ Cooperative Association can com- 

mand. Therefore, precisely what we have done is of little value 

as an example. But some things we have learned, in doing this, 

which I think are vitally important to be borne in mind by any 

association of this kind. We have demonstrated, beyond perad- 

venture, that such an association can buy much more cheaply 

than a farmer who cannot buy in carload lots. The association 

can buy some things more cheaply even than the farmer who is 

able to purchase in carload lots; but this is not true as to every- 

thing. It may be said, therefore, without fear of successful con- 

tradiction that, through well-managed cooperation, the small far- 

mer can get his supplies at least as cheaply as the farmer with 

large capital. Is not this worth while ? 

Our association began business by cooperation in buying, be- 

cause it is the easiest form in which to cooperate. We have not 

yet begun, in any systematic way, to cooperate in selling, because 

the agricultural production of our region is almost negligible. 
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Each year, however, the association sells more produce raised by 

its members than the year before. The mere fact of being in 

business enables us to do this. 
When our association began business as a supply association, 

we felt it to be necessary to demonstrate to our members that 

we could make a saving on purchases. We, therefore, bought our 

supplies as cheaply as we could, and re-sold them to our members 

at an advance of six per cent. In this way we made the demon- 

stration complete. But, in this form, we soon discovered that we 

were conducting business in a manner that was disastrous to the 

local storekeepers, whose business we did not wish to injure. We, 

therefore, adopted the plan which is universal, I think, in 

European cooperation, of selling to our members at the market 

value, and of returning profits at the end of the year; first pay- 

ing the current rate of interest upon the capital and making all 

further division upon the basis of the amount of business done 

with the association instead of upon the basis of stock ownership. 

This is true cooperation; and it is vital to the suecess of this 

system. 

On the other hand, at Bedford, we have not taken one other 

step which I think is also vital to cooperation in an agricultural 

community. That is to say, we have not asked our members to 

buy all of their supphes through the association. This is the 

case everywhere in Europe. In a small community this would 

be essential to success; because otherwise the association can- 

not know how much business it is likely to do, or what expenses 

it can meet. In Wisconsin they do this, and I am told 

that they have largely overcome the conflict of interest between 

the cooperative society and the local store, by absorbing the local 

store into the cooperative society. Wherever this can be done, 

and proper management secured, it ought to make the pathway 

sasy. In Bedford we have not wished to do this, because many of 

the cooperators are men of means from the city, and the work of 

the cooperative society is not vital enough to any of us to make 

us willing to injure the storekeepers with whom we are compet- 

ing. For that reason, all of us buy more or less of our produce 

from the local dealers, precisely as we used to do before the 

association was formed. ‘The business competition of the asso- 
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ciation, however, has resulted in making prices in the local stores 

more fixed, and in causing them to be much more enterprising than 

before; because now in each small village they have competition, 

which they did not have before. I wish to repeat, however, that 

in a purely agricultural community, I think it is essential for the 

success of a cooperative association that every member should 

give all of his business to the association. A cooperative asso- 

ciation, pure and simple, must control all the business of its 

members in order to succeed; and no member should permit him- 

self to be tempted from this policy. Many of such enterprises 

have split upon precisely this rock. It may justly be said that this 

is the very first condition of success in cooperating. It has taken 

three years to put the supply business of Bedford Farmers’ Co- 

operative Association fairly upon its feet, because of the absence 

of this feature. 

The other side of our work — what I call the constructive side 

—is an effort upon which we have entered to restore successful 

apple culture to Westchester County. It is a natural fruit region, 

as anyone can see who drives along the highways, but the old 

orchards have been neglected, and are rapidly dying where they 

are not already dead. Bedford Farmers’ Cooperative Associa- 

tion, in view of this situation, has thought that it could render 

no better service to our neighborhood than to try to restore apple 

culture to Westchester County on terms that will enable it to 

compete with the best producing regions of the United States. To 

this end the association ‘has employed an apple expert, whose 

advice is available for all its members. This last year, the asso- 

ciation has taken care, in whole or in part, of twenty-one apple 

orchards in a region ten miles square; and it has erected the 

apple evaporator and vinegar plant of which I have spoken, in 

order to be able to make use of the poorer qualities of fruit, while 

the best quality is being slowly developed. It will doubtless take 

three years, and perhaps more, to put this part of our business 

on a self-sustaining basis. The present year has been a singularly 

hard one in which to begin, for the apple crop in the Herlem 

Valley was hardly more than a tenth of a crop, while very low 

prices have prevailed for apples by reason of the very large crop 

produced in the country as a whole. This sort of service to the 
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neighborhood, however, appeals to our membership, since almost 

all of the city residents of Westchester County have apple trees; 

and every one of them will be glad, I think, to produce apples 

if they can be relieved of the business side of the care and pro- 

duction of them, and if it can be proved that they can get from 

their apple trees more than it costs to maintain them. Some 

things we have already proven through this year’s experiment. 

We have shown, for example, that even this year we can sell 

really fancy apples at profitable prices. 

One other thing my experience in farming in Westchester 

County has taught me. I put it in the words of one of my neigh- 

bors who has been growing apples for a number of years. He 

says that he has made shipments of apples, every now and then, 

to commission merchants in New York. Almost invariably the 

first shipment has done well, and the second shipment very poorly. 

He says that he never has been able to find out how the great City 

of New York knew that his second shipment was not a first 

shipment! Now, he says, he never makes more than one ship- 

ment to any commission merchant, and he begins with A and goes 

through the list to Z. I am far from wishing to imply that there 

are no honest commission merchants, but every farmer in the 

state knows that there are some dishonest commission merchants; 

and we all know that as things are now, we are practically, abso- 

lutely in the hands of the man to whom we consign. We are 

helpless if our shipment is reported out of condition or off in 

quality. This is a situation that ought not to continue. The 

state, in my judgment, should license all commission merchants 

who are authorized to deal in farm produce; and the terms of thig 

license should be such as to protect both the commission merchant 

and the farmer from misunderstanding and from fraud. I have 

no doubt that the commission merchant, on his side, would be 

able to bear eloquent testimony to dishonest packing and other 

unworthy practices on the part of some farmers. All farmers 

are not dishonest any more than are all commission men. What 

is wanted is a system which will protect the honest commission 

man and the honest farmer from the dishonest commission man 

and the dishonest farmer. It is childish to say that things should 

be left as they are. What is wanted is a bill, such as has been al- 
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ready introduced into the legislature, to control the business in- 

volved in the sale of farm products, in such a way as to protect, 

through state inspectors, both the commission man and the farmer 

from dishonesty and fraud. If this bill can become a law, and 

if the bill for the formation of cooperative associations can become 

a law, a new day will dawn for the industry of farming not only 

in Westchester County but throughout the State of New York. 

I wish also to say a single word in favor of the formation of 

eredit unions. Mr. Yoakum, in a recent article in the “* World’s 

Work,” pointed out that it costs the farmers of the United States 

hundreds of millions of dollars more to borrow the money which 

they need for the purchase and operation of their farms, than it 

costs the farmers of Europe to do the same thing. This is be- 

cause the business of extending credit to farmers, like all other 

parts of the farmer’s business, has been left completely unorgan- 

ized in this country. The margin of profit, heretofore, has been 

large enough to make us careless as to these things; but now, the 

day of necessity is upon us, and we shall be wise if we learn, from 

what has been done elsewhere, what can be done here. 

Mr. Chairman, I say again, as I close, that I am earnestly in 

favor of the bills now pending in the legislature, in favor of regu- 

lating the business of commission merchants in farm produce; of 

facilitating farmers’ unions, to make credit more available to 

farmers; and for forming cooperative societies, so that the farmer 

of New York State may have the opportunity, in his own way, 

and with his own wit, to develop here the system which, wherever 

it has been tried, has been found advantageous to the farmers of 

the land. In speaking in behalf of these bills I do not wish to 

commit myself as to every detail; except to say that, so far as T 

have examined them, they seem to me to be, in the main, well 

adapted for their purpose. 

Tur Presipent: I know that I voice the feeling of all when 

I say that we have appreciated very much this clear, concise 

presentation and clearing up in a way of a topic that has been 

running through all our minds, and I desire to thank Mr. Low 

personally, as I know the society does, for helping us in this 

program. 
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Our next address, by Elmer O. Fippin, Ithaca, N. Y., Professor 

of Soil Technology, New York State College of Agriculture, 

while perhaps diverting a little from this cooperative topic 

but certainly essential in the matter of the development 

of the agricultural resources of this state, is on drainage. 

It seems to be true that we have no particular laws 

upon drainage in the State of New York. They are to-day prac- 

tically resting on the common law. An attempt was made several 

years ago to pass a law — or one was passed and declared uncon- 

stitutional. Professor Fippin’s address this afternoon will set 

forth the needs of the State of New York as to drainage, and will 

embody some suggestions as to laws which will make it easier and 

more practical for us to carry on this work of building up our 

jands. 

NEEDED CHANGES IN THE DRAINAGE LAWS OF NEW YORK STATE 

Eimer O. Frepin 

I am glad to say that our drainage laws and provisions for 

drainage are not in quite as bad a condition as the chairman might 

have led you to believe; in fact, they are in better shape than I 

thought they were when I began to look up the matter for this 

particular purpose. It seems to me advisable in order that we may 

have a correct point of view on these things, that I review some- 

what carefully the relation of drainage to the public. 

In the drainage of wet or swamp lands, as in the utilization 

of any other natural resource, both the individual and the com- 

munity are benefited. The extent of land too wet for satisfactory 

agricultural use, and the increasing demand for farm land, has 

sharply turned public thought in the direction of such areas and 

has raised anew the question of how far the state may encourage 

or aid such improvement and its reason for so doing. 

Occasion for public recognition of land drainage. The drain- 

age of wet land benefits the individual by enabling him to in- 

crease the use of such areas for more intensive purposes. It en- 

ables him to increase crop returns, and it enables him by reason 

of the increased yields and reduced cost of operations to reduce 

the cost of production and materially increase profits, with the 

attendant well-being of the farmer and his family. 
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The public is benefited by improvement of the healthfulness 

of the region, by the conservation of its natural resources, by the 

increased food supply, by the increased volume of business arising 

from such increased production, and by the general beautification 

of the landscape. 

Wet land is widely distributed in the state and ranges all the 

way from the most pronounced swamp to those lands which are 

slightly too wet. They range in area from small tracts entirely 

within the bounds of one owner to large areas owned in many 

separate parcels. They range from those hill lands with very little 

question of outlet to those flat areas where large canals must be 

constructed for long distances to give adequate outlet. 

In this fact of the large area of some tracts of wet land and 

the necessity of other areas to obtain an outlet across lands owned 

hy another person, arises the first need for statutory regulation of 

surtace waters. The common law simply recognizes the natural 

flow of water in natural channels and would preserve such move- 

ment. Statutory law is designed to modify the common law with 

reference to surface waters in the interests of the public health 

and the public welfare. 

The legislation with reference to drainage and in recognition 

of the public benefit it confers, has been of two sorts: First, that 

which seeks to facilitate drainage by the provision of legal ma- 

chinery. Such laws provide for the voluntary or compulsory 

cooperation of individuals to that end. Second, the state has 

directly contributed financially to the support of this legal ma- 

chinery and to actual construction of drainage works. This sup- 

port has been contributed publicly through either local or general 

taxation accordingly as the benefits were considered to be local or 

general. 

The first type of legislation seeks to aid the individual to secure 

an outlet for the drainage water from his land by specifically 

recognizing land drainage as a public benefit, thereby permitting 

the use of the principle of eminent domain. (Code Civil Pro- 

cedure, §§ 3357-8597.) This recognition on account of improved 

health has iong existed, but it is only in recent years that drainage 

for purely agricultural purposes has been recognized as of suffi- 

cient vublic benefit to justify the use of this same machinery. 
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To make that recognition more clear, an amendment to Section 7, 

Article I of the constitution was passed in 1894. This amend- 

ment provides: 

“General laws may be passed permitting the owners or occupants of agri- 
cultural lands to construct and maintain for the drainage thereof, necessary 
drains, ditches and dykes upon the land of others, under proper restrictions 
and with just compensation; but no special laws shall be enacted for such 
purposes.” 

This legal machinery seeks also to aid cooperative drainage 

work by prescribing the form and manner of cooperation of in- 

dividuals and the method by which they meet the expense of such 

construction. All this must be accomplished without abridging 

the right of the individual under the federal constitution. This 

is why regular procedure through the courts is prescribed. If 

this legal machinery to facilitate land drainage is inadequate 

either in scope or in detail of operation it is open to change. How 

far that is necessary we shall see later. 

In the matter of financial aid the state gives the use of the 

courts as part of the legal machinery, and further, in the case of 

benefit from drainage to the public health, the community so 

affected is taxed to pay part or all the cost of the construction, 

whether the individual has any direct interest in land or not. On 

the other hand, while the state has so far recognized the publie 

benefit from land drainage for agricultural improvement as to 

establish by statute certain methods of procedure, and to give the 

individual certain public rights in the acquisition of an outlet, it 

has never given direct financial aid te such improvement either 

by payment of part of the cost or by loan from the state treasurer. 

In all drainage work for purely commercial purposes, the cost is 

assessed against the land in proportion to the benefit received. 

The owner of wet land must alone pay for its improvement unless 

it can be shown that the health of the community or its general 

welfare is improved and that, therefore, the community in its 

corporative capacity should pay some part of the cost of the im- 

provement. The basis of this limitation of financial aid for com- 

mercial purposes is that provision of the state constitution which 

prohibits the use of public funds or money raised by general taxa- 

tion for any private purpose. (New York Const., Art. VIT, See. 

1 and Art. VIII, Sec. 10, also Sec. 6, Art. I.) The agricultural 
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benefits of drainage have been considered to be so largely of a 

private character as to invoke this limitation. Especially is this 

true when such wet land is owned by private individuals. This 

is a very different case than if such wet land were owned by the 

state so that the state would be improving its own property from 

which it might later get returns by sale as in the case of lanc im- 

proved by irrigation under the National Reclamation Act. 

Heisting legal machinery for drainage. In 1909, the state 
legislature in recodifying the laws of the state passed the drainage 

Jaw (Consolidated Laws, Chap. 15, 1909) embodying the essential 

provisions of all preceding laws relative thereto, so far as seemed 

necessary. Certain sections of this law were amended in 1910 

(Chap. 624, 1910), and there was established the primary legal 

machinery of the state for drainage improvement, either for 

benefit of the public health or for agricultural improvement or 

both. 

The essential provisions of this law are as follows: 
1, Any person or corporation, public or private, owning or affected by any 

wet land may present a verified petition to the county court, or. in case of 
land lying in two or more counties the petition is presented to the supreme 
court. This petition requests the appointment of a drainage commission of 
three men to make a preliminary investigation of the proposition to drain 
the wet land in question. 

2. If the report of the commission is favorable, the court directs the com- 
mission to proceed to have the necessary surveys made and the construction 
carried out under authority of the commission and its advisers. 

3. The commission may permit the petitioners to carry out the construc- 
tion at their own expense, subject to the approval of commission. 

4. The commission is authorized to secure easements for drainage channel 
or other purposes. 

5. In case the commission cannot agree with any person as to the damages 
or compensation for such easement, they may acquire the same by condemna- 
tion proceedings. 

6. All easements must be secured and paid for before any construction is 
begun and for this purpose and for other expenses the commission is author- 
ized to borrow money. 

7. The cost of the improvement is assessed by the commission against the 
land benefited in proportion to such benefit, either by direct drainage or for 
purposes of outlet of lateral drains. 

8. Any person may appeal to the courts if the assessment against his land 
is unsatisfactory. 

9. When finally established, such assessment is reported to the county clerk 
and is collectible as taxes in from one to thirty annual installments, according 
to the arrangement of the commission. But any person assessed may pay 
his assessment in a shorter time. 

10. All survey maps, data and a full statement of receipts and expendi- 
tures by the commission are required to be filed with the county clerk. 

The provisions of this Jaw apply to enlargement, straightening 

or clearing any natural stream, the lowering of any culvert, or 
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the construction of ungderdrains or levees, as well as the con- 

struction of new ditches for drainage purposes. 

Its advantages are that (1) it uses local machinery and facili- 

ties; (2) it invokes the machinery that is legally established for 

that purpose; (3) it provides a legal and constitutional method 

of taking private property where necessary; (4) it provides for 

adequate hearing, appeal and public records; and (5) it provides 

an adequate method of financing the cost of the enterprise. Where 

the improvement is sufficiently large, short-term bonds of the 

towns or corporate bodies are issued, and as such have the stand- 

ing and advantage of public loans. We, therefore, have in a sense 

a public loan for purposes of agricultural drainage. 

There is another route by which such improvement may also 

be accomplished. This is by petition to the State Conservation 

Commission established in 1911. (Consol. Laws, Chap. 65, Art. 

VIII.) In this case the conservation commission instead of the 

local courts are made the over-head machinery. Instead of having 

a local commission, investigations are made, and any necessary 

surveys and construction are done by or under the supervision of 

the engineers of the commission, and at the end they apportion 

the cost against the land benefited in proportion to such benefit. 

So far as practicable, the same procedure is followed by the con- 

servation commission as by the court commission. The cost is 

met by an issue of drainage bonds by the commission which may 

run for any period up to fifty years. Such bonds are exempt 

from taxation, and are made legal investment for trust com- 

panies, savings banks, ete. 

There is no advantage or financial aid conferred by the latter 

procedure over the former. The conservation commission is 

likely to take cognizance of only the larger proposition, and in 

such ease may be the preferable agency because of the advantage 

of its corps of experienced engineers and perhaps the longer period 

permitted for financing the enterprise, thereby reducing the an- 

nual cost. 

Maintenance of drainage ditches. For the repair, clearing or 

enlargement of any established ditch, the supervisor of each town 

is constituted the water commissioner to whom any person liable 

for assessment may apply to have the repair made. If, after 

investigation, the supervisor finds the repair or enlargement neces- 
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sary he may proceed with the same either directly where the cost 

is estimated at less than $500, or by the employment of an engi- 

neer and by public contract if the sum involved is estimated to be 

more than that amount. 

The cost of such assessment is apportioned in the same ratio 

as the original assessment, unless only a part of the system is in- 

volved, in which ease it is divided as the conditions seem to war- 

rant. This seems to be a reasonable and satisfactory provision 

for the maintenance of public drainage ditches, and we find no 

gest change. 
= 

basis upon which to sug 

Still another method of procedure for the acquisition of better 

facilities for the outlet of drainage water is by reference of the 

matter to the town fence viewers (Town Law, Sec. 121). The 

fence viewers for the arbitration of the matters in dispute are 

selected by the parties concerned, and when so selected their de- 

cision is made binding in a court. This is most suitable for the 

more mild difficulties and is an important provision since it es- 

tablishes a simple and inexpensive method of settling many dis- 

puted questions in drainage improvement. 

Modifications and Rulings. The chief contention against the 

machinery of the drainage law has been that for small projects it 

is too cumbersome and expensive to be invoked by the average 

farmer. Especially is this true since the farmer needing the 

drainage is likely to have very limited financial means to carry 

through the necessary petitions and court proceedings. We be- 

lieve these difficulties have been unduly magnified due to the fact 

that the method of procedure and probable cost 1s not thoroughly 

understood. It should be very clearly noted that the active opera- 

tions of the commission may cease after the preliminary report 

and that from that point onward the petitioner may carry out the 

surveys and construction under the general supervision of the 

commission, 

Another point is to be noted and is especially opened for dis- 

cussion. ‘The opinion has been held in some quarters that where 

an easement is acquired by condemnation proceedings and the 

necessary damage paid, the person so objecting could not be as- 

sessed for any part of the cost of benefits he may derive from the 

ditch. This is manifestly unfair and such a ruling would open 
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the way for all sorts of trouble. Recently the opinion has been 

given informally that the same assessment would lie against such 

land as against land of any other person benefited but who may 

not have joined in the original petition. (1 say I desire especially 

to open the point for discussion by those of legal training.) 

If it can be held that such assessment can be made, it gives 

to any man possessing wet land the right to institute proceeding 

both to obtain an outlet on another’s land and to oblige his neigh- 

bor to pay some fair share of the cost of that improvement, 

whether it be the clearing and deepening of an existing channel 

or the construction of a new channel for open or underdrainage 

purposes. Just here, perhaps, occur more troublesome questions 

than in any other part of drainage legislation, namely, to adjust 

differences of opinion and financial responsibility involving out- 

lets. 

Of course a person always has recourse to a suit for damages 

if any act or negligence of a neighbor causes the undue accumu- 

lation of water upon his land, and it becomes a matter of estab- 

lishing the fact of such damage in court. 

One of the most discussed questions is that of public aid for 

land drainage. As stated above this is proposed to take either of 

two forms: First, actual grants of money. This is done where 

the health of the community is involved, but the range of such aid 

is limited to the range of improved health in the community which 

is often difficult to establish. Second, provision for the loan of 

money to individuals or permission to use the public credit and 

exemption privileges in recognition of public benefit. The extent 

of this type of aid must be determined by the extent to which pub- 

lic benefit is recognized. It is one thing to recognize public bene- 

fit for the purpose of invoking legal or cooperative machinery. 

It is quite another matter to turn over money from the public 

treasurer to a particular enterprise. 

In this connection, there has been much interest in the pro- 

vision of the Canadian law relative to public loans for drainage 

and other purposes. Under the provision of the Tile, Stone, 

Timber and Drainage Act, any farmer wishing to drain his land 

may apply to the town council for a loan for such purpose. The 

town council, after investigation, issues debentures which are pur- 
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chased by the Province from the Consolidated Reserve Fund. The 
money is repaid by the borrower in twenty years at the rate of 

$7.36 per year per $100 of loan. Such loan constitutes a first 

lien against the land. This amounts essentially to a long-time 

loan financed by the farmer and passed upon by the township 

council which acts in an expert advisory capacity. 
In New York it may be questioned whether we have not similar 

possibilities for aid. As pointed out above, when several persons 

join in the organization of a drainage district the cost of the 

improvement is assessed against the land by the court-appointed 

commission in proportion to benefit. This benefit is recognized 

as a public one to the extent that the town or other public corpo- 

rate body is authorized to issue its bonds and use its credit faeili- 

ties and privilege for the aid of the improvement. The bonds 

may be refunded from time to time until the obligation is met in 

the usual channel. Essentially the township extends its credit to 

the persons or lands involved in the improvement. 

The question may be raised whether any single individual who 

seeks to drain his land and invokes the cooperation of a regular 

drainage commission and accepts their assessment, may not fairly 

be entitled to the same guarantee of the need, reliability and prob- 

able results of the drainage improvements, and thereby receive 

the aid of this public, long-time credit. 

There is one further need which is very evident to one studying 

the legal machinery of our state with reference to drainage. There 

are civil engineers and lawyers to guide one through their respec- 

tive paths. But drainage for agricultural purposes is essentially 

a matter of soil improvement in most cases. It involves the effect 

of drainage on the soil and the relative need of soils and structural 

conditions of the land for artificial drainage. An engineer may 

be able to build a channel or a conduit, but it has been shown that 

he often does not have the requisite agricultural knowledge to 

know what constitutes adequate drainage for different soil and 

crop conditions, 

Hence there is need to encourage the establishment of more 

experts in soil drainage and the attendant engineering matters. 

To a degree it is a matter of education and public guidance. On 

one hand we would encourage the establishment of drainage 
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experts on a commercial basis who might be employed by indi- 

viduals to make drainage surveys and plans and perhaps supervise 

construction. Such men would be paid entirely by the person 

employing them. These are coming and two or three are already 

doing business in the state. 

On the other hand, there is need for further investigation and 

education along the lines of land drainage for agricultural pur- 

poses. This means a study of the relation of different soils to 

the need for drainage, the extent and location of such soils, 

methods of drainage, drainage coefficient, the permanency of 

established drains, study by surveys of the benefits to be expected 

from drainage as a business matter, and finally in connection with 

these investigational matters there may well be the provision of 

an advisory or educational agency to guide communities in se- 

curing the maximum benefits from all these legal and technical 

provisions. The University of Wisconsin maintains in connection 

with her College of Agriculture, members of the staff to fulfill 

these public investigational and advisory functions. The United 

States Department of Agriculture gives a limited amount of 

similar aid, although we believe it is better given from some more 

local source. 

Summary.— In conclusion then, it may be said that: 

1. The public benefit to be derived from land drainage war- 

rants the provision of the legal machinery which the state has 

made. 

2. This machinery seems adequate to meet the situation so far 

as it can be done within the established rights of the individual. 

3. These provisions are less complicated and expensive than 

many persons believe, and often need not be carried entirely 

through. 

4. There is urgent need of an authoritative ruling on the right 

of assessment against land where easement is gained by con- 

demnation. 
5. There is already some recognition of drainage as a public 

benefit and some public financial aid is given thereto. 

6. It is an open question whether that public benefit is sufficient 

to warrant the extension of the same privilege to single indi- 

viduals that is now extended to them collectively. 
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7. The private and institution drainage expert or adviser should 

be encouraged. 
Voice: What recourse would I have if my neighbor dumps 

water on my land ¢ 
Pror, Frepry: If he dumps water on your land unfairly, that 

is, if it is not a natural course and if you can show damage, then 

you have a case for collection of damage. 
Voice: It is natural drainage — so arranged that it makes a 

bad cut across one of my best fields. 

Pror. Frepin: If he has the natural fall and is simply modi- 

fying the flow within the natural drainage basin, then you have 

no recourse because you have to take care of that water. 

Mr. Winters: There are a number of farmers here who are 

deeply interested in this subject and it seems to me it would be 

beneficial if we could hear from some of them at this time along 

practical lines. 
Mr. DeFreesr: In Voorheesville, we have a large territory 

through which the famous Black Creek winds. This creek often 

overflows and floods the land. I suppose that it naturally belongs 

to the state and I have asked heretofore what can be done to clean 

it out. No one knows. I cannot clean out six or eight miles of 

somebody else’s ereek to get drainage for my land, and my neigh- 

bor cannot. Where I mowed with a mowing machine six or eight 

years ago, a cow cannot walk now. The creek has filled in and it 

backs up; it has destroyed about twenty acres of my land, I 

should like to know some way to get redress. We are paying taxes 

and I should like to have my land so I could drain it. I am 

willing to do it for myself but I cannot do it for others. 

Tur Presipent: I believe we have with us some representa- 

tives of the Conservation Commission, those who are closely in 

touch with inland waters. It looks to me as though this was an 

inland water and perhaps if Mr. Moore is here he can answer 

that question. 

Joun D, Moorn, Conservation CommisstonEerR: This subject 

of drainage is one which has received, and deservedly so, the care- 

ful consideration of the engineering staff of the Commission. But 

the discouraging feature of that portion of the work has been the 

almost complete lack of response on the part of that portion of the 
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public which we have tried to benefit. There are in the State of 

New York something like 275,000 acres of reclaimable land which 

might be turned into value to the extent of something like 

$15,000,000; but the workings of our laws are so ponderous that 

it does not seem possible to make any substantial progress in that 

direction. 

Now, we have in the treasury of the Conservation Commission 

almost $3,000 that we have not been able to spend hunting up 

new trouble in these drainage matters and it gives me great 

pleasure to put that $3,000 at the disposal of this society or any 

particular faction therefrom. We made investigations in the 

Wallkill Valley where much arable land could be reclaimed, and 

in the western part of the state, and everywhere with the most 

complete lack of any evidence of cooperation, The Canaseraga 

Creek, which is being improved to the extent of $200,000 by our 

Commission, has been a mechanical success from the standpoint 

of draining the land. When we consider that an enterprise of 

this scale is new in the East and in the hands of men who have 

not the benefit of previous experience and training in that par- 

ticular direction, the degree of success is most praiseworthy. For 

instance, last July a very vicious cloudburst occurred in the upper 

stretches of the valley and when the rain began to fall in torrents 

the farmers above telephoned to the folks down below to get the 

vattle off the lower ground or they would lose everything they 

had. But when the floods came down to the excavated portion 

of the creek, the channel was able to take care of them completely 

and the land which under previous conditions would have been 

overflowed, was as dry as a bone. I have been up in the valley 

many times myself and our assistant engineer, who has been with 

the project since its incepticn, tells me that land that two years 

ago could not be crossed is now being. cultivated. 

We can do that elsewhere just as well. To be sure the law 

ought to be changed; but at the same time somewhere in the state 

there should be some region where everyone wants something 

done, where they can submerge and sink their differences so that 

by all pulling together we can go ahead on better and more pro- 

ductive work in the future. I hope some members of the society 

will take this under advisement and see if we cannot find some 
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place where we can make surveys out of our funds — preliminary 

and start a tremendous movement to reclaim fifteen surveys 

million acres of land now sunken under water. 

Mr. Anderson: What was the actual cost per acre for im- 

proving the land near Canaseraga Creek ¢ 

Mr. Moore: It will be about $20 per acre. The total fund 

was $200,000 and we are satisfied we can do it within the appro- 

priation. The land is worth easily over $100 per acre, some would 

run as high as $125 per acre. 

Hon. J. W. Wapsworrn, Jr.: I am somewhat familiar with 

this arrangement at Canaseraga because I live on its banks. The 

air line, as I remember it from the figures, is about 14 miles. The 

creek travels in its natural bed something like 34 miles. It is a 

fact that a great many hundred acres of land near Groton Station 

had not been worth $10 per acre and had gradually grown up 

into waste land because the water coming down in the spring floods 

never got off the land until too late to put in a crop. I am in- 

formed that along the lines already suggested, although the work 

is practically only half completed, substantial improvement has 

been shown. 

The Commissioner has indicated that difficulties have been 

raised by the property owners in the neighborhood. This is true 

to an extent that has aroused the minds of many of us who wanted 

to see the work done. It may be said, I think, that this is the first 

time anything of the sort has been undertaken on any large 

scale in the State of New York. It involves the reclamation of 

some thousands of acres and it is not at all unnatural that some 

people should be suspicious as to what they are going to get out 

of it. We had many complications and it required an additional 

act of the legislature for every one of the six years I was a member 

of it trying to perfect that law and make the work practicable. 

Some have stood in the way and we have adopted various in- 

genious methods to get around the difficulties, as suggested by 

the Commissioner. The public sentiment of the community, how- 

ever, is certainly back of this proposition and we all look now 

for its ultimate success. It ought to furnish an example to com- 

munities similarly situated, for 1f some provision of law could be 

made that would do away with the idea that the state may only 
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embark through its Conservation Commission in connection with 

that sort of work where public health alone will be affected, and 

which would permit the state to lend its credit or moral assistance 

for the benefit of agricultural resources and true conservation — 

I think it would be a meritorious act of the legislature. 

Pror, Firpin: It seems to me the statements that have been 

made here illustrate very well the fact that what we need more 

than anything else is more education. The statement that they did 

not know what they had to do is an indication that our laws are 

not understood. It is certainly true that when these matters get 

into a lawyer’s hands they are made about as hard to understand 

as possible. In the matter of possibilities for drainage, however, 

it should be clearly pointed out that the laws on conservation, as 

well as on drainage, provide for the recognition of the benefits 

from drainage for commercial purposes. The drainage law in 

language specifies ‘for agricultural improvement.” The con- 

servation law adds public health — either the public health or 

general welfare. My interpretation of the term “ general wel- 

fare” is that agriculture comes within it. It is the broadest term 

we can apply. The amendment to the consolidated drainage law 

originally included the term, or used the term “ agricultural im- 

provement’? or ‘‘ general improvement.’ Somewhere in the 

enactment of that law the general welfare clause was dropped and 

it was limited to agricultural improvement. So far as farmers 

are concerned that is sufticient, and both laws do provide for the 

recognition of agricultural drainage as sufficient recognition, 

I see a gentleman here in the room I should like to hear from 

on this subject. 

Mr. Wnuirer, or Iona: T have had very little experience in 

carrying out the provisions of the drainage law. Last summer 

I was appointed chairman of a commission for draining a piece 

of swamp land, some 800 acres. Under that act there is appar- 

ently no difficulty at all as to the drainage of a piece of property 

in Which a number of people are interested. In this connection 

I will say that in order to make it doubly certain we got a cer- 

tificate from the health officer in that territory declaring it was 

for the benefit of public health, so we could get away from all 

chances of complications. We are working along that line and 
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I haye not gone into the thing far enough to know whether we 

would have run across any obstacles if we had not taken that 

precaution. 

The mode is very simple. The members interested petition the 

court for a commission to be appointed. The commission pro- 

ceeds, viewing the lands and determining whether it is proper to 

drain them. If this commission decides it is proper to undertake 

the work, we advertise or give notice to all interested parties 

I think ten days or two weeks for a hearing after which time 

they have the right of appeal. When they have determined that 

the law provides that the engineers should go ahead and make a 

survey, it should be filed, when the work is completed, in the 

county clerk’s office in the county in which the work is to be done. 

The commission is very autocratic in their powers. They go ahead 

and condemn and take the right of way as far as interested parties 

have petitioned. You cannot go beyond the last petitioner. So 

in doing any such work it is very necessary that you have a peti- 

tioner as far up in the watershed as you want to go so as to get 

to the source of the water. After that they can either let the 

work by contract or go ahead and do it by hiring help, as they 

see fit. Then it is absolutely within their powers to make assess- 

ments against the properties. They also have the right, by per- 

mission of the court, to borrow such moneys as are necessary to 

pay the bills of the commission as they go along. After the work 

is completed they make requisition upon the supervisor of the 

town or towns in which the work is located and issue bonds, or 

provide bonds, to spread over a term of years not to exceed thirty 

assessments, or it can be assessed all at one time; but any of the 

land owners have the right to pay their assessment in full at any 

time. After the commission finishes its work the supervisor of 

the town becomes water commissioner and it devolves upon him 

to see that the drains are kept open. 

I think the law for that particular line of drainage is ample. 

It seems to me that we need provisions to cover such as tile 

drainage. As I understand it the state is not empowered in any 

way to assist any individual effort along that line; we are not in 

position to do anything, as in Canada, that will require any state 

assistance. 
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Mr. Scuriver: I happen to live in a county where we have a 

number of thousand acres of lowland. We have had experience 

with this commission business and when the gentleman said that 

it has autocratie powers, he is speaking very correctly. When he 

talks about its unlimited ability to make expense, he is talking 

correctly. In this instance the expenses were so large that it con- 

fiseated the property in many cases and turned many people who 

depended for subsistence on the soil, out of doors. It is a publie 

improvement, but power ought not to be given to any commission 

to destroy the resources of the people and to confiscate property. 
While it increases the value of some. property it destroys the 

resources of a great many. There should be some limitation to 

this autocratic power. 

Mr. Wurre: The gentleman is entirely right. We have al- 

ready realized the fact that our powers are so autocratic we have 

had to study very carefully so as not to create an expense greater 

than the value of the land to be drained. Some of the lands in 

that tract are muck lands; others are clay with a very shallow 

covering, and we found it necessary to be very careful with the 

expenses connected with that work so as not to make assessments 

that will confiscate the land. It seems to me that there are un- 

necessary expenses along some lines which could be eliminated. 

The engineers claim $3.50 to $7.50, while we found our expenses 

would run about $1.75 per acre for the engineering work. It 

seems to me there is some engineering work required under the 

statute that is not really essential. Another thing in that law 

which ought to be changed is the scale under which the engineers 

work; working to hundreds, ete., is not in accordance with the 

statute. When you come to preparing the map for recording, it 

has to be made under the old system, by links and chains. This 

necessitates making an altogether different map for filing. 

Mr. Winrers: It is perfectly evident and has been for some 

time that our drainage work in this state has not quite come up 

to the expectation and the needs of the farmers. I believe we 

ought to be able in some way to get closer to them and if possible 

solve some of the drainage problems. \We have here three organi- 

zations that are working along this line, the Conservation Com- 

mission, the College of Agriculture and the State Department of 
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Agriculture. I am wondering if it would not be wise at this time 

for the President to appoint a committee of three, one from each 

one of these three organizations, and see if we cannot get the work 

in better shape so that our farmers can take more advantage of it. 

Tur Prestpenr: You have heard the suggestion of Mr. 

Winters — I do not know that it is in the form of a motion. Tam 

sure everyone will see the desirability of the men at Cornell who 

are studying the proposition, the Conservation Commission, and 

some of the real farmers getting together on this topie. 

Motion was made and carried that the President appoint an 

advisory committee consisting of a representative of the Conser- 

ration Commission, a representative of Cornell University and 

a representative of the Department of Agriculture to consider 

these questions with the object of working out and harmonizing 

laws in reference to same. 

(For committee see page 1225.) 

Meeting adjourned until 8 pv. m. 

Eventne Srsston 

Meeting called to order by President Sisson. 

Prayer by Rey. Alexander H. Abbott, Emmanuel Baptist 
Church, Albany. 

Tue Presipenr: Nothing is more gratifying to those who have 

been attempting to do for the agriculture of the state what they 

might than the sympathetic interest that has been taken in our 

work by those in high authority in the state. The time has 

come when men of atiairs, financiers, leaders of thought and 

legislators understand that agriculture must be considered as a 

great public movement and not in the interest of farmers alone, 

or even primarily in their interest; and that we have the intelli- 

gent sympathy and cooperation of such men is a matter of con- 

gratulation to our industry. On that account, as well as per- 

sonally, it gives me great pleasure to introduce to you as your 

presiding officer this evening the Honorable Martin H. Glynn, 

Lieutenant-Governor of the State of New York. 
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Mr. Girynn: Some weeks ago I was asked to preside at this 

meeting. This afternoon my good friend, Mr. Huson, told me 

that I would be expected to make a speech in addition to presid- 

ing. I have always had my opinions about the presiding 

officer who made a speech when he was asked to preside. I have 

thought that he ought to be hung, like Haman, high on a gibbet; 

that to him should be done what Woodrow Wilson wants to do 

to the men who are cornering all the things on earth. And so I 

am going to disregard Mr. Huson’s injunction about making a 

speech, although I am going to say a few words which are not 

a speech. Your chairman has said that it is high time men 

in high places take an interest in agriculture. I am glad he said 

agriculture, because that makes us agriculturists and not farmers. 

During the recent campaign, Governor Sulzer used to say that 

he was going to buy a farm. I have heard him say he was going 

to buy a farm in eight or ten counties in this state. Then I 

offered to sell him one down in Albany County.. So I am ahead 

of the Governor in that respect, that I do not have to buy a farm. 

I own one I am quite willing to sell if I can find someone who 

will pay me a good price. That is the reason I am here tonight. 

I want to learn something about farming — that agricultural 

credit system appeals to me. I want to learn how to raise some 

money on the farm if I have to in some day to come. I was 

born on a farm —all politicians say that; but I was. But I 
left it when I was quite young. Scme years ago when I had some 

money and did not know what to do with it i bought a farm. I 

have a lot of chickens, ducks and some horses, and in that farm I 

have a six-acre lawn, which keeps me pretty busy. 

But seriously, I want to say that I am interested in agriculture, 

that I believe any man in public life, no matter to what party 

he belongs, owes it to himself, to his party and to the people of 

the state, to do everything within his power to promote agricul- 

tural interests. The high price of living must drive that home 

to every thoughful man. In the granite building across the 

hill I am a proxy member of the Senate. I cannot vote. 

The lieutenant-governor does not have a vote, and so I would be 

unable to cast a vote for any legislation that you may want. But 
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I know many of the senators—have a speaking’ acquaint- : gS | 

and if Mr. Huson, Mr. Sisson and Mr. Conant ance with them 

will tell me what they want I will agree to pass the word and 

give them the wink and word on the sly, and perhaps that may 

be as effective as the votes of some of the men on the floor, 

I have some opinions myself as to what should be done in agri- 

culture. I am a modest man— Governor Sulzer used to say 

and I do not like to boast about the that, so I can say it here 

medals | have won and the credentials I have; but in my home on 

Willett street one of the things in which I take the greatest 

pride and to which I have referred every time I ran_ for 

office, is the fact that I have a nice letter up there from a num- 

ber of grange societies thanking me for the stand that I took in 

the fifty-sixth congress on the oleomargarine question. And in 

front of me among you sits your good friend, Mr. Tucker, who 

remembers the staad I took in that fight. Long before that I 

was interested in agriculture, and I am interested now. 

I believe that what we ought to do in this country, is to adopt 

the system that France adopted in 1879 and teach agriculture 

in every school in the land to a more or less degree. Now I do 

not mean by that that we ought to try to make farmers out of 

every boy in the land. That is not the purpose of it. When we 

teach grammar in our public schools we do not expect to make 

every boy an orator. When we teach algebra we do not expect to 

make every boy a great astronomer. When we teach bellés lettrés 

we do not expect to make every boy a poet. But when you teach 

rhetoric you interest the boy in the fine writings of the world; 

when you teach poetry you interest him in the production of the 

master poet minds of the world; when you teach mathematics 

you interest him in the business affairs of the world; and when 

you teach agriculture im our schools, although you do not make 

every boy a farmer, you make him more or less interested in agr:- 

culture, and when you do that you promote the cause of agricul- 

ture and you promote the cause of humanity. Men pay no atten- 

tion to the things they know not of. To interest a man in a thing 

you must tell him something about it, and when a man learns 

something about a thing he becomes interested. For that reason 

if agriculture is taught in our schools, as it is taught in France, 
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this country would find people interested in agriculture not only 

on the farms but in the cities, in the lawyers’ offices, in the 

doctors’ offices, in the editorial rooms of the newspapers; and all 

that would redound to the interest of agriculture and the interest 

of the people of this state. 

That is the big thought that I have always had in my mind 

about agriculture. We think in this country that we are in the 

lead of all the rest of the world in a lot of things, but we are 

far behind France in that respect; we are behind Denmark in 

that respect, and we are behind Portugal; and it is about time 

we, who are waving the stars and stripes and claiming to lead the 

procession of civilization in all things, ought to awaken to the 

fact that we are behind in agriculture. Some of our sister 

countries in Europe are ahead of us simply from the fact that 

they have placed agriculture in their schools on the same high 

plane that they have placed rhetoric, poetry and mathematics ; 

and I, for one, am in favor of doing that in our state. 

Now, my friends, it is my pleasure to introduce to you a man 

who will give you a real address on agriculture, a real farmer, 

Mr. George W. Sisson, who will deliver the annual address of 

the president of the New York State Agricultural Society. 

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT 

GrorGE W. Sisson, JR. 

To the Members of the New York State Agricultural Society: 

I have the honor to present to you my first annual address as 

president of your society: 

At the close of the agricultural year of 1912, and standing at 

the threshold of another year big with possibilities, it is well for 

us to review briefly the occurrences and accomplishments of the 

past year, and measure as best we can the progress in the agri- 

cultural development of the state. 

We have come to know that the agricultural development of a 

people or a state does not mean merely increased production from 

the soil, but includes all those things which make for the stability, 

permanence and profitableness of agriculture, and the improve- 

ment in the social condition and education of the people engaged 
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in it. Viewed from this standpoint, the year 1912 may be justly 
said to have marked a distinct step in advance. 

CROP PRODUCTION 

As to crop production in New York State the past year, the 

average yield of all crops combined is 115 per cent. and compared 

with the average yields of recent years, 105 per cent. The aver. 

age yield per acre of oats was 4.4 per cent. greater in 1912 than 

in 1911; of barley, 4 per cent. greater; of hay, 22.5 per cent. 

With the same acreage of hay the production was nearly 1,100,000 

tons greater. The average yield per acre of corn, buckwheat and 

potatoes was greater in 1912 than in 1910 or 1911, and greater 

than the average for the past ten years. The percentage of in- 

creased production per acre in 1912 over the average of the past 

ten years was: Corn, 19.8 per cent.; buckwheat, 19 per cent.; 

potatoes, 17.7 per cent. 

With the exception of Pennsylvania, New York produced more 

buckwheat than all the other states in the union. New York pro- 

duced more potatoes than any other state, 38,160,000 bushels; and 

nearly as much as the adjoining states of Vermont, Massachusetts, 

Connecticut and Pennsylvania combined. 

New York produced more hay than any other state and nearly 

as much as the adjoining states of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

Massachusetts and Connecticut combined. 

Figures of production and money value of farm products in 

both state and nation run into stupendous figures, and Secretary 

Wilson’s grand total of nine and one-half billions of dollars as 

the farm production of this country for 1912, might lead some to 

the belief that our farmers are rolling in wealth and are them- 

selves primarily responsible for the increased cost of living. But 

if even these great figures are used in arriving at the average pro- 

duction of the average farm, the net return to the individual 

ewner will be found so small as to give little encouragement for 

investment. 

Most of our agricultural education so far, and the tendency of 

the extension work of our agricultural colleges and_ schools, 

farmers’ institutes, and other like agencies, has been to teach the 

Tarmers greater crop production. But I fear that this phase of 
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our business has been held so closely to our eyes that we have not 

caught the broader outlook and the wider field that we must ex- 

plore and occupy if we are to be of most service, not only to our- 

selves, but to the ultimate consumer of our products. 

Aside from the production of abundant crops, we must very 

properly concern ourselves in the economic problems of their trans- 

portation and distribution to the consumer. We must do this first 

in self protection, for having once produced a pure and wholesome 

article of food, for the quality of which the state holds us more or 

less responsible, we should demand that those other agencies that 

intervene between the farms and the consumer, shall be held 

equally accountable for good service, careful handling and delivery 

in good condition to the consumer; and even more, we should see 

that this is done in a manner and by methods that eliminate every 

unnecessary expense or unfair profit, to the end that the con- 

sumer’s needs may be served at lowest possible cost consistent with 

fair prices, commensurate to the cost of production. Producers of 

farm food stuffs of all sorts have given too little thought in the 

past to these problems of transportation and distribution, and just 

now they are receiving a great deal of attention as very important 

factors in the high cost of living. 

The whole problem of marketing, and market facilities and 

agencies needs most careful study and a thorough overhauling. 

We know abuses exist, we know that methods are too indirect, and 

that there is too wide a discrepancy between the price we receive 

and the price the consumer pays, but how shall we correct this? 

Here is a broad field for cooperative effort on sane and practical 

lines. We have heard this afternoon of one successful example 

in cooperative marketing, and a most important contribution to 

the success of such movements will be the report of our Committee 

on Cooperation which has made special studies in this field, and 

will bring to us plans which are practical and workable. These 

reports and discussions which are to be given to-morrow, should 

have your earnest attention and careful thought. 

THE LABOR SITUATION 

Farm wages in the state have slightly advanced during the past 

year, especially for married men. ‘The increasing difficulty in 
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securing adequate and competent help for farms led to the estab- 

lishment of the Farm Labor Bureau, which during the past fiscal 

year has furnished to the farmers of the state 4,067 single men, 

and 135 families. Since the bureau was established in 1905, 32,- 

652 single men and 775 families have been secured for the farmers 

of this state. Never since the establishment of the bureau has 

there been such a demand for help, and scarcity of good help as 

during the past year. A large proportion of the people sent out 

have been distributed in the agricultural counties nearer New 

York City and Albany. From the information received as to the 

satisfaction given by the help sent out, it is shown that about 70 

per cent. were perfectly satisfactory, while 15 per cent. more were 

fairly so. 

During a number of years recommendations have been made 

for the establishment of branch offices in various cities through- 

out the state. Such an office has been established in Buffalo. 

Since the establishment of that branch, on April 1, 1912, it has 

furnished the farmers of central and western New York with 400 

single men and 29 families. The farmers of that section have 

highly appreciated this assistance. The practical benefit of the 

Farm Labor Bureau has been well demonstrated, and it would 

seem wise to extend its work as rapidly as possible. 

COUNTY FARM BUREAUS 

A movement undertaken the past year, and which promises 

much in placing our agriculture on a business basis, is the estab- 

lishment of the county farm bureau in many counties of our 

state. This is a cooperative movement under the joint auspices 

of the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture, 

the New York State Department of Agriculture, and the boards 

of supervisors of the various counties, all of which contribute to 

a fund for the salary of a trained farm expert, whose entire time 

is devoted to the solution of the local farm problems. 

To quote from the prospectus of this work as sent out by the 

office of farm management: “ The ultimate aim of this work 

is to secure on every farm in the country the system of farming 

to which each farm is best adapted when all conditions have been 

taken into consideration; such systems as will give opportunity 
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for profitable employment for a maximum proportion of the year, 

and in which each enterprise followed will give satisfactory re- 

turns for the time and equipment devoted to it.” 

“ The work will be in charge of a trained agriculturist who will 

conduct farm management field studies and demonstrations among 

the farmers of a given locality. He will acquaint himself as rap- 

idly as possible with the general agricultural conditions of the 

locality, study the various types of soils, the crops that have been 

found to be best adapted ; and the types of farming that have been 

most suecessful on each type of soil. Ile will spend his entire time 

in the interests of improved farming in the section, studying the 

methods and practices of the most successful farmers who are fol- 

lowing the various types of farming. He will visit the farmers 

on their farms, study their plans, and aid them in formulating 

better plans. By the time he has become acquainted with each 

farmer in the locality, together with the type of farming he is 

conducting and the methods and practices that he uses, he should 

have acquired a knowledge of the agriculture of that locality which 

will enable him to quickly analyze the situation on any farm he 

may visit, detect defects in the cropping systems and general man- 

agement, and at the same time note any improvements that may 

exist over methods in common use. Such a study will enable him 

to advise the farmers in the establishment of better cropping sys- 

tems on their farms, in the intelligent selection of better live stock, 

better seed, and better markets. He becomes an agricultural ad- 

visor to the farmers of that section and his opportunities for broad 

study of general conditions enable him to understand better than 

any one else the way in which the agriculture of that locality 

should be directed.” 

The success of the few county farm bureaus that have been in 

operation during at least a part of the past year, has been such 

that more than twenty counties of this state have taken steps to- 

ward securing an organization. The counties of Broome, Jeffer- 

son, Tompkins, Herkimer, Oneida, Clinton and Chemung have 

complete working organizations. Niagara and St. Lawrence 

counties will begin the work March first, and Washington County, 

July first. Local interest and local financial support, at least in 

part, will insure that sympathy and cooperation so necessary to 
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its best success. We recommend the extension of this movement 

as rapidly as is consistent with proper management, and the sup- 

ply of properly equipped men will permit. 

AGRICUTURAL EDUCATION 

Our society may well feel gratified and the entire state grateful 

for the splendid results in the development of a coherent and ef- 

fective state policy for agricultural education that has come 

largely upon the suggestion and initiative of this society. The 

past year has seen noteworthy advances in the introduction of 

agriculture into our public school system, and the report from our 

efficient Committee on Agricultural Education to be given to- 

morrew wili set forth somewhat in detail the progress of this work. 

It is worthy of note and indicative of the trend of the times 

that various colleges and universities in the state are, of their own 

volition and entirely without state aid, beginning to give instruc- 

tion in agriculture. 

A. division of agriculture has just been established at Syracuse 

University with a full four years’ college course in agriculture. 
The president of your society is a member of the advisory board of 

this college. The extension of this movement may bring up the 

question of state support to such colleges and universities, and it 

may become necessary to give this matter consideration in the near 
future. 

PUBLICITY WORK 

As was pointed out last year, it has not been possible through 

lack of funds to take advantage of many opportunities for mak- 

ing known to people here and elsewhere the wonderful possibili- 

ties for agriculture in our state. 

Full credit should be given to our State Department of Agricul- 

ture for much that has been done with limited funds. A liberal 

appropriation was made by last year’s legislature for a New York 

State exhibit at the Land Show in New York, but it failed to re- 

ceive executive approval. However, Commissioner Huson was 

able with some volunteer assistance from outside interests, to make 

a very creditable and attractive showing of the diversified agri- 

culture of the state. 
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THE WORK AND REPORTS OF PERMANENT COMMITTEES 

Our Publicity Committee again brings us a report replete with 

valuable suggestion, but again showing plainly the need of funds 

if results are to be obtained. They suggest — ‘‘ that the chair- 

mai of the Publicity Committee hereafter be a paid employee of 

the state and in the department of agriculture under the direct 

supervision of the commissioner; that he devote his entire time to 

New York State agricultural publicity; that such publicity work 

include the editing and sending out to newspapers of the state 

articles of interest on agricultural subjects prepared in the form 

of plate matter for their convenient use; the preparing of maga- 

zine articles and advertising, the suggesting of plans for exhibits 

of New York State agricultural products in the different states; 

the conducting of a big Land Show in New York City devoted 

exclusively to New York State and articles made from New York 

State agricultural products, and illustrating subjects and matter 

pertaining to New York State agriculture.” 

This definite suggestion brings up in concrete form the question 

of the relation of our society to the state and its place among the 

various agencies and activities in our agricultural development, 

including the State Department of Agricuiture. 

First, the New York State Agricultural Society does not desire 

to usurp any function of any established agency or department. 

My conception of the true function of our society may best be 

illustrated by the work and results of our convention that was 

held three years ago, when studying particularly the topic of ag- 

ricultural education in this state. That convention was unique 

and marked an epoch in things agricultural for this state. Here 

was a broad question of general interest to which was brought the 

best thought of the state and nation, and out of careful counsel 

and diligent planning came a solution both harmonious and effee- 

tive. This is “ efficiency engineering ”’ of the best type as applied 

to an agricultural problem. 

This is the day of universal good will toward agriculture. There 

is a wider appreciation among men of affairs of the fact that 

agricultural development is primarily a great publie movement 

and must be viewed from considerations of the general welfare. 

Hence we find springing up on every hand new agencies, move- 
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ments and activities, a chaos of ideas and suggestions, some 

nostrums, some ideal but visionary, some practical and promising. 

Here lies the opportunity and duty of this society. Annual con- 

ventions such as this, devoted to thoughtful consideration of un- 

solved problems that vitally affect all the people and are pressing 

for proper solution, are sorely needed. Preparation for such con- 

ventions means an immense amount of investigation and study 

by the appropriate standing committees of our society, and the 

necessity for funds to make effective their findings and sugges- 

tions has been more than once pointed out. Some of these com- 

mittees bring to us a proposed budget showing the amount of 

funds in their judgment necessary to successfully prosecute this 

work. I believe that the character of the work that this society 

is doing, and the position it occupies in what might be called an 

advisory capacity toward other agricultural agencies, fully justi- 

fies state aid for its work under proper restriction and regulation 

governing the expenditure of any funds appropriated. 

The solution of the economic problems to which we are giving 

most attention would mean so much saving to our citizens as to 

warrant state recognition. Hundreds of thousands are appropri- 

ated annually to teach our farmers to grow more crops. Why not 

spend a few thousand in solving the distributing and marketing 

problems to the mutual advantage of both farmer and city dweller ? 

The Committee on the Development of Agricultural Resources 

kas a broad field for observation, and brings us, as always, a 

valuable and suggestive report. In line with its work was the 

address and discussion on drainage matters given at our session 

this afternoon. There is little doubt that thorough drainage under 

a well-defined system would mean as much in increased produe- 

tion of New York State lands as has irrigation to the soils of 

some western states. This state has many undeveloped aegri- 

cultural resources and possibilities which it is the business of this 

committee to bring to our attention with their suggestions as to 

development or conservation. 

Bearing in mind our general topic of last year, “ closer rela- 

tions between ihe producer and consumer,” it was to be expected 

that our reports this year from our Committee on Marketing, 

Transportation and Grievances, and the Committee on Coopera- 
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tion, would be of intense interest. These reports bear out this 

expectation, the Committee on Marketing bringing definite plans 

for permanent, continuous work in the great market of New York 

City, and an estimate of funds required for the work. 

During the past year there has been completed a most valuable 

investigation regarding the prices of agricultural products and 

methods, and facilities for marketing same. Members of this 

society, among them the chairman of our Committee on Coopera- 

tion, have had much to do with this investigation and are familiar 

with its findings. At our meeting last year, a resolution was 

adopted instructing the president of this society to call a delegate 

meeting of interested parties throughout the state, with the 

avowed purpose of working out a plan of action to bring the 

country producer and city consumer into closer relation through 

cooperative methods of buying and selling. In compliance with 

this resolution, the call was issued and a conference held in the 

rooms of the Board of Trade and Transportation, New York City, 

last April. As a result of the conference, a special state com- 

mittee of 100 on cooperation was named with John J. Dillon as 

chairman, and this committee has been at work throughout the 

year. On December fifth, a most important conference of this 

committee was called to consider certain definite, cooperative 

propositions, and we shall hear from the chairman of the com- 

mittee a report that marks the greatest forward step yet taken on 

these matters in this country. 

The Committee on Banking and Taxation is a new committee, 

whose usefulness will be demonstrated in its study and recom- 

mendation regarding the matters which form the leading topic of 

this meeting. 

The Committee on Legislation has most important work before 

it. Proposed legislation to open up the way for the organization 

of cooperative buying and selling associations; legislation regu- 

lating methods of marketing food products; improvements and 

amendments to the agricultural law, must receive their careful 

scrutiny before they are given the support of this organization. 

OUR TOPIC AND PROGRAM 

As most of us know, the European systems of land mortgage, 

banks and rural cooperative credit societies, which have proved 
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to be of such assistance to agriculture there, have been under 

vareful investigation by representatives of our State Department 

at Washington; and at the recent conference of governors, this 

topic of “farm finance and rural credit” was one of the most 

interesting features of their discussions. 

Students of public affairs, bankers, financiers, leading farmers, 

legislators, and editors of the agricultural press are so convinced 

of the value of this movement that there is practically no disa- 

ereement as to the desirability of the adoption of the best features 

of European practice; but, of course, with adaptation to American 

conditions. 

There is no doubt that lack of capital, and excessive interest 

rates, have interfered with the agricultural development of this 

country. Had our farmers been given a little financial education 

along with instruction in mere crop growing, and been taught 

how to secure and use credit, it would have stimulated them to 

associated action, give them a commercial instinct, and by aiding 

cooperation in every way, enabled them to become their own mer- 

chants, buying supplies at wholesale and selling produce direct. 

The establishment of agricultural cooperative credit associa- 
tions is largely a matter for state legislation and encouragement, 

and it is hoped that out of this meeting and conference may come 

clearer ideas and some well-considered action. 

Lieutenant-Governor Glynn, President of the State Fair Com- 

mission, honors us by his presence and by presiding to-night; and 

Governor Sulzer has kindly consented to preside at our session 

to-morrow night. This indication of sympathetic interest in our 

work is highly gratifying. 

The Commissioner of Agriculture, Mr. Huson, who will address 

you to-night, has personally, and through his department, given 

most valuable assistance in making this meeting a success. 

Our speakers on the principal topic are recognized as expert 

students of the subject — Mr. Charles A. Conant, of New York, 

who addressed the recent governor’s conference on this same topic, 

and who speaks to-night; Mr. Harvie Jordan, of Atlanta, Ga., 

Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Southern Commercial 

Congress; and Professor E. W. Kemmerer, of Princeton Uni- 

versity, who speaks to-morrow night. Honorable Seth Low, of 

New York, gave a most practical and suggestive paper this after- 
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noon, and our program for to-morrow has rich things in store — 

reports that will excite lively discussion, | am sure; addresses by 

John J. Dillon, of New York; Dean H. E. Cook, of Canton; Dr, 

Finegan and Mr. Dean of the State Department of Education ; and 

Mrs. Julian Health, President of the Housewives League, of New 

York, whose address should be heard by every woman in Albany. 

In closing, [ again direct your attention to the desirability of 

greater coherence and unity of action and endeavor among the 

many popular organizations in the state devoted to agriculture. 

The multiplicity of isolated meetings and conventions held in 

different parts of the state and at different times entails great 

extra expenditure of time, money and energy. It is becoming 

increasingly difficult for our farmers to attend even those conyen- 

tions where their special interests lie. 

Considerations of efficiency, economy and greater results de- 

mand some federation of these societies, and an arrangement of 

their meetings in some way that will mean no sinking of the 

distinctive individuality of any society, but rather a broadening 

of the horizon of each and an opportunity for wider usefulness, 

and greater definite benefit to the whole agricultural movement in 

the state. 

I recommend the appointment of a committee empowered to 

call a conference with like committees from other societies with 

a view to definite action along the lines indicated. 

Our society hopes to be of real benefit to the state. Its officers 

and members are imbued with the spirit of unselfish service and 

helpful cooperation, and our greatest satisfaction will come in the 

feeling that our conferences and efforts have brought about im- 

proved conditions for the general welfare. 

President Sisson read letters relative to the subject of the 

meeting, from Morris Eagan, United States Minister to Den- 

mark, and Myron T. Herrick, Ambassador to France; and referred 

to a letter from Sir Horace Plunkett expressing regret at not 

being able to attend the meeting. 

CrarrMan Grynn: It is now my pleasure to present to you 

Charles A. Conant, Esq., Banker of New York, who will speak on 

* Land and Agricultural Credits.” 
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LAND AND AGRICULTURAL CREDITS 

Cuarvues A, Conant 

The problem of agricultural credit is perhaps the most import- 

ant which confronts the country to-day. Agriculture is the basis 

of all life, and the pressure of population upon the food supply 

is beginning to be felt from the highest to the humblest home. 

We have something to learn from Europe in this respect. We 

have sailed along rather well under the impression that every- 

thing in our country is superior to anything in other countries ; 

and in many respects this is true. Our breadth of ideas, our 

freedom of speech, our great natural resources, have enabled us 

to do things without injury, or without serious disaster, which 

could not be done by a country where the margin of subsistence 

is narrow and where the struggle for life is more keen. But we 

are beginning to realize that we have played rather fast and loose 

with our great natural resources, and that we are in danger, if 

not of falling behind our European competitors, at least of rais- 

ing the cost of living to a point very hazardous to the continuous 

development of a healthy and efficient population. We are al- 

ready reaching out to foreign lands for our food supplies. We 

are sending a hundred ships to Central and South America to 

bring us bananas, oranges and other fruits. We are sending our 

capital to Argentina, Paraguay and Uraguay to find cattle ranges 

to supply our demand for meat products. 

Inevitably, as these conditions have intensified, there has been 

an effort in this country to study the reasons why our soil is less 

productive than that of some other countries and why the price 

of living is so steadily rising. The problem of the cost of living 

lies largely in this question of the ratio of food production to 

population and the efliciency of farm methods. We have waked 

up to the fact that our soil is capable of producing many times 

the amount of the past, if we apply intensive and intelligent farin- 

ing methods. You have doubtless heard or will hear from 

other speakers during this convention, of the great efforts being 

put forth by the Department of Agriculture at Washington to 

increase the productivity of farm lands. I was amazed myself 

to hear at the convention of the American Bankers’ Association 

the statements of one of the representatives of that department 
3 
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as to how in the South, where more effort has been expended 

perhaps up to now than in the West, even young boys who were 

taught scientific methods of cultivation were able to increase the 

product of an acre from 14 bushels of corn to 60 bushels. We 

must apply ourselves to these methods if we are to maintain our 

great population and to maintain our national economic position. 

Otherwise, the heightened cost of living will intensify the struggle 

for existence in all callings — those apart from the farm as well 

as on the farm — and we shall go backward in the seale of ecivili- 

zation and economic development. Inevitably for this new phase 

of farming evolution there must be a larger application of capital 

than in the past. Farming must be reduced to a business as 

sure and as carefully calculated as the manufacturing and dis- 

tribution of products, and in order to do that there must be capi- 

tal applied not only to the productive power of the farm but to 

the methods of distributing its products. 

In an interesting article by Professor Kemmerer, who is to ad- 

dress you to-morrow, he pointed out that the average value per acre 

of farm land in the United States increased from $15.57 in 1900 

to $32.40 in 1910; that is, an increase of more than 100 per cent. 

in average value in ten years. Mark you, not the value of 

farms as a whole, which have increased in a slightly greater 

amount, but the average value of farm land per acre, has doubled 

in ten years. In farm implements and machinery the total in- 

vestment —not the average per farm — increased from about 

$500,000,000 in 1900 to $1,265,000,000 in 1910, or an increase 

of 150 per cent. Now I give these figures because they have a 

direct bearing on this problem of improved methods of credit. 

They put the farmer in the position of a capitalist. If already 

he possesses this billion and a quarter of capital in the form of 

machinery and implements, then he is in a better position to 

borrow than in those remote times when he had no such invest- 

ments or when they were limited in amount. In other words, 
his means of borrowing are increasing as the necessity for the 

widening of the scope of his efforts is developing. He must 
follow other industries in speeding up the efficiency of his 

machinery, in applying business methods and economics to his 

methods of production. 
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As I have said, tnis can only be done with capital and the 
farmer has to face, in the question of finding capital, two different 

classes of demand — first, the necessity for long-term credit, and 

second, for short-term credit— the long-term credit to add to 

his area of cultivation, clear the ground and prepare it for cul- 

ture; the short-term credit to tide over intervals between crops. 

to supply him with ready money during the period while he is 

waiting to harvest his crop and reap the proceeds of it. In 

Europe they have dealt with both these problems. They have 
been compelled by the very necessities of their situation, by the 

political and economic competition between nations and by the 

struggle for existence, to apply the most intensive capacity of 

the finest men to develop the farming resources of the country. 

As has been said by a previous speaker, France has instituted 

agricultural education. In Germany the system of local coopera- 

tive credit societies dates back to the time when the land was 

laid desolate by the long and bloody wars of the great Frederick. 

But in Germany the development of the form of society which 

reaches down to the small farmer is comparatively recent. It 

is so in Italy, where one of their greatest masters of finance has 

worked out the problem of credit for the new Italy. In France 

the present organizations of local cooperative credit date back 

hardly further than 1894, and as recently as 1897 the bank of 

France was required to set aside out of its surplus some 40,- 
000,000 franes, or about $8,000,000, to be loaned without interest 

to certain agricultural societies for the benefit of the farmer. 

And that amount was doubled to $16,000,000 in the recent revi- 

sion of the bank charter in 1911. 

In all these countries firm steps have been taken toward the 
organization of local cooperative credit among the farmers. In 

France perhaps more perfectly than in any other. But in the 

other countries also—in Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy 

— there was organized at a somewhat earlier date effective ma- 

chinery for extending credit for long terms. We have no such 

machinery in this country. You farmers can mortgage your farms 

now and then when somebody has exactly the amount that you 

want to borrow, but your mortgage in the custody of the lender 

is not a convertible security. He can only sell it when he finds 
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another man who has exactly the same amount to invest and who 

knows something about the farm and is willing to make a long- 

term investment. But in Europe, through the Crédit Foncier 

de France and through the similar institutions of Austria- 

Hungary, Germany and Italy, farm credit is converted into al- 

most as readily negotiable security as the stocks and bonds of 

our great industrial and railroad corporations. 

How is this done? Simply by organizing a great stock com- 

pany, its capital constituting only its guarantee fund, loaning 

to farmers on mortgage through the investigation of the officials 

of the company and then issuing negotiable bonds against the 

whole mass of mortgages. The Crédit Foncier de France has 

now, I believe, about $2,000,000,000 worth of negotiable bonds 

outstanding; which are, I might almost say, the very best security 

for the permanent investor on the French market, because their 

value does not fluctuate. While the money market goes up and 

down and government bonds sag away when political menace 

clouds the sky, the bonds of the Crédit Foncier, issued upon the 

land of France, fluctuate almost infinitesimally. They remain 

practically around par, because they are based upon security 

which cannot be affected by social revolutions. For that reason 

these institutions are able to go into the money markets of the 

world and sell their bonds at the very lowest rate for which 

money can be obtained for any purpose. The recent issues of 

the Crédit Foncier are at the rate of about 314 per cent. The rate 

at which they calculate that they obtain the money is between 

34% and 4 per cent. and they charge the farmer 4.3 per cent. 

They are not allowed by law to charge more than six-tenths of 

1 per cent. to the borrower above the rate at which they obtain 

the money. In recent loans they have not charged the farmer up 

to the legal limit, but only enough for administrative expenses 

and to pay a fair dividend to their stock holders. These bonds, 

being issued by a company having a capital of $50,000,000, have 

the guarantee of that company for their redemption. They rest 

upon the land, but they have the guarantee of a stock company 

that the mortgages have been properly investigated, that the bonds 

are well secured, and that they can therefore be bought and sold 

in the open market without research as to the security behind 
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them. The owner of the bond of the Crédit Foncier does not 
know or care what is the value of the particular mortgage held 

by the bank. All he knows is that this great company, organized 

upon sound and conservative principles, loaning by law no more 

than 50 per cent. of the value of a piece of property, has issued 

this bond and that its whole great assets —the united assets of 

hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of French land, and the 

paid in capital of the company — stand behind it. Therefore the 

bond sells in the open market upon the stock exchange as freely 

as railway stock or even the bonds of the government. 

The difficulty in this country is that if a farmer in the South 

or West wishes to borrow upon mortgage he has to find someone 

who has looked over his farm, investigated the title and knows 

it is clear. Those who pursue this business find it very profit- 

able. There are several debenture companies in Scotland which 

loan money in Texas and other southwestern states and pay 

regular dividends of 8 and 10 per cent. to their share holders. 

The rate at which they loan to the farmers ranges from 6 to 7 

or 8 per cent., without counting the charges when he first negoti- 

ates the loan and the charges for renewals. But by appealing to 

the world’s money markets, the French, German or Italian farmer 

is getting his money at the lowest rates at which it can be found 

in the open markets of the world, instead of paying the high rate 

for special investigation and for loans which are not readily 

negotiable. 

A special and important feature of these European mortgage 

loan banks is the system of amortization. Most of you have heard 

of that in connection with insurance and perhaps with railroad 

bonds; but we have rarely seen it applied in this country to land 

mortgages. It is a system by which a man who borrows upon a 

mortgage for 75 years, for instance, has the principal of his obli- 

gation spht up into 75 annual payments, so that almost without 

knowing it he finds he is steadily extinguishing a small part of 

the principal of the loan at the same time that he is paying the 

interest. Seventy-five-year loans form a very large proportion of 

the loans of the Crédit Foncier de France. Fifty years form a 

great majority; | mean those of fifty years and upwards. Thirty 

year loans, although a fair proportion, are a small minority. 
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The so-called amortization on a seventy-five year loan, the amount 

to be paid on the principal each year, is less than one-fifth of 1 

per cent. On a fifty-year loan it rises to about six-tenths of 1 

per cent.; while on a thirty-year loan it is about 124 per cent. 

Now add those amounts to the interest charged on the mortgage 

by the French bank, 4.8 per cent., and you find that on a seventy- 

five-year loan the annual payment is less than 5 per cent.; on a 

fifty-year loan it is still under 5 per cent and on the thirty-year 

loan it is just under 6 per cent. 

We cannot claim that the institution of a Credit Foncier in 

this country will at once bring down the rates on loans to the 

farmer to such low figures as these. But if we can lend money at 

5 per cent. instead of 4.3 per cent., as it is loaned by the French 

bank, and make the proper additions for the amortization of the 

principal, we shall still find that the burden is a small one as 

compared to that under which we labor in some parts of this 

country to-day. It has been suggested that we should organize 

in each state a land mortgage bank of this character — that, is, 

that it shall have a certain paid up capital as a guarantee fund, 

but that its main business shall be the sale of bonds in the money 

markets of the world and the employment of the proceeds of 

those bonds in loaning on mortgage to farmers. I believe this 

would be a step forward, but, in order to confer the benefit of the 

system in its fullest degree upon all parts of the country, it will 

be found necessary to have a national organization whose prestige 

shall enable it to borrow money on the lowest terms not in New 

York alone, but in London, Paris, Brussels and Berlin. <A state 

association would probably be very successful in New York, but 

we should not be so narrow as to seek to limit the benefits of 

this system to a single state. If we are to carry it to all the 

states we must have a central organization which will give the 

euarantee of its credit and its reputation to the bonds which are 

sold on the money markets of Europe and here in New York. 

I fear that a state land bank in the southwestern states offering 

bonds for the first time on the Paris Bourse would not find many 

takers: but if we have a national Crédit Foncier, which is able to 

investigate the conditions in those states and to issue its own 

bonds in substitution for those of the state association, or to 
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guarantee those of the state association, so that there shall be 

one common issue from a central organization in this country, 

the great reservoirs of capital in the old world as well as in the 

new will be at the command of the American farmer. 

We cannot, of course, transplant any institution from abroad 

without some modifications. There is one feature about the 

Crédit Foncier which we should not be willing to adopt in this 

country, especially since the legislation of Governor Hughes, and 

that is the feature of what is called lottery premiums, by which 

the holder of one bond of a certain number will draw a special 

prize when the bond is paid. Anglo-Saxon legislation, at least 

in modern times, does not look favorably upon lotteries as a 

means of raising public revenue. It is true also that the Crédit 

Foncier de France has not done as much for the farmer as it 

might have done. A considerable proportion of its loans are 

made upon urban and suburban property, and that constitutes 

perhaps an argument against too great centralization, because 

the Crédit Foncier de France — and that is true substantially 

I think of the larger institutions of Hungary and Germany — are 

single institutions, with branch offices of course, but controlled 

absolutely from the center, so that they have not the local sym- 

pathy and do not make the effort for local development which 

would be made by a local land mortgage bank. If we can combine 

with the prestige and the resources which arise from centraliza- 

tion, the local interest which arises from a state institution, then 

we shall get the benefits of both. 

I shall not have time to-night to go in great detail into the 

local cooperative credit associations. Very often, more perhaps 

than in the matter of the land mortgage banks, it is necessary 

that local conditions should be carefully studied and that the 

institution or the form of organization adopted should meet local 

prejudices and to a certain extent local experience. It is in 

Germany that these institutions have perhaps attained their 

greatest development. There the farmers of a given community 

get together, form a mutual society, turn in what money they 

have by way of deposit — those who have a surplus — and take 

that surplus and lend it to their associates. But the loan is 

guaranteed by the whole society. In some societies the principle 
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of unlimited liability prevails, every member being bound for 

all the debts of the society and for the debts of his associates in 

so far as they have been guaranteed by the society; not, of course, 

outside personal debts. In some of them the system of limited 

liability has been found adequate; that is, the liability which 

arises from the holding of a certain number of shares and assess- 

ment upon those shares. 

It has been found that in all these German societies, and in 

Italian societies so far as tested, there is practically never any 

loss, because the society itself passes upon the character and 

admission of its members, and even apart from the scrutiny of 

the personality of the member or applicant and his resources, the 

scrutiny which follows the loan has produced most remarkable 

effects — not in Germany alone, but in Ireland where the system 

has recently been introduced, largely through the efforts of Sir 

Horace Plunkett. When $50, $100 or $200 has been loaned to 

a farmer for a specific purpose, he has to specify that he is 

going to buy a cow, or dig an irrigation ditch, or do something to 

improve or maintain his farm. When these loans have been 

made for the specific purposes set forth by the borrower to his 

associates in the society, every member of that society is pretty 

apt to be. watching his associates to see whether the money 

is intelligently and productively employed. If a member borrows 

$100 to buy a cow, his neighbor is pretty apt to look 

over the fence and see whether he is treating the cow prop- 

erly, keeping her in good condition and applying scientific 

methods to her care and development. In that way there has 

come about a homogenity of interest among the farmers which 

was almost entirely lacking before the system of mutual coopera- 

tive credit was introduced. It has created a spirit of friendly 

competition among the members of the society themselves. 

In those countries, of course, the members are more tied 

to the soil than here. They have grown up as children in their 

neighborhoods and their ancestors before them have lived on the 

same soil. There is not the immigration or taking up of new 

areas as in this country; and this factor would have to be con- 

sidered in the formation of credit societies on the frontier of 

our civilization. But the results in improving conditions in 
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European countries have been phenomenal. There has been 

naturally a study of improved farming methods, a tendency of 

each member of the society to get the best out of his farm, and 

a sobriety of character and realization of responsibility which 

did not exist under the old system of each one jogging along 
¢ 

for himself. 
I am not going to burden you with many figures on this subject. 

I believe that in Germany the mutual credit societies have some 

one thousand six hundred million marks, or approximately 

four hundred million dollars of assets on their books; that 

is, they have that much money which has been de- 

posited by their own members, or some of it borrowed, 

as I will explain, from other banks and loaned to their members. 

Naturally it developed after a time that these societies did not 

have in their own localities all the money they needed; other 

societies had more than they needed; and they began lending to 

each other and borrowing from each other. Then they formed 

central banks. By central I do not mean central for the whole 

country, but district associations. Those district associations, 

usually made up by the share capital of the local societies, attain 

a degree of financial responsibility which puts them on a level 

with other banking institutions; so that if one of these mutual 

eredit banks needs more money, it goes up to the central bank of 

issue and borrows it. In other words, a district society of this 

character can rediscount its paper at the Imperial Bank of Ger- 

many, the great central bank of issue which controls the exchanges 

with the world; and in France at the Bank of France, or at some 

of the great joint stock companies. Those great joint stock banks 

in turn can discount their commercial paper almost without limit 

in times of pressure. 

We cannot have, probably, a thorough and effective organization 

of mutual credit upon a large scale until we have a better cur- 

rency system. The Crédit Foncier mortgage bank could go on 

with very little reference to the state of the currency because it 

has no obligations, practically, to meet on demand; but the mutual 

credit societies, which loan for short terms, and which 

need to furnish ready money to the farmers when they 

want it, would cease to function or would be embar- 
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rassed if they found that at the moment when needs were greatest, 

call money in New York had risen to 20 or 30 per cent., and that 

New York banks could not rediscount any paper for the local agri- 

cultural credit societies. So that, while the two problems stand 

in a sense apart, the problem of a sane currency and the problem 

of mutual credit, yet they are in some degree interrelated, just 

as the question of currency is in fact interrelated with the busi- 

ness of every man, even the humblest laborer, if he wants to draw 

his pay in currency instead of some form of credit paper, as he 

had to during the panic of 1907. 

There must be, before the system of mutual credit can be fully 
developed, a system of sane and sound banking at the center. 

That need not prevent the beginning of the organizing of mutual 

credit, because it will hardly reach magnitude enough to become 

a serious factor before the problem of a sound monetary system 

will be solved. But in France and Germany the local district 

agricultural banks can rediscount at the joint stock banks and the 

joint stock banks can rediscount at the great banks of issue, which 

are called either state banks or national banks, but which are dif- 

ferent from our national banks. They could employ the resources 

of the country to enable them to meet the demands of the crop 

moving season or any special pressure. Those banks are substan- 
tially without limit in their powers, because with their hands 

upon the foreign exchanges, their ability to control the discount 

rate and hence the interest policy of other banks, and their ability 

to issue notes under certain regulations when they are needed, can 

tap the resources of the money markets of the world. We could 

not do that in the panic of 1907 because of the deficiency of our 

monetary organization, You remember how the Bank of France 

offered to loan to the banks of New York almost any amount they 

desired in gold if they would give the guaranty of the govern- 

ment of the United States or of some central banking institution. 

It was not possible for the government of the United States under 

its constitutional powers; and there existed in New York no bank- 

ing institution which could give such a guaranty. Therefore, 
only indirectly and at heavy expense, were we able to avail our- 

selves of the resources of France through the medium of the 

flexible English money market. 
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You who are farmers and who go forth determined to combat 

for the improvement of your farms, for the acquisition of credit 

through mutual credit societies for the purchase of new equip- 

ment and the clearing of new land—do not forget that as an 

incident to all these things you must be a supporter of monetary 

reform, which will give safety and flexibility to our entire credit 

system. 

CuatrmMan Grynn: “ The Agricultural Law; Its Improvement 

and Enforcement,” will now be the subject of an address by 

Honorable Calvin J. Huson, Commissioner of Agriculture. 

THE AGRICULTURAL LAW; ITS IMPROVEMENT AND ENFORCEMENT 

Catvin J. Huson 

The agricultural law constitutes chapter one of the consolidated 

laws of the state. It is a compilation in part of a large number 

of independent legislative enactments covering a long period of 

time and a wide range of subjects. ‘These were revised, and such 

of their provisions as it seemed wise to retain, and various new 

provisions, were consolidated and reenacted in a single act, being 

chapter nine of the laws of 1909, which, with some amendments 

subsequently made, constitutes the agricultural law of the state 

today. This law, of course, has mainly to do with agriculture and 

agricultural products. It reaches out, however, in many directions 

and covers many subjects indirectly connected with agri- 

culture. It may be stated in a general way that its purpose is to 

raise the standard of agriculture in the state, to provide means 

for making our farms more productive and our crops more bounti- 

ful; to search out by rigid inspection disease in plant and animal 

life and prescribe and apply the remedy; to stay the ravages of 

insect pests that threaten destruction in field, orchard and vine- 

yard; to do and perform, in fact, those numberless things the 

farmer, either singly or collectively, is unable to perform, on the 

theory that it is to the interest of all the people of the state that 

our great agricultural interests should be promoted and the pro- 

duction of our food products stimulated and their healthfulness 

safeguarded. 
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There is no subject pertaining to agriculture of greater impor- 

tance than those relating to our dairy interests. The production 

of dairy products of various kinds constitutes by far our largest 

agricultural activity. More people earn a livelihood from it, more 

capital is invested in it, than in any other branch of agriculture. 

The value of the dairy products produced on New York State 

farms is nearly $100,000,000 per year, and the supply is barely 

keeping pace with the ever increasing demand. Greater New 

York consumes two million quarts of milk every day in the year, 

and the other cities, towns and villages of the state require a pro- 

portionate quantity. If the milk, butter and cheese consumed by 

the people of our state is hereafter to be produced on New York 

farms it is necessary that the production of these necessary 

articles of food should be stimulated by every means within the 

power of the state. Better methods must be devised and pro- 

mulgated, the standard of the dairy cow must be raised, the small 

producers of our dairy herds must give way to those more pro- 

ductive; in fact, all the problems must be studied and solved in 

order to increase production without adding unduly to the cost. 

And these are some of the things that the state is attempting to 

accomplish. 

Important as it is that we should be sure of a stable and 
generous supply of dairy products, it is perhaps of even greater 

importance that such supply should be kept pure and wholesome, 

ensuring the health of our citizens and of a standard as to quality 

that will protect them against fraud and deception. And so the 

state has by legislative enactment established standards and pre- 

scribed rules and regulations covering the conditions under which 

our dairy products must be produced. These are deemed neces- 

sary not only for the protection of the health of the consumer but 

equally for the protection of the honest producer. If all milk 

dealers would keep their cans, bottles or other receptacles clean 

and wholesome there would be no need on the part of the state of 

their inspection, If all milk were produced under ordinary sani- 

tary conditions and delivered to the consumer in the same condi- 

tion as when drawn from the cow there would be no need of 

sanitary inspection or chemical analysis to detect adulteration. 

It is by reason of the fact that a comparatively few men, both 
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producers and dealers, are careless or indifferent or dishonest, that 

rules and regulations are necessary tor the protection of the 

public as well as that great body of honest dealers and producers. 

Closely allied to this subject are the provisions of the law re- 

lating to the health of our dairy animals. It would be useless to 

devote the energies of the state along the lines already indicated 

unless the animals from which our milk supply comes are in such 

a physical condition as to ensure a safe and healthy product. And 

so the state has adopted a plan for the purpose of protecting our 

dairy animals and eliminating from our herds such animals that 

by reason of disease are unfit to constitute the source of our milk 

supply. That tuberculosis exists in our dairy herds to a greater 

or less extent must be conceded. It is the plain duty of the state 

to adopt such plans as experience or science may suggest to mini- 

mize or wholly eliminate danger to our people from this source. 

It has been doubted whether the state pursued the wisest course 

when it adopted the policy of making compensation to the owner 

for such animals which by reason of this disease were deemed 

unfit and dangerous as a source of milk supply. But that some 

compensation should be made for such animals as may be con- 

demned as dangerous and slaughtered, now, however, seems to be 

the settled policy of the state. Men of science are generally 

agreed that the tuberculin test will disclose with reasonable ac- 
curacy the animal suffering from this disease. Where this test 
is applied by veterinarians in the employ of the state or by those 

whose work is approved, the reacting animals may either be segre- 

gated and their milk pasteurized before use, or they may be 

slaughtered by the state. The tuberculin test has been applied to 

30,000 dairy animals in the State of New York during the past 

year; a large nuinber, involving a vast amount of work and the 

expenditure of a very considerable sum of money. There are, 

however, more than a million and a half of dairy animals in the 

state; so that, with all the resources available for this work, only 

2 per cent. of the entire number was reached. It will thus be 

seen that the task in which the state has embarked is a most 

gigantic one and that the progress made has been necessarily com- 

paratively slow. In view of the importance of this question, men 

representing all shades of belief and points of view have been en- 
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gaged in studying the problem involved for the purpose of devising 

some plan that would result in more progress in this direction. 

Men of science who are competent to speak on this subject, 

tell us that in their judgment a physical examination of all the 

dairy herds of the state will disclose a very large percentage of 

the animals suffering from this disease, the milk of which is dan- 

gerous and which are a menace to the herds in which they are 

located; it therefore has been suggested that the time has come 

when the state can take a long step in advance along these lines 

and provide for a compulsory physical examination of all the dairy 

herds of the state, for the purpose of eliminating at once such 

animals as are a source of danger to the public health. If this 

is practicable and these animals can be eliminated, very 

much can be accomplished toward ridding the state of 

this disease and preventing its spread to the healthy ani- 

mals in the herds. It has not been proposed that we tamper or 

trifle with the tuberculin test as now provided by law, but if, after 

all the physical cases are removed from the dairy herds, the tuber- 

culin test is then applied to the remaining animals which do not 

disclose any sign of the disease as the result of a physical examina- 

tion, the animals found reacting as the result of such test can then 

be removed and there can be no question, if this can be accom- 

plished, that we will be practically free from this disease in our 

dairy herds. In order to prevent the further spread of the dis- 

ease it has been suggested that the skimmed milk and whey, 

the by-products of our butter and cheese factories, should be pas- 

teurized before being used as food for calves, pigs or other ani- 

mals. I. is believed that the use of milk and whey from these 

sources has been a prolific source of the spread of this disease, and 

it would be an idle thing to take from our dairy herds the affected 

animals unless we adopt a policy of prevention for the future. I 

do not believe that tuberculosis exists in New York to a greater 

extent than in any other state. Indeed, I believe we are very far 

in advance of most states in the work the state is accomplishing in 

combating this disease. I believe that our milk supply is as pure 

and wholesome and that our butter and cheese is manufactured 

under as sanitary conditions as prevail anywhere in this country. 

But our dairy interests are of such tremendous magnitude, by 
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reason of our rapidly developing markets, and are capable of such 

unlimited extension, that the great State of New York can well 

afford to occupy advanced ground upon this subject, to the end 

that the standard of our products should be raised every year so 

that the consumer, whether within or without the state, may be 

assured that the products produced on New York State farms 

are of the highest standard attainable. 

In this connection I desire to call your attention to what 

appears to be a much needed amendment to the law governing the 

manutacture of cheese. Recently, as you may have noted by the 

papers, a considerable number of people in one of the cities of the 

state were made seriously ill by eating cheese supposed to be 

manufactured in the State of New York. It is practically im- 

possible to trace this particular cheese to its place of manufacture, 

for it appears to have been unbranded and there was nothing to 

indicate its source of manufacture. As the law now stands, a 

manufacturer of cheese may register his product with the depart- 

ment of agriculture and that brand must appear upon each 

cheese manufactured by him and placed upon the market. This, 

however, is optional rather than compulsory, and a very consider- 

able quantity of cheese today is made in this state and placed 

upon the market without any distinctive brand. I believe the law 

should be so amended that it would compel every manufacturer of 

cheese in the state to procure a brand and that it should be plainly 

stamped upon every cheese sent from such maker, in order that 

in case of trouble like the one to which I have referred, the source 

ean be traced and remedied. If such an amendment were adopted, 

or if under the present law consumers of cheese would insist on 

being served only with those bearing the New York State brand, 

they would be reasonably assured of securing a full milk cheese 

manutactured under sanitary conditions. 

The agricultural law also has to do with our vast horticultural 

interests. I believe the nursery inspection system of the State of 

New York to be the best that exists in any state, and it is doing 

very much toward protecting and advancing the horticultural 

interests of the state. An orchard or a vineyard may be planted 

in our state with reasonable confidence that the — state 

will protect against insect pests or fungous diseases destructive to 
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plant life. The law requires that every shipment of tree or plant 

that comes into the state from outside its limits must be inspected 

by a trained expert in the employ of the state before being dis- 

tributed within the state, and if diseased or if eggs of insects are 

found therein, the state causes the destruction of such shipment. 

The state also undertakes to prevent the adulteration or mis- 

branding of food and food products, and the rigid enforcement of 

our laws upon this subject has done very much toward raising the 

standard and ensuring the purity and healthfulness of our com- 

mon articles of food that must be found in every home. Severe 

penalties are provided for the adulteration or misbranding of any 

article intended for human food. Mixtures, compounds, com- 

binations or blends, provided none of the ingredients are dele- 

{erious to health, are permitted provided that the package in 

which they are contained bears a plain statement of the dif- 

ferent constituents of such article. Upon this subject the law of 

the State of New York is in advance of the much-advertised 

national food and drug act. Under the federal law such articles 

may be placed upon the market provided only the label shows 

that they are mixtures, compounds, combinations or blends, while 

under our law the different articles making up such combination 

or blend must be stated so that the purchaser may know precisely 

what is being served to him. 

The agricultural law also regulates the sale of vinegar, paris 

ereen, turpentine, linseed oil and a very large variety of other 

products, not the least important of which are those provisions of 

the law regulating the manufacture and sale of commercial feed- 

ing stuffs and commercial fertilizers. The law provides that every 

brand of commercial feeding stuffs or of commercial fertilizers 

shall be licensed by the state, and every sack of these articles that 

is placed upon the market shall contain branded thereon a state- 

ment of its weight and the character of its contents. The law 

requires that the department of agriculture shall, at least once a 

year, take samples and submit them for chemical analysis, and in 

case the analysis shows the article is deficient in any of the neces- 

sary ingredients, proceedings are commenced for the collection of 

the penalty prescribed for the prevention of such fraud upon the 

purchasers. The results are published in bulletin form and sent 
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broadcast throughout the state so that the consumer may know 

what the manufacturers are doing. If purchasers of these com- 

modities would confine their purchases to those concerns whose 

products are honest products and fully up to the guaranty upon 

which they are sold it would aid very much toward relieving the 

state of its supervision over these articles. But a great many of 
the consumers are careless and indifferent, and it seems to be sub- 

stantially as easy for a concern whose analysis is habitually below 

the guaranty to sell its products as those whose products are always 

up to the guaranteed analysis. 

The state has recently undertaken the inspection of farm seeds. 

This imposes a new duty upon those charged with the execution of 

the agricultural law. If certain kinds of agricultural seeds con- 

tain more than three per cent. by count of foul or foreign seeds, 

the package, bag or sack containing such seeds must be plainly 

marked so that the purchaser may know the percentage. The 

state undertakes to secure samples of all such seeds placed upon the 

market and to submit them to analysis for the purpose of ascertain- 

ing their grade of purity. 

These are a few things the state has undertaken to do for the 

interest of its agriculture and for the regulation of its agricultural 

production. That it requires the employment of a considerable 

mumber of men and the expenditure of a large amount of money, 

however economically expended, must be apparent. The needs 

of the state in carrying out these various activities in which it is 

engaged cannot be measured by the amount of money appropriated 

for such purposes this year, last year or the year before. The 

work is constantly expanding and becoming more complex year by 

year. The agricultural interests of the state deserve well at the 

hands of the law-making body of the state. New activities are 

being developed from time to time requiring the expenditure of 

money and the employment of skilled men. 

The question of developing a plan of cooperative marketing of 

farm products, of organizing farm bureaus in the various agricul- 

tural counties of the state, of regulating the sales of goods through 

commission men, and various other plans for the betterment of 

agricultural conditions, are being constantly worked out. It is 

not, therefore, a question as to how little may be appropriated, but 
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rather how much ean be intelligently and economically expended 

for the purpose of developing the agricultural interests of the 

state, and I desire to assure Lieutenant-Governor Glynn that dur- 

ing the few weeks that are to follow we will have occasion more 

than once to call upon him for that friendly wink and nod he has 

so generously promised us when our bills come before the senate. 

Meeting adjourned. 
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 14 

MorninG SESSION 

Tue Presipent: There devolves upon me the duty of appoint- 

ing a few committees at this time. By resolution passed yesterday 

afternoon I was instructed to appoint a drainage committee,— one 

representative from the Conservation Commission, one from the 

Department of Agriculture and one from Cornell University, and 

I will appoint as that committee Honorable John D. Moore, Pro- 

fessor EK. O. Fippin and Assistant Commissioner Harry PB. 

Winters. 

It is also necessary, on request of our treasurer, to have an 

auditing committee to go over his accounts, which is perfectly 

proper. I will appoint as that committee C. R. White and Wil- 

liam Hayden. 

On motion the president appointed a committee on resolutions 

to which all resolutions when offered are to be referred, as follows: 

H. O. Palen, Highland; T. B. Wilson, Hall; Dr. W. H. Jordan, 

Geneva; W. N. Giles, Skaneateles; John J. Dillon, New York. 

The following nominating committee was also appointed: F. 

W. Sessions, Utica; Ezra A. Tuttle, Eastport; M. C. Burritt, 

Syracuse; C. Fred Boshard, Lowville; Reverend Brother 

Barnabas, Lincolndale. 

Tue Presipent: The committee matters being taken care of 

we will now listen to the report of the Committee on Legislation, 

by Honorable C. Fred Boshart of Lowville, the chairman. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION 

C. Frep Bosuartr 

An unusual number of important and urgent recommendations 

for legislation have been presented this year for your considera- 

tion. The recommendations presented yesterday have merit; 

apparently they are urgent and in line with steadily increasing 

demands of our rapidly advancing agricultural conditions. The 

chairman of your Publicity Committee presented a very valuable 

suggestion yesterday for the consideration of this society. There 
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is no doubt of the wisdom of establishing a bureau of publicity 

in the department of argiculture, under the direct supervision of 

the commissioner. It is by honest advertising that the superiority 

of our farm lands and their products may be better known and 

appreciated. The suggestion of that committee is entitled to the 

recommendation and endorsement of this society. We are also 

heartily in favor of more efficient and effective drainage laws. 

There is a strong demand from the consuming public for 

cheaper food stuffs. To obtain cheaper products we must increase 

the production of our lands. That will require practical agri- 

culture, and we believe the best solution of the proposition that has 

come to us is in the establishment of farm bureaus in the several 

counties of the state. These farm bureau managers will consult 

the farmers and supply the theoretical part of the farm manage- 

ment, the farmer the practical part; the two working together will 

increase the production of our lands to meet the needs of the 

steadily increasing population of our country. The population of 

the United States has been increasing in a greater ratio than the 

production of our farms, the result being a tendency to force up 

the cost of living. 

It is the belief of this committee that the society should make 

an urgent request to the legislature to give our commissioner of 

agriculture a liberal appropriation to be applied to aid in the 

establishment of farm bureaus, and thus with the aid received 

from the government and the contributions made by the county, 

place the farm bureaus on a substantial working basis. 

The purpose of our agricultural laws is to ensure the purity and 

wholesomeness of our food products. These laws have raised the 

standard of quality in all commodities grown and manufactured, 

and should be amended as new conditions and requirements pre- 

sent themselves. This committee is in full accord with our Com- 

missioner in regard to amending the dairy law so as to require 

every cheese cut and sold in this state to bear a mark of the 

maker and to be branded for what it is — full milk or skimmed — 

whatever it may be, and recommend that such an amendment be 

enacted in law by the present legislature. 

We further recommend that this society endorse the general 

provisions of the bill introduced by Senater Roosevelt regulating 
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commission merchants. We believe that we should have uniform- 

ity in the agricultural laws of the several states so far as local 

conditions will permit, and in the enactments by congress, and 

suggest that the Commissioner of Agriculture of this state lend his 

best endeavors to gradually bring about such a condition. 

Tue Present: The chairman of the Committee on Banking 

and Legislation is not able to be with us, and in addition to that 

fact the matters we are taking up at this session, which are not 

entirely clarified in the minds of all, are in such shape that the 

cther members of the committee deem it best to give the matters 

growing out of this convention more careful attention and scrutiny, 

and report at a later date on matters of farm finance and rurai 

credits. So we will pass over that report at the present time. 

We are now ready for the address on ‘* The Practical Appliea- 

tion of Agricultural Credit Systems to American Farm and 

Market Problems,” by John J. Dillon, Esq., of New York, the 

publisher of the Rural New Yorker. Mr. Dillon was abroad last 

year and it is very fortunate for this society that one of our mem- 

bers has had opportunity to study at first hand the subjects to 

which we are giving our specific attention this year. 

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF AGRICULTURAL CREDIT SYSTEMS 

TO AMERICAN FARM AND MARKET PROBLEMS 

Joun J. Ditton 

This is a subject that is new to many of us, and none of us 

have gotten to the bottom of it as yet I think, and anything that 

we can say is more in the way of a discussion than of a dictum. 

During the past year cooperation has been distinguished above 

other subjects in the volume of printed and verbal discussion 

devoted to it. Some of the discussion has been intelligent. Much 

of it serves only to reveal the ignorance of the authors and to 

confuse the public mind on the subject. Some has the merit of 

evident sincerity; but a large portion of it has been mere brag, 

bluster and buncombe. Impressed with the sudden popularity of 

the subject, designing men have espoused it in some cases to 

pamper their vanity and egotism, and in other cases to feed their 

pockets. Men claiming to be inspired authorities on the subject, 
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have already promoted, under the allurements of cooperation, 

selfish schemes which are to cooperation only what vice is to 

charity. Such authors must either admit ignorance of the prin- 

ciples of cooperation or confess themselves knaves. To forswear 

one indictment is to confess guilt of the other. During the last 

three months no less than two dozen elaborate schemes have come 

to me for approval. They all bear cooperation captions; but 

every one of them contained provisions by which the promoter 

was to reap an advantage that his proposed associates in the 

enterprise was not to share. Some of the most contemptible 

swindles of the people, both country and urban, have been pro- 

moted under the promise of cooperative benefits; and candor 

compels me to confess, to the everlasting discredit of the press, 

that many of these schemes have been, and are now, promoted by 

publishers in the name of journalism. 

Men talk and write about cooperation, and especially about co- 

operative credits, as if there was some mystery or magic about 

it; as if it were something unknown to us and foreign to us. 

They seem to make us feel that it is beyond the comprehension of 

human minds and understandable only by the inspired or elect. 

At least one of our instructors has gone so far as to say so in 

cold type. They take it out of the realm of real things and 

clothe it with mystic suggestion. They seem to strive to make 

us feel that cooperation is an Aladdin’s lamp which they have 

only to rub to summon the giant who will produce any wealth 

they demand. If they would only give us time to think we would 

wonder what they want of the advance fee always demanded as 

a key to the occult benefits. 

What is this foreign, mystic thing we are to touch only through 

the consecrated and annointed? I have studied the subject 

abroad, and I found no principle there that is not already in 

practical operation here. The only difference is that they have 

applied the principles to the organization of a definite system 

of farm credits and farm business. We have not. European 

countries have two separate and distinct forms of cooperative 

farm credits,— realty credits and personal credits. They are very 

simple and easily understood. The realty credits are operated 

by what is there called the Landschaften, It is a society of mort- 
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gage debtors, who pool their united responsibility to guarantee 

the payment of debentures which they issue as a registered society 

to secure money to loan on mortgage to their individual members. 

They issue no stock. It is the principle of our partnerships 

apphed to land mortgages. Surely we can all understand that. 

Land mortgage banks are also used in Germany and other Euro- 

pean countries to finance farm mortgages. These are corpora- 

tions especially organized and safeguarded with authority to issue 

debentures and to do the work for which they are created. We 

have similar corporations in this country serving other interests. 

The only difference is that our institutions are properly organized 

to make money for their stockholders, and to serve what we call 

business interests. These European banks are organized, not for 

profit, but for the convenience and benefit of borrowers on farm 

mortgages. Surely there is no need of mystic suggestion or 

romantic figures to describe a simple business of this kind. 

The European application of these simple principles is, how- 

ever, important. To the system itself there are three important 
requisites : 

1. The issue and sale of debentures. 

2. The creation of a sinking fund. 

3. A small annual payment in addition to the interest, by 

which the debt is finally wiped out. 

To the borrower there are four important considerations: 

1. The privilege of contracting a loan for a long term of years, 

during which the loan cannot be called so long as he pays his 
annuity. 

2. A low rate of interest. 

3. Instead of being obliged to pay in bulk at the close of the 

mortgage period, there is a provision for making small annual 

payments which puts small savings to immediate profitable use, 

and which gradually and regularly reduces the debt until the 

mortgage is finally wiped out at the end of the contract period. 

4. While not compelled to pay until the end of the contract 

period, he may liquidate the mortgage at any time and secure a 

release of the mortgage contract. 

The period of contract is usually optional with the borrower 

within a limit of from ten to seventy-five years. The annual 
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payment on $100, including interest at 4.3 per cent. as adopted 

by the Crédit Foncier of France, is for a 

LOR year TELE... se se eee $12.40 

PARRY CHE. LENE « os c's o's ss veo Bas 7.50 

SOVeH he PONIN o> 0s, + lo. 6, 6 Crete toe 5.25 

60 year term..... SST Bees 4.66 

Moreyear Germ.) 5%.) ce sos ees 4.48 

It will be observed that for the sixty-year period the annual 

payment is about one-third of 1 per cent.; while for the seventy- 

five year period it is less than one-fifth of 1 per cent. In Ireland 

the government loans for the full purchase price of the farm is 

amortized in sixty-eight years at 314 per cent.— one-fourth of 

1 per cent. for amortization. 

The Landschaften or partnership of borrowers pledging un- 

limited responsibility, is the purest form of cooperative credit. 

It is most economical in operation, and failures among them are 

practically unknown. 

The land banks organized under corporate franchises may elect 

to adopt a charter with unlimited responsibility to members, or 

it may limit the responsibility to each member by the shares held 

by him, or to three or more times the value of stock holdings. 

Where cooperative credit is first adopted there is usually strong 

objection to unlimited responsibility, but as experience ripens the 

tendency is to resort more and more to unlimited responsibility. 

To my mind the difference is not important one way or the other. 

We already bond our school districts, our cities and villages, our 

townships, counties and states. In all these cases our individual 

responsibility is unlimited. On the other hand our building 

and loan associations furnish examples of a most efficient system 

of limited responsibility in cooperative marketing of real estate 

mortgages. The form is not so important, provided the respon- 

sibility, whether personal or corporate, is sufficient to cover the 

obligation beyond question. 

The principles under which these land banks operate are 

familiar enough to us. We have many corporations, good and 

bad, operating under them in real estate speculations in our large 

cities. We have one such corporation in New York with a basic 

capital of only $100,000, which may or may not be largely water, 
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with a debenture issue of something about $12,000,000, and the 

only cover for these debentures is the equity in city property 

above the mortgages on the properties which are held by banks 

and institutions. There are all told some thirty such corporations 

issuing debentures of doubtful value, which are now being taken 

up by wage earners and small investors. There are frequent 

failures, and, of course, the debentures in such cases represent 

a total loss. 

The mortgage bank principle seems to be entirely feasible for 

our purpose. We could leave it optional with the borrower 

whether he associated himself with his neighbors in unlimited 

responsibility, or secured his loan direct from the bank. The 

society method would be cheapest. Every member is interested 

to see that the new borrower gets no more than he is entitled to, 

while the universal sense of fairness with members would secure 

him a just amount. The other members being responsible for 

the loan are also interested to see that the payments are made 

promptly and that the condition of the farm is maintained. 

These are all gratuitous services, safeguarding the bank without 

expense to it. On the other hand the bank would have to incur 

expense in making loans to an individual farmer. It would have 

to secure an appraisal of the farm, examine the title, and inquire 

into the moral risk of the borrower, and maintain a system of 

collection of the interest on the annuities. This expense the 
individual borrower would have to pay, so that he could not 

expect to get his loan as cheaply as the member of the society. 

In Switzerland they have a system of their own. The borrower 

makes out an application, giving a detailed description of the farm 

and something of his own antecedents and conditions. The apph- 

cation then goes to the Canton officials. If they confirm it the 

bank makes the loan. If the borrower fails to keep his payments 

and the bank loses, it may go into court to prove that the Canton 

officials deceived it. If it proves the application was not true 

at the time that it was made, the Canton must make good the 

bank’s loss. The provision is a useful precaution, but in practice 

it is seldom or ever used. Losses are rare but the method seems 

to be cheaper and more efficient than the method pursued by the 

Crédit Foncier in France, where the bank obtains the informa- 
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tion and supervises the loan itself, but where a large volume 

of business is carried the expense in either case is insignificant. 

It is most important to so safeguard the debentures that they 

will sell readily to investors and be absorbed at a low rate of 

interest. In European countries they are as stable as government 

bonds and carry practically the same rate of interest. The last 

issue in France was subscribed for eighteen times over. Germany 

land debentures are absorbed readily by the people. The deben- 

tures of Denmark are readily taken in France and Germany. The 

rate at which the debentures sell regulates the interest rate of 

the mortgage with a fraction added for expense and amortization. 

The small annual payment always increases the security of the 

loan, and the long period relieves the farmer from all anxiety 

about the renewal of the mortgage. The annuity which finally 

Wipes out the mortgage should be less than the present annual 

interest charges, which leaves the mortgage to be paid in bulk. 

Our federal government estimates that $120,000,000 was _ lost 

to small investors of this country in get-rich-quick promotions 

during 1912. It has estimated nearly as much: of an annual loss 

through the same source tor years back, and this without any 

record or estimate of the losses sustained through similar stock 

promotions and gold brick ventures of less conspicuous character. 

I believe that these savings of wage earners and inexperienced 

investors would be readily converted ‘to these debentures with the 

result of enormous saving and a steady income to the people. 

We should make the law that safeguards our own mortgage de- 

bentures a protection to the inexperienced investor in worthless 

stock and promotion schemes. 

The cooperative mortgage bank would solve the problem of 

financing drainage and other farm improvements. It would have 

a potent influence in keeping many young men on the farm. 

Many men past middle life, who struggle with the mortgage dur- 

ing their early years, hesitate to assume new burdens for improve- 

ments or to start the sons on farms of their own, because of the 

anxiety about constant renewals of mortgages as well as the 

expense and high interest rates. But they would hardly 

hesitate to make improvements that could be safely financed so 

that the profit and the improvement would liquidate the expense. 
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Many who could not assume the financial burden for a son who 

is ready to take up farming for himself, would gladly encourage 

and assist that son on a farm financed for a long term of years 

through a cooperative mortgage bank. We must remember that 

farming is an economic problem and as we facilitate its opera- 

tions and encourage its business with profits, we multiply and 

stimulate iis productions, and all the arguments and education 

in the world will fail to keen progressive young men on the farm, 

or to permanently increase the products of the farm in any other 

way. 

The farmer’s assets in lands, buildings and produce are the 

most stable in the world. His habits of prudence, thrift and 

industry afford the strongest element of moral credit, yet he alone 

is without the facilities to finance his business promptly and 

economically. 

A banking system suited to the peculiar needs of the farm ‘is 

an acknowledged necessity. Bankers and statesmen and econo- 

mists and students almost universally admit the need of it. 

Farmers demand it, and it remains only to devise the legal ma- 

chinery to put it in operation. 

With us every business is provided with a system of credits and 

finance suitable to its needs, except the business of the farm. Let 

a man propose to build a railroad, develop a mine or start a store, 

or organize a company for any purpose whatever, the facilities of 

our banks, and our stock exchanges offer him the means to finance 

his undertaking. 

In the cooperative personal credit systems of Europe we find 

the same familiar formula as in the realty systems. The original 

Raiffeissen banks were simply partnerships or local associations of 

borrowers. They had no corporate entity, and were personally 

hable for the associate obligations. They had no capital; they 

were really a protest against capital. When forced by law to 

register and issue stock they complied with the letter by issuing 

shares of nominal value. They were limited to a parish or 

neighborhood, and loans were made only for productive purposes. 

The banks were managed by the members without compensation ; 

the loans were made for the most part on personal notes with 

endorsements. The business seems to us petty and juvenile. The 
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average credits are insignificant, but in the aggregate it runs into 

important sums. It seems to have worked very well with the 

small present proprietors of Germany, but I do not think it would 

appeal to the farmers of America nor do I think the system would 

serve our purposes. 

In Germany they also have the corporate system of cooperative 

personal credits. This system is known as the Schulze-Delitzsch 

banks. It is organized on cooperative lines; each member must 
hold one share of stock. The par value of shares run from $30 

to $100. They accumulate a surplus, which can be used only 

to make up losses. Through the membership they accumulate quite 

a large basic capital, and they receive saving accounts and deposits 

from members and non-members, and pay interest on them. The 

‘ate of interest paid depends on the time the deposit is left with 

the bank, but it is paid from the day it is deposited to the date 

of withdrawal. In short they do a regular banking business, pay 

their officers and employees, and declare liberal dividends. They 

may organize with limited or unlimited responsibility of members. 

On the last reports about one-third of the members had limited 

responsibility charters. They make short-term loans to members 

usually requiring endorsements or collateral. They also loan on 

current account, the limit to such a borrowing member being fixed 

by the members, interest being charged on the amount of credit 

actually issued from time to time, or credited when the balance is 

in his favor. In addition to these loans, they discount bills of 

credit. 

We could follow the cooperative credit systems through the dif- 

ferent countries of Europe, but we would find the same principles 

underlying them all, with varying details to suit local conditions. 

The banks are now regulated by definite and exacting laws and are 

usually subject to close inspection and regulation. In France and 

some other countries these banks are federated under regional or 

state banks, which are subsidized by the government to rediscount 

the bills of the local banks when need be. Government aid. how- 

ever, has its drawbacks, and like the land banks the most success- 

ful personal credit banks are found in systems that depend entirely 

on their own resources, and the credit of their members. 

The principle of the Schulze banks seems to be well adapted to 
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American needs. They are cooperative. They may be organized 

on limited or unlimited basis, and they are broad enough and 

elastic enough to absorb the idle money of a community and con- 

vert it to productive uses in the hands of the members of the bank, 

allowing the depositor a fair return for the use of his savings, and 

at the same time furnishing capital for productive enterprises at a 

minimum rate, 

Some men tell us we have already enough credit facilities in 

the national banks; others say this is nothing but a national 

bankers’ scheme to monopolize farm credits as they already control 

other business and corporate credits. Both criticisms could not be 

true, and as a matter of fact neither are true. We have no intelli- 

gent system of farm credits. The national banks were organized 

without a single thought of the convenience of the farm. They are 

organized properly enough to make money for their stockholders 

through a service to business, manufacturing and transportation 

interests. In favored communities I admit these banks may be 

made to serve individual farmers of means and standing, but they 

are not allowed to loan on farm mortgages even in their savings 

departments, and in any case they do not fill the requirements of a 

rural credit system. Bankers themselves realize this, and admit 

that the farm requires an independent system of its own through 

which evidences of farm wealth may be standardized and 

mobilized. These instruments of credit will be in the hands of 

the farmers themselves through their cooperative bank, where 
national banks loan to a farmer now, at a maximum rate, if need 

be they would loan to his bank at a minimum rate because of the 

combined security back of the bank bills. 

Cooperative credits, however, can render their best service only 

in connection with cooperative productions, cooperative marketing 

and cooperative buying. Develop your banks alone and without a 

prompt and safe outlet for the funds, they will be helpless and 

useless Their very success in gathering funds will be their sure 

destruction. On the other hand the country needs cooperative 

creameries, shipping stations, packing houses, cold storage ware- 

houses, evaporating plants, canning factories, ete. In most cases 

it would be a hardship for farmers to put up ready money enough 

to build, equip and operate these utilities of cooperation; but 
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your mortgage bank can advance the money to build and equip 

them on the combined credit of their owners for a term of say 

twenty years with annuity payments to come out of the profits of 

the business so that the debt would be amortized at the end of the 
mortgage period. The annual cost would be about $7.50 a 

year on every $100 advanced. Then when the shipping season 

came along, and money was needed to move the crops, your credit 

bank would have sufficient security in the new wealth of the asso- 

elation to make the needed advances. If the individual farmer 

wishes to store his fruit or other produce until the glut of the 

market subsides, his warehouse receipt would be sufficient collateral 

for a temporary loan. This is no fancied theory. There is 

nothing mysterious or romantic about it. It is merely an outline 

of a system of business in full operation to-day in other lines of 

business in every civilized country in the world and the farm 

application of this cooperative business system is already in opera- 

tion in the principal countries of Europe. While, as we have seen, 

the principles of cooperation credits are simple enough, it is not 

strange that people who have received their information from the 

mass of confused published matter on the subject in this country, 

should entertain some erroneous impressions. This contusion has 

been encouraged by the fact that in some of the European countries 

cooperative banks have been to some extent subsidized, and other- 

wise favored by government assistance. This has led to the erro- 

neous conclusion that cooperative credits meant that anyone can 

join a cooperative society, and can get money out of it or from the 

government without regard to his material or moral worth. I do 

not need to tell this assemblage that cooperative credits do noth- 

ing of the kind. It is true that England is financing farm mort- 

gages in Ireland in order to revive former agricultural resources 

of that landlord-ridden country. The French Revolution and 

foreign wars left the agricultural peasantry in France in such a 

deplorable condition that the government thought it advisable to 

organize the Crédit Foncier to finance farm mortgages and sub- 

sidized it for the purpose. The French government has also 

subsidized regional banks and charged them with the duty of re- 

discounting cooperative bank bills; and in two special cases Den- 

mark has furnished financial assistance to associations whose 
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members are of the poorest classes. But where cooperation 

has flourished and met its greatest success and development, 

no government subsidiary has been asked or received. Some 

societies in France have preferred to go independent of the 

government aid; and in Denmark government aid is_ re- 

pudiated on the ground that the banks standing on their 

own resources inspire greater confidence and attract more 

deposits and easier credits than they would if subject to 
the suspicion that they could not stand alone without government 

government sub- aid. With our great farm resources we need no 

sidiary, and ask none. If proffered, I for one should oppose the 

acceptance of it. We ask the government to do for the farm system 

of finance even less than it has already done for the system devised 

for other business interests. We ask it only to give us the legal 

machinery by which we can mobilize and standardize our own 

forms of credit and market the evidences of our wealth for pur- 

poses of credit. We ask less because in times of stress the govern- 

ment places treasury deposits in the banks devoted to other busi- 

ness interests. We do not ask this, but the present banking sys- 

tem is under government control and supervision and we ask even 

more stringent supervision and control of our system. Let us 

make our system safe and secure in the confidence of the people 

through rigid inspection and frank publicity, and our problem 

will not be to get funds but how to wisely use them. 

Cooperation is no Aladdin lamp. Wealth will not spring out of 

it spontaneously. It is merely a means by which the people en- 
‘ gaged in an industry may conduct their business more efficiently 

and economically than they can do-it individually and inde- 
pendently. Through the credit banks if a man has property in 

any shape and moral worth, the system will enable him to use it 

as credit for productive purposes at a profitable rate of interest ; 

but every member is under the constant review of his neighbor 

who has a personal interest in the transaction and the man who 

thinks to get something for nothing will be disappointed with the 

cooperative credit system. 

Cooperative credit banks encourage thrift in a neighborhood 

by offering a reward for the use of the savings of the people. It 

encourages system in business and promptness in meeting obliga- 
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tions at the cost of membership and beuefits. It encourages in- 

dustry and enterprise by furnishing capital for productive uses 

_and fair reward for intelligent effort and honest work. It tends 

to increase the average of moral worth in a neighborhood, because 

no moral delinquent can hope to profit by an institution that is 
founded on the confidence of his neighbors. Lastly, it increases 

the intellectual, spiritual and social wealth of a community 

through the daily contact and mutual interests of the less favored 

members with associates gifted with culture, refinement and 

spiritual endeavorments. 

In conclusion, I want to add to a paper, already too long, that { 

lay no claim to originality on this subject. Aside from what L 

could pick up at first hand while in Europe, I have made use of 

the existent literature on the subject whenever I have been able to 

find it. There is no Dillon system. The only inspiration I have 

is the very human desire to help in the establishment of a system 

that will serve agricultural interest. I reserve the right to adopt 

a better system than I suggest any time the better one appears, or 

to join with others even in a system of lesser merit which may 

command the support of other earnest disinterested friends of 

cooperation. 

Mr. Scuriver: I move the adoption of this report, and I also 
move in that connection the thanks of this society to Mr. Dillon 

for this very clear and comprehensive paper. It involves evidently 

a great deal of travel, a great deal of research, much common sense 

and a lot of hard work, and I trust that it will be published some- 

where at an early date, 

Tur Presipent: | am sure that represents the feeling of us all. 

The paper might bring out valuable discussion, but as we have 

the report of the Committee on Cooperation to be given, which I 

believe may take advantage of some of the ideas set forth,— the 

discussion may well be postponed until after that. We are now 

to listen to the report of our Committee on Cooperation, by the 

chairman, Ezra A. Tuttle, Esq., of Eastport, L. I. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COOPERATION 

Ezra A. Turrie 

In preparing this report we thought it proper to review some- 

what the work that has been done since our annual meeting last 
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January, and a considerable part of this report is devoted to a 

review of work, to clear up in our own minds and in the minds 

of others the subject of cooperation, and to try to find a practical 

way of putting some profitable plan of cooperation into effect. 

Pursuant to a resolution unanimously adopted by this society 

at its annual meeting in January, 1912, the President sent out 
the following invitation: 

A conference of delegates of producers’ and consumers’ organizations will 

be held in the rooms of the New York Board of Trade and Transportation, 

No. 203 Broadway, New York City, on Friday, April 19, 1912, at 2 o’clock 

in the afternoon, and on the following day, pursuant to the following reso- 

Jution unanimously adopted by the New York State Agricultural Society at 

its annual meeting in the capitol at Albany, Januwary 18, 1912: 

Wuereas, It is admitted that it is desirable that the country producer 

and the city consumer be brought into closer relation, and that it is desirable 

that cooperative methods be adopted to bring about such relation; 

Be it Resolved, That the president of this society shall issue a call for 

a delegate meeting, to be held in the near future at such time and place 

as in his judgment seems best, for the purpose of working out a plan of 

action which shall meet with the approval of the organizations represented ; 

that he shall invite the grange, fruit, vegetables and floral associations, 

cooperative associations and other societies interested as producers, and 

also consumers’ clubs, labor unions and other interested organizations from 

the cities to send delegates to such conference. 

You are earnestly requested to attend such conference as a delegate of 

your organization, or see that a properly authorized delegate attends. 

It is hoped that practical results of great value to the interests represented 

may come from this conference. No action will be taken that will bind 

your organization. 

GEORGE W SISSON, Jr., 
President. 

In response to this invitation the following organizations sent 

delegates to that conference: 

New York State Agricultural Society 

Growers’ & Shippers’ Exchange 

Western New York Horticultural Society 

New York State Vegetable Growers’ Association 

Long Island Cauliflower Association 

Long Island Potato Exchange 

Bermuda Green Vegetable Growers’ Association 

Mommouth County Farmers’ Association. 

Hudson River Fruit Exchange 

State Grange, Patrons of Husbandry 

Pomona Grange, Ulster County, N. Y. 

Glenwood Cooperative Stores 
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Montclair Cooperative Stores 

American Cooperative Stores 

Housewives’ League 

Citizens’ Food Committee 

Cooperative League,of New York 

Flatbush Taxpayers’ Association 

Tribune Farmer 

Farmers’ Institute Bureau 

Rural New Yorker 

American Agriculturist 

New York Central and Hudson River R. R. Farm Bureau 

Agricultural Education Association of Southern New York 

Long Island School of Agriculture 

New York State College of Agriculture 

Columbia University, Department of Agriculture 

New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor 

City Club of the City of New York. 

In addition to the above organizations so represented by dele- 

gates, the following persons, among others, were in attendance at 

the conference: Honorable Raymond A. Pearson, William Church 

Osborn, Henry F. Atherton, William Connolly, Mrs. W. Y. Velie, 

Mrs. Gross. 

The conference was organized by choosing Mr. George W. 

Sisson, Jr., the president of this society, as chairman; and Mr. 

Horace VY. Bruce as secretary. The conference then proceeded 

to the discussion of the subject in hand and numerous speakers 

participated, all agreeing that some system should be devised 

whereby producers and consumers should be organized into co- 

operative societies for the purpose of securing more direct busi- 

ness relations between producers and consumers and to save the 

enormous cost and numerous profits of handling food stuffs in the 

City of New York under the present chaotic, wasteful, and un- 

businesslike conditions. A committee of ten was on motion ap- 

pointed by the chair to consider and report on some general 

plan to promote the organization of cooperative societies and to 

lead to the establishment of cooperative producers’ and consumers’ 

markets. The following day, April 20, this committee reported 

the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That the conference of delegates from producers’ 

and consumers’ organizations on the subject of cooperation, held 

in New York City on April 19-20, 1912, requests the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture of the State of New York to assist in organ- 
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izing cooperative societies among producers and shippers through- 

out the state by having competent organizers work with the 

Farmers’ Institute Bureau and by making cooperation a promi- 

nent feature of institute work. 

ftesolved, That this conference, composed of delegates from 

producers’ and consumers’ organizations, agricultural newspapers 

and other organizations, recommends that the Mayor, Comp- 

troller, Board of Estimate and Apportionment, Board of Alder- 

men and other city authorities be requested to establish adequate 

wholesale and retail markets to enable producers and consumers 

of food stuffs to come into direct relations with each other. 

Resolved, That a standing committee of representatives from 

organizations of producers and consumers be appointed to further 

encourage cooperative action between consumer and producer to 

the end that a more direct relation than at present exists, be es- 

tablished between these two classes which complement and depend 

upon each other. 

Pursuant to the last resolution, Mr. John J. Dillon, of the 

Rural New Yorker, was made chairman of the committee which 

was designated as the State Standing Committee on Cooperation 

and the chairman was given power to appoint on that committee 

representatives of producers’ and consumers’ organizations and 

other representative persons, to assist in carrying forward the 

work. This State Standing Committee on Cooperation, pursuant 

to call of chairman Dillon met for conference December 5, 1912, 

in the rooms of the New York Board of Trade and Transporta- 

tion. <A large and representative delegation assembled and dis- 

cussed with much spirit the necessity for pushing forward a gen- 

eral system of marketing food stuffs direct from producers to 

consumers and presented most conclusive arguments against the 

present system of handling food stuffs in the City of New York. 

This conference adopted the following resolutions: 

Resolved, That we oppose the establishment by the City of 

New York of the proposed large wholesale terminal markets in 

the ninth ward of New York in place of the old Gansevoort or 

West Washington Market (called both) at an expenditure of ten 

million dollars or more of city money, because such a market 

would perpetuate the present uneconomic and wasteful conditions 

for food distribution. 
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Resolved, That we favor the establishment of receiving 

terminals along the water front of the North River and East 

River for the Boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx; 

also the establishment of a sufficient number of retail markets 

for the handling of food stuffs in locations reasonably accessible 

to the population in the more crowded district of Greater New 

York. 

That the boundary lines of these markets should coincide in 

-such a way that the territory shall be fully supplied when such a 

chain of markets has been completely established: 

That the City of New York should furnish the sites for such 

terminals and retail markets, but that the same should be operated 

by a cooperative operating company consisting of producers and 

consumers, making provision for the payment to the City of New 

York of a rental that shall be appropriate to the investment made 

by the city. 
Resolved, That we here and now proceed to the organization 

of a cooperative corporation, under the laws of such state as may 

be determined by the committee, to consist of 100,000 shares at 

a par value of $5 per share, with $1 per share for surplus: 

That the work of the organization be put into the hands of a 

committee of five consisting of chairman, John J. Dillon, Mrs. 

Julian Heath, William Chureh Osborn, Ezra A. Tuttle, George 

W. Sisson, Jr., Honorable Seth Low: 

That this committee be authorized to perfect its charter and 

have it ready for filing at the meeting of the New York State 

Agricultural Society in the City of Albany on January 13, 14 

and 15: 

That the receipts of the stock subscription be paid into the 

hands of the treasurer of the corporation when organized, the 

treasurer to be placed under bond before receiving any money 

subscriptions: 

That each stock holder shall be entitled to one vote irrespective 

of the number of shares that he holds, and the holding of any one 

individual is to be limited to 100 shares. Only the surplus is 

to be used for organization purposes and the capital stock 

shall be devoted to the business purposes of the organization 

exclusively : 
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That the purpose of this company shall be to handle the produce 

of local cooperative producers’ associations and of such indi- 

viduals as may comply with the grading and shipping conditions 
established by the company or the state: 

That out of the profits of the operation of the company no more 

than 6 per cent. dividends shall be declared on the stock and the 

balance shall be distributed in dividends to the cooperators in 

proportion to the business they do with the concern. 

Resolved, That the State Standing Committee on Cooperation 

of the New York State Agricultural Society heartily approves 

and endorses the general principles and outline of the bill reg 

ulating commission merchants as presented for their considera- 

tion by Senator Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

Resolved, That the chairman of this committee be instructed 

to present this bill to the State Agricultural Society with a recom- 

mendation that the society do all in its power to further its 
passage by the legislature: 

Also that this committee requests that the matter be brought 

to the attention of every member of the state association with a 

request that the members write to their representatives in the 

legislature urging them to vote for the bill when introduced: 

And be it further Resolved, That a subcommittee of this com- 

mittee, consisting of the chairman and two other members to be 

appointed by him, be designated to confer with Senator Roosevelt 
in the preparation of the text of the bill. 

Resolved, That this committee request the New York State Ag- 

ricultural Society to secure, if possible, a liberal appropriation 

to further the work of cooperative movements, looking to the 

economic production and distribution of food products in the 

interests of the people of the entire state. 

Resolved, That this committee recommends to the legislature 

of the state that a permanent food commission be created, with 

power, among other things, to establish markets in consuming 

centres and do all things possible to promote closer relations 

between producers and consumers. 

The evils of the present situation of both producers and con- 

sumers are acute and appalling. The remedy must be radical, 

comprehensive and lasting. President-elect, Wilson, in an article 
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contributed recently to the World’s Work Magazine, after review- 

ing the evils of our present system of industrial, commercial and 

economic organizations says: 

“ Society is looking itself over, in our day, from top to bottom; 

is making fresh and critical analysis of its very elements; is ques- 

tioning its oldest practices as freely as its newest, scrutinizing 

every arrangement and motive of its life; and it stands ready to 

attempt nothing less than a radical reconstruction, which only 

frank and honest counsels and the forces of generous cooperation 

can hold back from becoming a revolution. We are in a temper 

to reconstruct economic society, as we were once in a temper to 

reconstruct political society, and political society may itself 

undergo a radical modification in the process. I doubt if any 

age was ever more conscious of its task or more unanimously 

desirous of radical and extended changes in its economic and 

political practices. 

“ We stand in the presence of a revolution — not a bloody revo- 

lution, America is not given to the spilling of blood —but a 

silent revolution whereby America will insist upon recovering in 

practice those ideals which she has always professed, upon secur- 

ing a government devoted to the general interest and not to special 

interests.” 

Your committee submits the following propositions: 

1. Organization of farmers and other food producers is a prime 

necessity. 

2. There should be in the state a central cooperative organiza- 

tion to assist and advise in the organization and operation of 

local cooperative societies. 

3. Local cooperative societies should be organized in every com- 

munity selling produce or buying fertilizers, or other farm and 

household supplies. Such societies would do much to secure 

better and more uniform grading and packing, would be able to 

ship and receive in carload lots, would be able through the cen- 

tral organization to sell more direct to consumers or to find the 

best markets, and to purchase more direct from the sources of 

supplies. 

4. Cooperative wholesale and retail markets should be estab- 

lished in the larger consuming and distributing centres of the 
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state to bring producers and consumers into direct business rela- 

tions, and to eliminate the expensive, wasteful and unbusiness- 

like methods of marketing through middlemen. 

5. Laws should be enacted favorable to the organization and 

operation of cooperative societies to secure a system of more 

liquid loans, and protect and conserve the interests of producers. 

6. The state should give liberal financial aid to this society to 

enable it to make a statewide, vigorous and effective campaign, 

through the public press and with paid experts, to organize co- 

operative societies throughout the state. 

7. We recommend that this society in cooperation with the Ag- 

ricultural Department take action at once to secure the coopera- 

tion of the state departments and societies of all the seaboard 

states from Maine to Florida to bring about a system of coopera- 

tive marketing direct from producers to consumers. 

8. We recommend that the state enact laws and adopt measures, 

as soon as practicable, to provide adequate and appropriate receiv- 

ing terminals for food stuffs along the North and East Rivers in 

the Boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx with cold 

and general storage connected with railroad and steamboat trans- 

portation; and also to provide sufficient and appropriate sites 

and buildings for retail department food stores located so as to be 

reasonably accessible to the homes of consumers. 

9. We recommend the organization of a wholesale and retail 

cooperative corporation with capital stock of $5,000,000 more 

or less, to be subscribed and paid in by producers and consumers, 

which shall be the operating company, or mutual agency, to re- 

ceive, sell and distribute food stuff of all kinds with dividends 

limited to 6 per cent. on its capital stock and the balance of profits 

distributed to the cooperators. 

10. We recommend the establishment by law of a state food 

commission to perfect and carry out plans for cooperative markets 

in all the larger cities and towns of the state. 

The state does, and should do, that which is for the general 

public welfare, and which cannot be done effectively by private 
capital and enterprise. The state provides schools for our edu- 

cation. Is feeding the people less important than educating 
them? The state builds canals, armories, homes for the indigent, 
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hospitals and asylums for the sick and unfortunate, it builds 

roads, dredges and improves rivers and harbors, conserves at large 

expense our forests, fish and game, inspects for the public protec- 

tion, our livestock, nursery stock, factories, dairies, and tene- 

ments, encourages and promotes scientific agricultural education 

and practice, but thus far it has left producers and consumers to 

the mercy of an army of unnecessary and unproductive commis- 

sion men, jobbers, wholesalers, truckmen, cold storage men, specu- 

lators, peddlers and retailers who reduce the profits of producers 

to the vanishing point, and exact from consumers the last farthing 

of tribute. 

The evils of the present system of food distribution are too 

great and complex to be coped with by the unorganized public. The 

remedy can never be applied without the intervention of the 

state. The federal government and some of the states are doing 

something. Cooperative farm credits are being agitated, Wis- 

consin, Minnesota and Massachusetts have enacted special laws 

to encourage and assist cooperation, but New York, where the 

evils are greatest and the remedy is most needed, lags behind. 

We urge this society through its legislative committee to secure 

an appropriation of at least $20,000 to assist in organizing co- 

operative societies for the proper handling, sale and distribution 

of food stutts. 

Tur Prestpent: I! think everyone will realize that we have 

listened to something of great importance. It may have impressed 

some of you differently than others and J am sure it is a topie and 

a paper to which we can give some thought and discussion. We 
have a few minutes before closing time and there will be some 

opportunity also this afternoon, for I learn that Mrs. Heath will 

not be here on account of illness. 

Motion made that the report of the committee be accepted. 

Mr. Wuitr: I do not want to discuss the subject just now, but 

IT believe there are men in the room who will take issue with some 

of the suggestions. I know there are a great many people who are 

interested in cooperation and realize the fact that there is some- 

thing wrong, but who have not gone far enough into the subject 

to really realize how deep the difficulty lies, and why it is neces- 
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sary to take steps which seem of such tremendous magnitude in 

order to reach it. Now is the time to discuss the question. IT 

should like to hear the objections. Let us thresh this question out. 

Perhaps information can be given as to exact conditions, if mem- 

bers will raise objections to the report of the committee. I must 

say that while I have studied the question of cooperation and 

looked at it as a question that we might solve in country districts, 

when I came to go deeper into the question and learn the condi- 

tions as to the consumer, I came to the conclusion that I had never 

dreamed of so large a proposition. It is not a question we can take 

up by local organization and ever arrive at any definite result. 

Mr. Scuriver: Conditions are such that something must be 

done to bring about this cooperation. Let me give an illustration to 

show the necessity for action. In our place we use a great deal of 

feed and there are three feed establishments in the place. One of 

them is the grange; the others are retail dealers. Our grange 

store does a business of from $125,000 to $150,000 a year. Per- 

haps the other places do a business nearly equal to it. But there is 

this difficulty in our grange business. We cannot buy feeds from 

the agent that sells to the retail dealer. The retail dealers have an 

organization; they held a meeting last week in Middletown, in 

which they refused to buy feeds from the mills or firms that sold 

to the grange. Last summer our grange agent bought a carload 
of cement from an agent and it was duly and properly delivered. 

He had been in the habit of supplying the local dealers in different 

places in the county with cement. He went over to Florida and 

approached the man who dealt in the business there and he said: 

“ You sold a carload of cement to the grange in Chester, did you 

not?” “Yes.” “ Well, there is the door; you can go out of it 

and you need never come here again.” He told me that he 

lost the sale of 32 carloads of cement because he sold a carload to 

the grange people. 

That is pretty ugly business, and you have to treat it in a 

rather vigorous and ugly manner. We have to do something. Who 

are the people that use the feed, pay for it? Has it come to pass 

that the people who consume the feed can have nothing to do with 

the sale of it? Is it so that the mills and the wholesale dealers can 

rule against the people who consume the feed? Is that honest, 
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straight business? And if it is not, we are entitled to have a 
vigorous and loud voice, and strong demonstrative purpose 

against it. So, notwithstanding Brother Tuttle’s strong thinking 

and warm speaking, I am prepayed to endorse it, because there is 

nothing else in sight that is feasible to endorse, and it is clear to 

me that we must do something. Possibly we might make a few 

mistakes while we are starting, and in the development; but it 

would be infinitely better to make a few mistakes than never to do 

anything; I have discovered that the men who never make 

mistakes never make anything else. Therefore, I am in favor of 

endorsement of Mr. Tuttle’s report, because it opens the door to 

the doing of something. 

Tue Presipent: There are people here whom we are trying to 

benefit who have not yet allied themselves with this organization, 

and the door of approach is open wide. There is someone out in 

the lobby who will take your name and take your little fee and 

enroll you as a member of the New York State Agricultural 

Society. We believe that everyone who attends these meetings and 

who is at all interested in agriculture in this state should ally them- 

selves with this organization either by life membership, which is 

$10, and no further dues, or $1.00 for annual membership. We 

also have here some copies of the report of 1912, in which you will 

find most valuable papers and addresses of last year. We expect 

there will be a similar report of this year’s proceedings printed a 

little later, so we save the results of these conferences for future 

consideration. 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Tur Presipent: The matter under discussion at the time of 

adjournment this morning was the report of the Committee on 

Cooperation as given by Mr. Tuttle. Motion to adopt the report 

had been seconded. We have a few moments which might be 

devoted to further discussion. 

Mr. Arwater: Mr. Tuttle has presented some aspects of the 

questions of cooperation; one of the most important of which 

is the problem of transportation. I think Mr. Tuttle has some 
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opinions of the parcel post which it might be well for him to 

amplify for us. 

Mr. Turrie: Parcel post is not helping the producers at all. 

For instance, suppose you want to send a head of cauliflower to 

New York City. It would cost about 24 cents postage to send the 

head, and if you want 10 cents profit, that would be 34 cents. For 

a dozen eggs I get 42 cents to-day. If I want to put up one case of 

egos the postage on it would be 12 cents, and that would be 54 

cents. They can buy them cheaper. You cannot use parcel post 

effectively as it now stands. 
Mr. Cowtxs: I should like to say a word on that subject. The 

trouble with parcel post is that it is not intended to serve the 

public. If any of you have read Mr. Bourne’s argument in favor 

of it you would have heard him say it was entirely satisfactory to 

the railroads and to the express companies. I happen to know 

something about this thing because they call me the father of par- 

cel post. Two years ago Congressman Sulzer of this state intro- 

duced a bill in Congress, at my request, to give us a parcel post 

in this country equal to that which had been given to other coun- 

tries. At that time an Englishman, German or Italian could send 

11-pound packages of their merchandise at eight cents a pound. 

1 knew from the character of the committees I could not get any- 

thing better. So Mr. Sulzer introduced a bill giving us eleven 

cents a pound. I had some discussion with the chairman of the 

committee and he said to me: “If you are going to have eleven 

pounds, why not have fifty or two hundred pounds? The post 

office is our mutual express company, the greatest cooperative 

association that ever came into existence. It is yours and mine; 

ours to employ, ours to extend, and up to its limits it gives abso- 

lute equality of transportation rates and transportation privileges 

to every person and every place within its jurisdiction. And the 

reason why we have such a humbug parcel post is, because the 

railroads and express companies realized that something had to be 

done. They arranged this thing to make it just as ugly as possi- 

ble, so as to put off the time when a bill should be passed such as 
we have to-day. There are two bills before Congress to-day. One 

of them is a bill which was previously introduced in 1897 and it 

provided for a parcel post such as you would like to have, with all 
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mail matter in one class and at rates — five cents a hundred — 

the very lowest rate charged by the railroads in their shortest 

contract, making the service on the principle of the modern 

post office established in this country in 1863 by Abraham 

Lincoln, when he bound all this nation together with one great 

transportation service with uniform rates everywhere up to its 

limit. We established a parcel post at 8 cents a pound. Later 

there was an increase of 100 per cent., to 16 cents a pound. The 

other is the bill introduced in 1911 providing for a parcel 

post limited by the capacity of a freight car and the size of a 
freight car, and at rates such as I have suggested,—five cents on 

a hundred pounds anywhere within this country. 

Voices: What is the remedy ? 

Mr. Cowrxrs: The remedy is this, to extend the postoffice over 

the entire business of public transportation and transmission, and 

I want to read one resolution. Your present governor on the third 

day of December, the first time he had an opportunity to act, 

introduced a bill that should make the very lowest rate a uniform 

standard rate for all distances. The resolution is: “ Resolved, 

That the representatives and senators of this state, in the United 

States Congress, are hereby respectfully requested to do all in 

their power to secure the quick enactment into law of the flat-rate 

postal bill H. R. 26662 introduced in Congress December 3, 1912, 

by Honorable William Sulzer of New York, or have a more rad- 

ical measure substituted for the costly, complicated parcel post law 

which went into effect January 13, 1913.” 

Tue Prestpent: The resolution will be referred to the com- 

mittee on resolutions. The discussion is upon the adoption of the 

report of the committee on cooperation. 

Mr. Sesstons: I just want to call attention to what seems to me 

a good nucleus already for cooperative work and cooperative move- 

ment. We shall soon have established in New York at least twenty 

farm bureaus. It seems to me as though each one of these county 

bureaus in time will be able to work for cooperative associations 

in their respective counties. I know in our county we are working 

along these lines. I have had the matter up with Mr. Spillman 

and with Mr. Dillingham of Washington. As soon as more 

counties have secured the farm bureaus they will have frequent 
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meetings and devise ways and means for cooperative work. I 

think you already have established a nucleus for your cooperative 

organization. 

Tue Presipent: We are glad to have this suggestion, which 

I believe is a valuable one. 

Mr. Futxterton: What is the farm bureau and who runs it? 

Mr. Sessions: The farm bureau is established by the United 

States Department of Agriculture together with the College of 

Agriculture at Cornell and the State Department of Agriculture 

at Albany, with additional funds from the board of supervisors 

of the county. The county adviser is appointed by the department 

at Washington and is just the same as a doctor for physical ills. 

He is a doctor for farm ills, agricultural ills. 

Mr. Scuriver: I noticed in the report of the chairman last 

night that while he was enumerating the counties that had adopted 

this measure he did not count Orange County. Last week the 

board of supervisors voted to appropriate $1,200 and establish a 

farm bureau in Orange County. We propose to be on the firing 

hne. 

Mr. Paten: I want to say for the information of those whe 

want to know about the farm bureaus that there is an article in 

the sample number of the Tribune Farmer which you will find in 

the corridor, that will answer a great many questions on that. 

Chautauqua County probably has accomplished most along this 

line. 

Mr. Furrterron: I asked that question to see how it worked 

with our state institutions. As a farmer I find that we have too 

many agricultural departments in New York State at the present 

time. I shall not say which, because I do not know. We work 

now through Ithaca, Geneva and Albany. Perhaps some of 

you think it is a fad of mine, but I believe there should be 

one head somewhere, naturally the Commissioner of Agriculture. 

Will the farm bureau work with Ithaca, with Geneva or with the 

Commissioner of Agriculture, or will it be another agency As I 

get the answer to my question, it means five for New York State 

instead of three — and three is too many. I am not against the 

farm bureaus — the more the merrier ! I do not believe agricul- 

ture can have too much help. I believe parcel post has helped. 
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I believe it will be the greatest help this country has ever known, 
because you can ship five pounds; and when the people find they 

can ship five pounds they will ask for five hundred, and when they 

ask they will get it. 

Mr. Wavswortu: Is this matter of farm bureaus contained 

in the report we are about to adopt? 

Tue PreEsipent: No; it is not. 

Mr. Wapvswortu: I might say that the subject is treated in 

the report of the committee on the development of agricultural 

resources. 

On motion the report of the committee on cooperation was 

adopted. 

Tur Presipent: I now desire to present to you, as our presid- 

ing officer this afternoon, our vice-president, Mr. Gilbert M. 

Tucker, whose activities as editor of the Country Gentleman have 

brought him close to us all. We are very glad to have him here 

this afternoon to preside. 

Mr. Tucker: The subject to be taken up is agricultural 

education. When the State Agricultural Society was resuscitated 

three years ago — and it is only fair to say that its resuscitation 

is due wholly to the initiative of one single man, Professor, now 

President Raymond A. Pearson, then Commissioner of Agricul- 
ture — when he resuscitated the society there was a unanimous 

concensus of opinion that the one subject to which we ought to de- 

vote the first convention was the subject of agricultural education. 

There was at that time, still is, a very wide difference of opinion 

and much need of tacts as to what is the function of the secondary 

schools. Should they be arranged to give as much of an education 

as possible in the time to the boys who never expect to study any 

more about agriculture; or should they be regarded as preparatory 

to Cornell College, simply taking up introductory branches so that 

the students who enter Cornell may be better prepared and begin 

at once their education in the higher branches; or should they 

teach special things according to the agriculture practiced in the 

community where they are situated? Do we need more of them ? 

There are a lot of these questions. Some of them are still in the 

air. On some of them we have reached, I think, some conclusions. 
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I hope and believe that the report, discussion and paper this 

afternoon may clear the ground a little more, may bring together 

inharmonious opinions and especially may enlighten those who, 

like myself, feel that on many of the great questions at issue they 

are still in doubt. The report of the Committee on Education will 

be read by Dr. Finegan of Albany, Third Assistant Commissioner 

of Education. 

Dr. Frnrcan: The real chairman of this committee was Mr. 

Pearson, and owing to his absence I have been requested to submit 

the report. I should say that we have not had a meeting of the 

full committee and the report which is submitted simply presents 

the views of Mr. Tucker and myself, who are members of the 

committee, 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 

Dr. Tuomas EK. Finrecan 

Chapter 785 of the Laws of 1911 created an advisory board in 

relation to the promotion and direction of agricultural education 

and the advancement of country life. Under this act such board 

consists of the Commissioner of Education, Commissioner of Agri- 

culture, Director of the New York State College of Agriculture, 

Director of the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, 

Director of the New York State Veterinary College, Director or 

Dean of the state schools of agriculture at Alfred University, at 

St. Lawrence University and at Morrisville, a member of the 

State Fair Commission to be designated by that commission and 

three other members to be appointed by and to hold office during 

the pleasure of the Governor. 
This commission has held several meetings since its organiza- 

tion and has recently agreed upon a declaration of principles 

which such board recommends be adopted as the policy of the 

state in relation to agricultural education and rural life problems. 

Your committee has carefully examined the recommendations 

made by the state advisory board and concurs in the main with 

such recommendations. Your committee further believes that the 
action of this association upon agricultural education may be made 

more effective by uniting with the state advisory board upon its 

chief recommendations. 
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Your committee on agricultural education, therefore, instead of 

submitting a plan of its own, lays before the society for considera- 

tion the report of the state advisory board, believing that such 

report, while possibly not beyond criticism in every detail, is on 

the whole well considered and judicious. 

The report adopted by the state advisory board is as follows: 

1. That the main effort toward the introduction of agricul- 

tural education, whether through state or local aid, be directed 

toward the study of agricultural and rural subjects in the public 

high schools. 

2. That in addition to those institutions already authorized 

to train teachers of agriculture, special and adequate provision be 

made for training such teachers at the State Normal College and 

in one or more normal schools. 

3. That the State Department of Education give direction at 

a few points distributed with reference to the leading agricultural 

industries, to the development of adequate teaching equipments in 

high schools which may serve as examples and illustrations for the 

further extension of such equipment. 

4, That the special state schools already established, be de- 

veloped toward teaching home economics and agricultural tech- 

nology, the latter somewhat specialized for each school. 

5. That the further development of the special state schools, 

when this may safely and wisely be accomplished, shall be made 

with reference chiefly to the fruit and vegetable growing interests, 

under which policy the southeastern and western parts of the state 

would be considered by the establishment of one school in each of 

those sections; and thereafter special schools of agriculture shall 

be established only if the people of a locality determine whether 
they desire a school and will take a substantial part in its financial 

support. 

6. That this board favors legislation enabling cities of the first 

and second class to establish public schools of agriculture either 

within or without the limits of said cities. 

7. That in schools of agriculture hereafter established, the 

Commissioner of Education, the Commissioner of Agriculture, and 

the Director of the State College of Agriculture at Cornell Uni- 

versity, shall be ex-officio members of the boards of trustees. 



Fig. 33.— Dr. THOMAS E. FINEGAN, CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE ON 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 
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That such national legislation as is contemplated by the so-called 

Page Bill and those similar to it is inadvisable on the following 
grounds: 

1. It is coercive as to policy and method and is unduly stimu- 

lating as to rate of growth of vocational education. It violates 

the biological law governing the sound and efficient development of 

educational and social agencies. 

2. It proposes an educational scheme on an immense scale, for 

which there is little experimental support. 

3. It is not adjustable to the educational policy and adminis- 

trative machinery already established in many states, including 

New York. 

4. It opens the way for bureaucratic regulations on the part 

of the federal government that might limit the autonomy of the 

states in the administration of their educational affairs. 

5. This bill is in opposition to the sound policy of fostering 

the agriculture and country life of a state through the activity of 
state agencies which shall have their source in local initiative and 

support. 

6. The agricultural extension bill, providing for extension 

work in agriculture by the College of Agriculture, is practically 

free from the objections that hold against the other measures 

herein mentioned that are now before congress, in that it is in 

harmony with the acts of 1862 and supplementary acts granting 

federal aid to state agencies. 

Therefore be it 

Resolved, That if the policy is adopted of returning to a state 

for specific purposes a portion of the income that the federal 

government derives from the indirect taxation of the citizens of 

that state, the state should have the same liberty in the application 
of these funds to the purposes named that it has in the use of 

any other portion of its income. 

That the policy of the further introduction of instruction in 

agriculture into the public schools; and that to better accomplish 

this result, plans should be perfected as rapidly as possible for 

maintaining agricultural instruction with larger allotments; and 

that an allotment be provided each school, union or high school, 

teaching a class of not less than fifteen in agriculture, and for the 
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common district school giving an approved course in nature 

study.” 

Mr. Tucker: As this report embodies resolutions, it is referred 

to the resolutions committee, who will report to the meeting of the 

society as distinguished from this general convention meeting. The 

subject will Le amplified by Mr. Arthur D. Dean, Chief, Division 

of Vocational Schools, State Department of Education, who will 

address us on Progress in Agricultural Education in New York 

State. 

PROGRESS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN NEW YORK STATE 

Artruur D. DrEan 

For one hundred fifty years agriculture has been regarded as 

a proper subject for school study and a quarter of a century has 

passed since the first successful high school of agriculture was 

opened in this country. But we are still talking about introducing 

agricultural teaching. However, we have learned some things rela- 
tive to its workings. 

There are certain points common to the most successful systems, 

among which are: 

1. The schools are so located that pupils may receive instruc- 
tion from specially trained teachers and live at home where they 

may help their parents with the daily chores. 

2. The conditions for the establishment of the schools are such 

that local investment is necessary in order to secure state aid. 

3. The administration is centralized and expert assistance 

given. 

That the principles underlying the above conditions are of im- 

portance in the organization of the individual school is shown by 

the fact that the activities of many successful schools are based 

upon one or more of these principles. 

In the State of New York there are in successful operation 

twenty-seven schools of agriculture, mechanic arts and home- 

making organized in accordance with and maintained under the 

provisions of Article 22 of the Education Law. Eleven of these 

schools are taking up this work for the first time this fall. The 

remaining sixteen are fortified with the experiences of a year. 

At present there are 1,704 boys and girls studying agriculture in 

the twenty-seven vocational courses in agriculture in our high 
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schools. Two hundred and sixty-eight other pupils are studying 

the subject in other high schools not being vocational agricultural 

departments. 

The local school with its agricultural course must connect itself 

with the home and the community. ‘The best school of agriculture 

is closely identified with the community and its affairs. The 

degree of success seems to depend in a large part upon how much 

the school gets from the community and how much it gives in 

return, Such a school stands for progress and efficiency and 

through its officers and teachers takes the Initiative in movements 

toward community welfare. Each farm, home, organization and 

society seems to be rich in opportunity for the school seeking it. 

Each boy and girl comes to school with an almost inexhaustible 

store of experience. The wise teacher takes advantage of such 

conditions. He connects his school with as many of the neighbor- 

hood centres as possible; he leads his pupils to interpret their ex- 
periences in the lhght of biological and physical laws; he en- 

courages the development of the sense of social interdependence. 

This procedure does not always result in a temporary knowledge 

of the number of swimmeretts on a crayfish, or the laws of falling 

bodies in terms of S= 1% et’, but it does formulate a groundwork 

of science in terms of experience. This fundamental science is 

necessary as a basis for later instruction along the special lines 

of agriculture and homemaking. It is evident that local and indi- 

vidual work of this kind cannot be outlined in a general syllabus, 

nor can its results be tested by a uniform examination. On the 

other hand, experience has shown that some standard is necessary. 

In view of these facts, the Education Department encourages the 

development of local activities and local syllabuses under the close 

direction and supervision of the Division of Vocational Schools. 

It is necessary for these schocls to have definite assign- 

ments of home project work so that the pupils will know 

about the business of farming from another standpoint than 

mere book learning. These local schools are for farms boys. 
The art of farming is learned at home and the science 

of farming is learned at school. The art and the science 

should not be divorced; hence provision should be made for 

“home project”? work carried on at home under the direction 

of the teacher of agriculture. One of the best of these 
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home projects is being carried on by a boy fifteen years old. He 

studied poultry husbandry last year and chose for his problem to 

determine the cost and net income of a small flock of hens for 

one year. He set seventy-five white leghorn eggs under five hens, 

May 1, 1912. The following were some of the articles constructed 

by this boy from plans and specifications drawn by him — coops 

and yards for young chickens, feed hoppers, roosts, nests, water 

fountain, house and yard for winter. <A suitable system of book- 

keeping was devised and account is kept of all income and expendi- 

tures, including estimates not purchased. The young roosters are 

sold for broilers and the pullets kept through the winter. Each 

pullet is numbered and is to be trap nested for eggs. A weekly 

report is made to the teacher of agriculture and the whole project 

is to be summed up by the boy in a thesis to be written next spring. 
These schools must reach out and aid those who cannot attend 

them for full time. The Division of Vocational Schools has 
pointed out the necessity of and opportunity for the establishment 

of a system of continuation schools which would provide for the 

boys and girls who are employed at least part of the time. The 

schools of agriculture are already, in many places, filling this need. 

A large number (mostly boys) of those enrolled in the work in 

agriculture attend from three to six months of the year. Some 

of these study only the vocational subjects; others enter the full 

curriculum. Even more effort should be made to meet the needs 

of these pupils. They are usually after education rather than 

counts or diplomas. I offer an illustration of this work taken from 

school announcement of the Belmont High School. 

SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE OFFERED THIS WINTER TO THE 

BOYS OF THIS REGION 

Realizing that many boys are unable to attend school because of 
their needed services on the farm in the fall and spring and feel- 

ing that this ought not necessarily to deprive them of all educa- 

tional advantages, the Board of Education of Belmont High 

School offers a short course in agriculture this winter to all in this 

vicinity who may care to take advantage of this splendid oppor- 

tunity of extending their education a little. Outside of the state 

agricultural schools it is believed that there is not such an oppor- 
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tunity open to the boys of any other county in the state, but it 

would seem that there should be a place for such a course. 

In many ways this work will be unique in that it will not adhere 

to the traditional course of study in the regular schools, but will be 

adapted primarily and essentially to the needs of the boys who are 

desirous of learning something that will be of practical value, some- 

thing that he can take home and put into actual use. There will 

be no unessentials taught, no visionary precepts, no unnecessary 
frills, but the work will be strictly practical every day, every 

minute. 

Here is a chance for the boy to attend school winters and work 
the rest of the time as they did in the “ good old times.” The 

course will commence after Thanksgiving, December 2 and 

last until Easter. Another especially interesting feature is that 

it will take but four days each week, giving the boy Friday and 

Saturday for necessary work at home. In other words, the boy 

will attend school from Monday morning until Thursday night, 

continuously, and the work all that time will be agriculture or 

applied agricultural subjects. 

The work proposed is as follows and if any boy does not think 

it will be worth his while, he must be hard to enthuse. Indeed it 

is the most fascinating and tempting short course of study that 

has ever been offered to a farmer’s son. 

The subjects offered in this course are a general course in agri- 

culture, farm mechanics, dairy husbandry, farm bookkeeping, 

agricultural English and agricultural arithmetic. All of these sub- 
jects will be taught by the special instructor in agriculture, Profes- 

sor I’. M. Avery, a graduate of Winona College of Agriculture and 

Cornell summer school, and each subject will be complete in itself. 

The course in general agriculture will be based on a general text 

book, and will be supplemented with plenty of field and laboratory 
work, It will cover the whole field of agriculture in a general 
way, especially touching on treatment of soils, fertilizers, cereal 

and forage crops, and animal husbandry. 

The course in farm mechanics will be work in the finely 

equipped carpenters’ shop where simple farm appliances will be 

made, use and care of farm tools and machinery taught, and some 

work in forging and welding will be given. 
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The course in dairy husbandry will be the care and handling 

of milk, judging cattle, making butter and cheese and other mat- 

ters connected with modern dairying. Three different separators 

have been loaned to the schools by the companies making them and 

thus the pupil is taught the use and care of the standard makes, 

In farm bookkeeping, the pupil will be given a course in the 

keeping of all kinds of farm accounts, breeding, milk, stock and 

feed records, making out of bills, inventories, estimates, averages, 

the principles of banking, credits, money accounts, ete. 

The agricultural English will be something out of the ordinary 

in English work. The student will be taught how to write business 

letters, study government bulletins, farm journals, read the 

weather reports, crop reports, will be given special subjects to read 

up on and write about, such as dry farming, commercial vs. home- 

mixed fertilizers, ete. In fact all the work will be from the stand- 

point of the farmer’s life and environment. 

The work in arithmetic will be along the same line of farm 

problems, computing of balanced rations, contents of silos, bins 

and hay stacks, computing of simple farm accounts, interest prob- 

lems as they affect the every day transactions of the farmer, cost 

of building barns, sheds, ete. 

This in brief is an outline of the work proposed and no boy 

can take this course for the twelve weeks it will cover without 

being greatly helped and at the same time he can feel that he has 

done all in his power to become a better and more successful 

farmer. 

There will of necessity be a small tuition for this course of 

$5.00 which will cover all laboratory and shop fees with the excep- 

tion of breakage. Any further information may be obtained from 

either Professor Avery or Principal Sumner. Let us have a good 

class this winter. All aboard for the short winter course. 

These schools must do something for the general community 

interest in the form of lectures. Every farming community has a 

wealth of equipment desirable for a school of agriculture. Reports 

from schools now in operation indicate that the owners are almost 

without exception glad to assist the school in the use of this 

material. One teacher reports that men who are unwilling to 

cooperate are usually the ones without much worth. Several of 
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the schools have arranged a definite program of lectures and dem- 

onstrations by men either resident in the community or carrying 

on business there. 

The following program arranged by the Hannibal School is a 

typical one: 
Lectures I912-13 

Milton Terpening Potato Growing 

R. Cooper Potato Growing 

W. J. Bradt Making New Meadows 

Hubert Rogers Dairy Testing 

Rey. F. W. Dunning \ L. aa Geology of Hannibal 

Rev. B. A. Matzen | oe eee Cooperation 

Ernest Lonis Farm Management 

Mrs E. W. Rice Saving Strength 

Raymond Cooper When Cows Pay 

Dr Lattin Picking and Packing fruit 

Tield demonstration 

Il. E. Rogers (Oswego county food 

expert) Grading Fruit 

F. S. Welsh (N. Y. C. farm agent) Drainage 

Field demonstration 

C. F. Bley (Tree expert) Pruning Old Orchards 

Field demonstration 

C. F. Bley Shaping Young Fruit Trees 

Field demonstration 

Raymond Cooper A Sanitary Stable 

Tie’d demonstration 

G. W. Rogers Scoring Pure Bred Cows 

Hubert Rogers Dairy Records; What 

Individual Cows Pay 

Field demonstration 

Mrs Jasper Hopper The Farm Home 

Clinton Tucker The Cheese and Butter Industry 

Field demonstration 

C. S. Lockwood The Farmer and the Community 

C. W. Haws The Cost of Growing Four Acres 

of Potatoes 

M. H. Minar (Local druggists) Chemistry of Soils 

A boy from this school won first prize at the State Fair for 

box packing apples. The school has this year an exhibit at the 

Oswego County Fruit Growers’ Association. 

These schools must run for more than the usual school allot- 

ment of 160 days. If this most vital part of the work is to be 
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effective, these schools should be in operation during the summer. 

This does not necessarily mean that the activities need always be 

carried on within the building especially constructed for formal 

instruction any more than the building need always be used for 

formal instruction. At all times one or more of the teachers should 

be in the community. As many as possible of the pupils should 

be carrying on work all the time, in school, at home or elsewhere. 

An example of what may be done in connecting the work of the 

school with the business of farming. During the past year the 

teacher of agriculture at Walton was employed for twelve months. 

A number of movements have been started which have created a 

wide community interest. One which met with special favor was 

the organization of corn and potato-growing contests. Twenty-five 

boys and girls of the town were enrolled in these contests. The 

members were visited during the summer by the teacher of agri- 

culture. One public-spirited citizen contributed a suit of clothes 

as first prize in the corn-growing contest and another contributed a 
phonograph as first prize in the potato-growing contest. These 

prizes were awarded at the Corn and Potato Congress held in 

October in the high school auditorium. 

An experimental plot of between two and three acres was loaned 

to the school by the fair association. Part of this land has been 

set aside for school gardens for the lower grades. Suitable prizes, 

donated by local merchants, were awarded to the owners of the 

best gardens. ‘The remainder of the land was used for plot tests 

with corn, potatoes and alfalfa. Cornell seed corn was planted 

and the results compared with those obtained from planting some 

native seed corn furnished by a local grower. The three plots of 

alfalfa attracted much attention during the week of the county 

fair. Local farmers are much interested in this work. Men in 

the community contributed the fertilizer, teams and implements 

necessary to carry on these experiments. The Fair Association 

also offered $30 in prizes in a plowing contest held during the 

fair, A farmers’ club is also in active operation and holds weekly 

meetings during the winter. 

These schools must tie up with other agencies which are working 

toward common ends. There must not be duplication of effort. 

The state must not do it all. 
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It is well known that the thing most cherished is that which 

comes with conscious effort. People take pride in an institution 

which is an expression, in part at least, of their own work. With 

community equipment, community lecturers, and community 

assistance in the school, there is an opportunity for the correction 

of one of our great economic wastes. From the standpoint of 

economy, it is time that the various state and federal supported 

endeavors in ihe field of agriculture should organize for conserva- 

tion and concentration of effort. In practically every separate 

line of activity the leaders have found: (1) Local and individual 

work is most effective; (2) at least one person who knows the 

community conditions and needs must act as agent; (3) this 

person should be especially trained in agricultural work; (4) com- 

munity investment is desirable. 

Farm bureaus, farm agents and specialists could best work 

through and in cooperation with a community school of agri- 

culture. Whenever possible these schools should cooperate in and 

earry on this work. The teacher or teachers of agriculture might 

well be the local representatives of all agricultural activities of 

the community. 

We must modify to some extent our present plan of providing 

special state aid to full four-year high schools. There are 213 

academic schools in the state which do not maintain a full four- 

year academic course. These schools have from two to five 

teachers. Such should be induced to center the major part of 
the school activities around the work in agriculture. These 

schools should be cut loose from all tradition and allowed to de- 

velop as pure community schools. There is little doubt but that 

an experiment of this kind if started in a few localities would 

lead to a similar procedure in many districts in the state. Three 

teachers might well specialize in these schools, one to teach boys, 

one to teach girls and one to teach both boys and girls. 

In conclusion. The school cannot be the best expression of the 

community unless provision is made for the girls as well as for 

the boys. Already six of the schools of agriculture have made 

definite provision by the employment of a teacher of domestic 

science. Present conditions indicate that the smaller schools will 

have two vocational teachers: a teacher of agriculture and a 
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teacher of homemaking. If the teacher of homemaking is also 

qualified to teach some of the special subjects of agriculture as 

fruit growing, poultry husbandry and dairying, there could be 

provision made for four years of vocational work for both boys 
and girls. 

There seem to be no inherent reasons why women should not 

occupy positions of responsibility and trust in connection with 

almost every line of agriculture. There are numerous instances 

in which a farmer’s success has depended more on the business 

ability, knowledge, energy and tact of his wife than on his own 

attainments. In certain specialties the opportunities for women 

in farming are as great as for men. It would seem preeminently 

fitting for women to become managers of poultry raising, bee- 

keeping and flower-growing establishments, and in but slightly less 

degree, of vegetable gardening and fruit-growing enterprises. 

Mr. Tucker: It is deeply to be regretted that it is impossible 

to invite discussion or comments on this very interesting paper by 

reason of the engagements of the speaker who is next to follow. 

The topic is slightly different from these which we have been 

considering, but closely allied to them, and the speaker is a dis- 

tinguished teacher of agriculture. We shall have the pleasure 

now of listening to an address on “ Modern Business Methods 

Applied to Farming,” by Dean H. E. Cook of the St. Lawrence 

School of Agriculture. 

MODERN BUSINESS METHODS APPLIED TO AGRICULTURE 

H: EH. Coox 

Much is said and written concerning the application of modern 

business methods to the farm and as a rule they fail when tried. 

The situation has been particularly embarrassed by the fact 

that the finest type of business men, men who have mastered the 

science of the business world found themselves hopelessly in- 

volved when they touched the farm. To our wealthy men farm- 

ing was synonymous with loss, and so however much was said 

about business methods and bookkeeping the farmer kept along 

in his own way, and pointed to as evidence of failure, these same 

methods applied on a neighboring farm. 
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As a result of cheap lands and an inability to apply city 
methods to the farm, the business of producing crops has gen- 

erally become the work of the family for which no pay roll or 

salary sheet is made out. If anything remains over after the 

necessary cash living expenses are paid it is reckoned as profit. 

No salary is paid to the farmer and his family, it so, he would 

frequently find himself insolvent. Under this system the 

prudent have paid for farms and gained a comfortable living. 

The heavy drain upon the country for its best blood to what 

seemed more attractive in the city has left many fathers and 
mothers alone at an age when they were no longer fitted to carry 

the burden of the farm. Hard work in early life had made the 

diy of ratirement to the local town look bright. And the renter 

took his place. Now the so-called tenant system is in the minds 

of men a symbol of a degenerated agriculture, and I must confess 

that it has as a rule been true. 

The facts are that farm rental is no more degenerate in 

principle than the ownership of a building by one man and its 

occupancy by another; the tenant in some way having paid the 

owner of the building a fair value for its use. We have deplored 

tenantry and prayed for the day when prosperity would again 

come to the open country and the owner would become the occu- 

pant of the land. 
I venture a prophecy that the millennium will never come and 

furthermore that tenantry may increase. Tenantry leaves a bad 

taste not because the thing itself is wrong but because it has de 

veloped through unfortunate causes. Something like this per- 

haps: The owner who had developed his farm himself and paid 

for it through certain methods all his own, could not endure the 

methods of another no matter how good, and being forced to leave 

the farm through sheer lack of strength he had a feeling of 
antagonism to the situation. The result was therefore one of 

competition instead of cooperation ending in a degenerate farm, 

a lack of interest in the church and school and a general disloca- 

tion of the community. 
The system of tenantry is here because the farm as a business 

will not pay cash for the labor and leave a balance. The farm 

units are too small to pay for supervision and so the farmer must 
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be buyer and seller, bookkeeper and manager, and have a technical 

knowledge of his particular branch of farming. He is the whole 

thing and so he finds the so-called industrial life a hard competi- 

tor, while a well organized division of labor makes for better 

efficiency and a requirement for less hours of labor. 

What shall we do? Here is a plan and ten principles upon 

which it is founded. 

1. Employing skilled labor. 

2. Thorough and immediate supervision. 

3. Careful accounting of cost of production. 

4, Making small per cent. profit on a large business. 

5. Applying supervision to a maximum area. 

6. Producing only the best and making a guarantee. 

7. Always having something to sell. 

8. Having in mind the interest of the buyer. 

9%. Getting as near to the consumer as consistent with present 

trade relations in farm products. 

10. Buying everything at wholesale, paying cash and discount- 

ing bills. 

To make a local application farms shall be located in Lewis, 

Jefferson, St. Lawrence and Franklin counties. Ten groups of 

10 farms each ranging in size from 100 to 200 acres. To be 

located as convenient as possible to shipping points but not neces- 

sarily near large towns. 

The location to be also governed by good roads, schools, varying 

types of soils; namely, sand, sand loam and soil of as much 

natural fertility as can be bought for a reasonable price. This 

plan of distribution would reduce to a minimum losses from un- 

favorable climatic conditions, and make possible the largest varia- 

tion of cropping possible in the territory covered. 

This plan would not disturb the present unit in the neighbor- 

hood and would use present buildings and equipment without any 

business or social dislocation. 

These farms to be worked by tenants on a share basis on the 

same terms that farms are now rented, which would not disturb 

any deep-seated traditions, and probably no better plan could be 

devised at least for the present. 
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Over each group of farms will be a local superintendent to be 

paid one-half by the owners and one-half by the farmers who will 

have supervision of the work, raising the standard of quality, 

changing and improving methods and altogether making the 

group more profitable for owners and farmers. 

Each group of farms will breed the same live stock and if 

deemed wise all of the groups could do likewise. In other words 

community breeding would at once become established. To illus- 

trate: Upon each farm a pair of pure-bred Percheron mares would 

total a big breeding establishment of 200 and in each instance 

earning their daily feed. This plan is practically without limit 

along these lines. 
Adaptability of tenants would largely control the extent of 

special development such as certified milk, trucking, pure-bred 

stuck, ete. 

The possibilities of wholesale purchase of all supplies for farm 

and home are limited only by the ability to organize for it in the 

central office. 
Each group of farmers wii! elect a spokesman who will repre- 

sent them at the central office when any adjustment is necessary, 

not satisfied by the local superintendent. This central office will 

be located if possible upon a central group of farms. It will be 

equipped with necessary stenographic outfit, bookkeeper and gen- 

eral manager. 

Local managers will meet quarterly at the office of the gen- 

eral manager to discuss the business of improving methods and 
decreasing cost of production, the effort being to stimulate all 

to the efticiency of the best and to encourage the same improve- 

ment among the groups of farmers. 

This plan of purchase does not take any single farm or group 

of farms out of the market. They can be bought and sold as 

formerly without disturbing in any way the integrity of the plan. 

Not changing the size of the original units or farms is also a part 

of the same advantage. One can imagine that such a corporation 

would find itself not only farming but doing a general real estate 

business. 
To conclude: We have taken supervision and spread it out over 

sufficient business to make it profitable. We have almost entirely 
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eliminated cash labor, the sink hole in big farming. We have 

placed every person outside of the central office on the merit sys- 

tem. We have made wholesale purchase possible. We have 

sufficient production to enter the market as a merchant. We 

have not adopted a plan for which men cannot be found. We 

have made it possible to apply best-known methods of production. 

We make possible general land improvement. We have placed 

farm operations on a business basis and so have settled farm 

credits or farm banking. We have placed farm tenantry upon a 

profitable and honorable basis. In fact, we have brought scientific 

management to the farm as presently occupied. We cannot lose 

and we have every chance to win. 

Mr. Funierron: I want to ask Mr. Cook one question. Does 

he think that our descendants will stand for a thing that his an- 

cestors and mine left Europe because of —tenantry? Never, 

as long as we are Americans, will tenantry come into this great 

and glorious country. 

Mr. Coox: The trouble is, it is here now. Come out into the 

country and see how many tenant farmers we have, real Ameri- 

eans, working farms on shares; and some of them, a great many 

of them, will be the land owners of the next generation. Some 

of the men who owns farms to-day, splendid types of American 

farm citizenship, were tenants before. We have tenantry and 

we are going to have it, and let us undertake to improve rather 

than to destroy, as we cannot get rid of it. 

Mr. Tucker: The next order of business, which is not on the 

program, is the reading of the report of the Committee on De- 

velopment of Agricultural Resources, by Mr. Edward van Alstyne. 

Director of Farmers’ Institutes. 

Mr. van AtstyneE: We have given some consideration to 

these questions, which are pretty far reaching, and we regret 

that lack of time and illness of our chairman prevented our pre- 

senting a report as full and perhaps as revolutionary as we had 

in mind. We have thought it wiser to present a very brief report 

on two or three fundamental questions. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 

RESOURCES 

EpWARD VAN ALSTYNE 

Your committee regrets the absence, through illness, of their 

chairman, Honorable Wilham Cary Sanger, which has necessi- 

tated a less complete report than we desire. The committee has 

spent considerable time in discussing various measures tending, 

in our opinion, to the betterment of agricultural conditions in 

the state. The matter in mind is so far-reaching that we have 

deemed it unwise to take up in detail the various subjects under 

consideration, and we would submit the following resolutions 

as the unanimous opinion of the committee. 

Your committee is of the opinion that all measures for the 

improvement of agriculture, to be permanently effective, must 

be founded upon complete and accurate knowledge of conditions 

as they exist. To embark upon any extensive program of develop- 

ment without such knowledge is to invite serious waste of time, 

energy and money. We, therefore, urge that the state cause a 

survey of its agricultural resources to be made with care and 

deliberation to the end that information concerning every eco- 

nomic and social factor affecting the progress of agriculture may 

be gathered and made available as a basis for intelligent effort in 

the future. 

Your committee has examined the provisions of Assembly bill 

No. 19 introduced by Mr. Cole, entitled “ An Act making an ap- 

propriation for the organization and support of county farm 

bureaus in the various counties of the state.’ In so far as this 

bill aims to extend state aid to the county bureaus and to estab- 

lish a degree of supervision and guidance over such bureaus 

under the commissioner of agriculture, your committee recom- 

mends its favorable consideration. It desires, however, to suggest 

that the bill should be more specific in those provisions which are 

intended to rest power of supervision in the department to the end 

that the work may be carried on without conflict of authority or 

the injection of local polities. 

In this connection, your committee desires to call the attention 

of the society to the urgent need of more thorough coordination 

among the several governmental agencies now engaged in agri- 

eultural work. 
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CuarrmMan Tucker: Any remarks on this report will now be 

very welcome. There being none, the report will go to the com- 

mittee on resolutions and by them be referred to the society. 

Hon. James W. Wapsworrn — Ex-speaker of the Assem- 

bly: In moving the adoption of the report I should like 

to make a few comments on the second portion of that re- 

port in reference to the qualified approval of an amendment 

before the legislature appropriating $25,000 to provide $600 a 

year to any county bureau which through its county authorities 

contributes a like sum. This question of county bureaus and this 

first effort to extend state aid to them opens up a very wide field 

for discussion. I think the gentleman from Long Island, Mr. 

Fullerton, earlier in the proceedings commented upon the apparent 

increase of the number of government agencies which are seeking 

to take part in the extension of agriculture and in the effort to 

improve the conditions of agriculture in this state. If I am ecor- 

rectly informed a recent offer has been made by the federal goy- 

ernment and is now being taken advantage of by some of the 

counties, by which the federal government is to appropriate or has 

already appropriated a certain sum to any county which shall 

establish an agricultural bureau and contribute a certain sum of 

money and appoint a director who shall act as it seems in an 

advisory capacity although his functions would seem to be 

rather vague — to the people who live in that county, and who ap- 

parently is to be under a certain degree of supervision from the 

federal government. Far be it from me to contend against con- 

tributions from the federal government, in aid of agriculture in 

this or any other state; but I think it would be a wise thing for the 

society in a general way to pause a moment and consider whether 

we shall not take some notice of this tendency to scatter all our 

shot. A very interesting address has been made by a representa- 

tive of the Department of Education here which shows that that 

department is doing excellent work in the support of agricultural 

education. It is doing it apparently on its own hook and doing it 

I have no doubt, efficiently. The Commissioner of Agriculture, 

whose first function is the enforcement of the agricultural law, 

also takes part in the support of agricultural education and does 
it, excepting when he is willing to cooperate with other agencies, on 
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his own hook. The College of Agriculture is supported entirely 

by the state and sends out its agents. I understand Dean Bailey 

is to ask for $75,000. The Commissioner of Agriculture is going 

to ask $25,000 for him to do the same kind of work. We have 

three secondary schools of agriculture which, so far as I am able 

to understand, are not closely related to any other governmental 

activity in the spread of agriculture in the state, although they 
ave doing efficient work. Recently we have been receiving offers 

from railroads and Sears-Roebuck, the International Harvester 

Co., ete., to contribute money from their personal and private 

treasuries for the support of agriculture and apparently with no 

control or guidance from state authority. I think I am correct 

in saying that already five separate distinct agencies have been 

erected in this state to spread agricultural education for the devel- 

opment of agriculture. The motives of the different agencies 

are undoubtedly very worthy. The introduction of this bill 

indicates that the State of New York is going to help the farm 

bureaus at the same time the federal government and the boards 

of supervisors are appointing the directors. There is no easier 

way of wasting money, effort or time than to scatter our energies 

and to neglect coordination among the governmental agencies. 

This bill, which I understand is supported by the Commissioner of 

Agriculture, Mr. Huson, makes an attempt to establish a certain 

degree of supervision over farm bureaus which have been inaugu- 

rated by the federal government, to establish a certain degree of 

supervision over farm bureaus under the State Department of 

Agriculture. Your committee has recognized this situation, that 

the farm bureau movement is undoubtedly popular. It represents 

a substantial contribution from the federal treasury, and the story 

from Washington is that the contribution may be tripled this year. 

It would be impossible; it would be unwise, unjustifiable and 

unwarranted for this society, taking an interest as it does in 

agricultural matters, to attempt to refuse a contribution of money 

from the federal government. It would be unwise and unpatriotic 

for this society to attempt to say that the State of New York should 

not put in at least $600 for a similar purpose. But I do think 

it is within the province of the society to call attention to the fact 

that such scattered administration is going to result in an avalanche 
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of charity and not a truly constructive system. Each one is good 

in its way; but sooner or later you will find conflicting elements 

among you and they will be working at cross purposes. It is for 

that reason that your committee has taken the liberty of comment- 

ing on the bill pending in the legislature before we know what 

disposition will be made of it and suggesting that something be 

inserted in the bill to give the Commissioner of Agriculture or 

some recognized authority some degree of supervision which ean 

be enforced over the management of the farm bureau if the state 

is going to appropriate any money, no matter how small the sum. 

I have heard a suggestion made that the time has come for a 

thorough organization of the agricultural activities, government- 

ally speaking, in the State of New York. I am one who believes 
the time has come and the need is exceedingly urgent. We are 

now standing on the brink — you should get together and have a 

little system. I do believe that a waste of the tax-payers’ 

money is justifiable simply for the purpose of making it appear 

that we are trying to do something for the farmer. I think poli- 

tics is pretty well eliminated now. We want it kept out. I have 

a certain sense of alarm, a certain degree of alarm as to impend- 

ing conflict between local authorities such as a board of super- 

visors, the federal appointing authority who is to appoint these 

directors, who is situated a thousand miles away from Livingston 

County and has to take the word of the supervisors in Livingston 

County as to whom he shall appoint, and the conflict between 

those and the authorities in Albany. Politics inevitably will be 

injected into it unless we systematize it, because whenever you 

have a condition of confusion in the administration of public 

affairs there is the opportunity for political manipulation. And 

so your committee in its feeble way, and rather hastily, thought 

that this matter ought to be brought before you. 

We have talked this matter over without coming to any definite 

conclusion, except that we recognize the need of coordination 

among these governmental agencies. We have no program to pre- 

sent. Such a program would have to be a most ambitious one. It 

would immediately raise difference of opinion as to the functions 

of the Commissioner of Agriculture, Cornell University, the sec- 

ondary schools, the local farm bureaus, and the federal govern- 
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ment over which we have no control. I do think that the at- 

tention of the society should be brought to this matter of more 

perfect coordination in the future in the work which we all want 

to see done in the State of New York and every effort be made to 

prevent waste of time, money and energy and the injection of 

polities. 

Mr. Furtertron: I want to suggest that for its manifold bless- 

ings the empire state should be duly grateful, and not the least 

among its privileges I should designate the talk we have just had 

from our neighbor who knows both ends of it. I have occasionally 

suggested the same thing in my barbaric western way and have 

been looked upon as an iconoclast. I do know this, if I want alfalfa 

analyzed I have to send some to Geneva and some to Ithaca. One 

gentlemen kindly tells me that he cannot tell about the germina- 

tion; that will have to be done by the other man; but he can tell 

me how many weed seeds there are. By sending to Washington I 

can get another analysis. I am willing to do that, because I have 

been brought up in an office. But I have heard from one of our 

educators that the average farmer will not even jot down his memo- 

randum of profit or loss for the day; consequently will not write 

five letters. I should like to see this society the real head of agri- 

culture in this state. I should like to see it take this matter up, 

and we should have one head — the Commissioner of Agriculture. 

It should not be any gentleman in St. Lawrence, Long Island or 

Ithaca, but at Albany. It should be one man and we should take 

it up, and if we take it up I should judge that we have the kind 

of an Abe Lincoln sort of a man that would help us. I am simply 

saying we have too many heads and there is no reason why a man 

should write to seven or eight places for information relative to 

his seed analyses or any other agricultural subject. 

CuarrMan Tucker: Any further discussion desired? If not, 

we pass to another topic. We had hoped to have the proceedings 

diversified by the notes of Mrs. Heath of the Housewives’ League. 

She telegraphs the president that illness prevents her being at the 

meeting to-day. She has also telegraphed to Vice-President Tuttle 

a long message, which I shall ask him to read. 

Mr. Turrte: TI regret very much for the society that Mrs. 

Heath is not here. She is the president of the National House- 
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wives’ League. The organization has become very effective in 

Philadelphia, Chicago, New York, Providence, Boston and else- 

where. There is a large membership in the league. In New York 

City alone between one and two hundred thousand housewives 

are members of that league. I heard Mrs. Heath say last Sunday 

that this is not an organization, it is a movement. They do not 

claim to be a close organization at all. It is simply a movement 

that is popular and is trying to be effective in bringing about a 

saner method of purchasing supplies, and it comes under the pur- 

view really of the report of the committee on cooperation in the 

matter of more direct marketing from producers to consumers. I 

want to say further that this women’s movement is going to do 

more to solve this question of the high cost of living and to bring 

about the direct marketing of our products from farm to the con- 

sumer than any other one thing that is happening to-day. 

Mrs. Heath’s telegram reads: 

‘““T am completely overworked and fear I cannot be at the meet- 

ting to-morrow. If not, will you present my good will to the pro- 

ducers and all the agriculturists, and tell them how hard we are 

working to help adjust conditions. J am disappointed, but pre- 

sent my best wishes for a successful convention. Jennie Dewey 

Heath.” 

CuatrMan Tucker: An important topic will be presented to 

our attention by Senator Roosevelt. 

SENATOR Roosrvettr: I have been asked to come here and say a 

word about the legislative end. I am glad to have heard what Ex- 

speaker Wadsworth said and I agree with him in every detail. 

I think he would, if he had gone a little further, have taken up the 

legislative end that he knows so well. We are confronted, as mem- 

bers of the senate and of the assembly, with very much the same 

troubles that you are finding in the larger work. We are con- 

fronted by chaos. We are confronted by different interests, dif- 

ferent organizations, different sections, different individuals who 

come to us on the agricultural committee of either house or come 

to us as individuals, members of the legislature, and put their 

views before us individually and separately. Every year there 

are, as you all know, a number of bills relating to agriculture in- 
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trcduced in both houses. We have too many laws now as a whole. 

We are getting more laws. The average farmer, when he wants a 

remedy, does not know where to go in those six volumes of con- 

solidated laws plus three or four volumes of supplement. He has 

to consult legal opinion. 

We shall have before us within the next year some pretty 

important legislation. We shall have a great many bills 

relating to the agricultural law, and we want to make it as simple 

as possible and we want to take it out of politics as much as we 

ean. This morning the senate committee met and decided, with 

a view to making the procedure as simple as possible, to call, with 

the assistance of the assembly committee, a joint session of the 

two agricultural committees to discuss everything pending before 

us relating to agricultural matters. We have appointed the 28th 

and 29th of January for that joint session. The place will be 

announced later. I hope it will be held in the Senate Chamber 

if possible, or in this hall. At that meeting, which will begin im- 

mediately at the close of the legislature — probably about two 

o'clock in the afternoon — we shall have the definite program. We 

shall take up every bill which has come before us up to that time 

and we shall take up other questions which have not yet come 

before us but which we expect to have before us, for in- 

stance, farm credit. I doubt very much if the bill relating 

to that will have been introduced by that time. We have 

the commission merchant bill in shape for introduction within the 

next two or three days. We have already introduced the farm 

bureau bill. The cooperative bill for the simplification of associa- 

tions getting together for cooperative purposes of buying and sell- 

ing I understand is also to be introduced within a few days. 

All of these matters are coming before this meeting, which will 

last two days, if necessary three days. We want to bring people 

here and clear up the situation. We want to view these bills as a 

whole. There is no use in treating the agicultural law the way the 

forest, fish and game law was treated. You know what that meant. 

Everyone who had a creek in his county, or any birds, wanted a 

special law relating to that creek or to the season for a particular 

species of birds, and wanted it to apply to that county alone. 

We are almost on the brink of chaos from a legislative point of 
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view. The committee of the senate and the committee of the 

assembly want to cooperate with you all along these lines. We 

want to simplify it and we want your help, and I hope that this 

society and every other individual or society in this state who is 

interested will come at that time and give us the benefit of their 

views and their knowledge. 

CuarrMan Tucker: The last two speakers have certainly coy- 

ered a topic, the necessity of unifying our activities, and I venture 

to commend the senator’s request to every man here. Try to at- 

tend that meeting if possible, and express your opinion there. 

Tur PREsIpENT: With reference to the suggestion of Senator 

Roosevelt that members of this society attend that joint hearing, 

I think it would be perfectly in order perhaps at our business 

meeting to-morrow, that either a special committee or a legislative 

committee be empowered to attend that hearing with their ad- 

vanced information as to the position of this society. I think that 

is one of the most important things coming out of the report of the 

committee on development of agricultural resources. We certainly 

desire the members of that committee to be in attendance at that 

hearing. 

Eventne Session 

Meeting called to order by Honorable Calvin J. Huson, Com- 

missioner of Agriculture. 

CommisstonER Huson: I very much regret to be compelled to 

announce that Governor Sulzer has been unavoidably detained. 

We all appreciate that he is a very busy man and we hope that 

later in the evening and before this meeting adjourns, we shall 

have the honor of having him upon this platform and of listening 

to a brief address by him. The cause of his detention, however, 

is such that there may be some question whether he does arrive 

before the time of the closing of this meeting. He desires, however, 

that I assure you in his name that he is intensely interested in the 

purposes that bring this large and representative audience together, 

to consider those questions in which all good citizens are vitally 

interested. And I am further commissioned by him to assure you 

that whatever action is taken or recommendations made by this 
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great body known as the New York State Agricultural Society, 

will receive at his hands his most careful and respectful con- 

sideration. 

Your President, Mr. Sisson, has an announcement to make. 

Tue Presipent: I am sure that all of the members of the 

New York State Agricultural Society and everyone interested in 

any way in the upbuilding of agriculture in this state will be 

pleased to hear the telegram which I am about to read: 

“Ames, Iowa, January 14, 1913. 

Grorcer W. Sisson, Jr., President, New York State Agricultural 

Society, Albany, N. Y.: 

Greetings to you and all members of the New York State Agri- 

cultural Society. Best wishes that your meeting will add much 

to the constructive record of the society in the interest of farmers 

and better farming. Seventy years of service and yet greater 

opportunities are ahead. Bicone dk. Pies. 

ComMiss1oneR Huson: Some weeks ago I had the pleasure 

of listening to Mr. Harvie Jordan, while attending a session of 

the Farmers’ National Congress, at New Orleans. If his address 

this evening impresses you as it impressed me at that time I 

know you will all feel that his journey here from the South has 

not been in vain. It gives me great pleasure, I assure you, to 

present to you at this time Honorable Harvie Jordan, of Atlanta, 
Georgia, Chairman of the Agricultural Committee of Southern 

Commercial Congress. 

COOPERATION AND RURAL FINANCE 

Harvie Jorpan 

Mr. President and Members of the Society: I am deeply 

appreciative of the courtesy and cordiality of the invitation ex- 

tended me by your Honorable President to address you on this 

occasion. I esteem it a valued distinction to be invited to a place 

on the program of so old and honorable an organization as the 

New York State Agricultural Society. You have invited a farmer 

from the empire state of the ‘South to address the farmers of the 

empire state of the American Union. 
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The prime mission of your society is to advance and improve 

agriculture in all its varied departments, and to promote the 

general good and uplift of all the citizens and avocations of your 

great commonwealth. 

That you have accomplished a splendid constructive work, the 

rapid development of all the arts and sciences as applied to im- 

proved and successful agriculture in this state, bears strong and 

forceful testimony. 

To be a factor in the improvement of the condition of rural 

life and a guide to the pathway of a higher and more progressive 

citizenship on the farm, constitute a motive and ambition which 

is second to none other in the efforts of mankind. 

The independence, safety and prosperity of any nation depends 

upon the success of its agriculture. The United States is the 

wealthiest and greatest of all nations because of the immense 

wealth and diversity of its marvelous agricultural resources and 

possibilities. Strike down agriculture, and you remove the strong 

foundation upon which the progress of the nation is built. Strike 

down the farmer, the conservative force in our government, and 

you destroy the nation. 

No great industry deserves the fostering care and cooperative 

support of the federal and state governments more than that of 

agriculture. No great industry has suffered more from the power- 

ful, throttling influences of the trust and combined corporate 

powers, both commercial and financial, than that of agriculture. 

Although agriculture represents the greatest and most valu- 

able asset of the American Nation, and typifies the foundation 
structure upon which Americans progress in all the parts of accu- 

mulating wealth and general advancement in all departments of 

commercial, industrial and financial life, the farmers have been 

forced to occupy a secondary position in the enjoyment of the 

fruits from their own labors. The farmers in the United States 

have no standing in modern commerce or finance. They are not 

recognized in the business world as an active, vital and aggressive 

part of the business factors which guide and control the destinies 

of this great nation. 

This condition cannot be charged to mental inability or an ab- 

sence of business equipment among the farming classes in this 
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country, but is due, in my opinion, to a consistent perpetuation of 

individualism in farming operations which characterize the farm- 

ing industry of the United States. 

This is a day of cooperation and combination. That industry 

which does not cooperate for mutual protection and advance- 

ment of its interests, will become the stepping stone for the de- 

velopment of other interests which are more progressive and 

actuated by methods of twentieth century American ideals. 
The continued perpetuation of the antiquated system of agri- 

cultural individualism in America, forces the farmers to till the 

soil, reap the harvests and deliver the products of their labor at 

the doors of commerce, receiving as compensation such prices or 

remuneration as the representative buying interests of the 

country may determine upon. With no rights or recognition in 

the markets, with only the privilege of tilling their soils and the 

cooperation of nature and providence, the great wealth of the 

fields and farms for the past half century, have gone to the en- 

richment and development principally of the large and small 

market centers of the country. 

The city and urban population has progressed by leaps and. 

bounds, at the expense of the rural population, and this condi- 

tion will continue so long as individualism exists in our farming 

operations, and cooperative effort constitutes the methods of action 

in commercial life. In verification of this statement, I wish to 

say, that between 1900 and 1910, the urban population of the 

United States increased 35 per cent., while the rural population 

increased only 11 per cent. 

There must be developed a system of sound, business coopera- 

{ion among the varied agricultural interests in this country, if 

any satisfactory remedy to existing conditions is to be found and 

put into practical operation. 

CONDITIONS IN NEW YORK STATE 

There must be a cause for every effect. Let us look for a mo- 

ment at the condition of affairs in this state in connection with 

agriculture. 

You have a state the population of which totals closely to ten 

million inhabitants, eight million in your towns and cities, and 

two millon in your rural sections. 
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Within the past decade, your urban population has increased 

25 per cent., while your rural population has increased but 0.6 of 

1 per cent., or practically nothing. There has evidently been set 

in motion in this state an exodus from the farm to town or village. 

The situation is still more striking when we examine into the 

statistics of your farming lands for the past ten years. In 1900 

you had 226,720 improved farms, while in 1910 this number had 

dropped to 215,597, or a decrease in ten years of 5 per cent. To 

be more specific, the improved farm lands in New York State in 

1900 amounted to 15,600,000 acres, while in 1910 there 

were only 14,844,000 acres, a decrease in ten years of 756,000 

acres in your improved farming area. 

No state offers a more inviting field for the development of 

aiversified agriculture under an intensive system of management, 

than the great State of New York. You have a consuming popu- 

lation of millions of people, and the finest system of railway and 

water transportation facilities in the world. There are millions 

of immigrants pouring through the gateway of Ellis Island, thou- 

sands of whom would be far happier and more contented if em- 

ployed in the peaceful pursuits of agriculture in your great state, 

instead of striving against labor competition and the gaunt wolves 

of poverty and misery, which must be largely their portion in the 

great metropolis by the sea. 

New England has less improved land in farms to-day than it 

had in 1850. The acreage of improved farming lands in the 

Middle Atlantic States, in which this state is located, reached its 

maximum in 1880, and has steadily declined since that date. It 

might be said in explanation of these conspicuous adverse condi- 

tions, that they are due to the movement of agriculture to the 

more attractive farming sections of the western states. This may, 

in a measure, account for the decline in your agricultural industry, 

but there must be local reasons, because clearly no section of the 

United States presents more inviting distributing market centers, 

and your lands are as fertile and as susceptible to large produe- 

tions per acre, as any other in the nation. 

What you need to overcome the difficulties which confront you 

is cooperative effort and the management of your farming opera- 

tions in such a way as to secure fair and reasonable profits on the 
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labor and capital employed in your industry. The difficulties 

which confront the farmers in this state, are practically the same 

all over the United States. 

The penalties annually exacted from American farmers, be- 

eause of the absence of cooperative effort in the handling, finane- 

ing and marketing of their farm products, amounts to hundreds 

of millions of dollars. 

You need your cooperative societies for marketing direct to the 

retailers and consumers in this country, the same as have been so 

highly perfected in Denmark and other European agricultural 

countries. 

RURAL CREDITS AND BANKING 

The products of the American farmer, as a rule, are bought, 

but never sold. The most powerful obstacle to overcome in blaz- 

ing the pathway to modern and economic methods of marketing, 

is the ruinous credit system which has so notoriously prevailed as 

a bulwark of destruction in all parts of the United States for 

the past 50 years. 

The credit system as employed by American farmers is not only 

primitive and out of date, but it has persistently kept the pro- 

ducers of the agricultural wealth as much enslaved and as helpless 

in the proper distribution of their products as were the peasants 

during the decadence of the Roman Empire. 

The economic solution of this vexed question les in the coopera- 

tion of farmers along modern business lines, and the inauguration 

of a sane and sound system of cooperative credit and finance, 

which will enable American farmers to be the masters in the dis- 

{tribution of the products of their farms. It is done successfully 

in other countries, and I believe that American farmers have as 

much business training, sound and practical judgment and com- 

mon sense as the farmers of European countries, who have so 

successfully solved the problems of production, finance and dis- 

tribution. There is already commendable progress along these 

lines being made, in the successful establishment of cooperative 

stores and granaries in the western states, and in the organiza- 

tion of a system of cooperative cotton warehouses and cotton hand- 

ling companies in the South. 

Secretary James Wilson, in a recent report to congress, esti- 

mates the gross value of the agricultural products in the United 
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States for 1912 at $9,500,000,000, a figure so tremendous as al- 

most to stagger human conception. 

President Wiliam H. Taft, in a circular letter to the various 

governors of the states on October 11, 1912, on the subject of 

agricultural credits, makes the following impressive statement: 

‘ The twelve millions of farmers of the United States add each 

year to the national wealth $8,400,000,000. They are doing this 

on a borrowed capital of $6,040,000,000. On this sum they pay 

annually, interest charges of $510,000,000. Counting commis- 

sions and renewal charges, the interest rate paid by farmers of 

this country is averaged at 814 per cent., as compared to a rate 

of 41% to 31% per cent. paid by the farmer, for instance, of France 

or Germany.” 

In other words, the farmers of the United States are paying a 

penalty annually of $270,000,000 in interest more than our 

foreign neighbors on the same amount of borrowed money, for 

the privilege of doing business with banks capitalized and operated 

in this country under existing national banking laws, rules and 

regulations. 

It is also a well established fact, that merchants, manufacturers 

and transportation companies pay an interest charge in this coun- 

try on their borrowed capital, not exceeding 5 to 6 per cent. per’ 

annum, and yet it cannot be denied that the collateral security 

offered by the farmers is much safer than the securities offered 

the banks from the various industrial corporations. 

Why do those peculiar conditions exist? It must be due to the 

fact that farmers lack the financial machinery to place their se- 

curities before investors or bankers in an attractive and quickly 

negotiable form. 

American farmers, representing, as they do, the real wealth pro- 

ducers, have no well defined systems of rural finance. They are 

eubjected to the whims and fancies of our banking institutions, 

and forced to pay whatever interest rate is charged, without the 

power of resistance. 

DYNAMIC AND STATIC MONEY 

In discussing the subject of rural finances I wish to make 

myself clear. There are two forms of money in this country, one 
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we will call dynamic, or active dollars, and the other, static, or 

dead dollars. Money in a dynamic form is ready money, and in 

a position to multiply itself; whereas static money is mobile, or 

practically unemployed. 

Money to be employed to advantage must find a constant, 

dynamic use. With the ordinary commercial account, every dollar 

is placed on the active line of engagement, and dollars not so 

engaged can be immediately returned to the bank and ceases to 

pay interest for the time it is not wanted. 

A farm mortgage, on the other hand, gives a fixed amount for 

a fixed period, and this is contrary to commercial usage which 

permits the free engagement of every dollar in current business. 

Additional farm loans mean additional mortgages, and if a com- 

mercial house were compelled to do business as farmers in this 

country are forced to do, it would soon wind up in bankruptey. 

While commerce has all the active or dynamic dollars at its 

command, our great agricultural interests have but little, if any 

kind of money at its command, and that little is mostly statie or 

dead money which is capable of being turned over but once a year. 

The ruinous supply credit system on the one hand, and the 

domination of the buying interests over the farmers’ products on 

the other, has made it practically impossible for the average pro- 

ducer to succeed beyond the ability to barely eke out an existence 

for himself and family, securing only the actual necessities of 

life, without luxuries in their homes, or the power to properly 

clothe and educate their children. This condition cannot and 

must not continue. The whole future of our great republic 

depends upon the building up of a happy, satisfied, thrifty and 

progressive system of rural life. 

THE EUROPEAN BANKING SYSTEMS 

You ask me, therefore, to explain how it is proposed to obtain 

for the farmers of America the benefit of dynamic money, and 

sufficient active capital upon which to operate their business, and 

free themselves from the thraldom of the commercial forces which 

have bound under a yoke the agricultural industry of this country. 

It is believed that this can be successfully done by adopting the 

methods employed by European farmers through their systems of 
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rural credit banks. These systems are three in number, namely: 
The Raiffeison, Schultze-Delitzch and Landschaften. 

The Raitfeison system of banks in Germany are small banks, 

organized by small farmers in local communities, and the business 

done is on loans granted upon the plan of unlimited lability, that 

is to say, each loan to each individual member is guaranteed by 

endorsement of all the members constituting the shareholders of 

the bank. This system of banks in Germany last year did a busi- 

ness exceeding one billion five hundred million dollars, without 

losses, and an interest charge not exceeding 4 per cent. 

These small banks are not operated primarily for the purpose 

of making big dividends or paying large salaries, but for the 

purpose of maintaining a medium for financing the membership 

of the institutions with ready capital when needed in the conduct 

of their farming operations. 

The Schultze-Delitzsch system of banks is known as the popular 

urban banks, and is operated somewhat after the fashion of our 

present. country banks, only the stockholders are much more 

numerous, and the rate of interest does not exceed 4 per cent. 

per annum. 

The Landschaften system of banks is under the direct control 

and operation of the landowners of the various provinces where 

they do business. 

These are the strongest and most powerful rural banks in the 

whole of Europe, and under this plan the system of doing busi- 

ness 1s substantially the same as that of the American Merger or 

Trust Corporation. 

A group of landowners in a county will organize into a league 

or corporation. They merge their lands into a negotiable bond, 

each unit in the bond representing the amount of land owned by 

each individual member of the league. This bond is rendered by 

law liquid and negotiable, by reason of its being ample security 

and perfectly safe for a loan of from 50 to 75 per cent. of the 

fairly assessed value of the lands incorporated in the bond. These 

bonds run for 20, 30 and 40 years, and find ready sale in the 

great money markets of Europe at from 3 to 4 per cent. per 

annum. They are considered as safe as government bonds and 

are as eagerly sought by investors. 
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There are billions of dollars of these land bonds in circulation 

in Europe, and wherever the farmers have issued them for the 

purpose of capitalizing their banks, money has been both cheap 

and plentiful, and agriculture very much more prosperous. 

A land bond for one million dollars will readily secure five hun- 

dred thousand dollars in cash, and with this capital a farmers’ 

bank is created in the county or province where the members of the 

league reside. Under this system farmers’ national banks could 

be created in this country the same as ordinary national banks. 

These land bonds could be deposited with the federal govern- 

ment as security against the issuance of national bank notes and 

present a higher and more gilt edge collateral than the usual se- 

curities deposited with the government for the issuance of national 

bank notes. 

Loans in these various systems of banks are granted for short 

periods of 3, 6 and 9 months, or for longer periods of 1, 2 and 

3 years. 

This enables the small farmer to manage his affairs on a spot 

cash basis, and encourages the larger landowner to equip his 

farm with modern machinery and conduct his business in such a 

way as to secure all the profits to which he is legitimately entitled. 

The long-time loans also enale farmers to purchase and gradually 

pay for their farms. It means a system of cooperative effort, not 

alone in the furnishing of cash capital to each farmer at a low 

rate of interest, to plant, cultivate and harvest his crop, but it 

means cooperative effort in marketing the products of the farm at 

profitable values to each producer. 

In Germany alone, last year, these three systems of agricultural 

cooperative banks did a business among the farmers of over five 

million dollars, and Germany is comparatively a small country. 

What we need is capital in abundance, and which we can secure 

by the enactment of laws which will permit the farmers to liquify 

their assets, the same as the merchants and manufacturers, and 

which has been so successfully done in European countries for 

the past fifty years. 

There are no trusts in Europe which handle farm products. 

There can be none. Under these systems of rural finance and 
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cooperative agricultural societies, the farmers market their 

products direct to the retailers and consumers. 

The middleman, the jobber or the trust have no standing in 

Europe and could not get a foothold if they tried, because they 

could not get possession of any part of the farmers’ products. 

OUR SYSTEM TOO LIMITED 

The present system of rural finance in this country is too lim- 

ited on the one hand, and is expansive at only one period of the 

year. 

We have expansion of our currency in the South during the 

spring months of planting and cultivating the crops, while we 

suffer from contraction during the fall and winter months of mar- 

keting the farm products. 

The eastern banks lend millions of dollars to southern banks 

during the spring to aid in financing supply merchants and such 

farmers who are able to secure cash advances. But these loans 

are made payable in October and the eastern banks call this money 

promptly from their southern borrowers, hence the local banks 

call the supply merchants, and these in turn call the producers, 

and the cotton crop, the only security for southern credit, is forced 

from the fields to the market as rapidly as it can be harvested, 

ginned and baled. 

This system of business cuts both ways. It means enormously 

high rates of interest which the farmers must pay for supplies 

bought on credit to grow the crops, and it further means the 

exaction of a tremendous penalty from the farmers in the fall 

and winter months in being forced to dump an enormous over- 

supply of cotton on the markets, the price of which is oftentimes 

unmercifully hammered down by speculative manipulation. 

I am not familiar with the methods employed in your farming 

operations in this section, but I assume that your experiences are 

somewhat similar to those prevailing among the agricultural popu- 

lation of the South. Southern farmers are progressing and suc- 
ceeding even with the handicaps I have outlined, but their 

advancement and development would be far greater if their 

financial opportunities were made more liberal and attractive. 

The farmers must be free from the controlling influences of 
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Wall Street and the present unfair system of American financial 

operations. They must be placed in possession of a system of 

finance made possible through the liquification of their own assets 

and under their own control and operation. 

ASSEMBLING A COMMISSION 

The Southern Commercial Congress, with headquarters at 

Washington, D, C., is now actively engaged in assembling a com- 

mission of two delegates from each state to go to Europe in April 

and make a careful and thorough investigation of the rural bank- 

ing systems which have been in such successful operation in 

foreign countries. This movement has the endorsement of the 

United States Senate, the President of the United States and the 

governors of the various states in the union. 

Many of the states have already acted upon this matter and 

have appointed delegates and secured the necessary appropria- 

tions for expenses. I feel assured that this state will be fully 

represented on the commission. 

The time consumed in the investigation will be three months, 

and the average expense per delegate will be about $1,200. It is 

now practically assured that nearly every state in the union will 

be represented on the commission. 

The American ambassadors to the various European countries 

will give every possible cooperation to the committee during the 

time of the investigation. 

WANT OF COOPERATIVE EFFORT 

As an evidence of the absence of cooperative effort and the 

imperative need of some system of sound finance to aid the 

farmers in marketing their products, I desire to call your atten- 

tion to the crops of cotton produced in the South during the years 

1910 and 1911. The crop of 1910, amounting to 11,500,000 

bales, sold in the markets for $963,000,000. The crop of 1911, 

nearly 16,000,000 bales, sold for only $860,000,000. The crop of 

1911, although 35 per cent. larger than the crop of 1910, sold for 

$103,000,000, or 10 per cent. less than the smaller crop. 

An absence of cooperative effort and inability to market the 

crop of 1911 according to an intelligent and business-like system 
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caused the cotton growers to lose $425,000,000 in the short space 

of six months, because they should have received practically the 

same price per pound for both crops. 

Our whole system of production and marketing needs revision, 

but I do not see how proper and protective methods can be intro- 

duced and put into practical effect until a system of rural finance 

has been worked out which will enable the farmers to cultivate 

their crops at a minimum of expense and then hold and market 

them only as they are required for consumption in the legitimate 

channels of trade. 

EFFECT OF NEW SYSTEM 

If this commission should be able, after a thorough investigation 

of the European banking systems, to devise practical plans for 

meeting the reyuirements for an abundant supply of ready money 

for producing and marketing our farm products, they will succeed 

in lifting the yoke from American farmers and lay the founda- 

tion for a revival in the interest of agriculture which is essential 

in working out a scheme for the right kind of progress among our 

rural population. 

There can be no general thrift or progress in agriculture that is 

based largely upon tenantry. We must encourage the ownership 

of small farms by small landlords, and follow that up by develop- 

ing a practical system of financing the small farmer, as well as 

the large landowner, and encouraging his active cooperation in 

the matter of marketing his farm products so that the result of 

his labor will bring to him and his family a higher measure of 

satisfaction and a richer reward in the future than has been 

realized in the past. 

When we have placed the dynamic dollar in the hands of the 

farmers and presented a medium through which they will be the 

masters, in the marketing of their farm products, in place of 

being the slaves to the buying world, then will the farm become 

the mecca of present and future generations which are now seeking 

the more attractive influences of the town and city. The poverty 

and congestion of city population should be relieved by a life of 

freedom and peaceful contentment in the country. 
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FEDERAL BANKING LAWS 

American farm lands have been outlawed under the Federal 

Banking Acts, denying landowners the right to secure loans, or 

make liquid the most valuable asset and the best security in the 

nation. 

This may have been caused by the fluctuations in land values 

due to the continuous opening up of great government reservations 

in our western territory. But these open lands have now become 

homesteads, and improved farm lands have reached a stable value 

which must become dearer in price as time rolls on. The incentive 

for refusing to recognize land as a safe and valued asset for capi- 

talization in the modern business of agriculture no longer exists. 

The present valuation of improved farming lands in the United 

States is thirty billion dollars, and of this amount, over seven 

hundred millions is in this state. The total amount of bonds and 

stocks in circulation in the United States is thirty billion dollars, 

and our total circulating medium of gold, silver and paper money 

amounts to three billion dollars. 

The landowners of the United States therefore possess landed 

securities in valuation ten times in excess of the entire circulating 

capital of the nation and safer than any government bond or other 

class of securities deposited in the vaults of the federal treasury. 

To liquify this great asset, as it has been so successfully done 

in European countries, will forever solve the problem of agri- 

culture in this country, and enable the farmers of this and other 

sections to control the production and marketing of their crops 

with profit to themselves and satisfaction to the great masses of 

the people. It will mean the rapid multiplication of small land- 

owners; a more advanced system of agriculture, and a higher type 

of progressive and thrifty citizenship in rural life. 

The best efforts of our state and federal governments, and the 

varied interests of industrial and financial life in this country, 

should be directed for the next quarter of a century toward reform- 

ing and revolutionizing our present system of farming, because the 

farm is the foundation of all prosperity in every department of 

human endeavor, and the greater the success of the farmer the 

greater will be the standing and position of our country among 
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the nations of the world and the greater will be our measure of 

progress and happiness at home. 

Whatever benefits agriculture benefits all things else, and what- 

ever retards agriculture checks progress and advancement in all 

other departments of commercial and industrial life. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, Mr. President and gentlemen of the society, I 

sincerely trust that the agricultural interests of your great state 

will be aroused to the splendid future possibilities to be realized 

from the proper development of your agricultural resources. 

The whole solution of our present farming problems lies in 

cooperative effort and the building up of a strong system of rural 

finance. 

No country possesses such marvelous agricultural resources as 

the United States. No country presents a brighter or more 

attractive future to the rural population of our great nation. 

Providence has blessed the American farmer with everything to 

be desired in soil and climate. The finest consuming markets and 

distributing centers are located at the very doors of our farmers. 

They must awake to these magnificent opportunities and in the 

future carve out for themselves a business of profit and pleasure 

second to none other within the reach of man. The farmer should 

be the master of his business and his vocation should typify the 

ideal life. 

When the business of agriculture has reached that pinnacle of 

dignity and success which it should command, and to which it is 

so clearly entitled, rural life will receive an impetus which will 

place it at the very masthead of the most attractive and successful 

avocations in this country. 

With your great agricultural university offering unprece- 

dented opportunities to your young men to prepare and equip 

themselves for scientific agriculture, there is every incentive for 

a rapid transformation of your undeveloped lands in this state into 

fertile and wealth producing possibilities. 

Train your boys and girls for the farm and teach them that 

success in rural endeavor is not only the highest avocation in life 

for them, but it represents the safety and progress of the nation. 
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Let every farmer in the American Union unite in solving those 

financial and commercial problems which alone represent the only 

obstacles to successful agriculture. As the representatives of the 

greatest industry, let us work together for the upbuilding and 

success of that industry. 

For me and my descendants there is no sectionalism in the 

United States. We all live under the protection of the stars and 

stripes, under one constitution, and with but one great purpose 

in our hearts, and that is, a common cause for the advancement 

of the happiness and prosperity of every law-abiding American 

citizen and the upbuilding of the future strength and magnitude 

of this great nation. 

We must prepare for the evolution of modern thought and 

action in the progress of human events, and by the application of 

scientific agriculture to culture of the soils, the adoption of 

diversification of crops, and by cooperative effort in the marketing 

of our farm products under modern business methods, cause the 

flower of prosperity to bloom over the hills and valleys of our 

native land. 

CommisstonErR Huson: I know we are all delighted with Mr. 

Jordan’s address. This great subject, so prominent now in the 

minds and thoughts of all our people that has been presented here 

to-night in such an instructive and eloquent manner, has, I am 

sure, received added impulse in the State of New York. 

The next subject upon the program is very closely related to 

the address of Mr. Jordan, ‘‘ Can European Cooperative Methods 

be Applied to American Farming,” to be discussed by Professor 

Kemmerer, of Princeton University, whom I now have the honor 

of presenting to you. 

CAN EUROPEAN COOPERATIVE CREDIT METHODS BE APPLIED TO 

AMERICAN FARMING 

EK. W. KemMMERER 

“ Credit supports agriculture as the cord supports the hanged.” 

Such was the dictum of Louis XIV; and such seems to have been 

the philosophy, until recently at least, of a substantial percent- 

age of American farmers. Far different has been that of the 

European farmer. I know of no more striking phenomena in ihe 
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history of modern credit, than the wonderful development of 

cooperative agricultural credit in Europe during the last two gen- 

erations, on the one hand, and the utter failure, on the other 

hand, of such credit to develop in the United States. Contrast 

these two propositions. In 1909 there were in Germany nearly 

13,000 rural cooperative banks affiliated with one federation alone 

(that of Darmstadt) with a membership of 1,163,000 persons, 

and a total business, incoming and outgoing, of over a thousand 

million dollars. Those institutions had deposits of over $375,- 

000,000 and outstanding loans to farmers of about $400,000,000. 

Moreover these figures do not cover anything like all the coopera- 

tive agricultural credit of Germany alone. 

In the same year there was not a single cooperative agricultural 

bank in the United States and this was true despite the substantial 

development of other forms of cooperation among American farm- 

ers, and despite the fact (cited by Mr. George K. Holmes, States- 

man of the Department of Agriculture at Washington) that 

“whole counties had been populated in the Northwest by 

European agriculturists who came from neighborhoods where 

they were familiar with agricultural credit.” 

My subject to-night is in the form of a question “ Can 

European Cooperative Credit Methods be Applied to American 

Farming ?”’ 

What I have to say will be limited chiefly to short-time agri- 

cultural credit as distinguished from long-time mortgage or land 

credit. The former is used primarily to obtain funds for effi- 

ciently operating the farm; the latter for buying the farm itself. 

Assuming that you are familiar with what these European 

methods are, the first question to ask is: Why have not European 

methods already been adopted in this country? The German co- 

operative agricultural banks have been in successful operation for 

two generations. Why have they not been brought to the United 

States, as they have to most European countries, and been adapted 

to American conditions? This question is much easier to ask than 

to answer. The fact that they have not been brought here 

naturally creates the suspicion that there may be some insuper- 

able obstacles to their development in this country. No such in- 

superable obstacles in my judgment exist, and I believe that the 
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failure of these institutions to take root and grow in this country 

can be explained on other grounds, among which may be men- 

tioned : 

1. Our wonderful agricultural domain where good land could 

be had until recently almost for the asking, and where for genera- 

tions land was so cheap and labor and capital so dear that exten- 

sive cultivation was generally unprofitable. 

2. The prosperity of our farmers who have not been forced by 

dire necessity to resort to usurious credit as were the farmers of 

Germany during the first half of the last century when the co- 

operative banks of Germany were established. 

3. The unsettled character of a considerable part of our agri- 

cultural population, as it has moved continually westward in 

taking up new lands, and more recently as it has been retracing 

its steps or moving northward. The population of many agri- 

cultural communities has been so changeable that it was difficult 

for the people to get together on a proposition involving so much 

mutual confidence as does a cooperative bank. 

4. The heterogeneous character of many of our rural communi- 

ties, resulting from the westward movement of our population 

and from our large immigration from different parts of Europe. 

Here we have many different nationalities thrown together in one 

section — Americans, Germans, Swedes, and Italians. 

The size of the farms and the financial responsibility of the 

farmers moreover are very unequal. 

5. The isolation of our farmers in this country of large farms 

and magnificent distances. Mutual confidence which is the cor- 

nerstone of cooperative agricultural credit requires that the co- 

operators should be able to get together easily, and that one should 

be able to know what the other is doing. 
To emphasize most of these obstacles to-day is to brand oneself 

as belonging to a past generation. Our domain of free arable 

land is practically gone, good farms must be bought, and for them 

ever increasing prices must be paid. The era of hand cultivation 

is giving way to that of farm machinery propelled by horse-power 

and even by steam, gasoline, or electricity, with its resulting great 

increase in the efficiency of labor. Kleven years ago the editor 

of the Dakota Farmer, in his testimony before the United States 
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Industrial Commission, put the matter tersely, and with little ex- 

aggeration, as affecting his own section of the country, at least, 

when he said: ‘‘ When I first worked out it took five binders to 

follow a machine, one man to rake off, and one to carry the 

bundles together. Now the hired girl frequently drives a ma- 

chine that does the whole business.” The increase in the value 

of farm implements and machinery per acre of land in farms 

from 1900 to 1910 was 62 per cent. Recent years have also wit- 

nessed a great increase in the demands upon farmers for working 

capital in the form of artificial fertilizer, the expenditure for 

which in the United States nearly doubled in the twenty years 

ending 1899, and more than doubled again in the ten years 1899 

to 1909. 

As the result of such tendencies and of the rapid depletion of 

our free domain, farming in the United States is losing its old 

time kinship to mining and becoming more like manufacturing. 

More and better machinery and more power are needed on most 

farms in the interest of efficiency. This ealls for short-time credit, 

but a supply of good machinery and of power require a fair sized 

farm for their efficient utilization — hence the need for larger 

farms and for mortgage credit to make their purchase possible. 

The manufacturers’ business is financed largely through credit 

and a given capital is thereby rendered manifoldly efficient. 

There is a strong prospect that a growing percentage of our best 

farmers will likewise through the sane use of credit make their 

limited capital do more efficient work in the future. 

Not only will the farmer need credit in the future more than 

he has in the past, he will also be in a better position than he 

is now to get it. 

Our farming population is becoming more settled now that the 

free lands are practically gone and the frontier has disappeared. 

The isolation of the farmer is rapidly becoming a thing of the 

past, with the advent of rural free delivery, rural telephone, the 

automobile and the parcel post. The farmer no longer buys gold 

bricks nor is duped by fraudulent lightning rod schemes except 

in the pages of the comic supplements. 

When seeking credit the farmer can offer better security than 

ever before. His markets are larger, better organized, more cer- 
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tain, and more accessible. The risk of crop failure is less, thanks 

to the wonderful progress of scientific agriculture. There are few 

pests which cannot now be readily controlled by the intelligent 

farmer, who takes time by the forelock. The problem of moisttire 

is growing less serious every year with the improvements in irri- 

gation, dry farming and the more scientific diversification of 

crops. 

Farmers furthermore are getting together more than ever be- 

fore; they understand each other better; and there is a growing 

sense of unity of interest. This has been stimulated in part by 

the exactions of the middleman to whom the farmer sells and from 

whom he buys. It finds expression in meetings such as this, in 

the grange, the agricultural college, and in the increasing resort 

to cooperation, as in cooperative buying, selling, cooperative 

creameries, cheese factories, grain elevators, telephone exchanges 

and the like. 

But, says the sceptie, granting that all this may be true, it does 

not necessarily follow that we need cooperative agricultural banks. 

The United States already has over 26,000 commercial banks, 

national, state, and private, a large proportion of which are in 

small towns and villages, and all of which can loan to farmers. 

“And, as a matter of fact,” the sceptic adds, “a great many of 

these banks do loan to farmers.” 

For over a year, I have been making inquiries in different sec- 

tions of the country as to the extent to which responsible farmers 

could secure of local banks an adequate supply of short-time credit 

on reasonable terms. The replies to these inquiries show widely 

divergent conditions in different sections of the country, and often 

in neighboring parts of the same section. In some sections farm- 

ers seem to be well provided with credit facilities at fair rates. 

One informant, for example, in Nebraska writes: “ I have never 

felt that in this locality farmers suffered in any way from lack of 

eredit facilities. In this section, farmers use short-time credit 

to fully as great an extent as do business men in the city and 

smaller towns. In fact, I think it is true that in the smaller 

towns the bankers favor the farmers in preference to the small 

business men.” Similar reports have been received from parts 

of Indiana, and from Iowa. The latter state appears to be par- 
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ticularly well provided with banking facilities for farmers. Al- 
though ranking fifteenth in population among the states of the 

Union it ranks first in the number of banks, many of which are 

said to be owned and controlled by farmers. or some sections, 
on the other hand, the testimony is that adequate credit facilities 

are not available to small farmers at any price. This is the situ- 

ation in many parts of the South, although there has been in 

recent years a rapid growth of banking facilities in that section. 

In still other sections, it is reported that the rates charged farmers, 

in the form of interest and commissions, are greater than those 

charged merchants of equal responsibility. In some sections 

farmers complain that bankers treat them as if they were confer- 

ring a great favor in extending them well protected loans at the 

market rate of interest. Conditions sometimes vary decidedly in 

neighboring communities, the farmers in one neighborhood being 

well provided with credit facilities, and those in another a few 

miles away enjoying very scant facilities. Great differences of 

this kind in different localities are found in New York State. 

The Department of Agriculture at Washington has just com- 

pleted an investigation based upon a questionnaire sent to about 

nine thousand persons throughout the country, approximately one- 

third being farmers, one-third bankers, and one-third rural mer- 

chants. These nine thousand persons were requested to state what 

percentage, in their opinion, of the farmers owning their land and 

able to give good security or indorsed note would use more bor- 

rowed money conservatively and profitably, if they could secure 

it on reasonable terms. Some of the correspondents did not 

answer the question, and some of the answers received could not 

be used. Of those received which indicated a correct understand- 

ing of the question, 26 per cent. replied that no farmers in their 

communities would so use more borrowed money, while 74 per 

cent. replied that on the average about one-third of the farmers in 

their communities would use more borrowed money conservatively 

and profitably. Almost the same percentages were shown for 

tenants able to give good security or an indorsed note. On this 

subject of the adequacy or inadequacy of existing credit facilities 

for farmers, the information available is altogether too scant to 

justify a safe judgment. Neither the comptroller of the currency 
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at Washington, nor any of our state banking departments, so far 

as I know, have made a careful inquiry of the banks under their 

supervision as to the amount, character and terms of their agri- 

cultural loans. Such investigations are imperatively needed, as a 

first step in the movement for improving agricultural credit facili- 

ties in this country. We should know more about present agri- 

cultural credit needs and the facilities for meeting them, before 

we undertake any wholesale reforms. 

The statements just made as to the great differences in the 

needs tor agricultural credit in different parts of the country 

suggests one of the great merits of the cooperative credit plan; 

i. e., 1ts adaptability to widely divergent local conditions. In 

Europe there are cooperative credit institutions like the German 

Landschaften to provide mortgage credit for the landowner, others 

like the Schultze-Delitzsch banks to provide short-time credit for 

the merchant, professional man and laborer in the cities and 

towns, as well as for farmers; others like the Raiffeisen banks and 

the Wollemborg banks of Italy to provide short-time credit pri- 

marily or exclusively for the farmer. There are cooperative banks 

with large capitals and cooperative banks with practically no 

capital; banks with unlimited liability of shareholders, banks with 

double hability and still others in which the shareholders’ liability 

does not extend beyond his share of the capital and accumulated 

surplus; there are cooperative banks with handsome buildings and 

a large and well-paid administrative force discharging in regular 

order a constant round of business, and there are others where 

the administrative work is practically all gratuitous — banks like 

the typical Raiffeisen bank described by Fay as follows “Tt is a 

small single room, probably at the back of a farm building, opened 

twice a week and presided over by a single occupant — the 

accountant. Business is apt to be found desultory; a small child 
brings in a few savings; an hour afterwards a palsied old man, 

signing by a cross, draws out a couple of pounds, and so on to the 

end of the day, the really important business being done at the 

weekly meeting of directors.” 

If cooperative credit is to have a vigorous growth in America 

it will need to be given a fairly free hand to adapt itself to local 
conditions. There are many sections of the United States in 
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which it would be premature at the present time to attempt to 

develop cooperative agricultural banks, either because present 

banking facilities for farmers are reasonably adequate, or because 

there is not sufficient confidence of farmers in each other to make 

eredit cooperation possible. Cooperative credit cannot be superim- 

posed upon the country, either by the federal government or by 

the state governments. It must have its beginnings and its early 

growth —if that growth is to be vigorous —- in small local banks 

established here and there throughcut the country where rural 

eredit is most needed, and where farmers have already learned 

the lessons of cooperation through experience with other coopera- 

tive enterprises. From these nuclei it will extend to other places. 

Farmers should guard themselves against relying too much on 

the government in this matter. The federal government has 

already performed the chief services which should be expected of 

it in the campaign of education it has conducted. It has pub- 

lished and scattered broadcast a mass of valuable literature show- 

ing farmers how cooperative credit is being carried on with won- 

derful success in Europe. From the state governments a small 

amount of legislation will probably suffice. Cooperative credit 

societies are not commercial banks, and they should be freed from 

many of the hampering provisions of commercial banking laws 

which now apply to them. Massachusetts in 1909 set the other 

states a good example in her law for cooperative credit societies. 

A reasonable amount of government supervision, however, on the 

part of the state banking departments seems desirable. The word 

cooperation is derived from two Latin words: con meaning 

“ together,” and operare meaning ‘ to work.” It means literally 

“ together-working.” If it ever sueceeds in the United States, 

” of the farmers, rather it will be due to the “ together-working 

than to the overworking or the paternalism of the state. The 

initiative in the establishment of rural credit banks should be 

taken by the farmers themselves, and they should boldly assume 

responsibility for the scheme’s success. American farmers have a 

tremendous advantage in this movement over the European 

farmers of a half a century ago; they are much better off finan- 

cially than were their European predecessors, and they have had 
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the advantage of Europe’s long and varied experience. If the 

American farmer cannot make it go without government subven- 

tions, I greatly overestimate his initiative, his judgment and his 

backbone. 

When these societies have proved a success, have accumulated 

a substantial capital and surplus, and in other respects established 

themselves upon a sound financial basis, then and not until then 

will it be reasonable to expect the governnent to cooperate with 

them by using their central institutions as depositories of postal 

savings and other government funds. 

Much is being said upon the question of limited vs. unlimited 

liability of shareholders. The early cooperative credit banks in 

Germany employed the principle of unlimited liability. This was 

true of the Schultze-Delitzsch banks and of the Raiffeisen banks. 

The former are now rapidly adopting the principle of limited 

hability, while the pure Raiffeisen banks still hoid to the original 

principle, although some of the offshoots of the Raiffeisen system 

in other countries have given it up. There is much to be said in 

favor of unlimited liability in the early stages of cooperative 

eredit, particularly among farmers of little capital. When mem- 

bers of a cooperative bank are held personally responsible for the 

failures of each other, they are careful to elect only honest respon- 

sible people to membership, they use great care in the loans they 

grant, and concern themselves with the disposition that is made 

of the funds borrowed. Furthermore the ability of a credit 

society to borrow funds from other institutions will often be 

greatly enhanced if the members of the society are subject to un- 

limited liability. On the other hand many persons who would 

make most desirable members of cooperative credit societies would 

be kept out by an unlimited liability requirement. Such a require- 

ment should not be made unless it is necessary to secure a reason- 

able amount of funds for beginning business. Our American 

farmers as a class are in a much stronger position financially than 

are the farmers of Europe. In a great many American com- 

munities sufficient funds could probably be secured for a good 

beginning without the adoption of an unlimited liability obliga- 

tion. In Canada unlimited liability has not been found necessary. 

A double liability as in the ease of our national banks, or even a 
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triple lability, might be desirable. As the cooperative societies 

prospered, accumulated a surplus, and leagued themselves together 

into district and central associations the arguments for unlimited 

liabilities would grow weaker. While I believe that the principle 

of limited lability is better adapted to American conditions, than 

that of unlimited liability, there are doubtless some communities 

in which the latter would be preferable, and I believe it would be 

a mistake to lay down any rigid rule that would prevent co- 

operators from adopting unlimited liability when they thought it 

desirable. 

The conclusion may be summarized in a few words. Farming 

is he only important line of business in America to-day, the 
operations of which are not financed extensively by means of 

credit. The conservative use of credit for productive purposes 

renders a given amount of capital manifoldly efficient. Efficiency 

is the watchword of the twentieth century business. The progres- 

sive farmer will resort to credit to a greater extent in the future 

than he has in the past. Much of this credit may be secured from 

existing banks; and bankers will more and more cater to the trade 

of farmers. In many sections of the country, however, credit 

facilities for farmers will prove altogether inadequate; in other 

sections the farmer will be unduly exploited by high interest rates 

and commisions. He has it in his power to provide credit facilities 

for himself when those available are inadequate, and to prevent 

extortionate rates when such rates are charged. He may adopt the 

simple expedient which has stood the test of a half a century in 

Europe, of capitalizing his own industry and honesty in the foun- 

dation of cooperative credit banks. He may accumulate the 

needed funds through his own savings, and through the pledge of 

that high type of security the good name of a neighborhood group 

of honest and thrifty farmers. In doing so he should not forget 

that the cooperative agricultural bank is a new plant for American 

soil; that the seeds should be carefully selected, the best soil 

chosen, and the first crop should be small and well cultivated, if 

good seed is to be available for the future. The first crop should 

not be raised in a government hothouse. 

The meeting was then adjourned. 
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15 

Morning SEssion 

Meeting called to order by President Sisson, 

Tur Presipenr: The first item of business is the report of 

pur Secretary, Mr. Albert E. Brown of Batavia. 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

ALBERT EK. Brown 

The proceedings of last year, of course, were published in book 
form and mailed to all members by the department of agriculture. 

Copies of the proceedings of this meeting will be printed in the 

same form and mailed to the members. 

The old lite membership list of this society ran up in the neigh- 

borhood of 1,600. It has been revised from year to year and 

especially the first year that the state took over the State Fair. At 

that time there were, I think, about 1,600 names on the life mem- 

bership list. It had not been revised for several years. Several 

hundred names were cut off, and each year since it has been revised 

until there are now 953 names on the life membership list. Many 

of these people are undoubtedly dead and we should like to get 

that list still further revised so as to keep it up to date. We all 

know that the life members of this society are entitled to free 

admission to the State Fair, and being connected with both insti- 

tutions I came in closer touch with this proposition this year 

than I ever had before. There were 254 of the life members who 

appled at the State Fair for their rights of free admission this 

last year. There was some trouble and dissatisfaction among the 

old life members that was embarrassing to me particularly, because 

the State Fair Commission last year decided to change from the 
ticket system to the cash gate admission. Previous to that time 

there had been life membership tickets made out and mailed to 

those who applied for them, good for one admission a day during 

the week, and others who applied during the fair were given the 
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same. Of course, last year on the cash system that could not be 

done. There were no tickets printed of any kind. The course 

adopted was that the life member presenting himself at the fair 

should pay his admission and go to the treasurer’s office and if I 

was satisfied that he was a life member his 50 cents was refunded. 

That was done to 253 who did attend the fair — there were 567 

admissions, that is, they attended on an average twice, and they 

were given their 50 cents back for each admission. But quite a 

number of these people came in with the idea that they would 

receive $3; came in Monday, for instance, and they thought they 

were going to be given 50 cents a day for the six days, or if they 

came Tuesday they expected $2.50, which of course they could 

not get. 

THE PReEsipENT: You have heard the report of our Secretary. 

Are there any remarks ? 

Mr. T. B. Witson: Does Mr. Brown make any recommenda- 

tion as to what might be done to eliminate this difficulty ? 

Mr. Brown: I could not. If anyone has a suggestion of that 

kind I am sure it would receive attention because the State Fair 

Commission wants to adjust that if there is any more satisfactory 

way. I do not know how there is inasmuch as these turnstiles will 

be used another year. They are a success so far as getting the 

money is concerned, and that seems to be the only embarrassing 

part of it. The trouble with the old ticket system was that two- 

thirds to three-quarters of all the admissions to the fair were by 

people who bought railroad tickets with an admission coupon at- 

tached. For instance, a year ago last fall, paid admissions to the 

State Fair in round numbers were $85,000. The railroad 

coupons amounted to more than $64,000. The cash that we took 

in was about $20,000, and it was pretty tight squeezing to pay the 

running expenses during the fair; to pay the racing purses and 

things of that kind. Then we had to wait nine weeks before 

the New York Central made a settlement. The New York Central 

and West Shore Railroads owed something like $36,000 of that 

$64,000. We could not pay our bills until we could settle with 

the railroads, but last fall we had all the cash every night. 
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Mr. Turrie: I do not see why the embarrassments that our 

Secretary speaks of could not be easily avoided by allowing the 

holders of life-membership tickets to enter the grounds at the en- 

trances where the turnstile does not exist. I] know last year that 

a number of people were admitted to the fair on a proper voucher. 

For instance, working at the fair last fall I was endeavoring to 

get some material for the Food Investigating Commission. Mr. 

Huson, who was a member of that commission, very kindly volun- 

teered to delegate certain of his force to assist in getting the infor- 

mation. Now, I know that they had a red ticket and they were 

admitted. They did not go through the turnstile. What is the 

reason these life-membership ticket holders may not be received in 

the same way ¢ 

Mr. Brown: There were no red tickets printed. They had a red 

button, and they went through a turnstile further down. 

Mr. van Atstyne: Would not that be open to the same objec- 

tion as the old ticket system, that they would be transferable and 

the fellow at the gate would not know whether the holder was a 

member or not ? 

Mr. Park: I was an exhibitor at the fair last year. Each and 

every exhibitor, I think, went through the exhibitors’ gate. I do 

not see why the life members could not go through the same gate, 

which is only a few steps from the other turnstile. 

Mr. Scuriver: My opinion is that if the state or State Fair 

Commission made a contract with the life members of this asso- 

ciation, that contract ought to be sacredly kept, whatever diffi- 

culties or embarrassments or nonsensical notions might be involved. 

We should, whatever we do, command the respect of the general 

population. We could afford to sacrifice a little inconvenience and 

do a little extra work and perhaps lose 25 cents here and there, to 

maintain the respect and consideration of the agricultural com- 

munity. That is my judgment. 

On motion the report of the Secretary was accepted. 

Tue Prestpent: We will now listen to the report of the 

Treasurer, Mr. Harry B. Winters, First Assistant Commissioner 

of Agriculture. 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 

Harry B. Winters 

RECEIPTS 

Balance on hand, as per last year’s report.. $200 19 

Dues received, 26 life members........... 260 00 

Dues received, 64 annual members....... 64 00 

Comirilitloneiegey face ess ss enews wae eee 6 00 

OGLE BM ewok 0a fois, aie 9: o <4 65. wanes egaiere roils oe er 

DisBURSEMENTS 

diosepnsP: Horan, show cards. 2)... i000 2c $2 50 

E. M. Effler, services and expenses........ 13 75 

W. M. Bates, services and expenses...... 107s 

Christopher Degenaar, services........... 2 00 

ranks de Weevy,| SCTVICES|s <jni)2 oncese lean : 2 00 

Chester 6; Smith, services... .-eee 2 00 

F. W. Sessions, for printing, etc.......... 15 00 

F. W. Rockwell, hotel bill for speakers.... 19 85 

Cae Harding, printing badges:(+. ss 13 00 

AuMeesota Orchestra . +.2/4:5% casatow ate 26 00 

Cres rate, PTI ..clsie ree Sass adele ely MEO e 

Pere Chapman, services...ccen samen 2 00 

Brandow Printing Co., stationery ...... 28 00 

Grandow Printing Co., programs ...... 25 00 

Returmed: duessoverpaid.. «syne sls a A oiew sve 1 00 

PPS Rea aah Boies sé) smo 9% © ha ete anere wena 1 00 

Brandow Printing: Co., printing; <=. - 12 75 

Ezra A. Tuttle, printing and postage, Pro- 

ducers’ and Consumers’ conference..... 17 25 

Co) Ei Elance sprintinp .': - 4 0ctaknmest e 6 50 

F. W. Sessions, printing and postage, ete.. 26 82 

Addressing envelopes, etc............... 19 50 

ote ise creer trees dts ca Scie Sopot tase ea eee 257 47 
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Tue Prestpent: I hold here a report from the Auditing 

Committee appointed yesterday morning, which reads as follows: 

“ Your committee examined the accounts of your Treasurer Mr. 

Winters, and found them correct in every respect according to 

report made by him to the society.” 

(Signed) C. R. Wurtz, 
Wiii1aAmM HaypeEn. 

On motion the report of the treasurer was accepted and filed. 

Mr. Ditton: Our treasury is not very much burdened with 

funds and we do not have a very extensive membership. It 

seems to me that we ought to make some little effort to increase 

the membership and incidentally the funds. 

Now to put that thought in conerete form I want to suggest,— 

you can accept it as a motion if you lke,— that the secretary, 

treasurer, executive committee or the officers in general, prepare 

a circular letter to send out to a list of at least 10,000 to 25,000 

farmers in this state about the first of next January, announcing 

our annual meeting, giving some little intimation as to what the 

convention is going to be and what it is going to discuss, and asking 

for memberships; life members, or the option of an annual mem- 

bership to those who do not feel that they can come in with a life 

membership. That will not entail an expense in excess of $100 

and I think it ought to materially increase our membership, and 

very much increase our revenues. If that thing could be contin- 

ued year after year, and probably increased if the returns war- 

ranted it, we might have a society here that would be larger than 

we have at present. 

THe Presrpent: Mr. Sessions, in his report for the Committee 

on Publicity, spoke of returns from a cireular letter sent out at 

an expense of $20. He received $180 and 20 annual members, 

they took in $205 with their own time and energy. That is an 

indication of what might be done. 

Mr. Sessions: We sent out about 1,050 letters but they were 

not sent to a list such as is proposed by Mr. Dillon. They were 

simply sent to each member asking that member to constitute him: 
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self a committee of one on membership and to make an effort to 

secure from his neighbor or some friend or acquaintance an ap- 

plication for membership in this society. That was the appeal we 

made. We did not feel justified in going ahead without some 

authority from the society itself on an extensive mail campaign 

as Mr. Dillon has suggested, but I think it would be a good thing 

to do. I think it would show results. 

Tut Prestpent: We shall take your suggestion, Mr. Dillon, 

under consideration. 

Mr. M. G. Karys: I suggest that as a part of this publicity 

business or campaign for membership, the agricultural press 

and the county press be notified at least two weeks in advance of 

the circularization so that as much as possible the objects of the 

association and the program for the following meeting shall be- 

come diffused in the public mind, especially the minds of the 

farmers. It is one of the great difficulties that all of the agri- 

cultural and the weekly papers labor under, that they do not get 

advice in time to do the association nearly as much good as 

they would like. For this meeting the program reached me in 

time to make only one announcement and that a very small one. 

Mr. Bosnarr: If some of these ideas imparted by Mr. Dillon 

and others are carried out it seems to me it will involve a con- 

siderable extra amount of labor on the society and I move that 

the president of this society be instructed to appoint an assistant 

secretary, who shall be a resident of Albany, to help and aid the 

secretary. 

The above motion was carried. 

Tne Presmpent: We are ready for reports of special commit- 

tees and I believe it is proper to receive the report of the Com- 

mittee on Resolutions at this time. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS 

H: ©. Parner 

Your Committee on Resolutions submits the following report 
for your consideration: 

The first recommendation is on the report of the Committee 

on Agricultural Education, a very important report which was 
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referred to this committee because of a resolution at the end. 

It does not seem to me, Mr. President, that it is really a complete 

disposition of the report, merely to adopt the resolution, but 

that is all this committee could do and so I will read the resolu- 

tion at the end of the report, and this I consider as very im- 

portant, bearing on important legislation at this session of the 

legislature. 

Tur Presipent: I believe it was the presiding officer’s idea 

that it was handed you to pass upon and if it suits you, the 

society can act upon it. 

Mr. Paten: The resolution covers the point about which there 

has been quite a little discussion on the side, the question of 

the autonomy of the state in the use of funds that may be given 

to it, or returned to it from the national government, that have 

been collected in the ways in which the national revenues are 

gathered. I shall read the resolution: 

“ Therefore, be it Resolved, That if the policy be adopted of 

returning to a state for specific purposes a portion of the income 

that the federal government derives from the indirect taxation 

of the citizens of that state, the state should have the same liberty 

in the application of these funds to the purposes named that it 

has in the use of any other portion of its income.” 

That “ the policy of the further introduction of instruction in 

agriculture into the public schools; and that to better accomplish 

this result, plans should be perfected as rapidly as possible for 

maintaining agricultural instruction with larger allotments; and 

that an allotment be provided each school, union or high school, 

teaching a class of not less than fifteen in agriculture, and for the 

common district school giving an approved course in nature 

study.” 

The committee commends the report in every particular and 

I wish to say that Dr. Jordan, who had to go home last night 

and who was a member of the committee on resolutions, gave 

us a lengthy talk on the importance of certain features of this 

report. 

Mr. Denniston: I move the adoption of the report, 
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Tue Presipent: In view of the peculiar situation in reference 

to this particular report I think this is the proper procedure and 

Mr. Denniston has now moved the adoption of the report of the 

Committee on Agricultural Education, it having been approved 

by our committee on resolutions. 

Motion carried. 

Mr. Paren: Wuereas, There is universal complaint against 
the high cost of living and accumulating evidence of its further 

increase ; and 

Wuereas, Investigation shows that the price of food stuffs at 

the farm scarcely covers the cost of production, and in many cases 

do not promise the cost of shipment, along with the result that 

they are left to rot on the ground, while the cost to the consumer 

is maintained at the high price of unproductive seasons; and 

WuereEas, The investigation further shows that the difference 
between the low price to the producer and the high cost to the 

consumer is caused by the wasteful methods of transportation and 

excessive charges of transportation companies and middlemen; 

and 

Wuereas, It is generally conceded that the most effective way 

to stop this wasteful and expensive method of transportation and 

distribution is through the cooperation of the producer and con- 

sumer in the matter of packing, shipping and buying farm 

products ; 

Therefore be it Resolved, That the legislature of the State of 

New York be requested to pass a bill authorizing the organiza- 

tion of cooperative producing, operating, marketing and buying 

companies by producers and consumers, and that this statute sur- 

round such organizations with every possible safeguard and pre- 

caution of law to the end that the cooperative principle may 

be maintained. Among these provisions we recommend: 

1. That no company or association be allowed to use the word 
cooperation in its name or literature unless organized under the 

cooperative law. 

2. That members in cooperative societies be obliged to hold at 

least one share of the stock of the company. 

3. That the stock held by one person be limited. 
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4, That dividends on the stock be limited. 

5. That companies be organized on the basis of one man one 

vote, irrespective of the stock held. 

6. That the principle of voluntary membership with an equi- 

table participation ‘and control be maintained as an essential prin- 

ciple in all cooperative enterprises organized under the act. 

7. That provision be made by which members may legally bind 

themselves to market certain products, and conduct certain other 

lines of business, through their cooperative societies and to en- 

force such agreements. 

The Committee on Resolutions recommends its adoption. 

Tue Presipent: This very important recommendation is be- 

fore you, gentlemen. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paten: Wuereas, It is universally conceded that the 

most effective way to reduce the high cost of living in cities and 

at the same time return a fair profit to the country producers, 

is through a carefully organized system of cooperation in packing, 

shipping, marketing and buying of food products, thus bringing 

the producer and consumer together and eliminating largely, if 

not entirely, the expense and waste of intervening agencies, and 

Wuereas, Our people are as yet unfamiliar with cooperative 

work and cooperative organizations, considerable work must be 

done to edueate and organize producers and to supervise and 

direct the work in its initiative stages, and 

Wuereas, Our society is without sufficient funds to pursue 

this initiative work, 

Therefore be it Resolved, That the New York State Legisla- 
ture be requested to appropriate $20,000 to be expended through 

the department of agriculture for the purpose of cooperative 

organization among the producers of this state, and this society 

hereby tenders the services of its members to the department of 

agriculture for such advisory and personal assistance as they may 

be able to render in the organization and development of the 

work. 

The committee recommends the adoption of this resolution. 
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I would say that the resolution was gone over carefully with 

the Commissioner of Agriculture and he is ready to do all he 

ean to bring about success. 

Mr. Ditton: I think we ought not to put that resolution 

through, to be perfectly frank about it. I am saying so because 

I wrote it. I do not want to put any resolution through in this 

or any other meeting where the farmers have not had a chance 

to discuss and to tear it to pieces and express their views on it. 
I am prepared to defend it right here in the open. I invite the 

criticism of any farmer with honest views on the subject to get up 

and oppose it. J should like to hear Mr. van Alstyne’s views on 

the subject. 

Mr. van Atstyne: I very much regret to take the time of the 

meeting and my own as well, but I never am unwilling to stand 

for a position when I believe I am right, even though as in this 

ease I am the only one. Now, you are going to the legislature 

and you are asking for $20,000 to do a certain thing, organize 

the producers of the state. Let us take up that phase of it 

just for a minute. It comes pretty near being class legislation, 

does it not, an appropriation to organize the farmers? I am a 

farmer and I will stand for anything that is for their interest but 

I do not believe the farmers want 

they ought to have it — any legislation from the state or national 

governments that is for their benefit solely. The appropriations 

and if they do, I do not believe 

for agricultural education and extension work among the farmers 

are only warranted because they affect the whole body politic, and 

you cannot justify them on any other grounds. You will say, I 
know, that this is justifiable on the same grounds, that you organ- 

ize the producers and it is going to benefit the people as a whole. 

If that is so, then it is justifiable. But I tell you you are right 

on the border line, and it is a bad precedent to establish. This is 

the first reason. 

In the second place, because we are continually talking about 

extravagance in state government and the appropriations that 

are being made for this or that or the other thing. And yet 

what are we doing? We are asking the legislature for appropria- 

tions for this, that or for the other thing. Where is it going to 

stop? To ask for $20,000 to do this specifie work I do believe is 
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not justifiable; first, on principle, and next I believe it is not 

warranted at this time when there are so many appropriations 

asked for that are vital. In the next place, I believe you will 

not get anything out of it. We cannot organize men by legislative 

fiat. You cannot pass a bill here in Albany appropriating $20,000 

for the organization of the farmers and then send outa lot of men 

and organize them unless you have something back of it. It seems 

to me the resolution prior to that covers the ground. It asks for 

legislative aid in bridging the gap between the producer and the 

consumer. I am opposed to it if I am the last man here, unless 

you can convince me | am wrong. I should a great deal rather be 

right than consistent. 

Mr. Ditton: I have been connected more or less with agri- 

cultural work all my life. I believe I attended the first farmers’ 

institute that was ever organized in this state, and have attended 

more or less of them since. I have attended the farmers’ meet- 

ings throughout the state and have heard resolution after resolu- 

tion offered, and appropriation after appropriation provided for 

the education of the farmers of this state. For what? To teach 

them to produce two blades of grass, in the old Dean Swift 

theory, where they produced only one before. For what purpose ? 

To give the railroads a little more freight to handle; the express 

companies a little more express to handle; the food speculators 

and commission merchants a little more produce to handle and a 

little more opportunity for graft; and, if you will have it so — it 

does not often work out that way — give the city consumer a 

cheaper cost of living, and cheaper food. Now, Mr. Jordan told 

you here last night that the farmers of the South raised a small 

crop of cotton one year and received some eight million dollars 
for it, I think. The next year they produced 40 per 

cent. more and received 380 per cent. less for the bumper 

crop than they received for the small crop of the year 

before Now what good is it to us farmers and_ pro- 

ducers for the state to go on spending money and educating us to 

grow bumper crops, to buy fertilizers and hire help, to work our- 

selves, to work our children and our women on the farms and 

produce more stuff to send into the markets, and get less for it 

than we would if we grew only half as much? Now that is the 
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work that has been, and is being done in this state and throughout 

this country right straight along during my recollection of thirty 

years. In Europe they are not doing it that way. They began 

at the other end. They began by helping the farmer and the pro- 

ducer to get more out of what he was already producing. They 

are helping him to market the products that he is already pro- 

ducing so that he is getting a living wage out of it. When they 

help him to do that they know very well that he is going right 

on to produce more and he will produce just as much as he ean 
at a profit, just like other business men are doing in their lines. 
We all know about the difficulties the farmers and producers 

have in marketing their products in New York City or in other 

markets, or even in your local markets. You cannot do it, be- 

cause you have to supply the trade. When I was a young man on 

the farm a young friend of mine went into the hotel business and 

I said ‘‘ George, I want to sell you some stuff.” He said, ‘All 

right, what can you give me?” I said, “I can give you some 

strawberries, a few cabbages, and some apples.” He said, “ John, 

I am awful sorry, but I cannot do a thing for you.” “ Why?” 

“T have people coming here every day and I must have break- 

fast, dinner and supper. I could not depend on you. If there 

were twenty-five farmers around here and they were to assemble 

their products and get them together and were in a position to 

send me just what I wanted every day I should not go to New 

York to purchase. You send your stuff to New York and I go 

down there and buy it and bring it back. It is old and stale, 

and not as good, and if you had an organization here by which 

you could supply me regularly I should buy of you.” Now, that 

is the whole thing in a nut-shell as to the local market. The 

New York market is a different thing. 

Now, this is what I should call simply an extension, Mr. van 

Alstyne, of your educational work and it is the very best kind 

of educational work that has ever been attempted for the pro- 

ducers of this state, and altogether I should rather that you would 

come out in your institutes and drop all of your conservation and 

all of your feeding propositions and your fertilizer propositions 

and turn your institute work for a whole year into the one propo- 

sition of helping the farmer to get a little more out of what he 
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is producing, and never mind the extra barrels, ete. It is not 

worth my while to continue this subject, everyone of you under- 

stands it and it is time that you did something or other to get a 

little more money out of what you are producing. 

Mr. van Austyne: I do not want any gentleman here to think 

I am opposed to the matter of cooperation. Mr. Dillon knows 

better than that because we have discussed that thing many times. 

That is not my thought at all. I want to say this to you, that in 

instructing my institute workers at Geneva last November, one 

of the things I suggested to them was that I wanted them in every 

place where possible to push the matter of local cooperation by 

every means in their power. They are doing it. I said this 

expenditure was unnecessary. We are asking just at this time 

for $25,000 to help the farm bureau movement. That farm 

bureau movement has come to stay. Someone said in this 

hall yesterday that we are going wild on this agricultural 

help extension movement. That is true. Let us look at the 

matter, is there a better way that we can organize the farmers 

than by the farm bureau if it is properly managed? In Niagara 

County they are organizing. Last year they had a crop of peaches 

far beyond their ability to handle or to get cars for. Why? 

Because they did not know what they were going to have. The 

agents of the railroads asked, ‘“‘ How many peaches are you going 

to have?” and provided rolling stock for that amount. At one 

little station they shipped more ears the first week than were 

shipped the entire packing season before. Peaches were selling 

when I was there in September for eighteen cents a basket and 

here in Albany for $1.00 to $1.35 a basket. Now if that farm 

bureau had been organized then as it is now, would it not have 

been a way and the practical thing — you would not need prep- 

aration to do it— that man could have gone out and taken a 

census of the peach crop of Niagara County and when he had 

gathered these facts, as he could easily have done, could then have 

gone to the railroad people and they would have provided cars. 

That same man could have come right here to Albany and 

marketed carloads of peaches without the help of any organiza- 

tion and without any preparation. Now, these farm bureaus 

are coming. Let us get somewhere and do some one thing and do 
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it well; we have agencies enough. The department has organiz- 

ing men now in the cow testing association work to do that very 

thing — to make it produce more economically. Do not let us 

get maudlin in this thing and waste sympathy. I am in favor 

of doing anything to help the farmer, but I am not in favor of 

asking for appropriation after appropriation to dissipate our 

energies when we have agencies enough working already. 

Mr. Turrrr: I am going to give you two or three concrete 

illustrations to show our helplessness. ‘‘ Ezra Tuttle and his lima 

beans’ has gone all over this country because of an illustration 

I happened to give at the conference in New York in December 

on this subject of cooperation. It has gone into all the papers 

and has not been treated with ridicule but has been treated as 

pointing to a fact. I said that our lima beans were selling at 

forty cents a bushel and just at that same time I went into the 

Washington Market and priced lima beans, and at every stall 

they were selling them at fifteen cents a quart, or $4.80 a bushel. 

Now, how could I help myself. The trouble of this thing is that 

we do not look at it directly and closely enough. I had thirteen 

acres of lima beans and I was tempted to make a demonstration, 

to sell those beans from a cart or a van in New York City, but I 

knew that the dealers would concentrate against me. I should 

have had to take out a license with that system. We want a 

system radically different from the present system and we can 

only get that by organization. A neighbor of mine this year 

sent 100 barrels of cauliflower and seven bags of lima beans to 

New York and received a check for $15.00, just enough to pay for 

100 second-hand slat barrels from Virginia. Another neighbor 

told me he sent seven barrels of cauliflower and received a return 

from his commission man that they did not bring enough to pay 

charges and asking him to send $1.62 to balance. I am within 

seventy miles of the market; but were I within seven feet of it 

I could not help myself. You cannot get to the individual, you 

have to go through this abominable system of middlemen. What 

we need is organization all along the line. If we producers and 

consumers had a distributing agency to handle our own business 

we could be master of our own business. Do not look at it as 

some far off and tremendous problem. This is something that 
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means something and it does not mean class legislation. It means 

something for the producers and the consumers of this state and 

that is every man, woman and child in the state, and is not 

class legislation. Let us have some legislation and some appro- 

priation which means a benefit to the people of this state. And 

why do we ask legislation? Simply because we cannot do it in- 

dividually. You try it and see if you ean. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paten: Wuereas, Every business in this country, except 

the business of the farm, has a financial system adapted to its 

peculiar needs, and 

Wuereas, A farm cooperative bank system is in successful 

operation :v vractically all of the European countries, under 

state laws, stute inspection and state control, 

Therefore be tt Resolved, By the members of the New York 

State Agricultural Society in convention assembled, that it is 

the sense of our people that laws should be effected and put on 

our statute books enabling the organization of State Cooperative 

Mortgage Banks, for the purpose of financing mortgages on farm 

property in the State of New York, and for the encouragement of 

drainage and improvement of farm property, and be it further 

Resolved, That our Legislative Committee be hereby instructed 

to assist in the preparation, and to encourage and urge the passage 

of such laws during the present session of our state legislature. 

The adoption of this resolution is recommended by this 

committee. 

Mr. Scuriver: I do not appreciate the first proposition — that 

all other classes of people have banks and the farmers have none. 

I do not appreciate the general trend of things that have been 

going on here from beginning to end, that the farmers have 

nothing and everyone else has everything. I believe that if you 

were to look into the savings banks of the State of New York, 

you would find that the farmers have as large a ratio of deposits 

in these banks as any other class of people in this state. That is 

my judgment about it. I do not believe that we are paupers or 
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exactly on the way to become paupers. I am a farmer because 

I like the business, because I enjoy the situation and the oppor- 

tunity, and I believe that as a class the farmers are as good as 

any class, perhaps a little better. If you want citizens in an 

emergency, soldiers in a war, you will go to the farmers to get 

them. Forty-eight per cent. of the Civil War soldiers were 

farmers” sons. We do not want any class banks. I do not believe 

there is any dearth of opportunity for the man who has assets and 

collateral to borrow money. I believe there is no condition that 

can be devised or improved that will allow a man who has no 

assets of any kind that are valuable to borrow money. No one 

is going to get something for nothing. I do not believe there is 

any demand on the part of the farmers, at least I have not heard 

of any. It seems to be an infection, a veritable contagion, to go 

in for farmers’ banks and for the helping of the farmer. Now, 

I believe that the American farmer is abundantly able to help 

himself. He has an individuality, an independence and a sense 

of proprietorship that is not experienced in many other occupations 

or kinds of business. 

I am diametrically opposed to the suggestion of having banks 

specifically for farmers. We have all the banks we ought to 

have, even if they do in forty years make eighty million on a 

capital of five hundred thousand dollars. I am opposed to the 

proposition because I do not think the farmers want it, they have 

not been consulted about it. 

Mr. Paten: I think Mr. Schriver did not understand the reso- 

lution exactly as it is put here. The proposition is: ‘‘ Whereas 

every business in this country, except the business of the farmer, 

adapted to its financial needs —” Now, it is a fact that Mr. 

Schriver must know that the national banking system absolutely 

prohibits loaning farmers any money on a mortgage on the farm. 

Furthermore, the savings banks during the period of agricultural 

depression in this state—nearly every board of directors of 

savings banks in New York passed resolutions not to loan money 

on farms. I had a friend who sold a farm within four miles of 

the Court House in the City of Poughkeepsie, of ninety-seven 
acres splendid land, for $7,000 with more than that buildings on 

it. He took as a part of the purchase price a mortgage from a 
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very responsible party in New York City, and do you think the 

savings bank in Poughkeepsie would take that mortgage? No, 

sir. One of the members of the finance committee said we are in 

a very inconsistent position relative to our procedure in these 

matters. <A large percentage of the sixteen millions in this savings 

bank is farmers’ money, and we will not loan money to farmers. 

That man wanted to buy another farm and he needed the money. 

He had made a purchase contract to take the farm and needed 

the money, so he said to me can you find someone here who 

would take this mortgage. I started out to do it and went to the 
treasurer of the savings bank first. He said, “ Make an applica- 

tion for a loan and that will bring it before our finance com- 

mittee and we will act on it.” I went to all the stores I could 

think of, and had Mr. Sague’s advice as well and the only thing 

I could do was to get a broker there to offer to find a purchaser 

for this mortgage by giving a 2 per cent. brokerage fee of $70. 

Now, that is because we lack a financial system adapted to the 

farmers’ need. 

Mr. Ditron: I have heard a great deal of discussion one time 

and another on this financial proposition and I have heard no 

discussion yet that was so convincing to me in the need of 

a system of this kind as was given by Mr. Schriver in opposition 

to the proposition. If it has come to pass that the farmers have 

money on deposit in the savings banks — and I know they have 

—and that that money cannot be used to finance the farm but 

that it does go to finance anything else that comes along and the 

surplus goes down to New York to speculate with in Wall Street 

and to create artificial value for stocks, paper certificates there 

that have no value in themselves, then I think it is nearly time 

that we have the machinery or instrumentalities by which we 

could accumulate that money in our own centers, near our homes, 

and in exchange for that money give to the holders of it and the 

owners of it and the men and the women who have worked all 

their lives to save it — just give them a little return for it, let 

them buy the debentures and put theny away and make them as 

safe and as sound as the best government bond you can possibly 
print. Now that is all there is of this. We are not bringing 

this as a cloak to throw over some one, and we are not bringing it 
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here for those who have all the banking facilities and all the credit 

they want. We are bringing it here so that you may help us 

create machinery by which the men that do not have all the money 

and all the credit they want but who do have property, can 

standardize or liquidize that property, and use it for productive 

purposes. That is what we are asking, we are not driving any- 

body into it. 

Mr. Scuniver: I can tell Mr. Dillon the reason why it would 

not be prudent or safe for banks to take farm mortgages. Within 

five miles of where we are sitting and standing, in a community 

of farms where thirty years ago you could not buy a farm for 

less than twenty to thirty thousand dollars, they are now selling 

them for four and five thousand dollars and glad to sell them at 

that. It is that depreciation of farm values which you cannot 

guarantee a bank against, that would make it absolutely impru- 

dent for a bank to take that kind of security. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paren: Resolved, That the New York State Agricultural 

Society hereby extends its thanks to all who have contributed to 

the excellent program of this meeting, and particularly to My. 

Iiarvie Jordan, of Atlanta, Georgia, and Professor E. W. Kem- 

merer, of Princeton University, whose valuable contributions to 

our program added so much of interest and information to our de- 

liberations. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paren: Lesolved, That the New York State Agricultural 

Society hereby expresses its sincere thanks to the press for its 

excellent reports of the proceedings of the society during this 

meeting. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paven: Lesolved, That the New York State Agricultura! 

Society hereby expresses its thanks to the State Department of 

Education and to the Superintendent of Public Buildings, for 
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the use of the splendid new auditorium in the Edueation Build- 

ing for holding the sessions of its seventy-third annual meeting. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Pauen: Resolved, That the members of the New York 

State Agricultural Society hereby express their earnest appre- 

ciation of the faithful and efficient services rendered by the retir- 

ing officers of the society. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paren: Lesolved, That the New York State Agricultural 

Society hereby tenders its thanks to our worthy Commissioner of 

Agriculture for his valuable assistance in promoting the interest 

and success of this meeting. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Mr. Paten: Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be in- 

cluded in the minutes of this meeting of the New York State 

Agricultural Society. 

On motion the resolution was adopted. 

Tuer Prestpenr: We have adopted these resolutions seriatim. 

On motion the resolutions were adopted as a whole. 

Mr. Paten: Two references to the committee are returned 

with explanations. One is a resolution relative to changing im- 

mediately the parcel post law which has just gone into effect. 

Your committee after some discussion thought it was a_ little 

early to attempt this. So this resolution was not favorably 

reported. 

Another matter was the report of the Committee on Agricul- 

tural Resources. Some of you heard the remarks made by one 

member of this committee, Mr. Wadsworth, relative to the rather 

mixed condition as to the hydra-headed character of the efforts 

being made to promote the development of agricultural resources. 

For that reason the committee thought best to bring the report 
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back to the society for action — the report submitted by Mr. van 
Alstyne. (The report was read by Mr. Palen.) 

THE Prestpenr: You will remember that this report, because 

it contained certain resolutions, was referred to the resolutions 

committee to be brought to us this morning at our business ses- 

sion. Now this is a very important report of one of our most 

important committees. We have taken no action on it as yet. It 

is before us as a whole. 

On motion the report of the Committee on Development of 

Agricultural Resources was adopted. 

Tuer Presipenr: We will now listen to the report of the Com- 

mittee on Nominations. 

Mr. Sesstons: It has seemed to us that the officers during the 

past year have done such good work that they should be continued. 

So the Committee on Nominations, while they realize that their 

report does not bind members of this organization in any way, 

recommend the following: 

OFFICERS FoR 1913 

President 

George W. Sisson, Jr., Potsdam. 

Vice-Presidents 

First District, John J. Dillon, New York. 

Second District, Ezra A. Tuttle, Eastport. 

Third District, Gilbert M. Tucker, Albany. 

Fourth District. C. Fred Boshart, Lowville. 

Fifth District, Wing R. Smith, Syracuse. 

Sixth District, O. U. Kellogg, Cortland. 

Seventh District, Samuel Fraser, Geneseo. 

Eighth District, Ff. N. Godfrey, Olean. 

Ninth District, Dr. G. H. Davison, Millbrook 

Secretary 

A. E. Brown, Batavia. 
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Treasurer 

Harry B. Winters, Albany. 

Hxecutive Committee 

A. Denniston, Washingtonville. 

J. A. D. S. Findlay, Salisbury Mills. 

KH. H. Chapman, 1 Madison avenue, New York. 

Dr. Thos. E. Finegan, Albany. 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Poughkeepsie. 

Edward van Alstyne, Kinderhook. 

W. W. Ware, Batavia. 

TL. B. Wilson, Hall. 

F. W. Sessions, Utica. 

On motion the Secretary was directed to cast one ballot for 

the list of names as read for officers for the ensuing year, and 

this was done. 

Tne Prestpent: I have a suggestion from Senator Roosevelt. 

He would like us to ask our Legislative Committee to consider 

the advisability of a bill for sending one copy of all reports and 

bulletins of the Agricultural Department and the Conservation 

Commission to all granges and agricultural societies in this state. 

I shall refer this to our Legislative Committee. 

There is one other matter that should have some attention. We 

have had very forcibly brought before us the fact that there is too 

little coherence among the many societies, all acting in good faith 

in the interest of agriculture in this state. We have many meet- 

ings scattered over the state at a great expenditure of time, money 

and energy. Cannot we do something practical to federate these 

associations so that it will be possible for the individual to attend 

more of these meetings than he can under present conditions? I 

suggested in my annual message that this society appoint a con- 

ference committee that would take it up vigorously with like com- 

mittees from other societies. Let them get together and have a 

little convention of their own and arrange for a series of meetings 

properly scheduled so that each would have a fair chance and still 

give us opportunity to attend more of them than we do, and let 

them get in touch with the broader work of this society. I made 
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that only as a suggestion. I have no specific authority from you 

to appoint a conference committee. 

Mr. Turrie: It has been suggested by several gentlemen in 

conversation that it would be a very workable arrangement if we 

could get these various societies to meet here in Albany the same 

week, not as last year on the same days and hours of the day, 

because it was said that the greater prominence of the agricultural 

society rather overshadowed the meetings of the other societies. 

They did not have the attendance they deserved, nor the time for 

deliberation. If that could be obviated; if we could have a sort of 

an agricultural week in Albany and have two days devoted to the 

Agricultural Society meetings and one day, if a day is sufficient, 

to other societies — not on the same day or the same hours of 

the same day, but on other days, it would result in the congrega- 

tion here in Albany of people belonging to all of those different 

societies during the larger part of that week. Then both we and 

they would have a larger attendance and the interest would be 

increased. With a view to having that matter considered, I move 

you that the chair appoint a conference committee consisting of 

three members of this society to confer with other committees 

if they be appointed by other societies. 

Voice: 1 consider that an excellent idea. I am here today 

and I should like to attend two other meetings. [ shall try to get 

to one of them. Of course, I do not know whether the gentleman 

has reference just to the associations that have been meeting here 

in the last two or three days. Other associations in the state are 

interfering. The New York State Fruit Growers’ Associatiou 

has members here whom I know ought to be at their meeting. 

Mn. Scurtver: I am interested in the success of all kinds of 

agriculture in the State of New York. I am here as a delegate 

from the Orange County Agricultural Society, as well as a member 

of this society. I am anxious that the several societies of the 

county should somehow so far unify as to be able to cooperate. 

We are talking about cooperation in all lines. It seems to me it 

would be proper for those local societies to have representatives 

in this body in some way to aggregate all the agricultural inter- 

ests and forces somewhere at the same time. I know of no better 

center than this and I should lke very much to have some ar- 
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rangement made so that these local societies can be officially and 
properly identified with this society. 

Tue Presipent: The suggestion is a vital one. It is true that 

the officers of these societies over the state are ex-officio members 

of this society, and we want to federate them. 

On motion the president was authorized to appoint a con- 

ference committee of three members to take up with other societies 

the question of federation. 

Mr. Turrie: I move you that the president of this society be 

added to that committee. Motion carried. 

(Mr. Sisson stated that he would announce the committee 

later. ) 

Tue Prestpent: In closing, I desire to thank one and all who 

have taken the time to attend this convention. JI know what it 

has meant to some of you. I know how much hard work some of 

the men have put upon this meeting. I also know, as has been 

very clearly brought out, that the interest in this general move- 

ment is not what it should be and it will devolve upon each and 

every member of this society scattered as they are all over New 

York, to get in personal touch with his neighbor whom he knows 

needs to be brought into touch with the sort of work we are en- 

deavoring to do. The New York State Agricultural Society is 

a great public service commission. We are doing altruistic work; 

if is unselfish work and we should like to see some appreciation 

on the part of the great agricultural body in this state of the 

work we are endeavoring to do in this unselfish, unpaid, hard- 

working way. But still we are gratified if we have some success. 

That is the best gratification. So, again thanking you, I declare 

this convention adjourned. 
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Loftie, Henry, 1620 So. Salina St., 

Syracuse. 

Long, E. B., White Plains. 

Loos, Conrad, 701 Townsend St., Syra- 

cuse, 

Lormore, William J., Elmira. 

Lough, George, Hartwick. 

Ludwig, Charles, 1123 Bellevue Ave.. 

Syracuse. 

Lupton, J. M., Mattituck. 

Lumbard, O. G., 311 Midland Ave., 

Syracuse, 

Lyon. Henry, 317 Kirk ®Building, Syra- 

cuse. 
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McCann, John, Elmira, R. D. 1. 

McCarthy, Dennis, Syracuse. 

McCarthy, M. J., Syracuse. 

McChesny. Albert E., 110 Walnut St., 

Syracuse. 

McCracken, H. J., Camillus. 

McDougal, C. D., Auburn. 

McElroy, John E., Albany. 

McFarrand, J. A., Cherry Valley. 

McGowan, Charles G., Elbridge. 

McHarg, John W., Albany. 

McLaury, Charles D., Portlandville. 

McLennan, Peter B., Syracuse. 

MeMillan, James, Fairport. 

MeMullen, Walter, Baldwinsville. 

MeNish, Charles W., Ovid. 

MacDonald, A., St. Regis Falls. 

Macomb, John N., Lawrence, Kan, 

Madden, A. C., Brockport. 

Mager, George J., Cortland. 

Makyes, Albert C., Syracuse, R. D. 2. 

Makyes, E. L., Syracuse, R. D. 2. 

Malby. George R., Ogdensburg. 

Mallory, Jared, Mallory. 

Manning, James H., 409 State St., Al- 

bany. 

Markham, William G., Avon. 

Marks, Frank, Clifton Springs. 

Martin, L. King, Ogdensburg. 

Martyn, Albert T., Canton. 

Marvin, Eugene, Warner. 

Marvin, Fred A., Baldwinsville. 

Marvin, George W., Warner. 

Mason, L. C., 608 Turtle St., Syracuse. 

Mather, Andrew E.. Albany. 

Mattison, C. E., Jacksonville. 

Maxwell, Henry T., Geneva. 

Maxwell, Joshua I., Geneva. 

Maxwell. W. T., East Syracuse, R. 

D. 4. 

Mead, F. S., Medina. 

Mellen, Charles R., Geneva. 

Merchant, Abel, Nassau. 

Merriam, Charles M.. Constableville. 

Merrick, Asa L., Syracuse. 

Merrill, IF. J. H., Nogales, Ariz. 

Merriman, Charles A.. Ogdensburg. 

Merriman, Fred J., Madrid. 

Merritt, Edwin A., Potsdam. 

Merritt, Jr., Edwin A.. Potsdam. 

Mertens, J. W., Syracuse. 

Miles, Ira C., 52 Chestnut St., Albany. 

Miller. Basil D., Peterboro. 

Miller, Gerritt S., Peterboro. 

Miller, James, 311 Slocum Ave., 

cuse. 

Miller, Riley V., Syracuse. 

Mills. C., Baldwinsville. 

Mills, J. Newton, Weedsport. 

Mitchell, E. D., Tulsa, Okla. 

Mitchell, Truman A., Weedsport. 

Syra- 
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Montgomery, R., Ogdensburg. 

Moore, Asa J., De Kalb Junction, R. D. 

Moore, Dr. Edward, Albany. 

Moore, Frank M., Midland Ave.. 

cuse. 

Moore, John, 710 W. Genesee St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Morris. Eddie B., Ogdensburg. 

*Morris, Gabriel A., Syracuse. 

Morris, William F., Baldwinsville. 

Morrison, D. A., Newburg. 

Morss, B. G.. Prattsville. 

Morton, Hon. Levi P., 

Mortz, M. C., Mohawk. 

Moser, C. P., Syracuse. 

Mosher. E. D., Union Springs. 

Moyer, B. W., Syracuse. 

Moyer, H. A., Syracuse. 
Munro, David H., Camillus. 

Syra- 

Rhinecliff. 

Munro, Henry S8., Camillus. 

Munro, Isaac, 813 W. Genesee S&t., 

Syracuse. 

Munro, John C., Camillus. 

Munro, John S., Camillus. 

Myers, Gerritt 8., Conewango. 

Myers, Michael J., 1814 W. Fayette St., 

Syracuse. 

N 

Nash, John M. L., New York. 

Neal, W. H. H., Syracuse. 

Nearing, G. Wells, 203 Kellogg St., 

Syracuse. 

* Newcomb, W. W., California, Pa. 

Newell, Edgar A., Ogdensburg. 

Newell, George A., Medina. 

Newton, William, Henrietta. 

Newton, W. H., 45 Tompkins St., Cort- 

land. 

Nichols, E. E., Marcellus, R. D. 

Nichols, Oliver, South Onondaga. 

Norton. John T., Albany. 

Nott, J. V- 

Albany. 

Nutting, B. F., Woodville. 

ole) 
Henry, 572 Madison Ave., 

(0) 

Ogden, George B., So. William St., New 

York. 

Ogden, Walter, 59 William St., New 

York. 

O’Hara, M. J.. Camillus. 

Oliver, Robert §8., Washington, D. C. 

Olmstead, Will H., 1024 So. Salina St., 

Syracuse. 

Olney, Peter B., 

York. 

Ormiston, James, 

Ormsby, Oliver, 

Orr, James, 

Orr, Robert. 

68 William St., New 

Cuba. 

Camillus. 

Heuvelton. 

DePeyster. 

* Present address unknown. 
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Osborn, William Church, 71 

New York. 

Osborne, Thomas M., Auburn. 

Osborne, W. B., Victor. 

Ostrander, Henry 8. Knowlesville. 

Ostrander, Homer <A., Syracuse. 

Ostrander, W. P., Schuylerville. 

Otis, Isaac C., Jordan. 

Broadway, 

12) 

Padgham, Amos, 120 Shonnard  St.. 

Syracuse. 

Page, J. Will, Syracuse. 

Page, Levi A., Seneca Castle. 

Paine, Fred B., South Granby. 

Palmer, A. W., 605 University Ave., 

Syracuse. 

Palmer, George C., Syracuse. 

Palmer, James B., Weedsport. 

Palmer, Samuel H., Ogdensburg. 

Panborn, William, Clyde. 

Parker. Amasa J., Albany. 

Parker, M. L., Lyndonville. 

Parks, E. A., 300 Bishop Ave., Syra- 

cuse. 

Parsons, C. H., Camillus. 

Parsons, Trank M., Weedsport. 

Parsons. R. D., Fulton. 

Parsons, W. A., Camillus. 

* Patrick, W. C., S88 Prospect Ave., 

Jamestown. 

Patterson, Calvin. Fairmount. 

Patterson, L. L., 204 W. Water St., 

Syracuse. 

Patton, David H., Albany. 

Pearson, Raymond A., Ames, Iowa. 

Pearson, Robert H., 484 Walnut St., 

Lockport. 

Peck, W. S., 622 W. Genesee St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Peer, Frank S., Ithaca. 

Pellew, Henry E., 16387 

Ave., Washington. D. C. 

Penfold, Jr., H., 10 E. 40th St., 

York. 

Perkins he Hee sa25 

Providence, R. I. 

Perkins, J. ‘V., 104 Seymour St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Perry, Aziel D., 4 Clinton Block, Syra- 

cuse. 

Pharis, Charles 8., 

St., Syracuse. 

Phillips, Marcus H., Hulburton. 

Pierson, M. I’., Stanley. R. D. 2. 

Plane, Thomas, Olcott. 

Plummer, Reuben §8., Ross St., Batavia. 

Pollock, W. J., Stanley. 

Porter. Eugene H., 1385 W. 87th St., 

New York. 

Massachusetts 

New 

Banigan Bldg., 

1964 W. Fayette 
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Porter, Jr., Ira, 64 Jay St., Albany. 

Porter, Peter A., Niagara Falls. 

Porter, W. W., 1717 W. Genesee St., 

Syracuse. 

Powell, Edward A., 805 W. 

St., Syracuse. 

Powell, George T., Ghent. 

Prentice, William P., 9 West 16th St., 

New York. 

Price, George H., Albany. 

Proctor, Thomas R., President, Second 

National Bank, Utica. 

Pruyn, Robert C., Albany. 

Puffer? C.C;, Avon: 

Putziger, Isidore, Solvay. 

Pyle, James, New York. 

Genesee 

Q 

Quackenbush. Cebra, Hoosick. 

Quinlin, P. R., 507 Park Ave., Syra- 

cuse. 

R 

Ramsdel, H. Stockbridge, Newburg, 

WS DS 4s 

Ransom, George F., 1310 Spring St., 

Syracuse, 

Ratchford. James, 706 Belden Ave., 
Syracuse. 

Rathbone, L. W., Cooperstown, QR. 

Rathbun, Charles, 507 N. 

Rome. 

Reed, I. C., Syracuse. 

Reid, James R.. 243 Lake St., Elmira. 

Remington, Clarence D., Auburn, R. 

D4: 

Remington, Irwin D., Auburn. 

Reynolds, John I., Albany. 

Rhodes, Almond H.. Camillus. 

Rhodes, J. Irving, Elbridge. 

Rice, Albert J., 814 Elmwood 

Buffalo. 

Rice, James E., 92 Watt Ave., Ithaca. 

Rich. A. P., Auburn. 

Richards, C. O., Solvay. 

Richardson, H. W., East Aurora. 

Richardson, 8. Brown, Lowville. 

Rives, R. W., New Hamburg. 

Roach, Paul Quaker Street. 

Robacher, Mrs. Cassie W., Marathon. 

Roberts, Charles II., Pawling. 

Roberts, Prof. I. P., 1148 Bryant St., 

Palo Alto, Cal. 

Roberts. Mrs. J. C., Tlorseheads. 

Roberts, John T., Syracuse. 

Robertson, Dr. A. K., 4 Ralph 

3rooklyn. 

Robie, Charles H., Savona. 

Robinson, Charles W., 1 Madison Ave.. 

New York. 

Robinson, Henry J., 

New York. 

D. 5. 

George St., 

Ave., 

Ave., 

54 FE. 66th St., 
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Robinson, 

Elmira. 

Robinson, J. D.. Auburn. 

Robinson, Lewis T., 306 Hamilton St., 

Syracuse. 

Irwing P., Chittenango. 

Rogers, Julius E., Binghamton. 

Roosevelt, Hon. Franklin D.. 

Park. 

Roosevelt, Col. Theodore, Oyster Bay. 

Royce, Charles H., Ithaca, R. D. 5. 

tude, J. I., Weedsport. 

tupert, P. G.. Seneca. 

Russell, A. B., Syracuse. 

Russell, C. H., Washington, N. H. 

John A., 121 Judson St, 

Rogers, 

Ilyde 

Russell, Henry, 38 Englewood Place, 

Albany. 

s 

Sackett C. C., Canandaigua. 

Sadler, Russell Z., Syracuse. 

Sampson, William TH1., 1518 

Ave., Spokane, Wash. 

Sanger, William Cary, Sangerfield. 

Sard, Grange. Albany. 

Saul, Charles F., Syracuse. 

Sax, Jacob, 528 No. Salina St., 

cuse. 

Scatherd, John N., Buffalo. 

Fourth 

Syra- 

Schraub, I'red C., Lowville. 

Schuyler, Gerritt L., $59 Broadway, 

Watervliet. 

Schuyler, Philip D., Fairmount. 

Schuyler, “Py Je. Camillus) amo sme 

Schwarz. A. H., 800 W. Genesee St., 

Syracuse. 

Seott, Harry M., Knowlesville. 

Seeber, Eli J., Adams. 

Seeley, James, Geneva. 

Seeley, R. F., Waterloo. 

Sessions, IF. W.. Utica. 

Settle, Delorest, Syracuse. 

Seward, Gen. William H., Auburn. 

Seymour, Jay M., Clinton. 

Shafer, W. A., Oneonta. 

Sharp Ira, Lowville. 

Sharra, R. M., Oswego. 

Shattuck, J. S., Norwich. 

Shaw, Irank E., Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Shea. D. E., 211 Erie St., Syracuse. 

Shea, J. R., Baldwinsville. 

Sheldon, James, 170 Broadway, 

York. 

Shepard, Edward M., 

New York. 

Sherwood, Charles E.. Camillus. 

Sherwood, Joseph M., Camillus. 

Signor, Isaac §8., Albion. 

Simonds, Alexander V., 59 William St., 

New York. 

Simpson, William, 

York. 

New 

128 Broadway, 

91 Park Row, New 
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Sisson, Jr., George W., Potsdam. 

Skinner, Dr. E. C., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Slack, Michael, Medina. 

Slingerland, William H., 

Smead, Dr. C. D., Hector. 

Smith, Jr., A. E., Camillus. 

Smith, Arnold E., Ogdensburg. 

Smith, B. Lyman, 804 James St.. Syra- 

cuse. 

Smith, Charles, Baldwinsville. 

Smith, Charles A., Auburn. 

Smith, Datus C., Kinderhook. 

Smith, Enos Plainville. 

Smith, Dr. F. W., Syracuse. 

Smith, George A., Geneva. 

Smith, Goldsborough C., Auburn. 

Smith, Grove B., Memphis. 

Smith, H. C., East Syracuse. 

Smith, H. Cordenio, 1414 EF. 

St., Syracuse. 

Smith, J. William, 

St., Syracuse. 

Smith, Lyman C., 804 James St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Slingerlands. 

Genesee 

1615) W. Genesee 

Smith, M. C., 518 W. Onondaga St., 

Syracuse. 

Smith, M. H., Geneva. 

Smith, M. Homer, Baldwinsville. 

Smith, Miles, Baldwinsville. 

* Smith, Solomon P., Denver 

Smith, Stephen, Mountainville. 

Smith, William, Geneva. 

SMUG Ve C.. 212 Putman St, 

cuse. 

Smith, W. L., 

Syracuse. 

Smith, Wing R., 

cuse. 

Smithers, Norman E. A., 

Smylie, Frank W., Masters, 

Smyth, W. A., Owego. 

Snow, Charles W., 214 So. Warren St., 

Sracuse. 

Snyder, Charles, Heuvelton. 

Colo. 

Syra- 

522 W. Onondaga St., 

611 Park Ave., Syra- 

Ogdensburg. 

Colo. 

Souci, George O., Boylston Center, 

Mass. 

Soule, F. C., 509 W. Onondaga St., 

Syracuse. 

Spencer, Hl. J., 

Spencer, Nelson S., 27 
New York. 

Spratt, Thomas, Ogdensburg. 

Spring, Thomas, Ogdensburg. 

Spring, Frank D., Dayton, Fla. 

Stearns, George T. Palmyra. 

Steele, I'red., 319 Willow St., Lockport. 

Spring Creek, Pa. 

William  St., 

Steele, Walter E., 319 Willow St., 

Lockport. 

Stetson, Francis Lynde, 15 Broad St., 

New York. 

* Present address unknown. 
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Stevens, F. C., Albany. 

Stevens, H. J., 205 Hopper St., 

cuse. 

Stevens, LeRoy W., 

Chicago, Ill. 

Stevens, Ralph J., Liverpool. 

Stevens, Ward W., Liverpool. 

Stevenson, L. A., Syracuse. 

Stinard. Alfred F., Syracuse. 

Stone, Charles L., 815 James St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Sittone, Horace G., Syracuse. 

Storm, Joseph H., 5 So. 

Poughkeepsie. 

Stratt, IF. C.. 95 Nassau St., New York. 

Sturge, Willard, Weedsport. 

Sutherland, I. H., Pittsford. 

Sweet, Albert L., Medina. 

Sweet, J. E., Syracuse. 

Syra- 

100 Washton St., 

White St., 

T 

Tabor, Ernest G., Meridian. 

Talbott, J. H., 421 Irving Ave., 

ecuse. 

Talbott, Jr., Thomas, 

Talcott, George M., 

Syra- 

Syracuse. 

Skaneateles. 

Tallmadge, Samuel. 542 Warren St., 

Hudson. 

Taylor, Abram, Middleport, R. D. 

* Taylor, E. W., Elmira. 

Taylor, N. G., Weedsport. 

Taylor, Thomas E.. Syracuse. 

Ten Broeck, Walter L. Rhinebeck. 

Ten Broeck, Wessel, Hudson. 

Tenney, Mrs. Ellen L., Albany. 

Thacher, George H., Albany. 

Thalheimer, Gates, 203 FE. 

Syracuse. 

Thatcher, Jerry B., West Danby. 

Thayer, Charles, Lyndonville. 

Thayer, Charles I., Springfield Center. 

Thomas, A. H., Syracuse. 

Thomas. Asabel K., Camillus, 

Thomas, George C., Waterloo. 

Thomas, W. H., 118 Ruskin Ave., Syra- 

cuse. 

Thorne, Jonathan, Black Rock, Conn. 

Thorne, Oakleigh, Millbrook. 

Thorne, Samuel. 19 Cedar St., 

York. 

Thorne, W. G., Skaneateles. 

Thornton, P. S., Marcellus. 

Tillinghast, A. O., West Valley. 

Tilly, Edwin, Memphis. 

Tisdale. W. D., Cortland. 

Titus, Seymour N., Weadsport. 

Toh, Dr. Mom, Bankok, Siam. 

Toll, T. M., Baldwinsville. 

Townsley, H. M., Canton. 

Tracy, Benjamin IT'., New 

Water St., 

R. D. 

New 

York. 
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Tracy, Charles, Ghent. 

Traver, Fred E., Rhinebeck, R. D. 49. 

Treichler, Henry B., Sanborn. 

Trowbridge, Miles L., Syracuse. 

True. R. B., 1100 E. Genesee St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Tryon, Howard, Auburn, R. D. 1. 

Tryon, Osear, Auburn. 

Tubbs, A. S., Maple View. 

Tucker, Gilbert M., Albany. 

Turner. Benjamin, Horseheads. 

Tuttle, Ezra, Eastport, L. I. 

U 

Umbrecht, Charles, Syracuse. 

v 

Van Allen, Edwin, Delmar. 

Van Alstyne, Edward, Kinderhook. 

Van Benthuysen [Trank, Albany. 

Van Buren, John P., Stockport. 

Van Cleft, Joseph, Newburg. 

Vanderveer, George, Amsterdam. 

Van Duyn, John, 318 James St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Van Duzer. Jonas S. Horseheads. 

Van Hoesen, Jacob, Baldwinsville. 

Van Horn, Abram, IT onda. 

Van Horn, John S. 142 

Ave., New York. 

Vann, Irving G., 316 James St., Syra- 

cuse. 

Van Ness. Frank A., Baldwinsville. 

Van Valkenburgh, John L., Albany. 

Van Vranken R., Syracuse. 

Van Wagenen, Jared, Lawyersville. 

Varnum, Robert T., New York. 

Manhattan 

Vick, Frank H., 37 Bradhurst Ave., 

New York. 

Vilas, Calvin E., 617 Ninth Ave., 

Seattle, Wash. 

Von Herff, B., 448 Monadnock Block, 

Chicago. 

Voorhees, W. J., Baldwinsville. 

WwW 

Wadsworth, Arthur, Syracuse, R. D. 3. 

Wadsworth, J. II., Camillus. 

Wadsworth, James W., Geneseo. 

Wadsworth, Jr., James W., 

Morris. 

Wadsworth, William A., Genesco. 

Wagstaff, Alfred, Babylon. 

Waite, Vavid, Otego. 

Walker, Wallace, Auburn. 

Walling, William H., Potsdam. 

Ward, Frank D., Batavia. 

Ward, Samuel B., 281 State St. Al- 

bany. 

Wardwell, Henry L. Springfield Center. 

Mount 
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Warner, Charles M., 488 So. Salina St., 
Syracuse. 

Watson, Hl. M., Buffalo. 

Wayne, James, New Scotland. 

Webber, Aaron A., Nassau. 

Webster, Milo F., 311 E. State St., 

Ithaca. 

Webster, William A., South Hammond. 

Weed, William R., Potsdam. 

Weir, H. C., Sugar Loaf. 

Weitzer, Bernard, 320 Van Siclen Ave., 

Brooklyn. 

Welles, John C., 38 HE. 

York. 

Wells, Edwin M., Syracuse. 

Wells, Eugene, Rhinebeck. 

Wells, George E., Syracuse. 

Wells, George M., Big Flats. 

Wells, Harrison, 98 Port Watson St., 

Cortland. 

Wemple, Robert, Fultonville. 

Wende, H. S., Tonawanda. 

Wendell, Burr, Cazenovia. 

28th St., New 

Westfall, O. J., Camillus. 

Westgate, Clement, Liverpool. 

Whelan, Michael, 614 E. Genesee St., 

Syracuse. 

Whipple, Watson, Medina. 

White, C. R., Ionia. 

White, Horace K., 713 James St., Syra- 

cuse. 

White, Hugh, Utica. 

White, H. L., Utica. 

White, William I., 

Bldg., Utica. 

Whitney, Cheney P., Clifton Springs. 

Whitney, N. Prentice, Morley. 

Wiard, W. W., Syracuse. 

Wicks, J. W., Syracuse. 

Wickwire, C. H., Cortland. 

Wickwire, F. H., Syracuse. 

Wilber, D. F., Oneonta. 

Wilbur, Calvin C., Camillus. 

Wilbur, Charles V., Syracuse, R. D. 3 

Wilbur, Frank L., Camillus, R. D. 

Wilbur, Fred B., Camillus, R. D. 

Wileox, A. B., San Jose, California. 

Wilcox, Aurin, Corning. 

Wilcox, B. M., Auburn. 

Wilcox, Cyrus C., Oswego Falls. 

Willard, Samuel D., Geneva. 

Willcox, C. A., Camillus, R. D. 

Willetts, William R., Skaneateles. 

Williams, Charles F., 280 East Ave., 

Lockport. 

Wilson, J. C., Canton. 

Wilson, L. Howard, Ogdensburg. 

Wilson. T. B., Hall. 

Wilson, Thaddeus L., 

New York. 

Wing, H. H., Ithaca. 

Citizens’ Trust Co. 

154 Nassau St., 
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Wing, J. Morgan, 22 William St., New 

York. 

Winters, Mrs. 

Syracuse. 

Witherhead, George H., 

Gloversville. 

Witherhead, John, Morristown. 

Wolcott, C. E., Syracuse. 

Wood, Frank M. J., Albany. 

Wood, George M., Woodville. 

Wood, James, Mount Wisco. 

Woodruff, Timothy L., Brooklyn. 

Woodward, J. Milton, Lockport. 

Woodward, James O. I., Albany. 

Woodward, James S8., Lockport. 

J. €, 10 Madison St., 

10 Allen St., 
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Woodworth, Amos L., Central Square. 

Worden, Byron, Oswego, R. D. 5. 

Worker, Hamlett, Syracuse. 

Wormuth, George B., Syracuse, R. D. 4. 

Wright, James, Weedsport. 

Wright, Merytt M., Lysander 

Wright, R. B., Lyndonville. 

Wyckoff, E. G., Ithaca. 

ye 

Yates, Harry, Prudential Building, 

Buffalo. 

Young, Charles W., 206 Walnut Place, 

Syracuse. 

Youngs, J. R., Liverpool. 
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Barrus, George L., Albany. 

Bright, W. J., Alfred. 

Burritt, M. C., 154 Nassau St., 

York. 

Callan, R. V., Johnsonville. 

Colman, E. E., Canandaigua. 

Cowee, Arthur, Berlin. 

Cowles, James L., 125 E. 23rd 

New York. 

Cunningham, N. R., Greenville. 

Danehy, W. W., Canastota. 

Edwards, James D., Albany. 

Giles, W. N., Skaneateles. 

Glynn, Martin H., Albany. 

Godfrey, F. N., Olean. 

Guthrie, Edward, Athens. 

Hays, John W., Brookview. 

Hepworth, J. A., Milton. 

Hubbard, George C., Red Hook. 

Huson, Calvin J., Albany. 

Jones, W. B., Katonah. 

Jordan, W. H., Geneva. 

Kingsley, C. I., Mexico. 

Kratzer, Dr. E. R., Baldwinsville. 

Kratzer, Mrs. E. R., Baldwinsville. 

Ven, 

Leach, Ed., Brisben. 

Lyon, H. H., Bainbridge. 

New 

Moore, F. A., Fulton. 

Paine, F. B. H., 721 Fidelity Bildg., 
Buffalo. 

Palen, H. O., Highland. 
St., 

Rosenbluth, R., Albany. 

Royce, Geo. G., Depeyster. 

St. John, C. L., Canajoharie. 

Schriver, Andrew, Chester. 

Shafer, D. Roy, Cobleskill. 

Smalley, Burt E., Interlaken. 

Sprague, Geo. D., Ovid. 

Van Vranken, Adam, Rexford. 

Vary, W. H., Watertown. 

Veghte, Charles, Johnstown. 

Voorhees S. G., Amsterdam. 

Ward, W. E., Albany. 

Welch, Wm., Albany. 

Welsh, F. S., Grand Central Terminal, 

New York. 

Wilsey, C. E., Selkirk. 

Winters, Harry B., Albany. 

Wright, W. D., Altamont. 
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Agricultural Credit Systems, Appli- 
cation of, to American Farm and 
Market Problems, J. J. Dillon, 
1227-1238. 
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225 
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B 

Banking and Legislation, Committee 
on, report of, 1227. 

Banking systems, European, 
1286. 

Banks, cooperative mortgage, as help 
to farmers, 1232, 1233. 

Tedford Farmers’ Cooperative Asso- 
ciation, formation of, 1172, 
1173. 

work of, 1173-1176. 

1283- 

Belmont High School short course in 
agriculture, 1258-1260. 

Bill to regulate commission mer- 
chants, Senator Roosevelt, 1162, 
1166, 1177. 

Boshart, C. Fred, Report of Com- 
mittee on Legislation, 1225. 
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FRUIT PRODUCTION IN NEW YORK 

INTRODUCTION 

Fruit growing at the present time is receiving more attention 

than perhaps any other form of agricultural production. Thou- 

sands of questions are asked relative to every phase of the subject 

and many earnest queries come from persons who have but little 

conception of the nature of the business and who seem to have an 

impression that a small investment will soon or ultimately pro- 

duce a large income. Persons without experience should not 

enter upon commercial fruit growing on a large scale. It takes 

time to rear an orchard to bearing age and from the start trees 

must have attention. Chances of full success are favorable only 

when every favorable factor prevails. 
The essentials to profitable fruit growing are many — the lack 

or neglect of even one may prove fatal to the enterprise. Of the 

leading commercial fruit growers in the State not one achieved 

his record by chance but by intelligent application of the principles 

involved and hard work. 

Somer EssEnTIALS 

First, and perhaps most important is the personal factor. 

Trees seem to do their best for those who love them. Attention 

is given to objects of love. Attention, application, persistency, 

business ability, observation and integrity of purpose are all 

fundamental. 

Second. Location should be in that portion of a fruit produc- 
ing area where trees of a desired species seem to thrive naturally. 

Apples grow in nearly all counties of the State but attain great- 

est commercial importance near the lakes and in the large river 

valleys. Peaches do best near large bodies of water as in Niagara 

county, along the Hudson and on Long Island. “ Sweet” cherries 

in peach sections and “sour” cherries wherever apples thrive. 

Grapes near Lakes Erie and Ontario, the finger lakes and the 

Hudson river. 
Third. Small fruits can be grown in most portions of the State 

where soil can be cultivated and is rich enough to grow anything. 
[1345] 
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Fourth. The selection of varieties is important. They must be 
not only such as are suitable to supply the markets, but they must 

be adapted to the location, elevation, soil or environment to secure 

best results. The Baldwin apple will fail in certain “ cold” 

sections where the Wealthy or Oldenberg varieties will succeed. 

Clapps pear will thrive where the Bartlett will winter kill; and 

in a like manner there is much to learn relative to the adaptation 

of both species and varieties. Much information on this subject 

is available and is a matter of common knowledge among the 

fruit growers. 

Fifth. Following fall or spring planting, as the case may be, 

suitable cultivation should be given to promote the growth of 

the young trees. They must be protected from the attacks of 

mice and rabbits in the winter, and throughout the growing season 

every year they must be properly sprayed with suitable solutions 

to destroy various insect pests, and to prevent the attacks of 

destructive or injurious fungous diseases. The Department has 

issued bulletins on these subjects and practically every hindrance 

to full development of the trees is subject to control. When the 

trees come into bearing special attention should be given to the 

spray operations if success is to be attained. The larva of the 

moth which is the principal cause of wormy apples is subject to 

control if spraying is done at the right time. The leaf eating 

caterpillars, such as have been so abundant this spring, are very 

easily destroyed if trees are sprayed according to the formulas 

given by the Department. It is gratifying to know that not- 

withstanding the great outbreak of the apple tent-caterpillar this 

year, those who have followed the directions issued by the De- 

partment early in the season have entirely succeeded in saving 

the foliage on their trees. Those who failed to carry out the in- 

structions for spraying with two pounds of arsenate of lead to 

fifty gallons of water as soon as the growth began, have in many 

instances over a wide portion of the State, lost all the foliage on 

their trees. This will not only result in the loss of fruit this 

year but has already prevented the formation of fruit buds for 

next year’s crop. In the month of May a notice was sent out to 

six hundred papers in the State advising orchardists to spray in 

season. If this had been generally done, the Department would 
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not now be receiving notes or letters complaining about this apple 

worm. It is too late now to do anything, but there is abundance 

of time to get ready for operations next spring. 

Sixth. When the fruit is ready to market good business judg- 

ment will be required. Only such fruit as is in good condition 

should be sent to market. All fruit should be carefully picked ; 

very carefully graded, cautiously packed in legal sized containers 

of full measure and placed upon the market in good season. 

Advance arrangements should be made with the commission or 

other wholesale merchants, and it is advised that every grower 

should have a characteristic label giving his name, the name of his 

fruit farm, and the package might be accompanied by a guarantee 

that the fruit is all as represented. In this way it will become 

known that fruit packages bearing a certain mark or label may be 

relied upon to be as good or better than is represented. 

There are a few fruit growers in the State who occupy all 

their land with fruit. Since they have grown up in the business 

they are successful; but as a rule this course is not recommended. 

Fruit growing in conjunction with other agricultural products is, 

however, to be highly favored. It is known that on many of the 

farms of the ‘State a little orchard of five or ten acres is the most 

profitable portion of the farm. An average farm of one hundred 

acres has upon it a few acres suitable for the planting of the 

apple, pear, plum or cherry orchard or there may be a few acres 

especially adapted to the growing of currants or berries, from 

which the profits in connection with the farm work would prove 

to be considerable. Therefore, it is strictly advised that all per- 

sons who have farms should study this question of planting out 

a variety of fruit for the purpose of enhancing their income. 

Fruit growing has great charms for the amateur, and even the 

commercial fruit growers can get a great deal of satisfaction in 

growing the choicest varieties of fruits on a moderate scale. 

While in commercial orchards a dozen varieties of apples would 

be considered too large, yet there are thirty or more varieties 

that could be raised to advantage in a small way. Five varicties 

of pears are enough for most commercial orchards yet there are 

twenty or more varieties of pears worth growing —so it is with 

all other species of fruit. 
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Fruit growing in the State of New York has assumed such 

large proportions and has been pursued so long that it is away 

beyond the experimental stage. There is no State where con- 

ditions are more favorable or where the industry is so firmly estab- 

lished. Soil, climate and proximity to the best markets of the 

world are ours and it only remains for growers to apply their 

knowledge to succeed. 

The value of all fruit produced in the State of New York ac- 

cording to the last census is as follows: $24,826,066. 

Ja E/OLERD i tae han na a ge Re cde SUPP Oo $13,343,028 

Ne Mel ge Ae tei s as we so, > xs eae Gree eee eee eters 2,014,088 

JEG ate. 4.6 ligt Ad OA ah ere Rd See allen hotel eps 1,418,218 

[PTLD Ee byt 260 et Sp il i aR eee ee ad Pe ae Oe 519,192 

WU ec lee, cs. Soe as eo athe sichore ees ee em uate 544,508 

PMT WECLATING: i... ssa 's sales cue bialmlnceyscs 14,490 

AAT ANACMMM NSCS ao ss So obs ors (or cone ease ener 135,345 

ai value ot orchard ruits 54.2 sac. one $17,988,894 

Nee eis ALLOA TUIGS 3. <2, scree, steee caeheme sta eee 2,875,495 

Pia MmOUMSRA DES o.:... <0 c.-3 es 3 u ots EE Oe Deas ee 3,961,677 

$24,826,066 

The value of all fruit produced in New York State exceeds the 

value of the tropical and sub-tropical fruits produced in the 

United States by $2,114,618. 

New York has a total of 24,988,707 orchard trees which pro- 

duce 29,456,291 bushels, valued at $17,988,894. 

New York ranks third exceeded by California and Missouri in 

number of trees. 

New York ranks second in bushels of fruit produced exceeded 

by California by about 2,045,216 bushels, because of their im- 
mense prune industry. 

New York has 14,076,718 apple trees which produce 25,409,- 

324 bushels valued at $13,343,028. 

New York ranks first in the value of apples; first in bushels 

produced and second in number of trees. Missouri ranks first 
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in the number of trees with 17,984,506, but with a production of 

9,968,977 bushels. 

New York has 3,644,257 pear trees which produce 1,343,089 

bushels valued at $1,418.218. 

New York ranks first in the number of trees; second in the 

quantity and value produced, closely following California in this 

respect. 

New York ranks third in value of peaches produced, about 

equal to Georgia and less than half the value produced in Cali- 

fornia. 
New York ranks third in the value of plums and prunes pro- 

ducing $519,192; Washington producing $600,503 and Cali- 

fornia, with its enormous prune industry, producing $5,443,539. 

New York has 309,734 quince trees which produce 182,451 

bushels valued at $135,345. 

New York ranks first as it produces about one-fourth of the 

quinces raised in the United States. 
New York has 35,603,897 grape vines in vineyards which pro- 

duce 253,006,361 pounds, valued at $3,961,677. 

New York ranks second in number, production and value of 

vines, while California ranks first with a production of $10,- 

846,812. 

New York produced $2,867,673 in flowers and plants, thus 

ranking’ first. 

New York produced $2,750,957 in nursery products, thus 

placing it in first rank. 

New York has 22,496 acres in small fruits producing 37,857,- 

829 quarts, ranking second, but closely following New Jersey 

which is first in small fruits. 

New York ranks first with 11,057 acres in raspberries, and 

first in currants with 2,557 acres. 

The following was furnished by this Department for the 

“Arbor Day Annual” issued by the Education Department in 

L912, 
FRUIT PRODUCTION IN NEW YORK 

Almost as soon as the early settlers of America were estab- 

lished on these shores, they began the propagation of those fruits 

best known to them in their homes beyond the seas. As those 
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who followed in the wake of Ceesar’s invasion of Britain carried 

with them the best of the old Roman varieties of fruits, so did 

the immigrants from Great Britain bring to America the seeds 

and cions of those Roman varieties transplanted into the mother 

country eighteen centuries before. These cions brought from 

Europe were grafted upon the native fruit trees, and from that 

day to this the careful selection and propagation of the fruits 

common to the temperate zone have gone forward, and with 

each migration of settlers cuttings and seeds of favorite fruits 

have traveled west and north until every section of North 

America is dotted with orchards, the products of which form one 

of the greatest sources of the nation’s food supply. 

The apple, the pear, the plum, the cherry and the grape were 

those fruits which at first received the attention of the newly 

arrived colonists, but the smaller fruits—the strawberry, the 

raspberry, the blackberry and the currant, not as we know them 

to-day but some of their prototypes — were already here awaiting 

the arrival of the first settlers. 

The apple seems to have been primarily cultivated by New 

England folk for the manufacture of cider, for as early as 1639 

one man is reported as having five hundred barrels of cider, and 

in 1726 a village near Boston produced ten thousand barrels of 

cider. 

Wonderful improvement of varieties and extensive plantings 

the whole country over, especially in this State, have served to 

bring the value of the fruit yield of the United States up to the 

enormous amount of $131,423,517 annually, of which New York’s 

contribution was 12.1 per cent.,* or more than $15,000,000. 

Were it not for the subtropical fruit crop of California, New 
York, the Empire State, would be the empire state in fruit pro- 

duction, leading all others in amount and value of the product. 

New York ranks among the states of the Union: first in the 

production of apples and small fruits; second in grapes and pears; 

third in plums; and fourth in cherries. 

Chautauqua county alone produces more value in grapes than 

any state except California. Niagara and Monroe counties pro- 

* Census of 1900. 
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duce over one-half the peaches in the State. One-fifth of the 

plums and prunes are grown in Niagara county, and Columbia 

county is the leading cherry-growing county of the State. The 

counties of the Hudson valley produce about one-fifth the entire 

fruit crop of the State. 

Fruit grown in the State of New York is of the very highest 

quality. The market or commercial essentials of fruit are ship- 

ping and keeping properties. For this purpose fruit must be of 

sufficiently firm texture to bear with as little injury as possible 

the packing and handling incident to transporting to market and 

distribution to consumers. Commercial fruit growers must there- 

fore grow such varieties of a given kind of fruit as will meet the 

mentioned requirements, but they will at the same time choose 

types having as bright color, uniform size, attractive appearance 

and good eating quality as the necessity of conforming to market- 

ing and handling requirements will permit. It is, however, a 

fact that most consumers of fruit rarely taste or even know 

that certain very sweet, rich and delicious fruit can not be found 

in the general markets. Peaches, plums, grapes and strawberries 

reach their highest state of excellence only when fully ripened on 

the trees or vines and when in this condition they are too tender 

to pack and ship. 

There are scores of varieties of nearly all kinds of fruit pos- 

sessing superior quality that can not be sent to a distant market, 

yet they are highly appreciated if grown in the home grounds 

for table use or nearby consumption. Growers are willing to 

send better fruits to the markets and much improvement in this 

direction has been shown in the past few years. Detter methods 

of packing in improved crates, boxes and baskets, better fruit to 

pack and better rapid transportation and refrigeration are the 

order of the day. Fruit growers of the State of New York in 

many ways hold the key to the situation. They are within a 

day’s trip by freight or a night’s by express to over one-half of 

the population of the United States, thus giving them access to 

the largest and richest ultimate consumers in the world. They 

have an advantage in freight rates alone of nearly one dollar a 

box over their Pacific coast competitors who have possessed the 

eastern markets with their attractively packed apples, pears, 
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cherries, prunes and grapes. The demand for higher quality, 

choice and fine-textured fruit has opened a new field for the atten- 

tion of New York State fruit growers and they are rising rapidly 

to the opportunity presented to them. 

One hundred years ago the most of the apple crop was made 

into cider, pears into perry, cherries and peaches into brandy, 

and grapes into wine. Little ripe or green fruit was consumed, 

but now fresh fruit is used by every family and many families 

have it every day of the year. 

Land in New York State suitable for growing a great variety 

of fruit is found in abundance and at exceedingly attractive 

prices. ‘These advantages are largely enhanced because of quick 

communication. School and other educational privileges prevail 

with little or no cost. Any crop that can be raised in the north- 

ern temperate zone can and is produced in this State as cheaply 

and profitably, and in many cases more so, than in any section of 

the United States. 

Demonstrations by our experts in horticulture, our entomolo- 

gists, our pathologists and our chemists have proved that nine- 

tenths of the hindrances to the production of fruit crops are con- 

trollable. The life histories of pernicious insects have been ecare- 

fully worked out and the fungi have been closely studied by our 

best men who have had advantages of the German universities in 

this science. The skill of the chemist has supplied technical 

knowledge of use in the manufacture of insecticides, fungicides 

and fertilizers. Competent horticulturists have been given ample 

opportunity to experiment in orchard management. Commercial 

manufacturers of spraying material and appliances for spraying 

have vied with each other in placing on the market suitable tools 

for the requirements of the up-to-date fruit grower. 

Spraying has become a necessity in fruit growing and is essen- 

tial to profitable results; no one should overlook its importance 

if contemplating an extensive planting of any kind of fruit trees 

or plants. Comprehensive bulletins giving information on the 

subjects of what to spray for, when and how to do it, are avail- 

able. The State Department of Agriculture has for distribution 

several bulletins and circulars on fruit growing and other agri- 

cultural subjects. 
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Laws for the protection of fruit growers in the State of New 

York have been passed and are enforcible by the Department of 

Agriculture. Nurserymen can not ship any nursery stock unless 

they have attached to each package a copy of a valid certificate 

of inspection issued to them by the Commissioner of Agriculture 

of the State. The inspection of the nurseries in the State in- 

volves almost the constant attention of a large number of inspect- 

ors. Over 550 certificates were issued in 1911 on nurseries em- 

bracing 9,121 acres of land and containing nearly 100,000,000 

trees and plants. 

The nurserymen of the State are not growing an excess over 

their annual average for the past few years, but last year’s re- 

ports show the amount growing as follows: 

14,000,000 apple, 1,170,000 apricot, 

7,800,000 pear, 7,000,000 currant, 

8,600,000 plum, 16,000,000 grape vines, 

10,700,000 cherry, 20 acres of small fruits and 

9,000,000 peach, millions of ornamental 

1,500,000 quince, trees and shrubs. 

Importers and those who bring nursery stock into the State 

report the facts to the Commissioner of Agriculture who causes 

inspection to be made at the point of destination. No nursery 

stock can be planted or distributed until authority is given. This 

authority is withheld until inspectors report apparent freedom 

from insect pests or fungous diseases. The importance of this 

requirement of the law is shown by the results in the past three 

years during which time an annual average of 10,000 shipments, 

tL 

000,000 trees and plants, have been carefully inspected at points 

embracing 30,000 boxes and packages and containing over 1 

of destination within the State. In the past three years, 31,414 

trees were found infected with San José scale and were destroyed 

or reshipped out of the State; 10,972 nests of brown-tail moths 

containing an average of 300 live caterpillars, and 43 egg masses 

of gipsy moth were discovered and burned. Several shipments 

were received from abroad containing pine trees infected by 

blister rust. 

The fact that gipsy brown-tail moths and blister rust are not 
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established in the State has caused special care to be exercised 

to see that they are not brought here. The nests of brown-tail 

moths brought into the State principally in seedling stock from 

France, gipsy moth eggs from Belgium, and the pine rust from 

Germany in such large numbers, together with a hundred or more 

shipments from the New England States where both insect pests 

are established, show how infestations might have become estab- 

lished at hundreds of widely separated localities in the State, but 

for the work of the inspectors. These two pests have already 

eost the New England States over $7,000,000 in control meas- 

ures alone, not estimating damages. Our efforts have not been 

confined to inspection of incoming nursery stock but the entire 

eastern State boundary line has been scouted for years. All high- 

ways leading from the infested sections of New England into this 

State have been carefully inspected over a wide area. All trees 

from eastern Massachusetts planted in the State in the past ten 

years that could be found have been examined with the result 

that it is believed that not a colony of either gipsy or brown-tail 

moth is in the borders of the State at this time. Twenty thousand 

colored plates of these pests have been distributed principally in 

the eastern part of New York, so it is believed several thousand 

persons are watchful and that any of them would report to the 

Department of Agriculture if suspicious specimens were dis- 

covered to the end that the colony might be at once destroyed. 

It will cost less to keep them out than to control them after they 

once get a foothold in our orchards or forests. 

Several years ago the Department of Agriculture, in order to 

avoid the burning of orchard trees infested with San José scale 

and the damage caused by the then widespread use of oils, promul- 

gated a formula of lime-sulfur salt. The good results which have 

followed the scientific preparation of the lime-sulfur solution 

and its general use at the present time as an insecticide as 

well as a fungicide have proved the wisdom of the adoption of 

a specific that could be made and applied chiefly by the orchardists 

themselves. Manufacturers and dealers in insecticides and fungi- 

cides for the use of fruit growers are required to secure from the 

Department of Agriculture a license to do business in the State 

and also to label the commodity plainly showing the percentage 
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of ingredients. Since this law went into effect the quality of 

these commodities has been greatly improved. 

Having referred to the amount of fruit production in New 

York and the State’s rank in the nation, and having discussed 

briefly the advantages of the State for fruit growing and the pro- 

tection afforded the fruit grower by proper statutes, 1t might 

prove interesting if more space were available to look into the 

evolution of the industry and the origin of the important kinds 

of fruit growing. 

The pear is of remote antiquity. It grows wild in Great 

Britain and on the continent and varieties have been brought from 

Austria, Japan and China. The plum has been cultivated from 

ancient times and is found in both a wild and cultivated state in 

many parts of the globe. Our most useful varieties are from 

England and Japan. The cherry was brought to Italy in the first 

century from Asia and is now widely distributed. It ripens in 

Norway as far north as latitude 63 degrees and in Germany the 

public roads for miles are lined by the trees. The grape has a 

record dating back to earliest history and methods of culture were 

mentioned by the most ancient authors. More has been written of 

the grape and its products than of any other fruit. Naturally 

so, because in so many countries it is the principal base of food 

and is useful in such a great variety of ways. 

The apple also has mention in early history. The Romans had 

twenty-two fine varieties and wealthy people vied with each other 

in producing the finest specimens. It is supposed that some of 

these old Roman varieties were carried by the armies of Cesar 

in his invasion of Britain, and now it is grown in most parts of 

the north temperate zone. 

The value of the apple as an adjunct to our food supply is fully 

recognized and the income to the growers of the State is rarely 

less than $12,000,000 or $15,000,000. New York has produced 

for many years from 14 to 16 per cent. of the entire crop of 

apples in the United States. In 1911, it produced over 2,000,000 

barrels more than all of the New England States, 2,000,000 more 

than the Central Western States, over 2,000,000 more than the 

Southern States and nearly 2,000,000 more than the highly ex- 

ploited crops of Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Montana, California, 
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Oregon and Washington combined. Six counties* in this 

State produce more apples than any State in the Union except 

Pennsylvania. 

In March, 1911, there were in storage in western New York 

over 500,000 barrels of apples, a quantity greater than was pro- 

duced the same year in seventeen apple-growing States. 

New York has always led in apple production. The crop here 

is more reliable than elsewhere. Soil and climatic conditions are 

unsurpassed. There is scarcely a successful orchard in the State 

from which one may not see a dozen sites suitable for planting. 

There is opportunity for great expansion in the production of 

apple culture if it is deemed wise to do so. 

In closing I suggest that the school children of New York plant 

on each recurring Arbor Day at least one apple or other use- 

ful fruit tree, and thereafter give its growth and development 

their personal care and attention. 

ALVIN. J. HUSON; 

Commissioner of Agriculture. 

The following was written by Professor Hedrick of Geneva and 

copied from the “Arbor Day Annual” on 

ORCHARD MANAGEMENT 

The management of an orchard is not a matter to be settled by 

one man for another. To do so is quite as impossible as it is to 

tell a man how to manage a business enterprise, a clergyman how 

to preach, a teacher how to teach, or a lawyer how to win eases. 

But some methods are common to all business: there are funda- 

mentals in theology, teaching is based on pedagogy, and every 

lawyer must know something of Blackstone. So, too, there are 

generalities which apply to fruit growing. The better a man ean 

ground himself in these, the more successful he ought to be in 
e 

growing fruit. The word ce generalities ’’ is used in preference to 

“ principles” and “ fundamentals ;” these imply that fruit grow- 

ing is a science, which it is not, but an art to which a number of 

sciences contribute. It is well to understand this at the outset 

that in a discussion of orchards the principles and formulas of an 

exact science may not be expected. 

* Monroe, Niagara, Wayne, Orleans, Dutchess, Ontario. 
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Let us approach our subject by outlining the ground to be 

covered. The fruits of this climate fall into three classes: tree 

fruits, vine fruits, and small fruits. Orchards are plantations of 

any of these but we restrict the term in this discussion, as in 

common parlance, to plantations of tree fruits. To classify still 

further, orchards are planted with two general objects in view, 

namely, to produce fruits for home use and for the market. Again 

commercial fruit growing is divided into that for a special market 

and that for the general market. Necessary brevity forbids 

specific discussion of these three divisions of orcharding but the 

fruit grower must not lump them in this rough and ready way. 

The ideals for each are distinct and the methods that sueceed in 

one division may not succeed in another. The very first question 

for the fruit grower to settle is as to whether he is to grow for 

home use, a special market or the general market. Upon this 

decision largely rests the choice of location and the choice and 
number of fruits and of their varieties. 

Still another division may be made. One may choose to grow 

fruit extensively or intensively. In the first case the orchard is 

the unit; in the second, the tree. Most of the orcharding in 

America is extensive. Everything is done on a large scale. There 

are many acres; few varieties; uniformity of method for all 

varieties; wholesale packing and handling; and _ satisfaction 

with a low price. In Europe fruit growing is intensive. Orchards 

are small; there are many varieties; special conditions and treat- 

ment are given each variety; individual trees are carefully 

trained, pruned and fertilized; the product is packed with all of 

the niceties known to the trade and sells for a high price. 

America will long continue to grow fruit extensively and condi- 

tions are such that it is far best she should, but her fruit growers 

can learn much from the intensive methods of the European fruit 

growers, especially in the matter of looking more carefully after 

the individual needs of trees. 

Whatever the kind of fruit growing, the choice of place upon 

which to grow it demands exceedingly careful attention. All sub- 

sequent efforts will fail if a mistake is made in choosing the site 

for operations. In growing fruit for the market economic con- 

siderations, such as distance to market, means of transportation, 
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labor, storage, competition, disposition of by-products, cost of 

production and overproduction demand much attention. Any of 

these may prove a determinant of success. ‘‘ The weakest goes to 

the wall” applies in growing fruit as well as in other business 

enterprises. In home orchards these economic factors may be 

ignored. There are, however, certain natural factors which must 

be observed in fruit growing for both home and market. 

The first of these is latitude, which largely determines the 

annual temperature, the amount and intensity of sunlight, and 

the length of the growing season. One must select fruits, 

and even more particularly varieties, with reference to latitude 
and its equivalent, altitude. It is easy enough to select fruits for 

a region in a certain altitude or latitude but it is far from easy 

to choose the varieties of a particular fruit. Thus the Ben Davis, 

winesap, romanite and York imperial apples belong in southern 

latitudes. The Concord grape and its seventy or more offspring 

belong to the North. So with nearly all varieties of our fruits; 

they are either northerners or southerners and should be kept 

where they belong. Still the metes and bounds of ljatitude may be 

set aside by such local modifications as hills, valleys, bodies of 

water, winds and sunshine. Fortunate is the man who has his 

orchards planted only with sorts suited to his latitude. Climate 

is the fruit grower’s greatest asset and costs him nothing. 

As with all crops, the soil must largely determine the value of 

a location for a fruit plantation and in choosing land all the 

characters, as physical structure, richness, power to retain moisture 

and depth must be well considered. Special fruits have special 

soil adaptations: the peach grows on sand; the plum on clay; 

apples and pears on loams. But the knowledge that the several 

fruits have adaptations to soils is far from sufficient. A man 

planting an orchard should know that each individual variety of 

any fruit will do better in some soils than in others. The chemist 

and the soil physicist can help but little here; in most cases an 

actual test in the field is the only way of knowing whether 1a 
variety will or will not thrive in a soil. One property of the soil 

is too often neglected, namely, its heat-retaining properties. Some 

fruits, as the peach and the grape, require warm soils; apples and 

pears will thrive in cooler lands, but in general a cold, heavy, 

close soil is poor for any fruit. 
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With the location and land selected the next question is, “* What 

varieties shall I plant?” This question has been touched upon in 

part in previous paragraphs and it only remains here to be said 

that out of the thousands of varieties of the several fruits even 

the few best ones may be most readily characterized by their 

faults, showing how necessary it is to make careful choice of varie- 

ties. An intimate first-hand knowledge of varieties in his own 

locality is the only way by which a man can become competent to 

choose the sorts to plant. Look a little askance at novelties. An 

unbridled passion for “ new creations”? has been the downfall of 

many orchards. 
It is about as difficult to select the trees of the several fruits 

as it is to make a choice of varieties. It is not of prime import- 

ance but it is true and therefore worth noticing that trees grown 

near home are somewhat better than those brought from 

a distance. It is necessary in buying trees to see that they are 

true to name, free from pests and that they still have the breath 

of life. It would seem that only the simple would need to be told 

this. But there is scarcely a fruit grower the country over, big 

or little, who has not suffered at the hands of some unscrupulous 

tree dealer in substituted varieties, through the introduction of 

some pest, or through buying dead or worthless trees. 

Unfortunately few who plant fruits concern themselves with 

the kind of stocks their trees are grafted upon; yet this is a most 

important matter. Fruit trees are not grown on their own roots 

but are budded or grafted on those of some other of their kind to 

get more uniform and more vigorous trees. 
After the trees are on hand the vexed problem arises as to how 

the orchard is to be laid out — whether in squares, quincunxes, 

hexagons, with or without fillers, and as to distances apart. Only 

generalities can be given here. ‘The first is that a system of 

squares is usually best because it permits orchard operations to be 

carried on most readily. Both roots and branches will utilize all 

the space. Second, fillers of fruits other than varieties of the 
species composing the permanent trees greatly complicate orchard 

operations and under treatment meant primarily for the perman- 

ent trees, usually fail. Fillers of quick-bearing varieties of the 

same fruit, especially of the apple, may often be used to advantage. 
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There should be as many “ outside rows” as possible. That is, 

the trees should be far enough apart for each to develop in full its 

individuality, for every fruit grower knows that the trees on the 

outside of his orchard produce the most fruit; the reason is that 

they get more air, sunshine, wind, moisture and food. What bet- 

ter argument for wide planting ? 

Pruning is almost prehistoric in origin and is popularly sup- 

posed to be the kindergarten operation in fruit growing, yet as now 

practised it is a hit-and-miss cutting, sawing, chopping and shear- 

ing out of shoots, twigs, branches and limbs, designated by such 

expressive terms as “ cutting-back,” ‘‘ heading in,” “ dehorning,” 

and “ thinning out the wood.” There must always be a difference 

in the details of pruning but there are a few general facts and 

principles which every one who prunes should have well by heart. 

These, briefly stated, are as follows: (1) winter pruning increases 

the vigor of the plant; (2) summer pruning decreases the vigor of 

the plant; (3) prune weak-growing varieties heavily in the winter; 

strong-growing sorts, lightly; (4) overpruning induces the growth 

of suckers or watersprouts; (5) heavy pruning young trees delays 

fruiting; (6) all pruning must take into account the habit of 

growth of the tree; (7) some fruits bear on this year’s wood, 

others on that of last year, and still others on older growth; prun- 

ing must take the age of bearing wood into account. 

A man can care for his trees better if he makes a sharp dis- 

tinction between pruning and training trees. The operations of 

pruning, as given above, have to do with the modification of the 

vigor and fruitfulness of the plants, but training, properly speak- 

ing, aims to keep the trees in manageable shape. Training, then, 

as to whether high-headed or low-headed, open-centered or close- 

centered, one-storied or two-storied, depends largely upon the con- 

veniences and the whims and prejudices of the grower. It is 

probably more important that a definite ideal be chosen and ad- 

hered to than that any particular choice be made. 

Cultivation is very generally practised with all fruits except- 

ing the apple; some claim that this fruit in New York can be 

grown better in sod, in which case the grass may be cut as a 

mulch or it may be kept down by sheep, pigs or cattle. The 

various modifications of the sod method of managing orchards 
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have come in vogue because of the performance of a few individual 

orchards in the State. Unfortunately it is not yet known whether 

these orchards are the exception or the rule, that is, whether or 

not they represent the average run of apple orchards in New York. 

The New York Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva 

has an experiment to test these methods of orchard management. 

The following are the chief results for five years in this experi- 

ment, showing the annual average amount of fruit on 5 acres: sod, 

340.2 barrels; tillage, 509.7 barrels; difference, 169.5 barrels. 

Annual acre average: sod, 68 barrels; tillage, 101.9 barrels ; differ- 

ence, 33.9 barrels an acre. 

The one respect in which the sod-mulch fruit surpasses the 

tilled is in color. But since in every possible test the tilled trees 

are shown to be most vigorous, and since wounded, diseased, and 

decrepit trees always bear fruit of high color, it can be said that 

the bright color of the sod fruit is the hectic flush of disease. 

The fruit on the sod-plat matures from two to three weeks 

earlier than that on the tilled land and there is even a greater 

difference in the length of time the apples from the two plats will 

keep. The fruit from the tilled plat is crisper, juicier and better 

flavored, a fact attested to by all of the many apple connoisseurs 

who have been asked to taste the apple. The growth of trees is 

more uniform on the tilled plat than on the sod and the crops on 

the trees, both as to size and quantity of fruit, are more uniform. 

In commercial orcharding it is greatly to be desired that trees be- 

have uniformly. 

How were the trees themselves affected? The health and vigor 

of a tree is almost directly proportional to the increase in the 

diameter of the trunk. The trees on the sod plat gained an aver- 

age of 1.1 inches in diameter; on the tilled plat, 2.1 inches. This 

is as clear-cut and as accurate evidence as can be offered. The an- 

nual growth of new wood on an apple tree is a most important 

criterion because it measures both the vigor and the bearing 

capacity of the tree. The average annual growth per branch on 

the sodded trees was 3.4 inches; tilled trees, 6.7 inches, the tilled 

trees making twice the growth made by those on sod. The foliage 

of a tree is as ready a test and as delicate a one to determine health 

as the pulse is to a human being. The tell-tale tints of the leaves, 
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the size of leaves, amount of foliage, weight of foliage, total leaf 

area and length of time the leaves remain on the trees, all prove 

tillage the better method of orchard management to obtain health 

and vigor of tree. 

One factor alone is quite sufficient to account for the differ- 

ences noted between sod and tillage, namely, the supply of water. 

It is held by all soil authorities that in this climate, conserve it as 

best one can, the seasonal rainfall on the average soil is not more 

than sufficient for the best development of any crop; indeed it is 

seldom sufficient. If then we divide the rainfall between two 

crops, grass and apples, both must suffer. 

A financial statement is always of interest. The average costs 

per acre of the two methods were: for the sod, $17.92; tillage, 

$24.47; $6.55 per acre in favor of the sod-mulch. But the cost 

per barrel of apples was $1.65 for the tilled plat and $2.15 for the 

sod plat, $.50 per barrel in favor of tillage. It is not cheap 

methods that give highest profits, but lowest cost of production. 

The best modern orchard practice permits the growing of in- 

tercrops, hoed crops preferred, in an orchard until the trees come 

in bearing, and insists upon there being a cover crop sowed at the 

close of the season’s cultivation to be plowed under as a fertilizer 

the following spring, and to cover the ground in winter as a pro- 

tection to the tree roots from cold and to keep the ground from 

being worked and puddled by fall and spring rains. The use of 

iniercrops and cover crops in orchards gives a splendid opportunity 

for the study of the likes and dislikes of plants, for some plants 

seem to be really particular as to the company they keep. For 

instance, there are observations and some experimental data to 

show that the peach and the potato will not break bread and sup 

together in peace and if grown in intimate contact the results are 

disastrous, especially to the peach. Much ill-feeling is manifest 

between the cereals and the peach; not so marked between the 

cabbage family and the peach ; while members of the clover family 

are pleasant and profitable companions for peaches. All this sug- 

gests that crops for the orchard must be chosen with some care. If 

an intercrop is sown, keep tree and crop so separated that they 

can not trouble each other. In the use of cover crops usually 
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those are sown which will add most plant food to the soil, as 

clovers and vetches which have the power of taking nitrogen from 

the air. 

The knowledge and skill of the entomologist and plant patholo- 

gist are indispensable in growing fruit and every commercial 

orchardist must know the insect and fungus pests and how to com- 

bat them. But men who ean not or will not spray, the general 

farmer, the city suburbanite — the amateurs — should plant varie- 

ties measurably immune to the most troublesome pests, for there 

are such. 

Fruit trees, like other plants, need fertilizer. Yet fruit crops 

do not require the addition of nearly so much fertilizer to the 

average soil as do farm and truck crops. The basis for this state- 

ment comes from observation, the experience of many fruit 

growers, but more particularly from experiments carried on at 

experiment stations. There are, too, several theoretical considera- 

tions as to why fruits in general do not require the addition of as 

much plant food as farm crops. These are: (1) From 80 to 90 

per cent of a fruit crop is water; the food used in the foliage is 

returned to the soil. The percentage of solid matter is much 

greater in farm crops. (2) Trees have a preparatory season of 

several years before they begin bearing. Farm crops come and 

go ina season. (3) The growing season for trees is long, from 

early spring to late fall. It is comparatively short for farm crops. 

(4) The roots go down and spread out in the ease of tree fruits but 

are comparatively restricted with farm crops. (5) Trees trans- 

pire relatively large amounts of water and therefore relatively 

diluted solutions of plant food may suffice to furnish food. (6) 

All tree fruits have “ off years”? in which to recuperate. (7) It 

is possible to give fruit trees more thorough cultivation, thereby 

better conserving moisture and making food more available, than 

in the case of farm crops. 

It does not follow from what has been said that tree fruits 

never need fertilizers, but these considerations make it plain that 

exceedingly great care must be used in feeding trees if it is to be 

done without waste. The fruit grower ought to experiment very 

carefully to see that he gets the worth of his money before using 

any considerable quantities of fertilizers in an orchard. 
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Lastly, the fruit grower, of all tillers of the soil, should know 

the plants he works with; should have an insight into their life 

processes ; should know how they are affected by external condi- 

tions; should understand the more or less distinct individuality of 

each tree. Fruit plants are various in kind and trees of one kind 

are often quite unlike because the conditions under which they are 

grown are dissimilar and because plants are inherently variable 

and plastic. It follows then that conditions must vary for every 

person who grows fruit and that there must be more or less diverse 

ideals, diverse methods and diverse results. But certain forces, 

embraced in what we call “ good care,” have brought all fruits 

from the wild to their present state of domestication, and these 

forees, modified and refined as we gain new knowledge, must be 

kept in constant operation. 

U. P. Hepricx 

Horticulturist, New York Agricultural 

Experiment Station, Geneva 

The following statements and tables are given by the United 

States Census Bureau in 1910 and are the latest reliable estimates 

made. 

By reference to the production of various counties a fair idea 

of the availability of certain areas for the growing of the dif- 
ferent kinds of fruit may be obtained. 

Orchard fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropical fruits: 1909 and 

1899.— The following table presents data with regard to orchard 

fruits, grapes, nuts, and tropical fruits. The acreage devoted to 

these products was not ascertained. In comparing one year with 

the other the number of trees or vines of bearing age is on the 

whole a better index of the general changes or tendencies than the 

quantity of product, but the data for the censuses of 1910 and 

1900 are not closely comparable and the product is therefore com- 

pared, although variations may be due largely to temporarily 

favorable or unfavorable climatic conditions. 
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r Propucr . TREES OR VINES : 
he ae ae Nor a BEARING 7 

1$10 Ta 
| 1910 1909 1899 

Crop. 

Farms | Farms Weakee 
report- | Number. report- | Number. Quantity.) | (d Tee Quantity.! 
ing. ing. dollars). 

Orchard fruits, \ 
tos 4 eee mel ee Presta | ltt O20) 09a) tie canes 7,363,614 | 29,456, 291/17,988,894|) 26,172,310 

IADDIES Se cies 168,667) 11,248,203 | 48,007] 2,828,515 | 25,409, 324/13, 343,028] 24,111,257 
Peaches and 

nectarines...| 25,926] 2,457,187|| 14,337) 2,216,907 1,736,483) 2,014,088 466 , 850 
IRESTSee ess. 85,725] 2,141,596)| 26,773) 1,502,661 1,343,089} 1,418,218 960,170 
Plums and 

prunes). 2...) 62,024 919,017]|| 22,083 328, 329 553, 522 519,192 303, 688 
@herriesteo..5 59,408 673,989}| 20,087 342,959 271,597 544,508 218,642 
Apricots....... 2,033 16,050 767 3,050 9,805 14,490 15,710 
Quinces....... 12,280 169,031 3,404 140,703 132,451 135,345 (2) 
Mulberries..... 11 20 2 3 20 25 (2) 
Wire asatirecd cca story trees) shies ccsrsreynerevell[isiscoracse [ise ete eaavan | BS Ae [meee ren 395,993 

Grapes...... 34,256) 31,802,097) 7,250 ane. 253,006,361) 3,961,677 247,698,055 

Nuts | 
POE epe sti o4.\| (cre oveat aie 4164,333]|....... 451,239,| 42,773,858 474,420) 32,451,550 

Persian or Eng- | 
lish walnuts. . 81 456 28 139 9,346 S58 ioe Pate eee 

Black walnuts..| 2,815 19,782 428 27,591 465,918 11,485 (2) 
Butternuts.....| 4,623 36,456 447 5,175 1,519, 279 21,631 (°) 
Chestnuts. .... 1,797 72,976 198 12,841 286 , 227 23, 589 (2) 
Hickory nuts... 3,142 34,309 220 5,381 487 , 768 16,742 (2) 
(Wael ersssits ocd eveteval lie seteeser sell cectiys ccaceccre te al|ll cave taste sxell acsteverestesca,.chel[ll eaeeustarorsecveres'|| skemeteurcace oo 33,451,550 

Tropical fruits 
Geen Ss. 12 21 8 25sec eee ee il bamente ee ieee 

1 Expressed in bushels for orchard fruits and pounds for grapes and nuts. 
2 Included with ‘‘ unclassified.”’ 
3 Consists of products not separately named by the enumerator, but grouped under the designa- 

tion ** all other.”’ 
4Includes small amounts of almonds, pecans, hazelnuts, beechnuts, Japanese chestnuts, Jap- 

anese walnuts, filberts, and other nuts. 

The total quantity of orchard fruits produced in 1909 was 

29,456,000, valued at $17,989,000. Apples contributed about six- 

sevenths of this quantity, peaches and nectarines and pears most 

of the remainder. The production of grapes in 1909 amounted to 

253,006,000 pounds, valued at $3,962,000, and that of nuts to 

2,774,000 pounds, valued at $74,000. 

The production of all orchard fruits together in 1909 was 12.5 

per cent greater than that in 1899, while the production of grapes 

increased 2.1 per cent. The value of orchard fruits increased from 

$10,542,000 in 1899 to $17,989,000 in 1909, and that of grapes 

from $2,764,000 in 1899 to $3,962,000 in 1909. It should be 

noted in this connection that the values for 1899 include the value 

of more advanced products derived from orchard fruits or grapes, 
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such as cider, vinegar, dried fruits, and the like, and may there- 

fore involve some duplication, while the values shown for 1909 

relate only to the products in their original condition. 

The next table shows the quantities of the more advanced 

products manufactured by farmers from orchard fruits and grapes. 

Values were not called for on the schedule. 

FarMs 
REPORTING, QuaNTITY PRODUCED. 

1909 

Propucr. 

Per cent 
Num- | of all || Unit. 1909 1899 

: farms. 

Giorno cee eve Bis ne Datels 54,168 2504) \Galsees|) so LOkeoo 4,597,519 
BUTI NSP recA Sc coc laraiieieher Slates este teres 8arene 13,547 625 Gals... 703 , 384 574,875 
Wine and grape juice................ 1,823 0.8 Gals... 346,973 290,365 
ID rIecdirults se neice tle eine ee eieetnte 1,290 0.6 || Lbs....| 4,385,978 3,658,610 

Small fruits: 1909 and 1899.— The following table shows data 

with regard to small fruits on farms: 

ACRES. 

Number :, 
of farms Quantity Value, 

Crop. reporting, (quarts) 1909 

1309 1909 1899 

Smallifroite total... |r oe eee 22,496 25,051 37,857,829 | $2,875,495 
Sire wherricsecpsat cies ce 14,086 6,382 Geol: 15,945,863 1,187,410 
Blackberries and dewberries.... 4,882 1,951 2,060 2,509 , 851 210,986 
Raspberries and loganberries. . . 13,187 11,057 12,376 14,751,940 1,168,062 
ISUITTAN PS c oe CE cen ee ee 7,528 2,097 2,594 3,982,389 264,051 
M5 OOSCUEMMIES tre te mtielaye siete ste anne 1,696 259 196 331,135 23,427 
KOTANIDOUIMEN Sti cia seen Site ease shee 88 PY 113 327 , 370 20,743 
IOERER DERTIES ye site nis jet aye ietosene 9 13 407 9,281 816 

| 

Strawberries and raspberries and loganberries are by far the 

most important small fruits grown in New York, with currants 

ranking next. The total acreage of small fruits in 1909 was 

22,496 and in 1899, 25,051, a decrease of 10.2 per cent. The pro- 

duction in 1909 was 37,858,000 quarts, as compared with 

40,376,000 quarts in 1899, and the value $2,875,000, as compared 

with $2,538,000, 
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The following bulletins and circulars on horticultural matters 

will be sent on application. 

Bulletin No. 2, Blister Rust of Pines 

Bulletin No. 39, Inspection, Certification and Transportation 

of Nursery Stock 

Bulletin No. 41, Wart Disease of the Potato (including 

colored plate) 

Circular No. 20, Brown Tail Moth (colored plate) 
Circular No. 21, Gipsy Moth (colored plate) 

Cireular No. 36, Potato Breeding 

Cireular No. 38, Effect of Climate and Soil on Apples 

Cireular No. 40, Codling Moth 

Circular No. 41, Apple Scab 

Circular No. 438, Renovation of Worn Out Orchards 

Cireular No. 50, Apples, Pears, Peaches and Quinces (Article 

11, Agricultural Law) 

Circular No. 51, Inspection and Sale of Seeds 

Circular No. 58, Spray Formulae 
Circular No. 63, Inspection of Nurseries and List of Nurs- 

erymen 
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STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

CALVIN J. HUSON, Commissioner 

Bulletin 49 

The Honey Bee 

BY 

WHEELER DENNISON WRIGHT 



The cuts of all illustrations shown in this bulletin, with the 

exception of those otherwise designated, were leased by this depart- 

ment from the A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. 
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THE HONEY BEE 

| INTRODUCTION 

The honey bee may well be counted as a friend of the human 

race, since besides furnishing large quantities of the most health- 

ful sweet known, the commercial importance of which at this day 

is by no means insignificant, it is also of great value as a fertil- 

izing agent to many of the crops produced by the farmer and 

horticulturist, obtaining results which could not otherwise be 

secured. 

Beekeeping on a commercial scale is far from being a royal 

road to wealth as pictured by some, but requires as much labor, 

diligence and attention to details as many other lines of business. 

However, the thorough going apiarist, well adapted and educated 

to the business, given a good location and a favorable season, 

usually has no complaint to offer. As along other agricultural 

lines, weather conditions often exert an adverse influence and 

poor seasons intervene, which necessitate extra care, fortitude and 

enthusiasm on the part of the beekeeper, to safely bridge them 

over. 

In a small way, beekeeping is quite popular as a recreation for 

persons of sedentary habits, also as a light employment for in- 

valids, giving healthful open air exercise; at the same time 

affording mental relief. 

The Empire State ranks high in the production of surplus 

honey and numbers its beekeeping specialists by the hundred. Its 

honey yielding flora is extensive and diversified. 

The apiary inspectors of this department have for years given 

information and instruction on beekeeping to those desiring it — 

especially amateurs — and the object of this bulletin is to sup- 

plement such instruction with matter in suitable form for ready 

reference. Only such equipments as are admissible in the best 

modern apiary of the specialist are shown and recommended. 

These the beginner would do well to adopt at the start, so far as 

his necessities demand. 

[1383] 
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On account of the limited character of this bulletin many de- 

tails are necessarily omitted. Those desiring to pursue the sub- 

ject further are referred to the unabridged works on beekeeping 

enumerated herein. 

LOCALITY 

Doubtless there are but few localities in this state in which a 

few colonies of bees could not be kept with profit; but when a 

person expects to make a specialty of the business, it is highly 

essential that he should study thoroughly any given location to 

determine its possibilities in honey production, before he con- 

cludes to settle down permanently. 

Some sections of the state, particularly the northern, furnish 

the finest quality of white clover honey obtainable. Years ago, 

basswood was a prolific source of honey in many localities, but 

it is fast becoming a thing of the past on account of its value 

for other purposes. 

Some of the leading apiarists of central New York claim much 

for alfalfa as a honey yielder, but it has reached its greatest fame 

in the western states. 

In sections where buckwheat is grown extensively a good yield 

is frequently obtained, and very seldom a total failure ex- 

perienced, since the season of blooming is late (generally in 

August), and all colonies should be in condition to do good work. 

This is not always the ease during clover and other early blooms. 

Alsike clover is abundant in many sections, and is a splendid 

honey producer. Sweet clover (mellilotus alba), blue thistle, 

sumac and goldenrod are sometimes quite plentiful and add 

largely to the product of the apiary. Fruit bloom and black 

locust occasionally yield honey freely, but come on before most 

of the colonies are very populous, hence they do not afford much 

if any surplus, but are very useful to promote breeding. 

A location where several of the above named sources of supply 

are abundant should give good returns in an average season. 

Having found a desirable location as regards pasturage, ete., 
there is still one other very important point for consideration, 

namely, whether there are any apiaries of considerable size within 

four or five miles of the point in question. If so, the neweomer 
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is advised to pass along to a locality that is free from large 

apiaries, since most localities may be overstocked with bees, as 

many are at present. 

It is the height of folly for an apiarist to locate an apiary near 

one already established, as the profits are then divided, the full 

amount of which might be enjoyed by each, if separated a few 

miles. In some sections and seasons this could make the differ- 

ence between success and failure. 
The number of colonies that may be kept in a single apiary 

with the maximum of profit can be determined only after a care- 

ful study of the resources of the section in which the apiary is 

located, within a series of years of experience, and by adapting 

the management and manipulation to the requirements of such 

locality. Seventy-five to one hundred colonies should be the 

limit until experience proves that the number may be increased. 

Many extensive apiarists, especially those who conduct several 

apiaries each, restrict the number to one hundred colonies or less, 

and place them four or five miles apart. 

A gentleman of central New York for years limited his 

colonies to sixty, considering this number sufficient for the 

best results in his location, and he secures good yields of surplus 

comb honey, occasionally reaching an average of one hundred 

pounds per colony. 

A prominent beekeeper of Long Island keeps but forty or fifty 

colonies in an apiary, and places the yards three or four miles 

apart, claiming that the flora of that locality will not profitably 

maintain a greater number. 
There are localities in this state that are ideal in their 

capacities for honey secretion. Many of these are fully stocked 

with bees, while undoubtedly many others as good contain few, 

if any, bees. Some of these are necessarily somewhat remote from 

the railroads and principal thoroughfares, but the additional ex- 

pense for transportation, ete., would find compensation in the 

larger yield to be obtained in an otherwise unoccupied location. 

The successful apiarist must acquaint himself with the honey 

yielding flora of his locality, the time of blooming of each variety, 

and the length of time it may be expected to continue, that he 

may prepare for the harvesting of the surplus crop, by having his 
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apiary in proper condition at the right time, with the necessary 

equipment at hand and ready for application. 

LOCATING AN APIARY 

An ideal location for an apiary would be upon a dry, level or 

nearly level lot, protected from the prevailing winds by hills, 

trees or buildings. A gentle slope to the east or south would be 

desirable, with the hives facing these respective points. Hives 

may face any direction in summer but at other seasons, especially 

in the spring, it is desirable to have them so placed that they may 

receive the maximum amount of sunshine at the entrance for the 

protection of the foraging bees; and to avoid the entrance of cold 

winds. 

The apiary should be placed a reasonable distance from dwell- 

ings and highways — one hundred feet or more — to avoid danger 

to people or animals from stings. It is easier and wiser to locate 

right at the outset than to adjust matters after harm is done, as 

it is better to be sure than sorry. A high screen or hedge inter- 

vening is a great protection at any point. 

In most rural communities no land is too good to be occupied 

by an apiary, and scarcely any crop will produce an equal 

revenue. The writer has seen apiaries located in hog and hen 

yards, in stump and brush lots, in rough stone lots, and on steep 

sidehills and cliffs, where it was very inconvenient and moreover 

positively dangerous to handle bees or hives, their owners appar- 

ently thinking that any old place was good enough for bees, and 

withholding land that could be used for other purposes. 

An orchard where the trees are not too thick is often a desirable 

place for bees, furnishing shade in hot weather for the benefit of 

both the bees and their keeper. There should be a good turf and 

the grass kept short, preferably with a lawn mower. Where con- 

venient, sheep might be used to keep the grass down. 

It is a good plan to place hives separately or in pairs with a 

convenient distance between for handling hives or honey, using 

a wheelbarrow —which is a very useful implement in the 

apiary — and swinging a scythe when it is necessary to cut grass 

in that way. Where land is plentiful, the rows may be placed 

eight feet or more apart, with hives six or eight feet apart in the 

row. ach hive should have a separate stand so that it can be 
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worked from any or all sides, or taken up complete and moved 

elsewhere. 

Generally, bee houses or sheds should not be tolerated as it is 

very inconvenient to handle bees in them and they harbor insect 

enemies of the bees, such as spiders, wasps, ete., besides incurring 

a useless expense. There are occasional exceptions to this rule 

as where an apiary is situated in a locality infested by marauders. 

In this case a bee house of the style used by Mr. F. B. Loucks of 

Lowville, N. Y., might be desirable. Continuous benches or 

stands are open to practically the same objections. 

Hives should stand moderately close to the ground — say from 

three to six inches — so as to improve their stability when tiered 

several stories high, and to enable the field bees to more readily 

gain the entrance in windy or cool weather. They should also 

be level both ways to give the yard a tidy appearance. 

When the apiary exceeds the maximum in number for profit 

in a given locality, a portion of the stock should be disposed of or 

out-apiaries established, subject to the conditions before men- 

tioned. 

APPARATUS 

Other than hives, the necessary paraphernalia for conducting 

an apiary need not be extensive, but should be the best of its 

class, as the best is none too good. The number of implements 

should be limited to actual requirements, as simplicity should be 

the keynote throughout, avoiding perplexity, complication and 

unnecessary expense. 
HIVES 

“ What hive shall I adopt?” is a question of considerable im- 

portance to the beginner. No beekeeper with any pride in him- 

self or his business would think of adopting any other than a 

movable-frame hive, of which there are a variety. Several of 

these are good, but the most popular one at the present day was 

invented by the Rev. L. L. Langstroth in 1851, to whom the bee- 

keepers of this and all other countries owe a lasting debt of 

gratitude for the invention that is responsible, in the main, for 

placing bee culture and honey production on the high plane it 

occupies to-day. 
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The Langstroth hive is 

standard and may be ob 

tained from nearly all 

supply dealers at all 

times, which is a great 

advantage when the apiar- 

ist desires to purchase, 

rather than build his own 

hives. By buying in 

Fic. 39. Standard ten-frame Lang- quantities, -in the flat, 
stroth hive for extracted honey the price is moderate. 

This hive is built in two sizes generally, for eight and ten frames. 

Many beekeepers heretofore have used the eight-frame size for 

the production of comb honey and the ten-frame size for ex- 

tracted. Experience has shown that the ten-frame size is the 

best for an all purpose hive. When run for extracted honey they 

can be tiered up several stories high if necessary, and will be 

more stable than a narrower hive, which would need tiering 
higher to contain the same space. The large size of the brood 

So 

below by an excluder; also more honey is likely to be stored there 

chamber tends to discourage swarming, when the queen is kept 

than in one of smaller size, which necessitates less feeding for 

winter stores. Mr. James McNeill of Hudson, N. Y., and Mr. 

KR. IF. Holtermann of Canada, extensive producers of extracted 

honey, use and prefer a hive and super holding twelve Lang- 

stroth frames. 

There are advantages 

in having the brood cham- 

ber and super of the same 

size as they are then in- 

terchangeable and may be 

used for either purpose. 

However, for those who \ 

consider the full-depth ~ 

super too heavy to handle 
7 filled Fic. 40. Standard Langstroth hive 
when fille for comb honey conveniently 

with honey, the half- 

depth super may be substituted. Some honey producers prefer 
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it, but it is less economical 

since double the number 

of supers and _ frames 
must be purchased and 

handled for the same 

amount of surplus. 

In using this size of hive 

for comb honey preduc- 
tion, it is often desirable 

Fie. 41. Hoffman frame, showing to contract ih using fewer 
method of putting in foundation starters 

frames with dummies in 

place of those omitted, es- 

pecially in the case of 

newly-hived and shaken 

swarms. The wide hive 

gives larger surplus ca- 

pacity, which is often de- 

sirable. 

The ten-frame Langs- 

troth hive is 16% inches 

wide, 20 inches long out- 
side measure, and full 

914 inches deep. The 

frames are 914 inches HAN ca 

Fie. 42. Detail 

— 

we of Hoffman frame, 
deep by 1758 inches long. showing position of beveled edges, and 
There are several styles of frame resting on metal rabbet in hive. 

these — the plain staple-spaced, metal-spaced and Hoffman. For 

a self-spaced frame, the latter is one of the best and has stood the 

test of time. The advantages are that they can be handled in 

groups, are quickly spaced when closing a hive; the hive can be 

readily carried about the apiary or into the winter repository 

without especial care, and when the bees are properly confined to 

the hive, it is ready for hauling or shipment to any distance. A 

follower should be used at one side of the hive and held tightly 

against the frames by a wedge or spring. 

A plain, simple cover and bottom board is best. The cover 

should be light and covered with tin or galvanized iron, pre- 

ferably the former on account of lighter weight; then there should 

be an under cover of wood three-eighths of an inch thick, cleated, 
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which may also contain a bee escape, with flap to cover same when 

not in use. Enameled drilling or duct used with the enameled 

side next the bees also makes a fine under cover, but is not as dur- 

able as wood. 

All hives in an apiary should be of the same size, accurately 
made, of good material, and well painted with some light color 

for durability and better appearance. Whatever style of hive is 

adopted by the beginner should be adhered to, as changes in 

equipment are expensive. 

In nailing up hives care must be exercised to place the metal 

rabbets in proper position. Place the heart side of the boards out 

to the weather. Nail Hoffman frames with the “ V” edge in 

opposite directions at each end, holding the ““V” toward the 
fingers of the right hand in putting together, and make all frames 

alike so that they may be reversed, end for end, and be perfectly 

interchangeable. 

QUEEN EXCLUDERS 

The queen excluder is constructed in several styles, namely, the 

wood and wire with nar- 

tow strips of each alter- 

nating and built up into 

a board the size of the 

hive; the wood-zine, con- 

sisting of strips of wood 

and perforated zine built 

yup in the same manner, 

and sheets of perforated 

* zinc either plain or wood 

bound, the size of the Fic. 43. Queen Excluder 

hive. In use these full- 

sized sheets are undesir- 

able as they are too flimsy 

and frequently beone == === 

kinked in removing from 

the hive after being ——— 
: Fia. 44. Queen Excluder Metal 

thoroughly propolized. 

The built-up boards are much more satisfactory and durable. The 

wires for this purpose are secured at the proper distance apart and 

the zine perforated at exactly the right size— about 5/32 of an 

inch in width — to keep the queen below, but allow the workers to 
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pass up into the supers. In the production of extracted honey, the 

use of these excluders is very essential since all brood is best kept 

in the brood chamber, and out of the extracting combs where it 

becomes a nuisance if allowed. Also, less pollen is stored there. 

Excluders are not needed between the brood chamber and honey 

supers, unless supers are placed over a swarm before the comb is 

built in the brood chamber, or the brood nest established. 

BEE ESCAPE 

The bee escape is a simple little appliance fitted into a board 

the same size as the hive, placed under the supers of either comb 

or extracted honey, whichever it is desired to remove from the 

bees. The bees in the supers pass down into the hive, but none 

can return. This method is slower than smoking or brushing, re- 

quiring from twelve to twenty-four hours or longer, depending on 

the temperature, to clear the super of bees; however, it is valuable 
at the close of the season or 

whenever bees are inclined to 

rob. It is also popular with 

beginners and those who are in 

any way timid in handling bees. Fre. 45. Bee Escape 

SMOKERS 

It is folly to attempt the handling of bees extensively without a 

first-class smoker, numerous kinds of which are on the market. 

The essential points are light weight, 

BINGHAM powerful and cold blast, light and 

BEE SMOKER. quick action of the bellows, and 

durability. The Bingham is a good 

example. Some makes have too wide 

a spread of the bellows so they cannot 

be readily grasped by the hand and 

are thus tiresome to work. In the 

lowest priced smokers the stove is 

made of tin. This answers for a 

time, but if used freely in a large 

Tic. 46. Bingham Bee Smoker LEI ee ee On Copper aa 
(Courtesy of the American Bee brass, preferably the latter, makes a 
Journal) 

much better implement. The smaller 

size will answer better for a small or medium-sized apiary but for 
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use in a large apiary, the larger sizes are more effectual and re- 

quire less attention in replenishing fuel. Numerous substances 

may be used as fuel, among which is rotten wood. This is not all 

alike, and only that which is thoroughly decayed, fine grained and 

firm, and contains no hard spots, should be used. It must be dry 

and is therefore best secured in dry weather. Willow, maple or 

apple wood are favorites with the writer, but planer shavings — 

those from hardwood —are more lasting; old burlap sacking, 

which may be rolled up in suitable size, tied a few inches apart 

and cut in cartridges with a sharp hatchet is also desirable. 

Greasy waste may be very effectual, but is so pungent as to be 

very offensive to some persons, and it seems a pity to desecrate 

the honey-laden home of the busy bee with such a foul odor, when 
something else will answer as well, to say the least. 

Cotton rags, dipped in a strong solution of salt peter and dried, 

are very convenient for starting the smoker quickly. Use a little 

fine, dry, rotten wood or shavings on this until well started; then 

fill the stove with the regular fuel — thus avoiding the necessity 

of using hot coals or kerosene oil at the start; as many bee- 

keepers do, which is more 

inconvenient and increases 

the fire hazard. 

VEILS 

In addition to a good 

smoker, the novice will 

need protection in the 

form of a veil. This will 

inspire confidence and give 

a sense of security that 

will permit him to handle 

bees with a better chance 

of success. Even the vet- 

eran apiarist can often do 

more and better work in a 

large apiary by con- 

descending to wear a veil. 

Protection for the hands 
Fic. 47. A good bee veil ? 

(Courtesy of the American Bee Journal) is seldom needed by any 
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one, except possibly the beginner. The old adage that “a cat in 

gloves catches no mice” is applicable here. 

HIVE TOOL 

Some kind of hive tool is a necessity, and Root’s, illustrated 

herein, is excellent. It is used for prying covers, supers and bot- 

toms loose from the hives, pry- 

ing frames apart, ete., and the 

scraper end for cleaning 

frames, bottom boards and 
Fic. 48. Root’s Hive Tool 

other surfaces of propolis and wax. It is nicely tempered as it is 

not soft enough to bend nor hard enough to break with ordinary 

use. It surpasses any other implement for the purpose. 

FEEDERS 

There are several styles of bee feeders on the market, both large 

and small. The former are used principally for supplying winter 

stores to colonies which have failed to store in the brood chamber 

the required amount, which is about thirty pounds. The smaller 

ones are used for stimulative purposes in the spring, or at any 

time in the season when a shortage occurs. By using large hives, 

the brood chambers often contain honey enough to bridge over short 

periods of scarcity without feeding. The entire apiary should be 

examined at the close of the season. Experienced apiarists can, 

by lifting, determine whether a colony is short of stores, and how 

much will be required to make them safe. Others should weigh 

the hives and deduct the proper amount for the weight of hives, 

combs and bees; then bring the amount of stores up to thirty 

pounds. 

In the spring, a sharp watch must be kept on all strong colonies, 

as such use large quantities of honey for brood rearing and then 

sometimes starve before getting honey from the fields. If the 

beekeeper has no honey in combs that he can supply them with, it 

will pay him well to feed them until the flowers yield a sufficiency. 

2 
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In the most favorable localities, where there is a fall flow, by 

proper management, nearly all feeding can be avoided. 
\ 

WHEELBARROW 

In apiaries of any size a light, strong, spring wheelbarrow is a 

great labor saver. It is very useful in transporting hives and their 

accessories about the apiary, also supers of comb and extracted 

honey to the storehouse and extracting room. If the ground is 

smooth it can even be used to carry colonies to or from the winter 

repositories, by placing under the hives a thick, soft cushion for 

a shock absorber. 

AUTOMOBILES, 

Since automobiles have been greatly reduced in cost, they are 

becoming quite popular with beekeepers for use in traveling to 

out-apiaries, taking honey to market in small lots or retailing to 

private customers. A light auto truck may be used, or a touring 

car with removable tonneau, or a runabout of suitable design may 

be fitted with a platform or box on which may be loaded a goodly 

stock of supplies for the out-apiary, or as much honey as is safe 

to load on the car in question; but do not overload. Remember 

that the cost of upkeep is much less on a moderately light car 

than on a heavy one. On the former, the tires are smaller and 

therefore much lower priced and the mileage per gallon of gaso- 

lene much greater. 

The time gained by the use of the automobile versus the horse 

is an important matter with the busy man, besides the freedom 

from the care and anxiety which is often experienced when a 

horse is brought in contact with the bees. 

THE COLONY, THE UNIT OF THE APIARY 

A normal colony of honey bees (apis mellifica) consists of a 

queen or mother bee, several thousand workers, and during the 

honey season, some hundreds of drones. Each class has its re- 

spective offices and duties, and each is especially important in the 
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continuity of the colony and race; however, additional importance 

is attached to the queen through the fact that unless she is young 

and vigorous, her colony cannot excel in production or profit. 

Fig. 49. Queen Fig. 50. Worker Fic. 51. Drone 

THE QUEEN 

With a colony in normal condition, the queen, a fully developed 

female, lays all the eggs for the maintenance and increase of the 

colony. Under favorable conditions, she has been known to lay 

3,000 eggs per day at the height of the season, equalling her own 

weight, which seems almost incredible to many people. 

The production of the apiary, and hence the profits realized, 

depend largely on the energy of this main spring of the colony. 

It, therefore, behooves the apiarist to bend every effort to secure 

this “sine qua non” to the highest success. The honey producer 

knows there is great variation in the yield of individual colonies, 

and should the indifferent ones be made as efficient as the best, his 

profits would be largely increased. 
All queens should be 

bred from the very best 

stock obtainable, and 

mated to an equally good 

strain of drones. To 

maintain the requisite 

vigor and_ lessen the 

Fic. 52. Egg of a queen bee highly chances of supersedure, 

magnified no queen over two years 
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of age should be kept. They should be replaced by young ones. 

The natural life of a queen is often four and occasionally 

five years, but a few hold out in fertility to the end. Others 

fail and become so-called drone layers, since they lay eggs 

which produce drones only. Still others are superseded by the 

workers by constructing queen cells over workers eggs or larvae, 

the old queen, in some cases, remaining in the hive until a young 

queen is hatched and laying. In other instances the old queen 

disappears suddenly, before the workers have made preparations 

to replace her. Under any of these conditions, the colony is more 

or less disorganized, and if they take place early in the season, 

are likely to prove a handicap. 

The queen possesses a curved sting which she will use only on 

a rival. 

WORKERS 

True to name, the workers are the people of the hive who 

work, and furnish to their owners and all others a beautiful ex- 

ample of what may be accomplished by diligence and persever- 

ance. They perform all the labor both in and out of the hive. 
The young build comb and feed the larvae. The older 

ones forage in the fields, gather the product of the hive and de- 

fend it from intruders. They must necessarily be very numerous 

leeeaacunet be eeee 

Seooouteen 
Fic. 53. Drone and Worker Comb, Drone Fig. 54. Brood in different 

Comb at left stages of development 

to store honey in sufficient quantities for their own needs and 
fford a goodly surplus for their keeper besides. They are 

undeveloped females or neuters, and are equipped with a sting 

which they use freely for defense. When a colony becomes hope- 

lessly queenless, a few of their number, usually called fertile 

workers, try to become reproducers by laying eggs. These eggs, 

although usually laid in worker cells, produce only drones, since 
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being unfertilized they can produce nothing else. Their ege lay- 

ing is very irregular. Single cells often contain a dozen or more 

eggs. While the work of the worker bees is in the main remark- 

able and unapproachable, when they attempt something for which 

they are not qualified by nature, they make a miserable failure 

of it. 

The difticulty of introducing a laying queen is greatly increased 

in a colony infested with these obnoxious laying workers. 

Fie. 55. Natural built queen cells, the uppermost one having 

hatched 

DRONES 

The drones are males. They are the largest bees in the hive 

and have no sting. They make a great deal of noise and bluster 

in the world, but their accomplishments are not prominently in 

evidence. They are typical gentlemen of leisure, enjoying the 

freedom of the home, living on the fat of the land, taking fre- 
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quent aerial excursions and attending all the wedding functions 
‘that come their way. 

In the spring of the year when a colony becomes populous from 

the numerous hatching bees, they commence the raising of drones 

preparatory to the swarming season. So long as the honey flow 

lasts, they are not molested, but when a dearth comes at or before 

the close of the season, the workers slaughter and expel them. 

Colonies which have become queenless suffer the drones to 

remain, even after the advent of cold weather. Their presence 

in the hive after their general slaughter in other colonies may be 

taken as an evidence that something is wrong, and such colonies 

should receive the attention of the apiarist at once. 

Except for the improvement of stock, when young queens are 

being reared, a large number of drones should not be tolerated 

in the apiary, and an ex- 

cess of drone comb should 

be removed from the 

hives. Twenty square 

inches per hive is an 

abundance. 

When there is a surplus 

of drones in the hive, or 

when they are of undesir- 

able stock, a drone trap 

may be used at the 

entrance to catch them in order that they may be destroyed. 

Fie. 57. Drone trap 

RACES OF BEES 

The black or brown German bee was the original race in this 

country. The Italian race was imported in 1860, since which 

time it has been widely disseminated. In later years the Car- 

niolan, Cyprian, Holy land, Egyptian, Caucasian and Banat 

races were imported and tried out. They were weighed in the 

balance, and with the exception of the Italians, found wanting. 

Many of the good qualities of the Italian race have long been 

recognized, and it is only a fitting climax that they should be and 
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are the greatest aid in the suppression of European foul brood. 

There is no known race that can stand in comparison with them 

in this respect. 

The three banded or tan colored strains are the most desirable 

and in the imported stock this is the predominating color. The 

American bred stock frequently runs to bright yellow. No doubt 

the demand for this stock has had its effect upon many of the 

queen breeders, but there are a few breeders who have bred up 

a superior strain of the darker colored bees, realizing that 

“handsome is that handsome does.” These parties are reaping 

good returns for the labor they have expended in this direction 

and are frequently unable to supply the demand for their stock. 

MANIPULATION 

The proper handling of bees is by no means as hazardous or 

difficult as many people imagine. The principal trouble with 

beginners is their lack of knowledge of the characteristics and 

habits of the bee. This creates a fear and uncertainty in their 

minds. They do not know just what to expect except some stings, 

nor what to do in an emergency. A little practice and observa- 

tion in company with an experienced beekeeper would enlighten 

them greatly. 

When it is desired to open a hive for any purpose, start a good 

fire in the smoker and fill with fuel. Put on a veil if desired, 

get the hive tool and pro- 

ceed to the hive in ques- 

tion. Blow a whiff of 
smoke into the entrance; 

then insert the hive tool 

under the cover and loosen 

it, blowing a little smoke 

under before any bees 

can escape. Remove the 
Fie. 58. <A convenient tool box 

cover, giving a little more 
smoke, after which the bees should be fit to handle. <A little 

smoke may be needed occasionally, but no more should be used 
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than is actually needed to subdue them. Too much smoke will 

‘ause them to stampede and drop off the combs when handling, 

especially the blacks and hybrids. Occasionally, a colony will 

need an extra amount of smoke to subdue them. Queens produc- 

ing such stock should be superseded as it is a nuisance to the bee- 

keeper, if not to others, to have them around, and in some loca- 

tions would orove a hazard to the business. 

When handling bees, the apiarist should be stationed at the 

side or rear of the hive, so as to disturb the working force of 

the colony as little as possible. 

Occasionally the hfe of a bee will be sacrificed in manipulating 

them, but care should be exercised that the number of such be 

reduced to the minimum. 

Careless apiarists frequently kill bees by the hundred, by 

mashing them between hives, frames, ete., and then wonder why 

their bees are so cross. Perhaps nothing will arouse the anger 

of a colony more quickly than crushing some of their number, 

which besides being cruel is also unprofitable. Other causes of 

offense are a sudden jar of the hive or combs, quick movements, 

blowing the breath upon the bees, and the odor of perspiration. 

It is well to avoid all of these in handling and to work from the 

side of the hive toward which the wind, if any, is blowing. 

Some amateurs handle their bees only in the morning or even- 

ing when the weather is comparatively cool, thinking that is the 

best and only time. Toward the middle of a warm day is a much 

better time for them to attempt such work, as the bees are in 

better mood, and many of the old bees,— which by the way, are 

the ones that object most to being handled — are absent in the 

fields. 
Of course the professional apiarist with extensive apiaries must 

frequently handle his bees at any and all times of day, in order 

Fic. 59. Handling of frames 
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to accomplish his work, but his knowledge and experience will 

carry him safely through, while the novice might easily be 

worsted. 

Some beginners after learning with what ease a colony in a 

movable frame hive may be handled are loth to give the bees a 

rest, when in truth they would often accomplish much better 

results if they were helped less. 

INTRODUCING QUEENS 

The safe introduction of queen bees is a very important part of 

the beekeeper’s knowledge, especially since the advent of European 

foul brood and the consequent desirability of changing from the 

dark races and their hybrids to the Italian race. Besides, it is 

essential if the apiarist desires to replace queens before their 

natural failure. Many different methods have been employed 

with more or less success, a few of which are given herewith. 

The strange queen is usually placed in a wire cloth cage when 

first put in the colony which is to receive her, always making sure 

that this colony is queenless and without queen cells either com- 

plete or in course of construction. 

When the queens are purchased from dealers at a distance, they 

are as a rule put up in cages that may be used for introducing, 

and directions usually accompany them, by which they may fre- 

qently be safely introduced. Others prefer different styles of 

cages, such as “ Miller’s” which is thin, ight and convenient for 

placing between combs without spreading, or in the entrance of 

hives, 

A cage introduced by the author has been extensively used for 

introducing, and although given to the public more than thirty 

years ago, is still used successfully and practically, according to 

the original specifications. I quote below from the Beekeepers’ 

Exchange of January 1881: 

“Queen Cages and Introducing Queens” 

“JT notice in the November Exchange that friend J. A. Martin 
has experienced some difficulty in introducing queens with the 

‘Peet’ cage, by the bees knawing under the cage and getting at 

the queen. Some others have reported favorably, but as I have 
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never used it, I have nothing to say, pro or con. I have, however, 

used a cage for introducing for three or four years past, which is 

applied to the surface of the comb in a similar manner. It is made 

thus,— take a piece of wire cloth of about ten meshes to the inch, 

four inches square, cut a square inch out of each corner, then bend 

the projecting parts at right angles to the centre, making a cage 

two inches square and one inch deep; then ravel out the sides one 

half inch in depth, leaving the wire projecting that much to press 

into the comb. 

To use this cage, 

press it into the 

comb until the wires Sannensseeeneeen 

touch the septum or 

pass through it a lit- 
vii tle way, always plac- = 

ing it over some un- 

sealed cells of honey. 

I think there is no HA dan | 
advantage in having Iie. 60. Wright’s Introducing Cage 

brood inside of the cage, neither would I contine any workers 

with the queen. 

With this cage there is no need of looking up a perfect comb, as 

it can be placed upon any comb containing honey and it is hardly 

possible for the bees to knaw into it. The combs may also be 

placed at the regular distance apart without interference. 

When the bees are gathering honey, I usually remove the old 

queen and immediately replace the new one in the hive, leaving 

her caged twenty-four hours or so, then remove the comb and drill a 

hole through the cage, from the opposite side, being careful not 

to injure the queen. Leave the hole plugged up with broken comb 

and honey, and the bees will soon liberate the queen while the 

colony is in a state of quiet. 
Whenever it is desirable to cage reserve queens, they may be 

confined in this way for two or three weeks, without harm. 

I have tried a number of different methods and cages for intro- 

ducing ueens, but have as yet found none better than this.” ro) q Seat as Y ‘ 

W, 1D) W RIGHT, Knowersville, N;, Ne 
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The above described cage has been slightly enlarged by some; 

others have recommended that it be placed over hatching brood, but 

I have failed to discover any improvement by so doing, although 

this is optional with the operator. By making the cage of the 

depth recommended the projecting wires will just penetrate the 

septum and the cage containing the queen will not project above 

the surface of the comb enough to interfere with the spacing. 

Cloth woven with rather heavy wires is best, since the projecting 

wires are not so easily bent out of shape. When not in use, these 

rages are best kept in shape by meshing the projecting wires of two 

‘ages together. 

The ‘‘ West ” cage 

is also used for in- 

troducing queens,” 

and is found very ( useful for general ‘ 
use about’ the ( Me 

aplary for caging 

queens and queen 

cells during the 

swarming season. 

It is provided with 

a food chamber 

Fic. 61. Queen Cage Fie. 62. Queen Cell Cage which is very con- 

(Original) (Original) venient and safe. 

(Jueens are best introduced during the honey flow. If it is neces- 

sary to introduce them at other times, they may be fed moderately, 

being careful not to induce robbing which would invite defeat of 

the object sought. 

It is difficult to introduce a queen in a colony which has been 

queenless for any length of time. Many of such contain fertile or 

laying workers which complicate matters still more. The follow- 

ing is a very good method of introducing a queen to such a colony: 

Remove two combs from the centre of the queenless colony; then 

* See Mr, West’s Method, page 1499, 
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from the nucleus or colony containing the queen you wish to 

introduce, take out two combs containing bees and hatching 

brood, and with the queen between them, protected by her own 

bees, place them in the queenless hive,— close it up and leave un- 

disturbed for a time. I have success with this plan. 

At one time I had a particularly stubborn colony which posi- 

tively refused to accept a queen, but I won finally by removing 

all of their combs and keeping them combless until they were 

thoroughly subdued and accepted a queen. For best results, the 

colony should be queenless but a few days, not more than a week 

at most. 

Mr. C. Russell of Conesville, N. Y., an expert apiarist, has had 

success in introducing by caging the old queen in the cage to be 

used for introducing the new one, leaving her there for from 

twelve to twenty-four hours, then removing her and caging the 

new one. The object is to give the cage the scent of the old queen. 

as 1t 1s In any case, if the bees of the colony “ ball ” the cage 

called — by clustering tightly upon it and biting it, the queen 

must not be liberated until such demonstrations ‘cease. Place the 

comb back into the hive and examine them a day or two later. 

Should a queen be balled by the bees at any time, she may 

quickly and safely be released by dropping the ball in a pail of 

water, catching the queen, caging her at once and placing 

where desired. This works better than smoking the ball as the 

bees are more likely to sting the queen, particularly if the smoke 

is hot or even warm. 

A very valuable queen may be safely introduced by placing her 

on two or three combs of hatching brood, placed in a hive and 

closed bee tight for a few days, until enough bees hatch to care for 

the queen, when the entrance may be opened. This brood must be 

kept warm in cool weather. 

Queens from a distance may be clipped before introducing 

them to prevent their loss by flight should they have an oppor- 

tunity. This may best be done inside of some building at a 

closed window. 
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FEEDING 

Ordinarily, the less feeding the apiarist has to resort to the 

better, and in good locations, with an average season and proper 

manipulation, it may usually be avoided. When comb honey 

production is followed and the hives nsed are of good size — say 

the ten-frame Langstroth — there will usually be sufficient honey 

stored to carry the bees through the following winter and spring. 

The amount will be augmented if the bees are of the Italian 

race, and also if the apiary is located in a good buckwheat raising 

section or where other honey yielding fall flowers are plentiful. 

Some colonies frequently contain more honey than is needed; 

however such can be used to excellent advantage in equalizing 

with the light-weight hives, either in fall or spring as may be 

needed. 

Where the main crop of surplus is extracted, the case is differ- 

ent, since the brood chamber is not over-crowded with either bees 

or honey, and the bees often store the bulk of their gatherings in 

the supers, while the brood chambers are well filled with brood. 

The close of the honey flow frequently finds the colonies in this 

condition, and unless the beekeeper wisely reserves full combs of 

honey for winter stores, it 1s often necessary to feed largely for 

this purpose. Some apiarists remove the surplus supers several 

days before the close of the flow, and thus get considerable of 

the honey stored in the hives. 

When enough honey is not given to make up the deficiency in 

stores, syrup made from the best granulated cane sugar should be 

used. This should be composed of two parts sugar to one part 

water. Have the water hot, and gradually stir in the sugar until 

dissolved. 

This should be fed as rapidly as possible during September 

or early October so that the bees will not commence brood-rearing. 

The “ Miller” feeder is good for the purpose as it is large enough 

to contain the full amount to be fed. All colonies should be 

brought up to thirty pounds in weight of stores. 

Some beekeepers use a five or ten pound pail as a feeder, by 

inverting it in a pie tin after filling and placing it in the super of 

the hive to be fed, 
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When it is desired to feed for stimulative purposes, the syrup 

should be made of one part sugar and one or two parts water, 

which need not be heated. 
There are many styles of feeders used for this purpose, among 

which are the division board feeders used in the hive in place of 

one or two frames. The ‘Alexander ” feeder fitted in the bottom 

board under the rear end of the hive, the “ Stahlman” feeder 

used under cover at top of hive, inverted fruit jars, tin cans, ete. 

Any waste or refuse honey which is known to be free from 

disease germs may be fed when the bees can fly frequently. This 

should be diluted by adding an equal amount of water. 

Some experienced apiarists succeed well in feeding in the open 

air for stimulation or during shortage of honey. Some special 

arrangement which the bees may visit in large numbers without 

danger of drowning, should be provided for this purpose. They 

should be fed a moderate quantity each day that they are able to 

fly, until they can obtain a sufficiency from the fields. 
The indiscriminate purchase of honey for feeding is prohibi- 

tive on account of the danger of introducing disease into the 

aplary. 

Whatever method of feeding may be employed, it is highly 

essential that the robbing propensity of the bees be forestalled. 

COMB FOUNDATION 

Comb foundation is a modern invention of no inconsiderable 
importance and has become a necessity in commercial beekeep- 

ing. It is made from pure beeswax by melting and sheeting 

same, then embossing the sheets to imitate the septum of the 
natural honey comb. The size of the cell outline is also identical 

with that of the natural worker comb as built by the bees. This 

is the only size that is profitable for general use. The annual 

output of this product by the various manufacturers amounts to 

hundreds of tons. 
One pound of wax as produced by the bees, requires the con- 

sumption from fifteen to twenty pounds of honey, besides 

much time used in construction, hence it is obvious that by fur- 

nishing them with a large proportion of this wax ready to work, 

much time and honey is saved. 
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This, however, is not 

the only advantage to be 

gained by its use. The 

combs built upon it are 

even more perfect than 

the natural product in 

that they contain more 
Fie. 63. Fastening foundation in wired frames perfect cells, are all 

worker combs, are straighter, and by incorporating fine wire into 

the foundation before it is drawn out, the resultant combs are 

much stronger and tougher than natural ones, which is a desirable 

requisite for rapid handling, extracting, ete. 

The saving of time and the perfect workmanship of the finished 

product also applies to its use in the sections used for the pro- 

duction of comb honey. Since the cells are all of the workers 
size, the surface of the capping presents a smoother and whiter 

appearance if full-sized sheets are used, than when natural comb 

is built or only starters of foundation used, in which case many of 

the sections will contain more or less comb of the drone size, in 

which a portion of the honey touches the cappings which detracts 

much from its salability. The artificiality of this product disap- 

pears, inasmuch as the bee herself caps the climax. 

SWARMING 

The natural swarming or increase of the honey bee is one of 

the most interesting and wonderful features of its culture to the 

student of nature. It also may become one of the most demoraliz- 

ing and exasperating of conditions to the extensive apiarist who 

has failed to exercise the necessary precaution early in the season 

to avoid or ameliorate the conditions that naturally obtain when 

his colonies become populous. 

With a moderate natural increase early in the season, and a 

long honey flow, the amount of surplus may not be materially 

lessened, but at the best, there is sure to be a waste of time in 

caring for the swarms as they issue. As is the case in some sea- 

sons, if swarming is excessive, a large yield of surplus cannot be 

expected. 
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When natural swarming is allowed, all queens should be clipped. 

That is, one-half or more of one or both wings should be cut off 

with a sharp penknife or scissors; and it is safe and best to prac- 

tice this in any event, since it gives better control of the queens 

when they occasionally get into the air. Care must be exercised in 

clipping not to pinch or injure the queen in any way, and espec- 

ially to avoid cutting off any of her legs, which would prove a 

handicap in the performance of her labors. 

When a colony becomes populous in the spring, the bees com- 

mence rearing drones; later as the hive becomes crowded with 

bees and brood and honey is being gathered, unless preventive 

measures are adopted queen cells are started, and eight days later 

when the first cells are sealed, the prime swarm issues with 

the old queen, often a few drones, and the major portion of the 

working force of the colony. This is the rule, but as there are 

exceptions to all rules this one is not invariable. Inclement 

weather or a cessation of the honey flow may postpone the issuing 

of the swarm for several days and occasionally the queen cells 

may be destroyed and no swarm issue. 

If the old colony is left undisturbed after swarming, a second 

swarm frequently issues, usually on the ninth day after the 

prime swarm and soon after the young queens hatch, one or 

more of which accompany the swarm. 

By applying the ear to the hive on the evening or morning be- 

fore the after swarms issue, the queen may be heard piping; some- 

times several may be heard at once, giving different tones, some 

high and fine, others low and coarse. This is a pretty sure indica- 

tion of swarming where there are young queens in the hive. 

It is usually poor policy to allow after swarms to issue and they 

should be prevented by removing all queen cells except one of the 

largest and most mature, six or seven days after the prime swarm 

issues. It is also a good plan to place the prime swarm on the 

stand of the parent colony, moving that to a new position wher- 

ever desired. This strengthens the working force of the swarm 

and tends to discourage after swarming in the old colony. 

Nearly always, swarms accompanied by a queen, cluster in the 

vicinity of an apiary on trees, shrubs or some other object, where 

3 
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they remain for a longer or shorter period before leaving for a 

home in the woods During this interim the bees must be hived. 

When the queen is clipped, she may be caged and placed with the 

swarm, or the old hive may be removed to a new stand, the new hive 

placed upon the old stand. Allow the swarm to return to that 

position, placing the caged queen with them and liberating her 

after a short time. Sometimes returning swarms will enter neigh- 

boring hives, when they should be covered with sheets to exclude 

them. New swarms are often loth to enter a hive filled with 

foundation in the middle of the day when the weather is warm, 

and will frequently leave it after hiving. JI much prefer to hive 

swarms temporarily, as they issue, in empty boxes of suitable size, 

keeping them well shaded and ventilated until evening; then hiv- 

ing them on foundation. By doing this they will usually be nicely 

settled before morning. Swarms may be disposed of much more 

rapidly in this way, with less danger of mixing up, in large 

aplaries. 

If swarms are not desired, the hives should be well ventilated, 

have large entrances, more or less shade and plenty of room for 

storing honey and rearing brood. 

ARTIFICIAL INCREASE 

Some apiarists maintain that natural swarms are best, that they 

work with an eagerness surpassing all artificially made increase. 

However, with proper management and manipulation, the latter 

have proved to be the equal of the former in production, besides 

giving several distinct advantages. If the apiarist has his colonies 

in proper condition, he can make his increase at the beginning of 

the honey flow or at any time he may desire, and do it rapidly: 

Whereas, if he depends on natural swarming, he must spend the 

best part of every fair day in the apiary watching and waiting for 

swarms during the swarming season, which often continues from 

four to six weeks. 

The forced swarms should be made at the commencement of the 

swarming season, so as to forestall swarming in the main and 

speedily get all colonies in condition for the honey harvest. After 

division, if given sufficient room for storage and proper ventilation, 

there is but little danger of their swarming. 
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Various methods of making increase have been given from time 

to time, but one of the best and approaching natural conditions is 

the following: Prepare the new hive, preferably filled with frames 

of wired foundation, take it to some strong colony which is to be 

removed from its stand and the new hive set in its place. Now re 

move the combs of the strong colony, keeping a watch for the queen, 

and shake most of the bees into or in front of the new hive until 

you have about two-thirds of the bees of the colony — say, five out 

of eight combs or six from a ten frame hive — and the queen. Re- 

place all combs in the old hive, remove it to a new stand wherever 

desired and give a ripe queen cell or a laying queen after a day or 

two. The best time of day to operate is toward evening, as some 

artificial swarms, as well as natural ones, become discontented and 

desert their hives, but when hived at evening they usually become 

settled before morning. If desired, a frame of brood from the old 

colony may be left in the new hive to hold the bees down, replacing 

it with a frame of foundation. 

The entrance of the old hive should be contracted for a time, as 

most of the old bees will join the shaken swarm. 

Do not divide a colony that is not fit to swarm naturally. Many 

beginners who are anxious for increase, divide their colonies to 

such an extent that they have only a quantity of nuclei, unfit for 

either storing surplus or wintering. 

PRODUCTS OF THE HONEY BEE 

The following substances are gathered by the bees, namely: 

honey, pollen, propolis and honey-dew. By the consumption ot 

more or less honey by the worker bees, beeswax is secreted and 

built into comb to contain honey and brood. 

FToney 

The correct definition of honey is this: ‘‘ Honey is the nectar 

and saccharine exudations of plants, gathered, modified and stored 

in the comb of honey bees.” Any substance to which this defini- 

tion will not apply can not be legally labeled and sold as honey. 

comb honey and extracted 

honey, The former name is applied to the product sold in the 

Honey is marketed in two forms 
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comb and usually in small sections, and the latter to all honeys 

separated from the comb, either in liquid or granulated form. 

As the principal income from the apiary is through the honey 

produced, it is of vital importance to the apiarist that he should 

produce the maximum amount, and that of the highest quality ob- 

tainable. By quality is meant the ripeness and richness of the 

extracted product and the most perfectly filled and whitest capped 

in comb honey. With the latter this requires especial care and 

attention at just the proper time. 

Pollen 

Pollen is the fertilizing dust of flowers, which is gathered by 

the bees and packed in solid lumps on their posterior legs for trans- 

portation to the hives. On their arrival home, they insert these 

legs into an empty cell or one partially filled with pollen and dis- 

lodge the lumps with their other legs and again return to work, 

leaving the pollen in the cell to be kneaded down flat by other and 

younger bees. The cells containing pollen are never entirely filled 

with this substance, but are frequently filled up with honey and 

sealed over. Pollen is usually stored in worker comb, and in queen- 

less colonies the breeding space is often badly clogged with it. It 

is of many colors, depending on its source, ranging from cream to 

dark purple. Some flowers yield a. large amount with but little 

honey and vice versa. 

Pollen is used by the bees for the preparation of food for the 

larvae, and little or no brood can be reared without it or some sub- 

stitute for it. 

Propolis 

This sticky substance is gathered from the buds of trees and 

shrubs, and is used by the bees for cementing the crevices and coy- 

ering up rough places in the hive. In sections where it is plen- 

tiful, they frequently use large quantities of it, and daub it over 

the inside of the hives and sections quite freely. In such cases it 

proves to be a nuisance, since it interferes with the handling of 

frames, and largely increases the labor of preparing comb honey 

for market. Where propolis is somewhat scarce, the bees often 

mix wax with it, and occasionally use pure wax as a cement ; espe- 

cially is this the case early in the season. Late in the season the 
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hands often become soiled with this gum which is somewhat diffi- 

cult to remove, but by using oil or grease, then soap, it is made 

easier. Lava soap used alone is very effective. 

TToney-dew 

This substance is secreted and discharged by the aphis, or plant 

louse. It is occasionally gathered freely by the bees, and if stored 

in their hives in any quantity for winter food, is a sure harbinger 

of trouble for the apiarist. If possible it should be extracted from 

the combs and good honey or sugar syrup fed for winter stores. 

Where bees are long confined with much honey-dew for food, the 

mortality is unusually great. This stuff is unfit for sale, and is 

only useful to feed bees in warm weather when they may have fre- 

quent flights. It is usually of a dark color and rank flavor. 

Beeswax 

Although the production of beeswax in this country is somewhat 

limited, it is still a very important product of the honey bee. For 

many years it has 

been prominent as 

an article of com- 

merce and_ is 

always in demand, 

= = 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= = the price fluctuat- 

ing slightly at dif- 

ferent seasons of 

the year. 

There are min- 

eral and vegetable 

waxes known to 

ecommerce: Each 

have their uses, 

but their values 

are much lower, as 

they are for many 

purposes much less 
: Fre. 64. Hershiser wax press 

efficient and effec- : 

tive than beeswax. For certain purposes no other substance can 

compare with it. 
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Large quantities of beeswax are consumed in the manufacture 

of wax candles, in the dental profession and in other arts and 

crafts. 

3eekeepers themselves are becoming extensive users of this pro- 

duct, and it appears reasonable to expect an advance in price with 

the coming years on account of the increasing demand. 

Beeswax is produced at much expense to the apiarist as it is a 

well-known fact that the bees consume from ten to twenty pounds 

of honey to secrete one pound of wax. 

The waxen combs of the bee are indeed a wonder. With its 

God-implanted instinct and without square, level or compass, the 

bee produces a work that is nearly perfect for the purpose re- 

quired; namely, for the storage of honey and rearing of brood, for 

the maintenance of the colony. 

The apiarist should carefully gather all fragments of comb and 

wax that are removed from hives, frames, ete., in apiary work. 

These may be melted in a solar wax extractor or otherwise. In 

rendering old combs into wax, if done in quantity, it will probably 

pay to secure a good wax press, as that is about the only way in 

which practically all the wax may be secured. 

SHALL THE BEEKEEPER PRODUCE COMB OR EXTRACTED HONEY ? 

This question must be decided by each individual for himself, 

depending as it does on the circumstances of the case. 

Some sections are better adapted to the production of comb 

honey than others, especially where there is a long, continued flow 

of clover or other white honey. Again the apiarist, if following 

the occupation for recreation, may prefer this for zsthetic reasons 

since more time and skill is required to produce it, and the result 

is more artistic and beautiful. 

It has been frequently claimed that comb honey is a luxury — 

hence the demand is somewhat limited, and consequently the price 

‘an not be advanced to any extent. If such be the ease, let it take 

its place beside other luxuries and make the price such that it may 

be produced at a good profit. The people who purchase luxuries 

will have them and pay the price whatever it may be. 

Extracted honey while just as healthful and good as an article 

of food, can be produced and sold more cheaply and will be pur- 
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chased by the masses in preference to comb honey in many cases, 

especially where the latter is considered too high priced. 

One cause for the exodus of beekeepers from the comb honey 
producing ranks is the lack of proper remuneration for the time, 

labor and expeuse involved in the production and marketing of 

this article. An annual outlay for sections, comb foundation, 

shipping cases, carriers, ete., is required, also extra time and labor 

in preparing the same for use, and preparing the crop for market. 

The extra cost for freight rates and risk of breakage in transit 

all figure against the low prices of the past on comb honey. 

On the other hand, in producing the extracted article a greater 

yield can usually be obtained; in some cases, and under certain 

conditions, probably double the amount. The amount of labor 

and expense is reduced; the cost of containers or packages is 

less, and same may be shipped with comparative safety. Also, 

the crop is ready for market when harvested. An apiary run 
solely for extracted honey is more easily controlled, and the dif- 

ference in the price of these commodities being at present com- 

paratively small, the apiarist will be able to determine which 

product most appeals to him. 

COMB HONEY PRODUCTION 

The successful production of comb-honey requires much more 

skill and labor than the production of an equal amount of ex- 

tracted honey, therefore it behooves the apiarist who desires to 

secure the former to adopt only the most effectual methods and 

approved devices. 
The hive should not be too deep, else there will be too much 

honey stored between the brood and supers. It must afford a 

large surface above the frames giving a surplus capacity of thirty- 

five to forty pounds in a single tier. 

In a good season, a strong colony would fill a forty-pound super 

as quickly as one of twenty or twenty-five pounds’ capacity, 

making a difference of twenty-five to forty per cent. in yield on 

this item alone. 
Some apiarists have been successful in using twin supers, that 

is two abreast, but I prefer a single super as being more simple 
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and quicker to handle. They should admit of tiering up when 
desired, with free communication between same. 

A pound-section, so-called, is most desirable, preferably four 

by five inches in dimension, this shape being handsomer in appear- 

ance and more readily salable than a square one. The Danzen- 

baker section, I consider O. K., and when used plain, in con- 

nection with the fence separator, makes a neat outfit; however, I 

use and prefer a slotted separator and bee-way sections. The 

plain separator is less expensive, more durable and easier to clean. 

These are one-eighth inch thick and dressed on both sides. I nail 

a separator in one end of the super and another one on the 

follower, thus giving a passage-way from the hive to the outside 

cf the end sections, which facilitates the finishing of them. 

I would recommend using full sheets of thin super foundation 

in all sections, thereby increasing the yield greatly, besides getting 

straighter and smoother combs. Leave one-fourth of an inch space 

at bottom of foundation in a section five inches in height to give 

room for sagging and to prevent buckling. Some apiarists recom- 

mend using extra thin super foundation, but as it is lable to sag 

in hot weather, and is sometimes torn down by the bees during a 

scarcity of honey, I prefer the “thin” only. I have received no 

complaint in regard to what is usually called “ fish-bone” in 

comb honey, caused by the use of foundation with heavy septum. 

Bottom starters may possess some advantages, but I have never 

felt the need of them, consequently have never used them. They 

certainly require more labor and I have endeavored to secure the 

maximum quantity of surplus of good quality with the least expen- 

diture of time and money. 

Examine all colonies early in the season, to ascertain if they 

have good prolific queens, and plenty of honey to foster brood- 

rearing. Then they will increase their brood as fast as they can 

care for it. The apiarist who gets anxious to assist bees in this 

process and spreads the frames of brood, often finds it a delusion 

and a snare. 

The apiarist must decide whether he will allow a moderate in- 

crease before the principal honey flow, or prevent it altogether, 

and turn the entire working force into the supers. 
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At the commencement of the honey flow, place supers on all 

colonies that are in a suitable condition and continue with the 

others as fast as they come into condition. If the colonies are 

populous, with honey flow, and weather conditions right, place 

an empty super under the first when the bees commence sealing 

in the same. Follow this plan up as long as advisable, but do not 

carry it too far, so as to have a lot of unfinished sections at the 
close of the season. 

The last supers given toward the close of the flow, or when the 

bees are working moderately, should be placed above those nearly 

filled, and dropped to the hive when the latter are removed. 

Remove the surplus as soon as the combs are sealed, to preserve 

the whiteness of the cappings. 

Store the surplus in a dry and warm building until ready for 

market. Clean the sections of all propolis, grade it nicely and 

pack it in clean crates. 

THE PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY 

When the colonies become populous and the honey flow is near, 

and before preparation has been made for swarming, supers con- 

taining empty comb or foundation should be placed on them with 

a queen excluder intervening. When these supers are two-thirds 

filled, another may be added — and so on to the end of the flow. 

This will tend to discourage swarming and the honey will be well 

ripened by remaining on the hive. Where the crop is secured 

from different sources and is of varying colors or grades which 

it is not desirable to mix, the supers should be removed and 

honey extracted and then replaced for the next flow. iis is 

especially applicable to buckwheat growing regions. 

Extracted honey may be and is frequently produced with but 

one super to each colony; however, it is then sometimes necessary 

in a flush yield to remove the honey before fully ripe, and ripen 

artificially in tanks or other receptacles, which is not always 

satisfactory. Besides, the extracting must be done more fre- 

quently and the colonies are much more apt to become over 

crowded without close attention. 
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Fic. 65, The proper manner of brushing 
bees from comb with the German bee brush 

Fie. 66. Manner of using the Coggshall 
bee brush 
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All hives should be well ventilated, and should have large 

entrance room. In removing the combs for extracting, the quick- 

est method is to take them from the supers and shake the bulk 

of the bees at the entrance and brush the balance off quickly 

with a Coggshall or German bee brush as shown in the accom- 

panying illustrations. Place them in another super on a wheel- 

barrow or other vehicle and cover up bee-tight if there is any 

danger of robbing. Do not 

continue this work too long 

at a time when robber bees 

bother. At such times the 

supers may be removed to 

good advantage with bee Fic. 67. Board containing 

escape boards. At times ee ae 

much of the work may be done during early morning or late 

evening to evade robbers. As soon as a load is obtained, hurry it 

into the extracting room or other safe place. 

Secure a good, modern, reversible honey extractor to remove the 

honey from the combs, and if to be done in an extensive way, 

it will pay to get a four, six or eight-frame, power-driven ex- 

tractor. This outfit will keep two hands uncapping while one 

does the extracting. For uncapping the combs, nothing surpasses 

Root’s steam uncapping knife. When properly manipulated this 

is always in condition for slicing off cappings, and a capping 

melter may be used to uncap in if desired. A very good and 

cheap method of disposing of the cappings is by using a sugar 

or cracker barrel with holes bored in the bottom, and secured 

in a wash tub to catch the dripping honey, as recommended by 

the late W. Z. Hutchinson. When most of the combs are sealed, 

a nice lot of wax may be obtained from the cappings. The 

combs in the supers should be spread somewhat, using eight or 

nine in a ten-frame body so that the combs may remain of the 

usual thickness after they are uncapped. 

The honey may be drawn from the extractor in pails and 

emptied through suitable strainers into tanks, or where convenient, 

carried by gravity, or pumped by a rotary pump driven by the 
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Fic. 69. Root’s steam uncapping knife 

Fie. 68. Cowan reversible Fic. 70. Bingham improved uncapping 
extractor knife 

Fic. 71. Root’s reversible power honey extractor 
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engine. It should be allowed to stand and settle a short time 

in the tanks, when it may be skimmed and drawn off through a 

gate into tin cans or wooden kegs. It is very convenient to have 

these vessels stand on a scale with an electric bell attachment 

to warn when filled. 

Some extensive producers having out-apiaries are provided with 

an extracting outfit at each apiary; others bring the supers to the 

home apiary to extract, and still others transport the outfit from 

place to place. 

MARKETING HONEY 

Honey is usually marketed during the fall months; probably 

the bulk of it in September and October. If a large quantity 

is put on the market early in the season it may give a false 

impression as regards the size of the crop, and possibly depress 

prices. 

Fic. 72. Comb honey in shipping case 

All packages for comb honey should be clean and neat and all 

propolis and stains well cleaned from the sections. These should 

be packed in nice cases holding twelve or twenty-four sections 

each, with one glass side. Mark the net weight on each case 

and when to be shipped some distance, place six to nine cases in 

a special carrier well packed in straw or similar substance at 
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bottom to form a cushion or shock absorber. These carriers are 

provided with projecting handles for safety in handling. 

It is well to place a warning notice on each carrier, showing the 

proper position of same in relation to the locomotive of train, 

bow of boat, ete. 

It is essential that the honey be carefully graded and uniform 

throughout the case if the best price is to be obtained and the 

producers’ reputation for integrity maintained. 

The marketing of the extracted product is a much more simple 

matter. The principal point is to have a first class article well- 

ripened and of good flavor. 

In many localities honey producers have established a fine 

retail trade in their own neighborhood and disposed of a part or 

all of their crops at good prices, and there is no doubt that many 

another beekeeper could do likewise by making the proper effort; 

thus not only finding ready sale for their product and increasing 

their income by the advance over wholesale prices, but also extend- 

ing the use and increasing the consumption of this healthful sweet. 

Fie. 73. Comb honey cases packed in 
carrier for shipment 

THE WINTERING OF BEES 

In this northern climate the safe wintering of bees is an im- 

portant problem and a topic of interest to every honey producer. 

Some apiarists of this state winter their bees successfully on 

their summer stands, but probably a large majority believe in 

the protection of some indoor repository, mainly cellars. Cellars 

used for this purpose should be moderately warm with no danger 

of freezing. The temperature may be kept at from forty to fifty 

degrees, and sufficient ventilation should be provided to keep the 
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air fresh at all times. A warm cellar in which a large number 

of colonies are stored, might have a window left open all winter 

by packing same properly so as to exclude light. The hives 

should also be ventilated more or less, depending on the tem- 

perature of the repository. The bees should be kept in the dark 

and quiet; the hives supported from the ground or bottom only, 

having no connection with upper floors, to avoid the transmission 

of jars. A boiler or furnace in a cellar where bees are wintered 

is not objectionable ; in fact it may often prove to be advantageous 

by improving ventilation and furnishing additional warmth. 

Where a good cellar is not available for the purpose, one may 

be constructed cheaply in a bank or practically above ground by 

setting up posts and using timbers or poles for a frame work, 

covering these with cheap lumber, then banking well with earth 

to the plates and covering over the top with sawdust one or two 

feet deep, with a cheap roof over all. Such a cellar will meet the 

required needs as well as the most expensive one. 

In this latitude the bees should be housed in November and 

replaced upon summer stands in March or April, depending on 

the weather conditions. A bright, warm day should be chosen 

for this purpose as it is very essential that their first flight be 

successfully accomplished, since their future welfare depends 

much upon it. It has been recommended to place hives on the 

same stands that they occupied the season before, but this is 

unimportant. 

Be sure that rats and mice are excluded from the cellar, also 

from hives wintered out, as they would cause havoc among the 

bees and comb. 
When bees are wintered out-of-doors they should be in a 

sheltered location and protected by a packing of leaves or straw 

at back and sides of hive—the front may be exposed if facing 

south. Cover the packing to keep out wet. Of course if they are 

in double or winter hives, this precaution is unnecessary. 

If well wintered there is little danger of spring dwindling. 

The tops of the hives may be made tight to retain the natural 

heat of the colony, and the entrance reduced to actual necessity 

for the size of the colony. See that they contain plenty of stores 

for the bees and brood and handle them but little until settled 

warm weather. 
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ENEMIES OF BEES 

The Wax Moth 

In reality, this is more an enemy of the beekeeper than of the 

bees, since by keeping all colonies strong, especially if they be of 

of the Italian race, but little damage can be done them by this 

pest. The trouble comes, however, by the moths hatching in the 

combs when unprotected by bees, and in hot weather they mul- 

tiply. very rapidly. The apiarist who has a stock of combs on 

hand, probably stored away where he considers them perfectly 

safe, had better watch them closely. If these combs have been 

exposed to a freezing temperature for some time and moths or 

bees have not had access to them since, the probability is that 

they will remain free as long as thus protected. 

After moths have commenced hatching in combs they may be 

destroyed by fumigating with sulphur, by piling hives containing 

them in a small room and filling the room with the fumes. The 

hives should be set upon something to keep them above the floor, 

and at least partially opened below the bottom. 

When these empty combs are not too numerous they may be 

protected by hanging them up in the open and placing them an 

inch or two apart. 

There is much value in a stock of good empty worker combs, 

but they should be utilized as soon as practicable, as they are 

never safer than when covered with bees. 

The above refers to the greater wax moth, the larva of which 

is often an inch in length and easily recognized. 
There is also another variety that frequently infests the combs 

of the honey bee; namely, the lesser wax moth. However, the 

ravages of this variety are seldom very serious, and may be 

treated in the same manner. 

Rats and Mice 

Where these vermin have access to bees, honey or combs, they 

cause serious havoc, and a vigorous warfare should be maintained 

against them. They are a perfect nuisance, and frequently cause 

so much disturbance to bees in winter repositories that they cause 

a greater consumption of honey by the bees, and in general inter- 

fere with their successful wintering. There is little excuse for 

their presence, since by proper effort they may be eradicated. 
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Skunks 

In some sections these animals are quite numerous and when 

this occurs in the vicinity of an apiary, they usually pay visits 

to it. Their method of procedure is to disturb the bees by pawing 

or scratching on the hive and alighting board, which brings the 

bees out to investigate, when they are promptly devoured by 

Mr. Skunk. A remedy is to place poison into an egg and leave 

in the apiary at night; or they may be trapped or shot. 

4 
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DISEASES OF BEES 

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD 

Prevalence 

The prevailing bee disease in this state is supposed to have 

originated in Schoharie County, about the year 1895, and 

spread with such rapidity as to cause fearful havoc among the 

bees of that county, completely destroying many large apiaries. 

The infection has also extended to adjoining counties. It has 

been controlled and in some cases suppressed in these counties, 

but it now appears from time to time in several parts of the 

state. The combined energy and perseverance of the inspectors 

and of all beekeepers in the infected districts will be necessary 

to abate this scourge. 

Cause 
The disease is caused by the presence of a specific germ known 

at present as Bacillus pluton, according to the best authority, 

which is present in this disease, and which develops in the larva, 

usually resulting in death in the larva stage. 

Appearance 

The healthy larva are of a pearly whiteness and lie curled 

around the bottom of the cells, but when attacked with this disease 

they change to a yellowish tint and occasionally show a small black 

dot on the upper side; dying, they settle down to the lower side of 

the cells and continue to grow darker in color until brown or 

black, emitting a sickening odor. 

The Bacillus and Its Spores 

Later in the life history of the bacilli, spores are produced. 

These form the resting stage of the bacilli and may be compared 

to the seed of higher plants that are ready to germinate as soon 

as they are placed in suitable ground. These spores are innumer- 

able and cover to a greater or less extent the combs, frames and 

every portion of the inside of the hive, including honey and 

pollen; therefore, if any honey, comb, ete., from diseased colonies 

come in contact with same in-healthy colonies, they would prob- 

ably contract the disease. There is also great danger of contami- 

nation through robbing. 
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Caution 

It is hoped that beekeepers will realize the necessity of exer- 

cising great care in dealing with this disease. It should be as 
vigorously treated as a case of smallpox or yellow fever in your 

own family, and it requires as thorough disinfection. Carelessness 

or negligence in handling or treating will be sure to cause the 

spread of the disease in your own and neighboring apiaries. Do 

not tolerate any weak colonies in your own apiary, as they are 

liable to be robbed out when honey is scarce in the fields. If they 

are diseased, the best and safest way will be to kill the few bees 

remaining, at evening, by brimstoning and afterward burning the 

combs, frames, quilts, bees, ete. Dispose of all honey, combs, 

brood, ete., immediately after treating diseased colonies, or any 

that may have died, as you are never safe with any of these stand- 

’ especially so in this case. ing around. “ Delays are dangerous,’ 

Always disinfect the hands, tools, ete., after handling infected 

colonies, by washing in a solution of carbolic acid, using one table- 

spoonful of pure acid, either liquid or erystals, to one quart of 

water; or a five per cent solution of formalin is possibly better. 

Management 

This disease is more pronounced early in the season when the 

bees are breeding heavily, than later, when it frequently abates 

to some extent. The removal of the queen from a diseased colony 

is always a check to the disease and can often be used to advantage 

in handling it. 

Always treat the disease at evening or about sundown, seeing 

that no stray bees enter healthy colonies. If you have good hives 

they may be saved and used again, but in no ease try to save any 

of the contents unless there is much honey or wax, which can be 

saved by cutting out and boiling thoroughly for one hour. It will 

be well to add a little water to the honey to prevent burning. 

Do all handling of honey, ete., under cover, where no bees can 

gain access to it. Do not buy any honey for feeding, as there is 

great danger of getting that which is infected; the sugar feed is 

safest. 

Do not exchange combs or supers from hive to hive in apiaries 

affected with the disease. 
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Prompt Action Essential 

It is expected that you will treat promptly all stocks marked 

by the inspector as diseased, and any others which may show the 

disease later on, that he may not be compelled to resort to more 

stringent measures. 

Treatment 

Good results have been attained in the past by treatments here 

given, and many badly diseased apiaries cured, and the owners 

have a feeling of security and satisfaction heretofore not enjoyed 

by them. The Italian race of bees is regarded more nearly im- 

mune than other races from this disease, and it is recommended 

that all apiaries in or dangerously near diseased territory be 

Italianized. 

The best time to affect a cure is during a honey flow at any time 

after the commencement of white clover bloom. 

If stocks are weak to medium, unite a sufficient number to make 

them as strong as a good prime swarm. 

In any treatment, when confinement of the bees is prescribed, 

they may be placed in cheap, light boxes of sufficient size, say a 

bushel or more, or, if preferred, in the old hives before disin- 

fection. Be sure that they are bee tight. Cover one of the 

largest sides with wire cloth. In re-hiving place them in new, 

clean or disinfected hives. 

In any of the several treatments herein given, the use of foun- 

dation starters in the primary treatment is optional. When re- 

hiving the bees they may, if preferred, be placed upon starters 

instead of full sheets of foundation. 

In rendering wax from diseased colonies never use a sun ex- 

tractor, but subject to heat for one hour or more over the stove. 

Some recommend as quite important the introduction of a new 

queen at the time the bees are removed from the old comb, caging 

the queen for several days. Be sure that she is reared in a healthy 

colony, away from all infection, and she should be of the Italian 

race. 

Treatment Number One 

Shake off or drum out all the bees of the diseased colony, place 

them in empty hives on the old stand for three or four days, then 

re-hive them in new or disinfected old hives. 
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It is well and perhaps best to use frames containing foundation 

starters at the first, and full sheets at the last shaking, melting 

up the starters by boiling into wax. The old hive may be used 
without disinfection if desired, at the first shaking. In treating 

colonies it is always safest to shade them for several days, from 

the direct rays of the sun, and to ventilate them well, as the bees 

will be less inclined to abscond. If desired, a queen excluder may 

be placed on the hive to retain the queen. It is also well to have 

the queens clipped. 

Fair success has been obtained by shaking but once, but should 

the disease reappear it will be necessary to repeat the operation. 

When diseased colonies have a large amount of brood at time 

of treatment, it may be placed together in a hive after the bees 

are shaken off, and set over a weaker diseased colony, or several 

hives of this brood may be tiered up over one colony and shaken 

later, when the brood has mainly hatched —say in two weeks. 

Care must be taken, however, that no robbing from these combs 

oceurs. Also, contract the entrance well. 

Treatment Number Two 

Colonies that are found to be diseased too late in the season to 

treat by the aforesaid method, may, after brood rearing has 

ceased, be shaken off of their combs on to full combs of honey 

that are positively free from all infection. 

If it is desired to disinfect the old hive it may be done in the 
following manner: 

Paint the entire inner surface of the hive with kerosene oil, 

fire the same and allow it to burn until the surface is blackened, 

then throw half a cup of water into the burning hive and quickly 

put a cover on, which will instantly extinguish the flames. 

AMERICAN FOUL BROOD 

This disease differs materially from the foregoing, being less 

malignant and more easily controlled; inasmuch as it spreads less 

rapidly, however, it is not to be trifled with, as it is also conta- 

gious and devastating when neglected. It exists in some sections 

of this state, also at various points throughout the United States 

and Canada. 
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Bacillus alvei is not found in this disease, but instead a bac- 

terium recently named Bacillus larvae. The dead larva are at 

first of a light chocolate color, but gradually turn to a very dark 

brown, forming a thin scale on the lower side of the cell which is 

very tenacious and seldom removed by the bees. Before the dead 

larva dry out they consist of a viscous or ropy fluid which may 

be drawn out of the cell several inches without breaking. There 

is also a rank odor present in the hive at this stage of the disease. 

In this disease fewer of the larva die before the cells are capped. 

The capping of these cells when containing dead larva are more 

or less sunken, of a darker shade and often perforated. 

In either form of foul brood, the capped cells are usually 

scattering, presenting a mottled appearance of the comb, which is 

a striking characteristic of the disease, on opening a colony in 

which it is well advanced. At this stage the adult bees are also 

rather listless and apparently discouraged. 

The same treatment and management is recommended as that 

given for European foul brood. ‘Treatment number one should be 

followed in this disease. 

PICKLED BROOD 

This is a peculiar disease of the larva which causes death at 

about the time of capping of same; sometimes just before. 

At this time they are of a hght brown color, and have a dis- 

tended, dropsical appearance. 

The skin is rather tough and filled with a watery fluid. The 

larva usually lie on their backs and lengthwise of the cells, both 

ends sharply pointed, sometimes having black heads. There is 

but little if any odor in this disease. The cause is yet unde 

termined. It is not considered a contagious disease, nor very 

serious in its effects. In ordinary cases, the bees readily clean 

out the dead larva a little later. 

PALSY OR PARALYSIS 

This is a disease of the adult bees only. Often only a few 

scattering colonies in an apiary will be affected by it, but there are 

cases on record where whole apiaries have been thus affected. As 
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there is a constant drain on the adult bees, there is but little if any 

profit from such colonies for that season. 

The diseased bees present a shiny or greasy appearance, as most 

of the hair on the thorax has disappeared, having probably been 

removed by other bees in biting and teasing them. Their ab- 

domens are often greatly distended. They also often shake and 

stagger about, finally leaving the hive, either of their own accord, 

or through expulsion by the healthy workers of the colony. They 

drop at the hive entrance, sometimes by hundreds, some crawling 

about over the ground until they finally disappear. 

The cause of this disease is unknown. 

Many remedies have been tried and failed. Perhaps the best 

one is to remove the old queen and substitute a healthy one. 

NO NAME DISEASE 

The writer has observed in several cases, large numbers of 

young bees deserting the old colony, crawling about and dying 

on the ground around the hives, but was unable to find a cause, as 

the colony contained honey and appeared normal in every other 

respect, hence cause and remedy unknown. 



PROVISIONS OF THE AGRICULTURAL LAW RELATING TO 
DISEASE AMONG BEES 

§ 300. The prevention of disease among bees.— No person shall keep in his 

apiary any colony of bees affected with a contagious malady known as foul 

brood or black brood; and every beekeeper when he becomes aware of the 

existence of either of such diseases among his bees, shall immediately notify 

the commissioner of agriculture of the existence of such disease. 

§ 301. Defining honey.— The terms “ honey,” “liquid or extracted honey,” 

“strained honey,” or “pure honey,” as used in this article shall mean the 

nectar of flowers that has been transformed by, and is the natural product of 

the honey-bee, taken from the honeycomb and marketed in a liquid, candied or 

granulated condition. 

§ 302. Relative to selling a commodity in imitation or semblance of honey. 

— No person or persons shall sell, keep for sale, expose or offer for sale, any 

article or product in imitation or semblance of honey branded as “ honey,” 

“liquid or extracted honey,” “strained honey” or “pure honey” which is 

not pure honey. No person or persons, firm, association, company or corpora- 

tion, shall manufacture, sell, expose or offer for sale any compound or mix- 

ture branded or labeled as and for honey which shall be made up of honey 

mixed with any other substance or ingredient. There may be printed on the 

package containing such compound or mixture a statement giving the ingredi- 

ents of which it is made; if honey is one of such ingredients it shall be so 

stated in the same size type as are the other ingredients, but it shall not 

be sold, exposed for sale, or offered for sale as honey; nor shall such com- 

pound or mixture be branded or labeled with the word “honey” in any form 

other than as herein provided; nor shall any product in semblance of honey, 

whether a mixture or not, be sold, exposed or offered for sale as honey, or 

branded or labeled with the word “ honey,” unless such article is pure honey. 

§ 303. Duties of the commissioner.— The commissioner of agriculture shall 

immediately upon receiving notice of the existence of foul brood or black 

“ee 

brood among the bees in any locality, send some competent person or per- 

sons to examine the apiary or apiaries reported to him as being affected, 

and all the other apiaries in the immediate locality of the apiary or apiaries 

so reported; if foul brood or black brood is found to exist in them, the person 

or persons so sent by the commissioner of agriculture shall give the owners or 

caretakers of the diseased apiary or apiaries full instructions how to treat 

said cases. The commissioner of agriculture shall cause said apiary or 

apiaries to be visited from time to time as he may deem best and if, after 

proper treatment, the said bees shall not be cured of the diseases known as 

foul brood or black brood then he may cause the same to be destroyed in 

such manner as may be necessary to prevent the spread of the said diseases. 

For the purpose of enforcing this article, the commissioner of agriculture, 

his agents, employees, appointees or counsel, shall have access, ingress and 

egress to all places where bees or honey or appliances used in apiaries may 

be, which it is believed are in any way affected with the said disease of 

foul brood or black brood or where it is believed any commodity is offered 
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or exposed for sale in violation of the provisions of this article. No owner or 

caretaker of a diseased apiary, honey or appliances shall sell, barter or give 

away any bees, honey or appliances from said diseased apiary, which shall 

expose other bees to the danger of said diseases, nor refuse to allow the 

said commissioner of agriculture, or the person or persons appointed by him 

to inspect said apiary, honey, or appliances, and do such things as the said 

commissioner of agriculture or the person or persons appointed by him 

shall deem necessary for the eradication of said diseases. Any person who 

disregards or violates any of the provisions of this section is guilty of a 

misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine of not less than thiry dollars 

nor more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail 

for not less than one month nor more than two months, or by both fine and 

imprisonment, 



LAWS RELATING TO WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, AFFECT- 
ING THE SALE OF HONEY 

CHAPTER 20 OF THE CONSOLIDATED LAWS—GENERAL BUSINESS 
LAW 

Article 2 as amended by Chapters 187 and 470 of the Laws of 1g10. 

ARTICLE 2. 

§ 2. Description of weights and measures.—The standard weights and 

measures that were furnished to this state by the government of the United 

States, in accordance with a joint resolution of congress, approved June 

fourteenth, eighteen hundred and thirty-six, and consisting of one standard 

yard measure and one set of standard weights, comprising one Troy pound, 

and nine avoirdupois weights of one, two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, twenty- 

five and fifty pounds respectively; one set of standard Troy ounce weights, 

divided decimally from ten ounces to the one ten-thousandth of an ounce; 

one set of standard liquid capacity measures, consisting of one wine gallon 

of two hundred and thirty-one cubic inches, one-half gallon, one quart, one 

pint and one-half pint measure; and one standard half bushel, containing 

one thousand and seventy-five cubic inches and twenty one-hundredths of a 

cubic inch, according to the inch hereby adopted as standard, and such new 

weights, measures, balances and other apparatus as may be received from 

the United States as standard weights, measures, balances and apparatus in 

addition thereto or in renewal thereof as well as such weights, measures, 

balances and apparatus as may be added by the state department of weights 

and measures and verified by the national bureau of standards shall be the 

standard of weights and measures throughout this state. (Amended by Laws 

of 1910.) 

§ 4. Units of weight— The units or standards of weight from which all 

other weights shall be derived and ascertained, shall be the standard weights 

designated in this article. The hundred-weight consists of one hundred 

avoirdupois pounds and twenty hundred weight are a ton. In all transac- 

tions relating to the sale or delivery of coal two thousand avoirdupois 

pounds in weight shall constitute a legal ton. (Amended by Laws of 1910.) 

§ 5. Units of capacity— The units or standards of measure of capacity 

for liquids from which all other measures shall be derived and ascertained 

shall be the standards designated in this article. The barrel is equal to 

thirty-one and one-half gallons and two barrels are a hogshead. The parts 

of the liquid gallon shall be derived from the gallon by continual division 

by the number two, so as to make half gallons, quarts, pints, half pints and 

gills. The peck, half peck, quarter peck, quart, pint and half pint for 

measuring commodities which are not liquids shall be derived from the half 

bushel by successively dividing that measure by two. The standard of 

measure for buying and selling strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, cur- 

rants, gooseberries, plums, cherries, cranberries and other small fruits shall 

be the quart, which shall contain when even full sixty-seven and two-tenths 

cubic inches; the pint, which when even full shall contain thirty-three and 
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six-tenths cubie inches; the half pint, which when even full shall contain 

sixteen and eight-tenths cubie inches; multiples of the quart, which when 

even full shall contain like multiples of sixty-seven and two-tenths cubie 

inches. 
ARTICLE 26. 

§ 390. Marking canned goods. No packer of or dealer in hermetically 

sealed, canned or preserved fruits, vegetables or other articles of food within 

this state, excepting canned or condensed milk or cream, shall sell or offer 

the same for sale for consumption within this state, unless the cans or jars 

containing the same shall have plainly printed upon a label thereupon, with 

a mark or term clearly indicating the grade or quality of the articles con- 

tained therein, the name, address and place of business of the person or cor- 

poration canning or packing them, or the name of the wholesale dealer in 

the state selling or offering the same for sale, and the name of the state, 

county and city, town or village: where packed, preceded by the words 

“ packed at.” 

If containing soaked goods or goods put up from products dried or cured 

before canning, there shall also be printed upon the face of such label in 

good legible type, one-half of an inch in height and three-eighths of an inch 

in width, the word ‘‘ soaked.” 

Goods imported from foreign countries of foreign manufacture shall not 

be subject to the provisions of this section. 

Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall forfeit to 

the city, village, or town where the violation occurs, the sum of fifty dollars, 

if a retail dealer, and the sum of five hundred dollars, if a wholesale dealer 

or packer. 

CHAPTER 40 OF THE CONSOLIDATED LAWS — PENAL LAW 

ARTICLE 40. 

§ 421. Untrue and misleading advertisements.— Any person, firm, corpora- 
tion or association, or any employee thereof, who, in a newspaper, circular or 

other publication published in this state, knowingly makes or disseminates 

any statement or assertion of fact concerning the quantity, the quality, the 

value, the method of production or manufacture, or the reason for the price 

of his or their merchandise, or the manner or source of purchase of 

such merchandise or the possession of rewards, prizes or distinctions con- 

ferred on account of such merchandise or the motive or purpose of a sale, 

intended to give the appearance of an offer advantageous to the purchaser 

which is untrue or calculated to mislead, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Any person, firm, corporation or association or any employee thereof who 

violates any provision of this section shall be liable to a fine of not less than 

twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars for each offense. 

§ 434. Concealing foreign matter in merchandise A person who, with in- 

tent to defraud, while putting up in a barrel, bag, bale, box, or other package, 

cotton, hops, hay, or any other article of merchandise whatever, usually sold 

by weight in such packages, places or conceals therein any other substance 

or thing whatever, in a case where special provision for the punishment 

thereof is not otherwise made by statute, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
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§ 435. False labels— A person, who, with intent to defraud: 1. Puts upon 

an article of merchandise, or upon a cask, bottle, stopper, vessel, case, cover, 

wrapper, package, band, ticket, label, or other thing, containing or covering 

such an article, or with which such an article is intended to be sold, or is sold, 

any false description or other indication of or respecting the kind, number, 

quantity, weight or measure of such article, or any part thereof, or the place 

or country where it was manufactured or produced or the quality or grade 

of any such article, if the quality or grade thereof is required by law to be 

marked, branded or otherwise indicated on or with such article; or, 

2. Sells or offers for sale an article, which to his knowledge is falsely 

described or indicated upon any such package, or vessel containing the same, 

or labeled thereupon, in any of the particulars specified; or, 

3. Sells or exposes for sale any goods in bulk to which no name or trade- 

mark shall be attached, and orally or otherwise represents that such goods 

are the manufacture or production of some. other than the actual manufacturer 

or producer, in a case where the punishment for such offense is not specially 

provided for ctherwise by statute, 

Is guilty of a misdemanor. 

§ 436. Using false marks as to manufacture.— A person, who, with intent 

to defraud or to enable another to defraud any person, manufactures or 

knowingly sells or causes to be manufactured or sold, any article, marked, 

stamped or branded or incased or inclosed in any box, bottle or wrapper, 

having thereupon any engraving or printed label, stamp, imprint, mark or 

trade-mark which article is not the manufacture, workmanship or production 

of the person named, indicated or denoted by such marking, stamping or 

branding, or by or upon such engraving, printed label, stamp, imprint, mark 

or trade-mark, is guilty of a mindemeanor. 

PRELIMINARY REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS. UNDER CHAPTER 

81 OF THE LAWS OF 1012. 

Under the provisions of chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912 commodities must 

be sold by weight, measure or numerical count. In establishing rules and 

regulations, as provided for by such chapter, it has been deemed wise and 

proper to establish certain regulations at once. 

The following regulations have been prepared by the Superintendent of 

Weights and Measures and the chief or principal weights and measures of- 

ficials of the cities of the first class, namely: 

F, REICHMANN, Superintendent of Weights and Measures of the State of 

New York. 

J. L. WALSH, Commissioner of Weights and Measures of the City of New 
York. 

C. J. QuINN, Sealer of Weights and Measures of the City of Buffalo. 

J. H. STEPHENSON, Sealer of Weights and Measures of the City of Rochester. 

(4) Commodities in glass bottles or jars. Commodities in glass bottles 

shall show the contents in one of the following ways: 

1. The capacity in terms of gallons, quarts, pints, or half pints, or in 

terms of fluid ounces, may be blown in the side or neck of the bottle. Such 

letters shall be at least three-eighths of an inch (3%”) in height for bottles 
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having a capacity of six ounces or over, and one-fourth of an inch (14”) for 

bottles having a capacity of over two fluid ounces but less than six fluid 

ounces, and must be exposed, that is, must not be covered by label or other 

covering. 

2. The quantity of the contents of the bottle when filled may be stated in 

terms of weight or in terms of fluid measure, the weight being indicated in 

terms of avoirdupois pounds and ounces and the fluid measure being indi- 

eated in terms of gallons, quarts, pints, half pints or gills or fluid ounces. 

The marking to be on a tag attached to the bottle or upon a label. The 

letters shall be in bold-faced type at least one-ninth of an inch (1/9”) in 

height for bottles or jars having a capacity of gill, half pint, one pint or 

multiples of a pint, and letters at least three-sixteenths of an inch (3/16”) 

in height for bottles of other capacities on a part of the tag or label free 

from other printing or ornamentation, leaving a clear space around the 

marking which indicates the contents. 

3. If the bottles are capped the marking may be on the cap in terms of 

the weight of the contents or in terms of the fluid capacity of the contents. 

The lettering and designation being the same as those indicated in 2 above. 

4. If the marking is etched or ground in the surface of the bottle the 

letters and figures shall be at lee st one-quarter of an inch (14”) in height. 

The manner of expressing the contents being the same as those indicated in 

1 and 2 above. 

Variation. The variation in glass bottles shall be in excess of those 

allowed by agreement between the Glass Bottle Blowers Association of the 

United States and Canada and manufacturers of glass bottles by the follow- 

ing amounts: those having a capacity of 2 fluid ounces to 6 fluid ounces 

inclusive, 3%; over 6 fluid ounces to 16 fluid ounces inclusive, 2%; over 

16 fluid ounces to 32 fluid ounces inclusive, 144%; over 32 fluid ounces, 1%. 

The variation of the bottles themselves is prescribed by section 12 of 

the rules and regulations agreed upon and adopted by the above named 

blowers and manufacturers and is as follows: 

“Section 12, Manufacturers shall allow one-quarter ounce each way, from 

one-half to six ounces in weight, inclusive; above six ounces to twelve ounces, 

inclusive, one-half ounce each way; above twelve ounces to thirty-two ounces, 

inclusive, one ounce each way; above thirty-two ounces to forty ounces, in- 

clusive, two ounces each way.” 

NOTE. Imported bottled goods, which have been bottled and marked in 

foreign countries and offered for sale in this State, may be labeled and 

marked in terms of kilograms or grams of weight or liters (or cubic centi- 

meters), other conditions and size of marking same as above. 

(5) In connection with the weight, measure or numerical count, a state- 

ment such as the “ minimum, not less than,’ or a statement that the con- 

tents are not “over” a certain amount or a statement that the contents are 

“between” certain limits will not be permissible. The law contemplates 

that a statement of the weight, measure or numerical count shall be within 

reasonable limits and such reasonable limits would constitute an average. 

(6) General regulation. In all the regulations unless otherwise stated, 

“a variation ” shall be interpreted to mean that such variation on commodi- 

ties shall be as often above as below. 

39 66 
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(7) Commodities which appear as a unit in the state of nature may be 

sold either by weight, measure or count. As an illustration: eggs may be 

sold by the count or by the dozen; comb honey may be sold by the comb; 

but where the container containing these individual units contains more than 

six, it must be marked, for instance, egg carriers, if there are over six eggs 

in the carrier, must be marked with the number of eggs contained therein, 

in letters at least half as large as the largest printing on the side or top 

of the packages on which the indication appears, or where no other printing 

is present, in letters at least one-fourth of an inch in height. 



SPRAYING FRUIT TREES WHEN IN BLOOM 

This question must be considered from two standpoints: First: 

What is the effect on the fruit when spraying is made with 

arsenical poisons 4 

The New York Agricultural Experiment Station in the season 

of 1900 made some careful investigations in cooperation with the 

Cornell Experiment Station. A description of the experiments 

and their results was given in Bulletin No. 196. The results show 

that spraying in bloom tends to thin the fruit if the treatment is 

given soon after the buds open. When trees had a great abund- 

ance of blossoms, spraying but once during the blooming season 

lessened the yield somewhat. By spraying repeatedly during the 

blooming season, thus hitting the blossoms as they opened from 

day to day, the blossoms were nearly all destroyed, and as a con- 

sequence scarcely any fruit set. 

Second: What is the effect on honey bees when they visit trees 

that have been sprayed with arsenical poisons ¢ 

The only recorded experiments on this question show that care- 

ful investigation was made by Prof. Webster at the Experiment 

Station at Wooster, Ohio. These experiments were reported in 

Ohio Bulletin No. 68. In summing up the matter Prof. Webster 

says that he ean draw no other conclusion from the results of his 

experiments than that the bees are liable to be poisoned if the 

bloom of fruit trees is sprayed; the hability increasing in pro- 

portion as the weather is favorable for the activity of the bees, 

and that all bloom must have fallen from the trees before the 

danger will have ceased. 

The best authorities in this state are all agreed that there is 

little need of spraying when trees are in full bloom, and as long as 

there seems to be some risk to bees, the law prohibiting such 

spraying is generally approved. 

The following is a copy of the law in the State of New York: 

Section 1757. Penal Law. 

Spraying Fruit Trees with Poison Any person who will 

spray with, or apply in any way poison or any poisonous sub- 

stance, to fruit trees while the same are in blossom, is guilty of 

a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less than ten ($10) 

dollars or more than fifty ($50) dollars for each offense ; 
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LITERATURE ON BEES AND THEIR CULTURE 

Everyone interested in bees should acquire one or more of the 

standard text books on the subject, a number of which are here 

enumerated. 

“A BC and X Y Zof Bee Culture,” by A. I. and E. R. Root, 

712 pages; 1918. This is a valuable work for any beekeeper; it 

is frequently revised and kept up-to-date. 

“Advanced Bee Culture,’ by W. Z. Hutchinson, 200 pages; 

1912. 

“ Fifty Years Among the Bees,” by Dr. C. C. Miller, 352 pages ; 

1912. 

“ Langstroth, on the Honey Bee,” by C. P. Dadant, 575 pages. 

“* How to Keep Bees,” by Anna Botsford Comstock, 228 pages. 

A good book for beginners. 

5 

Periodicals on Bee Culture 

A man cannot know too much about his business; hence it is 

advisable for the amateur to invest in at least one periodical. The 

following are published in the United States. 

“ Gleanings in Bee Culture,” published by the A. I. Root Co., 

Medina, Ohio, semi-monthly, $1.00 per annum. 

“The American Bee Journal,” edited by C. P. Dadant and Dr. 

C. C. Miller, published at Hamilton, Illinois, monthly, $1.00 per 

annum. 

United States Bulletins 

A number of valuable bulletins on various subjects of interest 

to beekeepers, are published by the United States Department of 

Agriculture. The following are of especial value, and may be 

obtained by addressing the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, 

DC. : 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 447, “ Bees.” By E. F. Phillips, Ph.D., 

1911, 48 pages, 25 figures. A general account of the manage- 

ment of bees. 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 442, “ The Treatment of Bee Diseases.” 

By E. F. Phillips, Ph.D., 1911, 22 pages, 7 figures. This publi- 
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eation gives briefly the symptoms of the various bee diseases with 
directions for treatment. 

Circular No. 94, ‘‘The Cause of American Foul Brood.” By 

G. F. White, Ph.D., 1907, 4 pages. 

Bulletin No. 55, ‘‘The Rearing of Queen Bees.” By E. F. 
Phillips, Ph.D., 1905, 32 pages, 17 figures. 

Bulletin No. 75, Part I, “ The Production and Care of Ex- 

tracted Honey.” By E. F. Phillips, Ph.D. “ Method of Honey 

Testing for Beekeepers.” By S. A. Browne, Ph.D., 1907, 18 

pages. 
The method of producing extracted honey, with special refer- 

ence to the care of honey after it is taken from the bees, so that 

its value may not be decreased by improper handling. The second 

portion of the publication gives some smiple tests of adulteration. 

Bulletin No. 75, Part IT, “ Wax Moths and American Foul 

Brood.” By E. F. Phillips, Ph.D., 1907, pages 19-22, 3 plates. 

‘a 



BEEKEEPERS’ ORGANIZATION 

All persons thoroughly interested in the pursuit of beekeeping 

should become members of one or more beekeepers’ societies. At 

the conventions held by these societies, an opportunity is afforded 

to exchange ideas, to impart and receive information of value, 

and all should find them both pleasant and profitable. ‘ In union 

there is strength.” 

Tuer Nationa BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

Officers 

Dr. Burton N. Gates, President, Amherst, Mass. 

Dr. H. A. Surface, Vice-President, Harrisburg, Pa. 

E. B. Tyrell, Secretary, 214 Hammond building, Detroit, Mich. 

C. P. Dadant, Treasurer, Hamilton, Il. 

Directors 

E. D. Townsend, Northstar, Mich. 

J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn. 

Wesley Foster, Boulder, Colo. 

F. B. Cavanaugh, Hebron, Ind. 

Prof. Wilmon Newell, College Station, Texas. 

“Object” 
(From the constitution of the National Beekeepers’ Association.) 

“The object of this association shall be to aid its members in 

the business of beekeeping, to help in the sale of their honey and 

beeswax and to promote the interest of beekeepers in any other 

direction decided upon the board of directors.” 

“ Official Organ” 

“The Beekeepers’ Review, a monthly publication shall be pub- 

lished by this association as its official organ.” 

Membership in the National Association is through its affiliated 

associations, either state or local, and all members receive the 

official organ free. 
[1442] 
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Tue New York Stare Association oF BEEKEEPERS’ SOCIETIES 

George B. Howe, President, Black River. 

Osear Dines, Vice-President, 105 Seeley avenue, East Onon- 

daga. 

Irving Kinyon, Secretary-Treasurer, Camillus. 

The membership of this society is composed of delegates from 

the local affiliated societies and meets annually. 

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Adirondack — President, George Cary, Gansevoort; Secretary, 

H. E. Gray, Fort Edward. 

This association is a branch of the National Association. 

Membership fee $1.50. 

Cayuga — President, N. L. Stevens, Route 18, Moravia; Secre- 

tary, J. W. Pierson, Route 33, Union Springs. 

Cortland — President, L. F. Horton, McGraw; Secretary, 

Dana Denison, Truxton. 

Eastern, N. Y.— President, W. D. Wright, Altamont; Secre- 

tary, S. Davenport, Indian Fields. 

Fulton—Montgomery — President, G. W. Haines, Mayfield; 

Secretary, Charles Stewart, Johnstown. 

Jefferson — President, A. A. French, Black River; Secretary, 

Hudson Shaver, Limerick. 

Livingston—W yoming — President, George W. Collier, War- 

saw; Secretary, Charles T. Humphrey, Warsaw. 

Monroe — President, Fred Baetzel, 351 Mount Hope avenue, 

Rochester; Secretary, R. J. Ruliffson, 735 Mount Hope avenue, 

Rochester. 

Onondaga President, P. G. Clark, Marietta; Secretary, J. 

H. Cunningham, 303 Syracuse University, Syracuse. 

Oswego — President, Mortimer Stevens, Pennellville; Secre- 

tary, Charles B. Allen, Central Square. 

Ontario — President, W. F. Marks, Route 2, Clifton Springs; 

Secretary, F. Greiner, Naples. 

St. Lawrence — President, F. C. Hutchins, Massena Springs, 

Secretary, Rasine Thompson, Depuyster. 
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Seneca — President, C. J. Baldridge, Kendaia; Secretary, C. 
B. Howard, 59 Lyceum street, Geneva. 

Western New York— President, Rev. J. T. Green, Inter- 

laken; Secretary, Earl F. Case, Canandaigua. 

The membership fees of these societies range from $1 to $1.50 

per annum and no beekeeper who purchases bee supplies can afford 

to remain outside, whether he attends the meetings or not, as all 

these bodies obtain special discounts on supplies and periodicals. 

Anyone desiring to join any society is advised to correspond with 

the respective secretaries for terms, ete. 



AGENTS ---BEE INSPECTION WORK 

Appointed under the provisions of sections 300, 301, 302 and 

3038 of the Agricultural Law. 

First Division 

Comprising the counties of Albany, Clinton, Columbia, 

Dutchess, Essex, Greene, New York, Putnam, Rensselaer, Sara- 

toga, Schenectady, Warren, Washington, Westchester. Wheeler 

D. Wright, Agent, Altamont, N. Y. 

Second Division 

Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Delaware, Kings, Nassau, 

Orange, Otsego, Queens, Richmond, Rockland, Schoharie, Suffolk, 

Sullivan, Tioga, Tompkins, Ulster. N. D. West, Agent, Middle- 

burg, N. Y. 
Third Division 

Allegany, Cattaraugus, Chautauqua, Cortland, Fulton, Hamil- 

ton, Herkimer, Livingston, Madison, Montgomery, Oneida, 

Schuyler, Steuben, Wyoming, Yates. Charles Stewart, Agent, 

Sammonsville, N. Y. 

Fourth Division 

Cayuga, Erie, Franklin, Genesee, Jefferson, Lewis, Monroe, 

Niagara, Onondaga, Ontario, Orleans, Oswego, Seneca, St. Law- 

rence, Wayne. Mortimer Stevens, Pennellville, N. Y. 
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SrTatus oF BEEKEEPING IN THE STATE OF NEw YorK ACCORDING 

TO THE CrENsusS oF 1910* 

No. colonies Value in No. colonies Value in 

Counties of bees dollars Counties of bees dollars 

SA Davies cisteteree ate 3,035 $12,206 Onondaga ...... 3, 979 LZ 759k 

JNUIGEE MINE Ge obi ae 5,620 Pla Hii, OUENNCD Baiscao sic 4,091 16,392 

Broome) Aa. ae 8,312 12°9085e) Oranges aaeoeore 1, 906 9, 534 

Cattaraugus .... 4,927 195029) "Orleanste sete 1,703 6,713 

Gayuges chr en es 4,789 90,477 Oswego <:....0... 2,602 9, 572 

Chautauqua .... 3, 680 14,745 » Otsego. 2.251220. 21. 2,071 9, 568 
Ghenmums ee 2,240 Te Vey Oe MELE, Ah Soa ods 366 TG 

Chenango ....... 2,598 140." Oucensyee n-ne 14 130 

Clintonyse esos < 1, 829 6,546 Rensselaer -...-- 2,220 9, 496 

Golumbia.5 2c. 2.055 97067.) ‘Richmond! 3-5... 295 2,066 

Gortlandere <a. DOA 9.830"  Roecklands ss. 06 443 252 

Delaware ..:.... 4,546 20, 481 St. Lawrence ... 5, 369 23, 474 

Dutchess. ....... 2,070 OST] Saratoga, eee 1, 835 8,208 

Bind Gyan ans eco 5,195 20, 861 Schenectady .... 1,431 5, 939 

BSS Oeste ct oat atelier 1,035 4,753 Schoharie ...... Gals 23, 318 

Branklin 2302... 1, O87 4,937 Sehunylene erie 1,929 5, 542, 

INWUNON, He aoweoor 1, 265 FAS. aS CMOCH arentee renee yous 3, 084 15,189 

CGENeSCC gies .ssici-: 2, 339 ON alia aS beubenv reece cr 7,576 23, 074 

Creeneia.re cere oils 2,,244 Hii tShniollic Goes aoe 111 654 

Eis ton ..0-. ee 248 1,491 Sulla vaiieeeie see 2,570 12, 865 

Merkimer "22:2... 2 We) 10, 758 OO es ore fae 2,820 9, 828 

Jeterson \<.4../; - 4,574 2OROSSe. | Vom p kins ieee 4,536 14, 681 

ISI OSes Siat oss eye 12 ; 70 Wilstervaan eee ean 14, 278 

ES WAS ban cect oes 81s 1, 026 Bia MU = AVEDA He Ges aioe 816 4,912 

Livingston ..... 3, 700 14, 141 Washington 2,890 11,898 

Madison ....... 2,753 1OS2OI Waynes mnie 2, 433 9, 946 

NMGNTORM eee © a 2,724 12, 797 Westchester .... 1,090 6, 723 

Montgomery .... 3,615 1234 WAV OUUULT Oe tte 3, 579 15,223 

INAISSETUT se crete 207 LiSii= bE UAUeS I ao Ne cove 2, 142 7,439 

New York < 5: 2 5 ee 

NTA ATA, Shekels 2,837 13, 211 Totaly sete 156,360 $646, 848 

CONEY ae rercmeic as 3, 324 12, 966 es 

Honey and Wax, 1909. Although as noted elsewhere, 15,259 

farms reported 156,360 colonies of bees on hand April 15, 1910, 

4,863 of these farms, with 16,829 colonies on hand April 15, 1910 

made no report of honey or wax produced in 1909. The actual 

returns show the production of 3,191,733 pounds of honey, valued 

at $376,608 and 43,198 pounds of wax, valued at $13,034; the 

true totals are doubtless somewhat above these figures. 

* Taken from Report of the Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910. 



Fie. 74. Basswood in bloom. 
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Rey. Isaac V. Lobdell 

F. B. Loucks W. D. Wright 

Charles Stewart 
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THE ITALIAN BEE AS A FACTOR IN THE EXTERMINATION OF 

EUROPEAN FOUL BROOD * 

W. D. Wrieut, Attamont, N. Y. 

For ten years past, I have strenuously advocated the Italian- 

ization of all black or hybrid bees, located in or near any locality 

where European foul brood was epidemic. This has been attended 

with more or less success, depending upon the action of the 

parties directly interested. Some beekeepers were incredulous of 

the claims made by me, and seemed to regard them as extravagant, 

or thought that the purchasing of Italian queens was an unneces- 

sary expense, or perchance, that I was interested in the sale of 

queens, ete., thus accounting for my insistence on this point be- 

lieving there must be some profit accruing to me through the 

transaction. On the other hand, many practical apiarists have 

gladly heeded my advice, and, acting promptly, have averted dis- 

aster. A certain York State beekeeper, who a few years since, 

when I talked with him of this matter, ridiculed the idea of com- 

bating foul brood by the agency of Italian bees, now loses no 

opportunity of lauding them to the sky for this purpose, in fact, 

so enthusiastic has he become in this respect, that he pales my own 

efforts; thus, many are being converted on this point, after giving 

it a trial. 

Many ask, “‘ Why are the Italians more nearly exempt, than the 

other races?” I wish I knew, but, not knowing, I am unable to 

give the desired information, therefore shall leave that point for 

some expert investigator to determine. For our purpose, it 1s 

sufficient to know the facts as stated. 

We shall consider the importance, efficiency and economy in 

keeping only the Italian race, when combating this disease. 

IMPORTANCE 

When we consider that there is no other race or variety of bees 
that is so nearly exempt or immune to the ravages of this disease, 

* Delivered at the New England, United States and Canada Bee Inspectors’ 

Convention at Amherst, Mass., February 7, 1912. 

[1493] 
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as the pure Italian; and that large or small apiaries of this race 

often pass through an epidemic of European foul brood of several 

years’ duration almost unscathed, and furnish their owners a good 

profit at the same time: While contrariwise, all black and hybrid 

bees in the vicinity suffer heavy losses, and frequently total 

annihilation, we begin to realize somewhat, the important position 

held by these bees. There are numerous remedies and treatments 

recommended for the relief and cure of this malady, but where 

is there one that will compare with Italianization as a preventive 

measure before the colony has been exposed, or after treatment, to 

prevent reinfection ? 

I consider this item, Italianization, of more importance than 

any other one and perhaps, than all others combined, in the fight 

against this arch enemy of beekeepers. 

In view of the foregoing facts, it is a pity we have not legisla- 

tion making Italianization of all bees, where necessary for pro- 

tection, compulsory. However, I presume such a law would be 

considered unconstitutional. 

EFFICIENCY 

We have an abundance of proof from many beekeepers, of the 

efficiency of this practice. They know by experience how easy it 

is to control and keep this disease in check, which is certainly 

reassuring to one who has had the destruction of his apiary and 

business staring him in the face. After such experience, most 

beekeepers feel somewhat independent, and greatly relieved of the 

anxiety which they formerly experienced. 

In recommending the Italians, I always try to make myself 

understood on this point, namely; I do not claim that they are 

absolutely exempt from the disease, but only in the main, as a 

race. 

Beekeepers who have their apiaries thoroughly Italianized in 

advance of the epidemic can scarcely realize what they have 

escaped by thus taking time by the forelock. 

I shall repeat a statement which I have made before, that if 

I desired to locate an apiary in a certain locality, the presence of 

European foul brood there would not deter me from doing so. 

Given the right kind of bees and a good season, I should willingly 

take my chances of success. 
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ECONOMY 

The greatest economy is derived from Italianizing in advance 

of the advent of the disease, then nearly everything is saved, as 

there is no purchasing of comb foundation, hives, frames, ete., 

for treatment, only the purchase price of the Italian queens, and 

labor of introducing, which can hardly be counted on this score, 

as they are worth more than their cost outside of their agency in 

warding off disease. 

I have met beekeepers, in my inspection work, who have taken 

hold bravely and thoroughly treated by shaking their apiaries of 

black and hybrid bees, but thought to economize by omitting the 

introduction of the Italians, which I urged upon them as being 

very essential. The result was that the following spring, one-half 

of the treated colonies were reinfected, requiring the purchase of 

an additional amount of comb foundation, frames, ete. Nor is 

this all; a considerable amount of the surplus honey crop is 

sacrificed whenever a colony is shaken during a honey flow — thus, 

besides the extra expense incurred by treatment each season, there 

is an actual loss of labor and income. Where but few colonies are 

kept, this matter is not very important, but when the principal 

income is from the apiary, the difference becomes rather serious. 

Of course, I do not recommend the purchase of Italian queens 

in large numbers if the beekeeper is so situated and experienced 

that he can rear them cheaper and of as good quality himself. 

However, this is not often the case, and some of the must extensive 

apiarists purchase them by the hundred from professional breed- 

ers. The price for good stock is now so low that it is far from 

prohibitive. 
It has been reported that Italianizing has not been found to be 

as effectual in handling American foul brood. I have had no 

experience along that line, and regret that I have nothing more 

effectual than shaking to offer in the treatment of this disease. 



SWARMING AND ITS CONTROL * 

R. F. Hotrrermann, Brantrorp, Ont., Canapa. 

In the days of long ago, yes even in more recent times and it 

may safely be said of many at the present time, the bees choose 

their own time for swarming and many a beekeeper can safely 

lay the shipwreck of his hopes, as a beekeeper, to his inability to 

control the swarming impulse in his bees and departure of his 

season’s profits from a colony with the departure of the first 

swarm in the absence of its owner. 

There are those who have a fair knowledge of beekeeping, they 

in fact know enough of beekeeping to make a moderate success 

of the business could they only control the swarming impulse, 

but as their main business does not allow them to watch for 

swarms during the hours that they may issue, they run the seri- 

ous risk of losing them. 

Again, what apiarist who has engaged in beekeeping accord- 

ing to old and well-known methods, when with an apiary of say one 

hundred colonies he has been kept busy a large portion of the 

swarming hours in providing for issuing swarms, or even fol- 

lowed them to difficult heights and places and then has managed 

them on the nonswarming plan, has gone back to the first system ? 

I venture to say, speaking from personal experience, none. 

In studying the control of swarming it is of necessity desir- 

able to know the cause. The beekeeper who seeks to find the 

cause in any one specific thing is, in my estimation, on the wrong 

track. Some varieties of bees swarm more readily than others. 

In one hive a colony may swarm, when a larger entrance to the 

hive and facilities for ventilation might have prevented swarming. 

In another there is abundant facilities for ventilation but the hive 

has become crowded and the bees require room. 

In still another case the queen is failing, the bees start super- 

sedure cells and when the young queen hatches the hive throws 

a swarm, when otherwise the impulse would not have developed. 
It is now quite a number of years since I made the public 

* Given at the Convention of the New York State Association of Beekeepers 
Societies at Syracuse, N. Y., January, 1912. 

[1496] 
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statement — a statement which has been indorsed by well-known 
beekeepers — that the first step toward swarming is to start drone 

brood. It takes longer for them to become potent for fertiliza- 

tion and therefore it is necessary in reproduction that the drone 

brood should precede the virgin queen cells. Next comes queen 

cell cups, then eight days before the first young queen emerges 

from the cells, under normal conditions, the first swarm issues. 

Some years have passed since I wrote the above and I would 

now ask tu insert another link in the chain, one preceding the 

drone brood, and that is, first a prosperous colony and a rapid 

increase in young bees and brood. 

The swarming impulse may, through environments, be broken 

at any of the above stages except when queen cells have actually 

been begun. What is meant is that drone brood may mature and 

the hive contain drones yet the cell cups never be built. The 
cell cups may be built but no egg ever be deposited in them owing 

to conditions which may set in unfavorable to swarming, but 

changed conditions in the hive will rarely check the swarming 

impulse if queen cells have been started, although a cessation of 

nectar in blossoms may. 

In saying this, I do not wish it to be understood that giving 

room to the bees in time does not have the effect of preventing 

the swarming impulse from developing, but that after the swarm- 

ing impulse has developed, the mere adding of supers is not 

likely to break up that impulse. 
The things which my observation leads me to believe checks 

the swarming impulse is first of all an abundant brood chamber. 

A twelve-frame Langstroth brood chamber is not too large for a 

queen of no better laying strain than is procurable on every hand. 

Moses Quinby of your own state built better than many have 

given him credit for, when he planned the large brood chamber 

he did, and in the present step with beekeepers, generally from 

an eight-frame Langstroth hive to a ten, they are only paving 

the way to additional outlay when they find the twelve-frame hive 

as much better than the ten, as they are finding the ten-frame 

hive better than the eight. 

Next, the entrance to the hive: Who among those who have 
traveled through the country have not seen a hive of bees with 

an entrance four to six inches wide or even less and the front of 
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the hive partially covered with bees. Such an entrance to a hive 

is a mistake and a loss to the beekeeper. The entrance to my 

hives are the full width of the inside measure of the hive, seven- 

teen inches, and during the time of gathering surplus honey 

one and one-eighth inches deep. 

Then as to supers: In the production of extracted honey, the 

bees should be given plenty of surplus room to store and ripen 

their honey. I have had five full depth extracting supers on a 

hive and practically all the room occupied with honey at the 

close of the flow and no swarming impulse. Who could obtain 

these results in a five-week clover flow from the combined sur- 

plus crop of a parent colony and a swarm ? 

Shade during the heat of the day is an important factor in the 

prevention of swarming. A row of colonies on the west side of 

a fence in the direct rays of the south and west sun is more liable 

to swarm than if the same row stood under the shelter of an apple 

tree with only the morning and evening sun upon the hives. 

Again, a colony will often swarm, and if the queen is clipped, 

owing to the absence of a queen among them, the bees undertake 

to return to the old stand, and sometimes scatter along a row of 

hives and enter them. I believe these bees tend to set up the 

swarming impulse wherever the conditions for such are at all 

favorable. 

Some varieties of bees are much less inclined to swarm than 

others. It is only a master beekeeper and a specialist who should 

undertake to run varieties of bees strongly inclined to swarming. 

Lastly, the season: We know there are seasons during which 

bees are much more inclined to swarm than others. In tropical 

countries bees do not swarm during heavy flows but when the 

conditions for nectar gathering are only moderate, swarming sets 

in. 

My observation leads me to believe that the same, to some ex- 

tent at least, is true in our own land and that steady heavy flows 

tend to diminish swarming; erratic and changeable flows tend to 

increase swarming. 

A large and contented colony is the foundation to successful 

honey production, since “ In union there is strength.” To keep 
strong colonies from the swarming impulse rather than to break 

‘it up after they have it, is the key to success. 



INTRODUCING QUEENS WITH THE “ WEST” CAGE * 

Noau D. West, Mippiesure, N. Y. 

Close the large end of the cage with a piece of common stick 
candy one and one-half inches long, and attach the cage to one 

side of a comb within the hive, by means of its spur. The candy 
stopper may be varied in length according to the length of time 

you wish the queen to remain caged, and may be kept from falling 

down in the cage by placing a nail betwen the coils of the cage at 

the lower end of the candy. One and one-half inches is the right 

length in most cases. The bees require about 48 hours to eat 

out such a piece; and at the end of this time the bees are ac- 

quainted with the queen, and are generally ready to welcome her 

when she leaves the cage. Virgin queens, however, are more 
difficult to introduce than laying ones; therefore the colonies to 

which they are to be introduced should be in proper condition to 

receive virgin queens. 

First, get sticks of hard candy — that is, small enough to slip 

easily into the large end of the spiral cage. Cut the sticks of candy 

in pieces for cage-stoppers. Cut some pieces one inch long and 

some one and one-half inches long. I prefer candy not too highly 

colored. Next, have a good laying queen in the spiral cage. Then 

remove the tin cover and slip one of the pieces of candy into the 

large end of the cage, 114 inches down in the cage; then the top 

end of the candy just comes even with the top of the cage. Be 
sure to place a nail or a toothpick through the spiral cage just 

below the candy, so that, when the bees eat away the candy 

through the coils of the cage, and the candy becomes small in 

diameter, it will not fall down on the queen. 
This being done, go to a hive that has a condemned queen. 

Open the hive and kill the queen. Before closing the hive intro- 

duce the new queen by hanging the spiral cage by its spur on the 

side of a comb in some place where it will be out of the way. Be 

careful not to press combs of honey against the cage hard enough 

to daub the queen with honey. The cage may be laid on top of 

the broodframes under a quilt, or on the hive bottom if desired. 

T introduce nearly all of my queens in this way with one opera- 

tion. This saves me a good deal of time and I lose but few 

* Delivered at the Adirondack Beekeepers Convention at Glens Falls, N. Y. 
[1499] 
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queens. The fact is, when I see a poor queen I kill her at once, if 

it is in the season when I have surplus queens on hand. Then I 

introduce a young laying queen before closing the hive. I then 

mark the hive so that I know what has been done, and give it no 

more attention until some days later, when I am again working in 

said out-apiary. 

I want to say a little more about the hard-candy stopper. It is 

very much more convenient to use than the soft candy usually 

made with sugar and honey. It is cleaner to handle. By the 

use of hard candy the apiarist can learn to gauge the time he 

desires his queens to be liberated. ; 

The apiarist will soon learn how much hard candy to use and 

how to use it. 
The hardness of the candy and the strength of the colony have 

something to do with the length of time required to liberate the 

queen, by using a piece of candy 114% inches long. If you set the 

nail through the cage for the candy to rest on, so that only 34-inch 

of the candy is covered with the cage, and °4-inch of the candy 

protrudes above the cage, then the bees will eat the same size of 

candy stopper away very much sooner than they would if the 

candy stopper were crowded down into the cage the whole length 

of the candy. 

Queens can just as well be introduced some days after the re- 

moval of the old queen, the same as with some other cages that 

require soft candy; but remember to use just as much hard 
candy as you need to confine the queen the desired length of time. 

Many will think that the bees will not eat the hard candy away 

and liberate the queen; but they will do it with the spiral cage. 

The candy becomes softer after being covered with bees, and 

they eat it away faster than you would think. They eat it from 

all sides through the cage until the candy is so small that the 

bees go into the cage with the queen before she walks out. The 

bees never kill the queen in the cage. 

In due time the queen walks out of the cage quietly. She is 

now safely introduced. : 

It is better not to open the hive for the next few days after the 

introduction of a new queen. 

Many queens are killed by opening the hive too soon after they 

have been safely introduced, before they begin laying freely. 



WHICH IS THE MOST PROFITABLE, THE PRODUCTION OF COMB OR 

EXTRACTED HONEY? * 

Grorce B. Howsn, Buacx River, N. Y. 

At first thought most beekeepers would say this would hardly 

be a fair question. I shall do my best to explain why I changed 

from comb to extracted honey after producing comb honey 

by the ton for years, and having such men as Mr. F. H. Loucks 

compliment me as one of the best comb-honey producers of the 

state. Mr. Loucks said at one of our conventions that he could 

not understand why, at that time, I should make a change, when 

others were taking up comb-honey production and most of the bee 

journals and even the Department of Agriculture at Washington 

were urging beekeepers to produce comb honey, as there surely 

would be a shortage. 

Let us take up this matter thoroughly. Taking the price of 

comb and extracted honey for the past few years, I find that the 

prices of extracted honey have kept abreast with those of comb 

honey as they have advanced, and in some sections are in the 

lead of comb honey prices. 
A prominent beekeeper told me several years ago that I was 

making a mistake, that I should produce extracted honey; so I 

decided to experiment. I took the colonies that were not strong 

enough to produce comb honey and to my surprise they made 

more pounds of this kind than the stronger did of comb honey. 

I had been told this before, but I figured that if such weak colo- 

nies did so well what would the stronger colonies do. Conse- 

quently I set aside a yard and ran it for extracted honey ex- 

clusively. This proved what my friend had told me—TI was 

losing money producing comb honey. 

Lest you get the wrong impression let me explain why I ob- 

tained these results. Our honey flow is from clover and bass 

wood; there was no dark honey to speak of. Most years bass 

wood fails to yield us any honey, and this being the case we have 

a short flow, which leaves even the expert with too many unfin- 

* Given at the New York State Beekeepers’ Association Meeting at Syracuse, 

January, 1912. 
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ished sections on his hands. If there is a long honey flow that 

can be depended on, it would pay some beekeepers better to pro- 

duce comb honey. There is always a ready market, or has been 
for the past few years, for good comb honey. 

We will take the price paid for fancy and No. 1 comb honey in 

1912 which was fourteen cents a pound delivered in New York 

City. You must figure your time setting up your sections and 

putting in your foundation comb; also the cost of your section 

boxes and foundation, shipping cases and carriers, with freight. 

You will do well if this does not cost you above four cents a 

pound. That will leave you ten cents a pound for your comb 

honey. 

Good extracted honey can be bought at eight cents a pound 

wholesale and eleven cents retail. Some, I will admit, receive 

more than this and so did others with their comb honey. Even 

so, I can produce from one-half to double the amount of extracted 

honey that I can comb. Since the pure food law went into effect, 

I sell ten pounds of extracted honey to one of comb — that is to 
my home trade. And since I sell from two to five tons a year 

you can see why I made the change. 

Also, we can care for more bees and keep our honey if prop- 

erly ripened on the hives and properly put up, as long as we 

want to, but with comb honey, you must get it on the market in 

time and in first class shape to get the best prices. 

We should supply our home market first; many beekeepers 

are losing money every year by not doing so. Do not be afraid 

to ask any of your neighbors if they want some fine honey. After 

that they will ask you and even come after it. It is a pity that 

so many people go without honey because the beekeepers do not 

advertise their product as do other producers of food products. 

The farmers are my best customers. They buy in large quanti- 

ties and pay cash. 

Let us be as neat and clean as possible, asking anyone in to 

see us extract the honey. Let them sample it, and the old hoax 

of manufactured honey will soon die out in your locality. 



THE PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY * 

R. H. Hotrermann, Brantrorp, Ontario, Canapa. 

In the successful management of bees we may well draw a circle 

and begin at the desired point and by the time we reach the 

completion of the story we shall reach the point at which we began. 

For the successful production of either extracted or comb honey, 

the proper wintering of the bees is an important factor. 

For many years I made a practice of wintering bees in the 

cellar, which consisted of a building well constructed and espe- 
cially designed for the purpose — costing $1,000. 

For three seasons, however, all of my bees have been wintered 

outside; four colonies being placed in outer cases packed with 

forest leaves and a fence eight feet high being put about an 

apiary forty to fifty feet long and of the same width, and I am 

of the opinion that there are many beekeepers at present wintering 

their bees in cellars who could winter them with success outdoors. 

In outside wintering one can leave them earlier in the fall of the 

year and return to them later in the spring, and they require less 

care outside than in the cellar. The bees will also be packed and 

protected during the spring when those wintered in the cellar often 

suffer from cold and backward weather, after they have been 

placed on their summer stands, and for that short time it does 

not pay, or at least it is not considered that it pays, to pack them. 

I have adopted a twelve-frame Langstroth hive and to such an 

extent am I an advocate of this hive that last season I took over 

one hundred colonies out of ten-frame Langstroth hives and put 

them in the twelve-frame. By adopting this hive in almost every 

ease the brood can all be put into one hive body; this entails much 

less work than if two bodies contain brood. 

The bees I’ prefer to all others are Carniolans. Give them 

plenty of entrance room, ventilation, shade and storage room 

and swarming can be controlled, but after carefully weighing all 

the evidences from reliable sources I have reluctantly come to the 

a1 oo at New York State Beekeepers’ Convention, Rochester, N. Y., December 
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conclusion that these bees may be more susceptible to European 

foul brood than the average Italian. 

In the production of extracted honey I use a queen excluder 

between the brood chamber and the supers. At the beginning of 

the honey flow the first super, a twelve frame with only ten combs 

spread, is put upon the hive, the hives having previously been 

taken out of the outer cases. When the bees begin to cap honey 

in this first super, or even a little sooner, if the prospects are 

good, I put on a second super, putting half the partly filled combs 

in each super and one set of these combs immediately above the 

other, filling the other half of each super with empty combs. 

Placing the combs in this way makes the break to the bees less 

violent, and in my estimation, gives more satisfactory results. In 

this way the honey is tiered up during the entire white honey flow. 

The combs in the brood chamber are carefully gone through 

each week, the majority of the bees being shaken from the combs 

to facilitate examination for queen cells, and if any are found, 

judged to be from the swarming impulse, they are broken down to 

prevent swarming. 

The honey is taken off, and the bees brushed from both sides of 

the comb by one operation, the one who does this work holding a 

brush in each hand. TI personally remove the honey from the 

hive, shaking the bees very largely from the comb; after which 

it is brushed. . 

The honey is placed in supers; nine or twelve being piled in a 

light spring wagon and taken to the extracting house. A twelve- 

frame reversible power extractor, run by means of a gasoline 

engine, extracts the honey, a pump carrying the latter, after 

coarse straining, into tanks six feet high by three feet in diameter. 

I have eighteen of these tanks with a tight cover and honey gate, 

and I like this method of caring for the honey so well that six 

more have been ordered for the coming season. They hold 

3,000 pounds or more each. 

The coarsest wax, etc., having been strained out, the balance 

rises to the top of the tank and in a few days time is skimmed off. 

The honey is then ready to be put into the vessels in which it is 

to be sold. 



Fic. 96. R. F. Holtermann 
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Practically no honey is extracted from the brood chamber. If 

there is no robbing, the empty combs are put upon the hives as 

soon as empty; otherwise they are kept in the extracting house 

until the latest moment in the day that I consider it possible to 

return them all before twilight. 
In closing, let me point out that very pungent smoke should 

not be used when removing combs to extract. Its use tends to 
give a smoky taste to any uncapped honey, or at least taints the 

honey which drains from the cappings, and for that reason should 

be avoided. 



MARKETING EXTRACTED HONEY * 

\Frep. B. Loucks, Lowvitiez, N. Y. 

The selling of extracted honey lke that of many other com- 

modities, is a trade by itself. Extracted honey is one of the 

articles of diet not generally called for, but must ever be kept 

before the public and given a sightly place on the shelves or 

counters. Other articles of this class are thoroughly advertised, 

which tends to keep the public thinking, and once the attention 

is turned toward honey, it is usually comparatively easy to make 

a sale. 
First, your honey must merit or your trade will be short lived. 

What I mean by merit is that it must be of good flavor, possessed 

of a heavy body and fairly well colored. Extracted honey that is 
not cured by the bees will not hold trade. If you are determined 

to produce that kind of honey, you will be obliged to look up new 

customers each season. 
Honey cured by hot air and ventilation has lost its most delicate 

qualities — that something which tickles the palate and makes a 

customer for all time. There is but one trade that will take this 

class of honey regularly and that is the baking trade, and of course 

at a lower price. In fact I can not imagine what would become of 

us as beekeepers without the baking trade, for this is where we 

dispose of the lower grades. 
But as to the table trade, the people who, eat the honey and who 

pay a higher price, how are we to reach them? I should say that 

would depend on conditions and circumstances. To bottle honey 

and do it economically one must have quite an outfit or the ex- 

pense is too great. I am convinced that one-half of the people who 

bottle are doing it at a loss. 
If a man is naturally a good salesman and he has time and 

inclination, I should advise him to sell his own honey; but few 

people are so qualified. A salesman must be able to talk freely 

on any phase of the business which he represents. He must be 

able to read from the face and general deportment of his would-be 

* Delivered at Watertown Bee Keepers’ Institute. 
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buyer what the buyer is thinking, so as to be able to meet any 

objections or questions he may bring forth. This ability im a sales- 

man gives him great advantage, since he can judge how to present 

his case in the most taking manner to the particular individual 

with whom he is talking. There is a difference between selling 

honey and giving it away. I know of producers who are canning 

their honey and putting it on the market in such a way that it is 

not bringing them to exceed seven cents per pound and that to 

the retail trade. I suppose these people have never figured what 

they were really getting for their money. This same honey would 

have been taken by the jobbing trade at seven and one-half cents 

in large lots and save the producer all his time and trouble. 

This class of beekeepers would be doing the craft a kindness as 

well as themselves to sell to the jobber, because transacting business 

in this way is demoralizing to the trade and has a tendency to 

lower prices, which should be avoided. The price of honey can not 

be raised but let us see that it goes no lower. 
Then there is a class who are salesmen. I have personally 

known several of these who dispose of their crop by peddling to 

the farmers. Why the farmer? Because as a rule the farmer buys 

a quantity at a time,— ten, fifteen or twenty pounds, while the 

village or city family would want to buy only a pound, pint or 

quart. It takes just as long to sell the small quantity to the 

villager as the larger to the farmer, also the city and village always 

have honey in sight, while the farmer buys because his attention 

is called to it. 

The groceryman is harder to sell to because he has several 

avenues open to him from which he can get honey. If he does not 

like you or your goods he will quickly let you know such is the 

case. However, if you are not a good salesman or have other 

remunerative work, the groceryman is the natural channel for dis- 

posing of your honey crop. 
In conclusion, I would urge beekeepers to look at the selling of 

his crop in a business way. Dismiss all enmity for your neighbor 

beekeeper. Such enmity has prompted many to cut prices year 

after year until the local trade is ruined or demoralized to a point 

where there is no profit in it. If you bottle your honey, figure 

your time worth something and add it to the jobbing price along 
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with the cost of the bottles, labels, ete. Just as soon as you cut 

prices you will suffer the results. Produce and offer for sale only 

the best and have it cured by the bees. 

In handling your honey as I have recommended, you will in- 

crease the interests of beekeepers in general and will enhance the 

beekeeping industry in this state. 



COMBINING BEEKEEPING AND FARMING * 

JEROME R. Snyper, Wawarsinea, N. Y. 

The subject I am about to discuss, “ combining beekeeping and 

farming,” is a broad and debatable one. We are living in an age 

of specialism. If any of us were having eye or ear trouble, we 

would not go to our old family physician for treatment, but would 

locate some eye or ear specialist. I believe in specialism in bee- 

keeping as well as in any other industry. 

The time may come when the income from our apiary is not 

enough to meet our needs or maintain us as we would care to live. 

What must be done? The specialist will say ‘“‘ keep more bees, 

keep better bees.” That is all very good. We begin to consider 

some plans to keep more bees. From past experience we are sure 

we have as many in our home apiaries as the surrounding country 

will afford profitable pasturage. 

The next thing to do is to start out to look for an outside apiary. 

After some driving around the country we find a location. It is 

from five to fifteen miles from home, which necessitates running a 

business in two sections that distance apart. Now the question 

arises, ‘‘ Which would be better, to start this out apiary, which 

necessarily brings part of your work some miles from home; or 

combine your beekeeping with farming?” To my mind it can 

successfully be combined with farming or with special farming 

such as poultry, small fruit or berries. 

The general farmer could plant such crops as buckwheat, alsike 

clover, ete. That would give pasturage for the bees and the bees 

in return would be a help to the growing crops and fruit by pol- 

lenizing the blossoms. 

The combination is an advantage when we encounter unfavor- 

able seasons. I think the first and most careful consideration in 

this combination is the “man behind the gun.” If one finds that 

he cannot apply himself to the study of different subjects without 

* Delivered at the Eastern New York Beekeepers’ Association Convention 
at Kingston, N. Y., 1912. 
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one interfering with the other, do not combine anything with 
beekeeping or beekeeping with anything else. 

The successful farmer to-day is not the old type of forty years 

ago. To succeed to-day he must study his farm as carefully as 

the manufacturer studies his factory or the merchant his store. 

My conclusion is this — if a man is a successful farmer he can 

combine beekeeping and farming, and make a success of both. 

If he is not a successful farmer he has troubles enough without 

multiplying them by adding beekeeping to his responsibilities. 



BEEKEEPING AS A SIDE-ISSUE IN THE PROFESSION * 

Reverend Isaac V. Lospett, Troy, N. Y. 

Father was a beekeeper before I was born. When old enough I 

became his assistant, helping in the shop and yard. My work 

was largely in the former, however, and consisted in the usual 

routine work of folding sections, filling them with foundation, pre- 

paring supers for the hive, cleaning honey, ete. 

One day I was called from play to help hive a swarm of bees; 

being barefooted, I put on a pair of father’s rubber boots for 

protection. As the swarm was shaken from the limb to which 

it had clustered, a good-sized bunch missed the pan held to catch 

them, dropped down the inside of those boots and mingled with a 

pair of bare feet. My interest in bees immediately became an 

all-absorbing passion. I dare say no boy ever relieved his feet 

of a pair of boots, or made a ‘ 

dash more quickly than that barefooted assistant. Perhaps the 

incident had something to do with my youthful preference for 

the shop end of beekeeping. Interest in the work of the apiary 

came, however, in due time. 

‘get away” for a hundred yard 

On my return from college one summer, father gave me three of 

his strongest and best colonies; this, with a larger share of re- 

sponsibility in the care of the apiary, brought on an incurable case 

of real bee fever. 

Now I am a minister with a hobby — beekeeping. On my 

first charge, in the hours spent in my little apiary, I courted 

good health and made my escape from the worries and anxieties 

that inevitably beset the path of the young minister. 

At present I have about sixty colonies on my father’s place, 

thirty miles from Troy.. When I go home for a day or two I 

find joy in caring for my bees and here I spend July and August, 

returning to my parish, tanned, optimistic, full of hope and ready 

for the work before me. Nothing can surpass beekeeping as a 

side-issue in the profession, and few things equal it. 

First. It promotes health. The busy man too often neglects 

*Given at Eastern New York Beekeepers’ Convention at Albany, N. Y., 
December, 1912. 
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proper physical exercise, health fails and a breakdown results. 

The mind is most active when the body is strong and vigorous. 
The duties of professional life are exacting and very exhausting, 

therefore every man should have a side-issue or hobby that will 

make him forget his cares and worries, take him into the sunshine 

and fresh air and restore his vigor of body and mind. The blood 

must flow swiftly if one is to reap success and find joy in the work. 

Some, according to personal inclination, turn to fishing, hunt- 

ing, golf, ete., for recreation and health, others to a different kind 

of work, as, for instance, the business man to his farm, the office 

man, clerk, teacher and many professional men to their poultry, 

garden and fruit, and still others to their bees. Not idleness, 

but change of work and interests bring rest and health. 

Lift the cover of a hive and study the life of that busy, 

hustling community, see the bees drop before their homes, laden 
with pollen and honey; follow their winged flight to the fields of 

flowers, sweet with nectar, and you will be under such a hypnotic 

spell that the sense of time, and all worries and cares vanish as 

the dew. Beekeeping is one of the most fascinating of all occu- 

pations and pays big dividends in health and pleasure. 

Second. Beekeeping is light, clean work and one may keep as 

few or as many colonies as time, inclination and ability permit. 

Many women keep bees and do all the work required. There is 

little or no heavy work in connection with keeping a few bees 

and much of it can be done, if careful, without stopping to put on 

old clothes or overalls. 
Men living in thickly settled communities can readily keep 

from one to a dozen colonies on the roof or in the back yard of 

their homes, caring for them in spare moments. Those living in 

the country and more favorably situated as regards room and 

time could care for a much larger number. 

Third. Beekeeping is a side-issue, a hobby, a sport, that pays 

dividends, not only in pleasure and health, but also in cash. 

One or two colonies of bees will supply your table with honey, 

and if you keep a few more colonies, friends will be glad to 

help you dispose of your surplus or it can be sold at a good profit. 

The financial returns from beekeeping will depend upon the 

number of colonies, the kind of season, and the skill of the bee- 
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keeper. If located in a good honey section, with an apiary of 

fifty to a hundred colonies, beekeeping as a side-issue should 

prove helpful in providing for the rainy day or make possible 

pleasures otherwise denied. 

Beekeeping is full of potentialities for the professional man 

and especially for the minister in charge of a rural church. The 

rural church problem is a vital and pressing one. The scope of 

church work is enlarging and methods are changing. The 

country minister must know the problems of the community, he 

must understand the “ rural mind;” he must be a leader in the 

fight for economic as well as for social and spiritual salvation. 

The minister that spends all his time in his study with his books 

and in making professional parish calls will never get the “ rural 

view point.” That knowledge comes from sharing a common 

lot, manual labor and contact with the soil. 

Beekeeping will give the minister a point of contact with the 

work-a-day life of the community. Able to stand forth, a skilled 

laborer, he will command a greater faith and a larger hearing 

among others that labor. 

The country parish offers great opportunities for service, but 

it is a service that does not yield great financial returns, in very 

many instances not even a fair living. Facing such conditions, 

the value of beekeeping as a side-issue becomes self-evident. I 

dare say that many ministers having acquired experience and 

skill, by properly systematizing the work of parish and apiary, 

could, without destroying their professional efficiency, keep from 

one to two hundred colonies, and those colonies would help tre- 

mendously in making ends a little more than meet. 

Mr. Beekeeper, for pleasure, health, and for the sake of his 

pocket-book, urge your minister to keep a few bees, and he in 

turn will work out with you more efficient methods, and help you 

to establish beekeeping as one of the most skilled and desirable 

of agricultural pursuits, 



AN EASY WAY TO RAISE A FEW OR MANY GOOD QUEENS * 

H. L. Casz, Cananpaicua, N. Y. 

Take an empty brood comb that has had brood in it once or 

twice and place it in the center of the colony containing the queen 

from which you desire to breed. If this is at the time of year 

when the queens are laying to their full capacity take the card out 

and examine it on the fifth day after placing it. Should the 

larvae and eggs extend two-thirds across the card it is ready for 

use; if they do not, replace it in the colony and it will be ready 

the next day. When taking out the card for preparation be sure 

that you keep it warm and do not allow it to become chilled. If 

the day is warm it will not chill, but do not leave it exposed to the 

hot rays of the sun. Should it be a cool or cold day, use artificial 

heat and take it into a warm room for preparation. 

Lay the card down on a table, and beginning at the lower edge 

of the brood patch, mark the comb with a sharp knife length- 

wise of the frame in rows containing a row of one cell and a row 

of two cells alternately, cutting to the midrib. With a sharp chisel 

shave off the cells from the two-cell rows down to the midrib; 

then you have the one-cell rows left. 

Be sure to destroy all the eggs and larvae where you have shaved 

off the comb, a match is good for this purpose. Then commence 

at the end of the row of cells left standing and leave the first egg 

or larva and destroy the next two, leave the next and destroy the 

next two and so all over the card. 

Next, take an empty super and drive three eight d nails on 

the inside of the super one in each end and one on each side about 

two and a half inches from the bottom. These are to lay your pre- 

pared rack on with the prepared cells pointing down. ‘The cells 

are to be raised only on the prepared side of this card, the eggs 

and larvae on the other side of the card are not to be disturbed. 

Lay the card on the nails driven inside of the super and cover up 

the top of the rack as it lays in the super with a good warm 

blanket, letting the blanket come right down tight to the comb. 

* Delivered at the New York State Beekeepers’ Association, Syracuse, N. Y., 

January, 1912. 
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Your card is now ready for the bees to perfect the cells. Next 

select a strong colony full of brood and young bees and remove 

the queen and all the brood, placing the brood and queen into 

another hive, Fill the hive with empty combs or sheets of founda- 

tion or starters. Be sure if there is no honey coming in, that a 

card of honey is given them, also that they are fed honey or syrup 

liberally three or four times while they are building the cells. 

If you have a place to use this brood and queen shake the 

bees off of it; if you wish to make an extra colony of it or re- 

turn the brood and queen to the colony after they have per- 

fected the cells, you must leave enough of the adhering bees to 

take care of the brood. | 

Now place your super with this prepared card on the broodless 

and queenless colony the same as you would for surplus honey. 

The cells will be ready to use the eleventh and not later than the 

twelfth day after putting the super on. When you go to take the 

cells out to use remove the quilt, raise one end of the rack carefully, 

blow in a little smoke under it and you will find the space in the 

hive between the rack and the top of the frames full of bees. Blow 

a little smoke on them to drive them back off the rack into the hive. 

Then you can remove the rack, and with a bee brush, brush most 

of the adhering bees off, being careful not to hit the cells with the 

brush. Keep the rack right side up as much as possible with the 

cells pointing down, and carry to some suit: ble place to cut out the 

cells. 

The cells in the center where the larvae were located will be in 

advance of those on the outside. The ripe cells may be distin- 

guished by the bees having gnawed the ends of the cells. Should 

there be enough of these for a day’s use, remove them carefully 

by cutting clear through the comb and return the ecard to the 

cell building colony again. 

Now the cells can be used by putting them into nuclei or 

they can be used for requeening new colonies where the old queen 

has been removed the day before. Use a cell protector in either 

instance leaving this comb as the base of the cell. Always handle 

the cell by this base, being careful never to touch the end of the 
cell, 
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In two days the cells which were returned to the colony will 

be ready for use. If there are any small or inferior cells, which 

is apt to be the case where they raise a large number, they can be 

destroyed. 
Now if you have not disposed of the brood and queen, which 

you took away from the cell building colony, it can be put back 

or united as it originally was, only the queen will have to be in- 

troduced the same as a strange queen. If you have disposed of 

the brood and queen in other ways, they must have a card or two 

of brood and another queen. 
If you want to raise another batch of cells raise them on another 

colony; never use the same one twice. The queen will lay in a 

clean comb sooner than she will in a dirty one. If you raise the 

cells during the honey harvest, the queen will lay faster than she 

would if you raised these when she was not laying to her full 

capacity. You must use your judgment in regard to these matters. 
One of the great advantages of this plan, over other plans, is 

that the nurse bees can spend all their energy cn these cells, having 

to care for no other brood. Another is that you are sure of per- 

fect queens because they have no larvae too old to raise queens 

from. If you want to raise but a few cells do not leave the card 

so long in the breeding colony. 

There has been over a hundred cells raised on a single card at 

one time. If you want to raise good, prolific queens you must 

observe these cautions strictly. 



BEEKEEPING AS AN AVOCATION FOR WOMEN * 

Hertire: E. Horrman, Canasouanrie, N. Y. 

Some time ago J heard a man remark, “ There is no oceupa- 

tion under the sun where women do not crowd in now-a-days.” 

The man was mistaken. Women are not crowding in, they have 

long arrived and taken their place side by side with men, effi- 

ciently helping along with life’s work. In one respect the man 

was right; there is hardly an occupation under the sun with which 

women have not or are not trying their luck. Beekeeping is one of 

the many. How far back there have been women beekeepers, or 
how many there may be now, I could not tell; but I know that bees 

ean be kept by women as successfully, both financially and other- 
wise, as by men. 

There has been much nonsense written in papers about a veilless 

and gloveless, as well as laborless, lucrative beekeeping for women, 

children and invalids. Bees can be worked without veil or gloves, 

I admit, but the woman who embarks in beekeeping with an idea 

of taking her fancy-work into the apiary and sitting contentedly 

watching her bees gather the honey for her, will soon conclude that 

if she wishes to realize the profit from them she is anticipating; 

she would better don veil and gloves and do some honest work; 

do it when her interests demand it, and not only at times when 

the bees happen to be in the mood to be worked without an- 

tagonism, 

When I was requested to write this paper on “ beekeeping for 

women,” I found the only thing I could tell was my own experi- 

ence as a woman beekeeper; this I have endeavored to do without 

any attempt at rose-coloring or discouragement. 

When my father died, several years ago, mother and I sud- 

denly found ourselves with 225 colonies of bees on our hands, 

the principal care of which depended on me. Although an ex- 

perienced beekeeper’s daughter, I was disgracefully ignorant of 

the proper management of bees. Father had always had help to 

work his bees, and the honey-house work had been my share. I 
—_— 

* Delivered at a Bee-Keepersy Institute at Utica, N. Y. 
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went near them as little as possible, as I was about as fearful of 

a bee sting as of a snake bite. With the exception of a few times 

when I had gone out with father to smoke the bees for him and 

do a little handling, I had never ventured into the beeyards. 

The first thing I did was to get a pair of good, safe rubber 

gloves. They were so stiff my hands felt as if they were done up 

in splints, and gave me more discomfort than a goodly number of 

bee stings would have done. Fortunately they did not last long, 

they soon began to split and break. I have since found a thin 

leather or light canvas glove is best suited for the work. 

The spring of 1907 was late and generally unfavorable for 

bees in our locality. Spring dwindling had reduced our num- 

ber of colonies to about 200. Of these we moved 80 to an out- 

apiary on May 24. Apple trees were then just beginning to 

blossom, and the bees by this time having become alarmingly light 

of stores, literally filled up during the bloom. 

Some time later when I went to work this out-apiary, the first 

thing that greeted me on my arrival was an immense swarm of 

bees high up in an apple tree. While I was lighting up the 
smoker and getting ready for work, another swarm came tumbling 

out. I hurried to look for the queen, and back of me came an- 

other, and still another. The whole air seemed filled with swarms. 

I felt like swarming out, too, and leaving the bees to their own 

sweet will. I found consolation, however, in the knowledge that 

I had faithfully clipped every queen’s wings early in the spring, 

and that they could not get away from me no matter how hard 

they tried. I had read in a bee book that it takes sixteen days 

for a queen to hatch from the day the egg was laid. On this 

I relied. I went through my bees and assiduously ripped.out not 

only the queen-cell, but every queen-cell cup that had anything in 

it resembling an egg. When on the twelfth or thirteenth day 

after this I again visited the beeyard, confident that I was getting 

around in plenty of time, I was painfully surprised to find many 

young queens hatched. More swarms had taken to the woods or 

filled neighbors’ dry-goods boxes than I should like to tell. I in- 

dignantly concluded that there was something entirely wrong 

and misleading about those bee books. Had I perused more care- 

fully I would also have read that when bees have larvae they will 

rear a queen in ten days, 
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The first summer was hard, and we made many mistakes. To 

make matters worse it was a poor season in our locality, owing to 

the extremely late spring and succeeding severe drouth. From 

our 200 colonies we harvested slightly over 6,000 pounds of comb 

honey, and about 2,000 pounds of extracted. 

The season of 1908 again proved a poor one, owing to the same 

conditions of drouth as in the previous summer. But 1909, how- 

ever, gave us a good crop of fine-quality honey. 

I found that 200 or more colonies were more than I could prop- 

erly manage with numerous other duties depending upon me, so 

we gradually reduced our number to about 170. From these we 

harvested, the past season, 11,500 pounds of comb honey, and 

about 2,200 pounds of extracted. 

The work in producing these crops was all done by women, 

with the exception of putting the bees in and out of their winter 

quarters, moving them to and from the out-apiary, and drawing 

the honey to the freight house when it was ready for shipment. 

For this work we hire men from the neighborhood. 

Mother and I make all our supplies, including comb founda- 

tion, and we do the extracting. My only help in working the bees 
is my sister, during the two months she is with us. A 15-year-old 

niece assisted with the finishing of the sections the past season. 

Beekeeping for women, although a healthy, and for the most 

part pleasant occupation, is by no means all easy work. To 

carry tons of honey from the hives into your honey house, or 

bend all day over bee hives, handling and shaking heavy combs, 
would soon scatter illusions to the winds, and probably end in 

prosaic backache and kindred complications for a woman not 

accustomed to strenuous work. For a woman to plunge into bee- 

keeping with the hope of at once deriving a competent income 

from it would, in most cases, end in discouragement and failure. 

If, however, she is content to begin with a few colonies, and 

study the habits and management of her bees before she ventures 
deep, she will in time find it a remunerative business. She will 

also find her endurance growing with her colonies, for cultured 

woman is but the weaker sex because for centuries she has 

pampered herself, and allowed herself to be pampered. The 

peasant women of Europe who go into the fields and work, 
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shoulder to shoulder with their men, are as strong as men, and 

the women of savage tribes are fully capable of performing the 

burden of the work thrust upon them. The practice of wheeling 

a wheelbarrow to and from the beeyard is hetter exercise for 

gaining health and strength than swinging dumb-bells or sub- 

jecting the body to various contortions in physical-culture practice. 
Remuneratively compared with other occupations, beekeeping 

has its advantages as well as its disadvantages.’ A woman, able 

to work, can successfully handle from 125 to 150 colonies ‘of bees 

with but little extra help. In a fair season, if properly worked, 

they will net her an income quite a little ahead of her sister who 

teaches, or works in factory or store. But to the beekeeper every 

year does not bring a good crop. The season for the actual 

honey flow is comparatively short, and if during these few weeks 

the weather is unfavorable, or as is sometimes the case, the blos- 

soms yield little or no nectar, the crop will be short, or even a 

total failure, manage or work as faithfully as you will. Then 

there is capital invested, and the responsibility and risk of owner- 

ship, the burden of which the employer carries for the woman 

working for wages. But, while for the wage earner, in most 

eases, it is an all-year-around monotonous performance, for the 

beekeepers, after a summer of outdoor life comes a period of rest. 

While your bees are taking their long winter sleep they need little 

if any attention. Certainly the wise beeekeeper will get ready as 

many supplies during the winter months as possible, if he or she 

does not wish to be caught in a summer rush that is anything 

but pleasant. Even this working ahead will leave plenty of time 

for rest and recreation. 

The woman who keeps bees lives and works at home, and can 

attend to her household and family duties besides her bee work, 

even though some minor details may be neglected during the 

busy season. There is much easy, agreeable work connected with 

the business that will keep the growing boy or girl out of mischief. 

There is always a ready market for good honey. Dealers are 

usually looking for comb honey put up in neat, attractive pack- 

ages, and properly graded. This work is especially adapted to 

women. The best way to dispose of a crop of comb honey is to 

ship it as early as it can be gotten ready for the market. Sell it 
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outright for cash, if possible; if not, ship it to a reliable com- 

mission-house. Nearly all our extracted honey is sold at home. 

This honey is put up in five and ten-pound pails as soon as ex- 

tracted, and allowed to granulate. The labels on our pails tell 

our customers that pure honey will granulate; they also give di- 
rections to liquefy the honey if so wanted, and we have yet to 

hear of a complaint of ‘‘ sugared honey.” 

The woman keeping bees can, if she will or must, do all her 

own work. A woman cannot very well farm it alone. She must 

hire men to do the heavy werk, and hy so doing she becomes 

dependent. 

While beekeeping is not a “ get-rich-quick ” business, and prob- 

ably never will put man or woman in “ millionaires’ row,” it 

will provide a comfortable income for the right man or woman. 

It is an interesting, ever new and broadening study, bringing 

one close to nature, and for the beekeeper the everyday life 

easily becomes the ideal simple life. 



BEEKEEPING FOR WOMEN * 

Mrs. C. D. Miner, Lima, N. Y. 

Sometimes I wonder if many women know what a delightful 
and healthful occupation beekeeping is for a woman. In these 

days, when so many women must be bread winners, why do not 

more of them take up outdoor work, as it means so much in the 

way of fresh air and sunshine, better appetite and sound and re- 

freshing sleep, which we know bring good health and a sunny dis- 

position. 

No woman who is nervous and ailing most of the time can 

make the happy home all good men and women crave and so few 

have. I would have my sisters get out in the sunshine, become 

interested in the honey bees and learn to know and love them 

as I have. 

Do you know that each individual hive is a distinct family 

with its needs just like a human family? If you become ac- 

quainted with them, find out how to supply their needs, they will 

thrive and give you a nice surplus of honey. If you feel that 

you must work in shop or store, in the schoolroom or even in 

your own kitchen eight or ten hours per day, get a swarm of 
bees, put them in your back yard or even the attic by an open 

window where they will not be disturbed; then in your leisure 

time learn to know them. They will soon become a rest and re 
freshment to you, taking your mind entirely away from the trials 

and vexations of the day. 

If you wished to learn a new embroidery stitch, or how to 
successfully fire your hand painted china, or the latest kink in 

cake making, you would study. Go out of doors, study the honey 

bees. You will find excellent text books on the subject and the 

kindest of friends among the apiarists to help you get started. 

Beekeeping is like the study of music, you never get to the 

end. ‘There is always something new and interesting to learn. 

Any day you may be called upon to use all the common sense, tact 
and perseverance you possess, in the care of your bees, but it 

will pay, not only in good health, but in a fat pocket-book. 

*Address delivered at the Monroe County Beekeepers’ Convention and 
Institute, at Rochester, N. Y., March 7, 1912. 
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WINTERING BEES IN THE CELLAR * 

N. D. West, Mippiezure, N. Y. 

The one most essential point for the successful wintering of 

bees is to have a good colony of bees to begin with; a colony of 

bees in a good hive, with a goodly number of young bees that have 

been reared late in the season, so that they have not worked out 

half of their life before the winter begins. 

See that they have 25 or 30 pounds of good honey in their 

hives, and about the middle of November carry them into the 

cellar. Properly place them according to the number of colonies 

you have to winter, and the size of the room that you have for 

them. If the ventilation is right, and the temperature from 40 

to 45 degrees above zero, the bees are as sure to winter well as 

are other live stock on the farm. 

A few days before I put my bees into the cellar, I weigh each 

hive with a pair of hanging spring scales that will weigh one 

hundred pounds or more. I use a little lever device to hang the 

scales on, and with a pair of hooks properly made, the hives are 

easily lifted and quickly weighed. J mark the weight of each 

hive on a tag tacked on the front of it. 

When all the hives are weighed, those having less than 25 

pounds of honey, are supplied by giving them extra combs of 

honey that I have on hand, or by exchanging combs with those 

hives that have honey to spare. If I have not sufficient honey in 

the combs to winter the whole apiary, I feed sugar syrup to make 

up for the deficiency. It costs me more to feed syrup than it 

does to have the bees store their own honey in their combs as they 

gather it from the fields, for winter use. 

The changing of combs should be avoided as much as possible 

in apiaries that have traces of ‘‘foul brood.” 

If there are any nuclei that need uniting, I unite them on a 

cold, frosty morning in the fall of the year, and see to it that they 

have bees and honey enough for a good swarm. The bees thus 

treated will not fight, and will winter as well as the rest. 

"Given at the Eastern New York Beekeepers’ Convention, at Albany, N. Y, 
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To further prepare for wintering the bees, I build a platform in 

the cellar about eight inches high, as wide as the hives are long, or 

a little scant, and about four inches from the cellar wall. I pile 

my hives four or five hives high, and have the back end of each 

two inches higher than the front. This will cause any water that 

might accumulate in the hive to run out; and will also give the bees 

a better chance to get their dead out of the way. This arrange- 

ment applies only where fast-bottomed hives are used. When 

hives without bottoms are employed the bees will winter just as 

well by piling the hives level, except that a stick one inch square 

on top should be put at each end of the hive. Set the next hive 

on that, and so on. I leave a space to walk between each row of 

hives in the cellar. 

I have most of my hives fitted with fast covers and bottoms 

when transporting them into the cellar, and close the entrance to 

the hives so that no bees can escape. I draw the most of them to 

the cellar way on a wagon, and then run them down a chute into 

the cellar. J know of a beekeeper who piles them up while two 

other men go after another load. Any available help can do this. 

When all of the bees are in the cellar, I hght up a large-sized 

smoker and smoke the cellar full of smoke. In about three 

moments later, I open the entrance to all of the hives; the smoke 

will keep the bees from rushing out when the entrances are re- 

moved. I give a ventilation a half-inch high, and clear across the 

front end of my hive. 

Most of the cellars under dwellings are used for other purposes 

also. In this case the opening and closing of the doors by members 

of the family furnish all of the ventilation that is needed for the 

bees. It is well to have some kind of a partition put up between 

the vegetable room and the place where the bees are kept, so that 
the lamp light used by members of the family in getting their 

vegetables will not disturb the bees; especially toward spring 

when they begin to get uneasy. If the bees do grow uneasy, the 

outside cellar door may be opened cool nights to cool them off, 

except when the south wind blows. 

Some cellars are dry and warm, while others are damp and cold. 

Some have running water through them, and yet are not damp 

cellars, such as would cause things to mold. We must learn how 
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to winter our bees in the particular cellar we use. Learn when 

it is best to use quilts, or boards.over the brood hive, ete. The 

best cellar that I winter bees in has water running freely in a 

ditch just outside of where the bees are located, and it runs on 

three sides of the space used for them. In this cellar the bees 

will remain quiet until late in the spring—TI once kept them in 

until May first. I usually prefer setting bees out early in the spring 

but not always. This is the most delicate time of the beekeeping 

business, since we do not know just what the weather is going to 

be. If I can get my bees out quite early, and they get a good 

cleansing flight, without wasting bees very much, I feel sure 
that I have wintered them well. I then prefer to have the weather 

keep cool for two weeks, so that the bees will not fly very much, 

because after the bees have had a day or two of good cleansing 

flight, the queen begins to lay eggs quite freely. We need these 

old bees in the hive to care for the early brood. When the old 

bees begin to fly out freely every day, they die off very fast, but if 

we have the young bees and brood coming on to take their places, 

we will have stronger colonies by May 15 than if we had set our 

bees out so late in the spring that they could fly every day and 

gather honey and pollen. There are some exceptions to this rule. 

After the bees are set out on their summer stands, I like to walk 

out mto the apiary, some sunshiny day when the bees begin to fly 

out in a natural way, and watch them for a time to see that there 

is a goodly number of bees flying from each hive and that the 

entrances are clear of dead bees. Then I look at the tag on the 

hive to see how much honey they had last fall. If I feel sure that 

they have enough honey and plenty of flying bees, I just let them 

alone. I do not open many hives in early spring, if they have 

been well tended in the fall and have wintered well. I do not unite 

weak swarms very much in the spring of the year; most of my 

uniting of colonies is done in the fall. JI unite bees as I please 

during the summer to carry out desired notions. I winter 70 

colonies in the chaff-packed hives, out of doors. Sometimes they 

winter as well or even better than those wintered in the cellars; 

but on the whole, I consider cellar wintering the safest, cheapest, 

-and best mode of wintering bees in this climate. 



WAX PRODUCTION * 

Cuartes Stewart, Jounstown, N. Y. 

Wax has played an important part in the arts and sciences in 

past ages, but beeswax from its peculiar qualities seems to be 

preferred to either vegetable or mineral wax, and was regarded 

by those who kept bees as an important item on the cash account. 

It is now regarded by up-to-date apiarists more in the light of 

a by-product from the fact that it pays better to run the bees for 

honey than wax except in the Hawaiian Islands where they found 

it profitable to use the very cheap grade of sweets gathered by the 

bees for that purpose. 

It was once thought that the pollen gathered by the bee was 

converted into wax but later it was proven that it was unneces- 

sary to its production. 

In fact the bees gorge themselves with honey and cluster in 

the hive until the wax exudes in delicate scales from the under 

side of the abdomen, after which it is made into comb. Later 

from this comb is obtained the beeswax of commerce, and the 

writer looks back over forty years of experience along this line 

to secure the maximum amount of wax. 

The early methods of rendering wax by boiling the combs in a 

sack in a kettle of water and applying pressure after melting was 

wasteful and was succeeded by various devices using steam, which 

secured 70 to 80 per cent. of the wax. Still too much to lose but 
not so much loss as by the old method of building a fire around 

a large iron kettle and boiling the combs in this manner, when a 

very large amount of the wax was lost by burning on the sides of 

the kettle. 

Finally some genius thought of the method of cider making 

and built up layers of comb in burlap sacks with slatted wire 

cloth between each layer. These were placed in a large, strong 

galvanized tank with plenty of water on the stove and heat ap- 

plied. After the mass had become thoroughly heated, a power- 

ful serew pressure was applied and the wax rising was drawn off. 

*Given at the Fulton-Montgomery Counties Beekeepers’ Convention, at 
Amsterdam, N. Y. 
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Up to the present writing this method seems to give the best re- 

sults, although the writer found that after all wax had apparently 

been recovered from the mass a very good percentage could be 

obtained by allowing the fire to die down and the mass gradually 

cool which seems to allow the remaining wax to rise. 

The wax recovered from old combs by this method is of a dark 

color and should be melted in clean water to cleanse it as well as 
to lighten its color, always being careful not to use an iron vessel, 

as it will stain the wax a dark shade. 

Steam may be used in connection with wax rendering by heat- 

ing the water, but care should be taken not to bring too much 

steam on the wax or it will cause it to granulate, when it is no 

easy matter to cast it into solid cakes unless it be run through a 

solar wax extractor which is a fine thing, especially in an out 
apiary where waste combs can be placed in it as gathered and the 

sun does the rest. This is not an economical way of rendering, 

and the residue should be saved for the hot water and pressure 

system, 

While New York State leads in agricultural matters it is a fact 

that thousands of dollars in wax are wasted annually and it will 

pay to gather up the slum gum or buy the combs from your 

neighbors and save what is usually thrown away. 



REGULATING PRICES OF HONEY * 

- W. D. Waieut, Attamont, N. Y. 

The question, ‘“‘What method can be adopted to maintain 
prices on honey?” has been put tome. This is a difficult problem 

and I do not expect to solve it. The question appears to me to 

be somewhat in the abstract and not covering the matter fully. 

It certainly will be no trouble to maintain present prices for 

this season, and the beekeeper is inclined to consider them fairly 

bood for the reason that for a couple of years a slight advance has 

een experienced, attributed, no doubt, to the reduced production 

taused by adverse weather conditions. 

* The prevailing high prices of other food products should have 

‘an influence on the price of honey, which as an article of diet 

stands far above many other higher priced commodities, but 

it is not yet evident. 
I deem it essential to not only maintain the present prices but 

when conditions warrant it, to work for a gradual increase until 

honey producers receive adequate returns for their strenuous labor, 

and for the capital and brains expended in the business. 

The question of price rests to some extent, especially in the 

retail trade, with the producer himself who frequently sets entirely 

too low a value on his products, and fails to consider the actual 

cost in time, labor, investment, ete., with a reasonable margin of 

profit added. 

To many producers, the middleman is a necessity, but without 

regulation by the producer he is a parasite that is sapping the 

resources of the business. 

The critical period of honey production is at the commencement 

of the marketing season when the price is established, and instead 

of the producer and dealer working in harmony, the dealer acts 

as a bear on the market and places prices at the lowest point that 

the producer will stand, so that he may readily move large quan- 

tities of honey at a good profit to himself. After prices are estab- 

* Delivered to the New York State Association of Beekeepers’ Societies at 

Rochester, N. Y., December 19, 1912. 
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lished there seems to a general understanding among dealers to 
hold pretty strictly to them. 

Early in the season the interests of producer and dealer are in 

unison, since both desire a good crop of honey; later when that 

end is reached the ways diverge until finally they are almost 

antagonistic. 

Our country is so extensive and climatic conditions so varied 

that the honey crop is harvested at different periods, so that it 

would be almost impossible and impracticable to consider the en- 

tire yield in fixing approximate prices; but since the bulk of the 

supply is produced in the northern states and California, I believe 

a fairly complete report from these sections would enable a repre- 

sentative body of producers to reach a reasonable conclusion as to 

what the market would stand and afford a reasonable return to 

the beekeeper. 

These results can be attained only through cooperation, the 

method of which must be determined by the beekeepers’ organi- 

zations. 
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winter, 1525. 
Frame, Hoffman, advantage of, 1389, 

1390. 
Fuel for smoker, 1392. 
Foul brood, American, 1429, 1430. 

European, 1426-1428. 

G. 
German bee brush, use of, 1418, 1419. 

H: 
Handling frames, method of, 1491. 
Hive, the Langstroth, 1387, 1388. 

tool, Roots, use of, 1393. 
various sizes of, 1388, 1389, 1497. 

Hives, arrangement of, for wintering, 
1526. 

Hoffman frame, advantage of, 1389, 
1390. 

Hettie E., ‘‘ Beekeeping as an 
Avocation for Women,” 1518- 
1523. 

Holtermann, R. F., “Swarming and 
its Control,’ 1496-1498. 

“The Production of Extracted 
Honey,” 1503-1506. 

Honey, comb, 1411, 1412, 1414. 
definition of, 1411, 14382. 
extracted, 1412. 
extractor, 1419, 1420. 
laws relative to sale of, 1432- 

1438. 
Honey-dew, not salable. 1413. 

use of, as food for bees, 1413. 
Howe, Geo. B., “ Marketing Extracted 

Honey,” 1507-1509. 
“Which is the Most Profitable, 

the Production of Comb or Ex- 
tracted Honey?” 1501, 1502. 

il 
Increase, artificial, 1410, 1411. 

moderate, recommended, 1411. 
natural, 1408-1410. 

“Introducing Queens with the West 
Cage,” N. D. West, 1499, 1500. 

Introduction of queen, by West cage, 
1404. 

by Wright cage, 1403, 1404. 
safe, 1402-1405. 
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“Ttalian Bee, The, as Factor in the 
Extermination of European Foul 
Brood,” W. Db. Wright, 1493-1495. 

Italian race of bees, as aid in exter- 
mination of European foul 
brood, 1400, 1493-1495. 

good qualities of, 1399. 

L. 
Langstroth hive, the, 1387, 1388, 1503. 

various sizes of, 1388, 1389. 
Law, relative to diseases among bees, 

1432, 1433. 
sale of honey, 1432. 
spraying fruit trees, 1439. 
weights and measures, affect- 

ing sale of honey, 1434— 
1438. 

Lesser wax moth, 1424. 
Literature on bees and their culture, 

1440. 

Lobdell, Rev. I. V., “‘ Beekeeping as a 
Side-Issue in the Profession,” 1512~— 
1514. 

Local beekeepers’ associations, 1443, 
1444, 

Locality, importance of suitable, 1384, 
1385. 

Location of apiary, ideal, 1386. 

M. 
“ Marketing Extracted Honey,’ Geo. 

B. Howe, 1507-1509. 
Mice and rats, danger of, to bees, 

1424, 
Miner, Mrs. C. D., “ Beekeeping for 

Women,” 1524. 
Moth, wax, 1424. 

lesser, 1424. 

N. 
National Beekeepers’ Association, ob- 

ject of, 1442. 
officers of, 1442. 
“official organ ” of, 1442, 

New York State Association of Bee- 
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No name disease of bees, symptoms 
of, 1431. 

0. 
Opening hive, manipulation for, 1400, 

1401. 
Orchard, desirability of, for an api- 

ary, 1386. 

P. 
Palsy or paralysis, 1430, 1431. 

remedy for, 1431. 
Periodicals on bee culture, 1440. 
Pickled brood, symptoms of, 1430, 
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1412. 
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cause of, 1530. 

“Production of Comb or Extracted 
Honey, Which is the Most Profit- 
able? ” Geo. B. Howe, 1501, 1502. 

“Production of Extracted Honey, 
The,” R. F. Holtermann, 1503-1506. 

Products of the honey bee, 1411-— 
1414. 

Propolis, cleaning from 
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removing from hands, 1413. 
use of, 1412. 
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Q. 
Queen, clipping of, 1409. 

egg-laying qualities of, 1395. 
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1500. 
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1395. 
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work of, 1395, 1396. 
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Few or Many Good,’ H. L. Case, 
1515-1517. 

R. 
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Wright, 1530, 1531. 
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S. 
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1507, 1508. 
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“ Side-Issue, Beekeeping as a,” 1512— 

1514, 
Skunks, enemies of bees, 1425. 

remedy for, 1425. 
Slum gum, use of, 1438. 
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1439. 
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law relative to, 1439. 
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Stewart, Charles, “ Wax Production,” 
1528, 1529. 
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1416. 

1535 

Supers, arrangement of, for comb 
honey production, 1415, 1417. 

for extracted honey, 1417, 1504. 
“Swarming and its Control,” R. F. 

Holtermann, 1496-1498. 
after, how to prevent, 1409. 
cause of, 1496. 
natural, 1408-1410. 
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1498. 
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a 
Temperature ‘for wintering, 1422, 

1525. 
Trap, drone, use of, 1399. 
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Uneapping knife, use of, 1419. 
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ing, 1440, 1441. 

V. 
Veils, bee, for protection, 1392. 
Ventilation, necessity for, in winter- 

ing, 1422, 1423. 

W. 
Wax, extractor, solar, use of, 1529. 

moth, 1424. 
press, use of, 1414. 

“Wax Production,” Charles Stewart, 
1528, 1529. 

Weights and measures, law relating 
to, affecting sale of honey, 
1434-1436. 

regulations 
1438. 

West, N. D., “Introducing Queens 
with the West Cage,” 1499, 
1500. 

“Wintering Bees in the Cellar,” 
1525-1527. 

Wheelbarrow, usefulness of, 
1394. 

“Which is the Most Profitable, the 
Production of Comb or Extracted 
Honey?” Geo. B. Howe, 1501, 1502. 

“ Wintering Bees in the Cellar, N. D. 
West, 1525-1527. 
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1423. 

outdoor, 1423, 1503, 1527. 
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tion for,’ Hettie E. Hoffman, 

1518-15238. 
“Beekeeping for,’ Mrs. C. D. 

Miner, 1524. 

under, 1436— 

1386, 

Worker bees, occupation of, 1396, 
1397. 

Wright, W. D., “Regulating the 
Prices of Honey,” 1530, 1531. 

“The Italian Bee as a Factor 
in the Extermination of Euro- 
pean Foul Brood,” 1493-1495. 
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REPORT OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTES 

June 14, 1913. 

To Honorasie Carvin J. Huson, Commissioner of Agriculture, 

Albany, N. Y.: 

My Dear Six. 

service as Director of Farmers’ Institutes ending June 14, 1913, 

At the completion of the calendar year of my 

I herewith submit my annual repert. 

The summaries of work done will differ somewhat from the re- 

port presented at the close of the fiscal year, September 30, 1913. 

Only by setting in order an outline of the actual year of service 

ean I adequately put before you and the people interested, the work 

accomplished. 

I would put on record my appreciation of the support you have 

personally given the work in all its branches, not the least of which 

has been the very adequate and efficient office force put at my com- 

mand, and of the loyal services of all the workers, particularly of 

the men formerly in charge of the several districts; the New York 

Agricultural Experiment Station, the State College of Agricul- 

ture, the State Department of Education, the ‘State Conservation 

Commission, and the State School of Forestry at Syracuse Univer- 

sity. In addition and most vital—the people of the state 

have given the work their most hearty support and cooperation. 

This has not been confined to those directly engaged in farming, 

but has come from many in other fields of activities. So great ha: 

been and is the demand for service along the different lines of our 

work that only the liberal appropriations heretofore made, have 

rendered it possible to comply with them. In not a few cases we 

have been unable to grant all the meetings asked for, in order to 

earry out other lines of endeavor seemingly fully as important or 

even more so than the lecture work. With a reduced appropri- 

ation the coming year. the people are, in many cases, making 

possible more work by assisting financially. J shall ask for more of 

such support. 
[1555] 
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In the following pages I have endeavored to show in some de- 
tail, different lines of work of the Bureau of Farmers’ Institutes, 

by no means confined to holding meetings. Briefly stated they 

are as follows: Your Director has personally visited forty-six 

counties to meet the people interested and to arrange for work to 

be done — four other counties were visited by members of the in- 

stitute corps, and in the five smaller, less-populous counties agri- 

culturally, the work was arranged for by correspondence; he has 

attended and participated in the meetings of the New York State 

Fruit Growers’ Association, Western New York Horticultural So- 

ciety, ‘State Dairymen’s and State Breeder’s Meetings, Farmers’ 

Week at Cornell, and Farmers’ Weeks at the secondary schools of 

agriculture at Morrisville and Canton; has conducted a four-day 
meeting in connection with the School at Alfred and three-day 

round-up meetings at Sidney, Dansville, Albion and Saratoga ; at- 

tended and taken charge of twenty-seven regular institutes. given 

lectures before sixteen different assemblies, as well as visited sey- 

eral farms and institutions. 

In cooperation with Assistant Commissioner and Superin- 

tendent of State Institutions’ Farms, Harry B. Winters, three 

special meetings were held at state institutions located at Bing- 

hamton, Utica and Industry. There was a goodly attendance of 

the people from the surrounding country. These meetings gave 

the people an opportunity to visit the state farms and see what is 

being done in the way of crop growing and animal industry. 

Special instructors addressed the meetings on the work that was 

being done and on agricultural themes that were of particular 

interest in the localities. So successful were these meetings that 

we have been asked to hold others the coming season. 

One very important phase of the work is personal correspond- 

ence in the way of agricultural advice, not alone to farmers but to 

all sorts and conditions of men and women, not only within the 

state but from outside its borders. This work is constantly in- 

creasing and helps to bring the department into close touch with 

agricultural conditions, where we can often render personal service 

by way of cooperative effort and help to solve individual problems ; 

also in directing seekers after farms to favorable locations, and 

later giving personal advice and direction — thus often preventing 

unwise investment and endeavor. 
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It would seem that for some time to come the original line of 

work — that of holding institutes — will demand a large meed of 

attention. As indicated above the demand for such has been 

greater than we have supplied. Already many requests are com- 

ing for this character of work for the ensuing year, and much ap- 

prehension has been expressed that there was to be no appropri- 

ation for this purpose. My aim has been to place meetings in the 

smaller places, many of which have never before had institutes or 

anything of like character; where the people have not been able to 

avail themselves of present day advantages. In response to some 

seven thousand circulars sent out during the summer of 1912, in- 

quiring as to agricultural conditions, I have been able to get in 

touch with such places, of which there are a surprisingly large num- 

ber. That so many of the institutes have been held in small places 

where there was not a large attendance of village folk not vitally 

interested in farming, as is the case in the larger towns, coupled 

with the fact that in February the ice harvest had to be gathered 

over the entire state in about ten days, accounts for the slightly de- 

creased attendance under the previous year. The follow-up work 

and that relating to cow testing associations (put in my charge 

January 1, 1913) are explained in detail in this report. 

The Bureau has been in close touch with the farm bureau move- 

ment, rendering financial aid to those first established, and assist- 

ing in their organization in several counties. I find the farm bu- 

reau agents most valuable assistants in their respective counties, 

and am in every way possible cooperating with them, I am sure, 

to our mutual advantage. My idea is that the work of the Bureau 

of Farmers’ Institutes and that of the farm bureaus should even- 

tually be coordinated. 

In December, 1912, Bulletin No. 42 was issued, containing 

something over one hundred pages, made up of abstracts of ad- 

dresses given at the institutes. These had previously Leen printed 

on separate sheets to be distributed after delivery of the address. 

In February, 1913, Bulletin No. 44, consisting of two volumes, 

of over six hundred and fifty pages, was issued. This is made 

up entirely of questions and answers, covering the entire field of 

agriculture, beginning with the soil, then the various crops, fruits 

and flowers, live stock, and ending with matter pertaining to the 
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home and rural life. This bulletin is in great demand and has 

been termed by one recipient “ an agricultural dictionary.” 

I would particularly emphasize one phase of the work — that 

of sending a man or woman to localities where no meetings have 

previously been held, often where it is not practical to place a 

regular institute; these lecturers discussing for an afternoon or 

evening some particular subject of vital interest to the community, 

often something relating to the uplift of rural life. This work, 

with participation in the rural life meetings, I consider a most 

important and necessary part of the work. 

Through all these lines of endeavor I have had always in mind 

the statement of Dr. Jordan that “ The art of agriculture will 
never rise higher than the man who tills the land.” 

All of which is respectfully submitted, 

Epwarp van ALSTYNE, 

Director of Farmers’ Institutes. 



IN MEMORIAM 

Just previous to the going to press of this report the wires flashed 

the news of the death of Institute Conductor Fred E. Gott. There- 

fore, I hasten to record therein this tribute. 

Mr. Gott was born October 13, 1851, at Beachwood Farm, 

Spencerport, Monroe County, where his grandfather settled early 

in the nineteenth century, when western New York was a new 

country. Something over a year ago Mr. Gott was offered an 

attractive price for this farm and, although he had no sons to 

succeed him and was beginning to experience the heart trouble 

which proved fatal, he refused the offer and chose to die where he 

had lived and labored. Here his life was spent. He drained the 

fields which were unproductive and thus increased their yield 

manyfold, and planted orchards. All this he did while burdened 

with debt; but lived to see his outlay justified and to enjoy the 

fruits of his labors. 

He was educated at Spencerport public schools, Parma Insti- 

tute and Brockport Normal. 

For thirteen years he was justice of the peace. In 1891 he was 

elected supervisor of the town of Ogden and held the office seven 

years. In 1892 he was a delegate to the National Republican 

Convention at Minneapolis. In the fall of 1896 he was elected to 

represent his district in the Assembly. He was a member of the 

Grange, also of Etolian Lodge, No. 479, F. & A. M. For over 

thirty years he has been a member of the First Congregational 

Church at Spencerport and was at one time superintendent of the 

a a ne 
[1559] 
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Sunday school. He was always actively interested in whatever per- 

tained to the civic weltare of his town, county or state. 

For the past twelve years he has been connected with the 

Farmers’ Institute work of the state as lecturer and conductor. 

For three years — until the districts were done away with on the 

writer’s appointment as Director —he had entire charge of the 

work in the twelve counties bordering on the Great Lakes and in 

western and central New York. As the writer has visited these 

counties, he has been gratified to find the growing esteem in which 

Mr. Gott was held by the people in this district. 

He was a student of the fundamental principles of agriculture 

and exemplified the practical workings of them on his own farm. 

He had the ability to so present both principles and practice that 

they were easily grasped by his hearers, and the strong personality 

of the man readily inclined them to follow his advice. 

A coworker of wide experience from another state last winter 

remarked, that he had learned more from Mr. Gott than from any 

man with whom he had ever been associated. A state worker said 

recently to the writer, ‘‘ Mr. Gott was one of the very few men who 

never exaggerated.” Though so strong physically and mentally, 

he was as modest and sensitive as a child. Only his keen sense of 

duty induced him to undertake service which made him con- 

spicuous. After a serious sickness in the spring of 1912, he came 

to Albany with the intention of retiring from the work, but on 

finding that another was compelled to do so, he remained in the 

harness against the advice of his physician and nearest friends. 

In spite of failing strength through loyalty to the work and the 

writer he took charge of a force the entire past winter with cheer- 

fulness and zeal. As a fitting tribute to such loyal and effective 

service, he was selected with one accord by his associates to pre- 

side at the closing banquet of the institute workers at Ithaca, and 

most graciously did he do it. 

Retiring to his loved farm and home in the spring, he seemed 

to regain his old-time vigor and did not a little outside service 

in the way of personal advice, particularly in matters pertaining 

to orchard and drainage. Not a few trees and many fields will, 
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for years to come, bear,silent but abundant testimony to such work 

of his. 

He had gathered his harvest into his barn. With his own 

hands, on Friday, the 19th, he sowed a field to alfalfa and had his 

farm work in a condition to leave on the Tuesday following to 

give service and advice to farmers along the line of the Northern- 

Central Railroad. Thus, with his home work well in hand he 

was prepared to assume the broader duties of the morrow. Who 

shall say he did not — although on Monday, July 21st, “ toward 

evening, as the day was far spent,’ the summons came and the 

brave heart stopped beating. But the real man, made in the image 

of his Maker, entered into the abundant life that the Master came 

to bestow. 

On the Thursday following there gathered at his home — with 

his wife so sorely bereaved and the company of neighbors and 

friends who knew and loved him well — of his associates in the 

agricultural work, the writer; D. P. Witter, of Berkshire; A. J. 

Nicoll, of Delhi; John H. Barron, of Nunda; J. G. Curtis, of 

Rochester; John A. Ennis, of Pattersonville, and Roy P. Me- 

Pherson, of Le Roy; to pay the last deserved respect to our fellow- 

worker. Bright was the sunshine as we laid his body in the beauti- 

ful village cemetery just beyond his home, and, though sad our 

hearts, there was a brightness there also, for what better earthly 

end could we wish for our brother than that in the place of his 

birth, with his good wife not distant, surrounded by the accu- 

mulative works of his hands for nearly fifty years, with his eye 

not dimmed and apparently his natural strength not abated, his 

day’s work well done, his house in order, ready for new duties, 

than to be called higher ! 

The words of holy writ come to me with a new meaning. “ If 

a man die, shall he live again? Yea, saith the Spirit, they rest 

from their labors and their works do follow them.” 

“There is no death. What seems so is transition. 

This life of mortal breath 

Is but a suburb of the life Elysian, 

Whose portal we call death.” 

Edward van Alstyne 

‘Se EE NE SOS: | OL RERARAA E EEO! 
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INSTITUTE WORK, JUNE 15, 1912, To guNE 14, 1913, 

COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

ALBANY: 
Beemer S44 ves iene 

ALLEGANY: 
Almond sis, tes cree sere 

IANA GY EDS. ccohels ees ste 
Belfasteasch serareeris. 

Black Creek......... 
Centerville.......... 
Canaseraga......... 

Wriendshipeers e-ieas 

Shorttract «2... 32 -..c1< 

BROOME: 
Chenango Forks..... 

Westallienct ite teaicters 

ANC PAN Ys co. seats 

Limestone.......... 
Randolph. cc soe: 

Cayuca: 
Dresserville......... 

East Venice......... 
WairElavens.)). 205.2 
acta ore Ries a wtacsroeaes 
IVGOVA VAR. ce .0ce oo ee 
Poplar Ridge........ 
BOrbseyron.. Yes ee.- 
BONNE eects sate oie 

Union Springs....... 
Wietonyciacnicniciocatsi's 

CHAUTAUQUA: 

Cherry Creek....... 
Falconer. si iieticw cet 

Mredonia accrsiccss s 
Frewsburg.......... 

NO. LOCAL 
DATE SES- 

CORRESPONDENT Evowe 

1912 I7 
W.S. Schoonmaker, R. D.1...| Nov. 29 3 
Lansing Appleby, R. D., 

Voorheesville............. Nov 30 3 
A. C. Koons, R. D., Coeymans 
MOMOW eon ace cena Dec. 2-3 5 

1913 
Neb, PRAMMeYsnioe swe alee an. if 3 

1912 
S. B. Palmer, R. D., Green- : 

VIO oe oie coir veseqeraelcsee tess Dec. 4 3 

24 
Joe ean Rw Ds 2 oa Societe Nov. i 2 

1913 
Harry Smiths se pies niente Jan. 28 3 
JMO ROrpe ye onesie ceaiels noe Jan. 24-25 5 

1912 
BREED Stowellanvsste etre clos Nov. 8 2 
H. W. Weaver, R. D., Fillmore.| Nov. 14 3 
CS wPhinney. eRe: soeeeine Nov. 15-16 3 |. 

1913 
DWP Barnes cayceiysieeidelle bas an. 3 

1912 
C. B. Jones, R. D. 1, Fillmore.} Nov. 15 3 

18 
(Ch 10h ENS 5 Gono doseode Dec 3 

G. Ww. Young, R. D. 2, Union.. 
Fred Purdy, R. 

GH OM tek Sentara tnie eve neiee aicl ors 

DES) Wakemans he Do 1s 32.8 
hei pehilley oes cere ce cioee 

J. F. Multrus, R. D. 2 
A. M. Howlett, R. D., South 

| F 2 

J 

b 

lJ 7 

Dayton.... 

Wm. E. 
E. N. Williams 
C. C. Barlow.. 
M. W. Wagner, 
E. A. Stratton. 

R. R. Lawrence, 
Moravia..... 

H. W. Taylor, Moravia 
Richard Forscutt.........4.. 
OSHEMivinestons .. :s.sce oct 
W. D. Curtis. . 
Elisha Cook... 

D. B. Hardy... 
G. T. Brackett, R. D. 54, Red; 

Creek 

Jo Ws 

H. H. Harriman, R. D. 83 
Jamestown. . 

R. J. Paschke.. 
DAiee REAVER hase cose cis,: “ufc, 

Sanbury, 
Jamestown. . 

D. rh. Mara- 

John Carter... 

Bradford, Pa.. 

Lee IDE 

RD: 

Sete=18 

Jan. 10-11 

an, 

wn WB WwWWwWNw& bo Sy ee SSeS Sa Ol oo od 

b a 

Qooc wo 
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TEND- 
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1,082 
253 

98 
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ee 

COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

Cuavutrauqua—Cenel'd: 

FRIDLEY Zito rsisc cise <jecctcre + 
PSHETIGAN sete. oie sis 31 

Sherman faders to vavete tetehaic 

Shack Qe aa goods coe 

CHENANGO: 
Bainbridge.......... 
Greene ye ieiscceis crcan: 

Plymouth eects «cc 2-0 
SHELDULNE! tle ss see 
Sos Otselicx ec cieean 
Guuitlfordiety. cctne cies 

CLINTON: 
(CINEFA TAG co SMe DOpIG 
Ellenburg Depot..... 
Morrisonville........ 

OTE ete en sic\cle\e evs e165 

CoLuMBIA: 
Glaverack. c.cc0.c 22. 
Copakeris.csctes ye 2 

MoM|IGHLO sais cs 5 sian 

Old Chatham....... 
West Ghent......... 

CorTLAND: 
Cincinnatus......... 
Wortland's.Se618.5 5 bce 

Truxton | OO CIAGOOeCIOe 

DELAWARE: 
Davenport.......... 
Welhweryemiecrlerrera 

Halcottsville........ 
Roxbury csivccn eres 
Treadwell cc cciccc0ss 

LOCAL 
CORRESPONDENT sin 

1913 
O2MeOstrandert..) 446 eae Jan. 9 
ORBAN Crossieristes sus oisheyeoscecs Jan. 6 
EI Ss Lay LOE sects. ere teeta eieree Mar. 7-8 
Miss Bessie A. Merritt, Dun- 1912 

KIT Papeitae ke acento Nov. 12-13 
1913 

GP. Ottaway; R: Dele. ..: Jan. 3-4 
Mrs. Jas. M. Harmon........ Jan. 8 
Geo. G. Swart, R. D. 68, 

Ashville tintars syetsversishe eros ece Jan. 2 

GeViEStraitocsarccieracui crac Feb. 14 
Cree Rosekran zen ieee etek Feb. 18 
C. R. Shappee, R. D.3...... Feb. 14-15 
B. J. Parsons, R. D. 2, Horse- 

NEACS ee etatiers er helue racutiel ane Feb. 17 
H. C. Howe, 1012 Penna. Ave. 

Olina vverersrad Sestehererd hays chek Feb. 13 

1912 
@larencelKarbyiaes ieee: Dec. 6-7 
Geo. W. Lenderson.......... Dec. 5 
H. ae Aldrich, Star Route, Ox- 

OLG ec ite a An nal etoneele Nov. 14 
C. ie Holcombenreeeereeniioe Nov. 16 
He NeKeutschbachicsy. ma cles Nov. 8 
PBS Wielehie siete cordon ce aioe Nov. 15 
Cry Mickel’ es caieccc eee Dec. 6 

SethvGordoneemarcerie weer Dec. 10 
ela Sheldon... vos wee Dec. 18 
Weise anikcersee ity) ras 
ais OUT eee etekverre ere ser Cc. ia 

ie eg © LAE Kaa ee we Nope er eco hetons . 13-14 
Mrssi@wH Caney See scie ater 3s 12 

Ayer Maller seep etciexctaeta 3 oryer an. 8 
TOhMMWeis Cottam en eee 
REVRe banter: pac ies siete 
lennye hing ara. iraerientl i 
Margaret S. Weeks, Living- 

ELA EY era OAH OMRO @ Oi Srord eed 

Wy Diluhines= sacar soca 22 

GS Ashleyaicnk2 se tomers ne 28 
E. M. Kittle, R. D., Ghent 9 

IAs Whe OO Kssneee seisiek evetetevever ows 27 
AVS. Sears; RMD se ise)as essen 

Mar. 1 
CoW i Conradh is jiciocrseniees 5 
B. E ce Sats eens dito ; 24 
IVES SS ING saire cater saiel cute reunite lens Feb. 21-22 
H. B. wader orth, East Free- 
POW fa'eie Sis fara asebev si suteatehepsveve,s 23 

Richard Phalen, Marathon.... : 26 
Ji Eartnetts. sos eee Feb. 14-15 
F. J. Reas, R. D. 4, Cortland. . 4 

Alta MG UO ncodeoscoc ne 22 

WNC 2 Borterinccn erssaassis eerie: : 18 
Miia euler’: Sica, a creceraves sy3,00s , ili? 
TAP Wea ke Oellien) ee Levecsmyers . 20-21 
Wim Vermilyear. ieee cre . 10-11 
Samiuell Mores) )s\ seis 1 sfever) o/eiere 9 
NAO PP OUter sisi cia slelsielsvalelalelete 19 
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COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

DuTCHESS: 
Clinton Corners..... 
Freedom Plains...... 

Myers Corners...... 

inesPlaing soles os: 
Rhinebeck.......... 
Union’ Wales. eee... 
IWECOPEEZ eheiect ois. = is 

MON AICO I sors crerdis faiokel: 

Fast Aurora......... 
HideniGenter. «2... 
Hunt’s Corners...... 
Lancaster........... 
PyUiearal se pore! « were cicncke 

Essex: : 
Crown Points. 325.4 

IBOMBAV EA). ccleeeorene 

IBrashtonieeia ce ston 

Dickinson Center... . 
Gabrielsh> eas nee 

IVE aT One ix sapie tere. lore ce. « 

Futon: 
Crum Creek......... 

Johnstown..........- 
Mayfield 2.025 <.. ce. 

GENESEE: 
Alabama Center..... 
Bethany Center..... 
Porton tices « veils s 

OE 1G |e ae 

asl are reyasc sere 

HERKIMER: 
Cedarville... 2.3... 
Golumbis.ty, oes ce-ar 

WoleevillOseacacec vat 
NGWHOFiis toe Lee 
ORION) Stcesteton ieee 

TABLE 1 — Continued 
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LOCAL 

CORRESPONDENT 

M. E. Knapp, Millbrook. .... 
James Skidmore, Pleasant Val- 

F. F. Loop, Wappingers Falls. 

SOtH -hOMpsony. 2s. 2 sur 
as. SU TaVveRe seccedicstets sie 

R. C. Grannis, La Grangeville. 
J. S. Warren, Hopewell Jct... 

Herbert Churechill........... 
ie We, Gillmore ss. capers 

We AleBrigesae acca ocineses 

Mrs. Frank Adams.......... | 
Horacetvandonmw. on. oe ocr 
John Seyfang, Clarence...... 
W. H. Seitz, Bowmansville.. . 
ORD vDiffantyncaocn o aaeae ee 

Geowpkeerench)) tr cence 
IWEMEIE Soper. liseD)-reteseucrnrare 

RU eee met a NS tw cin ye 
ChastVerbtem. 5c i cic ce rce 
Ga ETSIBGS vital sic ptexind tele 

A. E. Norton, Alabama...... 
J. W. Burke, Batavia........ 
Gap ASilimaninmncucp asa 
Nelson Harper, Darien Center. 
DOR AW ILIROUC asics scree ar 
SP ene zeltionieevetehe -tehe ra. oe 
Bryant Taylor, R. D., Batavia. 
Jane Ward wea vilion. asc asie. 

A. J. Brandow, Jewett........ 
1D: J. amin Weedses nea. 
Geos Ma iWihitesoue atte eee ee 
Geo! BrAyres jietis as cctesls ster 

C. D. Huxtable, Miller’s Mills. 
L. W. Firman, R. D. 1, Mo- 
hawk 

WilowVlorey seesac ciclo. meee ae 
Eugene Hemstreet, R. 

KCOIADTGOIRS... as verse ciate cen 

DATE 

1913 
Feb. 12-13 

Feb. 11 
1912 

Nov 21 
1913 

eb. 7-8 
Jan. 3-4 
Feb 10 
Feb 6 

Jan 9 
Jan. 10-11 

1912 
Dec. 

1913 
an. 13 

1912 
Dec 4 
Dec 2 
Dec 6-7 
Dec 6 
Dec 5 

Dee 3-4 
Dec. 16-17 
Dec 9 
Dec 6-7 
Dec 2 

1913 
Jan. 24-25 

1912 
Dec. 20-21 

1913 
Jan. 21 

1912 
Dec. 19 

1913 
Jan. 20 

Mar 10 
Jan 16 
Jan 15 

Jan 8 
Jan 17 
Jan 10 
Jan 16 
Jan 6 
Feb 28 
Jan 7 
Jan. 24-25 

1912 
Dee. 7 
Dec. 13-14 
Dec 5 
Dec 6 

Dec 6-7 

Dec 6 
Dec 2 
Dec ° 

Dec 5 

NO. 

SES- 

SIONS 

2 

N 

CONWwwW WwW WwW WWD Www wb WwW of 

c1r0co CW Pwo 

or 

tO 

al 

WCwows WWW WwWWwWwWwir www wo w 

N 

www wo 

oo 

AT- 

TEND- 

ANCE 

AVER- 

AGE PER 

SESSION 

60 
53 



COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

HERKiIMER—Concluded: 
LES eee teas 

Van Hornesville..... 

JEFFERSON: 
PSTD OLIN e vara-e: 0s (exeiee, « 

Bellevillet 5. occ,» 
(anthager sc asics 

Ghaumont: o. cnt. ers 
Henderson. «22 «eo 

Hounsfield.......... 

LaFargeville........ 

Natural Bridge...... 

Iedwoodis £5... sci: 
St. Lawrence........ 
Smirthiwalleyesc'. 2 cat) 2 

Lewis: 
Barnes Corners...... 

Owiwllesnin cls ot. ates 

Port Leyden........ 
malcottvilley <oic< => 
West Leyden........ 

LivincstTon: 
@aledonis. <2... 5.0% =: 

Springwater......... 
PRUSCATOLA se «1 =) 2)s 46 

Mapison: 
Brookfield... ......: 

@azenoviae. js... 3: 
Wewkbuyterss so. sien: 
Bre valle Saee ies <e2ietesch2 
Markyate yen oe fa oe, s 

IVelsonls teiete ie nieces 

New Woodstock..... 
Stockbridge......... 

Monroe: 
IBTOeKPOLU er. r, afasin ee 
InbA bits RS Cnn Come ee 

Mumford)... 6.0... 

Webster S2-).5c:cce ne 

STATISTICS 
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LOCAL 

CORRESPONDENT 

veld 

IDELC EY bake ond Aoe Ot Eee 

E. H. Allen, Natural Bridge. . . 

Ree bbard hia Doe ae 
V. P. Comins, R. D. 3, Clayton 
HUAR-SB abcocktpay. «acc vas ste 

H. S. Todd, East Rodman.... 

H. H. Greene, R. D. 3, Copen- 

HAC Northruprecemie tee 
O. C. Thayer, Constableville. . 
WPoGrubelly cies cise actecse 

ULE NO ble iet ys arckcnveera ates 
H:. S: Coe; Soo Livonia... 2. 
ScostiS wants ees. shee 
M. M. Barron, Nunda........ 

C. W. Camanga, West Ed- 
MUEIOM Gostodobpaboopocade 

JasvAT Loveteree anche 
GSABSBurdickss) ene oer 
PH Brownian. cece cece 
PAD Billineses Se ae 
WE: Ingallshe Speers 
Willard Taylor. Sollsville..... 
David Andrews, R. D. 2, Mor- 

TISVAlS Ho ee ere ee oe 

J Bs Miller Soyo onesies ae 

A. L. DeNoon, Caledonia... .. 
D. J. Howard, Henrietta...... 

Geo We Dunniiee esd eee 
BG. Martine se: 

DATE 

NO. AT= AVER- 

SES- TEND- AGE PER 

SIONS ANCE SESSION 

185 62 

3 269 90 

35 | 3,421 98 

3 410 137 

3 285 95 
3 270 90 

3 293 98 
3 186 62 

3 165 55 

3 255 85 

2 87 44 

3 571 190 
3 363 121 
3 308 103 

3 228 76 

19 | 1,557 82 

3 216 72 

3 292 97 

3 93 31 

3 307 102 

1 20 20 
3 202 67 
3 427 142 

18 | 1,499 83 

3 190 63 
3 312 104 
3 333 111 
3 172 57 
3 250 83 
3 242 81 

32 | 2,304 72 

3 243 81 
3 165 55 
3 298 99 
3 200 67 
3 158 53 
3 119 40 
3 118 39 

3 327 109 
3 308 103 
5 368 74 

Py i 3,257 I2I 

5 536 107 
3 377 126 
5 411 82 
3 162 54 

5 516 103 
3 836 279 
3 419 140 
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NO. AT- AVER- 
COUNTY AND PLACE OF LOCAL DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER MEETING CORRESPONDENT arGaya' || arcane tere 

MonTGOMERY: 1913 15 1,083 72 
Canajoharie, Seiber’s 

Lane Grange.......| C. L. St. John, Canajoharie. .| Jan. 17 3 246 82 
Glen} Aten cone eee Edgar Van Horne, Fonda..... Mar. 7 3 132 44 
IMiimsvalles any. ie eieserte C. B. DeGraff, 286 Division 

BGs PATUSLEDG aM yee ee Jan. 14 33 283 94 
Rural'Grove. =... - A. H. Dievendorf, Sprakers...| Mar. 7-8 3 165 55 
St. Johnsville........ Berti Wlock:s sae centre Jan. 17-18 3 257 86 

NASSAU: 4 228 57 
IMInNGOa ere raecctotsiness E. V. Titus, Glen Cove....... Feb. 3-4 4 228 57 

NIAGARA: 21 2,634 125 
lat: rd COP. ho ORO ae TBS WANN haps ietcn teaeyorb atone meme ae Jan. 9 3 536 179 
Gasportiy sees) cussrecee ss AT TRUIMEL AV CS hee aeteees toe Jan. 7 3 403 134 
Niet SAU Ow eyeicicssetekeue ss BH sWalsOnis tess ccciee oe cam etons Jan. 4 3 190 63 
ewisbour ae cnet. JC Duncan’ nee ae leMiar? 15 3 354 118 
ING Wianesa: ccc floes Mrs. G. W. Butterfield....... Jan. 8 3 365 122 
Rekanrere visctccietes es C. E. Mabon, Sanborn....... Jan. 6 3 465 155 
Ransomville......... WD Wisnersa conic Jan. 3 3 321 107 

ONEIDA: 17 I, 301 77 
Boonville 2. fs ciciee ts S).B: Sherman, Re D320 ae. Jan. 6 3 201 67 
ADAIMIGEM © cAretaccce.s Jedi Davis ere iors ee tee: Mar. 12 3 294 98 
@hadwicks.......... G. B. Smith, Sauquoit Mats 5 13 2 140 70 

1 
MOV Gieivicin. sa deren Mrs. H. S. Brown, Stittsville Dec. 10 2 206 69 

1913 
KMOxPOLOs «.- . cee <6 M. A. Kimball, Oriskany Falls.| Jan. 3 253 84 

1912 
Westernville........ StanleyawWarcup esc oo Dec. 9 3 207 69 

ONONDAGA: 1913 27 3,603 133 
Baldwinsville........ Bey. Giddings Wass aac Feb. 18 33 494 165 
IH ADU Sy otekeye custele te ons W.L. pre ens sorte ere deve dewe a Mar. 3 3 373 124 
MOLdaney see no coies HiadeRuckard has). Secee oot Feb. 26 3 487 162 
North Manlius...... Miss Maude O. Hulbert, Re D: 

anlevallepnye sexcgess eee acters Feb. 28 3 245 82 
Q@nondaga...+. ae: L. A. Wiard, R. D., 2, Syracuse] Feb. 19 3 222 74 
WEISCOs Meee senshi oe Albert Hidmperiacee. as nese Mar. 1 3 430 143 
Skaneateles......... Geo: A. Hatehs,. et. Siseeane Feb. 20 3 432 144 
NTU eee ete otra J CpReagantesss sae. tsar ae Feb 21 3 565 188 
Vieira ee meee otek D. M. Dixon, Memphis....... Feb 27 3 355 118 

ONTARIO: 2 1,807 79 
Bristol Center....... IMEC G Offi) seep seisstoke cis eto ts Feb. 7-8 3 249 83 
Bristol Springs. ..... | E. N. Coyle, Naples..........| Feb. 7 3 278 93 
INaplesigemicn snc nee cil. Wo DS DLINSSLead aL sees Feb. 6 3 196 65 
IPWelpsiertete ccc «sfuae ec WA Salisburve. ceeroce seer Mar. 13 3 143 48 
Reed Corners....... James Roat, R. D. 8, Canan- 

GRITUA sat re tes a NE Feb. 3 3 323 108 
Seneca @astle.-7...4,. || eva Awbagecceums soe ee te Mar. 12 3 237 79 
Shortsville.. 2... 1.5. h. ReovieSouth eRe Ds 25 ae Feb. 25 3 195 65 
Victor Village....... A. G. Aldridge, Fishers....... Jan. 30 2 186 93 

ORANGE: 30 1,235 41 
Balmivalleyn site cn seis. N. C. Barnes, Middlehope....| Jan. 3 3 162 54 
1S 5 ce aoe George: AVresa ee neice oe Feb. 20 3 105 35 
Fast Chester........ ASCs Bulli@hesters. sa... Feb. 14-15 83 61 20 
(Goshenle wes. oot. Gss. Wells Sa aeee esta see ce Feb. 18 3 133 44 
INIOMEOOU Chl aca hne Witt) Omensin.ceier eee Feb. 14 3 85 28 
OGavillenestas cen: Jaye rs Simnithe Hee cise Feb. 17 3 69 23 
Wine BUBB? es ones; Bltinge DuBois. +o. eed ee Feb. 19 oS 144 48 
Slate Has 3S. 25 - rankwhRemev ria crs monet Feb. 21-22 3 40 13 
Unionvillay. ac ne.ks Mrs eM BY Stolliccca on acter Feb. 21 3 326 109 
Washingtonville. .... VV EES ESUIDL se tet tre receiver nereiepeeetets Feb. 13 33 110 37 

ORLEANS: 21 2,454 117 
Clarendon’ aon ce « Herbert Allis, R. D., Holley. .| Jan. 22 3 334 111 
East Shelby......... B. C. Roberts, Medina.......| Jan. 21 3 319 106 
Wend alll, caf srsweteiore TG VIEOUVelliian:. + 5.5 Scryer, 6 Jan. 27 3 290 97 
Lyndonville......... CRHSTAR ctter: ccc ce pee Jan. 10 3 365 122 
Medingy, «0 cig ANP LOR NUT ua 5 Ba SE ae Sib Jan. 20 3 437 146 
Morton, ot oe eee BASVMMBGttine tan sistas Jan. 28 3 369 123 
Waterport... scons. DrsR-wW. Bamber... ... 5. Jan. 10-11 3 340 113 



COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

Bernhard’s Bay...... 
Central Square...... 
PT anni Dall tr. s<teeyshe'c 

OnwellPtrceyc sneer 

OTSEGO: 
Mdmeston.<,... 6s sieve: 

Springfield Center... . 
Wiestvallew a: 251.0 a. 

PurnaM: 
Adams Corners...... 
@armelPye: orci cicre 

RENSSELAER: 
Center Brunswick... . 
East Greenbush. .... 

Hoosick Falls....... 

Raymertown........ 
Stephentown........ 
West Sand Lake..... 

ROcKLAND: 
Mallmeanseer reese 

St. LAWRENCE: 
Edwardsville........ 

Elenmone ea nae 

Wiaddington......).... 
WAnithnop ences cr 

SaRaToGa: 
Baconvelillt cc sieeie 

Stra TISTICS 
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Shree NO. AT- AVER- 
Ao RRERG NDGA DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER 

SIONS | ANCE | SESSION 

1912 35°) 3,322 
Fred. Jamieson, R. D., Wil- a 

MWAMSEOWI' ss cts schclas ye seine Dec. 21 2 165 83 
1913 

1 8 [Beal Deh ifs) ds dea ee eecctyecnencer earpoe Feb. 14-15 3 215 72 
CaBe Allen RED ih eae eee Feb. 14 3 333 111 
IPAS Wrelling%. sierra ccc Feb. 10 3 576 192 

1912 
ACSA LEVEDS sso 7 chatchertieiec airy Dec. 4 19 3} 152 51 

191 
WrerAseRobbins aseeaereciecre. Feb. 11 3 235 78 

1912 
Geox Smloonmisean iene Nov. 18 3 250 83 
M. E. Dolbear, R. D. 4, Fulton} Nov. 19 3 291 97 

1913 
Wri @ssRichandst ema vie serie Feb. 13 3 238 79 
WHC amierznsen ite seen Feb. 17 3 352 117 
E. H. Minot, R. D. 1, Richland| Feb. 12 3 315 105 

1912 
BSNS EL arris te. ear ete ak Dec. 2( 3 199 66 

1913 30 3,442 TI5 
SH RD yelrens ae twenties Jan. 18 3 190 63 
Theodorewsnappes ses er Jan 21 3 290 97 
IS eae ial site ety ree tere Jan il7/ 3 201 67 
E. H. Chase, R. D. 3, Coopers- 

POWs Sete we eres Jan 16 3 357 119 
StanleysBackussj-4-2 see ewan 20 3 490 163 
SPE ColevRa Dari use ce Jan il 3 207, 92 
G. T. Burnell R. D., Coopers- 
OWI teat tosin aici enle © eee Jan 15 3 327 109 

IVES Smitheaeear ee ee sees Jan 14 3 297 99 
Geo. Chamberlain, Schenevus.| Jan 13 2 193 97 
Noah Vredenburg........... Jan. 21-22 4 820 205 

9 780 87 
Gril Barmores saeceonesaae Feb. 4 3 295 98 
Johny Ge wy evan te ie oe Feb. 3 3 160 53 
E. F. Hayt, Brewster......... Jan. 31 3 325 108 

22 2,352 107 
I. W. Abbott, R. D. 1, Troy..| Jan. 10-11 5 499 100 
Wim Ss Millers. smi aeons Mar. 3 3 229 76 

1912 
Jay Ca Cottrell Rob.) esses. pec seers 5 506 101 

1913 
FE. L. Button, R. D. 2, Melrose.| Mar. 5 3 425 142 
Wels Cranston fas seco Jan. 29 3 209 70 
DJ “Cipperlysvc niece cctet on Mar. 4 3 484 161 

5 348 70 
Thomas Husson, Pomona.....| Feb. 24-25 5 348 70 

37 | 5,461 148 
B. B. Lane, R. D., Hammond.) Jan 16 3 262 87 

1912 
J. P. Griffin, Oswegatchie....| Dec. 13 2 290 145 

1913 
Warlvluaidlawae een sme Jan. 17-18 5 1,396 279 
WoW? aViatteson ane cern ant Jan 24 3 488 163 
Jerry Hourihan, R. D., North 

Ba wrence ie cate oe aeieic Jan. 23 3 289 96 
CMBAWirightu ss: eae aan eee Jan. 17 3 485 162 
DeAMNIsher yea steerer see Jan. 17-18 3 287 96 
HS Weekinneyar es waseee cases Jan. 21 3 386 129 
E. D. Beede, Hopkinton...... Jan. 22 3) 388 129 
ECB Hlammondise 6 soe Jan. 238 3 338 113 
M. J. Elliott, R. D., Madrid. .| Jan 20 3 307 102 
Geo. H.| Morgan... .))........ Jan 22 3 545 182 

1912 18 I,317 73 
H. C. Peck, R. D. 2, Schuyler- 

Walle tiditcecsrotucteleasts.s the lereie arate Dec 16 3 207 69 
Webs DaberwRi lcci: Dec 20 3 162 54 
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COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

SaraToca—Concluded: 
Clifton Park Center. . 

Greenfield Center... . 
Quaker Springs...... 

Weayvitleia peices ele: 

ScHENECTADY: 
Delanson’, <1 <<: 
Glenvilles232 32. fo 

ScHOHARIE: 
Barnerville.......... 

Gilbosnevesc otk eae 
Middleburg......... 
Sharon Springs...... 

SCHUYLER: 
Beaver Dams....... 
Moreland........ Wee 
(OTe CECI Anemia ee 
Reading Center...... 
Townsend.......... 
WVNES Rei coven on 

Wdtinoneahee- >> .b% 

atone taeee. chink seis 

EVOeMel eeeaeie isctesce ches 

Prattsburgee ose. 
Rathbone wer esc... : 

Wioodhulliie.cscct 

SUFFOLK: 
Bridgehampton...... 
East Northport...... 
Riverhead... .60. > 
Southoldii ess. lac. 

LOCAL 
CORRESPONDENT 

Jiaekeeck: Rextord’x.-.s5.. wes 

WirGetobinsonl.- +n .cse tens 

Ney cial CYR cis cece er or ae 

A.M. Gaige, Duanesburg..... 
Mina Van Epps, Hoffmans.... 
J. A. Turnbull, Pattersonville. 

At) Bard oho (2) oS ee ge ND, nines td 
W. H. Travis, R. D. 1, Middle- 
UTE Ao rect bs eonchaksen ce antes 

Dennis Schuyler............. 
A. W. Russell, Beaver Dams. . 

W.L. Frost, R. D., Watkins. . . 
D. E. Hoover, Keuka,........ 

JoelsHortiontete eee ere: 
BewisiByJones coo one oe 
ISIE sioybalany, Geant aot 

a eelaynesy eae ren ae 
Afolobew Ga A Moveny oy 18 1D) BAe aa 
at a Walden, R. D. 2, Corn- 

Marion Lewis, R. D. 2, Cam- 
eron Mills.. : 

Guy Ovenshire, Beaver Dams. 

IN aWweCones Ra Dipeen se. see 
C. A. Graves, R. D., Pratts- 

DUES Sacer ere rae 

AS ibis WDitin ge x5 eateries cia 

H. M. DeGraw, Hammonds- 
Port, Hi DN ase 

A.S. (COO As apie ee keee 

Te caWVcIVLGDOWwelliieeiy. eeicire 
ae Robinson, Hornell, R. 

Se ELAN OV a te acts atnceies Sues 
F. B. Smith, Fort Salonga... .. 
it iad GUNALEL aio ne eee 
G. H. Smith, Peconic......... 

CO Or 

NO. AT- 

SES- TEND- 

SIONS ANCE 

152 

157 

347 
292 

443 
198 
126 
119 

733 
119 

95 
108 
255 
156 

2,088 
310 
220 
498 
418 
355 
287 

wan es] Orn 

Wwwo WOWWHWOO PWR W WH WWWwDO ow ww 

to on o 

181 

4,260 
348 
235 

360 
471 
310 

on 

QCOwW WWwH 

170 
283 

215 

225 

210 ow Ww ww 

240 
291 wow 

120 
108 

3 
3 

3 253 

3 228 

3 193 

9 2,282 
5 817 
4 478 
5 369 

5 618 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

NO. AT- AVER- 
COUNTY AND PLACE OF LOCAL : : f 

MEETING CORRESPONDENT ENN aise |) tenuis luv eha) ane! SIONS | ANCE | SESSION 

SULLIVAN: 1912 13 1,072 82 
Jeffersonville........ @hassSHicke acc aoe seo ceca: Dec. 12 3 458 153 
liberty eo esis st-r- WAS Newkerke cy accmsiooe nee: Dec. 13-14 5 460 92 
Hong Hddyia.). ..---- MAE Meloonhs5 ee eo Dec. 11 2 74 37 
IOSCOG ose neo - Revs Uo WHones). 42 <:5)- = Dec. 16 3 80 27 

TIoGA: 1913 18 1,376 76 
PAT SIACIII eek «0-1-1 oy =/0 CEB! Gilesccraiere cise s a ctelenrost Feb. 20-21 5 442 88 
(WanGdOre ec. cis cieters ResBeBardenks <)5 score sas sense Mar. 12-13 5 313 63 
Whockwood. 3.41. .00- SMWarbillisoneeensceicrie eens Feb. 19 2 176 88 
Newark Malley. Lievavess Be NMistWialrersicscictecgenctorsteto. oar Feb. 21-22 3 351 117 
Richford.. SEO utAr ee NOCDIR Ser aceatercte cane talek® ar 3 94 31 

TOMPKINS: 23 1,389 60 
Wanbyieeersetehetyal L. W. Hulslander, piilsesalle: Mar. 11 3 140 47 
Daye = Seo a oop Mrs. Chas. Hoehn, R. D.19...| Mar. 7-8 5 254 51 
Enfield Center........... F. D. Rumsey, R. D. 28, New- 

Held espn tr hy ee cioeeies Mar. 7 3 180 60 
New fieldien a7 «ale.s' We Hine sae eoncw saree Mar. 7-8 3 212 71 
Speedsville.......... 1 Op Meddaneh: ig ID), Be 

@and one eases ne woe Mar. 10 3 165 55 
AWW DOL DUTE cloierci<t=scer- F. N. Smith, R. D. 32, Tru- 

MaAnshurg si sere es eee Mar. 6 3 204 68 
West Groton........ W. H. Bulkley, Groton....... Feb. 24 3 234 78 

ULSTER: 18 1,204 67 
Lake Katrine........ C. E. Davis, R. D. 4, Sauger- 

ET@S ie tavetrats chavo peta stay Merete Feb. 28— 
Mar. 1 3 173 58 

Plattelallin cre 6 si<s C. M. Dayton, R. D., New- 
NpUre hier yee cio etary Gackete ere Feb. 26 3 219 73 

Stone Ridge.........| C. C. Hardenburg........... Feb. 28 3 141 47 
WilstersParkse.. sce. a. GeomE Ouse eisierceieleicnersi sien Jan. 2 3 175 58 
Viriteitl So eenendoos CXONSnth yD lees eee eee 27 3 185 62 

1 
Woodstock.......... CONMRisleyeteeecciccis cttoterel ate Dec. 12 3 311 104 

WASHINGTON: 33 2,442 74 
rovers sie sieve a G. S. Carswell, R. D.2....... Dec. 19 3 196 65 
Cambridge’... 2... He Va Bumps se kiesccmnceee os Dec. 20-21 3 236 79 
Glemons' ins ote ses B. P. Ripley, R. D. 1. .| Dee. 3 184 61 
ISPENO NS Sodione coe GOT Jacob Pratt, R. D. ih. *Green- 

WAH ae ataredeiare eos mectenetepoueie es Dec. 16 3 302 101 
Gramyallez eee soc: Albert: Jenkins. - ss. - oe Dee. 12 3 rad 26 
Greenwicheoais)s 6.5. OPW Reheat esslee laces os Dec. 17 3 176 59 
Hartford. . SS eh AJin BOA CIE tots or rcetters legates tere Dec. 18 3 255 85 
North Granville... .. G. 8. Chapin, R. D. 2, Smiths 

Basin dee eet cnre asses Dec. 11 3 243 81 
PUN aMaerce le arctavoretens G. W. Meiklejohn, Putnam 

Station setae smictccor caste ei Dec 5 3 234 78 
West Hebron........ W. E. Getty, R. D. 2, Gran- 

VAL SD iva meee rnace tre elaine sistas Dec. 20 3 428 143 
Wate lallli.y-). error eciie O. D. McFarran, R. D.1..... Dec. 10 3 111 37 

WAYNE 1913 33 3,123 95 
(ONG aeGdon copcoe Pen CO MOVLOMO wat netesteycucestere ie oe Mar. 13 3 170 57 
Melton sie eis, «voto rors D. P. Waldron, R. D. 2, Wol- 

COLTS cus earns caehaioveheetaiokeusntes Feb. 21 3 166 55 
IL Veto) ba Go eree Oe omoldin Nis. Cea berticnmaceetocrone users Feb. 24 3 322 107 
Macedon Center J.C. Wilkinson, Walworth....| Feb. 27 3 198 66 
IVERILON Ee eaietcrers is cies Ch HeWookupsera. chee jae Feb. 26 3 314 105 
Omnbaniown 323. cece ee John Hensters.ceee tere eis Feb. 18 3 378 126 
Savannahecc.-)- -foc2/2.- Gipson) Meader a eecce Feb. 5 3 258 86 
OCIS seers eehaclete a's Warne les locumerm er cacverareriaiet Feb. 20 3 318 106 
Walworth. .5. se G@.'Ciilawrences? Secsnss.veresce Feb. 25 3 216 2 
Williamson.......... Se Silliness ercasttracie sie Feb. 19 3 373 124 
DWiOlCObti rte cicseicisusne eis F. W. Kneeland, Rev........ Feb. 21-22 3 410 137 

WESTCHESTER: 5 568 II4 
Lincolndale......... Rev. Brother Barnabas....... Feb. 1 2 428 214 
Peekskill, Cortland 

Grange. asco Miss Emma Tice............ Feb. 5 3 140 47 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

NO. AT- AVER- 
COUNTY AND PLACE OF LOCAL DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER MEETING CORRESPONDENT iowa | cae Tener 

WYOMING: 1913 24 2,814 117 
AT CAGE!) . fo sietes wrsnate Geos ELOLUC a olesesiesc'«isyeie (ee = Jan. 14 3 324 108 
IATHL GBS te eicferelnislerelovere C. Broadbrooks............-. Jan. 15 3 315 105 
BBS ary fPoetralereanel evan Be PLLOOLER yay seis sie cers) 4 silei= Jan. 23 3 345 115 
Castile. -oe sce anatee EUS Sinn ates \e eae gee aio tee | Jan. 20 3 379 126 
Gainesville.......... M. W. Broughton, Silver 

SOLMUSH Mea ke toiae ie Jan. 22 3 310 103 
Perry Center........ B. A. Nevins, Perry.......... Jan. PAL 3 485 162 
AWisitsa weer cis BB liveringham. .........- Jan. 18 3 228 76 
WiyOminge sens sells AVI Sel sy GEM cava chelate eueceuate tere Jan. 24 3 428 143 

YATES: 21 1, 692 81 
Bellonas2- a. ace Rev. T. M. Morrison......... Mar 11 3 340 113 
Branchport.).+/-e\ VV AsV ye 2 For cee caretonerencnsts Mar. 10 3 180 60 
Wresdetintycc. here: MAG UINUttiae caterer eee Mar. 7 3 110 37 
Jiakemont so... ss. Henry J. Roof, R. D., Dundee.| Mar 6 3 180 60 
Middlesex: fic ese VT PIG 58.23. ah enene eee e 5 3 453 151 
Penney ante poe eter ISS Bullagere: 2a scene Mar. 7-8 3 182 61 
Rushvalleseaee see: WB! UOOMISS eo a.cvariete So cates Feb + 3 247 82 

MO TWATI el cnenense ered idistes oacte Volts. ovebelis hasan slate Joye letate Palette all | Lakers eiorerereiete te 1,195 |102,004 85 

B. ROUND-UP INSTITUTES 

NO. AT- AVER- 
COUNTY AND PLACE OF LOCAL DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER 

MEETING CORRESPONDENT Bice | CAN ole 

ALLEGANY: 1913 
WATT eG werent fitecorcte erate Prof. W. J. Wright, Alfred....| Mar. 3-4— 11 3,809 346 

A. O. Cornell, Canisteo, R. 2.. 5-6 

DELAWARE: 1912 
(SIG EAT AiG 6 CRORE J. J. Waters, Sidney......... Dec. 17- 8 533 67 

doulas Jetienoyy INCE Gono oF 18-19 
Owen Bliven, Oxford......... 

LivInGstTon: 1913 
Mansvilles crc icus. esis J. M. Foster, Dansville....... Mar. 5-6-7 8 1,020 128 

S. L. Strivings, Castile....... 
Chris. Miller, Cohocton...... 

ORLEANS: 
FAD 1OD ste reictetoreierein ove.ecs John Bidelman, Albion....... Feb. 25- S 2,755 344 

E. J. McClew, Newfane...... 26-27 
Stanley Todd, Pittsford...... 

SARATOGA: 
Saratoga Springs..... A. C. Lottridge, Schuylerville.} Mar.  18— 8 950 119 

Geo. Randles, West Hebron... 19-20 
W. J. Haviland, Glens Falls... 
John A. Ennis, Pattersonville 
Henry J. Best, West Sand Lake 

D Rea OS GSO. Jo ce oy LPS DO OUR cor earet cel mecikdia aidans 6 43 9, 067 211 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

Cc. SUMMER INSTITUTES 

COUNTY AND PLACE OF 

MEETING 

BROOME: 
Binghamton......... 

CATTARAUGUS: 
Farmersville......... 
IN-oI ee oo se oodonoS 

CayuGa: 
Venice Center....... 

CHAUTAUQUA: 
Arkwright Center... . 
Charlotte Center... . 

lan gtomeie ees clei tee 

DELAWARE: 
Cannonsville........ 
Colchester Station. . . 
IMerid ale yer: 2) <yenene 
Shavertown......... 

ERIE: 
lineyo ht) Ela qegooomee Hc 

GREENE: 
West Coxsackie...... 

LIVINGSTON: 
SCOPMSDUER er eles cree 
Springwater......... 

Monroe: 
Mndustryacte crerexoie cre 

ONEIDA: 
leis! SHINS 5 Seb oo mane 

OTsEGO: 
Middlefield......... 
ROSE OOM: y.7-ere)e1 <1) ¢ 

SARATOGA: 
Wovinthen sev «te oreo 
NWaltori..c:< crete succes ets 

WARREN: 
ASUS seco sud cs Le 

1671 

NO. AT- AVER- 
LOCAL CAP ase GNGEND DATE SES- | TEND- | AG& PER 

SIONS| ANCE | SESSION 

1912 2 203 102 
Edward S. Graney........--- Aug. 6 2 203 102 

4 384 96 
IRA ish EMC Y Sao cosas ace Aug. Pail 2 199 100 
C. E. Van Aken, Little Valley 

122) DS ees Seen a oo a EB Aug. 20 2 185 93 

3 148 
W. H. Crandall, Moravia.....| June 28 3 148 49 

6 325 
D. M. Cole, R. D. 14, Fredonia) Aug. 24 2 83 33 
Mrs. Mary M. Hooker, Sin 

ClalEValleers ca tors election Aug. 23 2 111 56 
TPG MIB rainard caraicrerorneeree Aug. 22 » 131 66 

8 224 28 
(Gs 1By IAICE Rr Seacouccosdnae: Oct 3 2 30 15 
W..L. Terry, Walton.........| Oct 2 2 70 35 
Ee Davis Melhiaacyrerereiae Oct 1 2 72 36 
ISSUER IM toca binode amano a eae Oct 4 2 52 26 

: : 3 276 92 
Mrs. Emily P. Lincoln....... June 25 3 276 92 

1913 3 750 250 
Rev. Wm. A. Dumont....... June 3 3 750 250 

1912 6 420 70 
Wie eR SiostGwacopconcgcodcGe.s June 26 3 241 80 
Miss Jessie E. Salter......... June 20 3 179 60 

2 150 75 
Fass dwaxrdsSivesev-rccreoeer Aug. 8 2 150 75 

d 1913 4 239 120 
J. D. Parry, R. D., Cassville...| June 12 2 182 91 

1912 
MG eAreMOSHETE re tierslskeretcteen cite Aug. Oo 2 57 29 

: 1913 4 285 "I 
Rev. H. J. Reichard......... June ial 2 146 73 
Rev. H. J. Reichard, Middle- 
rel ays sss c everest orciek= ss ene June 10 2 139 70 

1912 6 7 6 
AG aNTes El ollistersnmmrtciieicienraes Oct. 17 3 136 50 
J. H. Westfall, R. D. 2, Sara- 

LOLA SPLIOLSe seers Oct 14 3) 157 52 

a : 4 2 
S: Henry. Millers. (2-208... Oct 15 2 33 38 
F. C. Hooper, No. River..... Oct 16 2 140 70 

SLM cee hataenekoPantey ay aren Ranetenetey omen een | Mister cen sectetslters 55 4,013 73 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

D. *SPECIAL MEETINGS IN SCHOHARIE COUNTY 

eee ee 

NO. AT- AVER- 
PLACE OF MEETINGS DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER 

SIONS | ANCE | SESSION 

Garlisheds cra ieerrarceratticlarelo veeierstalsterietoiersyatovatehe, isis cy aieiereves Dec 14 1 75 vie 
(CRT ee eto oa eud co Coe o5 COOe ae ae ee or Jan 8 1 50 50 
Giarlisle.s 52 cicieo cicishalcswsstoretetetopeteiecetetevevave sieves eievs. ciataleceleer Jan 13 2 69 35 
(CET ES AAS 5 Bhloie poo aco 416 AOU SOON ORICe CEImE I erere iets Jan 23 1 33 33 
Warlisley sltatine ee remioe so Glee Geta Oe eieele se iccne eee oe Feb i7 1 32 32 
DUC pAHoooohaGopoedas do ooUdoROOeNoo ODD eeC Dec 16 1 38 38 
IDEAS poo nab dbo do0adCo 00 00o CIE OOO DUD Comme Jan. 8 1 52 52 
IDEN on eta COo OH Ae Odo TOPS OO EO OUDOEIOOOOe Ie Jan. 14 2 60 30 
IMEC obo Gcnb bo doRson 6 pL ODED BOM RaDHHaca Ae Jan. 23 1 55 55 
Hsperancertyrias state reer ccleiete ois oie slele ti biowhele Feb. 18 1 33 33 
Enna. oo sasc snodosands ospodon ooo demEy soda ac Dec. 13 1 33 33 
(CHIT TIES | 0 bobo y Con sot ecnaadudee SEnomomae cod Jan. 9 1 35 35 
Gailitinait, « soodyousoon become GUCcunmEOaoa cocoon Jan. 15 2 70 35 
Gallupvaillesepmee eerie cies cisco - secon mierrtee tee Jan. 24 1 35 35 
(Geli, so udgoubn0ds Sab ono CODEC Oot ods Gomigca ane Feb. 18 1 37 37 
APRs oy ela Rate of IR EOC EO COS eran ae Dec 19 1 37 37 
BTN obo 510.6 5 Dae Ono TRE IERD Pic GO HIGuG Sicic 0 Jan. 10 1 40 40 
AO yoo beds 1 D6 AA One ee Deo COMIC DONO Jan 17 2 153 Oh 
ASHEN a, 35 4 2a puto 5 OOOO EG U CO OSC EEO oe Jan 25 1 57 aY/ 
JOO yh ph Hod els AG TOROS OOOO On ariateG settc c2% Feb 19 1 54 54 
SITLeNDITIN:, 4.59. coh now OS DOR OSU OOOO OOD auido oc Dec 20 1 54 54 
Sees 72112 Sein 5 5 BlONeL a ho CHODIO Gio CCIE eae OIn OO FETA Seo ae Jan 10 1 44 44 
SULTAN ep ae ee fos eralc on) SMeial nr cieus aicectonegs Sotemesrs Jan 18 2 104 52 
SHOMINTh iG woo oo Gn) Oke ROCIO COO om Iocan Gero-o c- Jan 25 1 66 66 
Stiieitesth ros bp stro DEC OIG Se GREER sE CIDR Eas oro craic o> Feb 20 1 58 58 
WES teen hOrier ee thee exer. chai clones cyecois eno’ (onovecsnepeteretiom ts caer Dec 18 1 35 35 
WSs DU OF 0s ois.5 4) ORT OE EE LO ORC IEEE IO ero SOB n.G orth Jan 9 1 27 27 
AUSSI AH LOU EO AV. eau Rt LCROEREE Se kc RCH PE / Ohor eee hor clic, Och TOC Jan 16 2 104 52 
SVR EME ULLUCOTM Ei ers letol eco leire fa'to: ol eve yataner sie; apeRete Wace cree secapatons Jan 24 1 38 38 
WEStREl LO lene rian tareicl cre fe-cisle clercbcvere apstetoReloustsreteleceietauar Feb 19 1 21 21 

ANGIE. ey Qo OLA RE POCO ae CLO Se ees ang e4-9 | eeoicnee co .oiaiore 36 I,599 44 

* Series of single lectures given in Schoharie County in lieu of regular institutes. 

E. STATE WIDE CO-OPERATIVE MEETINGS 

New York State Agricultural Society. State College of Agriculture, Ithaca: 
New York State Breeders’ Association. Farmers’ Week. 
New York State Dairymen’s Association. State School of Agriculture, Canton: 
New York State Fruit Growers’ Associa- Farmers’ Week. 

tion. State School of Agriculture, Morrisville: 
Western New York Horticultural Society. Farmers’ Week. 



COUNTY 

PTE PAN. ec) oe) s sae 

IBTOOME) toe clei sree. corns tec 

@attaraveuss =). ss esse 

@hawtsauquasc © cc..0c- 

GhenangOnesccst ces er 

MIUtCHESS).) eve sicsejcuce one 

raniklin« @eresccts carats os 

IVE aMISOM esi ccisvereis alec 

Montgomery.......... 

INASSOUS cic iets aicvcle olorein a « 

INGA AT ANE Ks ome stor « « 

Oneida pers. eet css ccia shee 

STATISTICS 

TABLE 1 — Continued 

F. MISCELLANEOUS MEETINGS TO WHICH SPEAKERS WERE SENT 

ee SS es SSS 

PLACE 

Giunlderlandteces sere een. 
Gurlderland=eacrio5 eee 
Giuslderlandteeemaeceei cee 
A ay snitareven «, fate Gisnavs (evetenstove 

Wrellswalleysitiva costars austetece t=) 
Wiellsvallewsyetcters tacos cnsrers 

Binghamton secs 

WA WEONS Ste fo: clehetsieye sens te fares « 

INMayavalle sm ciawisratescyesaseac ex: 

SomeNewsberlint noc cee ene 
Sow News Berlineysemien ners 
Sos New Berlineas. oe one 

Lake Hammersley......... 
IN brook meeiecie eee 

ieenea Valleys 
Wrllsborotesttar otercten)s eietenene 

MONG aad antes isisiere aaa 

IVETE OL a ape eis isrsfenstenstels uate 

INewavorks Citypneeer eee 
WNewnvork City. ceee ate 

Johnson’s Creek........... 

Bayetteville:s... sn. cesses: 
Mayettevilles: cscs cmnrseeior 
DORGAN acne he a sins, aieiereteevees 

Al bi ontspsecyaareneektowericccnie 

DATE 

Oct. 30, 1912 
Feb. 7, 1913 
Feb. 19, 1913 
Mar. 18, 1913 

Feb. 15, 1913 
Mar. 15, 1913 

Feb. 20-21, 713 

Sept. 11, 1912 

Dec. 5, 1912 

Dec. 20, 1912 
Jan. 7, 1913 
Feb. 8, 1913 

June 5, 1913 
Dec. 18, 1912 
Sept. 4, 1912 
Oct. 19, 1912 

Feb. 26, 1913 

Sept. 18, 1912 
Mar. 14, 1913 

Jan. 30, 1913 

April 23, 1913 

Feb. 19, 1913 

Mar. 10, 1913 

. 14, 1913 
7, 1913 

1, 1913 

So qlols: 
. 21,1913 

. 31, 1913 
. 28, 1913 
. 10, 1913 

Mar. 22, 1913 

June 10, 1913 

Mar. 22, 1913 
Mar. 8, 1913 

NO. 

SES- 

SIONS 

RH ee ton me how as 

Roe, 

RPh RU 

Non 

Nw 

[ell aeell eel od 

AT- 

TEND- 

ANCE 

1573 

AVER-= 

AGE PER 

SESSION 
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TABLE 1 — Continued 

NO. AT- AVER- 
COUNTY PLACE DATE SES- | TEND- | AGE PER 

SIONS | ANCE | SESSION 

I 60 60 
IPRtHAND: Goan sree Seer Lake Mahopac............ Mar. 25, 1913 1 60 60 

: 4 677 169 
Queens). 25.55.55). 8 ane DANORICH ES. Peeks. ss essen: Mar. 10-12,’13 3 327 109 

Har Rockaway... ..20.... Mar. 12, 1913 1 350 350 

I 50 50 
Rensselaer............ East Greenbush........... April 15, 1913 1 50 50 

3 99 33 
Rockland... asec lastest News @rtyy ts... screens cist Nov. 20, 1912 1 21 21 

Spunge Walleye 25 58 2.0 Nov. 18, 1912 1 35 35 
PBARTHANS of osfo.cts ais.s koe ave os Nov. 19, 1912 Hf 43 43 

2 125 63 
PATAtOla eee siecle ere I aUIStON A erence 2 rstarake sooner Feb. 7, 1913 1 75 75 

Quaker Springs............ Feb. 19, 1913 1 50 50 

5 445 89 
Schenectady........... Schenectady:..<1:c0.06s060- Oct. 24, 1912 1 75 75 

Schenectady s.;as- ce see Dec. 12, 1912 1 50 50 
Schenectady 5 -s2 G22. oh-+54- Jan. 23,1913 1 Td) 75 
Sobenectady peer cee Mar. 19, 1913 1 200 200 
Schenectady.............. April 16, 1913 1 45 45 

2 171 86 
Sullolkey saci woes. Amaganssettcnano oases Mar. 28, 1913 1 160 160 

Eunting tons. ne ee ee Mar. 27, 1913 1 11 1l 

5 4II 82 
Sullivan’ spears eaciaere Centerville Station........ Feb. 5, 1913 1 38 38 

GleniSpeyi 2) ee coe Nov. 18, 1912 1 100 100 
Hrleyvilletee eee Feb. 4, 1913 2 187 94 
Parksvilleo se cue ose Feb. 3, 1913 1 86 86 

6 146 24 
HOLA eee eee Gibsons Corners........... Jan. 31, 1913 1 26 26 

Gibsons Corners........... Feb. 7, 1913 1 27 27 
Gibsons Corners........... Feb. 18, 1913 1 23 23 
NACEENS YS eS eae Ae ee ad Jan. 31,191 il 18 18 
WWALUS Ais, cfelos eo tee Feb. 7,1913 1 17 17 
WV B1GS | A29. java srarsn bere eee Feb. 18, 1913 1 35 35 

4 671 168 
Wilster 227 sees ou.h cc Greenfield... 2)... ae Feb. 6, 1913 1 48 48 

IMarlboro.) 2 fac co bl ekiceee Jan. 3-4, 1913 2 398 199 
WVEstrlOrOw eee cici cee ee Jan. 31,1913 1 225 225 

I 200 200 
WALTEN Be ays ier esheets GlensiNallss: ..-ivnoeeeee April 11, 1913 1 200 200 

5 326 6 
NICS aetna er Pecan ae ee GV OS 82 oes & tazhse tes SOO April 6, 1913 1 140 140 

Sounbebiutler. soe ee Dec. 9, 1912 3 131 44 
WYOICOLG Ser iinrccen Ginter eee April 15, 1913 1 55 55 

2 f 3 450 150 
Westchester.,......... Bedfordshillsa. = nc. aseee May 28, 1913 1 50 50 

Mincoimoale afta ae Feb. 28, 1913 1 200 200 
TaN COMOAlG o2'2.05 wee Mar. 26, 1913 1 200 200 

2 225 113 
Miategs the sae ae ete Barton Corners........... Sept. 7, 1912 2 225 113 

p LLos UO Hee sists, cis che d ol Pee Ric ORE SCI ee ee (ae ena RN 86 9,376 109 
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TABLE 1 — Concluded 

G. INSTITUTE WORK IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

LS 

NO. AT- AVER- _| No. AT- AVER- 
Serccaa PER- | TEND- | AGE PE? SG ee PER- | TEND- | AGE PER 

IODS ANCE | PERIOD 1ops | ANCE | PERIOD 

ALBANY 4 90 23 ||Orange: I 175 175 
IBOrne tices e 3 ss's'2 2 50 25 Monroe's. sic) s-:- 1 175 175 
South Westerlo.... 2 40 20 

ORLEANS: 4 830 208 
ALLEGANY: 2 326 163 Kenaallans ane 1 96 96 

Friendship........ 1 170 170 Lvyndonville....... 2 700 350 
ATIC OVEDF =)2.</p> ets 1 156 156 Mortons 1 34 34 

CayuGAa 4 68 17 ||}Osweao: 3 445 148 
Ieee tee hav ees eyes « 1 19 19 anni balleverteioe 1 100 100 
IMTORAWAD eres). «syste = 1 13 13 Parish se verctecster ets 1 95 95 
Poplar Ridge... .. 1 13 13 JOE peo noon ae 1 250 250 
Witioiavodgiococbont 1 23 23 

Sr. LAWRENCE: 3 410 137 
CHAUTAUQUA: I 88 88 LbhaVe Nitin hesdG AOE 1 40 40 

Cherry Creek..... 1 88 88 Gouverneur....... 1 350 350 
Lawrenceville... .. 1 20 20 

CoLuMBIA: 3 140 47 
Claverack........ 1 Ue 77 |\|SARATOGA: 2 42 21 
Johnstown.......- 1 35 35 Quaker Springs.... 1 20 20 
West Ghent...... 1 28 28 Wayville..........- 1 22 22 

CoRTLAND: I 26 26 ||\STEUBEN: 4 853 213 
Isnt lowe eo aaeae 1 26 26 (AGdisonee reese ee 1 136 136 

Gampbellae ee: 1 62 62 
DELAWARE: 4 244 61 HMornellGee scorers. UL 620 620 

Halcottsville...... 2 94 47 Stephens Mills... . 1 35 35 
Roxbury «5. -- 2 150 75 

SUFFOLK: I 2905 205 
ERIE: 4 784 196 Riverhead........ 1 295 295 

ROstholaciate sc. <2 1 14 14 
East Aurora...... 1 518 518 || RENSSELAER: 2 75 38 
Eden Center...... 1 212 212 Hoosick Falls. .... J 54 54 
MEDS Seo ercoee 1 40 40 West Sand Lake... 1 21 21 

GENESEE: I 38 38 || TroGa: 5 634 127 
Bethany Center... 1 38 38 Apalachin........ 1 62 62 

@andoreaen eee 1 260 260 
GREENE: 4 320 80 Lockwood........ 1 21 21 

Catshaeey ceri’ ons 1 244 244 Newark Valley... . 1 245 245 
ree hold). petsteia sess 2 54 27 IRichtord a sei 1 46 46 
Hensonville....... 1 22 22 

TomPKINS: 2 179 le) 
Mapison: 2 212 106 Dryden sno -eiaere- 1 153 153 

Brookfield........ 1 87 87 Speedsville....... 1 26 26 
New Woodstock... 1 125 125 

ULSTER: I 200 200 
MonroE 3 538 179 IMarlboroeneccin 1 200 200 

PAU HOM 5 otese: ayey=ey oi 1 82 82 
IPitestord’s se yee) = 1 76 76 || WASHINGTON: II 1,499 136 
Webster.......... 1 380 380 INTAACS sop eewooe + 1 28 28 

G@lemonst--ee ose 1 22 22 
NIAGARA: 5 588 118 BAStONee estes es 2 33 17 

IS ATIKET ale ieee) oyacaie 2 200 100 Granville: wc. - 2 730 365 
GaASpOrte ei iis aces: 1 88 88 Greenwich.......-- 2 510 255 
Newfane: 2)... 6. 2 300 150 antkord ] ee eee 1 72 72 

North Granville... 1 22 22 
ONEIDA: Re} 80 27 West Hebron..... 1 82 82 

IMSTCY i. echo oe 2 50 2B) 
Westernville...... 1 30 30 ||WyomIne: 5 627 125 

IATCAGES <0 tas ets: 2 418 209 
ONONDAGA: | 3 349 116 Mt tical ere eset 1 138 138 

Baldwinsville... .. 1 140 140 13) es See ee ies ne 1 38 38 
OLGA Syst teka cakes 1 120 120 Gainsville........ 1 33 33 
WV/AYOD re ustone cyaketee 1 89 89 

YATES: I 60 60 
ONTARIO: 2 I52 76 Bnshvillewsareereme 1 60 60 
Shortsville........ 1 72 72 SS = S | SS 
WAGKOD? aan eevee 1 80 80 TRODAT eee rae gr | 10,367 113 

—SSSSSS__Ir 
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TABLE 2. RECAPITULATION FOR REGULAR INSTITUTES, INSTITUTE 

SCHOOLS, SUMMER INSTITUTES, SPECIAL MEETINGS AND MISCEL- 

LANEOUS MEETINGS, JUNE 15, 1912, To guNE 14, 1913, IN- 

CLUSIVE 
A. SESSIONS, TOTAL ATTENDANCE AND AVERAGE PER SESSION 

wos 0) wer. | ee area INSTITUTES] SESSIONS peer suaernie 

Repulardinsprouces cece eames cis 6.6. «la sakieCaieeie oo 382 1,195 102, 004 85 
Round-Upillnsiitites ca eoe atte 2 <2) ss cle Scie es ws 5 43 9,067 211 
SumMmMervNstwutesseeae avec cess ces aan t 24 55 4,013 73 
FSpecial WeEetnes ye sec ees wie) o oeve ee esti Ses diss 30 36 1,599 44 
Miscellaneous Meetings.............-....0200: 72 86 9,376 109 

ERO TAT Ae ae RCT aerate os cigs Bere op ets real wares 513 1,415 126,059 89 

* Series of single lectures given in Schoharie County in lieu of regular institutes. (See Table 
No. 1D) 

TABLE 3. NUMBER OF DAYS’ WORK IN EACH COUNTY 

(Three regular sessions constitute one day) 

COUNTY DAYS COUNTY DAYS 

Regular Institutes Regular Institutes 
INTER ASe ao etRtio OO hr old Ean TeL oe 53 4||\ Onondaga see ote i otc or atten eet 9 
FeEeny PMR eyo cers ntalcrorssa ake ans 3 oe RAT cena Remap ties SS 2 de 73 
OOIIO Me capi topereicsare chess Sia eel Susie are oats ee PANPOCeys shor s ekexore ts ive fohieal oto lanerere Crete 10 

CU ALEAT APU rset. Cy te maton crcre eocnece wuss nice 82 |Orleans SHE Abie ie ee tierce dc vA 
CRU Ate etetaiererales olsiecaeialeraiais Slaves OSs OSWEROS aoataaehese aire cae erste aac 113 

Chauienutas Oo CAGE OSE ee ee Or 153 || Oieeee Piece ebeton eto thye ots te aie areal tate eioettee 10 
TIED yrs eete ein eie sratohelese tore o sine tere es 5 UDI Fa oc ied eee le eros eiderrenaree eens 3 

Chenango nic aieces eos o isyd ae ee i INEnsselaer da tees eae ee eae areca 7h 
(CHU! So doshoddoocghe 7S Rp sgeEesee Se Oa il Rockland. so wueuer sw c.cke stale te serlonboneierels 13 
(Of Titi aT, 5 oR Seas bo OO ee ee 02 \\Ste bawreneestaciccs,« oaee- cee ae eee 124 

Cortland peace yactae sisters ein ale safe lonrers Q2°7||\Saratoga ac snicticiecsc nace cre acters 6 
Welaware secrete, ork sretetcle eles oustase ane 2) liSchenectad yee ste sonn 6 con Cee 3 
Dutchess PPT e mde Navais 2 AOE cto ho oees a oC 8 Schoharied estos strc ses) cae wiclste eee aro 54 
PIG teeta IME ree ctecove aie cee eave $4) Sehnylers ats toc ans onde Gee 6 
IDES 35 Oe BEG ad Bolo BOE E Ce Cee es 687 ill Seneca f visjc ic toveie ove oie is oveltiele we) cami ote iererstoes 3 

Tein grace se CeO OO GOT Eee tea G6. Al Stetabeniviss acto o.0ec.o se tere cu eer erie 17 
AUILDOKE Sy Aan net siaie ee CC i ciclo. s.ciave stce a cade O. WSuiitollkes Soe 0s kata oe tvs noe ee 6} 
poe 8 oi AS RAO OO Bes COD Eee 8 es Sora Me CR ee ties 5 Aha e |} 44 

TECLC Se Pree Cee eae we seen es 42 10a: Pn RRR TT CRA eT OS OC ce | 6 
ericrmerser rps ees ete raicis «estas als 62 Tompkins cise Cacia 2 omits vlekate rte letere 73 

UPRECON, so oc anond6 Osun oop DRoOeCemLE TER UIStORS i eccrcis da ch soeoeton ate ete erorneions eens: 
bewee: i EO ee 65 Wemneien mare reenetee nteccre wickets epece rte tepotete : : 

AVINPSbOMee ae ae a eieiatte com ee a Epi ee Ie hetero Oe adore re 
Wiagdisonieememarscicte seat oinrctias tcsare Ses 104. ||| Wiestchesters. cei: soe foetal ote ae 13 
WEOBTOG Sexe elise s pieicro otal wie bis isle e,s.6 le, 01 9) ING yOmIng oat feet arene bheriel careers cere 8 
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IS EG ey ees, Gigi Oe SIE DIE TOO ERE Rae aae 7 SROTAT Act crate Sores eictone te haerete ies 398} 
Ornieidn, eee eee eee ee eee 52 | 
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TABLE 3— Concluded 

COUNTY DAYS COUNTY DAYS 

Summer Institutes Round- Up Institutes 
STOOMENtence's svi e wie: octee sableyeisat Be Adlepaniya never chet tctely ate elsiettana a yeelers 33 
Ca THATAUSUS ca Mes See ek ieee ee ial Delaware Acct cis con eecerdek eet: cus aserare Sasa 23 
(CEA LOE NS os Spaeth aR a Ae an ene A 1 Tivingston yids ete eo ee ee 23 
Glrautavauan teu lie eee one aaa ethnics 2 Orleanstie ees ee ee ee a ee 22 
MCD ay ane arti ren Chel a ars leieeomolareca attests. seats DAG SATA LOR A ie. creeeet rene nce yerl ca ats 23 

LTS ace FR oC CRCIOIC OTe SES EERIE Oar ee ae 1 TROWAL Srey yobs aise tere eh alfa ciate steele 3 14} 
(CREAN s On San ORO oe eee nee 1 
MB VATI SLO es ene cake cick oy Sek ane 2 
VEOH OCR east fuecavsvshoeteel oie hecuch orn te ee 3 
OLGIG EW] Sea Gere eee beta nine Ronn Aan 1} 

(CUSSITA si Bed oa Bee cers eas Ge Cane 13 
SHIP CIE S pisa nis EEE OO CO DCE A Serine eee 2 
WV ERO MI ree thang anc: henataigtntaved crovarakornhers 1} 

BR OMAT tensa urate ea sieacse crater ane 18} 

TABLE 5. LIST OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTE WORKERS, JUNE 15, 1912, 

TO JUNE 14, 1913, INCLUSIVE 

Director or Farmers’ INSTITUTES: 

EDWARD VAN ALSTYNE 

In Charge of Meetings: 

John H. Barron, Nunda. 
Fred E. Gott, Spencerport. 
A. J. Nicoll, Delhi. 
Dr. E. M. Santee, Cortland. 
George A. Smith, Geneva. 
Chas. H. Tuck, Ithaca. 
Jared Van Wagenen, Jr., Lawyersville. 
D. P. Witter, Berkshire. 

ReGuiar LECTURERS witH Dates oF SERVICE AND SUBJECTS: 

Dec. 2-10, 17-19; Jan. 6-20, 23-31; Feb. Barron, John H., Nunda................ 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Crop Rotation. 
Plant Breeding. 
Meadows and Pastures. 
Farm Management. 

Barton, Chas. D., Marlton, N. J......... 

Subjects: Peach Growing. 
Sprays and Spraying. 
Truck Crops. 
Soil Fertility. 

Bonsteel, F. E.. Bear Lake, Pa.......... 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Dairying. 
Potato Culture. 
Buckwheat. 
Farm Machinery. 

1-28; March 1-12 

Feb. 17-28. 

Dec. 9-19; Feb. 6-22; March 5-8. 
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TABLE 5 — Continued 

Brodhead, Dr. C. W., Montrose, Pa....... Dee. 3-21; Jan. 7-25; Feb. 11-15; March 
5-18. 

Subjects: Care of the Horse’s Feet and Teeth. 
Horse Breeding. 

@ox;, H.-H. Geneseo shi mcm ecsacc encore ono Nov. 15-16; Jan. 3-4, 22; March 7. 

Subjects: Bean Culture. 
Drainage. 

Curtis, J. G., P.-O. Box 272, Rochester.... June 20, 25-28; Dec. 6-21; Jan. 2-31; 
Feb. 1, 10-17, 24-28; March 1-13; 
June 10-12. 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Alfalfa. 
Swine. 

Dexter, Wm. H., Washington, D.C....... Dec. 2-21 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Cow Testing Associations. 
Farm Management. 
Scientific Agriculture and the Rural Church. 

Dollar, Ho Hs Heuvelton 1.222)... 600220. Jan. 20-25. 

Subject: Dairying. 

Ennis, John A., Pattersonville............ Nov. 21-22; Dec. 6-21; Jan. 7-9; Feb. 
7-8, 27-28; March 1-13. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Strawberries. 
Farm Crops. 

Findlay, Jas. A. D.S., Salisbury Mills..... Jan. 10-18; March 20. 

Subjects: Alfalfa. 
Dairying. 
Drainage. 

Gelder) Jay.Glens Palls.).5.)... 22s Sean Nov. 14-21; Jan. 21-22; Feb. 5. 

Subjects: Horse Breeding. 
Dairying. 
Gardening. 

Gott, Fred E., Spencerport............... June 20, 25-28; Aug. 20-24; Nov. 8; 
Dec. 2-21; Jan. 2-31; Feb. 1-28; 
March 1-13. 

Subjects: Fruit Growing. 
Sprays and Spraying. 
Soil Fertility. 
Tile Drainage. 
Potatoes. 
Cabbage. 
Farm Mechanics. 

Harrington, Mrs. Ida S., Ithaca.......... June 25, 28; Aug. 20-24; Dec. 2-7, 11-20; 
26-27; Jan. 3-22, 25; Feb. 1-8, 17-28, 
March 1-12, 20. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 

Heaton, Dr. Lucia E., Canton............ Nov. 18-20; Dec. 10-21; Jan. 25; Feb. 
12-28; March 1-12. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 
Health Topics. 
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TABLE 5 — Continued 

Henry, Forest, Dover, Minn............. Jan. 6-31; Feb. 1-5, 10-28; March 1-13. 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Dairying. 
Horse Breeding. 
Swine. 
Clover and Alfalfa. 
Farm Buildings 

Hotaling, William, Kinderhook........... Nov. 18-22; Dec. 2-7, 13-21; Jan. 2-31; 
Feb. 1, 5-28; March 3-13. 

Subjects: Fruit Growing. 
Sprays and Spraying. 
Fruit and Vegetable Gardening. 
Poultry. 
Improving Home Grounds. 

Johnson, Mrs. Jane 8., New York City.... Dec. 9-21; Jan. 29-31; Feb. 4-5; 17-27; 
March 7-13. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 

Jones, Mrs. Della A., Worcester.......... Nov. 29-30; Dec. 3-20; Jan. 2-27; Feb. 
11-15, 24-28; March 1-13. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 

Lewis, Marion, Cameron Mills........... Dec. 2-3, 18-21; Jan. 4; Feb. 25; March 
: 3-7. 

Subject: Poultry. 

McPherson, Roy P., LeRoy.............. Nov. 13; Jan. 14-31; Feb. 1-28; March 1. 

Subjects: Fruit Growing. 
Sprays and Spraying. 
Soil Fertility. 

Markham, W. L., Falconer............... Nov. 7-8; Dec. 2-7. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Agricultural Education. 

Monroe, Mrs. Geo. E., Dryden........... Dec. 18, 27; Jan. 17-18; Feb. 20-21, 
26-28; March 1, 6-7, 138; June 12. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 
Poultry. 

Montgomery, Miss Etta E., Silver Creek... Nov. 12, 14-15, 18-19; Dee. 2-10, 18; 
Jan. 3-24, 28-31; Feb. 3-8; March 
6-13. 

Subjects: Farm Home Topics. 

INT COIR ARE Jee) elie 2 a). e iets sy sietestouecleicek Oct. 1-4; Nov. 14-23; Dec. 2-21; Jan. 
2-31; Feb. 1-28; March 1-13. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Alfalfa. 
Farm Experiments. 
Farm Accounts. 

Ross, Orrin F., Lowville................. Dec. 2-7; Feb. 25-26. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Concrete Construction. 
Alfalfa. 
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TABLE 5 — Continued 

Roudebush, Lowell, New Richmond, Ohio.. Nov. 29-30; Dec. 2-20, 26-28; Jan. 2- 
31; Feb. 1-28; March 1-13. 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Farm Crops. 
Horses. 
Swine. 
Sheep. 
Feeding. 
Noxious Weeds. 
Tree and Bush Fruits. 
Land of the Midnight Sun (Evening Lecture). 

Santee, Dr: Bi Me Gortland=. 5... ....-. Nov. 14-23, 29-30; Dec. 2-20, 27; Jan. 
2-20, 23-31; Feb. 1-28; March 1-6. 

Subjects: Poultry. 
Cement Construction. 
Sanitation. 

Sirmine sh Ae PRIVeEENERO Manet ome cise wisvels Nov. 12-23; Jan. 28, 30-31; Feb. 1, 4-5. 

Subjects: Potato Growing. 
Spraying. 
Asparagus and Cauliflower. 
Peaches. 
Corn Selection and Development. 
Selection and Hybridization of Seeds. 
Tillage. 

van Alstyne, Edward. 

Subjects: Horticulture. 
Soil Fertility. 
Dairying. 
Sheep. 
Swine. 
General Agricultural Topics. 

Van Wagenen, Jr., Jared, Lawyersville.... Oct. 14-17; Nov. 8; Dec. 13-20, 26-28; 
Jan. 11-22, 28-31; Feb. 1-5, 11-15, 
21-27; March 3-7, 13, 18, 20; June 3, 
10-12. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Soil Fertility. 
Corn Growing. 
Alfalfa. 
Meadows and Pastures. 
Fruit and Spraying. 
Social Problems of the Farm Community 
History and Legends of New York State Evening lectures. 
The Good Farmer. 

Witter Dike rw benkshitertctor « o..2 occ.chevar June 25-26; Aug. 20-24; Nov. 7-8, 12- 
23; Dec. 2-21; Jan. 2-31; Feb. 1-28; 
March 1-13. 

Subjects: Dairying. 
Soil Fertility. 
Field Crops. 
Meadows and Pastures. 
Crop Rotation. 
Sheep. 
Poultry. 
Water Supply and Sewage Disposal. 
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TABLE 5— Continued 

Zinn, W. D., Philippi, W. Va.......------ Jan. 20-81; Feb. 1-28; March 1-12. 

Subjects: Soil Fertility. 
Meadows and Pastures. 
Silos and Silage. 
Live Stock vs. Grain Farming. 

LECTURERS FROM Srare DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Dr. J. F. DeVine, Consulting Veterinarian, Goshen, N. Y. 
Dr. M. Hamilton, Veterinarian, Delhi, N. Y. 
Hon. Calvin J. Huson, Commissioner of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y. 
Dr. C. J. Muivey, Veterinarian, Mooers, N. Y. 
Chas. Stewart, Jamestown, N. Y. 
B. D. Van Buren, Assistant Chief Horticulturist, Albany, N. Y. 
Dr. E. L. Volgenau, Veterinarian, 540 Michigan street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Hon. Harry B. Winters, First Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y.: 

LECTURERS FROM STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Dean L. H. Bailey, Director of the College of Agriculture, Ithaca, N. Y. 
M. F. Barrus, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology, Ithaca, N. Y. 
FE. W. Benjamin, Instructor in Poultry Husbandry, Ithaca, N. Y. 
John Bentley, Jr., Assistant Professor of Forestry, Ithaca, N. Y. 
E. O. Fippin, Professor of Soil Technology, Ithaca, N. Y. 
W. G. Krum, Superintendent of Poultry Plant, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Donald Reddick, Professor of Plant Pathology, Ithaca, N. Y. 
J. E. Rice, Professor of Poultry Husbandry, Ithaca, N. Y. 
C. A. Rogers, Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry, Ithaca, N. Y. 
R. P. Trask, Assistant in Poultry Husbandry, Ithaca, N. Y. 
Chas. H. Tuck, Professor of Extension Teaching, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Lecturers From New York AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Jos. I’. Barker, in charge of Soil Investigations, Geneva, N. Y. 
F. 1. Gladwin, Speciul Agent, Fredonia, N. Y. 
F. I. Hall, Editor and Librarian, Geneva, N. Y. 
F. Z. Hartzell, Associate Entomologist, Fredonia, N. Y. 
U. P. Hedrick, Horticulturist, Geneva, N. Y. 
P. J. Parrott, Entomologist, Geneva, N. Y. 
Geo. A. Smith, Dairy Expert, Geneva, N. Y. 
Fred C. Stewart, Botanist, Geneva, N. Y. 
O. M. Taylor, Foreman in Horticulture, Geneva, N. Y. 

Lecrurers FroM Stare CoLLece or Formstry, SYRACUSE 

John W. Stephen, Assistant Professor of Farm Forestry, Syracuse, N. Y. 

LrecrureRS FROM STATE SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE 

Dean H. E. Cook, State School of Agriculture, Canton, N. Y. 
Miss Angeline Wood, State School of Agriculture, Alfred, N. Y. 

Lecrurers rrom Unitep Srares DeparTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Geo. W. Harris, Baldw nsville, N. Y. 

LECTURERS FROM STATE EpucaTION DEPARTMENT 

r. E. P. Felt, State Entomologist, Albany, N. Y. 
S. L. Hawkins, Albany, N. Y. 
E. F. McDonald, Massena, N. Y. 
A. J. Merrell, Rochester, N. Y. 
C. L. Mosher, Utica, N. Y. 
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TABLE 5— Concluded 

LECTURERS FROM STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

F. A. Gaylord, State Forester, Albany, N. Y. 
R. Rosenbluth, in charge of Forest Investigations, Albany, N. Y. 

Farm Bureau AGENTS 

E. H. Anderson, Lockport, N. Y. 
G. Wendell Bush, Utica, N. Y. 
F. E. Robertson, Watertown, N. Y. 
H. B. Rogers, Chautauqua, N. Y. 

LECTURERS FROM STATE CHARITIES AID ASSOCIATION 

Geo. J. Nelbach, New York City. 
Rev. H. G. Ogden, Jamestown, N. Y. 
H. H. Seaver, Malone, N. Y. 
Jay M. Strong, New York City. 
Dixon Van Blarcom, New York City. 

LECTURERS FROM NEw JERSEY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Alva Agee, Chief of Agricultural Extension Work, New Brunswick, N. J. 
A. L. Clark, Assistant Poultry Husbandman, New Brunswick, N. J. 
H. R. Lewis, Poultry Husbandman, New Brunswick, N. J. 
Dr. J. G. Lipman, Director, New Brunswick, N. J. 

SPECIAL LECTURERS 

Mrs. Mary Brainard, Ellington, N. Y. 
Mrs. C. W. Brodhead, Montrose, Pa. 
H. C. Bump, Ferndale, N. Y. 
F. L. Burnham, Little York, N. Y. 
Mrs. Jean K. Foulke, Lodi, N. Y. 
H. B. Harpending, Dundee, N. Y. 
Geo. H. Hyde, Cortland, N. Y. 
W. H. Ingling, Freehold, N. J. 
John Jeannin, jr., West Sand Lake, N. Y. 
Martin King, jr., Dansville, N. Y. 
Rey. T. Maxwell Morrison, Bellona, N. Y. 
Mrs. Rose Morgan, New York City. 
J. Grant Morse, Hamilton, N. Y. 
M.S. Nye, Preble, N. Y. 
J. W. Pincus, New York City. 
Irving F. Rice, Cortland, N. Y. 
R. J. Shepard, Batavia, N. Y. 
Rey. C. H. Tator, Northport, L. I. 
Andrew Tuck, Ogdensburg, N. Y. 
C. R. White, Ionia, N. Y. 



NORMAL INSTITUTE 

Following the excellent plan established in 1898 of gathering 

the workers together at the Experiment Station or State College 

of Agriculture for instruction and conference, the fourteenth 

such meeting was held November 25 to 27, 1912, at the New 

York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva. 

The following program will show the subjects discussed: 

PROGRAM 

MONDAY 

9:45 A. M. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS DIRECTOR VAN ALSTYNE 

10:00 A. M. SOIL SURVEYS AND THEIR PRACTICAL VALUE 

Mr. BARKER 

11:00 A. M. DRAINAGE AND DEEP TILLAGE Pror. FIPPIN 

2:00 P. M. SOIL ACIDITY —THE POSSIBLE DANGERS OF INJURY 

TO SOIL FROM FERTILIZERS Pror, CAVANAUGH 

3:00 P. M. THE RELATIVE VALUE OF PLANT FOOD IN VARIOUS 

FORMS Dr. VAN SLYKE 

4:00 P. M. THE USE OF LIME AND ITS VALUE IN DIFFERENT 

FORMS Dr. VAN SLYKE AND PROF. CAVANAUGH 

2:30 P. M. CONFERENCE OF WOMEN WORKERS 

In CHARGE OF PRor. VAN RENSSELAER 

8:00 P. M. WOMEN’S WORK IN THE INSTITUTE Mrs. HARRINGTON 

9:00 P. M. SOME FINDINGS REGARDING FARM MANAGEMENT 

Pror, WARREN 

TUESDAY 

9:00 A. M. DISCUSSION OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 

FIELD OF ANIMAL NUTRITION Lep By DR. JORDAN 

10:00 A. M. DISCUSSION OF DAIRY RECORDS AND COW TESTING 

ASSOCIATIONS Lep By Pror. WING 

11:00 A. M. NEEDED CHANGES IN OUR LAWS REGARDING BOVINE 

TUBERCULOSIS COMMISSIONER HUSON 

[1583] 
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2:00 P. M. DISCUSSION OF IMPORTANT HORTICULTURAL TEACH- 

INGS Lep By Pror. WILSON AND Pror. HEDRICK 

3:00 P. M. DISCUSSION OF IMPORTANT ENTOMOLOGICAL TEACH- 

INGS Lep By Pror. HerricK AND PROF, PARROTT 

4:00 P. M. DISCUSSION OF IMPORTANT TEACHINGS AS TO PLANT 

DISEASES LED By PROF. STEWART AND PROF, REDDICK 

8:00 P. M. THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND THE STATE 

COMMISSIONER HUuSON 

8:30 P. M. THE EXPERIMENT STATION AND THE STATE 

Dr. JORDAN 

9:00 P. M. THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE STATE 

Dr. BAILEY 

WEDNESDAY 

8:30 A. M. THE “ FOLLOW UP” WORK Mr. WITTER 

9:30 A. M. IMPORTANT TEACHINGS REGARDING POULTRY HUS- 

BANDRY Pror. Rice 

11:00 A. M. THE WINTER’S WORK DIRECTOR VAN ALSTYNE 

There was no attempt at formal addresses aside from those 

given in the evening. The men selected as leaders emphasized 

points of particular importance. These were discussed by those 

present and at the end of the period the matter brought out was 

summed up and the synopses of the addresses that followed were 

decided upon to be the teachings of the institutes the coming 

winter. The underlying thought was not only that the teachings 

should be the result of the most recent knowledge of agricultura 

science and practice, but that they should be uniform in all the 

meetings and with all the workers. Each man was furnished 

with the synopses as his guide; and as a result, the teachings 

of the institutes have been founded on the underlying principles 

and have been more uniform than ever before. 

At this meeting there were about thirty present, comprising all 

the men who were to assist with the work, with the exception of one 

or two who were unavoidably detained. The expenses of these 

workers were paid but no compensation. 

The following is part of the instructions given to the workers, 

and since it concerns the public in general it is republished 

here that they may understand the attitude of the department 

toward the work as a whole. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO WORKERS 

All the workers are expected as a part of their work to render 

any service to the men of the Department of Education at schools 

or teachers’ conferences, so long as it does not interfere with 

their duties at the institutes. Cooperation is particularly desir- 

able wherever men are found in charge of county bureaus, and 

with district school superintendents. 

Wherever the local correspondent does not measure up to his 

duties, endeavor to select another better qualified. Try and 

have such men act as agricultural representatives throughout the 

eutire year, keeping in close touch with this bureau. 

In every way push the subject of farm management and of 

cooperation. 

Do not change the programs. The subjects are those particu- 

larly asked for by the community. Sometimes the wording of 

such is designed to meet this particular request and the speaker 

can cover it with his general knowledge of the subject. 

If at any time any of the workers find that charts or other 

material would be helpful, this bureau would be glad to assist 

them in providing the same. Any literature at the command 

of this office that would help the work, will be supplied to an:y 

worker on application. 

The leaders should see to it that the addresses do not exceed 

forty-five minutes, with the possible exception of an evening 

lecture on a broad theme. In many eases a half hour is prefer- 

able, thus giving more time to the question box and discussions. 

Conductors will be furnished with “ follow up” books, wherein 

they will write the names of men whose farms it seems wise to 

visit that they may be given help and instruction relative to farm 

practices. The workers in taking such names will report them to 

the one in charge of the meeting who will enter them on the book 

and forward carbon of all such to the director. Care should be 

exercised in selecting only such men as seem either most in need 

or, in the matter of experiments, capable of cooperating. Later 

the director will designate those who will do this work. It is 

advisable that where men receiving this help are financially able 

they pay the traveling expenses and, where it does not interfere 

+ 
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with the convenience and comfort of the men doing the work, the 

livery and hotel charges. Wealthy city men with estates in the 

country should pay the entire charges. 

SOIL SURVEYS 

The main value of the soil survey as conducted at present is 
to secure a classification of soils by the soil investigator for future 

study. The survey itself will not be of immediate value to the 

individual land owner. The farmer may get some benefit from 

the soil maps, depending upon his knowledge of the soil. The 
man who makes the survey may be able to give a farmer some 

valuable information because of his observations of farm practices 

on farms having similar soil conditions. 
The volusia soils form a group or series occurring in the glacial 

regions which are much alike in practically all particulars ex- 

cept their texture. The notable feature is that they are derived 

from sandstone and shales. They are most frequent on rolling 

and hilly land and they are usually deficient in lime. About 

one-third of the soils of the state are known as volusia, but they 

occur in the southern tier of counties and half of the second tier 

until the mountainous regions of the East are reached. They vary 

in their character. The volusia silt is about as poor as any land. 

The soil survey does not determine available potash and phos- 

phorie acid. Farm practices when successful are a better gauge 

of proper methods than analyses. Available nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid and potash can not, to any extent, be determined by soil 

analyses. 
DRAINAGE AND DEEP TILLAGE 

Fifty per cent. of the tilled land in New York State is in need 

of drainage and it is being demonstrated that drainage can be 

done with much profit. The slope of the land does not necessarily 

eliminate the need of drainage. Those who need most teaching 

regarding drainage are those living on hill lands. 

The extent of drains must be gauged by the type of farming 

— the crops produced. In draining land for crops where the unit 

of value is $230 per acre instead of $30, use 20 or 30-foot distances 

and not 40 or 50. 

A good arrangement of drains on hill lands would be to have 
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them run diagonal. This would tend to cut off the springs and 
give greater efficiency from the tile. It is not so true as it has 

generally been considered, that the deeper the drain the greater the 

efficiency. On clay or hardpan lands the tile may be so deep and 

the water may reach it so slowly that the plants would be dead 

before the water was removed. Lay as deep as possible in light 

soils; in heavy hardpan it may be laid eighteen inches or two 

feet deep. 
Vitrified tile is the best as a general rule, and can be bought 

as cheaply or cheaper in the market than the soft tile. Three- 

inch tile at Ithaca costs $16 per thousand. Do not hesitate to 

put hard tile within eighteen inches of the surface. 

Machines are the only practical way of digging where large 

areas are to be drained. Cyclone is the best horse ditcher and 

Buckeye the best tractor. 

Dynamite is good for cleaning open drains but not economical 

for tile draining. When used as final drainage medium it is only 

good where there is a porous strata beneath the topsoil. 

Cement tile can not be made so good as the best vitrified tile and 

is more expensive, except the large sizes. 

DEEP TILLAGE 

Practically all of our land will respond to deep tillage providing 

organic matter goes with it. This is a general principle. How- 

ever, on sandy soils unless special means are used to get organic 

matter in, we had better not practice it. All of our operations on 

such soil must be to compact the soil to hold water. 

Experience indicates that we should go gradually — half an 

inch to one inch per year, and continue this just as long as we can 

turn it and put organic matter in the soil. Subsoiling as such does 

not pay. Better to do the deep plowing in the fall; this is all right 

in the spring if it can be done without puddling the soil. The 

Spaulding Deep Tilling machine is the most practical one known. 

SOIL ACIDITY 

A good agricultural soil always contains two classes ot com- 

pounds — basic and acid. The basic compounds are acid neu- 

tralizing. Acids are formed in the soils in various ways. Every 
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time a crop 1s plowed under it produces acid. Any soil which is 

characterized by the absence of carbonates is in a condition to 

become acid. As long as we keep in the soil the materials that 

neutralize acidity, soil acidity is impossible. The most natural 

neutralizing material is calcium carbonate, but caustic forms of 

lime are often more economical to use in New York State. 

The students of soil chemistry have come to recognize the fact 

that any chemical compound put on the soil may have a variety of 

effects. Nitrate of soda put on to supply nitrogen, will undoubt- 

edly do that, but it has many other effects besides. It will affect 

the solubility of the insoluble compounds that are in the soil; it 

will modify the solubility of other plant materials put in, and it 

may affect its physical properties. 

If large amounts of nitrate of soda are used for a long time, an 

accumulation of sodium carbonate is likely to result. This attacks 

the structure of the soil and the crumb formation is broken down. 

Potassium carbonate and sodium carbonate will also have this 

effect. It is possible for a soil to get into a very bad physical con- 

dition by the excessive use of nitrate of soda. This is not a diffi- 

cult condition to overcome, however, as it may be counteracted by 

the use of acid phosphate or ammonium sulphate. It is, therefore, 

good practice to use ammonium sulphate when nitrate of soda is 

applied in large amounts. Soils have become acid through the con- 

tinued use of ammonium sulphate. Land plaster will also over- 

come to some extent the effect of sodium carbonate, changing the 

sodium carbonate to calcium carbonate. 

The continued use of acid phosphate has made soils acid. This 

can easily be overcome by the use of lime. Soils are not usually 

made acid as a result of the use of potash salts, due to the small 

applications. 

The best method for making the litmus test is as follows: Take 

an ordinary glass tumbler and into the bottom and next to the glass 

place a piece of blue litmus paper. Over the litmus paper fit a 

piece of white blotting paper or filter paper, cut round, so as to 

fit in comfortably tight. On top of the white blotting paper or 

filter paper put the soil to be tested. Then pour on enough water 

to wet the soil thoroughly so that the moisture will go down through 

to the litmus paper. If the blue litmus paper is turned to a pinkish 
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color the soil shows acidity. The more quickly the paper changes 

and the deeper the pink color becomes, the more acid is the soil. 

In order to make sure that the materials used — the blotting paper 

and water — are not acid or alkaline, put in the bottom of the 

tumbler a piece of blue litmus paper and also a piece of red litmus 

paper. Then on this place the blotting paper as before. Pour on 

some water, the same as is used in moistening the soil. If either 

of the litmus papers is changed at all in color, then the paper or 

the water cannot be used; if the blue paper changes to red then the 

water or the paper is acid —if the red paper becomes blue, the 

paper or water is alkaline. Only paper and water which are neither 

acid nor alkaline can be used. 

VARIOUS FORMS OF PLANT FOOD 

There are three general sources of artificial nitrogen. Calcium 

nitrate or lime nitrate represents one class; ammonia represents 

the second ; and cyanamide represents the third. 

The nitrogen in fertilizers from waste materials such as leather 

scraps, hair, rags, etc., is, by modern methods, made available. 

* Artificial nitric acid is being manufactured in increasingly 
large quantities from the air. The nitrogen of the air and oxygen 

are brought together by electric energy at a high temperature and 

the nitric acid is formed. It is believed that this will be an im- 

portant source of commercial nitrate within five or ten years. It 

is combined with lime instead of sodium. 

* Ammonia. <A factory is now being built in Germany for the 

commercial production of ammonia. The method is to take the 

gases nitrogen and hydrogen and bring them into contact with 

iron which is heated to a certain temperature. The result is liquid 
ammonia. The materials are all very cheap. This manufacture 

can be carried on independent of cheap water power. One ad- 

vantage of the production of ammonia is that, when ammonia can 

be produced abundantly and nitric acid is already available, the 

two can be combined to make ammonium nitrate. In this com- 

pound half of the nitrogen is in the form of ammonia and half in 

the form of nitric acid. It would mean 35 pounds in every 100 

pounds of material instead of 10 to 15. 

* Norr.— This matter for benefit of workers but not necessary to use unless the 
point is brought up. 
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* Cyanamide is made from lime, nitrogen and carbon; it also 

involves the use of electric power, and is made in this country. 

There is a plant at Niagara Falls. The material is being used in 

a very large number, if not the majority, of the fertilizers now on 

the market. It decomposes in the soil readily and is nearly as 

available as ammonia. 

It is wise to use nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia and 

organic nitrogen in combination where nitrogen is needed for the 

whole season. 

It is extremely costly for the average farmer to use dried blood 
and fish except under conditions where other forms of organic 

nitrogen are not available. The nitrogen in blood and fish will 

cost about 25 cents per pound, whereas he can get the nitrogen 

in nitrate and ammonium sulphate for from 15 to 17 cents per 

pound. 

Aside from the chemicals, tankage as a source of nitrogen is as 

cheap as anything that can be purchased —a good grade runs 

3, 4 or 5 per cent. of nitrogen to 10, 12 or 18 per cent. of phos- 

phorie acid. There are usually three grades and the composition 

depends upon the relative amount of bone and meat. Fineness 

and dryness are essential. 

It has been found that plants can use nitrogen in forms other 

than nitrates, but it is universally held that the nitrogen that the 

plant actually takes into the roots is largely in the form of a 

nitrate. 

PHOSPHORIC ACID 

* The use of nitric acid instead of sulphuria acid in dissolving 

the rock should make it more valuable. When the rock is treated 

with nitric acid, calcium nitrate is the result. This is even more 

valuable than nitrate of soda, so we have a mixture which con- 

tains a maximum of plant food material. 

It has been generally believed that it was wise to mix the rock 

phosphate with the manure. Some work in Wisconsin indicates 

that it does take part in the bacterial action and is rendered 

soluble, but it also shows that it is taken into the bacterial bodies 

and is converted into insoluble form again and needs to undergo 

decomposition before the phosphoric acid is again available. 

* Notr.— This matter for benefit of workers but not necessary to use unless the 
point is brought up. 
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Raw rock as an absorbent is as good as road dust but has no 

chemical effect in retaining ammonia. Acid phosphate has such 

chemical value. 

Basic slag. On acid soils basic slag often gives excellent 

results; on those slightly acid it may give as good returns as 

acid phosphate. 

Floats. One need not expect returns from floats unless there 

is an abundance of vegetable matter in the soil. Before using 

extensively, farmers are advised to experiment on their particular 

fields in a small way. 

POTASH 

Potash in feldspar is practically useless as plant food, but new 

processes have been proposed which promise to convert feldspar 

potash into a product that is available as plant food. 

SULPHUR 

The matter of using sulphur as a plant food is in an experi- 

mental stage. There seems little warrant for it. On Long Island 

its use was detrimental to plant growth. 

LIME 

Nature has put lime into the soil in the form of carbonate. 

Ground limestone should be fine enough to pass through a 

sereen of one hundred meshes to the inch. When ground lime- 

stone can be laid down at $3, provided the haul is not too long, it 

is probably the cheapest form to use. 

Slaking lump lime causes a large waste and under ordinary 

circumstances is not economical. Hydrated or water-slaked lime 

is a desirable form, but one cannot afford to pay any more for it 

than for the best forms of burned lime. <A larger amount will 

need to be used in order to obtain the same amount of calcium. 

The question of the cheapest form in which to buy lime can be 

decided with the help of the following table. Since 100 pounds 

of quicklime is equal in value to 130 pounds of slaked lime or 

180 pounds of carbonate of lime (freight and transportation not 
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considered), the equivalent value of these forms to quicklime at 

a stated cost is as follows: 
Equivalent value of 

Value of quicklime Slaked lime Carbonate 

SS LOOM cc A retecrcue eterebvemoo ae eette Rite eres $6.05 $4.50 

(PAUP Saori nic tnd oa da ore omni Reon Cae 5.30 3.95 

BOO pads ck crekere euetet ems rcreestehe ola ass) eiclinve 4.55 3.40 

Dr OOK rare cialereterete: syotetereeereestewcye eels") sere See ais 3.80 2.80 

OO! Nevarapeusetereeatavetere auerete rere ale a iss veverens 3.05 2.25 

ai Ui Ge Chin d DS GbOUb 00d 0b CiceO Conte pce mort 2.30 1.70 

For example: When one ton of quicklime can be bought for 

$5.00, one ton of slaked lime should be bought for $3.80; one 

ton of carbonate for $2.80. 

Where calcium is in excess of magnesia in the soil there is little 

or no danger from the use of magnesia in the carbonate form. 

Caustic magnesia is more likely to destroy humus too rapidly. 

Such limes would be better used in smaller quantities and more 

frequently. 
ANIMAL NUTRITION 

The following is the method of securing analysis of the differ- 

ent feeding stuffs: 

The agents of the Department of Agriculture collect the sam- 

ples, which are numbered and sent to the State Experiment Sta- 

tion bearing only the number and not the name of the manu- 

facturer. The samples are analyzed and reported to the depart- 

ment by number where they are matched up with the name of 

the manufacturer. Thus the Commissioner does not know what 

the analyses are to be and the station does not know whose goods 

are analyzed. 

The compound feeds have increased in number and some of 

these contain very much inferior matter, particularly the 

molasses feeds. Thirteen per cent. of all the feeds analyzed fell 

below guarantee. These were largely the compounded goods just 

referred to. 

It has been found that samples made up of a considerable 

amount of screenings contain sand. Some of the compounded 

feeds were found to contain as high as 31% per cent. of it. 

Cottonseed meal is the cheapest source of protein. The better 

class of dried distillery grains is considered one of the best forms 
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of feed to buy. It is considered a good plan to put in wheat bran 

to break up the heavier feeds, when the price is not relatively 
higher than other feeds of similar analysis. 

The protein in ripened seed products is a much better form 

than in the green products. Farmers should be warned against 

buying mixtures that are made up of oat hulls, clipped oats, ete. 

These substances are largely indigestible and protein purchased 

in such feeds is very expensive. The high-class compounds can be 

safely bought, it being only a question of expense. 

Feeds manufactured from washed by-products that are very 

low in ash are not good to use, for the health of the animal or for 

the strength or vitality of the offspring. 

The term ‘“ corn-meal” should not be applied to anything 

except the grain ground entire. 

The name “ oat feed” should not be used at all. There are, 

strictly speaking, no oat feeds. See Geneva Bulletin No. 351. 

Dried brewers’ grains, malt sprouts and feeds of this character 

are not the most valuable form of protein but may be fed to 

advantage particularly with leguminous fodder or when bran is 

particularly high in price. 

High-class compounded feeds such as Unicorn and Blue Ribbon, 

are up to guarantee and are excellent combinations where men do 

not care to do their own mixing. <A careful study of Bulletin No. 

351, or any table of food constitutents, will enable a man to make 

his own mixture with less cost and equally good results as when 

using the above. 

COW TESTING ASSOCIATIONS 

The value of cow testing must be proved to a sufficient extent, 

that the farmers will put it into practice. Bulletin No. 30 of the 

State Department of Agriculture contains figures to prove what 

has actually been done as a result of such associations. It is wise 

to emphasize the point that the dairyman can test his own herds 

without an association; but since in most eases this will not be 

done, the association should be urged. 

It should be made clear to the farmer that individual records 

of animals for a year are of infinitely greater value than short, 

forced records. 
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Professor Wing agrees to approve advanced registry tests made 

by testers employed by cow testing associations when such testers 

are approved by him. The “ follow up” work in this connection, 

growing out of the work of the institutes, is to be reported to the 

Director of Farmers’ Institutes. 

In all cases where considerable numbers in a cow testing asso- 

ciation wish to do advanced registry work, it is very desirable 

that the association be organized in such a way that the tester can 

be changed from month to month and if this is done the increased 

cost will be nominal. This increased cost would be paid by the 

owners of the animals and not by the association. 

The greatest impetus to improved dairying has come from the 

use of purebred animals and its importance should, therefore, 

be emphasized. There are 1,500,000 cows in the state, and there 

is no reason why at least one-quarter of these cows should not be 

pure bred. 

Emphasis should be laid on the importance of raising dairy 

cows to sell. The production of the dairy cow as a cow is im- 

proving and gives promise of being most profitable if carried on 

according to the above lines. 

THE MILKING MACHINE 

Whether a milking machine would be profitable or practical 

depends upon the kind of a man who uses it. If a man is careless 

and does not notice the little things, he will not succeed with the 

machine, but if he will pay attention to the essential rules of 

operation and use care in every particular, it can be successfully 

employed. A man should have about fifteen cows before he could 

economically operate a milking machine. 

In one case the owner of a milking machine arranged to have 

one man operate it all the time, keeping the other help in the 

field. This one man, with a boy to handle the milk, operated 

three machines and milked forty-five cows. 

The time required in milking is about four minutes to a cow 

by machine, eight minutes by hand; including the weighing, clean- 

ing and all things that enter into the process. 
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BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS 

The present law provides as follows: 

All infectious diseases of whatever kind must be reported by 

veterinarians to the department of agriculture. When cattle are 

tuberculin tested, no matter by whom, report of the test must be 

made to the department of agriculture within seven days. Affi- 

davits must be made by the owner or custodian of the herd that 

no test has been made within four weeks previous, or if test has 

been made within that time, a statement must be made as to party 

making the test. 

When the department is notified that tuberculosis is believed to 
exist, the commissioner, if he deems best, or the owner desires it, 

may order the test made. 

In making application for the test the owner agrees to bring no 

animals into his herd without such animals having been first 

tuberculin tested. 

After animals are condemned (having reacted) an appraisal is 
made — in the case of a few animals, ordinarily, by the veterinar- 

ian making the test; or if the owner so desires, the state depart- 

ment of agriculture has five or six good farmers who have quali- 

fied as appraisers located in different sections of the state, who 

may be called upon to make the appraisal in their locality. If 

in either case the appraisal is not satisfactory, each party selects 

one appraiser, who in case of a non-agreement, select a third, 

whose appraisal is final when approved by the commissioner. The 

maximum appraisal provided is $125 for a pure bred; $75 for a 
grade. The owner receives 50 per cent. of the appraised value if 

the animal has generalized tuberculosis, 80 per cent. if localized 

and 100 per cent. if no lesions are found. 

Any person may buy tuberculin and test his herd, but all such 

tests must be reported. 

The owner or other person may retain in his possession animals 

that have reacted to the tuberculin test and are considered tuber- 

culous but appear physically sound, provided such animals are 
segregated from animals not affected, and provided the milk from 

such tuberculous animals is pasteurized. 

All cattle brought into the state for dairy or breeding purposes 

must be tuberculin tested. Bringing in animals with contagious 

or infectious diseases is unlawful. 
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The maximum appraisal for glandered horses is $120 and the 

allowance is based upon the condition shown before slaughter. 

Physical evidence of the disease entitles the owner to 50 per 

cent. of the appraised valuation. 

*The law proposed at the conference of dairymen, breeders and 

others interested in the elimination of tuberculosis, called by the 
commissioner of agriculture to consider the question, would add 

to the existing law as follows: 

1st. That a physical examination of all the herds of the state 

be made under the supervision of the state, if it can be done by 

competent men and funds are available. 

2d. That the pasteurization of all skimmed milk and whey 

from butter and cheese factories and creameries be compulsory. 

3d. That an indemnity of $15 be allowed for a cow having 

generalized tuberculosis, whether such fact be determined by 

physical examination or tuberculin test; the owners to retain the 

hide and carcass. 

The proposed law is not intended to supplant the tuberculin 

test In any way. 

Unpasteurized milk has been a great source of infection. It 

is believed that if the practice of feeding such milk to calves 

could be stopped, tuberculosis would be éliminated in a generation. 

The farmers’ institute workers are advised that the desire for 

a change in the present jaw emanated from the dairymen and 

breeders of the state and not from the department or veterinar- 

ians. Dairymen have reached the conclusion that a seriously 

diseased cow is an unprofitable one and that it is for the general 

interest of the state that they should be eliminated. To provide 

for a voluntary physical examination only, would be of no value 

whatever, since one man might want it and another resist it, as is 

the case with the tuberculin test. 

HORTICULTURAL TEACHINGS 

TILLAGE AND SOD 

There is no change of front as to tillage and sod. Tillage is 

the rule — sod the exception. 

* No legislative action was taken, 
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FERTILIZERS FOR APPLES 

* “ The trees in this experiment would have been practically as 

well off had not an ounce of fertilizer been applied to them. One 

must conclude that, if fertilizers have no value in this orchard, 

they have no value in many other orchards in New York. 

“ From the data at hand there seems to be but one interpretation 

of the results of this experiment. An analysis of the soil before 

the experiment was begun shows that at that time there was, in 

the upper foot of soil, enough nitrogen per acre to last mature 

apple trees 183 years, of phosphoric acid, 295 years, of potash, 

713 years. From this well-nigh inexhaustible storehouse, tillage, 

cover-crops and good care have made available all the plant food 

these trees needed. 

“Tt may be necessary to fertilize some apple orchards in New 

York. Such cases will be found on sandy and gravelly soils, on 

lands subject to drought, on very shallow soils and on soils devoid 

of humus. Some soils may require one of the chief elements of 

fertility; some, though few, need the three which usually consti- 

tute a complete fertilizer. 

“A fruit grower may assume that his trees do not need fertilizers 

if they are vigorous and making a fair amount of new wood. If 

the trees are not vigorous, the drainage, tillage and sanitary con- 

dition of the orchard should be looked to first and the fertilization 

afterward if then found necessary. Before using fertilizers the 

fruit-grower should obtain positive evidence by experimentation 

as to whether an orchard needs fertilizers, and what ones.” 

COVER CROPS 

Orchardists need to be reminded rather than informed in regard 

to cover crops. A combination cover crop is best, and vetch is 

taking the place of clover. Twenty to thirty pounds of vetch to 

a bushel and a half of oats or barley per acre is a good 

combination. 

In cases where vetch has proved unsuccessful the first year, it 

has been found that a very good crop can be grown the second year. 

* From Geneva Experiment Station Bulletin No. 399. 
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INTER CROPS 

Orchards are to be cropped only until they come into bearing 

and with none but hoed crops. 

DWARF APPLES 

The discrepancies between promise and performance become 

greater each year in the Station dwarf orchards. Dwarf apples 

and dwarf pears should be recommended only for the amateur. 

Cherries dwarfed on Mahaleb stock should not be recommended, 

Cherry is best on Mazard stock for commercial purposes. 

PRUNING 

‘ The pruning knife is often “a sword in the hands of a child.” 
Year in and year out more harm than good is done in pruning 

the orchards of this state. Caution fruit growers to prune young 

trees only enough to shape the head — not to head in as a rule, 

as a regular practice. Thin old trees a 

little every year—cherries are usually injured by pruning. 

Severe pruning is warranted only in sick or somnolent orchards. 

Dehorning has small value as an orchard practice. 

except with peaches 

LOW-—HEADING 

Low-heading, at least lower-heading, is the fashion and it seems 

to be a good one. The Greening should be headed at two and one- 

half or possibly three feet; the Baldwin at two feet. The pruning 

should be done so as to cause the branches of low-headed trees to 

grow upward, while those of high-headed trees may be more 

spreading. 

TIME TO PLANT 

Hardy two-year-old apples are best planted in the fall — all 

other fruits or trees in the spring. 

AGE TO PLANT 

Two-year-old trees are better than one-year-olds if good trees 

can be purchased, with the single exception of peaches. Never 

plant three-year-olds. 

NEW VARIETIES 

Speculation is the chief charm of new varieties and there are 

few new sorts that have more than speculative value. For com- 

mercial plantations, recommend only standard sorts. 
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FROST FIGHTING 

Orchard heaters have as yet no place in New York horticul- 

ture. A thrifty, healthy, well-matured plant is the best precau- 

tion in this state against cold or frosts. 

TOP-WORKING TREES 

This practice can seldom be recommended. 

VINEYARDS 

Neglect is the chief trouble with vineyards in New York. Better 

tillage, spraying and cover crops are restoring vineyards. 

LAYING OUT ORCHARDS 

Continue to advise that orchards be laid out in squares. No 

advantages are shown for the fancy figures recommended. 

FILLERS 

As a rule, fillers are to be recommended for apple orchards — 

not always. The use of fillers is more advisable where the orchard 

is an adjunct to the farm. Fillers for apples should usually be 

apples. 
IMPORTANCE OF VARIETIES 

In 1893 Waite of Washington discovered that Bartlett pears 

needed cross-pollination. Since then we have discovered that some 

other fruits need to be interplanted. Few, however, of our stan- 

dard fruits need cross-pollination and the value of an orchard or 

vineyard can be greatly lessened by mixed planting. 

BOXING AND BARRELLING 

The majority of New York apples are barrel apples, not box 

apples. 
PEDIGREE FRUITS 

A man is out-running his license who advocates pedigreed 

nursery stock. Our present knowledge of the subject is but a thing 

of shreds and patches with the great weight of evidence on the side 

of stock unadorned with a so-called pedigree. A tree is literally 

“a chip of the old block.” 
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MARKET PREFERENCE OF VARIETIES 

A canvass made by the College of Agriculture, of commission 

men handling apples in 34 of the principal cities of the United 

States, shows the first ten preferences of the trade for winter 

varieties, as follows: 
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In New York the greatest demand is for the Baldwin, Rhode 

Island Greening and Jonathan. 

In Boston — Baldwin, McIntosh, Northern Spy and Graven- 

stein. 

In Chicago — Jonathan, Baldwin, Tompkins King, Northern 

Spy, Rhode Island Greening and Oldenburg. 

The prevailing opinion seems to be that color is the most im- 

portant market factor, but flavor is gaining rapidly in favor. 

It would be well to recommend that barrels containing apples 

be marked to indicate the use to which the variety contained therein 

is best adapted. 

It was thought best that the recommendations us to varieties be 

the same as contained in list of last vear. The following are 

some varieties of apples of known commercial value: 

LAKE CHAMPLAIN DISTRICT 

Permanent Piller 

MeIntosh Alexander 

Fameuse Oldenberg 

Greening Wealthy 

Northern Spy 
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HUDSON RIVER DISTRICT 

Permanent Filler 

Baldwin Alexander 

Greening Oldenberg 

Fall Pippin Wealthy 

McIntosh Rome 

King Sutton 

McIntosh 

King 

SCHOHARTE-CATSKILL DISTRICT 

Permanent Filler 

McIntosh Alexander 

Esopus Oldenberg 

Greening Wealthy 

Baldwin 

Northern Spy 

WESTERN NEW YORK 

Permanent Filler 

Baldwin Rome Beauty 

Greening Twenty Ounce 

Northern Spy Alexander 

King Oldenberg 

Wealthy 

SOUTHERN TIER OF COUNTIES 

Same as for Western New York 

PEACHES 

The production of a peach tree seems to begin to decrease after 

ten years of bearing. Usually it commences to bear when three 

years old. 

Varieties most tender in bud 

Early Crawford 

Late Crawford 

Niagara 

Chairs Choice 

St. John 

Fitzgerald 

Reeves Favorite 

Globe 

Varieties most tender in wood 

Early Crawford 

Late Crawford 

Niagara 

St. John 

Chairs Choice 

Varieties most hardy in bud 

Carman 

Crosby 

5 

Champion 

Smock 

Stevens Rareripe 

Belle of Georgia 

Greensboro 

Hills Chili 

Salway 

Varieties most hardy in wood 

Elberta 

Carman 

Champion 

Smock 

Belle of Georgia 

Greensboro 

Crosby 

Mills Chili 

Stevens Rareripe 
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ENTOMOLOGICAL TEACHINGS 

PEAR THRIPS 

During the past year this pest has been found to exist throughout 

the Hudson River Valley, ranging from Monsey near the New 

Jersey State line to Albany, N. Y. It has been especially destruc- 

tive in the region extending from Hudson to Germantown. This 

specie also exists in western New York, although it has not so 

far been destructive to fruit trees. This insect is thoroughly dis- 

cussed in Geneva Bulletin 345. 

GIPSY MOTH 

The discovery of this pest in one locality in New York would 
indicate the possibility of its being present in other parts of the 

state. Institute lecturers are advised to secure illustrated chart 

from the Department of Agriculture, Albany, N. Y., and to call 

attention to the characteristic appearance of the caterpillars so 

they may be recognized from other common, native caterpillars. 

PEAR PSYLLA 

Great progress has been made in the control of this pest. There 
is no reason why it cannot be efficiently handled. Workers should 

secure Leaflet “ O” of the Geneva Station. 

GRAPE THRIPS 

This pest has been especially destructive in Chautauqua County, 

in the Keuka-Lake region and in the Hudson River Valley. It 

has been successfully combated by using one gallon of “ black 

leaf 40” to 1,600 gallons of water. Only one application need be 

made. Time to apply the spray is during July when the insects 

appear in numbers. Tobacco may be used with bordeaux mixture 

and arsenate of lead. 

EARLY LEAF EATING AND FRUIT EATING INSECTS 

There are a number of species, such as bud moth, case bearers, 

green fruit worm and canker worms which make their appearance 

during certain seasons and cause quite a little damage in some 

orchards. More emphasis should be placed by institute workers on 
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the importance of the treatments made after the buds show green 

and before blossoms appear. Systematic syraying of orchards by 

an approved spraying schedule, and cultivation of orchards are 

recommended. 
CHERRY MAGGOT 

A little known cherry maggot has been discovered. This new 

species prefers the sour cherry and was found in abundance at 

Ithaca and Trumansburg. At the latter place it was found in com- 

pany with the older cherry maggot. The first flles appeared on 

June 9 in a neglected cherry orchard and it was found that these 

flies deposited their eggs on June 24. Fifteen days therefore 

elapsed between the time of the appearance of the fly and the time 

the eggs were deposited. The spraying should be done within this 

period. The mature maggots were found on July 10; first spraying 

made on June 10, the day after the first flies appeared. The mix- 

ture used was as follows: Two and one-half pounds arsenate of 

lead, one and one-half gallons of cheap molasses, fifty gallons of 

water. The second spraying was done two weeks later. The fly is 

similar to the house fly in habits, going about sipping materials 

from the surface of fruit and leaves. No effort was made to get 

the spray on the tops of the trees, and the number of clean fruit 

seemed to show quite plainly that the spray mentioned will control 

the pest. The important thing to do is to reach the fly before it 

deposits the eggs. The cherry fly looks very much like the apple 

maggot fly except that one of the black bands on the wings has a 

white spot as if punctured. 

APPLE MAGGOT 

The apple maggot is largely controlled by ordinary spraying 

with arsenate of lead as for codling moth, and good cultivation of 

orchard. The application of the sweetened poisoned bait as for 

the cherry maggot has, during the past two years, completely con- 

trolled the apple maggot. When thoroughly mixed and sprayed 

upon the lower part of each tree, a few branches being covered, the 

adult flies will feed upon the poison and be killed before the 

eggs are laid. This remedy should be applied when the first adults 

of each brood appear, approximately about July 1 for the first 

brood, and August 20 for the second. 
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CUT WORM 

The cut worm has been successfully controlled with poisoned 

bait. This is prepared as follows: One pound of paris green, 25 

pounds bran or bran and middlings mixed, moistened with a mix- 

ture of one quart of cheap molasses to each gallon of water needed. 

This should be distributed under small pieces of boards or hghtly 

covered with soil, near the plants likely to be injured with the 

worms. It should not be placed where chickens may get it as it 

will kill them. In one instance fully ninety per cent. of a cabbage 

crop was saved in rows treated as above. 

SPRAYS 

We recommend the lime-sulphur solution for control of San 

José scale, leaf blister-mite and for summer spraying of apple 

orchards. The schedule of spraying for apple orchards is outlined 

in Leaflet ““ U ” of the Geneva Station. Arsenate of lead is the 

poison that we advise. 

Where steam cooking outfits for lime-sulphur are at hand it has 

been found very easy to manufacture kerosene emulsion in large 

quantities. Kerosene emulsion spreads better than the tobacco 

preparations. 

DRY SOLUBLE SULPHUR 

We have analyzed several samples of this and we find that the 

material contains sulphur 56 per cent. and sodium 42 per cent. It 

is then not a lime-sulphur solution but a sodium-sulphur compound. 

For the treatment of orchards we still recommend the lime-sulphur 

preparation. 
PLANT DISEASES 

COLLAR ROT OF APPLE TREES 

This disease occurs on almost any kind of ground and in the 

majority of cases is due to winter injury. Things which induce it 

are rapid growth, especially if the trees go into the winter with un- 

ripened wood; exposure due to locations; swaying of trees. It 

oceurs not only at the base but on the trunk and in the crotches. 

Extra rapid growth should be avoided and endeavor made to 

ripen the wood as much as possible in the fall. One of the most im- 

portant things is to detect the first indications of the disease and 

treat them. Two inspections should be made of the orchard each 

year — the first early in the spring, about the first of May; the 
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second in July. Every tree should be carefully inspected, and if 

any slits in the bark are found or dead patches of bark, the dead 

bark should be cut away and the opening thoroughly disintected 

with a weak solution of corrosive sublimate and covered with 

grafting wax if the tree is small, or if large, with gas tar or red 

lead paint. This protection will save the trees in the majority of 

cases. If neglected, the rot starts and the tree may be ruined. 

The disinfection of the wound is very important; otherwise the 

spores of the apple canker may get into the opening. Use corro- 

sive sublimate 1 to 1000. 

RASPBERRY ANTHRACNOSE 

This disease causes spots to appear on canes and stems of rasp- 

berries. 

Experiments for its extermination have been decidedly without 

results, and no treatment can be recommended. Spraying young 

canes four or five inches high and at successive short intervals with 

bordeaux mixture seems to be somewhat effective, but rather ex- 

pensive. 

CHESTNUT BARK DISEASE 

No remedy for this has been found. Trees found to be infected 

should be cut immediately in order to save the wood. In western 

Pennsylvania it has been discovered that some of the so-called 

infections are not true chestnut bark disease. 

POTATO SCAB 

The formaldehyde gas treatment for potato scab is lable to in- 

jure the tubers, yet its use has been recommended as a preventive 

of scab. Recent tests show that the use of the gas treatment is 

dangerous and it is not recommended. 

POTATO BLIGHT 

There are three or four kinds of rot that affect potatoes, but 

most of the rot prevalent in this state is that produced by late 

blight. Potato rot is caused primarily by the fungus, Phytophthora, 

and wet weather is very favorable to the growth of the fungus. 

Thorough spraying will beyond all doubt prevent rot. Bordeaux 

mixture should be used (5-5-50) and spraying commenced when 

the plants are six or eight inches high. Spraying should be thor- 
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oughly done and frequently, five to eight times in a season, the 

more the better. 

In selecting seed those that show rot should be sorted out, since 

there is no way to treat the seed to prevent bight. When weather 

conditions are right the blight is almost certain to appear and the 

only way known to control it is by spraying. ‘The disease is car- 

ried in the tuber but we are not certain that it 1s not also carried 

in the soil. It is not important to refrain from planting potatoes 

on ground where the blight has occurred the previous season, so 

far as the disease is concerned, but it is not good farm practice. 

Lime-sulphur is not to be recommended as a spray for potatoes. 

Bordeaux has been found in experiments to increase the yield 111 

bushels to the acre, while lime-sulphur has decreased the yield 39 

bushels to the acre. 

The best time to dig potatoes that have the late blight depends 

somewhat as to when the potatoes can be marketed. If they can 

be put upon the market at once, the sooner they are dug the better, 

but if they are to be stored they should be left in the ground just 

as long as possible. The loss from rot will be less if they are left 

in the ground, and unless they can be sold, digging should be post- 

poned until the tops are thoroughly dead and dry. 

Rot does not spread in storage under ordinary conditions. If 

the potatoes are stored reasonably dry and cool, it is probable that 

the rot does not spread from one tuber to another ; but where there 

is a large amount of moisture present, the rot will spread to some 

extent. The foregoing refers to the Phytophthora rot. Bacterial 

rots, where conditions are right, will spread. 

The rot cannot be checked by mixing air-slaked lime with pota- 

toes in storage. Three years’ experiments prove that there is no 

benefit derived. Practically all of the infection which causes rot 

in storage occurs in the field and develops later. 

FUSARIUM ROT 
When selecting seed potatoes this can be detected by blackened 

tissue at the stem end. All such seed should be rejected. 

POTATO WART DISEASE 

Although this disease has not appeared in New York State, every 

farmer should be advised of its seriousness and how to detect it. 

Copy of placard, sample of which is shown on opposite page, was 
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x POTATO 

NSmconewxor WART DISEASE Department of Agriculture CAUTION 

This illustrates A DAN- 

GEROUS POTATO DIS- 

EASE which has appeared 

in Europe and New Found- 

land. It has not yet been 

found in the United States 

but MAY HAVE BEEN 

INTRODUCED. 

No tubers from infected 

areas should be planted. 

The greatest care by pota- 

to growers is necessary to 

avert SERIOUS DAMAGE. 

TAKE NO CHANCES 
See Bulletin No. 41, State Department of Agriculture, Albany, for 

‘fuller information. 

Concealment of an outbreak of this disease is a violation of law. 
Report questionable cases to 

CALVIN J. HUSON 
Commissioner of Agriculture 
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posted at each institute and distributed to organizations. Bulletin 

No. 41, describing the disease, has also been widely distributed and 

copies are still available and will be sent upon request. 

HOP MILDEW 

Hop mildew is most prevalent in Otsego, Schoharie and Oneida 

counties, east of Oneida County, and to a considerable extent 

around Malone, Shortsville and Canandaigua. 

At present in commercial growing, the plants are not trained so 

they can be sprayed with any degree of satisfaction. It is neces- 

sary to have a dust mixture which can be blown on the vines. Ex- 

periments show that a dust spray composed of pure flowers of sul- 

phur was very effective in controlling this disease. When com- 

pared with a mixture of sulphur and lime the difference was strik- 

ingly in favor of the pure flowers of sulphur. Difficulty was ex- 

perienced in obtaining a machine that will properly cover the vines 

with the dust spray. The two companies manufacturing machines 

which are the most satisfactory, and which are being remodeled 

to meet the requirements, are: The Kansas City Dust Sprayer 

Manufacturing Company and the Childs Company, Utica. 

One should not apply less than forty or fifty pounds to the acre 

of the flowers of sulphur. Spraying should be begun about the 

time the branches start up the strings. The second application 

should be made when the flowers are in full blossom; the third 

when they are in the burr stage, and the fourth when one can get 

the sulphur into the overlapping bracts. In one instance twenty 

acres were gone over in cne forencon with horse and machine. The 

cost of the sulphur is about two cents per pound. 

A number of brands of European sulphur of various grades have 

been found. Some of these run as high as 90 per cent. coarse 

brimstone. The ordinary flour sulphur is too heavy to use. It is 

not necessary that it be apphed early in the morning, although that 

is perhaps desirable. 

ONION SMUT 

This disease, long known in Orange County, has been found 

in the vicinity of Canastota, Williamson and Fulton. A mixture 

of 100 pounds of flowers of sulphur to 50 pounds of slaked lime 

per acre, applied in the drills, has preven quite effective. The 
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machine for using this mixture is described in Geneva Experiment 

Station bulletin No. 182. The formalin drip where used was 

also found effective. 

POULTRY HUSBANDRY 

Professor Rice presented the results with a large number of 

hens covering a period of three years, trap nest records, which 

showed that as a general rule the greatest production was in the 

first year, the medium production in the second year, and the least 

production in the third year. In some cases hens laid more eggs 

each year for three years. We should breed fowls with the char- 

acteristic of maintaining their production for two or three years. 

We must breed in our hens the inherited quality to produce many 

eges and then build size and vigor to sustain that production. 
=. 

The average production of the one flock tested showed: 
ence y “ 9 > Hirst, years os =." aN ataneianis tors sara LOOM EL OS 

DECOM MVCATE eager sickle de aay. dG Epes 

Abbnirel Ay eary-rcs. ie LR eee sey = ead ORS 

If a hen has made her heaviest production the first year she is 

likely to produce more eggs the third than the second year. There- 

fore, hens that have laid well the first year can be profitably car- 

ried over to the third year. 

There is an indication that the pullets that begin to lay earliest 

will produce the most eggs each year thereafter. A person should 

make the first selection for high production on the basis of the 

pullets of the same age and variety that begin to lay first. Gen- 

erally this means that the best laying pullets hatched in April and 

May should lay before January, but as a scientific basis for select- 

ing the highest producers, it is not wholly reliable. The fact that 

hens are high producers for years is proof that they have a strong 

constitution. 

The question of well-sustained high production and inheritance 

and the ability to stand up under such heavy production, is the all 

important question. 

The hens that were never broody laid more eggs than broody 

hens. 

The hens that are low producers lay nearly all of their eggs 

when they are the cheapest; the highest producers lay when con- 

ditions are unfavorable and eggs are high. 
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The factor of late moulting is almost an invariable rule that 

will guide a man in selecting his highest producers. 

A hen’s temperature changes with the weather conditions, which 

may indicate why it is that Australia produces the most when we 

are producing the least and vice versa. We seem to get the highest 

production when temperatures are moderately high and the lowest 

when temperatures are extremely low or excessively high. 

Capsules containing coloring matter can be fed to hens and the 

yolk will be affected in color, another dye colors only the protein 

matter. This has made possible observations which seem to show 

that the embryo chick has power in the process of digestion to make 

fat from the protein. 

The matter of hatching with incubator or hens shows no notice- 

able difference in the vitality, productiveness or cost from the two 

methods. The percentages were found to be: Hen hatched, 31.74; 

Incubator hatched, 31.66. 



REGULAR INSTITUTES 

LECTURES 

The greatest possible care was exercised in arranging the pro- 

grams so that the subjects discussed would be of value to the 

particular community where the institute was held. Every phase 

of agriculture of interest to New York State farmers was dis- 

eussed during the season. The addresses at the close of this report 

indicate the character of the work done. 

From data contained in the seven thousand circulars already 

referred to, detailed information was secured in regard to places 

where institutes were to be held, covering the character and kind 

of agriculture followed, methods of marketing as well as buying, 

the proportion of tenant farmers, ete. These facts were tabulated 

and handed to the speakers who were to take part in the institute 

in order that they might the more intelligently deal with the farm 

problems. 
ABSTRACTS OF LECTURES 

Five hundred word abstracts of the addresses were printed on 

small sheets and distributed at the close of the meetings in order 

that those in attendance might have the facts in definite form to 

carry away with them. ‘These were also available for the local 

papers. 
QUESTION BOX 

The ‘‘ question box,” as heretofore, was a marked feature of the 

institutes. Bulletin No. 44, Parts 1 and 2, which will be fur- 

nished on application to the Department of Agriculture, Albany, 

N. Y., is illustrative of this feature. 

EXHIBITS 

The communities where institutes were held were urged to make 

exhibits of farm products and in very many cases most creditable 

displays were made. The accompanying photograph of exhibit at 

Pekin, Niagara County, shows their character. The following is 

a list of the exhibits as shown there, and the quality was such 
[1611] 
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that it would have entitled them to awards at any of the leading 

fairs: 

90 Exhibits, Apples 1 Exhibit, 

14 Exhibits, Potatoes 1 Exhibit, 

6 Exhibits, Carrots 2 Exhibits, 

4 Exhibits, Onions 2 Exhibits, 

4 Exhibits, Celery 1 Exhibit, 

2 Exhibits, Cabbage 3 Exhibits, 

1 Exhibit, Grapes 1 Exhibit, 

1 Exhibit, Nuts 2 Exhibits, 

3 Exhibits, Carnations 1 Exhibit, 

1 Exhibit, Radishes 1 Exhibit, 

1 Exhibit, Endive 1 Exhibit, 

Escarollo 

Lettuce 

rye 

Oats 

Wheat 

Cow Horn Turnips 

Red Clover 

Vetch 

Rape 

Buckwheat 

Alfalfa 

LITERATURE AT THE INSTITUTES 

There were distributed at the sessions of the institutes thou- 

sands of the bulletins and circulars issued by this Department deal- 

ing with different topics. 

INFORMATION ON PROGRAM PAGES 

The following facts of value to farmers were printed on the 

backs of programs of the institutes: 

FERTILITY FACTS 

Comparative values of different forms of lime: 

Value of 
Quick Lime Slaked Lime 

$8 00 $6 05 

7 00 » 50 

6 00 4 55 

5 00 3 80 

4 00 3 05 

3 00 2 BY) 

Equivalent value of 
Carbonate 

$4 50 

3 95 

3 40 

2 80 

225) 

iO) 

For example: When one ton of quick lime can be bought for $5, one ton of 

slaked lime should be bought for $3.80; one ton of carbonate for $2.80. 

Average amount and value of solid and liquid manure produced by farm 

stock in one year: 
Solid 

Manure 

EVOUSO ebayer srrete os ace arora ached eine eee eure 12,000 Ibs. 

(CONT te Gdig BIBER De RIA eA oie ghee 20,000 Ibs. 

RMP Mantel nine -scjshrian dlas-aicre vs acs.e ce aaelaee 6! as 760 Ibs. 

ERE Nee toet. teva carebaia. es wing, aeeiaie ees 1,800 lbs. 

Liquid Value 
Manure per ton 

3,000 Ibs. $2 00 

8,000 lbs. 1 80 

380 lbs. 3 00 

1,200 lbs. 3 00 
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One ton of average cow manure contains: 

8 to 10 lbs. of nitrogen— worth 12c. per Ib.........ceceeeeeeces $1 08 

10 to 12 lbs. of potash — worth 4c. per Ib...............ceceeenes 44 

6 to 8 lbs. of phosphoric acid — worth 4c. per Ib................ 28 

Roba isis oh waabie medeimie tre ate ici Si arairia's vis co's ss 'sids oy ws oh Dene $1 80 

A great loss oceurs in manure when it is left exposed, even if it does not 

fire fang. Manure left exposed in piles for 120 days loses about 50 per cent. 

of its nitrogen, 40 to 50 per cent. of its phosphoric acid and 60 per cent. of 

its potash. 

Percentage Composition of Fertilizing Materials per 100 Ibs. 

Phos 
Nitrogen Potash Acid Lime 

AShesm(anthracibewcaall)mrs sc cies ccs vicmcce lace 10 10", ares 

WoodwAshes ((unleached))o2.2 2.6. c cee. | kik ee 5).25 1.70 34.00 

SCN GH lin ri te gies cen ehs Stele ele oe sl ov: S0ncsels AOD ieee 23:25, ered 

Bone (CISSOMVECH Ur aners ccs eis teleicls crac Goss acete Pal 0 Use Bevery 6 17260 eae 

TOWLE Ia eh Ste Ei Res en ee 15:00) + 2.20.5} ee 

Sulphate sor Amimonig,. 2.6 ie). ccc es stele 2050). cscs. eee 

Dred lode aa crcteeteras asic cus lavas Ais isiccsncre Se 1 O52) eas L900) eee 

Berl ate tet Cts) Sy a aS a ve (hee 75). eee 8225.5 (yaeees 

Cottonseed mMlealiee ress cas oles ashe te 6.79 NCW 2'..88') > eee 

Mania Gerwertery tae ray nucities te ctetis sid ae Shiota G\HiOdx eae tres 1.80)” aa 

BGn Cardiac (dissalyed ) 0.0 '.c's shoe en etele) Mistoee e 15:20) | eee 

So, (Crogal bin levee" (ike teh) SA een  Stoqd — aqoocs *28 03 “4SSi 

IER a) Ee, eh a rm ere eA as 18.00 25.00 
OSU idles al: sted ee a Pe mis 2 13.02 i ieee 1.15 

Mirrrebeymo feeb Ouas lier etter sca sys sects vee sper acura 50.00° > Jc) eee 

CSUN UIE EC CEO RDS Chole nis 6 oo oo ks Saco te | leveteete 48'.00° «22500 eee 

CORNELL RATIONS FOR LAYING HENS 

The following whole grain mixture is The following mash is fed dry 

fed morning and afternoon in a straw in a hopper kept open during the 

litter: afternoon only: 

Winter Summer Winter and Summer 

32 qts. wheat 32 qts. wheat 57 qts. corn meal 

36 qts. corn 36 qts. corn 71 qts. wheat middlings 

30 qts. oats 30 qts. oats 57 qts. wheat bran 

20 qts. buckwheat 20 qts. alfalfa meal 

8 qts. oil meal 

43 qts. beef scrap 

4 qt. salt 

The fowls should eat about one-half as much mash by weight as whole grain. 

Regulate the proportion of grain and ground feed by giving a light feeding 

* Undissolved. 
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of grain in the morning and about all they will consume at the afternoon 

feeding (in time to find grain before dark.) In the case of pullets or fowls in 

heavy laying, restrict both night and morning feeding to induce heavy eating 

of dry mash, especially in the case of hens. This ration should be supple- 

mented with beets, cabbage, sprouted oats, green clover or other succulent 

food, unless running on grass-covered range. Grit, cracked oyster shell and 

charcoal should be accessible at all times. Green food should not be fed in a 

frozen condition. All feed and litter used should be strictly sweet, clean and 

free from mustiness, mold or decay. Serious losses frequently occur from 

disease, due to the fowls taking into their bodies, through their intestinal 

tract or lungs, the spores of the fungus causing molds. 

Results at Cornell, 1909-10, Twelve Months’ Records 

Best pullet (No. 3211) laid 257 eggs. 

Next pullet (No. 3352) laid 245 eggs. 

15 highest producing pullets averaged 236 eggs each, 

Best single flock pullets averaged 1 

FACTS TO REMEMBER 

A silo 12 ft. diameter, 24 ft. deep, will contain 48 tons and will keep ten 

cows for 240 days. 

A silo 15 ft. diameter, 24 ft. deep, will contain 72 tons and will keep fifteen 

cows 240 days. 

A silo 14 ft. diameter, 30 ft. deep, will contain 96 tons and will keep twenty 

cows 240 days. 

Note: Allowance should be made for settling from 3 to 6 ft. 

With plants 3 ft. x 3 ft. an acre will contain 4,840 plants. 

With plants 32 ft. x 34 ft. an acre will contain 3,555 plants. 

With plants 6 ft. x 6 ft. an acre will contain 1,210 plants. 

Orchard planting: 
25 ft. x 25 ft. 69 trees. 

40 ft. x 40 ft.— 27 trees. 

Yield of a good crop of Farm Products per acre. 

/NWENEEE: 6, Ages ee BRAILES ERMI Cans Cet ane OOD EEE Cayetano Lanta a Be 4 tons 

LE/ETIGY 02) Sich Bie SAR cena BAO AOA ares a re mae RRS Ie cic Vic Ce aR ae AO Al 50 bu 

SCAN SER sah Re cr ae Mickey ae siete abraitah AP aval ere Rtn cesta eres erst ata me At 20 bu 

SUT eV Ca LAP Nei Sian cA eso doka el aerc (sy byes gta eich aenn Shite PR epeeCR UNI Geta ani or ee 20 bu 

(Carll aly deve sn aee sere rel avel sPeloiel oyavat stescis ter vistas alehehay aialiovencter evecare act cos sean stcneray. 3 tons 

CHOI OP” eg ie ie i rare aire PPEatre PURI one A Saas ae C1 ht aa aun SEY 24 tons 

(Cromer (FS ove) I eval) WA Aare ree RINE SS Sree aeRO) CAnih at in te a erate a callN eae RDI AE tt alta 50 bu. 

ELD Vare MRL ena te crt take. os. scores neha ciel ccumtell rar shoke Sia MAIO Gane ate wei as Memeene s 2 tons 

VITO Gl Sermeteenstenetc cS rel csc ays fay ak perce reuse ee NCH HEL Me tan nat ahal a, sada oeeae el 24 tons 

IMIMIDO: oe Bbcoteie Base We nea een SP RETIRE Roa eB to tt ar OA ate ao A Ua ene 3 tons 

(DERE J’ GRAD once ane SNORE ERB ARES ETI Rs ch > co Dern HERR ee RR Ne 50 bu. 

LUD ALI ES) nS lage hae OE ge BRS a 200 bu 

TRAV cB} 6b) HEA NENG ON ERS EE CREE EOE CTS Re IE Tora IAT a Re 20 bu. 

Dens Ese LAPM MR PRC AA Nite. tapei er eit ay sc eke at otal rtRG eras oeatate Oa em eA He Ses 25 bu. 
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Pasture Mixtures 

For Heavy Ground: Seed For Lighter Soil: Seed 

Kentucky Blue Grass....... 25 lbs. Canada Blue Grass......... 5 lbs. 

White: Clover se 7irns cue so ats LO "Ibs... red Glover. 3... 55\scc anon 5 Ibs. 

Perennial Rye Grass........ s0elbse, ‘Orchards Grassi .ii eee 5 Ibs. 

Red Mescne chi aye iene aro 10° Tbss* Tall? Oat “Grasss.% ten caer 5 lbs. 

REG ANG teeta ey satcatarel s srehe 25 lbs. Perennial Rye Grass........ 20 Ibs 

Red Topi sai. sce eae ee eee 35 Ibs. 

Sow 35 Ibs. per acre. Sow 40 to 45 lbs. per acre. 

DAIRY FACTS 

Average composition of various kinds of milk 

Casein : 2 Milk Wat Fat d Ash 
ae . Bien AUESS ; 

Jair Sap oo pwooo Pe OOO en cee 87.41 3.78 2.29 6.21 31 
SM ETE 8 ole ai.6. Ne, Gi OSe CODES MIRC IO 90.78 1.21 299 5.67 .35 
CONS 5 BUS ot hdce Agee Cre a eee 87.17 3.69 3.55 4.88 are 
EW Era erictelaraetaraicvare Glace ects tiave cue « 80.82 6.86 6.52 4.91 .89 
CLOT re ons eco Obs Ce ea caen ae ei mi 85.71 4.78 4.29 4.46 .76 
O36) HGH OG. OB Oo O10 SOIR 82.51 5.78 6.34 4.37 1.00 

Relation of fat to casein in cow’s milk. 

Solids 
Total solids Fat not fat 

VA es OU Momemeare terry ce -rerctey wens cra sla oleqarspeforereie ohn oherecersyions 3.07 7.93 

U2 OO Remeree Me y -E Cate ka eve 20s elya nate, oC enaratsue uoles tale Bvauene denenstove 3.50 8.50 

DPSS O) ercemermnete ts teeter en gr ctca or ccis cide, on ore chasse wee yetey oreo Orel 3.99 9-01 
el ais ah 5. bite OO CA ane gen RMR RAR rel ct a 4.93 9.47 

G10 One tedeaedete paiaitiar staves al'sves'otc) aieeresurahs volo ioro oleae ehebonelenetote ede 6.00 10.00 

Milk prices by measure and weight. 
Value per Value pe 

Cents per quart 40 qt. can 10) lbs. 

SV OZte mere ved eReBat Voteteteb eve a have co tote pls etal a> die avaih en saenetest MeeRecee $0.80 $0.93+ 

HU Ape Neat Wey ee Ie ee ese dh Lava's alias claps inlet RATER 1.00 Welle 

SUBS S55 BG: 6 oo ERO OO oR ARs ONeH rarest EB 1.20 1.40— 

BS}. Gto bends Ga DOE DOE Oe Ge CET BG Sas UC 1.40 1.63— 

Beemer eR acon Mos eh acco sey c¥ seid unis 008 Gee ds Svauvvens asec ated eee ee 1.60 1.86+ 

SERRE esa en Sk Oc on eds eae 1.80 2.094 
AUG) SB 8 6 OG OG icin aC CEN re PCO ROR TOR TOPs Savors Geccic 2.00 2.33— 

Pounds of milk required to make a pound of butter: 

Milk 

016,10 Ww. ele a ole rots 10 one 8c 6 0s (018 015 be ie eve he etn toXe ‘eo, «nha vu tole te teks tnjaliuvetete 

el6 ew ws. 6 os = e's fe 010 ea ava 6m oe etete's © 0 oleleletersls fo ate 8 « ules els ww 

Sin eho bd).6) 6.6 0 a leh 10 10.6. ee 0 (8. 16.16'.0. 6.0 6 (6 «6 [ae 60 wie unio 6 sua me l6 lam arelene 

Pounds milk 
for 1 lb. butter 

29.0 

24.2 

AE f 

19.8 
17.4 

14.5 
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THE RELATIVE NET ENERGY IN CORN-MEAL, TIMOTHY HAY AND 

WHEAT STRAW 

Per cent. of the total 

Total ee Lost in Lost in Lost in Lost in Total Net 
OU CCE Ye 370 feces % gas % urine % labor % loss % energy % 

100 lbs. corn-meal....,.. 9.2 9.3 3.9 36.3 58 41.3 
100 lbs. timothy hay.... . 48.9 3.8 ool 29.5 Sone 14.7 
100 lbs. wheat straw..... 54.8 9.0 225) ad 94.0 6.0 

In this table it is apparent that only 41.3 per cent. of the total energy of 

corn is available for milk production, that is, as net energy. In timothy hay 

only 14.7 per cent. of the total energy is net, while in wheat straw only 6 per 

cent is net. 

Selection of Grains and Other Concentrates 

In selecting concentrates to combine as a grain mixture, the following 
factors should influence the selection: 

Cost, that is, the real price at which each will supply digestible protein 

and net energy. 

Effect on the system or health of the cow. 

Palatability. 

Bulk. 

Variety. 

Corn-meal Cheapest source of net energy 

Cottonseed meal Cheapest source of protein 

Distillers’ dried grains) Light and bulky, moderate cost of protein 

Gluten feed | xqus variety and protein at moderate cost 

Protein Net energy 

mecowawelcnine) 1,000) Ibs..requires).s...c .<tactshacn aces sete 5 6. 

To produce 20 lbs. of milk testing 4% requires........... 10 6. 

Nota lerequired apenas syercrsisce aie lecievsrsssie vie cis Sai aes 1.5 12): 

CONTROL OF FRUIT TROUBLES 

Bud Moth Spray with 2 pounds of Arsenate of Lead to 

Case Bearers 50 gallons water. Apply when first green 

Tent Caterpillars | leaves appear. 

Oyster Shell and Scurvy Scale— Spray branches with a 10 per cent. kero- 

sene emulsion or 1 pound whale oil soap to 5 gallons water, applied within 

ten days after eggs hatch in June. 

A phides.— Spray when noticed with a 4 to 10 per cent. kerosene emulsion, 

ordinary laundry soap 13 pounds to 4 gallons water, or tobacco extracts. 

Apple Maggot.— Twice a week pick up and feed to pigs or bury all drop 

apples; or about July lst spray foliage of a few small branches upon sus- 

ceptible trees with a sweetened poison spray consisting of 2 pounds of Arsen- 

ate of Lead, 13 gallons cheap syrup and 50 gallons of water. 

Codling Moth.— Apply Arsenate of Lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water, to 

the upturned fruit immediately after blossom petals drop. 

6G 
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Apple Scab— Apply Bordeaux or diluted Lime-Sulphur after blossoms 

separate but before they open; again soon after petals fall and repeat three 

or four weeks later. 

Apple Cankers.— Cut off all badly diseased branches, remove diseased areas 

upon large branches or trunk, and disinfect wounds and paint them. Annual 

spraying with fungicides and removal of diseased branches soon greatly 

reduces this trouble. 

Do All Spraying Thoroughly 

For details of above consult Circular No. 58, New York State Department 

of Agriculture, to be distributed at this Institute. 

INSECT ENEMIES AND FUNGOUS DISEASES OF THE GRAPE AND 

THEIR CONTROL 

Steely Flea Beetle Spray with 3 pounds of Arsenate of Lead and 1 gallon 
of molasses in 50 gallons of water when the insects first appear. The larvae 

appear on the foliage about July 1 at the same time as the beetle of the 

grape root worm. At this time spray as for grape root worm. 

Grape Root Worm—tThe adult is a reddish brown beetle which appears 

about the first of July and eats chain-like holes in the leaves. Eggs are laid 

for about six to eight weeks after the middle of July. They hatch in two or 

three weeks, drop to the ground and feed upon the roots. At this time, soil 

should be cultivated deeply. Spray foliage with 3 pounds of Arsenate of Lead 

and one gallon of molasses in 50 gallons of water, when beetles begin to feed. 

Rose Chafer— Spray, when beetles appear, with 4 pounds of Arsenate of 

Lead and 12 pounds glucose in 50 gallons of water. Clean culture and deep 

cultivation the last of April or first of May. 

Grape Leaf Hopper.—Small yellowish white bugs with wings, when adult. 

Adult passes winter in rubbish and in fence rows. They appear as soon as 

leaves open, feeding upon the under side. Eggs are laid about June 15. Spray 

with “ Black Leaf 40,” one part to 1,600 parts of water early in July. Spray 

under side of foliage thoroughly. 

Black Rot.— Spray with 4-4-50 Bordeaux Mixture preferably before rainy 

periods, when the second and third leaf is forming. Again soon after the 

blossoms fall and later at intervals of ten days. Spray with high pressure 

and thoroughly cover fruit clusters and tips of vines. If late summer is wet, 

the above spraying should be followed by two more, using ammoniaca! copper 

carbonate at intervals of ten days. 

Powdery Mildew.— Spraying for black rot will control this fungus. 

Necrosis or Side Arm Disease—— Remove and burn all diseased portions, 

training new arms from the main stem to take their places. If the trunk of 

the vine is infected at the ground there is no cure and the plants should be 

dug and burned. 

For further information see Circular No. 58, State Department of Agricul- 

ture, Albany, N. Y. 



ROUND-UP MEETINGS 

The following program of the Albion, Orleans County, three- 

day round-up meeting will give an idea of the character of the 

work done at similar meetings during the winter, where a day each 

was assigned to soils, livestock, farm crops and horticulture, with 

a definite time at the close of each address for discussion while 

the topic was fresh in the mind, and the evenings given over to 

addresses on broad themes. This plan seems to work admirably 

both from the standpoint of giving instruction in a logical way 

and centering the thought along one line, as well as enabling those 

who cannot be present at all the sessions to attend those devoted 

to the particular line in which they are interested. 

Albion has a record that deserves special notice, this being the 

twenty-fifth consecutive meeting lkeld there. An institute was 

held at Albion the second year after the institute movement was 

inaugurated in the state. The same correspondent, Mr. John 

Bidelman, served as efficiently at this meeting as he did at the 

last, he having been in continuous service. Of the twenty-five 

meetings held at Albion the present Director of Farmers’ Insti- 

tutes attended twelve and conducted eleven. 

Albion is in one of the best farming and fruit sections in the 

state. Nowhere are men more intelligent or more successful 

farmers, and the support given this meeting would seem to attest 

to the value and practicability of the institute work as a whole. 
In the early years no other institute was held in the county, and 

the attendance has always been large. Later other institutes were 

held in adjoining towns. This year there were seven 

places in the county that had regular institutes. Unlike most 

places under similar conditions, instead of the interest decreasing 

at the central point, it has steadily increased. The meetings have 

usually been held in the court house, the capacity of which has 

often been taxed to accommodate those present. This year it was 

held in the Catholic hall, a building seating between five and six 

hundred, and during the afternoon sessions there were many 

standing. The total number in attendance, including women’s 

and poultry sessions held in the lecture room of the Presby- 
terian Church, aggregated 2,755. 

[1619] 
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Fic. 105— JoHn BIDELMAN 



Rounp-up MEETINGS 

Bureau of Farmers’ Institutes 

EDWARDEVANDALSIYNE) gs) au n= = Director 

“*When tillage begins, other arts follow. The farmers 

therefore are the founders of human civilization.’’ 
Webster 

FARMERS’ DAYS 

ALBION 

Orleans County 

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, 

FEBRUARY 25, 26, 27, 1913 

IN 

COURT HOUSE AND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 

In charge of Director Edward van Alstyne 
[ Orleans County - John Bidelman, Albion 

Correspondents { Niagara County - E. J. McClew, Newfane 
{ Monroe County - Stanley Todd, Pittsford 

Wew Work State Department of Agriculture 

CALVIN J. Huson Commissioner 

1621 
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PROGRAM 

TUESDAY __ 
Som Fertitity Day 

COURT HOUSE 

Rey. GopFREY CHABOT — Prayer. 
Harry WELLMAN — Address of Welcome. 

Director vAN ALSTYNE— Response and Outline of Work. 

Mr. BARKER — The Composition of Soils. 

DISCUSSION. 

Pror. Frepin — Drainage. 

a. Importance. 

b. Method. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Henry — importance and Method of Tillage. 

Rounp TABLE. 

Mr. Curtis — Humus. 

a. Importance. 

b. How to Obtain it. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. BARKER — Lime. 

a. Its Value. 

b. Different Forms. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Henry — Manure and the Best Way to Apply it. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Curtis — Commercial Fertilizers. 

a. Ingredients. 

b. Combinations. 

DirEcTOR VAN ALSTYNE— Agricultural Conditions and Possi- 

bilities 

DEAN Battey — Address. 

WEDNESDAY 

Stock AND Crop Day 

Mr. Henry — Demonstration of Essential Points in a Good 

Horse. 

Court Housre 

Mr. VAN WAGENEN — Feeding and Care of the Dairy Cow. 
DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Henry — Swine and Their Treatment. 

DISCUSSION. 

DIRECTOR VAN ALSTYNE — Profit in Sheep. 

Mr. VAN WAGENEN — Demonstration of Essential Points in a 

Good Dairy Cow. 
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Court HousE 

RounD TABLE. 

Dr. VoLGENAU — Diseases of Domestic Animals. 

DISCUSSION. 

DIRECTOR VAN ALSTYNE — Potatoes. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Barton — Crops for the Cannery. 

Mr. Hatn—What the New York Agricultural Experiment Sta- 

tion is Doing for the Farmer (Illustrated). 

Mr. VAN WAGENEN — The Good Farmer. 

TUESDAY 

PouLTRY SESSIONS 

ScHooLt Room, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 

In charge of Prof. Rice 

Pror. Ric—E — Opening Remarks. 

Mr. Lewis — Breeding Poultry. 

DISCUSSION 

Pror. Rice — Incubators and Brooders. 

DISCUSSION. 

QUESTION Box. 

Mr. Lewis — Care and Feed for the Little Chick. 

DISCUSSION. 

Pror. Rice — Management of the Laying Hen. 

DISCUSSION. 

WEDNESDAY 

SpEcIAL WOMEN’S SESSIONS 

ScHoot Room, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 

In charge of Mrs. Harrington 

Mrs. HAarrincron — Opening Remarks. 

Mrs. JoHNSON — Practical Ways and Means for Making Home 

Attractive. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mrs. HARRINGTON 

QUESTION Box. 

Mrs. JoHNSON — City or Country —Which Shall it Be? 

Mrs. Harrincron — Foods and Their Preparation. 

Kitchen Emergencies and Makeshifts. 

THURSDAY 

HorticuLturAL Day 

Court HousE 

Mr. Barton — Cover Crops for the Orchard. 

DISCUSSION. 

Pror. Heprick — Desirable Fruits for the Lake Region. 

DISCUSSION. 

Pror. Parrott — The Past Year’s Experience with Insects. 

DISCUSSION. 

Pror. ReppicK — The Past Year’s Experience with Diseases. 
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1:30 P. M. Rounp TABLE. 

2:00 P. M. Mr. Barton — Profitable Peach Culture. 

2:30 P. M. Discussion. 

2:45 P. M. Pror. PArrorr— The Spray Mixtures. 

3:15 P. M. Discussion. 

3:30 P. M. Pror, Reppick — Pear Blight. 

4:00 P. M. Discussion. 

4:15 P. M. Pror, Heprick — Recent Progress in Fruit Culture. 

4:40 P. M. Director van ALsTtyNE— Closing Words. 

SPEAKERS 

Dr. L. H. Barttey, Ithaca 

Director, New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University 

JosepH F. BARKER, Geneva 

In Charge of Soil Investigations, New York Agricultural Experiment Station 

Cuas. D. Barton, Marlton, N. J. 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

J. G. Curtis, Rochester 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

E. O. Fiprrn, Ithaca 

Professor of Soil Technology, New York State College of Agriculture 

at Cornell University 

F. H. Hatt, Ithaca 

Editor and Librarian, New York Agricultural Experiment Station 

Mrs. Ipa S. Harrtneron, Ithaca 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

U. P. Heprick, Geneva 

Horticulturist, New York Agricultural Experiment Station 

Forest Henry, Dover, Minn. 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Mrs. JANE S. Jounson, New York City 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Marron Lewis, Cameron Mills 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

P. J. PArrorr, Geneva 

Entomologist, New York Agricultural Experiment Station 

DoNALD Reppick, Ithaca 

Professor of Plant Pathology, New York State College of Agriculture at 

Cornell University 

JAMES E. Rice, Ithaca 

Professor of Poultry Husbandry, New York State College of Agriculture at 

Cornell University 

EpWARD VAN ALSTYNE, Kinderhook 

Director of Farmers’ Institutes, State Department of Agriculture 

JARED VAN WAGENEN, JR., Lawyersville 

Farmers’ Institute Conductor and Lecturer 

Dr. E. L. Votaenau, Buffalo 

Veterinarian and Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 



FARM EXTENSION WORK 

The “ follow-up ” work commenced by this bureau two years ago 

has been carried on with success. The desire for individual 

advice is becoming greater each year as the establishment of farm 

bureaus in various counties indicates. 

The results of such advice, given under the direction of the 

Farmers’ Institute Bureau, during the past two years, are very 

apparent. Many fields of alfalfa are now established and yielding 

good returns; and renovated orchards have been a source of much 

profit to their owners. A vast saving has resulted to many farmers 

who have sought and received advice in drainage problems. The 

necessity for drainage is now being quite generally recognized and 

a large percentage of the farms visited desired information as to 

the best methods. In many instances plans for the drainage of 

large areas on individual farms have been laid out. 

During the period covered by this report, Mr. D. P. Witter, 

Farmers’ Institute Conductor, visited 878 farms and gave 

instruction in drainage, orchard renovation and improvement, and 

the growing of alfalfa and leguminous crops. Particular atten- 

tion has been given to the growing of soy beans alone, and with 

corn, and the reports of such experiments have been very satis- 

factory; also, in the selection of seed, cultural methods and the 

spraying of potatoes. The following, showing the results of seed 

selection with potatoes, is a sample of the work done and the 

returns : 

Farm No. 1. This experiment was made with one hundred 

tubers, and the seed was the result of two years selection. Each 

potato was cut in four pieces and the four hills planted from each 

tuber were considered as the unit in selecting the seed. The one 

hundred potatoes thus cut when planted made four hundred hills. 

Out of each one hundred hills eighty-four were set aside as the 

hills from which to select the seed for the following year. Some 

of the rejected hills gave a yield large enough to put them in the 

[1625] 
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‘ class of selects, but as some of the tubers were “nubby ” or de 
formed they were rejected on that account. 

The sixteen rejected hills out of each one hundred weighed 

341 pounds or at the rate of 18014 bushels an acre. 

Sixteen selected hills out of the 84 selected hills weighed 6414 

pounds or at the rate of 335 bushels per acre. 

The unselected seed gave yield of 170 bushels per acre. 

The variety was the Green Mountain. 

Farm No, 2. The seed for this experiment was saved the pre- 

ceding year, being taken from the largest yielding hills as they 

were dug in the field. However, since part of the seed thus saved 

froze during the winter, it was necessary to select some from the 

bin. Every other row of each variety was planted with seed 

selected from the bin in the usual way, and the alternate row was 

planted with the field-selected seed by the four-hill method. The 

land had been made rich with manure some years ago, but when 

prepared for planting the only fertilizer used was 300 pounds of 

acid phosphate per acre. The results follow: 
Bushel 
per acre 

American Banner variety, yield from selected seed.............065 484 4/9 

American Banner variety, yield from bin selection, same care...... 440 2/5 

World’s Wonder variety, yield from selected seed, four-hill method.. 581 1/3 

Accompanying photographs show yields from one potato of 

selected seed. These were not much above the average. Four 

hills dug from another row of the World’s Wonder variety showed. 

yield from one tuber of fifty-eight marketable potatoes and two 

small potatoes, weight 20 pounds, or at the rate of 807 2/5 bushels 

per acre. These hills were considerably above the average and 
were not used in results above shown. All of the potatoes were 

planted in rows three feet apart, eighteen inches in the row.’ 

Farm No, 8. Seed used in this experiment was carefully 

selected for several years. The ground, however, was not well 

adapted to potato growing. The yield per acre from these selected 

tubers was 875 4/5 bushels per acre—variety, Sir Walter 
Raleigh. 

Farm No, 4. Seed from first year’s selection by the four-hill 
method gave yield of 274 bushels per acre; the same variety, not 
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selected with special care, planted the same time and given the 

same treatment, yielded 238 bushels. This was a difference in 

favor of selection the first year of 36 bushels. 

Mr. Fred E. Gott, Farmers’ Institute Conductor, Spencerport, 

visited 149 farms, giving particular attention to horticulture and 

drainage. 
In addition to these thirty other places were visited by the 

director and others. Some samples of this work follow. 

SPRAYING DEMONSTRATION AT CHARLTON, SARATOGA COUNTY 

Under the direction of the Bureau of Farmers’ Institutes, Wil- 

liam Hotaling of Kinderhook carried on the following demonstra- 

tion work to determine the effectiveness of spraying for codling 

moth, at the Industrial Farm, Charlton, Saratoga County, in 

accordance with an arrangement made by Mr. van Alstyne at the 

Farmers Institute held the previous winter. 

After inspecting a number of orchards in the neighborhood, 

Mr. Walter J. Cavert and Mr. Hotaling finally decided the one at 

the above farny was the most available for the purpose. While 

the conditions were not perfect there, they were as good as will be 

found in most places where fruit is not very extensively grown. 

The orchard is about fourteen years old, mostly Baldwin and 
Ben Davis, fairly well grown and taken care of. The particular 

part of the orchard selected to be sprayed for the experiment con- 

tained trees Nos. 6-7-8-9-10-11, im the twelfth row from the high- 

way, and to be left as a check or unsprayed trees Nos. 2-3-4 and 

5 in the fourteenth row from the highway. These were all 

Baldwins. 

The trees were sprayed with lime-sulphur solution at fhe rate 

of one gallon of the concentrated article, testing 33° Beaumé, to 

40 gallons of water, with three pounds of arsenate of lead added 

for every 50 gallons of the mixture. The work was done on 

May 31 and the blossoms were in about their best stage at this 

time, the petals having fallen and the calyx leaves being open. 

Neither equipment or conditions were as good as should be had 

by any farmer making a pretense of spraying. The only thing 

available was a barrel sprayer, badly out of repair and with poor 

equipment. The day was very windy and a fine mist fell part of 
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Fig. 108.— Propuct or SPRAYED TREE No. 8. 

Wormy fruit on left. 

Fic. 109.— Propuct or Sprayep TREE No. 10. 

Wormy fruit on left. 
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the time. The work was done by the boy inmates, under eighteen 

years of age, at the direction of Mr. Hotaling. Later all the sur- 
rounding trees, except the checks, were sprayed under the direction 

of the superintendent of the farm. 

On October 9th Mr. Hotaling returned to the Industrial Farm 

to count the fruit and note the result of the demonstration. The 

trees that were designated for comparison in the sprayed plot were 

taken first and all fruit was gathered from both ground and tree 

and a careful count and inspection made. Where there was any 

doubt the fruit was cut. The fruit from the unsprayed check 

trees was next handled in the same manner. Below is given the 

result of the experiment, the trees mentioned being average trees: 

SPRAYED 

No. Per cent 
Apples Fair Wormy Wormy 

ECR RMIN Gis te rere lars teyeiayestareicvsicis 6 crete oc res 649 528 121 18.6 

PET CEMINOs al Onprcyieistetcetys sc sie aici s) a sin 884 751 133 15.0 

UNSPRAYED 

ROCIO STAs ceeies revapeia tats te Vevcucters) oe wlerscnterne 523 158 365 69.8 

Under the adverse conditions mentioned this means that the 

sprayed trees had fifteen to eighteen barrels out of every hundred 

that were worthless or second class, because of the worms, while 

the trees left unsprayed showed sixty-nine barrels out of every 

hundred worthless or second class. The photographs on page 1629 

show product of the sprayed trees Nos. 8 and 10. 

“FOLLOW UP” WORK AT LINCOLN AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL 

On January 28, 1912, Dr. Ellis M. Santee spoke upon poultry 

at a Farmers’ Institute, held at the Lincoln Agricultural School, 

Lincolndale, N. Y. This institution is devoted to the training of 
poor or delinquent boys from cities, in the different branches of 

agriculture. A few days later the Department received a request 

from the director of the school asking that the doctor be sent there 

to instruct them in the proper method of organizing a poultry de- 

partment. They had recently killed off all their fowls because 

they were not profitable. Their poultry house was unfit for the 

purpose and had been taken for a calf pen. 

In response to this request this bureau sent Dr. Santee to the 
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school for two days. He remained somewhat longer at his own 

charges. He lectured on breeding, incubation, rearing, feeding 

and buildings, after which an examination was held for the pur- 

pose of selecting ten boys out of the 200 to care tor the poultry. 

Over fifty qualified. Another examination was held and eleven 

boys were selected, one being designated as captain to take charge. 

Under the doctor’s direction the boys built ten 8 x 8 colony houses 

of the Cornell type. These were hauled upon a stone boat to 

various parts of the farm where the fowls could have tree range 

and a boy put in charge of each, which contained fifteen hens and 

one male bird, selected and purchased by the doctor. The boys 

were taught the use of tools and how to make their own poultry 

appliances. 

The following extract from a letter written by Rev. Brother 

Barnabas, the director of the school, indicates the success and value 

of such * follow up ” work: 

“In a course of lectures extending over a period of ten days, Dr. Santee 

gave the boys of the school a practical and general knowledge of poultry, 

and developed the subject as well as the age and intelligence of the boys 

would permit. The following is a brief outline of the work of Dr. Santee 

while at the school: 

BREEDS 

1 Different breeds 

2 What makes a breed 

3 Origin of the different breeds 

4 The different classes of American breeds 

5 The characteristics and distinguishing features of the different breeds 

6 How to distinguish one breed from another 

7 Breeds most suited for poultry business in New York State 

SELECTION or HENS 

1 Good points of a laying hen 

2 How to select according to these points 

3 When to select the young chicken for laying and breeding purposes 

4 How to discard the delicate, ill-formed chicken and cockerel 

FEEDING 
1 Different kinds of feed required to make hens lay 

2 When, and how much feed should be given 

3 How to prepare feed to obtain the best results 

4 How to get and care for food used during the winter months 

INCUBATING 
1 The practical use of the artificial incubator 

2 How to use the same 

3 How to tell a broody hen 
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What to do with a broody hen 

Selection and care of eggs intended for future incubators 

Number of eggs to be put under hen 

Examination of eggs that are being incubated to test their fertility 

The length of time required for the incubation of the turkey’s egg — the 

duck’s egg — the chicken’s egg — the pigeon’s egg 

TAO 

ie.) 

CARE OF HENS 

1 Common diseases of hens 

2 Simple remedies for these diseases 

3 How and where the sick hen should be attended 

4 Proper feeding 

CARE OF CHICKS 
1 Proper housing for the first six weeks 

2 Proper feeding for the first six weeks 

3 How to protect them from hawks and other enemies 

CoCKEREL 

1 Good points in cockerel 

2 Selection of best cockerels 

3 Number of hens to one cockerel 

4 Fattening those intended for the table 

Pouttry Houses 
1 Economical poultry house 

How to build the economical fresh air poultry house 

Best position for the poultry house, and why 

Utensils used in poultry house and how to make them at home 

Defects and good points in present day poultry house 

Cleanliness necessary in every poultry house a nk w ho 

After going over the above outlined course very slowly and thoroughly, the 

doctor then taught the boys by practice work, how to build an economical open 

air poultry house. Being thus directed and assisted by him, the boys built 

ten new chicken houses, each holding twenty chickens. 

Thus, too, did he assist them in establishing on the school grounds, the 

poultry houses which were to serve for future generations, to teach the new 

comers in a practical way, how to care for the stock which would be en- 

trusted to them after they had spent their allotted time in the school, and 

were sent out on the farms of the Empire State to be agriculturists and 

poultrymen of the future. 

Having established the poultry houses on the school grounds, and stocked 

the same with 120 of the best Wyandottes, Dr. Santee concluded his course 

in poultry by a very interesting stereopticon lecture. Pictures of the different 

breeds were thrown on the screen, and the distinguishing points of each ex- 

plained. The doctor also explained the good and bad points of the various 

breeds of poultry and the poultry houses now in use and which he showed on 

the screen. 

The painstaking efforts of Dr. Santee were not without their reward, for the 

boys gave assiduous attention to his teaching. The results must have been 

very gratifying and encouraging to him for an examination held immediately 

after his course showed that the boys had not only heard what he taught, but 
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had also retained the information well; and he could see that, with a reason- 

able amount of practical work and experience, as a supplementary to his 

splendid efforts every one of the two hundred boys of the Lincoln School who 

were privileged to attend his lectures would be able to care for any poultry 

department entrusted to them, and do credit not only to themselves, but also 

to their teacher, Dr. Santee.” 

“FOLLOW UP” WORK AT BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL FARM 

The Berkshire Industrial Farm is a private charity located at 

Canaan, Columbia County. This institution cares for about 

eighty delinquent boys. Dr. E. S. Santee, Farmers’ Institute 

Lecturer, was sent to the farm at the request of the management 

to give advice and assistance in reorganization of the buildings 

and the dairy. He visited the farm for three days in April and 

while there superintended the erection of a poultry house 20 by 

80 feet, the work being done by the boys. The roof was donated 

and with some old material on the farm the building was erected 

at a cash outlay of less than one hundred dollars. This build- 

ing is well worth $500. The other buildings on the place were 

very unsanitary as well as inconvenient and incomplete. 

In August, Dr. Santee again visited the farm for a week at 

the expense of the department, remaining longer under pay from 

the institution. He superintended the erection of a horse barn, 

dairy building and green house, and remodeled the piggery and 

cattle barn as well as installed a water system. He also assisted 

in the elimination of a number of unprofitable cows and. the 

selection in their places of better ones, and instructed the boys 

in milk testing and sanitary methods in the stables. Since that 

time the cattle and dairy have been under the charge of the boys 

and in the history of the institution have never been so well 

cared for or so profitable. 
The following report to this Department by Dr. Santee will 

give not only an idea of some of the work done, but may be 

suggestive to others in like case. It was the testimony of the 

management that the Doctor had been instrumental in saving the 

institution at least $2,000, in addition to giving them a most 

practical, well-equipped plant. 

Horse Barn — The new horse barn is 60 feet by 21 feet, sidewalls 914 inches 

thick, building of concrete, with a continuous 24-inch air space from bottom 

to top; stucco finish inside and out. The stable floor is of concrete except 

7 
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3 feet wide and 714 inches long in the center of the stall where the horse 

stands. This is concrete underneath and plank on top. There is a watering 

trough connected with the water supply in one corner of the stable. There 

is also a feeding loft where all of the feeding is done, thus obviating the old 
difficulty of occasionally having a horse’s eye put out by a careless boy with 

a fork. The roof is slate. This barn is built on the north side of the old 

hay barn in such a manner that the hay can be pitched directly into the 

feeding loft from the hay mow. 

PiacEery — The old piggery has been renovated by putting in hollow con- 

crete walls, similar to those of the horse barn, on the east side and south 

end, and this building is given a grade from each direction to the center and 

this center grades from end to end into a concrete pit for collecting and 

saving the liquids. Concrete partitions 6 inches thick and 40 inches high; 

concrete troughs 4 inches deep, 12 inches wide and 7% feet long; this is the 

width of each pen, the length of same being 17 feet, 8 inches. There are 

eight of these pens. In the rear of each pen there is a 10-inch partition for 

sleeping quarters. Experience has proven that hogs will keep clean if thus 

arranged and bedding supplied. The entire front is a swinging door made 

of 2-inch chestnut plank and so constructed that it can be swung to the back 

of the trough so that the hogs cannot get into the trough until the feeder 

is ready for them; the front also swings high enough to allow the hogs to 

pass under and out at the will of the caretaker. There are ten single-sash 

windows, one-half of which slide up and down and the other half hinged at 

the bottom. The entire south end, except the door, above 4 feet is covered 

with muslin for ventilating purposes. 

Dairy — The new dairy is located 12 feet from the milking stable on a 

line with its north erid. It is 26 feet by 22 feet, having four rooms below and 

two above; below there is a wash-room furnished with concrete wash sink 

39 inches long, 18 inches wide and 12 inches deep, a rinse sink of the same 

size and a steam jet adjoining the rinse sink; also a concrete table for steril- 

izing purposes. In this room, under the stairs, is a closet for storing purifying 

compound, milk testing materials and other utensils used in the dairy, except 

the butter and milk utensils. Next to the stairs is a desk, by the side of 

which hangs a pair of milk scales. This room is furnished with hot and 

cold water and steam, all connected with the sewer. The sidewalls are like 

those of the horsebarn; the floor is of concrete, having a slope to the center 

where there is a bell trap connected with the sewer. The milk room contains 

the separator, churn, butter worker, butter scales, Babcock testing outfit, 

cream vat, milk cooler, bench and galvanized pipe rack for milk pails and 

cans. This room is also furnished with hot and cold water, steam and fifteen 

feet of steam hose for sterilizing floors, walls and ceiling. 

Boys’ Room — This room contains a wash sink 11 feet long, 16 inches wide 

and 6 inches deep, supplied with hot and cold water and steam, two shower 

heads for shower bath, toilet closet and ten steel lockers. The boiler room 

is fitted with an upright boiler of sufficient size to furnish hot water, steam 

and heat for the entire building. The loft is ceiled with Georgia pine, divided 

into two rooms, one of which will be occupied by the worker in charge and 

the other by two boys, one being in charge of the dairy and the other in 

charge of the boiler. 

Dairy BARN —The old horse barn and part of the old cow barn have had 

the partitions removed, throwing all into one room 73 feet by 36 feet. A 
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concrete floor has been laid throughout this room, the cows facing outward 

with commodious feeding alleys in front and concrete mangers and drops. 

The entrance door, being in a very cold place, has been made double to form 

a sort of storm house so that when one door is opened the other will be 

closed. The building has been fitted up with drop-lock steel stanchions, forty- 

two in number, also galvanized steel partitions and stanchion frames. The 

platform on which the cows stand is graduated in width from 4 feet, 8 inches 

down to 3 feet, 6 inches, so that the cow or heifer can be placed where the 

platform best suits her length. The old dairy barn has been converted into 

what is known as the “maternity ward,” with box stalls for brood mares, 

cows, brood sows and growing calves. 

GREENHOUSE—The new greenhouse is located between the new Sloane 

Laundry and the Sister Dora Cottage. It is 18 feet by 40 feet, having 30 feet 

of glass and a 10-foot room on the north end for bench work, seeds, heating 

plant and tools; the eaves at this end being 6 feet high, while those at the 

glass end are 38 inches high. The glass super-structure has been furnished 

by one of the best greenhouse manufacturers and will make a very substantial 

building, which will be an ornament to the institution. 

Launpry — The entire internal arrangement of the old guard house has 

been removed; a properly graded concrete floor with necessary sewer con- 

nections has been made and a complete modern laundry equipment installed. 

WasH Room —The antiquated, unsanitary washroom equipment has been 

entirely removed and concrete wash sink having individual concrete basins 

has been installed, also a coil has been placed in the furnace in the steam 

boiler, which furnishes hot water for washing and bathing purposes. 

Sepric TANKS —Two septic tanks have been built, one to care for the sew- 

age from the dairy, 4 feet by 4 feet, 8 inches, having a disposal area under 

the onion bed; the other to care for the sewage from the new schoolhouse, 

which is 5 feet by 5 feet, 10 inches, having a disposal area in the garden. The 

latter was built entirely by the boys and is a credit to them. When the plumb- 

ing is installed in the new school building it will make possible the oblitera- 

tion of the very unsightly, unsanitary and disagreeable closet near the gym- 

nasium, heretofore used. 

RAwLines Brook WATER System —A ditch 2300 feet long, varying in 

depth from 18 inches to 5 feet was dug in two and one-half days by three men, 

two teams and the boys. The pipe was laid by three men and the boys in 

nine hours. It was carefully graded by the use of a transit, thoroughly 

tamped underneath and then covered; a team and plow being used for this 

purpose. 

METHODS AND CHANGES —After a very careful study of the situation I 

recommended the following methods and changes: 

Dairy: That the most trusty boy on the farm be given charge of the dairy 

under the direction of the worker in charge; that he have an assistant known 

as assistant dairyman to take the place of the chief dairyman during his 

absence. 

That another trusty boy have charge of the boiler who also has an assistant. 

That six boys be known as milkers; two as apprentices; one as milkman 

and one as stableman. 

That the engineer have charge of the separator, also of the washing 

of utensils, assisted by the assistant engineer. 
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That the chief dairyman be held responsible for the cleanliness and general 

work of the dairy, including the butter making under direction of the worker 

in charge. That the apprentices drive the cows to and from the pasture, wash 

them when they are stabled, and brush and clean them for milking; that the 

milkman collect the utensils from each department, deliver the milk and get 

receipts signed by each head of department, as requird by the new business 

system. 

That the stableman be responsible for the cleanliness and order of the dairy 

stable. 
That the line of promotion be from apprentice to milkman to stableman 

to milker No. 6, and so on to milker No 1, to assistant dairyman and then 

to chief dairyman. 

I have drilled this dairy squad, each in his various duties, and they have 

taken hold of the work with zeal and efficiency When the cows are driven 

into the yard each milker stables and stanchions his own cows; he then goes 

to the boys’ room, washes his hands and puts on a clean white suit, receives 

a narrow-top milk pail from the engineer, who gets it from the milk room 

rack. As soon as a cow is milked, the milker carries the milk to the wash- 

room, hangs it on the scales and washes his hands while the chief dairyman 

makes a record of the amount of milk and empties it into the separator, 

where it is separated by the engineer; he then takes his pail and milks 

the next cow. As soon as each milker completes his task he rinses the milk 

from his pail, sets it near the wash sink, and goes to his breakfast or 

supper as the case may be. As soon as the cream is separated it is placed 

in the cream vat and covered from flies, which are as carefully kept out as 

possible by having the windows and doors screened. 

Dairy Stable: The boy known as stableman first removes manure from 

the floor and drops, then sprinkles sawdust over moist places on the floor, 

after which all is carefully swept into the drop and will then have, as soon 

as the material arrives, a few shovelsfull of acid rock sprinkled in the drop. 

After thoroughly cleaning the stable and putting his tools in their proper 

places he cuts the pumpkins or roots for the evening feed for the cows and 

cleans up the appoaches on the outside; he then reports to the dairyman in 

charge, who inspects the work, and if found properly done the stableman’s 

work before school is finished. The boys, under the direction of the worker 

in charge, are held responsible for the cleanliness of the maternity ward, 

one for this and the other boy for the piggery; the former to be cleaned every 

day and the latter, two pens and the feeding alley each day. 

Tool House: When the old dairy was vacated it was converted into a 

tool house and two boys, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, were 

placed in charge. A prize was offered to the boy who would bring in the 

greatest number of tools and clothing which were found out of place; one 

hour in the afternoon was given to this work and resulted in bringing in 

257 articles, some of which had long been missed and much _ needed. 

Necessary tools that are used each day in any department were given 

a place in that department and when any tool is needed for special work 

the one getting it from the tool house is required to sign a_ receipt 

for it; this receipt is placed on a spindle and left there until the tool is 

returned and the slip destroyed, which must be before chapel in the even- 

ing or the receipt is brought as evidence of the delinquency. This plan has 
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worked very well and will doubtless save the institution a large amount of 

money. 
Talks to the Boys: One evening was given up to the discussion of “ How 

to Save Wastes on the Farm.” Each boy was requested to send in a list of 

things that were being wasted and each suggestion made by the boys 

was thoroughly discussed. This evening I believe to have been one of the 

most profitable ones of all those spent with the boys. Several evenings were 

devoted to talks illustrated by stereopticon slides on the subject of poultry, 

dairy, horses, sanitation and concrete; some of these slides being kindly 

loaned by the State College of Agriculture at Cornell. The last evening 

spent with the boys was devoted to the subject of personal purity, and I 

trust this also will result in much good. 

The following is a copy of Farm Extension Work report, the 

name of the owner being fictitious, showing sample of work 

and form of reporting: 
STATE OF NEW YORK—DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FARMERY’ INSTITUTE BUREAU 

FARM EXTENSION WoRK REPORT. 

Township Linwood. County Livingston. 

Name of Party John Doe. 

P. O. Address.__ Linwood, N. Y. 

Size of farm,___50 acres. Branch of farming Dairy, fruit, general, 
Does farmer pay any part of expense, or furnish livery?_____Furnished livery and 

SStHR SUNRISES AUER ARO cade oe en ts rr 
Date of visit. May 10. Was farm previously visited? Yes; last fall, 

Should farm be visited again?____ Not unless called for. 

How long time was spent in giving advice. Nearly six hours, 

Give in detail description of problem and the advice given (If previous visit 

made give record of developments) : 

Tile drainage of four fields aggregating about 20 acres. The lower 300 feet 

of drain will have a fall of only 6% inches. Advised 5-inch tile and careful 

grading above same— fall of 14 inches per 100 feet. (Grade and depth of 

excavation given.) Plenty of fall for laterals —4-inch tile for remainder of 

drain, 3-inch tile for laterals. Depth of lower 300 feet, 2 feet 8 inches, which 

is as deep as I could get an outlet, remainder 3 feet deep. Second system — 

sub-main discharging into system 1, about 700 feet long with several laterals. 

Third system —a short, independent main —4 laterals about 1,000 feet each. 

Grade of last named, sufficient. Tile on the place ready to begin work next 

week. 

Advice also given in regard to care, pruning and cultivation of young 

orchard of about five acres. Pruned sufficiently, but not sprayed. Bud 

moths and leaf-rollers in evidence. Advised spraying with lime-sulphur 1 to 

40, arsenate 5 pounds to 100. Cultivation will be given. 

(Use other side of sheet in answering this question if necessary.) 

Name of advisor, Ff’. FH. Gott. 



COW TESTING ASSOCIATIONS 

The work of forming cow testing associations was inaugurated 

by Commissioner R. A. Pearson, and the following associations 

now in operation were organized prior to January 1, 1913: 

COUNTY AND ASSOCIATION 

CATTARAUGUS COUNTY 

Ischua Valley Cow Testing: Association.................+++. 

Number of dairies 20. Number of cows 448. 

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY 

Conewango Valley Cow Testing Association (Falconer)..... 
Number of dairies 31. Number of cows 494. 

Note.— Reorganized March 26, 1913, as Carroll Cow Testing Association. 

DELAWARE COUNTY 

Bovina Cown testing “Association 00). ).6 sass as ao ob gens Hose 

Number of dairies 22. Number of cows 675. 

Cannonsville and Deposit Cow Testing Association......... 

Number of dairies 20. Number of cows 700. 

Dein Cony Washer VAnerMOMld a cogdcooddeconnbosooubouDE 

Number of dairies 26. Number of cows 780. 

Roxbury Cow Testing Association..............-2.-+-eeee- 

Number of dairies 18. Number of cows 588. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY 

Jefferson County No. 1 Cow Testing Association............ 

Number of dairies 25. Number of cows 575. 

ONEIDA COUNTY 

Sangerfield County Club Cow Testing Association........... 

Number of dairies 18. Number of cows 361. 

OTSEGO COUNTY 

Mt. Vision Cow Testing Association...................-... 

Number of dairies 32. Number of cows 580. 

TOMPKINS COUNTY 

Ithaca Cow Testing Association..............2+.-----+-->- 

Number of dairies 26. Number of cows 219. 

WASHINGTON COUNTY 

Putnam Cow Testing Association.............. Rsterercteheroterst er: 

Number of dairies 30. Number of cows 540. 

[1639 ] 
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This work had been done in the main by members of the corps 

of institute workers, notably Mr. A. J. Nicoll, but it was not di- 

rectly under the charge of the Director of Farmers’ Institutes until 

January 1, 1913. 

In all dairy sections the value of the cow testing association was 

brought before the people by lectures and discussions at the insti- 

tutes. In many eases sufficient names were taken at such meet- 

ings to form an association. These were not followed up as closely 

as was desirable because the men able to do it were employed in 

the institute work. As soon as the regular season this year was 

over, the workers visited these places and ten associations were 

organized. 
In counties where farm bureaus were in operation we find this 

work comparatively easy as much of it can be done and well done 

with the assistance of the bureau agents. The following is a list 

of the associations organized from January 1, 1913, to June 14, 

ae: 
COUNTY AND ASSOCIATION BEGAN WORK 

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY 

Chautauqua Lake Cow Testing Association................. June 1, 1913 
Number of dairies 21. Number of cows 440, 

Conewango Valley Cow Testing Association................. Apr. 10, 1913 

Number of dairies 11. Number of cows 300. 

Sinelairville Cow Testing Association..................-.-. Apr. 1, 1913 

Number of dairies 32. Number of cows 524. 

ERIE County 

Boston Valley Cow Testing Association.................65- Feb. 15, 1913 
Number of dairies 11. Number of cows 108. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY 

Antwerp, Cow Testing Association........0.0.0.6 caves sneeues Apr. 15, 1913 

Number of dairies 23. Number of cows 500. 

Smithville Cow Testing Association........................ May 14, 1913 

Number of dairies 20. Number of cows 350. 

ONEIDA COUNTY 

Knoxboro Cow Testing Association’. 0.0.05 22 0.0.22... 06%- May 3, 1913 

Number of dairies 30. Number of cows 573. 

Westernville Cow Testing Association....................5. Apr. 15, 1913 

Number of dairies 15. Number of cows 300. 

OrsEGo COUNTY 

Butternut Valley Cow Testing Association (Gilbertsville).... Mar. 1, 1913 

Number dairies 18. Number of cows 347. 
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COUNTY AND ASSOCIATION BEGAN WORK 

WASHINGTON COUNTY 

Hartford-Hebron Cow Testing Association............02+005 Apr. 24, 1913 

Number of dairies 21. Number of cows 325. 

WYOMING COUNTY 

Perry ‘Cow -Lescitp SASOGIAUION .. «sie bin <= <b \ein lols 0! s,s ase eb inte alps June 1,1913 

Number of dairies 25. Number of cows 360. 

In addition to these there are severai localities where associations 

can be organized a little later in the season when farmers have 

more leisure. 

The total number of associations now working in the state is 

22, and the total number of cows under test 10,087. 

‘Some associations unfortunately have gone out of existence. 

This has been largely due to lack of oversight. Realizing this 

deficiency, the Department is endeavoring to keep in close touch 

with the different organizations in order to render them any help 

that they may need during critical periods, and is using every 

effort to see that they are supplied with testers fully qualified to 

do the work. [arm bureau agents are exercising such supervision 

in counties where they exist. In not a few instances in the dif- 

ferent associations there are owners of herds who are taking up 

the advanced registry work. These we believe will increase and 

the opportunity of doing such work through the associations will 

materially assist in the number of men who will enter their cattle 

for such tests. 
Through the institutes, farmers have been urged to keep indi- 

vidual records. As a result of this the Department during the 

period covered by this report, has furnished over two hundred 

farmers with necessary blanks for keeping such records. 

SOME RESULTS OF COW TESTING WORE 

AL NT Come. 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

The average production of milk and butter fat of the cows of 

New York State is so low that after the cost of production is 

deducted, no profit is left for the owner. The dairy farmer works 

as long hours and renders as faithful service as men engaged in 

any other business and is entitled to a reasonable compensation 
for his work. 
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In order to have this, he must either increase the production of 

milk and butter fat of his cows or the price at which the product 

is sold. The selling price, although often fixed by the party to 

whom the product is sold, is largely controlled by the great law of 

“supply and demand.” Many dairymen forget that the easiest 

way to increase the profit from the herd is to lower the cost of 

production by increasing the quantity of milk and butter fat pro- 

duced by the individual cow. In order to do this the dairymen 

should know the yearly production in milk and fat of each cow in 

the herd. Since very few farmers are keeping records of their 

cows, the Department has been organizing cow testing associations 

in which a competent man is employed to keep a record of the herd. 

In order to form a cow testing association, the dairymen of a 

neighborhood meet and organize by the election of the president, 

vice-president, secretary, treasurer and two directors. The officers 

then engage a man to act as official tester and take charge of the 

work of the association. The Department lends its aid in organ- 

izing associations and securing testers to take charge of them, and 

will supply all blanks needed. The Department has supervision 

of the work of all associations in the state. The testers are 

receiving from $40 to $50 per month and board, according to the 

size of the association. 

Twenty dairies with 712 cows were selected at random from the 

Delhi and Bovina Associations in Delaware county and the follow- 

ing data made to demonstrate the possibility of improving the 

herds of the state by careful selection and breeding. 

The records show that as there was an increase in the produc- 

tion of butter fat by the selection of the best ten and the best cow, 

there was a like increase in the milk production. The average 

production per cow of the best ten cows in each herd was an 

increase of 884 pounds of milk and 90 pounds of fat over the 

average of the entire herds. The selection of the best cow in each 

herd brought this average up still more — 1,182 pounds milk 

and 50 pounds of fat, or 2,066 pounds more milk and 140 pounds 

more fat than the average production of the herds. If the twenty 

herds had been as good as the best ten cows in each herd, the 

profit over feed would have been increased $19,402 for the year or 

$27.25 per cow. Could the herds be brought to equal the best 
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cow in each herd, the profit over feed would be $33,777.28 more 

than the return of the entire herds. This would more than 

double the profit. 

If the twenty herds were composed of cows as good and as well 

fed and cared for as the best five cows, the profits, after paying for 

feed, would be $48,786.24 more than the profits of the entire herds, 

or an increase of $68.52 per cow; more than two and one-half 

times the average production of the herds. 

In the associations from which these records are taken, hay is 

charged at $10 per ton in the barn, and pasture at thirty cents per 

week per cow. Grain is charged at the actual price paid by the 

owner. All herds are charged the same price for roughage and 

pasture. 



Herp No. 1 
Thirty-five cows... .. 
1 BLS 2) ee 

Herp No. 2 

Restrbemy os sre: 

Herp No. 3 
Twenty-nine cows.... 
IBestitemsante cts: 

Herp No. 4 
Twenty-nine cows.... 
IBEStRLGIA rast. spn eee 

Herp No. 5 
Forty-six cows....... 
Bestibemls oo. cee eosin 

Herp No. 6 
Thirty-eight cows. ... 
BEStILED ry Seeks. 

Herp No. 7 
Twenty-nine cows... . 
IBESinten ints cies o ys oe 0 

Herp No. 8 
Twenty-nine cows... . 
IBEStRten Abs e sk 

Herp No. 9 
Fifty-one cows....... 
IBestatemacta ck icles. 

Herp No. 10 
Thirty-nine cows..... 
Bestiten) $s aia Sas: 
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AVERAGE PER Cow | 

| Profit 
| | over feed, 

Cost Profit 20 herds, 
Milk Fat Value of over | 712 cows 

feed feed || 

4,732 | 258.8 | $94 64 | $46 36 | $48 28 
7,365 | 365.9 147 20 | 58 51 88 69 $1,689 80 
8,977 | 415.5 179 50 | 68 31 | 111 19 

4,584 | 224. 87 45 | 3550] 51 95 
6,218 | 297.9 117 80 | 43 69} 74 11 1,829 82 
5,948 | 342. 138 10 | 47 22} 9088 

3,911 | 183.7 76 99 41 03 35 96 
5,453 | 256.2 108 16 | 48 16] 59 99 1,123 66 
5,690 | 281.2 115 71 48 44 | 67 27 

4,141 | 195.96 | 72 85 35 68 | 37 17 
5,173 | 249.6 93 74 | 41 83 51 91 1,073 89 
7,218 | 268.6 105 81 46 42 | 59 39 

4,196 | 198.46 | 7617} 39 32] 36 85 
6,841 | 324.9 126 25 | 56 66] 69 59 1,695 17 
8,627 | 388.5 147 19 56 65 | 90 54 

5,393 | 201.79 | 80 19 42 96 | 37 23 
7,278 | 273.6 109) 365 | S119 oe 17 1,414 69 
9,737 | 353.7 140 87 55 89 | 84 98 

4,268 | 202.55 | 73 01 31 34] 41 67 
5,146 | 236. 92 73 36 28 | 56 45 1,208 12 
6,414. | 290.19 | 110 93 | 3669 | 74 24 

4,843 | 237.60 | 88 45 | 36 21 52 24 
6,096 | 288.07 | 109 52 45 35 64 17 1,525 09 
6,755 | 324.61 | 125 57 46 60 | 78 97 

4,478 | 219.4 87 20 | 40 02 47 18 
6,859 | 323.04 | 129 33 49 59 79 74 2,406 19 
GPRS || COS 7/ 150 76 | 56 34] 94 42 

4,905 | 238.99 | 9117] 35 62] 55 55 
Goal || aole72 |) eR} ey 45 98 | 87 24 NZ isi 
8,920 1 415.16 | 163 42 | 50 40 | 113 02 i 
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AVERAGE PER Cow | 

Profit 
over feed, 

Cost Profit 20 herds, 
Milk Fat Value of over 712 cows 

feed feed 

Herp No. 11 
Thirty-nine cows..... 3,766 | 184.86 | $67 67 | $39 09 | $34 56 
Beattents.miech-pee 4,852 | 244.17 | 9216] 42 28) 49 88 $1,358 86 
IBEStiCOWs ac eee 5,679 | 285.08 | 105 52 | 4068) 64 84 

Herp No. 12 
Forty-six cows....... Bh ae || alah 56 93 | 27 79] 29 14 
IBesttenth:.. 6 aclt songs 6,311 | 286.94 | 110 46 | 4490] 65 56 1,340 29 
Best*cow. 2c sheer 8,029 | 3383.05 | 183 88 | 51 91 81 97 

Herp No. 13 
Thirty-eight cows....| 4,451 | 222.66] 82 91 36 74 | 46 17 
Best. tens china 6,092 | 314.71 | 116 57 | 45 37 | 71 20 1,754 45 
IBESt COW ae ae 7,065 | 358.58 | 182 04 | 45 63] 86 41 

Herp No. 14 
Thirty-two cows..... 5,223 } 240.73 | 93 75 | 40 46] 53 29 
Beststentsiy. esi. eee 6,747 | 329.33 | 129 87 | 49 62] 80 25 1,705 31 
IBEStiCOW: 2a ees 7,375 | 413.83 | 170 49 | 50 90 | 119 59 

Herp No. 15 
Twenty-five cows....| 3,759 | 148.51 63 72 | 30 24] 33 48 
Bestten... sree. ian PAN ler All erie |S (oe8 Ip vat?) diya Gye 2) 837 67 
Bestcowas: cae. 8,312 | 288.62 | 146 15 | 4816] 97 99 

Herp No. 16 
Thirty-three cows....| 4,479 | 211.80 | 87 67 | 38 89] 48 78 
IBestitentt. nists S- 6,599 | 307.17 | 128 93 | 49 54] 79 39 1,609 74 
IBesticowss. “cece ov 9,000 | 379.05 | 156 86 | 52 97 | 103 89 

Herp No. 17 
Thirty-five cows..... 4,609 | 208.81 81 71 35 03 | 46 68 
IBestitenyisr sane. 6,642 | 287.46 | 113 88 | 44 23] 69 15 1,633 68 
IBEStICOW NCEE en ne 5,156 | 306.16 | 119 69 388 35 81 34 

Herp No. 18 
Twenty-six cows..... 4,298 | 221.87 | 91 64] 3619] 55 45 
IBGSEMLED A ycie ether 6,216 | 312.93 | 130 10 | 4719] 82 91 1,441 66 
Best COW Eos ce acer en 8,137 | 385.36 | 158 79 | 49 18 | 109 61 

Herp No. 19 
Thirty-two cows..... 5,330 | 249.50 | 104 42 | 39 81 64 61 
Best tense ae keeles 6,945 | 338.21 | 141 94] 47 62] 94 32 2,067 44 
Best COW see cee 8,080 | 371.82 | 158 17 51 03 | 107 14 

Herp No. 20 
Blorty icowslr ws er oo: 3,533 | 164.66 | 6718] 2655] 40 63 
Bestitenci er te ot 5,488 | 265.88 | 108 37 | 3603 | 72 33 1,625 14 
Best (cows ies case: os: 6,169 | 310.77 | 127 48 40 40 87 08 
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TOTAL PRODUCTION 

Milk Fat Value Profit over 
feed 

Twenty herds, 712 cows....| 3,128,575 145,711 | $57,678 67 $30,585 18 
ENSGTATYLD So pate antares eer 4,374 204.6 81 00 42 94 
200 cows, best ten in each 

LEYSIRGL eee seen terte wih Sr RB NER PRA 1,251,724 58 , 802 23,368 19 14,034 74 
NOES 2 Od Se aCe 6, 258 294 116 84 70 19 
Twenty cows, best cow in 

Cache nerd reese cts as 148,810 6,880. 2,786 93 1,807 76 
IA CLAL EM ort ys cns.c Rena sees 7,440 344.4 139 34 90 38 
Average, best five cows..... 8,481.6 401.87 165 81 111 46 

NET INCOME OF DAIRY 10 AND DAIRY 15 

Entrre Dairy Best Ten Cows anv Best Cow 

ToTaL FOR YEAR Wee TEN Brest Cow 

pAtIrRY 10 | parry 15 | parry 10 [parry 15 
——_—_—__|—_———_|patry 10]parry 15 

39 cows 25 cows Best 10 | Best 10 

Pounds milk....... 191,314 92 ,993 73,017 | 54,525 8,920 8,312 
PAVETARO 0. s5 5 avec ers! 4,905 3,719 7,301 Dy AD Zils aan meee weenie 
Pounds fat......... 9 ,320 3,712 3,617 2,167 415 288 
PAY ENAQ E'S ea ss seas: 239 148 361 Dilly livers: Rana ll tina eens 
Value of product... ./$3,565 64 |/$1,593 78 |$1,332 22 |$976 40 |$163 40 | $146 15 
AVIETAZ OR Aa hoi: 91 43 63 75 133 22 OG GAIL ea | earned 
Profit over feed.....| 2,172 51 837 67 872 40 | 574 86 | 113 02 97 99 
IAVETAGP OM eis .sieis nite 55 60 33 50 81 2A DICT eenicas ea lls ies 

ToTaL AND AVERAGE PropucTION OF PoorEsST TWENTY-NINE 

Poorest Firreen In Herp 15 

IN Herp 10, AND 

Milk Fat Value 

Poorest twenty-nine in herd 10. 118 , 297 5,703 | $2,233 42 
IAC eTAP CMitus tomar eas ook he 4,079 196 77 Ol 
Poorest fifteen in herd 15..... 38 , 468 1,545 617 38 
PAVCLAL CM Nano skdoise cians eines 2,364 103 41 15 

Profit over 
feed 

$1,300 11 
44 83 

262 81 
17 52 
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THE GOSPEL OF THE FARMERS’ INSTITUTE WORK* 

JARED VAN WAGENEN, JR. 

Our Director is nothing if not ecclesiastical and since he has 

given me an ecclesiastical topic, I presume it is to be treated in 

an ecclesiastical way. 

So in good preacher fashion I may address you as “ My dear 

hearers”? and may tell you that my discourse arranges itself 

under four heads —to wit, The Work, The Man, his Message 

and his People. 

The first is the institute work itself. Hear then a parable 

from the book of Jonah. You will remember — some of you any- 
way — how Jonah after many adventures came at last into Nine- 

veh and entered a day’s journey into the city and lifted up his 

voice and cried against it saying: “ Yet forty days and Nineveh 

shall be destroyed.”’ And you will remember again how he went out 

of the city to the eastward and built him a booth there and sat 

down under the shade of it and watched the city to see it pass 

away. And after he had looked a great while and beheld the 

city was not consumed, he was exceedingly wroth with himself 

and with the Lord and said: “ Did I not prophesy against this 

city and said I not even thus and so against it while I was yet in 

my own country.” Then the Lord said, “Shall I destroy this 

great Nineveh wherein are more than six score-thousand persons 

who discern not their right hand from their left hand and also 

much cattle.” 

And Jonah after all was not so different in his viewpoint and 

his philosophy from men in our time because they have watched 

the institute work and have said: “ Yet a year or two years per- 

chance and it will surely die ”— and they have possibly been filled 

with indignation at the law-makers who have let it live. It is the 

fashion in some quarters to speak condescendingly of the work as 

a movement which has lost its value— as something which pos- 

sibly had a place a generation ago but not now —a sort of vesti- 

* Address delivered at Ithaca, N. Y., March, 1913, at Conference and Din- 
ner of Institute Workers. 

[1651] 
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gial or residual survival of earlier conditions — or if you want a 

strictly up-to-date metaphor —it is now only the veriform ap- 

pendage of agricultural extension work, useless at the best and 

likely at any moment to cause trouble. 

It is spoken of as a creed outworn that must now give place to 

colleges, secondary schools, extension schools, traveling libraries 

and bulletins scientifically written and regularly mailed; and 

above all, pedigogically arranged. 

I tell you Nay—for this splendid College of Agriculture 

which no man is more eager to honor than I, is after all the herit- 

age of the farmer who is already able, successful and strong, and 

the same is true of the intellectual appeal made by the secondary 

schools. Unfortunately many werthy men have never received that 

amount of training which leads them to look naturally and easily 

to the printed page for instruction. 

I grant that nothing is proclaimed in the institute that has not 

been said before — and better said perhaps in books and bulletins 

— yet always the world has recognized that there was something 

in the human voice that was not in the printed page and always 

this doctrine has been applied in those affairs of life where the 

endeavor was either to teach or to persuade men. So another par- 

able I declare unto you, ‘‘ How shall they believe in whom they 

have not heard and how shall they hear without a preacher and 

how shall they preach unless they are sent.” 

One thing about the institute work that all of you must have 

thought of and wondered at is this — how little it has changed with 

the years in mode of operation. It was stated, be it remembered, 

by men who were untrained in the schools, who made no pretense 

to knowledge of pedagogical methods, who had no models by which 

to mould it — yet wonderful to tell, from the very beginning it fell 

into almost the exact form in which we find it today. In the 

winter of 1888, a very happy student boy, I sat in the gallery of 

Library Hall and looked down on an institute with Woodward, 

Curtis and Powell in command, that in audience, in method and in 

spirit was very similar to the one that I attended yesterday. 
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I have never believed for a moment that the importance of the 

institute work was to be compared to the College of Agriculture 

or some other agencies that | might mention. I have never flat- 

tered myself that its teachings had either the breadth or exactness 

of the more pretentious extension schools. I have always been 

glad to recognize the need of improvement in scope and plan, if 

not in method, but I say now and I am wondering how generally 

you will agree with me, that the institute as now carried on, with 

brief addresses which shall carry inspiration quite as much as 

information, is the most efficient means yet devised of reaching 

the untrained farmer. I believe the results attained have been 

large in proportion to the money expended and I do not see any 

reason why the work may not continue practically in its present 

general form for many years. 

Now to pass to secondly. If there is to be the teaching of man 

to man, then there must be the human mouth-piece. Listen then, 

“ This is a true saying, if a man desireth the office of a Bishop, 

he desireth a good work. <A bishop, then, must be blameless, the 

husband of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good behavior, given to 

hospitality, apt to teach. Not given to wine, no striker, not greedy 

of filthy lucre, but patient, not a brawler, not covetous.”’ 

The man who desireth to be an institute worker also desireth a 

good work and all these things must he be. One idea has always 

pleased my fancy and possibly appealed to my vanity ; namely, that 

wherever you find the institute man who has proved himself and 

has made good, almost without exception you find a man of worth 

and character — one who, to quote a phrase of our old-time Director 
Smith, is 6 ‘a man of great probity.” It is more than a circum- 

stance that this is so. No institute director has insisted on adher- 

ence to any creed or a certificate of character. At most they have 

asked only for the “ outward decency ” which Mayor Gaynor says 

is What he has asked of the policemen of New York. Always the 

ostensible purpose has been to teach agriculture rather than morals, 

yet the result has been the progressive and almost unconscious 

elimination of the unworthy man. I do not attempt to explain 

this, I only know it is so. There would seem to be something about 

the work that very quietly but very surely shakes out of it the 
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man who is not at heart a gentleman, and I say here with feeling 

and sincerity that in this state and other states, the men whom I 

admire; the men whose friendship I covet and the men whom I 

would turn to in time of trouble, belong largely to the brotherhood 

of instituters. 

And thirdly — the message. “ Behold the voice of one crying in 

the wilderness.” I presume that in all the world there is nothing 

that thrills our heart or quickens our imagination as does the 

figure of a man with a message — a man in whose heart there is 

some ideal in which he believes so earnestly and sincerely he can 

never be content until he has passed it on to others. And I fear 

all of us have come far short of this ideal. I am afraid we have 

imagined we were delivering a message when after all we were 

merely making a talk and waiting for the closing hour, but I want 

to remind you that the man with a message is quite as likely to 

be found out in the hill-country as in the town. He may do his 

work quite as well in —say Barnes Corners — as in Ithaca. The 

finest figure as a preacher in all history is not the High Priest 

celebrating the stately service of his faith in the temple at Jeru- 

salem, but it is John with his mantle of camel’s hair and leathern 

girdle about his loins crying in the desert country beyond Jordan. 

It is not the great Bishop of the Church entoning in the dim choir 

of his cathedral, but it is the cireuit rider with his saddle bags 

behind him — Zion’s weather beaten scout on the pioneer fringe 

of civilization. 

Last winter up in one of the narrow mountain valleys of my own 

Schoharie County, I heard an old time Baptist elder opening the 

institute with prayer, who struck the keynote of this whole work 

when he said, ‘Oh Lord, thou knowest that we all ought to be 

better men and farmers.” If all of us could come to believe that 

most mightily, we might come nearer to being real agricultural 

preachers than we are. 

And then another truth is this — that with the years, the mes- 

sage of the institute is constantly a broader one. Twenty-five 

years ago I was a student in this College of Agriculture, then 

domiciled on one side of one corridor in Morrill Hall. Some of 

you very recent graduates may not believe it, but even then there 
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was some excellent advice on the growing of wheat and the fatten 

ing of hogs, but there was not one whisper about what we have 

since learned to call “ rural sociology.” I do not think the word 

was in our vocabulary. Since then we have come to know and to 

boldly say that it is at least as important to improve the breed of 

men as the breed of cattle. 

I say with enthusiasm because I believe it so thoroughly; I say 

with pleasure because I know it is so exactly the belief of our 

Director — that while the message of the institute may be pri- 

marily one of better crops, it ought not to stop there. J am sure 

that it concerns itself not only with corn and cattle, but that it 

ought to touch the problems of the home, the school, the com- 

munity and the church — in a word everything which has to do 

with rural civilization. Only last week I heard reiterated again 

that old-time inquiry of Horace Bushnell as to the “ price of real 

> and I insist that while the institute will never estate in Sodom, 

ask adherence to any creed or make any tests of faith, still the 

institute that does not leave men with the upward look and the 

conviction that man does not live by bread alone, has stopped 

short of its privileges. 

Fourth and lastly is the field or the people; and to my mind 

the greatest call for the institute work is expressed in the com- 

mission, “‘ Go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,” and 

translated into our modern terms of life it means that the appeal 

of the institute is primarily made — not to the successful and able 

farmer but rather to the man who has not yet found himself. I 

take it that the educational duty of the state concerns itself not 
so much with the man living, for example, on the exceedingly 

valuable lands of eastern Long Island or whose happy fortune it is 

to be born amid the bending orchards of the Ontario shore, but the 

call of the time is rather to the hill farmer striving for an exist- 

ence amid the poverty grass of his barren hilltop or the tenant 

farmer on the last farm. And I want to say this to you, that the 

very existence of the rural community depends upon his salvation. 

In every large neighborhood there is room for the man at the top 

and the man at the bottom and each may live his own life careless 
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of the other, but you can not do things that way in the open country 

— for we must stand or fall together, and it helps very little that 

one or two farmers in a community should be strong and successful 

if their neighbors fail in the race. In the open country, as 

nowhere else, it is true that we “live not unto ourselves, and no 

man dieth to himself.’ Well spoke the Hebrew seer that ‘‘ where 

there is no vision the people perish,” and the call comes to every 

man who would be a teacher of farmers to catch the whole vision 

of our agricultural times and to look toward the sunrise. 



LAND DRAINAGE IN NEW YORK 

Eimer O. Frepin 

Professor of Soil Technology, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 

The necessity for reasonable drainage of the soil for the pro- 

duction of nearly all of the common farm and garden crops is 

recognized by all persons connected with agriculture. Farmers 

generally know that a saturated condition of the soil is untavor- 

able for the growth of the staple plants. As to what consti- 

tutes reasonable drainage of the soil there is much difference of 

opinion. This fact is especially evident when one studies the 

farm land of the state in the light of the results of modern in- 

vestigation into the causes of soil fertility. 

To the mind of some persons land is well drained if its surface 

has a good slope. Land, on the surface of which water does not 

stand during most of the crop season, may seem well drained. 

Continued saturation during the winter or protracted periods of 

subsoil saturation in the summer does not seem particularly ob- 

jectionable to such minds. 

On the other hand the fact is that land which is intermit- 

tently wet for two or three days at a time is the cause of much 

greater loss to the farmer than occurs on land which is flooded 

the year round and is commonly known as swampy. Such land 

is let alone and not used for farming purposes until it is at least 

partly drained. On the other class of land —that which is in- 

termittently wet any attempt that is made to use it for tilled 

crops, entails a loss of labor, seed and fertilizers which cuts 

deeply into profits. 

EXTENT OF SWAMP LAND IN NEW YORK 

There are about twenty-five hundred square miles of swamp 

land in New York. This is distributed in many scattered small 

and large areas found in nearly every part of the state. Some 

of it is tidal salt marsh around New York and on Long Island 

but the greater part is upstate. Of this area about eight hun- 

dred square miles is composed of muck soil, and it is in this 

[1657] 
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kind of land in particular that financial interests are concerned. 

Nearly all the soil in areas not classed as muck is dark in color 

due to the accumulation of organic matter, and will usually pro- 

duce good crops when drained. 

LAND THAT IS PERIODICALLY WET 

The real agricultural drainage problem, however, has to do 

with those large areas of land that are now used for farming pur- 

poses but which are too wet to give good crop yields. It is the 

land that is springy and seepy, the land where fruit trees are 

missing, singly or in blocks, the land where the corn is weak and 

patchy, where the wheat freezes out and the grass is supplanted 

by plantain in large, blotchy areas. A large part of the tilled 

area of the state falls within this class in that it needs more or 

less drainage. -A careful study of soil types in several counties 

shows the proportion of such land to range from 43 per cent. in 

Dutchess County to nearly 60 per cent. in Niagara County and 

over 80 per cent. in Livingston County. We would not be under- 

stood to say that all this area needs systematic drainage, but 

rather that a considerable amount of drainage is needed to pre- 

vent needless waste and increase net returns. 

SOME TYPES OF WET LAND 

Flat clay land generally needs systematic drainage. Such land 

occurs in the large areas in the central part of the state along 

lakes Erie and Ontario, in the St. Lawrence Valley and in the 

Champlain and upper part of the Hudson Valley as far south as 

Newburgh. Drainage of such soil is needed because its fine tex- 

ture causes water to circulate very slowly. It is likely to be re- 

tained so long that the productive capacity of the soil is reduced. 

In the same regions where the clay soils occur, there are many 

other. soil conditions that may be wet. There are terraces of 

gravelly and sandy loam that are often wet along the base due to 

the water that has percolated down from the top soil, being 

brought out to the surface by some impervious substratum. There 

may be the outcrop of some porous strata through which the 

water moves freely. On the hillside this produces a seepage line 

or zone of wet soil. 
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There are large, rounded hills of stony loam soil that often 

contain wet areas. Their structure consists of glacial till inter- 

stratified with layers and pockets of gravel and sand in which 

water accumulates. The drumlin-shaped hills typically devel- 

oped in Wayne County are of this sort. Springs and wet areas 

are of frequent occurrence. 

Some of the most misleading soil in reference to wetness is 

found in the hill lands of southern New York. Much of that 

land has a good slope and sometimes it is almost precipitous. 

The slope would seem to insure good drainage but the structure 

of the soil is such that good drainage does not exist. Much of 

the land has a moderately porous soil underlain by an impervious 

or hardpan subsoil. The rainfall is absorbed into this loose top- 

soil and trapped by the subsoil so that it is removed only by slow 

percolation and by evaporation. In addition springs are of com- 

mon occurrence and spread down the slope in the form of a fan 

of wet soil. 

Many other special types of wet soil occur but the above covers 
those that are most frequently met. Indications of wet soil are 

“heaving” in winter, failure of seed to germinate, bare patches 

or missing trees, pale green leaves, slow and stunted growth of 

crops and either a black or a pale, washed-out mottled color of the 

soil. Also the tendency to puddle and become lumpy under till- 

age are further evidences of wetness. 

EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE 

The reasons for the importance of thorough drainage will be 

better understood after a consideration of the far-reaching effects 

of drainage upon nearly all the factors of soil fertility. 

1. The first effect of drainage is to remove the excess of water 
from the pores in the soil and replace it with air. This means 

better soil ventilation. Ventilation is as essential for the roots 

of most plants as it is for animals. Cut off their air supply by 

submersion or other means and the roots of plants soon die. In- 

termittent wetness does exactly this. There is a repeated pruning 

of the small roots as the soil changes from a dry to a prolonged 

wet condition. By producing deeper drainage and better ventila- 

tion, artificial drainage promotes deeper penetration of the roots 

of plants. 
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2. The tilth of the soil is improved and less cultivation is re- 

quired to get the soil in condition for a crop. Drainage is the 

first requisite for good tilth and the efficient use of tillage imple- 

ments. Not only can the land be worked sooner after each rain 

but it can be worked more days in the year. Consequently a less 

cquipment of tools, teams and men is required to handle a given 

area of well drained than of wet land. The waste of energy and 

returns is especially large where there are wet spots. All the soil 

is never in condition to work at the same time and the crop does 

not ripen evenly. These conditions entail increased cost and re- 

duced returns. 

3. Drainage does not remove any water which would be bene- 

ficial if it remained. It removes the static water. On the other 

hand the improvement of the tilth of the soil and the deeper pene- 

tration of plant-roots make a larger amount of film water avail- 

able to the crop. On drained land crops usually stand dry 

weather better than on intermittently wet land. Go into the corn 

field in August after a dry spell and one can pick out the wet spots 

by the curled leaves. 

Near the surface of the soil the fluctuation in the moisture con- 

tent is greatest. Deep in the soil the supply is more uniform. 

Consequently the deeper crop roots can maintain themselves the 

more uniform is their water supply likely to be. 

4. Drainage results in a higher average temperature of the 

soil and in a quicker warming in the spring. The difference in 

warmth between sand and clay soil is due to their different ca- 

pacities to hold water. Either kind of soil is cold and late when 

saturated with water. A low temperature hinders the starting 

of seed and growth. A drained soil may be eight or ten degrees 

warmer than the same soil undrained. 

5. The supply of available plant-food is increased by the better 

ventilation, higher temperature, deeper root penetration, better 

tilth, better moisture supply, and the more active and favorable 

bacterial growth in the soil, all of which conditions result from 

improved drainage of a wet soil. The organisms that cause the 

decay of roots and manure and those that use the free nitrogen of 

the air are particularly affected in a beneficial way. All these 
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benefits help to reduce the need for commercial fertilizers, thereby 

affecting a material saving to the farmer, which saving goes on 

from year to year. 

6. The winter ‘* heaving ” 
>) 

of plants is largely prevented by 

drainage. ‘‘ Heaving ” is due to the freezing of water in a satu- 

rated soil. Water in freezing must expand and since in the pro- 

cess it can not expand in any other direction it is manifested in 

lifting the surface. It carries small plants with it. When the 

ground thaws the soil falls back around the roots. Each time the 

freezing is repeated, the “ heaving ”’ is increased, and on wet land 

in some seasons tap roots like clover may be raised to the extent 

of twelve or fifteen inches, and literally spewed out of the soil and 

left on the surface to dry up. All winter crops are particularly 

subject to this type of injury which is frequently called “ winter- 

killing.” Wetness is its cause and drainage the remedy. 

PURPOSE OF DRAINAGE 

The object of drainage is to quickly remove from the root-zone 

of the soil the excess of water above that which may be retained in 

thin films on the soil particles and commonly known as capillary 

water. Any sort of a channel which accomplishes this purpose is 

effective and many methods of drainage may be employed. Some 

ave less efficient and permanent than others. 

OBJECTION TO SURFACE DITCHES 

‘Surface ditches and canals are used where temporary results are 

desired, or where a large volume of water must be moved. For 

agricultural purposes the common surface ditches or furrows are 

of low efficiency and very expensive. They do not remove the 

water from a sufficient depth of soil, their grade is usually poor 

and the water flows slowly or not at all, or if it flows rapidly cut- 

ting results. The earth thrown out in forming the ditch hinders 

the entrance and removal of water; the ditch obstructs the surface, 

interferes with tillage and harvesting operations and harbors 

weeds Further, such ditches must be renewed from year to year, 

all of which make them more expensive over a period of years 

than covered drains. 
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DIFFERENT METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING COVERED DRAINS 

Poles, brush and stone have been used in constructing covered 

drains and have done good service in affording drainage. Their 

use was much more permissible in former years than at present 

when a good quality of drain tile can be had in most sections of 

the country. All those materials have the disadvantage of short 

life and often high cost for construction. If stones are used they 

had best be arranged without any definite throat. The ditch 
should be relatively large. The stones should be dumped in pro- 

miscuously except that the small, flat stone should be on the top 

and bottom. The water finds its way through the large spaces 

and the small stone on top reduce the danger of clogging. Flat 

stone may be arranged face to face with the flat sides parallel to 

the walls of the ditch. The top should be covered with small, flat 

stone. 

TILE DRAINS; THE BEST QUALITY OF TILE 

The preeminent material for modern land drainage is tile. 

They come in different shapes and of different quality. By a 

process of evolution we have come to prefer round or hexagonal 

shaped tile because they are easiest to lay and least likely to clog. 

They may be made of burned clay or of concrete. Clay tile may 

be either vitrified or unvitrified. The former is most durable be- 

cause its walls are least porous. The difference lies in the quality 

of clay used and the degree of heat applied in burning.  Vitrifica- 

tion means partial melting of the clay particles which run together 

in a very dense mass. <A low degree of porosity coincident with a 

moderate degree of vitrification is especially desired where the tile 

is likely to freeze. In the soil the pores in the tile become filled 

with water and if it freezes in this condition the walls of the tile 

may be fractured and broken up into scales. If only one or two 

tile in a long line are thus destroyed the service of the drain is 

jeopardized. Since vitrified tile cost no more on the average than 

soft tile, there is no excuse for taking the risk in using the soft 

tile. 

The drainage efficiency of the tile is not affected by the differ- 

ence in the porosity of the walls since the water enters at the joints. 

‘Cement tile that are of fairly good quality may be made by hand 

or in machines. It is doubtful if they can be made as durable as 
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the best clay tile. They should be carefully made of a rich mix- 

ture. A sand a little loamy improves the quality if the mixing is 

thorough, as it reduces the amount of pore space. Whether they 

can be made at prices to compete with clay tile depends on the size 

made and the local situation in labor and materials for the two 

kinds of tile. 

Only sound tile giving a true ring should be put in the ground. 

The ends should be reasonably square and smooth so that a good 

joint can be made. This is most important when laying tile in 

soil of a quicksand nature. Here special precautions against clog- 

ging is necessary. 

PROTECTION OF JOINTS 

The upper half of the joint should either be very close or should 

be covered with a strip of tar paper or burlap or a handful of thick 

cement mortar. This will force the water to enter from the under 

side of the joint. In heavy clay soil a very close joint is not de- 

sirable and openings up to an eighth of an inch are permissible, 

especially if the upper part of the joint is protected, as indicated 

above. Collars and bell-shaped ends like sewer tile are not neces- 

sary, although the latter may be serviceable in soil inclined to af- 

ford a soft bottom on which the tile rest. Such construction will 

protect the alignment. 

ARRANGEMENT OF DRAINS 

The arrangement of the drains will, of course, always depend 

upon the structure of the soil and the slope of the land which de- 

termine the direction of movement of the water. The aim should 

be to intercept the flow of the water and remove it from the land 

by the shortest practicable course. 

On flat land the drains must generally be arranged in more or 

less parallel lines at such intervals as will accommodate the soil. 

Their purpose is to remove the water derived from rainfall upon 

that area. In clay land they may be from forty to sixty feet apart 

for the common field crops. On sandy soil that is moderately 

porous they may be from eighty to one hundred and fifty feet 

apart. For intensive cultivation, as in growing truck crops, a 

greater frequency may be justified. Where the surface is undu- 

lating and where there are strata more porous than others so that 
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the surface or the underground water is concentrated, the drain 

should be located only after careful study to determine the way 

in which the water moves. Much land that is undulating is par- 

ticularly wet only in the low places and a line or two of tile through 

these will suffice. Sometimes surface water from hill sides accum- 

ulates at the foot of the slope and spreads out over the low land. 
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Fig. 111. SURVEYING FoR A LINE oF DRAIN TILE WitTH A HOME-MADE 

LEVEL 

In that case there should be a drain near the foot of the slope. If 

there is seepage from the hillside the drain should be cut near the 

upper edge of the wet soil and should be deep enough if possible to 

let the tile be laid on the impervious substratum and thereby inter- 

cept the flow. Whether the drains shall be laid across the slope or 

down the slope depends much on the local conditions. In many 

cases an arrangement diagonally across the slope at a high angle is 

best as it combines many of the advantages of both the other ar- 

rangements. 

Clearly defined springs should be topped by the most direct 

route. If the water seeps out of a considerable area around the 

spring, Y-shaped spur drains may be helpful. 

DEPTH OF DRAINS 

The depth of drains will range from about twenty inches up to 

three and a half or four feet. The most common depth is from 
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two to three feet. In sandy land the drains may be placed deeper 

than in clay land. Up to a depth of four feet an increase in the 

depth of the drain will permit an increase in the interval between 

drains of about two rods for each foot in depth. In clay land an 

increase in the depth of laying the tile will usually not permit an 

increase in the interval between drains. 

GRADE 

Drains must always have some grade to insure the flow of water. 

If the direction or extent of the natural grade is questionable a lev- 

eling instrument should be used to determine the conditions. 

Often a home-made instrument using a carpenter’s level is very ser- 

viceable. 

A very small grade will suffice for the flow of water in a tile. 

Tile drains will operate on a grade of a half inch per hundred feet 

but a fall of six inches to a foot per hundred feet is much more 

desirable. The less the fall the more careful must be all the con- 

struction to insure permanency, and relatively larger tile must be 

used. In soils of a quicksand nature it is important that the lat- 

eral drains should have no greater grade than the main or that silt 

wells be constructed at intervals to collect the sediment and permit 

its removal. 

SILT WELLS 

A silt well is a pit in the course of the drain, the bottom of which 

extends two or three feet below the line of tile. The water comes 

in at one side and goes out at the other. Any coarse material will 

settle to the bottom. One or two sections of sewer tile placed on 

end with junction connections make the most simple and perma- 

nent construction. Surface water may to advantage be admitted 

through the silt wells, thereby protecting the system of drains from 

surface wash. 

SIZE OF TILE 

The size of tile, will, of course, vary with the area drained, the 

grade and presence of surface and underground courses. The tend- 

ency of the day is to increase rather than decrease the minimum 

size of tile used. In general, tile smaller than three inches should 

not be used. From that size they will increase according to the 

9 
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extent of the system. It is not now uncommon for tile as large as 

two feet in diameter to be used. Three-inch tile in lines not more 

than six hundred feet long are usually best for lateral drains. Up 

to fifteen hundred feet a four-inch tile may be used, providing the 

grade is not less than four inches per hundred feet. It is difficult 

to make exact statement concerning the proper size of main drains. 

Tn general they should be capable of removing one-fourth of an 

inch of water from the drainage area in twenty-four hours. Treat- 

ises on drainage give tables and formulae by which these relations 

may be calculated. An increase in the grade increases the rate of 

flow of water. Doubling the grade increases the carrying capacity 

of the drain about one-third. The following figures give some idea 

of the area of land drained by some common sizes of tile when laid 

at. different grades: 

NUMBER OF ACRES FROM WHICH VY INCH OF WATER WILL BE RE- 

MOVED IN 24 HOURS BY OUTLET TILE DRAINS OF DIFFERENT 

DIAMETERS AND DIFFERENT LENGTHS WITH DIFFERENT GRADES. 

Grade in inches per 100 feet 

. 1 | 2 | 3 6 | 9 
Diameter 
of tile in Length of drain in feet 
inches 

1,000 | 2,000 | 1,000 | 2,000] 1,000 | 2,000 | 1,000] 2,000 | 1,000 | 2,000 

Acres of land drained by different sizes of title 

19.1 76 22/51 19.4 25.1 22h 32.0 30.3 37.7 36.3 

29.9 24.8 34.8 30.5 29.6 35.9 30.5 47.8 59.4 by (ee 

44.1 36.4 31.1 44.8 58.0 52.8 74.0 70.1 87.1 84.1 

Sonate tee 61.4 50.7 71.2 62.6 80.9 fa.6)) 103-3 98.0 | 121.4 117.3 

9 82.2 68.1 95.3 83.8 | 108.4 89.6 | 138.1] 131.3 | 162.6 157.1 

NO ee eect) DOC. 88.5 | 123.9 | 108.9 | 140.6 | 128.1 | 179.2 | 170.5 | 211.1 204.4 

ANGLE OF JUNCTIONS 

Drains should join at an acute rather than a right angle. In 

other words the union of two lines of tile should have the Y rather 

than the T form to prevent the accumulation of sediment where the 

two streams of water come together. If the arrangement of the 

laterals is at a right angle to the main they may be curved in the 

last rod of their course. The union should be made at the center 
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of the main so that the water from the lateral will have a slight 

drop. The grade of the last few feet of the lateral drain may need 
to be increased to secure this construction. It is a good plan to use 

junction tile which have the proper size of connection, For exam- 

ple, a 10-inch by 4-inch junction means a ten-inch tile which is cut 

to receive a four-inch lateral. If the junction is made by cutting 

the tile with a trowel by hand, the union should be well bedded in 

cement after first laying around the tile a single layer of paper to 

prevent the cement from running into the tile. 

CONSTRUCTION OF TRENCHES 

Short ditches may be dug by hand using spade, pick and shovel. 

The lack of adequate help often makes it difficult to get extensive 

drainage systems  con- 

structed in this way. 

The use of horse and 

machine powers reduces 

the difficulty of construc- 

tion somewhat. If the 

land is very stony or full 

of roots, hard labor must 

be employed perhaps with 

the use of dynamite. On 

land that is not too stony 

the ditching plow drawn 

by one or more teams is 

very helpful. There are 

a number of plows on the 
market for this purpose 

that are very useful. Next 

in complexity is the large 

ditching plow equipped 

with wheels and drawn Fie. 112. Openine A DitcH WITH A PLow. 
by several teams which 

tear up the soil and elevate it out of the ditch. There are two or 

three machines of this type such as the Cyclone, and the Bennett. 

Finally there is the large engine-driven ditching tractor of which 

the Buckeye is the best known type on New York farms. 
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The large plow is suitable for the individual farmer who has 

a considerable area to drain and has the horses for other purposes. 

The tractor ditcher costs so much that it is seldom a single farm 

is large enough to justify its purchase. It may be purchased 

jointly by a number of farmers who have drains to be constructed, 

or it may be purchased by one person and ditches dug by con- 

tract. Machines have been put into several communities for this 

purpose, 

For tile drains the ditches are usually dug from twelve to fif- 

teen inches wide according to depth, and with vertical sides to 

minimize the amount of earth moved. The bottom is finished 

with a compact surface and a small lateral curvature to afford a 

good base for the tile. 

LAYING THE TILE 

The tile are best laid by hand by a person in the ditch who 

should work backward and place each tile firmly in position, and 

if necessary wedge it a little with pebbles or earth to hold it in 

place. Where the ditch is deep and narrow a hook is sometimes 

used to place the tile. 

BLINDING THE TILE 

As soon as the tile are laid they should be lightly covered with 

earth which process is known as back filling or blinding. The 

sides of the ditch may be trimmed off with a sharp spade. This 

should be carefully done as should also the tramping to avoid 

pushing the tile out of line. As soon as the tile are covered 

three or four inches deep one may proceed to fill the ditch roughly 

with shovels, or with a team hitched to a plow by the use of a 

long evener, or by means of a horse and dump seraper. On long 

lines of ditch the filling is sometimes done with a road scraper. 

ENTRANCE OF ROOTS INTO TILE 

The tile is sometimes stopped by the development of roots 

which gain entrance through the joints. The depth at which 

the tile are laid has very little to do with this difficulty. It is 

determined by the presence of a perpetual flow of water in the 

tile from some spring. In dry periods this water seeps from the 
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joints and moistens the soil, which condition attracts the roots. 

Protection of the upper half of the joint against the admission 

of silt is some aid to prevent the entrance of roots into the tile. 

CONSTRUCTION OF OUTLETS 

The construction of a drainage system should begin at the 

outlet and end there. There must be a sufficient grade to dispose 

of the water at the outlet. After the remainder of the system 

is constructed the outlet should be carefully protected, especially 

if the grade is small. This part of the system is especially in 

danger of being closed by tramping, caving of banks, freezing, 

growth of roots and other obstructive processes. If possible the 

water should have a free drop from the end of the tile. It is 

usually advisable to build up an abutment of concrete or stone 

with an apron upon which the water may fall without cutting out 

the bottom of the ditch. 

In laying out the ditch as few outlets should be provided as 

practicable. Where several laterals might empty into an open 

ditch it is often better to drop back a couple of rods from the 

open ditch and put in a sub-main to receive all these laterals. 

This arrangement gives one instead of several outlets to be fin- 

ished and cared for from year to year. 

COST OF DRAINAGE 

The cost of drainage varies greatly, depending upon the nature 

of the soil, the presence of stone and roots, the depth, size of tile, 

season when the work is done, the method of construction, and the 

local labor conditions. For three or four inch tile the cost of 

the finished ditch per rod in soil not particularly foul with stone 

and roots is from forty to sixty cents per rod. On a system of 

2,560 rods constructed by hand where the size of tile ranged 
from three up to ten inches, the average cost per rod including 

all charges was sixty-eight cents. System aggregating 8,398 rods 

were constructed under the same management and on the same 

farm using a traction ditching machine, the size of tile ranging 

from three to thirteen inches, and the average cost was 63 cents 

per rod. Some of the work done with the machine was more 

difficult than any done by hand. The range in the cost of tile per 
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rod was from 17.5 cents to 94.5 cents. The average cost of trench- 

ing with the machine was 17 cents per rod. The cost of drainage 

on this farm was from $29.74 to $43.80 per acre. The soil is a 

clay loam containing a few stones. A large part of the drains 

were arranged systematically. 

Where a few lines of tile are laid in wet places the cost per 

acre will be less than where the drains are placed at regular in- 

tervals. The farmer would best begin by draining the wettest 

places having in mind that he may wish to extend the system. 

RETURNS FROM DRAINAGE 

The returns from drainage are large. As a matter of fact 

very little land is naturally well drained. Drainage will usually 

increase the yield of crops. The value of such increase depends 

on the nature of the crop. Some special crops such as flowers, 
ginseng and certain vegetables will quickly pay for a very fre- 

quent system of drains even as close as ten feet if the land is 

naturally wet. In mixed farming and fruit growing it is the 

observation of many practical farmers that the need for drainage 

is increasingly apparent under the usual system of cropping and 

that a moderate amount of drains well placed is about the best 

investment that can be made on the farm. Systems of drains in 

land which had been tilled but which was more or less wet have 

usually paid for themselves in four or five years and often in 

much less time. 

The life of a well constructed tile drain should be measured 

by decades rather than by years. 

LAWS RELATIVE TO DRAINAGE 

It is frequently necessary for one to seek an outlet for drainage 

water across or upon a neighbor’s land. The value of land drain- 

age to the public is being more and more recognized and pro- 

vision made for its installation. It is now possible for a person 

to oblige his neighbor to let him have a right of way to a suitable 

outlet for drainage water. The person benefited must of course 

pay the cost of construction to secure the outlet. In these cases 

where a large area of land embodied in several farms is involved 

cooperative action is essential. 
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There are two provisions of the law of New York for the 

drainage of wet land for agricultural purposes. The first of 

these is under the Agricultural Drainage Statute, Consolidated 

Laws of the State of New York, chapter 15, as amended by 

chapter 624 of the Laws of 1910. 

The second provision is contained in the act establishing the 

State Conservation Commission, Consolidated Laws, chapter 65, 

article 8. The general procedure is the same under both acts 

and the cost of securing the right of way and constructing the 

drainage ditch is assessed against the land benefited. They usu- 

ally deal with the large outlet canals but are applicable to secure 

an outlet for the drain from a single farm. 

In a general way one may take advantage of the natural fall 

of the land in establishing an outlet for a drainage system and 

adjoining property owners must provide for the drainage water 

so discharged as surface water. As yet no such obligation is 

recognized to apply to water collected and discharged by tile 

drains except as it reaches the adjoining property as surface 

water in a natural drainage course. 

There are very few cases of drainage which are not provided 

for in the existing drainage laws of the state. 



LIME, ITS VALUE AND IMPORTANCE 

Joun H. Barron 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Within the past few years farmers have manifested great 

interest in the use of lime. It is well known that nearly all soils 

of New York State show benefit from its application. The excep- 

tion to the rule is found in a narrow strip of limestone soil extend- 

ing eastward some distance from Syracuse and westward to Lake 

Erie. But even here there are local areas where lime is needed. 

With this one exception, practically all the soils of the state are 
benefited by the use of lime, and generally the further south in the 

state one goes, the greater the need of it; the hill lands of southern 

New York being especially lacking in this element. 

Lime is being used in increasing quantities and there is a grow- 

ing interest in the practice of liming as a step in soil improvement ; 

but experience continually shows that to get best results, lime must 

be applied systematically. 

DIFFERENT FORMS 

Since farmers are paying varying prices for the different forms 

of lime and are using the product in many ways, not always most 

wisely, it is advisable to devote a little time to the discussion of 

this phase of the subject. Because so much uncertainty exists it 

seems best to emphasize the difference between the various forms ; 

to explain the factors involved in purchasing lime, so that an 

intelligent choice can be made among the numerous qualities of 

materials, offered as they are at varying prices; and to set forth 

the principles governing its rational use. 

The supplying of lime for application to the land has developed 

into a profitable industry, and there are many different forms and 

grades on the market. Great claims are frequently made concern- 

ing the value of a particular grade. Lime products are frequently 

sold without a very definite guarantee as to quality and composi- 

tion. All these facts tend to cause confusion in the mind of the 

purchaser. 
[1672] 
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The term “lime” is applied loosely to several products — 

calcium oxide, or burned or lump lime; calcium hydrate, or water- 

slaked hme; calcium carbonate, or ground limestone or marl; cal- 

cium sulphate, or gypsum or land plaster. 

In the beginning of this discussion it is necessary to eliminate 

gypsum, since it does not have the power to correct acidity —a 

condition which lime, in general, is used to overcome — even 

though it may perform some of the other functions of lime. Also, 

it is almost universally held at a price which makes its use 

prohibitive. 

Calcium carbonate is the natural source of all lime compounds 

used in soil improvement, and occurs in nature in great abundance 

in the form of limestone, shells and marl. If it is decided to use 

limestone, that which contains at least 90 per cent. of calcium 

carbonate should be insisted upon. 

Quick or burned lime is the most concentrated of the common 

lime materials. It is produced generally by burning in a kiln a 

carbonate of lime, such as limestone. By this method the car- 

bonate is divided into two compounds, carbon dioxide and quick- 

lime. The carbon dioxide is driven off as a gas and makes up 

44 per cent. of the carbonate of lime with which the operation 

began. In other words, in each hundred pounds of carbonate of 

lime, assuming it to be pure, there are 56 pounds of burned lime. 

Stated another way, nearly two tons of limestone must be employed 

to make one ton of burned lime. 

When burned lime and water enter into combination hydrated 

or water-slaked lime is produced. Commercially prepared it 

occurs as a fine, white, dry powder, and is easy to apply to the 

soil. In the process of slaking, 56 pounds of fresh burned lime are 

increased to 74 pounds of hydrated lime by the addition of 18 

pounds of water. Or, a ton of hydrated lime contains 486 pounds 

of water and 1,514 pounds of actual lime. 

Many of the hydrated limes on the market contain considerable 

quantities of carbonate of lime, and aside from their physical 

condition are but little better than ground limestone. Generally 

hydrated limes are held at prices much higher than their actual 

value would warrant. 
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The slaking of lime with water is accompanied by the evolution 

of considerable heat. Therefore, the dust which arises from 

burned lime when it is handled, coming in contact with perspiring 

men and animals, causes discomfort and sometimes. quite serious 

burning. Hydrated lime is less caustic than burned lime and 

therefore less disagreeable to handle. 

Burned lime and slaked lime, by the absorption of carbon dioxide 

from the air and soil, eventually form carbonate of lime, the same 

compound from which they were made by the burning process. 

The beneficial effects of lime on soil are thus due in the main to 

carbonate of lime, regardless of the form in which the lime was 

applied to the land. The application to the soil of fresh burned 

lime, after slaking has taken place, has an advantage, perhaps, in 

that intimate contact between the lime and soil is obtained because 

of the fineness of the lime material secured by the slaking process. 

Air-slaked lime is formed by exposing burned lime or slaked 

lime to the air, and is a mixture of hydrate and carbonate of lime, 

the proportion of the two depending upon the time the lime has 

been exposed, and upon the surrounding conditions. Burned lime 

exposed to the air first absorbs water and then carbon dioxide. If 

the process is carried to the finish the result will be calcium ear- 

bonate or air-slaked lime, in a finely divided condition. 

On the market one frequently finds for sale so-called “ agricul- 

tural lime.” This term is indefinite, since various products are 

sold under this title— sometimes a mixture of carbonate 

and hydrate; then again, refuse lime, or incompletely burned 

limestone, unfit for masonry purposes, ground and mixed with lime 

which has partially slaked. The only guarantee of the value of 

this material is an analysis showing its actual lime content. 

Many by-product limes are of value for agricultural purposes. 

They generally consist of a mixture of hydrate and carbonate of 

lime or else are largely carbonate. All such materials are valuable 

just in proportion to the amount of lime they carry. Among such 

are waste lime from the manufacture of soda ash, carbonate of lime 

from soap factories, lime from acetylene generators, waste lime 

from sugar beet factories and tanneries and lime from gas purifiers. 

Waste-gas limes should be used only after exposure to the weather 

for a considerable time. 
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Oyster shells contain about 95 per cent. carbonate of lime and 

if finely ground are as good as limestone for the soil. 

Wood ashes, often valued chiefly for their content of potash and 

phosphoric acid, contain about 30 per cent. carbonate of lime, 

which is equal in value to an equivalent amount of calcium car- 

bonate in limestone. 

Mar! is a loose deposit, mostly of small shells mingled with 

clay. It varies greatly in composition and should be purchased 

only on the basis of carbonate of lime present as determined by 

analysis. Limestone and marl, carrying equal amounts of calcium 

carbonate, are of equal value in soil improvement. 

Another material quite rich in lime is basic slag, commonly 

known as Thomas slag. In commerce it is valued chiefly for its 

content of phosphoric acid, which is about 16 per cent. It con- 

tains free lime, has an alkaline reaction and is an efficient carrier 

of phosphorus on some soils. It would not be economical to use 

it to overcome acidity, since lime as such is much cheaper, but it 

has a place in soil improvement. 

The advisability of using fresh burned lime, slaked lime, ear- 

bonate of lime or any of the by-products, depends upon many 

factors. The chief factor is the cost of a given quantity of caleium 

oxide, since lime is purchased and applied chiefly for its power 

of correcting acidity. The value of the various forms, if con- 

sidered from this point of view alone, must be comparable to the 

amounts of calcium oxide or actual lime they contain. 

Bearing in mind the relationship previously brought out, it is 

evident that the price of limestone per ton should be less than that 

of quicklime, and the price per ton of slaked lime less than of 

quickime, but greater than that of limestone. Stated exactly, 

56 pounds of quicklime, 74 pounds of slaked lime and 100 pounds 

of ground limestone or marl should be purchased at approximately 

the same prices, assuming equal purity, and thus purchased are 

equally good bargains; acid correcting power alone being 
considered. 

EXPENSE OF LIMING 

In much of southern New York (the writer cannot give the 

figures for other sections of the state) $4 per ton is the 

average price for fresh burned lump lime delivered in car lots at 
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the railroad station. On this basis, limestone and marl should cost 

32.24 per ton and slaked lime $2.96 per ton. On the contrary, 

farmers frequently pay $4 to $6 per ton for limestone and marl, 

and $7 to $9 per ton for slaked lime. It is fair to say that one can 

reasonably pay perhaps a dollar more per ton for limestone, marl 

and hydrated lime than their indicated value when compared to 

fresh burned lime, because the former materials are much more 

easily handled. 

In estimating the cost of liming land, the cost of the material, 

the handling and the application must be considered. Assum- 

ing that an application of one ton of burned lime per acre is cor- 

rect, how does its cost compare with that of the other materials ? 

One ton’ of burned lime-at railroad’ station: 22% .\1- 0-11-11 1-1ere ele $4 00 

La ETT. 60 Giang Brod SOLD CUR RERC ERC ERCP E Ta Se ER CaO hCG HC 1 00 

COEUTO DVO’ ose soko cspaauodee be oedoeo oooaucdadoonedpar rere 2 50 

ItGyieNl GONE EE LORD oo do coop aEooro Goon CONC Ato coNOmOGEdDSedDto™ $7 50 

The cost of applying is high on account of the fact that burned 

lump lime must be slaked before it is applied to the soil, and this 

involves extra handling. It is also quite difficult to apply. 

The following figures tell the story in regard to hydrated lime: 

2,640 pounds of hydrated lime (equivalent to one ton of burned lime) 

EULA OO MPO MUO a atetstcisore ost civsahe) axel evel elelemet it ate cisterns occevste tier tener erste $9 24 

Vainio mait a ple OO Mare ve sucisis «loc s cisys, + wtieeveteaepersrteie ciate acters reer eeree 1 32 

DEVINE Hb pspO) Pel) LOM si. w <5. 6 0% Soi siath vee) oie eels enlace saree we eee 99 

MO DaCOS UMD Lis ACL .fa->.</0,0:50, cvene 1ehekopetaroiardeh cove terete revobonera ei ateniet ener $11 55 

The difference between $11.55 and $7.50 is due to a high first 

cost in the case of hydrated lime and the expense involved in pay- 

ing for and hauling 640 pounds of water combined with the 

burned lime, notwithstanding the fact that the cost of application 

is smaller. It is true that the convenience of handling and storing 

hydrated lime may in a measure affect its increased cost over the 

burned. 
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In the case of ground limestone and marl the following condi- 

tions exist: 

3,570 pounds of limestone (equivalent to one ton of burned Time) at 

PMI FET LOW, Vciieccyel Jae piercer Ase cna ap ale wins eieieie Gioueln'e'e hele el ofe'o be $7 14 

Hauling, at $1.00 per tom... occ ce cane ce keene eee ce een es ee eas 

Applying, at $.75 per tom.........cce cece cece cee cece ee eeeees ib Bs! 

Total cost per ACTE... 2... ce ceee eee r ccc e eee sce n ccc cnceecces $10 25 

The above computations are approximately correct for New 

York State conditions. Ground limestone can be hauled with less 

discomfort than the other forms, and if the cost per acre of such 

were not much greater than that of caustic lime it would be satis- 

factory. High freight rates are often a contributing factor. The 

greatest difficulty seems to be that producers in New York State 

generally charge too high a price for the material at the quarries. 

In New York ground limestone costs generally — though a few 

producers should be excepted — $2 or more a ton, f. 0. b. cars at 

quarries; whereas in Ohio and Pennsylvania it is usually put on 

the cars for $1 to $1.50 per ton. 

CONDITION OF MATERIAL 

Often our farmers do not get the results they expect from lime- 

stone. This, in a measure, is due to the fact that too small appli- 

cations are made, induced no doubt by the relatively high cost of 

the material. If one ton of burned lime or its equivalent in slaked 

lime or ground limestone is used, there is generally little difference 

in the results. 

As a general proposition it may be said that a good course to 

pursue is to purchase that form of lime which gives the greatest 

amount of calcium oxide for the money involved, providing the 

mechanical condition is satisfactory. 

Limestone can be made very fine by burning and then grinding 

the burned lime. This product, known as ground burned lime, 

is satisfactory, and if sold at a reasonable price should be used in 

increasing quantities with good results. 

Fineness of materials is important in liming land. If there 

is an advantage here it is secured by the use of burned lime which, 
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in the process of slaking, is broken into much finer particles than 

are produced by grinding limestone. It often happens that small 

applications of burned lime, after slaking, give good returns; 

whereas an equivalent amount of ground stone shows no effect. 

Such differences are not so noticeable when a ton or more of burned 

lime or its equivalent in limestone are used per acre. In the case 

of the small amounts of material it is a matter of fineness of divi- 

sion. The more finely divided material is when applied to the 

soil, the more quickly it is taken into solution and disseminated 

through the soil mass. For immediate results fine material has a 

great advantage. Limestone, the major portion of which passes 

a sixty-mesh sieve, has given good results. 

Purity of material is also a point to be considered. Some marls 

are only 50 per cent. pure carbonate of lime. Ground limestones 

on the market run from 80 to 95 per cent. pure carbonate. Other 

forms of lime show as great variations. The impurities in general 

do no particular harm; they are merely dilutents. There is no 

objection to using a low-grade material so long as the price is right 

and reduced in proportion to the impurities present. Buyers of 

lime can protect themselves only by always insisting upon credit- 

able guarantees of quality. 

The character of soil determines to some extent what kind of 

lime to purchase. Many soils need improvement physically. More 

of the plant food in them should be made available as well as 

acidity corrected. Burned lime is best under these conditions. 

Carbonate of lime corrects acidity but does not have much effect 

upon physical conditions. 

QUANTITY PER ACRE AND MODE OF APPLICATION 

From the evidence, it appears that as a rule burned lime has 

more to commend its use than the other forms. Its cost of applica- 

tion is less; it breaks up very fine, giving intimate contact with 

the soil — hence immediate results; and in addition to correcting 

acidity it has an important physical action on compact, hard soils, 

rendering them more open, porous and friable. 

It is generally best to purchase that form of lime which gives 

the greatest amount of calcium for a dollar, be it quicklime, 
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hydrated lime or limestone. Quicklime must first be slaked by 

placing it in piles in the field as it is unloaded from the car. After 

it slakes it can be spread from a wagon or with a manure spreader. 

Hydrated lime and ground limestone are evenly distributed with 

a lime or fertilizer spreader. The fertilizer attachment to the 

modern grain drill is also satisfactory, provided it is so constructed 

that it has sufficient capacity. 

In New York State 1,000 to 2,000 pounds of quicklime or its 

equivalent will give good results on general farms where a rotation 

with clover is grown. In such cases the above amount may be 

used once every rotation period, preferably applied to the grain 

crop with which the clover is seeded. For alfalfa, usually even 

twice as much is needed as previously mentioned. If lime is used 

in a rotation with potatoes let it be applied to the crop of seeding 

which follows the potato crop. On farms where rotations are not 

followed, a general suggestion is, use lime at intervals of four to 

eight years. On farms where definite rotations are followed it may 

be used once in every rotation period when seeding to clover. In 

all cases it should be used at least often enough to insure good 

clover. 

It makes but little difference when lime is applied except that 

it should be put on the soil after, rather than before plowing, so 

it will not be buried too deeply. The harrowing of the land in 

preparation for the coming crop will aid in securing a good dis- 

tribution of it. If possible, liming should be done in a slack season, 

and by all means should be hauled when the roads are good. 

LIME NECESSARY FOR CLOVER 

It is a matter of experience that where clover is failing, applica- 

tions of lime prove very beneficial. Most farmers realize that 

clover growing is at the bottom of success in nearly all systems of 

farming. Because of this and because in the past few years so 

much has been said about the use of lime, there is some likelihood 

that too much importance may be attached to its use, and soils be 

neglected in other regards. Such mistakes should be guarded 

against. ‘There should be no misunderstanding regarding the fact 

that lime can in no sense take the place of other plant foods, of 
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tillage, of drainage, of humus, or of any other factor of soil 

fertility. For this reason the terms “ fertilizer lime” and “ lime 

’ are misnomers. Lime does not take the place of fer- fertilizer ’ 

tilizers, animal or chemical. 

When a soil by its chemical reaction shows acidity, or when this 

condition is indicated by the failure of leguminous crops,— espe- 

cially red clover, where they formerly grew well,— the best result 

ean not be obtained unless lime is used as a soil amendment along 

with chemical and animal manures. Lime materials can furnish 

only lime. They can not make up for any deficiency in nitrogen, 

phosphoric acid or potash. 

FUNCTIONS OF LIME 

The fact that lime is necessary to correct acidity has already 

been dwelt upon; but this is not its sole function. It promotes the 

availability of phosphorus and potash, and is one of the essential 

elements of plant food. It tends to make clay soils more porous 

and sandy soils more compact. 

Acid compounds are constantly being formed in soils by the 

decay of organic matter, by the application of some fertilizer, and 

in divers other ways. So long as there is enough lime in the soil 

for such compounds to unite with, the soil is not acid and such acid 

compounds do no damage to crops. In New York State many 

soils are acid, and the time is coming soon when the available lime 

in many others will be used. The acid conditions manifest them- 

selves by the appearance of acid loving plants, such as sorrell, paint 

brush, moss, ete. Yearly, new fields show red with sorrell in May 

and June, an almost infallable sign of lack of lime and of increas- 

ing difficulty in the growing of leguminous crops. 

Lime is of prime importance in the maintenance of the supply of 

soil nitrogen. This is a very practical problem. Nitrogenous fer- 

tilizers are very expensive. Lime in the soil enables the farmer, 

however, to use a greater degree than is otherwise possible, the 

inexhaustible supply of nitrogen in the atmosphere in crop pro- 

duction. Leguminous plants— such as clover and alfalfa 

gather nitrogen from the air through the bacteria in the nodules 

on their roots, and the keeping up of the supply of soil nitrogen 
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is largely dependent upon this action. These bacteria, and conse- 

quently the nodules, do not develop in acid soils. Hence, through 

the failure of the legume (other classes of plants do not possess 

this function) no nitrogen is added to the soil. In fact the supply 

is being diminished in many soils. Organic matter containing 

nitrogen, such as stable manure and clover sod, must go through 

a certain kind of decomposition before the nitrogen so contained 

becomes of use to plants as food. In the absence of sufficient lime 
to overcome all acids in the soil as fast as they are formed, this 

process is interfered with and the nitrogen in the stable manure 

or other organic fertilizer may be wasted instead of being made 
into plant food. Between these two difficulties, the failure of 

legumes and the unfavorable fermentation in acid soils, it is 

indeed hard to keep up the nitrogen supply in some lands. 

The most beneficial effect of lime is promotion of the growth 

of leguminous plants. This results in building up the nitrogen 

supply and the general fertility of the soil. It is to be noted 

that this soil improvement is accomplished principally through 

leguminous crops, and if rotations are not so planned as to ad- 

vantageously include them, the end and aim of liming —soil 

improvement —is defeated. The blind application of lime is 

of very little use. 

The beneficial effects of lime usually do not appear at once, 

except on legumes. The latter grow better almost immediately,— 

if the soil needs lime — develop more nodules and gather more 

nitrogen. The benefit to other crops evidently cannot begin to 

show until at least one leguminous crop has followed the applica- 

tion of lime, and been plowed under, either in its entirety or the 

stubble and roots. In all cases, according to the Indiana Experi- 

ment Station, “ the promotion of the growth of legumes is the one 

effect which above all others justifies the use of lime.” 

CARE IN ITS USE 

It is to be emphasized that no form of lime should be mixed or 

used directly with stable manure, notwithstanding the claim of 

many manufacturers of limestone. Neither should lime materials 

be combined with acid phosphate nor with fertilizers containing 

it. Materials containing organic nitrogen, such as dried blood and 
10 
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tankage, should not be mixed with lime materials. Manures and 

such fertilizers should be used with different crops from those to 

which lime is applied, or else they may be used with lime after 

sufficient time has been allowed for the latter to become thoroughly 
incorporated with the soil. 

In this discussion much has been said about the benefits of 

lime. However, there may be some danger in its use. It may 

cause too much plant food to become available, as well as the 

leaching of nitrogen and the too rapid decay of organic matter. 

Hence it is necessary to emphasize its use in medium quantities 

at intervals of five or six years as previously indicated. Also, it 

must be used in a cropping scheme which is so planned that the 

organic matter of the soil is maintained. 

The production of large crops by any method except direct 

addition of plant food — be it by superior tillage, drainage or the 

use of lime— is an exhaustive process so far as the soil is con- 

cerned, and necessitates the use of more manure, the growing of 

more clover and the use of more fertilizers in order to maintain 

the soil balance. Farmers who use lime must take cognizance of 

these facts or lime may make their farms poorer after a few years, 

instead of better. Used judiciously, lime is a benefit; used in- 

judiciously it is a detriment. It is not a fertilizer. Dependence 

upon lime alone will result in ultimate failure. In the failure to 

recognize these principles lies the truth of the sayings, “ lime 

and lime without manure makes both farm and farmer poor,” and 
“lime makes a rich father but a poor son.” 

It must be borne in mind that the good effects and the bad 
effects of liming are operative at the same time. The question 

as to which shall dominate is a question of soil management. The 

use of rather small quantities of burned lime, or the use of the 

milder forms of lime in increased quantities in proper crop rota- 

tions, In connection with manure and plenty of leguminous crops, 

will cause constructive work. The use of large quantities of lime 

without the use of manure and leguminous crops, and without the 

consequent attention to the conservation of soil humus, will cause 

destruction of crop producing power. 

Limestone soils are renowned for their fertility, and have been 

known to retain their productivity for generations. In the light 
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of this it must appear rather absurd that any ordinary application 

of lime will injure any soil. The real trouble in many cases 

where lime has been said to cause injury is the lack of nitrogen 

and organic matter. This is often the case where as yet but 
little liming has been done. These conditions are due to poor 

rotations — in the majority of cases to none at all— and to a 

very common disregard for the proper method of the preservation 

and use of stable manure. The poor conditions have come about 

independently of the use of lime. The above statement is made 

to show that many of the unfavorable results attributed to the 

use of lime are in reality due to poor methods of farm manage- 

ment. Sometimes the use of lime is a convenient scapegoat, an 

excuse for poor results, just as fertilizers are at times unjustly 

condemned and with no more reason. _ 



THE VALUE AND USE OF FARMYARD MANURE 

Dr. Jacos G. Lipman 

Director, New Jersey Experiment Stations, New Brunswick, N. J. 

Farmyard manure differs from commercial fertilizers in that 

it contains, apart from plant food, two constituents, the value of 

which it is difficult to gage. So far as the plant food itself is 

concerned, we may compare it with equivalent materials in com- 

mercial fertilizers. We know that a pound of nitrogen in nitrate 

of soda or a pound of phosphoric acid in acid phosphate has a 

definite value. What then is the value of these substances in 

farmyard manure? Is a pound of nitrogen in the latter worth 

as much as a pound of nitrogen in nitrate of soda? Fortunately 

for us we possess data that permits us to give a fairly accurate 

answer to these questions. 

Numerous experiments in this country and abroad have con- 

clusively demonstrated that a pound of nitrogen in farmyard 

manure is not worth as much as a pound of nitrogen in a pound 

of nitrate of soda. They have demonstrated that under average 

conditions as to climate, soil and crop, the increase from manure 

nitrogen is only about half that from an equivalent quantity of 

nitrate nitrogen. In other words the nitrogen in animal manures 

is worth only half as much or less than nitrate nitrogen. If we 

can buy the latter at eighteen cents per pound, the nitrogen in 

manure should not be allowed a value greater than eight or nine 

cents per pound. 

Similarly, we have reason to conclude from facts in our pos- 

session that the phosphoric acid in manure may be allowed a 

value of three cents per pound and the potash about the same 

value per pound. 

Now, taking for the sake of illustration, horse manure as con- 

taining 0.5 per cent. of nitrogen, 0.4 per cent. of phosphoric acid, 

and 0.45 per cent. of potash, we find respectively ten, eight and 

nine pounds per ton of these constituents. Hence the nitrogen 

at nine cents per pound would be worth ninety cents; the 
[1684] 
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phosphorie acid at three cents per pound, twenty-four cents; and 

the potash at three cents per pound, twenty-seven cents. Giving 

us a total value per ton of one dollar and forty cents in round 

numbers. This is a fairly generous allowance for plant food 

contained in the average sample of horse manure, and if we were 

to buy it for the plant-food alone, we could afford to pay no more. 

Calculated in the same manner the average sample of cow manure 

has a value not greater than one dollar or one dollar and ten 

cents per ton. However, animal manures contain something 

aside from their nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, that may 

render them important or even indispensable for certain soils and 

for certain crops. The average sample of horse manure contains 

four hundred and fifty or five hundred pounds of organic matter 

per ton and it contains in addition countless numbers of bacteria. 

It is not a simple matter to place a definite value on these two 

constituents of manure. For some soils and crops they may be 

worth nothing. Occasionally they may be a hindrance rather than 

a benefit. For other soils and crops they may prove of incaleu- 

lable advantage. Soils poor in humus and limited in their power 

to retain the rain which falls upon them would most readily re- 
spond to additions of these constituents. Heavy soils well pro- 

vided with humus and plant food might derive but slight advan- 

tage from the humus making material and bacteria supplied in 

manure. Yet, generally speaking, it would be unwise to make 

an allowance for these materials. We should not really include 

them in our valuation of the plant food, and should not pay more 

than one dollar and fifty cents per ton for horse manure, and 

one or one quarter dollars for cow manure. Beyond that we 

should be paying for something which would give us very un- 

certain returns. If a greater valuation is to be placed at all on 

animal manure, it may be made in connection with run down 

soils largely depleted of their available plant food and of their 

humus. In the restoration of all such soils the humus forming 

material and the bacteria present in the manure may produce 

effects that green manures and commercial fertilizers would pro- 

duce but slowly. 

The valuation placed on farmyard manure by the trucker and 

gardener is naturally greater than that placed on it by the general 
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farmer. The market gardener, especially, finds it necessary to 

locate himself near the city. He must often use land not natur- 

ally adapted for the growing of large and early crops of vege- 

tables. By the use of enormous quantities of manure he attempts 

to transform soil that is naturally compact and cold, into a warm, 

mellow loam. Moreover, the value of his land is often so great 

that he cannot afford to grow but one crop in a season. He must 

grow two or even three crops in one growing season, and has not 

the opportunity to utilize green manures for restoring the vege- 

table matter that is constantly decomposing and disappearing 

from his fields. For him there is no other suitable source of or- 

ganic matter. He applies not infrequently as many as forty or 

even fifty tons of horse manure per acre in a single year, at a 

cost startlingly great to the general farmer, but not excessive to 

him whose crops may have a retail value of three or four hundred 
dollars per acre. 

But while manure is worth much less for the general farmer 

than it is for the trucker, it has even for him a value that is 

quite considerable. It is estimated that the average dairy cow 

will produce ten tons of manure in a single year. The average 

horse or mule will produce five tons in one year. Hence it is 

evident that on many farms there is produced one hundred, two 

hundred, three hundred, or even five hundred tons of manure per 

annum. This waste material may range in value from a few 

dollars where only two or three animals are kept, to many hun- 

dreds of dollars where large herds of cattle are kept. In its 

ageregate, the value of the manure produced on the farms of the 

United States runs into hundreds of millions. From the stand- 

point of national economy we are dealing, therefore, with a com- 

modity of great signficance to the agricultural and likewise to 

the urban communities. 

We come thus to the very important question of the conserva- 

tion of the plant food contained in animal manures. We are no 

longer strangers to the fact that improperly stored manure may 

lose as much as one-half of its total plant-food value. When kept 

in the open it loses a large portion of its valuable nitrogen com- 

pounds by leaching. It loses still another portion, thanks to the 

fermentation processes, in the manure heap, and the resulting es- 
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eape of much ammonia and nitrogen gas. A simple calculation 

will show that a lot of manure containing,— let us say one hun- 

dred tons, may lose as much as one thousand pounds of nitro- 

gen and four or five hundred pounds of potash. And because 

these represent the most readily available portion of the nitrogen 

and potash in the manure, their worth is proportionately much 

ereater than that left in the manure heap. But even at ten cents 

a pound this nitrogen is worth one hundred dollars and the potash 

at three cents a pound is worth twelve or fifteen dollars. 

Surely the average general farmer cannot afford to throw away 
annually a sum of money that would more than pay his taxes. 

More than that, the direct losses just noted are accompanied by 

indirect losses that may be even more disastrous. Investigations 

conducted at our experiment stations confirm the observations of 

intelligent farmers in that they show the value of manure in 

assuring a catch of clover or other legumes on acid soils. It has 

been demonstrated time and again that fields generously dressed 

with farmyard manure will grow clover and alfalfa in spite of the 

lack of lime; whereas on the same soil these crops would fail 

except where lime is used. And it may not be amiss to point out 

again that manure properly treated and cared for will not merely 

produce a larger crop, but will provide for a better sod and for 

better stubble; for plants that are deeper-rooted, and for a soil 

better supplied with humus. He who would serve the cause of 

agriculture could well spend his time in teaching the doctrine of 

conservation. He should tell his neighbors that manure kept under 

cover, and kept moist and well compacted, would lose but little 

of its fertility. He should teach them that in all but the lightest 

of soils the manure should be spread and plowed under with little 

delay whenever it is practicable to do so. Let us remember that 

manure is essentially a nitrogenous fertilizer, and that much of 

its nitrogen is just as available as that contained in tankage, dried 

blood or ground fish. Can the farmer afford to throw away a 

hundred or a thousand pounds of manure nitrogen, and then 

attempt to replace it by commercial fertilizer whose nitrogen may 

cost him twenty or twenty-five cents a pound? Surely in this 

day of wider knowledge and of better farming we should refrain 

from wasting our substance. 



VALUE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN SOILS 

Forest Henry 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

In order that one may clearly understand the true value of 

organic matter in soils he must first understand something of the 

law governing the growth of plants. He must understand that all 

the plant foods taken from the soil by the plants must be taken in 

a soluble form. They must first be mixed with many times their 

volume of water before the plant can make use of them, since a 

plant drinks in its food; therefore, it must be in a form of a thin 

soup before the plant can make use of it. This means that the 

soil moisture is just as important as plant food. Anything that 

will tend to conserve soil moisture will therefore tend to improve 

the growing crop when we have our periods of drought. In 

fact there are few seasons in New York State when the later 

maturing crops are not affected more or less during the growing 

season by drought. 

Soil is composed of ground rock and decomposed organic matter, 

and ground rock alone will not hold moisture. The more organic 

matter it contains the more soil moisture it will hold in suspen- 

sion. 
Organic matter, then, is very necessary in a soil to assist in 

holding moisture near the surface where most of the feeding 

roots of plants are located. We also need the organic matter to 

assist in separating the particles of soil in a very wet season. 

One of the conditions necessary for plant growth is warmth. 

When a soil becomes sodden as it will in a wet time, the air is shut 

out and consequently it does not warm up as it should for the best 

growth of vegetation; hence a wet season usually means a cold 
season. When we introduce organic matter in such a soil it sepa- 
rates the soil particles, admits air and sunshine and the soil in 

consequence becomes very much warmer. Vegetable matter in 

soils, therefore, assists in equalizing the soil moisture, making the 

soil more moist in a dry time and tending to warm it in a wet, 

cold season. 

[1688] 
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The breaking down of vegetable matter is also a means of un- 

locking plant foods in the soil. Most New York soils contain 

large amounts of potash, possibly enough in the first soil foot to 

grow good crops for the next 1,000 years without buying one 
pound, if it could only be unlocked. 

The rotting of vegetable matter always tends to start a little 

muric acid which tends to unlock the mineral plant foods in the 

soil and put them in such a condition that water can take them 

into solution, when they will become plant food. 

Vegetable matter in a soil also keeps it from washing. A new 

soil well supplied with organic matter scarcely ever washes. It 

is only when it becomes destitute of vegetable matter that it com- 

mences to gully and wash. It will also keep it from blowing in 

sections where the soil tends to drift in dry times. 

In fact vegetable matter does about everything in a soil that is 

needed to put it in the very best possible condition to grow good 

crops. We need not worry about a soil getting “run out” so 

long as we keep it well filled with vegetable matter. The great 

question for New York farmers to solve is how to get this 
in the soils. Some will say by growing cover crops — this 

sounds well and in some instances perhaps may be made use of — 

but the one practicable way and the one thing that will help most 

of all is by short farm rotations with clover as the base. When a 

clover crop has been grown there is not only added vegetable mat- 

ter in the soil, but actual nitrogen which is the most expensive 

element of plant food that New York farmers are buying. Many 

of the so-called cover crops that are turned under only add organic 

matter to the soil with very little plant food. 

Many will say, ‘‘ We cannot grow clover.” This is because the 

conditions of the land are not inducive to its growth. Possibly the 

soil may have to be drained to get rid of surplus water first. This 

would be necessary for growing other crops. Perhaps the soil is 

sour and will have to be limed to remove the acidity before clover 
will grow. Both of these can be done and must be done before 
success can be achieved in growing maximum crops of any kind. 

In my opinion at least 50 per cent. of the tillable land in New 
York can be vastly improved by tile drainage, and it must be done 
before one can grow the best crops of clover — or in fact anything 
else. 
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The great drawback in New York agriculture is lack of young 

men to go ahead with the work. Many of the New York farmers 

are men past middle life and they cannot be expected to go 

whead and make these necessary improvements. Younger men 

must take hold, study the conditions and put improved methods 

into operation. There are great agricultural opportunities await- 

ing the young men of the East. Why not take hold of the work 

with a will? They cannot help but succeed if they will combine 

thought and action. The one great thing to be done is to make the 

conditions right so that you may grow bountiful crops of clover to 

feed the stock and land. 



COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS 

D. P. Wirrrer 

Farmers’ Institute Conductor 

The term “ commercial fertilizer ” as used in this article applies 

only to those elements of plant food sold in the market. It may 

mean a direct plant food or an amendment which is only indi- 

rectly beneficial to plants. Fertilizers in the form of manures 

will not be considered. 

Only in exceptional cases can a permanent and successful agri- 

culture be maintained by the use of commercial fertilizers alone. 

From the standpoint of a broad, national policy the fertility of 

the land must be perpetuated through cultivation and the use of the 

natural forces of soil and air. 

The general farmer would have but little use for commercial fer- 

tilizers if he would give the land suflicient cultivation; would prac- 

tice a short rotation and the growing of clovers and other legumi- 

nous plants; would keep the supply of organic matter in the soil 

up to the per cent. found in it when taken from the hand of 

nature and would provide drainage for wet lands. These 

methods practiced, he could grow maximum crops without the 

purchase of plant food. 
We find most of our farm lands far from being in the condition 

above mentioned. The organic matter has been generally de- 

pleted, drainage is badly needed on a majority of our lands, and 

as a result they have become sour; and the latent plant food is not 

made available as fast as is needed for profitable crop production. 

To relieve this bad condition farmers have resorted to commercial 

fertilizers, to a considerable extent, for their supply of plant food. 

The wise farmer will consider himself only as a steward. He 

will recognize the fact that he has no right to so handle his land 

that future generations cannot long survive, and he will adopt a 

system of farm management which will maintain the fertility of 

the soil on a basis which will endure for all time. To accomplish 

this, these five things are required, drainage of all wet lands, deep 

and thorough cultivation, a sufficient supply of organic matter in 

[1691] 
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Fie. 113. OAatTs SHowine RESULT OF USE oF FERTILIZER. 

Photograph taken July 3, 1913, just as oats were beginning to head. Where 
200 pounds of commercial fertilizer (2—10-G) was used an acre, the oats 

were high and thick; where no fertilizer was used oats were poor and 
short 

Fie. 114. TimotHy AND CLOVER MEADOW, SHOWING RESULT OF USE OF 
NITRATE OF SODA. 

One hundred pounds of nitrate of soda an acre was used about May first. 
Where nitrate was used grass was high and thick; where it was not used 

grass was thin and full of daisies 
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the soil, a short rotation and the growing of some leguminous 

plants. 

At the present rate of usage, which will probably be continued 

for many years, the world’s supply of chemicals from which nearly 

all of the commercial fertilizers are manufactured, cannot always 

last. Let us hope that the supply will not fail before farmers have 

learned the true method of maintaining the fertility of the land. 

Commercial fertilizers, at present, if intelligently used will gen- 

erally bring a good profit. 

Of the ten or more elements required for plant growth, compar- 

atively only a few years ago but three of them (nitrogen, phos- 

phoric acid and potash) were considered deficient in available form 

to grow maximum crops. Under present conditions the use of 

lime has proven that in many soils it is the controlling factor for 

plant growth. 

It would be difficult to give the exact function of the different 

elements of plant food, each is so interwoven with the other, but 

generally considered they are as follows: 

Nitrogen. Promotes growth and green leafage. Where only 

stalks and leaves are desired, as in the ease of lettuce, celery, or 

erass that is not to bear seed, even a limited excess of available ni- 

trogen will do no harm, unless lodging of the plant follows. An 

excess of nitrogen in comparison with the phosphoric acid and pot- 

ash, retards and lessens flower and fruitage. 

Phosphoric Acid. Promotes quick germination of seeds, en- 

larges root growth, hastens development, and increases the amount 

and weight of seeds. In other words, it has a decidedly beneficial 

effect upon the reproductive part of the plant. 

Potash. The action and effect of potash on the plant is not so 

well understood as is that of some other elements, but its favorable 

influence on the formation of starch and other carbohydrates, and 

its effect in giving strength to straw and stalk, are well recognized. 

Time. Generally considered an amendment, is, in part, a plant 

food. It acts upon the soil and makes available other mineral ele- 

ments; it corrects acidity where there is free acid, and it promotes 

bacterial action which hastens the decay of organic matter. It 

may also have a beneficial effect upon the physical condition of 

some soils, especially clay. 
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In the manufacture of commercial fertilizers the chief supply 

of nitrogen is from the nitrate beds of South America; the phos- 

phoric acid is largely secured from the phosphate rock found 

mainly in Tennessee and the Carolinas, and the potash comes from 

the potash mines of Germany. 

An analysis of thirty-four soils in this state shows an average in 

the first foot acre of 4,826 pounds of nitrogen, 5,904 pounds of 

phosphoric acid and 26,386 pounds of potash. This average of 

the mineral elements is maintained in each succeeding foot. Could 

all these elements be made available as the plant required, to grow 

20 bushels of wheat an acre there would be nitrogen sufficient to 

last 188 years, phosphoric acid 295 years and potash 755 years. 

The fact that only a portion of this plant food is annually set free, 

and that it is beyond one’s power to determine just how much or 

how little will go into solution during the growing season, the exact 

amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash to apply to the land 

to grow a given amount of any crop cannot be definitely fixed. 

Many manufacturers are placing on the market special brands of 

fertilizers under the titles of ‘‘ Potato Fertilizer” “‘ Corn Fertil- 

izer”’ and fertilizers for other crops. It is to be expected that 

such fertilizers will be used on many kinds of soils and under 

ereatly varying conditions, and that the results derived from the 

indiscriminate use of such mixtures must often prove a loss to the 

buyer. 

For many years scientific men and institute lecturers have urged 

farmers when buying commercial fertilizers to purchase them as 

they would flour or sugar; that is, to buy only the elements which, 

after most carefully selected information and experiment, their 

land seemed to require. 

Until very recent years but little progress has been made along 

this line and farmers generally continued the buying of ready 

mixed fertilizers. Now many are purchasing the chemicals and 

either applying them separately or are practicing home mixing. 

Perhaps one reason why home mixing of commercial fertilizers 

is not more generally practiced is because farmers have not known 

exactly how much of any element to use to produce the desired per- 

centage. An example to illustrate how this is determined is given 

below: 
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At the time of sowing alfalfa recently, I used on an acre, 100 

pounds of nitrate of soda, 500 pounds of acid phosphate and 50 

pounds of potash. The percentage of the above mixture would be 

be— 
Per cent. 

INTUTCCNS” Sidtiptoiog 4 Olalob ob 6 D0 oiad.0.6 COU OOD Gate onto Bea aainc anit 2.30 
Ping liorne PCG soocgnodcadoohun eg oeecotcepoecsins Gonos Oomoomoce 10.77 
EZ C sa Ly Noe ac i NI I pce ak bites al canteens tec batedo te ef ener Guatayrescoendharsrs, 3.84 

The problem is solved as follows: 
Pounds Per cent. Pounds 

Ninun Ley OLySOd ae aR Aanlckhsmicis afeieceue Guaielo stediraga class 100 15 15 
Pinos lmorie- BOGIES coloseoo stove coonogvoegeemoauE 500 14 70 
ZO BAS Bea ere hoe aera nG. Ol o/b oy a al orate ial Runtcttes ol shed aijotene te 50 50 25 

LLCO EES k Wig eRe orp Ratu cs BERET ON RNS MERRION SR 650 

We have here a mixture of 650 pounds of material containing 15 

pounds of nitrogen, 70 pounds of phosphoric acid and 25 pounds 

of potash. Divide the amount of each element by the total amount 

of the mixture and we have the per cent. of each. 

Pounds Pounds of material Per cent. 
INH ORORCTIU SS) CBee OOM BO OOo eI 15 divided by 650 equals 2.30 
EOS NOT CHACTCe rar te lnertetaly = -1er- 70 divided by 650 equals 10.77 
IPCURIEIN 5 wocegbog obo. uo 5nnC GOL 25 divided by 650 equals 3.84 

By this simple process the percentage of each element in any 

mixture may be found provided the analysis of the materials is 

given. 

When ready mixed fertilizers are used the farmer will, as a rule, 

get more for his dollar if he purchases high-grade, readily avail- 

able materials and uses less an acre, than if he buys the low-grade 

goods and uses relatively more. Much of the nitrogen in low-grade 

fertilizers is from sources which renders it very slowly available, 

also each ton contains more filler or worthless material, than does 

the high-grade goods. The price paid does not determine whether 

a fertilizer is high or low-grade. Phosphoric acid in the form of 

14 per cent. acid phosphate, which can be purchased for $12 to $14 

a ton, is a high-grade fertilizer if it is all the soil needs for the 

growing of the crop. 

My observation and experience lead me to believe that, where 

lime or acid phosphate are used in fairly liberal quantities, for 

most of the soils in New York State— especially the clay soils 

—the purchase of more than a small amount of potash is not 

economical, and in many cases no return is given for the expen- 

diture. 
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Where animal husbandry is practiced and the manures are well 

preserved and applied, the farmer should look to the farm manures 

and to leguminous plants for his supply of nitrogen, which is the 

most expensive part of plant food. The potash, which is found in 

the land in very liberal quantities, is made available by the rotting 

organic matter and by the use of lime and acid phosphate; so, by 

the use of the two last named, both of which are produced in this 

country and are comparatively cheap, one may usually supply all 

the available plant food necessary to grow maximum crops on 

average soils. Where animal husbandry is not practiced the pur- 

chase of nitrogen seems more necessary. 

The amount of commercial fertilizer which will prove most prof- 

itable will depend, to some extent, upon the crop to be grown. For 

example, if 200 bushels of potatoes are grown on an acre of land 

at fifty cents a bushel we have an income of $100, but if 50 bush- 

els of oats were grown on the acre at fifty cents a bushel, and allow- 

ing one ton of straw at $10, we have an income of only $35, which 

is less than one half the amount received when potatoes were grown. 

One can readily see that the farmer can, other things being equal, 

well afford to use a much larger amount of commercial fertilizer 

on potatoes than would be profitable on oats. 

It is important for spring planted crops that only fertilizers 

which contain readily available materials be used. To be of the 

greatest benefit the commercial fertilizer should be made from 

materials such as nitrate of soda, acid phosphate, and muriate 

or sulphate of potash, each of which goes quickly into solution in 

the soil waters, and give the plant a quick start. Later in the sea- 

son, after the soil has become warm and the decaying organic mat- 

ter has made latent plant food in the soil available, the plant will 

derive its growth from that source. When the crop is a special 

one, or when the plant food must be purchased for the entire sea- 
son, the use of dried blood, cotton-seed meal or other like materials, 

which must decay before the plant food becomes available, may be 

most economical as a partial source of nitrogen. 

As a rule nitrate of soda should be used only on plants just 

starting to grow or those not making sufficient growth. Generally 

it will not pay to use it on a leguminous plant that is well estab- 

lished and has the nodules on the roots, but, when starting such 
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plants as alfalfa, or upon timothy meadows where the root is good 

but a lack of nitrogen is apparent, an application of 100 pounds an 

acre will often give an increase in the crop of from 1,000 to 2,000 

pounds of hay. 

Phosphoric acid and potash are best applied im and not on the 

soil as they become fixed very near where they are left. Lime and 

the nitrates work down into the soil and may be applied on top or 

near the surface of the ground. 
For the profitable growing of all kinds of leguminous plants the 

use of lime has become necessary on nearly all soils, especially those 

in southern New York. 
The use of salt on the land is practiced by some farmers, al- 

though on many crops its benefit is very doubtful. The results 

obtained from its use could, in many cases, be more economically 

obtained by lime or other substances. Often its application is 

clearly detrimental. Five hundred pounds an acre should be the 

maximum used, 
Whenever a farmer applies any such material he should always 

leave a check and carefully note results. In this way he can deter- 

mine for himself whether or not it was a profitable investment. 



A SHORT TREATISE ON ALFALFA 

JamMEs A. D. S. Frnpiay 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

In writing this short article on alfalfa it is not merely to 

reiterate an oft-repeated story, but to try to stimulate to action 

Fig. 115. At- 

FALFA PLANT 

Note the length 

of roots 

that farmer who knows the great value of the 

alfalfa crop on every farm; more especially the 

dairy farmer who, though knowing, never as yet 

has grown an acre. 

First, let me try to interest the reader in the 

great value of alfalfa. It contains within a 

fourth as much nutriment as the best bran, 

which is worth about $25 per ton. Since we 

can readily grow from three to five tons per acre 

each season, and as we all have to buy bran or 

its equivalent for our cattle, consider the saving 

to the man who grows this valuable plant. 

Alfalfa contains about three times as much 

protein as our best timothy hay and we get, on 

an average, twice the crop annually. Thus we 

‘an ‘produce at least six times more protein per 

acre with alfalfa than with our best grasses. 

Someone may say, “ clover is just as good,” but 

it is not. Let us grant that it is as good for the 

first cutting — the life of the clover ends there 

in the great majority of cases. Alfalfa will 

grow for years, and each year do better than the 

previous, since each year the roots go deeper, 

thus being in better condition to withstand the 

very hot, dry weather which the eastern farmers 

have had to contend with for the past four years. 

The writer cut a splendid crop early in June (a 

little late) and at this writing — late July — is harvesting a fine 

second crop, despite the fact that scarcely any rain has fallen dur- 

ing the past six weeks. 
[1698] 
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The cost of establishing alfalfa seems to turn many away from 

trying to grow the plant. I will say a few words about this so- 

called cost. 

To grow alfalfa, the land should be reasonably dry. We know 

well that nothing will thrive with wet feet, so if the land should 

have an excess of moisture, drain it. Drains placed forty feet 

apart and from, two and one-half to three feet deep will make the 

average farm dry enough for growing any crop. 

If the land needs draining, do not charge the cost up to the 

alfalfa crop, because this would have to be done before any other 

crop could be successfully grown. Therefore, let us call the cost 

for draining permanent improvement. 

Two tons of burned limestone to each acre will cost $10.50; 

inoculation, $1.50; 500 pounds of 4-8-10 fertilizer, $7.50, and 

20 pounds of seed at about twenty cents, $4. This amounts to 

$23.50 —a small sum per acre to grow a crop that will yield 

from $75 to $125 per acre for several consecutive years. 

The land should be thoroughly plowed and harrowed two or 

three times before sowing, and the seed sown not later than the 

first week in August; although it has been successfully grown on 

my farm when sown as late as September 7. 

Last year on May 20, I cut four acres of alfalfa for hay. The 

land was plowed at once and planted with corn, producing a fine 

crop. This was cut the first of September, and the land plowed 

and sowed to alfalfa September 7. This year we cut a splendid 

crop June 11, and the second crop will be cut before August 1. 

The past May, I cut the alfalfa from six acres, plowed and planted 

to corn. To-day, July 28, the corn is over eight feet high. Soy 

beans were planted with it and the vines are over two feet high. 

Alfalfa is a great crop for soiling, coming earlier in May than 

any other crop we can sow. It is a good crop to precede either corn 

or potatoes. Alfalfa will grow on some field on almost any farm 

I have ever seen. Even on the white shore sands of New Jersey 

it is flourishing. On the tenth of June just past I saw the owner 

of this alfalfa field. He told me he had sold his entire crop of 

alfalfa at $20 per ton in the field, and hoped to cut it three times 

more this year. The field on which this alfalfa grows was the 
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poorest piece of land I have ever seen, proving positively that 

alfalfa can be grown on any farm. However, I prefer good heavy 

land, thoroughly tile drained. 

In June, I put alfalfa from 25 acres in the silo and am feeding 

80 cows the finest silage I have ever seen, and they are giving 

twenty cans of milk. Most of these cows have been milking all 

winter and 27 of them are two-year-olds. 

We are feeding peas and oats, alfalfa silage and hay, together 

with 200 pounds dried grains, 100 pounds of meal and 100 

pounds of the best middlings daily. This produces milk at a very 

small price per quart so far as purchased feed is concerned. I 

have 45 acres of the legume now and hope to sow 25 acres more 

next. month. 

The Department of Agriculture is bending every energy to 

encourage farmers to grow alfalfa, and I wish to urge every New 

York State farmer to aid in, placing the Empire State first in the 

production of this crop as it is first in five or six other farm 

products. 



POTATO GROWING 

Grorce H. Hype 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Four leading factors essential to a successful potato crop are: 

Good seed, soil adapted to potato raising, thorough cultivation 

and generous spraying. 

We will take up this most important subject to the farmers 

of the State of New York under the above headings. 

SEED SELECTION AND TREATMENT 

I will not discuss pedigreed potato seed, although I believe it is 

essential to the best success in potato growing. Tew farmers are 

so situated that they can give the time necessary to carry on a 

thorough system of breeding. I would advise farmers, where 

possible, to obtain such seed even at what may seem an exorbi- 

tant price. All potato growers can improve their seed by careful 

selection of sound, mature, medium-sized tubers. In cutting seed 

my practice has been to quarter the potato, being careful to have 

at least two thrifty eyes in each quarter. If there is any indiea- 

tion of scab, treat the seed with formalin dip. That of United 

States standard of purity (40 per cent.) may be obtained at al- 

most any drug store. One pint is added to a barrel containing 

thirty gallons of water. The tubers in sacks, cut or uncut, are 

immersed in this solution for two hours when they are removed 
and are then ready to plant or cut. 

PREPARATION OF SOIL AND FERTILIZERS 

The ideal soil for potatoes is a clay loam with a clover sod, 

but we do not all have that. Very often a timothy sod which 

has been well exhausted of its humus is used. Under these condi- 

tions I advise plowing under twelve to fifteen loads of average 

barn manure to the acre, plowing not less than six inches deep, 

immediately following the plow with roller and then harrow; 

this treatment conserves moisture. After thoroughly fitting the 

[1704] 
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soil— and that means making as fine a seed bed as possible — 

we are ready for planting. I have been asked how many times 

one should harrow. I can not answer definitely, since under 

some conditions it requires many more times than under more 

favorable conditions. As the potato is a quick grower it must 

have plenty of available fertility. Four or five hundred pounds 

of 10-5 acid phosphate and muriate of potash should be thoroughly 

worked into the soil, and at planting time a 2-10 fertilizer is put 

into the rows. As our market calls for a medium, rather than a 

large potato, close planting is preferable, 12 to 14 inches in the 

row, and rows 3 feet apart. Begin cultivation before the potatoes 

are out of the ground and continue it as long as it is possible with- 

out too much damage to the foliage. 

SPRAYING 

Spraying should be done often and thorough. Begin as soon 

as the beetles begin to hatch, and continue it once a week, until 

the vines begin to die, using a 6-6-50 formula of bordeau mixture. 

To control the bugs I add two pounds of paris green to the mix- 

ture, first making a paste of it and putting in the sprayer when 

about three quarters full. Never put the paris green in the 

sprayer dry. I want to impress upon all potato growers the value 

of spraying; I have proved it many times. 

This subject which we have gone over hastily is of much more 

importance to New York State farmers than many seem to realize 

as potato growing is one of the best paying propositions. 
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CORN 

JARED Van WaGENEN, JR. 

Farmers’ Institute Conductor 

““ My chief regret in not visiting America is that I shall die 

without beholding what I conceive to be the most superb crop 

that grows, as it is, in itself, the most valuable.” Sir John B. 

Lawes, Pioneer of Agricultural Experimenters. 

HISTORY 

Corn is noteworthy as being one of the few important culti- 

vated plants of American origin. Most of the plants of our farms, 

gardens and orchards were known centuries before the dis- 

covery of America, but tobacco, potatoes, pumpkins and squashes, 

some species of beans, the tomato, and most important of all — 

the maize —are the contributions of the new world to the old. 

Corn is probably of tropical or sub-tropical origin and has doubt- 

less been much modified from the wild state, but the American 

Indian grew it through a vast extent of territory from Nova 

Scotia throughout much of South America, and in New York 

State it was grown to a surprising extent. When the first white 

men came to Ithaca in 1789, there were then 300 acres of “ an- 

cient maize lands” on the fertile flats at the head of the lake. 

The white man very quickly adopted its cultivation from the In- 

dian and today it is the one great cereal that gives the American 

farmer his pre-eminent place in the world. 

VARIETIES 

Botanically maize belongs to the great grass family. It is 

merely a gigantic grass with the somewhat unusual character of 

bearing the fertile flowers — the silk — on the side of the stalk, 

while the pistillate flowers —the tassels —are borne on top. 

Botanists recognize four great types or sub-species of corn, and 

many varieties. These are the dent corn, typical of the warmer 

areas and the great central basin; the flint corn found especially 

[1707] 
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in the North Atlantic States; the sweet corn of our gardens which 

has sweet, tender, wrinkled kernels because it stores its food supply 

as glucose rather than starch, and the popcorn with its intensely 

hard kernels dear to the heart of the small boy. 

There are the four types in cultiva- 

tion, but the different varieties vary 

through a wonderful range of size and 

season of maturity. Corn is especially 

interesting from the standpoint of the 

plant breeder because it is a plastic 

plant; namely, it adapts itself very 

rapidly to changed environment. 

CLIMATIC REQUIREMENTS 

So far as climatic requirements of 

corn are concerned, two fundamental 

facts are to be noted: First, that corn 

is by origin a sub-tropical plant reach- 

ing its best development only with high 

summer temperatures; secondly, that it 

requires a rather abundant summer 

rainfall, It has been stated that the 

optimum or best temperature for corn 
Fic. 120. Ereut-RowED 

YELLOW FLINT CorN 

growth is about 93 Fahrenheit —a 

temperature reached on only a very few days during the summer. 

New York State hes north of the real corn belt, and on some of 

the highest lands of the state it seems probable that it is wiser to 

put the main effort of the farm on the production of grass rather 

than corn. Corn can use a great deal of water, and during nor- 

mal seasons the crop generally suffers at some period. We should 

‘aise better corn if we could have not less than fourteen inches 

of rainfall during the three midsummer months. This is a 

matter beyond control except so far as the deficiency can be helped 

out by proper soil preparation and cultural methods. 

The value of the corn crop is far and away the greatest of any 

of our cereals, averaging more than two and one-half billions 

bushels yearly, or more than four times all our wheat, three and 

one-half times our oats, and in value about twice all our hay. 
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About 80 per cent. of the world’s corn is grown in the United 

States ; Argentina and South Eastern Europe being next in import- 

ance. It is the one pre-eminent crop of America. 

Ite. 121. LEAMING CorN, THIRTEEN FreET HigH, GrowN 

BY GEORGE DUNHAM, SCHAGHTICOKE, N. Y. 

CULTURAL METHODS 

So far as soil is concerned, corn is a cosmopolitan plant; it will 

grow on almost any soil and it is successfully produced on soils 

ranging from glacial drift clay to sands that blow in the wind. 

The ideal is alluvial river valley soil with good natural drainage, 

and plenty of plant food and organic matter, such as is found in 

the corn belt states of the Mississippi basin. 

In some sections of the West, corn is grown year after year on 

the same land, but it is a wiser system to grow it in rotation with 
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grass and other grains. It is especially adapted to sod, and by 

common consent in New York State, corn is grown on the old 

meadows and is followed usually by oats — sometimes by wheat. 

There is no doubt that this method is sound practice. 

The importance of good seed 

is a matter that in the past has 

often been neglected. System- 

atic seed selection of ears of the 

desired type is the ideal, but at 

any rate, there is no work ever 

done on the farm that will give 

as big returns as to gather the 

seed corn early in the autumn 

before severe frosts, and 

promptly dry —preferably with 

artificial heat,—then keeping 

in a dry and frostless place. 

The matter of the quality of the 

seed is not infrequently the dif- 

ference between success and 

failure. 

In the West, corn is almost 

always planted in check-rows 
Fra. 122, Serection or Seep and worked both ways. Since 
CorRN FROM STANDING CoRN the coming of the silo to New 

York State, it has become the 

almost universal custom to plant in drills about three and one- 

half feet apart and work only one way. It is not a vital matter 

if corn is in hills or drills. The real question is in securing 

clean culture and a good surface dust mulch, and this can best be 

done by check-rowing it when weeds or quack grass are bad. 

Cultivation can not be overdone, the three main reasons being 

to kill weeds, to prevent the evaporation of water and to liberate 

plant food. Still, root pruning is to be avoided and the safe rule 

is to run the cultivator close to the plant and deep early in the 

season and very shallow later on. Cultivation may profitably be 

kept up as long as it is possible to get a horse through the rows. 
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HARVESTING 

In much of New York State the husking of corn has fallen into 

disuse and the whole crop is being handled through the silo— a 

change that is in the direction of economy and efficiency. The 

most common mistake is to ensilo while still too immature. The 

proper period is when the earlier ears are dented and the lower 

leaves are turning yellow, for these are the signs of maturity in 

the corn plant. Some of the medium dent varieties like Pride of 

the North and Leaming are best adapted for silo purposes in New 

York, but for husking it will be well to cling to our old State corn, 

the early flints which by long years have become adapted to our 

climate. 

Fig. 123. Roor DistriBuTIon or Corn AT SILKING TIME 

INSECTS AND DISEASE 

Fortunately and strangely, corn has developed few insect 

pests and only one fungous trouble. It has no enemy so serious as 

smut and rust in oats and wheat, or the Hessian fly. Smut in 

corn is a fungus rarely prevalent enough to do serious damage. 

The large white grub —the larva of the June beetle — is the 
most serious insect enemy in New York. Occasionally cut-worms 
and rarely grass-hoppers do some damage. Frost and drought 
still remain its main foe.. 
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FEEDING 

Corn as an animal food has one serious fault; namely, it car- 

ries such a small amount of protein in comparison with the starch 

and fat. The lesson of this is that alfalfa, clover and other leg- 

umes, together with nitrogenous by-products, must be fed in com- 

bination with it for best results. 

Fic. 124. FILLine A SILO WITH CORN 



SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL FRUIT-GROWING 

Prorerssor U. P. HepricKk 

Horticulturist, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva. 

THE SITE 

All subsequent efforts fail if a mistake is made in selecting 

the site for operations. In growing fruit for the market certain 

economic considerations imperatively demand attention; as dis- 

tance to market, means of transportation, labor, storage, compe- 

tition, disposition of by-products, cost of production, and over- 

production. Any of these may prove a determinant of success. 

“The weakest goes to the wall” applies in the business of grow- 

ing fruit as well as in other business enterprises. In growing 

fruit for home use, these economic factors may be ignored. There 

are natural factors, however, which must be observed in growing 

fruit for either home or market. 
The first of these is latitude. A man must select fruits, and 

even more particularly varieties, with reference to latitude and 

its equivalent, altitude. It is easy enough to select the fruit for 

a region in a certain altitude or latitude but it is far from easy 

to select the varieties of a particular fruit. Thus, the Ben Davis, 

Winesap, Romanite and York Imperial groups of apples belong 

in southern latitudes, while the Concord grape and its seventy 

or more named offspring belong to the North. So with all va- 

rieties of our fruits; they are either northerners or southerners 

and should be grown where they belong. Still the metes and 

bounds of latitude may be set aside by such local modifications 

as hills, valleys, bodies of water, direction of winds and distribu- 

tion of sunshine. 

SOILS 

The soil largely determines the value of a location for a fruit 

plantation. Special fruits have special soil adaptations: The peach 

grows on sand; the plum on clay; apples and pears on loams. 

Individual varieties of any fruit also do better in some soils than 

in others. The fruit-grower must discover what these preferences 
[1713] 
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are. The chemist can help but little here; in most cases an actual 

test in the field is the only way of knowing whether a variety 

will or will not thrive in a soil. One property of the soil is too 

often neglected; namely, its heat-retaining properties. Some 

fruits, as the peach and the grape, require warm soils; apples 

and pears will thrive in cooler lands, but, in general, a cold, 

heavy, close soil is a poor one for any fruit. 

VARIETIES 

What varieties shall I plant? This question we have touched 

upon in previous paragraphs and it only remains here to be said 

that out of the thousands of varieties of the several fruits even 

the few best ones may be most readily characterized by their 
faults showing how necessary it is to make careful choice of 
varieties. An intimate first-hand knowledge of varieties in the 

planter’s own locality is the only way to become competent to 

choose the sorts to plant. Consideration will in most cases lead 

him to choose standard varieties. 

TREES 

It is as difficult to select trees as it is to make a choice of vari- 

eties. Trees grown near home are somewhat better than those 

brought from a distance. Every precaution should be taken in 

buying to insure trees true to name and free from pests. Other 

things being equal, a short, stocky tree is better than a tall, spind- 

ling one; one with many branches, better than one with few; and 

always the root system should be well developed. 

‘‘ PEDIGREED ”? TREES 

The idea is current that fruits can be improved by bud-selection. 

It is held that the variations in fruit, tree, productiveness, vigor 

and hardiness to be found in varieties of fruit, can be reproduced 

by taking cions or buds from the plants possessing the variations. 

Nurserymen are putting this theory in practice and trees are now 
s offered for sale with a *‘ pedigree” to show that they came from 

“good” ancestry. But there is no evidence that any sort of fruits 

has come into existence by continuous selection; that any variety 

has been improved through the cumulative action of selection. No 
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experimental evidence has been offered to prove that varieties of 

fruit can be changed in the least by continuous bud-selection. 

Fruit-growers should steer clear of ‘‘ pedigreed stock”? and ‘‘ im- 

proved strains’ of varieties until the new production can be seen 

somewhere by competent judges growing side by side with the 

parents. 

STOCKS 

Apples may be bought upon Paradise, Doucin, or homegrown or 

French-grown standard stocks. The first two named are suitable 

only for the amateur, and, of the standards, those on the foreign 

seedlings are usually much the better. Pears are grown as stand- 

ards on French seedlings or as dwarfs on the Angers quince. 

Fie. 125. A WELL-TILLED ORCHARD 

The dwarfs are gradually going out of vogue. The peach should 

be worked upon seedlings from southern pits and not upon those 

from cannery seeds. Sour or sweet cherries on Mazzard stock are 

far superior to those on the Mahaleb stock. Plums are grown 

upon several stocks and no one seems to know which are the best 

for the several species of this fruit, the different types of soil, and 

the hundreds of varieties. 
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THE PLAN 

How the orchard is to be laid out —in squares, quincunxes, 

hexagons, with or without fillers, and at what distances apart ? 

Planting in squares is best because it permits orchard operations 

to be carried on most readily. Both roots and branches will util- 

ize all of the space. Fillers of fruits other than varieties of the 
same species as the permanent trees are not desirable, since they 

greatly complicate orchard operations. Fillers of quick bearing 

varieties of the same fruit, especially the apple, may often be used 

to advantage. There should be as many “ outside rows” as pos- 

sible. That is, the trees should be far enough apart for each to 

develop in full its individuality, as the trees on the outside of the 

orchard produce most fruit, since they get most air, sunshine, 

wind, moisture and food. 

““ IMPOTENCY ” 

Fruit does not set in this region for the most part because of 

frosts, cold weather, rains and heavy winds at blooming time; but 

still there are some varieties of pears, apples, grapes and plums that 

are self-sterile. The remedy is mixed planting of varieties that 

bloom at the same time. It is important that the fruit of all of the 

varieties planted have value as it is not worth while to encumber 

land with a sort fit only for a pollinator. Contrary to a very gen- 

eral notion the fruits themselves are not greatly changed, if at 

all, by cross-pollination. 

TIME AND AGE TO SET 

There is a marked gain in setting varieties of apples late in the 

fall if the trees be two-year-olds. All other fruits and one-year- 

old apples should be set as early as possible in the spring. Two- 

year-old trees are usually to be preferred to those but one year old 

if they have been properly headed in the nursery. With the 

peach, one-year-old trees should always be planted. 

DYNAMITE 

There is little positive evidence to show that trees thrive better 

in holes made by using dynamite, and until such evidence is forth- 
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coming it is better that the holes be dug, as it is quite as probable 

that harm rather than good will be done through the use of ex- 

plosives. 

TOP-WORKING 

The practice of setting a thrifty variety of apples or pears and 

grafting or budding a weaker or less healthy variety wanted, has 

many advocates. This top-working is probably a procedure worth 

while with a very few varieties. In general, however, the chances 

of getting malformed, lop-sided trees and of delaying the bearing 

period are so great that top-working cannot be recommended ex- 

cept for a very few sorts that seem difficult to grow on their own 

roots. They can be best top-worked in the nursery. 

PRUNING AT TRANSPLANTING 

We are ready to set the tree and the problem of pruning is be- 

fore us. It is necessary to cut away part of the branches to enable 

the injured root system to supply the remaining branches with 

water. The less the roots are injured the less the top need be cut 

away. The common way is to cut back all of the branches. This, 

in many cases, is wrong. The top buds on a branch develop soon- 

est and produce the largest leaves. A newly set tree will grow 

best if it can develop a large leaf surface before dry, hot weather 
sets in, and this it will do if some branches are left intact. There- 

fore, instead of shortening-in all branches, cut away some of the 

branches entirely. The tree so pruned will start growth and ac- 

quire vigor more quickly. 

HEIGHT OF HEAD 

A choice must be made at the start as to the height of the head. 

The choice should usually be for a low-headed tree for the reason 

that such a tree is more easily sprayed and pruned and the fruit 

more readily thinned and harvested ; crop and tree are less subject 

to injury by wind; the trunk is less liable to injury by sunscald, 

winter-killing and parasites; the top is more quickly formed and 

the low-headed tree soonest bears fruit. No advantage as to cul- 

tivation is gained by either method over the other, as a well trained 

tree with a low head, in which the branches ascend obliquely, per- 

mits the cultivator to come sufficiently near the tree. By low- 

headed is meant a distance from earth to the first limb of from one 
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to two feet. The peach may be headed at the lower distance, the 

plum, pear and cherry somewhat higher, while the apple should 

approach the upper limit. 

FORM OF HEAD 

Two general types of top are open to choice; the vase form or 

open-centered tree, and the globe or close-centered tree. In the 

first the framework of the tree consists of a short trunk surmounted 

by four or five main branches ascending obliquely. In the close- 

centered tree the trunk is continued above the branches, forming 

Fig. 126. A WELL-PRUNED SWEET CHERRY ORCHARD 

the center of the tree. There are several modifications of each of 

these. In this climate the open-headed, vase-formed tree is best 

for the peach and the close-centered two-story tree is best for all 

other fruits. Whatever the form, care should be taken that the 

lowest branches are longest, so that the greatest possible leaf-sur- 

face will be exposed to the sun and light. 
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PRUNING FOR WOOD 

For several years after planting, the peach alone excepted, fruit 

trees need to be pruned only to train the tree. Just how much to 

prune young trees depends upon the fruit, the variety, the soil and 

the climate. Fruit-growers usually prune trees too much, thereby 

increasing the growth of wood and delaying the fruiting of the 

plant. If trees were originally well selected, all that is needed is 

to remove an occasional branch which starts out in the wrong place 

— the sooner done the better and to take out dead, injured or 

crossed limbs. The peach, some plums and some pears may need 

heading-in, and a weak or sickly tree may require somewhat more 

severe pruning. . 

If a tree is bearing many small fruits, if the top contains dead 

or dying branches, or if the seasonal growth is short and scant, it 

may be taken for granted that the tree lacks vigor; or, in old trees, 

is passing into decrepitude. Such trees may usually be rejuve- 

nated by judicious pruning. In professional terms the tree must 

be “ pruned for wood.” Such pruning consists in cutting back a 

considerable number of branches and in wholly removing others. 

In pruning for wood the following rules are usually applicable: 

Weak-growing varieties may always be pruned generously; 

strong-growing kinds, lightly. 
Varieties which branch freely need little pruning. Those hav- 

ing unbranching limbs should be pruned closely. 

In cool, damp climates trees run to wood and need little prun- 

ing. In hot, dry climates they need much pruning. 

Rich, deep soils favor growth; prune trees in such soils lightly. 

In shallow, sandy soils, trees produce short shoots, and the wood 

should be closely cut. 

PRUNING FOR FRUIT 

A barren tree can sometimes be made to bear fruit by proper 

pruning. Not infrequently barrenness is caused by over-manur- 

ing or over-stimulation of some kind, because of which the num- 

ber of shoots and leaves are greatly increased, but flower buds do 

not form. This over-production of wood and leaf can sometimes 

be stopped by breaking or cutting off the greater portion of the 

season’s growth in the summer. Summer pruning is a weaken- 

ing process and in this climate may greatly decrease the vigor of 
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the plants if frequently resorted to. The practice is neither com- 

mon nor often necessary in this state except in the case of dwarf 

apples and pears. 

PRUNE ACCORDING TO HABIT 

In pruning, the habit of the tree must always be considered. 

When trees have a spreading, drooping, or long, slender habit of 

growth, prune to buds that point upward or to the center of the 

plant. If the habit be upright and dense, cut to lower or outer 

buds and so spread the compact top. The “ off-year” habit of 

bearing is intensified by spasmodic and severe pruning. Prune 

biennial bearers rather conservatively and early. The heads of 

all young trees may be left fairly dense, for when the trees come 

in bearing, the weight of the crop opens the head; meanwhile, by 

saving the foliage you have obtained a larger trunk and more bear- 

ing wood. 

Fig. 127. A WrLL-HEADED APPLE TREE 

HEADING-IN 

Heading-in makes the top of a tree thicker and broader. There 

are but few orchards or even trees that do not need more or less 
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heading-in at some time in their history. But in our climate this 

form of pruning is practiced only with peaches and some plums, 

and is but little needed with other fruits. In winter pruning, the 

eutting back of exceedingly long branches for the thickening of 

the top of occasional trees or varieties is the exception rather than 

the rule. Peaches and some plums bear fruit on the wood of the 

past season. ‘The crop is borne progressively away from the trunk. 

It is necessary to head in these fruits to keep the bearing wood 

near the trunk. Apples, pears, most plums, and cherries are borne 

on spurs from wood two or more years old, and, therefore, with 

these heading-in is not a regular practice. 

SUCKERS 

When a tree is severely pruned a growth of long, vertical shoots 

with few leaves often follows — suckers or water sprouts. Since 

the sparseness of foliage prevents the shoots from elaborating food 

they appropriate it from the parts upon which they grow. Suck- 

ers are, therefore, parasites, and should be removed whenever and 

wherever found. Occasionally they may be used in the develop- 

ment of normal branches, though their value for this purpose is 

small. 

THE CUT 

The cut in pruning should always be made parallel with the 

trunk, as close as possible, and just beyond a healthy lateral 

branch. The reason for so cutting is plain. The lateral branch 

is stimulated to produce a great number of leaves which assimilate 

sap. This elaborated food passes back through the inner bark 

near the newly made cut and the wound quickly calluses and heals 

because it thus has access to an abundant supply of food. 

Wounds over three inches in diameter seldom heal; decay sets 

in and there soon follow rotten wood, a hollow branch and a dis- 

eased tree. The life of a tree is endangered whenever a large 

branch is removed, and such an amputation should be made only 

under dire necessity. One of the secrets of the healing of large 

wounds is to cut close to the trunk, and no matter how large a 

wound may be it is better than leaving a projecting stub. The 

chances for healing with a large wound are materially increased 
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by a coating of thick lead paint to protect the cut surface from 

evaporation and moisture. 

TIME TO PRUNE 

The best time to prune is late winter before the sap flows. The 

objection to early winter pruning is that there may be injury to 

the tissues near the wound from cold or from checking. Late 

spring pruning results in loss of sap and the fluids run down the 

bark and keep it wet and sticky, making a suitable place for the 

spores or various rot fungi so that decay may set in. In practice 

it is often found necessary to prune from the time leaves drop 

until they are well started in the spring. 

CULTIVATION 

Cultivation is generally practiced with all fruits except the 

apple. Some claim that this fruit can be grown better in sod; in 

which case the grass may be cut as a mulch or it may be kept down 

by sheep, pigs or cattle. The New York Agricultural Experiment 

Station has two experiments to test sod and cultivation. The fol- 

lowing table shows the outcome of one of these experiments at the 

end of five years: 

EXPENSE AND INCOME FROM A SOD-MULCHED AND A TILLED 

ORCHARD 

Sod plat — 118 trees Tilled plat — 121 trees 

Year Cut- Har- P Harvest- eave antin Total Net Culti- oe Total _ Net 
odes ae expense | income | vation eine expense income 

1904......] $19.99) $219.25) $327.14] $225.76] $33.75 $210.90 $332.55 $185.34 
MOOG Sa xere 7.46 82.89 166.47 330.28 48.71 96.85 221.68 355.60 
1906.2 5G: 3.36) 104.30 186.29 154.96 30.30 231.80 340.73 392.42 
1h] Uy Als 3.67) 138.07 239.28 487 .16 46.63 224 . 20 371.35 800.31 
1908 oes 6.14) 173.48 246.88 353.86 36.67 338 .59 447 .82 723.41 

Total...| $40.62) $717.94/$1,166.06/$1,552.03) $196.06] $1,102.34) $1,714.13) $2,457.08 

Allowing 27.2 trees to the acre, these figures show that the aver- 

age expense of production, including picking and marketing, was 

$53.75 an acre annually under the sod-mulch system and $76.06 

under tillage, an advantage for the sod-mulch of $22.31 an acre; 
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but the net income from an acre in sod was $71.52 and from an 

acre in tillage $110.43, an advantage for tillage of $38.91. That 

is, every dollar of the additional expenditure ($22.31) made 

necessary for adopting the tillage method was not only returned 

but brought an extra $1.74 of profits with it. 

FERTILIZERS 

Is it necessary to fertilize an apple orchard? In the average 

western New York tilled apple orchard, if it be well drained, well 

tilled and properly supplied with organic matter from stable ma- 

nure or cover crops, commercial fertilizers are little needed. The 

exceptions will probably be found on sandy and gravelly soils de- 

ficient in potash or the phosphates, and subject to droughts ; or on 

soils of such shallowness or of such mechanical texture as to limit 

the root range of the apple plant; or in soils so wet or so dry, or 

so devoid of humus, as to prevent proper biological activities in 

the soil. There are probably many apple orchards in New York 

that may be benefited by an application of one of the chief ele- 

ments of fertility. ‘Some may require two of the elements. Few, 

indeed, should require a complete fertilizer. 

How may a fruit-grower know whether his trees need fertiliz- 

ers? It may be assumed at once that if trees are vigorous, bear- 

ing well and making a fair amount of new wood each season, they 

need no additional plant food. If the trees are not in the health- 

ful condition described, the logical thing to do is to look to the 

drainage, tillage and health of the trees first and the more expen- 

sive and less certain fertilization afterward. 

As a last resort, fertilizers ought not to be used to rejuvenate 

trees unless the owner has obtained positive evidence that his soil 

is lacking in some of the elements of plant food. To obtain such 

evidence a fruit-grower should carry on a fertilizer experiment. 

In making such a test, select a portion of the orchard as uniform 

as possible, both in soil and varieties. If available, use at least 

five trees for each plat and on different plats use fertilizers about 

as in this Station test: (1) Acid phosphate to give about 50 

pounds of phosphoric acid to the acre, or 13 pounds of 14 per cent. 

phosphate to each tree if they stand 40 feet apart; (2) phosphate 

as above and muriate of potash to give 100 pounds of potash to the 
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acre, or 8 pounds of muriate per tree; (3) phosphate and muriate 

as above and nitrate of soda and dried blood to give 50 pounds of 

nitrogen per acre, or 13 pounds of medium grade dried blood and 

324 pounds of nitrate of soda per tree. This nitrogen might also 

be supplied in six tons of good stable manure to the acre, or 400 

pounds per tree; (4) this amount of stable manure should be ap- 

plied on a fourth plat, and (5) a similar plat should be left unfer- 

tilized for a check. This experiment is much less laborious and 

complex than it looks, for the fertilizer combinations are built up 

one from another and the mixing can be done and quantities 

weighed out in winter when orchard work is not pressing. 

The fertilizers should be applied in the spring as soon as the 

ground can be worked, spreading them about the trees over an area 

somewhat greater than that covered by the spread of the branches. 
Apply the manure before plowing, and the fertilizers immediately 

after it, harrowing them in. The experiment, to be conclusive, 

should run for several years and the crops should be carefully 

weighed or measured, giving due consideration to culls and wind- 

falls. 

INTER-CROPS 

The best modern practice permits the growing of hoed crops in 

an orchard until the trees come into bearing. If profitable dispo- 

sition can be made of the product, truck crops are ideal for a voung 

orchard. Of these peas and beans take less from the soil than 

other crops and may add a little nitrogen to it. But beside these, 

cabbage, potatoes, cucumbers or similar crops may be grown advan- 

tageously. Corn is the only farm crop permissible and is not as 

desirable as any of the truck crops named. 

COVER CROPS 

The best modern practice insists that a cover crop be sowed at 

the close of the season’s cultivation, about August first, to be 

plowed under the next spring. Various crops may be sown alone 

or in combinations. The several purposes of a cover-crop — to 

cover the ground, and add humus and nitrogen 

served by a combination crop. Of several that may be recom- 

mended, this Station prefers the following: On each acre sow 

one bushel of oats or barley and fifteen pounds of mammoth red 

clover or thirty pounds of winter vetch, — 

are usually best 
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PESTS 

Spraying is indispensable but the fruit-grower can so plant as 

to avoid some of the warfare with pests. Thus King, Roxbury 

and Northern Spy among apples are nearly free from scale as are 

the Kieffer, LeConte and Winter Nelis pears, Bradshaw and Field 

plums and all sour cherries. There are about thirty varieties of 

apples on the grounds of the New York Agricultural Experiment 

Station never injured by scab, as many more scarcely injured, and 

of course a large number that are badly injured. The Seckei 

Kieffer, Le Conte and Winter Nelis pears do not blight badly. A 

few plums are never attacked by black-knot and some peaches are 

almost immune to leaf curl. Now with these, and nearly all other 

pests, men who cannot or will not spray, the general farmer and 

the city suburbanite, for example, should plant varieties measur- 

ably immune to the most troublesome pests. Commercial fruit- 

growers must spray. 

MICE AND RABBITS 

It is necessary to protect young trees from mice and rabbits. 

The best protection against mice is a mound of earth about the tree 

several inches high, thrown up in late fall and removed in early 

spring. Wire netting is the best protection against rabbits. 

When injury has been done the trees can often be saved by bridge- 

grafting. 

CONCLUSION 

Fruit plants are various in kind and trees of one kind are often 

quite unlike because the conditions under which they are grown 

are dissimilar. It follows, then, that conditions must vary for 

every person who grows fruit and that there must, therefore, be 

more or less diverse ideals, diverse methods and diverse results. 

But certain forces, embraced in what we call “ good care,’ have 

brought all fruits from the wild to their present state of domesti- 

cation, and these forces modified and refined as we gain new knowl- 

edge, must be kept in constant operation, 



THE GROWING OF PEACHES 

CuaruEs D. Barron 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

The first essential in the production of peaches is a location 

adapted to the purpose. The peach tree has but one absolute 

requirement and that a well-drained soil. Successful commercial 

production, however, depends on the selection of a suitable loca- 
tion a location which takes into consideration the probable con- 

ditions and circulation of the air surrounding the trees during the 

extreme cold weather and at the time of blooming. Such condi- 

tions are usually found where there is lower ground near, which 

furnishes a place for the heavier cold air to drain out of the 

orchard. Good air drainage is almost as important to the peach 

grower as good water drainage. 

SELECTION OF TREES 

The proper selection of the tree is another important factor 
in successful peach production, A good-sized, healthy, vigorous 

tree is most desirable, because these conditions in a tree as it 

comes from the nursery row indicate that it has in it the power 

to make a healthy, vigorous growth when planted in an orchard. 

While a small tree may sometimes develop well, its size alone 

indicates that it either has not had good care or the vitality of 

the stock from which it was produced has not been good. 

FORM OF TREE 

Of course in digging the larger tree a large percentage of its 

roots are destroyed. In order to re-establish the balance between 

the amount of leaf surface and the amount of feeding roots which 

this tree is to have during the first year in the orchard, we remove 

the lateral branches and the top, planting a plain stem about 

two feet long. Experience has shown that in case of dry weather 

we get a much better stand than if more leaf buds are left to 

develop. 
[1727] 
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Fic. 129. Low-HEADED PEACH ORCHARD 

Fic. 130. Diactne OuT Borers IN ABOVE PEACH ORCHARD. THIS 

SHows Futt Recovery or TREES TO THEIR NATURAL POSITION 

AFTER HEAVY FRUITAGE 
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During the dormant season after the first year’s growth we 

prune to establish the form of tree we desire. With us this is the 

open, bell-shaped tree, as near the ground as we can get it. We 

desire it as low as possible because it is more easily pruned, more 

readily sprayed and the fruit is more conveniently picked from 

the low tree. We like the open, bell-shape because it is the form 

of low tree which is up out of the way when we are cultivating 

in the spring. It protects the buds from late frosts and, when 

opened out by the weight of the crop places the fruit grown from 

those same buds out in the open, in the sun during the day and 

the cool air during the night, the two main factors in producing 

highly colored fruit. 

PRUNING 

To obtain this form we go to the tree that has had one year’s 

growth, and select from three to five of the branches near the 

ground, the number varying somewhat according to variety. All 

branches above these are removed by cutting off the original stem 

just above the top one selected. This gives us the form of the 

tree and all future pruning is simply keeping this center open, 

removing all branches which turn down to the ground and keeping 

small branches thinned out to the proper thickness. During the 

second and third summers if the trees are making very vigorous 

growth some of the pruning is done in July. This is done to 

check wood growth and stimulate the formation of fruit buds. 

While making use of this valuable principle, it must be done with 

great care and judgment. It should never be done to a bearing 

tree, or a non-bearing tree that is not making a heavy, vigorous 
growth. In such eases, all pruning is done during the dormant 

season, thereby stimulating wood growth. A goodly amount of 

wood growth is always necessary, since all fruit is borne on the 

wood grown the previous year. On this account it is frequently 

necessary to do considerable winter cutting in old trees so as to 

produce enough new wood to keep up the bearing surface. 

CULTURAL METHODS 

During the first two years hoed crops such as tomatoes, po- 

tatoes, melons, peas and beans are planted among the trees and 
the fertilizers and cultivation given the hoed crops are sufficient 
to keep the trees growing vigorously. Leguminous cover crops 
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during the winter store nitrogen and humus in the soil and create 

good conditions for the production of maximum crops of fruit 

later. 

The cultivation is planned to produce a quick, vigorous growth 

in the early season, then check growth in the late summer and 

allow the buds time to ripen before the cold weather comes. To 

obtain this we begin to cultivate just before the time of blooming 

and keep thoroughly cultivated for ten to twelve weeks, when the 

cover crop is sown. The exact amount of cultivation at each end 

of the season varies with the moisture conditions. The object is 

to maintain good moisture conditions until the fruit is well grown 
and then allow the tree to cease vigorous growth in order that 

we may have good, solid fruit and allow the buds to ripen. 

FERTILIZERS 

When the orchard comes to bearing, we plan to give all the 

fertilizer the trees can make. use of. Experience has shown that 

an excess of phosphoric acid and potash does no harm. An excess of 

nitrogen, however, produces an overgrown, soft, sappy fruit which 

does not carry to market well, and is generally unsatisfactory to 

handle. If available in too great an abundance in the latter part 

of the season, it also produces a tender bud which does not stand 

the winter well. To meet these conditions without taking any 

chances of producing unsatisfactory results with the nitrogen and 

still use enough to produce large crops, we have adopted the 

plan of applying at the time of the first cultivation in the spring, 

an excess of the amount of phosphoric acid and potash which we 

think can be used. Then when the trees come into full leaf — 

usually the latter part of May — we apply nitrogen according to 

the needs of the tree as indicated by the color of the foliage. On 
good ground with plenty of leguminous cover crops, the color 

frequently indicates that there is enough nitrogen to produce 

the crop. If the foliage is not dark enough we then apply from 

one to two pounds of nitrate of soda per tree, spreading around 

as far as the branches reach and working in, always bearing in 

mind that too much nitrogen is worse than too little. We much 

prefer the nitrate to any other form because it is so quickly 

available, and we have waited until the tree has indicated the im- 
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mediate need for it. On the other hand, it is quickly used and 
is not there to produce sappy buds in the late summer. 

INSECT ENEMIES 

There are three insects which need attention. The peach-tree 

borer is kept in control by means of a thorough examination and 

digging out once a year, preferably in the fall. The San José 

scale has been controlled by thorough spraying with the winter 

strength of lime-sulphur wash, spraying with the wind and treat- 

ing each tree from two directions. The plum curculio has been 

troublesome for a few years past. A spray of two pounds arsenate 

of lead to fifty gallons of water immediately after the falling of 

the corolla and again after the calyx falls, has helped very much 

in lessening the damage caused by this insect. 

DISEASES 

Fungous troubles have been harder to overcome. Brown rot 

has been a serious menace both on the pistils at the time of 

blossoming and on the fruit at the time of ripening. The applica- 

tion of the scale spray within two weeks of the time of blossoming 

has prevented serious loss and has taken care of the leaf curl at 

the same time. The use of the Scott formula of “ self-boiled ” 
lime-sulphur immediately after the falling of the calyx, again 

two weeks later, and in the case of late varieties again four weeks 

before ripening, has prevented serious loss at the time of ripening, 

and has at the same time, entirely overcome the scab or freckles. 

There is no known remedy for “ yellows” and “little peach.” 

Yellows seem to have been well controlled by digging out and 

burning as soon as discovered. The same treatment for little 

peach has kept it fairly well in check but has not overcome it as 

thoroughly as in the case of the yellows. There is strong evi- 

dence that neither of these diseases develop as quickly or spread 

as rapidly in a vigorous, strong orchard as in one that is neglected 

and poorly fertilized. Good cultivation, thorough spraying and 

liberal fertilization seem to be the keynote to success in peach 
production, 
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Apple growing has become a highly specialized branch of agri- 

culture. To bring an orchard into bearing, which is not only pro- 

ductive but profitable as well, is no small achievement. It is 

an undertaking that calls for skill and intelligence. From the 

time of planting, the requirements of the orchard must be care- 

fully considered, and one does not have to be long on the road 

of experience before he realizes that a growing, fruitful planting 

makes many demands — has many needs which the wise grower 

will attempt to satisfy. There are problems of pruning to pro- 

mote symmetry of form and fruitfulness and problems of cultiva- 

tion and fertilization that make for growth and productiveness 

which must be solved according to one’s individual knowledge, 

judgment and circumstances, And this is not all, for not only 

must the orchardist prune and cultivate and fertilize, but if he 

hopes for a reasonable measure of reward for his labors he must 

preserve the health of the trees and protect the growing fruit from 
inroads by destructive insects and diseases. 

The successful management of a remunerative orchard calls 

then for constant balancing and discrimination of ideas. And it 

is the problem of the grower to select and to put into practice such 

teachings as seem most applicable to his own circumstances. 

These considerations apply with especial force to the subject under 

discussion, “‘ How to combat the destructive insects of the apple 

orchard.” Some growers seem unable to make much progress in 

their spraying operations while others with little experience in 

orcharding appear to be bewildered by the numbers of insects that 

infest this fruit and by the various details that enter into the 

selection and application of insecticides. However, the problem 

is not as difficult as it first appears. While the apple is subject 

to the attacks of many insects, the number of species of vital im- 

[1732] 
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portance is really comparatively few. With these the orchardist 

should become acquainted — to the extent at least of being fa- 

miliar with their appearances, habits and the stages most sensitive 

to treatment. Such knowledge is a great advantage, for thus 

fortified, it is not only possible to anticipate outbreaks by in- 

jurious insects, but if compelled to resort to repressive measures 

one may work so much more effectively. In warfare with insects 

‘knowledge is power” as in other matters. “To be forewarned is 

indeed to be forearmed.” ‘‘ Thrice armed is he who hath his 

quarrel just; and four times is he who gets his blow in fust.” 

Formidable as is the list of insecticides, the spraying of apples 

is now largely limited to the lime-sulphur solution, which may also 

be used as the carrier of other useful materials, as arsenate of lead 

and tobacco extract. So it is possible by combining such insecti- 

cides to “‘ Hit many birds with one stone” and to limit spraying 

to a few treatments. 

This discussion has been prepared with the view of affording 

practical aid to the apple grower in his contest with destructive 

insects. The more important species only are considered, which 

should be recognizable by the accompanying illustrations. There 

is also included a brief outline of the principal sprayings of the 

apple. However, it should be understood that insects and diseases 

vary greatly in destructiveness from one year to another according 

to seasonal conditions. This spraying schedule should therefore 

be used with discretion. If a disease or insect is of special im- 

portance in one’s plantings the grower should familiarize himself 

with special publications on the subject. 

SOME INSECTS OF THE APPLE 

For the sake of clearness a number of the more important in- 

sects attacking the apple are discussed in the following order: 

Insects attacking the trunk: The Round-Headed Borer 

The Flat-Headed Borer 
Insects incrusting the bark: The San José Scale 

The Oyster-Shell Scale 

The Scurfy Scale 
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Insects attacking the fruit: The Codling Moth 

The Lesser Apple Worm 

The Green Fruit-Worm 

The Red Bugs 

The Apple Maggot 
Insects attacking the foliage: The Blister Mite 

The Apple Aphides 

Various Caterpillars 

Insects THAT ATTACK THE TrUNKs oF APPLE TREES 

THE APPLE TREE BORER 

These insects are very destructive pests 

and do much more damage than the aver- 

age grower appreciates. The injuries are 

largely caused by the grubs or larvae 

which work beneath the bark. If the 

burrows or channels of the insects are 

numerous the bark may be girdled, re- 

sulting in the decline and death of the 

trees. Recent investigations have shown 

that insects play an important role as 

disseminators of diseases. It is now be- 

heved that various wood-boring insects 

are in part responsible for cankers and 

other disorders of the trunks of fruit 

trees. The wounds and holes in the bark 

produced by these pests certainly make it 

possible for disease-producing organisms 

to establish themselves in the tree. 

The adult round-headed borer is a 

Fig. 131, Tue Rovunv- handsome beetle about three-quarters inch 
TlkADED APPLE TREE BORER ; - : : 

long, light brown in color, with two longi- 

tudinal stripes down the back. The adult of the associated species 

is dull metallic brown in color and about one-half inch in length. 

The life histories are quite similar. The eges are deposited in 

crevices or slits in the bark, and from these there develops the 

pale grubs which may be observed working beneath the bark, and 

are familiar to most growers. 
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Treatment.— The trees, especially in young plantings, should 

be inspected every fall and spring for discolored areas in the bark, 

or for wounds from which there is exudation of sap, or for saw- 

dust-like castings. When such are detected cut out the borers by 
means of a strong, sharp knife. Grubs buried deeply in the 

heart-wood may sometimes be destroyed by probing with a piece 
of wire or by injecting carbon bisulphide into the burrows, when 

the openings, after the application, should be immediately sealed 

with moistened clay or putty. As unthrifty trees are more sus- 

ceptible to attack, the needs of the orchard in other respects should 

be given careful attention for the purpose of stimulating the 

trees to outgrow the injuries and of warding off subsequent 

attacks. 

Insects IncrusTiING THE Bark or APPLE TREES 

SOME COMMON SCALE INSECTS 

The scales constitute a peculiar group of insects which differ in 

many ways from the active and highly-colored forms usually 

familiar to the casual observer. They are generally very incon- 

spicuous because of their small size, dull colors and sedentary 

habits. When abundant they appear as a scurfy deposit upon 

the bark, which is dark grey, whitish or brown in color, depending 

upon the species. If the insects are numerous the bark appears 

rough, scaly and unhealthy because of the obscuring of its natural 

color and polish. If one of the filmy bodies of the San José scale 

is raised carefully with the point of a pin or of a knife blade a 

small grub will be discovered beneath. This grub is the insect 
itself and the filmy or scurfy body above is its protective covering 

or scale, which, strange to say, is composed of the cast skins and 

a waxy substance from the insect’s body. Hence the name “ scale 

insect.” 

THE SAN JOSE SCALE 

This species ranks as one of the worst pests of fruit trees. 

Besides the apple, it attacks the cherry, pear, peach, plum, cur- 

rant — practically all our common orchard trees and bush fruits. 

It thrives also on many shade trees and ornamental shrubs. 

Large numbers of this scale appear as a greyish, seurfy deposit, 

not unlike a coat of ashes, The bark appears rough and dull 
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instead of having a smooth and polished appearance. Branches 

that are infested with large numbers of the insect usually show 

dead twigs, and foliage is sparse. Infested leaves are often 

marked with red or purplish spots. The apples are rough, 
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Fic. 132. Common ScaALe INSEcTS (much enlarged), (a) 

SAN JOSE SCALE, (b) OYSTER-SHELL SCALE, (c) SCURVY 
ScALE 

scabby-like, spotted with red; the reddish discoloration being 

most noticeable around the margins of the scales. The wonder- 

ful power of reproduction of this species makes it the most for- 

midable of our orchard scales. 

THE OYSTER-SHELL SCALE 

This appears as a brown scale about one-sixth of an inch long, 

closely resembling the color of the bark and somewhat like a long, 

narrow oyster-shell in shape. In some seasons the insects appear 

in such numbers that twigs and branches are literally covered, in 

which event the health and vigor of the tree is seriously impaired. 

This species is commonly found on apple and pear. It attacks 

many other plants. It is reported to have caused severe injuries 

to mountain ash and horse-chestnut. 
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THE SCURFY SCALE 

This somewhat resembles the oyster-shell scale, but is easily dis- 

tinguished from it by its greater breadth and white color. When 

present in large numbers it is very conspicuous by its contrast with 

the dark bark. It is common upon apple, pear and quince. 

REMEDIES 

To combat the San José scale the grower should apply lime- 

sulphur solution late in the fall or preferably early in the spring 

just before the leaves commence to show. The concentrated solu- 

tion testing 32° to 34° B. should be diluted in the proportion of 

one gallon to eight or nine gallons of water. Successive years’ 

spraying with the limesulphur mixture as indicated above will 

also free the trees of the oyster-shell scale and the scurfy scale. 

These latter species may also be efficiently controlled by applying 

one pound of fish-oil soap dissolved in five gallons of water, or 

kerosene emulsion diluted with eight parts of water, about the 

middle of June as the young scales hatch. 

Insects THAT ATTACK THE FRUIT 

THE CODLING MOTH 

The codling moth is responsible for “ wormy ” apples. It is one 

of the worst pests against which fruit growers have to contend 

and causes an immense yearly loss in the apple crop of this state. 

The damage to the fruit is done by a worm or caterpillar of a 

small moth known as the codling moth. There are two broods of 

worms. The first brood appears in early summer, while the 

second brood is active during the late summer. The worms of the 

first brood are hatched from tiny disk-like eggs, laid on the trees 

by the parent moths, on or near young apples, hatching two or 

three weeks after the trees have blossomed. The young worm 

erawls to the blossom end of the apple and burrows into the 

interior of the young fruit, feeding as it goes. After feeding for 

two or three weeks the worm leaves the apple and spins a cocoon 

under the rough bark of the trees or under adjacent rubbish. 

Within this cocoon it changes to a pupa, and later to a moth, which 

is the codling moth of the second brood. In the latitude of Geneva 

the second brood of moths appears during the latter part of July 
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or early August. The late brood of worms is, during some seasons, 

more numerous than the first brood and is responsible for the 

increasing numbers of wormy apples as the time of picking 

approaches. These late worms spend the winter in cocoons as 

described and do not transform to moths until spring after the 

apple trees have blossomed. 

Treatment.— Nearly all the codling-moth worms seek the blos- 

som or calyx end of the young apple, where they feed before bur- 

rowing into the interior. The object in spraying is to coat this 

portion of the apple with poison so that the young worm may be 

destroyed at its first meal. The best time to apply the poison is 

Wye 
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Fig. 133. CopLinc MorH Work IN APPLE (a) AND ApULT MorH (b) 

after the blossoms have largely dropped and before the calyx cup 

has closed. Direct the nozzles so that the spray will be shot into 

the throat of every blossom or calyx cavity. This is the first and 

most important treatment for the codling moth. It is more 

efficient than all subsequent treatments and should never be 
omitted. 

As worms hatch and burrow into the apples as long as three 

weeks after the falling of the blossoms, a second spraying two or 

three weeks later than the first treatment is practised by a few 

fruit growers. While this application undoubtedly kills many 

worms it is not made by orchardists generally unless apple scab 

threatens because of the lack of time and the pressure of other: 

farm work. These two sprayings, as described, are the first and! 

chief steps in the campaign against the first brood of worms. 

The next step in point of effectiveness is to spray for the second 

brood of worms. The time to make this treatment is late in. July 
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or early in August, according to the season. To ascertain the time 

for spraying examine the undersides of burlap bands about a few 

trees, selected for this purpose, for the appearance of empty pupa 

skins. These indicate that the second brood of moths is making 

its appearance, when spraying should commence in about a week. 

This treatment not only affords some protection from the eodling 

moth but it may prove of much value in protecting the foliage 

against various caterpillars, and especially from late infections of 

apple scab. 

Arsenate of lead is recommended as it is extremely poisonous 

to the young codling-moth worms and on drying is very evenly 

distributed. If it is properly made it is the most adhesive of 

spraying poisons, and does not generally cause burning of foliage. 

It is the only poison to use with hme-sulphur solution and should 

be employed in the proportions of two or three pounds to fifty 

gallons of water or dilute lime-sulphur solution. 

THE LESSER APPLE WorRM! 

The lesser apple worm is a native insect which feeds upon erab- 

apples and wild haws and has recently attracted attention because 

of its injury to apples. In some 

sections its work is equally im- 

portant with that of the codling 

moth, to which it is similar in 

habits and nature of injury. 

The young caterpillars eat cavi- 

ties or holes one-fourth to one- 

half inch deep into the flesh, 

usually about the calyx lobes. 

They may eat directly through Fie. 134. Work or Lesser APPLE 

the skin of the young fruit, but Worm 

more commonly the calyx cavity is the place of entrance. 

A characteristic feature of their work is the winding blotch 

mine under the skin of the apple. The mines occur on the 
sides of the apples, especially where two are in contact or where an 

apple is touched by a leaf. Later in the season the injury to the 

blossom end is about the same, though there is a tendency on the 

part of the larva to penetrate deeper into the fruit, often to the 

1 From Geneva Cireular 25. 
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core. The surface injury is rather more common, the larva eating 

out just under the skin large irregular winding or blotch mines. 

Larvae of this species apparently do not reach full development as 

early in the fall as those of the codling moth, and many find their 

way into barrels where they continue to feed, occasionally doing 

considerable damage. The larvae are small, flesh-colored cater- 

pillars, measuring about three-eighths of an inch long and are 

easily confounded with those of the codling moth. The moth is 

about one-fourth inch long, generally of a rusty red color with 

grayish markings. 

Treatment.— The insect is controlled by the same treatments as 

recommended for the codling moth. 

GREEN FRUIT worms! 

These insects sometimes do serious injury by eating into the 

young apples. They also attack pears, plums, cherries, peaches 

and quinces. The full-grown cater- 

pillars measure from an inch to 

nearly an inch and a half in length. 

They are green or yellowish-green in 

color with various irregular markings 

and stripes, the most prominent of 

the latter being a narrow, cream-col- 

ored one down the middle of the back 

and a wider one along each side. 

The caterpillars are most destructive 

during May, soon after the fruit has 

formed. They continue feeding until 

about the middle of June. They feed 

mostly at night, resting on the under- 

sides of the leaves during the day. 

Fig. 135, THe Green Frurr- When full grown they go into the 
WORM AND ITS WORK ON A 

YounG APPLE 
ground, form a rough cocoon and 

pupate. The adults are dull-colored 

moths, measuring about two inches from tip to tip with the wings 

spread. They lay their eggs in the spring and the eaterpillars 

appear during the early leafing period. 
Rc a eee 

1 From Geneva Circular 25, 
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Treatment.— These insects are difficult pests to combat when 

once they have acquired a taste for the young fruits. They are, 

however, much less destructive in orchards that are well sprayed 

each year and given careful attention in other respects. Observa- 

tions indicate that the most satisfactory means of protecting the 

crop is thorough spraying with arsenicals before blossoming and 

after petals drop. Cultivation is unquestionably fatal to many of 

the pupae in the ground. 

THE APPLE RED BUGS’ 

These are small, brilliant red sucking insects that destroy or 

deform young fruit. The punctures of the tissues by the insects 

Fic. 136. A RED BuG AND ITS WoRK ON APPLES 

cause the apples to drop or shrivel upon the tree, or to become 

pitted and misshapened. The eggs of the red bug are inserted in 

the bark of the young wood and they hatch the following spring. 

The nymphs begin to appear soon after the leaves of the fruit buds 

open and hatching is practically completed by the time the blos- 

soms open. The young nymphs feed upon the leaves until the fruit 

sets, after which they attack the fruit. The first indications of 

their presence is minute reddish spots on the terminal leaves which 

are caused by their feeding. 

Treatment.— The insect may be controlled by spraying just 

before the blossoms open and again after the petals fall with 

nicotine extract (Black Leaf 40), using one pint of the extract and 

four pounds of soap to each 100 gallons of water. These treat- 

1From Geneva Circular 25, 
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ments coincide with the second and third applications that are 

regularly made for scab and codling moth, and rather than make 

a special application, fruit-growers are advised to add the nicotine 

without the soap to the lime-sulphur and arsenate of lead. The 

presence of this insect in the orchard may be determined by plac- 

ing domant twigs of bearing wood in water in a warm room after 

March first, and if eggs of these insects are present, small active 

red bugs will appear which will attack the tender leaves. 

THE APPLE MAGGoT! 

In addition to being called the apple maggot, the insect is also 

commonly known as the railroad worm because of the long, wind- 

ing brownish channels made by the 

larvae or maggots in the fruit. 

The adult insects are flies. They 

appear in June and deposit eggs 

just under the skin of the fruit. 

These eggs hatch into maggots that 

burrow irregular channels through 

the fruit. Moderately infested fruit 

becomes rough and uneven due to 

the “stings” or egg punctures of 

the fly. Badly infested fruit falls 

early and the maggots enter the soil, 
: . : : Fie. 137. ADULT or APPLE MaGGorT 

where they remain until the fol- 

lowing spring. While many va- 

rieties of apples are subject to 

attack, the injuries are more pro- 

nounced to certain sorts that ma- 

ture in the summer and fall. 

Treatment.— It has long been 

noticed that commercial orchards 

that are cultivated and_ thor- 

oughly sprayed are as a rule free 

from injury by this maggot. 

Neglected orchards, particularly 

— summer and fall varieties of 
Fic. 138. Work or AppLe MaAaGcor ; 

apples, are susceptible to losses 

1 From Geneva Circular 25, 
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every year. This is especially true in localities where little 

attention is given to fruit-growing. In this lies a hint that thor- 

ough spraying and cultivation of orchards each year as practiced 

by our most successful growers are, perhaps, the most satisfactory 

means of avoiding injury by this pest. The only remedy that 

experience has shown to be effective in reducing the injury on 

badly-infested varieties is the destruction of windfalls, which is 

ordinarily accomplished by pasturing the orchard with hogs or 

sheep. Recently the use of poisoned bait has been recommended 

for the destruction of the fly. The method employed is to syringe 

the lower branches with a mixture of molasses one pint, arsenate 

of lead three ounces and water four gallons. 

Insrcts THAT ATTACK THE FOLIAGE 

THE BLISTER MITE 

This has in recent years become an important pest of the apple. 

Its work is now quite common in plantings that are neglected or 

indifferently sprayed throughout the apple-growing sections of 

western New York. Destructive outbreaks of the pest have also 

been noted in orchards about Lake Champlain. 

" 

SON ys 

Fic. 139. Tire BuisterR MITE (much enlarged) 

The mite that is responsible for the injury to the foliage is a 

microscopical, vermiform creature as shown in fig. 139. The mites 

burrow into the leaves from below and the irritation they cause 

induces the growth of galls. These at first are greenish pimples 

with a more or less reddish tinge. The color strengthens as the 

galls increase in size, appearing as dead, corky areas of varying 

size. These galls or blisters on apple foliage resemble, in general 

effect, the spots produced by bordeaux when sprayed under unfavor- 

able weather conditions, but the bordeaux spots are depressed or, 

at least, are not raised above the surface of the leaf, while the 
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mite galls are noticeably elevated. The galls also show one or 

more tiny openings — the tunnels or burrows made by the mites 

on entering and leaving the leaf. Upon the upper and lower sur- 

faces of leaves, the mite-infested spots are brown, and are generally 

distributed about the base and margins of the leaf. The mites also 

injure the fruit and fruit stems, the evidences of their work show- 

ing at first as light-green pimples, which may later change to 

blister-like spots or pock marks. The mites spend the winter in the 

buds, usually under the second and third layers of bud scales. 

They frequently collect in colonies of fifty or more in little depres- 

sions in the scales and are more or less concealed and protected by 

the pubescence of the buds. As the buds burst, the mites move to 

the unfolding leaves in which they burrow and establish new 

colonies. In October the mites abandon the leaves and hide in 

the buds. 

Fic. 140. Tur Work or BLIisTER MITE ON APPLE 

FOLIAGE 

Treatment.— This pest is efficiently combated by spraying the 

trees in the spring before the leaves appear with the lime-sulphur 

mixture. The concentrated lime-sulphur solution should be diluted 

in the proportions of one gallon of the solution testing 32 to 34° B, 

to ten or twelve gallons of water for the treatment of the mite 

alone; but if the scale is present on the trees the spray should be 

stronger, one gallon to eight or nine gallons of water. 
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THE APPLE APHIDES 

Plant lice are among the most harmful pests of the apple. 

During recent years these insects have been very destructive: in 

many orchards in the leading apple-growing sections of New York. 

The species of aphids which occur on this fruit are the green 

apple-aphis, the rosy apple-aphis, the European grain-aphis and 

Fic. 141. APHIDES ON APPLE LEAF 

the woolly apple-aphis. The forms most injurious to the foliage 

and fruit are the green apple-aphis and the rosy apple-aphis. The 

presence of these species on trees is indicated by curled leaves and 

the occurrence of a sweetish liquid called ‘ honey dew,’ which 

may be obseryed during the month of June upon the leaves and 

fruits. The leaves later become blackened and unsightly owing 
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to a “ black mold” which grows upon the honey dew. Ants are 

very fond of this liquid and are often attracted to the infested 

trees in considerable numbers. 

The green aphis is a small, soft-bodied, sucking insect. For a 

short time after its appearance in the spring the aphis is wing- 

less and of a dark green color. In about two weeks winged forms 

develop and spread by flight through the orchard. A number of 

broods are produced during the summer, and females of the last 

brood deposit minute green eggs about the bases of the buds and 

in crevices in the bark. These eggs later become shiny black in 

eolor, in which condition they remain until hatching takes place 

in the spring. As the buds begin to expand the eggs hatch and 

the young lice make their way in large numbers to the green 

ends of the buds. As opportunity is afforded the insects work into 

the interior of the buds and seek the protection given by the 

hairy growth of the unfolding leaves. As the leaves unfold the 

lice gather on the under surfaces and also on the fruits, causing 

curling of the leaves and pimpling of the young apples. The 

extraction of the sap from the fruit stems causes a dwarfing of 

the young apples, while the injury to the leaves is often a serious 

drain on the vitality of the trees. 

Treatment.— Newly-hatched lice are most susceptible to spray- 

ing because of their exposed positions at the tips of the buds. Close 

watch should be kept for them from the time the tips of the buds 

show green and during the period when the leaves are expanding. 

If the insects appear in goodly numbers spray the trees thoroughly 

with 84 of a pint of * Black Leaf 40” and 3 pounds of soap to 

100 gallons of water. It is important to spray early, for if the 

treatment is delayed the aphids are protected by the curled leaves 

and they are then practically immune to spraying. The tobacco 

extracts may be used in combination with lime-sulphur solution or 

bordeaux mixture, omitting the soap. Some growers combat the 

apple aphis successfully with kerosene emulsion diluted with 8 

parts of water, or whale-oil soap in the proportion of 1 pound 

to 5 gallons of water. To obtain satisfactory results the spraying 

mixture should be applied in liberal quantities with high pressure, 

for only those insects are killed which are completely wetted with 

the spray. 
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SOME LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS 

A great variety of caterpillars feed on apple leaves, but of 5 ) 

special importance in most fruit regions in New York are certain 

species, as the casebearers, bud moth and some leaf rollers. 

THE CASEBEARERS, BUD MOTH AND LEAF ROLLERS 

The pistol casebearer and the cigar casebearer are frequently 

troublesome in apple orchards. The life histories are very similar. 

The young caterpillars of the pistol casebearer live over winter 

in the little pistol-shaped cases of silk which are attached by one 

end to the twigs, usually near and sometimes on the buds. These 

vases measure about one-eighth of an inch in length and resemble 

the bark in color. Early in spring, a short time before the leaf 

buds burst, the hibernating casebearers become active. They attack 

the growing buds, gnawing the outer covering to feed on the 

tender tissues beneath. Later in the season they feed upon the 

interior tissues of the leaf in the same manner as a leaf miner. 

The larvae reach maturity and cease feeding about the middle of 

June, and moths appear in July. These deposit eggs from which 

larvae hatch. They feed upon the foliage in late summer and 

with the approach of winter attach their cases to the twigs. 

The larva of the bud moth hibernates over winter under a tiny 

shelter on the young wood and in the spring it attacks the open- 

ing buds. Later, when the leaves and blossoms untold, it seeks 

the clusters, forming a retreat in the webbed leaves. By reason 

of its destructiveness to buds and blossoms the bud moth is, during 

some seasons, a serious pest. The caterpillar is darkish red in 

color and pupates in June. The moth makes its appearance about 

ten days later and soon afterward eggs are deposited for the next 

year’s brood. From these eggs caterpillars hatch which feed on 

the leaves till fall, when they seek sheltered retreats for the winter. 

The leat-rollers are very destructive to fruit trees during some 

seasons because of their work on blossoms, young fruits and 

foliage. The oblique-banded leaf-roller attacks the young apples 

as soon as they set and continues feeding upon them until the 

fruit attains nearly an inch in diameter. They eat large round 

holes, sometimes extending to or even beyond the core. The larva 

of the fruit-tree leaf-roller appears as the buds are bursting and 
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feeds upon the unfolding leaves. The leaves and blossom clusters 

are tied together in a web, within which the larvae feed. The 

injury to the fruit is similar to that described for the above as- 

sociated species. The caterpillars mature in June and the moths 

appear about one month later. The fruit-tree leaf-roller deposits 

its eggs on the bark of the trunk and twigs, where they remain 

through the winter. 

Treatment.— These insects rarely become destructive in or- 

chards that are systematically sprayed with arsenicals before blos- 
soming and again after petals drop. If an orchard is badly in- 

fested it will usually pay to make a special treatment for two or 

three seasons as the buds begin to expand. The fruit-tree leaf- 

roller is a more difficult pest to control. Recent experiments indi- 

cate that the insect may be efficiently combated by thorough spray- 

ing just before buds open with miscible oil diluted with fifteen 

parts of water, or with oil emulsion, preferably crude oil, con- 

taining twenty-five per cent. oil. 

SPRAYING SCHEDULE FOR THE PRINCIPAL INSECTS AND DISEASES OF 

THE APPLE 

First application.— As buds show green at the tips, use lime- 

sulphur wash at winter strength for San José scale and leaf 

blister-mite. 

Second application.— Just before blossoms open, for apple scab 

and various leaf-eating insects, use lime-sulphur solution (32° 

Beaume) diluted with forty parts of water, with two to three 

pounds arsenate of lead to forty gallons. May be omitted if insects 

are few and weather is dry. 

Third application.— When blossoms are about two-thirds off, 

give same treatment as (2). This is the most important spraying 

for apple seab and codling moth. Should never be omitted. 

Fourth application— About two weeks later repeat (2) if 

weather is favorable for apple scab; that is, moist and warm. 

Fitth application.— About first week in August repeat (2) to 

prevent late infections of apple scab and to control second brood 

of codling moth. 



WEEDS 

J. L. Stone 

Professor of Farm Practice, State College of Agriculture, Ithaca. 

‘ One definition of a weed is “a plant out of place.” Professor 

Roberts, as a result of some experiments in the thickness of seed- 

ing corn, once said, ‘* The worst weed in corn is corn.”” A more 

common conception and one that is more satisfactory in this con- 

nection is that a weed “is a plant injurious to agriculture and 

horticulture.” 

Weeds growing in crops cause great reduction in yield and 

consequent loss to farmers. It has been estimated that the loss 

in crop yield from injury by weeds in the United States is not 

far from $100,000,000 annually. Also, the presence of weed 

growths very materially increases the labor of giving crops the 

cultivation necessary for their thrift. This increased labor cost 
reaches a large figure. 

Weeds affect crops injuriously in a number of ways. They rob 

the crop of plant foods that otherwise would be available for its 

more pertect development. They often draw heavily upon the 

soil moisture, robbing the crop of its much needed supply. This 

is especially harmful in time of drought. The crowding of weeds 

is especially harmful in some cases. The crop plants growing 

among the weeds cannot develop leaves normally. In the leaves 

the plant food is elaborated and from them the water in which 

it was taken up is evaporated. If the leaves are dwarfed and 

stunted for want of light and air, due to the crowding of weeds, 

they cannot elaborate sufficient plant food for normal develop- 

ment of the crop. In many instances the weeds actually crowd 

out part or all of the crop plants. 

Some weed seeds are difficult or impossible to separate from the 

cereal grains and the grains are depreciated in commercial value 

on account of their presence. 

A given amount of effort will do more towards the suppression 

of weeds if directed against the production of their seeds in the 

[1749] 
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vicinity, or the introduction of them from elsewhere, than the 

same effort can do fighting them after they are established in the 
“a stitch in time saves nine.” fields. It is a case where 

The chief source of supply of weed seeds in any locality is the 

badly tilled fields, the neglected areas, and the unkept roadsides. 

Fields that are tilled as thoroughly as they should be for the sake 

of the crops growing on them, usually do not produce much weed 

seed. This statement will not hold in the case of cereal crops 

growing on land infested with mustard, chess, ete. Thorough 

cultivation of the land, cleaning up of hedgerows, and mowing of 

the fence corners and roadsides, are among the first steps to be 

taken in the suppression of weeds. 
The sowing of impure seed is an important source of weed per- 

petuation. Oats are likely to have in them mustard, Canada 

thistle, and ragweed; wheat or rye may carry chess or cockle; 

grass and clover seed may carry a large variety of pernicious 

weed seeds like daisy, wild carrot and plantain. 

There is no excuse for sowing impure seeds. Pure seeds can 

be had. Impure seeds should either be cleaned or rejected. In 

the case of grass and clover seeds the experiment stations will 

examine and report on the purity of samples or, better still, the 

farmers may supply themselves with a hand lens and a seed 

bulletin and soon be able to test seeds for themselves. 

Probably the most dangerous means of weed distribution at 

the present time is the mill and brewery by-products that are sold 

for stock food. The grain sereenings containing large numbers 

of weed seeds are added to those by-products in many eases. 
Users of such feeds should examine them critically and reject 

them if they contain live weed seeds. There should be effective 

laws to prevent the selling of seeds or feeds infested with per- 

nicious weed seeds. 

Stable manure is always a fruitful means of weed dissemina- 

tion unless great care is taken to keep weed seeds out of it, or the 

manure is thoroughly composted before being applied to the land. 

City manure is even more likely to introduce troublesome weeds 

than the homemade, but city manure is rarely purchased except 

for farms where the tillage is quite thorough, thus holding the 

weeds in check. 

Itinerant threshing machines when brought on the farm with- 
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out being thoroughly cleaned out, often bring certain weed seeds 

from an infested farm to one heretofore free from those particular 

pests. It is well to insist that the machines be thoroughly cleaned 

before being brought on the farm. 

The overflow of streams brings many seeds onto flat lands. 

Birds and animals are ever busy carrying some kinds of seeds 

from place to place. Some seeds are provided with appendages 

that enable them to be carried long distances by the wind. These 

factors, however, are largely beyond man’s control. Hay and 

straw used for packing often carry weed seeds long distances to 

localities not infested with them. It is well to burn such material 

to avoid this danger. 

While all of these methods of weed seed dissemination should 

have careful attention, it is the weed seeds allowed to mature on 

our farms that make us the most trouble. 

Weeds are classified as annuals, biennials, or perennials. An 

annual produces seed and then dies the same season that it starts 

its growth. A biennial produces seed the second season and then 

dies. A perennial does not die as scon as it has produced seed but 

persists through several or many seasons, producing successive 

erops of seed. Some perennials multiply by underground stems, 

root sprouts or bulbs as well as by seeds. Some have fleshy roots 

that are very tenacious to life and are not injured by ordinary 

cultivation. 

It is necessary to know the life habits and individual character- 

istics of weeds, to successfully combat them. While weeds have 

been carefully studied as plants from the botanist’s point of view, 

it is to be regretted that we have no satisfactory body of informa- 

tion regarding the most effective methods of combating individual 

species. 

The following are perhaps the most common annual weeds 

found in New York State: Sorrel, chickweed, purslaine, summer 

grass (many species), ragweed, pigweed, smartweed, Buffalo 

clover, wild buckwheat, wild mustard, dodder. 

The most successful methods of combating annual weeds are 
as follows: 

First, avoid as far as possible the introduction of their seed into 

the soil, giving attention to all the points mentioned in the pre 

ceding pages. 
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Second, when seeds are already introduced they can be most 

cheaply and effectively destroyed by cultivating the soil just after 

they have germinated. This of course applies especially in case 

of tilled crops, and where a fallow may be resorted to to “* clean 

the land.” 

Third, so far as possible, keep the land occupied throughout the 

entire season by a crop that can be given clean tillage or by a crop 

making such dense growth that the weeds are smothered. The 

so-called “ laying by ” of fields of corn or potatoes at midsummer 

gives many weeds an opportunity to produce an abundant crop 

of seed late in the season. The summer grasses, ragweed, pig- 

weed and smartweed find their greatest opportunity in this prac- 

tice. 

Wild mustard is most troublesome in spring-sown grain crops. 

Thorough tillage with some hand work will prevent its getting 

the start in cultivated crops. The seeds are oily and will remain 

alive in the soil for years waiting for a favorable opportunity to 

germinate. Mustard plants grow well in such crops as oats, 

barley, or peas, and produce seed in great abundance before the 

harvesting of the crop. Fortunately a method of destroying 

mustard by spraying has been discovered. Twelve pounds of 

copper sulphate or 100 pounds of iron sulphate dissolved in 50 

gallons of water and sprayed on an acre when the mustard is from 

three to six inches high will destroy it without permanent injury 

to cereal crops, peas, or grass and clover seeding. 

Dodder is classed as an annual though it often hibernates on 

the stem of clover and alfalfa and becomes perennial in effect. 

Its habits of growth are so peculiar that it requires special treat- 

ment. Only clovers, alfalfa and flax among agricultural plants 

are harmfully affected by the dodders, of which there are several 

species. The dodder seed is usually sown with the alfalfa or 

clover seed. The young plants twine around the host plants and 

soon leave the soil, becoming parasitic. Dodder rarely seeds in 

New York but it does hibernate on alfalfa and clover stubble. It 

feeds on the host plants and destroys them in ever-widening 
circles. 

Do not buy clover or alfalfa seed that is not known to be free 

from dodder. If small patches of dodder are discovered in the 
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fields destroy them by mowing close, piling on other litter and 

burning the spots over, or by grubbing up the land. If it is well 

distributed there is nothing to do but to plow up the land and seed 

over again. If all old plants on the soil are destroyed it is not 

likely that dodder will reappear unless seed is again introduced. 

Among biennials there are numerous noxious weeds. Wild 

earrot, wild lettuce, yellow daisy and burdock are common. 

Biennials die after producing seed. If we cannot succeed 

Fic. 142. Goop HomMrEMADE DervICE FOR SPRAYING MUSTARD AND OTHER WEEDS, OR 
POTATOES 

in destroying them during their earlier stages of growth, 

but can manage to prevent the seed produced from reaching 

the soil, we shall accomplish much. Unfortunately some_ bi- 

ennials if prevented from producing seed at the usual period 

do not die but persist season after season in the attempt to pro- 

duce seed. The burdock which normally dies at the end of the 

second season, if not allowed to produce a seed stalk, as in case of 

growing in a lawn, will live for a dozen years. In case biennials 

have become established the seed stalk should be permitted to de- 

velop in order to exhaust the root, and then destroyed before the 

seed becomes scattered. This is usually a difficult task to accom- 
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plish. Cutting, raking and burning wild carrot just before seeds 

are formed does much to reduce it, but unfortunately there are 

always enough lower branches that escape to produce sufficient 

seed to keep up the succession. 

Herbaceous perennials. Troublesome as are the annual and 

biennial weeds, the herbaceous perennials constitute a larger class 

and are still more difficult to control because the root persists year 

after year and in many cases is so hardy as to resist destruction 

by the ordinary methods of tillage. 

Conspicuous among: perennials in New York are ox-eye daisy, 

buttercup, plantain, buckhorn or narrow-leaved plantain, dande- 

Fic. 143. Frectp or OATS on FARM OF FRANK PINNEY, STAFForD, N. Y. 
DARK STRIP SPRAYED WITH SULPHATE or IRON; WHITE STRIP 

UNSPRAYED 

lion, paint brush or hawk weed, quack grass, wild morning-glory, 

yellow rocket or Indian cress, dock, golden-rod, milkweed, butter g 

and eggs or toad-flax, mallow, Canada thistle, common thistle, 

brakes or ferns, horse-radish, live-for-ever. 

Besides their habit of producing seed abundantly, paint brush, 

quack grass and wild morning-glory multiply also by underground 

stems; while yellow rocket, dock, Canada thistle, horse-radish, and 

live-for-ever have hardy, fleshy roots that are not much disturbed 

by plowing. In fact plowing simply serves to multiply some of 

them, as each broken piece if not destroyed becomes a new plant. 

Good farming (which means thorough preparation of the soil 

and thorough intertillage in case of crops grown in rows, or a 

dense, vigorous growth of broadcasted crops) will usually keep 
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fairly suppressed the daisy, buttercup, plantain, dandelion, 

chicory, golden-rod, and many others. Probably no plant can 

survive throughout a full season if absolutely prevented from 

making leaf growth for that period, but in connection with erop 

growing it is often impossible to give such thorough cultivation. 

Much careful, detailed study must be given to the various weed 

plants to determine just how each can be combated most success- 

fully. A plant that has just exhausted itself producing a crop 

of seed is much more easily killed than at other times of the 

season. For instance, quack grass, which is one of our most per- 

sistent weeds, will be almost completely destroyed if the following 

method is used: Allow it to produce a crop of hay, then imme- 

diately plow the land, summer-fallow for a time, plant to late 

cabbage, which should be given absolutely clean cuture till the 

end of the season. <A seeding of two bushels of buckwheat to an 

acre will do nearly the same. 

The same treatment will subdue almost any weed that grows. 

Canada thistle, horse-radish, and live-for-ever owing to their fleshy 

roots, a piece of which will act as a set for a new plant, are only 

multiplied by ordinary tillage. The principles involved in suc- 

cessfully combating them are: 

1 Begin the fight when the plants are exhausted by seed pro- 

duction. 

4 Keep them so smothered either by a dense growth or by con- 

stant cultivation that they have no chance to make leaf growth 

before winter to restore their weakened vitality. 

3 Late in the season turn up the roots to be acted on by frost. 

4 Put on another smother crop early in the spring. Continue 

this process till they succumb. 

A bacterial disease is known sometimes to get into fields of 

live-for-ever and spread from plant to plant till the pest is re- 

moved. It is difficult, however, to keep track of places where 

infected plants may be secured. A study of this disease 1s now 

being made. 

Woody perennials are sometimes classed as weed plants. 

Bushes, briars, ete., are best repressed if cut during August — 

the period of most rapid growth. 

Poison ivy may be destroyed if sprayed while in full leaf by a 

solution of two pounds of arsenate of soda in five gallons of water, 



CONCRETE ON THE FARM 

Dr. Exuis M. SAntrer 

Director of Agriculture, Good Will High School, Hinckley, Me. 

Concrete is an artificial stone. It has a particular interest for 

the farmer because of its cheapness, simplicity and durability. 

Usually all of the materials required, except cement, are found 

on or near the farm and he can readily shape them to his will, 

the result becoming harder and harder as time goes on for 

about four years. 

Concrete on the farm received a black eye in its early days on 

account of mistakes in construction. It is so porous and absorbs 

water so readily that it makes a cold, unsatisfactory building or 

floor in or on which to keep an animal, unless it is properly in- 

sulated. Both of these problems have been satisfactorily solved 

and there is now no reason why every building on the farm 

should not be built of concrete. 

MATERIALS 

The materials usually used are cement, sand, crushed stone, 

gravel or hard cinders. The sand should be sharp, not too fine, 

and as nearly free from loam as possible. It is. always best to 

test sand from a new source by filling a glass fruit jar about 

two-thirds full, then fillin 

letting it stand over night. The thickness of the layer of loam on 

top should then be measured. If its depth is more than one- 

e@ with water, thoroughly shaking and 

twentieth of that of the sand underneath, it should be discarded, 

since sand containing more than 5 per cent. of loam is not safe to 

use in concrete construction. If gravel is used, a sample of it 

should be examined by sifting out all of the sand. If the propor- 

tion is about three of sand to five of gravel it is safe to use in 

most farm construction as it comes from the pit and should have 

about one of cement to eight of gravel and sand for coarse work. 

Jf crushed stone and sand are used, the proportions should be 

from two to four of sand to four to six of crushed stone and one 

[1756] 
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of cement, depending upon the size of the stone and the coarse- 
ness of sand. In other words, the coarser the material used, the 

less cement is required to fill all of the voids. 

Hard cinders where they are convenient for the work, make 

an excellent and economical concrete. The fine material in them 

need not be sifted out; in fact, most cinders furnish enough fine 

material to take the place of sand entirely in most farm con- 

struction. I have built two buildings with cinders and cement 

alone with perfectly satisfactory results. To demonstrate the 
proportions of any kind of material required, provide a water- 

tight receptacle and measure accurately, fill level full with the 

coarser material to be used, then carefully measure in water 

enough to fill the vessel. The proportion of water to the size of 

the vessel will indicate the amount of sand required to fill all 

of the voids in the coarser material, then by mixing this coarser 

material with the indicated proportion of sand, again filling the 
vessel with the mixture, and then with water, the proportion of 

water used will indicate the amount of cement required with 

this mixture of these materials to make an artificial stone. 

MIXING 
\ 

A convenient way of measuring materials for the mixing board, 

is to provide a box 24 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 11144 

inches deep, with no bottom, and handles on either end. This 

box will hold just two sacks of cement, which is about the amount 

used for the ordinary batch in farm work. After filling it on the 

mixing-board it is emptied by lifting the box off the materials; 

beginning with the coarser material and finishing with the 

cement. Thorough mixing is essential to success and it must 

first be done while the materials are dry. The only safe guide 

to determine the completeness of the mixture is its color. If 

it is streaked it is not mixed thoroughly no matter how many 

times it has been turned. Use a shovel and shovel from the 

bottom of the pile, sifting the materials off the edge of the shovel 

upon the apex of a new pile. If this method is followed, three 

turnings will usually be found sufficient. Successful concrete 

work requires that the materials be placed in the form as quickly 

as possible after they are mixed. 
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FORMS 

In placing forms for concrete great care should be taken to 

have them strong enough to remain where wanted. In putting up 

a solid wall with forms, it is well not to build too great a depth 

without sufficient time for the lower coarse to harden as the great 

weight makes many forms give way at the bottom. If the wall be 

a high one, or the ribs used not very substantial, it is well to 
wire across one or two places between the board or plank forms, 

then it is simply a matter of clipping the wires at the surface 

before putting on the finishing’ coat. 

RE-INFORCEMENT 

Concrete, while having great resisting powers, has little tensile 

strength, consequently, any construction requiring the latter must 

be re-inforeed with iron or steel. A roof, fence post, watering 

trough, corners and partition walls, may thus be greatly strength- 

ened at slight expense. Material required for ordinary farm 

work may easily be obtained from the junk men, or many times 

from the farm machinery grave yard. Roofs may be most eco- 

nomically re-inforced by the use of ordinary woven wire fencing; 

if the span is more than ten feet, a reinforced rafter, having one 

inch in width and one in depth to each foot in width of roof, 

should be used. 

INSULATION 

One of the chief sources of dissatisfaction with concrete on the 
farm has been lack of insulation. This problem has been solved 

in building sidewalls by the use of a machine now on the market, 

which not only makes an insulated building having an air-space 

from bottom to top, but it also obviates the use of all forms; thus 

greatly cheapening the cost of installation, making a building that 

is warm in winter, cool in summer, and always dry. 

The best method of insulating a floor was given us several 

years ago by Dean Cook, which is to bury tar-felt roofing in the 

floor. A simple method is to spread about one inch in depth of 

concrete, smoothing it down with a float or hoe, laying on the 

tar-felt roofing, then placing the balance of the concrete on top 

of the roofing. The first method was to paint this thoroughly 

with coal-tar, but this has been found to be unnecessary. 
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SILOS 

A great many farmers now having wooden silos nearing the 

end of their usefulness, are using them as forms for concrete; 

and a very satisfactory method is to tack one-half inch furring 

strips vertically about twelve to sixteen inches apart on the inside 

of the silo, then lining with metallic lath, thoroughly stapled te 

the furring strips, and plastering with a mixture of about nine 

of cement to one of hydrated lime and thirty of medium coarse 

sharp sand, finishing with a whitewash brush and neat cement 

as described in the finishing paragraph. In building a new silo, 

by the use of the hollow-wall machine, a 15 x 32 silo recently con- 

structed cost $173.85 to the roof; the owner figuring his team 

work, hauling gravel and sand at four dollars per day. This silo 

had two walls, each four inches in thickness, a 24% ineh air- 

space, and a continuous door. It is practically indestructible 

and cost less than some of the more perishable ones. 

DAIRY STABLE FLOORS 

Much experimenting has been dore on the various forms of sta- 

ble floor, but the one indicated by the accompanying diagram is 
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probably more often adopted by New York State dairymen than 

any other, and gives the best results of any that I have seen. 

OTHER FARM CONSTRUCTION 

A very little ingenuity will enable any farmer to make his water- 

ing troughs, smoke-house, dairy, spring-curbs, fence-posts, floors 

and walks of concrete, and if properly put down, never wear out 

and are always satisfactory. 

FINISHING 

There are many methods of finishing concrete surfaces. A fairly 

smooth and satisfactory finish is easily applied by the use of a 
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whitewash brush. The wall should be thoroughly dampened and 

a very thin coat of clear cement and water mixed to about the con- 

sistency of the ordinary pancake batter, applhed with a plastering 

trowel, and allowed to become partially hardened. It is then gone 

over carefully with a whitewash brush dipped in cement and water, 

about the consistency of ordinary cream. This gives a waterproof, 

as well as very pleasing, finish. There are various forms of stucco 

finish; the one more ordinarily used being the floated one and ap- 

plied as follows: Thoroughly dampen the wall, take nine parts of 

cement, one part of hydrated lime, and forty to fifty parts of sand, 

depending upon its coarseness. All pebbles should be carefully 

sifted out. This is mixed to about the consistency of the ordinary 

plastering material and spread on as evenly as possible with a 

trowel. After it becomes about two-thirds set — which will be in 

from twenty minutes to an hour, depending upon the weather — it 

is gone over with a float, with a circular motion, all unevenness re- 

moved and the sand brought to the surface, leaving an even, rough 

finish, the roughness depending upon the kind of float used; the 

hard wood float making the smoother finish. If a very rough finish 

is desired, it may be accomplished by tacking a piece of felt or car- 

pet over the face of the float. If the stippled finish is desired, pro- 

ceed as above, only very soon after the plaster is applied, have 

some one follow with a broom, sponge, or brush. A very satisfac- 

tory implement is the wire brush used by the foundry-men for re- 

moving sand from eastings. Care should be used that the stippling 

be evenly done, and it will be found that seldom will two people 

stipple alike. In the pebble-dash proceed as above until the plas- 

ter is applied, and follow immediately by dashing with the hand, a 

shovel or a whisk broom, a mixture of sand, or small pebbles and 

cement. If sand, about one to two and one-half, and if pebbles 

about one to six, upon the freshly plastered surface. This finish is 

easily applied and makes a very satisfactory one. Where various 

colored pebbles from the brook or other source are used, and the 

colors are desired to be shown in the building, a dilute solution of 

hydrochloric acid about one to eight, applied to the pebbles the fol- 

lowing day will remove the cement and bring out the natural colors. 

There are various other forms of finish, all of which are more or 

less complicated, and the above will probably furnish sufficient 

variety for all farm purposes. 



THE THREE LEADING BREEDS OF BEEF CATTLE 

W. D. Zinn 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Ask a dairyman to name the leading dairy breeds and he will 

intuitively answer, “ Jerseys, Holsteins, Guernseys and Ayr- 

shires.” You may also ask any experienced producer of beef 

cattle to name the principal beef breeds and he will very positively 

assert that there are but three breeds of very great importance ; 

namely, Shorthorns, Herefords and Angus. 

It is the object of the writer to deal principally with the merits 

and demerits of these three breeds. In so doing, he is not un- 

mindful of the fact that there are still other breeds that have some 

good qualities,— the Galloways, Red Polls, Brown Swiss, Polled 

Durhams and Devons. 

SHORTHORNS 

Shorthorns are so-called from the character of their horns. 

They are sometimes called Durhams because they originated in 

Durham County, England. Many centuries ago, there existed in 

the counties of Durham and Yorkshire and especially in the val- 

ley of River Tees, a type of large cattle which were the ancestors 

of the Shorthorn breed. There were two strains of these cattle 

called Teeswater and Holderness, but they have. long since been 

blended. 

Among the Shorthorns of today there occasionally is found 

what is called a Teeswater animal, that is an animal with very 

peculiar hindquarters and rounding in the rear. Their meat is 

said to contain less fat and to be somewhat coarser. These are 

found only among the Shorthorns, and it is due to the fact that 

more than two hundred years ago they were bred up from this 

breed. It only shows the prepotency of that breed. The following 

includes some of the early breeders of Shorthorns: Colling Brothers 

of Ketton, who began their work in 1780. At the dispersion sale of 

these brothers in 1810, many good animals were scattered over 

the country which greatly improved the eattle of that section. 

Thomas Bates commenced breeding Shorthorns at Kirklevington 

[1764] 
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Fie. 147. SnHorrHoRN Cow, OwnrEp By CorTrRELL VALLEY Farm, 
Hoosic FaAnuis, N. Y. 

Fig. 148. SHoRTHORN Butt, OWNED BY COTTRELL VALLEY FARM, 
Hoosic FAs, N. Y. 
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about the close of the eighteenth century, and there is a strain 

of Shorthorns that bears his name to this day. Richard Booth 

founded his famous herd at Studley about 1790, and the Booth 

strain of Shorthorns is still found. These two strains were 

crossed by Amos Cruikshanks of Sittyton, Aberdeenshire, Seot- 

land. His work resulted in the best strain of Shorthorn yet pro- 

duced. Both the Bates and the Booth strains had serious objec- 

tions, the Bates being too “ horsey” as the breeders sometimes 

put it; in other words they are too long-legged. The Booth Short- 

horns are not so objectionable in this respect, but they are plain 

in the head and have heavy horns. The Cruikshanks strain, or 

Seotch Shorthorns as they are usually called, are more compact, 

shorter-legged, and better in all respects. They have won more 

prizes in recent years than both the other strains combined. 

Between 1783 and 1795, the first importation of Shorthorns was 

made into America by Messrs. Goff and Miller of Virginia. The 

first direct importation of Shorthorns into New York State was 

made by Samuel M. Hopkins of Moscow, 1815. The most notable 

sale of Shorthorns ever held was that of Messrs. Campbell and 

Woleott of New York Mills, New York, 1873. The one hundred 

and eight animals of all ages sold, aggregated $382,000. One 

Duchess cow brought $40,600 which at that time was the largest 

price ever paid for a cattle-beast. 

One of the advantages of the Shorthorns over the two other 

breeds under discussion, is that they are better milkers. If 

there is any such thing as a dual-purpose animal among cows, she 

is a Shorthorn. They will cross better than either of the other 

breeds,— where there is a drop of Shorthorn blood it always crops 

out. If Shorthorn bulls are bred on scrub cows, the offspring will 

make fairly good cattle. Shorthorn cattle will grow larger than 

either of the other breeds. 

Some of the disadvantages of the breed are: Having been 

inbred so long they are not quite so hardy as the others,— this 

is especially true in the winter seasons; they take longer to 

mature. It is harder to make baby beef from Shorthorn cattle 

than from either of the other two breeds. If matured at an early 

age, they must have a good quantity of grain, which in a grazing 

country is an undesirable characteristic. The fat and lean are not 

as well intermixed as in other breeds. 
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HEREFORDS 

Prior to the last half of the eighteenth century but little is 

known of the Hereford cattle. They are therefore not as old a 

breed as the Shorthorns; that is, they have not been bred so long 

along distinctive lines. The original cattle were a solid red, and 

they were crossed with the white cattle of Wales, thus enlarging 

their frames and giving them white markings. In the eighteenth 

century they became noted for their good grazing and_beef- 

making properties. The most noted of the early improvers of this 

breed was Benjamin Tompkins and his son. Like Batewell, he 

Fig. 149. Hrrerorp BuLL, OWNED By COTTRELL 
VALLEY FARM, Hoosic FALus, N. Y. 

improved his cattle through the most careful selection, in mating, 

and through in-and-in breeding. The first importation of Here- 

fords was made into the United States by Henry Clay in 1817. 

William H. Sotham, of New York, who has done more to advance 

the Hereford interests than any other man, perhaps, made three 

importations into the State of New York. Nearly every state in 

the Union has its quota of Herefords, but they are most numerous 

in the Southwest. 

Some of the advantages of the breed are: They readily adapt 

themselves to almost any country, and they have proved them- 

selves eminently fitted for range conditions. In early maturing 

qualities, they are superior to the Shorthorns. For baby-beef pro- 
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duction they have but one equal, and that is the Angus. They 

make good use of their food and lay on flesh on the parts of the 

frame from which the best meats are cut; but when pushed with 

grain, they are inclined to become “ patchy,” that is, to form 

lumps in their flesh. They winter better when calves than Short- 

horns do. Their uniformity of color gives them many admirers, 

and they cross most exceilently with Shorthorn cows. They are 

less subject to abortion and to milk-fever than many other breeds. 

Their weak points are: They make poor cows, for it is said 

of some breeders who produce show animals that they always keep 

one Jersey cow for each Hereford, the Jersey to help raise the 

Hereford calf. Also, they are a little more inclined to be wild 

than the Shorthorns. Originally they were too heavy in the fore- 

quarter, but that has been largely corrected by proper selection. 

They do not cross with scrub stock nearly so well as Shorthorns; 

a half-breed crossed on a scrub invariably produces a scrub. This 

is due largely to the fact that they are a new breed; but this objec- 

tion will be overcome in the course of time,— in fact it is less 

noticeable now than in former years. 

ABERDEEN ANGUS 

This breed of cattle has won more prizes at the International 

Fat-stock Show than any other breed. This fact has brought the 

breed rapidly into prominence. It is probable that the Angus 

cattle originally came from the northeastern countics of Scotland 
with Aberdeen as the center. The Aberdeen cattle of today is 

the result no doubt of the amalgamation of two strains of spotted 

cattle found in the districts of Scotland. This breed was estab- 

lished about 1800, but was not introduced into the United States 

until 1873. More cattle of this breed are found in Towa, Illinois, 

Missouri, Ohio and Indiana, than elsewhere. The characteristics 

of the Angus cattle are very similar to those of the Hereford. 

They mature very early and when well-fed are fat at any age. 

3eing hornless, they are wanted by many feeders who do not like 

to dehorn cattle. Their uniformity of color makes them sought 

for by thousands of feeders who know that a lot of cattle that 

have the same color throughout will always sell for a little more 

money than the same quality of mixed colors. 
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Some of the objections that the champions of the other two 

breeds urge against the Aberdeens are: They are very poor 

milkers; are naturally inclined to be wild; they do not cross as 

well as the Shorthorns, and they do not get heavy enough. 

Though the State of New York is not now a beef-producing 

state and is not likely to ever become such, yet, she may justly be 

proud of her record in introducing into the United States two 

of the leading beef breeds of our country; but there is a question 

even yet whether or not farmers living remote from shipping 

points in New York State would not do as well to grow beef cattle 

that can be driven on foot to market rather than to haul the dairy 

products so far. At any rate, this subject is worthy of careful 

consideration. 



DAIRY BREEDS OF CATTLE 

JarEep VAN WaAGENEN, JR. 
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There are between fifteen and twenty different breeds of cattle 

recognized in America, although some of these have very few rep- 

resentatives and are slightly known. There are four — the Hol- 

stein-Friesian, Ayrshire, Jersey and the Guernsey that are univer- 

sally recognized as special purpose dairy breeds. Then in addi- 

the Dutch Belted, the 

French-Canadian, the Brown Swiss and the Kerry are commonly 

tion to these, four other minor breeds 

classed as dairy cattle. The American farmers as a whole have 

done little in the originating of American breeds. There are two 

or three types of horses and three or four breeds of swine which 

are distinctively American, but every breed of cattle entered in 

the Fair Association premium lists are of European origin save 

only the little French-Canadian cow from Quebec. Our one 

American breed, the Holderness, was allowed to pass alinost 

before it was formed — nor is it to be regretted for there is no 

possible excuse for a further multiplication of breeds. The 

following is a very brief account of the history and character- 

istics of our special purpose breeds of dairy cattle. 

THE HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN 

The Holstein-Friesian is the black and white cow of Tolland 

and the lower Rhine. Doubtless animals of this breed were im- 

ported to the Hudson Valley by the early Dutch settlers nearly 

three centuries ago. The Holland Land Company brought some 

over in 1795 and from time to time since, there have been importa- 

tions. These early importations were from different parts of the 

country and so confusion of names resulted. In 1872 the first yol- 

ume of the Holstein Herd Book was published and in 1880 another 

organization brought out the Dutch-Friesian Herd Book — thus 

putting two rival associations in the field. Finally in 1885 these 
[1770] 
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Fic. 150. Hoistern Cow, “ Zany BeRGSINA 2p CLOTHILDE;” 99 PouNpDS 
Mink IN ONE Day; 639.8 Pounps MILK, 27.59 Pounps BuTTEeR IN 

SEVEN Days. OwnNeEp By H. H. STIcKLES, CLAVERACK, N. Y. 

Fie. 151. Hoxwstrern Butt, “BurrER Boy ArtTIs CLOTHILDE 4TH.” 

OWNED By H. H. STICKLES, CLAVERACK, N. Y. 
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two organizations were merged into one and the name Holstein- 

a rather cumbersome and Friesian adopted as a compromise 

meaningless name. The breed has become very widely distributed 

throughout the world, but especially in America. 

The Holstein has some clearly marked characteristics that set 

her off from other breeds and for some purposes give her a place 

all her own. Her size is by far the largest of all the milk breeds, 

the mature cows if well developed frequently weighing from 1,200 

to 1,300 pounds; while bulls of from 1,800 to 2,000 pounds are not 

uncommon. The color is always black and white but occasionally 

animals are very nearly pure white and conversely some are nearly 

black, but the black must not extend to the hoofs. The form in 

the best specimens is an 

extreme example of the 

milk type with angular 

conformation, great de- 

velopment of the pelvic 

arch, enormous udder 

and milk veins and an 

abdomen that shows 

wonderful digestive ca- 

pacity. The head should 

be lean and the jaw 

long between the muzzle 
Fic. 152. Horstern Cow, Ownep By R. F. and the angle of the 

SEELEY, WATERLOO, N. Y. - 
eye — as distinguished 

from the triangular shaped head of the Jersey. The withers in 

cows of pronounced milking tendency are sometimes very thin and 

sharp, and this together with the prominent hip bones sometimes 

gives them an appearance of coarseness. As seen in the stables of 

good breeders, however, they carry enough flesh to take away this 

impression. The rump should be long and level, and an unusual 

width across the hookbones is a distinctive breed characteristic. 

The hide has rarely the mellowness and elasticity of the Channel 

Island breeds. The muzzle may be dark or light or mottled with 

patches of both colors. The horns are usually white tipped with 

black and ought not to be coarse or spreading. No cow has greater 

feeding capacity than the Holstein and no calf has greater vigor 
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or can make greater gains in body weight than the Holstein calf. 

Calves may weigh up to 125 pounds at birth and as veals, reach 

astonishing weights at four or six weeks. Mature animals while 

erowing and fattening readily, give too large a proportion of offal 

to be desirable for butcher stock. 

As a producer of market milk of medium grade, the Holstein 

cow has no rival. Unfortunately the percentage of fat is too low 

to suit discriminating markets, but her wonderful milk flow, her 

vigor and feeding capacity, together with the too general practice 

at shipping stations of receiving at one price all milk that will pass 

the state standard for fat, has made her by far the most popular 

cow in the great milk shipping districts. Then too, more than 

most other breeds, she has always been the working farmer’s cow. 

The Guernsey, especially, and to a less extent the Jersey, has been 

largely in the hands of wealthy men, but the Holstein is today 

mainly handled by men who are keeping her strictly as a commer- 

cial proposition and she is getting an amount of skillful handling 

and feeding and advertising such as no other breed receives. 

The Holstein-Friesian Association has a highly developed Ad- 

vanced Registry record; most records, however, being made for 

periods of seven days or thirty days rather than a full year —a 

method not well calculated to determine the true dairy capabilities 

of a cow. Some wonderful milk and fat records have been made. 

The world record for seven, thirty and sixty days was recently 

made by Spring Farm Pontiae Lass who in seven days gave 585 

pounds of milk containing 34.31 pounds of fat equivalent to 44.15 

pounds of butter. Holstein records are usually spoken of as so 

many pounds of butter, this butter being calculated as 80 per cent. 

fat — an incorrect method that makes the results a little too high. 

There is one daily record of 127 pounds of milk; while yearly rec- 

ords of from 12,000 to 18,000 are not uncommon. It should be 

remembered that these milk records are made by large animals 

highly fed and skillfully cared for and that the percentage of fat 

is relatively low. The Holstein will always be most at home in 

regions of abundant food supply and deep pastures. She is ad- 

mittedly at a disadvantage with the smaller breeds on scanty graz- 

ing or very hilly lands. 
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Fic. 153. AyRSHIRE Cow, OWNED By E. L. Button, MELROsE, N. Y. 

Fic. 154. AYRSHIRE BULL, OWNED By E. L. Burron, MELROsE, N. Y. 
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THE AYRSHIRE 

The original home of the Ayrshire is in the County of Ayr in 

Southwestern ‘Scotland, which, by the way, was the land of Robert 

Burns. Ayr, with the neighboring counties, is described as a good 

agricultural country with much fine grazing land and with a very 

moist climate but not severe as compared to the northern United 

States. 
The Ayrshire has been a well recognized breed for more than a 

century but there seems to be no general agreement as to the his- 

tory of its formation. The foundation was surely the native cattle 

of that part of Scotland, and nearly one hundred and fifty years 

ago some specimens of the old Teeswater or early Shorthorns were 

brought in and mated with the native stock. There is also a tradi- 

tion that some cattle from the Channel Islands — probably Jerseys 

— were incorporated in the breed. In fact so far as early accounts 

go, it would seem that there had been infusions of several English 

breeds as well as the cattle of Holland. But at any rate, before 

1780, the County of Ayr had a distinctive breed of cattle which at 

that time were usually black and white and were locally famous for 

abundant milk yield. Later the colors became red or white and 

brown and white. 

The first importations to America were probably made into Can- 

ada about 1800 by loyal Scotch emigrants — for the Scotchman 

has always loved the Ayrshire cow just as he has the Clydesdale 

horse. The first American Registry Association was established 

in Massachusetts in 1863, thus antedating the American records of 

other breeds. Their distribution has become almost world-wide and 

the Ayrshire has never lacked for ardent admirers, yet the breed 

has never attained a popularity or number comparable with either 

the Holstein or the two Channel Island breeds. They are most 

numerous in Canada, New England and the cheese districts of 

northern New York. 

The Ayrshire possesses some rather marked characteristics. In 

size, the approved demand is for an animal approximating the 

weight of the Guernsey — say 1,500 pounds for the mature bull 

and 1,050 for the aged cow. 

In conformation, the Ayrshire is normally less typical of the 

dairy ideal than the other three breeds. The barrel is round, the 
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ribs well sprung, the legs short and the wedge shape is pronounced 

but the hind quarters are frequently too beefy to please the man 

accustomed to the extreme dairy type. They are said by butchers 

to make very satisfactory carcasses of beef, not carrying the yellow 

fat of the Channel Island breeds nor the coarseness and offal of the 

Holstein. It is not too much to say that the udders on the average 

are the most perfect of any breed, being very broad and symmet- 

rical with exceptionally well placed teats and carried well up 

against the body both forward and behind, but the fault of two 

smali teats is not infrequent. The Ayrshire head is most unmis- 

takable for its proud carriage and the erect black-tipped horns 

which tend to turn backward. The colors are white, mottled or 

flecked with red or brown; the proportion of each color is irregular, 

animals nearly pure white or red or brown being admissible. 

The Ayrshire is not typically a butter cow; her milk is higher 

in fat than the Holstein, but fully 1 per cent. below that of the 

Channel Island cattle. She has been regarded as peculiarly satis- 

factory in the cheese districts. 

The breed has an Advanced Registry Record, and milk yields 

exceeding 12,000 pounds are not uncommon. 

The breed has a reputation for hardiness and an ability to give 

profitable returns on rough upland pastures. It is said that in 

Scotland she is called the ‘‘ Poor Man’s Cow.” 

The Ayrshire temperament is nervous and the bulls are often 

said to incline to viciousness more than other breeds. 

THE JERSEY 

The Jersey takes her name from the island on which she was 

originated. The Island of Jersey lies only fourteen miles off the 

coast of France and has less than 29,000 acres of land, yet is said 

to maintain about 40,000 cattle to say nothing of growing vast 

amounts of trucking crops for the English markets. It is re- 

markable that this little group of islands have given the world 

two of its most widely known breeds of cattle. 

Some Jersey or Alderney cows were brought to Pennsylvania 

as early as 1818. Beginning about 1850 they were imported in 

considerable numbers and the American Jersey Cattle Club— 

the present record organization — was founded and began its 
work in 1868. 
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Fig. 155. JERSEY Cow, “ IMPORTED HERO’s QUEEN,” 162973, A. J. C. C. 

FORTY POUNDS MILK PER Day; 17 Pounps, 4 OuNcES BUTTER I 

SEVEN Days. OWNED By GEORGE W. SISSON, JR., PortspAm, N. Y. 

Fic. 156. JERSEY BULL, “Lucy oF St. LAMBERT’s Herr,” 62661, A. J. C. C. 

OWNED By GEORGE W. Sisson, Jr., Potspam, N. Y. 
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Probably it is not too much to say that considering her num- 

bers and her almost world-wide distribution, the Jersey is the 

most famous and popular of all breeds of cattle. From the 

standpoint of the artist she is the most beautiful, and more than 

a hundred years ago an English traveler in Jersey urged their 

importation in order than they might “ ornament the parks of 

the nobility and gentry.” 

She has characteristics as well that make her a strictly utility 

cow and that have given her a place in almost every cowkeeping 

country of the globe. Bred originally in a mild climate she has 

demonstrated her fitness to the tropics or the severe Canadian 

winters. There is no reason for the common idea that she lacks 

constitution. 

Her size, especially in her island home, is the smallest of the 
four dairy breeds. Under American conditions she tends to be- 

come larger and to lose a little of her fawn-like beauty. 

Few mature cows weigh below 700, and weights above 1,000 

are uncommon. Experienced breeders prefer bulls ranging up 

to 1,300 and the movement is toward greater size. The color 

may vary through a wide range, generally known as fawn. Jer- 

seys are never wholly white but white markings may occur. A 

shade is found that may be called light cream, and also a very 

dark brown sometimes called mulberry black. Squirrel grey, 

orange fawn and lemon fawn are other descriptive terms. The 

preferable color is solid, without definite markings, but lighest 

along the spine, becoming darker on the belly and legs. The 

tongue and switch are often black but not necessarily. Always 

there is a lighter colored ring of hair around the muzzle — a very 

persistent characteristic even in slight admixtures of Jersey blood. 

The head is lean and markedly triangular in shape as com- 

pared with the Holstein. The eyes are especially prominent. The 

horns ought not to be coarse and in some families are very light. 

The chest is frequently too narrow and the ribs often lack spring. 

As a rule, the Jersey hide is mellow and elastic but her secre- 

tions are less markedly yellow than in the Guernsey. The milk 

veins are frequently splendidly developed but poor fore udders 

are very common. 
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They reach maturity probably earlier than any other breed 

and yet some of the oldest cows known have been Jerseys. The 

milk is at least as rich as that of any other breed. The Jersey 

has not been a satisfactory butchers’ animal — largely on account 

of her small size, and undue proportion of offal. The Jersey 

Register of Merit accepts lists for seven, fourteen, thirty days 
and one year. Mature cows must make at least twelve pounds 

of butter fat in seven days or 360 pounds of fat in one year. 

The highest price ever paid at public sale for Jerseys was $12,500 

for a bull and $7,500 for a cow, both at T. S. Cooper’s sales. 

These prices have been greatly exceeded at public Shorthorn sales. 

Up to June 1, 1913, there had been registered in the American 

Jersey Cattle Club, 113,300 bulls and 290,725 cows. 

THE GUERNSEY 

The motherland of the Guernsey cow is the little islands Guern- 

sey and Alderney in the English channel between France and Brit- 

ain. Most importations have been made from Guernsey which 

contains about 13,000 acres of land and maintains about 5,000 

cattle —a very narrow home to be the nursery of a world-wide 

breed. The soil is fertile and the climate very mild and uni- 

form. They have been bred in essential purity for many years 

and for a long time — centuries 1t is said — have been protected 

against infusion of other blood by a law prohibiting the im- 

portation of foreign cattle except for slaughter. 

It is believed that Richard Harrison of Germantown near 

Philadelphia imported a pair of cattle from Alderney as early 

as 1818 and other occasional importations were made, especially 

after 1865. The date of the establishment of the American Pedi- 

gree Registry Record is 1879, and up to June 25, 1913, there 

had been registered in America 45,339 cows and 25,422 bulls, 

but popular interest in the breed was of slow growth until after 

the very favorable record made in the breed test at the Pan- 

American Exposition in 1901. 

In characteristics the Guernsey is most naturally compared 

with the Jersey although the differences between the two breeds 

are marked. The Guernseys are coarser and heavier in build, 

weights of 1,500 pounds for mature bulls and 1,050 for aged 
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Fic. 157. ImportTepD GUERNSEY Cow, OWNED By A. R. East- 

MAN, WATERVILLE, N. Y. 

Fic. 158. GUERNSEY BULL, OWNED BY JARED VAN WAGENEN, JR., 

LAWYERSVILLE, N. Y. 
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cows being score card standards. In heifers before freshening 

there is often a suggestion of beefiness especially in the thick 
withers. A tendency toward a sway back and sloping rump is 
too common. The color may vary through a wide range of yellow 

or reddish or brownish fawn either solid or more usually with 

white markings, sometimes very abundant especially on the under 

part of the body and legs. Occasionally animals are nearly 
white. 

The color of the muzzle is a fancy point much emphasized by 

some breeders. It is preferably a yellow buff or flesh color but 

dark flecks or even black does not indicate impurity of blood or 

lack of dairy character. The most marked characteristic of the 

Guernseys is the rich yellow hue of her milk and of the secre- 

tions as seen around the eyes, inside the ears and in the very 

yellow color of the dandruff on the udder and scrotum and at 

the end of the tail. 

The horns are typically yellow at the base and rather short 

and incurved, and the hoofs amber colored, although many in- 

dividuals of undoubted pure breeding fail to show these charac- 
teristics well developed. 

The hide is usually particularly mellow and elastic —on the 

average excelling all other breeds in this regard. 

The temperament of bulls and cows alike is exceptionally mild 

and gentle — the heritage of centuries of family care and confine- 

ment by tethering to very narrow limits. 

The strong point of the Guernsey is the production of milk 

and cream for discriminating markets where the natural high 

color will enable it to sell at prices in advances of milk lacking 

this character. Guernsey milk is to be classed as high in fat 

percentage, being about the same as the Jersey in this regard. 

At the beginning of 1912 there were about 257 Guernsey cows 

with official records exceeding 10,000 pounds of milk and 213 

making 500 or more pounds — say 585 pounds of butter fat in 

a year. There is one official milk record exceeding 18,000 

pounds. The requirements for Advanced Registry among Guern- 

seys is that a heifer must produce not less than 250 pounds of 

fat in a year if calving at two years old or 3,600 pounds of fat 

in twelve months if a mature cow. 
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The top price ever paid for a Guernsey at public sale is $3,200 

for a bull and $2,600 for a cow —not particularly high as com- 

pared with record prices for either Holsteins or Jerseys. On 

the other hand, the average level of prices at present is probably 

above any other breed. Grade Guernseys are also wanted at 

prices substantially higher than other breeds. 

THE MINOR DAIRY BREEDS 

There remain four other breeds of cattle which, while not 

widely known, are generally classed as special dairy breeds and 

hence should be briefly mentioned here. 

Fic. 159. KERRY Cow 

The Kerry is the little cow from western Ireland, developed 

there by poverty-stricken tenant farmers, and is a most interesting 

example of how long years of scanty feed and hard conditions have 

resulted in a dwarf race of cattle. Red Rose, a celebrated prize- 

winner of the breed, was only 34 inches high at the withers and 

weighed about 400 pounds, She was unusually small, however, as 
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cows commonly weigh from 500 to 600 pounds, while mature bulls 

range from 800 to 1,000. In spite of their diminutive size they 

are regarded as of true milk type, and Red Rose is claimed by her 

owners to have made the astonishing record of ten thousand pounds 

of milk in a year. The color is generally black — sometimes red, 

and there may be a little white on the scrotum or udder. The 

head is lean with white horns tipped with black and the conforma- 

tion is iow with fine bones. The Kerry is at least interesting as an 

example of an animal moulded by environment. 

THE DUTCH BELTED 

The Dutch Belted originated in Holland where they are said to 

have been known for more than 200 years. Specimens of the 

breed were imported to America as early as 1838, but they have 

never attained any wide distribution or popularity. It has been 

the misfortune of the breed to have a color marking so striking 

and unusual that all other characters have been lost sight of in the 

perpetuation of this feature. 

The size of the Dutch Belted is smaller than the Holstein, being 

comparable to the Guernsey or Ayrshire. They are black with the 

one distinguishing and peculiar character of a white belt which 

may be only a foot wide or may be a broad blanket encircling the 

body. The belt should be as uniform as possible in width with 

a clean-cut line of demarkation between the two colors. The belt 

is a very firmly fixed character and is usually transmitted to the 

grades. There does not seem to be available many records of pro- 

duction that would justify any high estimate of the breed for 

dairy purposes. 

THE FRENCH CANADIAN 

The French Canadian has the unique distinction of being the 

only recognized breed of American origin, having been developed 

by the habitants of Quebee Province, Canada. It is believed that 

they are descended from cattle from France brought to Canada 

previous to the English occupancy. Like the Kerry they are the 

product of rather poor agricultural conditions. This has given 

them hardiness and the ability to make good use of pasture and 

rough feed. The conformation and sometimes the color is sug- 
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gestive of the Jersey to whom they are probably related through a 

common French ancestry. The color may be black or dark fawn 

or brindle with the ring of lighter color around the muzzle charac- 

teristic of Channel Island cattle. In size they are rather dwarfish, 

averaging smaller than the Jerseys, but they possess a certain 

Fic. 160. FRENCH CANADIAN Cow, OWNED BY WILLARD FRA- 

LIcK, MARATHON, N. Y. 

angularity of form denoting the milking type and such records as 

are available indicate that many individuals have dairy ability 

of a high order. They are widely distributed in lower Canada 

and there are a few herds scattered in the northern states. 

THE BROWN SWISS 

The Brown Swiss has formerly been classed as a general pur- 

pose breed, but recently the Brown Swiss Breeders Association 

has declared that they were to be deemed a special purpose dairy 

breed. 

Their native home is in the mountain valleys of the Alps where 

they have been carefully bred for many generations. 

As a breed they have some rather distinctive characteristics. 

The size is above medium; the color is a shade of brown which 

in some eases may be described as mouse color— it is commonly 

lighter along the back and under the belly. The muzzle has the 
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mealy ring suggestive of the Jersey. The udder is often white, 

while the hoofs are black and the horns white with black tips. 

It must be said that the conformation of the Brown Swiss does 

not agree with the usual ideal of the dairy type. The body is 

notably blocky — not to say beefy. The neck is short and thick 

with heavy throat latch and dew lap. The legs are short, and the 

whole appearance is suggestive of vigor and strength, 

As might be expected from their home environment, the breed 

is renowned for hardiness and vitality, and also bears an excellent 

reputation for docility. 

So far as dairy performance is concerned, the number of rec- 

ords are not large, but there are some individuals of marked 

dairy ability. 

Fie. 161. AYRSHIRE CATTLE ON Farm or E. L. Butron, Metross, N. Y. 



HORSES 

Jay GELDER 

Superintendent, Adirondack Stock Farm, Glens Falls, N. Y. 

THE PERCHERON 

The Percheron, in point of numbers, date of introduction. in 

the United States and popularity, stands first among the draft 

breeds in this country. When first introduced to the United 

States all of the draft breeds of France were included under the 

name of the Norman horse and later under the name of Percheron 

and for years, Beuloomais, Bretonnais, Ardennais and Nivernais 

were all imported under these names and sold as one breed. 

Fic. 162. Importep PERCHERON STALLION “ KRIQUET,” 

91433. Turee YEARS OLp: WercutT, 1,820 Pounps. 

OWNED By ADIRONDACK FARMS, GLENS FALLS, N. Y. 

Later on the Percheron stud book in France was organized and 

the registration of Percheron horses was confined to those bred 

in the La Perche district. The first Percherons were imported 

into New Jersey in 1839 and from this early importation they 

have become the best known and have done more to benefit and 

[1786] 
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enrich the farmers of the United States than all of the other 

draft breeds combined. In 1912 there were 3,292 of the various 

draft breeds imported and of this number probably three-fourths 

were Percherons. 

The origin of the Percheron horse is conceded to be the large, 

coarse mares of Flanders crossed with the Arabian stallions, 
which produced the rugged, gray, active, small draft animals 

used so largely for the quick movement of heavy loads. The 
American trade called for darker colors with more size and bone. 

The French breeders were quick to respond to this demand and 

unlike their English or Seotch brothers were quite willing to 

cooperate with the backers of their breed in America in furnish- 

ing the type of horse required. 

Fic. 163. Four Brack ImMportTED PERCHERON MARES; AVERAGE WEIGHT 

1,800 Pounps. OWNED By ADIRONDACK FARMS, GLENS FAuLs, N. Y. 

Unlike the Belgian breeder the Frenchmen are quite willing to 

sell any or all of their prize animals at a price, and it is remark- 

able that the Percheron horse has not sadly degenerated with the 

enormous drain of so large a number of their best animals each 

year. But the breed has been greatly benefited and helped by 

the French government in buying and furnishing for breeding 

purposes, a large number of good stallions at a nominal service 

fee, also by the approval and subsidy of the best stallions owned 

by individuals and the liberal amounts awarded in prizes at the 

big shows. 
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The principal faults of the Percheron are his light bone, his 

short pasterns and steep rump. by careful breeding the faults 

have been largely corrected. Compared with the Shire and Bel- 

gian, the Percheron have less bone, but more than the Suffolk 

and Clydesdale. Good individuals have clean flat cordy legs 

that give them great wearing quality. 

The success of the Percheron in this country has been secured 

by their stylish, upstanding type and prompt cheerful action, to- 

gether with the fact that the Percheron grades wear better, sell 
better and fill the bill better than those of any other breed. This 

breed has been fortunate now as well as in the past in having 

among its supporters many of the most noted horsemen in 

America and thousands of dollars are being collected and spent 

by the American Percheron Breeders’ Association each year in 

prizes and advertising the good qualities of this breed. 

THE BELGIAN 

Without doubt, the large, black Flanders horse was a strong 

factor in the foundation of most of the other draft breeds, and to 

the difference in taste, requirements and environment can be at- 

tributed the variation in type and characteristics of most of the 

recognized draft breeds of today. Flanders being a part of Bel- 

gium and Holland, the Belgian breeders claim they have the oldest 

draft breed in the world. 

Until recent years the many faults of the Belgian horse pre- 

vented them from becoming popular with the American breeders. 

The coarse, square, sour head, lop ears, short, thick neck, low back, 

short round hips, and crooked coarse hocks, were the rule rather 

than the exception. 

To the most liberal policy of prizes and subsidy and careful in- 

spection by the Belgian government is due the wonderful improve- 

ment of the Belgian horse during the past ten years. As high as 

$1,200 subsidy is paid to champion and prize winning stallions, 

but these stallions must be kept in service for five years before the 

owners are allowed to draw this money. This together with the 

high service fee ($100 by the season) commanded by the prize 

stallions make it impossible for outside buyers to secure a popular 

prize winning Belgian stallion at any price. Nearly all railroads 
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in Belgium are owned by the Government and mares may be 

shipped for breeding at one-half the regular rates. 

The great improvement in this breed together with their heavy 

bone, short legs, great, wide deep bodies, bold, free action have 

made them the ideal horse for moving heavy loads or to cross on 

the common unclassified mares of this country. High-grade Bel- 

gians or a cross of Belgians on grade Percheron mares have pro- 

duced some of the highest quality of draft market geldings in the 

world. 

Fig. 165. IMporTED BELGIAN STALLION ‘“ POLTRON,” 6628. THREE 

YEARS OLD; WercuT 1,900 Pounps. OWNED By ADIRONDACK FARMS, 

GLENS Fats, N. Y. 

Although the prices of the good Belgian stallions and mares 

have advanced sharply abroad, they are being imported in greatly 

increased numbers. American buyers are handicapped in secur- 

ing some of the exceptionally good animals by the German and 

Holland buyers, who are willing to pay almost any price for either 

stallions or mares of the highest quality. 
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The Belgian horse is a remarkably good feeder and shipper and 

acclimates rapidly, and is an example of what can be done intelli- 

gently by breeding and liberal feeding especially on green foods, in 

the stables as well as in the rich low pastures. 

In colors the chestnut and roans are especially desirable, but 

color in this breed is not a strong factor, there being many good 

bays and browns with some blacks and grays. Until recently the 

scarcity and high prices of Belgian mares have prevented their im- 

portation to any great extent, but the strong growing demand in the 

United States for Belgian breeding stock, without the booming by 

wealthy breeders or registry companies, has made the call for 

mares so insistent that importers are bringing them over in increas- 

ing numbers, and at higher prices than are paid for any other drafi 

animals abroad. 

Fig. 166. Importep Surrotk PUNCH STALLION ‘‘ RENDLE- 

SHAM DAUPHIN,” 3850. THREE YEARS OLD; WEIGHT 

1,800 Pounps. OWNED By ADIRONDAOK FARMS, GLENS 

FALLs, N. Y. 

THE SUFFOLK 

Originating in Suffolk County but bred also in a few of the other 

eascern counties of England; being the third English draft breed 

but so radically different from the Clydesdale or English Shire, it 
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is a wonder they can be produced in the same country. It is one 

of the oldest of all the draft breeds, bred and handled by a few 

enthusiastic breeders; not quite as large as the Percheron, a little 

lighter and cleaner in bone. No animals are allowed to be re- 

corded in the Suffolk Stud Book but chestnuts, a fact referred to 

with much pride by the English breeders. However, all shades 

are popular from golden sorrel to dark chestnut, with very little 

white markings. This color is a very strong feature of this breed 

and is readily transmitted to the grades when crossed on our com- 

mon mares. 

Fic. 167. Two-yEar-oLtp ImporteD SuFFroLK FILLIES. OWNED BY 

ADIRONDACK FARMS, GLENS FALLS, N. Y. 

It is remarkable that a breed so small in number and bred in a 

district only a few miles in extent, could have been perfected and 

kept pure and distinct and withstood drain year after year from 

Russia, Austria, Australia and Canada, as well as the United 

States. In spite of some undesirable features this breed has made 

many friends and are admired by all lovers of draft horses in all 
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countries. The small numbers and consequent high prices  to- 

gether with the color, which has not been a popular one among 

draft horse breeders generally in this country, are the only restric- 

tions to the rapidly growing popularity of this breed. 

The undesirable features of the old time Suffolk was the long, 

low back, crooked hock, light bone, flat feet and lack of action. 

These features are being largely eliminated or remedied and today 

it is possible to get Suffolks as fine in quality and conformation as 

any found in draft breeds. 

The good qualities of the Suffolk are their very uniform get, 

their great endurance and wonderful tractability and good disposi- 

tion. They mature very early and are probably the easiest keepers 

of any of the heavy breeds, and are sure to become very popular 

with the small breeder and ordinary farmer, as they make an ideal 

farm horse rather than a heavy draft horse for the city markets. 

Fic. 168. BELGIAN, PERCHERON AND SUFFOLK YEARLING Stup COLTS. 

OWNED By ADIRONDACK FARMS, GLENS FALLS, N. Y. 
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THE CLYDESDALE 

A breed whose popularity in the United States today has been 
sadly diminished by the Scottish breeders’ obstinate refusal to co- 

operate with or consider the wants or requirements of the Amer- 

ican trade. 
Twenty-five years ago the Scottish drafter was the most numer- 

ous of the heavy breeds in our show rings, but the fact that the 

American and Scotch trade require horses of a different stamp, to- 

gether with the fact that Clydesdale breeders in the United States 

and Canada have beaten the Scotchman,at his own game, has re- 

duced the number of Clydesdales imported to this country to its 

present small proportions. 

An insistent and increasing demand in America for a more 

rugged horse, heavier boned, with less feather and less white mark- 

ings has given the French and Belgian breeders many millions of 

dollars, as a reward for their efforts and willingness to cooperate 

with the supporters of these breeds in this country. To the old 

Flemish or Belgian horse the best Clydesdales of today as well as 

most of the other draft breeds trace their origin. The history of 

this breed shows that to the black Flemish blood introduced in Scot- 

land some 160 years ago, can be traced the improvement of the 

Clydesdale. 

The faults of the Clydesdale are the lack of size, weight and rug- 

gedness; and to this we may attribute the fact that the Clydesdale 

gelding hold their place in the city markets only when of the very 

highest quality. 

A draft breed, light in top, lacing in neck, light boned, and gen- 

erously splashed with white, have and will continue to eliminate 

the Clydesdale horse from the consideration of many practical 

American importers or breeders, except a few wealthy men who can 

afford and prefer to breed, show, and make a specialty of a class of 

horses that are not numerous or popular. 

The good qualities of the Clydesdale are their level top, round 

barrel, clean flat bone, well set posterns, with action at a walk and 

trot that it would be hard to fault. The Clydesdale is still the 

preeminent drafter in Canada, but from recent inroads made by 

the importation and sale of other European draft breeds, it needs 

no prophet to forecast the decline of the Clydesdale popularity 

across the border. 
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THE FRENCH COACHER 

For some three hundred years, the French Government has 

maintained a national stud and directed and encouraged the breed- 

ing of the light horse as a source of supply of remounts for the 

army. 

Fic. 169. FRENcH CoACH STALLION 

In originating this breed native French mares were mated with 

thoroughbred stallions, and the progeny were called “ demi sang” 

meaning half breed. This name could not be used successfully in 

America with this breed and it was changed to French Coach. 

From 1885 to 1895, the French Coacher was very popular with 

American breeders and at all of the principal fairs in the United 

States they were a great attraction and much admired. 

In originating the “demi sang” or French ‘Coach the French 

government early recognized that the ideal horse for the army also 

for saddle or driving purposes would be a horse of substance, qual- 

ity and great endurance, and this breed has been developed and per- 

fected as a long distance horse by the liberal prizes offered at the 
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many government races during the past century. The trotting 

branch of this breed are required to go from a mile and a fourth to 

over three miles, from a standing start under the saddle, over un- 

even sod tracks, and the time they make under these conditions, 

handled and ridden by the unskilled French trainers, shows that 

the thoroughbred blood which is being used freely at the present 

time has given them greater staying qualities than is found in any 

other breed. 
The French Coacher, after a long and faithful trial in America. 

did not produce the results expected. This was not entirely the 

fault of the breed, as they were crossed with every kind of mares 

from mustang to English Shire, and the colts produced were as 

uneven as the dams, and in many cases of less value. But when 

the stallions were mated with trotting bred and other light bred 

mares, the colts in many instances were of high quality and stood 

well to the front in the show rings, and for gentleman drivers. 

The auto and the demand for more rugged farm stock is respon- 

sible for the decline of the French Coach horse, as well as all driv- 

ing horses. It is to be regretted that a breed having the size, qual- 

ity, finish, style, high action, speed and endurance of these horses 

are not still bred even in limited numbers in this country. 

There were none imported from France in 1912, even though 

prices were lower than in former years. This government does not 

allow the French Coacher to come in free of duty now, as the recent 

crossing with the thoroughbred prevents them to be classed as a 

pure breed. 



SHEEP IN NEW YORK STATE 

EpWARD VAN ALSTYNE 

Director of Farmers’ Institutes 

Sheep are again attracting attention. or this there are several 

reasons. In many sections farm labor is scarce, particularly such 

as can be trusted to milk cows. The more expensive buildings 

needed to meet the modern requirements for milk production and 

the conditions necessary to produce dairy products meeting the de- 

mands of the handlers and consumers, all contribute to the cost of 

the products,— often beyond the price received for them. The 

large amount of high-priced feed to be purchased tends to make the 

margin of profit too small. These things are causing many to go 

out of dairying. Having farms adapted to stock and appreciating 

their advantage, such naturally turn to sheep. These require less 

labor and many times no other feed than that which can be pro- 

duced on the farm. Men are learning that it is not gross amounts 

of sales which count, but the net remaining after expenses are paid. 

3eef is scarce and high and must continue to be relatively so. 

This increases the demand and price of mutton. For a number of 

years wool has been, and doubtless will be, a by-product. With 

the right kind of sheep intelligently handled enough can be real- 

ized for the carcass to insure a profit, so that a few cents more or 

less per pound for wool, due to tariff changes or fashion in cloth- 

ing, is no longer a vital matter. 

DIFFICULTIES 

The man who at the outset looks for the drawbacks in his busi- 

ness is the one most sure to succeed. There have been and still are 

many such in the sheep business. The first and most emphasized 

— but by no means so great as to cause it to stand at the head of 

the list — is the destruction of sheep by dogs. This is serious as 

the writer can testify, having been a sufferer on more than one oc- 

casion — once losing over sixty in a single raid. A large bell on 

every twelfth sheep in a large flock, and a greater proportion of 

[1797] 
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them in smaller ones is of benefit. Dogs will chase sheep so belled, 

but they are not so likely to. The chief value of the bells is that 

they give the alarm, and the sheep can be saved. Often the dog 

is caught in the act —a great source of satisfaction to the catcher. 

Such bells can be heard a mile when the wind is in the right di- 

rection. 

Laws compelling the registration and tagging of dogs are of 

material benefit. Such are in existence in some counties. Any 

board of supervisors in New York State has power to enact such 

a law. This reduces the number of dogs, particularly those most 

likely to run at large, and also identifies them. Better than either 

of the above, is a woven wire fence four feet high with posts not 

farther than twelve feet apart, the wire close to the ground and a 

barbed wire on top. This will keep the sheep in and the dogs 

out, and is the most economical fence to build. 

INJURIOUS PARASITES AND DISEASES 

While the loss is not so apparent, unquestionably that from 
internal parasites and disease has been much greater than from 

dogs. Many have given up their flocks on this account. Most 

of such parasites can be easily controlled by feeding tobacco. 

This should be placed with the salt in proportion to one quart of 

tobacco to three of salt and kept before them continually both 

winter and summer. The stems are best run through a feed 

cutter, but the dust will answer the same purpose, or the cheaper 

grades of smoking tobacco. I have met several farmers who raise 

a small piece of tobacco for this purpose. Sheep do not care for 

after they acquire the habit, they it at first, but — like men 

become very fond of it and pick it out from the salt. 

‘“orub in the head.” Doubtless, Much has been said about 

well-matured sheep with plenty of grub in the stomach will suffer 

little from this trouble. There is no danger of the grubs going 

to the brain. They are in the sinuses of the nose and will crawl 

out in due time, later turning into a fly which will lay eggs for 

more grubs and cause the sheep much annoyance. If sheep 

can lie in cool, shady places they will have less trouble from this 

pest. A pole smeared with tar, against which they must rub the 

nose when eating salt, will prevent the entrance of the fly into 
the nostril. 
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The scab and external parasites, such as ticks, are no longer 

serious, because they can be easily controlled by the carbolie dips. 

With the first named, it is better to shear the sheep and immerse 

them in the dip, rubbing the affected parts with a corn-cob in 

order that it may penetrate beneath the skin and reach the minute 

insect which burrows there. If the weather is very cold, a blan- 

ket can be cheaply made of bran sacks. If the ticks are trouble- 

some in mid-winter, place the sheep carefully on its back, open 

the wool along its neck and abdomen, then pour in the dip blood- 

warm, letting it work through the wool along the skin. If the 

dip is poured from the back down, it will follow the fiber of the 

wool and little of it reach the pests. After the sheep are shorn, 

the lambs should always be dipped. Attention to this will largely 

do away with ticks. 

Foot rock is more troublesome with fine wools, but may be seri- 

ous with sheep of the coarser wools. The feet should be examined 

before the sheep are turned to pasture and any surplus growth 

pared off. Wet yards and swampy pastures are favorable breed- 

ing grounds for this disease. When animals are affected, they 

will spread the disease to sound sheep. At first appearance, tur- 

pentine may effect a cure, but after the disease has become seated, 

there is nothing better than a saturated solution of sulphate of 

copper — blue vitriol — three pounds to one gallon of water. The 

feet should be cut so that the solution will reach the seat of the 

disease. Then compel the sheep to stand in a tub of the solu- 

tion for not less than five minutes. Heroic, persistent treatment 

at the outset will be worth more than to simply bathe the affected 

parts. 

The above are the most common troubles and may be handled 

with comparative ease. There are some more serious diseases 

such as “‘ nodular disease” and “ liverfluke,” which require treat- 

ment from the most skilled veterinarians. Fortunately, they are 

not common in this country. When death occurs from disease, 
a post-mortem should always be made in order to treat intelli- 

gently others similarly affected. If one starts with a healthy 

flock and gives intelligent care and feed, his loss from disease 

and parasites will be slight. Carbolie dips and tobacco should 

always be on hand. As a matter of fact, the most serious losses 

come from insufficient or improper feed and exposure. 
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We cannot expect to be successful with the open wool, English 

breeds which for generations have been developed by an abund- 

ance of the most nutritious feed with least exposure, unless an 

abundance of proper food is supplied and they have shelter. Such 

sheep are not adapted to pick a living from barren hillsides, or 

to be sent forth as cleaners-up of new land. Neither will they 

stand wet weather. A sheep’s skin is very thin, and if the fleece 

becomes saturated in the fall when there is little heat and sun- 

shine, it must dry from the heat of the body, not only exhausting 

vitality but producing pneumonia and kindred troubles. It will 

pay to shelter such sheep from the fall rains as well as from the 

winter storms. 

Fig. 172. PRiIzE WINNING ‘SHROPSHIRE RAM AT NEW YORK 

STATE Farr, 1910. OwnEp By M. D. BECKLEY, HARTWICK, 

Ney 

BREEDS 

One of the questions most frequently asked is, ‘* Which is the 

best breed?” There is no best breed. All have some peculiar 

points of excellence, which makes them of value for some par- 

ticular purpose. Very briefly I will call attention to some of 

the characteristics of the leading breeds. All of them, except the 

Merino and Tunis, come from Great Britain. 
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The Downs 

The “ Downs” are most numerous. These embrace the South- 

down, Shropshire, Hampshire, Oxford and Suffolk. In this 

country the first-named were for years the most numerous and 

popular. Than these, there are no more perfectly formed sheep 

in existence. They have great fecundity, and the lambs mature 

early with fine quarters. They will not shear as much as some 

of their cousins among the ‘‘ Downs,” neither are they quite as 

large. 

Perhaps the most popular as well as numerous among this 

class to-day are the Shropshire. They originated farther north 

in England and are the result of intermingling of several bloods 

with the native sheep, notably, Leicester, Cotswold and South- 

down. Careful selection for more than a half century has pro- 

duced the beautiful sheep of today. Mature ewes average from 

125 to 175 pounds, rams from 175 to 250 pounds. They are 

nearly as prolific as the Southdowns, better shearers and their 

lambs develop as rapidly. Often the ewes are allowed to become 

too fat to breed well. 

Fie. 173. CHAMPION SuFFOLK RAM, NEw York State Farr, 1910. 

OWNED By MILTON B. Stsson, ALMOND, N. Y. 
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The Hampshires are the largest and heaviest of the Downs. 

They are never a sheep to rustle, but deserve a place in the 

hands of intelligent breeders who are not afraid to feed. 

The Suffolk and Oxfords have many of the characteristics 

of the last named; neither are as plentiful. 

For men with level farms, who are good caretakers and whose 

business is to produce lambs for the early summer or fall mar- 

ket, I should recommend the Shropshires, Southdowns or Hamp- 

shires, 

The Long Wools 

These embrace the Leicesters, a very old breed and much more 

numerous in Canada than in the United States. Robert Blake- 

well of Shorthorn cattle fame, began the improvement of these 

sheep as early as 1755. They are large sheep with a white face 

and long coarse wool. 

A generation ago the Cotswolds were very numerous in this 

country. Since then they have been largely superseded by the 

Downs. They somewhat resemble the Leicesters; their wool is 

very coarse and for purposes where long staple is needed, very 

valuable. They are not heavy shearers and their lambs require 

a long time to mature. 

= 

Fig. 174. CorswoLtp Sueep rrom Fiock or D. H. TowNnsenp’s Sons, 

Lopt, N. Y. 

The Lincolns of today resemble the Leicester, and well they 

may, for they possess a strong infusion of this blood. Doubtless 

they are the heaviest sheep in the world. “Joe Wing” in 
” “Sheep Farming in America,” speaks of having seen quarters 
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of this breed in England weighing ninety pounds. The wool is 

exceedingly long and they are heavy shearers. None of these 

long wools are as good mutton sheep as the Downs and they suf- 

fer even more from exposure on account of their very open fleece. 

I do not advise the eastern farmer to use any of the long wools, 

although they have a place on western ranches for a top cross 

where size is desirable and early maturity is not an important 

factor. 

Cheviots 

This breed occupies a place peculiar to itself. They are native 

of the Cheviot Hills in Southern Scotland, and are more hardy 

than any of the above-mentioned. The are beautiful in appear- 

ance with a fine fleece of good wool and make excellent mutton. 

They are well adapted for the hill farmer who wants more mut- 

ton and beauty than the Merinos afford with lambs maturing on 

pasture. They are not as easily confined as the last named or the 

Downs. 

Merino or Fine Wools 

One of the first importations of these sheep was by Robert R. 
Livingston of Clermont, Columbia County, N. Y., very early in 

the nineteenth century. In 1807 he imported a ram from France 

ealled ‘“‘ Rambouillett ’ which weighed 145 pounds and sheared 

nine pounds of wool. He paid 750 frances, or approximately 

$145 for him. A son of this ram which was named ‘“ Clermont,” 

after his native town, weighed ten pounds more than his sire 

and sheared nine pounds and six ounces of wool. These rams 

with imported ewes and others of his own breeding furnished 

the foundation of many of the Merino flocks in New York and 

the East. On March 3, 1809, the legislature of the State of New 
York voted to publish 1,000 copies of a book by Mr. Livingston 

on sheep. This work of 250 pages called by him “an essay ” 

was published in London in 1811. The style is what might be 

expected from a Livingston of that period and the subject-matter 

might be read with profit by the shepherds of today. His sys- 

tem of breeding has not been improved upon during the century. 

They were the sheep of our fathers, and in the days when wool 

was the chief factor and shelter not abundant, they were well 
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Fig. 175. RAMBOUILLET EWE 

Fie. 176. DELAINE EWE 
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suited to their use. As broadcloth clothing went out of fashion 

and the coarser wools were more in demand, and mutton became 

the important thing, they were largely displaced by the strictly 

mutton breeds. Many who were eminently successful with the 

Merinos made failures with the latter expecting they would 

thrive under the same conditions. While I would advise no one 

to breed the small, wrinkled “‘ Vermont” Merinos except for 

Fig. 177. RAMBoUILLET RAMS FROM THE Frock or D. H. 

TOWNSEND’s Sons, Lopi, N. Y. 

show purposes, the Delaine and Rambouillet are worthy of a place 

on many farms too rugged to profitably keep the Downs. They 

will suffer less from exposure because of the closeness of their 

wool; are good mutton, and their heavy fleece compensates for 

their less valuable carcass, although they are not to be despised in 

this respect. They will conceive very early and when mated with 

a mutton ram are very desirable for early lambs, being excellent 

mothers and large milkers. 

The Dorset Horns 

These are of mixed blood and take their name from their na- 

tive home and the fact that both ewes and lambs have horns. 

They have been much improved in the last two decades and make 
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Fic. 178. Dorset EwrE. OWNED AND RAISED By HEART’s DELIGHT 

FARM, CHAzy, N. Y. 

Fic. 179. Dorset RAM. OWNED AND RAISED BY HEART’s DELIGHT 

Farm, CHazy, N. Y. 
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a very fine appearance. They have good quarters and an excel- 

lent fleece. Their chief value is for producing early lambs. They 

breed readily at any season and are very heavy milkers. It is 

said that long ago in England they were used instead of cows. 

The lambs mature very early but do not gain as rapidly after 

the first six months. 

Tunis 

These are the “broad-tailed sheep of Algiers.” There have 

been several flocks of these in this country, in the South, for nearly 

two centuries. More recently they have spread North and over 

the eastern states, owing to their peculiar character as producers 

of early lambs. Being a native of a warm country they conceive 

readily in warm weather, maturing lambs as early as the Dorsets. 

They are fine milkers and the best of mothers. No lamb will go 

to market with the same amount of fat, particularly on the hind 

quarters, in better shape at three months of age. After this they 

mature more slowly. They are fair shearers and have been 

greatly improved in the forequarters in recent years. Any one 

who proposes to produce winter lambs should either use these, 
Dorsets or the large Merinos. 

PURE BREDS VS. GRADES 

I would not be understood from the above as meaning that 

everyone should keep pure-bred sheep. Men of limited means 

cannot afford to invest in any number, since the interest charges 

and depreciation are more with high-priced stock, and they 

should have better care. It is always desirable, however, that 

the stock should be uniform in type and approach as near as 

may be practicable to the breed best suited to the farm and that 

particular form of sheep industry the owner intends to follow. 

It is vital that the ram should be not only pure bred but a typical 

specimen of the breed. A grade may be a good individual but 

he is as likely to reproduce his grade ancestry as that of the pure 

breds from which he is graded. A pure bred will sire lambs of 

greater uniformity and by carefully selecting the strongest and 

most typical specimens of these one can breed up a flock that in 

appearance and real worth will be nearly or quite as profitable 

for production as pure breds. By the purchase of a few regis- 
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Fic. 180. Yrartinc Tunis RAM “ XERXES” No. 1653. 

OWNED By J. N. MAcPHERSON, SCOTTSVILLE, N. Y. 

Fig. 181. Group or Tunis Ewes. OWNED BY J. N. MACPHER- 

SON, SCOTTSVILLE, N. Y. 
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tered ewes a flock of pure breds will finally be obtained at a 

small cash outlay. The increase from such may be sold as 

breeders for at least twice that which the grades will bring for 

mutton. 

FEED AND CARE 

If the pasture is scanty, Dwarf Essex Rape may be sown in the 

early spring at the rate of two pounds to the acre to which the sheep 

or lambs can have access during the summer; or, if sowed in Au- 

gust, will afford splendid feed until the ground is covered with 

snow. Sheep should never be turned on rape when they are empty 

or when it is wet, since it will likely produce bloat. It is poor 

economy to leave the sheep on the pastures — worse still the mead- 

ows — in late November or December after the grass is frozen. 

They will fill themselves with it but it contains very little nutri- 

ment. With full stomachs they will be drawing on their stored-up 

flesh and more feed will be required later to have them in proper 

condition. Early sowed rye makes an excellent pasture; if not fed 

too close it will benefit rather than injure the crop. During win- 

ter, sheep should have some form of succulence. or this there is 

nothing cheaper than the ordinary purple top turnip. These can 

often be grown in the corn, or after early potatoes, and the cost 

will be little more than the harvesting. Silage is a very close sec- 

ond. ‘Two bushels to fifty sheep may be fed with great profit. 

Cabbage is even better. Early cut hay — either clover or mixed 

grasses — will do much to provide suitable food. Coarse timothy 

should never be fed. It lacks nutriment and the sharp stalks 

sometimes penetrate the walls of the stomach. Bright barn-housed 

straw is more desirable if one is short of coarse fodder. Sheep 

love a variety. An occasional feed of corn fodder is excellent. 

Where beans are grown, the pods and smaller stalks make fine for- 

age for them. 

How much and what sort of grain to feed must be determined by 

the condition of the sheep and what one intends to do with them. 

If they come into winter quarters in good flesh and are not to drop 

their lambs until pasture; with some form of succulence and clover 

or alfalfa hay, no grain will be necessary. If they are thin enough 

grain should be fed to put them in good flesh before lambing. This 

will materially increase the growth of wool. A sheep poor in flesh 
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Surrp SHEARING ON THE FARM OF JARED VAN WAGENEN, JR., LAWYERSVILLE, N. Y. 

Fig. 182. 
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is always a light shearer. Success with lambs aside from vigorous 

mature parent stock, depends more on a sufficient food supply of 

the right character than any other one thing. A lamb is made up 

of bone, blood and muscle. This calls for mineral matter and 

protein in the food of the mother, in order that she may supply 

building material in addition to the requirements of her own body 

and have an abundance of milk for the lamb at birth. Corn will 

not furnish this, and an excess of it often produces goiter in the 

lambs. When lambs are born in the winter, grain should be given 

at least a month before they are expected. If the sheep are thin, 

two months is better; beginning with a half pint daily and gradu- 

ally increasing toa whole one. This grain may be bran, oats, 

brewers’ grains — wet or dry —or any protein by-products such 

as one would feed to dry cows or heifers. After the lamb is born, 

corn may make up from one-quarter to one-half of the ration. 

Sheep should have access to fresh, pure water at all times. They 

need an abundance of litter under them with dry, well-ventilated 

— not necessarily warm — quarters. They should not be allowed 

to crowd through small entrances or against sharp projecting cor- 

ners. The feeding racks and mangers should be cleaned of any 

left over feed or litter. Sheep will lose in flesh with an abund- 

ance of feed before them if fresh food is placed on that they have 

breathed over. 

It is most desirable that the ram should have attention at time 

of service. It will always pay to stable him during the day with 

a supply of fresh water, early cut hay, with plenty of oats and a 

little oil meal added. This will keep up his vitality, and if he is 

only placed with the flock at night he will not exhaust himself, the 

lambs will be stronger and come more evenly with less barren or 

late breeding ewes. ‘These details attended to will insure lambs 

strong and vigorous, able to stand and nurse in coldest weather with 

an abundant milk supply by the mother. Weaklings, or ewes not 

owning lambs, will be entirely done away with. Sheep should 

not be allowed to run where the hayseed or dust will get into the 

wool. It is impossible wholly to separate it, and will depreciate 

the value of the fleece several cents per pound. Nothing except 

soft wool twine should ever be used to tie the fleece. Binder twine 
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is particularly objectionable as the fiber gets into the wool and can- 

not be separated. It is always better to shear before the sheep go 

to pasture. They can be protected in the barn much better than 

in the open. The soft grass will loosen their bowels and much 

wool around the hind parts will be soiled and made worthless. 

WINTER LAMBS 

The name “ hot-house”’ lamb is misleading. Such lambs are 

produced in ordinary barns with the care suggested above. I have 

had a half dozen born during a mid-winter day when the mercury 

stood at zero and everyone was up and nursing within a half hour 

without assistance. In this barn water freezes on cold nights. 

For those who have limited pasture areas, this branch of sheep 

husbandry will be found very profitable. It is difficult to get sheep 

to breed in warm weather; hence, the supply will not be large. 

One is catering to a trade not likely to be affected by hard times. 

The winter lamb at from $6 to $15 per carcass, fifty pounds live 

weight, is a luxury afforded only by the well-to-do, and the demand 

for them is increasing. Formerly New York ‘City was the only 

good market ; now all the large cities find sale for them. The lead- 

ing hotels in our capital city of Albany serve them regularly on 

their tables. The average man thinks raising them a difficult job 

and is afraid of a little extra feeding. For all these reasons the 

business is not likely to be overdone and hence is_ profitable. 

First, one must have sheep that will breed early. Those best 

suited for this purpose have been emphasized. Lambs fit to go to 

market after the holidays may sell from $10 to $15; after this the 

price drops to $5 or $6 in May. It costs no more to grow the early 

ones, if the sheep will breed. This means mating in July or Au- 

gust. Grain feeding the ewes prior to this time will be of advan- 

tage; then observation of the details mentioned under “ feed and 

care” are necessary. There is nothing that will grow a lamb so 

fast as its mother’s milk. Whatever one would feed to a cow to 

make her produce will serve the same purpose with a sheep. After 

the lambs are a couple of weeks old they will eat grain by them- 

selves from a box to which they can have access away from the 

ewes. A little brown sugar at this time will be relished and at five 
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cents per pound one can afford to feed it to lambs bringing twenty- 

five cents per pound. A good ration is made up of a half bushel 

of corn meal or cracked corn, twelve quarts of oats or bran or a 

combination of both, and four quarts of linseed meal, giving only 

Fie. 183. SHEEP Dressing TABLE, KNIFE AND 

BACKSETS 

as much as they will eat up clean three times a day. It is not diffi- 

cult to make them gain five pounds per week which will put them 

in market at from eight to twelve weeks old. A better proposition, 

even at six dollars, than to keep them six or eight months at the 

same price or less. When the lambs are taken away, the ewes are 

dried up and one has his lamb crop in market by pasture time. 

To bring the highest price such lambs must be fat. It is useless to 

ship any other kind. They can be hog dressed with the feet taken 

off at the knee and gamble joint. Many prefer the head left on. 
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The wool should be sheared from the abdomen, the entrails re- 

moved, and back sets placed behind to hold the skin back and the 

eaul fat fastened with wooden toothpicks over the exposed part, 

particularly the hind quarters and ribs. They never should be 

shipped until they are thoroughly cooled through. Then they are 

wrapped in cheese cloth with coarse sacking outside. They can be 

shipped by express cheaply and a long distance. 

MARKET LAMBS 

Many dollars are paid out for mutton lambs from outside the 

community or state, which could profitably be produced at home, 

thus solving the problem of eliminating the middleman’s profit. 

T was in a section last fall admirably adapted to sheep, which also 

had been filled all summer with city people able and willing to pay 

good prices for food, yet but a few dollars had gone into the hands 

of local farmers for lambs. The proprietor of 2 fashionable resort 

there told me he would prefer to buy from the locality, but most 

of his supply had to come from New York City, two hundred and 

fifty miles distance, shipped there from the west or Canada. 

What difference can a wool tariff make under conditions such as 

these ? 

Late lambs weighing about sixty pounds, too light to bring best 

prices in market, can be purchased in the fall from pastures. 

Such can often be had for at least two cents per pound less 

than they will sell for when fat, weighing from eighty to one hun- 

dred pounds. On good feed they will begin to grow rapidly in Octo- 

ber when they will eat a little corn on the pasture. One pound there 

will accomplish as much as two combined with winter feed. They 

will also have learned to eat it, so that there will be no lost time 

when they will have come into the barn. They will then, when 

properly fed, grow rapidly, gaining in live weight as well as price. 

This makes a splendid way to market clover and early cut hay as 

well as oats, peas and corn grown on the farm. It will pay to use 

some bran or oats and a little oil meal with the above; also plenty 

of roots or silage. At prevailing prices cottonseed meal is excel- 

lent. No stock need more careful looking after. They should be 

graded as to size and vigor in small flocks, fed three times a day 
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no more than they will clean up quickly so as to come hungry to 

the next feed. If by chance they are overfed, it is better to skip a 

feeding and then feed lightly until their appetite is restored. They 

may be shipped at any time when fat and the market is right, 

either before or after shearing. 
The Hebrew bard sang ‘‘All we, like sheep, have gone-astray.” 

This has been and is too true all over our state in regard to this 

great neglected industry. May the day return when, “ In green 

pastures beside the still waters ” our sheep may be multiplied an 

hundred-fold. 
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SWINE 

H. B. Harrenpine 

Breeder of Berkshire Swine 

BERKSHIRE 

Originating in Berkshire County, England, more than 100 years 

ago, the Berkshire is probably the oldest distinct breed of swine. 

A comparison of the old English Berkshire with the Berkshire as 

bred in America today, would be a revelation of the possibilities 

obtainable by careful selection and breeding of different types to 
secure a desired result. 

The Old English Berkshire was large in size, long and deep in 

body with good hams and good constitution. They possessed 

Fic. 186. BERKSHIRE SWINE. OWNED By H. C. anp H. B. HARPENDING, 

DUNDEE, N. Y. 

fairly good bone, thick shoulders and good bacon sides with a qual- 

ity of meat which was excellent for that day. They were of a 

sandy or reddish brown color, spotted with black, with a coat 

rather long and somewhat curly, having some bristles; and their 

ears were large, coarse and flopping. They were poor feeders and 

slow maturing. 

This foundation stock was crossed with individuals of the Sia- 

mese, Neapolitan and Chinese breeds from southern Europe, which 

were of the quick maturing type but smaller in size. The result 
[1819] 
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was a type very like the standard Berkshire of today. However, 

as is often the case, some breeders noting the good results from 

crossing with the southern blood carried it too far. This accounts 

for the short, chunky, undersized Berkshire which a few years ago 

brought the Berkshire into disrepute among breeders who desired 

size and quality combined. Fortunately, other breeders with 
more discrimination came to the rescue, with the result that we 

have the long body, deep side, short, broad, dished-faced, early 

maturing Berkshire of today. Combined with the enormous size 

of the foundation Berkshire stock, is the fine quality and docile 

disposition of the southern infusion. 

Fie. 187. A TYPICAL BERKSHIRE BOAR. RAISED By H. C. anp H. B. 

HARPENDING, DUNDEE, N. Y. 

The Berkshire of today has long held its place as unsurpassed 

in the production of meat and lard of the highest quality and with 

a large proportion of lean meat which brings it into popular favor 

as a bacon hog. No other breed can be more easily fattened at any 

age. It is very prolific and does well in any climate. The sandy 

or reddish color has been superseded by a black coat with six white 

points, the large drooping ear by the small erect ear set wide apart ; 

the snout is very short, the face broad and well dished, neck short, 

chest broad and deep, legs fine, strong and short anc set wide apart, 

bone fine and very hard and the coat fine and silky with no bristles 

even on the boar. The ham is deep and thick extending well up 

on back and holding thickness well down to hock. 
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Berkshires were imported from England as early as 1770. 
Bred pure for many years, they are noted for their prepotency. 

They are hardy in constitution and active in disposition and are 

good grazers; in fact, they reach their highest degree of excellence 

when developed with moderate facility for range. These qualities 

combined with the superior quality of meat produced, and the 

tractability of the mature animals, make the breed a favorite with 

the breeder and the butcher in every section of the country. 

POLAND-CHINA 

The Poland-China is distinctively of American origin developed 

under ideal American conditions. The foundation stock traces 

back to old Berkshires and old Bedfordshires imported early in the 

nineteenth century or earlier. Crossed and recrossed with other 

types, few families were pure enough in blood to produce even a 

partial lkeness to themselves. The prevailing type was coarse, 

rough, slow-maturing, spotted with various markings, very prolific 

Fig. 188. PoLAnD CHINA SWINE. ‘BRED AND OWNED By R. F. SEELEY, 

WATERLOO, N. Y. 

and free from disease but not maturing into marketable pork until 

three or four years of age. About the middle of the nineteenth 

century, the breeders of the Miami Valley, Ohio, had succeeded in 

producing a distinct type, and in the early sixties the Essex and 

black up-cared Berkshires were crossed with this type, giving the 

Poland-China quicker maturing and better feeding qualities. 
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From this time, Mr. Dawson says, no outside blood has been intro- 

duced into the Poland-China breed and the main effort of the 

breeder has been to intensify and fix the color and type. The 

Poland-China of today, as we all know, is black with six white 

points, an ear that is two-thirds erect and one-third dropping. 

At present there are two distinct types of the Poland-China 

breed. Some breeders have for some years sought to develop qual- 

ity, early maturity and smoothness cf form and have followed this 

standard to such an extent that this strain became smaller in size, 

shorter of body and less prolific and less valuable for pork produc- 

tion. Other breeders, noting these tendencies, have been breeding 

for size, scale and prolificacy without regard to many of the fancy 

points, with the result that they have secured hogs of enormous size 

but somewhat lacking in quality. 

The Poland-China breed of the finer type is smooth with thick 

broad sides; broad, heavy hams extending well down on the hock, 

the legs short, set well apart; the tail fine, the head broad, slightly 

dished face tapering gradually to end of nose which is of medium 

length, back broad and straight or slightly arched, neck short and 

wide. The large type of Poland-China is longer in body and also 

longer in the legs with a heavier ear. ‘With greater size, the flesh 

is coarser grained and hence not so good in quality. 

The Poland-China belongs primarily to the fat producing type 

of swine, its phlegmatic temperament rendering it averse to much 

activity. For this reason, it ranks high in pork and lard produc- 

tion. However, some families have been developed for bacon pro- 

duction with a degree of success. 

CHESTER WHITE 

Uncertainty shadows the early history of the Chester White, 
although we know it to be of American origin with Chester 

County, Pennsylvania, for its birthplace. Being one of the oldest 

distinct breeds of swine in America, it is without doubt a result 

of crossing between some of the native white hogs of Pennsyl- 

vania, the old Bedfordshire and other white swine imported from 

England about 1818. These were generally white in color, al- 

though some had black or blue spots. By careful development, 

a type white in color and free from spots was obtained, but they 
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were either large, coarse and slow maturing; or small, compact 
and quick-fattening. However, during the past thirty vears, 

great improvement has been made. The size varies from a very 

Fig. 189. Two-monTH-oLp O. I. C. Sows. OwNnrEpD BY 
B. F. Puitires & Sons, EAst BLoomMetetp, N. Y. 

large hog to one of medium size, and in conformation some are 

extremely long, coarse individuals while others are much neater 

Fie. 190. O. I. C. Boar, TWELVE Montus, WEIGHT 325 
PounpDs. OWNED By B. F. Puituirs & Sons, East 
BLOOMFIELD, N. Y- 

in appearance, rather blocky in form, with heavy hams and 

smooth shoulders, back broad and smooth; medium length snout, 
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not sharply dished face but tapering to a somewhat pointed nose. 

The ear droops similar to that of the Poland-China, being erect 

part of its length with the tip drooping. 

There are different strains of the Chester White breed as is 
true of most swine families. Notable among these are the plain 
Chester White and the O. I. C., meaning ‘“ Ohio Improved 
Chester.” Some of these are found with black spots in the skin 

which are covered sometimes with white and sometimes with 

black hair. Some breeders consider these two separate breeds 

but they are exhibited in the same class at state and other fairs 
and there is no appreciable difference between them. 

Like the Poland-China, the Chester White is particularly 

adapted for pork and lard production. They are sluggish in dis- 

position, not inclined to much activity, possess good feeding 

qualities and make rapid growth, producing a very large propor- 

tion of fat meat to the amount of lean meat in the carcass. 

CHESHIRE 

Cheshire sows imported from England and mated with boars 

of several different lines of breeding resulted in the Cheshire 

breed, formerly called the Jefferson County hog, because of the 
fact that breeders in that locality were the prime movers in de- 

veloping the new breed. Yorkshire, Suffolk and Cavanaugh 

blood was crossed with the English Cheshire and inbreeding prac- 

ticed to develop the type desired. 

The Cheshire is a white hog, rather long and cylindrical in 

body, rather long legs, fine but strong in bone. The snout is 

of medium length and slender and the face slightly dished. They 

mature early and are prolific and usually make good mothers. 

The flesh is of good quality, between the bacon and the fat or 

lard type, leaning rather toward the bacon. 

While the above seems to be the generally accepted status of 

the Cheshire swine, there are some well-known authorities who 

hold that the Cheshire is simply a derivative of the Yorkshire, 

the variation being a result of inbreeding and crossing. The 

best types, except for the snout and color, resemble the most ap- 

proved type of Berkshire; and for this reason has been facetiously 

styled by some the ‘* White Berkshire.” 
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Fic. 191. CHEesuire Sow “ Beauty.’ BreD AND OWNED BY THE STATE 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

Fic. 192. CHESHIRE Boar “ Wuite Curr.” BRED AND OWNED BY THE 

STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
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DUROC-J ERSEY 

If some writers are to be credited, the Duroc-Jersey occupies 

a leading place in point of ancestry and length of pedigree, some 

red hogs from which they might have descended having been 

brought to this country by Columbus. Certain it is that some of 

the ancestors of this breed were brought to America by slave 

traders early in the seventeenth century. The breed has been 

known at different times by many names, Red Hogs, Red Berk- 

shires, Guinea Reds, Jersey Reds, Red Rocks and Durocs. 

Fic. 193. Duroc-JERsry Sow AND Pics. Ownep By C. E. BARNES, 

Oxrorpb, N. Y. 

The Jersey Reds bred in New Jersey were of extreme size 

but slow to mature. In conformation long in body with good 

chest capacity, coarse in bone and flesh. The hair was inclined to 

stand erect and was sometimes bristly on the back, the ears large 

and loppy, the legs long and the tail heavy and bushy. The 

main points of value were the extreme size and strong constitution. 

The Duroes were bred largely in Saratoga County, N. Y., later, 

notably by the late F. D. Curtis; and were medium in size, com- 

pactly built, with short legs, neck short and thick, ears lght, 
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head rather small, full smooth shoulder, back strong and wide 

with plump full hams. 
About 1833 the breeders of these two types of red hogs joined 

forces with a view of producing a type combining the best fea- 

tures of both varieties. They also crossed these hogs with some 

red hogs imported from Spain about that time and later with 

others imported from Portugal. The type produced by these 

erosses became a distinct breed but was still known by several 

different names. The breeders finally merged into two factions, 

one adhering to the name Jersey Red and the other to the Duroc 

until 1883 the American Duroc-Jersey Swine Breeders Associa- 

tion was formed and the name Duroc-Jersey adopted. 

The Duroc-Jerseys belong to the fat or lard type of swine al- 

though active in disposition. They are considered good grazers 

and good feeders. There has been marked improvement in the 

breed during the past few years. The large lopped ear of the 

Jersey Red is still apparent, but the ideal individual has a long, 

deep body, broad back, the neck is short and thick and the face 
slightly curved and nose rather long. The head is small and 

eyes set wide apart. The legs medium in length and size, color 

varying from dark cherry red to light yellowish red. The hair 

medium fine but inclining to bristles on top of shoulders. While, 

as noted, many improvements have developed during recent years, 

these have been to some degree at the expense of size, and the 

Duroc-Jersey of today is diminishing in size, the enormous rangy 

individual of the original Jersey Red type having disappeared 

leaving a well built animal shorter in body, compactly built, 

with medium short legs similar in conformation to the Poland- 

China. They are very prolific, and excellent mothers. 



FARM POULTRY 

Dr. Exuis M. Santer 

Director of Agriculture, Good Will High School, Hinckley, Me. 

Great changes have taken place during the last few years on 

the New York State farms with reference to poultry. This 

improvement has been brought about principally by good prices 

and a knowledge of better methods. The nearness to the large 

cities and lower express rates make it possible for the New York 

State farmer to profitably compete with the poultrymen of the 

Middle West who have the cheaper food but the longer haul and 

greater cost of transportation. The state experiment stations, led 

by Professor Rice at Cornell, have done much to cheapen the 

cost of production and increase returns on poultry products. 

BREEDING 

Too much attention has been paid to fancy points and too little 

to the utility side of the problem. For many years it has been 

commonly accepted as true that a 

hen could not profitably be kept 

longer than the end of her second 

laying period. Professor Rice 

has demonstrated that a properly 

developed hen may be kept four 

and possibly five and six years. 

Two factors have entered into a 

lowered constitutional vigor in 

many of our flocks which mani- 

fests itself first in the large num- 

ber of dead germs found in the 
Fie. 194. Lignot BRAHMA HEN 

shell when attempting to ineu- 

bate the eggs. The hatching of pullet eggs and the indis- 

criminate selection from the egg basket for incubation at 

a time when a hen is laying, if ever, during the year, 

are the causes which probably furnish most of the trouble. 

The proper handling of pullets requires that they be forced to 
[1828] 
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early production before they have matured and that they be kept 

at it as much as possible during the following year. Where this 

method is followed, she is in no physical condition to produce 

the strong, vigorous germ that should be looked for for ineubation, 

and no matter how well-bred she may have been, she should not 

be expected under these circumstances to reproduce her own good 

qualities in the offspring. The method followed on the best poul- 

try plants today is to force the pullets to the largest possible pro- 

duction, selecting those that laid first, kept longest at it, moulted 

latest, and produced the most eggs, for the breeding pen the fol- 

lowing year. They are then given a long rest and brought into 

laying about the time, or a little before the incubating season 

opens. This method, if followed a few years, will breed up a 

heavy laying strain of almost any variety or breed. 

BREEDS 

A wrong impression is very prevalent as to the value of various 

breeds. A strain of any breed is valuable in just the proportion 

in which care is exercised in its 

development. All of the breeds 

have been developed from the one 
old jungle fowl. It has simply 

been a matter of selection and 

intensifying the desired quality. 

It is just as easy to select for 

large production as it is for a 

given shape or feather. The 

White Leghorn has come to be 

recognized as the egg breed for Fic. 195. Brack OrpIneTon 

New York State, due probably to ae 

the fact that she produces a large white egg which always com- 

mands a premium in New York City and many of the other cities 

of the state. But this does not mean that all white leghorns are 

desirable. There is no recognized breed that is so poor that a well- 
developed strain of it would not be preferable to a poorly devel- 

oped flock of white leghorns, It is probably true that under pres- 

ent conditions and prices of food, it will be more profitable for 

the New York State farmer to strive for eggs rather than meat or 
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meat and eggs. Where the fowl for meat is desired, some one 

of the American breeds will be found more profitable than any 

of the Mediterraneans of which the leghorns is the chief type. 

However, if it is a question of broilers, a leghorn will produce 
any weight up to about a pound and a half for less than any of 

the so-called meat breeds. It is customary when seeing a large 

producing flock on a neighbor’s 

farm, to feel that a mistake 

has been made in the selection 

of our own and a change made 

to a flock of the same breed 

and variety as the neighbor 

has; many times going to some 

other place for the foundation 

stock, The matter of prime 

importance is, first to select 

the variety which we lke best, 

that we will take best care of, 

that we will show to our 

friends with the greatest amount of pride, and then develop a 

heavy laying strain, making production the first requisite instead 

Fic. 196. Ligur BRAHMA Cock 

of feathers and shape. 

Probably the best method is to select a hen of known large pro- 

duction and a male bird of the same variety, having a mother of 

equally large production, and from this one pair, by careful line 

breeding, mating the cock to his own daughters the second year, 

and the hen to one of the cockerels the same year. In this way 

two lines of breeding may be established and one need never go 

outside for a single drop of new blood. 

INCUBATION 

In selecting eggs for incubation, not only the parent stock 

should be right, but the egg itself should be right and properly 

cared for after the selection is made. The large egg not only 

produces the large chick but the weight of the chicks at six weeks 

of age will vary in proportion to the weight of the eggs from 

which they were hatched. The ill-shaped egg is apt to show itself 
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in the product of the offspring and should not be selected for the 

incubator. Eggs begin to incubate at 70 degrees Fahrenheit, 

therefore, it is very important that they be kept at a temperature 

below that point while they are being saved for hatching. <A dry, 

cool cellar is an ideal place in which to store them; a damp 

mouldy one lowers the hatchability of the eggs. Whether a hen 

or an incubator shall be used will depend upon the number to be 

hatched and the time of the year they are wanted. 

There is no best incubator. Any one of the better-known makes 
will be found satisfactory. Run 

it according to the directions the 

maker gives. He is in a better 

position to know his machine 

than anyone else. Do not be in 

a hurry to get the chicks into the 

brooder. Nature furnishes their 

food supply for at least forty- 

eight hours, and no food or 

water should be given them 

under thirty-six hours. Never 

open the machine after the eigh- 

teenth day until the hatch is 

fully completed and do not let 

your sympathy impel you to help a struggling chick out of the 

shell. If it can’t get out alone it will never be worth raising. 

Fig. 197. PARTRIDGE CocHIN Cock 

BROODING 

Be sure that the hover furnishes a temperature of 100 degrees 

before the chicks are placed in the brooder, and also that there is 

a place where they may go, having a temperature of not over 70 

degrees. After the first week the hover temperature may be 
lowered to 90 degrees but never lower until they have feathers to 

protect them. Filth and mortality are twins. Keep the brooders 
clean and disinfect often. 

REARING 

After the chicks are fully feathered they suffer much from the 

excessive heat of summer. A shady place should always be ac- 
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cessible to the growing chicks. A corn-field is ideal. It not only 

furnishes the shade but also the bugs and worms and protection 

from hawks and crows. 
Separate the cockerels and pullets at the earliest possible mo- 

ment, selecting the promising cockerels for breeders and fitting 

the rest for market before they have cost more than they will 

bring. The early hatched cockerel will bring fifty cents when 

he weighs a pound and a half. Later on when he weighs from 

two and a half to three pounds he will bring about fifty cents. 

After he has been kept until the holiday time, weighing about 

four or five pounds, he will bring in the neighborhood of fifty 

cents, then why give him that extra feed and care. 

The pullet that for any reason is checked in her growth will 

never make a profitable hen. They should be kept growing and 

forced to the earliest possible production consistent with the ma- 

turity of their bodies. 

HOUSING 

Up to within a comparatively recent period, a visit to any 

given number of poultry houses would have shown almost if not 

quite an equal number 

of designs, but we are 

coming to a type of lay- 

ing house which is be 

coming very prevalent 

and is probably destined 

to become more so. A 

hen being the highest 

temperatured animal on 

the farm requires the 
Fig. 198. WHITE WYANDOTTE CocK AND most oxygen to main- 

re tain that temperature. 

About a dozen years ago when the muslin ventilation was 

first used it was looked upon to solve the ventilating prob- 

lem but since that time experiments have shown that a house 

with the entire front above from two feet to three feet 

from the floor is preferable to the one having the muslin 

front. In this type of house the muslin curtain is furnished to 

be closed only during stormy weather. This type of house also 
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requires the tight partitions and a depth of not less than sixteen 

feet, preferably twenty, with the perches in the extreme back 

of the pen. This also enables us to solve another problem — that 

of labor — since the larger unit, at present cost of labor, is more 

profitable than the smaller one, and it may successfully be kept in 

the open-front house while it could not be thus kept in the old- 

style warm house. The first impression to one who has never tried 

the fresh-air house is that wattles and combs would be frozen the 

first night. The fact is, that even leghorn combs withstand 

the severest weather in this type of house if they have become 

used to the cold by being kept in the open front house from early 

in the fall. A hen cannot do her best without sunlight and 

plenty of it; therefore, if the open front house is not used, a large 

window should be provided in the east corner of the south side of 

the house. It is important that the floor of the poultry house be 

smooth, tight, warm and vermin proof. No other material meets 

all of these requirements like concrete, but it is important that 

the concrete floor in the poultry house be insulated to keep down 

the moisture and consequently the cold. The best and most econ- 

omical method of building a poultry house floor is to first smooth 

off the ground and then lay on a coat about one inch thick of 

concrete, made by mixing gravel, sand and cement, about five of 

gravel to three of sand and one of cement, making it rather wet, 

smoothing off with a hoe or a float and then rolling on single ply 

tar felt roofing, then covering this with about two inches in thick- 

ness of the same concrete material having the gravel not too 

coarse, mixed very wet and smoothed off with a float. 

FEEDING 

For many years on my own farm at ‘Cortland we have followed 

the plan adopted by Professor Rice at Cornell and have found 

it so satisfactory that it has been adopted here at Good Will High 

School, and is here given as the best with which I am familiar. 

CoRNELL RATION FOR CHICK FEEDING 

THE RATION 

Mixture No. 1 Mixture No. 2 

Roedmnoatsie a Seka secccicel acters 8 Ibs. Wheat (cracked)........... 3 lbs. 
Bread crumbs’ or cracker Cracked corn (fine)......... 2 lbs. 

MAIN GE ret s a raters cpniccale eray os Sulbssainiteadmoatmeallies sees ee = bs 
Sifted beef scrap (best grade) 2 lbs. 
Bone mmealll wa syetsc =, 5 severe eves Tl: 
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Mixture No. 3 Mixture No. 4 

Wihteaterlran': s/s. crclyere sets toes 3 lbs Wheat (whole)! *2yjenrerctonsrere 3 lbs. 
Corn, smear eee, cee ees 3 lbs Cracked ‘corn’ <3 222 cee 2 lbs. 
Wheat middlings ........... S bbs”, iubledioatsivs secu o% ote 1 Ib. 
Beef scrap (best grade)..... 3 lbs. : 
Bone: mealies... a cieeee ier 1 Ip: Mixture No. 5 

Wheat. tien os. eee 3 lbs. 
@racked! COMM os act. eerie 3 Ibs. 

THE METHOD 

1 to 5 days 
Mixture No. 1, moistened with sour 

skimmed milk, fed five times a day; 
Mixture No. 2 in shallow tray con- 
taining a little of No. 3 (dry) 
always before chicks. Shredded 
green food and fine grit and charcoal 
scattered over food. 

2 to 4 weeks 

As above, except that the moist 
mash is given twice a day. 

4 to 6 weeks (or until chicks are 

on range) 

Reduce meals of moist mash to one 
a day; Mixture No. 4 in litter twice 

5 days to 2 weeks a day: dry mash always available. 

No. 2 in light litter twice a day. 
No. 3 moistened with sour skimmed 
milk, fed three times a day; No. 3 
(dry) always available. 

6 weeks to maturity 

No. 3 and No. 5 hopper fed. One 
meal a day of moist mash if it is 
desired to hasten development. 

FURTHER DIRECTIONS 

. Provide fine grit, charcoal, shell and bone from the start. 

. Give grass range or plenty of green food. 

. Have fresh, clean water a.ways available. 

. Feed only sweet, wholesome foods. 

. Avoid damp and soiled litter. 

Disinfect brooders frequently. 

. Test all beef-scrap before feeding. 

. Keep chickens active by allowing them to become hungry once daily. 

. Feed moist mash sparingly. 

. Keep dry mash always before the chicks. 

SmNTN AO PWN eK 

— i=) 

CORNELL RATIONS FOR LAYING HENS 

The following whole grain mixture is fed morning and afternoon in a 

straw litter: 

BY WEIGHT BY MEASURE 

Winter Winter 
WIDGET mer er frre teis con ctor <ices ere 60-lbpat, Wheats:-: $5 tan core 32 qts. 
ELV Tere! 3 hoy eee Hee ee ce eeae COMI bSiy . ‘Coty suc ect hela en eRe 36 qts. 
AO DS ete Rohe atrial crac fois’ a ioe 30 “bss “Onteyn ood nec eee ee 30 qts. 
SHUM HEME eras dixie 45.0 sa vis» 30 Ibs: “Buckwheat. -:..<sns.ecr eee 20 qts. 

BY WEIGHT BY MEASURE 

Summer Summer 
Wihleaitancctetieras iste cis. a.8 60: dhs... Wheat. <i. eee ae ee 32 qts. 
Orme acento sls Genes sels: e COM bs) {Corn yk: sy = ailereievartee errant 36 qts. 
ata cara a arceportaieyeeey stehse ass SOtlbs:. | ‘Oats +. hioaas eee coerce ee 30 qts. 
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The following mash is fed dry in a hopper kept open during the afternoon 

only: 

BY WEIGHT BY MEASURE 

Winter and Summer Winter and Summer 
(Cee (CE a ee ea OOM s a eCormsmealy oO: 2s. yc an eee 57 qts. 
Wheat middlings .......... 60 lbs. Wheat middlings .......... 71 qts. 
Witteatabraml  2i2/cye tetas «cise Bug Dseme \Mheab braM |.) 608% .s0 cence 2 57 qts. 
PAU MCA ate wo eicrciel esses ROMs) VAlfalfiam meal j27...94 0c ese 20 qts. 
(Oil s7iee OS Aaa cen Oe erro me LOMISSrap Oulomicalls, Fetes oi. 8 ee 8 qts. 
IBEOTESCH GD) teysioracevene is sie 2 sen DU DIDS DCRR Sera py cles occenk dos nls 43 qts. 
TSE So CESS eNO LACES Oe aerate lb: SOULE Sisaomere ats ts eves aie reiahors ees Y qt. 

The fowls should eat about one-half as much mash by weight as whole 

grain. Regulate the proportion of grain and ground feed by giving a light 

feeding of grain in the morning and about all they will consume at the 

afternoon feeding (in time to find grain before dark). In the case of 

pullets or fowls in heavy laying, restrict both night and morning feeding 

to induce heavy eating of dry mash, especially in the case of hens. This 
ration should be supplemented with beets, cabbage, sprouted oats, green 

clover or other succulent food, unless running on grass covered range. Grit, 

cracked oyster shell and charcoal should be accessible at all times. Green 

food should not be fed in a frozen condition. All feed and litter used should 

be strictly sweet, clean and free from mustiness, mold or decay. Serious 

losses frequently occur from disease, due to the fowls taking into their 

bodies, through their intestinal tract or lungs, the spores of the fungus 

eausing molds. 
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HOME TOPICS 



INTRODUCTION 

The day has gone by when we thought of the “ women’s ses- 

sion” of an institute as nothing but an exchange of recipes and a 

discussion of the details of houeskeeping. ‘Today, the home- 

maker’s session includes men as well as women, for more and more 

are we coming, as Woods Hutchinson says, ‘‘ to look upon the 

human machine, whether our own or that of our fellows or our 

employees, as the modern scientific farmer looks upon his soil — 

as a field for investment, upon which is to be spent as much 

capital and labor as will yield a profitable return.” Such invest- 

ment in the case of the human field consists “not alone of feeding, 

but of housing, of working, of sleeping, of resting, and of play- 

ing, as well.” 

In proportion as men have realized that it is as poor business 

to neglect the field of home-making as any other field of the 

farm, the number of men who attend the home-makers’ sessions 

has increased, and they no longer come to sit indulgently through 

the “women’s discussions,” but to take an active part in them. 

It proves their belief that the field of home-making requires the 

joint study and effort of both partners in the busimess. The re- 

ports of addresses given at home-makers’ meetings, therefore, are 

no longer to be regarded merely as a ‘‘ woman’s page,” but as of 

equal interest to men and women alike. Year by year the results 

of such cooperation will become more apparent as each individual 

home yields a higher and higher return of health and efficiency 

to the makers of that home, the community and the world. 

[1838] 



BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS AND ITS RELATION TO 

INFANT MORTALITY 

Dr. Lucia E. Heaton 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

The bacillus or germ of tuberculosis, like that of some other 

forms of disease, is subject to differences of growth and develop- 
ment depending on its host. 

There are at least four kinds of tubercle bacilli known; each 

differing from the other in ways known to the scientist, but all 

with common characteristics and with like methods of develop- 

ment. All forms of the bacillus are destructive to the life of the 

creature harboring it and it is in all its forms capable of trans- 

mission from the sick to the well by the diffusion of the germ in 

various ways. These four forms of tuberculosis are the human, 

the bovine (infecting cattle and other animals), the avian or type 

found in birds, and another form which infects cold blooded 

animals, 

It is probable that all these forms of the bacillus had a common 

origin and have been differentiated by long periods of growth in 

their different hosts. 

Experimental evidence furnishes ample proof that bovine 

tuberculosis is easily transmitted to man while the human type 

of the disease may, with more difficulty, be transmitted to cattle 

and other animals. 

Scientists are now able to determine whether the germ, caus- 

ing a given case of tuberculosis, is of the human or bovine type, 

and a considerable number of statistics has already been col- 

lected. These statistics show that most of the cases in the human 

family which are caused by the bovine germ are in children who 

are bottle fed or who have lived largely on milk after the period 

of nursing is past. These cases are frequently of the bones and 
joints, causing the deformities commonly seen in children. They 

are frequently, also, of the intestinal and glandular types, while 

eases of disseminated or miliary tuberculosis are not uncommon. 

"Dr. Fraser, in the Journal of Experimental Medicine of 

1 Therapeutic Gazette, December, 1912. 

[1839] 
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October 1, 1912, proves that “‘ in Edinburgh at least, a large pro- 

portion of bone and joint tuberculosis in children is due to 
infection by the bovine bacillus, and that this bacillus enters the 

body by practically only one route —that is, by the stomach — 

and in one medium, namely, cow’s milk. In the comparatively 

limited number of cases in which the human bacillus was found 

to be the cause of the trouble there was also found a definite 

history of pulmonary tuberculosis affecting some one else who 

lived in the house, and all the evidence went to prove that the 

infection had been a direct one from the patient to the child. 

This research as well as a number of others which have preceded 

it emphasizes the importance of careful supervision of milk which 

is ingested by adults and children. Indeed, it would seem evident 

that if milk from tuberculous cattle can be excluded from the 

diet of children the number of cases of bone and joint tubereu- 

losis in this class of patients can be very greatly diminished, and 

if care is used as to direct infection from tuberculous adults 

these distressing maladies of childhood which destroy usefulness 

or life can be almost entirely set aside.” 

Dr. Wm. H. Park of New York City says that ten per cent. of 

the samples of milk taken from cans in that city in 1910 con- 

tained tubercle bacilli and that from ten to twenty per cent. of 

all the cattle supplying the city were at that time infected with 

the disease. He gave the following report on a series of autopsies 

in an address before the Academy of Medicine May 12, 1910: 

“Up to the present we have completed studies on 434 cases. 

Of these 297 were adults, and of these but one case, which had 

a tuberculous deposit in one kidney, as the only lesion, was due 

to a culture of the bovine type. The 278 cases of pulmonary 

tuberculosis were due in every instance to the human type. 

Twenty-two of the 84 very young children and infants tested were 

infected with the bovine type, or about twenty-four per cent. Of 

40 fatal cases there were four that died because of bovine infec- 

tion. Of the 434 cases, 296 were over sixteen years of age; of 

these, but one was due to bovine infections. There were 54 cases 

five to sixteen years of age. Nine of these were due to bovine in- 

fections. There were 84 cases under five years; 22 of these were 

due to bovine infection. 

“ Our total results indicate that about three per cent. of all tu- 
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berculosis existing in New York City is due to the bovine type of 

bacilli, and therefore caused probably by milk infection and that 

something over two per cent. of the total deaths from tuberculosis 

are due to bovine bacilli. In little children probably 10 per cent. 

of the total deaths are due to the bovine type. The percentage 

of tuberculous glands in young children due to bovine bacilli is 

fully thirty per cent.” 
The following table compiled by Dr. Wm. H. Park and Dr. 

Chas. Krumwiede shows ‘“ The Relative Importance of the Bovine 

and Human Types of Tubercle Bacilli in Different Forms of 

Human Tuberculosis.” 

Percentage of Bovine Infection Adults Children Children 
3 16 years 5 to 16 under 5 

Diagnosis and over years years 

olmonany: tuberculosis: i --csceesso6see oe 0 0 0 

Tuberculosis adenitis, cervical............... + 37 57 

Abdonunmal Wtuberculosisy 7.52.52 esse ce. es 16 50 68 

Generalized) tuberculosis’ 22.2 o.-sescccee- os 3 40 26 

Tubereular meningitis (with or without gen- 

aienllizel VSO WEN eee om eibta Se tions cb one oie e 0 0 15 

Tuberculosis of bones and joints............. 5 3 0 

“Dr? Knopt; of New York, says that “in children * * * 

bovine tuberculosis is responsible for a very large percentage of 

cervical, alimentary, and bone and joint tuberculous affections ; 

and since milk is the principal food of infants and young children 

we must hold the tuberculous cow responsible for the large per- 

centage of tuberculosis in childhood.” 

There is much apprehension felt among farmers concerning the 

economic loss caused by tuberculosis in cattle and methods of 

preventing the spread of the disease are eagerly sought. One of 

the most feasible plans proposed is to cause all butter factories 

and creameries to sterilize their skimmed buttermilk or whey 

before returning it to the farmers. 

We have so far learned of no general effort to protect the 
children of the farmers themselves from the same danger. Unlike 

the germs of filth, the germ of tuberculosis does not increase 

rapidly on its way from the farm to the city. On the contrary 

there is no evidence to prove that it ever multiples under such 

conditions and we know positively that both the number and the 

1“ Primary Sources of Tuberculous Infection,” read at the annual meeting 

of the Medical Society of the State of New York at Albany, April 16, 1912. 
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virulence of the germs are greatly diminished by the time passed 

after milking and by the conditions under which milk is shipped 

and manufactured. 

The conclusion is therefore evident that farmers’ children who 

drink milk fresh from the cow — often warm — are (in case of 

an infected supply) taking in larger numbers and more virulent 

bacilli than city children to whom the same supply is sent. 

It is only the favorable environment of the country child which 

prevents more frequent development of the disease. 

This is a phase of the subject which has received but little 

attention but it should arouse farmers to a more lively apprecia- 
tion of the dangers resulting from infected cattle. 

It must be born in mind that many children dying of marasmus, 

of bronchitis, of pneumonia, of measles and whooping cough are 

really victims of an antecedent tuberculosis. 

Autopsies are not common in the country and statistics must 

be gathered from the cities but they are not the less convincing to 
the medical world. 

‘Dr. Moore, professor in the Veterinary College of Cornell 

University, says that he “ personally knows of the testing of many 

herds in which the diseased animals have ranged from ten to 

ninety per cent. of the entire herd. It should be stated that the 

owners of several of these did not believe before the test that 

tuberculosis existed among their cattle.” 
A large proportion of infected animals are expelling the germs 

from the mouth or the intestinal canal. Every such animal is 

liable to infect indirectly any milk drawn in the stable. 

A smaller proportion of infected animals’ have lesions in the 

udder from which living and virulent germs are passed directly 

into the milk stream. 

Since there is no better known test of the presence of tuber- 

culosis in a given animal or herd except that known as the tuber- 

culin test, no man who has not used that test is certain that his 

herd has no infected member or members. 

And since the bovine form of tuberculosis is readily trans- 

mitted to children, no man who gives his children milk from an 

untested herd or cow can be even reasonably sure that he is not 

infecting them with this most insidious and deadly disease. 

1“ The Control of Bovine Tuberculosis,” read at the meeting of the New 

York State Dairyman’s Association, Elmira, December, 1906. 



HOME ECONOMIES 

Miss Erra EK. Montecomery 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

In discussing the subject of home economies it is not our pur- 

pose to consider those relating to finance, but rather to deal with 

those which are less often definitely studied in the farm home. 

First, the economy of health should be mentioned, as this is 

of prime importance. How many of those who are caring for 

families are studying the requirements for the health of that 

family, and the best means for providing these 

Dairymen are deeply interested in learing how best to provide 

a balanced ration for the cow; poultrymen read studiously how 

to feed the laying hen; hogs, even, are scientifically reared. We 

listen to lectures regarding the breaking of colts so as not to spoil ’ 

their disposition, but do we find fathers and mothers seeking as 

anxiously to learn how to feed the growing boys or girls, and 

above all to correct and advise them so that their best qualities 

are developed and they are fitted to undertake their life work, 

with strong frames and quick, well-controlled minds ? 

When a child is born with a good constitution — and I believe 

this to be every child’s right — then the growth and delevopment 

of that child rests upon right food, right exercise, fresh air and 

sanitary conditions. 

Our bodies need certain amounts of protein foods, such as meat, 

beans, milk, eggs, cheese and other similar foods, to repair the 

wastes of the body tissues, and to make the lean meat or muscles; 

we need the sugar, fat and starchy foods to supply heat and 

energy to the body; the bone making material is found in the 
salts and other minerals. It is a study in which one may become 

tremendously interested when working out special problems. 

It seems almost unnecessary to even mention the importance of 

having pure air in the home, but when we find sleeping room win- 

dows nailed down it appears that the time for calling attention to 

this has not gone by. The demanding of fresh air is no longer 

called a “fad.” We are quite generally convinced that the once- 

ealled “fresh air crank” is only a person with common sense. If 

[1843] 
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it is necessary to have the best system of ventilation in the stables, 

is it not quite as essential to have a properly ventilated home? 

If we would do all possible to secure health in the home, one 

thing should not be omitted — we should be sure that the water 

supply is pure. Dug wells should be so protected that no surface 

water or other sources of impurity can leach into them, There 

should be a proper place for the disposal of all sewage. One 

writer has truthfully said, “ many pray for health, when the most 

that is needed is well-cooked food and a plumber.” 

The next economy we would mention is that of work, and when 

speaking of this we realize that there is plenty of work to be done 

on a farm, and in many cases there is insufficient help for its 

accomplishment, but might not this condition be greatly relieved 

if we would discriminate between the essentials and the non- 

essentials in housework ? 

We have a right to expect people to work and to be happy in 

their work. I can think of no one who is doing things worth 

while in this world who is not working. Our attitude of mind 

has much to do with the accomplishing of our work, and if we 

would rightly enjoy our daily duties we must recognize the fact 

that “work is not a penalty, but a spiritual opportunity of the 

highest order.” 

Simplicity of work and no unnecessary work is a good motto. 

Are we doing useless things? Did you ever take inventory of 

your common tasks and find if every one of them had any real 

reason for being done? Take stock of the things in one room and 

see if there is not some task which may be cut from the lst. I 

made a trial of this in my own home. In one room, where there 

“ what- were many things to be dusted and cared for there was a 

not.” Now you all know what is generally found on a whatnot 

and we had them all on ours. I looked it over for some time 

and then decided that it was not pretty or useful and that nothing 

on it was pretty or of use, so the “ whatnot,” the things on it 

and I went upstairs to the attic one day and I came down alone. 

I have been in homes where there were wall shelves with the most 

useless things upon them. One woman had some dried grass in 

a vase, utterly unornamental, but which she was caring for, 

thereby adding to her work. Why not do away with the things 

which will improve our rooms by their absence ? 
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When he have eliminated all unnecessary work let us be willing 

to share what remains to be done. Did you ever know a family 

martyr ¢ One of those persons who is always complaining of the 

many things she has to do, says her lite is “ all drudgery” and 

so on, and on, and on, but let anyone offer help and it is promptly 

refused. She can ‘‘ do it quicker than you,” she “has one way 

of doing work” and other excuses are given in her refusal. Such 

people seem to revel in the belief that they are abused, yet resent 

the idea that things might be made easier for them. I have no 
patience with self-inflicted martyrdom. What does it matter if 

the work is not done exactly one way, as compared with gaining 

time for needed rest, especially so if nervous complaining is done 

away with. 

Is it essential that every kitchen towel be ironed? Clothes are 

never so sweet smelling as when newly taken from the line, and 

many of them, if neatly folded, will do service just as well as 

though time and work had been spent to iron them. After all, 

the great endeavor should be to make the things we use serve us 

and not rule us. 

Woman’s work in the home is just as much an economic factor 

to be considered as is any other kind of work. We may not think 

of it in terms of dollars and cents, and it is well we do not, for 

the ability to acquire money falls far below the ability to make 

and keep a home. When I say “ home,’ I do not mean a place 

to stay, with the house always in order, but a home in the truest 

sense of the word. Housekeeping is not home-making. Did you 

ever visit one of these housekeepers? You are met at the door, 

welcomed, and are then shown into the best parlor, after which 

the hostess excuses herself and goes into the kitchen. You sit 

in all the different chairs, being careful not to wrinkle the tidies ; 

you look at the photograph album, study the pictures and wish 

someone would come. Finally supper is ready. The hostess is 

too tired to eat, so spends her time telling how little there is to 

offer you, that the bread is not so good as common, and she does 

not know what is the matter with the cake. You keep telling 

how lovely and delicious everything is and then you go home. 

Her chief aim had been to provide physical comfort and the social 

element had been entirely overlooked, while you had come for a 

visit, not a meal. We each believe our home to be the best place 
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on earth, and that our family is the best family, then is it not 

the highest compliment we can pay our friends to take them into 

our homes as one of our own? Is it not better to spare ourselves 

needless worry and labor, and our friends the embarrassment of 

feeling responsible for this, and, without fearing criticism, make 

the most of every opportunity for social enjoyment. 

If work is a science, so resting may also be considered one. 
Do we really rest in our leisure moments? I have seen women 

work till nearly exhausted and then, when the chance came ‘for 

a few moments pause, seat themselves on the edge of a chair, 

have every nerve and muscle tense, and tell over the things re- 

maining to be done. There was no resting about it, only a 

stopping. When I rest I am reminded of an old-time rhyme 

about an ‘ ‘old woman who always was tired, she lived in a house 

where help was not hired” and how, when she came to die she 

made this request, “don’t mourn for me now, don’t mourn for 

me never, I’m goin’ to do nothin’ forever and ever.” Just settle 

down relaxed, in a comfortable chair and imagine there is never 

going to be any more work to do. If afraid of sitting too long, 

fix the time to be spent resting and set the alarm clock at that 

hour. 

We can use the alarm clock more than we do. When we have 

any writing which will need concentrated thought, and have only 

a limited amount of time in which to write, the alarm clock 

may be used to signal us. It may also be usea to time our 

baking of bread or cake. 

The saving of time is probably thought of less in the farm home 

than in those of town or city, yet, were more attention paid to 

this there would be greater opportunities for reading, study and 

social enjoyment. We need to plan our work carefully and well. 

We also need to study the saving of motions. In many of our 

large factories men are being employed, whose whole duty is to 

observe operations and methods to see where time may be saved. 

How many women have ever studied how to save motions when 

washing dishes? Merit is being judged by the standard of time 

today. I recall hearing the question asked, regarding two sur- 

geons, “ Which is the better?” One of them was named and 

” and the reply was, then came the question, “* How much better ? 
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“Seven seconds.’’ Those seven seconds might mean a life some 

day. It is not a trivial thing to save time—it is thus we 

multiply our opportunities. 

Our kitchens are our workshops, and they are the most im- 

portant workshops in the world, for the health of the nation is 

coming out of our kitchens. Let us save time by having things 

as convenient as possible. See that the utensils most used are 

handily placed; have a stool in the kitchen and rest when you 

may. J ireless cookers, vacuum cleaners, bread mixers, meat 

grinders and gasoline, gas or electric flatirons are each time and 

labor savers. An apron made of soft, white oilcloth is a satis- 

factory substitute for the gingham one, especially for all heavy 

work. 

When the bonds of custom and the fear of criticism are over- 

come, then, with health in the home, with no unnecessary work 

being done, with work so planned as to provide time for rest 

and recreation, housework will become a pleasure, not a burden. 

The needs of each family are so variable that no one can plan 

another’s duties, but each must solve her own problems, and I 

believe that half the pleasure and profit will come through the 

actual working out of individual plans. 

“ Not failure, but low aim is crime.” 



SYSTEM IN THE HOME 

Mrs. Detxia A. JONES 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

System in the home may be defined as the orderly attention to 
all details that are essential for home-making. 

That which has made the great railroad corporations so valu- 

able to their patrons for transportation purposes, is the system 

they have developed. Their business is so managed that hundreds 

of people and thousands of dollars’ worth of goods are carried 

to and fro across this country with comparatively small loss of 

either life or property. 

Railroad companies have so systematized their business that 

they know within a few minutes where every train or employee 

ean be located. Upon the superintendent devolves the operation 

of the system that makes these companies so useful and successful. 

Home-making is a business of more importance than that of 

any company or corporation, since it has to do with the rearing of 

the family, keeping its members healthy and happy, and making 

the home attractive and comfortable. 

System is as necessary in home-making as oil is to machinery. 

It helps to make things run smoothly, it makes the housewife 

more efficient, it helps her conserve her strength, time, energy and 

money. 

As in all business concerns or well-organized companies, a 

superintendent or manager is necessary ; so in home-making there 

must be a superintendent to obtain the best system. The house- 

wife should act in this capacity and have general oversight of the 
affairs in the home. 

All honor should be given to those women who successfully 

rear happy, contented families in healthy, comfortable homes, 

thus proving themselves to be not only housekeepers but home- 

makers. 

The different sizes and locations of houses, kinds of equip- 

ment, and numbers in the family, make it necessary for each 

housewife to work out a system of her own. It is therefore im- 

possible to lay down definite rules for working out a general 

system. Since no two persons work alike any more than they look 

[1848] 
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or act alike, only a few suggestions can be given along those 

lines common to all home-makers. 

First: ‘“‘ Plan the day’s work, then work the plan and be sure 

not to let the plan work you.” <A few moments spent the night 

before in planning the duties of the coming day will enable the 

housewife to accomplish the labors of that day with much less 

anxiety and care. By deciding upon the most important thing 

to be done and how to do it; by taking note of the left overs in the 

cupboard or refrigerator, the work can be done and menus 

planned so that time, labor and food may be saved. Always in 

planning the next day’s work leave time for the unexpected things 

which are apt to happen and consume time. 

Second: “ Do things regularly and in order.” Many have 

thought a system of work was established by washing on Monday, 

ironing on Tuesday, baking Wednesday, sweeping upstairs Thurs- 

day, sweeping downstairs Friday, cooking and getting the house 

ready on Saturday for Sunday. When these things can be done 

on the days mentioned it does help the housewife to distribute the 

more arduous labors of the week; but there are many households 

where it is impossible to follow out this program. Many a sys- 

tematic woman has found that it is not so much the day as the 

way in which the work is done that counts. 

Take for instance the family washing, whether done on Monday 

or any other day, the way in which it is done is of more import- 

ance. Do not begin feeling heavily burdened and notifying the 

family that there is a big day’s work and every one must hustle. 

First, see that there is plenty of water heating; then sort the 

clothes, placing like things together and put to soak. Get a good 

breakfast and enjoy eating it. Do not sit on the edge of the chair 

ready to jump at the least provocation. After the breakfast is 

over, do up the usual chores, and then get everything ready for 

washing. Now is the time to call for help, if there is no motor 

or other power to turn the washing machine (for every well-organ- 

ized house now possesses such a machine). Call in the man or 

grown boy to help turn the machine. A systematic housewife will 

so manage the work of handling the clothes that no time will be 

lost. As soon as the machine has been turned, the man power is 

put to turning the wringer; then he carries the basket to the line 

and while the superintendent is hanging the clothes, he empties the 
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tubs. The smaller pieces such as handerchiefs (which have been 

previously treated), collars, small aprons with long strings are all 

put ina cheese-cloth bag, made for the purpose, and thus put 

through the machine. This avoids their getting lost in the tubs 

or tangled around the wringer. If like pieces are kept together 

while in the process of washing they will come together to be hung 

on the line. When clothes are hung neatly and in order they are 

much easier ironed. 

After the washing is done the lamps are cleaned and filled and 

the kitchen is put in order. When about to clean the lamps many 

steps can be saved if, instead of cleaning one lamp at a time, all 

lamps are brought together and done. Place a newspaper on the 

table on which to set the lamps, remove the chimneys, placing 

them where they can be easily washed; trim the wicks, clean the 

burners, fill the lamps one after another, then wipe off, and re- 

place each chimney when washed. The lamps are then ready for 

future use. 

Third: “ Never put off for tomorrow that which should be done 

today.”’ Sometimes when a housewife wishes a little extra time 

to go somewhere or do an extra piece of work, she says: “ I will 

give this a lick and a promise.” She means by this that she is 

neglecting her work today and leaving part of it for another day. 

Often times work left over in this way takes twice as much time 

to do it when it is done, and besides, the housewife who neglects 

her work one day is apt to put it off another day and thereby 

form careless habits of doing work; while the one that carefully 

and systematically does her work is forming habits which will 

enable her to do better work with less expenditure of energy. 

Fourth: “ Do things on time.” Promptness or being on time, 

doing things with clock-like precision, is an essential factor in 

system in the home. If one were going to New York or Chicago 

he would decide on the railroad he wished to travel, and the train 

he wished to take. He would then manage to be at the station 

on time. If the train should happen to be late he would wait for 

it, but if he should be late he would have to wait until the next 

train came. Many a housewife has had a meal spoiled because 

when she had it ready the members of the family were not ready 

to eat it and she was obliged to place it in the warming closet or 

oven. Sometimes there are legitimate reasons for tardiness, but 
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for those who are always late what would happen if, when the 

housewife had the meal ready, she should serve those who were 

on time and let the tardy ones either get their own meal or wait 

until the next meal was served? Perhaps they would be on time 

if they were obliged to wait. Irregularity in time for arising in 

the morning or serving meals interferes very much with the 

orderly methods of home-making. 

Sixth: “A place for everything and everything in its place.” 

As manager or superintendent of the home, the housewife when 

beginning her home-making finds convenient and suitable places 

for the various pieces of furniture and other household equip- 

ment; she is therefore expected to know where everything is. 

Often many minutes are spent hunting for things that are not put 

where they belong after they are used. The systematic woman 

will be careful to put things in their places and will also train 

the members of the family to do so. If she is not responsible 

for things being out of place she will lose no time trying to find 

lost things for the careless member of the family. 

Seventh: ‘ Let the head save the feet.” When about to do a 
piece of work take time to think of the different things that will 

be needed to do it. Then get everything ready before the work 

is started. If one is going to cook a meal; after the fire is fixed, 

get the vegetables to ‘be prepared. If these are kept down cellar, 

when going for them take a pan or basket large enough to bring 

everything from the cellar that will be needed for that meal. 

Many trips up and down stairs can be saved by placing a basket 

near the stairs and as things are ready put them in the basket 

until it is necessary to go up or down and then carry several 

things at once. A tray or pan can be used in carrying dishes to 

and from the table. Many labor-saving devices are obtainable if 

one only takes time to learn how to use them. 

Highth: ‘Avoid accident by use of labels.” ‘Some women lose 

much valuable time opening boxes, bottles or cans and tasting or 

smelling their contents, sometimes making bad mistakes, where 

if these receptacles had been properly labeled, much time would 

have been saved. Medicines should never be kept in the same 

cupboard with cooking materials, and should always be labeled. 

Ninth: “ Keep a memorandum.” This may be a book, wall 

tablet or slate, on which the various articles of groceries or other 
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items needed to be purchased when going to market can be writ- 

ten, and either torn off or copied when ready to go to the store. 

An inventory of the different household goods will prove helpful 

in times of fire. This inventory will also be helpful in times of 

settling the estate. 

Tenth: “ Keep accounts of money received and expended.” In 

these days when so much is said about the cost of living, the 

systematic housewife is able to tell just how much she has received 
and where she has spent it. She has learned the value of buying 

in large quanties and so manages her purchases that several 

large bills do not come in at the same time. She knows just how 

much it is going to cost her to run her house and she so manages 

that she is able to put away a little money each month. System 

in the use of money has taught the thoughtful housewife how to 
select meats, dry goods and furniture for their real value for 

both beauty and utility purposes. She never buys a thing just 

because it is cheap unless she has some immediate need for it. 

She has also learned to avoid the fads and fashions of the day. 

The bargain counter has no attraction for her. She has learned 

that many times this counter is only the clearing house for the 

merchants out of date or shop-worn goods. 

Children: Children in the home afford a splendid opportunity 

for developing system. ‘They can be so trained that they will 

help with the various duties in and out of doors. Through a wise 

division of work the mother trains her children to be careful, 

thoughtful, helpful, earnest men and women, and their part in 

the business of home-making makes them valuable citizens. 

In working out a system for the home, time must be planned 
for rest. The railroads demonstrate this fact. When asked if 

the big locomotive that starts with the Empire State express 

train at Buffalo took the train to New York, the response was, 
“To get the greatest amount of work out of this iron horse we 

must let it rest, so another takes the train at Syracuse and another 

at Albany.” If it is necessary for the locomotive to rest, it is 

vastly more important that the human body, one of the most intri- 

cate pieces of machinery yet known, should have rest. The house- 

wife owes it to herself and to her family to so prepare herself for 

life’s duties by using all the means suggested and as many more as 

she can obtain, that she may be better able to cope with the duties 

of the home. 



CANNING AND PRESERVING 

Mrs. Greorcrt C. Monroe 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Some one has figured out that if every boy in the country 

would eat five apples a day for the next three months it would re- 

quire all the apples which have been produced in the country this 

year and would insure a fair price to the grocers. 

Another thing about this boy-apple combination is, that it 

is just as good for the boy as it is for the apple market. Five 

apples a day will merely keep the boy’s digestive organs in good 

working order. 

The common fruits, because of their low nutritive value, are 

not as a rule estimated at their real worth as food. Fruit and 

fruit juice supply a great variety of flavors and keep the blood in 

a healthy condition. 

Nowhere is there a greater need of a generous supply of fruit 

than on the farm, where the diet is apt to be restricted in variety, 

because of the distance from markets. 

The home canning of fruits and vegetables is a matter of more 

importance to those who grow such products than to those who 

must buy them. The cost of labor and fuel, added to the cost 
of the raw materials, make it wiser for many to buy the canned 

article. 

Aside from the value as food for the family is the convenience 

of canned fruits and vegetables for emergency luncheons. The 

city woman who can send to the corner grocer need not worry 

but the woman in the country where the grocer is miles away 

needs to prepare for times of siege. 

The essential points in all canning are few — absolute clean- 

liness, sterilization and suitable containers, which means the 

destruction and exclusion of ferments, molds and bacteria. 

Over a hundred years ago a Frenchman first made practical ap- 

plication of the methods of preserving food by putting it im 

bottles or cans, which he hermetically sealed. He then put the 

full bottles or cans in water and boiled them. At that time and 
[1853] 
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even until recent years it was thought that the oxygen of the air 

caused the decomposition of food. Scientists have proven that it 

is not the oxygen which causes fermentation and putrefaction, but 

bacteria and other small plant growths. So, while Appert’s 

theory of the cause of the spoiling of food was incorrect, yet the 

world owes him a debt of gratitude since his method of preserving 

it by sealing and corking was correct. 

Bacteria and yeast exist in the air, in the soil and on all vege- 

table and animal substances. Bacteria are one-celled and so 

small that they can be seen only by aid of a microscope. In 

growing this single cell divides forming two cells. This grows 

on so rapidly that it has been estimated that one single bacterium 

may produce seventeen million similar growths in twenty-four 

hours. To grow it is necessary to have moisture, warmth and 

proper food. 

Yeasts which are also one-celled grow less rapidly. A bud de- 

velops, breaks off and forms a new yeast plant. 

Spoiling of food is caused by the development of bacteria 

or yeast. Most germs require air to grow, but there is one kind 

of bacteria that grows without air, and if it is sealed up in a can 

it spoils the contents of the can. 

Bacteria grow best in foods containing nitrogen such as meat, 

fish, eggs, peas, beans and milk — especially in warm weather. 

Bacteria do not grow so fast in sweet substances while yeasts de- 

velop very rapidly in such. Some vegetable foods contain so 

much acid that very few bacteria or yeast attack them, as lemons, 

cranberries and rhubarb. 

So it comes about that canned fruits are more commonly 

spoiled by yeast than bacteria. When fruits are preserved with 

large amounts of sugar they need not to be hermetically sealed 

to protect them from bacteria and yeasts, since the thick syrup is 

not favorable to their growth. However, these are best put up 

in small self-sealing jars because mold grows freely on moist 

sugary substances exposed to the air. 

Every housekeeper is familiar with molds which during warm 

and moist weather grow upon all sorts of starchy materials, such 

as boiled potatoes, bread, mush, etc., as well as fresh canned and 

preserved fruits. Molds grow from spores which are always 
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floating in the air. When a spore settles on a suitable article of 

food it sends out a fine thread which branches out and works 

its way over and into the substance. At first it seems white or 

light gray and can hardly be seen, but soon the mold becomes 

colored and, under a microscope, looks like a beautiful flower 

garden. ‘These spores of mold are light and are blown about by 

the wind, but they are heavier than air and settle everywhere. If 

one settles in a glass of preserves or jelly it will soon grow. Molds 

do not work so freely in canned fruits as raw. 
Canning is from all points the most desirable way of caring 

for fruits, making only enough rich preserves to serve for 

variety and for special occasions. 

There are several methods of canning fruits, as follows: 

First, by simply stewing the fruit in an open kettle and then 

sealing in jars. 

Second, by cooking in jars in the oven. Put the raw fruit in 

jars filled with syrup boiling hot and place jars uncovered in the 

oven on a sheet of asbestos paper or in a pan with a little water in 

it; cook about ten minutes. If fruit has settled refill and seal 

jars. 
Tomatoes cooked in the oven are fine. First stew a few toma- 

toes and strain. Then fill cans with fresh peeled tomatoes, pour- 

ing in and filling to overflowing with the stewed tomatoes. Cook 

uncovered a half hour; refill and seal. 

Third, by cooking in jars in a water bath. By this method 

prepare the fruit and syrup as for cooking in the oven. Frill the 

sterilized jars and put covers on loosely. Have a wooden rack 

in bottom of wash boiler and enough warm water to come about 

four inches above the rack. Place the filled cans on the rack, 

separating the cans by cloth or ropes, so they will not bump 

together when the water boils. Cover the boiler and cook fruit 

ten minutes from the time the water boils. Refill cans with syrup 

and seal. 
In canning vegetables by this method, the process is much 

longer. We are not able to get a high enough degree of heat to 

kill the bacteria that cause decay in vegetables on our stoves, so 

to make up, we need to cook the vegetables in the water bath for 

three or even four hours. I do not like this way of canning fruits 
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and vegetables for several reasons. The long time necessary to 

have a very hot fire in one’s kitchen, making the room very un- 

comfortable for doing other work, and the amount of fuel used, 
as well as the handling of the hot cans. 

All things considered I prefer the fireless cooker for canning 

all vegetables and fruit. For fifteen years I have used a home 

made cooker for this purpose. 

By this method the fresh fruit is placed in cans, the cans filled 

to overflowing with boiling syrup and the tops screwed on. After 

the cans are placed in the compartment of the cooker, boiling 

water is poured over the cans to cover them and the cooker is 

fastened up. 

In canning vegetables I place the cans after filling with the 

vegetables, water and some salt, in the steam cooker until the con- 

tents are boiling hot; I then put them in the fireless cooker. By 

this method the cans do not have to be opened to refill; there is no 

danger from handling hot cans and no extra heat used in the 
kitchen. It is just as necessary to sterilize every article used in 

the process as when the other methods are used. 

In making preserves, small jelly glasses should be used. The 

general rule is equal weights of sugar and fruit. We might speak 

of one method called the “ platter” method of preserving, using 

strawberries for example. Put sugar and berries in layers, hav- 

ing not more than four inches in all in the kettle. Heat slowly 

to boiling point, boil ten minutes from the time it begins to 

bubble. Pour this on a platter two or three inches deep and let 

stand in a sunny window in an unused room three or four days. 

In that time the fruit will grow plump and firm and the fruit 

thicken almost to a jelly. Put this preserve cold into jars or 
tumblers, 

In the making of jelly, housekeepers feel less sure than in any 

other kind of preserving; since a rule that works one year may 

not the next. That is to say, in a season when there has been a 

great deal of heat and sunshine there will be more sugar in fruit 

than in a cold, wet season; consequently a pint of currant juice 

will require °4 of a pint of sugar. But if it is a cold, wet season 

the pint of currant juice will require a generous pint of sugar. 

Jelly sometimes crystallizes from too hard boiling. If syrup 
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boils rapidly the crystals are thrown in the sides of the kettle. 

If these crystals are stirred into the syrup they are likely to eause 

the whole mass to erystallize. 

Jelly made by the cold process is more delicate than that made 

by boiling but it does not keep so well. 
Jellies are so rich in sugar that bacteria and yeast do not 

attack them. They must be protected from molds. A thick coat- 

ing of paraftin makes a good cover but is not quite so safe as the 

paper dipped in brandy, because the spirits destroy and remove 

spores that may happen to rest on the jelly. Paraffin may be 

poured over a brandied paper. 
As part of this subject one might include the making of 

marmalades, fruit juices, syrups and vinegars, all cooling and 

refreshing aids to digestion when not taken in excess. 



MODERN APPLIANCES IN THE HOME 

Mrs. Ipa S. Harrinetron 

Farmers’ Institute Lecturer 

Tf there are any two occupations which ought to have the fullest 

understanding and sympathy for each other, those two occupa- 

tions are farming and home-making. They have come through 

the same experience: Both have been undervalued in the past, 

and both are now achieving the important place which they de- 

serve in the world’s economy. Not so many years ago, if a farm 

boy wanted to invest time and money in education, it meant 

turning his back upon the farm, for the training at his command 

took no account of agriculture as a vocation. The work of the 

farm was left to that brother who was accounted the least am- 

bitious and intelligent one of the family, on the theory that any- 

body could be a farmer and that, if anything, one could farm 

better by instinct than by training. Today it is generally 

recognized that no other line of work requires keener intelligence 

or wider knowledge than does farming, and therefore men are 

being educated for the farm instead of away from it. And with 

education has come pride in the occupation once so generally 

despised. 

In the household the same revolution has taken place. It used 

to be the rule that a girl who wanted to invest time and money 

in education turned her back on the field of home-making. She 

grew farther and farther away from the round of homely duties 

that made up the life of the sister who remained behind. The 

home-minded sister, like the farm-minded brother, was accounted 

less gifted, less worthy of an education, than those who preferred 

a more showy occupation. In the household, as on the farm, it 

was held that instinct was a sufficient guide for so humdrum a 

business. 

But just as we are awaking to a sense of the power wielded 

by a scientific farmer, so we are coming to recognize how far- 

reaching is the influence of a home-maker who has mastered her 

profession. If the Emperor of Germany thought that he was be- 
[1858] 
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littling women when he said that “ women did not, or need not, 

know how to talk of anything except children, cooking, and 

church,” he was mightily mistaken, for the woman who knows 

even a part of what there is to be known about children, cooking, 

and church, has incidentally laid a pretty good foundation for 

knowledge of every kind. Instead of appreciating this fact, 

women have accepted sayings like the German Emperor’s as proof 

that home-making was an occupation in which one person could 

do about as well as another, and that the mere home-maker owed 

the world an apology for not being engaged in more brilliant 

pursuits. 

A woman I once knew, who had suddenly lost her income, was 

fortunate encugh to be a supremely good cake-maker, so that she 

was able, by means of this, to earn a comfortable living. But so 

ashamed was she of her occupation, that if anyone came to call 

when she had cake in the oven, she would let the cake burn and 

pretend that the smell came from the neighbor’s, rather than ad- 

mit that she was making an honorable living in an honorable way. 

And how was it when the census man came around, and after 

asking us all the seaching questions at his command about our 

ancestry, fixed us with an eagle eye and made the final query: 

“What is your occupation?’ Did we not hang our heads and 

say: “ Well, to tell you the truth, I haven’t any. I don’t do any- 

thing. I am only a housekeeper?” Thanks to our changed atti- 

tude toward the profession of home-making, I venture to say that 

when the census man comes around again, those of us who have 

the right will say proudly in answer to his question: ‘ I am en- 

gaged in the most important occupation in the world: I am 

a home-maker.” 

Two things are needed to insure the census man’s getting this 

answer wherever he goes: Better appliances, to make work easier, 

and better-trained housewives to use to better advantage such 

appliances as they have at hand. Both these conditions will be 

sooner fulfilled if men give us their cooperation and help. It is 

to the farm homes that we may look for the solution of the house- 

hold problem, for where is there a closer partnership between man 

and wife than on the farm? And to whom can women look with 

more assurance for the needed cooperation than to the farmer, 
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who has had to struggle against the same odds in his occupation 

as have women in the occupation of housekeeping? Yet, if you 

say to a man: “Let your daughter be trained to keep house 

scientifically,” or “ Let your wife go away for a few months’ 

study, to get a new viewpoint of the work that has grown to seem 

only drudgery,” is he not apt to say: ‘‘ Why should my wife or 

my daughter be trained? J am not at all sure that a house kept 

by rule is a comfortable place. In such a house, if you come in 

late to dinner you get black looks, and if you track in a little 
mud you get a lecture on germs. No, I have no use for trained 

housekeepers.” How long ago was it that many people had 

exactly that feeling about the hospital-trained nurse? How many 

I do not want a trained nurse in +. times have we heard it said: 

my house. She cannot adapt herself to conditions. She makes 

> Yet we have more work than she saves. I have no use for her.’ 

all learned by this time that the trained nurse who deserves such 

criticism is an exception. If the objections I have quoted can be 

truthfully made against training either the housekeeper or the 

nurse, it must be because a necessary ingredient has been left 

out of the training: It lacks the salt of common sense. This 

was well voiced by a woman who was a most successful poultry 

keeper and who was asked by a writer on poultry topics, whether 

she followed his methods. Smiling brightly at him, she said: 

“Yes, we follow your methods mixed with a little common sense.” 

Certainly she hit the nail upon the head. Training without com- 

mon sense is as powerless as common sense without training. 

“But,” says another man, “can you train a housekeeper; 

isn’t she born, not made?’ Tlow does that theory work out in 

other professions? ‘The fact that the occasional boy or girl is 

born with a genius for mathematics does not relieve common 

folk from laboring over the multiplication table. The fact that 

here and there a wonderful painting is produced, or a fine piece 

of music composed, without previous training, does not relieve 

the rest of us from the laborious straight lines and five-finger 

exercises with which we begin our artistic careers. Nor does 

great talent in any of these professions mean that the possessor 

of the talent will cease to study, but rather that he will be the 

more eager to learn all that he can about his chosen work. So 
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the woman who is born with a genius for home-making does not 

prove that women with lesser talent may not be successful through 

training, study and practice. Nor can she, if she is to keep up 

with the times, afford to be satisfied without adding to her natural 

gift the continued study which shall enable her to meet new con- 

ditions as they arise, instead of lamenting the passing of old ones. 

One of the greatest opportunities open to housekeepers today 

lies in what the vast majority of them consider an unmixed 

calamity. I refer to the difficulty, in town and country alike, of 

finding help. Yet this passing of human helpers is opening the 

way to perfecting mechanical helps in the household. In the days 

when help of a sort was plentiful, it was a very natural thing to 

say: ‘Yes, I have a helper in my kitchen, and I think I can 

train her up to a certain point, but I am not going to get her 

expensive utensils, or try to teach her new and better ways of 

working, for she would not appreciate the value of either. It is 

less trouble, on the whole, to let her go along in her old drudging, 

unimaginative way than to try to lift her out of it.” But today, 

when in most households the wife—her own boss in her own 

business— does the work, her intelligence and training should 

very soon enable her to acquire the mechanical turn of mind which 

is needed to bring successfully to her assistance the so-called 

“labor saving devices.” 

The use of machinery calls for brains and courage. You have 

perhaps all had the experience of advising someone to get a bread- 

mixer and have been pained, when you called a few days later, to 

find that the bread-mixer had joined the things on that upper shelf 

where people put hasty purchases which they wish to forget. In 

answer to your question as to why the bread mixer was not in 

use you have probably been told that it did not work just right 

the first time and that the owner got discouraged and went back 

to the old way. A machine will no more do its best work at the 

first trial than will a human helper. It needs to “ find itself.” 

Tt needs to be studied and understood; and for this study and 

understanding we need the mechanical turn of mind, which women 

in general do not possess at present to the same degree as men, 

simply because they have failed to cultivate it, but which an 

intelligent woman can soon acquire. 
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Two or three years ago I visited a large spice factory in New 

England, widely known not only for the excellence of its product, 

but for the care given to its employees. We watched, with deep 

interest, the ease with which the machines did the work, and the 

apparent leisure of the young women whose only business seemed 

to be to keep the machines up to their work by a deft touch here 

and there. When we thought we had seen the entire plant, our 

guide opened a door at one side and took us into a room with a 

long table running down the center. Around it were seated a 

dozen or two of women fifty and sixty years old, each of them 

with a pasteboard box in one hand and a metal scoop in the other, 

slowly and laboriously fillimg by hand counterparts of the boxes 

which the machines in the other room were filling so rapidly and 

accurately. I turned to our guide and asked him: ‘“ Who are 

those women and what place has this room in your up-to-date 

factory?” He said: “ Those are women who have worked for us 

for twenty years, some of them longer. There is something lack- 
ing in their mental make-up which renders it impossible for them 

ever to learn the use of machinery, but we are not turning them 

away on that account. We are letting them go on in their same 

infinitely slow, dull way until the time comes when they them- 

selves are ready to quit work.” It was a pleasant thought that a 

great big money-making concern should take such individual 

thought for its workers, but a very startling one that every one of 

us, by failing to develop the faculty of utilizing the helps at our 

command might drudge our way through life in a way similar 

to those poor women. 

We have centuries of tradition to overcome before we can 

achieve a man’s scorn of poor tools. We must learn to look at 

our workshops with men’s eyes. I venture to say that if we all 

had the courage to go away for a three months’ vacation, leaving 

the men in charge of our kitchens, that while at the end of the 

first month things might look “ like sixty,’ at the end of the sec- 

ond month they would begin to improve, and if our courage still 

held out and we stayed the third month, we should come home to 

find many things changed for the better. They might look strange 

and queer, but there is no doubt that in every instance we should 

find labor-saving devices installed which men never dreamed we 
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needed, until they themselves tried to work without them. It is 

said that the reason why women are slow in adopting modern 

appliances is that they are too conservative. I think a truer 

reason is that through our lack of mechanical training we have 

bought this or that piece of machinery without realizing that 

its care would make more work than the machine could save, and 

like the ‘ burned child,” we have “ shunned the fire” 

It is so easy for a person whose business it is to sell articles of 

this kind to tell us nothing but the truth and yet to withhold a 

part of the whole truth. Until very recently the dish-washing 

machine was a case in point. It could truthfully be said of this 

or that make, that it was easy to clean, practical, simple, and that 

a child could run it, and to suppress the fact that while it might 

ever since. 

pay for a family of one hundred, it would not be a good invest- 

ment for the average household. 

The mechanical turn of mind, then, is the first requisite toward 

solving the problem. In every community there are women who 

have it and who could supplement the work of the Good House- 

keeping Institute and like organizations in trying out new house- 

hold devices as they are manufactured, not once or twice, but the 

half-dozen or even score of times which might be necessary to 

save the rest of us from buying in haste and repenting at leisure, 

on the one hand; or from denying ourselves an indispensable 

help, on the other hand. 

The objection of expense arises too often like a dragon when 

we think of this or that labor-saving device which might entirely 

change our lives. We are hindered by the thought that unless we 

individually can own a thing we must therefore deny ourselves the 

use of it. Compare our attitude in this regard with the man’s. 

How many men would think that just because they cannot afford 

personally to own and give house-room to a threshing machine, 

that they must therefore go back to the days of hand-threshing / 

And yet how many communities are there where the women 

jointly own or contract for the services of a great big vacuum 

cleaner, which shall drive up to the house at stated intervals, poke 

its competent nozzle within, and free our houses so completely of 

dust that we need not fear the eyes of critical neighbors for 

months to come? So much of the dust in our households in com- 
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posed of that which hid under beds and bureaus when we thought 
we had captured it in “that painful process of house-cleaning 

associated by men with loose tacks, strong language and colds in 

the head.” We think we have destroyed every particle of dust, 

only to discover a week later that the rooms are again dusty. But 

supposing that the vacuum cleaner which would do away with 

this is at present entirely beyond our means, do we therefore 

need to settle back and say that we are forever doomed to the corn 

broom and dust-pan? Can we not get much needed help from 

some of the smaller vacuum cleaners, or a vacuum sweeper or, 

failing even that, from a long-handled dust-pan, which would 

make it unnecessary to stoop over? Again, is the threshing ma- 

chine any easier to acquire than some of the pieces of laundry 

machinery which would make “ blue Monday” only half blue? 

And is not a neighborhood laundry, where such machinery could 

be used by different families in the neighborhood, in turn, some- 

thing which could be carried out if we were all determined on it? 

But while waiting for the big helps, let us not scorn the lesser 

ones in laundry work as in cleaning. The washing machine has 

made its way more successfully than most of our labor-saving 

devices, but how often do we see the mangle, either heated or un- 

heated, or the alcohol, or gasoline flat iron where the electric iron 

is impossible? How many people make an improvised mangle out 

of their clothes wringer ? 

With the necessary mechanical turn of mind we can take our 

equipment just as it stands and make it more useful than it ever 

has been. The woman who discovered that a wire hairpin would 

make just as good a cherry stoner as any you can buy for ten or 

twenty-five cents, had the necessary imagination to make the most 

of any utensil at her command. Such a woman would not hesi- 

tate, either, to press into service whatever would be of use, whether 

it was originally intended for the kitchen or not. For instance, 

she might go to the owner of a boat and ask him how he man- 

aged to get his decks so white and clean, adding: ‘I can’t get 

my kitchen floor to look like that unless I get down on my hands 

and knees. Do you get down on your hands and knees to serub 

your decks?” And he says “‘ No,” very emphatically, and shows 

her a deck brush — a scrubbing brush with a long handle, which 
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solves her problem just as well as if it had been designed purposely 

for the kitchen floor. This woman, after many vain efforts to 

get, for the greasing of her pans, a brush which should be posi- 

tively warranted not to shed its bristles and to withstand the hot 

water necessary to cleanse it, spies on her son’s bureau one day, 

just what she has been looking for—a brush of badger hair, 

bound with twine, warranted to withstand hot water. The fact 

that it is his first and cherished shaving brush keeps her from 

annexing it, but she goes straightway and buys one just like it in 

preterence to any so-called. oe pastry brush.” One day, after 

vainly struggling to free the lemon grater from the grated rind, 

she picks up a little fibre brush and discovers that one light stroke 

does what fifteen minutes’ labor with a knife did not accomplish. 

She learns of the artist how useful is the palette knife —more 

effective for the cleansing of bowls than anything except the 

human finger, which has been discarded for the purpose since 

we began to study sanitation. She finds the roll of brown paper 

just as useful in the kitchen as it is in the shop, and has allowed 

it largely to replace the rolling board, which required such care- 

ful cleansing. At the druggist’s one day she discovered what is 

known as an emulsifier—a deep porcelain bowl with a beater 

hke a Dover egg beater fastened to it somewhat. aslant, which 

may be turned by hand or by a motor. While never intended for 

the kitchen, this utensil serves her better for the beating of cakes 

and frostings and the mixings of salad dressings than anything 
manufactured for the purpose. 

Those whose business it is to sell kitchen appliances, naturally 

find it to their advantage if we buy a great variety of utensils, 

each designed for some special use. That same mechanical turn 

of mind which I have mentioned so often will save us much 

money right here by making us realize to how many uses an ap- 

pliance may be put besides the one for which it was specially de- 

signed. When you have decided that the bread mixer saves your 

time and is practical, and have therefore added a cake mixer to 

your equipment, do not imagine that the mixing of cake is all that 

it can do. It makes salad dressing, beats eggs, makes butter and 
kneads bread with equal readiness and quite as effectively as if 

each one was its specialty. A scrap basket has long been advo- 
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cated as a useful and necessary piece of kitchen furniture, but 

until you have tried setting aside a new scrap basket for 

the purpose of crisping your lettuce, you will not have realized 

its full usefulness. It makes us so far independent of a refrig- 

erator, for after the lettuce is sprinkled with fresh cool water in 

the basket and set in the cellar, the basket reeds hold just enough 

moisture to put the lettuce into excellent condition. A fireless 

cooker is no less useful for canning fruits than for cooking cereals 

or raising bread. The list of means for making our work easier 

might be multiplied indefinitely if we are only on the lookout 

for them. 

The question arises, what is the possession of labor-saving de- 

vices and our knowledge of their use going to do for us? One 

man has said: “If the time gained by labor-saving devices is to 

be spent by women in still multiplying the same round of duties, 

in spending more hours doing more of the same kind of work, 

then the labor-saving devices had better be at the bottom of the 

sea.” Their real object is to enable the housewife, by shortening 

her working day, to give her family and community, not the dregs 

of an over-weary body and brain, but the hopeful, inspiring in- 

fluence on which the uplift of every home and community de- 

pends. Relief from a part of the manual drudgery of house- 

keeping sets her free to taste the joys of her profession, home- 
making. 
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mode of application of, 1678, 

1679. 
necessary for clover, 1679, 1680. 

Lime-sulphur as a spray, 1604, 1606, 
1748. 

Liming, expense of, 1675-1677. 
Lincoln Agricultural School, follow- 

up work at, 1630-1633. 
Lipman, Dr. Jacob G., * Value and 

Use of Farmyard Manure,” 1684— 
1687. 

Litmus test for soil acidity, how 
made, 1588, 1589. 

Low-heading, advisability of, 1598, 
E17, Lats: 

M. 

Maggot, contrul of apple, 1603. 
Manure, asa source of nitrogen, 1684. 
‘Manure, Value and Use of Farm- 

yard,” Dr. Jacob G. Lipman, 1684— 
1637. 

Memoriam to Conductor Fred E. Gott, 
1559-1561. 

Mice and rats, protection from, in 
orchards, 1726. 

Milk, diseased, as cause of tubercu- 
losis, 1839-1842. 

Milking machine, economical use of, 
1594. 

Miscellaneous institutes, list of, 1573, 
1574. 

“Modern Appliances in the Home,” 
Mrs. Ida S. Harrington, 1858- 
1866. 

Monroe, Mrs. Geo. E., “ Canning and 
Preserving,” 1853-1857. 

Montgomery, Miss Etta E., ‘* Home 
Economies,” 1843-1847. 

N. 

Nicoll, A. J., “Some Results of Cow 
Testing Work,” 1642-1647. 

Nitrate of soda, bad effects of ex- 
cessive use of, 1588, 1693. 

when advised, 1696, 1697. 
Nitrogen, manure as a source of, 1696. 

use of, for growth and leafage, 
16938. 

Normal Institute, program of, 1583, 
1584. 

results of, 1585-1610. 

| 

INDEX 

oO 
Onion treatment for, 

1609. 

Orchards, cover crops in, 1597. 
insect pests in, 1726, 1732-1745. 
plan of, 1716. 
pruning, 1719-1722. 
results of spraying, 1628-1630. 

“ Organic Matter in Soils, Value of,” 
Forest Henry, 1688-1690. 

Outlet, drainage, construction 
1669. 

Oyster-shell scale, injury from, 1736. 
remedy for, 1737. 

smut, 1608, 

of, 

12g 

Paper, litmus, test for acidity, 1588, 
1589. 

Parrott, P. J., “Some Insects of the 
Apple and Their Control,” 1732— 
1745. 

Peaches, cultural methods for, 
1730. 

diseases of, 1731. 
fertilizers for, 1730. 
form of tree, 1727-1729. 
pruning, 1729. 
selection of trees, 1727. 
“The Growing of,” Chas. D. Bar- 

ton, 1727-1731. 
varieties of, 1601. 

Pear psylla, control of, 1602. 
Pear thrips, where most prevalent, 

1602. 
Plant diseases, 1604-1609. 

food, ammonia as, 1589. 

calcium nitrate as, 1589. 
cyanamide as, 1590. 
lime as, 1591, 1592, 1693. 
various forms of, 1589-1592, 

1693. 
Potato, blight, 1605. 

treatment for, 1605, 
fertilizer for, 1704, 1705. 
“Growing,” ‘George H. 

1704, 1705. 
result of experiment with selected 

seed, 1625-1628. 
scab, 1605. 
selection of seed, 1704. 
spraying, 1705. 
wart, disease of, 1608. 

“ Poultry, Farm,” Dr. E. M. Santee, 
1828-1835. 

breeding of, 1828, 1829. 
characteristics of various breeds 

OL, US2Z9E S30: 

feeding of,. 1833-1835. 
housing, 1832, 1833. 
husbandry. 16609. 1610. 

1729, 

1606. 

Hyde, 
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“Preserving and Canning,” Mrs. 
George E. Monroe, 1853-1857. 

Programs, information printed on, 
1613-1618. 

Pruning, for fruit, 1719. 
for wood, 1719. 
inadvisability of excessive, 1598. 
method of, 1717, 1720, 1721, 1722, 

1729. 
suitable time for, 1722. 

Potash as plant food, 1591, 1693. 
Phosphoric acid as plant food, 1590, 

1591, 1693. 
“Potato Growing,’ George H. Hyde, 

1704-1707. 
Public schools, 

1575. 
institute work at, 

Q. 

Question box as feature of institutes, 
1611. 

R. 

Raspberry anthracnose, treatment for, 
1605. 

Rats and mice in orchards, protection 
from, 1726. 

Regular institutes, list of, 1562-1570. 
outline of work at, 1611-1618. 

Round-up meetings, 1619-1624. 
at Albion, 1619-1624. 
how conducted, 1619. 
list of, 1570. 

S. 

Salt as plant food, ineffectiveness of, 
1697. 

San Jose scale, how detected, 1735, 
1736. 

remedy for, 1737. 
Santee, Dr. E. M., ‘* Concrete on the 

Farm,” 1756-1763. 
~ Farm Poultry,” 1828-1835. 
work of, at Berkshire Industrial 

Farm, 1633-1638. 

Schools, public, institute work at, 
1575. 

Scurvy scale, how detected, 1737. 
remedy for, 1737. 

Seed, experiments with selected potato 
1625-1628. 

selection of, for corn, 1710. 
“ Sheep, in New York State,”’ Edward 

van Alstyne, 1797-1818. 
breeds of, 1803-1809. 

Cheviots, 1805. 
Downs, 1803, 1804. 
Dorset Horns, 1807-1809. 
Long Wools, 1804, 1805. 
Merino or fine wools, 1805- 

1807. 

Tunis, 1809. 
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difficulties of raising, 1797. 
feed and care of, 1811-1814. 
injurious parasites and diseases 

of, 1797-1802. 
pure-bred vs. grades, 1809-1811. 

“Short Treatise on Alfalfa, A,” 
James A. D. S. Findlay, 1698-1703. 

Silo, concrete, construction of, 1762. 
Silt well, advantage of, 1665. 
Soil acidity, 1587-1539. 
Soil surveys, value of, 1586. 
* Soils, Value of Organic Matter in,” 

Forest Henry, 1688-1690. 
“Some Insects of the Apple and Their 

Control,” P. J. Parrott, 1732—1745. 
Special lectures, in Schoharie county, 

1572. 
list of, 1558. 

“ Specifications for Successful Fruit- 
Growing,” U. P. Hedrick, 1713- 
1726. 

Spoiling of food, cause of, 1854, 1855. 
Spraying, demonstrations at In- 

dustrial Farm, Charlton, 1628— 
1630. 

method of, for apples, 1748. 
for potatoes, 1705. 

result of, in orchards, 1628-1630. 
Sprays, 1604. 
State institutions, meetings at, 1556. 
Statistics of institute work, 1562- 

1582. 
Stone, J. L., “ Weeds,” 1749-1755. 
Subjects, list of, discussed at insti- 

tutes, 1577-1581. 
Suckers in orchards, removal of, 1721. 
Sulphur, detrimental to plant growth, 

1591. 
Summer institutes, list of, 1571. 
Swamp land, extent of, in New York 

State, 1657, 1658. 
“Swine,” H. B. Harpending, 

1827. 

Berkshire, 1819-1821. 
Cheshire, 1824, 1825. 
Chester White, 1822-1824. 
Duroc-Jersey, 1826, 1827. 
Poland China, 1821, 1822. 

“System in the Home,” Mrs. 
A. Jones, 1848-1852. 

1819- 

Della 

FE. 

Tankage as source of nitrogen, 1590. 
“Three Leading Breeds of Beef 

Cattle,” W. D: Zinn, 1764-1769. 

Thrips, grape, 1602. 
pear, 1602. 

Tillage, deep, need of, 1586, 1587. 
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Tile, best quality of, 1662, 1663. 
blinding, 1668. 
cost of, 1587. 
entrance of roots into, 1668. 
laying of, 1587, 1668. 
size of, 1665, 1666. 

Top-working, when necessary, 1717. 
Trenches, construction of, 1667, 1668. 
Trees, low-heading of, 1717, 1718. 

pedigreed, inadvisability of use 
of, 1714, 1715. 

top-working of, 1717. 
“ Tuberculosis, Bovine, and Its Rela- 

tion to Infant Mortality,” Dr. 
lucia E. Heaton, 1839-1842. 

law relative to, 1595, 1596. 
proposed law relative to, 1596. 

AMG 

“Value and Use of Farmyard 
Manure,” Dr. Jacob G. Lipman, 
1684-1687. 

“Value of Organic Matter in Soils,” 
Forest Henry, 1688-1690. 

INDEX 

Van Alstyne, Edward, “ Sheep in New 
York State,” 1797-1818. 

Van Wagenen, Jared, Jr., “ Corn,” 
1707-1712. 

“ Dairy Breeds of Cattle,’ 1770—- 
1785. 

“Gospel of the Farmers’ Insti- 
tute Work,” 1651-1656. 

W. 

“ Weeds,” J. L. Stone, 1749-1755. 
common sources of, 1750, 1751. 
different varieties of, 1751-1753. 
treatment for, 1753-1755. 

Witter, D. P., ‘Commercial Ferti- 
lizers,” 1691-1697. 

Women’s sessions at institutes, im- 
portance of, 1838. 

Workers, farmers’ institute, list of, 
1577~—1582. 

Z 

Zinn, W. D., “The Three Leading 
Breeds of Beef Cattle,’ 1764-1769. 

The illustrations on pages 1664, 1667, 1710 ané@ 1711 are from 
High School Agriculture, Copyright 1913, by D. D. Mayne, used by 
arrangement with the publishers, American Book Company. 

The illustrations on pages 1753 and 1754 are used through the 
courtesy of the American Steel and Wire Co. 

The illustrations on pages 1698, 1700, 1706, 1708, 1709 and 1712 
are used through the courtesy of H. W. Gordinier and Sons Co. 

The illustration on pages 1640 and 1702 are used through the 
courtesy of Hoard’s Dairyman. 
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Laws 1909, Chapter 9 

AN ACT in relation to agriculture, constituting chapter one of 
the consolidated laws. 

Became a law, February 17, 1909, with the approval of the Governor. Passed, 

Article 1. 

2. 

So oO HB CO 

12. 

three-fifths being present. 

Short title (§ 1). 

General provisions (§$§ 2-13). 

. Dairy products (§$§ 380-54). 

. Adulterated vinegar ($$ 70-73). 

. Diseases of domestic animals (§§ 90-108). 

. Prevention of fraud in sale of paris green and other 

substances ($$ 140-144). 

. Sale and analysis of concentrated commercial feeding 

stuffs (§§ 160-165). 

. Sale, adulteration or misbranding of food and food 

products (§§ 200, 201). 

. Sale and analysis of commercial fertilizers (§$§ 220- 

224), 
. Turpentine, linseed or flaxseed oil ($$ 240-243). 

. Apples; pears; peaches; quinces ($§ 260-263). 

Agricultural statistics ($§ 280, 281). 

12-a. Sale of farm produce on commission (§§ 282-289). 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

State fair ($$ 290-294). 

Miscellaneous provisions ($§ 300-318). 

Inspection and sale of seeds (§§ 340, 341). 

Laws repealed; when to take effect ($$ 360, 361). 

ARTICLE 1 

Short Title 

Section 1. Short title. 
§ 1. Short title. This chapter shall be known as the “Agri- 

cultural Law.” 
[1879] 
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Department 
of agricul- 

ture. 

Commis- 

sioner. 
Appoint- 

ment. 

Term of 
office. 

Salary 

and ex- 

penses. 
Deputies, 

etc. 

Payment 
of salaries. 

State de- 
partment 

charges. 

AGRICULTURAL Law [Arr. 2. 

ARTICLE 2 

General Provisions 

Section 2. Commissioner of agriculture. 
3. Power of commissioner, his assistants and employees. 

4, Expert butter and cheese makers. 

5. Annual report. 

6. Certificate of chemist presumptive evidence. 

7. Evidence; principal’s liability for acts of agent. 

8. Prosecution for penalties. 

9. Disposal of fines and moneys recovered. 

10. When injunction may be obtained. 

11. When prosecution shall not be compelled to elect. 

12. Examination of food for state institutions. 

12a. Almshouse farms. 

15. Regulation of manufacture and sale of commodities. 

§ 2, Commissioner of agriculture. There shall be a department 

of the state government known as the department of agriculture, 

which shall be charged with the execution of the laws relating to 

agriculture and agricultural products. The commissioner of agri- 

culture shall be the chief of the department. The commissioner 

of agriculture shall be appointed by the governor, by and with 

the advice and consent of the senate. His term of office shall be 

three years. He shall be paid an annual salary of not to exceed 

six thousand dollars and his necessary expenses incurred in the 

discharge of his official duties. He may appeint four deputy com- 

missioners of agriculture, a director of farmers’ institutes and 

appoint or employ such clerks, chemists, agents, counsel and other 

employees as he may deem necessary for the proper enforcement of 

such laws and the proper administration of the department, who 

shall receive such compensation as may be fixed by him, in cases 

where it is not otherwise fixed, and their necessary expenses. The 

compensation of his deputies, clerks, and other persons appointed 

or employed by him and such necessary expenses shall be paid 

on his certificate by the treasurer on the warrant of the comptroller. 

All other charges, accounts and expenses of the department au- 

thorized by law shall be paid by the treasurer on the warrant of 

the comptroller, after they have been audited and allowed by the 



Art. 2.] GENERAL PROVISIONS 

comptroller. The trustees of public buildings shall furnish suit- 

able rooms for the use of the department. (As amended by chap- 

ter 345 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 3. Power of commissioner, his deputies and employees. The 

commissioner of agriculture, his deputies, clerks, experts, chemists, 

agents and counsel employed by him, shall have full access to all 

places of business, factories, farms, buildings, carriages, cars and 

vessels used in the manufacture, sale or transportation within the 

state of any dairy products or any imitation thereof, or of any 

article or product with respect to which any authority is conferred 

by this chapter on such commissioner. They may examine and 

open any package, can or vessel containing or believed to contain 

any article or product, which may be manufactured, sold or exposed 

for sale in violation of the provisions of this chapter, and may 

inspect the contents therein, and take therefrom samples for 

analysis. The commissioner of agriculture shall have the power 

by subpoena or subpoena duces tecum, issued and attested by him 

in his official capacity to require the attendance and testimony 

before him, or any of his deputy commissioners or other persons 

designated by him for that purpose, of any person whom he may 

have reason to believe has knowledge of any alleged violation of 

this chapter, and the production, before him or any of his deputy 

commissioners of agriculture of any records, books, papers and 

documents for the purpose of investigating any alleged violation 

of this chapter. Such subpoena or subpoena duces tecum may be 

served by any person over the age of twenty-one years. No person 

shall be excused from attending and testifying or producing any 

records, books, papers or other documents before said commissicner 

of agriculture or any of his deputy commissioners of agriculture 

or other person designated by him for that purpose upon such in- 

vestigation upon the ground or for the reason that the testimony or 

evidence, documentary or otherwise, required of him may tend to 

convict him of a crime or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture, 

but no person shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or 

forfeiture for or on account of any transaction, matter or thing 

concerning which he may so testify or produce evidence, doc- 

umentary or otherwise, and no testimony so given or produced 
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Full access 

for in- 

spection. 
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Oaths. 
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given. 

Time. 
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covered. 
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contained. 
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shall be received against him upon any criminal action, investiga- 
tion or proceeding. Any person who shall omit, neglect or refuse 

to attend and testify or to produce any records, books, papers or 

documents, if in his power so to do, in obedience to such subpoena 
or subpoena duces tecum shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any 

person who shall wilfully and knowingly make any false state- 

ment under oath before the commissioner of agriculture, a deputy 

commissioner of agriculture or other person designated, as pro- 

vided herein, concerning a material matter, shall be guilty of 

perjury. The commissioner of agriculture and his deputy com- 

missioners of agriculture and other persons designated, as pro- 

vided herein, are hereby authorized and empowered to administer 

oaths and affii mations in the usual appropriate forms to any person 

in any matter or proceedings authorized as aforesaid and in all 

matters pertaining or relating to this chapter and to take and 

administer oaths and affirmations in the usual appropriate forms, 

in taking any affidavit or deposition, which may be necessary or 

required by law or by any order, rule or regulation of the com- 

missioner of agriculture for or in connection with the official 

purposes, affairs, powers, duties or proceedings of said commis- 

sioner of agriculture or his deputy commissioners of agriculture 

or for any official purpose lawfully authorized by said commis- 

sioner of agriculture. (As amended by chapter 345 of the Laws 

of 1913.) 

§ 4, Expert butter and cheese makers. The commissioner of 

agriculture may appoint and employ expert butter and cheese 

makers, who shall, under his direction, examine and inspect but- 

ter and cheese factories and attend at agricultural fairs, societies 

and meetings designated by the commissioner, to impart thereat 

information as to the best and most improved method of making 

butter and cheese and improving the quality thereof. (As amended 
by chapter 112 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 5, Annual report. The commissioner of agriculture shall 

make an annual report to the legislature on or before January 

fifteenth, of his work and proceedings for the year ending Sep- 

tember thirtieth, next preceding, which shall include a statement 
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in detail of the number of assistant commissioners, chemists, ex- 

perts, agents, and counsel employed under the provisions of this 

chapter during such year, and their compensation, expenses and 

disbursements ; and also a statement in detail of the expenditures 

of moneys appropriated for the state agricultural society, the 

county agricultural societies and the New York agricultural ex- 

periment station; and other agricultural purposes and estimates 

of the amounts required for all such purposes for the ensuing 

year. He may require the state agricultural society and the 

county agricultural societies to make reports to him and pre 

seribed* the form of such reports. 

§ 6. Certificate of chemist presumptive evidence. Every certifi- 

cate, duly signed and acknowledged, of a chemist, analyst or other 

expert employed by the commissioner of agriculture or any 

analysis, examination or investigation made by such analyst, 

chemist or expert with respect to any matter or product which 

the commissioner has authority to examine or cause to be exam- 

ined, shall be presumptive evidence of the facts therein stated. 

People v. Eddy. 12 N. Y. Supp. 628; People v. Kibler, 106 N. Y. 321; 
People v. Mahaney, 41 Hun, 26; People v. Schaeffer, Id. 23; People v. 
Thompson, 14 N. Y. Supp. 819; People v. West, 106 N. Y. 293. 

§ 7. Evidence; principal’s liability for acts of agent. The do- 

ing of anything prohibited by this chapter shall be evidence of the 

violation of the provisions of this chapter relating to the thing 

so prohibited, and the omission to do anything directed to be done 

shall be evidence of a violation of the provisions of the chapter 

relative to the thing so directed to be done. The intent of any 

person doing or omitting to do any such act is immaterial in any 

prosecution for a violation of the provisions of this chapter. Any 

person who suffers, permits or allows any violation of the provi- 

sions of this chapter by his agent or servant or in any room or 

building occupied or controlled by him, shall be deemed a princi- 

pal in such violation and liable accordingly. Any person who 

shall keep, store or display any article or product, the manu- 

facture or sale of which is prohibited or regulated by this chap- 

*So in the original. 
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ter, with other merchandise or stock in his place of business, shall 

be deemed to have the same in his possession for sale. 

People v. Bosch, 129 App. Div. 660; People v. Hills, 64 Id. 584; People v. 
Terwilliger, 59 Mise. Rep. 617. 

§ 8. Prosecution for penalties. Whenever the commissioner of 

agriculture shall know or have reason to believe that any penalty 

has been incurred by any person for a violation of any of the 

provisions of this chapter, or that any sum has been forfeited 

by reason of any such violation, he may cause an action or pro- 

ceeding to be brought in the name of the people for the recovery 

of the same. Such action may be brought in the county where 

the product is sold, offered or exposed for sale, or in the county 

where the adulteration or violation, or any part thereof, occurred. 

People v. Belknap, 58 Hun, 241; People v. Briggs & McQuade, 114 N. Y. 56: 
People v. Buell, 85 App. Div. 141; People v. Cipperly, 37 Hun, 324, (dissenting 
opinion) 101 N. Y. 634; People v. Hodnett, 81 Hun, 137; People v. Lamb, 
85 Id. 171; People v. Liberman Dairy Co., 59 Misc. Rep. 22, 195 N. Y. 609; 
aol v. Munn, 131] App. Div. 341; People v. Salisbury, 2 Id. 39; s. c, 151 
oe OG: 

§ 9. Disposal of fines and moneys recovered. One-half of all 

moneys recovered, either as penalties, forfeitures or otherwise, 

for the violation of any of the provisions of this chapter, and 

from fines imposed as a punishment for any criminal offense com- 

mitted in violation of the provisions of this chapter, or of the 

penal law relating to the punishment of criminal offenses com- 

mitted in violation of the provisions of law for the prevention 

of frauds in the manufacture or sale of any of the articles or 

products to which this chapter relates, shall be paid by the court 

or the clerk thereof to the city or county where the recovery shall 

be had or fine collected, for the benefit of the poor of such city 

or county, except in the city of New York, where the same shall 

be paid to the proper authorities, and equally divided by them 

between the pension funds of the police and fire departments. 

Disposal of ‘The residue of such moneys shall be paid into the treasury of 
residue. 

the state, and paid out by the treasurer, upon the warrant of the 

comptroller, for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the 

department of agriculture, audited by the comptroller. The same 

disposal shall be made of all moneys recovered upon any bond 

given by any officer by virtue of the provisions of this chapter. 
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§ 10. When injunction may be obtained. In an action in the 

supreme court for the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture in- 

curred for the violation of any of the provisions of this chapter 

an application may be made on the part of the people to the court 

or any justice thereof for an injunction to restrain the defendant, 

his agents and employees from the further violation of such pro- 

visions. The court or justice to whom such application may be 

made, shall grant such injunction on proof, by affidavit, that the 

defendant has been guilty of the violations alleged in the com- 

plaint, or of a violation of any such provision subsequent to the 

commencement of the action, and in the same manner as injunc- 

tions are usually granted under the rules and practice of the 

court. No security on the part of the plaintiff shall be required, 

and costs of the application may be granted or refused in the dis- 

cretion of the court or justice. If the plaintiff shall recover 

judgment in the action for any penalty or forfeiture demanded 

in the complaint, the judgment shall contain a permanent injunc- 

tion, restraining the defendant, his agents and employees, from 

any further violation of such provision of this chapter. Any 

injunction, order or judgment obtained under this section may 

be served on the defendant by posting the same upon the outer 

door of the defendant’s usual place of business, or where such 

violation was or may be committed, or in the manner required 

by the code of civil procedure, and the rules and practice of the 

court. Personal service of the injunction shall not be necessary 

when such service can not be secured with reasonable diligence, 

but the service herein provided shall be deemed sufficient in any 

proceeding for the violation of such injunction. 

Hopkins v. Clemson College, 221 U. S. 636; People v. Bouchard, 6 Mise. 
Rep. 459; People v. Schintzius, 61 Id. 410; People v. Windholz, 68 App. Div. 
552. 

§ 11. When prosecution shall not be compelled to elect. In an 

action for a penalty or forfeiture incurred by reason of the viola- 

tion of the provisions of this chapter, when the complaint charges 

a violation of any two or all of such provisions, the plaintiff shall 

not be compelled to elect between the counts under such different 

provisions but shall be entitled to recover if it is found that a 
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violation of any one of such provisions has been committed for 

which a penalty or forfeiture is imposed. 

People v. Briggs & McQuade, 114 N. Y. 56; People v. Liberman Dairy Co., 
59 Mise. Rep. 22; People v. Munn, 131 App. Div. 341. 

§ 12. The commissioner of agriculture is hereby empowered 

and authorized to examine or cause to be examined food or food 

products produced or secured for use in the state institutions — 

milk monthly; other foods semi-annually and to make or cause 

to be made such other examinations as he may deem wise or as 

the facts seem to necessitate and warrant relative to such food 

products and relative to the agricultural methods at such institu- 

tions, and report the results of such examinations and make 

recommendations thereupon to the fiscal supervisor or to the 

superintendent of prisons or to the commission in lunacy for 

their respective departments or offices. For the purpose of 

assisting the commissioner of agriculture in the performance of 

duties authorized by this section, the fiscal supervisor and the 

superintendent of prisons and the state commission in lunacy 

shall secure and transmit to the commissioner of agriculture such 

available appropriate information and render such other assist- 

ance as the commissioner of agriculture may call for. (As added 

by chapter 434 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 12-a. Almshouse farms. The commissioner of agriculture is 

hereby empowered and authorized to make or cause to be made 

investigation and examination as to the farm lands at the alms- 

house farms of the various counties, the purposes to which they 

are best adapted and the crops which can most profitably be 

raised thereon, and to make report on the same to the boards of 

supervisors of the said counties; and to give lectures and demon- 

strations at least once each year at said almshouse upon the agri- 

cultural methods best adaptable to the various communities, suffi- 

cient notice of such lectures and demonstrations being given 

throughout all parts of the county. The commissioner of agri- 

culture may assign members of the staff of the New York ex- 

periment station at Geneva, members of the faculties of the New 

York college of agriculture and of the various state schools of 
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agriculture, subject to the approval of the directors thereof, to 
carry out the provisions of this section under his direction, (As 
added by chapter 460 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 13. Any corporation, company, association or person doing 

business within the state of New York in any commodity or 

product the manufacture or sale of which is either regulated or 

forbidden by the agricultural law may apply to the commissioner 

of agriculture to be registered in the department of agriculture. 

Such application shall be made annually and shall be for the 

current fiscal year. In making such application he shall submit 

the following information: his full name, postoffice address, place 

of business and nature of the business he is conducting, and the 

name or names of any special commodities he is handling, the 

sale of which is regulated by the provisions of the agricultural 

law. The commissioner of agriculture shall, upon receipt of such 

application, if it be accompanied with a registry fee of one dollar, 

register the name of such applicant, together with the informa- 

tion furnished as above set forth, and shall thereafter send to such 

applicant from time to time, as promptly as conditions will per- 

mit, a copy of decisions made by the department bearing upon 

the construction of the statute relating to the business conducted 

or commodity handled by the applicant, and copies of any rules 

or regulations issued by the commissioner relative thereto. All 

moneys received under the provisions of this act during the cur- 

rent month shall be transmitted by the commissioner of agricul- 

ture to the state treasurer on or before the fifth day of the 

succeeding month. (As added by chapter 313 of the Laws of 

1911.) 
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ARTICLE 3 

Dairy Products 
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=O2: 

*63. 

*64, 

§ 30. Definitions. The term “ butter ” when used in this article 

means the product of the dairy, usually known by that term, 

which is manufactured exclusively from pure, unadulterated 

milk or cream or both with or without salt or coloring matter; 

and the term ‘ ‘cheese,’ when used in this article, means the 

product of the dairy usually known by that term, which is manu- 
factured exclusively from pure, unadulterated milk or cream, or 

both, and with or without coloring matter, salt, rennet, sage, olives, 

pimentos, walnuts, peanuts, tomatoes, celery salt or onions added 

thereto as a flavor. And provided further, that when manu- 

factured by adding to the elemental product of the dairy, usually 

known by the term “ cheese,” and manufactured exclusively from 

pure unadulterated milk or cream or both, any pimentos, olives, 

walnuts, peanuts, celery salt, tomatoes, or onions, that the per- 

c tage of all such substances so added shall not exceed twenty- 

five per centum in bulk of the manufactured product. 

The terms “ oleomargarine,” “ butterine,” ‘imitation of but- 

ter,” or “ imitation cheese ”’ shall be construed to mean any article 

or substance in the semblance of butter or cheese not the usual 

product of the dairy and not made exclusively of pure or unadul- 

terated milk or cream, or any such article or substance into which 

any oil, lard or fat not produced from milk or cream enters as a 

component part, or into which melted butter or butter in any 

condition or state, or any oil thereof has been introduced to take 
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1. Milk containing more than eighty-eight and one-half per 
centum of water or fluids. 

2. Milk containing less than eleven and one-half per centum of 

milk solids. 

3. Milk containing less than three per centum of fats. 

4, Milk drawn from cows within fifteen days before and five 

days after parturition. 

5. Milk drawn from animals fed on distillery waste or any 

substance in a state of fermentation or putrefaction or on any 

unhealthy food. 

6. Milk drawn from cows kept in a crowded or unhealthy con- 

dition; or milk produced or kept in insanitary surroundings or 

in any environment or under any condition whatever that is 

inimical to its healthfulness or wholesomeness. 

7. Milk from which any part of the cream has been removed. 

8. Milk which has been diluted with water or any other fluid, 

or to which has been added or into which has been introduced any 

foreign substance whatever. 

All adulterated milk shall be deemed unclean, unhealthy, in- 

“pure milk” or “ unadul- pure and unwholesome. The terms 

terated milk ”’ when used singly or together, mean sweet milk not 

adulterated, and the terms “pure cream” or ‘ unadulterated 

cream” when used singly or together, mean cream taken from 
‘ pure and unadulterated milk. The term ‘“ adulterated cream ” 

when used shail mean cream containing less than eighteen per 

centum of milk fat or cream to which any substance whatsoever? 

has been added. (As amended by chapter 455 of the Laws of 

1913.) 
People v. Bosch, 129 App. Div. 660; People v. Bowen, 182 N. Y. 1; People v. 

Cipperly, 101 Id. 634; s. c. (dissenting opinion), 37 Hun, 324; People v. 
Eddy, 12 N. Y. Supp. 628; People v. Kibler, 106 N. Y. 321; People v. Koster. 
50 Mise. Rep. 46; People v. Anton Koster, 121 App. Div. 852; People v. 
Liberman Dairy Co., 195 N. Y. 609; People v. Schaeffer, 41 Hun, 23; People 
v. West, 106 N. Y. 293; People v. McDermott Dairy Co., 132 N. Y. Supp. 
329; Bellows v. Raynor, 207 N. Y. 389. 

§ 31. Care and feed of cows, and care and keeping of the prod- 

uce from such cows. No person shall keep cows, for the produc- 

tion of milk for market or for sale or exchange, or for manufac- 

turing the milk or cream from the same into any article of food, in 

a crowded or unhealthy condition or in unhealthful or unsanitary 
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surroundings and no person shall keep such cows or the product 

therefrom in such condition or surroundings or in such places as 

shall cause or tend to cause the produce from such cows to be in 

an unclean, unhealthful or diseased condition, if the produce from 

such cows is to be sold, offered or exposed for sale upon the 

markets for consumption or to be manufactured into any food 

product, nor shall such cows or the produce therefrom be handled 

or cared for by any person suffering with or affected by an infec- 

tious or contagious disease, nor shall any such cows be fed on any 

substance that is in a state of putrefaction or fermentation, or 

upon any food that is unhealthful or that produces or may produce 

impure, unhealthful, diseased or unwholesome milk. But this 

section shall not be construed to prohibit the feeding of ensilage. 
The commissioner of agriculture is hereby empowered to give 

such instruction and impart such information as in his judg- 

ment may be deemed best to produce a full observance of the pro- 

visions of this section. (As amended by chapter 216 of the Laws 

of 1910.) 

§ 32. Prohibiting the sale of adulterated milk, imitation cream 

and regulating the sale of certified milk. No person shall sell or 

exchange or offer or expose for sale or exchange, any unclean, 1m- 

pure, unhealthy, adulterated or unwholesome milk or any cream 

from the same, or any unclean, impure, unhealthy, adulterated, 

colored, or unwholesome cream, or sell or exchange, or offer or ex- 

pose for sale or exchange, any substance in imitation or semblance 

ef cream, which is not cream, nor shall he sell or exchange, or offer 

or expose for sale or exchange any such substance as and for cream, 

or sell or exchange, or offer or expose for sale or exchange any 

article of food made from such milk or cream or manufacture from 

any such milk or cream any article of food. No person shall sell 

or exchange, or offer or expose for sale or exchange, as and for 

certified milk, any milk which does not conform to the regulations 

prescribed by and bear the certification of a milk commission 

appointed by a county medical society organized under and 

chartered by the medical society of the state of New York and 

which has not been pronounced by such authority to be free from 

antiseptics, added preservatives, and pathogenic bacteria, or bac- 
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teria in excessive numbers. All milk sold as certified milk shall 
be conspicuously marked with the name of the commission certify- 

ing it. Any person delivering milk to any butter or cheese fac- 

tory, condensary, milk gathering station or railway station to be 

shipped to any city, town or village shall be deemed to expose or 

offer the same for sale whether the said milk is delivered or con- 

signed to himself or another. Each and every can thus delivered, 

shipped or consigned, if it be not pure milk, must bear a label 

or card upon which shall be stated the constituents or ingredients 

of the contents of the can. 
People v. Abramson and Fichhandler, 137 App. Div. 549; People v. Beaman, 

102 Id. 151; People v. Briggs, 121 Id. 927, 193 N. Y. 457; People v. Cip- 
perly, 101 Id. 634; s. ec. (dissenting opinion), 37 Hun, 324; People v. Eddy, 
12 N. Y. Supp. 628; People v. Kibler, 106 N. Y. 321; People v. Liberman 
Dairy Co., 128 App. Div. 904, 931; People v. Schaeffer, 41 Hun, 23; People 
aun tad 138 App. Div. 446, 122 N. Y. Supp. 915; People v. West, 106 N. Y. 

§ 33, Regulations in regard to butter and cheese factories. No 

person shall sell, supply or bring to be manufactured to any 

butter or cheese factory any milk diluted with water, or any un- 

clean, impure, unhealthy, adulterated or unwholesome milk, or 

milk from which any of the cream has been taken, except pure 

skim milk to skim-cheese factories. No person shall sell, sup- 

ply or bring to be manufactured to any butter or cheese factory 

any milk from which there has been kept back any part of the 

milk commonly known as strippings, or any milk that is sour, 

except pure skim milk to skim-cheese factories. The owner or 

proprietor or the person having charge of any butter or cheese 

factory, not buying all the milk used by him, shall not use for his 

own benefit, or allow any of his employees or any other person to 

use for his own benefit, any milk, cream, butter or cheese or any 

other product thereof, brought to such factory, without the con- 

sent of the owners of such milk or the products thereof. Every 

butter or cheese manufacturer not buying all the milk he uses, shall 

keep a correct account of all the milk daily received, of the num- 

ber of packages of butter and cheese made each day, and the num- 

ber of packages and aggregate weight of cheese and butter dis- 

posed of each day; which account shall be open to inspection to 

any person who delivers milk to such factory. Whenever manu- 

facturers of butter or cheese purchase milk upon the basis of the 
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amount of fat contained therein and use for ascertaining the 

amount of such fat what is known as the Babeock test, or when- 

ever the proceeds of co-operative creameries and cheese factories 

are allotted on the basis of determinations of milk fat by the 

Babcock test, the bottles and pipettes used in such test shall be- 

fore use be examined by the director of the New York agricultural 

experiment station. If such bottles are found to be properly con- 

structed and graded so as to accurately show the amount of fat 
contained in milk, each of them shall be legibly and indelibly 

marked “S. 5.” No bottle shall be so marked except as herein 

provided or used in any such test by such manufacturers, unless 

so examined and marked. The acid used in making such test by 

such manufacturers shall be examined from time to time by com- 

petent chemists employed by the commissioner of agriculture and 

if found not to be of sufficient strength the use of such acid shall 

be prohibited. No person or persons receiving or purchasing 

mulk or cream upon the basis of the amount of fat contained 

therein, shall credit any patron or patrons delivering milk or 

cream thereto with a greater cr lesser percentage or average per- 

ceutage of fat than is actually contained in the milk or cream so 

delivered. The commissioner of agriculture or persons employed 

by him for that purpose may at any time assist in making tests 

of milk received at a butter or cheese factory for the purpose of 

determining the efficiency of tests usually made at such factory. 

All persons using other than standard bottles or acid which is not 

of the required strength to accurately determine the amount of 

fats in milk or crediting any patron or patrons delivering milk or 

cream with a greater or lesser percentage or average percentage 

of fat than is actually contained in the milk or cream so deliy- 
ered, shall be subject to the penalties prescribed by section fifty- 

two of this article, and shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

§ 54, Penalty for delivery of adulterated milk. Any person, 

firm, association or corporation delivering any milk to any butter 

or cheese factory in violation of any of the provisions of this 

chapter shall forfeit and pay to the patrons, firm, association or 

corporation owning the milk delivered to such factory the sum of 

fifty dollars, to be recovered in a civil action by the person, firm, 

association or corporation entitled thereto. 
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§ 35. Inspection; how conducted. When the commissioner of 
agriculture, an assistant commissioner, or any person or officer 

authorized by the commissioner, or by this chapter, to examine or 

inspect any product manufactured or offered for sale shall in 

discharge of his duties take samples of such product, he shall be- 
fore taking a sample, request the person delivering the milk or 

who has charge of it at the time of inspection, to thoroughly stir 

or mix the said milk before the sample is taken. If the person 

so in charge refuses to stir or mix the milk as requested, then the 

person so requesting shall himself so stir and mix the milk before 

taking the sample, and the defendant shall thereafter be precluded 

from introducing evidence to show that the milk so taken was not 

a fair sample of the milk delivered, sold, offered or exposed for 

sale by him. The person taking the sample of milk for analysis 

shall take duplicate samples thereof in the presence of at least one 

witness, and he shall in the presence of such witness seal both of 

such samples, and shall tender, and, if accepted, deliver at the 

time of taking one sample to the manufacturer or vender of such 

product, or to the person having custody of the same, with a state- 

ment in writing of the cause of the taking of the sample. In tak- 

ing samples of milk for analysis at a creamery, factory, platform 

or other place where the same is delivered by the producer for 

manufacture, sale or shipment, or from a milk vender who pro- 

duces the milk which he sells, with a view of prosecuting the pro- 

ducer of such milk for delivering, selling or offering for sale adul- 
terated milk, the said commissioner of agriculture or assistant or 

his agent or agents shall within ten days thereafter, with the con- 

sent of the said producer, take a sample in a like manner of the 

mixed milk of the herd of cows from which the milk first sampled 

was drawn and shall deliver the duplicate sample to the said pro- 

ducer and shall cause the sample taken by himself or his agent 

to be analyzed, If the sample of milk last taken by the commis- 
sioner of agriculture or his agent or agents shall upon analysis 

prove to contain no higher percentage of milk solids, or no higher 

percentage of fat than the sample taken at the creamery, 

factory, platform or other place, then no action shall lie against 

the said producer for violation of subdivisions one, two, three, 

seven and eight of section thirty of this chapter. In taking a 
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second sample as above set forth from the mixed milk of the herd, Far, 
it shall be the duty of the commissioner of agriculture to have an 

assistant, agent or agents present during the entire time in which 

the said cattle are being milked to observe closely so as to be sure 

that the milk thus to be sampled is not adulterated and to see that 

it is thoroughly mixed so that the sample taken shall be a fair 

sample of the average quality of the mixed milk of the entire dairy 

or herd of cows of said producer. If, however, the said producer 

refuses to allow such examination of the milk produced by his Be 

dairy, then he shall be precluded from offering any evidence what- 

ever tending to show that the milk delivered by him at the said 

creamery, factory, platform or other place was just as it came 

from the cow. If the said producer does permit such examina- 

tion, the commissioner of agriculture shall, upon receiving appli- 

cation therefor, send to said producer a copy of the analysis of Copy of 
analysis on 

each of the samples of milk so taken and analyzed as above pro- applica- 

vided. Ifa sample of milk shall have been taken by the commis- 

sioner of agriculture or by his orders or directions from any dairy 

within this state and an analysis thereof has been made by the 

commissioner or by his authority, any person who is or was buy- 

ing milk from the said dairy at or subsequent to the time of such 

taking, may apply to the commissioner of agriculture for a copy 

of the analysis of the said sample of milk so taken and the com- 

missioner shall thereafter furnish the said applicant with such 

copy. (As amended by chapter 608 of the Laws of 1911.) 

People v. Butler, 140 App. Div. 705; People v. Hodnett, 81 N. Y. 137; 
People v. St. John, 89 App. Div. 617, 178 N. Y. 617, 201 U. S. Sup. Ct. 633; 
People v. Salisbury, 2 App. Div. 39; s. c., 151 N. Y. 663; People v. Weaver, 
116 App. Div. 594; People v. Wiard, 61 App. Div. 612, 170 N. Y. 590; People 
v. Woodbeck, 55 App. Div. 227. 

§ 36. Branded cans, jars or bottles not to be sold, re-marked or 

used without consent of owner. No person shall hereafter with- 

out the consent of the owner or shipper, use, sell, dispose of, buy 

or traffic in any milk can, jar or bottle, or cream can, jar or bottle, 

belonging to any dealer or shipper of milk or cream residing in 

the state of New York or elsewhere, who may ship milk or cream 

to any city, town or place within this state, having the name or 

initials of the owner, dealer or shipper, stamped, marked or 
Tampering 

fastened on such can, jar or bottle, or wilfully mar, erase or change with 1avei. 
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by re-marking or otherwise said name or initials of any such 

owner, dealer or shipper, so stamped, marked or fastened upon 

said can, jar or bottle. Nor shall any person without the consent 

of the owner use such ean, jar or bottle, for any other purpose 

than for milk or cream; nor shall any person without the consent 

of the owner place in any such ean, jar or bottle, any substance or 

product other than milk or cream. 

§ 37. Regulations in regard to condensed milk. No condensed 

milk shall be made or offered or exposed for sale or exchange un- 

less manufactured from pure, clean, healthy, fresh, unadulterated 

and wholesome milk from which the cream has not been removed 

either wholly or in part, or unless the proportion of milk solids 
shall be in quantity the equivalent of eleven and one-half per 

centum of milk solids in erude milk, and of which solids twenty- 

five per centum shall be fats. No person shall manufacture, 

sell or offer for sale or exchange in hermetically sealed cans, 

any condensed milk unless put up in packages upon which shall 

be distinctly labeled or stamped the name of the person or cor- 

poration by whom made and the brand by which or under which 

it is made. When condensed milk shall be sold from cans or 

packages not hermetically sealed, the producer shall brand or 

label the original cans or packages with the name of the manu- 
facturer of the milk contained therein. (As amended by chapter 

608 of the Laws of 1911.) 

Genesee Valley Milk Products Co. v. J. H. Jones, 128 N. Y. Supp. 191 (con- 
densed skim milk). 

§ 38, Manufacture and sale of imitation butter prohibited. No 

person by himself, his agents or employees, shall produce or 

manufacture out of or from any animal fats or animal or vege- 

table oils not produced from unadulterated milk or cream from 

the same, the article known as oleomargarine or any article or 

product in imitation or semblance of natural butter produced from 

pure, unadulterated milk or cream of the same; or mix, compound 

with or add to milk, cream or butter any acids or other deleterious 

substance or any animal fats or animal or vegetable oils not pro- 

duced from milk or cream, so as to produce any article or sub- 
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stance or any human food in imitation or in semblance of natural 

butter, nor sell, keep for sale or offer for sale any article, sub- 

stance or compound, made, manufactured or produced in viola- 

tion of the provisions of this section, whether such article, sub- 

stance or compound shall be made or produced in this state or 

elsewhere. Any person manufacturing, selling, offering or ex- 

posing for sale any commodity or substance in imitation or sem- 

blance of butter, the product of the dairy, shall be deemed guilty of 

a violation of this chapter, whether he sells such commodity or 

substance as butter, oleomargarine or under any other name or 

designation whatsoever and irrespective of any representations 

he may make relative to such commodity or substance. Any dealer 

in any article or product, the manufacture or sale of which is pro- 

hibited by this section, who shall keep, store or display such 

article or product, with other merchandise or stock in his place 

of business, shall be deemed to have the same in his possession 

for sale. 
People v. Arensburg, 40 Hun, 358; s. ¢., reversed, 103 N. Y. 388, 105 

{d. 123; People v. Bremer, 69 App. Div. 14; People v. Clark, 124 N. Y. 
Supp. 1023; People v. Fried, 62 Misc. Rep. 240; People v. Hale, 62 Id. 240; 
People v. Hill, 44 Hun, 472; People v. Kerin, 39 Id. 631, 4 Crim. Rep. 
140; People v. Laning, 40 App. Div. 227, 59 N. Y. Supp. 1057; People v. g, 
Mahaney, 41 Hun, 26; People v. Marx, 99 N. Y. 377; People ex rel. McAuley 
v. Wahle, 124 App. Div. 762; People v. Meyer, 44 Id. 1; People v. Schintzius, 
61 Mise. Rep. 410; People v. Simpson Crawford Co., 62 Id. 240; People v. 
Teele, 131 App. Div. 87; Plumley v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 155 
U. S. 461, 15 Sup. Ct. Rept. 154; Powell v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 114 
Penn. St. 265, 127 U. S. 678; Waterbury v. Egan, 3 Misc. Rep. 355, 52 State 
Rep. 421, 23 N. Y. Supp. 115; Waterbury v. Newton, 50 N. J. L. 534. 

§ 39. Manufacture or mixing of animal fats with milk, cream 

or butter prohibited. No person shall manufacture, mix or com- 

pound with or add to natural milk, cream or butter any animal 

fats or animal or vegetable oils, nor make or manufacture any 

oleaginous substance not produced from milk or cream, with in- 

tent to sell the same as butter or cheese made from unadulterated 

milk or cream or have the same in his possession with such in- 

tent; nor shall any person solicit or take orders for the same or 

offer the same for sale, nor shall any such article or substance 

or compound so made or produced, be sold as and for butter or 

cheese, the product of the dairy. No person shall coat, powder 

or color with annatto or any coloring matter whatever, butierie 
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or oleomargarine or any compound of the same or any product or 

manufacture made in whole or in part from animal fats or animal 

or vegetable oils not produced from unadulterated milk or cream 

by means of which such product, manufacture or compound shall 

resemble butter or cheese, the product of the dairy; nor shall he 

have the same in his possession with intent to sell the same nor 

shall he sell or offer to sell the same. No person by himself, his 

agents or employees, shall manufacture, sell, offer or expose for 

sale, butter that is produced by taking original packing stock or 

other butter or both and melting the same, so that the butter fat 

ean be drawn off, then mixing the said butter fat with skimmed 

milk or milk or cream or other milk product and rechurning the 

said mixture, or that is produced by any similar process and is 

commonly known as boiled or process butter, unless he shall plainly 

brand or mark the package or tub or wrapper in which the same is 

put up in a conspicuous place with the words “ renovated butter ” 

or “process butter.’ If the same shall be put up, sold, offered 

or exposed for sale in prints or rolls, then the said prints or rolls 

shall be labeled plainly with printed letters in a conspicuous place 

on the wrapper with the words “ renovated butter” or “ process 

butter.” If the same is packed in tubs or boxes or pails or other 

kind of a case or package the words “‘ renovated butter ” or “ pro- 

cess butter” shall be printed on the top and side of the same in 

letters, at least, one inch in length, so as to be plainly seen by the 

purchaser. If such butter is exposed for sale, uncovered, not in a 

package or case, a placard containing the label so printed shall be 

attached to the mass of butter in such manner as to easily be seen 

and read by the purchaser. Every person selling, offering or ex- 

posing for sale at retail, “ renovated butter ” or ‘‘ process butter,” 

shall cause each parcel or package of such butter delivered to or 

for a customer to be wrapped in a light colored paper on which 

shall be printed in black letters, not less than three-eighths inch 

square and in Gothie type, the words “ renovated butter” or “ pro- 

cess butter.” No person shall sell, offer or expose for sale, any 

butter or other dairy products containing a preservative, but this 

shall not be construed to prohibit the use of salt in butter or cheese, 

or spirituous liquors in club or other fancy cheese or sugar in 
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condensed milk. No person, firm, association or corporation shall 

induce or attempt to induce any person to violate any of the pro- 

visions of this chapter. Any person, firm, association or corpora- 

tion selling, offering or advertising for sale any substance, prepa- 

ration or matter for use in violation of the provisions of this 

chapter shall be guilty of a violation of this section. 

People v. Arensberg, 40 Hun, 358; s. c., reversed, 103 N. Y. 388, 105 Id. 
123; People v. Biersicker, 169 Id. 53; People v. Fried, 62 Mise. Rep. 240; 
People v. Hale, 62 Id. 240; People v. Hill, 44 Hun, 472; People v. Kerin, 39 
Hun, 631; People v. Mack, 97 App. Div. 474; People v. Mahaney, 41 Hun, 
26; People v. Simpson Crawford Co., 62 Misc. Rep. 240; People v. Waters, 114 
Id. 669; Plumley v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 155 U. S. 461, 15 Sup. 
Ct. Rep. 154; Powell vy. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 144 Penn. St. 265, 
127 U. S. 678; Waterbury v. Newton, 50 N. J. L. 534. 

§ 40. Prohibited articles not to be furnished for use. No keeper 

or proprietor of any bakery, hotel, boarding-house, restaurant, 

saloon, lunch-counter or place of public entertainment, nor any 

person having charge thereof or employed thereat, nor any person 

furnishing board for any others than members of his own family, 

vr for any employees where such board is furnished for a com- 

pensation or as part of the compensation of any such employee, 

shall keep, use or serve therein either as food for his guests, 

boarders, patrons, customers or employees or for cooking purposes 

any article or substance made in violation of the provisions of 

this article. Any keeper or proprietor of any hotel, boarding- 
house, restaurant, saloon, lunch-counter or place of public en- 

tertainment who uses or serves therein for his guests any oleaginous 

substance as a substitute for butter, the manufacture or sale of 

which is not prohibited by the agricultural law, shall print plainly 

and conspicuously on the bill-of-fare, if there is one, the words, 

“ Oleomargarine Used Here” and shall post up conspicuously in 

different parts of each room where such meals are served, signs 

in places where they can be easily seen and read, which shall bear 

the words, ‘‘ Oleomargarine Used Here” in letters at least two 

inches in length and so printed as to be easily read by guests or 

boarders. (As amended by chapter 357 of the Laws of 1909.) 
People v. Berwin, 77 N. Y. Supp. 859; People v. Brien, 117 Id. 246; People 

v. Dobbins, 113 Id. 1076; People v. Fox, 4 App Div. 38, 74 State Rep. 500, 
38 N. Y. Supp. 635; People v. Gottfried, 113 Id. 1086; People v. Guiton Co.. 
137 N. Y. Supp. 600. 
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§ 41. Coloring matter, dairy terms, size of package, labeling, 

penalties. No person manufacturing with intent to sell any sub- 

stance or article in imitation or semblance of butter or cheese not 

made exclusively from unadulterated milk or cream or both, with 

salt or rennet or both and with or without coloring matter or sage, 

but into which any animal, intestinal or offal fats, or any oils or 

fats or oleaginous substance of any kind not produced from pure, 

unadulterated milk or cream, or into which melted butter, or 

butter in any condition or state or any modification of the same, 

or lard or tallow shall be introduced, shall add thereto or combine 

therewith any annatto or compounds of the same, or any other 

substance or substances whatever, for the purpose or with the 

effect of imparting thereto a color resembling yellow, or any shade 

of yellow butter or cheese, nor introduce any such coloring mat- 

ter or other substance into any of the articles of which the same 

is composed. And no person selling any oleaginous substance 

not made from pure milk or cream of the same as a substitute for 

butter shall sell, give away or deliver with such substance any 

coloring matter; nor shall any person manufacturing, selling or 

offering for sale any such goods make or sell them under any 

brand, device or label bearing words indicative of cows or the 

product of the dairy or the names of breeds of cows or cattle, 

nor use terms indicative of processes in the dairy in making or 

preparing butter; no such substance shall hereafter be sold, offered 

or exposed for sale in this state except it be sold in packages con- 

taining not more than five pounds, such packages to be wrapped 

and sealed, the original seal of which shall be unbroken and upon 

which seal shall be plainly printed the name and address of the 

manufacturer of said oleomargarine, and the said packages shall 

be plainly and conspicuously labeled with the word “ Oleomarga- 

rine” in Gothic or equally conspicuous letters at least three- 

eighths of an inch high. The word ‘‘ Oleomargarine” in large 

prominent letters shall be stamped by indentation on each sep- 
arate brick or portion of the substance itself before it is wrapped 

and sealed. 

Any person violating any of the provisions of sections forty 

or forty-one of the agricultural law shall forfeit and pay a penalty 

to the people of the state of New York of not less than fifty 
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dollars nor more than one hundred dollars for the first violation 

and not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five hundred 

dollars for the second and each subsequent violation. Whoever by 

himself or another violates any of the provisions of sections forty 

or forty-one of the agricultural law shall be guilty of a misde- 

meanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not 

less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars 

or by imprisonment of not less than one month nor more than one 

year or by both such fine and imprisonment for the first offense 

and by not less than six months nor more than one year for the 

second offense. (As amended by chapter 357 of the Laws of 

1909.) 
People v. Arensburg, 40 Hun, 358; s. c., reversed, 103 N. Y. 388, 105 Id. 123; 

People v. Griffin, 128 N. Y. Supp. 946, 71 Misc. Rep. 566; People v. Hill, 44 
Hun, 472; People 'v. Redding, 70 Mise. Rep. 420; People v. Guiton Co., 137 
N. Y. Supp. 600. 

§ 42. Coloring matter in food products; analysis by state board 

of health. No person or persons shall manufacture, sell or ex- 

pose for sale any poisonous coloring matter for the coloring of food 

products of any kind, nor shall any person or persons use any 

poisonous coloring matter manufactured, sold, offered or exposed 

for sale within this state; nor shall any person or persons sell, 

offer or expose for sale any food product containing such poison- 

ous coloring matter. The state commissioner of health shall cause 

samples of coloring matter that are exposed for sale upon the mar- 

ket for use in food products to be analyzed and report the results 

of such analysis to the legislature at the next session. 

§ 43. Manufacture and sale of imitation cheese prohibited. No 

person shall manufacture, deal in, sell, offer or expose for sale 

or exchange any article or substance, in the semblance of or in 

imitation of cheese made exclusively of unadulterated milk or 

cream, or both, into which any animal, intestinal or offal fats or 

oils, or melted butter or butter in any condition or state or modifi- 

cation of the same, or oleaginous substances of any kind not pro- 

duced from unadulterated milk or cream, shall be introduced. 

§ 44. When prohibitions do not apply to skim-milk or skim- 

cheese. Except in the counties of New York and Kings, the pro- 
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hibitions contained in this article against the sale of adulterated 

milk shall not apply to skim-milk, which is clean, pure, healthy, 

wholesome and unadulterated, except by skimming, sold for use in 

the county in which it is produced or an adjoining county, if it is 

sold for and as skimmed milk. The prohibitions in this article 

against the sale of cheese made from unadulterated* milk or cream, 

shall not apply to pure skim-cheese made from milk which is clean, 

pure, healthy, wholesome and unadulterated, except by skimming. 

People v. Kibler, 106 N. Y. 321. 

§ 45. Unclean receptacles and places for *keping milk; notice 

to violators of provisions. No person, firm, association or corpora- 

tion, producing, buying or receiving milk for the purpose of sell- 

ing the same for consumption as such, or for manufacturing the 

same into butter, cheese, condensed milk, or other human food, 

shall keep the same in utensils, cans, vessels, rooms, or buildings 

that are unclean or have unsanitary surroundings or drainage or 

in any condition whatsoever that would tend to produce or pro- 

mote conditions favorable to unhealthfulness or disease. The 

commissioner of agriculture shall notify all persons, firms, asso- 

ciations or corporations, violating this section, to clean said uten- 

sils, cans, vessels, rooms or buildings, or to so improve the sanitary 

conditions that the law will not be violated, and if such notice is 

complied with in ten days’ time, Sundays excepted, then no action 

shall lie for a violation of this section. Any person having charge 

of any milk gathering station where milk is received from 

the dairymen for the purpose of selling the same for con- 

sumption or shipping the same to market for consumption as 

human food before taking such charge or operating or working as 

such agent or person in charge shall apply to the commissioner of 

agriculture for a license to so work or operate or have charge, 

and shall at the time of making such application, file with the 

commissioner a statement under oath, setting forth the fact that 

he will not while having charge of or operating any such milk 

gathering establishment or while employed therein adulterate or 

suffer or permit the adulteration of any such milk or any product 

thereof during the term {.r which he may be licensed. After the 

*So in the original. 
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applicant shall have complied with the foregoing provisions of 

this section, the commissioner of agriculture upon being satisfied 

that the applicant is a person of good moral character and a 

qualified and proper person to so have charge of or operate any 

such milk gathering station or establishment shall issue to said 

applicant a license, which shall qualify him to have charge of Issuing 

any such milk gathering station or establishment for the period 

of two years from the date of such license; provided, however, 

that where milk is to be bought from the dairymen at any such 

milk gathering station by the proprietor, person in charge or any 

agent of the proprietor of such station, such license shall be only 

for a period of one year, as provided in sections fifty-five to sixty- 

four, inclusive, of this article, and the matter required to 

be set forth in the application for a license under the pro- 

visions of this section shall be set forth in the application uxception. 

provided for in sections fifty-five to sixty-four in addi- 

tion to the matters therein required. The person regularly 

doing the work of receiving, caring for and shipping the milk at 
any station or establishment, or in case more than one person is Bemen is 

so employed then the foreman in charge of such works shall be 

deemed to be a person in charge of such station or establishment 

within the meaning and purposes of this section. Such license 

certificate shall be kept at such station or establishment where certincate 

the license is so employed and shall be open to the inspection of 

the representatives of the department of agriculture and the pub- 

lie. Any person having charge of any milk gathering station or 

establishment as aforesaid shall keep a true and correct monthly recoras. 

record of the receipts of milk or other dairy products received at 

such station or establishment, and also a true and correct monthly 

record of all sales or shipments of milk, cream or other dairy 

products shipped or sold from such station or establishment, and 

shall also keep a true and correct monthly record of the amount 

of skim milk produced in such station or establishment and of 

the disposition of said skim milk. Such record shall be preserved 

at such station or establishment for at least two years after the 

same shall have been made and such records shall at all times be 

open to the inspection of the commisstoner of agriculture, his 

assistants or agents. When cream is sold or shipped from 
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Label on any such station or establishment so selling or shipping 
package. milk for consumption as aforesaid, each original bottle or 

package of one quart or less of cream so shipped or sold 

shall bear a label securely attached to the side of such 

bottle or package on which shall be conspicuously printed the 
word “ cream” in black letters of at least one-fourth of an inch 

> shall be blown in the side 

of such bottle in plain raised letters of at least one-half an inch 

in length, and the top and side of each and every other original 

package or can containing cream or original crate or case con- 

taining bottles of cream so shipped or sold shall bear a label se- 

curely attached on which shall be conspicuously printed the word 

“cream” in black letters of at least one inch in length and also 

a plainly written or printed statement on the label stating from 

whom and what station the same is shipped and the name of the 

consignee and point of destination and the date on which the cream 

therein was produced by such separation or skimming. The ship- 

ment of each and every such original package of cream so shipped 

and not so labeled as herein required shall constitute a separate 

conctu-  Vidlation. When cream is so separated or skimmed from milk 
sions as 

to adul- at any such station or establishment and the supply of milk on 

with skim hand thereat at the time of the next regular daily shipment of 

milk therefrom, consisting of the total amount of milk in such 

shipment, together with that remaining on hand immediately after 

such shipment, is not thereby decreased or correspondingly less 

than the total quantity received during any period extending 

from some point of time before such skimming was done until the 

time of such shipment, together with the amount of milk on hand 

at the commencement of such period, and such decrease is not 

equal in amount to the quantity of milk that must have been used 

in so separating such cream in addition to the quantity otherwise 

there used or disposed of during such period, such fact is con- 

clusive that skim milk or other foreign substance was added to 

Presump- such milk supply within such period and shall be presumptive 

cexies, evidence within the meaning of this section that the same was 

added to each can or vessel of milk in such shipment. When 

cream or skim milk is found to have been on the premises of any 

Presump- such station or establishment or is sold or shipped therefrom, such 

in length or else the word “ cream’ 
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cream or skim milk so found or so sold or shipped therefrom shall 

be presumed to have been produced by separating or skimming at 

such station or establishment. In any action or proceeding rela- 

tive to the adulteration of milk by removing cream therefrom 

or adding skim milk or other foreign substance thereto, it shall be 

presumed that when cream has been produced by so skimming or 

separating or butter has been manufactured, there was made at 

least five quarts of milk in the production of each quart of cream 

so produced and there was necessarily so produced thereby at least 

four quarts of skim milk to each quart of cream so produced, and 

that there was used at least nine quarts of milk in the production 

of each pound of butter so manufactured. If any such person so 

duly licensed shall thereafter refuse or neglect to keep and preserve 

full and complete records as herein required or shall refuse to 

exhibit such records to the commissioner of agriculture, his assist- 

ants or agents or shall violate any of the provisions of this sectiou 

or any of the provisions of this chapter relative to milk or the 

1905 

products thereof he shall forfeit his license and shall be disquali- Forreiture 
of license. 

fied for a period of five vears from being again licensed by the 

commissioner of agriculture. (As amended by chapter 408 of 

the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 46. Unsanitary cans and receptacles condemned. All cans, or 

receptacles used in the sale of milk, cream or curd for consump- 

tion, or in transporting or shipping the same to market or the 

delivery thereof to purchasers for consumption as human food, 

when found by the commissioner of agriculture or his assistants 

or agents to be in unfit condition to be so used by reason of being 

worn out, badly rusted, or with rusted inside surface, or unclean Busted or 
unclean 
c or unsanitary or in such condition that they can not be rendered 

clean and sanitary by washing, and will tend to produce or pro- 

mote in milk, cream or curd when contained therein, bad flavors, 

unclean or unwholesome conditions favorable to unhealthfulness 

or disease, shall be condemned by the commissioner of agriculture 

ans, 

or his assistants or agents. Every such can or receptacle when so Marking 
condemned 

condemned shall be marked by a stamp, impression or device, ° 

designed by the commissioner of agriculture, showing that it has Furtner 

ans. 

of 

been so condemned, and when so condemned shall not thereafter condemned 
ns. 
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be used by any person for the purpose of so selling, transporting 

or shipping milk, cream or curd. 

§ 47. Receptacles to be cleansed before returning; receptacles 

may be seized; evidence; violation; milk can inspectors. Whenever 

any can or receptacle is used for transporting or conveying milk, 

cream or curd to market for the purpose of selling or furnishing 

the same for consumption as human food, which can or receptacle, 

when emptied, is returned or intended to be returned to the person 

so selling, furnishing or shipping such substance to be again thus 

used, or which is liable to continued use in so transporting, con- 

veying, selling or shipping such substance as aforesaid, the con- 

sumer, dealer or consignee using, selling or receiving the milk, 

cream or curd from such ean or receptacle, shall, before so return- 

ing such can or receptacle remove all substances foreign to milk 

therefrom, by rinsing with water or otherwise. When any 

such milk, cream or curd is sold within any city of this state or 

shipped into any such city, the fact of such shipment or sale shall 

be prima facie evidence that the same was so shipped or sold for 

consumption as human food. When any such can or receptacle is 

returned or delivered or shipped to any person or creamery so 

selling such substance within, or shipping the same into such city, 

it is deemed that such can or receptacle is liable to such continued 

use in so selling or shipping such substance therein for consump- 

tion as human food within the meaning and purposes of this 

section and section forty-six. No person shall place or suffer to 

be placed in any such can or receptacle any sweepings, refuse, dirt, 

litter, garbage, filth or any other animal or vegetable substance, 

nor shall any such consignee or other person through himself, his 

agent or employee, bring or deliver to any person or railroad or 

other conveyance any such can or receptacle for the purpose of 

such return, or any milk, cream or curd can or receptacle for the 

purpose of delivery or shipment to any person or creamery en- 

gaged in so selling or shipping such substances for consumption 

as human food, which can or receptacle contains such foreign sub- 

stance or which has not been rinsed as herein provided. The 

word “curd” as used in this section and section forty-six applies 

to the substance otherwise known as “ pot cheese” or “ cottage 
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cheese.” Whenever any such can or receptacle is used, returned, 

delivered or shipped in violation of this section, or of section 

forty-six of this chapter, every such use, return, delivery or ship- 

ment of each such can or receptacle shall be deemed a separate 

violation thereof. Such cans or receptacles so used, returned, 

delivered or shipped in violation of this section or of section 

forty-six may be seized by the commissioner of agriculture, his 

assistants or agents and held as evidence of such violation. For 

the proper enforcement of this section and section forty-six, the 

commissioner of agriculture may appoint two milk can inspectors 

to be stationed chiefly in the city of New York who shall receive 

the usual compensation of other agents of the department of 

agriculture. (As amended by chapter 608 of the Laws of 1911.) 

People v. Freedenberg, 155 App. Div. 199. 

§ 48. Manufacturer’s brand of cheese. Every manufacturer of 

whole-milk cheese may put a brand or label upon such cheese 

> and the date of the month and indicating ‘‘ whole-milk cheese ’ 

year when made; and no person shall use such a brand or label 

upon any cheese made from milk from which any of the cream has 

been taken. The commissioner of agriculture shall procure and 

issue to the cheese manufacturers of the state, on proper applica- 

tion therefor, and under such regulations as to the custody and 

use thereof as he may prescribe, a uniform stencil brand or labels 

bearing a suitable device or motto, and the words, “ New York 

state whole-milk cheese.” Every such brand or label shall be used 
upon the outside of the cheese and shall bear a different number 

for each separate factory. The commissioner shall keep a book, in 

which shall be registered the name, location and number of each 

manufactory using the brands or labels, and the name or names 

of the persons at each manufactory authorized to use the same. 

No such brand or labels shall be used upon any other than whole- 

milk cheese or packages containing the same. (As amended by 

chapter 207 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 49. Use of false brand prohibited; branding of skim-milk 

cheese regulated. No person shall offer, sell or expose for sale, in 

any package, butter or cheese which is falsely branded or labeled. 
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No person shall sell, offer or expose for sale cheese commonly 

known as cheddar cheese made from skimmed or partially skimmed 

milk unless the same is branded to show that it is skim-milk cheese. 

All such cheese so sold, offered or exposed for sale shall be branded 

with the words “* skim-milk cheese,” or if such cheese contains thir- 

teen per centum of milk fat or over, it may be branded ‘“ medium 

skim-milk cheese,” or if it contains eighteen per centum of milk 

fat or over, it may be branded ‘“ special skim-milk cheese,” ‘Such 

branding shall be upon the sides of both the cheese and the con- 

tainer. The branding herein provided shall be in block letters at 

least one-half an inch square. (As amended by chapter 456 of 

the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 50. County trade marks. At a regular or special meeting of 

a county dairymen’s association in any county of the state there 

may be adopted a county trade mark, by a majority of the mem- 

bers present and voting, to be used as a trade mark by a person 

manufacturing pure unadulterated butter or full-cream cheese in 

such county. The secretary of the association shall forthwith send 

to the commissioner of agriculture a copy of such trade mark, 

which copy he shall place on file in his office, noting thereupon the 

day and hour he received the same. But one county trade mark 

for butter and for cheese shall be placed on file for the same 

county. No association shall adopt any trade mark of any county 

already on file, or use that of any other county in the formation 
of a trade mark. 

People v. Luhrs, 195 N. Y. 377. 

§ 51, Object and intent of this article. This article and each 

section thereof are declared to be enacted to prevent deception in 

the sale of dairy products, and to preserve the public health, which 

is endangered by the manufacture, sale and use of the articles or 

substances herein regulated or prohibited. 

§ 52. Penalties. Every person violating any of the provisions 

of this chapter, shall forfeit to the people of the state of New 

York the sum of not less than fifty dollars nor more than one 

hundred dollars for the first violation and not less than one hun- 
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dred dollars nor more than two hundred dollars for the second and 

each subsequent violation. When such violation consists of the 

manufacture or production of any prohibited article, each day dur- 

ing which or any part of which such manufacture or production 

is earried on or continued, shall be deemed a separate violation. 

When the violation consists of the sale, or the offering or exposing 

for sale or exchange of any prohibited article or substance, the 

sale of each one of several packages shall constitute a separate 

violation, and each day on which any such article or substance is 

offered or exposed for sale or exchange shall constitute a separate 

violation. When the use of any such article or substance is pro- 

hibited, each day during which or any part of which said article 

or substance is so used or furnished for use, shall constitute a 

separate violation, and the furnishing of the same for use to each 

person to whom the same may be furnished shall constitute a sepa- 

rate violation. Whoever by himself or another violates any of the 

provisions of articles three, four, six, eight and nine or sections 

three hundred fourteen and three hundred fifteen of this chapter 

or of sections one hundred six, one hundred seven and one hundred 

eight of this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon 

conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars, 

nor more than two hundred dollars, or by imprisonment of not less 

than one month nor more than six months or by both such fine 

and imprisonment, for the first offense; and by six months’ im- 

prisonment for the second offense. 

Friedgood v. Kline, 67 Mise. Rep. (A. T.) 428, 123 N. Y. Supp. 247; 
People v. Briggs, 121 App. Div. 927; People v. Briggs, 193 N. Y. 457; People 
v. Anton Koster, 121 App. Div. 852; People v. Spencer as Trustee, 201 N. Y. 
105 (vinegar cumulative penalties) ; People v. Wiggins, 201 N. Y. 151 (not 
proper party def’t.). 

§ 53, Butterine and similar products not to be purchased by 

certain institutions. No money appropriated by law for mainte- 
nance and support in whole or in part of a state institution; nor 

money received by a charitable, benevolent, penal or reformatory 

institution from the state, or from a county, city or town thereof, 

or appropriated by such county, city or town for the maintenance 

or support in whole or in part of such institution; nor money be- 

longing to or used for the maintenance or support of such institu- 

tion, shall be expended for the purchase of, or in payment for, but- 
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terine, oleomargarine, lard, cheese, or articles or products in imita: 

tion or semblance of natural butter or cheese produced from pure 

unadulterated milk or cream from the same, which articles or 

products have been rendered or manufactured in whole or in part 

from animal fats, or animal or vegetable oils not produced from 

unadulterated milk or cream from the same. 

§ 54, Purchase, sale and use of butterine and similar products 

prohibited in certain institutions. No officer, manager, superin- 

tendent or agent of an institution mentioned in section fifty-three 

of this chapter, shall purchase for the use of such institution arti- 

cles or products, for the purchase of which the money appropri- 

ated by law, or by a county, city or town, is forbidden to be uscd 

by section fifty-three of this chapter, and no person shall sell to, 

or for the use of such institution, such articles or products. Nor 

shall such articles or products be used as articles of food or for 

cooking purposes in such institutions within this state. 

§ 55. Licensing of milk gathering stations where milk is 

bought. On and after September first, nineteen hundred and 

thirteen, no person, firm, association or corporation, shall buy 

milk within the state for the purpose of shipping the same to any 

city for consumption or for the manufacture thereof into butter, 

cheese, condensed milk or other human food, unless such business 

be regularly transacted at an office or station within the state and 

unless such person, firm, association or corporation be duly 

licensed as provided in this and the ensuing sections of this article. 

Every such person, firm, association or corporation before engag- 

ing or continuing in the business of buying milk for the purposes 

aforesaid, shall, annually, on or before August first, file an appli- 

‘ation with the commissioner of agriculture for a license to trans- 

act such business. The application shall state the nature of the 

business, as hereinabove set forth, the full name of the person or 

corporation applying for the license, and, if the applicant be a 

firm or association, the full name of each member of such firm, or 

association, the city, town or village and street number at which 

the business is to be conducted, and such other facts as the com- 

missioner of agriculture shall prescribe, The applicant shall 
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further satisfy the commissioner of his or its character, financial 

responsibility and good faith in seeking to carry on such business. 

The commissioner shall thereupon issue to such applicant, on 

payment of ten dollars, a license entitling the applicant to con- 

duct the business of buying milk from dairymen for the purposes 

aforesaid at an office or station at the place named in the appli- 

cation until the first day of September next following; provided, 

however, that if the application be presented in the month of 

July, and if the applicant so elects, such license may be granted 

to begin on the first day of September next following and run 

for a term of one year. A license shall not be issued, however, 

to any applicant if during the year preceding the filing of the 

application a complaint from any seller of milk shall have been 

filed with the commissioner against such applicant for any of the 

erounds specified in section fifty-seven hereof, and such complaint 

shall have been established as true and just to the satisfaction of 

the commissioner after such complaint shall have been investi- 

gated by the commissioner in the manner provided by section 

fifty-six hereof. 
The term “station” or ‘milk gathering station,” as used in 

this and the ensuing sections of this article, shall include an estab- 

lished office where the business of buying milk as herein provided 

is carried on, with or without a place or premises in connection 

therewith for the physical handling of milk. (As added by chap- 

ter 408 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 56. Power of commissioner to investigate. The commissioner 

and his assistants shall have power to investigate upon the com- 

plaint of any interested person, or of his own motion, the record 

of any person, firm or corporation applying for or holding a l- 

cense, or any transaction involving the purchase by such applicant 

or licensee or attempted purchase of milk for shipment as pro- 

vided in section fifty-five; and for such purpose may examine the 

ledgers, books of account, memoranda or other documents of any 

such person, firm, association or corporation applying for or hold- 

ing a license and may take testimony therein under oath; but 

information relating to the general business of any such person, 

firm, association or corporation, disclosed by such investigation 
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and uot relating to the immediate purpose thereof shall be deemed 
of a confidential nature by the commissioner, his assistants, rep- 
resentatives and employees. When a complaint is filed with the 

commissioner, he shall attempt to secure an explanation or adjust- 

ment, and, failing this within ten days, he shall cause a copy of 

the complaint, together with a notice of the time and place for a 

hearing thereon, to be served personally or by mail upon said ap- 

plicant or licensee. If served by mail, such complaint and notice 

shall be directed to the applicant or licensee at his place of busi- 

ness, with postage fully prepaid thereon. Such service shall be 

made at least seven days before the hearing. At the time and 

place appointed for such hearing, the commissioner or his as- 

sistants shall hear the parties to the complaint, shall have power 

to administer oaths and shall enter in the records of the office of 

the commissioner of agriculture a decision either dismissing such 

complaint or specifying the facts which he deems established on 

such hearing. (As added by chapter 408 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 57. Granting and revoking licenses. The commissioner of 

agriculture may decline to grant a license or may revoke a license 

already granted when he is satisfied of the existence of the follow- 

ing cases or either of them: 

1. Where a money judgment has been secured by any milk 

producer and has been entered against such applicant or licensee 

and remains unsatisfied of record. 

2. Where there has been a failure to make prompt settlements 

to persons from whom he buys milk, with intent to defraud. 

3. Where there have been combinations to fix prices. 

4, Where there has been a continual course of dealing of such 

nature as to satisfy the commissioner of the inability of the ap- 

plicant or licensee to properly conduct the business or of an in- 

tent to deceive or defraud customers. 

5. Where there has been a continued and persistant failure to 

keep records required by the commissioner or by law. (As added 

by chapter 408 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 58. Certiorari to review. The action of the commissioner of 

agriculture in refusing to grant a license, or in revoking a license 
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granted under section fifty-five, shall be subject to review by writ 
of certiorari, and if such proceedings are begun to review the 

1918 

revocation of license, the license shall be deemed to be in full force ticense to 

and effect until the final determination of certiorari proceedings 

and all appeals therefrom, or if such license shall have been re- 

fused the applicant for a license shall not be deemed to have 

violated the provisions of section fifty-five, prohibiting the trans- 

action of the business therein specified without a license if the fee 

for such license shall have been paid. (As added by chapter 408 

of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 59. Records to be kept. Every licensed proprietor of a milk 
gathering station shall keep, in such form as the commissioner of 

agriculture may prescribe, a record of transactions of purchases 

of milk by him. (As added by chapter 408 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 60. Right to review. If either party to the transaction of 
purchase and sale between a milk producer or a milk seller and a 

licensed buyer of milk shall be dissatisfied relative to any trans- 

action of purchase and sale of milk between a milk seller and a 

licensed buyer of milk, he may apply to the commissioner of 

agriculture, in writing, within sixty days after the delivery of 

such milk to the licensed buyer, for investigation. The commis- 

sioner of agriculture shall treat such application as a complaint, 

and shall cause a full investigation of the transaction complained 

of to be made either by himself or one of his assistants, in the 

manner provided by section fifty-seven. (As added by chapter 408 

of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 61. Offenses. Any person who, being a buyer of milk for 
shipment for the purposes set forth in section fifty-five, whether 

such person be licensed or whether his business be transacted at a 

station or otherwise, shall (a) fail to make prompt payments for 

milk purchased, with intent to defraud, or (b) shall make any 

false or misleading statement or statements enumerated in sec- 

tions fifty-five to fifty-nine inclusive, with intent to deceive, or 

(c) enter into any combination to fix prices, or (d) not being 

licensed, shall conduct the business of buying milk for shipment 

remain 

in force. 
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as provided in section fifty-five, or (e) being licensed or otherwise, 

engages in such business without having a station or office there- 

for, or (f) fails to conform to any requirement of or violates any 

provision of sections fifty-five to fifty-nine, inclusive, with intent 

to deceive a seller of milk, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (As 

added by chapter 408 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 62. See note. 

§ 63. See note. 

§ 64. See note. 

Norre.— These sections did not become law. 

Notre.— Section 64-a follows section 95. 
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ARTICLE 4 

Adulterated Vinegar 

Section 70. Definition of cider vinegar and adulterated vinegar. 

71. Manufacture and sale of adulterated or imitation 

vinegar prohibited. 

72. Packages containing vinegar to be branded. 

73. Facts published. 

§ 70. Definition of cider vinegar and adulterated vinegar. ‘The 

ierm ‘cider vinegar” as used herein shall be construed to mean 

vinegar made exclusively from pure apple juice. All vinegar 

which contains any proportion of lead, copper, sulphuric acid or 

other ingredients injurious to health, or any artificial coloring 

matter, or which has not an acidity equivalent to the presence of at 

least four per centum, by weight, of absolute acetic acid, or cider 

vinegar which has less than such an amount of acidity, or less 

than two per centum of cider vinegar solids shall be deemed 

adulterated. (As amended by chapter 210 of the Laws of 1909, 

and by chapter 26 of the Laws of 1912.) 

People v. Albion Cider and Vinegar Co., 118 N. Y. Supp. 15; People v. 
Girard, 145 N. Y. 105; People v. Heinz Co., 90 App. Div. 408; People v. 
Niagara Fruit Co., 75 Id. 11, 173 N. Y. 629; People v. Windholz, 68 App. Div. 
552; People v. Windholz, 92 Id. 569 (constitutional question) ; Rossano v. 

Kaminsky, 134 N. Y. Supp. 895; Friedgood v. Kline, 67 Misc. 428, 123 N. Y. 
Supp. 247. 

§ 71. Manufacture and sale of adulterated or imitation vinegar 

prohibited. No person shall manufacture for sale, keep for sale 

or offer for sale: 

1. Any adulterated vinegar. 

2, Any vinegar or product in imitation or semblance of cider 

vinegar, which is not cider vinegar. 

3. As or for cider vinegar, any vinegar or product which is 

not cider vinegar. 

§ 72. Packages containing vinegar to be branded. Every manu- 

facturer or producer of vinegar shall plainly brand each cask, 

barrel, or other container of such vinegar with his name and 

place of business, the kind of vinegar contained therein and the 

substance or substances from which it was made, And no person 
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shall mark or brand as or for cider vinegar any package contain- 

ing that which is not cider vinegar. Every person who sells any 

vinegar, except it be delivered to the purchaser in the unbroken 

package in which such seller received it, shall plainly and con- 

spicuously mark or brand the receptacle or container in which 

such vinegar is delivered to the purchaser, whether such receptacle 

or container be furnished by the seller or purchaser, with a label 

showing the kind of vinegar so delivered and the substance or sub- 

stances from which it was made. Nothing herein shall be deemed 

to prohibit the sale of cider vinegar stock, provided it be sold as 

and for such in compliance with the provisions of this article 

as to marking or branding. The term “ cider vinegar stock ” when 

used herein, shall be construed to mean acetified apple juice of less 

acidity than that required for vinegar which contains not less than 

two per centum of apple solids and sufficient alcohol to develop the 

acidity required in vinegar. (As amended by chapter 210 of the 

Laws of 1909, and by chapter 228 of the Laws of 1911.) 
People v. Luhrs, 195 N. Y. 377 (trade marks). 

§ 73. Facts published. The commissioner of agriculture shall 
publish the name and business address of each person, firm or 

corporation convicted of a violation of this article, with such state- 

ment of the facts of the violation as he may deem proper. (As 

amended by chapter 210 of the Laws of 1909 and by chapter 156 

of the Laws of 1910.) 
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ARTICLE 5 

Diseases of Domestic Animals 

Section 90. Suppression of infectious and contagious disease. 

91. Commissioner to issue notice. 

92. Farms to be quarantined; inspection of premises. 

93. Detention and destruction of animals. 

94, Care of diseased animals; experiments. 

95. Employment of veterinary surgeons. 

*64-a. Tuberculin, issuing certificates relative to tubereu- 

lin tested cattle, branding of tuberculous animals. 

96. Regulations, the enforcement thereof and expenses 

incurred by sheriff. 

97. Fines and penalties. 

98. Bureau of veterinary service; chief veterinarian; 

appraisers. 

99. Appraisal of diseased animals. 

100. Certificate of appraisal. 

101. Post-mortem examination of animals. 

102. Compensation of owners of animals destroyed. 

105. Expenses. 

104. Federal regulations. (Repealed by chapter 232 of 

the Laws of 1909.) 

105. Rights of federal inspectors. (Repealed by chapter 

232 of the Laws of 1909.) 

106. Shipping, slaughtering and selling veal for food. 

107. Shipping veal. 

108. Receiving veal for shipment by common carriers. 

§ 90. Suppression of infectious and contagious diseases. No 

person shall knowingly bring any domestic animal into this state 

which is suffering with an infectious or contagious disease. Any 

person knowingly bringing a domestic animal suffering with an in- 

fectious or contagious disease into this state shall be liable to and 

shall pay all damages, suffered or caused by the spreading of such 

disease, to the owner or owners of animals to which such disease 

is imparted by such animal or animals so brought in, as liquidated 

damages in addition to the penalties to the state of New York, 

* So numbered in original, 
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as provided in section fifty-two of the agricultural law; provided 

that nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent or 

make unlawful the transportation of such animals through this 

state on railroads or boats. Any person bringing into the state 

such animals which are used for breeding, feeding or dairy pur- 

poses without taking due precaution to ascertain whether such 

animals are suffering with such a disease shall be presumed to 

have brought them in knowingly and in violation of the statute. 

Under the foregoing provisions of this section, any animals, re- 

ceived from outside the state and distributed under the super- 

vision of the United States department of agriculture or the state 

department of agriculture and for which a permit or certificate 

has been issued by either of said departments, shall be deemed to - 

have been handled with due precaution. Whenever any in- 

fectious or contagious disease affecting domestic animals shall 

exist, be brought into or break out in this state the commissioner 

of agriculture shall take measures to promptly suppress the same, 

and to prevent such disease from spreading. The local boards of 

health shall notify the commissioner of the existence of infec- 

tious or contagious disease affecting domestic animals in the 

districts subject to their jurisdiction. Any person importing or 

bringing into this state neat cattle for dairy or breeding purposes 

shall report immediately upon bringing such cattle into the state 

to the commissioner of agriculture in writing, giving a statement 

of the number of cattle thus brought in, the place where they 

were procured, the lines over which they were brought and their 

point of destination within the state, stating when they will ar- 

rive at such point of destination, and upon the filing with the com- 

missioner of agriculture at the time of making the said report, a 

certificate issued by a duly authorized veterinary practitioner, to 

the effect that he has duly examined said animals and that said 

animals are free from any infectious or contagious disease, the 

commissioner of agriculture may issue a permit to said person 

to remove said cattle immediately. Otherwise, said person shall 

hold or detain such animals at least ten days at such point of 

destination for inspection and examination, provided they are 

not sooner examined or inspected, by the commissioner of agri- 

culture or his duly authorized agent, Each animal brought into 
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the state in violation of the above provisions shall constitute a 

separate and distinct violation of this chapter. The provisions 
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Separate 

violation, 

of this section, relating to the importation of neat cattle for dairy rxceptions. 

or breeding purposes, shall not apply to cattle imported into this 

state at a point where there is federal inspection, so far as the 

same shall relate to making advance reports to the commissioner 

of agriculture. But parties importing or receiving such cattle at 

such places shall give such information to the commissioner of Informa- 
tion to 

agriculture as he may from time to time request relative to such commis- 

eattle so imported or brought in. (As amended by chapter 240, 

§ 1, and chapter 312 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 91. Commissioner to issue notice. He shall issue and puab- 
lish a notice, stating that a specified infectious or contagious disease 

exists in the state or in any designated county or other geographical 

district of the state, and warning all persons to seclude in the 

premises where they may be at the time, all animals within the 

state or within such county or district or an adjoiming county or 

district, that are of a kind susceptible to contract such disease, 

and ordering all persons to take such precaution against the spread- 

ing of the disease, as the nature thereof may in his judgment 

render necessary or expedient, and which he may specify in such 

notice. Such notice shall be published in such newspapers, and 

be posted in such manner as the commissioner may designate, and 

as, in his judgment, are most likely to give notice thereof. For 

this purpose he may post notices on public service poles other than 

those carrying wires transmitting electricity for hght or power or 

fences upon the highway or buildings abutting upon the highway, 

provided, if such fences or buildings are privately owned, the 

owners thereof shall consent to such posting. No person shall 

tear down, mutilate, deface or destroy any such notice or order 

issued by the commissioner of agriculture and posted as provided 

herein during the pendency of said order or notice. (As amended 

by chapter 313 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 92. Farms to be quarantined; inspection of premises. The 

commissioner or an assistant commissioner or the chief veteri- 

narian, shall order any premises, farm or farms where such dis- 

sioner. 
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ease exists, or recently existed, to be put in quarantine, so that no 
domestic animal be removed from or brought to the premises or 

places quarantined, and shall prescribe such regulations as he may 

judge necessary or expedient to prevent the communication of the 

disease by infection or contagion, in any way from the places so 

quarantined. The commissioner may adopt and enforce rules 

regulating the sanitation of stables and other buildings used for 

the stabling of cattle for the purpose of preventing the existence 

and spread of infection and contagion among cattle. He may pro- 

vide for the inspection and examination of all such stables and 

buildings. (As amended by chapter 315 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 93. Detention and destruction of animals. The commissioner 

or an assistant commissioner or the chief veterinarian may order 

all or any animals coming into the state to be detained at any place 

or places for the purpose of inspection and examination. The 

commissioner may prescribe regulations for the destruction of 

animals affected with infectious or contagious disease, and for 

the proper disposal of their hides and carcasses, and of all objects 

which might carry infection and contagion. Whenever in his 
judgment necessary for the more speedy and economical sup- 

pression or prevention of the spread of any such disease, he may 

cause to be slaughtered, and to be afterward disposed of, in such 

manner as he may deem expedient, any animal or animals, which, 

by contact or association with diseased animals, or by other ex- 

posure to infection or contagion, may be considered or suspected 

to be liable to contract or communicate the disease sought to be 

suppressed or prevented. The commissioner may direct that an 

animal shall be condemned, quarantined or slaughtered as tuber- 

culous, under the provisions of this article, if it shall be found to 

be tuberculous by a physical examination, Tf the owner of ani- 

mals suspected of being tuberculous desires to have such animals 

tested with tuberculin and enters into written agreement with the 

state in the manner prescribed by the commissioner of agriculture, 

before such test is made, to the effect that he will disinfect his 

premises and either consent to the slaughter of the animals respond- 

ing to such test, or hold them and their products in strict quaran- 

tine, pursuant to the directions of the commissioner of agriculture, 
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such test shall be made by a medical or veterinary practitioner 
designated by the commissioner. The commissioner may also in 

his discretion order such tuberculin test to be made, and if the 

animal responds to such test, he may cause such animal to be 

slaughtered or held in strict quarantine. (As amended by chapter 

315 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 94, Care of diseased animals; experiments. If after exami-Sleushter 
nation an animal is, in the judgment of the person making the '™ 

examination, suffering from tuberculosis, such animal shall be 
slaughtered under the provisions of this article, or, if the com- 

missioner deems that a due regard for the public health warrants 

it, he may enter into a written agreement with the owner, subject 
to such conditions as the commissioner of agriculture may pre- 
scribe, for the separation and quarantine of such diseased animal 
or animals. Subject to the regulations of the department of agri- Quaran- 
culture, such diseased animal or animals may continue to be used @™mals. 
for breeding purposes and its or their milk, after pasteurization 
at one hundred and eighty-five degrees Fahrenheit, may be used 
for the manufacture of butter or cheese or for sale. The young Youns ot 

of any such diseased animal or animals shall, immediately after imal. 

birth, be separated from their mothers, but may be fed the milk 

drawn from such affected animal or animals so separated and 

quarantined after such milk has been pasteurized as herein pro- 
vided. The owner of a herd of cattle, within the state, may apply Avplica- 

tion for 

to the commissioner of agriculture for examination of hig herd fuvereulin test. 

by the tuberculin test; said application to be in writing upon a 

blank form provided by the commissioner of agriculture and 

to include an agreement on the part of the owner or owners of 
the herd to improve faulty sanitary conditions; to disinfect his 

premises, should diseased cattle be found, and to follow instruc- 
tions of the commissioner of agriculture designed to prevent the 

reinfection of the herd and to suppress the disease or prevent the 

spread thereof. The commissioner of agriculture shall, as soon 

as practicable, cause such cattle to be examined accordingly, sub- 

ject to the provisions of this chapter. When the commissioner Certifcate 
deems that the conditions warrant it he may make and issue to ° herd. 

such owner a certificate that upon such examination such herd 

was found free from tuberculosis or that the owner has complied 

61 
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with the provisions of this section by causing all affected ani- 

mals to be separated from the herd and quarantined as_pro- 

vided herein subject to the regulations of the department of agri- 

culture. The commissioner of agriculture may determine the 
place of slaughter of an animal to be killed under the provisions 

of this chapter. The commissioner may experiment or cause 

such experiments to be made or performed as he may deem neces- 

sary to ascertain or determine the best methods or means for the 

control, suppression or eradication of communicable or infectious 

disease or diseases affecting domestic animals. No person shall 

sell any animal known to have a communicable or infectious dis- 
ease except for immediate slaughter unless such sale be made 
under a written contract signed by both parties specifying the 

disease with which such animal is infected, a copy of which shall 

be filed in the office of the commissioner of agriculture. No per- 

son shall knowingly inject into any bovine animal as and for 

tuberculin any substance which is not tuberculin. 

§ 95, Employment of veterinary surgeons. The commissioner 

may employ such and so many medical and veterinary practi- 

tioners and such other persons as he may, from time to time, deem 

necessary to assist him in discharging the duties imposed upon 

him by this article, and may fix their compensation, to the amount 

appropriated therefor. No animal shall be destroyed by the com- 

missioner or by his order on the ground that it is a diseased 

animal, unless first examined by a veterinary practitioner in the 

employ of the commissioner or whose work is approved by the 

commissioner, nor until such practitioner renders a certificate to 

the effect that he has made such examination, that in his judg- 

ment such animal is affected with a specified infectious or conta- 

gious disease, or that its destruction is necessary in order to sup- 

press or aid in suppressing such disease, or to prevent such dis- 

ease, or to prevent the spread thereof, specifying the reasons for 

such necessity. (As amended by chapter 316 of the Laws of 

1909.) 

*§ 64-a, Tuberculin, issuing certificates relative to tuberculin 

tested cattle, branding of tuberculous animals. Any person using 

* This section erroneously numbered 64-a; apparently intended to follow 
§ 95, which was § 64 of former Agricultural Law. 
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or injecting tuberculin into bovine animals for the purpose of 

determining whether they are affected with the disease known as 

tuberculosis, shall take the temperatures of such animals before, 

during and after such injections, according to the most approved 

methods, shall keep a correct record of such temperatures so taken 

and shall send a report within one week thereafter to the com- 

missioner of agriculture giving a detailed account of the tests 

thus made, including the description of animals, the location ot 

the farm or farms upon which tests were made and the name and 

address of the owner or custodian, and such other information 

concerning the use of tuberculin as may be called fer by the com- 

missioner of agriculture. A report of each such test so made shall 

be accompanied by a statement of the owner or person in charge 

giving the date upon which the said animals were last tested, if at 

all, and if known, with tuberculin, and the name and address of 

the person or persons making such test. If no such test has been 

made within four weeks, or if the animals were not treated in any 

manner for the purpose of preventing their normal reaction to 

tubereulin, then the report shall be accompanied by a statement 

setting forth such facts and the said statement shall be duly veri- 

fied by the person making such statement. No person shall give a 

certificate showing or tending to show that an animal has been 

tested and found not affected with tuberculosis, unless the char- 

acter of such test is stated and it was made in a proper way, and 

unless such animals failed to give a typical reaction. Any bovine 

animal in which tuberculosis is clearly diagnosed by a physical 

examination or a tuberculin test, or both, shall be branded upon 

the forehead or upon the right side of the neck from six to ten 

inches back of the jaw bone with a capital “ T” not less than two 

inches high, one and one-half inches wide, with mark one-fourth 

of an inch wide; such branding shall not be construed as cruelty 

to animals within the meaning of the penal law; however, any 

animal which has reacted to the tuberculin test and appears 

physically sound may be retained for breeding or dairy purposes 

without such branding, provided a full description of such animal, 

sufficient for its identification and satisfactory to the commissioner 

of agriculture, is furnished to the commissioner of agriculture and 

a permit from said commissioner is issued for keeping such ani- 
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upon the condition that the animal will thereatter be kept in a 
proper manner with regard to the protection of the public health 

and the health of other animals, and no such animal shall be sold 

or removed from the premises without written permission from 

the commissioner of agriculture, and all such animals shall be ac- 

counted for by the owner or custodian whenever called upon by 

the commissioner of agriculture to do so. All tuberculin sold, given 

away or used within this state, shall bear a label stating the name 

and address of the person or firm or institution making it and the 

date of preparation. All persons selling or giving away tuber- 

eulin shall report to the commissioner of agriculture the amount 

of tuberculin sold or given away, the degree of strength, the name 

and address of the person to whom sold or given and the date of 

delivery ; said report shall include the address of and be signed by 

the person making it. Persons buying or procuring tuberculin 

shall not use or dispose of it until assured in writing by the per- 

son from whom the tuberculin is received that its delivery to said 

person has been reported to the commissioner of agriculture or un- 

less they have themselves reported its receipt to the commissioner 
of agriculture with information required to be furnished by those 

who distribute tuberculin, and such persons buying or procur- 

ing tuberculin shall keep a correct record of the amount received, 

the amount used and the amount on hand and shall report these 

facts whenever any tuberculin is used, and if at any time tuberculin 

left on hand is not deemed fit for use or is not to be used, the said 

person shall forward the same to the commissioner of agriculture 

with a statement of where and when procured, the amount pro- 

cured at the time, the amount of it that was used, and his name 

and address. If the amount forwarded to the commissioner of 

agriculture and the amount used does not total the amount pro- 

cured or purchased a statement shall be made as to what became 

of the remainder. No person or persons shall treat any bovine 

animal with any material or substance nor in any manner for the 

purpose of preventing a normal reaction on the part of such ani- 

mal to the tuberculin test. No person shall knowingly sell or offer 

for sale any animal that has reacted to the tuberculin test, with- 

out giving information of such reaction to the purchaser. No 
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animal that has reacted to the tuberculin test shall be sold or re- 

moved from the premises where the test was made without per- 

mission in writing from the commissioner of agriculture. Any 

veterinary surgeon violating any of the provisions of this section 

shall, in addition to the penalties and fines preseribed in the 

agricultural law, forfeit his certificate to practice and thereafter 

be debarred from practicing his profession within the state of 

New York until such disability is legally removed. (As added 
by chapter 588 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 96. Regulations, the enforcement thereof and expenses in- 

curred by sheriff. The commissioner may prescribe such regula- 

tions as in his judgment may be. thought suited for the suppression 

or the prevention of the spread of any such disease, and for the 

disinfection of all premises, buildings, railway cars, vessels, and 

other objects from or by means of which infection or contagion 

may take place or be conveyed. He may alter or modify, from 

time to time, as he may deem expedient, the terms of all notices, 

orders and regulations issued or made by him, and may at any 

time cancel or withdraw the same. He may eall upon the sheriff, 

under sheriff or deputy sheriff, to carry out and enforce the provi- 

sions of any notice, order or regulation which he may make, and all 

such sheriffs, under sheriffs and deputy sheriffs shall obey and ob- 

serve all orders and instructions which they may receive from him 

in the premises. In all counties, the expenses incurred by the 

sheriff, under sheriff or a deputy sheriff in carrying out and en- 

forcing the provisions of such notice, order or regulation shall be a 

county charge, to be audited and paid in the same manner as other 

charges by the sheriff, under sheriff or deputy sheriff, including 

in this requirement any county affected by a local or special 

act relating to the sums payable by the county for compensation 

or disbuisements, or both, to its sheriff, under sheriff or any 

deputy sheriff; and no such local or special act shall be effectual 

to prevent the payment of the expenses herein made a county 

charge over and above any other sum or sums, fixed or otherwise, 

provided in such act to be paid by the county to the sheriff, under 

sheriff or deputy sheriffs for compensation or to cover expenses, or 

both, and notwithstanding any provision of any such act relieving 
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the county from charges imposed by law which are incurred by its 

sheriff, under sheriff or a deputy sheriff. If the commissioner 

shall lay a quarantine upon a city or any portion thereof he may 

call upon the commissioner of public safety and the police depart- 

ment of said city to enforce the provisions of any notice, order 

or regulation which he may make within the quarantine district or 

such portion thereof as lies within the city limits, and the com- 

missioner of public safety and the police department shall obey 

and observe all such orders and instructions so made or issued, and 

all expenses incurred by the commissioner of public safety and 

the police department in enforcing the quarantine as herein pro- 

vided shall be a city charge. If the commissioner shall quarantine 

any particular district or territory for the purpose of stopping or 

preventing the spread of the disease known as rabies, and if any 

dog be found within the said quarantine district in violation of 

said quarantine or regulation, any person may catch or cause to 

be caught such dog and have him impounded or confined. If the 

said dog is thereafter not found to be affected with the disease 

known as rabies, it may be released to the owner upon payment 

of a penal sum of ten dollars to the commissioner of agriculture, 

who shall upon receipt and acceptance of the same issue to the 

said owner a release which shall entitle the said owner to the 

possession of said dog. If such penalty is not paid within three 

days after said dog is impounded, or if it is found impracticable 

after reasonable effort to catch and impound such dog within the 

said quarantine district in violation of said quarantine or regu- 

lation, or to find the owner of a dog so impounded, then any per- 

son may kill or cause to be killed such dog and shall not be held 
liable for damages for such killing. For the purpose of enforcing 

the provisions of this article the commissioner of agriculture, his 

appointees and employees shall be considered as peace officers and 

shall have all the rights and powers of peace officers. (As amended 

by chapter 255 of the Laws of 1911.) 

; People ex rel. Baumann v. Lyon, 77 Misc. 877; 186 N. Y. Supp. 554. 

§ 97. Fines and penalties. Any person violating, disobeying or 
disregarding the term of any notice, order or regulation issued or 

prescribed by the commissioner under this article shall forfeit to 
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the people of the state the sum of not less than fifty dollars nor 

more than one hundred dollars for every such violation. Any 

person violating, disobeying or disregarding the terms of any 

notice, order or regulation issued or prescribed by the commis- 

sioner under this article shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 

shall be fined not less than fifty dollars nor more than one hundred 

dollars for each separate offense or by imprisonment of not less 

than one month nor more than six months, or by both such fine 

and imprisonment, except that in the case of rabies he shall be 

fined not less than ten dollars nor more than one hundred dollars 

for each offense or by imprisonment of not less than one month 

*not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

(As amended by chapter 352 of the Laws of 1909.) 

People v. Shields, 142 App. Div. 194. 

§ 98. Bureau of veterinary service; chief veterinarian; apprais- 

ers. There is hereby established in the department of agricul- 

ture a bureau of veterinary service. The bureau shall be in charge 

of a chief veterinarian, who shall be an experienced veterinarian 

appointed by the commissioner of agriculture. He shall receive an 

annual salary of three thousand dollars and all necessary traveling 

and other expenses incurred in the performance of his duties. 

Such chief veterinarian or other veterinarians employed by the 

commissioner shall have all the powers of an appraiser of con- 

demned animals under this article. The chief veterinarian shall, 

under the direction of the commissioner of agriculture, have gen- 

eral charge of the enforcement of the provisions of this article, and 

> institutes or other- shall collect and disseminate through farmers 

wise, as the commissioner may direct, information and statisties 

in relation to the diseases of domestic animals, the proper care and 

sanitation of stables and other buildings used fer the stabling of 

farm animals for the purpose of preventing the existence and 

spread of infectious and contagious diseases, the methods of feed- 

ing, the methods of improving the breed or milking qualities of 

cattle, and such other matters as the commissioner may direct. All 

veterinarians in the state shall immediately report to the com- 

missioner of agriculture the existence among animals of any in- 

* So in the original. 
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fectious or communicable disease coming to their knowledge. The 
report shall be made in writing and shall include a description 

of the diseased animal or animals, the name and address of the 

owner or person in charge of the animal, if known, and a state- 

ment as to the location of the animal. No person shall conceal or 

attempt to conceal any animal suffering from an infectious or 

communicable disease so that the same shall not come to the knowl- 

edge of the commissioner of agriculture. The commissioner of 

agriculture may appoint and at pleasure remove two confidential 

agents at salaries not to exceed eighteen hundred dollars, to be 

fixed by the commissioner, to assist in carrying out the provisions 

of this article. He may appoint and at pleasure remove one state 

appraiser of condemned animals, who shall be a person of experi- 

ence and well acquainted with the value of farm animals; and 

shall receive an annual salary of fifteen hundred dollars, and all 
necessary traveling and other expenses incurred in the performance 

of his duties. The commissioner of agriculture may employ from 

time to time such additional appraisers of condemned animals as 

the work of his department may necessitate, who shall receive 

compensation at the rate of five dollars per diem and all traveling 

and other expenses necessarily incurred while engaged in the 

performance of their duties. 

§ 99. Appraisal of diseased animals. An appraiser shall de- 

termine the value of each animal directed to be slaughtered. 

Such value shall be the market value of such animal at the time 

of making the appraisement, but the appraisal value of each bovine 

animal shall not exceed the sum of one hundred and twenty-five 

dollars, provided however that the appraised value shall not exceed 

the sum of seventy-five dollars, except for registered thoroughbred 

animals, and the appraisal of each equine animal shall not exceed 

the sum of one hundred and twenty dollars. If the value of the 

condemned animals determined by the appraiser is not satis- 

factory to the owner of such animals, the value shall be deter- 

mined by arbitrators, one to be appointed by the state appraiser 

and one by the owner of the animals. If such arbitrators are not 

able to agree as to the value of the animals, a third arbitrator shall 

be appointed by them. ‘The value determined by such arbitrator 
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shall not exceed the limits established by this article and, after 
approval by the commissioner of agriculture, shall be final. The 

arbitrators selected by the owner of the animals shall be paid by 

the said owner, the other arbitrator or arbitrators shall be paid by 

the state at a rate of compensation not to exceed five dollars per 

day and necessary expenses. Such appraiser of condemned 

animals and the arbitrators appointed under this section may ad- 

minister oaths to and examine witnesses. (As amended by chap- 

ter 314 of the Laws of 1909 and by chapter 670 of the Laws of 

19105) 

§ 100. Certificate of appraisal. The appraiser shall execute 

and deliver to the owner of the condemned animals a certificate 

verified by him stating the appraised value of such animals; if 

such value was determined by arbitrators, there shall be attached 

to such certificate a statement of the value so determined, signed 

and verified by at least two of the arbitrators. The form and con- 

tents of such certificates shall be prescribed by the commissioner 

of agriculture. 

§ 101. Post-mortem examination of animals. Al] animals sus- 

pected of being tuberculous or glandered, and killed therefor, shall 

be examined by a medical or veterinary practitioner designated 

by the commissioner for the purpose of determining whether or 

not such disease existed in such animals. There shall be attached 

to the certificate of appraisal, a statement of the result of such 

examination, describing the animals found to be tuberculous or 

glandered and those which were found not to be tuberculous or 

glandered. The form of such statement shall be prescribed by the 

commissioner of agriculture. Such statement shall be verified 

by the veterinary or medical practitioner making the examina- 

tion. (As amended by chapter 314 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 102. Compensation of owners of animals destroyed. The ac- 

tual appraised value at the time they are killed of all animals 

killed under the provisions of this article, which shall be found 

upon a post-mortem examination not to have had the disease for 

which they were killed, unless the same were killed on account of 
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the violation of quarantine regulations, shall be paid to the owners 

of such animals. If such animals are found, upon post-mortem 

examination, to have been suffering from glanders then they shall 

be paid for in the manner following: If an animal has glanders, 

not manifest by clinical symptoms, the owner thereof shall be 

paid eighty per centum of the appraised value. If the animal has 
glanders showing clinical symptoms, the owner thereof shall be 

paid therefor fifty per centum of the appraised value. If such 

animals are found upon post-mortem examination to have been 

suffering from tuberculosis, then they shall be paid for in the 

manner following, to wit: If an animal has localized tubereu- 

losis, the owner thereof shall be paid eighty per centum of the 

appraised value. If the animal has generalized tuberculosis, the 

owner thereof shall be paid therefor fifty per centum of the 

appraised value, but no animal slaughtered under the provisions of 

this article shall be paid for as herein provided, unless the said 

animals shall have been within the state for a period of at least 

six months if suffering from tuberculosis or twelve months if 

suffering from glanders. If the meat of the slaughtered bovine 

animal shall be passed for use as food, under official regulations, 

the commissioner of agriculture is hereby authorized to sell the 

same and the proceeds from the sale of the meat, hide and other 

marketable parts of the said animal shall be paid into the state 

treasury. For each and every day the owner or custodian of the 

animals condemned is obliged to keep them, in excess of seven 

days from the date of the condemnation, he shall be allowed and 
paid the sum of twenty-five cents per day per head. The certifi- 

cate of appraisal, and the statement of the result of the post- 

mortem examination, shall be presented by the owner or his legal 

representatives or assigns, to the commissioner of agriculture. 

The commissioner of agriculture shall issue his order for the 

amount due as shown by such certificate and statement, after he 

has found them to be correct, which shall be paid by the state 

treasurer on the warrant of the comptroller out of moneys appro- 

priated therefor. No compensation shall be made to any person 

who has wilfully concealed the existence of disease among his 

animals or upon his premises, or who in any way by act or by 

wilful neglect has contributed to spread the disease sought to be 
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suppressed or prevented, nor for any animal which upon a post- 

mortem examination is found to have the disease on account of 

which it was slaughtered or any dangerously contagious or infect- 

ious disease that would warrant the destruction of such animal, 

except as herein provided. (As amended by chapter 314 of the 

Laws of 1909.) 

§ 103. Expenses. AJ] expenses incurred by the commissioner 

in carrying out the provisions of this article and in performing 

the duties herein devolved upon him shall be audited by the comp- 

troller as extraordinary expenses of the department of agricul- 

ture, and paid out of any moneys in the treasury appropriated for 

such purposes. 

(Sections 104 and 105 repealed by chapter 232 of the Laws 

of 1909.) 

§ 106. Shipping, slaughtering and selling veal for food. No 

person shall slaughter or expose for sale, or sell any calf or carcass 

of the same or any part thereof, unless it is in good healthy con- 

dition. No person shall sell or expose for sale any such calf or 

carcass of the same or any part thereof, except the hide, unless it 

was, if killed, at least four weeks of age at the time of killing. 

No person or persons shall bring or cause to be brought into any 

city, town or village any calf or carcass of the same or any part 

thereof for the purpose of selling, offering or exposing the same 

for sale, unless it is in a good healthy condition, and no person 

or persons shall bring any such ealf or carcass of the same or any 

part thereof except the hide into any city, town or village for the 

purpose of selling, offering or exposing the same for sale, unless 

the calf is four weeks of age, or, if killed, was four weeks of age at 

the time of killing, provided, however, that the provisions of this 

section shail not apply to any calf or carcass of the same or any 

part thereof, which is slaughtered, sold, offered or exposed for 

sale, for any other purpose than food. Any person or persons ex- 

posing for sale, selling or shipping any calf or carcass of the same 

will be presumed to be so exposing, selling or shipping the said 

calf or carcass of the same for food. Any person or persons 

shipping any calf for the purpose of being raised, if the said 
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ealf is under four weeks of age, shall ship it in a erate, unless 

said calf is accompanied by its dam. Any person shipping calves 

under four weeks of age for fertilizer purposes must slaughter 

the said calves before so shipping. Any person or persons duly 

authorized by the commissioner of agriculture may examine any 

valf or veal offered or exposed for sale or kept with any stock of 

goods apparently exposed for sale, and if such calf is under four 

weeks of age, or the veal is from a calf killed under four weeks of 

age, or from a calf in an unhealthy condition when killed, he may 

seize the same and cause it to be destroyed and disposed of in such 

manner as to make it impossible to be thereafter used for food. 

The penalties and fines provided in section fifty-two of the agricul- 

tural law shall apply to violai:ons of this section except that the 

minimum penalty for violations of this section shall be, for the 

first violation, one dollar for each calf, and, for the second viola- 

tion, ten dollars for each calf, and the minimum fine for first 

offense shall be one dollar and for second offense ten dollars. 

(As amended by chapter 561 of the Laws of 1910.) 

People v. Bishopp, 106 App. Div. 266, 94 N. Y. Supp. 773, 128 N. Y. St. 
Rep. 773; People v. Dennis, 114 N. Y. Supp. 7; People.v. Sayre (not re- 
ported); People v. Wright, 103 App. Div. 218, statute presumptively con- 
stitutional; Williams v. Rivenburg, 129 N. Y. Supp. 473. 

§ 107. Shipping veal. It shall be unlawful for any corpora- 

tion, partnership, person or persons to ship to or from any part 

of this state any carcass or carcasses of a calf or calves or any part 

of such careass except the hide, unless they shall attach to every 

carcass or part thereof so shipped, in a conspicuous place, a tag, 

that shall stay thereon during such transportation, stating the 

name or names of the person or persons who raised the calf, the 

name of the shipper, the points of shipping and the destination 

and the age of the ealf. 

§ 108, Receiving veal for shipment by common carriers. No 

railroad company, express company, steamboat company or other 

common carrier, shall carry or receive for transportation any car- 

cass or carcasses of calves, or any part of the same except the 

hide, unless the said careass or careasses or parts thereof shall be 

tagged as herein provided. 
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ARTICLE 6 

Prevention of Fraud in Sale of Paris Green and Other Substances 

Section 140. State manufacturer and the dealer in original pack- 

ages to file certificate with commissioner of 

agriculture. 

141. Certificate to be given by the commissioner of agri- 

culture to state manufacturer and dealer in 

original packages. 

142. Composition of paris green or analogous products. 

143. Paris green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sul- 

phides, miscible combinations of mineral and 

vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mix- 

ture, or any insecticide or fungicide or essential 

ingredient thereof to be analyzed. 

144, Definitions. 

§ 140. State manufacturer and the dealer in original packages ate 
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tement 
manu- 

to file certificate with commissioner of agriculture. It shall be the ze 
and dealer. 

duty of each and every manufacturer of paris green, arsenate of 

lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combinations of mineral or 

vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, or any in- 

secticide or fungicide or essential ingredient thereof used for the 

control of insects or fungus diseases or any other purpose within 

this state, and of every dealer in original packages of paris green, 

arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combinations 

of mineral or vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, 

or any insecticide or fungicide or essential ingredient thereof 

manufactured outside of this state before the said paris green, 

arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combinations 

of mineral or vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, 

or any insecticide or fungicide or essential ingredient thereof is 

offered or exposed for sale or sold within this state, to submit to 

the commissioner of agriculture a written or printed statement 

setting forth: first, the brands of paris green, arsenate of lead, Brands. 

sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combinations of mineral or vege- 

table oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, or any insecti- 

cide or fungicide or essential ingredient thereof, to be sold, the 

number of pounds contained in each package in which it is put 
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upon the market for sale, the name or names of the manv‘acturers 

and the place of manufacturing the same; second, the statement 

shall set forth so near as may be the percentages and chemical 

compositions of all essential substances or ingredients of said 

insecticides or fungicides or combinations of the same contained 

in said commodities. All packages of preparations containing 

arsenic free or in combination shall bear a statement giving in 

plain print the percentage of arsenious oxide or its equivalent 

soluble or insoluble in distilled water, and the statement so fur- 

nished shall be considered as constituting a guaranty to the pur- 

chaser of the contents of every package. Each and every package 

of paris green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible 

combinations of mineral or vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, 

Bordeaux mixture, or any insecticide or fungicide or essential 

ingredient thereof sold, offered or exposed for sale shall bear a 

label upon which shall be a statement showing all the facts as set 

forth in the statement filed with the commissioner of agriculture 

as provided herein and the said commissioner shall designate the 

size and character of the printing thereon. 

§ 141. Certificate to be given by the commissioner of agricul- 

ture to state manufacturer and dealer in original packages. Every 

purchaser of paris green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sul- 

phides, miscible combinations of mineral or vegetable oils, sul- 

phate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, or any insecticide or fungi- 

cide or essential ingredient thereof, in original packages, which is 

manufactured outside of this state, who intends to sell or expose 

the same for sale, and every manufacturer of paris green, arsenate 

of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combinations of mineral 

or vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux mixture, or any 

insecticide or fungicide or essential ingredient thereof, within 

this state shall, after filing the statement above provided for, 

with the commissioner of agriculture, receive from the said com- 

missioner of agriculture, a certificate stating that he has complied 

with the foregoing statement, which certificate shall be furnished 

without any charge therefor; said certificate when furnished shall 

authorize the party receiving the same to deal in this state in paris 

green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible combina 

tions of mineral and vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, Bordeaux 
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mixture, or any insecticide or fungicide or essential ingredient 
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thereof. Any person who fails to file the statement aforesaid shal] Certificate 
necessary, 

not be entitled to such certificate and shall not be entitled to deal 

in such articles or commodities within this state; nothing in this 

section shall be construed as applying to retail dealers who are Retailers. 

selling only the goods manufactured by any person or persons, 

firm, association or corporation holding the certificate herein pro- 

vided for from the commissioner of agriculture. 

§ 142. Composition of paris green or analogous products. Paris 

green, or any product analogous to it, when sold, offered or ex- 

posed for sale, as such, in this state, shall contain at least fifty per 

centum of arsenious oxide. 

§ 143. Paris green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, 

miscible combinations of mineral and vegetable oils, sulphate of 

copper, Bordeaux mixture, or any insecticide or fungicide or essential 

“ingredient thereof to be analyzed. The commissioner of agri- 

culture shall cause to have taken samples of the different brands of Samples. 

paris green, arsenate of lead, sulphur, lime sulphides, miscible 

combinations of mineral and vegetable oils, sulphate of copper, 

Bordeaux mixture, or any insecticide or fungicide or essential in- 

gredient thereof, and submit the same to the director of the New 

York state agricultural experiment station, who shall analyze or Analysis of 
samples, 

cause to be analyzed such samples so delivered to him, and shall 

report the result of the analysis forthwith to the commissioner 

of agriculture. 

§ 144. Definitions. The term “insecticide”? as used in this Insecticide. 

article shall include all substances or mixtures of substances in- 

tended to be used for destroying, repelling or mitigating any and 

all insects which may infest vegetation, man or other animal, or 

be present in any environment whatsoever. The term “ fungi- rungiciae. 

> as used in this article shall include any substance or mix- cide? 

ture of substances intended to be used for destroying, repelling or 

mitigating any or all fungi or fungus diseases affecting any form 

of vegetation or vegetable products or existing in any environment 

whatsoever, providing that nothing herein shall be construed as 

contravening the provisions of the national pure food and drug 

law. 

* So in the original. 
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ARTICLE 7 

Sale and Analysis of Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs 

Section 160. Term “concentrated commercial feeding stuffs ” 

defined. 

161. Statements to be attached to packages; contents; 

analysis. 

162. Statements to be filed with commissioner of agri- 

ture; to be accompanied by sample and affida- 

vit when requested. 

163. License fee. 

164. Commissioner of agriculture to take samples for 

analysis; analysis to be made by director of ex- 

periment station. 

165. Sale of adulterated meal or ground grains. 

§ 160. Term “ concentrated commercial feeding stuffs” defined. 

The term ‘ 

this article, shall include linseed meals, cotton seed meals, pea 

‘concentrated commercial feeding stuffs” as used in 

meals, bean meals, peanut meals, cocoanut meals, gluten meals, 

gluten feeds, maize feeds, starch feeds, sugar feeds, dried dis- 

tiller’s grains, dried brewer’s grains, malt sprouts, except as herein- 

after provided, hominy feeds, ceraline feeds, rice meals, dried beet 

refuse, oat feeds, corn and oat chops, corn and cob meal, ground 

beef or fish scraps, meat meals, meat and bone meals mixed, dried 

blood, mixed feeds, clover meals, alfalfa feeds and meals, com- 

pounded fecds, condimental stock and poultry foods, proprietary 

or trade-marked stock and poultry foods, and all other materials of 

similar nature; but shall not include hays and straws, the whole 

seeds nor the unmixed meals made directly from the entire grains 

of wheat, rye, barley, oats, corn, buckwheat and broom corn. 

Neither shall it include wheat, rye and buckwheat brans or mid- 

dlings, not mixed with other substances, but sold separately, as dis- 

tinct articles of commerce, nor pure grains ground together, nor 

corn meal and wheat bran mixed together, when sold as such by the 

manufacturer at retail, nor malt sprouts, when sold as such by 

the maltster at retail, nor wheat bran and middlings mixed together 

not mixed with any other substances and known in the trade as 
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“mixed feed,” nor ground or cracked bone not mixed with any 

other substance, nor shall it include poultry foods consisting of 

whole or whole and cracked grains and grit mixed together when 

all the ingredients may be identified by the naked eye. (As 

amended by chapter 277 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 161. Statements to be attached to packages; contents; analysis. 

No manufacturer, firm, association, corporation or person shall 

sell, offer or expose for sale or for distribution in this state, any 

concentrated commercial feeding stuffs used for feeding live stock 

unless such concentrated commercial feeding stuffs shall be ac- 

companied by or shall have affixed to each and every package in 

a conspicuous place on the outside thereof, a plainly printed state- 

ment which shall certify as follows: 

1. The net weight of the contents of the package, except in the 

ease of malt sprouts sold in packages containing uneven weights. 

2. The name, brand or trade mark. 

3. The name and principal address of the manufacturer or 

person responsible for the placing of the commodity upon the 

market. 

4. Its composition expressed in the following terms: 

a. The minimum per centum of crude protein. 

b. The minimum per centum of crude fat. 

e. The maximum per centum of crude fibre, provided that the 

per centum of crude fibre may be omitted if it does not exceed 

five per centum. 

d. If a compounded feed, the name of each ingredient contained 

therein. 
e. If artificially colored, the name of the material used for 

such purpose. 

If any such concentrated commercial feeding stuffs be sold, 

offered or exposed for sale in bulk, such printed statement shall 

accompany every car or lot. Any such feeding stuffs purchased 

in bulk and later sacked or bagged for purposes of sale shall 

have tags attached giving the information as provided herein be- 

fore being sold, offered or exposed for sale. Whenever any 

feeding stuffs are sold at retail in bulk or in packages belonging 

to the purchaser, the seller upon request of the purchaser shall 
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furnish the said purchaser the information contained in the cer- 

tified statement provided herein. That portion of the statement 

required by this section relating to the quality of feeding stuffs 

shall be known and recognized as the guaranteed analysis. (As 

amended by chapter 314 of the Laws of 1911.) 

§ 162. Statements to be filed with commissioner of agriculture; 

to be accompanied by sample and affidavit when requested. Be- 

fore any manufacturer, firm, association, corporation or person 

shall sell, offer or expose for sale in this state any concentrated 

commercial feeding stuffs, he or they shall, for each and every 

brand of concentrated commercial feeding stuff, file annually prior 

to January first of the calendar year in which such commodity is 

to be sold, offered or exposed for sale with the commissioner of 

agriculture a certified copy of the statement, with the exception of 

the net weight of the contents of the package, specified in section 

one hundred and sixty-one, said certified copy to be accompanied, 

when the said commissioner shall so request, by a sealed glass jar 

or bottle containing at least one pound of the feeding stuff to be 

sold or offered for sale, and the company or person furnishing said 

sample shall thereupon make affidavit that said sample corresponds 

to the feeding stuff which it represents, in the per centum of 

crude protein, crude fat, crude fibre, name of each ingredient con- 

tained therein, if a compounded feed, and the name of any arti- 

ficial coloring material used. (As amended by chapter 314 of 

the Laws of 1911.) 

§ 163, License fee. Every manufacturer, importer, agent or 

seller of any concentrated commercial feeding stuffs, shall pay 

annually prior to January first of the calendar year in which 

such commodity is to be sold, offered or exposed for sale to the 

treasurer of the state of New York a license fee of twenty-five 

dollars for each and every brand to be sold or offered or exposed 

for sale. Whenever a manufacturer, importer, agent or seller 

of any concentrated commercial feeding stuffs desires at any time 

to sell such material and has not complied with the requirements 

of the statute he shall before selling, offering or exposing the 

same for sale, comply with the requirements as herein provided. 
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Said treasurer shall in each case at once certify to the commissioner 
Certificate of agriculture the payment of such license fee. Each manufac from com. 

turer, importer or person who has complied with the provisions” 

of this article shall be entitled to receive a certificate from the 

commissioner of agriculture setting forth said facts. Such cer- 

tificate shall expire on the thirty-first day of December of the orc 
> . : : “ep tificate. 

ealendar year in which it was issued, but no such certificate shall 

be issued for the sale of a brand of concentrated commercial feed- 

ing stuff under a brand or trade name which is misleading or 

deceptive or which tends to mislead or deceive as to the constitu- 

ents or materials of which it is composed. Any such certificate so 

issued may be cancelled by the commissioner of agriculture when Canceta- 

it is shown that any statement upon which it was issued is false tifeate. 

or misleading. Whenever the manufacturer, importer or shipper Exemption 

of concentrated commercial feeding stuffs shall have filed the 

statement required by section one hundred and sixty-one of this 

article and paid the license fee as prescribed in this section, no 

agent or seller of such manufacturer, importer or shipper shall be 

required to file such statement or pay such fee. (As amended by 

chapter 317 of the Laws of 1909.) 

§ 164. Commissioner of agriculture to take samples for analysis; 

analysis to be made by director of experiment station. The com- Sample for 

missioner of agriculture shail at least once in each year transmit at 

to the New York agricultural experiment station for analysis at 

least one sample to be taken in the manner hereinafter prescribed, 

of the different concentrated commercial feeding stutis sold or 

offered for sale under the provisions of this article. The said aking of 

commissioner of agriculture or his duly authorized representative ae 

in taking samples shall take them in duplicate in the presence 

of at least one witness, and in the presence of such witness shall 

seal such samples and shall at the time of taking tender, and if 

accepted, deliver to the person apparently in charge one of such 

samples; the other sample the commissioner of agriculture shall 

cause to be analyzed. The director of said experiment station Aoatvele 

shall continue to analyze or cause to be analyzed such samples of 

concentrated commercial feeding stuffs taken under the provi- 

sions of this article as shall be submitted to him for that purpose 
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by the commissioner of agriculture and shall report such analyses 

to the commissioner of agriculture, and for this purpose the New 

York agricultural experiment station may continue to employ 

chemists and incur such expenses as may be necessary to comply 

with the requirements of this article. The result of the analysis 

of the sample or samples so procured, together with such addi- 

tional information as circumstances advise, shall be published in 

reports or bulletins from time to time. 

§ 165, Sale of adulterated meal or ground grains. No person 

shall adulterate any kind of meal or ground grain or other cattle 

food with milling or manufacturing offals, or any substance what- 

ever, for the purpose of sale, unless the true composition, mixture 

or adulteration thereof is plainly marked or indicated upon the 

package containing the same or in which it is offered for sale; no 

person shall sell or offer for saie any meal or ground grain or other 

cattle food which has been so adulterated unless the true composi- 

tion, mixture or adulteration is plainly marked or indicated upon 

the package containing the same, or in which it is offered for sale. 

(As amended by chapter 317 of the Laws of 1909.) 
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ARTICLE 8 

Sale, Adulteration or Misbranding of Food and Food Products 

Section 200. Prohibition as to adulterated or misbranded food. 

201. Definition of adulterated or misbranded food. 

§ 200. Prohibition as to adulterated or misbranded food. No 

person or persons, firm, association or corporation shall within 

this state, manufacture, produce, sell, offer or expose for sale any 

article of food which is adulterated or misbranded within the 

neaning of this article. The term “ food” as used herein shall 

include all articles used for food, confectionery or condiments by 

man, whether simple, mixed or compound. 

§ 201. Definition of adulterated or misbranded food. In the case 

of confectionery, an article shall be deemed to be adulterated if 

it contain terra alba, barytes, tale, chrome yellow, or other min- 

eral substances or poisonous colors or flavors, or other ingredients 

deleterious or detrimental to health. In the case of food an article 

shall be deemed to be adulterated: 

1. If any substance or substances has or have been mixed or 

packed with it so as to reduce or lower or injuriously affect its 

quality or strength, so that such product, when offered for sale, 

shall deceive or tend to deceive the purchaser. 

2. If any substance or substances has or have been substituted 

wholly or in part for the article, so that the product, when sold or 

offered for sale, shall deceive or tend to deceive the purchaser. 

3. If any valuable constituent of the article has been wholly or 

in part abstracted, so that the product, when sold or offered for 

sale, shall deceive or tend to deceive the purchaser. 

4. If it contains any added poisonous ingredient or any in- 

gredient which may render such article injurious to the health of 

the person consuming it. 
5. If it consists in whole or in part of a filthy, decomposed or 

putrid animal or vegetable substance, or any portion of an animal 

unfit for food, whether manufactured or not, or if it is the product 

of a diseased animal, or one that has died otherwise than by 

slaughter. 
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6. If it contains methyl or wood alcohol, in any of its forms, or 

any methylated preparation made from it. 

An article of food shall be deemed to be misbranded: 

1. If it be an imitation of or offered for sale under the dis- 

tinctive name of another article. 

2. If it be mixed, colored, powdered or stained in a manner 

whereby damage or inferiority is concealed, so that such product, 

when sold or offered for sale, shall deceive or tend to deceive the 

purchaser. 

3. If the package containing it or its label shall bear any state- 

ment regarding the ingredients or the substances contained 

therein, which statement shall be false or misleading in any par- 

ticular, or if the same is falsely branded as to the state or terri- 

tory in which it is manufactured or produced: provided, that an 

article of food which does not contain any added poisonous or 

deleterious ingredients shall not be deemed to be adulterated or 

misbranded in the following cases: 

First. In the case of mixtures or compounds which may be 

now or from time to time hereafter known as articles of food, 

under their own distinctive names, and not included in definition 

first of misbranded articles of food in this section. 

Second. In the case of articles labeled, branded or tagged so as 

to plainly indicate that they are mixtures, compounds, combina- 

tions, imitations or blends: provided, that the same shall be 

labeled, branded or tagged so as to show the character and con- 

stituents thereof: and provided further, that nothing in this 

article shall be construed as requiring or compelling proprietors 

or manufacturers of proprietary foods which contain no unwhole- 

some added ingredients to disclose their trade formulas, except in 

so far as the provisions of this article may require to secure free- 

dom from adulteration or imitation. 

People v. James Butler Ine., 134 App. Div. 151, Second Division; People 
v. Green, Supreme Court, Third Division; People v. Johnson, 221 U. 8. 488; 
People v. Lewis, 138 App. Div. 673; People v. J. Lewis, 131 App. Div. 336; 
People v. Luke, 122 App. Div. 64; People v. Finch, 74 Mise. 575, 131 N. Y. 
Supp. 1039, 
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ARTICLE 9 

Sale and Analysis of Commercial Fertilizers 

Section 220. Statements to be attached to packages. 
221. Deficiency from guaranteed analysis, under certain 

conditions, not to be considered as violations. 

222. Statement filed with commissioner of agriculture; 

license fees. 

223. Presence of inert nitrogenous matter to be stated. 

224. Commissioner of agriculture to take samples for 

analysis; analysis to be made by director of ex- 

periment station. 

§ 220. Statements to be attached to packages. No manufacturer, 

firm, association, corporation or person shall sell, offer or expose 

for sale in this state any commercial fertilizer or any material to 

be used as a fertilizer, the selling price of which exceeds five statement. 

dollars per ton, unless such commercial fertilizer or material to 

be used as a fertilizer shall be accompanied by or shall have affixed 

to each and every package in a conspicuous place on the outside 

thereof, a plainly printed statement which shall certify as follows: 
: Quantity. 

1. The number of pounds in the package. 
Name. 

2. The name, brand or trade mark under which it is to be sold, 

and in the case of agricultural lime its particular form. 
Manu- 
facturer. 3. The name and principal address of the manufacturer or per- 

son responsible for the placing of the commodity upon the market. 

4. The minimum per centum of each of the following constitu- fomPes' 

ents which may be contained therein: 

(a) Nitrogen. 
(b) Available phosphoric acid, except that in cases of undis- 

solved bone, basic slag phosphate, wood ashes, untreated phosphate 

rock, garbage tankage and pulverized natural manures, the mini- 

mum per centum of total phosphoric acid may be substituted 

therefor. 

(ec) Potash soluble in distilled water. 

(d) In the ease of agricultural lime, the minimum per centum 

of calcium oxide. If any commercial fertilizer or material to be 

used as a fertilizer, the selling price of which exceeds five dollars 
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per ton, be sold, offered or exposed for sale in bulk such printed 
statement shall accompany every lot and parcel so sold, offered or 

exposed for sale. That portion of the statement required by this 

section, relating to the quality of commercial fertilizer or material 

to be used as a fertilizer, shall be known and recognized as the 

guaranteed analysis. (As amended by chapter 435 of the Laws 

of 1910.) 

§ 221. Deficiency from guaranteed analysis, under certain con- 

ditions, not to be considered as violations. It shall be a violation 

of the provisions of this article if the statement required by sec- 

tion two hundred and twenty cf this article shall be false in regard 

to the number of pounds of fertilizer in the package sold, offered 

or exposed for sale, or in the name, brand or trade mark under 

which the fertilizer is sold, or in the name and address of the 

manufacturer of the fertilizer. It shall also be a violation of the 

provisions of this article if any commercial fertilizer or material 

to be used as a fertilizer shall contain a smaller percentage of 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash or calcium oxide than is certified 

in said statement to be contained therein, when such deficiency 

shall be greater than ten per centum of any one of such constitu- 

ents unless there be a monetary equivalent in excesses in other 

guaranteed constituents as provided herein; provided such defi- 

ciency does not exceed twenty per centum of such guarantee in 

any one constituent. The basis of values of such constituents 

necessary in making such computations shall be determined by the 

commissioner of agriculture. (As amended by chapter 435 of the 

Laws of 1910.) 

§ 222. Statement filed with commissioner of agriculture; license 

fees. Before any manufacturer, firm, association, corporation 

or person shall sell, offer or expose for sale in this state any 

commercial fertilizer or material to be used as a fertilizer, the 

selling price of which exceeds five dollars per ton, he or they shall, 

for each and every brand of commercial fertilizer or material to 

be used as a fertilizer, file annually, prior to January first of the 

calendar year, in which such commodity is to be sold, offered or 

exposed for sale, with the commissioner of agriculture a certified 
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copy of the statement prescribed in section two hundred and 
twenty of this article. Every manufacturer, firm, association, 

corporation or seller of any commercial fertilizer or material to 

be used as a fertilizer the selling price of which exceeds five 

dollars per ton, shall pay annually prior to January first of the 

calendar year in which such commodity is to be soid, offered or 

exposed for sale, to the treasurer of the state of New York a 

license fee of twenty dollars for each and every brand to be sold 

or offered or exposed for sale. Whenever a manufacturer, firm, 

association, corporation or seller of any commercial fertilizer or 

material to be used as a fertilizer, the selling price of which ex- 

ceeds five dollars per ton, desires at any time to sell such commer- 

cial fertilizer or such material and has not complied with the 

requirements of the statute, he or they shall before selling, offering 

or exposing the same for sale, comply with the requirements as 

herein provided. Said treasurer shall in each case at once certify 

to the commissioner of agriculture the payment of such license 

fee. Each manufacturer, firm, association, corporation or seller 

who has complied with the provisions of this article shall be 

entitled to receive a certificate from the commissioner of agri- 

culture setting forth said facts. Such certificate shall expire on 

the thirty-first day of December of the calendar year for which 

it was issued. Whenever a manufacturer, firm, association, cor- 

poration or person shall have filed the statement and paid the 

license fee as prescribed in this section, upon any given brand, no 

agent or seller of such manufacturer, firm, association, corpora- 

tion or person shall be required to file such statement or pay such 

fee upon said brand. For the purposes of this article, commercial 

fertilizers or materials to be used as a fertilizer, shall be con- 

sidered as distinct and separate brands when differing either in 
guaranteed analysis, name, brand or trade mark or in any other 

method of marking. (As amended by chapter 435 of the Laws 
of 1910.) 

§ 223. Presence of inert nitrogenous matter to be stated. No 

manufacturer, firm, association, corporation or person shall sell, 

offer or expose for sale in this state leather or its products or 
other inert nitrogenous material in any form, as a commercial 
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fertilizer or material to be used as aq fertilizer or as an ingre- 
dient of any fertilizer, unless an explicit statement of the facts 
shall be affixed to every package in a conspicuous place on the out- 

side thereof and shall accompany every parcel or lot which may be 

sold, offered or exposed for sale in bulk. (As amended by chapter 

435 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 224, Commissioner of agriculture to take samples for anaylsis; 

analysis to be made by director of experiment station. The com- 

missioner of agriculture shall at least once in each year transmit 

to the New York agricultural experiment station for analysis at 

least one sample, to be taken in the manner hereinafter prescribed, 

of the different brands of commercial fertilizers and materials to 

be used as fertilizers the selling price of which exceed five dollars 
per ton, which are or may be sold, offered or exposed for sale 

under the provisions of this article. The said commissioner of 

agriculture or his duly authorized representatives in taking 

samples shall take them in triplicate in the presence of at least 

one witness and in the presence of such witness shall seal such 

samples and shall at the time of taking tender, and if accepted, 

deliver to the person apparently in charge one of such samples, 

one of the other samples the commissioner of agriculture shall 

cause to be analyzed. When samples are taken from fertilizers 

in bags, a tube shall be used and it shall be inserted at one end 

of the bag and shall pass substantially the entire length of the bag, 

so as to take a core of the material being sampled from substan- 

tially the entire length of the bag. Samples thus taken from indi- 

vidual bags shall be thoroughly mixed and the official samples be 

taken from the mixture so drawn. Samples of fertilizer taken as 

herein provided shall be taken from at least five per centum of the 

separate original packages in the lot for the mixture from which 

the official samples shall be taken. No action shall be maintained 

for a violation of the provisions of this article based upon an 

analysis of samples taken otherwise than as herein provided or 

taken from less than five separate original packages. The director 

of said experiment station shall continue to analyze or cause to be 

analyzed such samples of commercial fertilizers and materials to 

be used as fertilizers taken under the provisions of this article as 
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shall be submitted to him for that purpose by the commissioner of Zener of 

agriculture and shall report such analysis to the commissioner of 

agriculture and for this purpose the New York agricultural ex- 

periment station may continue to employ chemists and incur such “em's's: 

expenses as may be necessary to comply with the requirements of 

this article. The result of the analysis of the sample or samples ot resuit. 

so procured, together with such additional information as circum- 

stances advise, shall be published in reports or bulletins from time 

to time. (As amended by chapter 435 of the Laws of 1910.) 
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ARTICLE 10 

Turpentine, Linseed or Flaxseed Oil 

Section 240. Adulteration and sale; notification of purchaser; 

package and invoices to be marked. 

241. Violation a misdemeanor ; fine. 

242. Powers and duties of commissioner of agriculture. 

243. Penalty; action to recover. 

§ 240. Adulteration and sale; notification of purchaser; package 

and invoices to be marked. No person, firm or corporation shall 

manufacture, mix for sale, sell or offer for sale under the name 

of turpentine, spirits of turpentine, or wood turpentine or any 

compounding of the word turpentine, or under any name or 

device illustrating or suggesting turpentine or spirits of turpen- 

tine, any article which is not wholly distilled or derived from 

resin, crude turpentine gum, or scrapings from pine trees, and 

unmixed and unadulterated with oil, benzine or any other sub- 

stance of any kind whatever, unless the package containing the 

same shall be stenciled or marked, with legible black letters in the 

English language not less than two inches high and one inch in 

width, ‘“‘ adulterated spirits of turpentine.” Nor shall any person, 

firm or corporation sell or deliver such adulterated spirits of 

turpentine without informing the purchaser at the time of sale 

that the article is not pure spirits of turpentine, and the invoice 

shall accordingly read, ‘‘ adulterated spirits of turpentine.” Every 

container in which such mixed or adulterated spirits of turpen- 

tine is contained shall, in addition to the labeling before men- 

tioned, be marked or stenciled in legible black letters in the Eng- 

lish language, with the percentage of adulterant or adulterants 

which are contained in such mixture. 

No person, firm or corporation shall manufacture or mix for 

sale, offer or expose for sale, or sell under the name of raw linseed 

oil, or any compounding of the name raw linseed oil, or under any 

name or device illustrating or suggesting raw linseed oil, any 

article which is not wholly the product of commercially pure lin- 

seed or flaxseed. 

Nor shall any person, firm or corporation manufacture or mix 

for sale, offer or expose for sale, or sell under the name of boiled 
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linseed oil, any article unless the oil from which said article 
is made be wholly the product of commercially pure linseed or 
flaxseed, and unless the same has been heated to at least two hun- 
dred and twenty-five degrees Fahrenheit. Nor shall any person, tabeting | 
firm or corporation sell such adulterated linseed oil, wnless the "seed ott 

package be plainly marked in legible black letters, two inches 
high and one inch in width, “ adulterated linseed oil,” ot without 

informing the purchaser at the time of sale, that same is not ptre 
raw linseed, boiled linseed or flaxseed oil, and the invoice shall 

accordingly read “ adulterated linseed oil.” 
Nor shall any person, firm or corporation engage in the sale of Nechaser. 

such adulterated turpentine, linseed or flaxseed oil, in original 
packages or other than original package, unless there are posted 
conspicuously in the room where such goods are sold, signs bearing, 

the words ‘“ adulterated turpentine,” or “ adulterated linseed or 

flaxseed oil, sold here,” in legible letters in the English language 

at least two inches in length and one inch in width, letters to be 

in black on white background. Nothing herein contained shall iaitattougt 

be construed as prohibiting the manufacture or sale of any such 

compound or imitation providing the container shall be plainly 

marked, and the purchaser notified and the invoice reading ac- 

cordingly and the requirements of this section otherwise observed, 

as aforesaid. (As amended by chapter 816 of the Laws of 1911.) 

§ 241. Violation a misdemeanor; fine. Violation of any of the 

provisions of this article shall be a misdemeanor, punishable by a 

fine of not less than fifty dollars or more than five hundred dollars 

or by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by both such 

fine and imprisonment. 

§ 249. Powers and duties of commissioner of agriculture. It 

shall be the duty of the commissioner of agriculture to enforce eee 
law. 

the provisions of this article. The said commissioner and his 

assistants, experts and chemists, and official agents appointed by 
5 a 2 A t 

him, shall have access, ingress and egress to and from all places puildings, 
ete. 

of business and buildings, freight platforms, transportation boats, 

and all wagons and vehicles where turpentine or linseed or flax- 

seed oil is kept for sale or stored or in transit, ‘They shall have Inspection, 
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power and authority to open any tank, barrel, can or other vessel 

containing or supposed to contain turpentine or linseed or flax- 

seed oil and inspect the contents thereof, and take samples there- 

from for analysis. (As amended by chapter 816 of the Laws of 

1911.) 

§ 243. Penalty; action to recover. Any person, firm or cor- 

poration who shall violate any of the provisions of this article shall, 

in addition to the fine or imprisonment previously described, for 

each offense forfeit and pay a fixed penalty of one hundred dollars. 

Such penalty shall be recovered, with costs, in any court of the 

state having jurisdiction thereof, in an action to be prosecuted in 

the name of the people, by the commissioner of agriculture, 
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ARTICLE 11. 

Apples; Pears; Peaches; Quinces 

Section 260. *Evaporated apples. 

261. *Moisture in evaporated apples. 

262. Sale of apples, pears and peaches, 

263. Barrels; apples, pears and quinces. 

§ 260, Sale of other than standard evaporated apples. No per- 

son shall buy for resale, sell, expose or offer for sale as and for 

evaporated apples any evaporated apples intended to be used for 

food, or for consumption by any person, other than standard evap- 

orated apples. 

§ 261. Definition of standard evaporated apples. Kvaporated 

apples containing not more than twenty-seven per centum of water 

or fluids as determined by drying for four hours at the tempera- 

ture of boiling water shall be considered standard evaporated 

apples for the purposes of this article. 

§ 262, Sale of apples, pears and peaches. No person or per- 

sons shall sell, offer or expose for sale apples, pears or peaches as 

and for New York state grown apples, pears or peaches if they 

were not grown or produced within the state of New York; nor 

shall they brand or label the package or barrel containing such 

apples, pears or peaches as New York state apples, pears or 

peaches if they were not grown or produced within the state of 

New York. Any person or persons packing or repacking or caus- 

ing apples or pears to be packed or repacked, to be sold upon the 

markets, shall pack or repack or cause them to be packed or re- 

packed in such a manner that each separate package or barrel 

shall be packed substantially uniform without intent to deceive the 

purchaser. Any person, persons or corporation buying from a 

grower apples or pears which are packed in packages or barrels, 

marked or labeled with the name of the grower, who causes such 

apples or pears to be repacked in the same packages or barrels or 

who uses the same packages or barrels for the packing of other 

fruit or apples or pears, shall erase from such package or barrel 

* So in the original. 
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the name of the grower or packer first or originally placed thereon. 
But the facing of such package or barrel is not prohibited by this 

section. The standard grade for apples which shall be shipped or 

delivered for shipment or which shall be sold or offered for sale 

shall be: Apples of one variety, which are well-grown specimens, 

hand-picked, of good color for the variety, normal shape, practi- 

eally free from insect and fungus injury, bruises, and other 

defects, except such as are necessarily caused in the operation of 

packing, or apples of one variety which are not more than ten 

per centum below the foregoing specifications, are standard grade 

size A, if the minimum size of apples is two and one-half inches 

in transverse diameter; or are standard grade size B, if the mini- 

mum size of the apples is two and one-fourth inches in transverse 

diameter; or are standard grade size C, if the minimum size of the 

apples is two inches in transverse diameter. No person, firm or 

association shall misbrand apples as to their standard grade or 

otherwise. Apples in packages shall be deemed to be misbranded 

within the meaning of this act if the package bears any statement, 

design or device indicating that the apples contained therein are 

standard grade “ size A,” “ size B,” or “ size C,” as the case may 

be, and the apples do not conform to the requirements prescribed 

by this act for apples of the particular grade. If the package bears 

any statement, dysign or device indicating that the apples con- 

tained therein are standard grade “ size A,” “size B,” or “ size 

C,” as the case may be, and the package fails to bear also a state- 

ment of the name of the variety, the name of the locality where 

grown, and the name of the packer or the person by whose author- 

ity the apples were packed. (As amended by chapter 511 of the 

Laws of 1911.) 

§ 263. (Repealed by chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912.) 
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ARTICLE 12 

Agricultural Statistics 

Section 280. Collection and dissemination of statistics. 
281. Information to be furnished by supervisors. 

§ 280, Collection and dissemination of statistics. The commis- 

sioner of agriculture may collect and disseminate such information 

relative to agriculture, and agricultural labor within the state, as 

he may deem wise for the purpose of promoting agricultural pro- 

duction within this state. 

§ 281. Information to be furnished by supervisors. Supervisors 

of the different towns and wards in this state shall furnish to 

the commissioner of agriculture upon request from him, upon 

blanks to be furnished by the said commissioner, such information 

as may be in their possession or may be obtained by them relative 

to agriculture, agricultural production and agricultural labor 

within their respective towns or wards. Such information shall 

be furnished to said commissioner within thirty days from the 
time it is asked for. The expense incurred by the several super- 

visors in furnishing such information shall be a town charge to 

be paid in the manner now provided by law for the payment of 

services and disbursements by such supervisors. 
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ARTICLE 12-A. 

Sale of Farm Produce on Commission, 

Section 282. Definitions. 

283. Sale of farm produce on commission; license 

therefor. 

284. Bond. 

285. Power of commissioner to investigate. 

86. Granting and revoking lenses. 

7. Certiorari to review. 

8. Report of sale to consignor. 

289. Offenses. 

§ 282. Definitions as used in this article. 1. The term com- 

mission merchant shall include every person, firm, exchange, as- 

sociation and corporation leensed under this article to receive, 

sell or offer for sale on commission within this state any kind of 

farm produce; except where such farm produce is sold for con- 

sumption and not for resale. This article shall not apply to the 

sale of farm produce at public auction by a duly licensed and 

bonded auctioneer, acting as the agent of another to whom such 

farm produce shall have been consigned; nor shall this article 

apply to seeds sold at retail. 

2. The term farm produce shall include all agricultural, horti- 

cultural, vegetable and fruit products of the soil, and meats, 

poultry, eggs, dairy products, nuts and honey, but shall not in- 

clude timber products, floricultural products, tea or coffee. (As 

added by chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) | 

§ 283. Sale of farm produce on commission; license therefor. 

On and after August first, nineteen hundred and thirteen, no 

person, firm, exchange, association or corporation, shall receive, 

sell or offer for sale on commission within this state any kind 

of farm produce, without a license as provided in this article. 

Every person, firm, exchange, association and corporation in this 

state receiving farm produce for sale on commission shall, annually 

on or before June first, file an application with the commissioner 

of agriculture for a license to do a commission business in farm 
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produce. Such applicant shall state the kind or kinds of farm 

produce which the applicant proposes to handle, the full name of 

the person, firm, exchange, association or corporation applying 

for such a license and if the applicant be a firm, exchange, corpo- 

ration or association, the full name of each member of the firm, 

or the names of the officers of the exchange, association or corpo- 

ration, and the name of the local agent of the exchange or asso- 

ciation and the city, town or village and street number at which 

the business is to be conducted. Such applicant shall further 

satisfy the commissioner of agriculture of his or its character, 

responsibility and good faith in seeking to carry on a commission 

business. The commissioner of agriculture shall thereupon issue 

to such applicant, on payment of ten dollars and the execution 

and delivery of a bond as hereinafter provided, a license entitling 

the applicant to conduct the business of receiving and selling farm 

produce on commission at the place named in the application until 

the first day of July next following. (As added by chapter 457 

of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 284. Bond. Before any such license shall be issued every 
applicant shall execute and deliver to the commissioner of agricul- 

ture a fidelity bond with satisfactory sureties in the sum of three 

thousand dollars to secure the honest accounting to the consignor 

of the monies received by such commission merchant from the 

sale of the farm produce sold on commission, and the commis- 

sioner of agriculture may bring an action in any court of com- 

petent jurisdiction in the county in which is situated the place 

of business of the licensee, against the principal and sureties for 

the recovery of any monies so received and not honestly accounted 

for. (As added by chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 285. Power of the commissioner of agriculture to investi- 

gate. The commissioner of agriculture or his assistants shall 

have power to investigate, upon the verified complaint of an in- 

terested person, the record of any person, firm, exchange, corpo- 

ration or association applying for a license, or any transaction 

involving the solicitation, receipt, sale or attempted sale of farm 

produce on a commission basis, the failure to make proper an 
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true accounts and settlements at prompt and regular intervals, 

the making of false statements as to condition, quality or quantity 

of goods received, or while in storage, the making of false state- 

ments as to market conditions, with intent to deceive, or the 

failure to make payment for goods received or other alleged 

injurious transactions; and for such purpose may examine at 

the place of business of the licensee, that portion of the ledgers, 

books of account, memoranda or other documents, relating to 

the transactions involved, of any commission merchant, and 

may take testimony therein under oath. When a consignor 

of farm produce fails to obtain satisfactory settlement in any 

transaction, after having notified the consignee, a certified com- 

plaint may be filed, at the expiration of ten days after such notifi- 

cation, with the commissioner of agriculture. The commissioner 

of agriculture shall attempt to secure an explanation or adjust- 

ment, failing this, within seven days he shall cause a copy thereof, 

together with a notice of a time and place for a hearing on such 

complaint, to be served personally, or by mail, upon such com- 

mission merchant. Such service shall be made at least seven days 

before the hearing, which shall be held in the city, village or town- 

ship in which is situated the place of business of the licensee. At 

the time and place appointed for such hearing, the commissioner 

or his assistants shall hear the parties to such complaint, shall 

have power to administer an oath, and shall enter in the office of 

the commissioner of agriculture at Albany a decision either dis- 

missing such complaint or specifying the facts which he deems 

established on such hearing, and in case such facts are established 

as cause him to revoke such license, he shall bring an action on 

the bond within sixty days of the filing of such decision. (As 

added by chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 286. Granting and revoking licenses. The commissioner of 

agriculture may decline to grant a license or may revoke a license 

already granted where he is satisfied of the existence of the fol- 

lowing cases or any of them: 1. Where a money judgment has 

been entered against such commission merchant and upon which 

execution has been returned unsatisfied, 
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2. Where false charges have been imposed for handling or False 
2 charges. 

services rendered. 
Failure 

d to account. 
3. Where there has been a failure to account promptly an 

properly or to make settlements, with intent to defraud. 

4, Where there have been false statements as to condition, False 
statement 

ity > ‘ 1 r oO oY panpaly 2 > PAY as 2 1Q— t quality or quantity of goods received or held for sale on commis-*s, °°. 
of goods. sion when the same might be known on reasonable inspection. 

5. Where there have been false or misleading statement or Fatse 
; e statement. 

statements as to market conditions with intent to deceive. pa Ss 
Market. 

6. Where there has been a combination or combinations to fix combina- 
tions. 

prices. 

7. Where the commission merchant directly or indirectly pur- siaebas 
= y com- 

chases the goods for his own account without prior authority mission 
“merchant. 

therefor or without notifying the consignor thereof. (As added 

by chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 287. Certiorari to review. The action of the commissioner 
of agriculture in refusing to grant a license, or in revoking a 

license granted under this article, shall be subject to review by a 

writ of certiorari, and if such proceedings are begun, until the Meense 
to remain 
in force final determination of the proceedings and all appeals therefrom, jurine 

the license of such commission merchant shall be deemed to be in ?°°°°""® 

full force and effect, provided the fee for such license shall have 

been paid and a bond given as herein required. (As added by 

chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 288. Report of sale to consignor. Every commission mer- 
chant shall, upon the receipt of farm produce and as he handles 

and disposes of the same, make a record thereof, specifying the Recor. 

name and address of the consignor, the date of receipt, the kind 

and the quantity of such produce, the amount of goods sold, the 

selling price thereof and the items of expense connected therewith, 

and this record together with payment in settlement for said 

shipment shall be mailed to the consignor within forty-eight hours 

unless otherwise agreed. (As added by chapter 457 of the Laws 

of 1913.) 

§ 289. Offenses. Any person, firm, exchange, association or 
corporation who shall receive or offer to receive, sell or offer to 
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sell on commission within this state any kind of farm produce 

without a license except as in this chapter permitted and any per- 

son who being a commission merchant in farm produce shall (a) 

impose false charges tor handling or services in connection with 

farm produce, or (b) fails to account for such farm produce 

promptly and properly and to make settlements therefor, with in- 

tent to defraud, or (c) shall make false or misleading statement 

or statements as to market conditions with intent to deceive, or 

(d) enter into any combination or combinations to fix prices, or 

(e) directly or indirectly purchases for his or its own account, 

goods received by him or it upon consignment without prior au- 

thority therefor from the consignor, or shall fail to promptly 

notify the consignor of such purchase on his or its own account, 

or (f) any person handling, shipping or selling farm produce 

who shall make false statements as to grade, condition, markings, 

quality or quantity of goods shipped, or packed in any manner, 

with intent to deceive, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (As 

added by chapter 457 of the Laws of 1913.) 
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ARTICLE 13 

State Fair 

Section 290. Property in town of Geddes, Onondaga county, 

New York. 

291. State fair commission. 

292. State fair. 

293. Assistants and. employees. 

294. Receipts and disbursements. 

§ 290. Property in town of Geddes, Onondaga county, New York. Conv creney) 

The conveyance to the state by the New York state agricultural 

society of its property in the town of Geddes, Onondaga county, 

New York, by deed dated July twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred 

and ninety-nine, and recorded in the office of the comptroller, is 

hereby accepted, ratified and confirmed. Such property and any Power ot 

other property hereafter acquired by the state for state fair pur- s!™ 

poses shall be under the management and control of the state fair 

commission as hereinafter provided, and they may, from time to 

time, make rules and provide for the care, preservation and im- 

provement thereof. 

§ 291. State fair commission. The state fair commission shall Members ot 

consist of seven members, of whom the lieutenant-governor and the *™ 

commissioner of agriculture shall ex officio constitute two. The 

remaining five members of such commission shall be appointed by Appoint- 

the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the senate 

as hereinafter provided. The terms of the five appointive mem- 

bers of such commission in office when this section as hereby 

amended takes effect shall expire on June first, nineteen hundred 

and ten. On or before June first, nineteen hundred and ten, the 

governor shall, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, 

appoint five members of such commission to succeed those whose 

terms expire as hereinabove provided, for terms of one, two, three, 

four and five years, respectively, so that the term of one member 

of such commission shall expire on June first of each year. A 

successor to a member of such commission shall be appointed, in 

like manner, annually for a full term of five years. The governor a 
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shall designate one of the members of such commission, who, in 

addition to his duties as commissioner, shall act as superintendent 

of the fair grounds and buildings for and during his term as com- 

missioner, his acts as such superintendent to be under the direc- 

tion of the commission. Such member shall devote his entire 

time to the duties of his office. The lieutenant-governor shall be 

the presiding officer of the commission. The member of such 

commission designated by the governor to have charge of the fair 

grounds and buildings shall receive an annual salary of five thou- 

sand five hundred dollars, the other appointed members of the 

commission shall receive an annual salary of three thousand dol- 

lars, and all the members of such commission shall receive their 

actual and necessary expenses in the discharge of their official 

duties, to be paid on the certificate of the commissioner of agri- 

culture and the audit and warrant of the comptroller. (As 
amended by chapter 366 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 292, State fair. It shall be the duty of the said commission 
to hold a state fair at such times as they may deem proper, except 

that said state fair shall not be held on the first Monday in Sep- 

tember, known as Labor day, and between January first and 

February fifteenth in each calendar year to publish the time of 

holding said fair in such year. It shall not be lawful for any 

corporation, association or individual to hold or conduct any trot- 

ting or pacing race or races during the week in which the state 

fair is held, except upon half-mile tracks, and except at the fairs 

held by agricultural societies which have received moneys from 

the state, and no corporation, association or individual holding 

such races during said week shall be entitled to any of the bene- 

fits conferred by article twenty of the membership corporations 

law, or by any general or special law. Such commission may 

make, alter, suspend or repeal needed rules relating to such fair, 

including the times and duration thereof, the terms and condi- 

tions of entries and admissions, exhibits, sale of privileges, pay- 

ments of premiums, and any other matters which they may deem 

proper in connection with such fair. They shall furnish to each 

person who, on the seventeenth day of January, nineteen hundred, 

was a life member of the state agricultural society, a free admis- 
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sion to the fair ground during the fair of each year during the 

life of such member. 

§ 293. Assistants and employees. The state fair commission 

may appoint such assistants and employees as they may deem 

necessary. They may prescribe their duties and fix their com- 

pensation. Such assistants and employees shall be subject to 

removal at the pleasure of such commission. (As amended by 

chapter 366 of the Laws of 1910.) 

§ 294, Receipts and disbursements. The commission shall re- 

ceive all moneys payable to the state on account of said fair, and 

make all disbursements therefrom and also from any appropria- 

tion made for that purpose by the legislature as may be needed, 
from time to time, in carrying on the work of the commission. 

The provisions of section thirty-seven of the state finance law 

requiring that money received for or on behalf of the state shall 

be paid monthly into the state treasury shall not apply to the state 

fair commission, and such commission may pay from the race and 

other entry fees, gate admissions and other receipts of such fair 

such expenses as shall be necessary for the proper conduct of the 

fair and the purposes of the commission. On or before the first 

day of January of each year the commission shall pay to the state 

treasurer any balance remaining in their hands received in con- 

nection with the state fair, and at the same time file with the 

comptroller an itemized verified report showing all receipts and 

disbursements for state fair purposes since the last report, together 

with the vouchers therefor approved by said commission. 
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ARTICLE 14 

Miscellaneous Provisions 

The prevention of disease among bees. 

Defining honey. 

Relative to selling a commodity in imitation or sem- 

blance of honey. 
Duties of the commissioner. 

The prevention of disease in trees, shrubs, plants 

and vines and the extirpation of insect pests that 

infest the same. 

Action to be taken by the commissioner of agricul- 

ture relative to trees or other plants affected with 

or by contagious or infectious disease or fungous 

growth or infested with insect pest or pests and 

providing for issuing certificates relative to trees 

or other plants apparently free from such dis- 

eases and pests, regulating the use thereof, de- 

fining nursery stock, providing for fumigation, 

forbidding the bringing into the state such dis- 

eases or pests. 

The New York agricultural experiment station. 

The director of the New York agricultural experi- 

ment station to publish bulletins. 

307-a. Additional copies of reports of experiment station. 
308. 

309. 

310. 

314. 

The state weather bureau. 

Institutions designated to receive United States 

moneys. 
Receipt and apportionment of moneys for the pro- 

motion of agriculture. 

. Distribution of moneys appropriated for certain 

agricultural societies. 

2. Annual report to the commissioner of agriculture 

and state society. 

. Lease of grounds of agricultural societies and cor- 

porations. 

Manufacture and sale of imitation maple sugar and 

syrup prohibited. 
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Section 315. Branding and labeling of maple sugar and syrup 

mixtures. 

316. Association of farmers; powers of. 

317. County judge may appoint policemen or constables. 

318. Registration of rural residences. 

§ 300. The prevention of disease among bees. No person shall 

keep in his apiary any colony of bees affected with a contagious 

malady known as foul brood or black brood; and every beekeeper 

when he becomes aware of the existence of either of such diseases 

among his bees, shall immediately notify the commissioner of agri- 

culture of the existence of such disease. 

§ 301. Defining honey. The terms “honey,” “liquid or ex- 

tracted honey,” “strained honey,” or “ pure honey,” as used in 

this article, shall mean the nectar of flowers that has been trans- 

formed by, and is the natural product of the honey-bee, taken 

from the honeycomb and marketed in a liquid, candied or granu- 

lated condition. 

§ 302. Relative to selling a commodity in imitation or semblance 

of honey. No person or persons shall sell, keep for sale, expose or 

offer for sale, any article or product in imitation or semblance of 

honey branded as “honey,” “liquid or extracted honey,” 

“strained honey ” or “ pure honey ” which is not pure honey. No 

person or persons, firm, association, company or corporation, shall 

manufacture, sell, expose or offer for sale, any compound or 

mixture branded or labeled as and for honey which shall be made 

up of honey mixed with any other substance or ingredient. There 

may be printed on the package containing such compound or mix- 

ture a statement giving the ingredients of which it is made; if 

honey is one of such ingredients it shall be so stated in the same 

size type as are the other ingredients, but it shall not be sold, 

exposed for sale, or offered for sale as honey; nor shall such com- 

pound or mixture be branded or labeled with the word “ honey ” 

in any form other than as herein provided; nor shall any product 

in semblance of honey, whether a mixture or not, be sold, exposed 

or offered for sale as honey, or branded or labeled with the word 

“honey,” unless such article is pure honey. 
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§ 303. Duties of the commissioner. The commissioner of agri- 

culture shall immediately upon receiving notice of the existence 

of foul brood or black brood among the bees in any locality, send 

some competent person or persons to examine the apiary or apiaries 

reported to him as being affected, and all the other apiaries in the 

immediate locality of the apiary or apiaries so reported; if foul 

brood or black brood is found to exist in them, the person or 
persons so sent by the commissioner of agriculture shall give the 

owners or caretakers of the diseased apiary or apiaries full in- 

structions how to treat said cases. The commissioner of agri- 

culture shall cause said apiary or apiaries to be visited from 
time to time as he may deem best and if, after proper treatment, 

the said bees shall not be cured of the diseases known as foul 

brood or black brood then he may cause the same to be destroyed 

in such manner as may be necessary to prevent the spread of the 

said diseases. For the purpose of enforcing this article, the com- 

missioner of agriculture, his agents, employees, appointees or 

counsel, shall have access, ingress and egress to all places where 

bees or honey or appliances used in apiaries may be, which it is 

believed are in any way affected with the said disease of foul 

brood or black brood or where it is believed any commodity is 
offered or exposed for sale in violation of the provisions of this 

article. No owner or caretaker of a diseased apiary, honey or 

appliances shall sell, barter or give away any bees, honey or 

appliances from said diseased apiary, which shall expose other 

bees to the danger of said diseases, nor refuse to allow the said 

commissioner of agriculture, or the person or persons appointed 

by him to inspect said apiary, honey or appliances, and do such 

things as the said commissioner of agriculture or the person or 

persons appointed by him shall deem necessary for the eradication 

of said diseases. Any person who disregards or violates any of 

the provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall 

be punished by a fine of not less than thirty dollars nor more than 

one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for 

not less than one month nor more than two months, or by both 

fine and imprisonment. 

§ 804, The prevention of disease in trees, shrubs, plants and 

vines and the extirpation of insect pests that infest the same. No 
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person shall knowingly or willfully keep any plum, peach, almond, 

apricot, nectarine or other trees affected with the contagious 

disease known as yellows. No person shall knowingly or willfully 

keep any peach tree affected with the disease known as little 

peach. Nor shall any person knowingly or willfully keep any 

trees, plants or vines affected or infected with the contagious disease 

or fungus known as black knot or with any other dangerously 

injurious fungous growth or any tree, shrub, plant or vine 

infested or infected with or by the San Jose scale or other insect 

pest or fungous disease dangerously injurious to or destructive 

of the trees, shrubs or other plants; every such tree, shrub, plant 

or vine shall be a public nuisance, and as such shall be abated and 

no damage shall be awarded for entering upon premises upon 

which there are trees, shrubs, plants or vines which may be infected 

with yellows, little peach or black knot or infested with San Jose 

seale or other insect pest, for the purpose of legally inspecting 

the same, nor shall any damage be awarded for the destruction 

by the commissioner of agriculture or his duly authorized agents, 

or representatives of such trees, shrubs, plants or vines if neces- 

sary or proper to suppress such disease or pest, if done in accord- 

ance with the provisions of this article, except as otherwise herein 

provided. Every person, when he becomes aware of the exist- 

ence of such disease, fungous growth or insect pest in any tree, 

shrub, plant or vine, owned by him, shall forthwith report the 

same to the commissioner of agriculture at Albany, New York, and 

the said commissioner shall take such action as the law provides. 

If in the judgment of said commissioner of agriculture or the 

person or persons representing him, the trees, shrubs, plants, vines 

or their products, boxes, containers, or packing material so in- 

fected, infested or diseased should be destroyed or there is reason- 

able ground to believe that such trees, shrubs, plants, vines or 

their products, containers or packing material are or may be so 

infected, infested or diseased that they should be destroyed, then 

such destruction shall be carried on and completed under the 

supervision of the commissioner of agriculture or the person or 

persons duly appointed by him and authorized so to do, without 

unnecessary delay, but the owner of the trees, shrubs, plants, vines 

or their products, boxes, containers or packing material shall be 
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notified immediately upon its being determined that such trees, 

shrubs, plants, vines or their products, boxes, containers or pack- 

ing material should be destroyed, by a notice in writing signed by 

said commissioner or the person or persons representing him, 

which said notice in writing shall be delivered in person to the 

owner of such trees, shrubs, plants, vines or their products, con- 

tainers or packing material or left at the usual place of residence 

of such owner, or if such owner be not a resident of the town, by 

leaving such notice with the person in charge of the premises, 

trees, shrubs, plants, vines or their products, boxes, containers or 

packing material or in whose possession they may be; such notice 

shall contain a brief statement of the facts found to exist whereby 

it is deemed necessary or proper to destroy such trees, shrubs, 

plants, vines or their products, boxes, containers or packing ma- 

terial and shall call attention to the law under which it is pro- 

posed to destroy them, and the owner shall within ten days from 

the date upon which such notice shall have been received, or such 

shorter time as the commissioner of agriculture may designate, 

remove and burn all such diseased or infested trees, shrubs, 

plants, vines or their products, boxes, containers or packing ma- 

terial. If, however, in the judgment of the commissioner of agri- 

culture, any trees, shrubs, plants, vines or their products, boxes, 

containers or packing material infected with any such disease or 

infested with dangerously injurious insects or fungous growth can 

be successfully treated with remedies, he may direct such treatment 

to be carried out by the owner under the direction of the com- 

missioner’s agent or agents; any person refusing or failing to 

comply with the directions of the commissioner of agriculture or his 

duly authorized agents in carrying on the work of extirpating 

dangerously injurious insect pests and fungous or other diseases 

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. In case of objections to the 
findings of the inspector or agent of the commissioner of agri- 

culture, an appeal shall be made to the commissioner of agriculture, 

whose decision shall be final. An appeal must be taken within 

three days from the service of said notice and shall act as a stay 

of proceedings until it is heard and decided. When the commis- 

sioner of agriculture or the person or persons appointed by him 

shall determine when any tree or trees, shrubs, plants, vines or 
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their products, boxes, containers or packing material must be 

treated or destroyed forthwith, he may employ all necessary assist- 

ants for that purpose, and such person or persons, agent or agents, 

employee or employees, may enter upon any or all premises in any 

city or town necessary for the purposes of such treatment, removal 

or destruction. The commissioner of agriculture shall ascertain Appraisat 

the value of all boxes or containers destroyed and all trees, shrubs, 

plants, vines or their products destroyed on the ground that there 

was reasonable cause to believe they were or might be infected, 

infested or diseased as provided herein by having an agent of 

the department appraise the same. If the owner thereof is not Arbitration 

satisfied with the value as fixed in such appraisal, then two arbi- 

trators shall be appointed, one by the owner and one by the com- 

missioner of agriculture or his duly authorized representative, 

and the value fixed by such arbitrators shall be final when duly 
approved by the commissioner of agriculture. But if such arbi- Biome: 

trators fail to agree, then each arbitrator shall make a report to the of value. 

commissioner of agriculture setting forth the values as determined 

by him and the said commissioner shall thereafter fix a value upon 

the articles so appraised. If the owner is not satisfied with the 

value so fixed, he may take an appeal therefrom to the court of et 

claims, which court is hereby authorized to pass upon the questions ° «ims. 

involved and determine the amount due the said owner. The 

commissioner of agriculture shall thereafter make to the comp- agen 

troller of the state of New York a detailed statement in which he °!*- 

shall set forth the boxes and containers thus destroyed and the 

trees, shrubs, and plants destroyed on the ground of reasonable 

cause to believe that they were or might have been infected, in- 
fested or diseased and the value thereof determined as provided 

herein. The comptroller shall thereafter draw his warrant on the Payment. 

treasurer for the amount certified by the commissioner of agri- 

culture as the value thereof and the treasurer shall pay to the 

owner or owners of the said boxes, containers, trees, shrubs, plants, 

vines or their products so destroyed the value thereof from any 

money in the treasury specifically appropriated therefor. The 

provisions of this section shall apply to all boxes, containers, trees, 

shrubs, plants, vines or their products hereafter or heretofore 

destroyed, except as to such boxes, containers, trees, shrubs, plants, Exceptions. 
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vines or their products as were brought into the state illegally, 

and such as are known to be infected or infested with such disease, 

fungous growth or pest. (As amended by chapter 798 of the 

Laws of 1911.) 

§ 305, Action to be taken by the commissioner of agriculture 

relative to trees or other plants affected with or by 

contagious or infectious disease or fungous growth or in- 

fested with insect pest or pests and providing for issuing cer- 

tificates relative to trees or other plants apparently free from such 

diseases and pests, regulating the use thereof, defining nursery 

stock, providing for fumigation, forbidding the bringing into the 

state such diseases or pests. When the commissioner of agriculture 

knows or has reason to believe that any such disease, fungous 

growth or insect pest exists, or that there is good reason to believe 

that it exists, or danger is justly apprehended of its introduction 

into any town or city in the state, or that any dangerously injuri- 

ous insect pest or fungous growth exists within this state, and has 

reason to believe that danger may be justly apprehended from its 

existence, he shall forthwith send some competent person and such 

agent or agents as he may deem necessary to assist in extirpating 

said pest or pests, disease or diseases, and the said commissioner 

of agriculture is hereby authorized and empowered to take such 

steps and do whatever may be deemed necessary to so control 

or prevent the spread or extirpate such pest or pests, disease or 

diseases. The said commissioner is hereby empowered to issue 

such orders and notices as he may deem necessary or proper for 

the purposes herein relative to such diseased nursery stock or 

relative to any trees, shrubs, plants, vines or their products, boxes, 

containers or packing material concerning which he has reasonable 

cause to believe. are or may be infected or infested with any such 

disease or pest. Any person violating the provisions of any order 

or notice so issued by him shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. He 

shall cause an examination to be made at least once each year, 

prior to September first, of each and every nursery or other 

place where trees, shrubs, plants or vines, commonly known as 

nursery stock, are grown for sale, for the purpose of ascertaining 

whether the trees, shrubs, plants or vines therein kept or propa- 
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gated for sale are infected with any such contagious disease or 
diseases or infested with such pest or pests. If after such exami- conineats 

nation it is found that the said trees, shrubs, plants or vines so tion. 

examined are free in all respects from any such contagious or 

infectious disease or diseases, dangerously injurious pest or pests, 

the said commissioner or his duly authorized agent or other person 

designated to make such examination shall thereupon issue to the 

owner or proprietor of the said stock thus examined a certificate 

setting forth the fact that the stock so examined is apparently 

free from any and all such disease or diseases, pest or pests. Should Dee OU 

any nurseryman, agent, dealer or broker, distribute or deliver 

within the state, trees, vines, shrubs, plants, buds or cuttings, com- 

monly known as nursery stock, and which are subject to the attacks 

of insects and diseases above provided for, unless he has in his 

possession a copy of said certificate, dated within a year thereof, 

deface or destroy such certificate, or wrongfully be in possession 

of such certificate, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, All Miste 

nursery stock consigned for shipment or shipped by freight, ex- 

press or other means of transportation shall be accompanied by a 

copy of said certificate attached to each car, box, bale, bundle or Use of | 

package, but no nursery stock shall be sold or shipped under the 

certificate issued as provided herein that is not raised in the 

nursery for or to which the said certificate was issued until such 

stock has been duly examined as provided herein and found to 

be apparently free from any dangerously injurious insect pest or 

disease. Any person consigning for shipment or shipping nursery Miste— 

stock as above without such certificate attached or a facsimile 

thereof or wrongfully using such certificate or a facsimile thereof 

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. All custom house brokers bring- 

ing into or causing to be brought into this state any nursery stock 

shall file with the commissioner of agriculture on or before October pete icD 
rom cus- 

first each year the name of the person, firm, association or corpora- to, 2e** brokers, 

tion engaged in or intending to engage in such business, together 

with the business address of such person, firm, association or 

corporation. All transportation companies, custom house brokers notice 
from trans- 

or other persons importing or bringing nursery stock into this portation 
fs é Lies pee companies 

state shall immediately, upon receiving such consignment, notify and custom 
house 

the commissioner of agriculture of the fact that such consignment >r>kers 
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is in their possession or is en route to some point within the state 

and give the name of the consignor and consignee, and the points 

of shipment and of destination of such consignment, and the name 

of the transportation company bringing such stock and the route 

or routes over which it was brought and shall make such further 

report relative to such shipments as the commissioner of agri- 

culture may from time to time require. Any person bringing 

trees or other plants into this state or receiving such trees or plants 

from outside the state shall before unpacking the same within the 

state apply to and receive from the commissioner of agriculture a 

permit so to do; the commissioner of agriculture shall, upon being 

satisfied that said trees or plants so desired to be inspected are free 

from any dangerously injurious insect pest, disease or fungous 

growth, issue a certificate permitting such person to unpack such 

trees or plants. No person shall knowingly or willfully bring 

into this state or unpack within the state gypsy or brown-tail moth 

or other insect pests or caterpillar, larvae, pupae or eggs of the 

same except for scientific purposes and then only upon the written 

consent and approval of the commissioner of agriculture. All 

trees, plants, shrubs, buds or cuttings, commonly called nursery 

stock, grown in any nursery in this state, in which San Jose scale 

has been found within two years of the date of the dissemination 

of said nursery stock or grown in said nursery within one-half 
mile of where said scale was found, must be fumigated with hydro- 

cyanic acid gas, in such manner as may be directed by the com- 

missioner of agriculture of this state. Such fumigation must be done 

by the grower of such stock before planting, dissemination or re- 

shipment, except such trees, shrubs, plants, buds or cuttings grown 

in this state as are planted by the grower or propagator for himself, 

or such as from its nature or state of growth would be exempt; in 

such cases the said commissioner shall declare such trees, shrubs, 

plants, buds or cuttings free from such treatment. Should any 

nursery stock purchased within one year be found infested with 

San Jose scale on the premises of any nurseryman, it shall not be 

considered such an infestation as to require the fumigation of other 

stock not so purchased. The words “ nursery stock” wherever 

used in this article shall apply to and include all trees, shrubs, 

plants, buds, scions, cuttings and vines grown in a nursery and 
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willows grown for baskets or cuttings or for nursery or other com- 

mercial purposes. The provisions of this and the preceding sec- 

tion shall not apply to florists’ greenhouse plants, flowers or cut- 

tings commonly known as greenhouse stock, and no certificate shall 

be required for stock so shipped into the state that its sale and 

shipment become either interstate commerce traftic or commerce 

with foreign nations. (As amended by chapter 798 of the Laws 

of 1911.) 

§ 306. The New York agricultural experiment station. The in- 

stitution known as the New York agricultural experiment station, 

located in the city of Geneva, for the purpose of promoting agri- 

culture in its various branches by scientitic investigation and 

experiment, shall continue under the control and management of 

a board of trustees. Such board of trustees shall be known as the 

board of control of the New York agricultural experiment station 

and shall consist of nine members, except as hereinafter provided. 

The governor and commissioner of agriculture shall be members 

of the board by virtue of their offices. The governor shall appoint 

the other seven members of such board, whose term of office shall 

be three years, provided, however, that the present members of 

the board of control shall continue in office until the expiration of 

the terms to which they were appointed. Such board of control, 

of which five members shall constitute a quorum, shall hold an 

annual meeting and such other meetings from time to time as they 

may deem necessary and shall annually elect a president from 

their own number, and appoint a secretary and treasurer, to hold 

their offices during the pleasure of the board. Such board of con- 

trol shall have general management of the station and shall ap- 
point a director to have oversight and management of the experi- 

ments and investigations and other scientific and expert work 

which shall be deemed necessary to accomplish the objects of said 

institution, and such board may employ competent and suitable 

chemists and other experts and persons necessary for carrying on 

the work of the station, and shall fix the compensation of all 

persons connected with the work of said station. Said station 

shall, besides conducting experiments and investigations for the 

promotion of agricultural science, perform and report to the com- 
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missioner of agriculture such analyses and other expert scientific 

work as said commissioner may request as necessary for the ad- 

ministration of the provisions of this chapter and the salaries and 

other expenses incurred by reason of such analyses and other expert 

scientific service shall be paid from fund provided to said station 

for the express purpose of aiding in enforcing the provisions of 

this chapter. Said board of control shall publish or cause to be 

published, from time to time, bulletins and reports giving the 

results of the experiments and investigations conducted by said 

station for the promotion of agriculture in its various branches, 

together with such other information as may promote the pur- 

poses and welfare of said institution. Such board shall have 

direction of the expenditure of all moneys appropriated to said 

station; the director shall annually on or before the fifteenth day 

of December make a full report to the board of the work accom- 

plished by said station, which report, together with a statement 

of the receipts and expenditures for the year ending the thirtieth 

day of September then next preceding, and such other statements 

as may seem desirable, the board shall transmit to the commis- 

sioner of agriculture on or before the first day of January next 

succeeding, and said report shall constitute part of the annual 

report of the commissioner of agriculture. No member of said 

board shall receive any compensation for his services as such, but 

shall be paid his necessary traveling expenses and those expenses 

incurred by him by an actual attendance upon the meetings of 

such board. The board shall make such rules and regulations as 

may from time to time become necessary to carry out the objects 

of the station. 

§ 307. The director of the New York agricultural experiment 

station to publish bulletins. The director of the New York agri- 

cultural experiment station is hereby authorized and empowered 

to publish from time to time bulletins giving information as to 

results of analyses made by him or under his authority or direc- 

tion at the New York agricultural experiment station, situate in 

the city of Geneva and state of New York, of any commodity or 

substance analyzed in pursuance of or under the provisions of the 

statutes of this state. He may also publish bulletins containing 
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results of analyses made of such substances or commodities, which 

analyses were made prior to the passage of this section and which 

have not heretofore been published. 

§ 307-a, Additional copies of reports of experiment station. In 

addition to the number of copies otherwise required by law, 

the commissioner of agriculture may, with the approval of the 

governor, cause to be printed by the state printer such number of 

eopies of any report of the New York Agricultual Experiment 

Station at Geneva, heretofore or hereafter made, as he deems suffi- 

cient to meet the public demand therefor as provided by this sec- 

tion. The expense of printing such copies shall be paid for out 

of the appropriation for the legislative printing, at the prevailing 

rates, upon the audit of the comptroller. Such copies shall be 

delivered to the commissioner of agriculture and sold by him to 

the public at the actual cost thereof as determined by the audit of 

the comptroller. (As added by chapter 458 of the Laws of 

1913.) 

§ 308. The state weather bureau. The state meteorological 

bureau and weather service, shall hereafter be known as the state 

weather bureau, and shall be under the control and management 

of the commissioner of agriculture. Such commissioner may 

appoint the director of such bureau but such director shall not 

receive any compensation for his services. The commissioner may 

continue the central office and station for meteorological observa- 

tion and experiment upon the grounds of Cornell university, and 

shall, if practicable, establish and supervise one or more volunteer 

weather stations in each congressional district of the state, in 

co-operation with the chief of the United States weather bureau, 

for the purpose of increasing the usefulness of the weather service 

of the state and of the United States. The sum of four thousand 

five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as the commissioner deems 

necessary, shall be annually appropriated to be paid to the com- 

missioner by the treasurer, upon the warrant of the comptroller, 

issued upon the vouchers of the commissioner, for necessary 

clerical services at such central office, for printing and distributing 

reports of the results and operations of such bureau, in such 
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manner as shall be most serviceable to the people of the state, and 

for the purchase, preservation and repair of proper and necessary 

instruments for the work of such bureau and for the reasonably 

necessary traveling and incidental expenses of such commissioner 

and director in the performance of their duties, and for such 

other expenses as such commissioner shall deem necessary for the 

efficient administration of such bureau. 

§ 309. Institutions designated to receive United States moneys. 

The Cornell university and the agricultural experiment station 

at Geneva established by the laws of the state are hereby desig- 

nated as the institutions within this state, entitled to receive such 

portion as the legislature shall determine of the benefits of the act 

of the congress of the United States, approved March second, eigh- 

teen hundred and eighty-seven, entitled ‘““An act to establish agri- 

cultural experiment stations in connection with the colleges estab- 

lished in the several states, under the provisions of an act ap- 

proved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and of the 

acts supplementary thereto.” Such benefits of such acts which this 

state is authorized thereby to apply to any college, institution or 

agricultural experiment station within this state, are applied to the 

agricultural experiment station established under the direction of 

Cornell university and the agricultural experiment station at 

Geneva, and this state consents that such appropriation, money or 

benefits to or for the use of this state, or of any institution within 

this state, payable under or in pursuance of such act of congress, 

shall be paid nine-tenths thereof to the treasurer of Cornell uni- 

versity, the officer designated to receive the same, and one-tenth 

thereof to the officers of the agricultural experiment station at 

Geneva designated to receive the same, to be expended as provided 

in such act of congress. Such experiment station shall, annually, 

on or before the first day of December, make, to the commissioner 
of agriculture, a full and detailed report of its operations, includ- 

ing a statement of its receipts and expenditures for the year end- 

ing with the thirtieth day of September then next preceding. 

Such experiment station may, with the consent and approval of 

the commissioner of agriculture, appoint horticultural experts to 

assist such experiment station, in the fifth judicial department, 
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in conducting investigations and experiments in horticulture; in 
discovering and remedying the diseases of plants, vines and fruit 
trees; in ascertaining the best means of fertilizing vineyard, fruit 

and garden plantations, and of making orchards, vineyards and 

gardens prolific; in disseminating horticultural knowledge by 

means of lectures or otherwise; and in preparing and printing, 

for free distribution, the results of such investigations and experi- 

ments, and such other information as may be deemed desirable and 

profitable in promoting the horticultural interests of the state. 

Such experts may be removed by such experiment station, in its 

discretion, and may be paid for their services such sums as it 

may deem reasonable and proper, and as shall be approved by the 

commissioner of agriculture. All of such work by such experiment 

station and by such experts shall be under the general supervi- 

sion and direction of the commissioner of agriculture. The treas- 

urer of this state shall keep the account of all moneys hereafter 

received by him in pursuance of such act of congress, in a separate 

fund, to the credit of the Cornell university and the agricultural 

experiment station at Geneva, in the proportion stated in this sec- 

tion, and shall pay all such moneys immediately upon receipt 

thereof by him to the officers respectively designated therein to 

receive the same, upon the warrant of the comptroller, issued upon 

the order of the trustees of Cornell university and the board of 

control of the agricultural experiment station at Geneva, in pur- 

suance of said act of congress, which said moneys are hereby ap- 

propriated for the purposes herein stated. 

§ 310. Receipt and apportionment of moneys for the promo- 

tion of agriculture. All the moneys already appropriated, or 

hereafter appropriated, for the promotion of agriculture in any 

one year, and all the revenues which have been, or shall be re- 

ceived by the comptroller, and all the moneys received by him 

from the tax collected from racing associations pursuant to arti- 

cle twenty of the membership corporations law, or hereafter other- 

wise collected from racing associations, corporations or clubs, 

shall constitute a fund, which shall be annually disbursed on 

behalf of the state for the promotion of agriculture and domestic 

arts, for the promotion of education along agricultural lines and 
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for the promotion of the improvement of the breeding of cattle, 
sheep, horses and other domestic animals at the various fairs 

throughout the state, and shall be apportioned and distributed as 

hereinafter prescribed, among all the various county agricultural 

societies, the American institute of the city of New York, and 

among the other various town or other agricultural societies, or 

agricultural fair associations, or agricultural expositions, or ag- 

ricultural clubs which have received moneys from the state and 

disbursed moneys for the state for such promotion, during either 

one of the three years, nineteen hundred and five, nineteen hun- 

dred and six, or nineteen hundred and seven, under and by vir- 

tue of section eighty-eight or eighty-nine of the agricultural law 

as it then existed. Such apportionment and distribution shall be 

made by the commissioner of agriculture in the following man- 

ner: Of such moneys already appropriated, or hereafter appro- 

priated, there shall be apportioned and distributed to such county 

agricultural societies, American institute of the city of New 

York, and such various town or other agricultural societies, or 

agricultural clubs, or agricultural fair associations, or agricul- 

tural expositions, hereinbefore mentioned, in proportion to the 

actual premiums paid during the previous year by such agricul- 

tural societies, agricultural fair associations, agricultural 

expositions, agricultural clubs, and the American institute 

of the city of New York, exclusive of the premiums 

paid for trials and tests of speed, skill and endurance 

of man or beast. No such American institute of the city of 

New York, or such county agricultural society, or such town 

or other agricultural society, or such agricultural fair associa- 

tion, or such agricultural exposition, or such agricultural club 

shall receive any more moneys under the provisions of this arti- 

cle in any one year, than it actually paid out in premiums the 

next preceding year, exclusive of the premiums paid for trials, 

or tests of speed, skill or endurance of man or beast, and in no 

event shall any such American institute of the city of New 

York, or such county agricultural society, or such town or other 

agricultural society, or such agricultural fair association, or such 

agricultural exposition, or such agricultural club receive under 

the provisions of this article, in any one year for premiums here- 
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after to be paid by any society, association, club or exposition, 

any sums of money exceeding four thousand dollars. Any such 

county agricultural society, town or other agricultural society, 

or agricultural club or fair association, or agricultural exposition, 

organized under the laws of the state of New York, which shall 

fail or neglect to hold an annual fair, and file its annual report 

as provided by this article, with the commissioner of agriculture, 

as herein provided, for two consecutive years, shall forfeit all 

of its chartered rights, including any privileges or moneys it 

might thereafter otherwise be entitle to under the provisions of 

this article. Except that where the lands or property of any 

such agricultural society or association have been or may here- 

after be taken or appropriated by the state of New York for use 

in connection with the construction of the barge canal, no such 

society or association whose lands or property has been or may 

be so taken or appropriated shall forfeit any of its rights or priv- 

ileges, or any of the moneys it might otherwise be entitled to 

under the provisions of this article, unless such society or asso- 

ciation shall fail or neglect to hold an annual fair and file its 

annual report as provided by this article for five consecutive 

years. All agricultural clubs, societies, agricultural fair asso- 

ciations, agricultural expositions, or the American institute of 

the city of New York, entitled to receive any portion of the moneys 

appropriated by the state, must hereafter on or before the fifteenth 

day of December in each year, file a statement, duly verified by 

the president and treasurer or secretary, showing the amount of 

premiums paid at the last annual fair, exclusive of premiums paid 

for trials or tests of speed, skill or endurance of man or beast, 

which statement together with vouchers for moneys paid as pre- 

miums shall be filed in the office of the commissioner of agricul- 

ture, otherwise such society, fair association, exposition, club, or 

the American institute of the city of New York, shall forfeit its 

rights to participate in the distribution of such moneys for pre 

miums paid for such year. No other agricultural society, now 

or hereafter organized which is not entitled to receive moneys 

under this section, except a county agricultural society, shall be 

entitled to receive any moneys under the provisions of this article, 

until it shall have first filed annual reports in the office of the com- 
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missioner of agriculture, as hereinbefore provided, and paid in 

actual cash premiums for agricultural, mechanical and domestic 

products at least four thousand five hundred dollars for one year 

or at least fifteen hundred dollars a year for three consecutive 

years, exclusive of the premiums paid for trials, or tests of speed, 

skill or endurance of man or beast. When any such other agricul- 

tural society has filed such annual reports and paid such premiums 

for one year or three successive years as herein provided and to the 

satisfaction of the commissioner of agriculture, then the said com- 

missioner of agriculture may thereafter allow such society to draw 

moneys under and by virtue of the provisions of this article. All 

such county agricultural societies, town or other agricultural 

societies, or fair associations, or agricultural expositions organized 

under the laws of the state of New York which have received 

moneys from the state for premiums paid for the promotion of 

agriculture and domestic arts, for the promotion of education 

along agricultural lines, or for the promotion of the improvement 

of the breeding of cattle, sheep, horses and other domestic animals, 

shall be deemed as agents for the state in disbursing such moneys 

and shall be entitled to be reimbursed for such moneys paid as 

provided in this article, from an annual appropriation which shall 

not be less than two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Any 

agricultural society, agricultural club or agricultural exposition 

which shall knowingly permit any immoral, lewd, obscene or 

indecent show or exhibition, use, or knowingly permit the use of, 

any gambling device, device, instrument or contrivance in the 

operation of which bets are laid or wagers made, wheel of fortune, 

or the playing or carrying on of any game of chance, upon the 

grounds used by it for, or during, an annual meeting, fair or 

exhibition, shall thereupon forfeit its rights to any moneys it 

would or might be entitled to receive under the provisions of this 

article; and it shall be the duty of the president and secretary or 

treasurer of every agricultural society, agricultural club, or agri- 

cultural exposition entitled to receive money under the provisions 

of this article, to certify, in its annual report to the commissioner 

of agriculture, executed under oath, on or before the fifteenth day 

of December, in each year, that at the last annual meeting, fair or 

exhibition held by or under the direction of such society, club or 
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exposition, it did not knowingly permit any immoral, lewd, obscene 

or indecent show or exhibition by whatever name known, or use or 

knowingly permit the use of, any gambling device, device, instru- 

ment or contrivance in the operation of which bets were laid, or 

wagers made, any wheel of fortune, or the playing or carrying on 

of any game of chance, upon the grounds used by it for, or dur- 

ing such last annual meeting, fair or exhibition, which report 

shall be filed in the office of the commissioner of agriculture. If 

the president and secretary or treasurer of any agricultural society, 

agricultural club or agricultural exposition, entitled to receive 

moneys under the provisions of this article, shall neglect or refuse 

to make and file such certificates, such society, club or exposition 

shall thereupon be deemed to have forfeited all its rights to any 

moneys it might otherwise be entitled to receive under this article 

for such year, but this shall not be construed to prohibit horse 

racing, or tests or trials of skill. (As amended by chapter 459 

of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 311. Distribution of moneys appropriated for certain agricul- 

tural societies. Of all moneys appropriated in the regular appro- 

priation bill during any one year by the legislature for distribu- 

tion among the agricultural societies by the commissioner of agri- 

culture, the said commissioner may distribute to the agricultural 

societies entitled to partake thereof an amount to each one, on or 

after the first day of October, in the said year, from the moneys 

due said society not to exceed fifty per centum of the amount of 

premiums paid by the said society at its annual fair held during 

said year. Any balance or balances shall be distributed as pro- 

vided by section three hundred and ten of this chapter. 

§ 312. Annual report to the commissioner of agriculture and 

state society. The president and treasurer of any agricultural 

society which receives any money of the state or acts as the agent 

of the state in the distribution of money of the state as premiums, 

shall annually before the fifteenth day of December, transmit to 

the commissioner of agriculture a detailed account of the ex- 

penditure or distribution of all such moneys as shall have come 

into their hands during the preceding year, and of such other 
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moneys as they may have received from voluntary contributions 

for distribution as premiums, stating to whom, and for what pur- 

pose paid, with the vouchers therefor. The presidents of the 

several county societies and of the American institute shall annu- 

ally transmit in the month of December, to the executive com- 

mittee of the New York state agricultural society, all such reports 

or returns as they are required to demand from applicants, for 

premiums, together with an abstract of their proceedings during 

the year, which shall be examined by such executive committee, 

and they shall condense, arrange and report the same, with a state- 

ment of their own proceedings, to the legislature on or before the 

first day of March in each year. 

§ 313. Lease of grounds of agricultural societies and corpora- 

tions. Any agricultural society or corporation, owning or pos- 

sessing grounds in a county of this state having a population of 

more than three hundred thousand and less than six hundred 

thousand may lease such grounds for any lawful purpose except 

running races not inconsistent with the use thereof for the pur- 

poses of the society or corporation, for such time or times as said 

grounds may not be needed by any such agricultural society or 

corporation for its own purposes. 

§ 314, Manufacture and sale of imitation maple sugar and syrup 

prohibited. 1. No person shall manufacture for sale, keep for 

sale, or offer or expose for sale, any sugar in imitation or sem- 

blance of maple sugar which is not pure maple sugar, nor any 

syrup in imitation or semblance of maple syrup, which is not pure 

maple syrup, nor shall any person manufacture, offer or expose 

for sale any sugar as and for maple sugar which is not pure 

maple sugar, nor any syrup as and for maple syrup which is not 

pure maple syrup. 

2. For the purpose of this article the term “ maple sugar ” 

shall be deemed to mean sugar made from pure maple sap or pure 

maple syrup, and the term ‘maple syrup” shall be deemed to 

mean syrup made from pure maple sap. 
People v. Munn, 131 App. Div. 341. 

§ 315, Branding and labeling of maple sugar and syrup mixtures. 

No person shall manufacture, sell or expose for sale, any com- 
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pound or mixture as and for sugar which shall be made up of 

maple sugar mixed with any other sugar or any other substance 

without branding or labeling the said sugar with a statement giv- 

ing the ingredients of which it is made up. No person shall 

manufacture, sell, expose for sale or offer for sale any compound 

or mixture as syrup which shal! be made up of maple syrup mixed 

with any other syrup or ingredient without branding or labeling 

said syrup with a statement giving the ingredients of which it 

is made up. This shall not be construed to apply to a syrup or 

syrups manufactured and sold for medicinal purposes only. 

§ 316. Association of farmers; powers of. Any association of 

farmers, residing in any neighborhood, town or county in this 

state, now, or hereafter to be organized, and acting under a con- 

stitution and by-laws adopted by themselves for their guidance, 

which shall be filed in the clerk’s office of such town or county 

and which are not inconsistent with the laws of this state, is hereby 

authorized to lease and maintain grounds and structures for the 

exhibition and sale of the products of their farms or their skill, 

and for the instruction and recreation of its members and visitors. 

Any such association shall have authority to let, for rent, locations 

on their leased grounds to shopmen and persons wishing to furnish 

suitable refreshments for victualing members and visitors; to 

license peddlers to sell on their grounds articles of merchandise, 

not forbidden to be sold by any law of this state without license 

from the state; and in the name of such association and upon the 

action and direction of its officers, to sue for and collect the stipu- 

lated sums for such rentals and licenses, and to enforce the ob- 

servance of its rules and regulations by the several members of 

its association. And such association is hereby empowered to 

issue certificates of indebtedness in amounts of five dollars each, 

providing that the whole amount shall not exceed the sum of one 

thousand dollars, which they may sell at a price not below the 

par value thereof, for the purpose of raising money for the erec- 

tion of buildings, or for such other improvements as may be 

deemed necessary by a majority of the members of such association. 

§ 317. County judge may appoint policemen or constables. The 

county judge of any county in this state wherein such a voluntary 
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association of farmers may exist is hereby authorized, upon the 

nomination of the presiding officer, or the executive committee of 

such association, to appoint any number of reputable persons, 

citizens of such neighborhood, town or county, as special police- 

men or constables, who shall have authority to preserve the peace 

at any meeting of such association on its grounds or in the neigh- 

borhood thereof; and to protect the property of such association 

or of any of its members, visitors, lessees or licensees while on 

such grounds or on the way to or from such grounds. But such 

special policemen or constables shall have no authority, from such 

appointment, to act as policemen or constables, other than as herein 

authorized, except that they may arrest any person committing 

unlawful depredation on such grounds, or unlawfully injuring 

persons or property thereon, or on the way to or from such 

grounds, or otherwise committing breaches of the peace, and may 

take such persons so offending, when arrested, before some proper 

magistrate, to be dealt with according to law. 

§ 318. Registration of rural residences. The owner, or owners, 

if husband and wife, in fee of a parcel of land having a dwelling 

house thereon and containing over one hundred acres, wholly 

situate outside of the limits of an incorporated village or city, 

may cause such premises to be registered under a designation 

approved by the secretary of state, with which designation may be 

associated, if desired, a device, likewise approved, by filing in the 

office of the secretary of state such approved designation with a 

description of the premises, by metes and bounds, together with a 

map upon a scale established in said office and paying a fee of ten 

dollars besides the payment for recording the description and for 

copying the map, upon the reduced scale, in the book of regis- 

tration 

§ 319. Bureau of supervision of co-operative associations. 

There is hereby established in the department of agriculture a 

bureau of supervision of co-operative associations. The bureau 

shall be in charge of the superintendent who shall be appointed 

by the commissioner of agriculture. He shall receive an annual 

salary of three thousand dollars, and all necessary traveling and 
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other expenses incurred in the performance of his duties. The 
superintendent of co-operative associations shall under the direc- 

tion of the commissioner of agriculture have general charge of the puties. 

development of agricultural co-operative associations, for the buy- 

ing and selling of farm produce throughout the state; shall assist 

at the organization of such associations at points where they can 

be developed; shall issue such information as shall be necessary 

and desirable for the increase of co-operative associations of this 

class, and shall collect and disseminate through farmers’ institutes 

or otherwise, as the commissioner may direct, information, statis- 

tics and other assistance leading to the development of co-opera- 

tive associations. Such superintendent shall also visit from time ee 

to time co-operative associations formed in this state and assist 

them with aid and advice in the management and conduct of 

their affairs. He shall report quarterly to the commissioner of 

agriculture the results of his endeavors and the conditions of ¢o- 

operative associations within the state. (As added by chapter 235 

of the Laws of 1913.) 
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ARTICLE XV 

Inspection and Sale of Seeds. 

Section 340. Inspection and sale of seeds. 

341. Samples, publication of results of examination. 

§ 340. Inspection and sale of seeds. Within the meaning of 
this article “ agricultural seeds ” are defined as the seeds of alfalfa, 

Canadian blue grass, Kentucky blue grass, alsike clover, crimson 

clover, red clover, white clover, vetch orchard grass, rape, red top, 

and timothy which are to be used for sowing or seeding purposes. 

No person, firm or corporation shall sell, offer, expose or have in 

his possession for sale for the purposes of seeding, any seeds of 

grasses or clovers, of the kind known as agricultural seeds con- 

taining in excess of three per centum by count of foul or foreign 

seeds, unless every receptacle, package, sack or bag containing 

such seeds is plainly marked or labeled with the per centum of 

such foul or foreign seeds contained therein. (As amended by 

chapter 297 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 341, Samples, publication of results of examination. The 

commissioner of agriculture or his duly authorized representatives 

shall take samples of seed in triplicate in the presence of at least 

one witness and in the presence of such witness shall seal such 

samples and shall at the time of taking tender, and if accepted, 

deliver to the person apparently in charge one of such samples; 

one of the other samples the commissioner of agriculture shall 

cause to be analyzed. The director of the New York agricultural 

experiment station shall analyze or cause to be analyzed such 

samples of seeds taken under the provisions of this article as shall 

be submitted to him for that purpose by the commissioner of agri- 

culture and shall report such analysis to the commissioner of 

agriculture, and for this purpose the New York agricultural experi- 

ment station may employ experts and incur such expenses as may 

be necessary to comply with the requirements of this article. The 

result of the analysis of the sample or samples so procured, 

together with such additional information as circumstances advise, 

shall be published in reports or bulletins from time to time. (As 

amended by chapter 297 of the Laws of 1912.) 
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*ARTICLE 16 

Laws Repealed; When to Take Effect 

Section 360. Laws repealed. 

361. When to take effect. 

§ 360. Laws repealed. Of the laws enumerated in the schedule 

hereto annexed, that portion specified in the last column is hereby 

(As renumbered by chapter 297 of the Laws of 1912.) 

This chapter shall take effect 
repealed. 

§ 361. When to take effect. 

* Formerly article 15. 
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COUNTY LAW, TOWN LAW, LABOR LAW, AND GENERAL 

BUSINESS LAW, 

AND OTHER 

ENACTMENTS OF THE LEGISLATURE WHICH BEAR SOME 

RELATION TO AGRICULTURE 
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. When justice may order dog killed. 

§ 110. Tax on dogs. 

ARTICLE 7 OF THE COUNTY LAW: 

as amended by the Laws of 1913. 

Dogs 

Tax on dogs. 

Rate of taxation when not fixed by the board. 

Owner to deliver description. 

Tax, how collected. 

Application of proceeds of tax and other moneys. 

Collector’s fees. 

When payment of tax to be proved. 

Liability of owners of dogs for injuries. 

Duties and powers of fence viewers. 

Certificate to be evidence. 

Duties of town board. 

Tax to pay orders for sheep or angora goats killed. 

When owners shall refund. 

Dogs chasing sheep or angora goats to be killed. 

Owner to kill dog after notice. 

Who deemed owner of dog. 

Penalties, collection and application of. 

. Adoption by county of dog registration provisions. 

. Payment of fees; issue of tags; definition of dog. 

. Duties of assessors. 

. Duty of town clerk. 

. Penalties; actions therefor. 

. Seizure of dogs not tagged or registered. 

. Value to be recovered. 

. Disposition of registration fees and penalties. 

. Actions for injury or destruction of unregistered 

dogs. 

[1993] 

Each board of supervisors, except in 
counties having a population of eight hundred thousand or over, 

may fix and impose a tax on dogs within the several cities and 
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towns in its county. The board of supervisors of any such county 

may fix or impose a tax upon dogs in any town therein at a dif- 

ferent rate than that imposed upon dogs in other towns in such 

county, upon the written application of the town board of such 

town. Such application shall specify the rate of tax to be imposed 

in such town. Such taxes shall be assessed, collected and applied in 

the manner provided by sections one hundred and thirteen and 

one hundred and fourteen of this chapter. If they do not exercise 

the powers herein conferred, the following provisions, so far as 

they relate to the taxation of dogs and the manner of collecting 

the same, shall apply to such county and the towns therein. The 

provisions of sections one hundred and ten to one hundred and 

twenty-seven, both inclusive, shall not affect cities of the second 

class. 

§ 111. Rate of taxation when not fixed by the board. Except in 

the county of Kings, the county of Westchester and the city of 

Buffalo, there shall be annually levied and collected the following 

tax on dogs over four months old: Upon every bitch owned or 

harbored by any one or more persons, or by any family, three dol- 

lars; upon every additional bitch owned or harbored by the same 

person or persons or family, five dollars; upon every dog other 

than a bitch owned or harbored by one or more persons, or by any 

family, fifty cents; and upon every additional dog, other than a 

bitch, owned or harbored by the same person or persons or family, 

two dollars. 

§ 112. Owner to deliver description. The owner and possessor 

of every dog liable to such tax, shall, whenever required by any 

assessor, deliver to him a written description of every such dog 

owned or possessed by him. For every neglect or refusal so to 

do, and for every false statement made in any description so fur- 

nished, he shall forfeit five dollars, to be recovered by the super- 

visor of the town. 

§ 113. Tax, how collected. The assessors of every town, city 
or ward, shall annex to the assessment-roll of real and personal 

estate therein, made by them annually, the name of each and 
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every person liable to the tax imposed thereby, together with the 
number of bitches and dogs for which such person is assessed, 

and return the same to the supervisors of their respective towns, 

cities or wards, to be laid by each supervisor before the board of 

supervisors, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as 

other state, county and town taxes are collected; and if any person 

duly assessed, shall refuse or neglect to pay the tax so assessed, 

within five days after demand thereof, it shall be lawful for any 

person, and it shall be the duty of the collector to kill the dog 

so taxed. 

§ 114. Application of proceeds of tax and other moneys. The 

collector of each town shall pay over the taxes so collected to the 

supervisor of the town, and the moneys so collected and paid over 

shall, in each town, constitute a town fund for paying the damages 

arising in such town from dogs killing or injuring sheep or angora 

goats; and such moneys, or the balance thereof, which shall remain 

in the hands of the supervisor of any town for the period of one 

year, may, by a vote of the town board of any town, be appropriated 

for the purpose of building and repairing highways and bridges 

or for the payment of the contingent expenses of such town. 

If such town fund applicable to the payment of such damages be- 

comes exhausted and claims for damages are thereafter pre- 

sented, the supervisor may certify the fact to the treasurer of any 

village in his town, in which a resolution of the board of super- 

visors is in force pursuant to the provisions of sections one hun- 

dred and twenty-eight to one hundred and thirty-six of this 

chapter, and shall thereupon be entitled to receive from said 

treasurer the amount of all such unpaid claims, or so much 

thereof as may then be in the hands of such treasurer applicable 

to such purposes and accumulated since the close of the last pre- 

ceding fiscal year of such village; and the moneys thus received 

by the supervisor shall be applied to the payment of such 

damages. 

§ 115. Collector’s fees. Each collector shall be allowed to retain 
a commission of ten dollars on every hundred dollars collected, 

and at that rate upon all sums collected by him pursuant to this 
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article, and upon filing his affidavit of the fact with the supervisor, 

be entitled to retain, as a further compensation from the moneys 

collected by him, the sum of one dollar for every dog or bitch 

killed by him under the provisions of this article. 

§ 116. When payment of tax to be proved. In any action brought 

for the killing of any dog, it shall be incumbent on the plaintiff 

in such action to prove that the tax imposed upon such dog, if 

any, by the provisions of this article, has been paid. 

§ 117. Liability of owners of dogs for injuries. The owner or 

possessor of any dog that shall kill, injure or wound any sheep or 

lambs, or angora goats or kids, shall be liable for the value of 

such sheep or lamb, or angora goat or kid, to the owner thereof, 

without proving notice to the owner or possessor of such dog, or 

knowledge by him that his dog was mischievous or disposed to 

kill or injure sheep or angora goats. Im any action brought 

against the owner or possessor of a dog for the injuring of sheep, 

lambs, angora goats or kids, the injury for which a recovery may 

be had may include the permanent fright of such sheep, lambs, 

angora goats or kids caused by the chasing or worrying thereof 

by such dog; and if prima facie evidence be adduced by the 

plaintiff of such worrying or chasing it shall be incumbent on the 

defendent to prove that the same did not result in the permanent 

fright of the sheep, lambs, angora goats or kids alleged to have 

been injured. The terms “ injury” or “ injuring,” as used in 

section one hundred and fourteen and the ensuing sections of this 

article, in relation to the claims of an owner of any sheep, lambs, 

angora goats or kids, against the owner or possessor of the dog 

or against a town or a town fund, or in relation to the purposes 

for which taxes, penalties or other moneys, shall be applied, shall 

include injury consisting of permanent fright of sheep, lambs, 

angora goats or kids, caused by the worrying or chasing thereof 

by a dog. (As amended by Chapter 200 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 118. Duties and powers of fence viewers. The owner of any 

sheep or lambs, or angora goats or kids, that may be killed or in- 

jured by dogs, may apply to any two fence viewers of the town, 
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village or city where such sheep or lambs, or angora goats or 

kids were killed or injured, who shall inquire into the matter, 

and examine witnesses in relation thereto, and if they shall be 

satisfied that the same were killed by dogs, and in no other way, 

they shall certify such fact, the number of sheep or angora goats 

killed, and the number injured and the value of the sheep or 

angora goats killed or injured immediately previous to such kill 

ing or injury, the value of the sheep or angora goats after being 

so killed or injured, together with the amount of their fees. 

§ 119. Certificate to be evidence. Such certificate shall be 

presumptive evidence of the facts therein contained, in any civil 

action or proceeding. 

§ 120, Duties of town board. Such certificate shall be presented 
to the town board at its second annual meeting for audit; and if 

such board shall be satisfied by the oath of the person claiming 

such damages that he has not been able to discover the owner or 

possessor of the dog cr dogs, by which such damage was done, 

or that he has failed to recover his damages of such owner or 

possessor, it shall give an order on the supervisor of the town for 

the amount which it shall allow, who shall pay such order out of 

the funds arising from the provisions of this article. 

§ 121. Tax to pay orders for sheep or angora goats killed. \Vhen- 

ever the amount of the orders for damages, given by the town 

board to the owners of sheep or angora goats killed or injured by 

dogs, shall exceed the amount of the dog fund in the hands of 

the supervisor of such town, the town board may, in its discre- 

tion, add to the accounts of such town, the amount of such orders 

then due and unpaid, but the amount so added shall not exceed 

the sum of three hundred dollars in any one year. 

§ 122. When owner shall refund. If, after receiving the amount 
of such damages from the supervisor, the owner of the sheep or 

angora goats so killed or injured shall receive or recover the value 

or any part thereof, from the owner or possessor of the dog or 
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dogs doing the damage, he shall repay to the supervisor the sum 

so recovered. In case of his refusal or neglect, the supervisor 

shall bring an action therefor against him in the name of the 

town, which sum, when received, shall be returned to the dog 

fund of the town. 

§ 123. Dogs chasing sheep or angora goats to be killed. Anvy 

person may kill any dog which he shall see wrongfully chasing, 

worrying or wounding any sheep or angora goats. 

§ 124. Owner to kill dog after notice. The owner or possessor 

of every dog, to whom notice shall be given of any injury done by 

his dog to any sheep or angora goat, or of his dog having chased or 

worried any sheep or angora goat, shall, within forty-eight hours 

after such notice, cause such dog to be killed; for every neglect 

so to do, he shall forfeit two dollars and fifty cents, and the fur- 

ther sum of one dollar and twenty-five cents for every forty-eight 

hours thereafter, until his dog shall be killed, unless it shall satis- 

factorily appear to the court before which an action shall be 

brought for the recovery of the said penalties, that it was not in 

the power of such owner or possessor to kill such dog. 

§ 125. When justice may order dog killed. If any dog shall 

attack any person peaceably traveling on any highway, or his 

horse or team, or any domestic animal peaceably traveling on any 

highway in charge of any such person, and complaint thereof 

be made to a justice of the peace, such justice shall inquire 

into the complaint, and if satisfied of its truth, and that such dog 

is dangerous, he shall order the owner or possessor of such dog to 

kill him immediately. The owner or possessor of any dog, who 

shall refuse or neglect to kill him within forty-eight hours after 

having received such order, shall forfeit the sum of two dollars and 

fifty cents, and the further sum of one dollar and twenty-five cents 

for every forty-eight hours thereafter, until such dog is killed. 

§ 126, Who deemed owner of dog. Every person in possession of 
any dog, or who shail suffer any dog to remain about his house 

for the space of twenty days, previous to the assessment of a tax, 
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or previous to any injury, chasing or worrying of sheep or angora 

goats, or any such attack made by a dog, shall be deemed the 

owner of the dog for all the purposes of this article. 

§ 127. Penalties, collection and application of. The penalties 

imposed by this article for failure to kill dogs as prescribed 

therein shall be collected by the supervisor of the town where they 

are incurred, upon complaint being made to k’°m of such failure, 

in the manner provided by the town law for the recovery of pen- 

alties given by law to a town for its use. Such penalties when 

so collected shall be paid into the town fund provided by this 

article for the payment of damages incurred by dogs killing sheep 

or angora goats in such town. 

§ 128. Adoption by county of dog registration provisions. The 

board of supervisors of any county may, by resolution adopted 

at an annual meeting, determine that the provisions of sections 

one hundred and twenty-eight to one hundred and thirty-six, both 

inclusive, of this article shall apply to such county, or to any 

specified town or village therein, after a date to be designated 

in such resolution, which date shall be subsequent to the last pub- 

lication of the resolution as herein required, but no such resolution 

shall be adopted affecting any town or village in such county 

separately, except upon the written application of the town board 

of such town or the trustees of such village. Such resolution shall 

also prescribe the annual registration fee to be paid within such 

county, or within the several towns or villages specially affected by 

it, for every dog over four months old. <A certified copy of such 

resolution shall be filed in the offices of the secretary of state and 

of the county clerk of such county, and also in the office of the 

clerk of the town or village affected by any such resolution if it 

relates to a single town or village; and such resolution, together 

with sections one hundred and twenty-eight to one hundred and 

thirty-six, both inclusive, of this article, shall be published once 

in each week for six successive weeks in at least two newspapers 

published in the county to be designated by the board of super- 

visors, one of which shall be a newspaper published in the town 

or village specially affected, if such resolution relates to a single 
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town or village and there be a newspaper published therein. After 

the date specified in such resolution, which shall be subsequent 

to such publication, no taxes upon dogs shall be assessed in any 

town or village in such county affected by such resolution, and 

the board of supervisors may at any subsequent meeting thereof 

prescribe a different annual registration fee, but must publish 

such change at least once each week for three successive weeks in at 

least two newspapers to be designated by the board of supervisors, 

but such registration fee must be uniform in any one year in all the 

towns and villages of the county to which such sections of this ar- 

ticle are then applicable. The board of supervisors of such county 

may thereafter, by resolution adopted, filed and published in like 

manner, determine that the provisions of such sections shall not 

apply to such county, or to any separate town or village therein 

to which such provisions have been made to apply as aforesaid, 

and after the date specified in such resolution the provisions of 

law for assessment and collection of taxes on dogs shall apply to 

such county or to any separate town or village affected by the 

resolution last above mentioned, as if the resolution applying such 

sections had not been adopted. 

When a resolution is in force which applies such sections to any 

town and to any village therein, separately, it shall be deemed to 

mean that the said sections apply, in respect to such town, to that 

portion thereof only which is outside of the corporate limits of 

such village and to the dogs owned or harbored in such outside 

territory. None of the provisions of this or of the ensuing sec- 

tions of this article shall apply to any village situate in two or 

more counties, or to any village in two or more towns, unless a 

resolution is in force which applies such sections to all parts of 

the towns in which such villages are situate. 

§ 129, Payment of fees; issue of tags; definition of dog. Within 

thirty days after the date specified in any such resolution mak- 

ing sections one hundred and twenty-eight to one hundred and 

thirty-six, both inclusive, of this article applicable to any county 

or to some specified town or village, every person resident within 

a town or village to which such resolution applies, owning or 

harboring a dog over four months old shall pay to the town clerk 
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of the town or the clerk of the village in which he resides the 

registration fee prescribed by such resolution; and every person 

who shall thereafter acquire or harbor such a dog for which such 

registration fee has not been paid shall pay such fee within ten 

days after acquiring or harboring the same. A fee so paid shall 

entitle such dog to registration until the thirty-first day of De 

cember following such payment; and thereafter on or before the 

tenth day of January in each year a like fee shall be paid by a 

person owning or harboring such dog. Upon the receipt thereof, 

the town or village clerk, as the case may be, shall enter in a 

book kept for that purpose the name of such owner or person, a 

description of such dog, and the date of the payment of the regis- 

tration fee; and shall furnish for the use of such dog a suitable 

metallic tag stamped with the year of issuance and with a number 

corresponding with the registration number of such dog. Such 

tag shall be worn by such dog at all times during the year for 

which the registration fee shall be so paid. The town or village 

clerk, as the case may be, shall furnish a duplicate of such tag, 

whenever the same shall be lost, upon payment of the cost thereof. 

The expense of procuring such tags shall be paid in the same 

manner as other town or village charges, respectively, from the 

moneys received froma the registration fees. The term “ dog,’ as 

used in sections one hundred and twenty-eight to one hundred and 

thirty-six, both inclusive, of this article, includes bitch. 

§ 130, Duties of assessors. The assessors of each town in such 
county shall annually, at the time of the completion of their 

assessment-rolls as provided by law, make a list containing the 

name of every person resident within their town liable to pay a 

registration fee for dogs as provided by section one hundred and 

twenty-nine of this article, together with the number of dogs 

owned or harbored by such person, and forthwith deliver such list 

signed by them to the town clerk. 

If a resolution of the board of supervisors is separately in force 

in any village providing for a registration of dogs therein, then 

the assessors or assessing officers of such village shall in like man- 

ner file with the village clerk a like list of the dogs owned or har- 

bored by the residents thereof. 
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§ 131. Duty of town clerk. The clerk of each town or village 
wherein said resolution is applicable, in such county, when he 

shall be informed by such list or otherwise that there is any dog 

which has not been registered, shall forthwith bring an action as 

prescribed in the next section against the owner of such dog or the 

person harboring the same, or he shall forthwith give written notice 

to any constable of the town, or if in a village then to any police- 

man or other peace officer thereof, requiring him to take such dog 

into his possession, and dispose of the same as prescribed in sec- 

tion one hundred and thirty-three of this article. 

§ 132, Penalties; actions therefor. [Every person liable to pay a 
registration fee for a dog who shall fail to pay the same as herein 

provided, or who shall knowingly permit any dog, owned or har- 

bored by him, to be at large without wearing a tag issued by the 

town or village clerk, shall forfeit the sum of five dollars, to be 

recovered in an action brought before a justice of the peace of the 

town wherein the person owning or harboring such dog may be, in 

the name of the town or village in which such dog is required to be 

registered, upon the complaint of the town or village clerk, respec- 

tively, as the case may be; and the justice before whom a judgment 

for such penalty is recovered shall direct, in the execution issued 

upon such judgment, that, in case of the failure to collect the whole 

of such judgment besides costs, the dog for which such registration 

fee has not been so paid, or which has been so permitted to be at 

large, shall be taken into the possession of the constable receiving 

such execution and forthwith killed by shooting, and thereupon it 

shall be the duty of such constable to take such dog into his posses- 

sion and forthwith kill the same. A judgment so recovered shall 

not constitute a bar to a further action to recover such penalty 

brought subsequent to the recovery of such judgment so long as 

such violation shall continue, nor shall the recovery or collection 

of such judgment exempt the person against whom the same is 

recovered from a compliance with any provision of sections one 

hundred and twenty-eight to one hundred and thirty-six, both 

inclusive, of this article. 

§ 133. Seizure of dogs not tagged or registered. Each constable 

in such county where such resolution shall be made applicable to 
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the whole county and each constable in the town or policeman or 

peace officer in the village to which such resolution shall be made 

applicable, where such resolution shall be made applicable to one 

or more towns or villages only, shall, after the expiration of such 

thirty days from the date specified in such resolution, seize and 

keep in his possession, until disposed of as herein provided, every 

dog running at large in his county, town or village, respectively, 

and not wearing such tag, and every dog of which he shall be 

informed by the clerk of his town or village by written notice. He 

shall forthwith post a notice in a conspicuous place in the office 

of the town clerk, or clerk of the village, as the case may be, con- 

taining a description of the dog so seized, and a statement of the 

time of seizure thereof, and that the said dog wiil be killed at the 

end of seventy-two hours from the time of posting such notice, 

stating the hour of such posting, unless the same is registered and 

the fee for seizing the same as herein provided is paid within such 

time, and shall also serve a copy of the notice so posted, at least 

forty-eight hours before such dog shall be killed, upon the owner 

or person harboring such dog, provided that he be known to such 

constable, policeman or peace officer, or can with reasonable dil- 

gence be ascertained by him within said county, personally or by 

leaving the same at his last known place of residence with a person 

of suitable age and discretion. Such officer shall at the end of 

seventy-two hours from the time of posting and after so serving 

such notice kill such dog by shooting, unless the same shall, before 

the expiration of that time, be registered and a tag procured for the 

same as provided in section one hundred and twenty-nine, and in 

addition thereto, the sum of two dollars be paid to such officer for 

his fees, in which case such dog shall be released. Every officer 

shall be entitled to receive a fee of one dollar for each dog seized 

and killed by him under the provisions of this section or of section 

one hundred and thirty-two of this article, to be paid as other town 

charges are paid from moneys received from registration fees. 

Town boards may appoint and employ one or more persons to per- 

form the services which constables and other peace officers are 

authorized to perform in the seizure, detention and final disposi- 

tion of dogs found running at large in their towns and not wearing 

a tag as *heren provided, and may provide for the payment of the 

* So in original. 
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persons so appointed and employed, for the services rendered by 

them. (4s amended by chapter 629 of the Laws of 1915.) 

§ 134. Value to be recovered. The value of any dog destroyed 
by any constable except as herein provided may be recovered by the 

owner of such dog from either such constable or the town therein 

such dog is destroyed. 

§ 135. Disposition of registration fees and penalties. The town 

clerk shall at the end of every calendar month pay to the supervisor 

all fees received by him during such month for the registration of 

dogs and bitches under this article, less the sum of twenty-five cents 

for each dog and bitch registered, which may be retained by him as 

his fee therefor. Any village clerk receiving such fees or the pro- 

ceeds of penalties provided for by this chapter shall pay over the 

same monthly, less such registration fees, to the village treasurer, 

and the latter shall retain the same in a separate fund until the 

close of the fiscal year of such village, excepting that he shall, from 

time to time, pay therefrom to the supervisor of the town in which 

such village is located any portion thereof which the supervisor 

certifies to be needed for satisfying claims for the killing or injur- 

ing of sheep in such town after the other moneys in the hands of 

the supervisor, applicable to such purposes, have been exhausted. 

Any part of such fund in the hands of a village clerk and treasurer 

not so paid out and remaining in their hands at the close of such 

fiseal year shall belong to the village and may be applied to such 

village purpose as the trustees thereof may direct. A justice of 

the peace before whom a penalty is recovered as provided in sec- 

tion one hundred and thirty-two of this article, if the complaint 

was made by a town clerk, shall forthwith pay one-half thereof, 

when collected, to the supervisor, and one-half to the town clerk 

for his fees in making the complaint in the action in which such 

penalty is recovered. The money paid to the supervisor pursuant 

to this section on account of registration fees and penalties, or 

paid to him by any village clerk under the provisions of this sec- 

tion, shall, except as otherwise provided herein, be applied for the 

same purposes as provided by law with respect to taxes col- 

lected upon dogs. If the complaint in any action for such 
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penalty was made by a village clerk, then the whole of such 

penalty shall be paid to such clerk to be thereafter applied as 

hereinabove in this section provided. 

§ 136, Actions for injury or destruction of unregistered dogs. No 

person shall hereafter maintain an action for an injury to or the 

destruction of any dog, unless it shall affirmatively appear that 

such dog has been duly registered as provided by section one hun- 

dred and twenty-nine of this article. Nothing in sections one hun- 

dred and twenty-eight to one hundred and thirty-six, both imclusive, 

shall apply to an incorporated city of the state. 

00 ao 
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ARTICLE 19 OF THE TOWN LAW; 

Chapter 63 of the Laws of 1909 being chapter 62 of the Consolidated Laws 

as amended by the Laws of 1913. 

Fences 

Section 360. Apportionment of division fence. 

361. When lands may lie open. 

362. Division fence on change of title. 

363. Settlement of disputes. 

364. Powers of fence viewers. 

365. Neglect to make or repair division fence. 

366. Fence destroyed by accident. 

367. Damages for insufficient fence. 

368. Damages for omitting to build fence. 

369. Use of barbed wire for division fence. 

§ 360. Apportionment of division fence. Each owner of two 

adjoining tracts of land, except when they otherwise agree, shall 

make and maintain a just and equitable portion of the division 

fence between such lands, unless both of said adjoining owners 

shall agree to let their said lands lie open, along the division 

line, to the use of all animals which may be lawfully upon the 

lands of either. When the adjoining lands shall border upon 

any of the navigable lakes, streams or rivers of the state, the 

owners of the lands shall make and maintain the division fence 

between them down to the line of low water mark, in such lakes, 

streams or rivers, except those lands which overflow annually so 

as to be so submerged with water that no permanent fence can 

be kept thereon, and known as low flat lands; and when adjoining 

lands shall be bounded by a line between the banks of streams of 

water not navigable, and the owners or occupants thereof cannot 

agree upon the manner in which the division fence between them 

shall be maintained, the fence viewers of the town shall direct 

upon which bank of the stream, and where the division fence shall 

be located, and the portion to be kept and maintained by each 

adjoining owner. (As amended by chapter 86 of the Laws of 

1911.) 
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§ 361. Lands lying open. When the owners of adjoining lands 

shall choose to let them lie open, as provided in section three 

hundred and sixty, neither of such owners shal! be liable to the 

other in any action or proceeding for any darcages done by ani- 

mals lawfully upon the former’s premises going upon the lands so 

lying open or upon any other lands of the owner thereof through 

such lands so lying open. Either owner of any lands so lying 

open and adjoining, may, unless the agreement is for a specified 

period, and after such agreement has expired may then have the 

same enclosed, by giving written notice to that effect to the 

owners or occupants of the adjoining lands, whereupon it shall 

be the duty of both parties to build and maintain their several 

proportions of a division fence. (As amended by chapter 86 of 

the Laws of 1911.) 

§ 362. Division fence on change of title. Whenever a subdivi- 

sion, or new apportionment of any division fence shall become 

necessary by reason of transfer of the title of either of the ad- 

joining owners, to the whole, or any portion of the adjoining 

lands, by conveyance, devise or descent, such subdivision or new 

apportionment shall thereupon be made by the adjoiming owners 

affected thereby; and either adjoining owner shall refund to the 

other a just proportion of the value at the time of such transter 

of title, of any division fence that shall theretofore have been 

made and maintained by such other adjoining owner, or the person 

from whom he derived his title, or he shall build his proportion 

of such division fence. The value of any fence, and the propor- 

tion thereof to be paid by any person, and the proportion to be 

built by him, shall be determined by any two of the fence viewers 

of the town, in case of disagreement. 

§ 363, Settlement of disputes. If disputes arise between the 

owners of adjoining lands, concerning the liability of either party 

to make or maintain any division fence, or the proportion or par- 

ticular part of the fence to be made or maintained by either of 

them, such dispute shall be settled by any two of the fence viewers 

of the town, one of whom shall be chosen by each party; and if 

either neglect, after eight days’ notice to make such choice, the 
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other party may select both. The fence viewers, in all matters 
heard by them, shall see that all interested parties have had 

reasonable notice thereof, and shall examine the premises and 

hear the allegations of the parties. If they can not agree, they 

shall select another fence viewer to act with them, and the decision 

of any two shall be reduced to writing, and contain a description 

of the fence, and the proportion to be maintained by each, and 

shall be forthwith filed in the office of the town clerk, and shall 

be final upon the parties to such dispute, and all parties holding 

under them. 

§ 364. Powers of fence viewers. Witnesses may be examined 
by the fence viewers on all questions submitted to them; and 

either of such fence viewers may issue subpeenas for witnesses, 

who shall receive the same fees as witnesses in a justice’s court. 

Each tence viewer thus employed shall be entitled to one dollar 

and fifty cents per diem. The party refusing or neglecting to pay 

the tence viewers or either of them shall be lable to an action for 

the same with costs. 

§ 365, Neglect to make or repair division fence. If any person 

who is lable to contribute to the erection or repair of a division 

fence, shall neglect or refuse to make and maintain his proportion 

of such fence, or shall permit the same to be out of repair, he 

shall be liable to pay the party injured all such damages as shall 

accrue thereby, to be ascertained and appraised by any two fence 

viewers of the town, and to be recovered with costs. The appraise- 

ment shall be reduced to writing, and signed by the fence viewers 

making it. If such neglect or refusal shall be continued for the 

period of one month after request in writing to make or repair 

the fence, the party injured may make or repair the same, at the 

expense of the party so neglecting or refusing, to be recovered 

from him with costs. 

§ 366, Fence destroyed by accident. \Whenever a division fence 

shall be injured or destroyed by floods, or other casualty, the 

person bound to make and repair such fence, or any part thereof, 

shall make or repair the same, or his just proportion thereof, 
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within ten days after he shall be so required by any person in- 

terested therein. Such requisition shall be in writing, and signed 

by the party making it. If the person so notified shall refuse or 

neglect to make or repair his proportion of such fence, for the 

space of ten days after such request, the party injured may make 

or repair the same at the expense of the party so refusing or 

neglecting, to be recovered from him with costs. 

§ 367. Damages for insufficient fence. Whenever the electors of 

any town shall have made any rule or regulation, prescribing 

what shall be deemed a sutlicient division fence in such town, any 

person who shall thereafter neglect to keep a fence according to 

such rule or regulation shall be precluded from recovering com- 

pensation for damages done by any beast lawfully kept upon the 

adjoining lands that may enter therefrom on any lands of such 

person, not fenced in conformity to the said rule or regulation, 

through any such defective fence. When the sufficiency of a 

fence shall come in question in any action, it shall be presumed to 

have been sufficient until the contrary be established. 

§ 368. Damages for omitting to build fence. If any person liable 

to contribute to the erection or repair of a division fence skall 

neglect or refuse to make and maintain his proportion of such 

fence, or shall permit the same to be out of repair, he shall not be 

allowed to have and maintain any action for damages incurred by 

beasts coming thereon from adjoining lands where such beasts are 

lawfully kept, by reason of such defective fence, but shall be 

liable to pay to the party injured all damages that shall accrue 

to his lands, and the crops, fruit trees and shrubbery thereon, and 

‘fixtures connected with the land, to be ascertained and appraised 

by any two fence viewers of the town, and to be recovered, with 

costs; which appraisement shall be reduced to writing and signed 

by the fence viewers making the same, but shall be only prima 

facie evidence of the amount of such damages. 

§ 369. Use of barbed or other wire for division fence. Barbed or 

other wire may be used in the construction of any division fence, 

provided, however, that the person or corporation desiring to use 
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such material shall first obtain from the owner of the adjoining 

property his written consent that it may be so used. If the owner 

of the adjoining property refuses to consent to the building of such 

a fence, it may nevertheless be built in the following manner: The 

fence shall be of at least four strands of wire with a sufficient bar 

of wood at the top; and the size of such top bars and of the posts 

and supports of such fence, and their distances apart, shall be 

such as the fence viewers of the town may prescribe, and with 

the posts no further apart than fourteen feet; and such fence 

shall be otherwise substantially built and a reasonably sufficient 

imclosure for holding the particular kind or class of cattle or 

animals usually pastured on either side of the fence. Nothing 

contained in section three hundred and sixty-seven shall be con- 

strued to authorize the electors of any town to prohibit the use 

of wire fences, for division fences, if such fences comply with 

the requirements of this section. Whenever such fence shall 

become so out of repair as to be unsafe, it shall be the duty of the 

owner or owners to immediately repair the same. But any person 

building such a fence without the written consent of the owner 

of the adjoining property shall be liable to all damages that may 

be occasioned by reason of such fence. But this section shall not 

be so construed as to permit railroad corporations to use barbed 

wire in the construction of fences along their lines contrary to 

the provisions of section fifty-two of the railroad law. (As 

amended by chapter 86 of the Laws of 1911.) 
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ARTICLE 20 OF THE TOWN LAW; 

Strays 

Section 380. Lien upon strays. 

381. Notice of hen to town clerk. 

382. Impounding strays. 

eo oo ©9 ; Notice of strays to owner. 

CO fe Charges for notice of strays. 

Fees of fence viewers as to strays. 

(dL) (Sb) (Se) © ol @ 6) Sd Or Foreclosure of lien upon strays. 

7. Notice of sale of strays by fence viewers. 

88. Proceeds of sale of strays. 
; : 
meeting. 

3 

389. Notice to owner of strays of fence viewers 

390. Duties of fence viewers as to strays. 

391. Foreclosure of lien upon strays by action. 

392. Duty of pound-master as to strays; fees. 

395. Surplus money upon sale of strays. 

394. Damages from other personal property. 

395. Penalty for conversion of floating lumber. 

396. Application of article. 

§ 380, Lien upon strays. Whenever any person shall have any 
strayed horses, cattle, sheep, swine or other beasts upon his in- 

closed land, or shall find any such beast on land owned or occu- 

pied by him doing damage, and such beast shall not have come 

upon such lands from adjoining lands, where they are lawfully 

kept, by reason of his refusal or neglect to make or maintain a 

division fence required of him by law, such person may have a 

lien upon such beasts for the damage sustained by reason of their 

so coming upon his lands and doing damage, for his reasonable 

charges for keeping them, and all fees and costs made thereon, 

and he may keep such beasts until such damages, charges, fees 

and costs are paid, or such lien is foreclosed, upon complying with 

the provisions of this article relating thereto. 

§ 381. Notice of lien to town clerk. If such beasts are not re- 
deemed within five days after coming upon such lands, the per- 

son entitled to such lien shall deliver to the town clerk of the 
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town, within which such lands or some part thereof shall be, a 

written notice subscribed by him, containing his residence, and a 

description of the beasts so strayed or coming upon his lands, as 

near as may be, and that he claims a lien on such beasts for such 

damages, charges, fees and costs. The town clerk shall record the 

notice in a book to be kept by him for that purpose, for which he 

shall receive ten cents for each beast, to be paid by the person de- 

livering the notice. Such book shall always be kept open for in- 

spection, and no fees shall be taken by the clerk therefor. 

§ 5382, Impounding strays. Within six days after such beasts 

shall have come upon such lands, such owner or occupant may 

cause them to be put in the nearest pound in the same town, if 

there be one, there to remain until they are redeemed, sold or re- 

claimed according to law. If there be no such pound, or he elect 

to keep such beasts, he shall cause them to be properly fed and 

cared for until they are redeemed, sold or reclaimed according 

to law. 

$ 383. Notice of strays to owner. Within thirty days after any 
such beasts may have come or been found upon any lands, the 

owner or occupant of the lands shall serve a written notice, either 

personally or by mail, upon the owner of the beasts, if known, 

that they are upon his lands, or in pound, as the case may be, and 

are held by him as strays or beasts doing damage, as the case may 

be; and if such owner is not known, he shall publish such notice, 

within such time, in the nearest newspaper of the county for at 

least two successive weeks. 

§ 384, Charges for notice of strays. The person delivering the 
notice to the town clerk shall be entitled to receive therefor, in 

addition to the fees paid the town clerk, fifteen cents each for all 

horses, mules, cattle and swine, and five cents for each other beast 

described in the notice. If the charges, damages, costs and fees 

are not agreed upon between the person delivering the notice and 

the owner of the beasts, they shall be determined by two fence 

viewers of the town, one of whom shall be selected by the person 

claiming the lien, the other by the fence viewer so selected. If 

such fence viewers can not agree, they shall select another to act 

with them, and the decision of any two of them shall be final. 
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§ 385. Fees of fence viewers as to strays. Hach fence viewer shall 

be entitled to receive ten cents for every mile he shall be obliged 

to travel from his residence to the place where the beasts are kept, 

and seventy-five cents for a certificate of the charges as ascer- 

tained by them. 

§ 386. Foreclosure of lien upon strays. If the owner of such 

beasts shall not redeem the same within three months after deliv- 

ery of the notice to the town clerk, the person delivering the 

notice may foreclose his lien by action, or by a sale of the beasts, 

as herein provided. When a person claiming a hen, as herein 

provided, shall fail to establish the same, he shall not be entitled 

to receive anything for damages, charges, fees or costs, but shall 

be liable to pay all fees, costs and expenses incurred by reason of 

his keeping such beasts and the proceedings thereon. 

§ 387. Notice of sale of strays by fence viewers. After such three 

months, a fence viewer of the town, on application of the person 

delivering the notice, shall give at least ten days’ previous notice 

of the time and place of the sale of such beasts, by advertisement 

posted up in at least five public places in the town where such 

beasts may have been kept, one of which shall be at or near the 

outside door of the town clerk’s office. At the time and place 

mentioned, such fence viewers shall sell such beasts to the high- 

est bidder, unless redeemed by the owner. 

§ 388. Proceeds of sale of strays. Out of the proceeds from 
such sale, the fence viewer shall retain and pay the sums charged 

for such notices, fees and costs, together with the sums specified 

in the certificate for keeping the beasts, and damages done by 

them; and the like charges for the sale as are allowed on sales 

under executions issued out of justices’ courts, and he shall pay 

the residue to the owner of the beasts, if he shall appear and de- 

mand the same. 

§ 389. Notice to owner of strays of fence viewers’ meeting. 

When the owner of such beasts is known and resides in the same 

town where such beasts are kept, five days’ notice of the time and 

place of the meetings of the fence viewers to determine the dam- 
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ages done by such beasts, and the charges for keeping them, shall 

be personally served on him; if he resides elsewhere, and his post- 

office address is known, such notice shall be served by mail or 

personally. 

§ 390. Duties of fence viewers as to strays. The fence viewers 

shall view the premises where damages are claimed to have been 

done, and they may issue supcenas, examine witnesses and take 

any competent evidence of the facts and circumstances necessary 

to enable them to determine the matter submitted to them, and 

shall determine any dispute that may arise touching the suffi- 

ciency of any division fence around the premises where such dam- 

age was done, and from where and how the beasts came upon the 

lands of the person claiming such damages and charges; if they 

determine that for any cause the claimant’s lien is not enforce- 

able, they shall so certify, and the owner of the beasts shall there- 

upon be entitled to them without paying any charges thereon. 

§ 391. Foreclosure of lien upon strays by action. When such 

lien is foreclosed by action, all questions relating to damages, 

charges, sufficiency of fence, and from where and how such beasts 

came upon the lands of the person claiming such damages and 

charges, shall be proven upon the trial of such action, and no 

certificate of fence viewers upon such questions shall then be 

necessary. 

§ 392. Duty of pound-master as to strays; fees. Every pound- 

master shall receive and keep all beasts delivered to him as herein 

provided, until they shall be redeemed, sold or reclaimed, for 

which he shall be entitled to a reasonable compensation, not ex- 

ceeding fifty cents per day for a horse or mule, twenty-five cents 

per day for each head of cattle, and fifteen cents per day for all 

other beasts, to be determined by the fence viewer making the 

sale, or the court before whom the action is tried, besides his fees 

for taking and discharging the beasts, to be paid by the owner of 

the beasts, if the lien is established, otherwise by the person claim- 

ing a lien thereon. 

§ 393. Surplus money upon sale of strays. If the owner of the 

beasts shall not appear and demand the residue of such moneys 

within one year after the sale, he shall be thereafter precluded 
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from recovering any part thereof, and the same shall be paid by 

the officer making the sale to the overseers of the poor of the town, 

or, in cities, to the officers having their powers, for the use of the 

poor thereof, and their receipt shall be a legal discharge to the 

keeper of such beasts and the officer selling the same. If the offi- 

cer who shall have sold such beasts shall not, within thirty days 

after the expiration of the year, pay such moneys to the overseers 

of the poor of the town, or, in cities, officers having their powers, 

he shall forfeit to the town or city double the sum so remaining in 

his hands, together with the amount. of such moneys. 

§ 394, Damages from other personal property. When any person 

shall be authorized to distrain inanimate goods or chattels doing 

damage, or whenever any logs, timbers, boards or plank, in rafts 

or otherwise, or other personal property shall have drifted upon 

his lands, he shall be entitled to the same remedies, and shall pro- 

ceed therein in the same manner and with the same powers as 

herein provided. with respect to beasts found doing ‘lamage, so far 

as such provisions are applicable. He may at any time deliver 

his notice of lien to the town clerk, describing the property, and 

he shall keep the same in some convenient place, without removal 

to a pound, until ‘the property is sold or reclaimed. The same 

officer shall conduct proceedings therein as in proceedings where 

beasts are found doing damage, and all proceeds of sale shall be 

in like manner, paid over and applied, subject to the same penal- 

ties and liabilities, and with the same force and effect. 

§ 395. Penalty for conversion of floating lumber. Whoever shall 

convert to his own use, without the consent of the owner thereof, 

any logs, timber, boards or plank, floating in any of the waters of 

this state, or lying on the banks or shores of any such waters, or on 

any island where the same may have drifted, shall, for every 

offense, forfeit to the owner of such logs, or other lumber, three 

times the value thereof. Nothing contained in this section shall 

be construed to extend to that kind of lumber called drift-wood. 

§ 396, Application of article. The villages and cities of this 

state shall be considered towns for the purposes of this article; 

and the trustees of the village and the aldermen of the city shall 

be fence viewers therein for the purposes of this article. 
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ARTICLE 21 OF THE TOWN LAW: 

Pounds 

Section 410. Erection and discontinuance of pounds. 

411. Election of pound-masters. 

412. Pound-master’s fees. 

§ 410. Erection and discontinuance of pounds. Whenever the 

electors of any town shall determine, at a biennial town meeting, 

to erect one or more pounds therein, and whenever a pound shall 

now be erected in any town, the same shall be kept under the care 

and direction of a pound-master, to be elected or appointed for that 

purpose. The electors of any town may, at a biennial town meet- 

ing, discontinue any pounds therein. 

§ 411. Election of pound-masters. Pound-masters may be 
elected either (1) by ballot; (2) by ayes and noes, or (3) by the 

rising or dividing of the electors, as the electors may determine. 

§ 412. Pound-master’s fees. The pound-masters shall be al- 
lowed the following fees for their services, to wit: For taking 

into the pound and discharging therefrom every horse, mule and 

head of cattle, fifteen cents; for every other beast, ten cents. 



County Farm Bureaus 

CHAPTER 712, LAWS OF 1913. 

AN ACT making an appropriation for the organization and sup- 

port of county farm bureaus in the various counties of the 

state. 

Section 1. The sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000), 

or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated 

out of any moneys in the state treasury not otherwise appro- 

priated for the purpose of assisting in the organization and con- 

tributing toward the support of county farm bureaus in the 

various counties of the state and in the supervision thereof by the 

commissioner of agriculture; provided, hawever, that no farm 

bureau shall receive more than six hundred dollars ($600) per 

annum toward its support and maintenance in any county of the 

state, and no such bureau shall be entitled to receive any money 

appropriated by this act unless the county in which the same is 

organized shall appropriate through its board of supervisors or 

otherwise raise and provide at least six hundred dollars ($600) 

per annum in support thereof. 

§ 2. The commissioner of agriculture is hereby authorized to 

make rules and regulations for the organization of such county 

farm bureaus and the moneys hereby appropriated are to be paid 

by the state treasurer on the warrant of the comptroller on 

vouchers and certificates approved by the commissioner of 

agriculture. 
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CHAPTER 731, LAWS OF 1913. 

AN ACT to provide for the compilation of certain data by the 

commissioner of agriculture, relative to state lands, and imaking 

an appropriation therefor. 

Section 1. The commissioner of agriculture is hereby author- 

ized and directed to make an examination, appraisal and report 

of all farm lands outside of the forest preserve heretofore acquired 

by the state by tax sales and the foreclosure of mortgages by the 

state loan commissioners. Such examination, appraisal and re- 

port shall be completed in detail and filed in the office of the com- 

missioner before January first, nineteen hundred and fourteen. 

The report shall show the location of each tract or parcel of land, 

its description with common certainty, a description of the build- 

ings and fences thereon and their condition, the kind and quantity 

of timber thereon, the commissioner’s opinion as to the adaptabil- 

ity thereof to specified crops and his estimate of its actual market 

value. Such report shall also state which tracts, if any, should, 

in the opinion of the commissioner, be held by the state and re- 

forested, and which of them are available and suitable for experi- 

mental use by agricultural colleges and schools or available for 

use by any of the public institutions of the state, and which of 

them should be sold. The commissioner may employ agents and 

appraisers in the prosecution of such work and incur necessary 

expenses, within the amount of the appropriation made by this act. 

§ 2. The sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000), or so much 

thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated out of any 

moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated for the pur- 

poses set forth in section one of this act, to be paid by the state 

treasurer on the warrant of the comptroller upon vouchers approved 

by the commissioner of agriculture. 
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SECTIONS 2 AND 70 OF THE LABOR LAW. 

Chapter 36 of the Laws of 1909 being chapter 31 of the Consolidated Laws 
as amended by the Laws of 1913. 

§ 2. Definitions. Employee. The term “ employee,” when used 
in this chapter, means a mechanic, workingman or laborer who 

works for another for hire. 

Employer. The term “ employer,” when used in this chapter, 

means the person employing any such mechanic, workingman or 

laborer, whether the owner, proprietor, agent, superintendent, fore- 

man or other subordinate. 

Factory; work for a factory. The term “ factory,” when used 

in this chapter, shall be construed to include any mill, workshop, or 

other manufacturing or business establishment and all buildings, 

sheds, structures or other places used for or in connection there- 

with, where one or more persons are employed at labor, except 

power houses, barns, storage houses, sheds and other structures 

used in connection with railroad purposes, other than construction 

or repair shops, subject to the jurisdiction of the public service 

commission under article three of the public service commissions 

law. Work shall be deemed to be done for a factory within the 

meaning of this chapter whenever it is done at any place, upon 

the work of a factory or upon any of the materials entering into 

the product of the factory, whether under contract or arrangement 

with any person in charge of or connected with such factory 

directly or indirectly through the instrumentality of one or more 

contractors or other third persons. 

” when used in Factory building. The term ‘‘ factory building, 

this chapter, means any building, shed or structure which, or any 

part of which, is occupied by or used for a factory. 

§ 70. Employment of minors. No child under the age of fourteen 

years shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work in or in con- 

nection with any factory in this state, or for any factory at any 

place in this state. No child between the ages of fourteen and six- 
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teen years shall be so employed, permitted or suffered to work 

unless an employment certificate, issued as provided in this article, 

shall have been theretofore filed in the office of the employer at the 

place of employment of such child. Nothing herein contained shall 

prevent a person engaged in farming from permitting his children 

to do farm work for him upon his farm. Boys over the age of 

twelve may be employed in gathering produce, for not more than 

six hours in any one day, subject to the requirements of chapter 

twenty-one of the laws of nineteen hundred and nine, entitled “An 

act relating to education, constituting chapter sixteen of the con- 

solidated laws,” and all acts amendatory thereof. (As amended by 

chapter 529 of the Laws of 1913.) 



Tuer GENERAL Business Law 

SECTIONS 5-a, 7, 9, 16, 16-a, 16-b, 17, 17-a, 17-b, 17-c, 18, 18-a, 253, 

254, 255, 391 AND 392 OF THE GENERAL BUSI- 

NESS LAW RELATING TO WEIGHTS 

AND MEASURES: 

Chapter 25 of the Laws of 1909 being chapter 20 of the Consolidated Laws 
as amended by the Laws of 1913. 

§ 5-a, Bottles or jars for milk and cream. [Bottles used for the 
sale of milk and cream shall be of the capacity of half gallon, three 

pints, one quart, one pint, half pint and one gill, filled full to the 

bottom of the cap ring or stopple. The following variations on 

individual bottles or jars may be allowed: six drams above and 

six drams below on the half gallon ; five drams above and five drams 

below on the three pint; four drams above and four drams below 

on the quart; three drams above and three drams below on the 

pint; two drams above and two drams below on the half pint, and 

two drams above and two drams below on the gill. bottles or jars 

used for the sale of milk shall have clearly blown, or otherwise per- 

manently marked, in the sides or bottom of the bottle the name, 

initials or trademark of the manufacturer and a designating num- 

ber, which designating number shall be different for each manutac- 

turer and may be used in identifying the bottles. The designating 

number shall be furnished by the state superintendent of weights 

and measures upon application by the manufacturer, and a record 

of the designating numbers and to whom furnished shall be kept 

in the office of the superintendent of weights and measures. 

§ 7. Measure for bran. The standard measure of capacity for 
bran and shorts shall be forty quarts to the bushel. The measure 

used for measuring such commodities shall be round, with a plain 

or even bottom, and it shall be thirteen and one-half inches in 

diameter in the clear at the top, and fifteen inches and one-half in 

diameter in the clear at the bottom, and of sufficient depth to con- 

tain such number of quarts, when stricken with a round, straight 

stick or roller of uniform diameter. 

§ 9, Barrels of apples, quinces, pears and potatoes. <A barrel of 

pears, quinces or potatoes shall represent a quantity equal te one 
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hundred quarts of grain or dry measure. <A barrel of apples shall 

be of the following dimensions: head diameter, seventeen and one- 

eighth inches; length of stave, twenty-eight and one-half inches; 

bulge, not less than sixty-four inches cutside measurement, to be 

known as the standard apple barrel. Or where the barrel shall be 

made straight or without a bulge, it shall contain the same number 

of cubic inches as the standard apple barrel. Every person buying 

or selling apples, pears, quinces or potatoes in this state by the 

barrel, shall be understood as referring to the quantity or size of 

the barrel, specified in this section, but when potatoes are sold by 

weight, the quantity constituting a barrel shall be one hundred 

and seventy-four pounds. No person shall make, or cause to be 

made, barrels holding less than the quantity herein specified, 

knowing or having reason to believe that the same are to be used 

for the sale of apples, quinces, pears or potatoes, unless such barrel 

is plainly marked on the outside thereof with the words “ short 

barrel” in letters of not less than one inch in height. No person 

in this state shall use barrels hereafter made for the sale of such 

articles of a size less than the size specified in this section. Every 

person violating any provision of this section shall forfeit to the 

people of this state a sum of five dollars for every barrel put up 

or made or used in violation of such provision. 

§ 16. Method of sale of certain commodities. All meat, meat 

products and butter, shall be sold or offered for sale by weight. 

All other commodities not in containers shall be sold or offered for 

sale by standard weight, standard measure or numerical count, 

and such weight, measure or count shall be marked on a label or 

a tag attached thereto; provided, however, that vegetables may be 

sold by the head or bunch. (As added by chapter 81 of the Laws 

of 1912:) 

§ 16-a, Certain sizes of containers when used for vegetables, 

produce and fruit prescribed. No person shall manufacture, sell, 
offer or expose for sale containers for vegetables, produce or fruit 

that are not of the capacity of one barrel, half-barrel, one bushel, 

or multiples of the barrel or sub-multiples of the bushel divisible by 

two; provided, however, that fruits, vegetables and produce may 
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be sold in other sized containers if the net capacity in terms of 

standard dry measure is plainly and conspicuously marked, 

branded or otherwise indicated in the English language on the out- 

side or top thereof, or is marked in accordance with the provisions 

of section seventeen. A barrel within the meaning of this and the 

ensuing sections of this article shall represent a quantity equal to 

seventy hundred and fifty-six cubic inches or conform to the follow- 

ing dimensions: Head diameter, seventeen and one-eighth inches ; 

length of stave, twenty-eight and one-half inches; bilge not less 

than sixty-four inches outside measurement; distance between 

heads not less than twenty-six inches; and to be known as a 

standard barrel. A reasonable variation of the capacity specified 

shall be allowed. (As added by chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 16-b. Standard grape basket. The standard four-pound grape 
basket shall be of the following dimensions : 

The bottom shall be three and five-eighths inches in width and 

nine and five- eighths inches in length; the height shall be four and 

one-quarter inches; the outside of the top shall be five inches in 

width and eleven inches in length, requiring a cover of five inches 

by eleven inches. The standard eight-pound grape basket shall 

be of the following dimensions: The bottom shall be four and 

three-fourths inches in width and twelve and one-fourth inches in 

length; the height shall be five and one-eighth inches; the outside 

of the top shall be six and one-half inches in width and fourteen 

and one-half inches in length, requiring a cover of six and one 

half by fourteen and one-half inches. The standard twenty-pound 

basket shall be of the following dimensions: The bottom shall be 

seven and one-eighth inches in width and fifteen inches in length; 

the height shall be six and three-fourths inches; the outside of the 

top shall be nine and one-half inches in width and eighteen inches 

in length, requiring a cover of nine and one-half inches by eighteen 

inches. Any container complying with such dimensions and 

capacity need not be marked, tagged or otherwise branded, to indi- 

cate the net quantity of the contents, or to specify the same in 

terms of weight, measure or numerical count. No person shall 

manutacture, sell, offer or expose for sale, containers for grapes or 

other fruit, in this state, as the standard four-pound grape basket 

20 
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or the standard eight-pound grape basket, which are of less dimen- 

sions than those specified in this section, unless the net quantity of 

the contents of each container or a statement that the specified 

weight includes the container, the weight of which shall be marked, 

shall be plainly and conspicuously marked, branded or otherwise 

indicated on the side of such container, in terms of weight, measure 

or numerical count. (As amended by chapter 426 of the Laws of 

1915. 

S 17. Net contents of containers to be indicated on the outside 

thereof. When commodities are sold or offered for sale in con- 
tainers of other sizes than those specified in section sixteen-a or 

whose sizes are not otherwise provided by statute, the net quantity 

of the contents of each container, or a statement that the specified 

weight includes the container, the weight of which shall be marked, 

shall be plainly and conspicuously marked, branded or otherwise 

indicated on the outside or top therect or on a label or a tag 

attached thereto in terms of weight, measure or numerical count; 

provided, however, that reasonable variations shall be permitted. 

(As added by chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912.) 

S$ 17-a. When sections sixteen, sixteen-a and seventeen shall not 

apply. Sections sixteen, sixteen-a and seventeen shall not apply 
to containers or commodities in containers with ornamentations or 

decorations exclusively for gifts or social favors, or to commodities 

dispensed for consumption on the premises, or to commodities or 

containers put in receptacles used merely for the purpose of carry- 

ing or delivering of commodities or containers complying with 

the provisions of such sections, or when the numerical count of 'the 

individual units is six or less, or in the case of liquids when the 

contents is two fluid ounces or less, or when the weight of the 

contents is three avoirdupois ounces or less, or to commodities 

packed, put up or filled prior to eight months after this section 

takes effect, or to barrels, half barrels, quarter barrels, casks, kegs 

and packages used for the purpose of containing maltous beverages ; 

or to bottles used for the purpose of the bottling of spirituous, 

maltous, vinous, or carbonated beverages until two years after this 

section takes effect. (1s amended by chapter 514 of the Laws of 

1913.) 
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§ 17-b. Guaranty furnished by wholesaler, jobber or manufacturer. 

No person shall be prosecuted under the provisions of this article, 

following section fifteen thereof, when he can show a guaranty 

signed by a wholesaler, jobber or manufacturer, residing in the 

state of New York from whom he purchased the commodity in 

containers to the effect that they were not incorrectly marked 

within the meaning of such sections of this article. The person 

making the sale and guaranty shall then be amenable to the prose- 

eution, fines, and other penalties which would in due course attach 

to the dealer under the provisions of such sections. The name 

appearing on the container and the marking as provided by 

section seventeen shall be deemed to constitute a guaranty. (As 

added by chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 17-c. Definition of terms “container” and “person.” ‘A con- 

tainer”’ as used in this article, following section fifteen thereof, 

shall include any earton, box, crate, barrel, half-barrel, hamper, 

keg, drum, jug, jar, crock, bottle, bag, basket, pail, can, wrapper, 

parcel or package. ‘‘A person” as used in such sections shall be 

considered to import both the singular and the plural and shall 

include corporations, companies, societies and associations, and 

whether acting through an agent or servant. (As added by 

chapter 81 of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 18. Examination and prosecution. The examination of the 
weight, measure or numerical count of the contents of containers 

as provided by section seventeen shall be made by the state super- 

intendent of weights and measures or under his supervision or 

direction by any of the weights and measures officials of the state ; 

except that in the city of New York such examination shall be 

made by the commissioner of the mayor’s bureau of weights and 

measures of the city of New York. When after such examination 

there is cause to believe that a provision of section seventeen has 

been intentionally violated the state superintendent of weights and 

measures shall, after notifying in writing the person so accused 

of such accusation, certify the results to the attorney-general with 

a copy of the results of the examination duly authenticated under 

oath by the official making examination. The attorney-general 
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shall cause appropriate proceedings in the name of the people of 

the state of New York to be commenced and prosecuted in the 

proper courts of the state without delay for the enforcement of 

the penalties therefor; except that in the city of New York the 

commissioner of the mayor’s bureau of weights and measures shall 

in cases where he acts, after notifying in writing the person so 

accused of such accusation certify the result to the attorney- 

general, with a copy of the result of the examination duly au- 

thenticated under oath by the official making such accusation. 

Such attorney-general shall cause appropriate proceedings in the 

name of the people of the state of New York to be commenced 

and prosecuted in the courts of the state of New York without 

delay for the enforcement of the penalties therefor. The state 

superintendent of weights and measures with the co-operation of 

the chief or principal weights and measures officials of the cities of 

the first class shall establish uniform tolerances or amounts of 

reasonable variation and shall make uniform rules and regulations 

for carrying out the provisions of sections sixteen, sixteen-a, 

seventeen, seventeen-a and seventeen-b. (As added by chapter 81 

of the Laws of 1912.) 

§ 18-a. Penalties. A person violating any of the provisions of 
sections sixteen, sixteen-a, sixteen-b, seventeen, seventeen-b, shall 

be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more 

than one hundred dollars for the first and second violations, and 

by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five 

hundred dollars for subsequent violations. (As amended by 

chapter 426 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 253. Presser of hay and straw defined; correct scales to be 

used; bales to be marked. The term “ presser’ as used in this and 
the following sections of this article shall mean the person, firm, 

association or corporation owning or having possession and operat- 

ing the hay press. A presser who presses hay or straw for market 

shall use correct scales, properly sealed. Every presser of hay 

or straw for market shall mark each bale of any of such com- 

modities pressed by him with his name and business address and 

the correct weight of the bale. These markings shall be made 
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upon a tag, securely fastened to the bale, of not less than one 

and one-half inches in width and three inches in length. 

A person violating this section shall forfeit to the people of 

the state the sum of five dollars for each such violation. (As 

amended by chapter 96 of the Laws of 1913.) 

§ 254, Prohibition against the adulteration of hay. No person 

shall put or conceal in any such bundle of hay any wet or damaged 

hay, or other materials, or hay of any inferior quality to that 

which plainly appears upon the outside of such bundle. 

A person violating this section shall forfeit to the people of the 

state the sum of five dollars for each such violation. 

§ 255. Weight to be marked on bale. The gross weight shall 
be plainly marked on each bale of hay or straw sold or offered 

for sale in this state; and no baled hay or straw shall be so sold 

or offered for sale which weighs less than such gross weight after 

deducting five pounds from such bale for shrinkage. And no 

baled hay or straw shall be so sold or offered for sale with more 

than twenty pounds of wood to the bale, the weight of which is 

two hundred pounds or upward, or more than ten pounds of wood 

for bales weighing less than two hundred pounds. 

A person violating any provisions of this section shall forfeit 

to the people of the state the sum of five dollars for each such 

violation. 

§ 391. Penalties for marketing small fruits or baskets or selling 

fruit therein. Any person in this state who sells or offers for sale 

fruit packages that are of less than the standard sizes and capacity 

as defined in section five, or any person who sells or offers for sale 

fruit in packages that are of less size or capacity than those de 

fined in section five, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 

and upon conviction thereof in any court of competent jurisdiction 

shall be fined not less than five dollars and not more than twenty- 

five dollars, for each violation and each sale shall constitute a 

separate violation, but a variation of not more than seven per 

centum shall not be deemed a violation under this section. (As 
amended by Laws of 1909.) 
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§ 592, Repacking fruit and farm produce. A person, firm or 

association who purchases fruit or farm produce in barrels, boxes 

or other packages, and empties, or causes to be emptied, such 
barrels, boxes or other packages, and repacks, or causes to be re- 
packed therein the same or other fruit or farm produce, shall, 
before any such repacked barrel, box or other package is sold, or 
offered or exposed for sale, erase or otherwise obliterate the name 

of the grower or producer, if found thereon. Every such person, 
firm or association selling, or offering or exposing for sale fruit 
or farm produce which has been emptied from and repacked in 

the barrels, boxes or other packages in which they were purchased, 
without erasing or otherwise obliterating the name of the grower 
or producer of such fruit or farm produce, if found thereon, as 
above provided, shall be subjected to a penalty of fifty dollars for 
each barrel, box or other package of fruit or farm produce so sold, 
otfered or exposed for sale. 
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Action, for delivery of adulterated 

milk, 1895. 
for penalties, 1884. 

for violating law relating to oils, 

1950. 

Adulteration. See 

article. 

Advertising sale of substitutes, 1898. 

Affirmations, 1882. 

Agent, principal’s liability for, 1883, 

1884. 

Agents, appointment of, 1880. 

confidential, 1928. 

Agricultural experiment station, 1971, 

1972. 

analyses of feeding 

1939, 1940. 

fertilizers, 1946, 1947. 

paris green, etc., 1930. 

seeds, 1984. 

examination of Babcock 

glassware by, 1893. 

horticultural knowledge dissemi- 

nated by, 1975. 

report of, 1972. 

additional copies of, 1973. 

United States moneys for, 1974. 

Agricultural seeds, definition of, 1984. 

inspection of, 1984. 

Agricultural societies, 1975-1979. 

reports of, 1883. 

Agricultural statistics, 1953. 

Aleohol in food, 1942. 

Alfalfa feeds, 1936. 

Alfalfa seed, 1984. 

Almshouse farms, investigation of 

farm lands at, 1886, 1887. 

instructors and lectures, 1886. 

Alsike clover seed, 1984. 

Amendments, list of, 1877, 1878. 

Analysis. See under name of article. 

Animal fats in dairy products, 1897, 

1898. 

under name of 

stuffs by, 

test 

Animals, bovine, 1928-1930. 

diseased, appraisal of, 1928, 1930. 

care of, 1921, 1922. 

concealment of, 1928. 

damage done by, to adjoining 

lands, 2011-2014. 

detention and destruction of, 

1920. 

disposal of hides of, 1920. 

enforcement of law relating 

to, 1925-1927. 

experiments for, 1922. 

importation of, 1917, 1918. 

sale of, 1922. 
slaughter of, 1921, 1922. 

use of, for breeding, 1921. 

use of milk from, 1921. 

violation of law relating to, 

1926, 1927. 

young of, 1921. 

diseases of domestic, 1917-1932. 

equine, appraisal of, 1928. 

glandered, compensation for, 

1930. 

interstate traffic in, 1917, 1918. 

physical examination of, 1920. 

post-mortem examination of, 

1929. 

quarantine for, 1919-1921, 1925, 

1926. 

slaughtered, compensation for, 

1929-1931. 

tuberculin tested, 1921-1925. 

tuberculous, 1920, 1921. 

branding of, 1923. 

compensation for, 1930. 

removal of, 1925. 

sale of, 1924. 

Annatto, 1900. 

Apiaries, 1964. 

Apple barrel, 2021, 2022. 

Apples, 1951, 1952. 

Appraisal, of animals, 1928, 1929. 

of plants, 1967. 
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Arsenate of lead, 1933-1935. 

Arsenious oxide, 1935. 

Articles, list of, by titles, 1879. 

Assessors, duties of, with reference 

to dogs, 2001. 

Assistant commissioners. See dep- 

uty commissioners. 

quarantine by, 1919, 1920. 

Assistants to commissioner, 1880— 

1882. 

B 

Babcock test, 1893. 

Bakery, sale of articles in, 1899. 

Barbed wire, use of, by 

2010. 

for division fence, 2009, 2010. 

Barrel, capacity and dimensions of, 

2021, 2022. 

Barytes, 1941. 

Bean meals, 1936. 

Bees, 1963, 1964. 

Black brood, 1963. 

Black knot, 1965. 

railroads, 

Boarding house, oleomargarine in, 

1899. 

sale of articles in, 1898, 1899. 

Bond, requirement of, for commission 

merchants, 1955. 

Bone meals, 1936. 

Bordeaux mixture, 1933-1935. 

Bottles, for Babcock test, 1893. 

for milk. See Milk receptacles. 

Bran, measure for, 2021. 

Branding. See under name of article. 

srewer’s grains, 1936. 

Brown-tail moth, 1970. 

Bulletins of agricultural experiment 

station, 1972. 

publication of feeding stuffs 

1940. 

fertilizer analyses, 1947. 

analyses in, 

seed analyses, 1984. 

sureau of supervision of cooperative 

associations, 1982, 1983. 

Butter, coloring of, 1900, 1901. 

county trade mark for, 1908. 

definition of, 1889. 

false branding of, 1907. 

Butter — continued: 

imitation, coloring of, 1897, 1898. 

definition of, 1889. 

manufacture and 

1896, 1897. 

preservative in, 1898. 

use of salt in, 1898. 

Butter factories, 1892, 1893. 

Butter makers, 1882. 

3utterine, definition of, 1889. 

purchase of, with state moneys, 

1909, 1910. 

sale of, 

C 

Calcium oxide, 1944. 

Calves, 1931, 1932. 

Canadian blue grass seed, 1984. 

Cans. See Milk receptacles. 

Cerealine feeds, 1936. 

Certified milk, 1891, 1892. 

Certiorari 

merchants, 1957. 

milk gathering stations, 1913. 

Cheddar Skim-milk 

cheese. 

proceedings, commission 

cheese. See 

Cheese, county trade mark for, 1908. 

definition of, 1889. 

false branding of, 1907, 1908. 

imitation, definition of, 1889. 

manufacture and sale _ of, 

1901. 

manufacturer’s brand for, 1907. 

medium skim-milk, 1908. 

skim-milk, 1901, 1902. 

special skim-milk, 1908. 

Cheese factories, 1892, 1893. 

Cheese makers, 1882. 

Chemist, analysis of feeding stuffs 

by, 1940. 
fertilizer, 1947. 

appointment and 

of, 1880. 

certificate of, 1883. 

examination and inspection by, 

1881. 

Children, employment of. 

compensation 

See Minors, 

Chrome yellow, 1941. 

Cider vinegar, 1915, 1916. 
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Clerks, 1880, 1881. 

Clover meals, 1936. 

Clover seed, 1984. 

Cocoanut meals, 1936. 

Coloring matter, analysis of 1901. 

in food products, 1901, 1915. 

in imitation butter, 1897, 1898. 

prohibition of, 1900, 1901. 

Commercial feeding stuffs. 

ing stuffs. 

See Feed- 

Commercial fertilizers. See Ferti- 

lizers. 

Commissioner of agriculture, annual 

report of, 1882, 1883. 

appointment of, 1880. 

appointment of agents and depu- 

ties by, 1880. 

appraisers, 1928. 

butter and 

1882. 

chief veterinarian, 1927. 

confidential agents, 1928. 

director of weather bureau, 

1973, 1974. 

milk can inspectors, 1907. 

cheese makers, 

apportionment and distribution 

of funds by, 1975, 1976, 1979. 

condemnation of receptacles by, 

1905, 1906. 

duties and power, as to adulter- 

ation and 

1949, 1950. 

diseased animals, 1917-1932. 

diseased apiaries, 1964. 

diseased trees, 1965-1968. 

insecticides 

1935. 

employment of counsel by, 1880. 

veterinary surgeons, 1922. 

examination of food for state in- 

stitutions by, 1886. 

expenses of, 1880. 

for animals, 1931. 

investigation of 

1881, 1882. 

license for sale of feeding stuffs 

by, 1938, 1939. 

fertilizers, 1944, 1945. 

manufacturer’s cheese brand by, 

1907. 

sale of oils, 

and fungicides, 

violations by, 
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Commission of agriculture — cont'd: 

member of agricultural experi- 

ment station board, 1971. 

of state fair 

1959. 

milk inspection by, 1894, 1895. 

milk station license by, 1902, 

1903, 1910-1914. 

oaths administered by, 1882, 1912. 

powers of, 1881, 1882. 

as peace officer, 1926. 

commission, 

to investigate commission 

merchants, 1955, 1956. 

milk 191], 

1912. 

publication of violators of vine- 

gar law by, 1916. 

regulation of 

stations, 

manufacture and 

sale of commodities by, 1887. 

salary of, 1880. 

term of office of, 1880. 

tests at butter and cheese fae- 

tories by, 1893. 

weather 

1973. 

Commissioners, deputy, appointment 

of, 1880. 

quarantine by, 1919, 1920. 

Commission, sale of farm produce on, 

1954-1958. 

Commission merchant, bond for, 1955. 

complaint against, 1955, 1956. 

definition of, 1954. 

license for, 1954, 1955. 

report of sale to consignor, 1957. 

bureau controlled by, 

Common carriers of veal, 1932. 

Compounded feeds, 1936. 

Concentrated commercial feeding 

stuffs. See Feeding stuffs. 

Condensed milk, 1896. 

Condimental foods, 1936. 

Confectionery, 1941. 

Confidential agents, 1928. 

Constables, appointment of, 

1982. 

Containers, contents of stated, 2024. 

definition of, 2025. 

and 

1981, 

examination 

2025, 2026. 

sizes of, 2022, 2023, 2024. 

prosecution, 
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Cooperative associations, bureau of 

supervision of, 1982, 1983. 

superintendent of, 1982. 

Copper sulphate, 1933-1935. 

Corn and cob meals, 1936. 

Corn and oat chops, 1936. 

Cornell University, agricultural ex- 

periment station at, 1974, 1975. 

Cotton seed meals, 1936. 

County fairs, 1975-1979. 

County farm bureaus, appropriation 

for, 2017. 

organization of, 2017. 

County judge, appointment of police- 

men and constables by, 1981, 1982. 

County law, extracts from, 1993- 

2005. 

County trade marks, 1908. 

Cows, care and feed of, 1890, 1891. 

infectious and contagious diseases 

of, 1917-1927. 
inspection of 

LOLS: 

Cracked bone, 1936. 

Cream, adulterated, 1890. 

bottles or jars, capacity of, 2021. 

imitation, 1891. 

labeling, 1904. 

mixing animal fats with, 

pure, 1890. 

receptacles for, 1905-1907, 2021. 

unadulterated, 1890. 

Crimson clover seed, 1984. 

Curd, 1906. 

Custom house brokers, 1969. 

imported, 1918, 

1897. 

D 

Dairy products, 1888-1914. 

coloring matter in, 1900, 1901. 

condemned receptacles for, 1905, 

1906. 

deception in sale of, 1908. 

definitions of, 1889, 1890. 

penalties for violation of law re- 

lating to, 1908, 1909. 

receptacles for, 1895, 1896. 

cleansing of, 1906, 1907. 

use of, by factoryman, 1892. 

in state institutions, 1909, 

1910. 

Dairy terms, use of, 1900. . 

Department of agriculture, 1880, 

1881. 

Deputy commissioners, appointment 

of, 1880. 
Diseases, animal. See Animals. 

bee. See Bees. 

plant. See Trees. 

Display deemed sale, 1883, 1884. 

Distiller’s grains, 1936. 

Division fence, apportionment of, 

2006. 

damage for insufficient, 2009. 

omitting to build 2009, 

neglect to repair, 2008. 

on change of title, 2007. 

settlement of disputes relative to, 

2007, 2008. 

use of barbed or other wire for, 

2009, 2010. 

Dogs, injury to sheep and goats by, 

1996-1998. 

quarantine of, 1926. 

seizure of, 2002, 2003. 

tax on, 1993, 1994, 1999-2003. 

application of proceeds of. 

1995, 1997. 

how collected, 1994. 

Domestic animals. See Animals. 

Dried beef refuse, 1936. 

Dried blood, 1936. 

E 

Employee, definition of, 2019. 

Employer, definition of, 2019. 

Employment of minors, 2019, 2020. 

Ensilage, 1891. 

Evaporated apples, 1951. 

Evidence, 1881-1883. 

Expenses, of commissioner, 1880. 

in enforcing law relating to 

animal diseases, 193]. 

of enforcing regulations for 

animal diseas*s, 1925, 1926. 

of experiment station, 1972. 

of state fair commission, 1960. 

Experiment station. See Agricul- 

tural experiment station. 

Experiments with animals, 1922. 

Express company transporting veal, 

1932. 
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Factory, definition of, 2019. 

Factory building, definition of, 2019. 

Fair, county, 1975-1979. 

state, 1959-1961. 

False statement, 1882. 

Farm, quarantine of, 1919, 1920. 

registration of, 1982. 

Farm bureaus. See County farm 

bureaus. 

Farm produce, definition of, 1954. 

sale of, on commission, 1954-1958. 

Farmers’ association, 1981. 

Fat percentage, 1893. 

requirement of, for cheese, 1908. 

cream, 1890. 

milk, 1890. 

Fats, animal, 1897, 1898. 

Feed, adulterated, 1940. 

Feeding stuffs, analysis of, 1939, 1940. 

definition of, 1936, 1937. 

license fee for, 1938, 1939. 

sale of, 1937, 1938. 

samples of, 1938-1940. 

statement for, 1937, 1938. 

Fence. See Division fence. 

Fenceviewers, duties and powers of, 

with reference to division 

fence, 2008. 

dog tax, 1996, 1997. 

strays, 2014. 

Fertilizer, calves for, 1932. 

Fertilizers, analysis of, 1946, 1947. 

inert nitrogenous matter in, 

1945, 1946. 

license fee for, 1944, 1945. 

statement for, 1943, 1944. 

variation in composition of, 19458. 

violation of law relating to, 1944. 

Fines, disposal of, 1884. See also 

Penalties. 

Fiscal supervisor, aid from, 1886. 

Flaxseed oil, 1949, 1950. 

Floating lumber, penalty for conver- 

sion of, 2015. 

Food, adulterated 

1941, 1942. 

definition of, 1941. 

for state institutions, 1886. 

and misbranded, 
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Food — continued: 

poisonous coloring 

1901, 

veal as, 1931, 1932. 

Foul brood, 1963. 

Fruit, containers for, sizes of, 2022, 

2023. 

repacking, penalties for, 2028. 

matter in, 

Fruit trees. See Trees. 

Fumigation of plants, 1970. 

Fungicides, 1933-1935. 

Fungous growth, 1968-1971. 

G 

Gambling at fairs, 1978, 1979. 

Geneva experiment station. See Ag- 

ricultural experiment station. 

Glandered animals, 1930. 

Glassware for Babcock test, 1893. 

Gluten feeds, 1936. 

Goats, injury to, by dogs, 1996-1998. 

Governor, appointment of commis: 

sioner by, 188v. 

board of control of agricul- 

tural experiment station, 

1971. 

member of board of control, 1971. 

Grains, ground, 1940. 

Grape basket, standard, 2023, 2024. 

Guaranty by wholesaler, jobber or 

manufacturer, 2025. 

Gypsy moth, 1970. 

H 

Hay, 1936. 

Hay presser, definition of, 2026. 

use of correct scales by, 2026, 

2027. 

Health, local boards of, reports by, 

1918. 

preservation of public, 1908. 

state board of, analysis of color- 

ing matter by, 1901. 

Herd, health certificate of, 1921, 1922. 

milk sample of, 1894. 

Hides of diseased animals, 1920. 

Hominy feeds, 1936. 

Honey, 1963. 
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Horticultural knowledge, dissemina- 

tion of, 1975. 

Hotel, sale of articles by, 1899. 

use of oleomargarine by, 1899. 

I 

Imitations. See under name of 
article. 

Injunction, 1885. 

Insanitary surroundings, milk pro- 

duced in, 1890, 1891, 

Insect pests, extirpation of, 1964— 

1968. 

introduction of, 1970. 

Insecticides, 1933-1935. 

Inspection, animal, 1918, 1919. 

milk, 1894, 1895. 

milk can, 1907. 

nursery, 1968, 1969. 

of apiaries, 1964. 

of premises and stables, 1919, 

1920. 

power for, 1881. 

Interstate traffic in 

1918. 

Investigations, testimony in, 1881. 

K 

Kentucky blue grass seed, 1984. 

L 

Labeliag. See under name of article. 

Labor law, extracts from, 2019, 2020. 

Labor statistics, 1953. 

Lands, division fence between, 2006, 

2007. 

lying open, 2007. 

state, 2018. 

Laws repealed, list of, 1985-1990. 

Lead, arsenate of, 1933-1935. 

Liability for agent, principal’s, 1883. 

License for commission 

1954, 1955, 1957. 

dogs, 1993, 1994, 1999-2003. 

feeding stuffs, 1938, 1939. 

fertilizers, 1944, 1945. 

milk gathering stations, 

1903, 1910-1914. 

Lieutenant-governor, 1960. 

Lime sulphides, 1933-1935. 

Linseed oil, 1948, 1949, 

Linseed meals, 1936. 

animals, 1917, 

merchants, 

1902, 

Little peach, 1965. 

Lumber, floating, penalty for conver- 

sion of, 2015. 

Lunacy, aid from state commission 
in, 1886. 

M 

Maize feeds, 1936. 

Malt sprouts, 1936. 

Manufacture of 1887. 

See also under name of article. 

Maple sugar, 1980, 1981. 

Maple syrup, 1980, 1981. 

Meal, adulterated, 1940. 

Meat, meals, 1936. 

Meat of slaughtered animals, 1930. 

Medium skim-milk cheese, fat per 

cent. for, 1908. 

Middlings, 1936. 

Milk, adulterated, definition of, 1889, 

1890. 

delivery of, 1893. 

sale of, 1891, 1892. 

bottles or jars, capacity of, 2021. 

certified, 1891, 1892. 

condensed, 1896. 

delivery of, 1892. 

fats in, 1890, 1893. 

inspection, 1894, 1895. 

pasteurization of, 1921. 

pure, 1890. 

sale of, 1891-1893. 

samples of, 1894, 1894, 

stirring for, 1894. 

skim, 1901, 1902. 

solids in, 1890. 

sour, 1892. 

testing, 1893. 

unadulterated, 1890. 

Milk gathering stations, application 

for license, 1910. 

complaint against, 1912. 

definition of, 1911. 

records of, 1913. 

refusal of license for, 1911. 

revocation of license, 1912. 

Milk receptacles, care of, 1906, 1907. 

labeling, 1892. 

re-marking or using, 1895, 1896. 

commodities, 

unclean, 1902. 

unsanitary, 1905. 
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Milk station, 1902-1905. 

Mineral oils, 1933-1935. 

Minors, employment of, 2019, 2020. 

Misbranding. See under name of 

article. 

Misdemeanor, disobedience to sub- 

pena, 1881, 1882. 

general provisions of law relative 

to, 1908, 1909. 
violation of law 

animal diseases, 1927. 

bees, 1964. 

butter and cheese factories, 

1893. 

commission merchants, 1958. 

insect pests, 1966. 

milk gathering stations, 1914. 

nursery stock, 1968, 1969. 

oleomargarine, 1900, 1901. 

trees, 1964, 1966. 

turpentine, linseed or flax- 

seed oil, 1949. 

Mixed feeds, 1936. 

Moneys, disposal of recovered, 1884. 

for the promotion of agriculture, 

1975, 1976. 

relating to 

N 

New York City, American Institute 

of, 1976-1979. 

disposal of fines in, 1884. 

Nitrogen in fertilizers, 1945, 1946. 

Notices, of contagious diseases, 1919, 

1925. 

of tree destruction, 1965, 1966. 

to control insect pests, 1968. 

Nurseries, inspection of, 1968, 1969. 

Nursery — stock, 1970, 

1971. 

fumigation of, 1970. 

sale of, 1969-1971. 

definition of, 

O 

Oat feeds, 1936. 

Oaths, 1882, 1912. 

Oils, mineral and vegetable, 1933- 

1935. 

Oleomargarine, 

1901. 

definition of, 1889. 

packing and labeling of, 1900. 

coloring of, 1897- 

Oleomargarine — continued: 

penalties for violation of law re- 

lating to, 1900, 1901. 

purchase of, by certain institu- 

tions, 1909, 1910. 

restrictions as to sale of, 1900. 

signs for, 1899, 

P 

Paris green, 1933-1935. 

Pasteurized milk, 1921. 

Pea meals, 1936. 

Peaches, 1951. 

Peanut meals, 1936. 

Pears, U95I, 19522 

Penalties, disposition of, 1884. 

for violation of law relating to 

agricultural societies, 1979. 

animal diseases, 1925, 1926, 

1927. 

bees, 1964, 

conversion of floating lum- 

ber, 2015. 

dairy preducts, 18938, 1900, 

1901, 1908, 1909. 

dogs, 1998, 1999, 2002. 
repacking fruit, 2028. 

turpentine, linseed or flax- 

seed oil, 1949, 1950. 

veal, 1932. 

weights and measures, 2026, 

2027. 

prosecution for, 1884. 

Person, definition of, 2025. 

Personal property, damage to, 2015. 

Phosphoric acid, 1944. 

Plants. 

Police, appointment of, 1981, 1982. 

enforcement of 

1926. 

Post-mortem examination, 1929. 

Potash, 1944. 

Poultry feeds, 1936. 

Poundmaster, duties of, as to strays, 

2014. 

election of, 2016. 

fees, of, 2016. 

Pounds, erection of, 2016. 

Preservative in dairy products, 1898. 

Presumptive evidence, 1883. 

See Trees. 

regulations — by, 
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Principal’s liability for agent, 1883, 
1884. 

Prisons, aid from superintendent of, 

1886. 

Process butter, 1898. 

Produce, containers for, sizes of, 2022, 

2023. 

Prohibited articles, 

1883, 1884. 

Property, personal, damage to, 2015. 

Proprietary foods, 1936, 1942. 

Prosecution, 1884. 

possession of, 

Q 
Quarantine, 1919-1921, 1925, 1926. 

R 

Rabies, 1926, 1927. 

Racing association, tax from, 1975. 

Racing privileges at state fair, 1960. 

Rape seed, 1984. 

Receptacles, care of, 1902, 1905-1907. 

Red clover seed, 1984. 

Red-top seed, 1984. 

Renovated butter, 1898. 

Repacking fruit, penalties for, 2028. 

Repealed laws, list of, 1985-1990. 

Report, commissioner’s, 1882, 1883. 

of agricultural societies, 1883, 

1979, 1980. 

of experiment station, 1972. 

Residences, rural; 

1982. 

Restaurant, sale of articles in, 1899. 

use of oleomargarine in, 1899. 

Rice meals, 1936. 

Rooms for department, 1881. 

Rural _ residences, 

1982. 

registration of, 

registration of, 

$ 

Sale of farm produce. See Commis- 

sion merchant. 

Sale, display deemed, 1883. 

regulation of, 1887. 

Saloon, sale of articles in, 1899. 

use of oleomargarine in, 1899. 

Salt in butter and cheese, 1898. 

San Jose scale, 1965. 

Seeds, inspection and sale of, 1984. 

samples of, how taken, 1984, 

Seizure of cans, 1907. 

of veal, 1932. 

Sheep, injury to, by dogs, 1996, 1997. 

duties of fenceviewers relative to, 

1996, 1997. 

town board relative to, 1997. 

Sheriff, enforcement of regulations 

by, 1925, 1926. 

Short title, 1879. 

Shows at fairs, 1978, 1979. 

Shrubs. See Trees. 

Skim-cheese and milk, 1901, 1902. 

Societies. See Agricultural societies. 

Special skim-milk cheese, fat per cent. 

for, 1908. 

Spirituous liquors in cheese, 1898. 

Stables, sanitation and inspection of, 

1920. 

Starch feeds, 1936. 

State agricultural societies. See 

Agricultural societies, 

State fair, 1959-1961. 

State fair commission, 1959-1961. 

State institutions, examination of 

food for, 1886. 

use of articles in, 1909, 1910. 

State lands, appropriation for, 2018. 

examination of, 2018. 

State weather bureau, 1973. 

Station, milk. See Milk gathering 

station. 

Statistics, agricultural, 1953. 

Steamboat companies transporting 

veal, 1932. 

Straw, 1936. 

Straw presser, definition of, 2026. 

use of correct scales by, 2026, 

2027. 

Strays, impounding, 2012. 

law relative to, 2011-2014. 

lien upon, 2011. 

foreclosure of, 2013, 2014. 

notice to owners, 2012. 

sale of, 2013, 2014. 

Subpena, 1881. 

Sugar feeds, 1936. 

Sugar in condensed milk, 1898, 1899. 

Sulphur, 1933-1935. 

Supervision, bureau of, of coopera- 

tive associations, 1982, 1983. 
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Supervisors, information to be fur- 

nished by, 1953. 

Syrup mixture, 1980, 1981. 

ah 

Tale, 1941. 

Taxes from racing associations, 1975. 

Terra alba; 1941. 

Testimony, 1881, 1882. 

Timothy seed, 1984. 

Title of law, 1879. 

Town, board, duties of, as to destruc- 

tion of sheep by dogs, 1997. 

clerk, duty of, relative to dog 

tax, 2002. 

law, extracts from, 2006-2016. 

Trade mark, for butter and cheese, 

1908. 

Transportation companies, 1932, 1969, 

1970. 

Trees, appraisal of, 1967. 

care of diseased, 1968-1971. 

extirpation of insect pests of, 

1964-1968. 

prevention of disease in, 1964— 

1968. 

See also Nursery stock. 

Tuberculin, labeling of, 1924. 

distribution of, 1924, 

substitute for, 1922. 

Tuberculous animals. See Animals. 

Turpentine, 1948-1950. 

U 

United States moneys, institutions to 
receive, 1974, 1975. 

Unsanitary milk receptacles, 1905. 

vV 

Veal, 1931, 1932. 

Vegetable oils, 1933-1935. 

Vegetables, containers for, sizes of, 

2022, 2023. 

Vetch orchard grass seed, 1984. 

Veterinarian, certificate of, 1922. 

chief, 1927, 1928. 

quarantine by, 1919, 1920. 

duty and powers of, 1927, 1928. 

removal of, 1925. 

reports of, 1927, 1928. 

Veterinary service, bureau of, 1927. 

Veterinary surgeons, 1922. 

Vinegar, 1915, 1916. 

Violations, evidence of, 1883, 1884. 

inducing, 1899. 

injunction in action for, 1885. 

intent of, 1883. 

investigation of, 1881. 

of law relating to, agricultural 

societies, 1979. 

animals, 1917-1919. 

dairy products, 1896-1899, 

1905. 

fertilizers, 1944. 

vinegar, 1916. 

of rabies quarantine, 1926, 1927. 

of two or more provisions, 1885, 

1886. 

penalties for, action in, 1884. 

principal’s liability in, 1883, 

1884. 

W 

Weather bureau, state, 1973. 

Weights and measures, laws relating 

to, 2021-2028. 

White clover seed, 1984. 

Y 

Yellows, peach, 1965, 

2037 
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